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K K --KnowledgeKnowledge A A -- Application. Application.
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PREFACEPREFACE
CBSE always believes in Global Trends of Educational Transformation and Continual ImprovementCBSE always believes in Global Trends of Educational Transformation and Continual Improvement

Process which means that the Board continually examines its processes and curriculum to evolve and findProcess which means that the Board continually examines its processes and curriculum to evolve and find

resonance amongst the educational fraternity. In this context, CBSE has yet proposed a remodeledresonance amongst the educational fraternity. In this context, CBSE has yet proposed a remodeled
ststassessment structure assessment structure on 31 on 31 January 2017 notifying January 2017 notifying the restoration the restoration of Class of Class X Board X Board examination,examination,

thereby eliminating the semester system of evaluation (popularly called CCE) applicable from thethereby eliminating the semester system of evaluation (popularly called CCE) applicable from the

academic year 2017-18 onwards.academic year 2017-18 onwards.

We at Oswaal Books are always proactive to We at Oswaal Books are always proactive to follow the changes proposed by follow the changes proposed by the Board and implementthe Board and implement

the same as soon as possible to put the students, parents and teachers at ease. The Oswaal Questionthe same as soon as possible to put the students, parents and teachers at ease. The Oswaal Question

Banks have been modified and rewritten as per the latest Board guidelines in order to supplement theBanks have been modified and rewritten as per the latest Board guidelines in order to supplement the

need of the students durineed of the students during the entire academic year.ng the entire academic year.

As the CBSE remodeled assessment structure is divided in two major parts namelyAs the CBSE remodeled assessment structure is divided in two major parts namely InternalInternal

AssessmentAssessment and and Board ExaminationsBoard Examinations, Oswaal Question Banks have been designed to assist students to, Oswaal Question Banks have been designed to assist students to

prepare for their periodic tests, internal assignments as prepare for their periodic tests, internal assignments as well as the Board examinations with equal ease.well as the Board examinations with equal ease.

Oswaal Question Banks will not only help Oswaal Question Banks will not only help students with regular studies but will also equip the teachersstudents with regular studies but will also equip the teachers

with the most updated study material for the with the most updated study material for the class.class.

The Question Banks have been designed with a The Question Banks have been designed with a lot of care and attention to details. All lot of care and attention to details. All chapters arechapters are

arranged 'TOPICWISE' where each topic is explained in detail and covers all typologies of Questionsarranged 'TOPICWISE' where each topic is explained in detail and covers all typologies of Questions

specified by CBSE, with well labelled diagrams and high quality figures/diagrams for fast learning.specified by CBSE, with well labelled diagrams and high quality figures/diagrams for fast learning.

Answers from CBSE Marking scheme are highlighted in order Answers from CBSE Marking scheme are highlighted in order to specify the correct method of answeringto specify the correct method of answering

questions for attaining maximum marks. We hope to make Oswaal Question Banks a student's bestquestions for attaining maximum marks. We hope to make Oswaal Question Banks a student's best

companion to sail through the entire academic year smocompanion to sail through the entire academic year smoothly.othly.

Last but not the least, we would Last but not the least, we would like to offer heartfelt gratitude to our authorslike to offer heartfelt gratitude to our authors , editors, reviewers and, editors, reviewers and

specially students who regularly send us suggestions which helps in continuous improvement of thisspecially students who regularly send us suggestions which helps in continuous improvement of this

book and makes it stbook and makes it stand out as and out as “One of the Best” “One of the Best” in its category.in its category.

We, at Oswaal Books, wish you We, at Oswaal Books, wish you all a very all a very Happy Learning and a successful 2017-18!!Happy Learning and a successful 2017-18!!

-T-Team Oswaeam Oswaalal

1. 1. Chapter-wise Chapter-wise and and TTopic–wise presentationopic–wise presentation
in Question Banks facilitates systematicin Question Banks facilitates systematic
study.study.

2. 2. Question Banks can Question Banks can be referred to by be referred to by thethe

students throughout the year as well as atstudents throughout the year as well as at

the completion of each chapter in school.the completion of each chapter in school.

3. Question Banks, take into account any3. Question Banks, take into account any

changes in syllabus or layout and hencechanges in syllabus or layout and hence

are fully updated and aligned as per theare fully updated and aligned as per the

latest specifications by the Boardlatest specifications by the Board..

Why Topic Wise Question Banks Are A Better Choice than Previous Year’s Papers ?Why Topic Wise Question Banks Are A Better Choice than Previous Year’s Papers ?

Question Question Banks Banks Previous Previous YYears’ ears’ PPapersapers

1. 1. YYear Wear Wise presentation restricts methodicalise presentation restricts methodical

flow of learning.flow of learning.

2. These can be referred to only after the2. These can be referred to only after the

completion of the full completion of the full syllabus in school.syllabus in school.

3. Previous Years' questions cannot be3. Previous Years' questions cannot be

changed and hence fail to be adept with thechanged and hence fail to be adept with the

latest Board latest Board specificatiospecificationsns



Information in this section is Information in this section is sourced from various available sources. Though all efforts have been made sourced from various available sources. Though all efforts have been made to maketo make

sure it is tsure it is trustworthy, Oswaal Books shall not be rustworthy, Oswaal Books shall not be responsible for mistakes, if any.responsible for mistakes, if any.

He led a global march against child labour in 1998, whereHe led a global march against child labour in 1998, where
7.2 million people participated from 103 countries. It was the7.2 million people participated from 103 countries. It was the
largest campaign ever organised on child labour.largest campaign ever organised on child labour.

He was instrumental in UN adding child slavery to its developmentHe was instrumental in UN adding child slavery to its development
agenda.agenda.

For him, Nobel prize “ iFor him, Nobel prize “ is an honour for my fellow Is an honour for my fellow Indians andndians and
for all those children whose voice has never been heard before ifor all those children whose voice has never been heard before inn
the country ”.the country ”.

Born: 11 January, 1954Born: 11 January, 1954
Child Right Activist / Child Right Activist / Education AdvocateEducation Advocate

KKailash Satyarailash Satyarthithi



SYLLABUSSYLLABUS

(Code No. 087)(Code No. 087)Class - XClass - XSOCIAL SCIENCESOCIAL SCIENCE

Latest Syllabus issued by CBSE for Academic Year 2017-18Latest Syllabus issued by CBSE for Academic Year 2017-18

SECTION WISE WESECTION WISE WEIGHTAIGHTAGE IN GE IN ENGLISH COMMUNICATIVEENGLISH COMMUNICATIVE3 3 Hours Hours Marks Marks 8080

Units Units Marks Marks PDPD

I I India India and and the the ContemporaContemporary ry World World –II –II 20 20 6060

II II Contemporary Contemporary India India –II–II 20 5520 55

III III Democratic Democratic PoliPolitics tics –II –II 20 20 5050

IV IV UnderstandUnderstanding ing Economic Economic Development Development 20 5020 50

TTotaotal l 80 80 215215

UNIT 1 : INDIA AND THE CONTEMPORARY WORLD –IIUNIT 1 : INDIA AND THE CONTEMPORARY WORLD –II 60 Periods60 Periods

Themes ObjectivesThemes Objectives

In Sub-unit 1.1 students are required to choose anyIn Sub-unit 1.1 students are required to choose any

two themes. In that sub-unit, theme 3 istwo themes. In that sub-unit, theme 3 is

compulsory and for second theme students arecompulsory and for second theme students are

required to choose any one from the first tworequired to choose any one from the first two

themes.themes.

In Sub-units 1.2 and 1.3 students are required toIn Sub-units 1.2 and 1.3 students are required to

choose any one theme from each. Thus all choose any one theme from each. Thus all studentsstudents

are required to study four themes in all.are required to study four themes in all.

Sub-unit 1.1 : Events and processes: Any Sub-unit 1.1 : Events and processes: Any two of thetwo of the

following themes:following themes:

1. The Rise of Nationalism in Europe :1. The Rise of Nationalism in Europe :

(a) The growth of nationalism in Europe after the(a) The growth of nationalism in Europe after the

1830s. (b) The ideas of Giuseppe Mazzini, etc. (c)1830s. (b) The ideas of Giuseppe Mazzini, etc. (c)

General characteristics of the movements inGeneral characteristics of the movements in

Poland, Hungary, Italy, Germany and Greece.Poland, Hungary, Italy, Germany and Greece.

(Chapter (Chapter 1)1)

2. The Nationalist Movement in Indo - China :2. The Nationalist Movement in Indo - China :

Factors Leading to Growth of Nationalism in Indo-Factors Leading to Growth of Nationalism in Indo-

China (a)French colonialism in Indo-China.China (a)French colonialism in Indo-China.

(b) Phases of struggle against the French. (c) The(b) Phases of struggle against the French. (c) The

ideas of Phan Chu Trinh, Phan Boi Chau, HO Chiideas of Phan Chu Trinh, Phan Boi Chau, HO Chi

Minh (d) The Second World War and the liMinh (d) The Second World War and the liberationberation

struggle. (e) America and the Vietnam war.struggle. (e) America and the Vietnam war.

(Chapter (Chapter 2)2)

3. Nationalism in India :3. Nationalism in India :

(a) Impact of First World War, Khilafat, Non-(a) Impact of First World War, Khilafat, Non-

Cooperation and Differing Strands within theCooperation and Differing Strands within the

Movement. (b) Salt Satyagraha. (c) Movements ofMovement. (b) Salt Satyagraha. (c) Movements of

peasants, workers, tribals. (d) Limits of Civilpeasants, workers, tribals. (d) Limits of Civil

Disobedience. (e) The Sense of CollectiveDisobedience. (e) The Sense of Collective

Belonging. Belonging. (Chapter (Chapter 3)3)

•• The theme The theme will discuss the will discuss the forms in which forms in which natio-natio-

nalism developed along with the formation ofnalism developed along with the formation of

nation states in Europe in the posnation states in Europe in the post-1830 period.t-1830 period.

••  Discuss the relationship/difference between  Discuss the relationship/difference between

European nationalism and anti-colonialEuropean nationalism and anti-colonial

nationalisms.nationalisms.

•• Point to Point to the way the way the idea the idea of the of the Formath requiredFormath required

nation states became generalized in Europe andnation states became generalized in Europe and

elsewhere.elsewhere.

•• Discuss the difference bDiscuss the difference between French colon-etween French colon-

ialism in Indo-China and British colonialism inialism in Indo-China and British colonialism in

India.India.

•• Outline the Outline the different stadifferent stages of ges of the anti the anti imperialistimperialist

struggle in Indo-China.struggle in Indo-China.

••  Familiarize the students with the differences  Familiarize the students with the differences

between nationalist movements in Indo Chinabetween nationalist movements in Indo China

and India.and India.

•• Discuss the Discuss the characteristics characteristics of Indof Indian nationalismian nationalism

through a case study of Civil Disobediencethrough a case study of Civil Disobedience

Movement.Movement.

••  Analyze the nature of the diverse social  Analyze the nature of the diverse social

movements of the time.movements of the time.

•• Familiarize studeFamiliarize students with nts with the writings the writings and idealsand ideals

of different political groups and individuals,of different political groups and individuals,

notably Mahatama Gandhi.notably Mahatama Gandhi.



Sub-unit 1.2: Livelihoods, Economies and Societies:Sub-unit 1.2: Livelihoods, Economies and Societies:

Any one of the following themes :Any one of the following themes :

4.4. The making of a Global World :The making of a Global World :

(a) The Pre-modern world (b) The Nineteenth(a) The Pre-modern world (b) The Nineteenth

Century global economy, colonialism (c) The InterCentury global economy, colonialism (c) The Inter

war Economy (Great Depression) (d) war Economy (Great Depression) (d) Rebuilding theRebuilding the

World EconomyWorld Economy

5. The Age of Industrialization :5. The Age of Industrialization :

(a) Proto-industrialization and pace of industrial(a) Proto-industrialization and pace of industrial

change (b) Life of workers (c) Industrialization inchange (b) Life of workers (c) Industrialization in

the colonies (d) Early Entrepreneurs & workersthe colonies (d) Early Entrepreneurs & workers

(e) The Peculiarities of Industrial Growth(e) The Peculiarities of Industrial Growth

(f) Market for Goods(f) Market for Goods

6. Work, Life & Leisure :6. Work, Life & Leisure :

(a) Development of modern cities due to(a) Development of modern cities due to

Indust r ia l i za t ion  in  London & BombayIndust r ia l i za t ion  in  London & Bombay

(b) Housing and Land Reclamation (c) Social(b) Housing and Land Reclamation (c) Social

Changes in the cities (d) Cities Changes in the cities (d) Cities and the challenge ofand the challenge of

the Environment.the Environment.

Sub-unit 1.3 : Everyday Life, Culture and PoliticsSub-unit 1.3 : Everyday Life, Culture and Politics

Any one of the following themes:Any one of the following themes:

7. Print Culture and the Modern World :7. Print Culture and the Modern World :

(a) The history of print in Europe. (a) The history of print in Europe. (b) The growth of(b) The growth of

press in nineteenth century India. (c) Relationshippress in nineteenth century India. (c) Relationship

between print culture, public debate and politics.between print culture, public debate and politics.

(Chapter 7)(Chapter 7)

8. Novels, Society and History :8. Novels, Society and History :

(a) Emergence of the novel as a genre in the west.(a) Emergence of the novel as a genre in the west.

(b) The relationship between the novel and(b) The relationship between the novel and

changes in modern society. (c) Early novels inchanges in modern society. (c) Early novels in

nineteenth century India. (d) A study of two ornineteenth century India. (d) A study of two or

three three major major writers. writers. (Chapter (Chapter 8)8)

•• Show that gShow that globalizaton has lobalizaton has a long history anda long history and

point to the shifts within the process.point to the shifts within the process.

•• Analyze the Analyze the implication of implication of globalization for globalization for locallocal

economies.economies.

••  Discuss how globalization is experienced  Discuss how globalization is experienced

differently by different social groups.differently by different social groups.

•• Familiarize students Familiarize students with the Proto- with the Proto- IndustrialIndustrial

phase and Early – factory system.phase and Early – factory system.

•• TTo make o make them understand, abthem understand, about the process out the process ofof

industrialization and its impact on labour class.industrialization and its impact on labour class.

•• TTo explain them about industrialization in theo explain them about industrialization in the

colonies in colonies in reference to Treference to Textile industries.extile industries.

••  Show the difference between urbanization in  Show the difference between urbanization in

two different contexts. A focus on Bombay andtwo different contexts. A focus on Bombay and
London will allow the discussions on urban-London will allow the discussions on urban-
ization and industrialization to complementization and industrialization to complement
each other.each other.

•• Discuss the link beDiscuss the link between print culturtween print culture and thee and the

circulation of ideas.circulation of ideas.

••  Familiarize students with pictures, cartoons,  Familiarize students with pictures, cartoons,

extracts from propaganda literature andextracts from propaganda literature and
newspaper debates on important events andnewspaper debates on important events and
issues in the past.issues in the past.

••  Show that forms of writing have a specific  Show that forms of writing have a specific

history, and that they reflect historical changeshistory, and that they reflect historical changes
within society and shape the forces of change.within society and shape the forces of change.

•• Familiarize students with some Familiarize students with some of the ideas oof the ideas off

writers who have had a powerful impact onwriters who have had a powerful impact on
society.society.

UNIT 2 : CONTEMPORARY INDIA –IIUNIT 2 : CONTEMPORARY INDIA –II 55 Periods55 Periods

Themes ObjectivesThemes Objectives

1. Resources and Development:1. Resources and Development: Types - naturalTypes - natural

and human; Need for resource planning, naturaland human; Need for resource planning, natural

resources, land as a resource, soil types andresources, land as a resource, soil types and

distribution; changing land-use pattern; landdistribution; changing land-use pattern; land

degradation and conservation measures.degradation and conservation measures.

(Chapter (Chapter 1)1)

3. Water Resources:3. Water Resources: Sources, distribution, utilisa-Sources, distribution, utilisa-

tion, multi-purpose projects, water scarcity, needtion, multi-purpose projects, water scarcity, need

for conservation and management, rainwaterfor conservation and management, rainwater

harvesting. (One case study to be introduced)harvesting. (One case study to be introduced)

(Chapter (Chapter 3)3)

•• Understand the Understand the value of value of resources and resources and the needthe need

for their judicious utilisation and conservation.for their judicious utilisation and conservation.

••  Understand the importance of water as a  Understand the importance of water as a

resource as well as develop awareness towardsresource as well as develop awareness towards

its judicious use and conservation.its judicious use and conservation.

... contd. ... contd. SyllabusSyllabus



4. Agriculture :4. Agriculture : Types of farming, major crops,Types of farming, major crops,

cropping pattern, technological and institutionalcropping pattern, technological and institutional

reforms; their impact; contribution of Agriculturereforms; their impact; contribution of Agriculture

to national economy-employment and output.to national economy-employment and output.

Note :Note : Content of pg no. 44-47  Content of pg no. 44-47 of NCERTof NCERT

TTextbook extbook is is to to be be deleted. deleted. (Chapter (Chapter 4)4)

5. Minerals and Energy Resources :5. Minerals and Energy Resources :  Types of  Types of

minerals, distribution (Note : on map only) use andminerals, distribution (Note : on map only) use and

economic importance of minerals, conservation,economic importance of minerals, conservation,

types of power resources: conventional andtypes of power resources: conventional and

nonconventional, distribution and utilization, andnonconventional, distribution and utilization, and

conservation. conservation. (Chapter (Chapter 5)5)

6. 6. Manufacturing Manufacturing Industries Industries ::  Types, spatial  Types, spatial

distribution (Note : on map only) contribution ofdistribution (Note : on map only) contribution of

industries to the national economy, industrialindustries to the national economy, industrial

pollution and degradation of environment,pollution and degradation of environment,

measures to control degradation.measures to control degradation. Note :Note : ContentContent

mentioned on page no. 74-75 of NCERT,mentioned on page no. 74-75 of NCERT,

Geography Text book i.e. Aluminium Smelting,Geography Text book i.e. Aluminium Smelting,

Chemical Industries, Fertilizer Industry, CementChemical Industries, Fertilizer Industry, Cement

Industry is not required to be deliver in class roomIndustry is not required to be deliver in class room

during instruction.during instruction.

7. Life Lines of National Economy :7. Life Lines of National Economy :  Importance of Importance of

means of Communication and transportation,means of Communication and transportation,

TTrade rade & & TTourisourism m (Chapter (Chapter 7)7)

••  Understand the importance of agriculture in  Understand the importance of agriculture in

national economy.national economy.

•• Identify various Identify various types of types of farming and farming and discuss thediscuss the

various farming methods; Describe the spatialvarious farming methods; Describe the spatial
distribution of major crops as well as understanddistribution of major crops as well as understand
the relationship between rainfall regimes andthe relationship between rainfall regimes and
cropping pattern.cropping pattern.

••  Explain various government policies for  Explain various government policies for

institutional as well as technological reformsinstitutional as well as technological reforms
since independence.since independence.

•• Discuss various types Discuss various types of minerals aof minerals as well as s well as theirtheir

uneven nature of distribution and explain theuneven nature of distribution and explain the
need for their judicious utilisation.need for their judicious utilisation.

•• Discuss various types Discuss various types of conventional of conventional and non-and non-

conventional resources and their utilization.conventional resources and their utilization.

••  Discuss the importance of industries in the  Discuss the importance of industries in the

national economy as well as understand thenational economy as well as understand the
regional disparities which resulted due toregional disparities which resulted due to
concentration of industries in some concentration of industries in some areas.areas.

••  Discuss the need for a planned industrial  Discuss the need for a planned industrial

development and debate over the role ofdevelopment and debate over the role of
government towards sustainable development.government towards sustainable development.

••  To explain the importance of transport and  To explain the importance of transport and

communication in the ever shrinking world.communication in the ever shrinking world.

•• TTo understand the o understand the role of trade role of trade in the economicin the economic

development of a countrdevelopment of a country.y.

Project / Activity :Project / Activity :

•• Learners may Learners may collect photographs collect photographs of typicaof typical rural l rural houses, and houses, and clothing of clothing of people from people from different different regions ofregions of

India and examine whether they reflect any relationship with climatic India and examine whether they reflect any relationship with climatic conditions and relief of the area.conditions and relief of the area.

•• Learners may Learners may write a write a brief report brief report on various on various irrigation practices irrigation practices in the in the village and village and the change the change in croppingin cropping

pattern in the last decade.pattern in the last decade.

Posters :Posters :

•• Pollution Pollution of of water water in in the the locality.locality.

•• Depletion Depletion of of forests forests and and the the greenhouse greenhouse effect.effect.

Note :Note : Any similar activity  Any similar activity may be taken up.may be taken up.

... contd. ... contd. SyllabusSyllabus



... contd. ... contd. SyllabusSyllabus

UNIT 3 : UNIT 3 : DEMOCRADEMOCRATIC POLITICS –IITIC POLITICS –II 50 Periods50 Periods

Themes ObjectivesThemes Objectives

1&2. Power Sharing & Federalism :1&2. Power Sharing & Federalism :  Why and how Why and how

is power shared in democracies? How has federalis power shared in democracies? How has federal

division of power division of power in India helped national in India helped national unity? Tunity? Too

what extent has decentralisation achieved thiswhat extent has decentralisation achieved this

objective? How does democracy accommodateobjective? How does democracy accommodate

different different social social groups? groups? (Chapter (Chapter 1&2)1&2)

3&4. Democracy and Diversity & Gender,3&4. Democracy and Diversity & Gender,

Religion and Caste :Religion and Caste : Are divisions inherent to the Are divisions inherent to the

working of democracy? What has been working of democracy? What has been the effect ofthe effect of

caste on politics and of politics on caste? How hascaste on politics and of politics on caste? How has

the gender division shaped politics? How dothe gender division shaped politics? How do

communal divisions affect democracy?communal divisions affect democracy?

(Chapter (Chapter 3&4)3&4)

5. Popular Struggles and Movements (Note :5. Popular Struggles and Movements (Note :

Ch-5 is to be done as project work oCh-5 is to be done as project work only and will notnly and will not

be evaluated in theory)be evaluated in theory)

6. 6. Political Political Parties Parties :: What role do political partiesWhat role do political parties

play in competition and contestation? Which areplay in competition and contestation? Which are

the major national and regional parties in India?the major national and regional parties in India?

(Chapter 6)(Chapter 6)

7. 7. Outcomes Outcomes of of Democracy Democracy ::  Can or should  Can or should

democracy be judged by its outcomes? Whatdemocracy be judged by its outcomes? What

outcomes can one reasonably expect ofoutcomes can one reasonably expect of

democracies? Does democracy in India meet thesedemocracies? Does democracy in India meet these

expectations? Has democracy led to development,expectations? Has democracy led to development,

security and dignity for the people? What sustainssecurity and dignity for the people? What sustains

democracy democracy in in India? India? (Chapter (Chapter 7)7)

8. 8. Challenges Challenges to to Democracy Democracy ::  Is the idea of  Is the idea of

democracy shrinking? What are the majordemocracy shrinking? What are the major

challenges to democracy in India? How canchallenges to democracy in India? How can

democracy be reformed and deepened? What roledemocracy be reformed and deepened? What role

can an ordinary citizen play in deepeningcan an ordinary citizen play in deepening

democracy? democracy? (Chapter (Chapter 8)8)

•• Introduce students to tIntroduce students to the centrality of powerhe centrality of power
sharing in a sharing in a democracy.democracy.

•• Understand the working of Understand the working of spatial and socialspatial and social
power sharing mechanisms.power sharing mechanisms.

•• Analyse Analyse federal federal provisions aprovisions and nd institutions.institutions.

•• Understand the Understand the new Pannew Panchayati Raj chayati Raj institutionsinstitutions
in rural and urban areas.in rural and urban areas.

••  Analyse the relationship between social  Analyse the relationship between social
cleavages and political competition withcleavages and political competition with
reference to Indian situation.reference to Indian situation.

•• Understand Understand and anand analyse the alyse the challenges posed challenges posed byby
communalism to communalism to Indian democracy.Indian democracy.

•• Understand the Understand the enabling and enabling and disabling effects disabling effects ofof
caste and ethnicity in politics.caste and ethnicity in politics.

•• Develop Develop a a gender gender perspective perspective on pon politics.olitics.

••  Understand the vital role of struggle in the  Understand the vital role of struggle in the
expansion of expansion of democracy.democracy.

•• Analyse Analyse party party systems systems in in democracies.democracies.

••  Introduction to major political parties in the  Introduction to major political parties in the
country.country.

•• Analyse the Analyse the role of role of social movements asocial movements and non-nd non-
party political formations.party political formations.

••  Introduction to the difficult question of  Introduction to the difficult question of
evaluating the functioning of evaluating the functioning of democracies.democracies.

••  Develop the skills of evaluating Indian  Develop the skills of evaluating Indian
democracy on some key dimensions :democracy on some key dimensions :
development, security and dignity for thedevelopment, security and dignity for the
people.people.

••  Understand the causes for continuation of  Understand the causes for continuation of
democracy in India.democracy in India.

••  Distinguish between sources of strength and  Distinguish between sources of strength and
weaknesses of Indian weaknesses of Indian democracy.democracy.

••  Reflect on the different kinds of measures  Reflect on the different kinds of measures
possible to possible to deepen democracy.deepen democracy.

•• Promote Promote an an active active and and participatory citizenship.participatory citizenship.

UNIT 4 : UNIT 4 : UNDERSTUNDERSTANDING ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTANDING ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 50 Periods50 Periods

Themes ObjectivesThemes Objectives

1. Development:1. Development: The traditional notion ofThe traditional notion of

development; National Income and Percapitadevelopment; National Income and Percapita

Income. Growth of National Income - criticalIncome. Growth of National Income - critical

appraisal of existing development indicators (PCI,appraisal of existing development indicators (PCI,

IMR, SR and other income and health indicators)IMR, SR and other income and health indicators)

The need for health and educational development;The need for health and educational development;

••  Familiarisation of some macroeconomic  Familiarisation of some macroeconomic

concepts.concepts.

•• Sensitizing the child Sensitizing the child about the about the rationale forrationale for

overall human development in our country,overall human development in our country,
which include the rise of income, improvementswhich include the rise of income, improvements
in health and education rather than income.in health and education rather than income.



Human Development Indicators (in simple andHuman Development Indicators (in simple and

brief as a holistic mbrief as a holistic measure of development.easure of development.

2. 2. Sectors oSectors of f the the Indian Indian Economy:Economy: *Sectors of*Sectors of

Economic Activities; Historical change in sectors;Economic Activities; Historical change in sectors;

Rising importance of tertiary sector; EmploymentRising importance of tertiary sector; Employment

Generation; Division of Sectors- Organised andGeneration; Division of Sectors- Organised and

Unorganised; Protective measures for unorganisedUnorganised; Protective measures for unorganised

sector sector workers. workers. (Chapter (Chapter 2)2)

3. 3. Money and Money and Credit : Credit : Role Role of money of money in anin an

economy :economy : Formal and Informal financialFormal and Informal financial

institutions for Savings and Credit - Generalinstitutions for Savings and Credit - General

Introduction; Select one formal institution such as aIntroduction; Select one formal institution such as a

nationalized commercial bank and a few informalnationalized commercial bank and a few informal

institutions; Local money lenders, landlords, chitinstitutions; Local money lenders, landlords, chit

funds funds and and private private finance finance companies. companies. (Chapter (Chapter 3)3)

(Note : Ch-3 will also be (Note : Ch-3 will also be evaluated in theory)evaluated in theory)

4. Globalisation and the Indian Economy :4. Globalisation and the Indian Economy :

Production across countries, Foreign trade andProduction across countries, Foreign trade and

Interaction of Markets, what is Globalization?Interaction of Markets, what is Globalization?

Factors, WTO, Impact, Fair Globalization (Chapter 4)Factors, WTO, Impact, Fair Globalization (Chapter 4)

5. 5. Consumer Consumer Rights Rights :: ***How consumer is***How consumer is

exploited (one or two simple case studies) factorsexploited (one or two simple case studies) factors

causing exploitation of consumers; Rise ofcausing exploitation of consumers; Rise of

consumer awareness; how a consumer should be inconsumer awareness; how a consumer should be in

a market; role of government in consumera market; role of government in consumer

protection. protection. (Chapter (Chapter 5)5)

•• It is necessary to raise It is necessary to raise question in minds question in minds of theof the
children whether the increase in income alone ischildren whether the increase in income alone is
sufficient for a nation.sufficient for a nation.

•• How and why people should How and why people should be healthy andbe healthy and
provided with education.provided with education.

••  To make aware of a major employment  To make aware of a major employment

generating generating sectorsector..

••  Sensit ise the learner of how and why  Sensit ise the learner of how and why

governments invest in such an igovernments invest in such an important sector.mportant sector.

••  Familiarize the concept of money as an  Familiarize the concept of money as an

economic concept.economic concept.

••  Create awareness of the role of financial  Create awareness of the role of financial

institutions from the point of viinstitutions from the point of view of day-to- dayew of day-to- day
life.life.

•• Provide children with Provide children with some idea about some idea about how ahow a

particular economic phenomenon is influencingparticular economic phenomenon is influencing
their surroundings and day-to-day life.their surroundings and day-to-day life.

•• Making the Making the child aware child aware of her rights of her rights and dutiesand duties

as a consumer;as a consumer;

••  Familiarizing the legal measures available to  Familiarizing the legal measures available to

protect from being exploited in markets.protect from being exploited in markets.

Suggested Activities / Instructions :Suggested Activities / Instructions :

Theme 2*: Visit to banks and money lenders / pawnbrokers and discuss various activities that you haveTheme 2*: Visit to banks and money lenders / pawnbrokers and discuss various activities that you have

observed in banks in the classroom.observed in banks in the classroom.

Participate in the meetings of Self Help Groups, which are engaged in micro credit schemes Participate in the meetings of Self Help Groups, which are engaged in micro credit schemes in the locality ofin the locality of

learners and observe issues discussed.learners and observe issues discussed.

Theme 4**: Provide many examples of service sector activities. Use numerical examples, charts andTheme 4**: Provide many examples of service sector activities. Use numerical examples, charts and

photographs.photographs.

Theme 5***: Collect logos of standards available for various goods and services. Visit a consumer courtTheme 5***: Collect logos of standards available for various goods and services. Visit a consumer court

nearby and discuss in the class nearby and discuss in the class the proceedings; Collect stories of consumer the proceedings; Collect stories of consumer exploitation and grievances fromexploitation and grievances from

newspapers and consumer courts.newspapers and consumer courts.
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CBSE/CM/2017CBSE/CM/2017
Subject :Subject : Restoring of class X Board examination with effect from the Restoring of class X Board examination with effect from the Academic YAcademic Year 2017-18.ear 2017-18.

Consequent upon the decision taken by the Governing Body of the Board, the duel scheme of examination forConsequent upon the decision taken by the Governing Body of the Board, the duel scheme of examination for

Class-X known hitherto as Scheme-I and Scheme-II shall stand discontinued for the students appearing inClass-X known hitherto as Scheme-I and Scheme-II shall stand discontinued for the students appearing in

Class-X from the Academic Year 2017-18 and onwards. The examination from Academic Year 2017-18 andClass-X from the Academic Year 2017-18 and onwards. The examination from Academic Year 2017-18 and

onwards would be conducted as onwards would be conducted as per the per the remodeled assessment structure explained below. Howeverremodeled assessment structure explained below. However, for , for Class-XClass-X

students appearing in Academic Year 2016-17 examination, the existing students appearing in Academic Year 2016-17 examination, the existing scheme of assessment would apply.scheme of assessment would apply.

A. A. Remodeled assessment Remodeled assessment structure effective from structure effective from the Academic Ythe Academic Year 2017-18 ear 2017-18 for Class-Xfor Class-X

1. 1. Scholastic Scholastic AreaArea

(i) (i) Periodic Periodic TTest (1est (10 0 marks) :marks) :

The school should coThe school should conduct three periodic written tests in the entire academic nduct three periodic written tests in the entire academic year and the average of the bestyear and the average of the best

two will be taken. The schools have the autonomy to make its own schedule. However, for the purpose oftwo will be taken. The schools have the autonomy to make its own schedule. However, for the purpose of

gradient learning, three tests may be held as one being the mid-term test and other the two being pre-midgradient learning, three tests may be held as one being the mid-term test and other the two being pre-mid

and post mid-term with portion of syllabus cumulatively covered. The gradually increasing portion ofand post mid-term with portion of syllabus cumulatively covered. The gradually increasing portion of

contents would prepare students acquire confidence for appearing in the Board examination with 100%contents would prepare students acquire confidence for appearing in the Board examination with 100%

syllabus. The school will syllabus. The school will take the average of the best two tests for final marks stake the average of the best two tests for final marks submission.ubmission.

(ii) (ii) Notebook Submission Notebook Submission (5 marks) (5 marks) ::

Notebook submission as a part of internal assessment is aimed at enhancing seriousness of students towardsNotebook submission as a part of internal assessment is aimed at enhancing seriousness of students towards

preparing notes for the topics being taught in the classroom as well as assignments. This also addresses thepreparing notes for the topics being taught in the classroom as well as assignments. This also addresses the

critical aspect of regularity, punctuality, neatness and notebook upkeep.critical aspect of regularity, punctuality, neatness and notebook upkeep.

(iii) Subject Enrichment Activities (5 marks) :(iii) Subject Enrichment Activities (5 marks) :

These are subjest specific application activities aimed at enrichment of the understanding and skillThese are subjest specific application activities aimed at enrichment of the understanding and skill

development. These activities are to be recorded internally by respective subject teachers.development. These activities are to be recorded internally by respective subject teachers.

Total 100 marksTotal 100 marks
(Syllabus (Syllabus for for assessment assessment will will be be only only Class-X)Class-X)

Subject Subject 80 80 Marks Marks 20 20 Marks Marks (Internal (Internal Assessment)Assessment)
(Board (Board Examination) Examination) Student Student has has to to secure secure 33% 33% marks marks out out of of overall overall 20 20 marksmarks
Student Student has has to to secure secure earmarked earmarked in in each each subjectsubject
33% 33% marks marks out out of of 8080 Periodic Periodic TTest est Notebook Notebook Subject Subject EnrichmentEnrichment
marks marks in in each each subjectsubject (10 (10 marks) marks) Submission Submission ActivityActivity

(5 (5 Marks) Marks) (5 (5 Marks)Marks)

(i) (i) (ii) (ii) (iii)(iii)

Language Language 1 1 Board Board will will conduct conduct Class-X Class-X Periodic Periodic written written This This will will cover cover : : Speaking Speaking andand
Examination Examination for for 80 80 marks marks TTest, est, restricted restricted toto ll Regularity Regularity listening listening skillsskills

Language Language 2 2 in in each each subject subject covering covering three three in in eacheach ll Assignment Assignment Speaking Speaking andand
100% 100% syllabus syllabus of of the the subject subject in in an an completion completion listening listening skillsskills

Science Science subject subject of of Class-X Class-X only. only. Academic Academic YYearear.. ll Neatness Neatness & & Practical Practical Lab Lab WorkWork
upkeep upkeep ofofMarks and Grades bothMarks and Grades both Average of theAverage of the

Mathematics Mathematics notebook notebook Maths Maths Lab Lab PracticalPracticalwill be awarded forwill be awarded for best two tests tobest two tests to
Individual subjects.Individual subjects. be taken for finalbe taken for final

Social Social Science Science Map Map work work andand9- 9- point point grading grading will will be be marks marks submissionsubmission
project workproject worksame as followed by thesame as followed by the

Board in Class XIIBoard in Class XII
thth6th 6th Additional Additional Scheme Scheme of of studies studies for 6 for 6 additional additional subject subject is deis detailed tailed inin Annexure – IAnnexure – I

ththSubjectSubject Note :Note : In case  In case student opts a student opts a language as 6 language as 6 additional subject the additional subject the modalities definedmodalities defined
for for Languages Languages I I and and II II shall shall be be followed.followed.

Circular No.: Acad – 14/2017 (Date : 31/01/2017)Circular No.: Acad – 14/2017 (Date : 31/01/2017)



For Languages :For Languages : Activities conducted for subActivities conducted for subject enrichment in languaject enrichment in languages should aim at ges should aim at equipping theequipping the

learner to develop effective speaking and listening skills.learner to develop effective speaking and listening skills.

For Mathematics :For Mathematics : The listed laboratory activities and The listed laboratory activities and projects as given projects as given in the prescribed in the prescribed publication ofpublication of

CBSE/NCERT may be followed.CBSE/NCERT may be followed.

For Science :For Science : The listed practical wThe listed practical works/activities may be carried orks/activities may be carried out as prescribed out as prescribed by the CBSE in by the CBSE in thethe

Curriculum.Curriculum.

For Social Science :For Social Science : Map and project work Map and project work may be undertaken as pmay be undertaken as prescribed by the CBSE in trescribed by the CBSE in the Curriculum.he Curriculum.

2. 2. Co-Scholastic Co-Scholastic Activities Activities ::

Schools should promote co-curricular activites for the holistic development of the student. TheseSchools should promote co-curricular activites for the holistic development of the student. These

activities will be graded on a 5-point grading scale (A to E) and will have no descriptive indicators. Noactivities will be graded on a 5-point grading scale (A to E) and will have no descriptive indicators. No

upscaling of grades will be done.upscaling of grades will be done.

Activities Activities TTo o be be graded graded on on a a Areas Areas and and ObjectivesObjectives
5- 5- point point scale scale (as (as prescribed prescribed in in the the Scheme Scheme of of Studies Studies forfor
(A-E) (A-E) in in school school Subjects Subjects of of Internal Internal AssessmentAssessment

Work Work Education Education By By the the Concerned Concerned Work Work Education Education is is a a distinct distinct curricular curricular area area for for student student forfor

or or PrePre-V-Vocaocatiotional nal TTeaceacher her participatiparticipation on in in social, social, economic economic and and welfare welfare activitieactivities.s.

Education Education Student Student gets gets a a sense sense of of community community service service and and develops develops self-self-

reliance. reliance. (for (for Pre-VocatPre-Vocational ional Education Education as as per per Scheme Scheme ofof

Studies)Studies)

Art Art Education Education By By the the VA/PVA/PA A or or the the Art Education constituteArt Education constitutes an s an imporimportant area tant area of curricularof curricular

Concerned Concerned TTeacher eacher activity activity for for development development of of wholesome wholesome personality personality of of thethe

students. students. Students Students will will select select one one or or more more forms forms of of creative creative arts.arts.

Health Health & & Physical Physical By By the the PE PE TTeacher eacher Health Health & & Physical Physical Activity Activity preferably preferably sports must sports must be be given given aa

Education Education (Sports/ (Sports/ regular regular period. period. Students Students should should be be provided provided opportunities opportunities toto

MartMartial ial ArtsArts/Y/Yogaoga/ / get get professionallprofessionally y trained trained in in the the area area of of their their interest.interest.

NCC NCC etc.) etc.) Indigenous Indigenous sports, sports, yoga yoga and and NCC NCC must must be be encouraged encouraged in in thethe

the the schools schools creating creating a a sense sense of of physical physical fitness, fitness, discipline,discipline,

sportsmanship, sportsmanship, patriotism, patriotism, self-sacrifice self-sacrifice and and health health care.care.

3. 3. DiscipDiscipline line (Attenda(Attendance, nce, SinceriSincerity, ty, BehavioBehaviour, ur, Values) Values) ::

Discipline Discipline significantly significantly impacts impacts career career shaping shaping and and it it helps helps build build charactercharacter. . Sincerity, Sincerity, good good behaviorbehavior

and and values values develop develop strength strength and and foster foster unity unity and and co-operation. co-operation. Therefore, Therefore, the the element element of of discipline discipline hashas
been been introduced. introduced. Class Class teacher teacher will bwill be e responsible responsible for gfor grading rading the the students students on on a a Five-point Five-point scale scale (A(A

to E).to E).

The The Internal Internal assessment assessment comprising comprising 20 20 marks marks (10+5+5) (10+5+5) entails entails objectivity objectivity and and a a structuredstructured
approach.For approach.For a a holistic holistic assessment, assessment, the the teachers teachers are are expected expected to to make make it it an an effective effective tool.tool.

B. B. Documentation Documentation ::

Records Records pertaining tpertaining to to the he internal internal assessment assessment of of the the students students done done by by the the schools will schools will be be maintainedmaintained

for a for a period operiod of f three three months frmonths from the om the date date of of declaration declaration of of result result for vefor verification at rification at the the discretion discretion of of 
the the Board. Board. Subjudiced Subjudiced cases, cases, if if any any or or those those involving involving RTI/Grievances RTI/Grievances may may however however be be retained retained beyondbeyond

three three months.months.

C. C. Assessment Scheme Assessment Scheme for Class-VI for Class-VI to IX to IX in tin the CBShe CBSE affiliaE affiliated schools ted schools ::

The The CBSE aCBSE affiliated ffiliated schools, for schools, for the the purpose purpose of of uniformity in uniformity in classes VI classes VI to to IX IX may, may, replicate replicate the the samesame
assessment assessment model model as as described described above above for for Class-X Class-X for for Academic Academic YYear ear 2017-18.2017-18.

The The above above scheme scheme must must be be implemented implemented in in letter letter and and spirit.spirit.

AddAdditiitionaonal l SubSubjecject t AnAn nenexuxurere –I–I

Excerpt onlyExcerpt only

Subject Subject : : FIT/ICT FIT/ICT Board Board Class-X Class-X Examination Examination for for 40 40 marks marks Practical Practical Examination Examination 60 60 marksmarks
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SocialSocial
ScienceScience

Time Time Allowed Allowed : : 3 3 Hrs. Hrs. M.M. M.M. : : 9090

Instructions :Instructions :

1. 1. The question pThe question paper has 30 aper has 30 question in all.question in all. All All questions are  questions are compulsory.compulsory.

2. 2. Marks are Marks are indicated against eindicated against each question.ach question.

3. 3. Questions Questions from from serial serial numbernumber 1 to 81 to 8 are Vare Very Short Answer ery Short Answer Questions. Each question carriesQuestions. Each question carries 11 mark. Answers to thesemark. Answers to these
questions should not exceedquestions should not exceed 30 30 words each.words each.

 4.  4. Questions from Questions from serial numberserial number 99 toto 20 20 areare 3 3 marks questions. Answers to these questions should not exceedmarks questions. Answers to these questions should not exceed 8080 words each.words each.

5. 5. Questions frQuestions from serial om serial numbernumber 21 21 toto 28 28 areare 5 5 marks questions. Answers to these questions should not exceedmarks questions. Answers to these questions should not exceed 120120 wordswords
each.each.

6. 6. Questions Questions numbersnumbers 29 29 andand 30 30 are map questions ofare map questions of  3 3 marks each from History and Geography both. After completion,marks each from History and Geography both. After completion,
attach the maps inside your answer-book.attach the maps inside your answer-book.

Delhi Delhi Set-I Set-I Code Code No. No. 32/1/132/1/1

1.1. Name the writer of the novel 'Anandamath.'Name the writer of the novel 'Anandamath.' 11

2.2. Name the river which Name the river which is related to 'National is related to 'National WWaterways' No. 1.aterways' No. 1. 11

3.3. How do 'pressure groups' form ?How do 'pressure groups' form ? 11

4.4. Explain the meaning of 'challenge.'Explain the meaning of 'challenge.' 11

5.5. Give an example of any 'pressure group' of India Give an example of any 'pressure group' of India which functions as a branch which functions as a branch of 'political party.'of 'political party.' 11

6.6. Highlight the inherent problem in double coincidence of wants.Highlight the inherent problem in double coincidence of wants. 11

7.7. Give any Give any one example of consumer's 'rone example of consumer's 'right to choose.'ight to choose.' 11

8.8. If you want to extract information about the functions of any government department, which right would youIf you want to extract information about the functions of any government department, which right would you
exercise ?exercise ? 11

9.9. Describe any three steps taken by the French revolutionaries to create a sense of collective identity amongst theDescribe any three steps taken by the French revolutionaries to create a sense of collective identity amongst the
French people.French people. 1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33

OROR

Describe any three changes that came Describe any three changes that came in the life of Vietnamese aftein the life of Vietnamese after the colonisation of Vietnam by the Fr the colonisation of Vietnam by the French.rench.

10.10. Why did Gandhiji decide to launch a nationwide Satyagraha against the proposed Rowlatt Act 1919 ? Explain anyWhy did Gandhiji decide to launch a nationwide Satyagraha against the proposed Rowlatt Act 1919 ? Explain any
three reasons.three reasons. 1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33

11.11. Evaluate the contribution of folklore, songs, popular symbols etc., in shaping the nationalism during freedomEvaluate the contribution of folklore, songs, popular symbols etc., in shaping the nationalism during freedom
struggle.struggle. 33

12.12. Describe any three characteristics of 'Odisha-Jharkhand belt' of Describe any three characteristics of 'Odisha-Jharkhand belt' of iron ore in India.iron ore in India. 33

13.13. Explain with examples the interdependence of agriculture and industries.Explain with examples the interdependence of agriculture and industries. 33

14.14. Why do the movement of goods and services from one place to another require fast and efficient means ofWhy do the movement of goods and services from one place to another require fast and efficient means of
transport. Explain with examples.transport. Explain with examples. 33

15.15. Differentiate between Nepal's movement and Bolivia's popular struggle.Differentiate between Nepal's movement and Bolivia's popular struggle. 33

16.16. How do the pressure groups and How do the pressure groups and movements influence politics ? Explain with movements influence politics ? Explain with examples.examples. 3 3 × × 1 1 = = 33

17.17. Analyse any three values that Analyse any three values that make democracy bettermake democracy better.. 3 3 × × 1 1 = = 33

18.18. "Banks are efficient medium of exchange." Support the statement with arguments."Banks are efficient medium of exchange." Support the statement with arguments. 3 × 1 = 33 × 1 = 3

19.19. Examine any three conditions which should be Examine any three conditions which should be taken care of by multinational companies to set up taken care of by multinational companies to set up their productiontheir production
units.units. 3 3 × × 1 1 = = 33
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20.20. Analyse any three reasons for the beginning of the Analyse any three reasons for the beginning of the consumer movement in India.consumer movement in India. 3 × 1 = 33 × 1 = 3

21.21. Who hosted 'Vienna Congress' in Who hosted 'Vienna Congress' in 1815 ? Analyse the 1815 ? Analyse the main changes brought main changes brought by the Vienna Tby the Vienna Treaty ?reaty ? 1 + 4 = 51 + 4 = 5

OROR
Analyse the role of 'Hoa-Hao' movement to Analyse the role of 'Hoa-Hao' movement to arouse anti-imperialist sentiments in Vietnam.arouse anti-imperialist sentiments in Vietnam.

22.22. "Plantation workers had their own understanding of Mahatma Gandhi's "Plantation workers had their own understanding of Mahatma Gandhi's ideas and the notion of ideas and the notion of 'Swaraj' Support'Swaraj' Support
the statement.the statement. 55

23.23. ‘Energy saved is energy produced’. Assess the statement.‘Energy saved is energy produced’. Assess the statement. 55

24.24. Explain any two main challenges faced Explain any two main challenges faced by the jute industry in by the jute industry in India. Explain any three objectives of National India. Explain any three objectives of National JuteJute
Policy.Policy. 55

25.25. "Democracy is very important for promoting dignity and freedom of the citizens." Support the statement with"Democracy is very important for promoting dignity and freedom of the citizens." Support the statement with
arguments.arguments. 5 × 1 = 55 × 1 = 5

26.26. Describe any five efforts made to reform political Describe any five efforts made to reform political parties in India.parties in India. 5 5 × × 1 1 = = 55

27.27. "Self Help Groups' help borrowers to overcome "Self Help Groups' help borrowers to overcome the problem of lack of cothe problem of lack of collateral." Examine the statement.llateral." Examine the statement. 55

28.28. Describe the contribution of technology in promoting the process of globalisation.Describe the contribution of technology in promoting the process of globalisation. 5 5 × × 1 1 = = 55

29.29. Three features A, B and C are marked on Three features A, B and C are marked on the given political outline map the given political outline map of India. Identify these features with theof India. Identify these features with the
help of the following information and write their correct names on the lines marked on the map :help of the following information and write their correct names on the lines marked on the map : 3 3 × × 1 1 = = 33

(a)(a) The place The place related to related to the calling the calling of the of the 'Non-Cooperation Movement.''Non-Cooperation Movement.'

(b)(b) The place where The place where the 'Pthe 'Peasant's Satyagraha' easant's Satyagraha' was started.was started.

(c)(c) Name the Name the place where place where 'Indian National 'Indian National Congress' session Congress' session was held.was held. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

AA

BB

CC

30.30. On the given political outline mOn the given political outline map of India locate and ap of India locate and label the following features with appropriate symbols.label the following features with appropriate symbols.

(a)(a) Iron Iron and and steel steel centrecentre

(b)(b) Major Major sea sea portport

(c)(c) Software Software techology techology park park 

Delhi Delhi Set-II Set-II Code Code No. No. 32/1/232/1/2

1.1. Who organised Dalits into the 'Who organised Dalits into the 'Depressed Classes Association' in 1930 ?Depressed Classes Association' in 1930 ? 11

2.2. Name the southern terminal station of Name the southern terminal station of the 'North-South Corridor.'the 'North-South Corridor.' 11

3.3. If you want to extract information about the functions of any government department, which right would youIf you want to extract information about the functions of any government department, which right would you
exercise ?exercise ? 11

4.4. Explain the meaning Explain the meaning of 'political party.'of 'political party.' 11

5.5. Analyse any three reasons for the beginning of the Analyse any three reasons for the beginning of the consumer movement in India.consumer movement in India. 3 3 × × 1 1 = = 33

6.6. Analyse any three reasons for slowed down of Analyse any three reasons for slowed down of Non-Cooperation Movement in cities.Non-Cooperation Movement in cities. 33
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7.7. How do the pressure groups and How do the pressure groups and movements influence policies ? Explain with examples.movements influence policies ? Explain with examples. 3 3 × × 1 1 = = 33

8.8. How are 'movements' different from interest groups ? Explain How are 'movements' different from interest groups ? Explain with examples.with examples. 33

10.10. How are 'local companies' benefited by collaborating with 'multinational companies' ? Evaluate any threeHow are 'local companies' benefited by collaborating with 'multinational companies' ? Evaluate any three

 benefits. benefits. 33

11.11. 'Roadways still have an edge over railways in India.' 'Roadways still have an edge over railways in India.' Support the statement.Support the statement. 55

12.12. Analyse the main functions of 'political parties.'Analyse the main functions of 'political parties.' 55

13.13. Why are rules and regulations needed in Why are rules and regulations needed in the market ? Explain with examples.the market ? Explain with examples. 55

Delhi Delhi Set-III Set-III Code Code No. No. 32/1/332/1/3

1.1. Under which agreement the Indian 'Depressed Classes' got reserved seats in the Provincial and Central LegislativeUnder which agreement the Indian 'Depressed Classes' got reserved seats in the Provincial and Central Legislative

Councils in 1932 ?Councils in 1932 ? 11

2.2. Name the western Name the western terminal station terminal station of 'East-Wof 'East-West Corridor.' ?est Corridor.' ? 11

3.3. Explain the main reason for 'Bolivia Water War.' ?Explain the main reason for 'Bolivia Water War.' ? 11

4.4. Explain any three effects of 'Non-Cooperation Movement' on Explain any three effects of 'Non-Cooperation Movement' on the economic front.the economic front. 33

5.5. Analyse any three reasons of the beginning of Analyse any three reasons of the beginning of the consumer movement in India.the consumer movement in India. 3 × 1 = 33 × 1 = 3

6.6. How is 'democratic government' a How is 'democratic government' a 'legitimate government ? Explain with examples.'legitimate government ? Explain with examples. 33

8.8. Why do lenders ask for 'collateral' while Why do lenders ask for 'collateral' while lending ? Analyse the reasons.lending ? Analyse the reasons. 33

9.9. ‘Indian Railways accelerates the economic life of the country as well as the development of industry and‘Indian Railways accelerates the economic life of the country as well as the development of industry and

agriculture’. Support the statement with examples.agriculture’. Support the statement with examples. 55

10.10. Examine the main 'challenges' before 'political Examine the main 'challenges' before 'political parties.'parties.' 55

11.11. 'Consumer movement can be effective only with the consumer's 'Consumer movement can be effective only with the consumer's active involvement.' Support the statement.active involvement.' Support the statement. 55

qqqqqq

Outside Outside Delhi Delhi Set-I Set-I Code Code No. No. 32/132/1

1.1. Name the writer of the book 'Hind Name the writer of the book 'Hind Swaraj'.Swaraj'. 11

2.2. Name the river related to National Waterways No. 2.Name the river related to National Waterways No. 2. 11

3.3. Explain any one difference between a pressure group and a Explain any one difference between a pressure group and a political partypolitical party.. 11

4.4. Explain the meaning of democracy ?Explain the meaning of democracy ? 11

5.5. Name any one political party of India Name any one political party of India which grew out of a mwhich grew out of a movement.ovement. 11

6.6. How does the use of money make it easier to exchange things ? Give an example.How does the use of money make it easier to exchange things ? Give an example. 11

7.7. Give an example of violation of consumer's right Give an example of violation of consumer's right to choose.to choose. 11

8.8. How is the maximum retail price printed oHow is the maximum retail price printed on packets beneficial for you.n packets beneficial for you. 11

9.9. Describe any three economic hardships faced by Europe Describe any three economic hardships faced by Europe in 1830s.in 1830s. 11

OROR

Describe any three problems faced by the French in the sphere of education Describe any three problems faced by the French in the sphere of education in Vietnam.in Vietnam. 3 × 1 = 33 × 1 = 3

10.10. Why did Gandhiji decide to withdraw the 'Non-Cooperation Movement' in February, 1922 ? Explain any threeWhy did Gandhiji decide to withdraw the 'Non-Cooperation Movement' in February, 1922 ? Explain any three

reasons.reasons. 3 × 1 = 33 × 1 = 3

11.11. Evaluate the role of business classes in Evaluate the role of business classes in the 'Civil Disobedience Movement'.the 'Civil Disobedience Movement'. 33

  12.  12. Describe any three characteristics of the Durg-Bastar-Chandrapur Iron-ore belt in India.Describe any three characteristics of the Durg-Bastar-Chandrapur Iron-ore belt in India. 3 × 1 = 33 × 1 = 3

  13.  13. Analyse the role of the manufacturing sector in Analyse the role of the manufacturing sector in the economic development of India.the economic development of India. 33

  14.  14. Examine with example of the role of means of transport and communication in making our life prosperous andExamine with example of the role of means of transport and communication in making our life prosperous and

comfortable.comfortable. 33

  15.  15. Analyse the role of popular struggles Analyse the role of popular struggles in the development of democracy.in the development of democracy. 33

  16.  16. How do pressure groups and moHow do pressure groups and movements strengthen democracy ? Explain.vements strengthen democracy ? Explain. 3 × 1 = 33 × 1 = 3

  17.  17. On the basis of which values will it be a fair expectation that democracy should produce a harmonioOn the basis of which values will it be a fair expectation that democracy should produce a harmonio us social life?us social life?

Explain.Explain. 3 × 1 = 33 × 1 = 3
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  18.  18. Explain any three loan activities of banks in India.Explain any three loan activities of banks in India. 3 × 1 = 33 × 1 = 3

  19.  19. How do Multi-National Corporations (MNCs) interlink production across countries. Explain with examples.How do Multi-National Corporations (MNCs) interlink production across countries. Explain with examples.

3 × 1 = 33 × 1 = 3

  20.  20. Analyse the importance of the three-tier judicial machinery under Consumer Protection Act (COPRA), 1986 forAnalyse the importance of the three-tier judicial machinery under Consumer Protection Act (COPRA), 1986 for

redressal of consumer disputes.redressal of consumer disputes. 33

21.21. "The first clear expression of nationalism "The first clear expression of nationalism came with the 'French Revolution' in 1789." Examine the statement.came with the 'French Revolution' in 1789." Examine the statement.

OROR

Examine the reasons that forced America Examine the reasons that forced America to withdraw from the Vietnam war.to withdraw from the Vietnam war. 5 × 1 = 55 × 1 = 5

  22.  22. How did Colonial Government repress the 'Civil Disobedience Movement' ? Explain.How did Colonial Government repress the 'Civil Disobedience Movement' ? Explain. 5 × 1 = 55 × 1 = 5

23.23. Why is it necessary to conserve mineral resources ? Explain any four ways to conserve mineral resources.Why is it necessary to conserve mineral resources ? Explain any four ways to conserve mineral resources.

1 + 4 = 51 + 4 = 5

24.24. Analyse the role of chemical Analyse the role of chemical industries in the Indian economindustries in the Indian economyy.. 5 × 1 = 55 × 1 = 5

  25.  25. Describe any five characteristics of Describe any five characteristics of democracy.democracy. 5 × 1 = 55 × 1 = 5

  26.  26. "It is very difficult to reform politics through legal ways." Evaluate the statement."It is very difficult to reform politics through legal ways." Evaluate the statement. 5 × 1 = 55 × 1 = 5

27.27. Analyse any five positive effects of globalisation Analyse any five positive effects of globalisation on the Indian economy.on the Indian economy. 5 × 1 = 55 × 1 = 5

  28.  28. What is liberalisation ? Describe What is liberalisation ? Describe any four effects of liberalisation oany four effects of liberalisation on the Indian economy.n the Indian economy. 1 + 4 = 51 + 4 = 5

29.29. Three features A, B and C are marked on the given political outline map of India. Identify these features with theThree features A, B and C are marked on the given political outline map of India. Identify these features with the

help of the following information and write their correct names on the lines marked on the map :help of the following information and write their correct names on the lines marked on the map : 3 × 1 = 33 × 1 = 3

(a)(a) The city The city associated with associated with the Jallianwala the Jallianwala Bagh incident.Bagh incident.

(b)(b) The place where The place where the Indian National the Indian National Congress session was held.Congress session was held.

(c)(c) The place The place where Gandhiji where Gandhiji violated violated the Salt the Salt LawLaw..

  30.  30. On the given political outline map ofOn the given political outline map of IndiaIndia (on page 11) locate and label the following features with appropriate (on page 11) locate and label the following features with appropriate

symbols :symbols : 3 × 1 = 33 × 1 = 3

(a)(a) Naraura – Naraura – Nuclear PNuclear Power Plantower Plant

(b)(b) TTuticouticorin – rin – Major Sea Major Sea PortPort

(c)(c) Bhilai Bhilai – Iron – Iron and and Steel Steel PlantPlant
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Outside Outside Delhi Delhi Set-III Set-III Code Code No. No. 32/332/3

1.1. What is meant by Satyagraha ?What is meant by Satyagraha ? 11
2.2. Where do minerals occur in igneous and metamorphic rocks ?Where do minerals occur in igneous and metamorphic rocks ? 11
3.3. Explain the meaning Explain the meaning of transparency in democracy.of transparency in democracy. 11
4.4. "Minerals "Minerals are unevenly are unevenly distributed in India." Support distributed in India." Support the statement the statement with examples.with examples. 3 × 1 = 33 × 1 = 3
5.5. Evaluate any three features of 'Golden Quadrilateral' Super Highways.Evaluate any three features of 'Golden Quadrilateral' Super Highways. 3 × 1 = 33 × 1 = 3

6.6. Analyse the role of opposition political Analyse the role of opposition political parties in democracy.parties in democracy. 3 × 1 = 33 × 1 = 3

7.7. Explain the measures taken by Gandhiji to eliminate the problem Explain the measures taken by Gandhiji to eliminate the problem of untouchability.of untouchability. 5 × 1 = 55 × 1 = 5

8.8. Examine any five factors affecting the location of Examine any five factors affecting the location of industries in India.industries in India. 5 × 1 = 55 × 1 = 5

9.9. "No party system is ideal for all "No party system is ideal for all countries and in all situations." Analyse the statement.countries and in all situations." Analyse the statement. 55

qqqqqq
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SOLUTIONSSOLUTIONS

Delhi Delhi Set-I Set-I Code Code No. No. 32/1/132/1/1

1.1. Bankim Chandra Chattopadhaya is the author ofBankim Chandra Chattopadhaya is the author of
the novel 'Anandamath'.the novel 'Anandamath'. 11

2.2. The Ganga river, between Allahabad and HaldiaThe Ganga river, between Allahabad and Haldia
(1620 km) - National (1620 km) - National WWaterways No. 1.aterways No. 1. 11

3.3. Pressure groups are formed when people withPressure groups are formed when people with
common occupation, interest, aspirations, orcommon occupation, interest, aspirations, or
opinions come together in order to achieve aopinions come together in order to achieve a
common objective, at times forcing government tocommon objective, at times forcing government to
fulfil their wishes.fulfil their wishes. 11

4.4. 'Challenge' is a call or summon to engage in any'Challenge' is a call or summon to engage in any
contest, as of skill, strength, etc.contest, as of skill, strength, etc. 11

5.5. Akhil Bharatiya Vidyarthi Parishad (ABVP)Akhil Bharatiya Vidyarthi Parishad (ABVP)
functions as a branch of the political party 'functions as a branch of the political party 'BharatiyaBharatiya
 Janata P Janata Partyarty' (BJP) in India.' (BJP) in India. 11

6.6. The inherent problem in 'Double Coincidence ofThe inherent problem in 'Double Coincidence of
WWant' is that one ant' is that one has to spend a has to spend a lot of time searchinglot of time searching
for a person ready to exchange goods.for a person ready to exchange goods. 11

7.7. An example of consumer's right to choose is - if aAn example of consumer's right to choose is - if a
person purchases an electronic products, whichperson purchases an electronic products, which
turns out to turns out to be faultybe faulty, a , a person by person by producing aproducing a
receipt can claim to replace or get receipt can claim to replace or get a refund of it.a refund of it. 11

8.8. Right to Information Act is used to extractRight to Information Act is used to extract
information about the functions of any ginformation about the functions of any governmentovernment
department.department. 11

9. 9. The The French French revolutionaries revolutionaries introduced introduced variousvarious
measures and practices that created a sense ofmeasures and practices that created a sense of
collective identity amongst the French people—collective identity amongst the French people—

(i)(i) The The ideas ideas ofof la patriela patrie (the fatherland) and(the fatherland) and lele
citoyencitoyen (the citizen) emphasised the motion of a(the citizen) emphasised the motion of a
united community enjoying equal rights underunited community enjoying equal rights under
a constitution.a constitution.

  (ii)  (ii) A new French flag, the tricolour, was chosen toA new French flag, the tricolour, was chosen to
replace the former royal standard.replace the former royal standard.

  (iii)  (iii)  The Estates General was elected by the body  The Estates General was elected by the body
of active citizens and renamed the Nationalof active citizens and renamed the National
Assembly.Assembly.

  (iv)  (iv) New hymns were composed, oaths taken and New hymns were composed, oaths taken and
martyrs commemorated, all in the name of themartyrs commemorated, all in the name of the
nation.nation.

(v)(v) A centralised A centralised administrative syadministrative system was stem was put input in
place and place and it formulated it formulated uniform uniform laws for laws for allall
citizens within citizens within its territory.its territory.

  (vi)  (vi) Internal Internal customs customs duties duties and and dues dues werewere
abolished and a uniform system of weights andabolished and a uniform system of weights and
measures was adopted.measures was adopted.

  (vii)  (vii)Regional dialects Regional dialects were discouraged and were discouraged and French,French,
as it was spoken and written in Paris, becameas it was spoken and written in Paris, became
the common language of the nation.the common language of the nation. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

(Any (Any three)three)

OROR

French's control over Vietnam affected all aspectsFrench's control over Vietnam affected all aspects
of the life of the Vietnamese. The most visibleof the life of the Vietnamese. The most visible
impact was witnessed on the field of economy andimpact was witnessed on the field of economy and
defence. However, culture too was deeply impacted.defence. However, culture too was deeply impacted.

The French established control over the educationThe French established control over the education
system of Vietnam to consolidate its control.system of Vietnam to consolidate its control.

(i) (i) Economic Economic :: For French, colonies were necessary For French, colonies were necessary
to provide natural resources and other goods.to provide natural resources and other goods.
The Vietnamese economy was based on riceThe Vietnamese economy was based on rice
cultivation and rubber plantation to meet thecultivation and rubber plantation to meet the
French needs. Labours were hired on contracts,French needs. Labours were hired on contracts,
gradually landlordism became well entrenchedgradually landlordism became well entrenched
and standard of living declined. To suit theand standard of living declined. To suit the
French requirements, for easy transportationFrench requirements, for easy transportation
of goods, massive infrastructure projects, railof goods, massive infrastructure projects, rail
networks were established.networks were established.

(ii) (ii) Religion Religion :: The French, in order to consolidate The French, in order to consolidate
its control and authority, wanted to exerciseits control and authority, wanted to exercise
cultural and social domination and influence.cultural and social domination and influence.
One such way was to introduce Christianity inOne such way was to introduce Christianity in
Vietnam, establish Christian Missionaries andVietnam, establish Christian Missionaries and
encourage conversions.encourage conversions.

(iii) (iii) Education Education ::  The French, in order to civilize  The French, in order to civilize
the natives, introduced modern educationthe natives, introduced modern education
and dismantled the traditional educationand dismantled the traditional education
system in Vietnam. They followed the policysystem in Vietnam. They followed the policy
of discrimination against the Vietnameseof discrimination against the Vietnamese
students, of deliberately failing students. Thestudents, of deliberately failing students. The
education system education system glorified Fglorified French rule.rench rule.

(iv) (iv) Health Health and and Hygiene Hygiene ::  French tried to create  French tried to create
modern Vietnam with modern architecturemodern Vietnam with modern architecture
and engineering skills to build a modern city inand engineering skills to build a modern city in
Hanoi but the native quarter was not providedHanoi but the native quarter was not provided
with modern facilities.with modern facilities.

(v) (v) Political Political :: France had taken control over Tonkin France had taken control over Tonkin
and Annam for the purpose of controlling theand Annam for the purpose of controlling the
colony and to halt British desire to expandcolony and to halt British desire to expand
southwards from China. France preventedsouthwards from China. France prevented
Vietnamese from qualifying for white collarVietnamese from qualifying for white collar
 jobs which resulted in resistance. jobs which resulted in resistance. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

(Any three)(Any three)
10. 10. Gandhiji Gandhiji decided decided to to launch launch nation nation wide wide satyagrahasatyagraha

against Rowlatt Act in 1919 because of the against Rowlatt Act in 1919 because of the followingfollowing
reasons :reasons :
(i)(i) The terms The terms and conditions and conditions of Rowlatt of Rowlatt act weract weree

very obnoxious, they are violating the civilvery obnoxious, they are violating the civil
rights of Indians.rights of Indians.

  (ii)  (ii) This act had This act had been hurriedly been hurriedly passed through thepassed through the
imperial legislative council despite the unitedimperial legislative council despite the united
opposition of the Indian members.opposition of the Indian members.

  (iii)  (iii) MoreoverMoreover, , Gandhiji Gandhiji had had already already seen seen thethe
success in success in satyagraha satyagraha movements movements in in regionsregions
like Champaran, Kheda. These had preparedlike Champaran, Kheda. These had prepared
the ground for a nation-wide satyagraha.the ground for a nation-wide satyagraha.

1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3
11.11. In India the feeling of nationalism is associatedIn India the feeling of nationalism is associated

with anti-colonial movement. In the process ofwith anti-colonial movement. In the process of
their struggle against the colonial yoke peopletheir struggle against the colonial yoke people
 began  began to to discover discover their their own own identity identity of of belongingbelonging
to one nation. Various folk tales, songs, symbols to one nation. Various folk tales, songs, symbols likelike
national flag, tricolour flag gave a sense of identitynational flag, tricolour flag gave a sense of identity
to the people. It gave a true picture of India's cultureto the people. It gave a true picture of India's culture
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which was so rich and uncorrupted. They servedwhich was so rich and uncorrupted. They served
to produce a sense of achievement and to glorifyto produce a sense of achievement and to glorify
India's past. They boosted Indians self confidence whoIndia's past. They boosted Indians self confidence who
then strongly waged a war against the colonial rule.then strongly waged a war against the colonial rule.

(i)(i) National National song liksong likee Vande MatramVande Matram  instilled a  instilled a
sense of belongingness uniting people fromsense of belongingness uniting people from
different languages. Identity of India camedifferent languages. Identity of India came
to be associated with Bharat Mata which wasto be associated with Bharat Mata which was
depicted as composed, divine and spiritual.depicted as composed, divine and spiritual.

  (ii)  (ii)  Folk tales, songs, hymns were used by our  Folk tales, songs, hymns were used by our
national leaders to give a sense of pride in ournational leaders to give a sense of pride in our
culture.culture.

  (iii)  (iii) Likewise Khadi, Likewise Khadi, charka charka used used by by MahatmaMahatma
Gandhi become symbols of agitation andGandhi become symbols of agitation and
resistance.resistance.

  (iv)  (iv) Folk tales, songs, literature used by nationalists Folk tales, songs, literature used by nationalists
gave a true picture of India's culture which wasgave a true picture of India's culture which was
so rich and uncorrupted.so rich and uncorrupted.

(v)(v) In Bengal, Rabindranath TIn Bengal, Rabindranath Tagore himself beganagore himself began
collecting ballads, nursery rhymes and myths.collecting ballads, nursery rhymes and myths.

  (vi)  (vi)  In Madras, Natesa Sastri published a massive  In Madras, Natesa Sastri published a massive
four-volume collection of Tamil folk tales, Thefour-volume collection of Tamil folk tales, The
Folklore of Southern India which he believedFolklore of Southern India which he believed
was a was a national literaturnational literature.e. 1×3=3 1×3=3 (Any (Any three)three)

12. 12. Odisha Odisha - - Jharkhand Jharkhand Belt Belt ::

(i)(i) In Odisha, In Odisha, high grade high grade haematite haematite ore is ore is foundfound
in Badampahar mines in the Mayurbhanjin Badampahar mines in the Mayurbhanj
and Kendujhar districts. In the adjoiningand Kendujhar districts. In the adjoining
Singhbhum district of Jharkhand; haematiteSinghbhum district of Jharkhand; haematite
iron ore is mined in Goa and Noamundi.iron ore is mined in Goa and Noamundi.

  (ii)  (ii)  This belt contains high grade hematite ore  This belt contains high grade hematite ore
found in Kendujhar and Mayurbhanj mines;found in Kendujhar and Mayurbhanj mines;
exported via Paradweep Port.exported via Paradweep Port.

  (iii)  (iii) Badampahar mines Badampahar mines in the in the Mayurbhanj andMayurbhanj and
Kendujhar districts of Orissa have high gradeKendujhar districts of Orissa have high grade
hematite ore. Additionally, hematite iron ore ishematite ore. Additionally, hematite iron ore is
mined in Gua and Noamundi in Singhbhummined in Gua and Noamundi in Singhbhum
district of Jharkhand.district of Jharkhand. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

13. 13. Agriculture Agriculture and and industries industries are are interrelated interrelated to to eacheach
other and move hand in hand which are explainedother and move hand in hand which are explained
in the following points :in the following points :
(i)(i) Agriculture serves aAgriculture serves as a major s a major source of rawsource of raw

materials to many industries.materials to many industries.
  (ii)  (ii) Industries obtain Industries obtain raw materials raw materials from agriculturefrom agriculture

and produce and produce finished finished products. For products. For example,example,
 jute, sugar jute, sugar, cotton textiles etc., cotton textiles etc.

  (iii)  (iii)  Manufacturing industries which are involved  Manufacturing industries which are involved
in the production of tools, equipment's havein the production of tools, equipment's have
helped in modernizing agriculture.helped in modernizing agriculture.

  (iv)  (iv) Industries are Industries are also involved also involved in in producingproducing
fertilizers, fertilizers, pesticides, plastics pesticides, plastics and other and other toolstools
for the farmers.for the farmers.

(v)(v)  Agro based industries have also provided  Agro based industries have also provided
employment in the rural areas.employment in the rural areas. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

14. 14. Reasons Reasons for for fast fast and and efficient efficient means means of of transport transport ::
(i)(i)  It is necessary to carry raw materials to  It is necessary to carry raw materials to

production centers and from manufacturingproduction centers and from manufacturing
hubs to markets in as little time as possible tohubs to markets in as little time as possible to
achieve efficiency. This is particularly true forachieve efficiency. This is particularly true for
perishable goods.perishable goods.

  (ii)  (ii) It enables goods to reach It enables goods to reach newer markets anewer markets andnd
allows people greater accessibility to goods andallows people greater accessibility to goods and
services. Efficient transport network enablesservices. Efficient transport network enables
markets to expand to hinterland.markets to expand to hinterland.

  (iii)  (iii) Communication Communication opens opens new new avenues avenues ofof
commerce. Modern communication tools likecommerce. Modern communication tools like
internet allow commercial transactions to takeinternet allow commercial transactions to take
place over large distances, facilitating electronicplace over large distances, facilitating electronic
commerce and banking across countries andcommerce and banking across countries and
contribution to integration of markets. Theycontribution to integration of markets. They
also keep buyers and sellers informed aboutalso keep buyers and sellers informed about
their present and prospective markets.their present and prospective markets.

  (iv)  (iv) Goods and services cannot move on their own Goods and services cannot move on their own
from supply houses to demand locales. Thisfrom supply houses to demand locales. This
necessitates the need for transportation. Thus,necessitates the need for transportation. Thus,
a country's economy depends not only on thea country's economy depends not only on the
production and sale of goods and services, butproduction and sale of goods and services, but
on their transport as well.on their transport as well.

(v)(v)  The means of transportation communication  The means of transportation communication
are called the lifelines of nation and its economyare called the lifelines of nation and its economy
 bec becausause te they hey are are the the prepre-con-conditditionions fs for or proprogregress.ss.

1×3=3 (Any three)1×3=3 (Any three)
15. 15. The The difference difference between between popular popular struggles struggles in in NepalNepal

and Bolivia are as follows :and Bolivia are as follows :
(i)(i) The movement in NepaThe movement in Nepal was to establishl was to establish

democracy, while the struggle in Boliviademocracy, while the struggle in Bolivia
involved claims on involved claims on an an elected democratic elected democratic govt.govt.

  (ii)  (ii) The popular struggle in Bolivia The popular struggle in Bolivia was about onewas about one
specific policyspecific policy i.e.,i.e., privatisation of water while privatisation of water while
the struggle in Nepal was about the the struggle in Nepal was about the foundationfoundation
of the country's politics.of the country's politics.

  (iii)  (iii) The protest in Nepal was The protest in Nepal was led by a political led by a political partyparty,,
(SPA) while in Bolivia it was led by a pressure(SPA) while in Bolivia it was led by a pressure
group (FEDECOR).group (FEDECOR).

  (iv)  (iv) The impact of these struggles was at different The impact of these struggles was at different
levels. The impact of the struggle in Nepal waslevels. The impact of the struggle in Nepal was
for the entire world, while in Bolivia it was onlyfor the entire world, while in Bolivia it was only
for the citizens of for the citizens of the country.the country.

1×3=3 (Any three)1×3=3 (Any three)
16. 16. Pressure Pressure groups groups and and movements movements exert exert pressure pressure onon

government policies in the following ways :government policies in the following ways :
(i)(i) They They conduct meetings conduct meetings and rallieand rallies to s to draw tdraw thehe

attention of the media and government.attention of the media and government.
  (ii)  (ii) They organise strikThey organise strikes and dharanas to stes and dharanas to stop theop the

normal functioning of the government.normal functioning of the government.
  (iii)  (iii) Sometimes some noted persons of the pressure Sometimes some noted persons of the pressure

groups like the business groups or professionalsgroups like the business groups or professionals
participate in the official meetings and offerparticipate in the official meetings and offer
advices to the government.advices to the government.

  (iv)  (iv) Sometimes it is also noted that pressure groups Sometimes it is also noted that pressure groups
are either formed or led by political are either formed or led by political parties.parties.

Political parties, pressure groups and movementsPolitical parties, pressure groups and movements
influence those in power. These are agents, machinesinfluence those in power. These are agents, machines
and processes in politics which are designed toand processes in politics which are designed to
wield power over those in power in order to controlwield power over those in power in order to control
the outcome of distribution of resources.the outcome of distribution of resources.

1×3=3 (Any three)1×3=3 (Any three)
17. 17. The The VValues alues are are ::

(i)(i) The rulers The rulers elected by elected by the people the people must take must take allall
the major decisions.the major decisions.

  (ii)  (ii) Elections must Elections must offer a offer a choice and choice and fairfair
opportunity to the people to change the currentopportunity to the people to change the current
rulers.rulers.
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  (iii)  (iii) This choice and opportunity should be availableThis choice and opportunity should be available
to all the people on an equal basis.to all the people on an equal basis.

  (iv)  (iv) The exercise of this The exercise of this choice must lead choice must lead to ato a
government limited by basic rules of thegovernment limited by basic rules of the
constitution and citizen's rights.constitution and citizen's rights.

1×3=3 1×3=3 (Any (Any three)three)

18.18. Money is called a medium of exchange because itMoney is called a medium of exchange because it
serves as a common mode through which peopleserves as a common mode through which people
can buy what they want and sell what they have.can buy what they want and sell what they have.
The use of money removes the barter system andThe use of money removes the barter system and
thus ended the concept of double coincidence ofthus ended the concept of double coincidence of
wants. Money makes it easier to carry out tradingwants. Money makes it easier to carry out trading
activities. It acts as an intermediate in the exchangeactivities. It acts as an intermediate in the exchange
process and facilitates the buying and selling ofprocess and facilitates the buying and selling of
things. A person having money can buy anythingthings. A person having money can buy anything
that he/she wants, unlike in the barter system.that he/she wants, unlike in the barter system.
He/she can He/she can sell sell his/ her goods his/ her goods in the marin the market inket in
exchange for money and can buy other things withexchange for money and can buy other things with
that money. In simpler terms, money has made thethat money. In simpler terms, money has made the
exchange process exchange process simplersimpler.. 1×3=31×3=3

19.19. MNC's decision to set up production units of certainMNC's decision to set up production units of certain
commodities in other countries is determined bycommodities in other countries is determined by
the following conditions.the following conditions.

(i)(i) Proximity Proximity to markto markets ets and availabilitand availability of y of buyers.buyers.

  (ii)  (ii)  Availability of cheap labor both skilled and  Availability of cheap labor both skilled and
unskilled.unskilled.

  (iii)  (iii) Availability of raw materials at lowest possible Availability of raw materials at lowest possible
rates.rates.

  (iv)  (iv)  Support from the government like providing  Support from the government like providing
SEZ's that is special economic zones.SEZ's that is special economic zones.

(v)(v) Assured Assured profits.profits.

  (vi)  (vi) Support Support from from local local companies companies andand
manufacturers.manufacturers. 33

20.20. At world level the origin of consumer movementAt world level the origin of consumer movement
was in the form of consumer cooperatives. The firstwas in the form of consumer cooperatives. The first
cooperative came in 1904 in Madras but there wascooperative came in 1904 in Madras but there was
not much development till 1962. The objectives ofnot much development till 1962. The objectives of
consumer movement were different in India fromconsumer movement were different in India from
those of western countries.those of western countries.

Objectives Objectives of of Indian Indian consumer consumer movement movement in in 19701970
were as follows :were as follows :

(i)(i) Shortage Shortage of of consumer consumer products.products.

  (ii)  (ii) Adulteration Adulteration and black and black marketing.marketing.

  (iii)  (iii) Range of Range of product is product is less due less due to lack to lack ofof
technology advancement.technology advancement.

Main focus was Main focus was on availability, price and purity.on availability, price and purity.

But in recent year there has been change in theBut in recent year there has been change in the
objectives and factors, such as :objectives and factors, such as :

(i)(i) Increasing Increasing consumer consumer awareness.awareness.

  (ii)  (ii) Increasing qIncreasing quality of uality of goods.goods.

  (iii)  (iii) Enhancing consumer expectation by educating Enhancing consumer expectation by educating
them about their rights.them about their rights.

Organised efforts through consumer societies.Organised efforts through consumer societies.

Now consumer grievances cell has been opened Now consumer grievances cell has been opened forfor
the protection of consumer interest. Consumers arethe protection of consumer interest. Consumers are
representatives on a number of consumer welfarerepresentatives on a number of consumer welfare

committees. These cells are active in urban area butcommittees. These cells are active in urban area but
most of the rural areas are still untouched. So theremost of the rural areas are still untouched. So there
is need to open up more cells so that everyone canis need to open up more cells so that everyone can
come under one umbrella.come under one umbrella. 33

21.21. The congress of Vienna was held in 1815. It wasThe congress of Vienna was held in 1815. It was
chaired by Austrian statesman Klemens vonchaired by Austrian statesman Klemens von
Metternich. It was held to draw up a new settlementMetternich. It was held to draw up a new settlement
for Europe amongst the European powers whichfor Europe amongst the European powers which
were driven by the ideology of Conserwere driven by the ideology of Conservatives whosevatives whose
main aim was to establish monarchial regimes inmain aim was to establish monarchial regimes in
Europe.Europe.
The following changes were made :The following changes were made :
(i)(i) The BourThe Bourbon Dynasty bon Dynasty was rwas restored estored to powerto power..

  (ii)  (ii) France had to parFrance had to part with most of its territoriest with most of its territories
which were annexed by Napoleon.which were annexed by Napoleon.

  (iii)  (iii)  A large number of States were set up on the  A large number of States were set up on the
 boundaries  boundaries of of France France to to prevent prevent its its furtherfurther
expansion.expansion.

  (iv)  (iv)  The kingdom of Netherland was set up in  The kingdom of Netherland was set up in
North.North.

(v)(v) Russia was given important teRussia was given important territories on itsrritories on its
Western Frontiers.Western Frontiers.

  (vi)  (vi) Austria was given control of Northern ltaly.Austria was given control of Northern ltaly.
  (vii)  (vii)German German confederation of confederation of 39 39 States remainedStates remained

intact.intact.
  (viii)  (viii) Russia was g Russia was given part of Saxony.iven part of Saxony.
  (ix)  (ix) Russia was given part Russia was given part of Pof Poland.oland. 55

OROR
The Hoa Hao movement was found by a The Hoa Hao movement was found by a man calledman called
Huynh Phu So in 1939. It gained Huynh Phu So in 1939. It gained great popularity ingreat popularity in
the fertile Mekong Delta area. It drew on religiousthe fertile Mekong Delta area. It drew on religious
ideas popular in anti - French uprisings of theideas popular in anti - French uprisings of the
nineteenth century. Huynh Phu So's criticismnineteenth century. Huynh Phu So's criticism
against useless expenditure has a wide appeal. Heagainst useless expenditure has a wide appeal. He
also opposed the sale of child brides, gamblingalso opposed the sale of child brides, gambling
and the use of alcohol. French put him in mentaland the use of alcohol. French put him in mental
asylum. Interestingly, the doctor who had to proveasylum. Interestingly, the doctor who had to prove
him insane became his follower in 1941. Even thehim insane became his follower in 1941. Even the
French doctors declared that he was insane. TheFrench doctors declared that he was insane. The
French French authorities eauthorities exiled him xiled him to Laos to Laos and sentand sent
many of his followers to concentration camps.many of his followers to concentration camps.

22.22. Workers had their own understanding of MahatmaWorkers had their own understanding of Mahatma
Gandhi and the notion of Swaraj. For plantationGandhi and the notion of Swaraj. For plantation
workers in Assam, freedom meant the right toworkers in Assam, freedom meant the right to
move freely in and out of the confined space inmove freely in and out of the confined space in
which they were enclosed, and it meant retainingwhich they were enclosed, and it meant retaining
a link with the village from which they had come.a link with the village from which they had come.
Under the Inland Emigration Act of 1859, plantationUnder the Inland Emigration Act of 1859, plantation
workers were not permitted to leave the teaworkers were not permitted to leave the tea
gardens without permission, and in fact they weregardens without permission, and in fact they were
rarely given such permission. When they heardrarely given such permission. When they heard
of the Non-Cooperation Movement, thousands ofof the Non-Cooperation Movement, thousands of
workers defied the authorities, left the plantationsworkers defied the authorities, left the plantations
and headed home. They believed that Gandhi Rajand headed home. They believed that Gandhi Raj
was coming and everyone would be given land inwas coming and everyone would be given land in
their own villages. They, however, never reachedtheir own villages. They, however, never reached
their destination. Stranded on the way by a railwaytheir destination. Stranded on the way by a railway
and steamer strike, they were caught by the policeand steamer strike, they were caught by the police
and brutally beaten up.and brutally beaten up. 55
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23.23. Conservation of energy is essential because itConservation of energy is essential because it
protects our environment from greenhouse gasprotects our environment from greenhouse gas
emission and also saves valuable resources fromemission and also saves valuable resources from
getting depleted. If we save energetting depleted. If we save energy gy then only morethen only more
energy can be produced. It is essential to use non-energy can be produced. It is essential to use non-
conventional sources conventional sources of energy.of energy.
Following Following are are some some measures measures to to conserve conserve energyenergy
resources :resources :
(i)(i) WWe should try use more e should try use more and more publicand more public

transport system instead of private vehicles.transport system instead of private vehicles.
  (ii)  (ii) Electronic devices must Electronic devices must be switched–off whenbe switched–off when

not in use.not in use.
  (iii)  (iii) It is It is necessary to necessary to use more use more power savingpower saving

devices.devices.
  (iv)  (iv) Reduce consumption of non-renewable Reduce consumption of non-renewable sourcessources

of energy.of energy.
(v)(v)  If possible solar power should be used to  If possible solar power should be used to

generate generate electricityelectricity..
(vi)(vi)  Recycling of goods and commodities can also  Recycling of goods and commodities can also

help to help to conserve energy.conserve energy. 55
24. 24. Following Following are the are the challenges fchallenges faced by aced by jutejute

industries in India :industries in India :
(i)(i) Prices Prices of jute of jute textiles textiles are so are so low that low that industrialistsindustrialists

hesitate to set up these industries.hesitate to set up these industries.
  (ii)  (ii)  International demand of jute goods is falling  International demand of jute goods is falling

sharply which is not an encouragement forsharply which is not an encouragement for
these industries.these industries.

  (iii)  (iii) Many countries now prefer substitutes for jute Many countries now prefer substitutes for jute
like plastic or synthetic fibres which reduces itslike plastic or synthetic fibres which reduces its
demand.demand.

  (iv)  (iv) Our jute industries face hard competition from Our jute industries face hard competition from
Brazil, Thailand, Bangladesh and Egypt whoseBrazil, Thailand, Bangladesh and Egypt whose
production cost of jute textile is much lowerproduction cost of jute textile is much lower
than of India.than of India.

(v)(v) As jute exhaustAs jute exhausts soil fertility s soil fertility very fast and very fast and alsoalso
 because of its low  because of its low profits, farmers now prprofits, farmers now prefer toefer to
cultivate alternative crops like Rice.cultivate alternative crops like Rice.

The government has taken the following steps toThe government has taken the following steps to
 boost Jute production : boost Jute production :
(i)(i) Government has Government has made it made it compulsory in thecompulsory in the

country to use jute packaging.country to use jute packaging.
  (ii)  (ii) In 2005, In 2005, our government our government formulated theformulated the

National Jute policy with the following aims :National Jute policy with the following aims :

(a)(a) TTo o expand productionexpand production

(b)(b) TTo enhance qualityo enhance quality

(c)(c) TTo provide good prices to the farmerso provide good prices to the farmers

(d)(d) TTo enhance yield per hectare.o enhance yield per hectare.
  (iii)  (iii) With With the the increased increased awareness awareness aboutabout

environmental degradation many stateenvironmental degradation many state
governments have also banned the use ofgovernments have also banned the use of
plastic bags and recommended jute or paperplastic bags and recommended jute or paper
 bags. bags. 55

25. 25. Democracy Democracy is vis very imporery important ftant for promotingor promoting
dignity and freedom of the citizens :dignity and freedom of the citizens :
(i)(i) Laws and policies Laws and policies such as right such as right to equalityto equality

provides everybody the same respect andprovides everybody the same respect and
opportunity.opportunity.

  (ii)  (ii) Democratic govt. usually curbs such Democratic govt. usually curbs such activitiesactivities
which discriminates the person or any group.which discriminates the person or any group.
forfor e.g e.g ., abolition of ., abolition of untouchabilityuntouchability..

  (iii)  (iii) Judiciary provides Judiciary provides everybody an everybody an equal rightequal right
to put forward their complaints when they areto put forward their complaints when they are
discriminated.discriminated. 55

26.26. Some measures taken by government of reformSome measures taken by government of reform
political parties have been :political parties have been :
(i)(i) Anti defection lawAnti defection law, which states , which states that if anythat if any

sitting MLA or MP changes his party, he willsitting MLA or MP changes his party, he will
lose his seat in the legislature.lose his seat in the legislature.

  (ii)  (ii)  It is mandatory now for every candidate to  It is mandatory now for every candidate to
furnish all details related to the assets, criminalfurnish all details related to the assets, criminal
cases pending.cases pending.

  (iii)  (iii) Election Commission has made it mandatory for Election Commission has made it mandatory for
parties to hold regular elections a file income tax.parties to hold regular elections a file income tax.

  (iv)  (iv) Recent judgement Recent judgement by Supreme by Supreme Court thatCourt that
disqualifies convicted MP's and MLA's whodisqualifies convicted MP's and MLA's who
have sentenced to more than two years ofhave sentenced to more than two years of
imprisonment by the lower court and whoseimprisonment by the lower court and whose
appeal against their conviction is pendingappeal against their conviction is pending
and is debarred from contesting elections isand is debarred from contesting elections is
considered to be the landmark decision by theconsidered to be the landmark decision by the
apex court to clean the system.apex court to clean the system.

Other Other suggestions suggestions for for reforms reforms ::
(i)(i) The financial The financial accounts of accounts of the partthe parties must ies must bebe

audited, this will decrease the role of private bigaudited, this will decrease the role of private big
 business house donors. business house donors.

  (ii)  (ii) State funding of political State funding of political parties must be doneparties must be done
to meet their election to meet their election expenditure.expenditure.

  (iii)  (iii) The accounts must be made available to public.The accounts must be made available to public.
  (iv)  (iv) Parties must come under the ambit of Right to Parties must come under the ambit of Right to

information to information to increase increase transparency transparency in in thethe
system.system.

(v)(v) Common people must Common people must be encouraged tbe encouraged to giveo give
donations to parties and such citizens must bedonations to parties and such citizens must be
exempted from income tax.exempted from income tax.

  (vi)  (vi) Parties must encourage inner party democracyParties must encourage inner party democracy,,
have regular elections.have regular elections.

  (vii)  (vii)They must encourage They must encourage participation of participation of women.women.
55

27.27. Self help groups (SHG) have helped borrowers toSelf help groups (SHG) have helped borrowers to
 borrow  borrow money money without without collateral collateral in in the the followingfollowing
ways :ways :
(i)(i) Self help Self help groups have groups have organised rural organised rural poorpoor

more so women in collecting their money andmore so women in collecting their money and
in extending loans to its members.in extending loans to its members.

  (ii)  (ii) SHG charge less rate of SHG charge less rate of interest as comparedinterest as compared
with any other form of rural banking or evenwith any other form of rural banking or even
those charged by moneylenders.those charged by moneylenders.

  (iii)  (iii) These groups gradually can seek loans for the These groups gradually can seek loans for the
 bank so as to  bank so as to create employment opportunitiescreate employment opportunities
for its members.for its members.

  (iv)  (iv) Banks have Banks have been extending been extending loans to loans to thesethese
groups to meet their needs like buyinggroups to meet their needs like buying
fertilizers, seeds, raw materials etc.fertilizers, seeds, raw materials etc.

(v)(v) These SHG havThese SHG have emerged as e emerged as building blocksbuilding blocks
of the rural poor as it is the group as a wholeof the rural poor as it is the group as a whole
which is responsible of the repayment of thewhich is responsible of the repayment of the
loan. In case, of non repayment it is taken up inloan. In case, of non repayment it is taken up in
a serious manner by the group members.a serious manner by the group members.

Thus, because of this, banks offer money to womenThus, because of this, banks offer money to women
organised in these groups without any collateral.organised in these groups without any collateral.
Similarly, members of these groups can getSimilarly, members of these groups can get
loans when required which is repayable in smallloans when required which is repayable in small
installments.installments. 55

28.28. Without Information and Technology spread ofWithout Information and Technology spread of
globalisation would not have been possible. Peopleglobalisation would not have been possible. People
get information of every new invention and ideasget information of every new invention and ideas
through Internet. Moreover, many MNCs arethrough Internet. Moreover, many MNCs are
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service based industries which are dependent onservice based industries which are dependent on
IT for circulating information. The development ofIT for circulating information. The development of
technology has flourished in recent years and hastechnology has flourished in recent years and has
played a major role in globalization. Informationplayed a major role in globalization. Information
technology has made significant advances in recenttechnology has made significant advances in recent
years, owing to the internet. Communicationyears, owing to the internet. Communication
technology, from mobile phones to GPS satellites,technology, from mobile phones to GPS satellites,
have also revolutionised have also revolutionised communications. Transportcommunications. Transport
technology has had a growing technology has had a growing focus on affordability,focus on affordability,
comfort, speed and being environmentallycomfort, speed and being environmentally
friendly.friendly. 55

29.29.

CHAURI CHAURACHAURI CHAURA
(The place related to the calling(The place related to the calling

off theoff the ‘Non-Coopret‘Non-Coopretion Movement’.)ion Movement’.)
KHEDAKHEDA

(The Place where the(The Place where the
‘Peasant's Satyagr‘Peasant's Satyagrah’ah’ was started)was started)

BOMBAYBOMBAY
(First Session of Indian(First Session of Indian

National Congress)National Congress)

BB

AA

CC

1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33
30.30.

KANDLAKANDLA

Iron and Steel CentreIron and Steel Centre

Major Sea PortMajor Sea Port

SoftwareTechnology ParkSoftwareTechnology ParkSALEMSALEM

HYDRABADHYDRABAD

1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33

Delhi Delhi Set-II Set-II Code Code No. No. 32/1/232/1/2

1.1. DrDr. B.R. Ambedkar organised . B.R. Ambedkar organised the Depressed Classesthe Depressed Classes
Association in 1930.Association in 1930. 11

2.2. Kanyakumari is the southern terminal station ofKanyakumari is the southern terminal station of
North-South CorrNorth-South Corridoridor.. 11

3.3. Right to Information Act is used to extractRight to Information Act is used to extract
information about the function of any governmentinformation about the function of any government
department.department. 11

4.4. A political party is a group of people who comeA political party is a group of people who come
together to contest elections and hold power intogether to contest elections and hold power in
the government. They agree on some policies andthe government. They agree on some policies and
programmes for the society with a view to promoteprogrammes for the society with a view to promote
the collective good. Since there can be differentthe collective good. Since there can be different
views on what is good for all, they try to persuadeviews on what is good for all, they try to persuade
people why their policies are better than others'.people why their policies are better than others'.
They seek to implement these policies by winningThey seek to implement these policies by winning
popular support through elections.popular support through elections. 11

5. (a)5. (a) In India, the In India, the consumer movement as consumer movement as a sociala social
force originated with the necessity of protectingforce originated with the necessity of protecting
and promoting the interest of consumersand promoting the interest of consumers
against unethical and unfair trade practices.against unethical and unfair trade practices.

(b)(b)  Rampant food shortages, hoarding, black  Rampant food shortages, hoarding, black
marketing, adulteration; the malpractices ofmarketing, adulteration; the malpractices of
food and edible oil gave birth to the consumerfood and edible oil gave birth to the consumer
movement in an organized form in the 1960s.movement in an organized form in the 1960s.

(c)(c) Till the Till the 1970s, consumer organizations w1970s, consumer organizations wereere
largely engaged in writing articles and holdinglargely engaged in writing articles and holding
exhibitions.exhibitions.

They formed consumer groups to look intoThey formed consumer groups to look into
malpractices in ration shops.malpractices in ration shops. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

6. 6. The The Non-Cooperation Non-Cooperation Movement Movement gradually gradually slowslow
down in the cities because :down in the cities because :

(a)(a) Khadi clothes were Khadi clothes were more expensive more expensive than millthan mill
clothes.clothes.

(b)(b) Poor Poor people could not people could not afford to afford to buy it.buy it.

(c)(c)  The boycott of British institutions posed a  The boycott of British institutions posed a
problem.problem.

(d)(d) Students and teachers Students and teachers began trickling back tobegan trickling back to
government schools.government schools.

(e)(e)  Lawyers joined back work in government  Lawyers joined back work in government
courts.courts. (Any (Any three) three) 1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33

7. 7. Influence Influence of of pressure pressure groups groups and and movements movements onon
politics :politics :

(a)(a) Pressure groups and Pressure groups and movements try to gainmovements try to gain
public support and sympathy for their goal.public support and sympathy for their goal.

(b)(b) They They carry carry out out information information campaigns,campaigns,
organize meetings and file petitions.organize meetings and file petitions.

(c)(c) They also They also try to influence try to influence media to media to give moregive more
attention to their issues.attention to their issues.

(d)(d) They often organize They often organize protest activity like protest activity like strikestrike
etc.etc.

(e)(e) WWorker's organization employees, associationorker's organization employees, association
and most of the movement groups force theand most of the movement groups force the
government to consider their demands.government to consider their demands.

(f)(f)  Business groups often employ professional  Business groups often employ professional
lobbyists.lobbyists.

(g)(g) Some pressure groups formed aSome pressure groups formed and led by nd led by thethe
leaders of political parties.leaders of political parties.
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(h)(h) Some political parSome political parties grow ties grow out of moveout of movements.ments.
(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

8. (a)8. (a)  Most of the movement are issue-specific  Most of the movement are issue-specific
movements that seek to achieve a singlemovements that seek to achieve a single
objective within a limited time frame. Othersobjective within a limited time frame. Others
are more general or generic movements thatare more general or generic movements that
seek to achieve a broad goal. In India, Narmadaseek to achieve a broad goal. In India, Narmada
Bachao Andolan is a good example of this kindBachao Andolan is a good example of this kind
of movement.of movement.

(b)(b) Interest groups Interest groups or pressure or pressure groups aregroups are
organizations that attempt to influenceorganizations that attempt to influence
government policies. They do not aim togovernment policies. They do not aim to
directly share political power. These are formeddirectly share political power. These are formed
when people with common occupation,when people with common occupation,
interest, aspirations or opinions come togetherinterest, aspirations or opinions come together
for common objective.for common objective. 1½ + 1½ = 31½ + 1½ = 3

10. 10. The The following following are are the the benefits benefits for for local local companiescompanies
 by entering into joint production with  by entering into joint production with the MNCs.the MNCs.

1.1. MNCs MNCs help help finance finance additional additional investment investment suchsuch
as new machines, etc.as new machines, etc.

2.2. MNCs MNCs help help in in the the upgradation upgradation of of technologytechnology
for the local companies.for the local companies.

3.3. MNCs CreMNCs Create new ate new opportunities for opportunities for locallocal
companies provide services companies provide services like IT sector.like IT sector. 33

11. 11. Roadways Roadways still still have have an an edge edge over over railways railways in in IndiaIndia
 because : because :

(a)(a) construction cost of construction cost of roads is roads is much lower tmuch lower thanhan
that of railway lines.that of railway lines.

(b)(b) roads roads can can traverse ctraverse comparatively omparatively moremore
dissected and undulating dissected and undulating topographytopography..

(c)(c) roads can roads can negotiate higher negotiate higher gradients of gradients of slopesslopes
and as such can traverse mountains such as and as such can traverse mountains such as thethe
Himalayas,Himalayas,

(d)(d) road transport is economical intrroad transport is economical intransportationansportation
of few persons and relatively smaller amount ofof few persons and relatively smaller amount of
goods over short distances.goods over short distances.

(e)(e) it also provideit also provides door-to-door service, s door-to-door service, thus thethus the
cost of loading and cost of loading and unloading is much unloading is much lowerlower..

(f)(f) road transport road transport is also useis also used as a d as a feeder to feeder to otherother
modes of transport such as they provide a linkmodes of transport such as they provide a link
 between railway stations, air and sea ports. between railway stations, air and sea ports.

(Any (Any five) five) 55

12. 12. Functions Functions of of political political parties parties ::

(a)(a) Parties Parties contest contest elections.elections.

(b)(b) They put They put forward policies forward policies and programmesand programmes

(c)(c) Parties Parties play a play a decisive role decisive role in making laws.in making laws.

(d)(d) Parties Parties form and form and run government.run government.

(e)(e) Defeated parties Defeated parties in the election in the election play its role play its role ofof
opposition to opposition to the parties in power.the parties in power.

(f)(f) Parties Parties shape shape public public opinion.opinion.

(g)(g) Parties prParties provide people access to governmentovide people access to government
machinery and welfare schemes.machinery and welfare schemes. (Any five)(Any five)

1 1 × × 5 5 = = 55

13. 13. Rules Rules and and regulations regulations are are required required to to protect protect thethe
consumers in the market place because of theconsumers in the market place because of the
following factors :following factors :

(a)(a) Adulteration :Adulteration : People tend to add adulterants People tend to add adulterants
(or chemicals) in food to (or chemicals) in food to make it look bettermake it look better..

(b)(b) False claims :False claims : Producers make false claims about Producers make false claims about
the durability and quality of their productsthe durability and quality of their products
through advertisements.through advertisements.

(c)(c) Under weighing :Under weighing : Sellers generally under weigh Sellers generally under weigh
products and charge their original prices.products and charge their original prices.

(d)(d) Hoarding and black-marketing :Hoarding and black-marketing :  Sellers  Sellers
generally hold up stocks in generally hold up stocks in the market to createthe market to create
artificial scarcity so as to sell them later at higherartificial scarcity so as to sell them later at higher
rates.rates.

(e)(e) Selling at high price :Selling at high price :  Sellers, who sell  Sellers, who sell
necessities, generally sell them at higher prices.necessities, generally sell them at higher prices.

1 1 × × 5 5 = = 55

Delhi Delhi Set-III Set-III Code Code No. No. 32/1/332/1/3

1.1. By the Poona Pact, the Indian 'Depressed Classes'By the Poona Pact, the Indian 'Depressed Classes'

got reserved seats in the Provincial and Centralgot reserved seats in the Provincial and Central

Legislative Councils in 1932.Legislative Councils in 1932. 11

2.2. The western terminal station of East-West corridorThe western terminal station of East-West corridor

is Porbandar.is Porbandar. 11

3.3. Bolivia is a small and poor country in Latin America.Bolivia is a small and poor country in Latin America.

The World Bank pressurised the government toThe World Bank pressurised the government to

give up its control of municipal water supply. Thegive up its control of municipal water supply. The

government sold off these rights to an MNC. Thegovernment sold off these rights to an MNC. The

company immediately increased the price fourcompany immediately increased the price four

times. This led to spontaneous popular proteststimes. This led to spontaneous popular protests

as the water cost began to make a dent in theas the water cost began to make a dent in the

household budget of people.household budget of people. 11

4.4. Effects of Non-Cooperation Movement on theEffects of Non-Cooperation Movement on the

economic front were :economic front were :

(a)(a) Foreign Foreign goods wgoods were ere boycotted.boycotted.

(b)(b) Liquor Liquor shops weshops were re picketed.picketed.

(c)(c) Foreign Foreign clothes were clothes were burnt in burnt in huge bonfires.huge bonfires.

(d)(d)  The import of foreign cloth halved between  The import of foreign cloth halved between

1921-1922. In value the drop was from1921-1922. In value the drop was from `̀  102  102

crore tocrore to `̀ 57 crore.57 crore.

(e)(e) In many In many places merchants places merchants and traders and traders refusedrefused

to trade in foreign goods or finance foreignto trade in foreign goods or finance foreign

trade.trade.

(f)(f) The The people people began discarbegan discarding imported ding imported clothesclothes

and wore only Indian ones.and wore only Indian ones.

(g)(g) TProduction of TProduction of Indian textile Indian textile mills andmills and

handlooms went up handlooms went up tremendouslytremendously..

(Any (Any three) three) 1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33

5. (a)5. (a) In India, the In India, the consumer movement consumer movement as a socialas a social

force originated with the necessity of protectingforce originated with the necessity of protecting

and promoting the interest of consumersand promoting the interest of consumers

against unethical and unfair trade practices.against unethical and unfair trade practices.

(b)(b)  Rampant food shortages, hoarding, black  Rampant food shortages, hoarding, black

marketing, adulteration; the malpractices ofmarketing, adulteration; the malpractices of

food and edible oil gave birth to the consumerfood and edible oil gave birth to the consumer

movement in an organized form movement in an organized form in the 1960s.in the 1960s.
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(c)(c) Till the Till the 1970s, consumer organizations we1970s, consumer organizations werere
largely engaged in writing articles and holdinglargely engaged in writing articles and holding
exhibitions.exhibitions.

They formed consumer groups to look in toThey formed consumer groups to look in to
malpractices in ration shops.malpractices in ration shops. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

6.6. Legitimate means rightful. Democracies are calledLegitimate means rightful. Democracies are called
legitimate governments as :legitimate governments as :

(i)(i) The government represents The government represents the will of the will of thethe
people.people.

  (ii)  (ii) Everyone can Everyone can participate in participate in the decision the decision makingmaking
process.process.

  (iii)  (iii) Anyone can stand for the elections. Anyone can stand for the elections.

  (iv)  (iv) It promotes equality among individuals. It promotes equality among individuals.

(v)(v) It allows It allows room to room to correct mistakes.correct mistakes.

  (vi)  (vi) The descision making quality is improved. The descision making quality is improved.

  (vii)  (vii)No part No part of the of the society is society is left isolated left isolated in thein the
decisions making process.decisions making process.

  (viii)  (viii) Conflicts are resolved in  Conflicts are resolved in a better way.a better way. 33

8.8. Lenders ask for collateral because :Lenders ask for collateral because :

(i)(i) It acts It acts as a as a proof that proof that a loan a loan has been has been taken taken fromfrom
the lender.the lender.

  (ii)  (ii) It secures the lender It secures the lender in case the borrower doin case the borrower do
not return the money with interest.not return the money with interest.

  (iii)  (iii) The collateral helps the lender in getting back The collateral helps the lender in getting back
his money with interest.his money with interest. 33

9.9. Railways accelerate the development of theRailways accelerate the development of the
agriculture and industries, and also bind theagriculture and industries, and also bind the
economic life of the country togeconomic life of the country togetherether. This is because. This is because
of the various advantages possessed by railways,of the various advantages possessed by railways,
such as :such as :

(i)(i) Railways carry out businesses Railways carry out businesses and variousand various
multifarious activities such as pilgrimagemultifarious activities such as pilgrimage
tourism, travel, commuting etc.tourism, travel, commuting etc.

  (ii)  (ii) They help in They help in the transportation of the transportation of raw materialsraw materials
from the source to the industries, and thefrom the source to the industries, and the
manufactured goods to the market. Thus, theymanufactured goods to the market. Thus, they
efficiently help in the linking of the industriesefficiently help in the linking of the industries
with the market and develop them.with the market and develop them.

  (iii)  (iii) Furthermore, Furthermore, they they also also help help in in thethe
transportation of crops, dairy and its products,transportation of crops, dairy and its products,
vegetables, fruits, flowers, and various alliedvegetables, fruits, flowers, and various allied
agricultural products to the markets and thusagricultural products to the markets and thus
help the farmers to earn a good profit.help the farmers to earn a good profit.

Hence, the given statement is clearly justified, asHence, the given statement is clearly justified, as
railways are the principle means of transport inrailways are the principle means of transport in
India.India. 55

10. 10. Main Main ‘challenges’ ‘challenges’ before before political political parties parties are are ::

(a) Lack (a) Lack of of internal internal democracy democracy :: The first challenge The first challenge
is lack of internal democracy within parties.is lack of internal democracy within parties.
Concentration of power in one or few leadersConcentration of power in one or few leaders
at the top.at the top.

(b) (b) Dynastic Dynastic succession succession ::  Favour people close to  Favour people close to
them or even their family members. In manythem or even their family members. In many
parties, the top positions are always controlledparties, the top positions are always controlled
 by members of one family. by members of one family.

(c) Money (c) Money and and muscle muscle power power :: The third challenge The third challenge
is about growing role of money and muscleis about growing role of money and muscle
power in parties, especially during elections.power in parties, especially during elections.

(d) (d) Meaningful Meaningful choice choice ::  The fourth challenge is  The fourth challenge is
that very often parties do not seem to offer athat very often parties do not seem to offer a
meaningful choice to the voters.meaningful choice to the voters. 1¼ × 4 = 51¼ × 4 = 5

11.11. Consumer movement can be effective only with theConsumer movement can be effective only with the
active involvement of consumers.active involvement of consumers.

Following Following are are the the reasons reasons ::

(i)(i) It would It would be difficult be difficult for a for a single customer single customer toto
press charges against a company for miss-press charges against a company for miss-
selling.selling.

  (ii)  (ii)  A group of customers will also find it easier  A group of customers will also find it easier
to bargain and also search for other harassedto bargain and also search for other harassed
customers.customers.

  (iii)  (iii)If consumers If consumers are actively are actively involved, companiesinvolved, companies
will also be on their guard and offer betterwill also be on their guard and offer better
services and products, offering greater value.services and products, offering greater value.

  (iv)  (iv) Active participation of customers also leads to Active participation of customers also leads to
transparency, especially by the government intransparency, especially by the government in
giving information about its functioning.giving information about its functioning.

(v)(v)  An active participation by consumers gives  An active participation by consumers gives
protection to all involved in manufacturingprotection to all involved in manufacturing
chain from workers to consumers.chain from workers to consumers. 55

Outside Outside Delhi Delhi Set-I Set-I Code Code No. No. 32/132/1

1.1. Mahatma Gandhi.Mahatma Gandhi. 11

2.2. River Brahamaputra.River Brahamaputra. 11

3.3. A pressure group does not aim to directly controlA pressure group does not aim to directly control
or share political power but a political party directlyor share political power but a political party directly
controls and shares controls and shares political power.political power. 11

4.4. A system of government in which power is vestedA system of government in which power is vested
in the people, who rule either directly or throughin the people, who rule either directly or through
freely elected representatives.freely elected representatives. 11

5.5. Asom Gana Parishad.Asom Gana Parishad. 11

6.6. If a person holding money can easily exchange itIf a person holding money can easily exchange it
for any commodity or services that he or she mightfor any commodity or services that he or she might
want.want. 11

7.7. If a person is interested to buy a brush with tooth-If a person is interested to buy a brush with tooth-
paste but shopkeeper denied to sell toothpaste opaste but shopkeeper denied to sell toothpaste onlynly..

11

8.8. If someone sells a good at more than the printedIf someone sells a good at more than the printed
MRPMRP, we can prot, we can protest and comest and complain. We can alsoplain. We can also
 bargain with the seller to sell at less than the MRP bargain with the seller to sell at less than the MRP.. 1 1

9. 9. Economic Economic hardships hardships faced faced by by Europe Europe in in 1830s 1830s are are ::

(a)(a)  The first half of the 19  The first half of the 19 thth  century saw an  century saw an
enormous increase in population all overenormous increase in population all over
Europe.Europe.

(b)(b) Job-seekers were Job-seekers were more more and employmand employmentent
opportunities were less.opportunities were less.

(c)(c) People People from rural areas migrated from rural areas migrated to cities andto cities and
made cities over-crowded slums.made cities over-crowded slums.

(d)(d) Small producers often faced stifSmall producers often faced stiff competitionf competition
from imports of cheap machine-made goods.from imports of cheap machine-made goods.

(e)(e) PeaPeasants struggled under sants struggled under the burden the burden of feudalof feudal
dues and obligations.dues and obligations. (Any three)(Any three) 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3
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The The major major problems problems in in the the field field of of education education forfor
the French in Vietnam are as follows :the French in Vietnam are as follows :

The elites in Vietnam were powerfully influencedThe elites in Vietnam were powerfully influenced
 by Chinese  by Chinese culture. To consolidate their culture. To consolidate their powerpower, the, the
French had to counter this Chinese influence. TheyFrench had to counter this Chinese influence. They
systematically dismantled the traditional systemsystematically dismantled the traditional system
of education. They wanted to replace the use ofof education. They wanted to replace the use of
Chinese language. There was another problem ofChinese language. There was another problem of
replacing it by French or replacing it by French or Vietnamese.Vietnamese. 33

10. 10. WithdrawaWithdrawal l of of Non-Cooperation Non-Cooperation Movement Movement inin
February 1922 :February 1922 :

(i)(i) Gandhiji Gandhiji felt felt the the movement movement was was turning violeturning violentnt
in many places.in many places.

(ii)(ii)  A clash took place at Chauri Chaura in Uttar  A clash took place at Chauri Chaura in Uttar
Pradesh.Pradesh.

(iii)(iii) A group of volunteers picketing a liquor shop A group of volunteers picketing a liquor shop
were beaten up by a police officer.were beaten up by a police officer.

(iv)(iv) In protest a group of peasants went to the In protest a group of peasants went to the policepolice
station, bolted the door and set fire to the policestation, bolted the door and set fire to the police
station killing 22 policemen.station killing 22 policemen.

(v)(v) The incident The incident shocked Gandhiji shocked Gandhiji and heand he
immediately withdrew the movement.immediately withdrew the movement.

(Any (Any three) three) 33

11. 11. The role The role of business of business classes in classes in the 'Civilthe 'Civil
Disobedience' Movement :Disobedience' Movement :

  (a)  (a) Indian industrialists had made huge profitsIndian industrialists had made huge profits
during the First World War.during the First World War.

(b)(b) They became powerful. They wanted to expandThey became powerful. They wanted to expand
their business, they wanted protection againsttheir business, they wanted protection against
imports of imports of foreign goods.foreign goods.

(c)(c)  They formed the Indian Industries and  They formed the Indian Industries and
Commercial Congress in 1920.Commercial Congress in 1920.

(d)(d) They formed FThey formed Federation of ederation of the Indian the Indian ChamberChamber
of Commerce and Industries in 1927.of Commerce and Industries in 1927.

  (e)  (e) Purshotamdas, Thakurdas and G.D BirlaPurshotamdas, Thakurdas and G.D Birla
attacked colonial control over the Indianattacked colonial control over the Indian
economy and supported the Civil Disobedienceeconomy and supported the Civil Disobedience
Movement.Movement.

(f)(f) They gave They gave financial assistance financial assistance and refused and refused toto
 buy or sell imported goods. buy or sell imported goods.

(Any (Any three) three) 1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33

12. (i)12. (i) Durg-Bastar-Chandrapur beDurg-Bastar-Chandrapur belt lt lies lies in in Chhattis-Chhattis-
garh and Maharashtra.garh and Maharashtra.

  (ii)  (ii) VVery high grade hematite iron ore are ery high grade hematite iron ore are found infound in
the famous Bailadila range of hills in the Bastarthe famous Bailadila range of hills in the Bastar
district of Chhattisgarh.district of Chhattisgarh.

  (iii)  (iii)  It has the best physical properties needed for  It has the best physical properties needed for
steel making.steel making.

  (iv)  (iv) Iron-ore from these mines is exported to Japan Iron-ore from these mines is exported to Japan
and South Korea via Vishakhapatham port.and South Korea via Vishakhapatham port.

(Any (Any three) three) 1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33

13. 13. The The role of role of the the manufacturing manufacturing sector sector in thein the
economic development of India :economic development of India :

(a)(a) Manufacturing industries Manufacturing industries help help in modernisingin modernising
agriculture which forms the backbone of ouragriculture which forms the backbone of our
economy.economy.

(b) (b) It reduces It reduces the heavy the heavy dependence of dependence of people onpeople on
agriculture sector and creates jobs in secondaryagriculture sector and creates jobs in secondary
and tertiary sectors.and tertiary sectors.

(c) (c) It It is neceis necessary for ssary for the the removal of removal of unemploymentunemployment
and poverty.and poverty.

(d) (d) It brings It brings down regional down regional disparities.disparities.

(e) (e) Export of Export of manufactured goods emanufactured goods expands tradexpands trade
and commerce and enhances prand commerce and enhances prosperityosperity..

(f) (f) It It brings brings much much needed needed foreign foreign exchange.exchange.

(Any (Any three) three) 1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33

14. 14. The The role role of of means means of of transport transport and and communicationcommunication
in making our life prosperous and comfortablein making our life prosperous and comfortable
are :are :

(a)(a) Economic development Economic development of a of a region or region or a countrya country
very largely depends upon the dense networkvery largely depends upon the dense network
of transport and communication.of transport and communication.

(b)(b) They They link link areas areas of of production production withwith
consumption, agriculture with industry andconsumption, agriculture with industry and
village with towns and cities.village with towns and cities.

(c)(c)  They help the industry by providing raw  They help the industry by providing raw
materials and distribution of finished goods.materials and distribution of finished goods.

(d)(d) They help in the devThey help in the development of all the telopment of all the threehree
sectors : sectors : Primary, Secondary and Primary, Secondary and TTertiary.ertiary.

(e)(e) They They help help in in the the balanced balanced regionalregional
development.development. (Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

15. 15. The The role role of of popular popular struggles struggles in in the the developmentdevelopment
of democracy :of democracy :

  (a)  (a) Popular struggles are a part of workingPopular struggles are a part of working
democracy.democracy.

(b)(b) Struggles are essential Struggles are essential to save democracyto save democracy..  For For
example,example,  Nepal’s struggle for restoration of  Nepal’s struggle for restoration of
democracy and Bolivia’s Water War.democracy and Bolivia’s Water War.

(c)(c) It is It is only in only in democracy that democracy that different individualdifferent individual
groups can express their feelings.groups can express their feelings.

(e)(e) If the citizeIf the citizens do not agree ns do not agree with policies of with policies of thethe
government, they can oppose it with all theirgovernment, they can oppose it with all their
might and constant popular struggle to achievemight and constant popular struggle to achieve
their goal.their goal.

(v)(v) Democracy evolvDemocracy evolves es through popular through popular struggle.struggle.

1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33

16. (a)16. (a) It reminds the It reminds the government of the government of the needs andneeds and
concerns of ordinary citizens.concerns of ordinary citizens.

(b)(b) Put pressure on tPut pressure on the rulers for the unhealthyhe rulers for the unhealthy
activities.activities.

  (c)  (c) It performs a useful role of countering undueIt performs a useful role of countering undue
influence of the rich and powerful people.influence of the rich and powerful people.

(d)(d) One single group cannot One single group cannot achieve dominanceachieve dominance
over society.over society.

(e)(e)  The government gets to hear about what  The government gets to hear about what
different sections of the population want.different sections of the population want.

(f)(f) This leads tThis leads to a rough o a rough balance of balance of power andpower and
accommodation of conflicting interests.accommodation of conflicting interests.

(Any (Any five) five) 1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33

17.17. Refer Answer 17 Delhi Set-I.Refer Answer 17 Delhi Set-I.

18. (a)18. (a) Banks keep small proportion of their deposit asBanks keep small proportion of their deposit as
cash with themselves.cash with themselves.
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(b)(b) Major portion Major portion of deposit is used for eof deposit is used for extendingxtending
loans.loans.

(c)(c) The banks mediate between dThe banks mediate between depositors andepositors and
 borrowers in this way borrowers in this way..

(d)(d) They charge hThey charge high rate of interigh rate of interest on loans thest on loans thanan

what they offer on deposits.what they offer on deposits.

(Any (Any three)1 three)1 × × 3 3 = = 33

19. 19. Multinational Multinational Corporations Corporations are are spreading spreading theirtheir

productions in different ways :productions in different ways :

(a)(a) By setting By setting up pup partnership artnership with local with local companies.companies.

(b)(b)  By placing orders with local companies. eg:  By placing orders with local companies. eg:
Garments, Footwear, Sports items etc.Garments, Footwear, Sports items etc.

(c)(c) By closely By closely competing competing with the with the local compalocal companies.nies.

(d)(d) By buying loBy buying local companies. egcal companies. eg: Cargill buying: Cargill buying
Parakh foods in India.Parakh foods in India. (Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

20. 20. Under COPRA, a three-tier quaUnder COPRA, a three-tier quasi-judicialsi-judicial

machinery at the district, state and national levelsmachinery at the district, state and national levels

was setup for redressal of consumer disputes :was setup for redressal of consumer disputes :

(a)(a) The district level courThe district level court deals with the casest deals with the cases

involving claims up toinvolving claims up to  `  `  20 lakhs. 20 lakhs.

(b)(b)  The state level court deals with the cases  The state level court deals with the cases
involving claims betweeninvolving claims between  `  `   20 lakhs and  20 lakhs and  `  `  11
crore.crore.

(c)(c) The national leThe national level court deals wvel court deals with the casesith the cases
involving claims involving claims exceedinexceedingg  `  `  1 crore. 1 crore. 1 × 1 × 3 = 3 = 33

21.21. The first clear expression of nationalism came withThe first clear expression of nationalism came with
the French Revolution in 1789. France was a full-the French Revolution in 1789. France was a full-
fledged territorial state in 1789 under the rule offledged territorial state in 1789 under the rule of
an absolnte monarch, Louis XVI. The political andan absolnte monarch, Louis XVI. The political and
constitutional changes that came in the wake ofconstitutional changes that came in the wake of

the French Revolution led to the transfer of rulingthe French Revolution led to the transfer of ruling
power from the monarchy to a body of Frenchpower from the monarchy to a body of French
citizens. The revolution proclaimed that it was thecitizens. The revolution proclaimed that it was the
people who would henceforth constitute the people who would henceforth constitute the nationnation

and and shape its shape its destiny.destiny. 55

OROR

The The reasons reasons that that forced forced America America to to withdraw withdraw fromfrom

the Vietnam war were :the Vietnam war were :

(i)(i) VVarious arious countries of countries of the the world world strongly criticisedstrongly criticised
the US intervention in the internal affairs of thethe US intervention in the internal affairs of the

Vietnam.Vietnam.

  (ii)  (ii) When the youth were drafted for When the youth were drafted for the warthe war, the, the
anger spread.anger spread.

  (iii)  (iii)  The US had a huge loss of men and money,  The US had a huge loss of men and money,
though it caused great destruction in norththough it caused great destruction in north
Vietnam through bombardment.Vietnam through bombardment.

  (iv)  (iv) Hollywood made films in support and against Hollywood made films in support and against
of the war.of the war.

(v)(v) About 47,244 About 47,244 died and died and 303, 704 were 303, 704 were injured ininjured in
the wthe warar..

  (vi)  (vi) As a result, the US was compelled to start the As a result, the US was compelled to start the
withdrawal of its troops in April 1975.withdrawal of its troops in April 1975.

22. (i)22. (i) WWorried by the developments of the Civilorried by the developments of the Civil
Disobedience Movement, the colonialDisobedience Movement, the colonial
government began arresting the congressgovernment began arresting the congress
leaders one by one. This led to violent clashesleaders one by one. This led to violent clashes
in many places.in many places.

  (ii)  (ii) When Abdul GWhen Abdul Gaffar Khan a deaffar Khan a devout disciple ofvout disciple of
Mahatma Gandhi, was arrested in April 1930,Mahatma Gandhi, was arrested in April 1930,
angry crowds demonstrated in the streets ofangry crowds demonstrated in the streets of
Peshawar (now in Pakistan), facing armouredPeshawar (now in Pakistan), facing armoured
cars and police firing. Many were killed.cars and police firing. Many were killed.

  (iii)  (iii) A month later, when Mahatma Gandhi himself A month later, when Mahatma Gandhi himself
was arrested, industrial workers in Sholapurwas arrested, industrial workers in Sholapur
attacked police ports, municipal buildings, lawattacked police ports, municipal buildings, law
courts and railway stations-all structured thatcourts and railway stations-all structured that
symbolised British rule.symbolised British rule.

  (iv)  (iv)  A frightened government responded with a  A frightened government responded with a
policy of brutal policy of brutal repression.repression.

(v)(v)  Peaceful satyagrahis were attacked, women  Peaceful satyagrahis were attacked, women
and children were beaten and about 100,000and children were beaten and about 100,000
people were arrested.people were arrested. 1 1 × × 5 5 = = 55

23. 23. Reasons Reasons for for conservation conservation ::

(a)(a)  The strong dependence of industry and  The strong dependence of industry and
agriculture upon minerals.agriculture upon minerals.

(b)(b) The process of The process of mineral formation is slowmineral formation is slow..

(c)(c) They They are are non-renewablenon-renewable.. (Any one)(Any one)

Methods Methods to to conserve conserve ::

(a)(a) Minerals should be used in a Minerals should be used in a planned andplanned and
sustainable manner.sustainable manner.

(b)(b) Improved technImproved technology needs to be constantlyology needs to be constantly
evolved to allow use of low grade ore at lowevolved to allow use of low grade ore at low
cost.cost.

(c)(c) Recycling Recycling of mof metals usinetals using scrap g scrap metals.metals.

(d)(d) WWastage in the mining and astage in the mining and processiprocessing shouldng should
 be minimised. be minimised. 1 + 4 = 51 + 4 = 5

24.24. Role of chemical industries in the Indian economy :Role of chemical industries in the Indian economy :

(i)(i) It is It is a fast a fast growing growing and dand diversifying iversifying industry industry inin
India.India.

  (ii)  (ii) It contributes approximateIt contributes approximately 3% of ly 3% of the GDPthe GDP..

  (iii)  (iii)  It is the third largest in Asia and the twelfth  It is the third largest in Asia and the twelfth
largest in the world in term of its size.largest in the world in term of its size.

  (iv)  (iv) It It comprises both comprises both large and large and small small scalescale
manufacturing units.manufacturing units.

(v)(v)  Rapid growth has been recorded in both  Rapid growth has been recorded in both
inorganic and organic sectors.inorganic and organic sectors. 1 × 5 = 51 × 5 = 5

25. 25. Characteristics Characteristics of of democracy democracy ::

(a)(a) Democratic Democratic governments governments have have formalformal
Constitution, while it is not the case in otherConstitution, while it is not the case in other
form of governments.form of governments.

(b)(b) They hold They hold regular electionregular elections, while it is nos, while it is not thet the
case in other form of governments.case in other form of governments.

(c)(c) They have They have political parpolitical parties, whereas ties, whereas there is nthere is noo
such thing in other form such thing in other form of governments.of governments.
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(d)(d) They guarantee rights They guarantee rights to citizens, wto citizens, while it is hile it is notnot

the case in the other form of governments.the case in the other form of governments.

(e)(e)  Such governments allow room to correct  Such governments allow room to correct

mistakes, while it is not there in the other formmistakes, while it is not there in the other form

of government.of government.

(f)(f) Such Such government government accommodates accommodates socialsocial

diversities, while no such thing in other fordiversities, while no such thing in other form ofm of

government.government. (Any (Any five) five) 1 1 × × 5 5 = = 55

26. 26. It It is is very very difficult difficult to to reform reform politics politics through through legallegal
ways because :ways because :

(i)(i) Devising new lawDevising new laws can help s can help to discourageto discourage

the practice to wrong political practices andthe practice to wrong political practices and

encourage new ones.encourage new ones.

  (ii)  (ii)  But these changes can't only help to reform  But these changes can't only help to reform

politics that is a challenge politics that is a challenge to democracy.to democracy.

  (iii)  (iii) For example, just For example, just by changing by changing the rules the rules inin

cricket can't improve the quality of the game.cricket can't improve the quality of the game.

  (iv)  (iv)  In cricket, players, coaches and administrators  In cricket, players, coaches and administrators

can improve and bring good changes to thecan improve and bring good changes to the

game.game.

(v)(v)  Similarly, in politics, the reforms have to  Similarly, in politics, the reforms have to

 be  be carried carried out out by by political political parties, parties, activists,activists,

pressure group, movements and politicallypressure group, movements and politically

conscious citizens.conscious citizens. 1 1 × × 5 5 = = 55

27. 27. Positive Positive effects effects of of globalization globalization on on the the IndianIndian
economy :economy :

(a)(a) Higher standard Higher standard of living of living in urban in urban areas.areas.

(b)(b)  The impact has not been uniform among  The impact has not been uniform among

producers and workers.producers and workers.

(c)(c) There is There is greater choice begreater choice before the fore the consumersconsumers

who now enjoy improved quality and lowerwho now enjoy improved quality and lower

prices for several products.prices for several products.

(d)(d)  MNCs have increased their investments in  MNCs have increased their investments in

India leading to more job opportunities.India leading to more job opportunities.

(e)(e) Globalization has enableGlobalization has enabled some large d some large IndianIndian

companies to emerge as MNCs themselves likecompanies to emerge as MNCs themselves like

TTata Motors, ata Motors, Infosys, Ranbaxy, Asian Paints etc.Infosys, Ranbaxy, Asian Paints etc.

(f)(f) Globalisation Globalisation has has also also created created new new opportunitiesopportunities

for companies providing services particularlyfor companies providing services particularly

those involving IT(Inforthose involving IT(Information Tmation Technology).echnology).

For example :For example : The Indian company producing a The Indian company producing a

magazine for the London based company andmagazine for the London based company and

call centers.call centers.

(g)(g)  Local companies supply raw materials to  Local companies supply raw materials to

foreign industries and have prospered.foreign industries and have prospered.

(Any five) 1 × 5 = 5(Any five) 1 × 5 = 5

28.28. Removing barriers or restrictions set by theRemoving barriers or restrictions set by the

government is known as liberalisation.government is known as liberalisation.

Effects Effects of of liberalisation liberalisation on on the the Indian Indian economy economy ::

(a)(a) Barriers on Barriers on foreign tforeign trade and rade and foreign invforeign investmentestment

were partially removed.were partially removed.

(b)(b) Goods could be Goods could be imported and eimported and exported easilyxported easily..

(c)(c) Foreign companies Foreign companies could Set-up could Set-up factories andfactories and

offices here.offices here.

(d)(d) Indian producers Indian producers got opportunities got opportunities to competeto compete

with producers around the globe.with producers around the globe. 1 + 4 = 51 + 4 = 5
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Outside Outside Delhi Delhi Set-III Set-III Code Code No. No. 32/332/3

1.1. It is a method of agitation and protest based onIt is a method of agitation and protest based on
truth and non-violence.truth and non-violence. 11
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2.2. In igneous and metamorphic rocks, minerals mayIn igneous and metamorphic rocks, minerals may
occur in cracks, crevices, faults and joints.occur in cracks, crevices, faults and joints. 11

3.3. To examine the process of decision - making in aTo examine the process of decision - making in a
democracy is known democracy is known as transparency.as transparency. 11

4. 4. Uneven Uneven distribution distribution of of mineral mineral resources resources ::

(a)(a) Peninsular Peninsular rocks contain rocks contain coal, metallic coal, metallic minerals,minerals,
mica and many other non-metallic minerals.mica and many other non-metallic minerals.

(b)(b) Sedimentary rocks on the Sedimentary rocks on the WWestern and Easteestern and Easternrn
Ghats of the Peninsula, in Gujarat and AssamGhats of the Peninsula, in Gujarat and Assam
have most of the petroleum deposits.have most of the petroleum deposits.

(c)(c) Rajasthan has Rajasthan has reserves of many reserves of many non-ferrousnon-ferrous
minerals.minerals.

(d)(d)  Alluvial plains of North India are devoid of  Alluvial plains of North India are devoid of
economic minerals.economic minerals. (Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

5. (a)5. (a) The Golden Quadrilateral Super Highways is a The Golden Quadrilateral Super Highways is a
major road development project linking Delhimajor road development project linking Delhi
– Kolkata – Chennai – Mumbai and Delhi by six– Kolkata – Chennai – Mumbai and Delhi by six
lane super highways.lane super highways.

(b)(b)  The two major objectives of these Super  The two major objectives of these Super
Highway projects are to (i) reduce the time andHighway projects are to (i) reduce the time and
(ii) distance between the mega cities of India.(ii) distance between the mega cities of India.

(c)(c) The North-South Corridors linking The North-South Corridors linking SrinagarSrinagar
(Jammu and Kashmir) (Jammu and Kashmir) and Kanyakumari (Tand Kanyakumari (Tamilamil
Nadu) and East-West Corridor connectingNadu) and East-West Corridor connecting
Silchar (Assam) and Porbander (Gujarat).Silchar (Assam) and Porbander (Gujarat).

1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33

6. 6. The The role role of of opposition opposition political political parties parties inin
democracy :democracy :

(a)(a) Opposition parties play Opposition parties play an important role an important role inin
democracy.democracy.

(b)(b)  They oppose the government by voicing  They oppose the government by voicing
different views.different views.

(c)(c) They criticise government for They criticise government for its failure andits failure and
wrong policies.wrong policies.

(d)(d) They mobilise They mobilise opposition to opposition to the government.the government. 33

7. 7. The The measures measures taken taken by by Gandhiji Gandhiji to to eliminate eliminate thethe

problem of untouchability :problem of untouchability :

(a)(a) Mahatma Gandhi Mahatma Gandhi declared that declared that swaraj wouldswaraj would
not come for a hundred years if untouchabilitynot come for a hundred years if untouchability
was not eliminated.was not eliminated.

(b)(b)  He called the 'untouchables'  He called the 'untouchables' harijanharijan, or the, or the
children of God.children of God.

(c)(c) He organised He organised satyagraha to satyagraha to secure them secure them entryentry
into temples, and access to public wells, tanks,into temples, and access to public wells, tanks,
roads and schools.roads and schools.

(d)(d) He himself cleaned He himself cleaned toilets to dignify the toilets to dignify the workwork
of the bhangi (the sweepers), and persuadedof the bhangi (the sweepers), and persuaded
upper castes to change their heart and give upupper castes to change their heart and give up
'the sin of untouchability'.'the sin of untouchability'. 33

8. 8. The The factors factors affecting affecting the the location location of of an an industry industry ::

(a)(a) AvaAvailability ilability of of raw raw material.material.

(b)(b) AvaAvailability of ilability of cheap labourcheap labour..

(c)(c) AvaAvailability of ilability of capital and capital and bank facilities.bank facilities.

(d)(d) AvaAvailability of ilability of power and power and other infrastructure.other infrastructure.

(e)(e) Proximity Proximity to to markets.markets.

(f)(f) AvaAvailability of adequate ailability of adequate and swift means ofnd swift means of
transport.transport. (Any five) 1 × 5 = 5(Any five) 1 × 5 = 5

9. 9. No No party party system system is is ideal ideal for for all all countries countries and and allall
situations :situations :

(a)(a) Party Party system is system is not something, not something, any country any country cancan
choose.choose.

(b)(b) It evolves over a It evolves over a long time depending on thelong time depending on the
nature of the nature of the societysociety..

(c)(c) Its social Its social and regional division, and regional division, its history ofits history of
policies and its system of elections.policies and its system of elections.

(d)(d) Each Each country develops country develops a a party system party system that that isis
conditioned by its special circumstances.conditioned by its special circumstances.

(e)(e) For eFor example, if xample, if India has eIndia has evolved a volved a multi-partymulti-party
system, it is because the social and geogsystem, it is because the social and geographicalraphical
diversity in such a large country is not easilydiversity in such a large country is not easily
absorbed by two or even three parties.absorbed by two or even three parties.

1 1 × × 5 5 = = 55
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1.1. Who remarked ''when France sneezes the rest of Europe catches cold'' ?Who remarked ''when France sneezes the rest of Europe catches cold'' ? 11

OROR

Who were called colons in Vietnam ?Who were called colons in Vietnam ?

Ans.Ans.

2.2. Why should the use of cattle cWhy should the use of cattle cake as fuel be discouraged ?ake as fuel be discouraged ? 11

Ans.Ans.

3.3. Distinguish between pressure groups and political parties by Distinguish between pressure groups and political parties by stating any one points of distating any one points of distinction.stinction. 11

Ans.Ans.

4.4. Why did India adopt multi-party system ?Why did India adopt multi-party system ? 11

Ans.Ans.

5.5. Name any two sectional interest groups.Name any two sectional interest groups. ½ + ½ = 1½ + ½ = 1

Ans.Ans.

6.6. Why do MNCs set up their officer and factories in those regions where they get cheap labour and otherWhy do MNCs set up their officer and factories in those regions where they get cheap labour and other
resources ?resources ? 11

Ans.Ans.
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7.7. If any damage is done to a consumer by a trader, under which consumer right one can move to consumer courtIf any damage is done to a consumer by a trader, under which consumer right one can move to consumer court
to get compensation.to get compensation. 11

Ans.Ans.

8.8. Why is the supervision of the functioning of formal sources of loans necessary ?Why is the supervision of the functioning of formal sources of loans necessary ? 11

Ans.Ans.

9.9. "The decade of 1830 had brought g"The decade of 1830 had brought great economic hardship in Europe". Support reat economic hardship in Europe". Support the statement with arguments.the statement with arguments.

OROR

"The Ho Chi Minh "The Ho Chi Minh TTrail become advantageous to rail become advantageous to Vietnamese in the war against U.S.'' Vietnamese in the war against U.S.'' Support the statement withSupport the statement with
arguments.arguments. 3 × 1 = 33 × 1 = 3

Ans.Ans.

10.10. What type of flag was designed during What type of flag was designed during the 'Swadeshi Movement' in Bengal ? the 'Swadeshi Movement' in Bengal ? Explain its main features.Explain its main features.

1 1 + + 2 2 = = 33

Ans.Ans.

11.11. ''The plantation workers in Assam had their own understanding of Mahatma Gandhi and the notion of Swaraj''.''The plantation workers in Assam had their own understanding of Mahatma Gandhi and the notion of Swaraj''.
Support the statement with arguments.Support the statement with arguments. 33

Ans.Ans.
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12.12. Classify industries on the basis of source Classify industries on the basis of source of raw material. How are they different from each other ?of raw material. How are they different from each other ? 1 + 2 = 31 + 2 = 3

Ans.Ans.

13.13. 'Consumption of energy in all forms has been rising all over the country. There is an urgent need to develop a'Consumption of energy in all forms has been rising all over the country. There is an urgent need to develop a
sustainable path of energy development and sustainable path of energy development and energy saving'. Suggest and explain any energy saving'. Suggest and explain any three measures to solve thisthree measures to solve this
during problem.during problem. 3 × 1 = 33 × 1 = 3

Ans.Ans.

14.14. Suggest any three steps to minimise the environmental degradation caused by the industrial development inSuggest any three steps to minimise the environmental degradation caused by the industrial development in
India.India. 3 × 1 = 33 × 1 = 3

Ans.Ans.
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15.15. What is meant by regional political party ? State the conditions required to be recognised as a 'regional politicalWhat is meant by regional political party ? State the conditions required to be recognised as a 'regional political
party'.party'. 1 + 2 = 31 + 2 = 3

Ans.Ans.

16.16. What are public interest pressure groups ? Describe their functioning.What are public interest pressure groups ? Describe their functioning. 1 + 2 = 31 + 2 = 3

Ans.Ans.

17.17. Which three challenges do you feel are being Which three challenges do you feel are being faced by political parties in India faced by political parties in India ? Give your opinion.? Give your opinion. 1 + 2 = 31 + 2 = 3

Ans.Ans.
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18.18. "Deposits with the banks are beneficial to "Deposits with the banks are beneficial to the depositors as well as to the the depositors as well as to the nation". Examine the statement.nation". Examine the statement.

3 × 1 = 33 × 1 = 3

Ans.Ans.

19.19. Why had the Indian government put barriers to foreign trade and foreign investments after independence ?Why had the Indian government put barriers to foreign trade and foreign investments after independence ?
Analyse the reasons.Analyse the reasons. 33

Ans.Ans.
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  20.  20. "Rules and regulations are required for the protection of the consumers in "Rules and regulations are required for the protection of the consumers in the market place." Justify the statementthe market place." Justify the statement
with arguments.with arguments. 3 × 1 = 33 × 1 = 3

Ans.Ans.

21.21. "Napoleon had destroyed democracy in France but in the administrative field he had "Napoleon had destroyed democracy in France but in the administrative field he had incorporated revolutionaryincorporated revolutionary
principles in order to make the whole system more rational and efficient." Analyse the statement withprinciples in order to make the whole system more rational and efficient." Analyse the statement with
arguments.arguments.

OROR

"The Peace negotiations Geneva followed the division of Vietnam that set in motion a series of events that turned"The Peace negotiations Geneva followed the division of Vietnam that set in motion a series of events that turned
Vietnam into a battle field." Analyse the statement with arguments.Vietnam into a battle field." Analyse the statement with arguments. 5 × 1 = 55 × 1 = 5

Ans.Ans.

22.22. Why did Mahatma Gandhi decided to Why did Mahatma Gandhi decided to call off the Civil Disobedience Movement ? call off the Civil Disobedience Movement ? Explain.Explain.
55

Ans.Ans.
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23.23. Explain the importance of conservation of Explain the importance of conservation of minerals. Highlight any three measures to conserve minerals. Highlight any three measures to conserve them.them. 2 + 3 = 52 + 3 = 5

Ans.Ans.
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  24.  24. ‘‘Roadways still have an edge over railways in India." Support ‘‘Roadways still have an edge over railways in India." Support the statement with arguments.the statement with arguments. 5 × 1 = 55 × 1 = 5

Ans.Ans.

25.25. Describe the popular struggle of Bolivia.Describe the popular struggle of Bolivia. 55

Ans.Ans.
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  26.  26. "Political parties are a necessary condition for a democracy". Analyse the statement with examples."Political parties are a necessary condition for a democracy". Analyse the statement with examples. 5 × 1 = 55 × 1 = 5

Ans.Ans.

27.27. How can the formal sector loHow can the formal sector loans be made beneficial for poor farans be made beneficial for poor farmers and workers ? Suggest any five measures.mers and workers ? Suggest any five measures.
1 + 2 + 2 = 51 + 2 + 2 = 5

Ans.Ans.
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28.28. Describe the impact of globalisation on Describe the impact of globalisation on Indian economy with examples.Indian economy with examples. 5 × 1 = 55 × 1 = 5

Ans.Ans.

29.29. Three features A, B and C are marked on the given political outline map of India (on page 9). Three features A, B and C are marked on the given political outline map of India (on page 9). Identify these featuresIdentify these features
with the help of the following information and write their correct with the help of the following information and write their correct names on the lines marked in the map :names on the lines marked in the map :

(A) The place where cotton mill workers organised Satyagraha.(A) The place where cotton mill workers organised Satyagraha.

(B) The place related to the calling off (B) The place related to the calling off the Non-Cooperation Movement.the Non-Cooperation Movement.

(C) The place where the Indian National Congress Session was (C) The place where the Indian National Congress Session was held.held. 3 × 1 = 33 × 1 = 3
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  30.  30. On the given political outline map of India (on page 11On the given political outline map of India (on page 11), locate and label the following with appropriate symbols :), locate and label the following with appropriate symbols :

A. Oil Field - DigboiA. Oil Field - Digboi

B. Iron and Steel Plant - BhilaiB. Iron and Steel Plant - Bhilai

C. Major Sea Port - KochiC. Major Sea Port - Kochi
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Ans.Ans.
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Pre-Mid Term TestsPre-Mid Term Tests

TestTest 11 Maximum Marks 10Maximum Marks 10

1.1. Name the Treaty of 1832 that recognized Greece as an independent nation.Name the Treaty of 1832 that recognized Greece as an independent nation.

2.2. What is the meaning of concentration camps ?What is the meaning of concentration camps ?

3.3. What What attracts attracts the the Foreign Foreign Investment Investment ??

4.4. Who Who were were called called Colons Colons in in Vietnam Vietnam ??

5.5. Name Name the the writer writer who who wrote wrote the the book book “The “The History History of of the the Loss Loss of of Vietnam”.Vietnam”.

6.6. The The resolution resolution of of Poorna Poorna Swaraj Swaraj was was adopted adopted at at which which session session of of the the Congress?Congress?

7.7. What What was was the the main main role role of of ‘FEDECOR’ ‘FEDECOR’ organization organization in in Bolivia?Bolivia?

8.8. What What is is the the guiding guiding philosophy philosophy of of BharatiyaJanBharatiyaJanata ata Party?Party?

9.9. What What were were the the two two bases bases of of colonial colonial economyin economyin Vietnam?Vietnam?

10.10. What is JoinWhat is Joint Forest Managt Forest Management Progement Programme ? Wramme ? Which was the hich was the first state to afirst state to adopt this progdopt this programme?ramme?

TestTest 22 Maximum Marks 10Maximum Marks 10

1.1. What was the major issue taken up by tWhat was the major issue taken up by the liberal nationalists ?he liberal nationalists ?

2.2. Who was proclaimed the King of United Italy in 1861 ?Who was proclaimed the King of United Italy in 1861 ?

3.3. Trace Trace the the reason reason because because of of which which Gandhiji Gandhiji started started Satyagraha Satyagraha in in 1919.1919.

4.4. Name Name an an endangered endangered species.species.

5.5. What What did did British British do do to to repress repress the the RowlattSatyagrahis RowlattSatyagrahis ??

6.6. What What was was the the main main aim aim of of the the French French revolutionarrevolutionaries ies ??

7.7. Name Name the the country country which which follows follows ‘coming ‘coming together’ together’ style style of of federalism.federalism.

8.8. In whIn what respat respect is ect is the crthe criterion iterion used by used by the Uthe UNDP NDP for mefor measuring asuring development development of the of the countries,countries,
different from the one used by the World Bank ?different from the one used by the World Bank ?

9.9. Name Name any any two two sectional sectional interest interest groups.groups.

10.10. What was the What was the major changmajor change that occue that occurred in the rred in the political and cpolitical and constitutional scenonstitutional scenario due to ario due to FrenchFrench
Revolution in Europe?Revolution in Europe?

nnnn

(Periodic Tests)(Periodic Tests)

CHAPTERS COVERED :CHAPTERS COVERED :
Unit Unit I I : : Chapter Chapter 1, 1, 2, 2, 3; 3; Unit Unit II : II : Chapter Chapter 1, 1, 2, 2, 3;3;
Unit III : Chapter 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; Unit IV : Chapter 1, 2Unit III : Chapter 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; Unit IV : Chapter 1, 2
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Mid Term TestsMid Term Tests

TestTest 11 Maximum Marks 10Maximum Marks 10

1.1. Who issues currency notes in India?Who issues currency notes in India?

2.2. By which name is specialized cultivation of fruits and By which name is specialized cultivation of fruits and vegetables known ?vegetables known ?

3.3. Which Which language language is is spoken spoken by by majority majority of of Sri Sri Lankans Lankans ??

4.4. Which Which rock rock consists consists of of single single mineral mineral only only ??

5.5. Name Name the the minerals minerals formed formed in in beds beds and and layers.layers.

6.6. What What is is Hematite Hematite ??

7.7. What What is is a a homogenous homogenous society society ??

8.8. Why is the ‘least cost’ known as decision making factor for ideal location of an industry?Why is the ‘least cost’ known as decision making factor for ideal location of an industry?

9.9. (i)(i) Give one Give one difference bedifference between renetween renewable and nonwable and non-renewable -renewable resources.resources.

(ii)(ii) Give an exampGive an example of non-renele of non-renewable resourcwable resources.es.

10.10. What What is meanis meant by t by Double Double Coincidence Coincidence of Wof Wants ?ants ?

TestTest 22 Maximum Marks 10Maximum Marks 10

1.1. Who supervises the functioning of formal sources of loan ?Who supervises the functioning of formal sources of loan ?

2.2. By which other name is ‘slash and burn’ By which other name is ‘slash and burn’ agriculture known ?agriculture known ?

3.3. Which Which regions regions of of India India have have well well developed developed terrace terrace farming farming ??

4.4. Name Name any any one one river river valley valley project project which which has has significantly significantly contributed contributed to to the the loss oloss of forf forests.ests.

5.5. What What is is the the main main reason reason for for the the depletion depletion of of flora flora and and fauna fauna ??

6.6. Who Who led led the the ‘Scholar ‘Scholar Revolt‘ Revolt‘ in in Vietnam Vietnam in in 1868 1868 ??

7.7. Name Name any any two two regional regional parties parties of of West West Bengal.Bengal.

8.8. How How do do minerals minerals occur occur in in igneous igneous and and metamorphic metamorphic rocks rocks ??

9.9. Why Why is is democratic democratic government government better better than than other other alternatives alternatives ??

10.10. Which Which industries industries are are defined defined as Smaas Small Scale ll Scale Industries Industries ??

nnnn

CHAPTERS COVERED :CHAPTERS COVERED :
Unit Unit I I : : Chapter Chapter 4, 4, 5, 5, 6; 6; Unit Unit II II : : Chapter Chapter 4, 4, 5, 5, 6;6;
Unit III : Chapter 5, 6, 7, 8; Unit IV : Chapter 1, 2Unit III : Chapter 5, 6, 7, 8; Unit IV : Chapter 1, 2
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Post-Mid Term TestsPost-Mid Term Tests

TestTest 11 Maximum Marks 10Maximum Marks 10

1.1. What was the strong What was the strong demand of the emerging middle classes demand of the emerging middle classes in Europe during nineteenth century ?in Europe during nineteenth century ?

2.2. Which organization led the protest against water privatisation in Which organization led the protest against water privatisation in Bolivia ?Bolivia ?

3.3. Which Which form form of of governmengovernment t is is better-democbetter-democratic ratic or or non-democranon-democratic tic ??

4.4. Which Which logo logo would would you you like like to seto see e while while purchasing purchasing a a tin otin of edible f edible oil oil ??

5.5. What What is is the the major major objective objective to to develop develop Super Super Highways?Highways?

6.6. Why Why are theare there a re a wide rwide range ange of colouof colours,hardness, rs,hardness, crystal crystal forms, lustrforms, lustre and e and density fodensity found in und in minerals minerals ??

7.7. How How does does democracy democracy produces produces an an accountablaccountable e government government ??

8.8. Which Which system system can can reduce reduce the the possibility possibility of teof tension nsion and and conflict conflict groups groups of of society society ??

9.9. Why Why did did India India adopt adopt Multi-Party Multi-Party system system ??

10.10. Which two Which two prime factoprime factors are rs are important for important for the location the location of Aluminium of Aluminium smelting indusmelting industry ?stry ?

TestTest 22 Maximum Marks 10Maximum Marks 10

1.1. According to the World Bank (2004), which country would be classified as a low income country ?According to the World Bank (2004), which country would be classified as a low income country ?

2.2. What is the full form of HDI ?What is the full form of HDI ?

3.3. Which Which occupation occupation belongs belongs to to the the primary primary sector? sector? Mention Mention any any one.one.

4.4. Trace Trace the the reason reason because because of of which which Gandhiji Gandhiji started started Satyagraha Satyagraha in in 1919.1919.

5.5. What What is is Calligraphy Calligraphy ??

6.6. What What does does the the challenge challenge of of expansion expansion faced faced by by established established democracies democracies involve involve ??

7.7. Which Which system system can can reduce reduce the the possibility possibility of teof tension nsion and and conflict conflict groups groups of of society society ??

8.8. What What is the is the requiremenrequirement laid t laid down by down by the Ethe Election lection Commission Commission for a for a political political party party to be to be recognizedrecognized
as a ‘State Party‘ ?as a ‘State Party‘ ?

9.9. (i)(i) Who Who developed developed the the first prfirst printing inting press?press?

(ii)(ii) Which method oWhich method of hand-printing was def hand-printing was developed in Chinaveloped in China??

10.10. What is What is the major the major objective objective to deveto develop Supelop Super Highwayr Highways ?s ?

nnnn

CHAPTERS COVERED :CHAPTERS COVERED :
Unit Unit I I : : Chapter Chapter 1-8; 1-8; Unit Unit II II : : Chapter Chapter 1-7;1-7;
Unit III : Unit III : Chapter 1-8; Chapter 1-8; Unit IV : Unit IV : Chapter 1-5Chapter 1-5



UNIT – IUNIT – I

India and theIndia and the

ContemporaryContemporary

World-IIWorld-II

SSub-Unit 1.1 : Eventsub-Unit 1.1 : Events
and Processesand Processes

  CHAPTER  CHAPTER

11
THE RISE OFTHE RISE OF
NATIONALISMNATIONALISM

IN EUROPEIN EUROPE

SyllabusSyllabus
 Nationalism in Europe : Nationalism in Europe :

(i) (i) The The growth of growth of nationalism in nationalism in Europe after Europe after the the 1830s.1830s.
(ii) (ii) The ideas The ideas of Giuseppe of Giuseppe Mazzini etc.Mazzini etc.
(iii) General characteristics of the movements in Poland, Hungary,(iii) General characteristics of the movements in Poland, Hungary,

 Italy, Germany and Greece. Italy, Germany and Greece.

TOPIC-1TOPIC-1
Rise of Nationalism in EuropeRise of Nationalism in Europe

Quick Review Quick Review 
 Nationalism is a Nationalism is a sense of identitsense of identity with the y with the nation. Many European nation. Many European nationsnations

experienced heightened periods of nationalism experienced heightened periods of nationalism in the 19th cin the 19th centuryentury..

 Nationalism in Europe can be traced back to the decline of feudalism andNationalism in Europe can be traced back to the decline of feudalism and
the beginning of the Renaissance. The the beginning of the Renaissance. The Renaissance in Europe fostered newRenaissance in Europe fostered new
political ideas.political ideas.

 The concepts of The concepts of libertyliberty, equality, fraternity and nationalism dominated the, equality, fraternity and nationalism dominated the
social and political scene of Europe in the 19social and political scene of Europe in the 19thth century. century.

French French Revolution Revolution ::

 The French ReThe French Revolution in 1789 was an influentvolution in 1789 was an influential event that markeial event that marked thed the
age of revolutions in Europe. The major outcome of the revolution wasage of revolutions in Europe. The major outcome of the revolution was
the formation of a constitutional monarchy and a sizeable reduction in thethe formation of a constitutional monarchy and a sizeable reduction in the
royal and feudal privileges.royal and feudal privileges.

 It paved the way for the achievement of bigger goals of national identityIt paved the way for the achievement of bigger goals of national identity
and national pride, which can be aptly called Nationalism.and national pride, which can be aptly called Nationalism.

  After the French Revolution, emerged a famous historic personality  After the French Revolution, emerged a famous historic personality
and warrior, Napoleon Bonaparte. He introduced several effectiveand warrior, Napoleon Bonaparte. He introduced several effective
administrative changes like the Civil Code of 1804, also known as theadministrative changes like the Civil Code of 1804, also known as the
Napoleonic Code.Napoleonic Code.

Advent Advent of of Liberalism Liberalism in in Europe Europe ::

 During During the the mid-18mid-18thth century, Europe was divided into several small kingdoms and principalities. The concept of century, Europe was divided into several small kingdoms and principalities. The concept of
nation-states did not exist at all. People from diverse ethnic groups lived in nation-states did not exist at all. People from diverse ethnic groups lived in Eastern and Central Europe.Eastern and Central Europe.

 The prominent empires in Europe were the autocratic Ottoman Empire that ruled over EaThe prominent empires in Europe were the autocratic Ottoman Empire that ruled over Eastern and Centralstern and Central
Europe, and Greece and Europe, and Greece and the Habsburg Empire that the Habsburg Empire that ruled over Austria-Hungary.ruled over Austria-Hungary.

Rise of Conservatism and Revolutionaries :Rise of Conservatism and Revolutionaries :

 The middle class believed in freedom and equality of all individuals before lawThe middle class believed in freedom and equality of all individuals before law. Liberalism was used to end. Liberalism was used to end
aristocracy and clerical privileges. After the defeat of Napoleon Bonaparte in 1815, the European governmentaristocracy and clerical privileges. After the defeat of Napoleon Bonaparte in 1815, the European government
adopted the idea of conservatism.adopted the idea of conservatism.

 Conservatism was a political philosophy that stresseConservatism was a political philosophy that stressed the importance of tradition, established institutions andd the importance of tradition, established institutions and
customs, and preferred gradual development to quick change.customs, and preferred gradual development to quick change.

TOPIC - 1TOPIC - 1

Rise of Nationalism in EuropeRise of Nationalism in Europe

  ....  .... P. 01P. 01

TOPIC - 2TOPIC - 2

The Age of Revolutions (1830-The Age of Revolutions (1830-
1848) and the Unification of1848) and the Unification of
Germany Germany and and Italy Italy ........ P. 07P. 07

TOPIC - 3TOPIC - 3

Nation States – Unification ofNation States – Unification of
ItalyItaly, Germany and , Germany and BritainBritain

  ....  .... P. 12P. 12

TOPIC - 4TOPIC - 4

Visualising the Nation :Visualising the Nation :
Nationalism and ImperialismNationalism and Imperialism

  ....  .... P. 16P. 16
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 After 1815, seveAfter 1815, several liberals began working in secret societies all ral liberals began working in secret societies all over Europe to propagate their views over Europe to propagate their views and trainand train
revolutionaries. Revolutionaries were seen as a threat to the restored monarchies, and hence, were repressed.revolutionaries. Revolutionaries were seen as a threat to the restored monarchies, and hence, were repressed.

 Giuseppe Mazzini, a famous Italian revolutionary was born in 1807 in Genoa. He was part of a secret societyGiuseppe Mazzini, a famous Italian revolutionary was born in 1807 in Genoa. He was part of a secret society
called Carbonari and founded two underground societies called Young Italy in Marseilles, and Young Europe incalled Carbonari and founded two underground societies called Young Italy in Marseilles, and Young Europe in
Berne.Berne.

 In 1831, Mazzini was In 1831, Mazzini was sent into exile for attsent into exile for attempting a revolution in Liguria. Mazzini believed empting a revolution in Liguria. Mazzini believed in the unificationin the unification
of the small kingdoms and principalities in Italy. These societies were joined by like-minded young men fromof the small kingdoms and principalities in Italy. These societies were joined by like-minded young men from
Poland, France, ItalyPoland, France, Italy, and the , and the German states.German states.

FlowchartsFlowcharts

Ideas of Liberalism and Nationalism spread by Napoleon across EuropeIdeas of Liberalism and Nationalism spread by Napoleon across Europe

Revolution of 1848 sweep across Europe, but fail because ofRevolution of 1848 sweep across Europe, but fail because of
unrealistic appreciation of what National unification required.unrealistic appreciation of what National unification required.

Decay of HabsburgDecay of Habsburg
EmpireEmpire

Decay of OttomanDecay of Ottoman
EmipireEmipire

Subject peoples want toSubject peoples want to
found their own independentfound their own independent

nation-statesnation-states

Nationalist movements in theNationalist movements in the
Balkans destabilize the alreadyBalkans destabilize the already

Crumbling Habsburg andCrumbling Habsburg and
Ottoman EmpireOttoman Empire

Russia moveRussia moves in s in as the champion ofas the champion of
SlaSlavic vic libliberterties ies . Au. Austrstria aia and Tnd Turkurkeyeyvs vs 

Rising in tensions between Austria,Rising in tensions between Austria,
Turkey and RussiaTurkey and Russia

Italy broken intoItaly broken into
many statesmany states

Germany brokenGermany broken
into many statesinto many states

Italians and Germans want to formedItalians and Germans want to formed
their own independent nation-statestheir own independent nation-states

Both nations strive to industrialize butBoth nations strive to industrialize but
only Germany succeeded.only Germany succeeded.

Rising for tensions upsetsRising for tensions upsets
balance of powerbalance of power

Outbreak of World War IOutbreak of World War I

Italy unified by 1871Italy unified by 1871
under leadership ofunder leadership of

Mazzini, CountMazzini, Count
Cavour and GaribaldiCavour and Garibaldi

Germany unifiedGermany unified
by 1871 underby 1871 under

leadership of Ottoleadership of Otto
von Bismarkvon Bismark

ItalyItaly

Austria, FranceAustria, France
and Popes haveand Popes have

control over somecontrol over some
Italian statesItalian states

Count CavourCount Cavour
got control ofgot control of
Northern ItalyNorthern Italy

Garibaldi gotGaribaldi got
control ofcontrol of

Southern ItalySouthern Italy

Rome joinedRome joined
ItalyItaly

Unification of ItalyUnification of Italy
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GermanyGermany

Prussia leads German unification supported mainly by GermanPrussia leads German unification supported mainly by German
population and powerful armypopulation and powerful army

Bismarck takes controlBismarck takes control

PPr  r  DDeennmmaarrk  k  (  (  ))vs.vs.uussssiia  a  PPrruussssiia  a  wwiinnss

1.1. VictoVictory of Prussiary of Prussia
2.2. NatioNational Pride among Prussiansnal Pride among Prussians
3.3. Won the respeWon the respect of other Germansct of other Germans

PrPrusussisia a AAusustrtriaia
Prussia winsPrussia wins

vs.vs.

PrPrusussisia a FFrarancncee
Prussia winsPrussia wins

vs.vs.

Final stage in German unificationFinal stage in German unification

People accepted Prussian leadershipPeople accepted Prussian leadership

Germany unifiedGermany unified

Know the TermsKnow the Terms
 Utopian vision :Utopian vision : Utopian vision refers to a vision Utopian vision refers to a vision of a society that is so of a society that is so ideal that it is unlikely to actually exist.ideal that it is unlikely to actually exist.

 Absolutism :Absolutism : Absolutism refers to a system of rule.Absolutism refers to a system of rule.

 Plebiscite :Plebiscite : A plebiscite is a direct vote by A plebiscite is a direct vote by which the people of a region which the people of a region are asked to accept or reject a proposal.are asked to accept or reject a proposal.

 French Revolution :French Revolution : The French Revolution in 1789 was an influential event that marked the age of revolutions The French Revolution in 1789 was an influential event that marked the age of revolutions
in Europe. The major outcome of the revolution was the formation of a constitutional monarchy and a sizeablein Europe. The major outcome of the revolution was the formation of a constitutional monarchy and a sizeable
reduction in the royal and feudal privileges.reduction in the royal and feudal privileges.

 Nationalism :Nationalism : A feeling of oneness with the society or the state, love and devotion for the motherland and beliefA feeling of oneness with the society or the state, love and devotion for the motherland and belief
in the political identity of one’s in the political identity of one’s country are the basic attributes of nationalism.country are the basic attributes of nationalism.

 Nation-state :Nation-state : A state that establishes itself as a separate political and geographical entity and functions as a A state that establishes itself as a separate political and geographical entity and functions as a
complete and sovereign territorial unit. This concept emerged complete and sovereign territorial unit. This concept emerged in 19in 19thth century Europe as a result of  century Europe as a result of the growth ofthe growth of
nationalism.nationalism.

 Modern State :Modern State : A state in which sovereignty is exercised by a centralized power over a specific territory and A state in which sovereignty is exercised by a centralized power over a specific territory and
population.population.

 Liberal Nationalism : Means :Liberal Nationalism : Means : (i) (i) Individual fIndividual freedom reedom (ii) (ii) Equality Equality before before law law (iii) (iii) Government Government by by consentconsent
(iv) Freedom of marke(iv) Freedom of markets ts (v) Abolition of state-imposed restrictions on the movement of goods and capital.(v) Abolition of state-imposed restrictions on the movement of goods and capital.

 Napoleonic Code :Napoleonic Code : The Civil Code of 1804 introduced by Napolean, was known as the Napoleonic Code. ThisThe Civil Code of 1804 introduced by Napolean, was known as the Napoleonic Code. This
code did away with all code did away with all privileges based on birth, established eprivileges based on birth, established equality before the law quality before the law and secured the right toand secured the right to
property.property.
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 Zollverein Zollverein :: A customs union formed in 1834 at the initiative of Prussia. It abolished tariff barriers and reducedA customs union formed in 1834 at the initiative of Prussia. It abolished tariff barriers and reduced
the number of currencies from over thirty to the number of currencies from over thirty to two.two.

 Habsburg Empire :Habsburg Empire : The empire that ruled Austria, Hungary including the Alpine regions of Tyrol, Austria, theThe empire that ruled Austria, Hungary including the Alpine regions of Tyrol, Austria, the
Sudetenland and Bohemia.Sudetenland and Bohemia.

 Ottoman Empire :Ottoman Empire : A former Tur A former Turkish empire ruled by the Caliph-the spiritual kish empire ruled by the Caliph-the spiritual and temporal head of the Muslims.and temporal head of the Muslims.

 Ideology :Ideology : System of ideas reflecting a particular social and System of ideas reflecting a particular social and political vision.political vision.

 Conservatism :Conservatism : A political philosophy that stressed the impoA political philosophy that stressed the importance of tradition, established institutions, customsrtance of tradition, established institutions, customs
and preferred gradual development to quick change.and preferred gradual development to quick change.

 Suffrage :Suffrage : The right to vote.The right to vote.

Know the PersonalitiesKnow the Personalities
 Frederic Frederic Sorrieu Sorrieu :: He was a French artist famous for a series of four prints prepared in 1848 that visualized theHe was a French artist famous for a series of four prints prepared in 1848 that visualized the

dream of a world consisting of ‘Democratic and Social Republics’.dream of a world consisting of ‘Democratic and Social Republics’.

 Napoleon (1769-1821) :Napoleon (1769-1821) : A french military and political leaders who gained prominence during the FrenchA french military and political leaders who gained prominence during the French
Revolution. Ruled France from 1799 to Revolution. Ruled France from 1799 to 1815.1815.

Assumed absolute powers in 1799 by becoming Assumed absolute powers in 1799 by becoming the First Consul.the First Consul.

 Giuseppe Mazzini :Giuseppe Mazzini : Giuseppe Mazzini, a famous Italian revolutionary was born in 1807 in Genoa. He was part Giuseppe Mazzini, a famous Italian revolutionary was born in 1807 in Genoa. He was part
of a secret society called Carbonari and founded two underground societies called Young Italy in Marseilles andof a secret society called Carbonari and founded two underground societies called Young Italy in Marseilles and
YYoung Europe oung Europe in Berne.in Berne.

 Duke Metternich :Duke Metternich : The chief architect and host of the TreatThe chief architect and host of the Treaty of Vienna y of Vienna was the Austrian Chancellorwas the Austrian Chancellor, Duke, Duke
Metternich.Metternich.

Know the DatesKnow the Dates
 1797 :1797 : Napoleon invades Italy; Napoleonic wars begin. Napoleon invades Italy; Napoleonic wars begin.

 1804 :1804 : Napoleonic Code was introduced, did away with all privileges based on birth. Upheld equality before theNapoleonic Code was introduced, did away with all privileges based on birth. Upheld equality before the
law.law.

 1814-15 :1814-15 : Fall of Napoleon;  Fall of Napoleon; the Vienna Peace Settlement.the Vienna Peace Settlement.

 1821 :1821 : Greek struggle for independence begins. Greek struggle for independence begins.

 1832 :1832 : Greece gained independence. Greece gained independence.

 1834 1834 :: Zollverein or the Customs Union was formed Zollverein or the Customs Union was formed in Prussia to abolish tariff barriers.in Prussia to abolish tariff barriers.

 1848 1848 :: Revolutions in Europe; Artisans, industrial workers and peasants revolt against economic hardships; middleRevolutions in Europe; Artisans, industrial workers and peasants revolt against economic hardships; middle
classes demand Constitutions and representative governments; Italians, Germans, Magyars, Poles, Czechs, etcclasses demand Constitutions and representative governments; Italians, Germans, Magyars, Poles, Czechs, etc
demanded for nation-states.demanded for nation-states.

Know the LinksKnow the Links
 www.authorstream.com/.../mynameisbhanu-1586877-rise-nationalism-europewww.authorstream.com/.../mynameisbhanu-1586877-rise-nationalism-europe
 www.excellup.com/classen/ssten/nationalsimeurwww.excellup.com/classen/ssten/nationalsimeur

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

UU Q. 1.Q. 1. What was the What was the major change that occurremajor change that occurred ind in
the political and constitutional scenario due tothe political and constitutional scenario due to
French Revolution in Europe ?French Revolution in Europe ?

[Board Term-II, Delhi Set-I, II, III, 2015][Board Term-II, Delhi Set-I, II, III, 2015]
  Ans.  Ans. The French The French Revolution led Revolution led to the to the transfer oftransfer of

sovereignty from the monarchy to a body of Frenchsovereignty from the monarchy to a body of French
citizen.citizen. 11

AA Q. Q. 2.2.  What was the main aim of the French  What was the main aim of the French
Revolutionaries ?Revolutionaries ?

[Board T[Board Term-II, Outside Delhi erm-II, Outside Delhi Set-I, II, III, 2015]Set-I, II, III, 2015]
  Ans.  Ans. The main The main aim of aim of French Revolutionaries was French Revolutionaries was toto

create a sense of collective identity amongst thecreate a sense of collective identity amongst the
French people.French people. 11

AA Q. 3.Q. 3. What was the What was the main aim of revmain aim of revolutionaries ofolutionaries of
Europe during the years following 1815 ?Europe during the years following 1815 ?

[Board Term-II, Delhi, Set-III, 2016][Board Term-II, Delhi, Set-III, 2016]

  Ans.  Ans. To oppose To oppose monarchial forms monarchial forms of government. of government. ItIt
emphasized the notion of a united communityemphasized the notion of a united community
enjoying equal rights under a constitution.enjoying equal rights under a constitution. 11

UU Q. Q. 4.4. What was the meaning of libeWhat was the meaning of liberalism in earlyralism in early
nineteenth century in Europe ?nineteenth century in Europe ?

[Board Term-II, Foreign, Set-I, 2016][Board Term-II, Foreign, Set-I, 2016]

  Ans.  Ans. Liberalism stood Liberalism stood for freedom for for freedom for individual andindividual and
equality for all before the law.equality for all before the law. 11

UU Q. Q. 5.5. What was the main aim of TreWhat was the main aim of Treaty of Viennaaty of Vienna
1815 ?1815 ? [Board Term-II, Foreign, Set-II, 2016][Board Term-II, Foreign, Set-II, 2016]

  Ans.  Ans. The main aim was to undo most  The main aim was to undo most of the changes thatof the changes that
had come about in Europe during the Napoleonichad come about in Europe during the Napoleonic
wars.wars. 11
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Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1.  Describe any three steps taken by French  Describe any three steps taken by French
revolutionaries to create a sense of collectiverevolutionaries to create a sense of collective
identity among the French people ?identity among the French people ?

[Board Term-II, (Set-II022) 2012, 2010][Board Term-II, (Set-II022) 2012, 2010]

  Ans.  Ans. Refer to Ans. of Q. 1,  Refer to Ans. of Q. 1, HOTS Ques.HOTS Ques.
(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

AA Q. Q. 2.2. Describe the Describe the event of event of French RevFrench Revolution whicholution which
had influenced the people belonging to otherhad influenced the people belonging to other
parts of Europe.parts of Europe.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Delhi Delhi Set-I, Set-I, II, II, III, III, 2015]2015]

  Ans.  Ans. The The events of events of French Revolution French Revolution which which hadhad
influenced the people belonging to other parts ofinfluenced the people belonging to other parts of
Europe :Europe :

Students and other members of educated middleStudents and other members of educated middle
class began to Set-up Jacobin clubs. Their activitiesclass began to Set-up Jacobin clubs. Their activities
and campaigns prepared the way for the Frenchand campaigns prepared the way for the French
armies. The French armies began to carry the ideaarmies. The French armies began to carry the idea
of nationalism abroad. Thus, created a sense ofof nationalism abroad. Thus, created a sense of
collective identity.collective identity. 33

AA Q. Q. 3.3. List any tList any three features hree features of the Civof the Civil Code of il Code of 18041804
usually known as the Napoleonic Code.usually known as the Napoleonic Code.

[Board, Term-II, (Set-SPXOUWE), 2014][Board, Term-II, (Set-SPXOUWE), 2014]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) It did away with all privileges based It did away with all privileges based on birth.on birth.

(ii)(ii) It established equality before law and secured the It established equality before law and secured the
right to property.right to property.

  (iii)  (iii) It simplified administrative divisions and abolished It simplified administrative divisions and abolished
feudal system.feudal system. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2014][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2014]

UU Q. Q. 4.4. How did How did the local pethe local people in the ople in the areas conquereareas conqueredd
 by the Napoleon react to Fre by the Napoleon react to French rule ? Explain.nch rule ? Explain.

[Board Term-II, Delhi Set-II, 2014][Board Term-II, Delhi Set-II, 2014]
  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  Peasants, artisans, workers and businessmen  Peasants, artisans, workers and businessmen

enjoyed this newly found freedom.enjoyed this newly found freedom.
(ii)(ii) They realised that Uniform laws and standardised They realised that Uniform laws and standardised

weights and measures and a common nationalweights and measures and a common national
currency would be more helpful in trade as it wouldcurrency would be more helpful in trade as it would
facilitate the movement and exchange of goods andfacilitate the movement and exchange of goods and
capital from one region to another.capital from one region to another.

(iii)(iii) Increase in taxes, censorship and  Increase in taxes, censorship and forced conscriptionforced conscription
in French armies were seen as outweighing thein French armies were seen as outweighing the
advantage of administrative changes whichadvantage of administrative changes which
Napoleon brought.Napoleon brought. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

RR Q. Q. 5.5.  Why was the Napoleonic rule over other  Why was the Napoleonic rule over other
regions unpopular with some sections ofregions unpopular with some sections of
Europe ?Europe ? [Board Term-II, (Set-II027), 2012][Board Term-II, (Set-II027), 2012]

Ans. RAns. Reasons of unpopular Napoleonic rule easons of unpopular Napoleonic rule over otherover other
regions were :regions were :

(i)(i)  Administrative reforms did not go hand-in-hand  Administrative reforms did not go hand-in-hand
with political freedom. The newly annexed regionswith political freedom. The newly annexed regions
found themselves under the French rule.found themselves under the French rule.

(ii)(ii) The newly acquired territories had to face increased The newly acquired territories had to face increased
taxation and censorship.taxation and censorship.

(iii)(iii) The forced The forced conscription into conscription into French army French army toto
conquer other parts of Europe was not popularconquer other parts of Europe was not popular
with the newly conquered people.with the newly conquered people. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012]

UU Q. Q. 6.6. How was the How was the ideology of liberaideology of liberalism allied withlism allied with
National Unity in early 19National Unity in early 19 thth century in Europe? century in Europe?
Explain in three points.Explain in three points.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, (Set-68(Set-68006) 006) 2012]2012]

  Ans.  Ans. The ideology of liberalism allied with NationalismThe ideology of liberalism allied with Nationalism
in the following ways :in the following ways :

(i)(i) Liberalism stood Liberalism stood for freedom for for freedom for the individualthe individual
and equality of all before law.and equality of all before law.

  (ii)  (ii)  It emphasized on the concept of government by  It emphasized on the concept of government by
consent.consent.

(iii)(iii) It stood It stood for the for the end of end of autocracy and autocracy and clericalclerical
privileges.privileges.

(iv)(iv) It believed It believed in a in a constitution and constitution and representativerepresentative
government through Parliament.government through Parliament.

(v)(v) It emphasized the inviolability of private property. It emphasized the inviolability of private property.
(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012]

AA Q. Q. 7.7. “A wave “A wave of economic of economic nationalism strenationalism strengthenedngthened
the wider nationalist sentiments growingthe wider nationalist sentiments growing
in Europe.” Which class brought about thisin Europe.” Which class brought about this
change ? How did they bring about thischange ? How did they bring about this
change? Explain with two reasons.change? Explain with two reasons.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, 2012, 2012, Set-6800Set-68004]4]
  Ans.  Ans. The change was brought about by the new middle The change was brought about by the new middle

class.class.
(i)(i) They brought about the change in two ways :They brought about the change in two ways :

  (a)  (a) Formation of Zollverein.Formation of Zollverein.
  (b)  (b) Tariff barriers were abolished.Tariff barriers were abolished.
  (ii)  (ii) Reduced the number of currencies from  Reduced the number of currencies from over thirtyover thirty

to two.to two.
  (iii)  (iii) Creation of railways helped them in mobility and Creation of railways helped them in mobility and

harnessing economic interests.harnessing economic interests. (Any two) 1 + 2 = 3(Any two) 1 + 2 = 3

RR Q. Q. 8.8. How did the THow did the Treaty of Vienna reaty of Vienna change the mapchange the map
of Europe?of Europe? [Board Term II, (Set-68019) 2012][Board Term II, (Set-68019) 2012]

OROR

How did conservatives establish their powerHow did conservatives establish their power
after 1815?after 1815?

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)The conservatives believed in modern army, anThe conservatives believed in modern army, an
efficient bureaucracy and a dynamic economy.efficient bureaucracy and a dynamic economy.

  (ii)  (ii) In In 1815, 1815, the the European European powers-Britain, Russia,powers-Britain, Russia,
Prussia and Austria defeated Napoleon at ViennaPrussia and Austria defeated Napoleon at Vienna
to draw-up settlement of Europe.to draw-up settlement of Europe.

  (iii)  (iii) The conference was hosted by Austrian Chancellor- The conference was hosted by Austrian Chancellor-
Duke Metternich.Duke Metternich.

  (iv)  (iv) The Treaty of Vienna of 1815 was signed to undo The Treaty of Vienna of 1815 was signed to undo
most changes that came about during Napoleonicmost changes that came about during Napoleonic
war.war.

(v)(v) The deposed The deposed Bourbon Dynasty Bourbon Dynasty was restored towas restored to
power.power.

  (vi)  (vi) France lost its territories, annexed under Napoleon. France lost its territories, annexed under Napoleon.

  (vii)  (vii) To prevent further expansion of French territories, To prevent further expansion of French territories,
series of states were Set-upon boundaries.series of states were Set-upon boundaries.

  (viii)  (viii)  Kingdom of Netherlands including Belgium was  Kingdom of Netherlands including Belgium was
set-up in north.set-up in north.

  (ix)  (ix) Genoa was added to Piedmont in  Genoa was added to Piedmont in south.south.
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(x)(x) Prussia was Prussia was given new given new territories in territories in westernwestern
frontiers.frontiers.

  (xi)  (xi) Austria was given the control of no Austria was given the control of northern Italy.rthern Italy.

  (xii)  (xii) The Eastern Russia was given a part of  The Eastern Russia was given a part of Saxony.Saxony.

  (xiii)  (xiii) 39 39 states of states of German Confederation German Confederation were leftwere left
untouched.untouched. [CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012] 3[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012] 3

UU Q. Q. 9.9. Explain any three prExplain any three provisions of the Treaty ovisions of the Treaty ofof
Vienna of 1815.Vienna of 1815. [Board Term-II, 2012, 2016][Board Term-II, 2012, 2016]

OROR

What was the impact of Treaty of Vienna (1815)What was the impact of Treaty of Vienna (1815)
on European people ? Write any three points.on European people ? Write any three points.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, (Set-680(Set-68019) 19) 2012]2012]

Ans. ProvAns. Provisions of Treaty of Vienna :isions of Treaty of Vienna :
(i)(i) Bourbon dynasty was restored to power in France. Bourbon dynasty was restored to power in France.

(ii)(ii) France lost the France lost the territories it had territories it had annexed underannexed under
Napoleon.Napoleon.

(iii)(iii) The kingdom of Netherlands was Set-up in North The kingdom of Netherlands was Set-up in North
and Genoa was added to Piedmont in the South.and Genoa was added to Piedmont in the South.

(iv)(iv)  Prussia was given new territories on its Western  Prussia was given new territories on its Western
frontier.frontier.

(v)(v) Austria was given control of Northern Italy. Austria was given control of Northern Italy.
  (vi)  (vi) Russia was given part of Poland and Prussia was Russia was given part of Poland and Prussia was

given a part of Saxony.given a part of Saxony. (Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3
[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012]

UU  Q. 10. Q. 10. Why in the years aftWhy in the years after 1848, the autocrats ofer 1848, the autocrats of
central and Eastern Europe began to introducecentral and Eastern Europe began to introduce
the changes that had already taken place inthe changes that had already taken place in
Western Europe before 1815 ? Explain.Western Europe before 1815 ? Explain.

[Board Term-II, (Set-KCG 34U9) 2016][Board Term-II, (Set-KCG 34U9) 2016]

Ans. (i)Ans. (i) Though conservative forces were able to suppressThough conservative forces were able to suppress
liberal movements in 1848, they could not restoreliberal movements in 1848, they could not restore
the old order. Monarchs were beginning to realisethe old order. Monarchs were beginning to realise
that the cycles of revolution and repression couldthat the cycles of revolution and repression could
only be ended by granting concessions to theonly be ended by granting concessions to the
liberal-nationalist revolutionaries.liberal-nationalist revolutionaries.

  (ii)  (ii) Hence, in Hence, in the years the years after 1848, after 1848, the autocraticthe autocratic
monarchies of Central and Eastern Europe beganmonarchies of Central and Eastern Europe began
to introduce the changes that had already takento introduce the changes that had already taken
place in Western Europe before 1815.place in Western Europe before 1815.

  (iii)  (iii) Thus, serfdom and bonded labour were abolished Thus, serfdom and bonded labour were abolished
 both  both in in the the Habsburg Habsburg dominations dominations and and in in Russia.Russia.
The Habsburg rulers granted more autonomy toThe Habsburg rulers granted more autonomy to
the Hungarians in 1867.the Hungarians in 1867. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016]2016]

UU Q. 11.Q. 11.  Explain any three changes which Napoleon  Explain any three changes which Napoleon
introduced to make the administrative systemintroduced to make the administrative system
more efficient in Europe.more efficient in Europe. [Board Term-II, 2011][Board Term-II, 2011]

OROR

What changes were brought due to Napoleon’sWhat changes were brought due to Napoleon’s
reforms and code? What were the reactions toreforms and code? What were the reactions to
these changes?these changes?

OROR

What changes did Napoleon introduce to makeWhat changes did Napoleon introduce to make
the administrative system more efficient in thethe administrative system more efficient in the
territories ruled by him ?territories ruled by him ? (NCERT)(NCERT)

  Ans.  Ans. Napoleon introduced following changes to makeNapoleon introduced following changes to make
the administrative system more efficient inthe administrative system more efficient in
Europe :Europe :

(i)(i) The Civil The Civil Code of Code of 1804, known 1804, known as Napoleonicas Napoleonic
Code, did away with all the privileges based onCode, did away with all the privileges based on
 birth. birth.

  (ii)  (ii) Administration Administration became became more more efficient.efficient.
Napoleon introduced revolutionary principlesNapoleon introduced revolutionary principles
in administration making it more efficient andin administration making it more efficient and
rational.rational.

  (iii)  (iii) Secured the Right to property. Secured the Right to property.
  (iv)  (iv) Simplified administrative divisions. Simplified administrative divisions.

(v)(v) Abolished feudal system. Abolished feudal system.

  (vi)  (vi) Freed peasants from serfdom and dues. Freed peasants from serfdom and dues.

  (vii)  (vii) In the towns too, guild  In the towns too, guild restrictions were removed.restrictions were removed.
  (viii)  (viii) Transport and communication improved. Transport and communication improved.
  (ix)  (ix) Peasants, artisans, workers and new businessmen Peasants, artisans, workers and new businessmen

enjoyed new-found freedom uniform laws,enjoyed new-found freedom uniform laws,
standardized weights and the measures facilitatedstandardized weights and the measures facilitated
the movement of goods and capital from onethe movement of goods and capital from one
region to another.region to another. 33

Reactions Reactions to to these these changes changes ::  Businessmen and  Businessmen and
small scale producers of goods in particular begansmall scale producers of goods in particular began
to realise.to realise.

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2011][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2011]

UU  Q. 12. Q. 12. Explain any three reaExplain any three reasons for the nationalistsons for the nationalist
upsurge in the 19upsurge in the 19thth century Europe. century Europe.

[Board [Board TTerm erm II, II, (Set-12/(Set-12/B1) B1) 2011]2011]

  Ans. Reasons for the Nationalist upsurge in the 19  Ans. Reasons for the Nationalist upsurge in the 19 thth

century Europe :century Europe :

(i)(i) Oppression of people under absolute rulers. Oppression of people under absolute rulers.

  (ii)  (ii) Liberal ideas spread by well-known philosophers Liberal ideas spread by well-known philosophers
and leaders.and leaders.

  (iii)  (iii) The French Revolution inspired the people  The French Revolution inspired the people to fightto fight
for freedom. The slogan ‘Liberty, Equality andfor freedom. The slogan ‘Liberty, Equality and
Fraternity’ became the clarion call for the commonFraternity’ became the clarion call for the common
people.people.

  (iv)  (iv) With the With the outbreak of outbreak of revolutionary wars, revolutionary wars, thethe
French army and its soldiers began to carry theFrench army and its soldiers began to carry the
ideas of nationalism abroad.ideas of nationalism abroad. (Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2011][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2011]

RR  Q. 13. Q. 13. What was the What was the status of Frastatus of France as a nce as a state beforestate before
1789? Which two political and constitutional1789? Which two political and constitutional
changes came in the wake of the Frenchchanges came in the wake of the French
Revolution?Revolution?

[Board Term-II, (Set-WVIVSA5) 2015][Board Term-II, (Set-WVIVSA5) 2015]

  Ans.  Ans.  France was a full-fledged territorial state in 1789  France was a full-fledged territorial state in 1789
under the rule of an absolute monunder the rule of an absolute monarch.arch.

(i)(i) French Revolution led to the transfer of sovereignty French Revolution led to the transfer of sovereignty
from the monarchy to a body from the monarchy to a body of French citizens.of French citizens.

  (ii)  (ii) The revolution proclaimed that it was the people The revolution proclaimed that it was the people
who would henceforth constitute the nation andwho would henceforth constitute the nation and
shape its destiny. So, the French revolutionariesshape its destiny. So, the French revolutionaries
introduced various measures and practices thatintroduced various measures and practices that
could create a sense of collective identity amongstcould create a sense of collective identity amongst
the French people.the French people. 33
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Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. Describe the Describe the impact of Napoleonic impact of Napoleonic reforms onreforms on
the rest of Europe.the rest of Europe.

[Board Term-II, (Set-KZQI05) 2015][Board Term-II, (Set-KZQI05) 2015]
Ans.Ans. (i)(i)  Napoleon was Set-about introducing many  Napoleon was Set-about introducing many

of the reforms that he had already introduced inof the reforms that he had already introduced in
France.France.

  (ii)  (ii) Through Through a a return return to to monarchy monarchy NapoleonNapoleon
had destroyed democracy in France, but inhad destroyed democracy in France, but in
the administrative field he had incorporatedthe administrative field he had incorporated
revolutionary principles in order to make the wholerevolutionary principles in order to make the whole
system more rational and efficient.system more rational and efficient.

  (iii)  (iii) The Civil The Civil Code of Code of 1804-usually known 1804-usually known as theas the
Napoleonic Code-did away with all privilegesNapoleonic Code-did away with all privileges
 based on  based on birth, established birth, established equality before equality before the lawthe law
and secured the right to property.and secured the right to property.

  (iv)  (iv) This Code This Code was exported was exported to the to the regions underregions under
French control. In the Dutch Republic, inFrench control. In the Dutch Republic, in
Switzerland, in Italy and Germany, NapoleonSwitzerland, in Italy and Germany, Napoleon
simplified administrative divisions, abolished thesimplified administrative divisions, abolished the
feudal system and freed peasants from serfdom andfeudal system and freed peasants from serfdom and
manorial dues.manorial dues.

(v)(v) In the towns too, guild  In the towns too, guild restrictions were removed.restrictions were removed.
  (vi)  (vi) Transport Transport and and communication communication systems systems werewere

improved.improved. (Any five) 1 × 5 = 5(Any five) 1 × 5 = 5

UU Q. Q. 2.2.  Explain the conditions that were viewed  Explain the conditions that were viewed
as obstacles to the economic exchange andas obstacles to the economic exchange and
growth by the new commercial classes duringgrowth by the new commercial classes during
the nineteenth century in Europe ?the nineteenth century in Europe ?

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, 2014]2014]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) The absence of freedom of markets.The absence of freedom of markets.
  (ii)  (ii) State imposed restrictions on movement of goods State imposed restrictions on movement of goods

and capital.and capital.

(iii)(iii) Time Time consuming consuming calculations calculations resulting resulting fromfrom
difference in currency, weight and measurement.difference in currency, weight and measurement.

  (iv)  (iv) The first half of the 19 The first half of the 19thth century had low explosive century had low explosive
population growth.population growth.

(v)(v) Job-seekers Job-seekers were were more more and and employmentemployment
opportunities were less.opportunities were less.

(vi)(vi) Small Small producers producers faced faced stiff stiff competition competition fromfrom

import of cheap machine-made goods.import of cheap machine-made goods.

(vii)(vii) Peasants struggled Peasants struggled under the under the burden of burden of feudalfeudal
dues.dues. 1 × 5 = 51 × 5 = 5

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2014][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2014]

RR Q. Q. 3.3. What does the What does the term ‘Liberalism’ term ‘Liberalism’ mean ? Whatmean ? What
did it mean to different classes and people ?did it mean to different classes and people ?

[Board Term-II, (Set-68009) 2012][Board Term-II, (Set-68009) 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. Liberalism :Liberalism : Derived from Latin word ‘liber’ means Derived from Latin word ‘liber’ means
‘free’. It meant differently to different people.‘free’. It meant differently to different people.
Middle class :Middle class : For the new middle classes it stood For the new middle classes it stood
for freedom of individual and equality of all beforefor freedom of individual and equality of all before
law.law.

Politically :Politically : It emphasized government by consent. It emphasized government by consent.

There was to be an end to autocracy and clericalThere was to be an end to autocracy and clerical

privileges. The right to vote was meant to be onlyprivileges. The right to vote was meant to be only

for property owning men. The lower classes werefor property owning men. The lower classes were

therefore not included. In general, it stood fortherefore not included. In general, it stood for

inviolability of private property and freedom ofinviolability of private property and freedom of

the markets from state imposed restrictions on thethe markets from state imposed restrictions on the

movement of goods.movement of goods. 2 + 3 = 52 + 3 = 5
[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012]

TOPIC-2TOPIC-2
The Age of Revolutions (1830-1848) and theThe Age of Revolutions (1830-1848) and the
Unication of Germany and Italy Unication of Germany and Italy 

Quick Review Quick Review 
 LiberalismLiberalism and nationalism became associated with revolution in many regions of Europe such as the Italian andand nationalism became associated with revolution in many regions of Europe such as the Italian and

German states, the provinces of the Ottoman German states, the provinces of the Ottoman Empire, Ireland and Poland.Empire, Ireland and Poland.
 The first upheavalThe first upheaval took place in France, in July 1830.took place in France, in July 1830.
 The Greek War of IndependenceThe Greek War of Independence was another event which mobilised nationalist feelings among the educatedwas another event which mobilised nationalist feelings among the educated

elite in Europe.elite in Europe.
 CultureCulture played an important role in creating the idea of the nation. Art and poetry, stories, music helped expressplayed an important role in creating the idea of the nation. Art and poetry, stories, music helped express

and shape nationalist feelings.and shape nationalist feelings.
 RomanticismRomanticism was a cultural movement which sought was a cultural movement which sought to develop a particular form oto develop a particular form of nationalist sentiment.f nationalist sentiment.
 LanguageLanguage too played an important role  too played an important role in developing nationalist sentiments.in developing nationalist sentiments.
 The 1830sThe 1830s  saw a rise in prices, bad harvest, poverty in Europe. Besides the poor, unemployed and starving  saw a rise in prices, bad harvest, poverty in Europe. Besides the poor, unemployed and starving

peasants, even educated middle classes, revolted.peasants, even educated middle classes, revolted.
 In 1848In 1848, a large number of political , a large number of political associations came together in Frankfurt and decided to vote for an associations came together in Frankfurt and decided to vote for an all-Germanall-German

National National AssemblyAssembly..
 The issueThe issue of extending political rights to  of extending political rights to women became a controversial one.women became a controversial one.
 Conservative forcesConservative forces were able to suppress liberal movements in 1848, but  were able to suppress liberal movements in 1848, but could not restore the old could not restore the old orderorder..
 After 1848,After 1848, nationalism in Europe mo nationalism in Europe moved away from its association with democracy and ved away from its association with democracy and revolution.revolution.
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FlowchartsFlowcharts

Berlin rioters gainedBerlin rioters gained
liberal constitution forliberal constitution for

the kingdomthe kingdom

German ConfederationGerman Confederation
former by former by 39 39 GermanGerman

statesstates

Wilhelm I succeededWilhelm I succeeded
to to the tthe throne.hrone.

A Junker, Otto vonA Junker, Otto von
Bismarck was chosen toBismarck was chosen to
 be the Prime M be the Prime Ministerinister..

Unification of GermanyUnification of Germany

11881155 11884488 11886611 11886622

18661866

18641864

Unification of Unification of 
GermanyGermany

Prussia and Austria alliedPrussia and Austria allied
and fought Denmark toand fought Denmark to
win border provinces.win border provinces.

Austria declared war,Austria declared war,
called Seven Weeks'called Seven Weeks'

War.War.

11887700 11886677

Remaining statesRemaining states
 joined the North joined the North

German ConfederationGerman Confederation

Prussia won thePrussia won the
Franco-PrussianFranco-Prussian

War.War.

18661866

THE UNIFICATION OF ITALTHE UNIFICATION OF ITALY & Y & ITS EFFECTS (1848-1914)ITS EFFECTS (1848-1914)

Rev’s of 1848 fall when Pope & Duke of Tuscancy desert the cause of Italian unification & Indep. (FC. 108)Rev’s of 1848 fall when Pope & Duke of Tuscancy desert the cause of Italian unification & Indep. (FC. 108)

Kgd. of Sardinia (aka : Piedomont) seen as the natural leader for Italian unificationKgd. of Sardinia (aka : Piedomont) seen as the natural leader for Italian unification

Loans fromLoans from
BritainBritain

InvestmentsInvestments
pay off pay off 

Builds strong econ.Builds strong econ.
(Rr’s, banks, Ind’s etc.)(Rr’s, banks, Ind’s etc.)

Repays loans & BuildsRepays loans & Builds
a good credit rating a good credit rating 

Camillo Cavour,Camillo Cavour,

Sardinia’s primeSardinia’s prime

minister, skillfullyminister, skillfully

orche stratesorche strates

Italy’s unificationItaly’s unification

Camillo Cavour,Camillo Cavour,

Sardinia’s primeSardinia’s prime

minister, skillfullyminister, skillfully

orche stratesorche strates

Italy’s unificationItaly’s unification

Sardinia, needing allies vs. Austria, helps France & Britain vs. Russia in Sardinia, needing allies vs. Austria, helps France & Britain vs. Russia in Crimen WCrimen Warar
& Fr. helps Sardinia vs. Aust. in War of 1859, but & Fr. helps Sardinia vs. Aust. in War of 1859, but drops out after two drops out after two costly victoriescostly victories

& Sardinia gets most of N. Italy, while France gets & Nice & Savoy for its help& Sardinia gets most of N. Italy, while France gets & Nice & Savoy for its help

Guseppe Garibaidi, a fiery rev. leader furious about Fr. observing the Ital. cause & then getting Nice, hisGuseppe Garibaidi, a fiery rev. leader furious about Fr. observing the Ital. cause & then getting Nice, his
 birthplace, plans to take Nice back  birthplace, plans to take Nice back & Sard. diverts him & Sard. diverts him to S. Italy & to S. Italy & Sicily, which he takes from the Bourbons.Sicily, which he takes from the Bourbons.

Sard. takes Papal StatesSard. takes Papal States
(exc. Rome) fr. France(exc. Rome) fr. France

Garibaldi turns S. Italy &Garibaldi turns S. Italy &
Sicily over to SardiniaSicily over to Sardinia

Formation of Kgd. of Italy (1861) & Need 2Formation of Kgd. of Italy (1861) & Need 2
more areas to complete unificationmore areas to complete unification

VVenice which enice which falls to Italy falls to Italy afterafter
Austro Prussian War (1866)Austro Prussian War (1866)

Rome which falls to Italy afterRome which falls to Italy after
Franco-Prussian War (1871)Franco-Prussian War (1871)

Resistance from localResistance from local
groups (e.g., Mafia)groups (e.g., Mafia)

Uneven distr . ofUneven distr . of
wealth b/w N & S Italywealth b/w N & S Italy

Different subculturesDifferent subcultures
in N. & S. Italyin N. & S. Italy

Efforts to build Italy winat’I army, nat’I RR, &Efforts to build Italy winat’I army, nat’I RR, &
public education largely fall because :public education largely fall because :

Italy’s poor performance in World War (FC. 127)Italy’s poor performance in World War (FC. 127)

Italy describe & open to takeover by Mussolini & the Fascists (FC. 133)Italy describe & open to takeover by Mussolini & the Fascists (FC. 133)

,,
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Know the TermsKnow the Terms
 Romanticism :Romanticism : A cultural movement that rejected science and reason and introduced heart and emotions. The A cultural movement that rejected science and reason and introduced heart and emotions. The

concern of the romantics was to create a sense of shared collective heritage and a common cultural past forconcern of the romantics was to create a sense of shared collective heritage and a common cultural past for
arousing nationalism.arousing nationalism.

 Revolutionaries :Revolutionaries : Upholders of the idea o Upholders of the idea of liberalism and against the conservative regimes of f liberalism and against the conservative regimes of the 19the 19thth century. century.
 Feminism Feminism :: Awareness of women’s rights and interests based on  Awareness of women’s rights and interests based on political economic and sopolitical economic and social equality of genderscial equality of genders

is also known as Feminism.is also known as Feminism.
 Frankfurt Parliament :Frankfurt Parliament : A large number of political associations comprising of professionals, businessmen and A large number of political associations comprising of professionals, businessmen and

prosperous artisans came together in the city of Frankful decided to vote for all German National Assembly. Onprosperous artisans came together in the city of Frankful decided to vote for all German National Assembly. On
1818thth May-1848, 831 elected representatives marched in a festive procession to take their places in the Frankfurt May-1848, 831 elected representatives marched in a festive procession to take their places in the Frankfurt
Parliament convened at St. Paul’s Church. They drafted a Constitution based on the system of ConstitutionParliament convened at St. Paul’s Church. They drafted a Constitution based on the system of Constitution
monarchy.monarchy.

 Nationalistic Feeling (1830s) :Nationalistic Feeling (1830s) : The sense of recognizing the society and nation as “we” and the sharing of many The sense of recognizing the society and nation as “we” and the sharing of many
traits by its members. Culture with art and poetry, stories and music played a major role in the shaping andtraits by its members. Culture with art and poetry, stories and music played a major role in the shaping and
expression of nationalistic feelings and nation.expression of nationalistic feelings and nation.

Know the PersonalitiesKnow the Personalities
 Louise Otto-Peters :Louise Otto-Peters : A political activist who founded a women’s journal and subsequently a feminist political A political activist who founded a women’s journal and subsequently a feminist political

association.association.
 Carl Carl Welcker Welcker :: Carl Welcker, a member of the Frankfurt Parliament, had tremendous reservation against equalCarl Welcker, a member of the Frankfurt Parliament, had tremendous reservation against equal

rights for women, and he ridiculrights for women, and he ridiculed their demands as being against ed their demands as being against nature.nature.

Know the DatesKnow the Dates
 1830 :1830 : The first upheaval took place  The first upheaval took place in France, in July 1830.in France, in July 1830.
 1830 :1830 : Period of Economic Crisis in Europe. Period of Economic Crisis in Europe.
 1848 :1848 : Germans voted for National Assembly in  Germans voted for National Assembly in Frankfurt.Frankfurt.

Know the LinksKnow the Links
 https://www.britannica.com/.../history-of-Europe/The-age-of-revolutionhttps://www.britannica.com/.../history-of-Europe/The-age-of-revolution
 study.com/.../the-unification-of-germany-summary-timeline-events.htmlstudy.com/.../the-unification-of-germany-summary-timeline-events.html
 www.powershow.com/view/3d6d9f-OGY5N/Unification_of_Italy...www.powershow.com/view/3d6d9f-OGY5N/Unification_of_Italy...

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. Who remarked “WWho remarked “When France sneehen France sneezes the restzes the rest
of Europe catches cold” ?of Europe catches cold” ?

[Board, [Board, TTerm-II, erm-II, Outside Outside Delhi, Delhi, Set-I, Set-I, 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans. Metternich.Metternich. 11

AA Q. Q. 2.2.  Name the event that mobilised nationalist  Name the event that mobilised nationalist
feelings among the educated elite acrossfeelings among the educated elite across
Europe in 1830–1848.Europe in 1830–1848.

[Board Term-II, Outside Delhi, Set-II, 2016][Board Term-II, Outside Delhi, Set-II, 2016]

  Ans.  Ans. The Greek war of Independence. The Greek war of Independence. 11

AA Q. Q. 3.3. Name the Name the Treaty of Treaty of 1832 that 1832 that recognised Greecerecognised Greece
as an independent nation.as an independent nation.

(Board, (Board, TTerm–II, erm–II, Delhi Delhi Set-I, Set-I, 2016)2016)

OROR

Which treaty recognised Greece as anWhich treaty recognised Greece as an
independent nation ?independent nation ? [Board Term-II, 2011][Board Term-II, 2011]

  Ans.  Ans. The C The Constantinople Treaty. It is onstantinople Treaty. It is also known as also known as thethe
Treaty of Constantinople.Treaty of Constantinople. 11

UU Q. Q. 4.4.  What was the major issue taken up by the  What was the major issue taken up by the
liberal nationalists ?liberal nationalists ?

[Board [Board TTerm-IIerm-II, , Foreign Foreign Set-I, Set-I, II, II, III, III, 2015]2015]
  Ans.  Ans. Freedom of the Press. Freedom of the Press. 11

UU Q. Q. 5.5. What was What was the strong demand the strong demand of the emerof the emergingging
middle classes in Europe during nineteenthmiddle classes in Europe during nineteenth
century?century?[Board Term–II, Foreign, Set-III, 2016][Board Term–II, Foreign, Set-III, 2016]

  Ans.  Ans. The strong demand of the emerging middle classes The strong demand of the emerging middle classes
in Europe was freedom of markets and the in Europe was freedom of markets and the abolitionabolition
of state imposed restructure on the movement ofof state imposed restructure on the movement of
goods and capital.goods and capital. 11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. How had reHow had revolutionaries spread tvolutionaries spread their ideas inheir ideas in
many European States after 1815 ? Explain withmany European States after 1815 ? Explain with
example.example.

[Board Term-II, Outside Delhi-I, II, III, 2014][Board Term-II, Outside Delhi-I, II, III, 2014]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i)  After 1815, many liberal nationalists went  After 1815, many liberal nationalists went
underground for the fear of repression likeunderground for the fear of repression like
Giuseppe Mazzini, an Italian revolutionary whoGiuseppe Mazzini, an Italian revolutionary who
founded two underground societies; first Youngfounded two underground societies; first Young
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Italy in Marseilles and then Young Europe inItaly in Marseilles and then Young Europe in
Berne. Following the footsteps of Mazzini, manyBerne. Following the footsteps of Mazzini, many
secret societies were Set-up in Germany, France,secret societies were Set-up in Germany, France,
Switzerland and Poland.Switzerland and Poland.

  (ii)  (ii) Romanticism Romanticism was was a a cultural cultural movement whichmovement which
sought to develop a particular form of nationalistsought to develop a particular form of nationalist
sentiment. The Romantics used folk songs, folksentiment. The Romantics used folk songs, folk
poetry and folk dances to popularize the truepoetry and folk dances to popularize the true
spirit of the nation.spirit of the nation. For exampleFor example : Karol Kurpinski: Karol Kurpinski
celebrated the national struggle through his operascelebrated the national struggle through his operas
and music in Poland. He turned folk dances; likeand music in Poland. He turned folk dances; like
polonaise and mazurka into nationalist symbols.polonaise and mazurka into nationalist symbols.

  (iii)  (iii) Language Language also also played played an an important important role role inin
developing nationalist sentiments.developing nationalist sentiments. For exampleFor example : It: It
was mainly used as a weapon of national resistancewas mainly used as a weapon of national resistance
when Polish language was forced out of schools andwhen Polish language was forced out of schools and
the Russian language was imposed everywhere inthe Russian language was imposed everywhere in
Poland.Poland. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

AA Q. Q. 2.2. Describe the role of Describe the role of Giuseppe Mazzini as anGiuseppe Mazzini as an
Italian revolutionary.Italian revolutionary.

[Board T[Board Term-II, (Set-68018) erm-II, (Set-68018) 2012]2012]

Ans. Ans. The The role role of of Giuseppe Giuseppe Mazzini Mazzini as as an an ItalianItalian
revolutionary :revolutionary :

(i)(i) He founded He founded two secret societies—Young two secret societies—Young Italy inItaly in
Marseilles and Young Europe in Berne.Marseilles and Young Europe in Berne.

  (ii)  (ii) Members of these societies were like-minded young Members of these societies were like-minded young
men from Poland, France, Italy and men from Poland, France, Italy and German states.German states.

  (iii)  (iii) Mazzini’s relentless opposition Mazzini’s relentless opposition to monarchy to monarchy andand
his vision of democratic republic frightened thehis vision of democratic republic frightened the
conservatives.conservatives. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

RR Q. Q. 3.3. What were What were the effects the effects of rof revolutionary upheavalevolutionary upheaval
in France in 1830 ?in France in 1830 ?

[Board T[Board Term-II, Set-II081 erm-II, Set-II081 2012, 11]2012, 11]

  Ans.  Ans. The effects of revolutionary upheaval in France inThe effects of revolutionary upheaval in France in
1830 were :1830 were :

(i)(i) The Bourbon dynasty which was restored in 1815 The Bourbon dynasty which was restored in 1815
was overthrown by liberal revolutionaries.was overthrown by liberal revolutionaries.

(ii)(ii) A constitutional monarchy was installed with Louis A constitutional monarchy was installed with Louis
Philippe as its head.Philippe as its head.

  (iii)  (iii) An uprising was An uprising was seen in Brussels which seen in Brussels which led toled to
Belgium breaking away from the United KingdomBelgium breaking away from the United Kingdom
of Netherlands.of Netherlands. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012]

RR Q. Q. 4.4.  Define the term Romanticism. How did  Define the term Romanticism. How did
it facilitate the promotion of nationalistit facilitate the promotion of nationalist
sentiment?sentiment?

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, (Set-TCJQ6VD) (Set-TCJQ6VD) 2016]2016]

OROR

How did Romanticism pave the way forHow did Romanticism pave the way for
Nationalism in Europe ? Explain.Nationalism in Europe ? Explain.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, (Set-680(Set-68007) 07) 2012]2012]

  Ans.  Ans. Romanticism Romanticism was was a a cultural cultural movement whichmovement which
sought to develop a particular form of nationalistssought to develop a particular form of nationalists
sentiments in the following ways :sentiments in the following ways :

(i)(i) Critical approach towards reason and science :Critical approach towards reason and science :
Romantic artists criticized the glorification of reasonRomantic artists criticized the glorification of reason
and science and focused on emotions, intuitionsand science and focused on emotions, intuitions
and mystical feelings.and mystical feelings.

(ii)(ii) Folk culture as the spirit of the nation :Folk culture as the spirit of the nation :  Johann  Johann
Gottfried Herder claimed that through folk songs,Gottfried Herder claimed that through folk songs,
folk poetry and folk dances, the true spirit folk poetry and folk dances, the true spirit of nationof nation
could be popularised.could be popularised.

(iii)(iii) Emphasis on vernacular language :Emphasis on vernacular language :  They gave  They gave
emphasis on vernacular language to recover theemphasis on vernacular language to recover the
national spirit and to carry the modern nationalistnational spirit and to carry the modern nationalist
message to large audience who were mostly illiterate.message to large audience who were mostly illiterate.

1 × 3 =31 × 3 =3

UU Q. Q. 5.5. Explain the Explain the role of role of languages in languages in developing thedeveloping the
national sentiments in Europe.national sentiments in Europe.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, (Set-06/(Set-06/C1) C1) 2011]2011]

  Ans.  Ans. Languages played an important role in developing Languages played an important role in developing
the nationalist sentiments.the nationalist sentiments.

(i)(i) When Russia occupied Poland, the Polish language When Russia occupied Poland, the Polish language
was banned, and it was replaced by the Russianwas banned, and it was replaced by the Russian
language.language.

  (ii)  (ii) Many members of the clergy in Poland began to use Many members of the clergy in Poland began to use
language as a weapon of national resistance.language as a weapon of national resistance.

  (iii)  (iii) The use of Polish came to be  The use of Polish came to be seen as a symbol of theseen as a symbol of the
struggle against the Russian dominance.struggle against the Russian dominance. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

AA Q. Q. 6.6.  “The decade of 1830 had brought great  “The decade of 1830 had brought great
economic hardship in Europe.” Support theeconomic hardship in Europe.” Support the
statement with arguments.statement with arguments. [Board Term–II,[Board Term–II,

Outside Outside Delhi, Delhi, Set-I, Set-I, II, II, III, III, 2016]2016]

OROR

Why the 1830’s were the years of great economicWhy the 1830’s were the years of great economic
hardship in Europe ? Give three reasons.hardship in Europe ? Give three reasons.

[Board Term-II, OD-Set-III, 2013, 12[Board Term-II, OD-Set-III, 2013, 12

Set-II080, 2011]Set-II080, 2011]

  Ans.  Ans. Refer to Ans. of Q. 4  Refer to Ans. of Q. 4 Long Answer Type Questions.Long Answer Type Questions.

(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

UU Q. Q. 7.7.  “The development of nationalism did not  “The development of nationalism did not
come about only through wars and territorialcome about only through wars and territorial
expansion. Culture played an important role inexpansion. Culture played an important role in
creating the idea of the nation.” Elaborate uponcreating the idea of the nation.” Elaborate upon
the statement.the statement. [Board SQP-2016][Board SQP-2016]

OROR

“Culture had played an important role in the“Culture had played an important role in the
development of nationalism in Europe duringdevelopment of nationalism in Europe during
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.” Supporteighteenth and nineteenth centuries.” Support
the statement with examples.the statement with examples.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Foreign Foreign Set–I, Set–I, II, II, III, III, 2016]2016]

OROR

How did culture play an important role inHow did culture play an important role in
creating the idea of the ‘nation’ in Europe ?creating the idea of the ‘nation’ in Europe ?
Explain.Explain. [Board Term-II, Delhi Set-II, 2013][Board Term-II, Delhi Set-II, 2013]

OROR

Give three examples to show the influenceGive three examples to show the influence
of culture on the growth of nationalism inof culture on the growth of nationalism in
Europe.Europe. [Board Term-II, (Set-68002) 2012][Board Term-II, (Set-68002) 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. Refer to Ans. of Q. 3  Refer to Ans. of Q. 3 Long Answer Type Questions.Long Answer Type Questions.

 (Any three) 1 (Any three) 1 ×× 3 = 3 3 = 3

UU Q. Q. 8.8.  How did a wave of economic nationalism  How did a wave of economic nationalism
strengthen the wider nationalist sentimentstrengthen the wider nationalist sentiment
growing in Europe ? Explain.growing in Europe ? Explain.

[Board Term-II, Foreign Set-I, II, III, 2015][Board Term-II, Foreign Set-I, II, III, 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. Economic Economic nationalism nationalism strengthened strengthened the the widerwider
nationalist sentiment.nationalist sentiment.
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(i)(i) In the In the economic speconomic sphere liberalisation here liberalisation stood forstood for
the freedom of markets and the abolition of statethe freedom of markets and the abolition of state
imposed restrictions on the movement of goodsimposed restrictions on the movement of goods
and capital.and capital.

(ii)(ii) There was a strong demand of the emerging middle There was a strong demand of the emerging middle
classes.classes. For example,For example, the German speaking regions in the German speaking regions in
the first half of the 19the first half of the 19thth century. century.

(iii)(iii) Napoleon’s Napoleon’s administrative measures administrative measures had had createdcreated
out of small principalities a confederation of 39out of small principalities a confederation of 39
states. Each of these possessed its own currency,states. Each of these possessed its own currency,
weights and measures.weights and measures.

(iv)(iv) Such Such conditions conditions were viewed were viewed as as obstacles toobstacles to
economic exchange and growth by the neweconomic exchange and growth by the new
commercial classes who argued for the creation ocommercial classes who argued for the creation of af a
unified economic territory allowing the unhinderedunified economic territory allowing the unhindered
movement of goods, people and capital.movement of goods, people and capital.

(v)(v) The union abolished tariff barriers and reduced  The union abolished tariff barriers and reduced thethe
number of currencies from over thirty to two.number of currencies from over thirty to two.

(vi)(vi) The The creation creation of of network network of of railways furtherrailways further
stimulated mobility, harnessing economic intereststimulated mobility, harnessing economic interest
to national unification.to national unification. (Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

AA Q. Q. 9.9. Examine the role Examine the role of women in the of women in the nationalistnationalist
struggles of Europe.struggles of Europe. [NCERT][NCERT]

[Board Term-II, (Set-02/B1) 2011][Board Term-II, (Set-02/B1) 2011]

Ans. Ans. Culture playeCulture played an important d an important role in creating role in creating thethe
idea of a nation because of the following reasons :idea of a nation because of the following reasons :

(i)(i) Art and poetry, stories, music helped in shapingArt and poetry, stories, music helped in shaping
nationalist feelings in Europe.nationalist feelings in Europe.

  (ii)  (ii) Romanticism Romanticism was was a a cultural mcultural movement whichovement which
played a role in this context. Romantic poets andplayed a role in this context. Romantic poets and
artist were critical of reason and science.artist were critical of reason and science.

(iii)(iii) A sense of shared collective heritage was developed.A sense of shared collective heritage was developed.

(iv)(iv) Folk dance, Folk poetry, Folk songs were consideredFolk dance, Folk poetry, Folk songs were considered
the true expression of the spirit of the nation.the true expression of the spirit of the nation.

(v)(v) Speaking in the vernacular language was another Speaking in the vernacular language was another
expression of nationalism.expression of nationalism. (Any three)(Any three)

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2011][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2011]

RR  Q. 10. Q. 10.  What is the significance of 1848 for France  What is the significance of 1848 for France
and the rest of Europe ? What did the liberalsand the rest of Europe ? What did the liberals
demand ?demand ? [Board Term-II, 2011][Board Term-II, 2011]

  Ans.  Ans. With many With many revolts like revolts like revolts of revolts of the pthe poor,oor,
unemployed workers and starving peasantsunemployed workers and starving peasants
during 1848 in Europe, educated middle class ofduring 1848 in Europe, educated middle class of
France also started a revolution for the abdicationFrance also started a revolution for the abdication
of the monarch and a republic based on universalof the monarch and a republic based on universal
male suffrage had been proclaimed. In othermale suffrage had been proclaimed. In other
parts of Europe, men and women of the liberalparts of Europe, men and women of the liberal
middle classes combined their demands formiddle classes combined their demands for
constitutionalism with national unification. Theyconstitutionalism with national unification. They
took advantage of the growing popular unrest totook advantage of the growing popular unrest to
push their demands for the creation of a nation—push their demands for the creation of a nation—
state on parliamentary principles — a constitution,state on parliamentary principles — a constitution,
freedom of freedom of press and fpress and freedom of associatreedom of association. ion. TheThe
issue of extending political rights to women wasissue of extending political rights to women was
most controversial subject matter within the liberalmost controversial subject matter within the liberal
movement in which large number of women hadmovement in which large number of women had
participated actively.participated actively. 33

Q. 11.Q. 11.  What are the political, social and economic ideas  What are the political, social and economic ideas
supported by the liberals in Europe ?supported by the liberals in Europe ? [NCERT][NCERT]

[Board [Board TTerm erm II, II, (Set-11(Set-11/B1) /B1) 2011]2011]

Ans.Ans. Refer to Ans. of Q. 5. Long Ans. Type Question.Refer to Ans. of Q. 5. Long Ans. Type Question.

1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33

Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. What happeneWhat happened during d during the yethe year following ar following 18151815
when the fear of repression drove many liberal-when the fear of repression drove many liberal-
nationalists underground ? Explain.nationalists underground ? Explain.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, (Set-KCG34U9) (Set-KCG34U9) 2016]2016]

Ans.(i)Ans.(i) Secret societies sprang up in many EuropeanSecret societies sprang up in many European
states to train revolutionaries and spread theirstates to train revolutionaries and spread their
ideas.ideas.

  (ii)  (ii) To To be be revolutionary at revolutionary at this this time time meant meant aa
commitment to oppose monarchical forms thatcommitment to oppose monarchical forms that
had been established after the Vienna Congress,had been established after the Vienna Congress,
and to fight for liberty and and to fight for liberty and freedom.freedom.

(iii)(iii) Most Most of of these these revolutionaries revolutionaries also also saw saw thethe
creation of nation-states as a necessary part ofcreation of nation-states as a necessary part of
this struggle for freedom. One such individualthis struggle for freedom. One such individual
was the Italian revolutionary Giuseppe Mazzini.was the Italian revolutionary Giuseppe Mazzini.

  (iv)  (iv) He subsequently founded two more underground He subsequently founded two more underground
societies, first, Young Italy in Marseilles, and then,societies, first, Young Italy in Marseilles, and then,

Young Europe in Berne, whose members wereYoung Europe in Berne, whose members were
like-minded young men from Poland, France, Italylike-minded young men from Poland, France, Italy
and the German states.and the German states.

(v)(v)  Mazzini believed that God had intended nations  Mazzini believed that God had intended nations
to be the natural units of mankind. So, Italy couldto be the natural units of mankind. So, Italy could
not continue to be a patchwork of small states andnot continue to be a patchwork of small states and

kingdoms. It had to be forged into a single unifiedkingdoms. It had to be forged into a single unified

republic within a wider alliance of nations.republic within a wider alliance of nations.

  (vi)  (vi)  This unification alone could be the basis of Italian  This unification alone could be the basis of Italian
liberty. Following his model, secret societies wereliberty. Following his model, secret societies were
Set-up in Germany, France, Switzerland and Poland.Set-up in Germany, France, Switzerland and Poland.

  (vii)  (vii) Mazzini‘s relentless Mazzini‘s relentless opposition to opposition to monarchy andmonarchy and
his vision of democratic republics frightened thehis vision of democratic republics frightened the
conservatives. Metternich described him as ‘theconservatives. Metternich described him as ‘the
most dangerous enemy of our social order’.most dangerous enemy of our social order’.

(Any five) 1 × 5 =5(Any five) 1 × 5 =5

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016]

AA Q. Q. 2.2.  How did the Greek War of Independence  How did the Greek War of Independence
mobilized nationalist feeling among themobilized nationalist feeling among the
educated elite across Europe ? Give fiveeducated elite across Europe ? Give five
points.points. [Board Term-II, (Set-05/A1) 2011][Board Term-II, (Set-05/A1) 2011]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) Greece had been a part of the Ottoman Empire Greece had been a part of the Ottoman Empire
since the 15since the 15thth Century. Century.

  (ii)  (ii) Struggle for independence began in 1821. Struggle for independence began in 1821.
  (iii)  (iii) Greece got support from Greeks living in exile and Greece got support from Greeks living in exile and

West-Europeans who had sympathies for ancientWest-Europeans who had sympathies for ancient
Greek culture.Greek culture.

  (iv)  (iv) Poets and artists Poets and artists lauded Greece as lauded Greece as the cradle ofthe cradle of
European civilisation and mobilized public opinionEuropean civilisation and mobilized public opinion
to support its fight against Muslim Empire.to support its fight against Muslim Empire.
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(v)(v) The English The English Poet-Lord Byron, Poet-Lord Byron, organised funds,organised funds,
fought in war and died fought in war and died of fever in 1824.of fever in 1824.

  (vi)  (vi) The treaty The treaty of Constantinople of Constantinople of 1832 of 1832 recognizedrecognized
Greece as an independent nation.Greece as an independent nation. 55

RR Q. Q. 3.3.  How did culture play an important role in  How did culture play an important role in
Europe in creating the idea of the Europe in creating the idea of the nation ?nation ?

[Board Term-II, 2014, Foreign-2013,[Board Term-II, 2014, Foreign-2013,

Delhi Set-II, (Set-68004) 2012]Delhi Set-II, (Set-68004) 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. Culture played an important role in creating theCulture played an important role in creating the
idea of a nation because idea of a nation because of the following reasons :of the following reasons :

(i)(i) Art and poetry, Art and poetry, stories, music helped stories, music helped in shapingin shaping
nationalist feelings in Europe.nationalist feelings in Europe.

  (ii)  (ii) Romanticism Romanticism was was a a cultural cultural movement whichmovement which
played a role in this context. Romantic poets andplayed a role in this context. Romantic poets and
artists were critical of reason and science.artists were critical of reason and science.

  (iii)  (iii) A sense of shared co A sense of shared collective heritage was developed.llective heritage was developed.

  (iv)  (iv) Folk dance, Folk  Folk dance, Folk poetry, Folk songs were consideredpoetry, Folk songs were considered
the true expression of the spirit of the the true expression of the spirit of the nation.nation.

(v)(v) Speaking in the vernacular language was another Speaking in the vernacular language was another
expression of nationalism.expression of nationalism. 1 × 5 = 51 × 5 = 5

UU Q. Q. 4.4. Why were Why were the years the years of 1830’s of of 1830’s of great hardshipgreat hardship
in Europe ? Explain any five reasons.in Europe ? Explain any five reasons.

[Board Term-II, (Set-II076) 2012][Board Term-II, (Set-II076) 2012]

Ans.Ans.Reasons :Reasons :

(i)(i) The first half of the 19 The first half of the 19 thth century saw an enormous century saw an enormous
increase in population all over Europe.increase in population all over Europe.

  (ii)  (ii) Job-seekers Job-seekers were were more more and and employmentemployment
opportunities were less.opportunities were less.

  (iii)  (iii) People from People from rural areas migrural areas migrated to rated to cities andcities and
made cities over-crowded slums.made cities over-crowded slums.

(iv)(iv) Small producers often faced stiff competition from Small producers often faced stiff competition from
imports of cheap machine-made goods.imports of cheap machine-made goods.

(v)(v) Peasants struggled Peasants struggled under the under the burden of burden of feudalfeudal
dues and obligations.dues and obligations. 1 × 5 = 51 × 5 = 5

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012]

UU Q. 5.Q. 5.  Explain the 1848 revolution of the liberals.  Explain the 1848 revolution of the liberals.
What were the political, social and economicWhat were the political, social and economic
ideas supported by the liberals ?ideas supported by the liberals ?

[Board Term-II, (Set-68018) 2012][Board Term-II, (Set-68018) 2012]
Ans. The Ans. The 1848 revolution of th1848 revolution of the liberals :e liberals :

(i)(i) The 1848 revolution was led by the educated middle The 1848 revolution was led by the educated middle
class along with the poor, unemployed starvingclass along with the poor, unemployed starving
peasants and workers in many European countriespeasants and workers in many European countries
for fulfilling their demands of constitutionalismfor fulfilling their demands of constitutionalism
with national unification.with national unification.

(ii)(ii) Political ideas :Political ideas : In German regions, large number ofIn German regions, large number of
political associations whose members were middle-political associations whose members were middle-
class professionals, businessman and prosperousclass professionals, businessman and prosperous
artisans came together in the city of Frankfurt andartisans came together in the city of Frankfurt and
decided to vote for all German National Assembly.decided to vote for all German National Assembly.

(iii)(iii) Social ideas :Social ideas :  A large number of women had  A large number of women had
participated actively and formed their own politicalparticipated actively and formed their own political
associations founded newspaper, took part inassociations founded newspaper, took part in
political meetings and struggled for right to vote.political meetings and struggled for right to vote.

(iv)(iv) Economic ideas :Economic ideas : Liberals struggled for abolition of Liberals struggled for abolition of
serfdom and bonded labour and wanted freedomserfdom and bonded labour and wanted freedom
of market.of market.

(v)(v) Though conservative forces were able to suppress Though conservative forces were able to suppress
liberal movements in 1848, they could not restoreliberal movements in 1848, they could not restore
the old order. Thus, serfdom and bonded labourthe old order. Thus, serfdom and bonded labour
were abolished.were abolished. 1 × 5 = 51 × 5 = 5

TOPIC-3TOPIC-3
Nation States—Unication of Italy, Germany andNation States—Unication of Italy, Germany and
BritainBritain

Quick Review Quick Review 
 After 1848, the After 1848, the conservatives began to use nationalist ideas to streconservatives began to use nationalist ideas to strengthen the monarchyngthen the monarchy. The unification of Italy. The unification of Italy

and Germany came about through this process.and Germany came about through this process.

 In 1848, the German middle class : professionals, businessmen, wealthy artists and artisans—joined to vote forIn 1848, the German middle class : professionals, businessmen, wealthy artists and artisans—joined to vote for
an all-German National Assembly. They marched in a festive procession to take their places in the Frankfurtan all-German National Assembly. They marched in a festive procession to take their places in the Frankfurt
parliament convened in the Church of St. Paul. parliament convened in the Church of St. Paul. The members of the Parliament offered the crown to FThe members of the Parliament offered the crown to Friedrichriedrich
Wilhelm IVWilhelm IV, King , King of Prussia, of Prussia, who rejected it.who rejected it.

 After the Frankfurt Parliament, Prussia became the leader of German unification. The man who played a crucialAfter the Frankfurt Parliament, Prussia became the leader of German unification. The man who played a crucial
role in the unification was the Chief Minister of Prussia, Otto von Bismarck. Bismarck was supported by therole in the unification was the Chief Minister of Prussia, Otto von Bismarck. Bismarck was supported by the
 bureaucracy and the army bureaucracy and the army. For German unification, three . For German unification, three wars were fought over sevewars were fought over seven years - between 1864 n years - between 1864 andand
1870 with Denmark, France and 1870 with Denmark, France and Austria.Austria.

 On On 1818thth January, 1871, the King of Prussia, Kaiser William I, was proclaimed the German Emperor the Halls of January, 1871, the King of Prussia, Kaiser William I, was proclaimed the German Emperor the Halls of
Mirrors in the palace of Versailles. In newly formed Germany, a lot of emphasis was placed on modernising theMirrors in the palace of Versailles. In newly formed Germany, a lot of emphasis was placed on modernising the
currencycurrency, and the banking, l, and the banking, legal and judicial systems.egal and judicial systems.

 During the During the middle of middle of the the 1919thth century, Italy was divided into seven states. Northern Italy was ruled by the Austrian century, Italy was divided into seven states. Northern Italy was ruled by the Austrian
part of the Habsburg Empire, Central Italy by the Pope, while the southern part and Parma by the Bourbon kingspart of the Habsburg Empire, Central Italy by the Pope, while the southern part and Parma by the Bourbon kings
of Spain. Only one state, Sardinia Piedmont, was ruled by an Italian princely house.of Spain. Only one state, Sardinia Piedmont, was ruled by an Italian princely house.

 Mazzini was the leader of Mazzini was the leader of the Republican Partythe Republican Party. He had for. He had formed secret societies like Young Italy to regenerate Italymed secret societies like Young Italy to regenerate Italy
 by education. The rebellions staged by the revolutionaries in 1831 and 1848 failed. The responsibility of unifying by education. The rebellions staged by the revolutionaries in 1831 and 1848 failed. The responsibility of unifying
Italy came to Victor Emmanuel-II, King of Sardinia Piedmont. Italy came to Victor Emmanuel-II, King of Sardinia Piedmont. The Chief Minister of Piedmont, Count Camillo The Chief Minister of Piedmont, Count Camillo didi
CavourCavour, helped the king in , helped the king in forming an alliance with forming an alliance with France, and they defeated the Austrian forces in 1859.France, and they defeated the Austrian forces in 1859.
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 Giuseppe Garibaldi played an important role in the unification of Italy. He joined the war along with his armedGiuseppe Garibaldi played an important role in the unification of Italy. He joined the war along with his armed
volunteers called the ‘Red Shirts’. In 1860, Garibaldi and his troops marched into Southern volunteers called the ‘Red Shirts’. In 1860, Garibaldi and his troops marched into Southern Italy and the KingdomItaly and the Kingdom
of Two Sicilies. In 1861, Victor Emmanuel II was announced King of United Italy. In 1867, Garibaldi and hisof Two Sicilies. In 1861, Victor Emmanuel II was announced King of United Italy. In 1867, Garibaldi and his
volunteers attacked the French troops stationed in volunteers attacked the French troops stationed in the Papal states.the Papal states.

 Britain has a different history of how it consolidated as a nation—state without uprisings and revolutions. TheBritain has a different history of how it consolidated as a nation—state without uprisings and revolutions. The
British Isles was inhabited by ethnic English, Welsh, Scot or Irish. The English nation grew more in power andBritish Isles was inhabited by ethnic English, Welsh, Scot or Irish. The English nation grew more in power and
wealth, and it began to exert influence over the other nations of wealth, and it began to exert influence over the other nations of the islands.the islands.

 The concept of nation states, with England as the centre, came in 1688 after tThe concept of nation states, with England as the centre, came in 1688 after the Parliament snatched power he Parliament snatched power fromfrom
the monarchy. In 1707, the Act of Union between England and Scotland resulted in the formation of the ‘Unitedthe monarchy. In 1707, the Act of Union between England and Scotland resulted in the formation of the ‘United
Kingdom of Great Britain’.Kingdom of Great Britain’.

 TTo ensure the o ensure the growth of British idgrowth of British identityentity, Scotland’s , Scotland’s cultural and political cultural and political institutions were suppressed. The institutions were suppressed. The BritishBritish
imposed control over Ireland as well. Ireland was deeply divided into two groups, Catholics and Protestants. Theimposed control over Ireland as well. Ireland was deeply divided into two groups, Catholics and Protestants. The
English favoured the protestants, and helped them establish English favoured the protestants, and helped them establish their dominance over a largely Catholic Ireland.their dominance over a largely Catholic Ireland.

 In 1801, Ireland was forcibly incorporated into the United Kingdom after a failed Irish revolt. The symbols of newIn 1801, Ireland was forcibly incorporated into the United Kingdom after a failed Irish revolt. The symbols of new
Britain were the English language, the British Flag (Union Jack), and the British national anthem (God save ourBritain were the English language, the British Flag (Union Jack), and the British national anthem (God save our
Novel King).Novel King).
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Know the PersonalitiesKnow the Personalities
 Otto Von Bismarck :Otto Von Bismarck : The man who played a crucial role in the unification of Germany was the Chief Minister of The man who played a crucial role in the unification of Germany was the Chief Minister of

Prussia, Otto Von Bismarck. Bismarck was supported Prussia, Otto Von Bismarck. Bismarck was supported by the bureaucracy and by the bureaucracy and the army.the army.
 Kaiser William :Kaiser William : On 18th January, 1871, the King of Prussia, Kaiser William I was  On 18th January, 1871, the King of Prussia, Kaiser William I was proclaimed the German Emperorproclaimed the German Emperor

at the Halls of Mirrors in the place of versailles. In newly formed Germany a lot of emphasis was placed onat the Halls of Mirrors in the place of versailles. In newly formed Germany a lot of emphasis was placed on
modernising the currency, and the banking, legal and jmodernising the currency, and the banking, legal and judicial systems.udicial systems.

 Count Camillo di Cavour :Count Camillo di Cavour : The Chief Minister of Piedmont, Count Camillo di  The Chief Minister of Piedmont, Count Camillo di CavourCavour, helped the king in form, helped the king in forminging
an alliance with France, and they defeated the Austrian forces in 1859.an alliance with France, and they defeated the Austrian forces in 1859.

 Giuseppe Garibaldi :Giuseppe Garibaldi : Giuseppe Garibaldi played an important role in the unification of Italy. He joined the war Giuseppe Garibaldi played an important role in the unification of Italy. He joined the war
along with his armed along with his armed volunteers called the ‘Red Shirts’. In 1860, Garibaldi and his volunteers called the ‘Red Shirts’. In 1860, Garibaldi and his troops marched into Southerntroops marched into Southern
Italy and the Kingdom Italy and the Kingdom of Tof Two Sicilies.wo Sicilies.

Know the DatesKnow the Dates
 1855 :1855 : The Kingdom  The Kingdom of Sardinia participated from of Sardinia participated from the sides of the sides of British and French in the British and French in the Crimean WaCrimean Warr..
 1858 :1858 : Cavour formed an alliance with  Cavour formed an alliance with France.France.
 1859-1870 :1859-1870 : Unification of  Unification of ItalyItaly..
 1859 :1859 : Sardinia-Piedmont with an alliance with France defeated the Austrian forces. Large number of people Sardinia-Piedmont with an alliance with France defeated the Austrian forces. Large number of people

under the leadership of Giuseppe Garibaldi joined the mounder the leadership of Giuseppe Garibaldi joined the movement.vement.
 1860 :1860 : Sardinia-Piedmont’s forces marched in Sardinia-Piedmont’s forces marched into South Italy and to South Italy and the Kingdom of the the Kingdom of the TTwo Sicilies and wo Sicilies and drove out thedrove out the

Spanish rulers.Spanish rulers.
 1861 :1861 : Victor Emmanuel II was declared as the King  Victor Emmanuel II was declared as the King of United Italy and Rome was dof United Italy and Rome was declared the capital of Italy.eclared the capital of Italy.
 1866-1871 :1866-1871 : Unification of  Unification of GermanyGermany..
 1871 :1871 : The Prussian King, William I was p The Prussian King, William I was proclaimed the German Emperor.roclaimed the German Emperor.

 1905 1905 :: Slav nationalism gathers their force in the Habsburg and Slav nationalism gathers their force in the Habsburg and Ottoman empire.Ottoman empire.

 1914 :1914 : Beginning of the First World War.Beginning of the First World War.

Know the LinksKnow the Links
 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nationstateshttps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nationstates

 www.sparknotes.com/.../nations-and-states/section2.rhtmlwww.sparknotes.com/.../nations-and-states/section2.rhtml

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. Who was proclaimed German Emperor Who was proclaimed German Emperor in ain a
ceremony held at Versailles in January 1871 ?ceremony held at Versailles in January 1871 ?

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Outside Outside Delhi, Delhi, Set-II, Set-II, 2016]2016]
  Ans.  Ans. Kaiser William-I of Prussia. Kaiser William-I of Prussia. 11

UU Q. Q. 2.2. Who was proclaimed Who was proclaimed the King of the King of United ItalyUnited Italy
in 1861 ?in 1861 ? [Board T[Board Term-II, Outside Delhi, erm-II, Outside Delhi, 20162016

Set-III; Set-III; 2011]2011]
  Ans.  Ans. Victor Emmanuel-II. Victor Emmanuel-II. 11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. Briefly describe Briefly describe the process the process of Germanof German
unification.unification.

 [Board Term-II, (Set-RKZQI05) 2015] [Board Term-II, (Set-RKZQI05) 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. Refer to Ans. of Q.1. Long  Refer to Ans. of Q.1. Long Answer Type Questions.Answer Type Questions.

AA Q. Q. 2.2. Examine the Examine the conditions conditions of Italy of Italy beforebefore
unification.unification. [Board T[Board Term-II, (Set-68010) erm-II, (Set-68010) 2012]2012]

Ans. Conditions of Ans. Conditions of Italy before Italy before unification :unification :

(i)(i) Political fragmentation. Political fragmentation.

(ii)(ii) Italians were scattered over several dynastic states Italians were scattered over several dynastic states
as well as the multi-national Habsburg Emas well as the multi-national Habsburg Empire.pire.

  (iii)  (iii)  During the middle of the 19  During the middle of the 19thth  century, Italy was  century, Italy was
divided into seven states.divided into seven states.

(iv)(iv) Out of Out of seven, only seven, only one Sardinia-Piedmont one Sardinia-Piedmont waswas
ruled by an Italian Princely House.ruled by an Italian Princely House.

(v)(v) The North was under Austrian Habsburgs. The North was under Austrian Habsburgs.

  (vi)  (vi) The centre was ruled by the Pope. The centre was ruled by the Pope.
  (vii)  (vii) Southern regions Southern regions were under Bourbon were under Bourbon kings ofkings of

Spain.Spain.

  (viii)  (viii) The Italian language had not acquired one comm The Italian language had not acquired one commonon
form. It still had many regional and local form. It still had many regional and local variations.variations.

(Any six) ½ × 6 = 3(Any six) ½ × 6 = 3
AA Q. Q. 3.3.  Describe the process by which Italy was  Describe the process by which Italy was

unified.unified. [Board Term-II (Set-AB71FIR) 2014][Board Term-II (Set-AB71FIR) 2014]
  Ans.  Ans. Refer to Ans. of Q.2. Lo Refer to Ans. of Q.2. Long Answer Type Questions.ng Answer Type Questions.
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RR Q. Q. 4.4. Who was Who was Cavour ? Cavour ? Explain his Explain his contributions tocontributions to
the unification of Italy.the unification of Italy.

[Board Term-II (Set-II076) 2012, 11][Board Term-II (Set-II076) 2012, 11]

  Ans.  Ans. Cavour was Cavour was the the Chief Minister Chief Minister of of Sardinia-Sardinia-
Piedmont.Piedmont.  His contribution to the unification of  His contribution to the unification of

Italy was :Italy was :

(i)(i) He was a good administrator. He was a good administrator.

  (ii)  (ii) He worked for the unification of Italy. Through a He worked for the unification of Italy. Through a

tactful diplomatic alliance with France engineeredtactful diplomatic alliance with France engineered
 by Cavour Sardinia-piedmont. by Cavour Sardinia-piedmont.

(iii)(iii) He led the movement to unify the regions  He led the movement to unify the regions of Italy.of Italy.
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  (iv)  (iv) He was He was a tactful a tactful diplomat. diplomat. He succeeded He succeeded inin
defeating the Austrian forces in 1859.defeating the Austrian forces in 1859.

(Any (Any two) two) 1 1 + + 2 2 = = 33
[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012]

RR Q. Q. 5.5. What changes caWhat changes came in Nationalism me in Nationalism in Europein Europe
after 1848 ? Who was the architect of thisafter 1848 ? Who was the architect of this
process? How was it practised ?process? How was it practised ?

[Board Term-II, (Set-68009) 2012][Board Term-II, (Set-68009) 2012]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i)  Europe moved away from its association  Europe moved away from its association

with democracy and revolution. Conservativeswith democracy and revolution. Conservatives

promoted state power and political domination.promoted state power and political domination.

  (ii)  (ii) Otto von Bismarck was the architect of this process. Otto von Bismarck was the architect of this process.

(iii)(iii) It was backed by the army and  It was backed by the army and bureaucracy.bureaucracy.

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012] 1 × 3 = 3[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012] 1 × 3 = 3

RR Q. Q. 6.6. How How did did Nationalism Nationalism develop develop through through cultureculture
in Europe ? Explain.in Europe ? Explain.

 [Board Term-II,Outside Delhi Set-I, II, III, 2015] [Board Term-II,Outside Delhi Set-I, II, III, 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. Nationalism developed through culture in Europe:Nationalism developed through culture in Europe:
(i)(i) Culture played an important role in creating theCulture played an important role in creating the

idea of the nation, art and poetry, stories and musicidea of the nation, art and poetry, stories and music
helped to express and shape nationalist feelings.helped to express and shape nationalist feelings.

(ii)(ii) Romanticism, a cultural movement which sought toRomanticism, a cultural movement which sought to
develop a particular form of nationalist sentiment.develop a particular form of nationalist sentiment.
Romantic artists and poets generally criticized theRomantic artists and poets generally criticized the
glorification of reason and science and focussedglorification of reason and science and focussed
instead on emotions, intuition and mystical feelings.instead on emotions, intuition and mystical feelings.

(iii)(iii) German philosopher Johann Gottfried HerderGerman philosopher Johann Gottfried Herder
claimed that true German culture was to beclaimed that true German culture was to be
discovered among the common people- das volk. Itdiscovered among the common people- das volk. It
was through folk songs, folk poetry and folk danceswas through folk songs, folk poetry and folk dances
that the true spirit of a nation was that the true spirit of a nation was popularised.popularised.

(iv)(iv) The emphasis on vernacular language and theThe emphasis on vernacular language and the
collection of local folklore was used to carry thecollection of local folklore was used to carry the
modern nationalist message to large audiences whomodern nationalist message to large audiences who

were mostly illiterates.were mostly illiterates. (Any three) 1× 3 = 3(Any three) 1× 3 = 3

Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. Describe the Describe the process oprocess of uf unification onification off
Germany.Germany. [Board Term II, 2015, 11, 10][Board Term II, 2015, 11, 10]

  Ans.  Ans. Unification of Germany :Unification of Germany :

Nationalist feelings were widespread amongNationalist feelings were widespread among
middle class farmers. In 1848, they tried to unifymiddle class farmers. In 1848, they tried to unify
Germany into a nation. This feeling was repressedGermany into a nation. This feeling was repressed
 by  by the the combined combined forces forces of of the the monarchy monarchy and and thethe
military.military.

From then on Prussia took on the leadership ofFrom then on Prussia took on the leadership of
unification of Germany. Its Chief Minister, Ottounification of Germany. Its Chief Minister, Otto
von Bismarck was the architect of this process. Hevon Bismarck was the architect of this process. He
took the help of military and took the help of military and bureaucracy.bureaucracy.

Three wars over seven years ended in PrussianThree wars over seven years ended in Prussian
victory and completed the process of unification.victory and completed the process of unification.
The Prussian King William-I was proclaimedThe Prussian King William-I was proclaimed
German Emperor in January 1871.German Emperor in January 1871.

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015] 2015] 55

AA Q. Q. 2.2. Describe the Describe the process of process of Unification of Unification of Italy.Italy.

[Board Term II, (Set-68001) 2015, 12][Board Term II, (Set-68001) 2015, 12]

  Ans.  Ans. The Unification of Italy :The Unification of Italy :

During the middle of the 19During the middle of the 19thth  century, Italy was  century, Italy was
divided into seven states. During 1830, Mazzinidivided into seven states. During 1830, Mazzini
decided to unite Italy. He had formed a secretdecided to unite Italy. He had formed a secret
society ‘Young Italy’ to achieve his goal. After earliersociety ‘Young Italy’ to achieve his goal. After earlier
failures in 1831 and 1848 King Victor Emmanuel-IIfailures in 1831 and 1848 King Victor Emmanuel-II
took to unify the Italian states through took to unify the Italian states through wars.wars.

Through a tactful diplomatic alliance with France byThrough a tactful diplomatic alliance with France by
Cavour Sardinia-Piedmont succeeded in defeatingCavour Sardinia-Piedmont succeeded in defeating
the Austrian forces in 1859. Under the leadershipthe Austrian forces in 1859. Under the leadership
of Garibaldi armed volunteers marched into Southof Garibaldi armed volunteers marched into South
Italy in 1860 and the kingdom of the Two SiciliesItaly in 1860 and the kingdom of the Two Sicilies
and succeeded in winning the support of the localand succeeded in winning the support of the local
peasants in order to drive out the Spanish rulers.peasants in order to drive out the Spanish rulers.
In 1861, Victor Emmanuel-II was proclaimed kingIn 1861, Victor Emmanuel-II was proclaimed king
of united Italy.of united Italy. [CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 5[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 5

UU Q. Q. 3.3. Explain the role of Giuseppe Mazzini in tExplain the role of Giuseppe Mazzini in thehe
unification of Italy.unification of Italy.

[Board Term-II, (Set-II079) 2012][Board Term-II, (Set-II079) 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. Role of Mazzini in the unification of Role of Mazzini in the unification of Italy were :Italy were :
(i)(i) He became member of various secret societies such He became member of various secret societies such

as ‘Young Italy’ or ‘Young Europe’.as ‘Young Italy’ or ‘Young Europe’.
  (ii)  (ii) He attempted revolution in Liguria. He attempted revolution in Liguria.

(iii)(iii) He wanted He wanted unification with unification with wider alliance wider alliance ofof
nations.nations.

  (iv)  (iv) He frightened conservatives through opposition of He frightened conservatives through opposition of
monarchy and vision of democratic republics.monarchy and vision of democratic republics.

(v)(v) He favoured war for unification of Italy. He favoured war for unification of Italy.
  (vi)  (vi)  He wanted Economic development and Political  He wanted Economic development and Political

dominance.dominance. (Any five) 1 × 5 = 5(Any five) 1 × 5 = 5
[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012]

AA Q. Q. 4.4. Describe the Describe the process of process of Unification of BrUnification of Britain.itain.

 [Board Term-II, 2015] [Board Term-II, 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. Unification of Britain :Unification of Britain :
In Britain, the formation of the nation states was theIn Britain, the formation of the nation states was the
result of long drawn out result of long drawn out process. Primary identitiesprocess. Primary identities
of the people were ethnic ones. All ethnic groupsof the people were ethnic ones. All ethnic groups

such as English, Welsh Scot or Irish had their ownsuch as English, Welsh Scot or Irish had their own
cultural and political traditions.cultural and political traditions.

The English nation steadily grew in wealth andThe English nation steadily grew in wealth and
power. It was able to extend its influence overpower. It was able to extend its influence over
the other nations. The Act of Union 1707 betweenthe other nations. The Act of Union 1707 between
England and Scotland resulted in the formation ofEngland and Scotland resulted in the formation of
the United Kingdom of Great Britain.the United Kingdom of Great Britain.

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 5[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 5

UU Q. Q. 5.5. With referWith reference to ence to Scotland and Scotland and Ireland, explainIreland, explain
how British nationalism grew at the cost ofhow British nationalism grew at the cost of
other cultures.other cultures.

[Board Term-II, (Set-68031) 2012][Board Term-II, (Set-68031) 2012]
Ans. Ans. (i)(i) Through the Act of Union (1707), England wasThrough the Act of Union (1707), England was

able to impose its influence on Scotland.able to impose its influence on Scotland.
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  (ii)  (ii) The The growth growth of of British idBritish identity in entity in ParliamentParliament
suppressed the distinctive culture of Scotland.suppressed the distinctive culture of Scotland.

  (iii)  (iii) The Catholic The Catholic clans that clans that inhibited the inhibited the ScottishScottish
Highland suffered repression.Highland suffered repression.

  (iv)  (iv) They were forcibly driven out of their homeland. They were forcibly driven out of their homeland.

(v)(v) Ireland was Ireland was also divided also divided between Catholics between Catholics andand
Protestants.Protestants.

  (vi)  (vi) Ireland was forcibly incorporated in the UK. Ireland was forcibly incorporated in the UK.
(Any five) 1 × 5 = 5(Any five) 1 × 5 = 5

TOPIC-4TOPIC-4
 Visualising the Nati Visualising the Nation : Nationalon : Nationalism and Imperialismism and Imperialism

Quick Review Quick Review 
 Visualising Visualising the the Nation :Nation :

 A symbol is a visual image that represents something other than itself. It may be a representation using anA symbol is a visual image that represents something other than itself. It may be a representation using an
object, picture, written word, sound or object, picture, written word, sound or a particular mark.a particular mark.

 During the 18During the 18thth and the 19 and the 19thth centuries, several symbols were used by artists and revolutionaries to depict centuries, several symbols were used by artists and revolutionaries to depict
abstract concepts. These symbols were usually popular images from everyday life that uneducated massesabstract concepts. These symbols were usually popular images from everyday life that uneducated masses
could easily identify with.could easily identify with.

During revolutions, artists represented a nation as a person. This personification gave life to an abstractDuring revolutions, artists represented a nation as a person. This personification gave life to an abstract
concept like nation.concept like nation.

 The way of expressing an abstract idea like freedom or liberty through a symbol that may be person or thingThe way of expressing an abstract idea like freedom or liberty through a symbol that may be person or thing
is known as Allegory. An allegory has a literal and a symbolic meaning. In the nineteenth century, Frenchis known as Allegory. An allegory has a literal and a symbolic meaning. In the nineteenth century, French
artists used the female allegory to represent France. She was Christened Marianne. She symbolises reason,artists used the female allegory to represent France. She was Christened Marianne. She symbolises reason,
liberty and the ideals of the republic.liberty and the ideals of the republic.

 In Germany, the allegory for the nation was again In Germany, the allegory for the nation was again a female figure called Germania. a female figure called Germania. A broken chain representedA broken chain represented
abolition of abolition of slaveryslavery..

 Marianne’s fasces or a bundle Marianne’s fasces or a bundle of rods with an axe in of rods with an axe in the middle was used the middle was used to symbolise strength in unity. Theto symbolise strength in unity. The
red Phrygian cap signified freedom of a slave. It was also known red Phrygian cap signified freedom of a slave. It was also known as the liberty cap. French people wore theseas the liberty cap. French people wore these
caps a few days before the storming caps a few days before the storming of the Bastille.of the Bastille.

 Nationalism and Imperialism :Nationalism and Imperialism :

 Through the 18Through the 18thth and the mid19 and the mid19thth century, Europe was marked by a lot of chaos and turmoil. After 1871, there century, Europe was marked by a lot of chaos and turmoil. After 1871, there
was a significant change in the concept of nationalism in Europe.was a significant change in the concept of nationalism in Europe.

 Nationalist groups in Europe had become increasingly incompatible with each other and were constantly inNationalist groups in Europe had become increasingly incompatible with each other and were constantly in
conflict. The major European powers, namely conflict. The major European powers, namely Russia, GermanyRussia, Germany, England and Austro-Hungary began , England and Austro-Hungary began takingtaking
advantage of nationalism in Europe, to advantage of nationalism in Europe, to materialise their aims for imperialism.materialise their aims for imperialism.

 The European powers sighted the much-disturbed Balkan region to fulfil their imperialist goals. The BalkanThe European powers sighted the much-disturbed Balkan region to fulfil their imperialist goals. The Balkan
region consisted of the following countries of our times - Romania, Bulgaria, Albania, Greece, Macedonia,region consisted of the following countries of our times - Romania, Bulgaria, Albania, Greece, Macedonia,
Croatia, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Slovenia, Serbia and Montenegro.Croatia, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Slovenia, Serbia and Montenegro.

FlowchartsFlowcharts

German UnificationGerman Unification
Otto von Bismarck Otto von Bismarck 

  Effects  Effects

Unification of ItalyUnification of Italy
and Germanyand Germany

rivalriesrivalries
 between between
countriescountries

Led toLed to
World War-IWorld War-I

 breakup of  breakup of 
large empirelarge empire

ExamplesExamples

Boxer RebellionBoxer Rebellion
Sun Yat SenSun Yat Sen

ZionismZionism

Nationalism :Nationalism : P Patriotic atriotic devotion todevotion to
one's own country which led toone's own country which led to

 breakup of Empires, movements breakup of Empires, movements
independence and unification, and wars.independence and unification, and wars.

thethe
forfor

Italian UnificationItalian Unification
GaribaldiGaribaldi
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A policy in which a strong nation seeks to dominateA policy in which a strong nation seeks to dominate

other especially politically, economically or socially.other especially politically, economically or socially.

What is Imperialism ?What is Imperialism ?

Know the TermsKnow the Terms
 Ethnic :Ethnic : Relates to a common racial, tribal or cultural origin or background that a community identifies with orRelates to a common racial, tribal or cultural origin or background that a community identifies with or

claims.claims.
 Symbol :Symbol : A symbol is a visual image that represents something other than itself. It may be a representation usingA symbol is a visual image that represents something other than itself. It may be a representation using

an object, picture, written word, sound or a particular mark.an object, picture, written word, sound or a particular mark.
 Imperialism :Imperialism : Imperialism refers to the policy of  Imperialism refers to the policy of extending the rule and the authority of an empire or extending the rule and the authority of an empire or nation overnation over

foreign countries, or of acquiring and holding colonies and dependencies.foreign countries, or of acquiring and holding colonies and dependencies.
Allegory :Allegory : When an abstract idea (for instance greed, envy, freedom, liberty, etc.) is expressed through a personWhen an abstract idea (for instance greed, envy, freedom, liberty, etc.) is expressed through a person
or a thing. An allegorical story has two meanings, one literal and one symbolic.or a thing. An allegorical story has two meanings, one literal and one symbolic.

Know the PersonalitiesKnow the Personalities
 Marianne and Germania :Marianne and Germania : These were allegory of nation the same way as Bharat Mata, a female figure is imaginedThese were allegory of nation the same way as Bharat Mata, a female figure is imagined

in India. Marianne was an allegory of France while Germania was an allegory of Germany. It was a mode ofin India. Marianne was an allegory of France while Germania was an allegory of Germany. It was a mode of
visualizing the nation so as to generate extreme sense of respect and reverence in the hearts of the people livingvisualizing the nation so as to generate extreme sense of respect and reverence in the hearts of the people living
in those countries. The characteristics of Marianne were drawn from those of Liberty and the Republic the redin those countries. The characteristics of Marianne were drawn from those of Liberty and the Republic the red
cap, the tricolour and the cockade. The Statues of Marianne were made and erected at public places and picture ofcap, the tricolour and the cockade. The Statues of Marianne were made and erected at public places and picture of
Marianne printed on postage stamps. Germania Marianne printed on postage stamps. Germania wears a crown of oak leaves because that tree stands for heroismwears a crown of oak leaves because that tree stands for heroism..
She holds a sword in her hand.She holds a sword in her hand.

Important SymbolsImportant Symbols
 Broken chainsBroken chains – Being freed.– Being freed.

 Breastplate with eagleBreastplate with eagle – Symbol of the German empire – strength.– Symbol of the German empire – strength.

 Crown of oak leavesCrown of oak leaves – Heroism– Heroism

 SwordSword – Readiness to fight– Readiness to fight

 Olive branch around the swordOlive branch around the sword – Willingness to make peace– Willingness to make peace

 Black, red and gold tricolourBlack, red and gold tricolour – Flag of the liberal-nationalists in 1848, banned by the Dukes of the German states– Flag of the liberal-nationalists in 1848, banned by the Dukes of the German states

 Rays of the rising sunRays of the rising sun – Beginning of a new era– Beginning of a new era

Know the LinksKnow the Links
 nationalism-imperialism.wikispaces.comnationalism-imperialism.wikispaces.com
 https://en.wikibooks.org/...European_Imperialism_and_Nationalismhttps://en.wikibooks.org/...European_Imperialism_and_Nationalism

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionype Question 1 1 markmark

AA Q. Q. 1.1. What is aWhat is an allegory ? Statn allegory ? State any one e any one example toexample to
clarify the same.clarify the same. [Board Term-II, SQP 2016][Board Term-II, SQP 2016]

  Ans.  Ans. Allegory :Allegory :  When an abstract idea for instance,  When an abstract idea for instance,
greed, envy, freedom, greed, envy, freedom, liberty liberty is expressed is expressed throughthrough

a person or a thing.a person or a thing. Examples :Examples :  Statue of Liberty, Statue of Liberty,
Marianne, Germaina etc.Marianne, Germaina etc. (Any one) 1(Any one) 1
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Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1.  Name the female allegory who represents  Name the female allegory who represents
France. Describe her main characteristics.France. Describe her main characteristics.

[Board Term-II, (Set-68014) 2012][Board Term-II, (Set-68014) 2012]

Ans. Marianne was the Ans. Marianne was the female allegfemale allegory who ory who representedrepresented
France. Her characteristics were drawn from :France. Her characteristics were drawn from :

(i)(i) Those of liberty and republic. Those of liberty and republic.

(ii)(ii) These were the red cap, the tricolour, the co These were the red cap, the tricolour, the cockade.ckade.

  (iii)  (iii) Statues of Marianne were erected in public squares. Statues of Marianne were erected in public squares.

  (iv)  (iv) Her images were marked on coins and stamps of Her images were marked on coins and stamps of

1850.1850. (Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012]2012]

RR Q. Q. 2.2. How did the How did the Balkan region become Balkan region become a source ofa source of
Nationalist tension in Europe after 1871 ?Nationalist tension in Europe after 1871 ?

[Board Term-II, (Set-II030) 2012][Board Term-II, (Set-II030) 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. Refer to Ans. of Q. 2 Long Answer Type Questions.Refer to Ans. of Q. 2 Long Answer Type Questions.
(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

RR Q. Q. 3.3. How did the How did the Balkan issue become Balkan issue become one of theone of the
major factors responsible for the First Worldmajor factors responsible for the First World
War ?War ? [Board Term-II, (Set-68021) 2012][Board Term-II, (Set-68021) 2012]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) The spread of the ideas of romantic nationalismThe spread of the ideas of romantic nationalism
in the Balkans together with the disintegrationin the Balkans together with the disintegration
of the Ottoman Empire made this region veryof the Ottoman Empire made this region very
explosive.explosive.

(ii)(ii) The Balkan area became an area of intense conflict The Balkan area became an area of intense conflict
as different Slavic nationalities struggled for theiras different Slavic nationalities struggled for their
independence.independence.

  (iii)  (iii) It became the source of  It became the source of big power rivalry among thebig power rivalry among the
European powers over trade, colonies and militaryEuropean powers over trade, colonies and military
might.might. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. ‘While it is easy enough to represent ‘While it is easy enough to represent a rulera ruler
through a portrait or a statue, how does one gothrough a portrait or a statue, how does one go
about giving a face to a nation.” Examine thisabout giving a face to a nation.” Examine this
statement in context of European nationalismstatement in context of European nationalism
in five points.in five points.[Board Term-II, (Set-68006) 2012][Board Term-II, (Set-68006) 2012]

Ans. VAns. Visualizing the Natisualizing the Nation :ion :

  (i)  (i) Artists personified the nation—portrayed nation asArtists personified the nation—portrayed nation as

a female figure.a female figure.

(ii)(ii) Artist used the female allegory to  Artist used the female allegory to portray ideas suchportray ideas such
as liberty, justice and the republic.as liberty, justice and the republic.

  (iii)  (iii) Statues of Marianne were erected in public squares Statues of Marianne were erected in public squares
to remind the national symbol of unity and toto remind the national symbol of unity and to
persuade them to identify with it.persuade them to identify with it.

(iv)(iv) Marianne images Marianne images were marked were marked on coon coins andins and
stamps.stamps.

(v)(v) Germania became Germania became the allegory the allegory of of the Germanthe German
nation. She wears a crown of oak leaves, as innation. She wears a crown of oak leaves, as in
Germany oak stands for heroism.Germany oak stands for heroism. 1 × 5 = 51 × 5 = 5

UU Q. Q. 2.2.  Briefly trace the geographical and ethnic  Briefly trace the geographical and ethnic
variations of Balkan region. Why did thisvariations of Balkan region. Why did this
region become politically very explosive ?region become politically very explosive ?

[Board Term-II, (Set-AB7AF1R) 2014][Board Term-II, (Set-AB7AF1R) 2014]
OROR

What is meant by Balkan ? Why did it turn intoWhat is meant by Balkan ? Why did it turn into
a perennial source of tension and proved thea perennial source of tension and proved the
 battlefield of the First World War ? battlefield of the First World War ?

[Board Term-II, (Set-II022) 2012][Board Term-II, (Set-II022) 2012]
OROR

How did the disintegration of the OttomanHow did the disintegration of the Ottoman
Empire make Balkan region very explosive?Empire make Balkan region very explosive?
Explain.Explain.

[Board Term-II, (Set-CSPXOUWE) 2014][Board Term-II, (Set-CSPXOUWE) 2014]
OROR

Why did the Balkan region of Eastern EuropeWhy did the Balkan region of Eastern Europe
present the most serious source of nationalistpresent the most serious source of nationalist
tension in Europe ? Explain any tension in Europe ? Explain any five reasons.five reasons.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, (Set-680(Set-68014) 14) 2012]2012]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) The Balkan was a region of geographical andThe Balkan was a region of geographical and
ethnic variation comprising of many states andethnic variation comprising of many states and
territories whose inhabitants were commonlyterritories whose inhabitants were commonly
known as Slaves.known as Slaves.

  (ii)  (ii)  A large part of Balkans was under the control of  A large part of Balkans was under the control of
the Ottoman Empire while some other parts werethe Ottoman Empire while some other parts were
under the control of Russia and Austria causing aunder the control of Russia and Austria causing a
complex problem.complex problem.

  (iii)  (iii) The spread of the ideas of Romantic nationalism in The spread of the ideas of Romantic nationalism in
the Balkans together with the disintegration of thethe Balkans together with the disintegration of the
Ottoman Empire made the region very explosive.Ottoman Empire made the region very explosive.

  (iv)  (iv) The The Balkan Balkan people people based based their their claim claim forfor
independence or political rights on nationality andindependence or political rights on nationality and
desired to win back their long lost freedom.desired to win back their long lost freedom.

(v)(v)  The Balkans also became the scene of big power  The Balkans also became the scene of big power
rivalry over trade and colonies as well as naval andrivalry over trade and colonies as well as naval and
military might. Each power—Russia, Germany,military might. Each power—Russia, Germany,
England, and Austria-Hungary—was keen onEngland, and Austria-Hungary—was keen on
countering the hold of other powers over thecountering the hold of other powers over the
Balkans, and extending its own control over theBalkans, and extending its own control over the
area. This led to a series of wars in the region andarea. This led to a series of wars in the region and
finally the First World War.finally the First World War. 1 × 5 = 51 × 5 = 5

AA Q. Q. 3.3. How did nationalism and How did nationalism and the idea of the idea of nation-nation-
state emerge ? Describe.state emerge ? Describe.

[Board Term-II, (Set-68013) 2012][Board Term-II, (Set-68013) 2012]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) Socially and politically, a landed aristocracy wasSocially and politically, a landed aristocracy was
the dominant class on the continent. The membersthe dominant class on the continent. The members
of this class were united by a common way of lifeof this class were united by a common way of life
that cut across regional division.that cut across regional division.

  (ii)  (ii) They spoke French for the purpose of diplomacy They spoke French for the purpose of diplomacy
and in high society.and in high society.

  (iii)  (iii) Industrialisation began in England in second half of Industrialisation began in England in second half of
the 18the 18thth century but in France and German states it century but in France and German states it
occurred only during 19occurred only during 19thth century. In its wake, new century. In its wake, new
social groups came into being.social groups came into being.

  (iv)  (iv) It was among the educated liberal middIt was among the educated liberal middle class thatle class that
ideas of national unity and abolition of aristocraticideas of national unity and abolition of aristocratic
privileges gained popularity.privileges gained popularity.
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(v)(v) Nations began to be perceived as having a definite Nations began to be perceived as having a definite
territory, anthem and flag, together with aterritory, anthem and flag, together with a

Parliament which was elected by property owningParliament which was elected by property owning
men of the middle class.men of the middle class. 1 × 5 = 51 × 5 = 5

High Order Thinking Skills (HOTS) QuestionsHigh Order Thinking Skills (HOTS) Questions

Q. 1.Q. 1. Analyse the measures and practices introducedAnalyse the measures and practices introduced
 by  by the the French French revolutionaries revolutionaries to to create create a a sense sense ofof
collective identity amongst the French people.collective identity amongst the French people.

[Board Term-II, Delhi, Set-I, II, III, 2016][Board Term-II, Delhi, Set-I, II, III, 2016]

OROR

What were the various measures and practicesWhat were the various measures and practices
introduced by the French revolutionaries to createintroduced by the French revolutionaries to create
a sense of collective identity among the Frencha sense of collective identity among the French
people ?people ? [Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, (Set-II0(Set-II081) 81) 2012]2012]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) The ideas of La Patrie (the fatherland) and LeThe ideas of La Patrie (the fatherland) and Le

Citoyen (the citizen) emphasised the notion ofCitoyen (the citizen) emphasised the notion of

united community enjoying equal rights under aunited community enjoying equal rights under a

constitution.constitution.

(ii)(ii) A new French flag, tricolour was chosen to replace A new French flag, tricolour was chosen to replace

the Royal Standard.the Royal Standard.

(iii)(iii) Estates General was elected by the body of active Estates General was elected by the body of active

citizens and renamed the National Assembly.citizens and renamed the National Assembly.
(iv)(iv) New New hymns hymns were were composed composed and and martyrsmartyrs

commemorated all in the name of the nation.commemorated all in the name of the nation.
(v)(v) A A centralised centralised system system of of administration administration waswas

introduced, uniform laws were made for allintroduced, uniform laws were made for all
citizens.citizens.

  (vi)  (vi) French language French language was spoken was spoken and written and written andand
 became a common language in Paris. became a common language in Paris.

(Any five) 1 × 5 = 5(Any five) 1 × 5 = 5
[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012]

Q. Q. 2.2. “Napoleon had destroyed democracy in “Napoleon had destroyed democracy in France butFrance but
in the administrative field, he had incorporatedin the administrative field, he had incorporated
revolutionary principles in order to make the wholerevolutionary principles in order to make the whole
system more rational and efficient.” Analyse thesystem more rational and efficient.” Analyse the
statement with arguments.statement with arguments.

[Board Term-II, Outside Delhi, Set-I, II, III, 2016][Board Term-II, Outside Delhi, Set-I, II, III, 2016]

  Ans.  Ans. ”Napoleon had ”Napoleon had destroyed democracy destroyed democracy in Francein France
 but  but in in administrative administrative field field he he had had incorporatedincorporated
revolutionary principles in order to make therevolutionary principles in order to make the
whole systems more rational and efficient.”whole systems more rational and efficient.”

(i)(i) All privileges based on birth were removed. All privileges based on birth were removed.

  (ii)  (ii) Established equality before law. Established equality before law.

  (iii)  (iii) Right to property was given. Right to property was given.

  (iv)  (iv) Simplified administrative divisions. Simplified administrative divisions.

(v)(v)  Feudal system was abolished and freed peasants Feudal system was abolished and freed peasants
from serfdom and manorial dues.from serfdom and manorial dues.

  (vi)  (vi) Guild restrictions were removed. Guild restrictions were removed.

  (vii)  (vii) Transport Transport and and communication communication systems systems werewere
improved.improved. (Any five) 1× 5 = 5(Any five) 1× 5 = 5

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016]

Q. 3.Q. 3. In Britain, the formation of the nation-state wasIn Britain, the formation of the nation-state was
not the result of a sudden upheaval or revolution.not the result of a sudden upheaval or revolution.
VValidate the alidate the statement with relevant arguments.statement with relevant arguments.

[Board [Board SQPSQP-2016]-2016]

  Ans.  Ans. In Britain, the formation of the  In Britain, the formation of the nation–state was notnation–state was not
the result of a sudden upheaval or revolution. Itthe result of a sudden upheaval or revolution. It

was the result of a long-drawn-out process.was the result of a long-drawn-out process.

(i)(i) The primary identities of the people who in The primary identities of the people who inhabitedhabited
the British Isles were ethnic ones–such as English,the British Isles were ethnic ones–such as English,
Welsh, Scot or Irish.Welsh, Scot or Irish.

(ii)(ii) All of these ethnic groups had their own cultural All of these ethnic groups had their own cultural
and political traditions.and political traditions.

(iii)(iii) Steady growth of the English nation steadily in case Steady growth of the English nation steadily in case
of wealth, importance and power, it was able toof wealth, importance and power, it was able to
extend its influence over the other nations of theextend its influence over the other nations of the
islands.islands.

(iv)(iv) The Act The Act of Union of Union 1707–between England 1707–between England andand
Scotland resulted in the formation of the ‘UnitedScotland resulted in the formation of the ‘United
Kingdom of Great Britain’. It meant that EnglandKingdom of Great Britain’. It meant that England
was able to impose its influence on Scotland.was able to impose its influence on Scotland.

(v)(v) The growth The growth of the of the British idBritish identity meant entity meant thatthat
Scotland‘s distinctive culture and political institutionsScotland‘s distinctive culture and political institutions
were systematically suppressed.were systematically suppressed.

  (vi)  (vi)  The Scottish Highlanders were forbidden to speak  The Scottish Highlanders were forbidden to speak
their Gaelic language or wear their national dress,their Gaelic language or wear their national dress,
and large numbers were forcibly driven out of theirand large numbers were forcibly driven out of their
homeland.homeland. (Any five) 1 × 5 = 5(Any five) 1 × 5 = 5

Q. Q. 4.4. “Nationalism no longer retained its idealistic“Nationalism no longer retained its idealistic
liberal democratic sentiment by the last quarter ofliberal democratic sentiment by the last quarter of
the nineteenth century in Europe.” Analyse thethe nineteenth century in Europe.” Analyse the
statement with examples.statement with examples.

[Board Term-II, Foreign Set-I, II, III, 2016][Board Term-II, Foreign Set-I, II, III, 2016]
OROR

“The idealistic liberal-democratic sentiment of“The idealistic liberal-democratic sentiment of
nationalism in the first half of nineteenth centurynationalism in the first half of nineteenth century
 became a  became a narrow creed narrow creed with limited with limited ends.“ Examineends.“ Examine
the statement.the statement.

[Board Term-II, Foreign Set-I, II, III, 2015][Board Term-II, Foreign Set-I, II, III, 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. Sentiment of Nationalism in the first half of theSentiment of Nationalism in the first half of the
1919thth century : century :

(i)(i) Nationalist groups became increasingly intolerant, Nationalist groups became increasingly intolerant,
which leads to war.which leads to war.

(ii)(ii) Major Major European European powers powers manipulated manipulated thethe
nationalist aspirations to further their ownnationalist aspirations to further their own
imperialist aims.imperialist aims.

(iii)(iii) Source of Source of nationalist tension nationalist tension in Europe in Europe was thewas the
area called Balkans.area called Balkans.

(iv)(iv) Idea of romantic nationalism in  Idea of romantic nationalism in the Balkan togetherthe Balkan together
with disintegration of the Ottoman Empire madewith disintegration of the Ottoman Empire made
this region very explosive.this region very explosive.

(v)(v) One by one, One by one, European nationalities broke European nationalities broke awayaway
from its control and declared independence.from its control and declared independence.

(vi)(vi) The The Balkan Balkan people people based based their their claims claims forfor
independence or political rights on nationality toindependence or political rights on nationality to
prove that they were once independent but wereprove that they were once independent but were
subjugated by foreign power.subjugated by foreign power.

(vii)(vii) As the As the different, slavic nationalities different, slavic nationalities struggled tostruggled to

define their identity and independence, the Balkandefine their identity and independence, the Balkan

area became an area of intense conflict.area became an area of intense conflict.

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 5[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 5
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Q. Q. 5.5. How had the female figures become an allegory ofHow had the female figures become an allegory of
the nation during nineteenth century in Europe ?the nation during nineteenth century in Europe ?
Analyse.Analyse. [Board T[Board Term-IIerm-II, , Delhi Set-I, Delhi Set-I, II, II, III, III, 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans. The female figures as an allegory of the nation :The female figures as an allegory of the nation :
Artists found a way out to represent a country inArtists found a way out to represent a country in
the form of a person. Then the form of a person. Then nations were portrayednations were portrayed
as female figures.as female figures.

The female figure was chosen to personify theThe female figure was chosen to personify the
nation did not stand for any particular woman innation did not stand for any particular woman in
real life. It gave the abstract idea of the nation areal life. It gave the abstract idea of the nation a
concrete form. Thus, the female figure became anconcrete form. Thus, the female figure became an

allegory of the nation.allegory of the nation.
During the French Revolution, artists used theDuring the French Revolution, artists used the
formal allegory to portray idea such as Liberty,formal allegory to portray idea such as Liberty,
 Justice and the Republic. Justice and the Republic. 33

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016]2016]

Q. 6.Q. 6. Explain the objectives of the ‘Treaty of Vienna’ ofExplain the objectives of the ‘Treaty of Vienna’ of
1815.1815. [Board [Board TTerm-IIerm-II, , (Set-68(Set-68011) 011) 2012, 2012, 11]11]

Ans. Objectives of the Treaty of Vienna :Ans. Objectives of the Treaty of Vienna :

(i)(i) Undoing most of the changes that had come about Undoing most of the changes that had come about
in Europe during Napoleonic wars.in Europe during Napoleonic wars.

(ii)(ii) Bourbon dynasty’s rule was restored. Bourbon dynasty’s rule was restored.

  (iii)  (iii) France lost the  France lost the annexed territories.annexed territories.

  (iv)  (iv) Series of states were Set-up on the boundaries of Series of states were Set-up on the boundaries of
France to prevent French expansion. Thus, theFrance to prevent French expansion. Thus, the
kingdom of the Netherlands, which includedkingdom of the Netherlands, which included
Belgium, was Set-up in the north and Genoa wasBelgium, was Set-up in the north and Genoa was
added to piedmont in the South.added to piedmont in the South.

(v)(v) Prussia was given important new territories on its Prussia was given important new territories on its
Western frontiers while Austria was given controlWestern frontiers while Austria was given control
of Northern Italy.of Northern Italy. 1 × 5 = 51 × 5 = 5

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012]

Q. Q. 7.7. Otto von Bismarck was the architect of ‘GermanOtto von Bismarck was the architect of ‘German
Unification’. Explain.Unification’. Explain.

[Board T[Board Term-II, 2012, erm-II, 2012, Set-2030]Set-2030]

OROR

Examine the main features of the process ofExamine the main features of the process of
German unification under the leadership of OttoGerman unification under the leadership of Otto
von Bismarck.von Bismarck. [Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, 2012, 2012, Set-6800Set-68002]2]

  Ans.  Ans. Otto von Bismarck and the German unification :Otto von Bismarck and the German unification :

(i)(i) The middle class Germans in  The middle class Germans in 1848 tried to unite the1848 tried to unite the
different regions of the German confederation intodifferent regions of the German confederation into
a nation—state.a nation—state.

(ii)(ii) Prussian Chief Minister, Otto von Bismarck, with Prussian Chief Minister, Otto von Bismarck, with
the help of the army and bureaucracy carried outthe help of the army and bureaucracy carried out
the task of unification.the task of unification.

(iii)(iii) Three Three wars wars over over seven seven years years with with Austria,Austria,
Denmark and France ended in Prussian victoryDenmark and France ended in Prussian victory
and completed the process of unification.and completed the process of unification.

(iv)(iv) On 18 On 18thth  January 1871, the Prussian King, Kaiser  January 1871, the Prussian King, Kaiser
William-I was proclaimed German emperor inWilliam-I was proclaimed German emperor in
a ceremony held at Versailles in the presence ofa ceremony held at Versailles in the presence of
important officials, army representatives and Ottoimportant officials, army representatives and Otto
von Bismarck.von Bismarck. 1¼ × 4 = 51¼ × 4 = 5

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012]

qqqqqq
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THE NATIONALISTTHE NATIONALIST

MOVEMENTMOVEMENT

IN INDO-CHINAIN INDO-CHINA

SyllabusSyllabus
 F Factors Leading to Growth of Nationalism in Indoactors Leading to Growth of Nationalism in Indo-China :-China :

(i) (i) French French Colonialism Colonialism in in Indo-China.Indo-China.

(ii) (ii) Phases Phases of of Struggle Struggle against against the the French.French.

(iii) (iii) The ideas of The ideas of Phan Chn Phan Chn TTrinh,Phan Boi rinh,Phan Boi Chau, Ho Chau, Ho Chi Minh.Chi Minh.

(iv) (iv) The SeconThe Second Wd World World War and ar and the liberation the liberation struggle.struggle.

(v) (v) America America and and the the VietnVietnam am warwar..

TOPIC-1TOPIC-1
French Colonialism in Indo-ChinaFrench Colonialism in Indo-China

Quick Review Quick Review 

Beginning of Colonialism in Beginning of Colonialism in VietnamVietnam

 Colonialism is a process of building and maintaining of colonies in oneColonialism is a process of building and maintaining of colonies in one

territory by people from another territory and territory by people from another territory and exploiting it economically.exploiting it economically.

 Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos were referred to as Indo-Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos were referred to as Indo-China.China.

 Trade had flourished in old Vietnam and it was linked with the maritimeTrade had flourished in old Vietnam and it was linked with the maritime

silk route. Silk route refers to an interconnected network of trade routessilk route. Silk route refers to an interconnected network of trade routes

that connects eastern southern and western Asia with the Mediterraneanthat connects eastern southern and western Asia with the Mediterranean

world, including North Africa and Europe.world, including North Africa and Europe.

 The French arriveThe French arrived in Vietnam in d in Vietnam in 1858 and consolidated their hold over the1858 and consolidated their hold over the

northern region by mid-1880. French Indo-China was formed in 1887.northern region by mid-1880. French Indo-China was formed in 1887.

 Writer and policy-maker, Paul Bernard believed that the prime motiveWriter and policy-maker, Paul Bernard believed that the prime motive

 behind acquiring colonies was to flourish business and make profits. behind acquiring colonies was to flourish business and make profits.

 Vietnamese economy was predominantly based on rice and rubberVietnamese economy was predominantly based on rice and rubber

plantations owned by the French and elites in Vietnam. Indentured labour or labour based on plantations owned by the French and elites in Vietnam. Indentured labour or labour based on contract was usedcontract was used

in these plantations from in these plantations from the mid-nineteenth century.the mid-nineteenth century.

 The French colonisation and their growing dominance in the country created tremendous unrest in Vietnam andThe French colonisation and their growing dominance in the country created tremendous unrest in Vietnam and

resulted in nationalist resistance.resulted in nationalist resistance.

TOPIC - 1TOPIC - 1

French Colonialism in Indo-French Colonialism in Indo-
China ....China .... P. 21P. 21

TOPIC - 2TOPIC - 2

Phases of Struggle against thePhases of Struggle against the
French ....French .... P. 26P. 26

TOPIC - 3TOPIC - 3

Ideas of Phan Chu Trinh, PhanIdeas of Phan Chu Trinh, Phan
Boi Chau, Ho Boi Chau, Ho Chi Minh Chi Minh ........ P. 30P. 30

TOPIC - 4TOPIC - 4

America and America and the Vietnam warthe Vietnam war
........ P. 34P. 34
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FlowchartsFlowcharts

Indo China comprises territories of :Indo China comprises territories of :

LaosLaosCambodiaCambodia   Vietnam  Vietnam

18681868
Scholars' Revolt against French control and spread of ChristianityScholars' Revolt against French control and spread of Christianity

The FrenchThe French

did very little to improvedid very little to improve
the economythe economy

claimed of bringing modernclaimed of bringing modern
civilization to the Vietnmesecivilization to the Vietnmese

feared that once educatedfeared that once educated
Vietnamese wouldVietnamese would

question colonalisationquestion colonalisation

19031903
BubonBubonic plague started in ic plague started in northern part northern part of Hanoiof Hanoi

In 1880'sIn 1880's
Vietnam becomes the French colonyVietnam becomes the French colony

19071907
Tonkin Free School started to provide Western-style educationTonkin Free School started to provide Western-style education

19391939
Hyun Phu So started Hoa Hao MovementHyun Phu So started Hoa Hao Movement

19411941
Nationalists organized in political associationNationalists organized in political association Vietminh createdVietminh created

DemocrDemocratic Republiatic Republic c ofof VietnamVietnam

Chairman-Ho Chi MinhChairman-Ho Chi Minh

19451945

Fall of JapanFall of Japan
VietminVietminh declaredh declared VietnaVietnam asm as

independent Nationindependent Nation

19491949
Nominally independent nation formed under former emperor Ban DoiNominally independent nation formed under former emperor Ban Doi

French garrisons surrounded and first Indo-China war came to an end in 1953French garrisons surrounded and first Indo-China war came to an end in 1953

19401940
JapaJapan occupiedn occupied VietnaVietnamm



THE NATIONALIST MOVEMENT IN INDO-CHINATHE NATIONALIST MOVEMENT IN INDO-CHINA [ [ 2323

SOSOUTUTHEHEASASTT ASASIAIA ANDANDPPAACIFCIFICIC

 WWesteesternrn nationnationss fightoverfightover this this areaarea..

FreFrenchnch seizeVietnseizeVietnam,am, LaosLaos andand CambodCambodia.ia.

RenamRenamee itit FreFrenchnch Indo-chinIndo-china.a.

DutchtakeDutchtake IndoneIndonesia.sia.

BritishtakeBurma(moderndayBritishtakeBurma(modernday

Myanmar), the city of Singapore andMyanmar), the city of Singapore and
Malaya.Malaya.

SiaSiam m (Th(Thailailandand) ) survsurviveived d EurEuropeopeanan
Imperialism—provided a buffer zoneImperialism—provided a buffer zone
 between between FrenchFrench andand BritishBritish TTerritories.erritories.





Know the TermsKnow the Terms

 Rationalism :Rationalism : It means that people have full faith on Science and its reason. Customs and old traditions have no It means that people have full faith on Science and its reason. Customs and old traditions have no
value. People only believed those things which could be tested.value. People only believed those things which could be tested.

 Individualism :Individualism : In this case, an  In this case, an individual is supreme and the soindividual is supreme and the society looks about his welfare. ciety looks about his welfare. A free A free atmosphereatmosphere
is provided to him so that he can show his best. Vis provided to him so that he can show his best. Very minimum restriction ery minimum restriction is imposed on him.is imposed on him.

 Partial Modernisation :Partial Modernisation :  It is a policy of introducing modernisation in some respects and preventing it in the  It is a policy of introducing modernisation in some respects and preventing it in the
other respects. If the modernisation proved dangerous other respects. If the modernisation proved dangerous for the rulers’ economic exploitation, then they blocked orfor the rulers’ economic exploitation, then they blocked or
prevented this.prevented this.

 Equality Before Law :Equality Before Law : It means all men are equal before law. There is no discrimination between rich and poor, It means all men are equal before law. There is no discrimination between rich and poor,
the same law is applicable the same law is applicable to all irrespective of their to all irrespective of their caste, religion and economic caste, religion and economic status.status.

 Liberalism :Liberalism : It means freedom in outlook and thinking. The society has to solve all the problems to make the lifeIt means freedom in outlook and thinking. The society has to solve all the problems to make the life
for everyone happy and prosperous.for everyone happy and prosperous.

 Napalm :Napalm : An organic compound used in fire bombs. The mixture burns slowly when it comes into contact with An organic compound used in fire bombs. The mixture burns slowly when it comes into contact with
human body, it sticks and continues to burn.human body, it sticks and continues to burn.

 Humanism :Humanism : It means faith in human beings. It also tells us that we must have confidence on ourselves. Man has It means faith in human beings. It also tells us that we must have confidence on ourselves. Man has
capacity to change society and make the nature better according capacity to change society and make the nature better according to his requirements.to his requirements.

 Indo-China :Indo-China : The term Indo-China is used to denote the region that consists of modern day Laos, Cambodia, The term Indo-China is used to denote the region that consists of modern day Laos, Cambodia,
Vietnam, Southern part of Malaysia, Myanmar and Thailand.Vietnam, Southern part of Malaysia, Myanmar and Thailand.

Know the DatesKnow the Dates
 1858 :1858 : The French arrived in VietnamThe French arrived in Vietnam

 1868 1868 :: Scholar’s revolt against French controlScholar’s revolt against French control

 1880 1880 :: Vietnam becomes French ColonyVietnam becomes French Colony

 1887 1887 :: Franco Indo-China was formedFranco Indo-China was formed

 1903 1903 :: Bubonic plague started in Northern part of Bubonic plague started in Northern part of HanoiHanoi

 1939 1939 :: Hyun Phu So started HaoHoa MovementHyun Phu So started HaoHoa Movement

 1940 1940 :: Japan occupied Vietnam Japan occupied Vietnam

 1941 1941 :: Vietminh was createdVietminh was created

 1945 1945 :: Fall of Japan and Fall of Japan and Vietminh declared Vietnam as independent nationVietminh declared Vietnam as independent nation

 1946 1946 :: The First Indo-China war beganThe First Indo-China war began

 1953 1953 :: The First Indo-China war came to an endThe First Indo-China war came to an end

Know the LinksKnow the Links
 www.vanderbit.edu/olli/flies/French_Indochina_1885_1954.pdf www.vanderbit.edu/olli/flies/French_Indochina_1885_1954.pdf 

 www.excellup.com/Notes/10_SocSC_The Nationalist Movement in Indowww.excellup.com/Notes/10_SocSC_The Nationalist Movement in Indo

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/French_Indochinahttps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/French_Indochina
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 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. How was the maritime How was the maritime silk route useful forsilk route useful for
Vietnam?Vietnam?

[Board Term-II, Delhi Set-I, II, III, 2015][Board Term-II, Delhi Set-I, II, III, 2015]

Ans.Ans. Vietnam was also Vietnam was also linked to what linked to what has called thehas called the
maritime silk route. It brought goods, people andmaritime silk route. It brought goods, people and
ideas. Other networks of trade connected it to theideas. Other networks of trade connected it to the
hinterlands.hinterlands. 11

HH Q. Q. 2.2. What were What were the two bases the two bases of colonial economyof colonial economy
in Vietnam?in Vietnam?

[Board Term-II, Delhi Set-III, 2016][Board Term-II, Delhi Set-III, 2016]

Ans. Bases of colonial economy in Vietnam :Ans. Bases of colonial economy in Vietnam :

(i)(i) Rice cultivation, Rice cultivation,

  (ii)  (ii) Rubber Plantation. Rubber Plantation. ½ × 2 = 1½ × 2 = 1

AA Q. Q. 3.3. When did tWhen did the French he French arrive in arrive in Vietnam?Vietnam?

  Ans.  Ans. 1858. 1858. 11

UU Q. Q. 4.4.  When and how French Indo-China was  When and how French Indo-China was
formed?formed?

  Ans.  Ans. Conquest of Tonkin and Anaam in 1887, led to the Conquest of Tonkin and Anaam in 1887, led to the
formation of French Indo-China.formation of French Indo-China. 11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. Why did the French think thWhy did the French think that colonieat colonies weres were
necessary ? Explain.necessary ? Explain.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, (Set-68003) (Set-68003) 2012]2012]

OROR

Mention any three reasons for the FrenchMention any three reasons for the French
colonisation over Vietnam.colonisation over Vietnam.

Ans. French Ans. French colonisation over Vietnam :colonisation over Vietnam :
(i)(i) To supply To supply natural resources and natural resources and other essentialother essential

goods.goods.
  (ii)  (ii)  To bring the benefits of civilisation to backward  To bring the benefits of civilisation to backward

people.people.
  (iii)  (iii) To increase cultivation for trade. To increase cultivation for trade.
  (iv)  (iv) Infrastructural Infrastructural development development to to control control entireentire

region.region.
(v)(v) To ensure higher levels of profit. To ensure higher levels of profit.

(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3
[CBSE Marking Scheme 2012][CBSE Marking Scheme 2012]

UU Q. Q. 2.2. Explain any three stExplain any three steps taken by the Freps taken by the Frenchench
to achieve their aim to exploit the naturalto achieve their aim to exploit the natural
resources of Vietnam.resources of Vietnam.

[Board Term-II, (Set-02/B1) 2011][Board Term-II, (Set-02/B1) 2011]

  Ans.  Ans. The three steps to achieve the aim to exploitThe three steps to achieve the aim to exploit

natural resources of Vietnam were :natural resources of Vietnam were :

(i)(i)  The French began building, canals and draining  The French began building, canals and draining

lands in the Mekong Delta to increase cultivation.lands in the Mekong Delta to increase cultivation.

As a result of irrigation works, the rice productionAs a result of irrigation works, the rice production

increased. The Vietnam became the third largestincreased. The Vietnam became the third largest

exporter of rice in the world.exporter of rice in the world.

  (ii)  (ii) Trans Indo-China rail network was constructed. It Trans Indo-China rail network was constructed. It
linked the northern and southern parts of linked the northern and southern parts of VietnamVietnam
and China.and China.

  (iii)  (iii) Another line linking Vietnam to Siam (Thailand), Another line linking Vietnam to Siam (Thailand),
via the Cambodian capital Phnom Penh was alsovia the Cambodian capital Phnom Penh was also
 built. built.

  (iv)  (iv) To ensure higher level of profits, French pressurizedTo ensure higher level of profits, French pressurized
the Government to develop the Government to develop infrastructure.infrastructure.

(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

[CBSE Marking Scheme 2011][CBSE Marking Scheme 2011]

UU Q. Q. 3.3. Explain the views Explain the views of Paul Bernard rof Paul Bernard regardingegarding
the development of colonies.the development of colonies.

[Board [Board TTerm-IIerm-II, , (Set (Set 05/B1) 05/B1) 2011]2011]

Ans. Views of PAns. Views of Paul Bernard regarding aul Bernard regarding the developmentthe development
of colonies by the mother country :of colonies by the mother country :

(i)(i) He believed that He believed that the economy the economy of the of the coloniescolonies
needed to be developed.needed to be developed.

  (ii)  (ii) If the economy was developed and the standard of If the economy was developed and the standard of
living of the people improved, they would buy mliving of the people improved, they would buy moreore
goods. The market would consequently expand,goods. The market would consequently expand,
leading to better profits for French business.leading to better profits for French business.

  (iii)  (iii) Bernard suggested that there were several barriers Bernard suggested that there were several barriers
to economic growth in Vietnam like high populationto economic growth in Vietnam like high population
levels, low agricultural productivity and extensivelevels, low agricultural productivity and extensive
indebtedness amongst the peasants.indebtedness amongst the peasants.

  (iv)  (iv) To reduce rural poverty and increase agricultural To reduce rural poverty and increase agricultural
productivity, it was necessary to carry out landproductivity, it was necessary to carry out land
reforms as the Japanese had done in reforms as the Japanese had done in the 1890’s.the 1890’s.

(v)(v) As  As the experience of Japan showed, industrialisationthe experience of Japan showed, industrialisation
would be essential to create more jobs.would be essential to create more jobs.

(Any (Any three) three) 1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33

AA Q. Q. 4.4. Describe the various barriers Describe the various barriers to the to the economiceconomic
growth in Vietnam.growth in Vietnam.

[Board Term-II, (Set-68010) 2012][Board Term-II, (Set-68010) 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) High population levels. High population levels.

  (ii)  (ii) Low agricultural productivity. Low agricultural productivity.

(iii)(iii) Extensive indebtedness amongst the peasants. Extensive indebtedness amongst the peasants.

  (iv)  (iv) There was a necessity of land reforms. There was a necessity of land reforms.

(v)(v) Could not ensure sufficient employment. Could not ensure sufficient employment.

  (vi)  (vi) Industrialisation needed to ensure the recovery of Industrialisation needed to ensure the recovery of
economy.economy. ½ × 6 = 3½ × 6 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme Scheme 2012]2012]

UU Q. Q. 5.5. What was What was the conditions of the conditions of colonial economycolonial economy
in Vietnam ? Explain.in Vietnam ? Explain. [Board SQP-2016][Board SQP-2016]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) The colonial economy in Vietnam was, however, The colonial economy in Vietnam was, however,
primarily based on rice cultivation and rubberprimarily based on rice cultivation and rubber
plantations owned by the French and a smallplantations owned by the French and a small
Vietnamese elite.Vietnamese elite.
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  (ii)  (ii) Rail and port facilities were set up to service this Rail and port facilities were set up to service this
sector. Indentured Vietnamese labour was widelysector. Indentured Vietnamese labour was widely
used in the rubber plantations.used in the rubber plantations.

  (iii)  (iii) The French, contrary to what Bernard would have The French, contrary to what Bernard would have
liked, did little to industrialise the economy. In theliked, did little to industrialise the economy. In the
rural areas, landlordism spread and the standard ofrural areas, landlordism spread and the standard of
living declined.living declined. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016]2016]

RR Q. Q. 6.6. What was the What was the nature of colonial economy innature of colonial economy in
Vietnam ?Vietnam ? [Board Term-II, (Set-68011) 2012][Board Term-II, (Set-68011) 2012]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) Like colonial policy o Like colonial policy of other imperial powers, thef other imperial powers, the
French also subjected the Vietnamese economy toFrench also subjected the Vietnamese economy to
interests of the homeland. Vietnam had to supplyinterests of the homeland. Vietnam had to supply
its natural resources and other essential goods toits natural resources and other essential goods to
France on their terms.France on their terms.

  (ii)  (ii) No doubt the French took up vast irrigation works No doubt the French took up vast irrigation works
and built canals but mainly with forced labourand built canals but mainly with forced labour
consisting of Vietnamese people.consisting of Vietnamese people.

  (iii)  (iii) Increased rice production was aimed to export rice Increased rice production was aimed to export rice
to the international market to make profit. Colonialto the international market to make profit. Colonial
economy of Vietnam was primarily based on riceeconomy of Vietnam was primarily based on rice
cultivation and rubber plantation.cultivation and rubber plantation. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

UU Q. Q. 7.7.  How did Paul Bernard argue in favour of  How did Paul Bernard argue in favour of
economic development of Vietnam ? Explain.economic development of Vietnam ? Explain.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, OD OD Set-I, Set-I, II, II, III, III, 2015]2015]

  Ans.  Ans. Paul Bernard’s arguments in favour of economicPaul Bernard’s arguments in favour of economic
development of Vietnam :development of Vietnam :

(i)(i) He argued that the purpose of acquiring coloniesHe argued that the purpose of acquiring colonies
was to make profits.was to make profits.

(ii)(ii) Economy was developed and the standard ofEconomy was developed and the standard of
living of the people improved, they would buyliving of the people improved, they would buy
more goods.more goods.

(iii)(iii) The market would consequently expand, leadingThe market would consequently expand, leading
to better profits for French business.to better profits for French business.

(iv)(iv) To reduce rural poverty and increase agriculturalTo reduce rural poverty and increase agricultural
productivity it was necessary to carry out landproductivity it was necessary to carry out land
reforms.reforms.

  (v)  (v) To ensure sufficient employment, industrialisationTo ensure sufficient employment, industrialisation

would create more jobs.would create more jobs.
(Any other relevant points)(Any other relevant points)

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 3[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 3

UU Q. Q. 8.8. Explain any Explain any three conditions three conditions of the controf the contract onact on
the basis of which indentured labour the basis of which indentured labour worked.worked.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, (Set-207(Set-2076) 6) 2012]2012]

  Ans.  Ans. Conditions :Conditions :

(i)(i) No right of labourers was specified. No right of labourers was specified.

(ii)(ii) Employer could bring criminal charges against the Employer could bring criminal charges against the
labourers.labourers.

  (iii)  (iii) Employer could punish and jail for non-fulfilment Employer could punish and jail for non-fulfilment
of contracts.of contracts. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012]

UU Q. Q. 9.9. Explain any three steps Explain any three steps taken by the Frenchtaken by the French
to achieve their aim to exploit the naturalto achieve their aim to exploit the natural
resources of Vietnam.resources of Vietnam.

[Board Term-II, (Set-2080) 2012][Board Term-II, (Set-2080) 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. Colonies Colonies were considwere considered ered essential to essential to supplysupply
natural resources and other essential goods.natural resources and other essential goods. So the So the
French took following steps :French took following steps :

(i)(i) The French began The French began building canals building canals and drainingand draining
lands in the Mekong Delta lands in the Mekong Delta to increase cultivation.to increase cultivation.

  (ii)  (ii) Trans Indo-China rail network to link the northern Trans Indo-China rail network to link the northern
and southern parts of Vietnam and China.and southern parts of Vietnam and China.

  (iii)  (iii) The second line was also built, linking Vietnam to The second line was also built, linking Vietnam to
Siam.Siam. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. Describe any Describe any five steps five steps taken by the taken by the French forFrench for
the development of the ‘Mekong Delta Region‘.the development of the ‘Mekong Delta Region‘.

[Board Term-II, (OD Set-I, II, III) 2015][Board Term-II, (OD Set-I, II, III) 2015]

Ans. Steps taken by the French for thAns. Steps taken by the French for the development ofe development of
the ‘Mekong Delta region’ were :the ‘Mekong Delta region’ were :

(i)(i) The French built canals to drain lands in theThe French built canals to drain lands in the
Mekong Delta to increase cultivation.Mekong Delta to increase cultivation.

(ii)(ii) The vast system of irrigation works-canals andThe vast system of irrigation works-canals and

earthworks-built mainly with forced labourearthworks-built mainly with forced labour

increased the rice production.increased the rice production.

(iii)(iii) It allowed  It allowed export of rice to the international market.export of rice to the international market.

  (iv)  (iv) The area under rice cultivation went up (fromThe area under rice cultivation went up (from

2,74,000 hectares in 1873 to 2.2 million hectares in2,74,000 hectares in 1873 to 2.2 million hectares in

1930).1930).

  (v)  (v) Vietnam exported 2/3Vietnam exported 2/3rdrd of its rice production and of its rice production and

 became  became the the third third largest largest exporter exporter of of rice rice in in thethe

world.world. [CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015] 2015] 1 1 × × 5 5 = = 55

RR Q. Q. 2.2.  Why did the French want to introduce  Why did the French want to introduce
infrastructural projects in Vietnam ? How farinfrastructural projects in Vietnam ? How far
were they successful.were they successful.

[Board, Term-II, Set 2081, 2012][Board, Term-II, Set 2081, 2012]

Ans. French wanted Ans. French wanted to introduce infrastruto introduce infrastructural projectsctural projects
in Vietnam because :in Vietnam because :

(i)(i) The objectives were The objectives were to ensure regular to ensure regular supply ofsupply of
natural resources and other necessary goods.natural resources and other necessary goods.

(ii)(ii) The French took up the development to make more The French took up the development to make more
profits.profits.

They They were were successful successful as as ::

(i)(i) They began to build canals and draining lands in They began to build canals and draining lands in
the Mekong Delta to increase cultivation.the Mekong Delta to increase cultivation.

  (ii)  (ii) They ensured transportation network-rails/roads toThey ensured transportation network-rails/roads to
transport goods for trade, move military garrisonstransport goods for trade, move military garrisons
and control the entire region.and control the entire region. 2½ + 2½ = 52½ + 2½ = 5
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TOPIC-2TOPIC-2
Phases of Struggle against the FrenchPhases of Struggle against the French

Quick Review Quick Review 
 Civilising Mission in Vietnam – Education (Phase 1)Civilising Mission in Vietnam – Education (Phase 1)

 The FreThe French Colonialists believed nch Colonialists believed in carrying out a in carrying out a ‘civilising mission’ under the ‘civilising mission’ under the guise of modernising theguise of modernising the
colony and they used education as tool to do so. This led to an erosion of cultural beliefs, religion andcolony and they used education as tool to do so. This led to an erosion of cultural beliefs, religion and
tradition of Vietnam.tradition of Vietnam.

 The French The French citizens living in Vcitizens living in Vietnam called Colons felt ietnam called Colons felt that educated Vthat educated Vietnamese could replace ietnamese could replace them asthem as
teachers, shopkeepers and policemen. The elite Vietnamese were very influenced by the Chinese culture.teachers, shopkeepers and policemen. The elite Vietnamese were very influenced by the Chinese culture.
The traditional education system of Vietnam was dismantled and a new French education system wasThe traditional education system of Vietnam was dismantled and a new French education system was
introduced.introduced.

 The school textbooks glorified The school textbooks glorified and justified the Fand justified the French colonial rule and portrrench colonial rule and portrayed Vayed Vietnamese people asietnamese people as
primitive, and incapable of primitive, and incapable of intellectual work. The Tintellectual work. The Tonkin Free School, started in 1907 was onkin Free School, started in 1907 was to provide westernto provide western
education and ideas. The doeducation and ideas. The domination of French culture faced opposition and resistance in mination of French culture faced opposition and resistance in Vietnam.Vietnam.

 As the number As the number of Vof Vietnamese teachers ietnamese teachers in lower classein lower classes increased, they s increased, they began to question began to question the text the text books. Inbooks. In
1926, a major protest took place in 1926, a major protest took place in the Saigon Native Girls school.the Saigon Native Girls school.

 Students came in Students came in conflict with the conflict with the French aFrench as well as s well as the elite. By the elite. By the 1920’s the 1920’s students formed various students formed various politicalpolitical
parties such as the Party of Young Annan and published nationalist journals like the Annanese Studentparties such as the Party of Young Annan and published nationalist journals like the Annanese Student
opposing the French domination.opposing the French domination.

 Health and Hygiene - Colony Health and Hygiene - Colony VVersus Empire (Phase 2)ersus Empire (Phase 2)

 The rat hunt aThe rat hunt and bubonic plague of 190nd bubonic plague of 1903 was a clear 3 was a clear indication of the failure indication of the failure in the Fin the French civilising mission.rench civilising mission.
It also presented a unique way for the It also presented a unique way for the Vietnamese to counter colonialism in day–to–day life. Bubonic Vietnamese to counter colonialism in day–to–day life. Bubonic plagueplague
is a contagious disease, which often proves fatal and can also cause an epidemic.is a contagious disease, which often proves fatal and can also cause an epidemic.

 In 1903, the In 1903, the bubonic plague broke out bubonic plague broke out in Hanoi and people in Hanoi and people manipulated the situation in manipulated the situation in a different way a different way toto
exploit French colonisers.exploit French colonisers.

Modernising Hanoi, one of the main cities of Vietnam came first on their agenda. The French part of HanoiModernising Hanoi, one of the main cities of Vietnam came first on their agenda. The French part of Hanoi
was beautified with wide avenues and a well laid out sewer system. The native quarter was completelywas beautified with wide avenues and a well laid out sewer system. The native quarter was completely
ignored with no modern hygienic facilities.ignored with no modern hygienic facilities.

FlowchartFlowchart

Civilizing Mission in VietnamCivilizing Mission in Vietnam

Used Education as a toolUsed Education as a tool

Led to an erosion Led to an erosion of cultural beliefs, religion, tradition of Vof cultural beliefs, religion, tradition of Vietnamietnam

New French education system was introducedNew French education system was introduced

School textbooks glorified and justified French colonial ruleSchool textbooks glorified and justified French colonial rule

The Tonkin Free School was started in 1907 to provide Western educationThe Tonkin Free School was started in 1907 to provide Western education

Know the TermsKnow the Terms
 Colonialism :Colonialism : Colonialism is a process of building and maintaining of colonies in one territory by people fromColonialism is a process of building and maintaining of colonies in one territory by people from

another territory and exploiting another territory and exploiting it economically.it economically.

 Civilising mission :Civilising mission : WWays to modernise ays to modernise the colony of the colony of French.French.
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 Colons :Colons : The French citizens living  The French citizens living in Vietnam.in Vietnam.

 Nationalism :Nationalism : It is the feeling of  It is the feeling of oneness among the people of oneness among the people of a country.a country.

 Colony :Colony : It is a countr It is a country which is ruled by y which is ruled by another powerful country.another powerful country.

 Trans Indo-China railway :Trans Indo-China railway : This railway network was built by the French. It connected northern and southernThis railway network was built by the French. It connected northern and southern
parts of Vietnam with China and Thailand. It was coparts of Vietnam with China and Thailand. It was completed in 1910.mpleted in 1910.

 Paul Bernard :Paul Bernard : He was a famous writer and a policy makerHe was a famous writer and a policy maker. He wanted the French to tak. He wanted the French to take steps to develope steps to develop
Vietnam.Vietnam.

 Indentured labour :Indentured labour : It means contract labourIt means contract labour, employed in the plantations of Vietnam. Employers had the power, employed in the plantations of Vietnam. Employers had the power
to punish and jail the workers.to punish and jail the workers.

 Civilising mission [or] white man’s burden :Civilising mission [or] white man’s burden : Europeans believed Europeans believed that they that they belonged to superior belonged to superior civilisation.civilisation.
They wanted to spread western civilisation in AThey wanted to spread western civilisation in Asia and Africa. Colonialism was used for sia and Africa. Colonialism was used for this purpose.this purpose.

 Asiatic France :Asiatic France :  The French wanted to create a westernised colony in Vietnam. They took steps to educate  The French wanted to create a westernised colony in Vietnam. They took steps to educate
Vietnamese for this purpose.Vietnamese for this purpose.

 Tonkin Free School :Tonkin Free School : It was  It was started in 1907 to started in 1907 to provide Weprovide Western-style education. Science, stern-style education. Science, hygiene and French werehygiene and French were
taught along with the other subjects. The school encouraged students to adopt Western-style of living. Studentstaught along with the other subjects. The school encouraged students to adopt Western-style of living. Students
had to cut their hair short.had to cut their hair short.

 Cochinchina :Cochinchina : The southern part of VThe southern part of Vietnam was called Cochinchina.ietnam was called Cochinchina.

 Party of Young Annan :Party of Young Annan :  In 1920’s, the students of Vietnam formed a political party called the party of Young In 1920’s, the students of Vietnam formed a political party called the party of Young
Annan. They published a journal called Annanese student.Annan. They published a journal called Annanese student.

 Sewers :Sewers : They are underground drainage They are underground drainage channels meant for channels meant for taking sewage water away.taking sewage water away.

 Confucianism :Confucianism : It is a Chinese religion founded by Confucius. It gives importance to good conduct andIt is a Chinese religion founded by Confucius. It gives importance to good conduct and
relationships.relationships.

 Scholar’s Revolt :Scholar’s Revolt : It was an armed revolt led by the officers of the king‘s court. It was against the spread ofIt was an armed revolt led by the officers of the king‘s court. It was against the spread of
Christianity and the French rule.Christianity and the French rule.

 Syncretic Religion :Syncretic Religion : It is a combination of many religious beliefs and local traditions.It is a combination of many religious beliefs and local traditions.

 Hoa Hao Movement :Hoa Hao Movement : It was a religious movement started by Huynh Phu It was a religious movement started by Huynh Phu So in 1939. He performed So in 1939. He performed miracles andmiracles and
helped the poor. He opposed child marriages, useless expenditure, gambling and the use of liquor. The Frenchhelped the poor. He opposed child marriages, useless expenditure, gambling and the use of liquor. The French
called him mad [mad bocalled him mad [mad bonze] and sent him to a nze] and sent him to a mental hospital. Later he was sent out omental hospital. Later he was sent out of Vietnam.f Vietnam.

Know the DatesKnow the Dates
 1887 :1887 : Formation of Indo Formation of Indo-China Union, including -China Union, including Cochin China, Annam, TCochin China, Annam, Tonkin, Combodia and lonkin, Combodia and later Laos.ater Laos.

 1907 :1907 : TTonkin Free School was onkin Free School was started to provide western started to provide western education.education.

 1910 :1910 : The T The Trans Indo-China railway network was rans Indo-China railway network was built.built.

 1920 :1920 : YYoung Annan Party was formed oung Annan Party was formed by the students of by the students of Vietnam.Vietnam.

 1939 :1939 : HaoHoa movement was started by Hyun Phu So.HaoHoa movement was started by Hyun Phu So.

Know the LinksKnow the Links
 www.learnnext.com › … › The Nationalist Movement in Indo-Chinawww.learnnext.com › … › The Nationalist Movement in Indo-China

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hoa_Haohttps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hoa_Hao

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. French colonisation of French colonisation of Vietnam was based Vietnam was based onon
which two ideas ?which two ideas ? [Board SQP-2016][Board SQP-2016]

Ans.Ans. Economic Exploitation and the Civilising Mission. Economic Exploitation and the Civilising Mission.11

UU Q. Q. 2.2. Who were Who were called colons called colons in Vietnam in Vietnam ??

[Board [Board TTerm–II, erm–II, Outside Outside Delhi, Delhi, Set-I, Set-I, 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans.  French citizens living in Vietnam were known as French citizens living in Vietnam were known as
Colons.Colons. 11

AA Q. Q. 3.3. Who led the ‘Scholar Revolt‘ in Vietnam inWho led the ‘Scholar Revolt‘ in Vietnam in
1868 ?1868 ?

[Board [Board TTerm–II, erm–II, Outside Outside Delhi, Delhi, Set-III, Set-III, 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans. The ‘Scholar Revolt’ in Vietnam in 1868 was led by The ‘Scholar Revolt’ in Vietnam in 1868 was led by
officials at the imperial court.officials at the imperial court. 11

AA Q. Q. 4.4. What was the What was the main aim of main aim of the Scholar Revolt the Scholar Revolt ofof
1868 ?1868 ?

[Board, T[Board, Term–II, Outside erm–II, Outside Delhi, Set-II, 2016]Delhi, Set-II, 2016]
  Ans.  Ans. To To oppose oppose French coFrench control ntrol and and expansion expansion ofof

Christianity.Christianity. 11

AA Q. Q. 5.5. What was the What was the main aim to establish main aim to establish TonkinTonkin
Free School in Vietnam by French ?Free School in Vietnam by French ?

[Board [Board TTerm–II, erm–II, Foreign, Foreign, Set-II, Set-II, 2016]2016]
  Ans.  Ans. To provide a western style education. To provide a western style education. 11

AA Q. Q. 6.6. Name the writer who wrote the book “TheName the writer who wrote the book “The
History of the Loss of Vietnam”.History of the Loss of Vietnam”.

[Board [Board TTerm–II, erm–II, Foreign, Foreign, Set-III, Set-III, 2016]2016]
  Ans.  Ans. The writer of the book “The History of the Loss of The writer of the book “The History of the Loss of

Vietnam” is ‘Phan Boi Chau’.Vietnam” is ‘Phan Boi Chau’. 11
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Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1.  French tried to solve educational problems  French tried to solve educational problems
in Vietnam in different ways.” Support thein Vietnam in different ways.” Support the
statement with examples.statement with examples.

[Board [Board TTerm-IIerm-II, , Foreign Foreign Set-I, Set-I, II, II, III, III, 2016]2016]

Ans. French and Education :Ans. French and Education :
(i)(i) They countered They countered and and dismantled the dismantled the traditionaltraditional

education system.education system.

  (ii)  (ii) They established French schools. They established French schools.
  (iii)  (iii) Introduced French language for Vietnamese. Introduced French language for Vietnamese.
  (iv)  (iv) Introduce deliberate policy of failing children. Introduce deliberate policy of failing children.

(v)(v) Their text Their text glorified French glorified French culture and culture and justifiedjustified
colonial rule.colonial rule.

  (vi)  (vi) Their Their education education system system introduced introduced of of French,French,
science and hygiene.science and hygiene. (Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016]2016]

RR Q. Q. 2.2. What were What were the differences the differences of opinion betweeof opinion betweenn
the two groups in Vietnam regarding thethe two groups in Vietnam regarding the
introduction of French educational system ?introduction of French educational system ?

[Board Term-II (Set-2030) 2012][Board Term-II (Set-2030) 2012]

Ans. (i)Ans. (i) Some policy-makers were in favour of Some policy-makers were in favour of the Frenchthe French
language as the medium of instruction becauselanguage as the medium of instruction because
according to them this would promote Frenchaccording to them this would promote French
culture in Vietnam.culture in Vietnam.

  (ii)  (ii)  It would create an ‘Asiatic France’ solidly tied to  It would create an ‘Asiatic France’ solidly tied to
European France.European France.

(iii)(iii) The educated people The educated people in Vietnam in Vietnam would respectwould respect
French sentiments and ideals, French culture andFrench sentiments and ideals, French culture and
work for the French.work for the French.

(iv)(iv) Another group of thinkers opposed French being Another group of thinkers opposed French being
the only medium of instruction.the only medium of instruction.

(v)(v) They suggested They suggested that Vietnamese that Vietnamese be taught be taught inin
lower classes and French in the higher lower classes and French in the higher classes.classes.

(f)(f) The few who learnt French and acquired French The few who learnt French and acquired French
culture were to be rewarded with Frenchculture were to be rewarded with French
citizenship.citizenship.

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012] 2012] ½ ½ × × 6 6 = = 33

UU Q. 3.Q. 3.  Did Vietnamese teachers blindly follow the  Did Vietnamese teachers blindly follow the
curriculum set for them? Explain.curriculum set for them? Explain.

[Board Term-II, (Set-WVIVSA5) 2015][Board Term-II, (Set-WVIVSA5) 2015]
  Ans.  Ans.  Teachers and students did not blindly follow the  Teachers and students did not blindly follow the

curriculum. Sometimes there was open opposition,curriculum. Sometimes there was open opposition,
at other times there was silent resistance. As theat other times there was silent resistance. As the
number of Vietnamese teachers increased in thenumber of Vietnamese teachers increased in the
lower classes, it became difficult to control whatlower classes, it became difficult to control what
was actually taught. While teaching, Vietnamesewas actually taught. While teaching, Vietnamese
teachers quietly modified the text and criticisedteachers quietly modified the text and criticised
what was stated.what was stated. 33

AA Q. 4.Q. 4. Describe the major Describe the major protest erupted in protest erupted in SaigonSaigon
Native Girls School in 1926, in Vietnam.Native Girls School in 1926, in Vietnam.

[Board Term-II, Delhi Set-I, II, III, 2015][Board Term-II, Delhi Set-I, II, III, 2015]

Ans.Ans. The major protest erupted in Saigon Native GirlsThe major protest erupted in Saigon Native Girls
School in 1926, in Vietnam, when a Vietnamese girlSchool in 1926, in Vietnam, when a Vietnamese girl
sitting in the front seat was asked to move to thesitting in the front seat was asked to move to the
 back for a lo back for a local French student to occupy the cal French student to occupy the frontfront
 bench  bench to to which which she she refused refused and and was was expelled expelled byby
the Principal.the Principal.

When angry students protested, they too wereWhen angry students protested, they too were
expelled, leading to a further spread of openexpelled, leading to a further spread of open
protests. Seeing the situation getting out of control,protests. Seeing the situation getting out of control,
the Government forced the school to take thethe Government forced the school to take the
students back. The Principal reluctantly agreedstudents back. The Principal reluctantly agreed
after warning the students.after warning the students.

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 3[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 3

RR Q. Q. 5.5. Why did the people of Vietnam Why did the people of Vietnam protest againstprotest against
the spread of Christianity ?the spread of Christianity ?

[Board Term-II, (Set-2027) 2012][Board Term-II, (Set-2027) 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) Vietnamese religious beliefs were based onVietnamese religious beliefs were based on
superstitions, whereas Christianity had a relativelysuperstitions, whereas Christianity had a relatively
more modern outlook.more modern outlook.

(ii)(ii) The Vietnamese had a strong belief in Buddhism The Vietnamese had a strong belief in Buddhism
and Confucianism.and Confucianism.

  (iii)  (iii) They began to They began to look down look down on Christianity as on Christianity as aa
danger to their religion.danger to their religion. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

AA Q. 6.Q. 6. Describe any Describe any three main three main features of features of the Tonkinthe Tonkin
Free School ?Free School ? [Board Term-II, (Set-2081) 2012][Board Term-II, (Set-2081) 2012]

OROR

What was the What was the ‘T‘Tonkin School’ onkin School’ in Vietnam ? Explainin Vietnam ? Explain
its three features.its three features. [Board Term-II, 2012, OD Set-III] [Board Term-II, 2012, OD Set-III]

  Ans.  Ans. Refer to Ans. of Q. 4. Long. Ans. Type Ques. Refer to Ans. of Q. 4. Long. Ans. Type Ques.
(Any three) 3(Any three) 3

RR Q. 7.Q. 7.  Mention three features of the Resistance  Mention three features of the Resistance
Movement against the French domination inMovement against the French domination in
Vietnamese schools.Vietnamese schools.

[Board T[Board Term-II, (Set-68016) erm-II, (Set-68016) 2012]2012]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  Teachers and students did not blindly follow  Teachers and students did not blindly follow
curriculum.curriculum.

  (ii)  (ii) A major protest erupted in the Saigon Native Girls A major protest erupted in the Saigon Native Girls
School in 1926.School in 1926.

  (iii)  (iii) Students formed political parties. Students formed political parties.

  (iv)  (iv) They published nationalists journals. They published nationalists journals.

(v)(v) Schools became Schools became an important an important place for place for politicalpolitical
and cultural battles.and cultural battles. (Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012]

UU Q. Q. 8.8.  Explain any three steps taken by French to  Explain any three steps taken by French to
solve the problem of plague in Vietnam.solve the problem of plague in Vietnam.

[Board [Board TTerm-IIerm-II, , (Set (Set 23/B1) 23/B1) 2013, 2013, 11]11]

Ans. Ans. Steps taken by Steps taken by the French the French to solve the to solve the problem ofproblem of
plague in Vietnam were as follows :plague in Vietnam were as follows :

(i)(i) French hired Vietnam workers and paid for each French hired Vietnam workers and paid for each
rat they caught.rat they caught.

  (ii)  (ii) Money was paid when tail of a rat was given as Money was paid when tail of a rat was given as
proof.proof.

  (iii)  (iii) Some raised Some raised rats to earn rats to earn money as money as tails weretails were
clipped and rats released so that the process ofclipped and rats released so that the process of
earning continued.earning continued. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2011][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2011]

UU Q. Q. 9.9.  How was the trans-Indo-China rail network  How was the trans-Indo-China rail network
 built in Indo-China? Explain. built in Indo-China? Explain.

[Board Term-II, (Set-RKZQI05) 2015][Board Term-II, (Set-RKZQI05) 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  Construction of trans-Indo-China rail network  Construction of trans-Indo-China rail network
linked the Northern and Southern parts of Vlinked the Northern and Southern parts of Vietnamietnam
and China.and China.
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  (ii)  (ii) The final link with Yunnan in China was c The final link with Yunnan in China was completedompleted
 by 1910. by 1910.

  (iii)  (iii) The second line was built, linking Vietnam to Siam The second line was built, linking Vietnam to Siam
(Thailand) via the Cambodia’s capital of Phnom(Thailand) via the Cambodia’s capital of Phnom
Penh.Penh. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. “The colonisation of Vietnam “The colonisation of Vietnam by the Frenchby the French
 brought the people  brought the people of the country of the country into conflictsinto conflicts
with the colonisers in all the areas of life.”with the colonisers in all the areas of life.”
Explain this statement with any four suitableExplain this statement with any four suitable
examples.examples. [Board Term-II, (Set-68006) 2012][Board Term-II, (Set-68006) 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. The French colonised Vietnam in various domains :The French colonised Vietnam in various domains :
(i) (i) Civilising Civilising Mission Mission :: French claimed that they were French claimed that they were

 bringing modern civilisation to  bringing modern civilisation to the Vietnamese butthe Vietnamese but
they dismantled the traditional education systemthey dismantled the traditional education system
and established French and western pattern ofand established French and western pattern of
education in Vietnam. They deliberately failededucation in Vietnam. They deliberately failed
students, glorified French and colonial rule,students, glorified French and colonial rule,
adopted western styles against Vietnamese interest.adopted western styles against Vietnamese interest.

  (ii)  (ii) City Modernisation :City Modernisation : French tried to create modernFrench tried to create modern
Vietnam with modern native quarter that was notVietnam with modern native quarter that was not
provided with modern facilities. The refuse fromprovided with modern facilities. The refuse from
the old city drained straight out into the river,the old city drained straight out into the river,
overflowed the streets and breeding of rats. Frenchoverflowed the streets and breeding of rats. French
started Rat Hunt. For the Vietnamese, the rat huntstarted Rat Hunt. For the Vietnamese, the rat hunt
seemed to provide an early lesson in the success ofseemed to provide an early lesson in the success of
collective bargaining.collective bargaining.

(iii)(iii) Religion and anti-colonisation :Religion and anti-colonisation :Vietnam’s religiousVietnam’s religious
 beliefs were a  beliefs were a mixture of Buddhimixture of Buddhism, Confucianismsm, Confucianism
and syncretic tradition. French introducedand syncretic tradition. French introduced
Christianity against their interest which resultedChristianity against their interest which resulted
in Scholars Revolt in 1868 and Hoa-Hao Revolt inin Scholars Revolt in 1868 and Hoa-Hao Revolt in
1939.1939.

(iv)(iv) Vision of Modernisation :Vision of Modernisation :  French considered  French considered
the ‘West’ as the symbol of development andthe ‘West’ as the symbol of development and
civilisation. This led to debates in Vietnam betweencivilisation. This led to debates in Vietnam between
Phan Cheu Frinh and Phan Boi Chau who earlierPhan Cheu Frinh and Phan Boi Chau who earlier
opposed the idea of resisting the French and wasopposed the idea of resisting the French and was
hostile to French, whereas the later one resistedhostile to French, whereas the later one resisted
French and wanted to regain sovereignty and tiesFrench and wanted to regain sovereignty and ties
with China.with China. 1¼ × 4 = 51¼ × 4 = 5

AA Q. Q. 2.2. Describe the Describe the ‘Scholar’s Revolt‘ ‘Scholar’s Revolt‘ of 1868 aof 1868 againstgainst
the spread of Christianity in Vietnam.the spread of Christianity in Vietnam.

[Board Term-II, Delhi Set-III, 2015][Board Term-II, Delhi Set-III, 2015]

  Ans. ‘Scholar’s Revolt’ of 1868 against the spread of  Ans. ‘Scholar’s Revolt’ of 1868 against the spread of
Christianity in Vietnam :Christianity in Vietnam :
Christianity introduced by French missionariesChristianity introduced by French missionaries
was intolerant. An early movement against Frenchwas intolerant. An early movement against French
control and the spread of Christianity was thecontrol and the spread of Christianity was the
‘Scholar’s Revolt’ in 1868. This revolt was led by‘Scholar’s Revolt’ in 1868. This revolt was led by
officials at the imperial court angered by officials at the imperial court angered by the spreadthe spread
of Catholicism and French power. They led aof Catholicism and French power. They led a
general uprising in Ngu An and Ha Tien provincesgeneral uprising in Ngu An and Ha Tien provinces
where over 1000 Catholics were killed. The Frenchwhere over 1000 Catholics were killed. The French
crushed the movement but this uprising served tocrushed the movement but this uprising served to
inspire other patriots to rise up against them.inspire other patriots to rise up against them.

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 5[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 5

AA Q. Q. 3.3.  Describe the major problem in the field of  Describe the major problem in the field of
education for the French in Vietnam.education for the French in Vietnam.

[Board Term-II, (Delhi Set-I) 2015][Board Term-II, (Delhi Set-I) 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. The major problems in the field of education forThe major problems in the field of education for
the French in Vietnam are as follows :the French in Vietnam are as follows :
The elites in Vietnam were powerfully influencedThe elites in Vietnam were powerfully influenced
 by Chinese cultur by Chinese culture. To consolidate their e. To consolidate their power, thepower, the
French had to counter this Chinese influence. TheyFrench had to counter this Chinese influence. They
systematically dismantled the traditional systemsystematically dismantled the traditional system
of education. They wanted to replace the use ofof education. They wanted to replace the use of
Chinese language. There was another problem ofChinese language. There was another problem of
replacing it by French or Vietnamese.replacing it by French or Vietnamese.
Some policy makers emphasized the need to useSome policy makers emphasized the need to use
the French language. Others were opposed tothe French language. Others were opposed to
French being the only medium of inFrench being the only medium of instruction. Theystruction. They
suggested that Vietnamese be taught in lowersuggested that Vietnamese be taught in lower
classes and French in the higher classes. The fewclasses and French in the higher classes. The few
who learnt French and acquired French culturewho learnt French and acquired French culture
were to be rewarded with French citizenship.were to be rewarded with French citizenship.

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 5[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 5

AA Q. Q. 4.4. Describe the feaDescribe the features of the tures of the ‘The Tonkin Free‘The Tonkin Free
School’ started in 1907 to provide a WesternSchool’ started in 1907 to provide a Western
Style of Education.Style of Education.

[Board Term-II, (Set-AB7AF1R) 2013][Board Term-II, (Set-AB7AF1R) 2013]

 Ans. Ans. (i)(i) The Tonkin Free School was started in 1907 to The Tonkin Free School was started in 1907 to
provide Western style of education.provide Western style of education.

  (ii)  (ii) The education The education included classes included classes in Science,in Science,
hygiene and French.hygiene and French.

  (iii)  (iii) The school wanteThe school wanted to introduce d to introduce modernism andmodernism and
western customs.western customs.

(iv)(iv) The school encouraged the The school encouraged the adoption of Westernadoption of Western
styles such as having short haircut instead ofstyles such as having short haircut instead of
traditionally kept long hair.traditionally kept long hair.

(v)(v) In In school school textbooks, textbooks, ‘Vietnamese’ ‘Vietnamese’ werewere
represented as primitive and backward andrepresented as primitive and backward and
capable only of manual labour.capable only of manual labour. 1 × 5 = 51 × 5 = 5

[CBSE Marking Scheme 2013][CBSE Marking Scheme 2013]

UU Q. Q. 5.5. “The Vietnamese “The Vietnamese made the made the battle battle against Frenchagainst French
colonial education a part of the larger battlecolonial education a part of the larger battle
against colonialism and for independence.”against colonialism and for independence.”
Explain the statement.Explain the statement.

[Board Term-II, 2013][Board Term-II, 2013]

Ans. Ans. Battle Battle against against French French colonial colonial education education as as battlebattle
for independence with students contributionfor independence with students contribution
can be understood by the following factors :can be understood by the following factors :

(i)(i) Go Go East East Movement.Movement.

  (ii)  (ii) Formation Formation of of Restoration Restoration Society.Society.

  (iii)  (iii)  Students organised the Association for the  Students organised the Association for the
Restoration of Vietnam. (Viet-Nam-Quan-Phuc-Restoration of Vietnam. (Viet-Nam-Quan-Phuc-
Hai)Hai)

  (iv)  (iv) Phan-Boi-Chau gave Phan-Boi-Chau gave an objective an objective of formation of formation ofof
democratic republic.democratic republic.

(v)(v) Students Students published natpublished nationalist jourionalist journals.nals.

  (vi)  (vi) Open protOpen protests by ests by the the students.students.

  (vii)  (vii) Students Students formed varformed various political ious political parties.parties.

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013] 5[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013] 5
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UU Q. 6.Q. 6.  Explain as how the government made the  Explain as how the government made the
Saigon Native Girls School to take back theSaigon Native Girls School to take back the
student they had expelled.student they had expelled.

[Board Term-II, (Set-68011) 2012][Board Term-II, (Set-68011) 2012]
Ans.Ans. (i)(i)  An incident which happened in Saigon Native  An incident which happened in Saigon Native

Girls School in 1926 created much bad-blood inGirls School in 1926 created much bad-blood in
Vietnam.Vietnam.

  (ii)  (ii) It so happened It so happened that a Vietnamese that a Vietnamese girl sitting ongirl sitting on
one of the front seats was one of the front seats was asked to vacate her seatasked to vacate her seat
for a local French student. When she refused tofor a local French student. When she refused to
do so, she was expelled from the school by thedo so, she was expelled from the school by the
Principal.Principal.

  (iii)  (iii)  When the angry students protested, they too  When the angry students protested, they too
were expelled leading to a further spread of thewere expelled leading to a further spread of the
agitation and the protests.agitation and the protests.

  (iv)  (iv) Seeing the situation getting out Seeing the situation getting out of control, theof control, the
school authorities forced the school to take backschool authorities forced the school to take back
the students.the students.

(v)(v) Such incidents went Such incidents went a long way a long way in instilling thein instilling the
national feelings among the Vietnamese people.national feelings among the Vietnamese people.

1 1 × × 5 5 = = 55

UU Q. Q. 7.7. Explain the reasons for Explain the reasons for the failure the failure of ‘Rat Hof ‘Rat Hunt’ inunt’ in
Hanoi in 1902-03.Hanoi in 1902-03.

[Board Term–II, (Set-KCG34U9) 2016][Board Term–II, (Set-KCG34U9) 2016]
OROR

Describe the ‘Rat Hunt’ activity introduced byDescribe the ‘Rat Hunt’ activity introduced by
the French in Vietnam.the French in Vietnam.

[Board Term-II, Delhi Set-II, 2015][Board Term-II, Delhi Set-II, 2015]

Ans.Ans. ‘Rat Hunt’ Activity :‘Rat Hunt’ Activity :

Rat Hunt activity started in 1902 by the French.Rat Hunt activity started in 1902 by the French.
The French hired Vietnamese workers and paidThe French hired Vietnamese workers and paid
them for each rat. 20,000 rats were caught but stillthem for each rat. 20,000 rats were caught but still
there was no end. This taught them a lesson in thethere was no end. This taught them a lesson in the
success to collective bargaining. The sewer cleanerssuccess to collective bargaining. The sewer cleaners
discovered innovative ways to profit making. Thediscovered innovative ways to profit making. The
 bounty was  bounty was paid when paid when a tail a tail was given was given as a as a proofproof
that a rat had been killed. Rat catchers took to justthat a rat had been killed. Rat catchers took to just
clipping the tails and releasing the clipping the tails and releasing the rats so that therats so that the

process could be repeated over and over. Evenprocess could be repeated over and over. Even
some people began raising rats to some people began raising rats to earn money.earn money.

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 5[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 5

UU Q. 8.Q. 8. “The measures t“The measures taken by Freaken by French to control tnch to control thehe
spread of Bubonic plague in Hanoi created aspread of Bubonic plague in Hanoi created a
serious problem.” Explain the statement.serious problem.” Explain the statement.

[Board Term-II, 2013][Board Term-II, 2013]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) French hired Vietnam workers and paid for each French hired Vietnam workers and paid for each
rat that they caught.rat that they caught.

  (ii)  (ii)  Money was paid when tail of a rat was given as  Money was paid when tail of a rat was given as
proof.proof.

(iii)(iii) Some raised rats to earn mo Some raised rats to earn money as tails were clippedney as tails were clipped
and rats were released so that the process of earningand rats were released so that the process of earning
continued.continued.

  (iv)  (iv) For Vietnamese, rat For Vietnamese, rat hunt seemed hunt seemed to provide to provide anan
early lesson in the success of coearly lesson in the success of collective bargaining.llective bargaining.

(v)(v) Those who Those who did the did the dirty work dirty work of entering of entering thethe
sewers found that if they came together they couldsewers found that if they came together they could
negotiate of a higher bounty.negotiate of a higher bounty. 1 × 5 = 51 × 5 = 5

AA Q. Q. 9.9. Explain, with examples, how religious groupsExplain, with examples, how religious groups
played an important role in the developmentplayed an important role in the development
of anti-colonial feelings in Vietnam.of anti-colonial feelings in Vietnam.

[Board Term-II, 2013][Board Term-II, 2013]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) Hoa Hao Movement began in 1939 and gained Hoa Hao Movement began in 1939 and gained
popularity in the fertile Mekong delta area.popularity in the fertile Mekong delta area.

  (ii)  (ii) It drew It drew upon religious upon religious ideas popular ideas popular in anti-in anti-
French uprisings of the 19French uprisings of the 19thth country. country.

  (iii)  (iii) Founder of Hoa Hao Movement was Huynh Phu Founder of Hoa Hao Movement was Huynh Phu
So. He performed miracles, his criticism againstSo. He performed miracles, his criticism against

useless expenditure, sale of child brides, gamblinguseless expenditure, sale of child brides, gambling
and use of alcohol and opium had a wide appeal.and use of alcohol and opium had a wide appeal.

  (iv)  (iv) He was treated mad and was expelled to Laos  He was treated mad and was expelled to Laos andand
many of his followers to concentration campmany of his followers to concentration camps.s.

(v)(v) It was against colonial rule and its significance in It was against colonial rule and its significance in
arousing anti-imperialist sentiment should not bearousing anti-imperialist sentiment should not be
underestimated.underestimated. 1 × 5 = 51 × 5 = 5

[CBSE Marking Scheme 2013][CBSE Marking Scheme 2013]

TOPIC-3TOPIC-3
Ideas of Phan Chu Trinh, Phan Boi Chau,Ideas of Phan Chu Trinh, Phan Boi Chau,
Ho Chi MinhHo Chi Minh

Quick Review Quick Review 

 Vision of Modernisation :Vision of Modernisation : Two opinions held (i) Some intellectuals felt that Vietnamese traditions had to be Two opinions held (i) Some intellectuals felt that Vietnamese traditions had to be
strengthened to resist western domination. (ii) While others felt that Vietnamese had to learn from the West,strengthened to resist western domination. (ii) While others felt that Vietnamese had to learn from the West,
while resisting its domination.while resisting its domination.

 Phan Boi ChauPhan Boi Chau (1867-1940) formed the ‘Revolutionary Society (1867-1940) formed the ‘Revolutionary Society ’ (Duy T’ (Duy Tan Hoi) in an Hoi) in 1903 with Prince Cuong De1903 with Prince Cuong De
as the head. He wrote a book,as the head. He wrote a book, ‘History of the Loss of Vietnam’ ‘History of the Loss of Vietnam’  under the influence of the Chinese reformer under the influence of the Chinese reformer
Liang QichaoLiang Qichao (1873-1929). He believed that the French should be driven out first and (1873-1929). He believed that the French should be driven out first and then monarchy shouldthen monarchy should
 be restored in Vietnam. be restored in Vietnam.

 Phan Chu TrinhPhan Chu Trinh (1871-1926) differed strongly. He was totally opposed to monarchy and wanted to establish (1871-1926) differed strongly. He was totally opposed to monarchy and wanted to establish
a democratic republic.a democratic republic.
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 Go East Movement :Go East Movement : Some 300 Vietnamese students went to Japan in 1907–08 to acquire modern education.Some 300 Vietnamese students went to Japan in 1907–08 to acquire modern education.
Their aim was to drive out the Their aim was to drive out the French and re-establish the Nguyen dynastyFrench and re-establish the Nguyen dynasty. They wanted Japanese help and. They wanted Japanese help and
established a ‘Restoration Societyestablished a ‘Restoration Society ’ in T’ in Tokyo. But after 1908, the Japanese closed okyo. But after 1908, the Japanese closed the societythe society, and sent , and sent many ofmany of
them, including Phan Boi Chau to exile in China and Thailand.them, including Phan Boi Chau to exile in China and Thailand.

 When Sun YWhen Sun Yat Sen oveat Sen overthrew monarchy rthrew monarchy in China in in China in 1911, a 1911, a new association – new association – Association for RestAssociation for Restoration oforation of
Vietnam was formed. Their objective was to have a Democratic Republic and a Constitutional Monarchy inVietnam was formed. Their objective was to have a Democratic Republic and a Constitutional Monarchy in
Vietnam.Vietnam.

FlowchartFlowchart

Phan BoiPhan Boi
ChauChau

 Formed the Revolutionary Formed the Revolutionary Society in 1903.Society in 1903.

Wrote a book-History of the Loss of Vietnam.Wrote a book-History of the Loss of Vietnam.

Liang Liang 
QichaoQichao

 Believed to oust the FBelieved to oust the French first.rench first.

Then to restore Monarchy in Vietnam.Then to restore Monarchy in Vietnam.

Phan ChauPhan Chau
TrinhTrinh

   Totally opposed Monarchy.  Totally opposed Monarchy.

Wanted to establish a democratic republic.Wanted to establish a democratic republic.

Vision of ModernisationVision of Modernisation

Know the TermsKnow the Terms

 Phan Boi Chau :Phan Boi Chau : He was a VHe was a Vietnamese nationalist. He formed the revolutionary ietnamese nationalist. He formed the revolutionary society in 1903. He wrote society in 1903. He wrote aa
 book titled ‘The History Of  book titled ‘The History Of The Loss Of Vietnam’. He wanted to overthrow the French rule with the help oThe Loss Of Vietnam’. He wanted to overthrow the French rule with the help o f thef the
Monarchy.Monarchy.

 Phan Chu Trinh :Phan Chu Trinh : He was a Vietnamese nationalist. He was He was a Vietnamese nationalist. He was against monarchy. He wanted to establish a Modagainst monarchy. He wanted to establish a Modernern
Democratic Republic. He supDemocratic Republic. He supported the French ideas of ported the French ideas of LibertyLiberty, Equality and Fraternity., Equality and Fraternity.

 Concentration Camps :Concentration Camps : They were the jails meant for those who opposed the French rule. The prisoners wereThey were the jails meant for those who opposed the French rule. The prisoners were
made to do a lot of hard work.made to do a lot of hard work.

 Prince Cuong De :Prince Cuong De : He belonged to the Vietnamese royHe belonged to the Vietnamese royal family which had no poweral family which had no power. He became the head of the. He became the head of the
Revolutionary Society founded by Phan Boi Revolutionary Society founded by Phan Boi Chau.Chau.

 Liang Qichao :Liang Qichao : He was a Chinese reformer. His thoughts and ideas influenced Phan Boi  He was a Chinese reformer. His thoughts and ideas influenced Phan Boi Chau.Chau.

 Go East Movement :Go East Movement : Nearly 300 students of VNearly 300 students of Vietnam went to Japan to get modern education. Their real aim wasietnam went to Japan to get modern education. Their real aim was
to overthrow the French rule to overthrow the French rule with the help owith the help of Japan. They set f Japan. They set up Restoration Society in up Restoration Society in TTokyo.okyo.

 Sun Yat Sen :Sun Yat Sen : He was a Chinese nationalist. In He was a Chinese nationalist. In 1911, he overthrew t1911, he overthrew the Chinese monarchy and established ahe Chinese monarchy and established a
republic.republic.

 The Great Depression :The Great Depression : It started in 1930 in USA. It is a situation in which the production was more than theIt started in 1930 in USA. It is a situation in which the production was more than the
demand. Therefore goods remained unsold and demand. Therefore goods remained unsold and factories closed down. People lost their jobs.factories closed down. People lost their jobs.

 Electrical Fuses of Vietnam :Electrical Fuses of Vietnam : Vietnamese provinces of Nghe An Vietnamese provinces of Nghe An and Ha Trinh were called Electrical Fuses. Theyand Ha Trinh were called Electrical Fuses. They
were the first provinces to start revolts.were the first provinces to start revolts.

Know the DatesKnow the Dates
 1903 1903 :: The Revolutionary Society was formed by Phan The Revolutionary Society was formed by Phan Boi ChauBoi Chau

 1911 :1911 : Association for Restoration Association for Restoration of Vietnaof Vietnam was form.m was form.
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Know the LinksKnow the Links

  https://www.britannica.com/biography/Phan-Dinh-Phung   https://www.britannica.com/biography/Phan-Dinh-Phung 

  military.wikia.com/wiki/Phan_Dinh_Phung   military.wikia.com/wiki/Phan_Dinh_Phung 

  www.preservearticles.com/2012030224380/what-ideas-did-phan-boi  www.preservearticles.com/2012030224380/what-ideas-did-phan-boi

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. What What is the is the meaning of meaning of concentration caconcentration camps ?mps ?

[Board T[Board Term-II, Outside Delhi erm-II, Outside Delhi Set-I, II, III, 2015]Set-I, II, III, 2015]

Ans.Ans. A prison where people are detained without due A prison where people are detained without due
process of law.process of law. 11

HH Q. Q. 2.2. Why were Nghe Why were Nghe An and Ha Tinh provincesAn and Ha Tinh provinces
called the electrical fuses of Vietnam ?called the electrical fuses of Vietnam ?

[Board Term-II, Foreign Set-I, II, III, 2015][Board Term-II, Foreign Set-I, II, III, 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. Nghe An Nghe An and Ha and Ha Tinh provinces Tinh provinces of Vietnamof Vietnam
were among the poorest and had an old radicalwere among the poorest and had an old radical
tradition.tradition. 11

AA Q. Q. 3.3. Who formed Who formed the Communithe Communist Party ost Party off
Vietnam ?Vietnam ?

Ans.Ans. Ho Chi Minh. Ho Chi Minh. 11

AA Q. Q. 4.4.  Who formed the Revolutionary Society in  Who formed the Revolutionary Society in
Vietnam in 1903 ?Vietnam in 1903 ?

Ans.Ans. Phan Boi Chau. Phan Boi Chau. 11

AA Q. Q. 5.5.  By whom Bao-Dai regime in Vietnam was  By whom Bao-Dai regime in Vietnam was
overthrown ?overthrown ?

Ans.Ans. Ngo Dinh Diem. Ngo Dinh Diem. 11

AA Q. Q. 6.6. Which book was Which book was written by written by Phan Boi Phan Boi Chau ?Chau ?

Ans.Ans. History of the Loss of Vietnam. History of the Loss of Vietnam. 11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. How was the education How was the education policy unfavourablepolicy unfavourable
to the Vietnamese students during the colonialto the Vietnamese students during the colonial
period ? Explain.period ? Explain.

[Board Term-II, Foreign Set-I, II, III, 2015][Board Term-II, Foreign Set-I, II, III, 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. Education policy unfavourable to the VietnameseEducation policy unfavourable to the Vietnamese
students :students :

  (i)  (i) The Tonkin Free School was started in 1907 toThe Tonkin Free School was started in 1907 to
provide a Western-style education. This educationprovide a Western-style education. This education
included classes in science, hygiene and French.included classes in science, hygiene and French.

(ii)(ii) The school encouraged the adoption of WesternThe school encouraged the adoption of Western
styles such as having a short styles such as having a short haircut.haircut.

(iii)(iii) For the Vietnamese this meant a major break with For the Vietnamese this meant a major break with
their own identity.their own identity.

(iv)(iv) Teachers and students did not blindly follow theTeachers and students did not blindly follow the
curriculum. Sometimes there was open oppositioncurriculum. Sometimes there was open opposition
and at other times there was silent resistance.and at other times there was silent resistance.

(v)(v) As the number of Vietnamese teachers increased As the number of Vietnamese teachers increased inin
the lower classes, it became difficult to control the lower classes, it became difficult to control whatwhat
was actually taught.was actually taught.

(vi)(vi) School textbooks glorified the French and justifiedSchool textbooks glorified the French and justified
the colonial rule.the colonial rule.

(vii)(vii) The Vietnamese were represented as primitiveThe Vietnamese were represented as primitive
and backward capable of manual labour but not ofand backward capable of manual labour but not of
intellectual reflection.intellectual reflection. (Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015]

Q. Q. 2.2. Describe Describe the the influence influence of Cof China on hina on VietnameseVietnamese
culture and life.culture and life. [Board Term-II, 2014, 13, 12][Board Term-II, 2014, 13, 12]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  Vietnam initially was under the shadow of  Vietnam initially was under the shadow of
China.China.

  (ii)  (ii)  Even after independence Vietnam followed  Even after independence Vietnam followed
Chinese culture and their form of government.Chinese culture and their form of government.

  (iii)  (iii)  Chinese was the language of the elite and  Chinese was the language of the elite and
Confucianism was followed by a majority ofConfucianism was followed by a majority of
Vietnamese. The Vietnamese Scholar Phan BoiVietnamese. The Vietnamese Scholar Phan Boi
Chau was educated in Confucian tradition.Chau was educated in Confucian tradition.

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme Scheme 2014] 2014] 1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33

AA Q. Q. 3.3. Write any thrWrite any three primary objectivee primary objectives of the ‘Goes of the ‘Go
East Movement’ in Vietnam.East Movement’ in Vietnam.

[Board [Board TTerm-II erm-II (Set-SPXOUWE) (Set-SPXOUWE) 2014]2014]

  Ans.  Ans. Refer to Ans. of Q1 Long Ans. Type Ques. Refer to Ans. of Q1 Long Ans. Type Ques.

RR Q. Q. 4.4.  How did students in Vietnam fight against  How did students in Vietnam fight against
the colonial government’s efforts to preventthe colonial government’s efforts to prevent
Vietnamese from qualifying for ‘White CollarVietnamese from qualifying for ‘White Collar
 Jobs’ ? Jobs’ ?

[Board T[Board Term-II, Outside erm-II, Outside Delhi, Set-I, 2014]Delhi, Set-I, 2014]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  Students formed political parties. Such as the  Students formed political parties. Such as the
party of yong Annan.party of yong Annan.

  (ii)  (ii) They even published nationalist journals. They even published nationalist journals.

  (iii)  (iii) During the ‘Go East Movement’, many students wentDuring the ‘Go East Movement’, many students went
to Japan to acquire modern education.to Japan to acquire modern education.

[CBSE Marking Scheme 2014]1 × 3 = 3[CBSE Marking Scheme 2014]1 × 3 = 3

UU Q. Q. 5.5. Explain the idea Explain the idea of Phan Chu of Phan Chu Trinh to establishTrinh to establish
a Democratic Republic in Vietnam.a Democratic Republic in Vietnam.

[Board Term-II, 2014][Board Term-II, 2014]

 Ans. Ans. (i)(i) Phan Chu Trinh was a nationalist. He sought Phan Chu Trinh was a nationalist. He sought
to end France’s brutal occupation of Vietnam.to end France’s brutal occupation of Vietnam.

  (ii)  (ii)  He was intensely hostile to monarchy and  He was intensely hostile to monarchy and
opposed the idea of resisting the French with opposed the idea of resisting the French with thethe
help of the Court.help of the Court.

(iii)(iii) He demanded that the He demanded that the French set up legal French set up legal andand
educational institutions and should developeducational institutions and should develop
agriculture and industry.agriculture and industry.

[CBSE Marking Scheme 2014] 1 × 3 = 3[CBSE Marking Scheme 2014] 1 × 3 = 3

RR Q. Q. 6.6. Who was Phan Who was Phan Chu Trinh? How Chu Trinh? How did he help indid he help in
the modernisation of Vietnam ?the modernisation of Vietnam ?

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, (Set-11(Set-11/A1) /A1) 2011]2011]
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OROR
Explain the views of Phan Chu Trinh as aExplain the views of Phan Chu Trinh as a
Nationalist.Nationalist.[Board Term-II, Delhi Set-III, 2013][Board Term-II, Delhi Set-III, 2013]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) He was a nationalist. He was a nationalist.
  (ii)  (ii) (a)(a) He sought to He sought to end Frend France’s brutal occupation ance’s brutal occupation ofof

Vietnam.Vietnam.
(b)(b)  He was intensely hostile to monarchy and  He was intensely hostile to monarchy and

opposed the idea of resisting the opposed the idea of resisting the French withFrench with
the help of the court.the help of the court.

  (iii)  (iii) He wanted to establish a democratic republic. He wanted to establish a democratic republic.

  (iv)  (iv) He was influenced by western ideals like liberty. He was influenced by western ideals like liberty.
(v)(v) He demanded that He demanded that the French set the French set up legal up legal andand

educational institutions and should developeducational institutions and should develop
agriculture and industries.agriculture and industries. (Any two) 1 + 2 = 3(Any two) 1 + 2 = 3

UU Q. Q. 7.7.  Who was Ho Chi Minh ? What was his  Who was Ho Chi Minh ? What was his
contribution to Vietnam ?contribution to Vietnam ?

[Board Term-II, 2011][Board Term-II, 2011]
Ans.Ans. Refer to Ans. of Q.7 Long  Refer to Ans. of Q.7 Long Answer Type Questions.Answer Type Questions.

33

Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1.  Describe any five features of the ‘Go East  Describe any five features of the ‘Go East
Movement’.Movement’. [Board T[Board Term-II, OD erm-II, OD Set-III, 2013]Set-III, 2013]

OROR
Explain the reason for the popularity of ‘Go EastExplain the reason for the popularity of ‘Go East
Movement’.Movement’. [Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, (Set-2080) (Set-2080) 2012]2012]

Ans. (i)Ans. (i) It was launched in the first decade of theIt was launched in the first decade of the
twentieth twentieth centurycentury..

  (ii)  (ii) In In 1907-08, 1907-08, some some 300 300 Vietnamese Vietnamese nationalistnationalist
students had to go to Japan to acquire modernstudents had to go to Japan to acquire modern

education.education.

(iii)(iii) The primary objective was to drive out the French The primary objective was to drive out the French
from Vietnam.from Vietnam.

(iv)(iv) To re-establish the Nguyen dynasty. To re-establish the Nguyen dynasty.

(v)(v) These nationalists looThese nationalists looked for ked for foreign arms andforeign arms and
help.help. [CBSE Marking Scheme 2013] 1 × 5 = 5[CBSE Marking Scheme 2013] 1 × 5 = 5

RR Q. Q. 2.2. Who was the Who was the founder of Hoa founder of Hoa Hao Movement ?Hao Movement ?

Describe any two of its characteristics.Describe any two of its characteristics.

[Board [Board TTerm-IIerm-II, , (Set-202(Set-2027), 7), 2012]2012]

  Ans.  Ans. Huynh Phu Huynh Phu So was So was the founder the founder of Hoa of Hoa HaoHao

Movement.Movement.

Characteristics :Characteristics :

(i)(i) His criticism against useless expenditure had a  His criticism against useless expenditure had a widewide

appeal.appeal.

(ii)(ii) He opposed the sale of child  He opposed the sale of child brides.brides.
(iii)(iii) He opposed gambling and use of alcohol. He opposed gambling and use of alcohol.

(Any two) 1 + 2 + 2 = 5(Any two) 1 + 2 + 2 = 5

AA Q. Q. 3.3. Describe the Hoa Describe the Hoa Hao Movement against Hao Movement against thethe
French.French. [Board T[Board Term-II erm-II (Set-2078) 2012](Set-2078) 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) Hoa Hao Movement began in 1939 and gained Hoa Hao Movement began in 1939 and gained
popularity in the fertile Mekong delta area.popularity in the fertile Mekong delta area.

  (ii)  (ii) It drew upon religious ideas popular in anti-French It drew upon religious ideas popular in anti-French
uprisings of the 19uprisings of the 19thth century. century.

  (iii)  (iii) Founder of Hoa Hao Movement was Huynh Phu Founder of Hoa Hao Movement was Huynh Phu
So. He performed miracles, his criticism againstSo. He performed miracles, his criticism against
useless expenditure, sale of child brides, gamblinguseless expenditure, sale of child brides, gambling
and use of alcohol and opium had a wide appeal.and use of alcohol and opium had a wide appeal.

  (iv)  (iv) He was treated bad and was expelled to Laos and He was treated bad and was expelled to Laos and
many of his followers were sent to concentrationmany of his followers were sent to concentration
camps.camps.

(v)(v)  It was against colonial rule and its significance in  It was against colonial rule and its significance in
arousing anti-imperialist sentiment should not bearousing anti-imperialist sentiment should not be
underestimated.underestimated. 1 × 5 = 51 × 5 = 5

UU Q. Q. 4.4. How could How could you relatyou relate ‘Communist e ‘Communist Movement’Movement’
with ‘Vietnamese Nationalism’ ? Explain in fivewith ‘Vietnamese Nationalism’ ? Explain in five
points.points. [Board Term-II, (Set-2079), 2012][Board Term-II, (Set-2079), 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. Relationship of Communist Movement withRelationship of Communist Movement with
Vietnamese Nationalism :Vietnamese Nationalism :

(i)(i) Role of Role of Ho-Chi-Minh as Ho-Chi-Minh as communist leader.communist leader.
  (ii)  (ii) Role of Role of Indo-Chinese Indo-Chinese communist pact.communist pact.

(iii)(iii)  Role of the league for the independence of  Role of the league for the independence of
Vietnam (Vietminh).Vietnam (Vietminh).

  (iv)  (iv) Formation of the Democratic Republic ofFormation of the Democratic Republic of
Vietnam.Vietnam.

(v)(v) Ho Ho Chi Chi Minh Minh trial.trial. 1 × 5 = 51 × 5 = 5
[CBSE Marking Scheme 2012][CBSE Marking Scheme 2012]

UU Q. Q. 5.5. How were How were Vietnamese nationalists inspiredVietnamese nationalists inspired
 by  by Japan Japan and and China China to to set set up up a a demodemocraticraticc
republic? Explain with examples.republic? Explain with examples.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Delhi Delhi Set-I Set-I (2013)](2013)]
  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  Vietnamese shared an amicable relationship  Vietnamese shared an amicable relationship

with Japan and China. They provided modelswith Japan and China. They provided models
for those looking for change, a refuge for thosefor those looking for change, a refuge for those
who were trying to escape the French police,who were trying to escape the French police,
and a location where a wider Asian network ofand a location where a wider Asian network of
revolutionaries could be established. In 1907-08,revolutionaries could be established. In 1907-08,
some 300 Vietnamese students went to Japan tosome 300 Vietnamese students went to Japan to
acquire modern education. They appealed to theacquire modern education. They appealed to the
 Japanese  Japanese as as fellow fellow Asians Asians and and later later established established aa
 branch of the Restoration Society in Tokyo. branch of the Restoration Society in Tokyo.

(ii)(ii) Developme Developments in nts in China also inspired China also inspired VietnameseVietnamese
nationalists. In 1911, the long establishednationalists. In 1911, the long established
monarchy in China was monarchy in China was overthrown by a popularoverthrown by a popular
movement under Sun Yat Sen, and a Republicmovement under Sun Yat Sen, and a Republic
was set up. Inspired by these developments,was set up. Inspired by these developments,
Vietnamese students established the AssociationVietnamese students established the Association
for the Restoration of Vietnam (Viet-Nam Quanfor the Restoration of Vietnam (Viet-Nam Quan
Phuc Hoi).Phuc Hoi). 55

RR Q. Q. 6.6.  Who was Phan Boi Chau? What was his  Who was Phan Boi Chau? What was his
contribution to Vietnamese liberation?contribution to Vietnamese liberation?

[Board Term-II, (Set-RKZQI05) 2015][Board Term-II, (Set-RKZQI05) 2015]

Ans.Ans. Phan Boi Chau was a Confucian scholar and wasPhan Boi Chau was a Confucian scholar and was
a nationalist. His contribution to Vietnamesea nationalist. His contribution to Vietnamese
liberation are as follows :liberation are as follows :

(i)(i)  He formed the “Revolutionary Society” in 1903  He formed the “Revolutionary Society” in 1903
with Prince Coorg De as head.with Prince Coorg De as head.

  (ii)  (ii) His most famous book, ‘The HistHis most famous book, ‘The History of the Lossory of the Loss
of Vietnam’ was written under the influence andof Vietnam’ was written under the influence and
advice of Liang Qichao, a advice of Liang Qichao, a Chinese reformer.Chinese reformer.

  (iii)  (iii) It became a best It became a best seller in Vietnam and seller in Vietnam and China, andChina, and
was even made into a play.was even made into a play.

  (iv)  (iv)  The book focuses on two connected themes:  The book focuses on two connected themes: (i)(i)
the loss of sovereigntythe loss of sovereignty (ii)(ii) the severing of ties with the severing of ties with
China.China. 1 × 5 = 51 × 5 = 5
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RR Q. Q. 7.7. Who was Who was Ho Chi Ho Chi Minh ? StatMinh ? State his contre his contributionibution
in the freedom movement of Vietnam.in the freedom movement of Vietnam.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, (Set-20(Set-2022) 22) 2012]2012]
  Ans.  Ans. Ho Chi Ho Chi Minh was Minh was the founder the founder of Vietnameseof Vietnamese

Communist Party.Communist Party.
Contribution Contribution of of Ho Ho Chi-Minh Chi-Minh ::

(i)(i) In 1930, he In 1930, he brought together cobrought together competing nationalistmpeting nationalist
groups to establish Vietnamese Communist Party.groups to establish Vietnamese Communist Party.

(ii)(ii) He was inspired by the militant demonstration of He was inspired by the militant demonstration of
the European communist parties.the European communist parties.

(iii)(iii) In 1940, Japanese occupied Vietnams so now they had In 1940, Japanese occupied Vietnams so now they had
to fight against the Japanese as well as French.to fight against the Japanese as well as French.

(iv)(iv) A league called ‘Viet Minh’ was formed to fight with A league called ‘Viet Minh’ was formed to fight with
 Japanese  Japanese and they and they got back Hgot back Hanoi in 1anoi in 1945.945.

1 1 + + 3 3 = = 44

UU Q. Q. 8.8. What was What was the Ho the Ho Chi Minh Chi Minh Trail ? ExTrail ? Explain.plain.
[Board Term-II, (Set-68003) 2012][Board Term-II, (Set-68003) 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) The Ho Chi Minh Trail was used by the North The Ho Chi Minh Trail was used by the North
Vietnamese as a route for its troops to get into theVietnamese as a route for its troops to get into the
South.South.

  (ii)  (ii)  They also used the trail as a supply route – for  They also used the trail as a supply route – for
weapons, food and equipment.weapons, food and equipment.

  (iii)  (iii) The Ho The Ho Chi Minh Chi Minh Trail ran Trail ran along the along the Laos/ Laos/ 
Cambodia and Vietnam borders and wasCambodia and Vietnam borders and was
dominated by jungles.dominated by jungles.

  (iv)  (iv)  In total the ‘trail’ was about 1,000 kilometres in  In total the ‘trail’ was about 1,000 kilometres in
length and consisted of many parts.length and consisted of many parts. 1¼ × 4 = 51¼ × 4 = 5

[CBSE Marking Scheme 2012][CBSE Marking Scheme 2012]

TOPIC-4TOPIC-4
 America and the Vietnam W America and the Vietnam Warar

Quick Review Quick Review 
 The entry of the US into the Vietnam WarThe entry of the US into the Vietnam War

 Communism was on a Communism was on a rise in Nortrise in North Vietnam h Vietnam under the leaderunder the leadership of Ho Chi ship of Ho Chi Minh. North VMinh. North Vietnam helpedietnam helped

the NLF of South Vietnam to overthrow the dictatorial rule of Ngo Dinh Diem. They also decided to overlookthe NLF of South Vietnam to overthrow the dictatorial rule of Ngo Dinh Diem. They also decided to overlook

the terms of the Geneva Conference and unify Vietnam.the terms of the Geneva Conference and unify Vietnam.

 The spread of The spread of Communism was viewed Communism was viewed as a potential tas a potential threat by the hreat by the capitalist nations especially capitalist nations especially the U.S. . U.S.the U.S. . U.S.

sent their troops to South Vietnam to intervene and this sent their troops to South Vietnam to intervene and this was the start of the catastrophic U.S. was the start of the catastrophic U.S. Vietnam warVietnam war..

 Chemical weapons Chemical weapons like B52s like B52s Agent Orange, NAgent Orange, Napalm and Phosphorous apalm and Phosphorous Bombs were Bombs were used which wiped used which wiped outout

villages and razed down forests. The U.S. decision to intervene in Vietnam was criticised vehemently backvillages and razed down forests. The U.S. decision to intervene in Vietnam was criticised vehemently back

home.home.

 Despite the advanced technology and excellent medical facilities, the U.S. suffered a lot of casualities in theDespite the advanced technology and excellent medical facilities, the U.S. suffered a lot of casualities in the

war. The U.S. had completely underestimated the strength and determination of nationalist Vietnamesewar. The U.S. had completely underestimated the strength and determination of nationalist Vietnamese

people.people.

 The Vietnamese used their limited resources to gain maximum advantage over the U.S. The Ho Chi MinhThe Vietnamese used their limited resources to gain maximum advantage over the U.S. The Ho Chi Minh

TTrail is a perfect example of rail is a perfect example of Vietnamese enterprise. This trail was a massive network of Vietnamese enterprise. This trail was a massive network of footpaths and roads,footpaths and roads,

used to transport men and materials from used to transport men and materials from North to South Vietnam.North to South Vietnam.

 The U.S. regularly bombed the trail to disrupt supplies, but the trail was managed efficiently and it wasThe U.S. regularly bombed the trail to disrupt supplies, but the trail was managed efficiently and it was

rebuilt quicklyrebuilt quickly. Vietnam bravely combated the U.S. attack and got . Vietnam bravely combated the U.S. attack and got freedom in 1975.freedom in 1975.

FlowchartFlowchart

Under Ho Chi Minh Communism was on a rise in North WestUnder Ho Chi Minh Communism was on a rise in North West

Capitalist nations like USA viewed it as potential threatCapitalist nations like USA viewed it as potential threat

US sent troops to South Vietnam, intervenes and starts US-Vietnam catastrophic warUS sent troops to South Vietnam, intervenes and starts US-Vietnam catastrophic war

Chemical weapons and phosphorous bombs were usedChemical weapons and phosphorous bombs were used

Vietnamese bravely combated the US attack and got freedom in 1975Vietnamese bravely combated the US attack and got freedom in 1975
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Know the TermsKnow the Terms
 Vietnam Cong san Dang [Viet Cong.] :Vietnam Cong san Dang [Viet Cong.] : It was the Communist It was the Communist Party of VietParty of Vietnam founded by Ho nam founded by Ho Chi Minh in 1930.Chi Minh in 1930.

 Vietminh :Vietminh : The league for the independence of Vietnam was formed by Ho Chi Minh to fight for freedom. It wasThe league for the independence of Vietnam was formed by Ho Chi Minh to fight for freedom. It was
a people’s army. It fought against the Japanese invaders. It defeated French in the battle of Dien a people’s army. It fought against the Japanese invaders. It defeated French in the battle of Dien Bien Phu.Bien Phu.

 Battle of Dien Bien Phu :Battle of Dien Bien Phu : It was a battle It was a battle fought between the French and the Vietminh in 1954. fought between the French and the Vietminh in 1954. The French wereThe French were
defeated in this battle.defeated in this battle.

 Geneva Conference of 1954 :Geneva Conference of 1954 : It was organized by the UN. It was decided to divide Vietnam into two parts. TheIt was organized by the UN. It was decided to divide Vietnam into two parts. The
North under Communist rule and South under Bao Dai [puppet of the USA]North under Communist rule and South under Bao Dai [puppet of the USA]

 Ngo Dinh Diem :Ngo Dinh Diem : He overthrew Bao Dai’s government in South Vietnam and established a dictatorial government. He overthrew Bao Dai’s government in South Vietnam and established a dictatorial government.
He killed or imprisoned all those who opposed him. He allowed Christianity and banned Buddhism.He killed or imprisoned all those who opposed him. He allowed Christianity and banned Buddhism.

 National Liberation Front [NLF] :National Liberation Front [NLF] : NLF was formed by the people of South VietNLF was formed by the people of South Vietnam. They wanted to overthrownam. They wanted to overthrow
the American supported government and unite with the American supported government and unite with North Vietnam. It fought against the American forces alongNorth Vietnam. It fought against the American forces along
with the North Vietnamese troops.with the North Vietnamese troops.

 Communism :Communism : It is scientific Socialism. It is an ideology based on human equality. It supports a workersIt is scientific Socialism. It is an ideology based on human equality. It supports a workers
government.government.

 Domino effect :Domino effect : USA believed that if VietUSA believed that if Vietnam becomes a Communist country it would have some effect on thenam becomes a Communist country it would have some effect on the
neighbouring countries too and they would all become Communist. The policy of Domino effect grew out ofneighbouring countries too and they would all become Communist. The policy of Domino effect grew out of
USAUSA’s fear for the ’s fear for the spread of Communism.spread of Communism.

 Trung sisters :Trung sisters : They were tThey were two Vietnamese wo Vietnamese women who fought against the women who fought against the Chinese domination. Phan BoiChinese domination. Phan Boi
Chau wrote a play based on their lives. When they lost the war, they killed themselves. The Vietnamese peopleChau wrote a play based on their lives. When they lost the war, they killed themselves. The Vietnamese people
considered the Tconsidered the Trung sisters as rung sisters as great patriots.great patriots.

 Ho Chi Minh’s Trail :Ho Chi Minh’s Trail : It was a network of roads and footpaths which connected North Vietnam with SouthIt was a network of roads and footpaths which connected North Vietnam with South
Vietnam.Vietnam.

 Nhat Linh :Nhat Linh : He was a famous Vietnamese novelist. She wrote a novel in which a girl refuses a forced marriageHe was a famous Vietnamese novelist. She wrote a novel in which a girl refuses a forced marriage
and goes with her lover who and goes with her lover who is a nationalist workeris a nationalist worker..

 TTrierieu u Au Au :: She organized an army to fight against the Chinese. She lived in the forest and led the She organized an army to fight against the Chinese. She lived in the forest and led the warwar. She killed. She killed
herself when she lost herself when she lost the warthe war..

 Nguyen Thi Xuan :Nguyen Thi Xuan : She was a Vietnamese woman soldierShe was a Vietnamese woman soldier. She shot down an . She shot down an American jet with just 20 bullets.American jet with just 20 bullets.

Know the PersonalitiesKnow the Personalities
 Ho Ho Chi Chi Minh Minh :: He founded the CommHe founded the Communist Party of Vietnam in 1930.unist Party of Vietnam in 1930.

 Ngo Dinh Ngo Dinh Diem :Diem :  He was a South Vietnamese politician. In October 1955, after winning a heavily rigged  He was a South Vietnamese politician. In October 1955, after winning a heavily rigged
referendum, he deposed Bao Dai and established the first Republic of Vietnam (RVN), with himself as president.referendum, he deposed Bao Dai and established the first Republic of Vietnam (RVN), with himself as president.
He was a leader of the Catholic element and He was a leader of the Catholic element and was opposed by Buddhists.was opposed by Buddhists.

 Nhat Nhat Linh Linh :: He was a famous Vietnamese novelist. He wrote the most famous novel of the Self-Reliance LiteraryHe was a famous Vietnamese novelist. He wrote the most famous novel of the Self-Reliance Literary
Movement (TMovement (Tu Luc u Luc VVan Doan), an Doan), called Break (Doan called Break (Doan TTuyet). A love uyet). A love storystory, it , it tells of tells of a young a young woman ground woman ground betweenbetween
family obligations and her desire for life on her own terms. family obligations and her desire for life on her own terms. It took the reading public of colonial Viet Nam byIt took the reading public of colonial Viet Nam by
storm, both reflecting and influencing the way young men and women in the cities actually fell in love and gotstorm, both reflecting and influencing the way young men and women in the cities actually fell in love and got
married.married.

 TTrierieu Au Au :u : She is also known as the Joan of Arc of Vietnam. In 248 A.D.Trieu Au set up her own resistanceShe is also known as the Joan of Arc of Vietnam. In 248 A.D.Trieu Au set up her own resistance
government and organized thousands of Vietnamese people who flocked to her into a formal army to combatgovernment and organized thousands of Vietnamese people who flocked to her into a formal army to combat
China. She dressed herself in golden armor and rode her war elephant into battle at the head of her ragged butChina. She dressed herself in golden armor and rode her war elephant into battle at the head of her ragged but
defiant army. She lived in the forest and led the war. She was defeated in the war and thus ended her life bydefiant army. She lived in the forest and led the war. She was defeated in the war and thus ended her life by
drowning in the river instead of surdrowning in the river instead of surrendering to the Chinese army.rendering to the Chinese army.

 Nguyen Nguyen ThiXuan ThiXuan :: Her heroism relates to her key role in the supplying of Vietnamese defence. She had shotHer heroism relates to her key role in the supplying of Vietnamese defence. She had shot
down an attacking American jet with down an attacking American jet with just 20 bullets.just 20 bullets.

Know the LinksKnow the Links
 French French Colonialism in VColonialism in Vietnam - ietnam - Alpha HistoryAlpha History

alfahistory.com/vietnaminfrench-colonialism-in-vietnamalfahistory.com/vietnaminfrench-colonialism-in-vietnam

 America’s VAmerica’s Vietnam Wietnam War in Indo-China - United ar in Indo-China - United States HistoryStates History

www.u-s-history.com/pages/h1888.htmlwww.u-s-history.com/pages/h1888.html

 Dien Bien Phu Dien Bien Phu and the fall and the fall of French of French Indo-China, 1954-53 .....Indo-China, 1954-53 .....

https://history.state.gov/onilestone/1953-1960/dien-bien-phuhttps://history.state.gov/onilestone/1953-1960/dien-bien-phu

 Vietnam Vietnam WarWar-Secon-Second d IndoIndo-Chin-China a WWar-Asian ar-Asian HistorHistoryy

asianhistory.about.com......Asian History The History of War in Asiaasianhistory.about.com......Asian History The History of War in Asia
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 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. What was the reWhat was the result of the peace negotiationsult of the peace negotiation
in Geneva that followed the French defeat inin Geneva that followed the French defeat in
Vietnam ?Vietnam ? [Board Term–II, Delhi Set-I, 2016][Board Term–II, Delhi Set-I, 2016]

Ans.Ans. Vietnam is Vietnam is divided into divided into two parts : two parts : North andNorth and
South.South. 11

AA Q. Q. 2.2. Name the wName the writer who wrriter who wrote a play ote a play based on thebased on the
lives of Trung sisters.lives of Trung sisters. [Board Term–II,[Board Term–II,

Delhi Delhi Set-2, Set-2, Foreign Foreign Set-III, Set-III, 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans. Phan Boi Chau. Phan Boi Chau. 11

AA Q. Q. 3.3. When did the waWhen did the war between Vietnar between Vietnam and them and the
US officially end?US officially end?

  Ans.  Ans.  In January 1974, in Paris, a peace settlement was  In January 1974, in Paris, a peace settlement was
signed.signed. 11

AA Q. Q. 4.4. Who overthrew Who overthrew the Bao the Bao Dai government Dai government in thein the
South Vietnam?South Vietnam?

  Ans.  Ans. A coup A coup led by Ngo led by Ngo Dinh Diem Dinh Diem of the Unitedof the United
Opposition Parties called the National LiberationOpposition Parties called the National Liberation
Front.Front. 11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

RR Q. Q. 1.1. What was What was the role the role of National Libeof National Liberation Frontration Front
in Vietnam ?in Vietnam ?

[Board Term–II, (Set-TCJQ6VD) 2016][Board Term–II, (Set-TCJQ6VD) 2016]

Ans.Ans. (i)(i)  Ngo Dinh Diem‘s dictorial rule came to be  Ngo Dinh Diem‘s dictorial rule came to be
opposed by a broad opposition united under theopposed by a broad opposition united under the
 banner of the National Liberation Front (NLF). banner of the National Liberation Front (NLF).

(ii)(ii) The NLF fought for the unification of the country The NLF fought for the unification of the country
with the help of the Ho Chi Minh government inwith the help of the Ho Chi Minh government in
the north.the north.

  (iii)  (iii) America watched this alliance with fear. America watched this alliance with fear. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

UU Q. Q. 2.2. The U.S. The U.S. intervention in intervention in Vietnam proved Vietnam proved costlycostly
to both U.S. and Vietnam’. Explain.to both U.S. and Vietnam’. Explain.

[Board [Board Term-II, Term-II, 2011]2011]

  Ans.  Ans. Refer to Ans. of Q. 1 Long Answer Type Questions. Refer to Ans. of Q. 1 Long Answer Type Questions. 33

AA Q. Q. 3.3. “The war gre“The war grew out of a w out of a fear among U.S. policyfear among U.S. policy
planners that the victory of the Ho Chi Minhplanners that the victory of the Ho Chi Minh
government would start a Domino effect.”government would start a Domino effect.”
Support the statement explaining threeSupport the statement explaining three
reasons.reasons. [Board Term-II, (Set-68008) 2012][Board Term-II, (Set-68008) 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. Domino effect would be started if :Domino effect would be started if :
(i)(i) Communist governments would be established in Communist governments would be established in

other countries in their area.other countries in their area.
  (ii)  (ii) Nationalism will move people to action, inspiring Nationalism will move people to action, inspiring

them to sacrifice.them to sacrifice.
  (iii)  (iii) Small country Small country fought the fought the most technolomost technologicallygically

advanced country in the world.advanced country in the world. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3
[CBSE Marking Scheme 2012][CBSE Marking Scheme 2012]

AA Q. Q. 4.4. Elucidate the significance of Elucidate the significance of Ho Chi Minh‘sHo Chi Minh‘s
trail in the Vietnamese war.trail in the Vietnamese war. [Board SQP-2016][Board SQP-2016]

OROR
“The Ho Chi Minh Trail became advantageous to“The Ho Chi Minh Trail became advantageous to
Vietnamese in the war against U.S.” Support theVietnamese in the war against U.S.” Support the
statement with arguments.statement with arguments.

[Board [Board TTerm–II, erm–II, Outside Outside Delhi Delhi Set-I, Set-I, II, II, III III 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans.  “The Ho Chi Minh Trail became advantageous to “The Ho Chi Minh Trail became advantageous to
Vietnamese in the war against U.S.”Vietnamese in the war against U.S.”

(i)(i) The The Trail syTrail symbolizes how mbolizes how the the Vietnamese Vietnamese usedused
their limited resources to great advantage.their limited resources to great advantage.

  (ii)  (ii) The The Trail, an Trail, an immense neimmense network of twork of footpaths andfootpaths and
roads was used to transport men and material fromroads was used to transport men and material from
North to South.North to South.

 (iii) (iii) It was improved in late It was improved in late 1950‘s and from1950‘s and from
1967 about 20,000 North Vietnamese troops1967 about 20,000 North Vietnamese troops
came south each month. The trail hadcame south each month. The trail had
support bases and hospitals along the way.support bases and hospitals along the way.

  (iv) (iv) Mostly Mostly supplies supplies were were carried carried by by women women porters porters onon
their backs or on their bicycles.their backs or on their bicycles.

(v)(v) The U.S. The U.S. regularly regularly bombed this bombed this trail to trail to disruptdisrupt
supplies but efforts to destroy this importantsupplies but efforts to destroy this important
supply line by intensive bombing failed becausesupply line by intensive bombing failed because
they were rebuilt very quickly.they were rebuilt very quickly.

(Any (Any three) three) 1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33
[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016]2016]

UU Q. Q. 5.5.  How did Vietnamese women participate as  How did Vietnamese women participate as
workers during war with the U.S. ? workers during war with the U.S. ? Explain.Explain.

[Board [Board TTerm–IIerm–II, , (Set-KCG34U9(Set-KCG34U9) ) 2016]2016]

Ans.Ans. Women were represented not only as warriors but Women were represented not only as warriors but
also as workers; they were shown with also as workers; they were shown with a rifle in onea rifle in one
hand and a hammer in the other. Whether younghand and a hammer in the other. Whether young
or old, women began to be depicted as selflesslyor old, women began to be depicted as selflessly
working and fighting to save the country. Asworking and fighting to save the country. As
casualties in the war increased in the 1960’s, womencasualties in the war increased in the 1960’s, women
were urged to join the struggle in were urged to join the struggle in large numbers.large numbers. 33

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016]2016]

AA Q. Q. 6.6. Describe the Describe the role of role of women in the women in the VietnameseVietnamese
struggle during the U.S. intervention.struggle during the U.S. intervention.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, 2011]2011]

  Ans.  Ans. Refer to Ans. of Q. 3 HOTS Questions. Refer to Ans. of Q. 3 HOTS Questions.

Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. Why did U.S. Why did U.S. decide to intervene decide to intervene decisively indecisively in
the internal dispute of Vietnam ? Explain.the internal dispute of Vietnam ? Explain.

[Board Term-II, (Set-2076) 2012][Board Term-II, (Set-2076) 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. The new Republic of Vietnam faced a number ofThe new Republic of Vietnam faced a number of
challenges :challenges :

(i)(i) France tried to regain the control. France tried to regain the control.

  (ii)  (ii) After 8 years of fighting, the French were defeated. After 8 years of fighting, the French were defeated.
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  (iii)  (iii) In the peace negotiations i In the peace negotiations in Geneva, the Vietnamesen Geneva, the Vietnamese
were persuaded to accept the division of thewere persuaded to accept the division of the
country.country.

  (iv)  (iv) This turned Vietnam into a battlefield bringing deathThis turned Vietnam into a battlefield bringing death
and destruction to its people and and destruction to its people and environment.environment.

(v)(v) With the help With the help of Ho of Ho Chi Minh Government Chi Minh Government inin
North, the National Liberation Front fought forNorth, the National Liberation Front fought for
the unification of the country. U.S. watched thesethe unification of the country. U.S. watched these

alliances with fear and decided to alliances with fear and decided to intervene.intervene.

1 × 5 = 51 × 5 = 5

UU Q. Q. 2.2. Explain the impact of Explain the impact of U.S. war with VietnamU.S. war with Vietnam
on American government and people.on American government and people.

[Board [Board TTerm-IIerm-II, , (Set-68(Set-68007) 007) 2012]2012]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  The prolongation of U.S. war with Vietnam  The prolongation of U.S. war with Vietnam
created a strong reaction within the U.S. It was clearcreated a strong reaction within the U.S. It was clear
that U.S. had failed to that U.S. had failed to achieve its objectives.achieve its objectives.

  (ii)  (ii) Vietnamese resistance had not been crushed. The Vietnamese resistance had not been crushed. The
government had lost the support of people.government had lost the support of people.

(iii)(iii) Thousands of Thousands of young U.S. soyoung U.S. soldiers had lost ldiers had lost theirtheir
lives. Many became disillusioned with what U.S.lives. Many became disillusioned with what U.S.
was doing and eminent scholars and writerswas doing and eminent scholars and writers
considered it as a greatest threat to peace, nationalconsidered it as a greatest threat to peace, national
self-determination and international cooperation.self-determination and international cooperation.

  (iv)  (iv) The government The government of the of the U.S. was U.S. was blamed notblamed not
only by its own people but by most of the worldonly by its own people but by most of the world
governments.governments. 1¼ × 4 = 51¼ × 4 = 5

AA Q. Q. 3.3. Examine the new chaExamine the new challenges which the newllenges which the new
Republic of Vietnam faced after 1954.Republic of Vietnam faced after 1954.

[Board Term-II, 2016, 12][Board Term-II, 2016, 12]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) French tried to regain control by using puppet French tried to regain control by using puppet
emperor Bao Dai.emperor Bao Dai.

  (ii)  (ii) Vietnam was pushed out of Hanoi. Vietnam was pushed out of Hanoi.

(iii)(iii) French defeated at Dien Bien Phu in 1954. French defeated at Dien Bien Phu in 1954.

(iv)(iv) Vietnamese were persuaded to accept division of Vietnamese were persuaded to accept division of
the country.the country. 1¼ × 4 = 51¼ × 4 = 5

[CBSE Marking Scheme 2012][CBSE Marking Scheme 2012]

High Order Thinking Skills (HOTS) QuestionsHigh Order Thinking Skills (HOTS) Questions

Q. 1.Q. 1. “U.S. entry into the war in Vietnam marked a new “U.S. entry into the war in Vietnam marked a new
phase that proved costly to Vietnamese as well as tophase that proved costly to Vietnamese as well as to
the Americans.” Analyse the statement.the Americans.” Analyse the statement.

[Board Term–II, Delhi Set–I, II, III, 2016][Board Term–II, Delhi Set–I, II, III, 2016]
OROR

How did the entry of the U.S. into the war mark aHow did the entry of the U.S. into the war mark a
new phase that proved costly to the Vietnamese asnew phase that proved costly to the Vietnamese as
well as to the Americans ? Explain.well as to the Americans ? Explain.

[Board Term-II, (Set-68009) 2012][Board Term-II, (Set-68009) 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. (a) (i)(a) (i)  Even though the U.S. had advanced  Even though the U.S. had advanced
technology and good medical supplies, casualtiestechnology and good medical supplies, casualties
were high.were high.
(ii)(ii) About 47,244 died in battle and 3,03,704 were About 47,244 died in battle and 3,03,704 were

wounded who became 100% disabled.wounded who became 100% disabled.
(iii)(iii) The phase of struggle with the U.S. was brutal.The phase of struggle with the U.S. was brutal.
(iv)(iv) Widespread attacks and use of chemicalWidespread attacks and use of chemical

weapons (Napalm), bombs destroyed manyweapons (Napalm), bombs destroyed many
villages and decimated jungles. Civilians diedvillages and decimated jungles. Civilians died
in large numbers.in large numbers.

(b) (i)(b) (i) The effect of the war was felt within the U.S. asThe effect of the war was felt within the U.S. as
well.well.

(ii)(ii) Many were critical of Many were critical of U.S. joining U.S. joining the warthe war..
(iii)(iii) Anger spread when youth were recruited forAnger spread when youth were recruited for

the war.the war.

(iv)(iv)  Compulsory service in the armed forces was  Compulsory service in the armed forces was
waived off for university graduates.waived off for university graduates.

(v)(v) Only minorities and children of working classOnly minorities and children of working class

families were sent families were sent to war.to war. 2½ + 2½ = 52½ + 2½ = 5
[CBSE Marking Scheme 2012][CBSE Marking Scheme 2012]

Q. Q. 2.2. “Women were represented as warriors as well as“Women were represented as warriors as well as
workers in Vietnam in the 1960’s.” Analyse theworkers in Vietnam in the 1960’s.” Analyse the
statement with examples.statement with examples.

[Board [Board TTerm–II, erm–II, Foreign Foreign Set–I, Set–I, II, II, III, III, 2016]2016]

OROR

“W“Women were represented not only omen were represented not only as warriors butas warriors but
also as workers in Vietnam.” Support the statementalso as workers in Vietnam.” Support the statement
with examples.with examples. [Board [Board TTerm-II erm-II 2013]2013]

  Ans.  Ans. The role of women as warriors :The role of women as warriors :

(i)(i) As brave fighters seen shooting down planes. As brave fighters seen shooting down planes.

  (ii)  (ii) They They were were portrayed portrayed as as young, young, brave brave andand
dedicated.dedicated.

  (iii)  (iii) Stories were written to show their role in army. Stories were written to show their role in army.

(iv)(iv) Nguyen Thi Xuan was reputed to have shot down Nguyen Thi Xuan was reputed to have shot down
a jet with just twenty bullets.a jet with just twenty bullets.

The role of women as workers :The role of women as workers :

(i)(i) They were shown with a rifle in one hand and a They were shown with a rifle in one hand and a
hammer in the other.hammer in the other.

(ii)(ii) They were They were depicted as depicted as selflessly working selflessly working andand
fighting to save the country.fighting to save the country.

(iii)(iii) Many women joined the resistant movement. Many women joined the resistant movement.

[CBSE Marking Scheme 2013] 5[CBSE Marking Scheme 2013] 5

Q. Q. 3.3. Elaborate upon the role of women during war andElaborate upon the role of women during war and
peace in Vietnam.peace in Vietnam. [Board [Board TTerm erm II, II, SQPSQP-2016]-2016]

OROR

“The role of women varied in the anti-imperialist“The role of women varied in the anti-imperialist
movement in Vietnam.” Examine the movement in Vietnam.” Examine the statement.statement.

[Board Term-II, Foreign Set-I, II, III, 2015][Board Term-II, Foreign Set-I, II, III, 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. Role of Women in the anti-imperialist movement :Role of Women in the anti-imperialist movement :

Women Women played played very very important important role role in in anti-anti-
imperialist movement in Vietnam in the followingimperialist movement in Vietnam in the following
ways :ways :

(i)(i) In 1960’s photographs in magazines and journalsIn 1960’s photographs in magazines and journals
showed women as brave fighters.showed women as brave fighters.

  (ii)  (ii) They had They had been portrayed as been portrayed as young, brave young, brave andand
dedicated.dedicated.

  (iii)  (iii) Women were represented not only as warriors butWomen were represented not only as warriors but
also as hard workers as shown with a rifle in onealso as hard workers as shown with a rifle in one

hand and hammer in the other.hand and hammer in the other.

(iv)(iv) Whether young or old, women began to beWhether young or old, women began to be
depicted as selflessly working and fighting to savedepicted as selflessly working and fighting to save
the country.the country.
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  (v)  (v) Many women responded and joined the resistanceMany women responded and joined the resistance
movement. They helped in nursing the wounded,movement. They helped in nursing the wounded,
constructing underground rooms, tunnels andconstructing underground rooms, tunnels and
fighting the enemy.fighting the enemy.

  (vi)  (vi) Between 1965 to 1975, of the 17,000 youths whoBetween 1965 to 1975, of the 17,000 youths who
worked on the trail, 70 to worked on the trail, 70 to 80% were women.80% were women.

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] (Any five) 1 × 5 = 5[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] (Any five) 1 × 5 = 5

Q. Q. 4.4. The peace negotiations in Geneva followed theThe peace negotiations in Geneva followed the

division of Vietnam that set in motion a series ofdivision of Vietnam that set in motion a series of

events that turned Vietnam into a battle field.”events that turned Vietnam into a battle field.”

Analyse the statement with arguments.Analyse the statement with arguments.

[Board [Board TTerm–II, erm–II, Outside Outside Delhi Delhi Set–I, Set–I, II, II, III, III, 2016]2016]

Ans. “The peace negotiations in Geneva followed theAns. “The peace negotiations in Geneva followed the

division of Vietnam that set in motion a series ofdivision of Vietnam that set in motion a series of

events that turned Vietnam into a battle field :”events that turned Vietnam into a battle field :”
(i)(i) In the peace negotiations in Geneva that followed In the peace negotiations in Geneva that followed

the French defeat, the Vietnamese were persuadedthe French defeat, the Vietnamese were persuaded

to accept the division of the countryto accept the division of the country i.ei.e. North and. North and
South.South.

  (ii)  (ii) The division set in motion a series of events that The division set in motion a series of events that
turned Vietnam into a battlefield bringing deathturned Vietnam into a battlefield bringing death
and destructions to its people as well as theand destructions to its people as well as the
environment.environment.

  (iii)  (iii) The Bao Dai  The Bao Dai regime was soon overthrown by a coupregime was soon overthrown by a coup
led by Ngo Dinh Diem. Dled by Ngo Dinh Diem. Diem built a repressive andiem built a repressive and
authoritarian government.authoritarian government.

  (iv)  (iv) Anyone who opposed him was called a Communist Anyone who opposed him was called a Communist
and was jailed and killed.and was jailed and killed.

(v)(v) With the help  With the help of Ho Chi Minh government in Northof Ho Chi Minh government in North
the NLF fought for the unification of the country.the NLF fought for the unification of the country.
The U.S. watched this alliance with fear. WorriedThe U.S. watched this alliance with fear. Worried
about the communist gaining power, it decided toabout the communist gaining power, it decided to
intervene decisively sending in troops and arms.intervene decisively sending in troops and arms.

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016] 2016] 1 1 × × 5 5 = = 55

 V Value Based Questionalue Based Question 3 marks3 marks

Q. 1.Q. 1. TTo counter the Chinese influence o counter the Chinese influence what steps did thewhat steps did the
French take in the sphere of education? What wereFrench take in the sphere of education? What were
the two broad opinions on this question ?the two broad opinions on this question ?

[Board Term-II, (Set-68008) 2012][Board Term-II, (Set-68008) 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. (a)(a) To counter the Chinese influence, French tookTo counter the Chinese influence, French took
these steps :these steps :

  (i)  (i) Dismantled the traditional education system.Dismantled the traditional education system.

(ii)(ii) Established French sEstablished French schools for Vietnamese.chools for Vietnamese.

(b)(b) The two broad opinions were :The two broad opinions were :

(i)(i) Some emphasized Some emphasized the need the need to use to use the Fthe Frenchrench
language as medium of instruction.language as medium of instruction.

  (ii)  (ii) Others were opposed to French being the oOthers were opposed to French being the onlynly
medium of instruction. They suggested Frenchmedium of instruction. They suggested French
to be taught in higher classes and Vietnameseto be taught in higher classes and Vietnamese
in lower classes. The few who learnt Frenchin lower classes. The few who learnt French
and acquired French culture were to beand acquired French culture were to be
rewarded with French citizenship.rewarded with French citizenship.

[CBSE Marking Scheme 2012] 1½ + 1½ = 3[CBSE Marking Scheme 2012] 1½ + 1½ = 3

qqqqqq
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NATIONALISMNATIONALISM

IN INDIAIN INDIA

SyllabusSyllabus
 Nationalism Nationalism in in India India ::

(i) (i) Impact of Impact of the First the First World World WarWar, Khilafat, , Khilafat, Non-Cooperation Movement and Non-Cooperation Movement and Differing strands withinDiffering strands within

the movement.the movement.

(ii) (ii) The The Salt Salt Satyagraha.Satyagraha.

(iii) Movements (iii) Movements of Peasants, Workers, Workers and Tribals.of Peasants, Workers, Workers and Tribals.

(iv) (iv) Limits Limits of of Civil Civil DisobedienceDisobedience

(v) The (v) The Sense Sense of of Collective Collective Belonging.Belonging.

TOPIC-1TOPIC-1
Impact of the First World War, Khilafat, Non-Impact of the First World War, Khilafat, Non-
Cooperation Movement and Differing Strands Cooperation Movement and Differing Strands withinwithin
the Movement.the Movement.

Quick Review Quick Review 

 Effects oEffects of First World Wf First World War :ar : The War led to a huge increase in  The War led to a huge increase in defencedefence

expenditure. This was financed by war loans and by increasing taxes.expenditure. This was financed by war loans and by increasing taxes.

Custom duties were raised and income tax was introduced to raiseCustom duties were raised and income tax was introduced to raise

extra revenue. Prices of items increased during the war years. Theextra revenue. Prices of items increased during the war years. The

prices doubled between 1913 and 1918. The common people wereprices doubled between 1913 and 1918. The common people were

the worst sufferers because of price rise. Forced recruitment of ruralthe worst sufferers because of price rise. Forced recruitment of rural

people in the army was another cause of widespread anger amongpeople in the army was another cause of widespread anger among

people.people.

 Crop failure in many parts of India resulted in acute shortage of foods.Crop failure in many parts of India resulted in acute shortage of foods.

Influenza epidemic further aggravated the problem. According toInfluenza epidemic further aggravated the problem. According to

1921 census, about 12 to 13 million people died because of famines1921 census, about 12 to 13 million people died because of famines

and epidemic.and epidemic.

The Idea of SatyagrahaThe Idea of Satyagraha

 Mahatma Gandhi advocated a Mahatma Gandhi advocated a novel method Delhi of mass novel method Delhi of mass agitation; called Satyagraha. This agitation; called Satyagraha. This method Delhi wasmethod Delhi was

 based on the id based on the idea that if someone ea that if someone is fighting for is fighting for a true cause, there a true cause, there is no need is no need to take recourse to physical to take recourse to physical forceforce

to fight the oppressor. Gandhiji believed that a satyagrahi could win a battle through non-violence,to fight the oppressor. Gandhiji believed that a satyagrahi could win a battle through non-violence, i.ei.e. without. without

 being aggressive or revengeful. being aggressive or revengeful.

 Some early Some early Satyagraha movementSatyagraha movements organized by s organized by Gandhiji:Gandhiji:

(i)(i) PeasaPeasants’ Movement nts’ Movement in Champaran in Champaran (Bihar) in (Bihar) in 1916.1916.

(ii)(ii) PeasaPeasants’ Movement in Kheda district (Gujarat) in 1917.nts’ Movement in Kheda district (Gujarat) in 1917.

(iii)(iii) Mill workers’ Movement in Ahmedabad in  Mill workers’ Movement in Ahmedabad in 1918.1918.

TOPIC - 1TOPIC - 1

Impact of the First World War, Khilafat,Impact of the First World War, Khilafat,
Non-Cooperation Movement andNon-Cooperation Movement and
Differing Strands within the Differing Strands within the MovementMovement

........P. 39P. 39

TOPIC - 2TOPIC - 2

Civil Disobedience Movement (1930 toCivil Disobedience Movement (1930 to
1934) ...1934) ...P. 47P. 47

TOPIC - 3TOPIC - 3

People’People’s Participation in s Participation in the Movementthe Movement
........P. 54P. 54
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The Rowlatt The Rowlatt Act(1919):Act(1919):

 The Rowlatt Act was passed by the ImperThe Rowlatt Act was passed by the Imperial Legislative Council in 1919. The Indian members did not supportial Legislative Council in 1919. The Indian members did not support
the Act, but it was passed; nevertheless. The Act gave enormous powers to the government to repress politicalthe Act, but it was passed; nevertheless. The Act gave enormous powers to the government to repress political
activities. It allowed detention of political prisoners without activities. It allowed detention of political prisoners without trial for two years.trial for two years.

 On 6On 6thth April, 1919; April, 1919; Gandhiji launched a nationwide Satyagraha against the proposed Rowlatt Act. The  Gandhiji launched a nationwide Satyagraha against the proposed Rowlatt Act. The call of strikecall of strike
on 6on 6thth April got huge response. People came out in support in various cities, shops were shut down and workers April got huge response. People came out in support in various cities, shops were shut down and workers
in railway workshops went on strike. The British administration decided to clamp down on the nationalists.in railway workshops went on strike. The British administration decided to clamp down on the nationalists.
Several local leaders were arrested. Mahatma Gandhi was barred from Several local leaders were arrested. Mahatma Gandhi was barred from entering Delhi.entering Delhi.

 Jallianwalla Bagh  Jallianwalla Bagh ::

 On 10On 10thth April 1919; April 1919; in Amritsar; the police fired upon a peaceful procession. This provoked widespread attacks in Amritsar; the police fired upon a peaceful procession. This provoked widespread attacks
on government establishments. Martial law was imposed on government establishments. Martial law was imposed in Amritsar and the command of in Amritsar and the command of the area was given tothe area was given to
General Dyer.General Dyer.

 The infamous Jallianwalla BaThe infamous Jallianwalla Bagh Massacre took place gh Massacre took place on 13on 13thth April; the day on which Baisakhi is celebrated in April; the day on which Baisakhi is celebrated in
Punjab. A crowd of villagers came to participate in a fair in Jallianwalla Bagh. This was enclosed from all sidesPunjab. A crowd of villagers came to participate in a fair in Jallianwalla Bagh. This was enclosed from all sides
with narrow entry points. General Dyer blocked the exit points and opened fire on the crowd. Hundreds ofwith narrow entry points. General Dyer blocked the exit points and opened fire on the crowd. Hundreds of
people were killed in the incident. Public reaction to the incident took a violent turn in many north Indian towns.people were killed in the incident. Public reaction to the incident took a violent turn in many north Indian towns.
The government was quite brutal in its response. Things took highly violent turn. Mahatma Gandhi called off theThe government was quite brutal in its response. Things took highly violent turn. Mahatma Gandhi called off the
movement as he did not want violence to continue.movement as he did not want violence to continue.

Khilafat Movement :Khilafat Movement :

 The Khilafat issue gave MaThe Khilafat issue gave Mahatma Gandhi an opportunity to bring the hatma Gandhi an opportunity to bring the Hindus and Muslims on a commonHindus and Muslims on a common
platform. The Ottoman Turkey was badly defeated in the First World War. There were rumours about a harshplatform. The Ottoman Turkey was badly defeated in the First World War. There were rumours about a harsh
peace treaty likely to be imposed on the Ottoman emperor; who was the spiritual head of the Islamic world (thepeace treaty likely to be imposed on the Ottoman emperor; who was the spiritual head of the Islamic world (the
Khalifa). A Khilafat committee was formed in Bombay in March 1919 to defend the Khalifa. This committee hadKhalifa). A Khilafat committee was formed in Bombay in March 1919 to defend the Khalifa. This committee had
leaders like the brothers Muhammad Ali and Shaukat Ali. They also wanted Mahatma Gandhi to take up theleaders like the brothers Muhammad Ali and Shaukat Ali. They also wanted Mahatma Gandhi to take up the
cause to build a united mass action. At the Calcutta session of the Congress in September 1920, the resolution wascause to build a united mass action. At the Calcutta session of the Congress in September 1920, the resolution was
passed to launch a Non-Cooperation movement in support of Khilafat and also for swaraj.passed to launch a Non-Cooperation movement in support of Khilafat and also for swaraj.

Non-Cooperation Movement :Non-Cooperation Movement :

 In his famous book Hind Swaraj (1In his famous book Hind Swaraj (1909), Mahatma Gandhi declar909), Mahatma Gandhi declared that British rule was eed that British rule was established in India withstablished in India with
the cooperation of Indians, and had survived only because of this cooperation. If Indians refused to cooperate,the cooperation of Indians, and had survived only because of this cooperation. If Indians refused to cooperate,
British rule in India would British rule in India would collapse within a yearcollapse within a year, and swaraj would com, and swaraj would come. Gandhiji believed that if Indians begine. Gandhiji believed that if Indians begin
to refuse to cooperate, the British rulers will to refuse to cooperate, the British rulers will have no other way than to leave India.have no other way than to leave India.

 Some of the proposals of Non-Some of the proposals of Non-Cooperation Movement :Cooperation Movement :

(i)(i) Surrender the Surrender the titles which titles which were awarwere awarded by ded by the British the British government.government.

(ii)(ii) Boycott of civil services, armyBoycott of civil services, army, police, courts, legislative councils and schools., police, courts, legislative councils and schools.

(iii)(iii) Boycott of foreign goods. Boycott of foreign goods.

(iv)(iv) Launch full civil disobedience  Launch full civil disobedience campaign, if the government persisted with campaign, if the government persisted with repressive measures.repressive measures.

 Differing Strands within the Movement :Differing Strands within the Movement :  The Non-Cooperation-Khilafat Movement began in January 1921.  The Non-Cooperation-Khilafat Movement began in January 1921.
VVarious social groups participated in this movement, each with its arious social groups participated in this movement, each with its own specific aspiration. All of them respondedown specific aspiration. All of them responded
to the call of Swaraj, but to the call of Swaraj, but the term meant different things to different people.the term meant different things to different people.

AwadhAwadh

 The peasants’ movement in AThe peasants’ movement in Awadh was led by Baba Ramchandra. He was a sanyasi who had earwadh was led by Baba Ramchandra. He was a sanyasi who had earlier workedlier worked
in Fiji as an indentured labourer. The peasants were against the high rents and may other cess which werein Fiji as an indentured labourer. The peasants were against the high rents and may other cess which were
demanded by talukdars and landlords. The peasants demanded reduction of revenue, abolition of begar, anddemanded by talukdars and landlords. The peasants demanded reduction of revenue, abolition of begar, and
social boycott of oppressive landlords.social boycott of oppressive landlords.

Tribal Peasants :Tribal Peasants :

 TTribal peasants gave their own interpretation of Mahatma Gandhi and the idea oribal peasants gave their own interpretation of Mahatma Gandhi and the idea o f swaraj. The tribals weref swaraj. The tribals were
prevented from entering the forests to graze cattle, or to collect fruits and firewoOutside Delhi. The new forestprevented from entering the forests to graze cattle, or to collect fruits and firewoOutside Delhi. The new forest
laws were a threat to their livelihoOutside Delhi. The laws were a threat to their livelihoOutside Delhi. The government forced them to do government forced them to do begar on road construction.begar on road construction.

 Many rebels from the tribal Many rebels from the tribal areas became non-violent and often carried guerareas became non-violent and often carried guerilla warfare against the Britishilla warfare against the British
officials.officials.

Swaraj in the PlantationsSwaraj in the Plantations

 The plantation workers were not permitted to leave the tea gardens without permission; as per the IndianThe plantation workers were not permitted to leave the tea gardens without permission; as per the Indian
Emigration Act of 1859. When the news of Non-Cooperation Movement spread to the plantations, many workersEmigration Act of 1859. When the news of Non-Cooperation Movement spread to the plantations, many workers
 began to  began to defy the authorities. defy the authorities. They left plantations They left plantations and headed and headed towards their homes. towards their homes. But they got But they got stranded onstranded on
the way because of a railway and steamer strike. They were caught by the way because of a railway and steamer strike. They were caught by the police and brutally beaten up.the police and brutally beaten up.
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FlowchartFlowchart

Main Programme of Main Programme of the Non-cooperation the Non-cooperation Movement Movement 

Surrender of titlesSurrender of titles

Refusal to attend official or non-official functionsRefusal to attend official or non-official functions

Remove children from officially controlled schools and collegesRemove children from officially controlled schools and colleges

Refuse to be a part of the militaryRefuse to be a part of the military

Boycott British GBoycott British Goods, Courts oods, Courts and Legislative Assembly and Legislative Assembly ElectionsElections

Know the TermsKnow the Terms
 Nationalism :Nationalism : It involves a strong identification of  It involves a strong identification of a group of individuals with a group of individuals with a political entity defined in nationala political entity defined in national

terms,terms, i.e.,i.e., a nation.a nation.

 Satyagraha :Satyagraha : Satyagraha means force born out of truth. Mahatma Gandhi introduced this concept d Satyagraha means force born out of truth. Mahatma Gandhi introduced this concept d uring his stayuring his stay
in South Africa. It is based on the ideals of truth and non- violence.in South Africa. It is based on the ideals of truth and non- violence.

 Khalifa :Khalifa : The spiritual head of The spiritual head of the Islamic World.the Islamic World.

 Begar Begar :: Labour that villagers were forced to contribute without any payment.Labour that villagers were forced to contribute without any payment.

 Forced Recruitment :Forced Recruitment : A process by which  A process by which the colonial state forced people to join the colonial state forced people to join the army.the army.

 Rowlatt Act :Rowlatt Act : It was an Act which gave the government enormous power to repress political activities. It allowed It was an Act which gave the government enormous power to repress political activities. It allowed
that government could arrest anybody without that government could arrest anybody without a trial for two years.a trial for two years.

  Jallianwala Bagh  Jallianwala Bagh Massacre : 13Massacre : 13thth April, 1919 April, 1919

 A number of people had assembled at JallianwA number of people had assembled at Jallianwala Bagh in Amritsar for attending the ala Bagh in Amritsar for attending the annual Baisakhi fairannual Baisakhi fair. General. General
Dyer surrounded the park and opened fire on the crowd, killing hundreds of people.Dyer surrounded the park and opened fire on the crowd, killing hundreds of people.

 Non- Cooperation Movement :Non- Cooperation Movement : Began in January 1921. The main aim of this movement was not to cooBegan in January 1921. The main aim of this movement was not to cooperate withperate with
the British made goods. It included the British made goods. It included surrendering of government titles, boycott of civil surrendering of government titles, boycott of civil services, army, police, courtsservices, army, police, courts
and legislative councils, school, and foreign goods; and a full civil disobedience campaign would be launched.and legislative councils, school, and foreign goods; and a full civil disobedience campaign would be launched.

 Swadeshi :Swadeshi : The Swadeshi movement involved boycotting British products and the revival of domestic made The Swadeshi movement involved boycotting British products and the revival of domestic made
products and production technique.products and production technique.

 Boycott :Boycott : A boycott is a form of consumer activism involving the act of voluntarily abstaining from using, buying A boycott is a form of consumer activism involving the act of voluntarily abstaining from using, buying
or dealing with a person, oor dealing with a person, organization or country as an expression of protest usually rganization or country as an expression of protest usually for political reason.for political reason.

 Picket :Picket : A form of demonstration or protest by which people block the entrance to a shop, factory or office. A form of demonstration or protest by which people block the entrance to a shop, factory or office.

Know the DatesKnow the Dates

 1885 :1885 : The first meeting of the Indian National The first meeting of the Indian National Congress in Bombay.Congress in Bombay.

 1905 :1905 : The Partition of Bengal officially came into existence.The Partition of Bengal officially came into existence.

 1906 :1906 : Formation of the Muslim League.Formation of the Muslim League.

 1913- 1918 :1913- 1918 : The war prices increased in double.The war prices increased in double.

 1914- 1918 :1914- 1918 : The First World War.The First World War.

 1917 :1917 : Mahatma Gandhi organized Satyagraha Movement in Kheda District (Gujarat).Mahatma Gandhi organized Satyagraha Movement in Kheda District (Gujarat).

 1918 :1918 : Mahatma Gandhi organized Satyagraha Movement in Ahmedabad.Mahatma Gandhi organized Satyagraha Movement in Ahmedabad.

 1919 :1919 : Rowlatt Act was Passed (It gave the government. enormous power to repress political Rowlatt Act was Passed (It gave the government. enormous power to repress political activities, and allowedactivities, and allowed
detention of political prisoners without trial for two detention of political prisoners without trial for two years).years).

 1010thth April,1919 : April,1919 : The police in Amritsar fired upon The police in Amritsar fired upon a peaceful procession. Martial law was imposed.a peaceful procession. Martial law was imposed.
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ØØ 1918-1919 & 1920-1921 :1918-1919 & 1920-1921 : Crop failure.Crop failure.

ØØ March, 1919 :March, 1919 : Khilafat Committee founded in Khilafat Committee founded in BombayBombay..

ØØ 1313thth April, 1919 : April, 1919 : Jallianwala Bagh Massacre took place. Jallianwala Bagh Massacre took place.

ØØ September, 1920 :September, 1920 : Congress Session in Calcutta- Decided to start a Non- Cooperation Movement in support ofCongress Session in Calcutta- Decided to start a Non- Cooperation Movement in support of
Khilafat as well as for Swaraj.Khilafat as well as for Swaraj.

ØØ 1920 :1920 : Mahatma Gandhi leads the Congress; Non-Cooperation Movement launched.Mahatma Gandhi leads the Congress; Non-Cooperation Movement launched.

ØØ December, 1920 :December, 1920 : Congress Session at Nagpur—A compromise was worked out and the Non- cooperationCongress Session at Nagpur—A compromise was worked out and the Non- cooperation
programme was adopted.programme was adopted.

ØØ 1921 :1921 : Famines and the epidemic.Famines and the epidemic.

Know the LinksKnow the Links

ØØ www.mapsofindia.com › Personalities › Gandhiwww.mapsofindia.com › Personalities › Gandhi

ØØ www.india9.com/i9show/Khilafat-Movement-65273.htmlwww.india9.com/i9show/Khilafat-Movement-65273.html

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. Trace the reTrace the reason because of which Gandhijiason because of which Gandhiji
started Satyagraha in 1919.started Satyagraha in 1919.

[Board [Board TTerm–IIerm–II, , (Set-KCG34U9) (Set-KCG34U9) 2016]2016]
  Ans.  Ans. To protest against the Rowlatt Act. To protest against the Rowlatt Act. 11

UU Q. Q. 2.2.  What did British do to repress the Rowlatt  What did British do to repress the Rowlatt
Satyagrahis ?Satyagrahis ?

[Board Term–II, (Set-TCJQ6VD) 2016][Board Term–II, (Set-TCJQ6VD) 2016]

  Ans.  Ans. To repress the Rowlatt Satyagrahis, British decided To repress the Rowlatt Satyagrahis, British decided
to clamp down on them.to clamp down on them. 11

AA Q. Q. 3.3.  During which movement was the Indian  During which movement was the Indian
tricolour first designed ?tricolour first designed ?

Ans.Ans. Swadeshi Movement. Swadeshi Movement. 11

AA Q. Q. 4.4. Why did GWhy did Gandhiji take andhiji take up the up the Khilafat issue Khilafat issue ??
Ans.Ans. To launch To launch a more a more broad-based movement broad-based movement andand

 bring Hindus and Muslims together. bring Hindus and Muslims together. 11

AA Q. Q. 5.5. What did tWhat did the idea he idea of Satyagraha of Satyagraha emphasize ?emphasize ?
Ans.Ans. Appeal to the conscience of the  Appeal to the conscience of the oppressor.oppressor. 11

AA Q. Q. 6.6.  Which act gave the government power to  Which act gave the government power to
supress political activity and detain politicalsupress political activity and detain political
prisoners without trial ?prisoners without trial ?

Ans.Ans. The Rowlatt Act. The Rowlatt Act. 11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

RR Q. Q. 1.1.  What were the three proposals regarding  What were the three proposals regarding
Non-cooperation Movement, as suggested byNon-cooperation Movement, as suggested by
Mahatma Gandhi ?Mahatma Gandhi ?

[Board Term-II, (Set-2081) 2012][Board Term-II, (Set-2081) 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. Refer to Ans. of Q. 13.  Refer to Ans. of Q. 13. short Ans. Type Ques.short Ans. Type Ques.

(Any three) 1 × 3= 3(Any three) 1 × 3= 3

UU Q. 2.Q. 2. How had the How had the First World War First World War created a newcreated a new
economic situation in India? Explain with threeeconomic situation in India? Explain with three
examples.examples. [Board Term-II, 2013][Board Term-II, 2013]

  Ans.  Ans. Three points on the First Three points on the First World War’s impact onWorld War’s impact on
the economic situation in India are given below :the economic situation in India are given below :

(i)(i) It speeded up the process of indu It speeded up the process of industrialisation.strialisation.

(ii)(ii) It led to a huge rise in the defence expenditure of It led to a huge rise in the defence expenditure of
the Government of India.the Government of India.

(iii)(iii) It created a It created a demand for demand for industrial goods industrial goods (jute(jute
 bags,  bags, cloth, cloth, rails, rails, etc.) etc.) and and caused caused a a decline decline ofof
imports from other countries into India.imports from other countries into India.

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013] 1×3=3[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013] 1×3=3

UU Q. Q. 3.3. Explain the idea of Satyagraha Explain the idea of Satyagraha according toaccording to
Gandhiji.Gandhiji. [Board Term-II, 2014 NCERT][Board Term-II, 2014 NCERT]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) The idea of ‘Satyagraha’ emphasized the powerThe idea of ‘Satyagraha’ emphasized the power

of truth and the need to of truth and the need to search for truth.search for truth.

  (ii)  (ii) It suggested It suggested that if the that if the cause was true, cause was true, if theif the

struggle was against injustice, then physical forcestruggle was against injustice, then physical force

was not necessary to fight the oppressor.was not necessary to fight the oppressor.

(iii)(iii) Acco According to Gandhiji, without seeking vengeancerding to Gandhiji, without seeking vengeance

or being aggressive, a satyagrahi could win theor being aggressive, a satyagrahi could win the

 battle through non-violence. battle through non-violence. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2014]2014]

AA Q. Q. 4.4. How dHow did id Mahatma Gandhi Mahatma Gandhi successfullysuccessfully
organize Satyagraha Movement in variousorganize Satyagraha Movement in various
places just after arriving India ? Explain byplaces just after arriving India ? Explain by
giving three examples.giving three examples.

[Board Term-II, (Set 02/B1) 2011][Board Term-II, (Set 02/B1) 2011]

Ans. Ans. After After arriving arriving India, India, Mahatma Mahatma GandhiGandhi
successfully organized Satyagraha Movement insuccessfully organized Satyagraha Movement in
various places :various places :

(i)(i) In 1916, In 1916, he travelled he travelled to Champaran to Champaran in Biharin Bihar
to inspire the peasants to struggle against theto inspire the peasants to struggle against the
oppressive plantation of Indigo.oppressive plantation of Indigo.

  (ii)  (ii) In 1917, he In 1917, he organized a organized a Satyagraha to suppoSatyagraha to supportrt
the peasants of the Kheda district of Gujarat whothe peasants of the Kheda district of Gujarat who
were affected by crop failure and plague epidemicwere affected by crop failure and plague epidemic
and could not pay the revenue.and could not pay the revenue.
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  (iii)  (iii) In 1918, Mahatma Gandhi went to Ahmedabad  In 1918, Mahatma Gandhi went to Ahmedabad toto
organize Satyagraha Movement amongst cottonorganize Satyagraha Movement amongst cotton
mill workers.mill workers. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2011]2011]

UU Q. Q. 5.5. Why did Why did Mahatma Gandhiji Mahatma Gandhiji decide to launchdecide to launch
a nationwide Satyagraha against the proposeda nationwide Satyagraha against the proposed
Rowlatt Act ? Explain any three reasons.Rowlatt Act ? Explain any three reasons.

[Board Term-II, Delhi Set-I, 2015, 14][Board Term-II, Delhi Set-I, 2015, 14]

  Ans.  Ans. Mahatma Gandhi decided to launch a nationwideMahatma Gandhi decided to launch a nationwide
Satyagraha against the proposed Rowlatt Act :Satyagraha against the proposed Rowlatt Act :

((i)i) The Rowlatt The Rowlatt Act Act had had been hurriedly been hurriedly passedpassed
through the Imperial Legislative Council despitethrough the Imperial Legislative Council despite
the united opposition of the Indian members.the united opposition of the Indian members.

(ii)(ii) It gave the government enormous power to  It gave the government enormous power to repressrepress
political activities.political activities.

(iii)(iii) Allowed detention Allowed detention of political of political prisoners withoutprisoners without
trial for two years.trial for two years.

(iv)(iv) It was an unjustful law. It was an unjustful law. (Any three)(Any three)

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015] 2015] 1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33

RR Q. 6.Q. 6. Write Write about the about the Rowlatt Act, Rowlatt Act, 1919.1919.
[Board Term-II, (Set-2027) 2012][Board Term-II, (Set-2027) 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  It gave enormous powers to repress political  It gave enormous powers to repress political
activities.activities.

(ii)(ii) Allowed detention of political prisoners without Allowed detention of political prisoners without
trial.trial.

(iii)(iii) It was It was passed by passed by Imperial Legislative AssemblyImperial Legislative Assembly
despite the strong opposition of the Indiandespite the strong opposition of the Indian
members.members. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012]2012]

AA Q. Q. 7.7.  How was the Rowlatt Act opposed by the  How was the Rowlatt Act opposed by the
people in India? Explain with examples.people in India? Explain with examples.

[Board Term-II, 2013][Board Term-II, 2013]

  Ans.  Ans. The Rowlatt Act of 1919 was opposed in theThe Rowlatt Act of 1919 was opposed in the
following manner :following manner :

(i)(i) Rallies were organized in various cities. Rallies were organized in various cities.

(ii)(ii) Workers went on strike in railway workshops. Workers went on strike in railway workshops.

(iii)(iii) Shops were closed down. Shops were closed down.

It was in opposition to the Rowlatt Act that theIt was in opposition to the Rowlatt Act that the
infamous Jallianwala Bagh Massacre took place.infamous Jallianwala Bagh Massacre took place.
General Dyer ordered his troops to open fire onGeneral Dyer ordered his troops to open fire on
the innocent civilians who had gathered from thethe innocent civilians who had gathered from the
city of Amritsar and outside to attend a peacefulcity of Amritsar and outside to attend a peaceful
meeting.meeting. [CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013] 3[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013] 3

AA Q. 8.Q. 8. Describe any Describe any three suppessive three suppessive measures takenmeasures taken
 by the  by the British administration to British administration to clamp down onclamp down on
nationalists.nationalists. [Board Term-II, 2014][Board Term-II, 2014]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) Barring local leaders from Amritsar alongwithBarring local leaders from Amritsar alongwith
Mahatma Gandhi from entering Delhi.Mahatma Gandhi from entering Delhi.

(ii)(ii) Open firing upon a  Open firing upon a peaceful procession in Amritsar,peaceful procession in Amritsar,
which led to widespread attacks on banks, policewhich led to widespread attacks on banks, police
stations, etc. Imposition of Martial Law.stations, etc. Imposition of Martial Law.

  (iii)  (iii)  Forcing the Satyagrahis to rub their noses on the Forcing the Satyagrahis to rub their noses on the
ground, flogging people and bombing villages.ground, flogging people and bombing villages.

1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

AA Q. 9.Q. 9. Describe the Describe the incident of incident of Jallianwala Bagh Jallianwala Bagh whichwhich
took place during the British rule.took place during the British rule.

[Board [Board TTerm-IIerm-II, , (Set-68(Set-68006) 006) 2012]2012]

  Ans.  Ans. Refer to Ans. of Q. 7. L.A.T.Q. Refer to Ans. of Q. 7. L.A.T.Q. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

UU Q. 10.Q. 10. Explain Explain the the issue issue behind behind the Khilafatthe Khilafat
Movement.Movement. [Board Term-II, 2014][Board Term-II, 2014]

OROR

What was the Khilafat Agitation ? Why didWhat was the Khilafat Agitation ? Why did
Gandhiji gave support to this agitation ?Gandhiji gave support to this agitation ?

[Board Term-II, (Set-68012) 2012][Board Term-II, (Set-68012) 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. Khilafat Agitation :Khilafat Agitation :

(i)(i) World War-I had ended with defeat of Ottoman World War-I had ended with defeat of Ottoman
Turks. There were rumours of harsh treaty onTurks. There were rumours of harsh treaty on
Khalifa.Khalifa.

(ii)(ii) To defend To defend Khalifa’s temporal Khalifa’s temporal powers, Khilafatpowers, Khilafat
Committee was formed in 1919 as he wasCommittee was formed in 1919 as he was
considered as the spiritual head of Muslims.considered as the spiritual head of Muslims.

Gandhiji supported it because he saw it as anGandhiji supported it because he saw it as an
opportunity to bring Muslims under the umbrellaopportunity to bring Muslims under the umbrella
of a unified National Movement.of a unified National Movement. 2 + 1 = 32 + 1 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2014]2014]

AA  Q. 11. Q. 11. “British rule in “British rule in India would have collapsed India would have collapsed ifif
Indians had not cooperated”. How did thisIndians had not cooperated”. How did this
statement help in starting a mass movement instatement help in starting a mass movement in
India against the British rule?India against the British rule?

[Board Term-II, (Set-WVIVSA5) 2015][Board Term-II, (Set-WVIVSA5) 2015]

Ans.Ans. (i)(i) Mahatma Gandhi declared that British ruleMahatma Gandhi declared that British rule
was established in India with the cooperation ofwas established in India with the cooperation of
Indian and if Indians had refused to cooperate,Indian and if Indians had refused to cooperate,
British rule in India would have collapsed withinBritish rule in India would have collapsed within
a year.a year.

  (ii)  (ii) He proposed that the movement should unfold in He proposed that the movement should unfold in
stages.stages.

  (iii)  (iii) It should begin with the surrendering of titles that It should begin with the surrendering of titles that
the government had awarded to the Indians.the government had awarded to the Indians.

  (iv)  (iv) A boycott of civil services, army, police,  A boycott of civil services, army, police, courts andcourts and
legislative assemblies, schools and foreign goodslegislative assemblies, schools and foreign goods
would show their non-cooperation to the Britishwould show their non-cooperation to the British
empire.empire.
Mahatma Gandhi felt that in case the governmentMahatma Gandhi felt that in case the government
used repression, a full civil disobedience campaignused repression, a full civil disobedience campaign
would be launched.would be launched. (Any three)(Any three)

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015] 2015] 1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33

AA Q. 12.Q. 12. How How could could Non-Cooperation became Non-Cooperation became aa
movement ? Give your opinion.movement ? Give your opinion.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, 2015, 2015, Foreign Foreign Set-I, Set-I, (Set-2078) (Set-2078) 2012]2012]

Ans. Non-Cooperation became a movement :Ans. Non-Cooperation became a movement :

(i)(i) It was the view of Gandhiji that the British rule wasIt was the view of Gandhiji that the British rule was

set in India with the cooperation of Indians.set in India with the cooperation of Indians.

(ii)(ii) If Indians refused cooperation, British rule in IndiaIf Indians refused cooperation, British rule in India

would collapse within a year and Swaraj wouldwould collapse within a year and Swaraj would

come.come.

(iii)(iii) Gandhiji proposed that the movement shouldGandhiji proposed that the movement should

unfold in stages.unfold in stages.

(v)(v) In case the government used repression, a full In case the government used repression, a full civilcivil
disobedience campaign would be launched.disobedience campaign would be launched.

(vi)(vi) Mahatma Gandhi and Shaukat Ali touredMahatma Gandhi and Shaukat Ali toured
extensively, mobilising popular support of theextensively, mobilising popular support of the
movement.movement. (Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015]
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AA  Q. 13. Q. 13.  Discuss the various stages of the Non-  Discuss the various stages of the Non-
Cooperation Movement launched by MahatmaCooperation Movement launched by Mahatma
Gandhi.Gandhi. [Board SQP-2016][Board SQP-2016]

  Ans.  Ans. Gandhiji proposed that the movement shouldGandhiji proposed that the movement should
unfold in stages :unfold in stages :
11st st   Stage–  Stage–Surrender of titles that the governmentSurrender of titles that the government
awarded.awarded.
22ndnd  Stage–  Stage–Boycott of civil services, army, police,Boycott of civil services, army, police,
courts and legislative, councils, schools, and foreigncourts and legislative, councils, schools, and foreign
goods.goods.
33rdrd  Stage–  Stage–Then, in case the government usedThen, in case the government used
repression, a full civil disobedience campaignrepression, a full civil disobedience campaign
would be launched.would be launched. 33

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016]2016]

UU  Q. 14. Q. 14.  Why did the Non-Cooperation Movement  Why did the Non-Cooperation Movement
gradually slow down in the cities? Explain.gradually slow down in the cities? Explain.

[Board Term-II, Delhi Set-II, 2015][Board Term-II, Delhi Set-II, 2015]

Ans. Ans. The Non-Cooperation Movement gradually slowThe Non-Cooperation Movement gradually slow
down in the cities because :down in the cities because :

(i)(i) Khadi clothes Khadi clothes were more were more expensive than expensive than millmill
clothes.clothes.

(ii)(ii) Poor people could not afford to buy it. Poor people could not afford to buy it.

(iii)(iii) The boycott of British institutions posed a problem. The boycott of British institutions posed a problem.

(iv)(iv) Students and Students and teachers began teachers began trickling back trickling back toto
government schools.government schools.

(v)(v) Lawyers joined back work in government courts. Lawyers joined back work in government courts.

(Any (Any three)three)

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 1 × 3 = 3[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 1 × 3 = 3

AA  Q. 15. Q. 15. Describe the Describe the spread of spread of Non-CooperationNon-Cooperation
Movement in the countryside.Movement in the countryside.

[Board T[Board Term-II, (Outside erm-II, (Outside Delhi Set-II) Delhi Set-II) 2015]2015]

Ans. Ans. Non-Cooperation Non-Cooperation Movement Movement spread spread in in thethe
countryside :countryside :

(i)(i) In Awadh, peasants were led by  In Awadh, peasants were led by Baba Ramchandra.Baba Ramchandra.
Here the movement was against talukdarsHere the movement was against talukdars
and landlords who demanded from peasant’sand landlords who demanded from peasant’s
exorbitantly high rents and a variety of otherexorbitantly high rents and a variety of other
cesses.cesses.

(ii)(ii)  Peasants had to do begar and work at landlords  Peasants had to do begar and work at landlords
farms without any payments.farms without any payments.
As tenants they had no As tenants they had no security of tenure and weresecurity of tenure and were
regularly evicted so that they have no right overregularly evicted so that they have no right over
the leased land.the leased land.

(iii)(iii) The peasant The peasant movement demanded movement demanded reduction ofreduction of
revenue, abolition of begar and social boycott ofrevenue, abolition of begar and social boycott of
oppressive landlords.oppressive landlords.

In In the the meantime, meantime, Jawaharlal Jawaharlal Nehru Nehru began began goinggoing
around the villages in Awadh.around the villages in Awadh.

(iv)(iv) The Awadh Kisan Sabha was set up  The Awadh Kisan Sabha was set up in the villages.in the villages.
The peasant movement, however, developed inThe peasant movement, however, developed in
forms that the Congress leadership was unhappyforms that the Congress leadership was unhappy
with.with.

(v)(v) As the movement spread, the houses of talukdars As the movement spread, the houses of talukdars
and merchants were attacked: bazaars were lootedand merchants were attacked: bazaars were looted
and grain hoards were taken over.and grain hoards were taken over. (Any three)(Any three)

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 1 × 3 = 3[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 1 × 3 = 3

AA  Q. 16. Q. 16. Describe any three major prDescribe any three major problems faced byoblems faced by
the peasants of Awadh in the days of Non-the peasants of Awadh in the days of Non-
Cooperation Movement.Cooperation Movement.

[Board T[Board Term-II, (Outside erm-II, (Outside Delhi Set-III) 2015]Delhi Set-III) 2015]

Ans. Ans. Problems faced by the peasants of Awadh in theProblems faced by the peasants of Awadh in the
days of Non-Cooperation Movement were :days of Non-Cooperation Movement were :

(i)(i) Talukdars and landlords posed high rent on land Talukdars and landlords posed high rent on land
and variety of cesses.and variety of cesses.

(ii)(ii) Various taxes were also implemented on them. Various taxes were also implemented on them.

(iii)(iii) Peasants had to do begar and work at landlord’s Peasants had to do begar and work at landlord’s
farm without any payment.farm without any payment.

(iv)(iv) They had no security of tenure and were evicted They had no security of tenure and were evicted
regularly.regularly.

(v)(v) They had no right over leased land. They had no right over leased land. (Any three)(Any three)

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 1 × 3 = 3[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 1 × 3 = 3

AA  Q. 17. Q. 17. “The plantation workers “The plantation workers in Assam had theirin Assam had their
own understanding of Mahatma Gandhi andown understanding of Mahatma Gandhi and
the notion of Swaraj”. Support the statementthe notion of Swaraj”. Support the statement
with arguments.with arguments.

[Board [Board TTerm–II, erm–II, Outside Outside Delhi Delhi Set-I, Set-I, II, II, III, III, 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans. “The plantation workers in Assam had their“The plantation workers in Assam had their
own understanding of Mahatma Gandhi and theown understanding of Mahatma Gandhi and the
notion of Swaraj”:notion of Swaraj”:

(i)(i) For plantation workers in Assam, freedom meant For plantation workers in Assam, freedom meant
the right to move freely in and the right to move freely in and out of the confinedout of the confined
space in which they were enclosed.space in which they were enclosed.

  (ii)  (ii) Swaraj meant retaining a Swaraj meant retaining a link the village link the village fromfrom
which they had come.which they had come.

  (iii)  (iii) Under Under the the Inland Inland Emigration Emigration Act Act of of 18591859
plantation workers were not permitted to leaveplantation workers were not permitted to leave
the Tea Gardens without permission.the Tea Gardens without permission.

  (iv)  (iv) When When they they heard heard of of the the Non-CooperationNon-Cooperation
Movement thousands of workers defied theMovement thousands of workers defied the
authorities, left the plantations and headed home.authorities, left the plantations and headed home.

(v)(v) They believed that Gandhi Raj was coming and They believed that Gandhi Raj was coming and
everyone would be given land in their owneveryone would be given land in their own
village.village. (Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016]

UU Q. 18.Q. 18. What were What were the causes of tthe causes of the withdrawal of he withdrawal of thethe
Non-Cooperation Movement? Explain.Non-Cooperation Movement? Explain.

[Board Term-II, Set-TCJQ6VD; RKZQI05, 2016][Board Term-II, Set-TCJQ6VD; RKZQI05, 2016]

OROR

Why did Mahatma Gandhi decide to withdrawWhy did Mahatma Gandhi decide to withdraw
the Non-Cooperthe Non-Cooperation ation Movement in Movement in FebruaryFebruary
1922? Explain the reasons.1922? Explain the reasons.

[Board T[Board Term-II, Foreign erm-II, Foreign Set-II, 2015] Set-II, 2015] [NCERT][NCERT]

  Ans.  Ans. Withdrawal of Non-Cooperation Movement inWithdrawal of Non-Cooperation Movement in
February 1922 :February 1922 :

  (i)  (i) Gandhiji felt the movement was turning violent inGandhiji felt the movement was turning violent in
many places.many places.

(ii)(ii) A clash took place at Chauri Chaura in Uttar PradeshA clash took place at Chauri Chaura in Uttar Pradesh
(iii)(iii) A group volunteers picketing a liquor shop wereA group volunteers picketing a liquor shop were

 beaten up by a police officer. beaten up by a police officer.

(iv)(iv) In protest a group of peasants went to the policeIn protest a group of peasants went to the police

station, bolted the door and set fire to the policestation, bolted the door and set fire to the police

station killing 22 policemen.station killing 22 policemen.

(v)(v) The incident shocked Gandhiji and he  The incident shocked Gandhiji and he immediatelyimmediately

withdrew the movement.withdrew the movement. (Any three)(Any three)

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 1 × 3 = 3[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 1 × 3 = 3
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Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. 1.Q. 1. Explain the Explain the effects of effects of First World First World War on India.War on India.

[Board [Board TTerm–IIerm–II, , (Set-KCG34U9) (Set-KCG34U9) 2016]2016]

OROR

How did the ‘First World War’ create a newHow did the ‘First World War’ create a new
economic and political situations in India ?economic and political situations in India ?
Explain with examples.Explain with examples.

[Board Term–II, Foreign Set–III, 2016 ][Board Term–II, Foreign Set–III, 2016 ]

OROR

Explain any five major problems posed by theExplain any five major problems posed by the
First World War in India.First World War in India.

[Board T[Board Term-II, Outside erm-II, Outside Delhi Set-II, 2015]Delhi Set-II, 2015]

OROR

Examine the effects of the First World War onExamine the effects of the First World War on
the National Movement of India.the National Movement of India.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, 2012, 2012, (Set-680(Set-68035)]35)]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) The war created a new economic and politicalThe war created a new economic and political
situation.situation.

(ii)(ii) It led It led to huge to huge increase in increase in defence expendituredefence expenditure
which was financed by war loans and increasingwhich was financed by war loans and increasing
taxes, custom duties were raised and income taxtaxes, custom duties were raised and income tax
was introduced.was introduced.

(iii)(iii) Prices increased, doubling between 1913-18. ThisPrices increased, doubling between 1913-18. This
hit the common people.hit the common people.

  (iv)  (iv) Villagers were Villagers were asked to asked to supply soldiers supply soldiers andand
through force recruitment in rural areas.through force recruitment in rural areas.

(v)(v) During 1918-19, During 1918-19, crops failed crops failed in many in many parts ofparts of

India which created shortage of food.India which created shortage of food.

(vi)(vi) Spread of influenza epidemic and death of 12 to Spread of influenza epidemic and death of 12 to

13 million people.13 million people. (Any five) 1 × 5 = 5(Any five) 1 × 5 = 5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016]2016]

UU Q. Q. 2.2. Explain Gandhiji’s Explain Gandhiji’s view on view on Satyagraha. WhichSatyagraha. Which
quality of Mahatma Gandhi turned the freedomquality of Mahatma Gandhi turned the freedom
struggle into a mass movement ?struggle into a mass movement ?

[Board Term-II, (Set-68007) 2013][Board Term-II, (Set-68007) 2013]

OROR

Explain the ideas of Gandhiji regardingExplain the ideas of Gandhiji regarding
‘Satyagraha’ in five points.‘Satyagraha’ in five points.

Ans. Five points about Ans. Five points about Gandhiji’s idea of ‘Satyagraha’ Gandhiji’s idea of ‘Satyagraha’ ::

(i)(i) The idea of Satyagraha emphasized the power of The idea of Satyagraha emphasized the power of
truth and the need to search for truth and the need to search for truth.truth.

(ii)(ii) It suggested It suggested that if the that if the cause was true, cause was true, if theif the
struggle was against injustice, then physical forcestruggle was against injustice, then physical force
was not necessary to fight the oppressor.was not necessary to fight the oppressor.

(iv)(iv) This could be done by appealing to the conscience This could be done by appealing to the conscience
of the oppressor.of the oppressor.

  (iii)  (iii) Without seeking vengeance or being aggressive, Without seeking vengeance or being aggressive,

a satyagrahi could win the battle through non-a satyagrahi could win the battle through non-

violence.violence.

(v)(v) People People including including the the oppressors had oppressors had to to bebe

persuaded to see the truth, instead of being forcedpersuaded to see the truth, instead of being forced

to accept truth through the use oto accept truth through the use of violence.f violence.

  (vi)  (vi) Gandhiji Gandhiji believed that believed that truth truth was was bound bound toto

ultimately triumph.ultimately triumph.

(vii)(vii) He believed He believed that the that the dharma of dharma of non-violencenon-violence

could unite all Indians.could unite all Indians. (Any five) 1 × 5 = 5(Any five) 1 × 5 = 5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2013]2013]

UU Q. 3.Q. 3. What was tWhat was the impact of he impact of the First the First World War onWorld War on
the economic conditions in India.the economic conditions in India.

[Board Term-II, 2011][Board Term-II, 2011]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) It created new economic and political  It created new economic and political problems.problems.
The war had led to huge expenditure which wasThe war had led to huge expenditure which was
financed by heavy loans and increase in taxes.financed by heavy loans and increase in taxes.
Customs duties were raised and income tax wasCustoms duties were raised and income tax was
introduced.introduced.

  (ii)  (ii) The prices had doubled between 1913-18 and the The prices had doubled between 1913-18 and the
common people underwent great hardships.common people underwent great hardships.

  (iii)  (iii) Crops had Crops had failed between failed between 1918-19 and 1918-19 and 1920-1920-
21 leading to famine and disease. There were21 leading to famine and disease. There were
epidemics killing between 12-13 million peopleepidemics killing between 12-13 million people
(Census, 1921).(Census, 1921).

  (iv)  (iv) People’s hope that the end of war would bring an People’s hope that the end of war would bring an
end to their goals were belied, and this led to theirend to their goals were belied, and this led to their
support to the national movement.support to the national movement.

(v)(v) The Muslims The Muslims were antagonised were antagonised by the by the BritishBritish
ill-treatment of the Khalifa, after the First Worldill-treatment of the Khalifa, after the First World
War.War.

  (vi)  (vi) Indian villagers were also incensed by the British Indian villagers were also incensed by the British
Government’s forced recruitment of men in theGovernment’s forced recruitment of men in the
army.army.

  (vii)  (vii) The Congress and other parties were angry with The Congress and other parties were angry with
the British for not consulting them before makingthe British for not consulting them before making
India a party on their side against Germany.India a party on their side against Germany.

  (viii)  (viii) Taking advantage of the First World War, many Taking advantage of the First World War, many
revolutionary parties cropped up and they incitedrevolutionary parties cropped up and they incited
the people to join the anti-colonial movement inthe people to join the anti-colonial movement in
India (India (i.e.i.e. the National Movement).the National Movement). (Any five)(Any five)

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2011] 2011] 1 1 × × 5 5 = = 55

UU Q. Q. 4.4.  How did Gandhiji convert the National  How did Gandhiji convert the National
Movement into a Mass Movement ?Movement into a Mass Movement ?

[Board Term-II, (Set 11/A1) 2011][Board Term-II, (Set 11/A1) 2011]

  Ans.  Ans. Gandhiji converted the National Movement intoGandhiji converted the National Movement into
a Mass Movement by :a Mass Movement by :

(i)(i) His simple and saintly life and style of convincing His simple and saintly life and style of convincing
the masses made him popular.the masses made him popular.

  (ii)  (ii) His His undisputed undisputed leadership leadership and and magneticmagnetic
personality.personality.

  (iii)  (iii) His policy of non-violent Satyagraha. His policy of non-violent Satyagraha.

  (iv)  (iv) His programmes His programmes of social of social reforms like figreforms like fightinghting
against untouchability.against untouchability.

(v)(v) His commitment to Hindu-Muslim unity. His commitment to Hindu-Muslim unity.

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2011] 2011] 1 1 × × 5 5 = = 55

RR Q. Q. 5.5. Why did Why did Gandhiji decide Gandhiji decide to launch to launch aa
nationwide Satyagraha against the proposednationwide Satyagraha against the proposed
Rowlatt Act of 1919? How was it organized ?Rowlatt Act of 1919? How was it organized ?
Explain.Explain. [Board Term–II, Delhi Set–I, 2016][Board Term–II, Delhi Set–I, 2016]
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  Ans.  Ans. Satyagraha against the proposed Rowlatt Act, 1919 :Satyagraha against the proposed Rowlatt Act, 1919 :
(i)(i) The Rowlatt Act was hurriedly passed  The Rowlatt Act was hurriedly passed through thethrough the

Imperial Legislative Council.Imperial Legislative Council.
  (ii)  (ii) Indian members unitedly opposed it. Indian members unitedly opposed it.
  (iii)  (iii)  It gave government enormous powers to repress  It gave government enormous powers to repress

political activities.political activities.
  (iv)  (iv) It allowed detention of political prisoners without It allowed detention of political prisoners without

trials for two years.trials for two years. (Any two)(Any two)
Organization Organization of of Satyagraha Satyagraha ::

(i)(i) Mahatma Mahatma Gandhi Gandhi wanted wanted non-violent non-violent civilcivil
disobedience against such unjust laws.disobedience against such unjust laws.

  (ii)  (ii) It was started with a ‘Hartal’ on 6 It was started with a ‘Hartal’ on 6 thth April. April.
  (iii)  (iii) Rallies were organized in various cities. Rallies were organized in various cities.
  (iv)  (iv) Workers went on strike in railway workshops. Workers went on strike in railway workshops.

(v)(v) Shops were closed down. Shops were closed down. (Any three) 2 + 3 = 5(Any three) 2 + 3 = 5
[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016]2016]

AA Q. Q. 6.6.  What was the impact of the Rowlatt Act  What was the impact of the Rowlatt Act
Satyagraha on the political situation in India?Satyagraha on the political situation in India?
Describe.Describe. [Board Term-II, (Set-2027) 2012][Board Term-II, (Set-2027) 2012]

Ans. Impact of tAns. Impact of the Rowlatt Act he Rowlatt Act on the political situationon the political situation
in India :in India :

(i)(i) People organised hartals in cities and railways went People organised hartals in cities and railways went
on strike.on strike.

  (ii)  (ii) Shops were closed down. Shops were closed down.

  (iii)  (iii) Leaders were arrested. Leaders were arrested.

  (iv)  (iv) At Amritsar, police fired upon a peaceful procession. At Amritsar, police fired upon a peaceful procession.

(v)(v) Martial law was imposed. Martial law was imposed. 1 × 5 = 51 × 5 = 5

AA Q. Q. 7.7.  Describe the incident and impact of the  Describe the incident and impact of the
 Jallianwala Bagh. Jallianwala Bagh.

[Board Term-II, Foreign Set-I, 2015][Board Term-II, Foreign Set-I, 2015]

OROR

Explain the reason and effects of JallianwalaExplain the reason and effects of Jallianwala
Bagh Massacre.Bagh Massacre. [Board Term-II, 2014][Board Term-II, 2014]

OROR

Explain the impact of Jallianwala Bagh incidentExplain the impact of Jallianwala Bagh incident
on the people.on the people.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Outside Outside Delhi-20Delhi-2014]14]

OROR

Describe the Jallianwala Bagh Massacre andDescribe the Jallianwala Bagh Massacre and
the aftermath. Which basic human rights didthe aftermath. Which basic human rights did
the British violate ?the British violate ?

Ans. Incident and Impact of Ans. Incident and Impact of the Jallianwala Bagh :the Jallianwala Bagh :

On 13On 13thth April large crowd gathered in Jallianwala April large crowd gathered in Jallianwala
Bagh.Bagh.

Some of them had come to protest against theSome of them had come to protest against the
government’s new repressive measures and othersgovernment’s new repressive measures and others
had come to attend Baisakhi fair.had come to attend Baisakhi fair.

General Dyer entered the area, blocked the exitGeneral Dyer entered the area, blocked the exit
points and opened fire on the crowd, killingpoints and opened fire on the crowd, killing
hundreds to create a feeling of terror.hundreds to create a feeling of terror.

Impact Impact ::

(i)(i) As the news spread, crowd took to the streets in As the news spread, crowd took to the streets in
North Indian towns.North Indian towns.

(ii)(ii) There were strikes, clashes with police. There were strikes, clashes with police.

(iii)(iii) Attacks on Government buildings. Attacks on Government buildings.

(iv)(iv) The government responded with brutal repression The government responded with brutal repression
to terrorize people.to terrorize people.

(v)(v) Satyagrahis were forced to rub their noses on the Satyagrahis were forced to rub their noses on the
ground.ground.

(vi)(vi) People were flogged and villages were bombed. People were flogged and villages were bombed.

(vii)(vii) The British violated The British violated the freedom othe freedom of speech andf speech and
expression.expression.

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 2 + 3 = 5[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 2 + 3 = 5

AA Q. Q. 8.8.  Describe the development which led to the  Describe the development which led to the
launching of Non-Cooperation Movement.launching of Non-Cooperation Movement.

[Board Term-II, Foreign Set-II, 2015][Board Term-II, Foreign Set-II, 2015]

Ans. Developments which lAns. Developments which led to the launching of Ned to the launching of Non-on-
Cooperation Movement :Cooperation Movement :

  (i)  (i) Mahatma Gandhi successfully organizedMahatma Gandhi successfully organized
Satyagraha movements in various places.Satyagraha movements in various places.

(ii)(ii) In 191In 1916, 6, he trahe travelled to velled to Champaran Champaran in Biharin Bihar
to inspire the peasants to struggle against theto inspire the peasants to struggle against the
oppressive plantation system.oppressive plantation system.

(iii)(iii) Then in 1917, he organized a Then in 1917, he organized a Satyagraha to supportSatyagraha to support
the peasants of the Kheda district of Gujarat.the peasants of the Kheda district of Gujarat.

(iv)(iv) In 1918, he went to Ahmedabad to organizeIn 1918, he went to Ahmedabad to organize
a Satyagraha movement amongst cotton milla Satyagraha movement amongst cotton mill
workers.workers.

(v)(v) In 1919, he decided to launch a nationwideIn 1919, he decided to launch a nationwide
Satyagraha against the proposed Rowlatt Act.Satyagraha against the proposed Rowlatt Act.

(vi)(vi) Rallies were organized in various places.Rallies were organized in various places.

(vii)(vii) At the Calcutta session of the Congress inAt the Calcutta session of the Congress in
September 1920, he convinced other leaders ofSeptember 1920, he convinced other leaders of
the need to start a non-cooperation movement inthe need to start a non-cooperation movement in

support of Khilafat as well as for Swaraj.support of Khilafat as well as for Swaraj.

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 1 × 5 = 5[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 1 × 5 = 5

UU Q. Q. 9.9. How did different social How did different social group conceive thegroup conceive the
idea of ‘Non-Cooperation’ ? Explain withidea of ‘Non-Cooperation’ ? Explain with
examples.examples. [Board Term-II, 2014][Board Term-II, 2014]

  Ans.  Ans. Some of the  Some of the leaders within Congress were reluctantleaders within Congress were reluctant
to start Non-Cooperation Movement because theyto start Non-Cooperation Movement because they
wanted to oppose the British government throughwanted to oppose the British government through
legal and constitutional means.legal and constitutional means.

For For exampleexample, they wanted to contest the elections, they wanted to contest the elections
for legislative councils that were scheduled to befor legislative councils that were scheduled to be
held in 1920 and oppose the government fromheld in 1920 and oppose the government from
inside the council once elected.inside the council once elected. 55

UU  Q. 10. Q. 10. How had How had Non–Cooperation Non–Cooperation Movement Movement spreadspread
in cities. Explain.in cities. Explain.

[Board [Board TTerm–II, erm–II, Foreign Foreign Set-I, Set-I, II, II, 2016]2016]

OROR

How did the ‘Non-Cooperation Movement’How did the ‘Non-Cooperation Movement’
spread in cities across the country ? Explain itsspread in cities across the country ? Explain its
effects on the economic front.effects on the economic front.

[Board T[Board Term-II, Outside erm-II, Outside Delhi Set-III, 2015]Delhi Set-III, 2015]

Ans.Ans. Non–Cooperation Movement spread in citiesNon–Cooperation Movement spread in cities
across the country :across the country :

(i)(i) The The movement movement started started with with middle middle classclass
participation in the cities.participation in the cities.

(ii)(ii) Thousands of students left government controlled Thousands of students left government controlled
schools and colleges.schools and colleges.
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  (iii)  (iii)  Headmasters and teachers resigned and lawyers  Headmasters and teachers resigned and lawyers
gave up their legal practices.gave up their legal practices.

  (iv)  (iv) The council The council elections were elections were boycotted in boycotted in mostmost
provinces except Madras where Justice Party tookprovinces except Madras where Justice Party took
part in elections.part in elections.

Effects of Non-Cooperation Movement on theEffects of Non-Cooperation Movement on the
economic front were :economic front were :

(i)(i) Foreign goods were boycotted. Foreign goods were boycotted.

(ii)(ii) Liquor shops were picketed. Liquor shops were picketed.

(iii)(iii) Foreign clothes were burnt in huge bonfires. Foreign clothes were burnt in huge bonfires.

(iv)(iv) The import of foreign cloth halved between 1921- The import of foreign cloth halved between 1921-
1922. 1922. In value the drop In value the drop was fromwas from `  `  102 crore to 102 crore to  `  `  57 57
crore.crore.

(v)(v)  In many places merchants and traders refused to In many places merchants and traders refused to
trade in foreign goods or trade in foreign goods or finance foreign trade.finance foreign trade.

  (vi)  (vi) The people began discarding imported clothes and The people began discarding imported clothes and
wore only Indian ones.wore only Indian ones.

(vii)(vii) Production of Indian textile mills and handlooms Production of Indian textile mills and handlooms
went up tremendously.went up tremendously. (Any three)(Any three)

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 2 + 3 = 5[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 2 + 3 = 5

UU  Q. 11. Q. 11. Explain the Explain the response of response of the plantation the plantation workersworkers
to the Non-Cooperation Movement started byto the Non-Cooperation Movement started by
Gandhiji. What did freedom mean for them ?Gandhiji. What did freedom mean for them ?

[Board [Board TTerm–Ierm–II, I, (Set-TCJQ6VD) (Set-TCJQ6VD) 2016]2016]
  Ans.  Ans. (a)(a) The response of the plantation workers to theThe response of the plantation workers to the

Non-Cooperation Movement are :Non-Cooperation Movement are :
  (i)  (i) Under the Inland Emigration Act of 1859,Under the Inland Emigration Act of 1859,

plantation workers were not permitted to leaveplantation workers were not permitted to leave
the tea gardens without permission.the tea gardens without permission.

  (ii)  (ii) When they heard of the Non–CooperationWhen they heard of the Non–Cooperation
Movement, thousands of workers defied theMovement, thousands of workers defied the
authorities, left the plantations and headedauthorities, left the plantations and headed
home.home.

  (iii)  (iii) They believed that Gandhi Raj was coming andThey believed that Gandhi Raj was coming and
everyone would be given land in their owneveryone would be given land in their own
village.village.

  (iv)  (iv) They, however, never reached their destination.They, however, never reached their destination.
Stranded on the way by a railway and steamerStranded on the way by a railway and steamer
strike, they were caught by the police andstrike, they were caught by the police and
 brutally beaten up. brutally beaten up.

(b)(b) For them, freedom meant the right to move freely For them, freedom meant the right to move freely
in and out of the confined space in in and out of the confined space in which they werewhich they were
enclosed.enclosed. 4 + 1 = 54 + 1 = 5

TOPIC-2TOPIC-2
Civil Disobedience Movement (1930 to 1934)Civil Disobedience Movement (1930 to 1934)

Quick Review Quick Review 
Simon CommissionSimon Commission

 The British government constituted The British government constituted a Statutory Commission under Sir a Statutory Commission under Sir John Simon. The Commission was madeJohn Simon. The Commission was made
to look into the functioning of the constitutional system in India and suggest changes. But since all the membersto look into the functioning of the constitutional system in India and suggest changes. But since all the members
in the Commission were British, the Indian leaders opposed the Commission.in the Commission were British, the Indian leaders opposed the Commission.

 The Simon Commission arrived in India in 1928. It waThe Simon Commission arrived in India in 1928. It was greeted with the slogan ‘s greeted with the slogan ‘Go back Simon’. All parties joinedGo back Simon’. All parties joined
the protest. In October 1929, Lord Irwin announthe protest. In October 1929, Lord Irwin announced a vague offer of ‘dominion ced a vague offer of ‘dominion status’ for India but its timing status’ for India but its timing waswas
not specified. He also offered to honot specified. He also offered to hold a Round Tld a Round Table Conference to discuss the future Constitution.able Conference to discuss the future Constitution.

Salt March (Beginning of Civil Disobedience Movement)Salt March (Beginning of Civil Disobedience Movement)

 Mahatma Gandhi believed that salt Mahatma Gandhi believed that salt could be a powerful symbol to unite the whole could be a powerful symbol to unite the whole nation. Most of the people;nation. Most of the people;
including the British scoffed at the idea. Aboincluding the British scoffed at the idea. Abolition of the salt tax was among many lition of the salt tax was among many demands which were raised bydemands which were raised by
Gandhiji through a letter to Viceroy Irwin.Gandhiji through a letter to Viceroy Irwin.

 The Salt MarThe Salt March or Dandi Mach or Dandi March was startrch was started by Gandhiji ed by Gandhiji on 12on 12thth March 1930. He was accompanied by 78 volunteers. March 1930. He was accompanied by 78 volunteers.
They walked for 24 days to cover a distance of 240 miles from Sabaramati to Dandi. Many more joined them in theThey walked for 24 days to cover a distance of 240 miles from Sabaramati to Dandi. Many more joined them in the
way. On 6way. On 6thth April 1930, Gandhiji ceremonially violated the law by  April 1930, Gandhiji ceremonially violated the law by taking a fistful of salt.taking a fistful of salt.

 The Salt March marked the beginning of the CivThe Salt March marked the beginning of the Civil Disobedience Movement. Thousands of people broke the saltil Disobedience Movement. Thousands of people broke the salt
law in different parts of country. People demonstrated in front of government salt factories. Foreign cloth waslaw in different parts of country. People demonstrated in front of government salt factories. Foreign cloth was
 boycotted. Pea boycotted. Peasants refused to pay revenue. Vsants refused to pay revenue. Village officials resigned. Tillage officials resigned. Tribal people violated forest laws.ribal people violated forest laws.

Response of British Response of British RulersRulers

 The colonial government began to arrest the CThe colonial government began to arrest the Congress leaders. This led to violent clashes ongress leaders. This led to violent clashes in many places.in many places.
Mahatma Gandhi was arrested about a month later. People began to attack the symbols of British rule; such asMahatma Gandhi was arrested about a month later. People began to attack the symbols of British rule; such as
police posts, municipal buildings, police posts, municipal buildings, law courts and railway stations. The government’s repression was quite brutal.law courts and railway stations. The government’s repression was quite brutal.
Even women and children were beaten up. AboEven women and children were beaten up. About 100,000 people were arrested.ut 100,000 people were arrested.

Round Table ConferenceRound Table Conference

 When things began to take When things began to take a violent turn, Mahatma Gandhi called a violent turn, Mahatma Gandhi called off the movement. He signed a off the movement. He signed a pact withpact with
Irwin on 5Irwin on 5thth March 1931. This was called  March 1931. This was called the Gandhi-Irwin Pact. As per the Pact, Gandhiji agreed to participate inthe Gandhi-Irwin Pact. As per the Pact, Gandhiji agreed to participate in
the Round Table Conference in London. In lieu of that, the government agreed to release the political prisoners.the Round Table Conference in London. In lieu of that, the government agreed to release the political prisoners.
Gandhiji went to London in December 1931. The negotiations broke down and Gandhiji had to return withGandhiji went to London in December 1931. The negotiations broke down and Gandhiji had to return with
disappointment. When Gandhiji came back to India, he found that most of the leaders were put in jail. Congressdisappointment. When Gandhiji came back to India, he found that most of the leaders were put in jail. Congress
had been declared illegal. Many measures were taken to prevent meetings, demonstrations and boycotts.had been declared illegal. Many measures were taken to prevent meetings, demonstrations and boycotts.
Mahatma Gandhi relaunched the Civil Disobedience Movement. By 1934, the movement had Mahatma Gandhi relaunched the Civil Disobedience Movement. By 1934, the movement had lost its momentum.lost its momentum.
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FlowchartsFlowcharts

Protest against Protest against 
British RuleBritish Rule

 GanGandhidhijiji chochosesaltsesalt asas themediuthemedium ofm of proprotestestt asas itit wasonewasone
of the most essential food items for both the rich and theof the most essential food items for both the rich and the
poor.poor.





On 31st January 1930, Gandhiji through a letter put forthOn 31st January 1930, Gandhiji through a letter put forth
11 demands before the 11 demands before the VicViceroy Lord Irwin-the mosteroy Lord Irwin-the most
importantdemandwastoabolishthesalttax.importantdemandwastoabolishthesalttax.
The government was asked to accept the demands byThe government was asked to accept the demands by
11t11thh MarMarchch oror elselsee fulfulll CivCivilil DisDisobeobediedienceMovemnceMovementwillentwill

 be be launched.launched.

Salt MarchSalt March

 Gandhiji started the famous salt march along with 78 of  Gandhiji started the famous salt march along with 78 of 
histrustedhistrusted volunvolunteers.teers.





The March began from Sabarmati Ashram to the GujaratThe March began from Sabarmati Ashram to the Gujarat
coacoastastall towtownn ofof DanDandicoverdicoveringabouingaboutt 240miles240miles..
On 6th April 1930, Gandhiji with his followers reachedOn 6th April 1930, Gandhiji with his followers reached
Dandi and violated the salt law by making salt from seaDandi and violated the salt law by making salt from sea
water afterboilingit.water afterboilingit.

Know Know the the TTermserms

 Civil Disobedience :Civil Disobedience : During During Civil Disobedience Movement people were asked not only to refuse cooperationCivil Disobedience Movement people were asked not only to refuse cooperation
with the British but also to with the British but also to break the colonial laws.break the colonial laws.

 Swaraj : “Swaraj : “Swaraj” means freedom or self-rule. In 1920, “Swaraj” meant “Self-Government” within the empire ifSwaraj” means freedom or self-rule. In 1920, “Swaraj” meant “Self-Government” within the empire if
possible and outside possible and outside if necessary.if necessary.

 Simon Commission :Simon Commission : The New Tory government in Britain constituted a statutory Commission under Sir JohnThe New Tory government in Britain constituted a statutory Commission under Sir John
Simon . The Commission was sent to India to look into the functioning of the constitutional system in India andSimon . The Commission was sent to India to look into the functioning of the constitutional system in India and
suggest changes. suggest changes. It arrived in It arrived in India in 1928.India in 1928.

 Salt Law :Salt Law : Salt is consumed by both the poor and the rich, and is one of the most essential items of foods everywhereSalt is consumed by both the poor and the rich, and is one of the most essential items of foods everywhere
in the world. The British government had the monopoly on the production of salt in India. By imposing a ‘salt tax’in the world. The British government had the monopoly on the production of salt in India. By imposing a ‘salt tax’
the government hit bothe government hit both the rich and th the rich and the poor, specially the poorthe poor, specially the poor. Gandhiji thought . Gandhiji thought it was the most it was the most repressive Actrepressive Act
of the British government and chose to defy it by breaking the “Salt Law”.of the British government and chose to defy it by breaking the “Salt Law”.

 Gandhi Irwin Pact :Gandhi Irwin Pact : When British government responded with a policy of brutal repression against the Civil When British government responded with a policy of brutal repression against the Civil
Disobedience Movement, Mahatama Gandhiji decided to call off the movement.. He entered into a pact withDisobedience Movement, Mahatama Gandhiji decided to call off the movement.. He entered into a pact with
Lord Irwin on 5Lord Irwin on 5thth March 1931. Under this  March 1931. Under this pact, Gandhiji consented to pact, Gandhiji consented to participate in a Round participate in a Round TTable Conference inable Conference in
London.London.

Know the DatesKnow the Dates

 1920 :1920 : The peasant movement in Awadh spread, but the Congress Leader were not happy with them.The peasant movement in Awadh spread, but the Congress Leader were not happy with them.

 1921 :1921 : A militant Guerrilla movement spread in the Gudem Hills of Andhra Pradesh. Movement started by AlluriA militant Guerrilla movement spread in the Gudem Hills of Andhra Pradesh. Movement started by Alluri
Sitaram Raju.Sitaram Raju.

 1921-1922 :1921-1922 : The Import of foreign cloth The Import of foreign cloth halved. June,1920 Jawahar Lal Nehru going halved. June,1920 Jawahar Lal Nehru going around the village in Awadh.around the village in Awadh.

 FebruarFebruaryy, , 1922 1922 :: Mahatma Gandhi decided to Withdraw Non-Cooperation Movement. Establishment of SwarajMahatma Gandhi decided to Withdraw Non-Cooperation Movement. Establishment of Swaraj
Party by Motilal Nehru and C.R.Dass.Party by Motilal Nehru and C.R.Dass.

 1924 :1924 : Raju was captured and Raju was captured and executed.executed.

 1927 :1927 : The Federation of the Indian Chamber of Commerce and Industries (FICCI).The Federation of the Indian Chamber of Commerce and Industries (FICCI).

 1928 :1928 : Simon Commission arrived in India.Simon Commission arrived in India.

 1928 :1928 : Foundation of the Hindustan Socialist Republican  Foundation of the Hindustan Socialist Republican Army (HSRA).Army (HSRA).
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 October, 1929 :October, 1929 : A vague offer of ‘Dominion Status ‘ A vague offer of ‘Dominion Status ‘ for India offered by Lord Irwin.for India offered by Lord Irwin.

 October, 1929 :October, 1929 : Oudh Kisan Sabha was set up headed by J.L. Nehru.Oudh Kisan Sabha was set up headed by J.L. Nehru.

 December, 1929 :December, 1929 : Lahore Session of the Congress- Demand Lahore Session of the Congress- Demand for Purna Swaraj.for Purna Swaraj.

 January January 26,1930 26,1930 :: Celebrated as the Celebrated as the Independence day.Independence day.

  January 31,1930 : January 31,1930 : Gandhiji sent a letter to Viceroy Irwin stating 11 demands.Gandhiji sent a letter to Viceroy Irwin stating 11 demands.

 April, 1930 :April, 1930 : Abdul Ghaffar Khan was arrested.Abdul Ghaffar Khan was arrested.

 April 6, 1930 :April 6, 1930 : The salt march reached Dandi, Gandhiji The salt march reached Dandi, Gandhiji violated the Salt Law.violated the Salt Law.

 1930 :1930 :  Civil Disobedience Movement continues; Salt Satyagraha: Gandhi’s Dandi March; First Round Table  Civil Disobedience Movement continues; Salt Satyagraha: Gandhi’s Dandi March; First Round Table
Conference.Conference.

 March 5, 1931 :March 5, 1931 : Gandhi Irwin Pact was signed.Gandhi Irwin Pact was signed.

 December, 1931 :December, 1931 : Gandhiji went for Gandhiji went for Second Round Table Conference.Second Round Table Conference.

 1931 :1931 : Second Round  Second Round TTable Conference; Irwin-Gandhi able Conference; Irwin-Gandhi Pact; Census of India.Pact; Census of India.

 1932 :1932 : Suppression of  Suppression of the Congress movement; Third the Congress movement; Third Round TRound Table Conference.able Conference.

 September, 1932 :September, 1932 : Poona Pact between Gandhiji Poona Pact between Gandhiji and Ambedkar.and Ambedkar.

 1934 :1934 : Civil Disobedience Movement called off. Civil Disobedience Movement called off.

 1934 :1934 : Civil Disobedience Movement lost its momentum.Civil Disobedience Movement lost its momentum.

 1935 :1935 : The Government of India  The Government of India Act receives Royal Assent.Act receives Royal Assent.

Know the LinksKnow the Links

 www.mapsofindia.com>Personlalities>Gandhiwww.mapsofindia.com>Personlalities>Gandhi

 www.preservearticles.com/201012271752/civil-disobedience-movement.htmlwww.preservearticles.com/201012271752/civil-disobedience-movement.html

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. ‘Hind Swar‘Hind Swaraj’ was aj’ was written written by :by :

[Board Term-II, 2011][Board Term-II, 2011]

  Ans.  Ans. Mahatma Gandhi. Mahatma Gandhi. 11

UU Q. Q. 2.2. The resolution of The resolution of Poorna Swaraj Poorna Swaraj was adopted was adopted atat
which session of the Congress ?which session of the Congress ?

[Board Term-II, 2011][Board Term-II, 2011]

  Ans.  Ans. Lahore Session of 1929. Lahore Session of 1929. 11

UU Q. Q. 3.3. The Simon The Simon Commission was Commission was boycotted in boycotted in IndiaIndia
 because : because : [Board Term-II, 2011][Board Term-II, 2011]

  Ans.  Ans. There was no Indian member in  There was no Indian member in the Commission.the Commission.11

AA Q. Q. 4.4. Which was Which was the main the main reason to reason to withdraw Non-withdraw Non-
Cooperation Movement ?Cooperation Movement ?

Ans.Ans. Because the movement became violent. Because the movement became violent. 11

AA Q. Q. 5.5.  Who was the leader of the peasants in the  Who was the leader of the peasants in the
Gudem Hills of Andhra ?Gudem Hills of Andhra ?

  Ans.  Ans. Alluri Sitaram Raju. Alluri Sitaram Raju. 11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. Simon Commission was greeSimon Commission was greeted with sloganted with slogan
‘Go back Simon’ at arrival in India. Support this‘Go back Simon’ at arrival in India. Support this
reaction of Indians with arguments.reaction of Indians with arguments.

[Board [Board TTerm–II, erm–II, Foreign Foreign Set–I, Set–I, II, II, III, III, 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans. Simon Commission :Simon Commission :
(i)(i) The new Tory government in Britain constituted The new Tory government in Britain constituted

a Statutory Commission under Sir John Simon.a Statutory Commission under Sir John Simon.
  (ii)  (ii) It was It was set up set up in response in response to the to the nationalistnationalist

movement.movement.
  (iii)  (iii) The commission was to look in to the functioning The commission was to look in to the functioning

of the constitutional system in India and suggestof the constitutional system in India and suggest
changes.changes.

  (iv)  (iv) The problem The problem was that was that the commission the commission didn‘tdidn‘t
have a single Indian member.have a single Indian member.

(v)(v) When the SimWhen the Simon Commission on Commission arrived in Indiaarrived in India
in 1928, it was greeted with the slogan ‘Go backin 1928, it was greeted with the slogan ‘Go back
Simon’.Simon’.

  (vi)  (vi) All parties, including the Congress and the MuslimAll parties, including the Congress and the Muslim
League, participated in the demonstrations.League, participated in the demonstrations.

(Any (Any three) three) 1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33
[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016]2016]

RR Q. Q. 2.2. What was What was the objective the objective of Simon of Simon Commission?Commission?
Why was it opposed in India ?Why was it opposed in India ?

[Board [Board TTerm-II erm-II (Set-207(Set-2076) 6) 2012]2012]

  Ans.  Ans.  Simon Commission was set up to look into the  Simon Commission was set up to look into the
functioning of the Constitutional System in Indiafunctioning of the Constitutional System in India
and suggest changes.and suggest changes.
It was opposed because :It was opposed because :

(i)(i) It had no Indian member. It had no Indian member.
(ii)(ii) They were all whites. They were all whites. 1 + 2 = 31 + 2 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012]2012]

UU Q. Q. 3.3. Explain in Explain in brief tbrief the ‘Dandi he ‘Dandi March’.March’.
[Board [Board TTerm–II, erm–II, (Set-(Set-JCJQ6VD) JCJQ6VD) 2016]2016]

OROR
Describe the main features of the ‘Salt March’.Describe the main features of the ‘Salt March’.

[Board Term-II 2014][Board Term-II 2014]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  Mahatma Gandhi started his famous ‘Salt  Mahatma Gandhi started his famous ‘Salt
March’ or ‘Dandi March’ on 11March’ or ‘Dandi March’ on 11thth  March, 1930  March, 1930
accompanied by 78 of his accompanied by 78 of his trusted volunteers.trusted volunteers.

  (ii)  (ii) The march was to cover 240 miles from Gandhi’s The march was to cover 240 miles from Gandhi’s
asharam in Sabarmati to the Gujarati Coastal townasharam in Sabarmati to the Gujarati Coastal town
of Dandi.of Dandi.
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  (iii)  (iii) On  On 66thth  April, 1930, he reached Dandi and  April, 1930, he reached Dandi and
ceremonially violated the law by manufacturingceremonially violated the law by manufacturing
salt by boiling sea water.salt by boiling sea water.

  (iv)  (iv) This marked the beginning of Civil Disobedience This marked the beginning of Civil Disobedience
Movement.Movement. (Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2014]2014]

UU Q. Q. 4.4. How did the Salt March How did the Salt March become an effectivebecome an effective
tool of resistance against colonialism ? Explain.tool of resistance against colonialism ? Explain.

[Board T[Board Term-II, Outside Delhi erm-II, Outside Delhi Set-I, II, III, 2015]Set-I, II, III, 2015]
[NCERT][NCERT]

  Ans.  Ans. ‘Salt March’ became an effective tool of resistance‘Salt March’ became an effective tool of resistance
against colonialism because :against colonialism because :

(i)(i) Mahatma Gandhi found in salt a powerful symbol Mahatma Gandhi found in salt a powerful symbol
that could unite the nation.that could unite the nation.

(ii)(ii) Gandhiji Gandhiji sent sent a a letter letter to to Viceroy Viceroy Irwin Irwin statingstating
eleven eleven demands. The demands. The most stirring most stirring of all of all was thewas the
demand to abolish the salt tax.demand to abolish the salt tax.

(iii)(iii) Salt was the most essential item of foods and was Salt was the most essential item of foods and was
consumed by rich and poor alike.consumed by rich and poor alike.

(iv)(iv) Irwin Irwin was was unwilling unwilling to to negotiate, negotiate, so so GandhijiGandhiji
started started Salt Salt march march with with 78 78 volunteers. volunteers. (On (On 66thth

April) he reached Dandi, violated law and madeApril) he reached Dandi, violated law and made
salt.salt.

This March developed the feeling of nationalism,This March developed the feeling of nationalism,
people in people in different different parts parts of the of the country country broke broke thethe
salt law and manufactured salt and demonstratedsalt law and manufactured salt and demonstrated
in front of government salt factories.in front of government salt factories.

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 3[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 3

AA Q. Q. 5.5. “The Civil “The Civil Disobedience Movement Disobedience Movement waswas
different from the Non-Cooperationdifferent from the Non-Cooperation
Movement.” Support the statement withMovement.” Support the statement with
examples.examples.

[Board [Board TTerm–IIerm–II, , Delhi Delhi Set-I, Set-I, II, II, III, III, 2016]2016]
OROR

How was the Civil Disobedience MovementHow was the Civil Disobedience Movement
different from the Non-Cooperation Movementdifferent from the Non-Cooperation Movement

? State any three points of difference.? State any three points of difference.

[Board Term-II, (Set 02/C1) 2011][Board Term-II, (Set 02/C1) 2011]

  Ans.  Ans. The Civil Disobedience Movement was differentThe Civil Disobedience Movement was different
from the Non-Cooperation Movement :from the Non-Cooperation Movement :

Non-Cooperation Non-Cooperation Movement Movement ::

(i)(i) The people were asked not to  The people were asked not to cooperate with thecooperate with the
government.government.

  (ii)  (ii) Foreign goods were boycotted. Foreign goods were boycotted.

  (iii)  (iii) Liquor shops were picketed. Liquor shops were picketed.

  (iv)  (iv) Foreign clothes were burnt in heape. Foreign clothes were burnt in heape.

(v)(v) In many places merchants and  In many places merchants and traders refused totraders refused to
trade on foreign goods or finance foreign trade on foreign goods or finance foreign traders.traders.

  (vi)  (vi) Students left the government owned schools  Students left the government owned schools andand
college.college.

  (vii)  (vii) Lawyers gave up legal practices. Lawyers gave up legal practices.

Civil Civil Disobedience Disobedience Movement Movement ::

(i)(i) People were asked to break colonial laws. People were asked to break colonial laws.

  (ii)  (ii) The countrymen broke the salt law. The countrymen broke the salt law.

  (iii)  (iii) Peasants refused to pay revenue and chaukidari Peasants refused to pay revenue and chaukidari
tax.tax.

  (iv)  (iv) Village officials resigned from their jobs. Village officials resigned from their jobs.

(v)(v) Forest people violated forest rules and laws. Forest people violated forest rules and laws.
(Any (Any three three points points of of difference difference to to be be mentioned)mentioned)

1½ 1½ + + 1½ 1½ = = 33
[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016]2016]

UU Q. Q. 6.6. Why did the differWhy did the different social groups join theent social groups join the
Civil Disobedience Movement ? Explain.Civil Disobedience Movement ? Explain.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Foreign Foreign Set-I, Set-I, II, II, III, III, 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans. Different social groups in the Civil DisobedienceDifferent social groups in the Civil Disobedience

Movement :Movement :

(i)(i) Rich Peasantry GroupRich Peasantry Group ::  The Patidar and Jats  The Patidar and Jats
demanded reduction in revenue and participateddemanded reduction in revenue and participated
in the boycott program.in the boycott program.

  (ii)  (ii) Poor peasantry GroupPoor peasantry Group ::  They wanted unpaid  They wanted unpaid

rent to be remitted, joined radical movement ledrent to be remitted, joined radical movement led
 by the socialist and communist. by the socialist and communist.

  (iii)  (iii) Business Class GroupBusiness Class Group ::  Prominent industrialist  Prominent industrialist
like Purshottamdas, G D Birla formed FICCI.like Purshottamdas, G D Birla formed FICCI.
They wanted protection against imports ofThey wanted protection against imports of
foreign goods and rupee sterling exchange ratioforeign goods and rupee sterling exchange ratio
and refused to sell imported goods.and refused to sell imported goods.

  (iv)  (iv) Working Class GroupWorking Class Group :: Nagpur Workers adopted Nagpur Workers adopted
 boycott of  boycott of foreign goods, foreign goods, against low against low wages andwages and
poor working conditions.poor working conditions.

(v)(v) WomenWomen ::  Participated in the protest marches,  Participated in the protest marches,
manufacturing of salt and boycotted foreignmanufacturing of salt and boycotted foreign

goods.goods. (Any three)1 × 3 = 3(Any three)1 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016]2016]

UU Q. Q. 7.7.  How did women participate in the Civil  How did women participate in the Civil
Disobedience Movement ? Explain.Disobedience Movement ? Explain.

[Board Term-II, Foreign Set-III, 2015][Board Term-II, Foreign Set-III, 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. Participation of women in the Civil DisobedienceParticipation of women in the Civil Disobedience
Movement :Movement :

(i)(i) Women in large number participated in the Civil Women in large number participated in the Civil
Disobedience Movement.Disobedience Movement.

(ii)(ii) During Salt March thousands of women came out During Salt March thousands of women came out
of their homes to listen to Gandhiji.of their homes to listen to Gandhiji.

(iii)(iii) They participated in protest marcheThey participated in protest marches, manufactureds, manufactured
salt.salt.

(iv)(iv) They picketed foreign cloth and liquor shop They picketed foreign cloth and liquor shops.s.

(v)(v) Many went to jail. Many went to jail.

(vi)(vi) They began to see service to the nation as a sacred They began to see service to the nation as a sacred
duty of women.duty of women. (Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015]

RR Q. 8.Q. 8. Why did political leaders Why did political leaders differ sharply ovediffer sharply overr
the question of separate electorates for Muslimsthe question of separate electorates for Muslims

and the Dalits ?and the Dalits ? [Board Term-II, 2014][Board Term-II, 2014]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) Dalit began organizing themselves, demandingDalit began organizing themselves, demanding
reserved seats in educational institutions, andreserved seats in educational institutions, and
a separate electorate. Dr B.R. Ambedkar, whoa separate electorate. Dr B.R. Ambedkar, who
organized the Dalits into the Depressed Classesorganized the Dalits into the Depressed Classes
Association in 1930, clashed with MahatmaAssociation in 1930, clashed with Mahatma
Gandhi at the Second Round Table Conference byGandhi at the Second Round Table Conference by
demanding separate electorates for Dalits.demanding separate electorates for Dalits.

(ii)(ii) Ambedkar ultimately accepted Gandhiji’s proposal Ambedkar ultimately accepted Gandhiji’s proposal
and the result was the Poona Pact of Septemberand the result was the Poona Pact of September
1932.1932.
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  (iii)  (iii) After the decline of the Non-Cooperation-Khilafat After the decline of the Non-Cooperation-Khilafat
Movement, large section of Muslims felt alienatedMovement, large section of Muslims felt alienated
from the Congress. Many Muslim leaders andfrom the Congress. Many Muslim leaders and
intellectuals expressed their concern about theintellectuals expressed their concern about the
status of Muslims as a minority within India. Theystatus of Muslims as a minority within India. They
feared that the culture and identity of minoritiesfeared that the culture and identity of minorities
would be submerged under the domination ofwould be submerged under the domination of
Hindu majority.Hindu majority. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

AA Q. Q. 9.9. Describe the Describe the main features main features of ‘Poona Pact‘.of ‘Poona Pact‘.

[Board Term-II, 2015 Outside Delhi Set-I][Board Term-II, 2015 Outside Delhi Set-I]

Ans. The Ans. The main features of ‘Poona Pmain features of ‘Poona Pact’ were :act’ were :

  (i)  (i) The Poona Pact (September 1932) gave DepressedThe Poona Pact (September 1932) gave Depressed
Classes (later to be known as Scheduled Caste)Classes (later to be known as Scheduled Caste)
reserved seats in provincial and central legislativereserved seats in provincial and central legislative
councils.councils.

(ii)(ii) They were to be voted in by the They were to be voted in by the general electorate.general electorate.

(iii)(iii) The Act came into force due to Gandhiji’s fast untoThe Act came into force due to Gandhiji’s fast unto
death.death.

  (iv)  (iv) Ambedkar ultimately accepted Gandhiji’s stand.Ambedkar ultimately accepted Gandhiji’s stand.

(Any (Any three) three) 1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015]

AA Q. 10.Q. 10.  Examine the events that led to the Civil  Examine the events that led to the Civil
Disobedience Movement. Why did theDisobedience Movement. Why did the

industrialists support this movement ?industrialists support this movement ?

[Board Term-II, (Set-2030) 2012][Board Term-II, (Set-2030) 2012]

  Ans.   Ans. The events The events that led that led to the to the Civil DisobedienceCivil Disobedience
Movement include :Movement include :

(i)(i) Arrival of Arrival of Simon Commission Simon Commission consisting oconsisting of allf all
British members, in 1928 and their report.British members, in 1928 and their report.

  (ii)  (ii)  Successful peasant movement in Bardoli, Meerut  Successful peasant movement in Bardoli, Meerut
and Lahore conspiracy cases in 1929.and Lahore conspiracy cases in 1929.

  (iii)  (iii) Lahore session of Congress in 1929. Lahore session of Congress in 1929.
  (iv)  (iv) Nehru report in respect of Indian Constitution. Nehru report in respect of Indian Constitution.

(v)(v) Demonstrators being Demonstrators being brutally assaulted brutally assaulted in anti-in anti-
Simon Commission agitation.Simon Commission agitation.
Industrialists Industrialists supported supported this this movement movement because because ::
During the First World War, Indian merchants andDuring the First World War, Indian merchants and
industrialists had made huge profits and becameindustrialists had made huge profits and became
powerful. Keen on expanding their business, theypowerful. Keen on expanding their business, they
now reacted against colonial policies that restrictednow reacted against colonial policies that restricted
 business activities. business activities. 2 +1=32 +1=3

UU Q. 11.Q. 11. Explain the Explain the efforts made efforts made by Dr. by Dr. B.R. AmbedkarB.R. Ambedkar
for the political empowerment of the Dalits orfor the political empowerment of the Dalits or

Depressed Classes.Depressed Classes.

[Board Term-II, (Set-68011) 2012][Board Term-II, (Set-68011) 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  Dr. B.R.Ambedkar organized the ‘Dalits’ into  Dr. B.R.Ambedkar organized the ‘Dalits’ into

the Depressed Classes Association in 1930.the Depressed Classes Association in 1930.

  (ii)  (ii) He clashed with Mahatma Gandhi at the Second He clashed with Mahatma Gandhi at the Second

Round Table Conference by demanding separateRound Table Conference by demanding separate

electorates for Dalits.electorates for Dalits.

  (iii)  (iii) In 1932, he sigIn 1932, he signed Poona Pact ned Poona Pact which gave thewhich gave the

depressed classes reserved seats in the provincialdepressed classes reserved seats in the provincial

and central legislative councils.and central legislative councils. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012]2012]

Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

AA Q. 1.Q. 1. Critically examine Critically examine the main aspects of the main aspects of IndianIndian
National Movement during the period DelhiNational Movement during the period Delhi
 between 1920 and 1935. between 1920 and 1935.

[Board [Board TTerm-II erm-II (Set-680(Set-68020) 20) 2012]2012]

  Ans.  Ans. Following are the main aspects of the IndianFollowing are the main aspects of the Indian
National Movement between 1920-1935 :National Movement between 1920-1935 :

(i)(i) Beginning of Beginning of Mass Movement Mass Movement after Jallianwalaafter Jallianwala
Bagh Massacre.Bagh Massacre.

  (ii)  (ii) Application of Application of Satyagraha to Satyagraha to Mass Movement,Mass Movement,
new methods to protest, boycott, picketing,new methods to protest, boycott, picketing,
renunciation of titles, and non-payment of renunciation of titles, and non-payment of taxes.taxes.

  (iii)  (iii) People of People of different sections different sections and and parts sharedparts shared
a common bond of resistance—united in theira common bond of resistance—united in their
hatred against the British rule.hatred against the British rule.

  (iv)  (iv) Industrialists led Industrialists led by Purshottamdas, by Purshottamdas, ThakurdasThakurdas
and G. D. Birla criticized colonialism.and G. D. Birla criticized colonialism. 1¼ × 4 = 51¼ × 4 = 5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012]2012]

UU Q. 2.Q. 2. Explain the Explain the grievances of grievances of the peasants the peasants againstagainst
the government. What steps were taken tothe government. What steps were taken to
organise Peasant Movement to fulfil theirorganise Peasant Movement to fulfil their
demands during the colonial rule ?demands during the colonial rule ?

[Board Term-II, (Set-68017) 2012][Board Term-II, (Set-68017) 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. Reasons of grievances of the peasants Reasons of grievances of the peasants against theagainst the
government were :government were :

  (i)  (i) Due to forest laws of the colonial government.Due to forest laws of the colonial government.

(ii)(ii) Depriving Depriving them them of of the the traditional traditional rights rights ofof
entering the forest to graze their cattle or to collectentering the forest to graze their cattle or to collect
fuelwood and fruits.fuelwood and fruits.

  (iii)  (iii) High land revenues.High land revenues.

(iv)(iv) Forced to perform begar. Forced to perform begar. (Any three)(Any three)

Steps Steps taken taken to to organize organize Peasant Peasant Movement Movement ::

(i)(i) Many Kisan Sabhas were organised. Many Kisan Sabhas were organised.

(ii)(ii) Organized Guerrilla Militant Movement.Organized Guerrilla Militant Movement.

  (iii)  (iii) Attacked police Stations and attempted to killAttacked police Stations and attempted to kill
British police officials.British police officials.

  (iv)  (iv) Gandhiji declared that no tax to be paid. Gandhiji declared that no tax to be paid.
(Any two) 3 + 2 = 5(Any two) 3 + 2 = 5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012]2012]

RR Q. 3.Q. 3.  Which incident marked the beginning of  Which incident marked the beginning of
Civil Disobedience Movement ? Why didCivil Disobedience Movement ? Why did
the peasants join the Civil Disobediencethe peasants join the Civil Disobedience

Movement?Movement? [Board [Board TTerm-II, (Set-68015) erm-II, (Set-68015) 2012]2012]

  Ans.  Ans. Civil Disobedience Movement :Civil Disobedience Movement :  Violation of  Violation of
Salt Law by manufacturing salt from sea waterSalt Law by manufacturing salt from sea water
 by  by Gandhiji Gandhiji marked marked the the beginning beginning of of CivilCivil
Disobedience Movement.Disobedience Movement.

The The peasants peasants joined joined the the Civil Civil DisobedienceDisobedience
Movement due to the following reasons :Movement due to the following reasons :
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(i)(i) Rich peasants Rich peasants (Patidars of (Patidars of Gujarat and Gujarat and Jats ofJats of
Uttar Pradesh) were active in the movement. TheyUttar Pradesh) were active in the movement. They
were hard hit by the trade depressions and fallingwere hard hit by the trade depressions and falling
prices. The refusal of the government to reduceprices. The refusal of the government to reduce
the revenue led to widespread resentment.the revenue led to widespread resentment.

  (ii)  (ii) For the For the rich peasants, figrich peasants, fight for Swaraj ht for Swaraj was awas a

struggle against high revenue.struggle against high revenue.

(iii)(iii) Poor peasants Poor peasants wanted the wanted the unpaid rent unpaid rent to theto the
landlord be remitted so they joined the Civillandlord be remitted so they joined the Civil
Disobedience Movement.Disobedience Movement. 2 + 3 = 52 + 3 = 5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012]2012]

AA Q. Q. 4.4.  Why did the poor peasants join the Civil  Why did the poor peasants join the Civil
Disobedience Movement (1930-34) ? Why couldDisobedience Movement (1930-34) ? Why could
not the Congress give full support to theirnot the Congress give full support to their
demands ?demands ? [Board Term-II, (Set-68004) 2012][Board Term-II, (Set-68004) 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. The The peasants peasants joined joined the the Civil Civil DisobedienceDisobedience
Movement (1930-34) because poor peasantry wereMovement (1930-34) because poor peasantry were
not just interested in the lowering of the revenuenot just interested in the lowering of the revenue
demand. Many had rented land. They could notdemand. Many had rented land. They could not
pay rent because of the depression and dwindlingpay rent because of the depression and dwindling
cash incomes. They wanted the unpaid rent tocash incomes. They wanted the unpaid rent to
landlord remitted.landlord remitted.

Congress could not give full support because theyCongress could not give full support because they
thought rich peasants and landlords would be upset.thought rich peasants and landlords would be upset.
It was unwilling to support ‘no rent’ campaignIt was unwilling to support ‘no rent’ campaign
in most places. So, the relationship betweenin most places. So, the relationship between
the poor peasants and the Congress remainedthe poor peasants and the Congress remained
uncertain.uncertain. 2½ + 2½ = 52½ + 2½ = 5

UU Q. Q. 5.5. Explain any fivExplain any five factors which e factors which gave rise to gave rise to thethe
Civil Disobedience Movement of 1930.Civil Disobedience Movement of 1930.

[Board [Board TTerm-IIerm-II, , (Set-68(Set-68001) 001) 2012]2012]

Ans. Ans. Factors that gave rise to the Civil DisobedienceFactors that gave rise to the Civil Disobedience
Movement were :Movement were :

(i)(i) The problem with the Simon Commission. The problem with the Simon Commission.

(ii)(ii) Irwin’s vague offer of Dominion Status for India Irwin’s vague offer of Dominion Status for India
in an unspecified future.in an unspecified future.

(iii)(iii) Salt Law. Salt Law.

(iv)(iv) Neglect of Neglect of eleven demands eleven demands of Gandhiji of Gandhiji by theby the
British.British.

(v)(v) Lahore Session of INC (1929). Lahore Session of INC (1929). 1 × 5 = 51 × 5 = 5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012]2012]

AA Q. Q. 6.6. Describe the Describe the significance significance of of the the CivilCivil
Disobedience, Movement in the freedomDisobedience, Movement in the freedom
struggle of India.struggle of India.

[Board Term-II, Foreign Set-III, 2015][Board Term-II, Foreign Set-III, 2015]

Ans. Significance of the Civil Disobedience Movement :Ans. Significance of the Civil Disobedience Movement :

(i)(i) The The Civil Civil Disobedience Disobedience Movement Movement launchedlaunched
against the arrival of the Simon Commission. Thisagainst the arrival of the Simon Commission. This
continues between 1930-34.continues between 1930-34.

(ii)(ii) Complete Independence was the main aim of Civil Complete Independence was the main aim of Civil
Disobedience Movement which formulated thisDisobedience Movement which formulated this
demand in the Lahore session.demand in the Lahore session.

(iii)(iii) It was full fledged mass m It was full fledged mass movement.ovement.

(iv)(iv) Mahatma Gandhi started the famous Salt March. Mahatma Gandhi started the famous Salt March.

(v)(v)  On 6th April, he ceremonically violated the law,  On 6th April, he ceremonically violated the law,
manufacturing salt by boiling sea water.manufacturing salt by boiling sea water.

(vi)(vi) This marked the beginning of the Civil DisobedienceThis marked the beginning of the Civil Disobedience
Movement.Movement. (Any five) 1 × 5 = 5(Any five) 1 × 5 = 5

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015]

UU Q. Q. 7.7.  Why did Mahatma Gandhi find in ‘Salt’ a  Why did Mahatma Gandhi find in ‘Salt’ a
powerful symbol that could unite the nation ?powerful symbol that could unite the nation ?
Explain.Explain. [Board Term-II, Delhi Set-II, 2016][Board Term-II, Delhi Set-II, 2016]

Ans. Ans. Mahatama Mahatama Gandhi Gandhi found found ‘Salt’ ‘Salt’ a a powerfulpowerful

symbol:symbol:

Gandhiji sent a letter to Viceroy Irwin statingGandhiji sent a letter to Viceroy Irwin stating

eleven demands on 31eleven demands on 31stst January, 1930. The most January, 1930. The most

stirring of all was to abolish the salt tax. Salt wasstirring of all was to abolish the salt tax. Salt was

one of the most essential items of foods. It wasone of the most essential items of foods. It was

consumed both by rich and poor alike. He urgedconsumed both by rich and poor alike. He urged

them to peacefully defy the tax imposed on salt.them to peacefully defy the tax imposed on salt.

On 6th April he reached Dandi and violated theOn 6th April he reached Dandi and violated the

law.law. [CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016] 5[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016] 5

UU Q. Q. 8.8.  Why did Mahatma Gandhi relaunch the  Why did Mahatma Gandhi relaunch the
Civil Disobedience Movement with greatCivil Disobedience Movement with great
apprehension? Explain.apprehension? Explain.

[Board T[Board Term–II, Outside erm–II, Outside Delhi Set–II, Delhi Set–II, 2016]2016]

Ans. Ans. Mahatma Mahatma Gandhi Gandhi relaunched relaunched the the CivilCivil

Disobedience Movement with great apprehension:Disobedience Movement with great apprehension:

(i)(i) In December, 1931 Gandhiji went to London for In December, 1931 Gandhiji went to London for

the Round Table Conference, but the negotiationsthe Round Table Conference, but the negotiations

 broke down and he returned disappointed. broke down and he returned disappointed.

  (ii)  (ii) In India, he discovered that the government had In India, he discovered that the government had

 begun a new cycle of repression. begun a new cycle of repression.

  (iii)  (iii) Abdul Abdul Ghaffar Khan Ghaffar Khan and Jawahar and Jawahar Lal NehruLal Nehru

were both in jail.were both in jail.

  (iv)  (iv) The Congress had been declared illegal. The Congress had been declared illegal.

(v)(v) A series of measures had been imposed to  A series of measures had been imposed to preventprevent

meetings, demonstrations and boycotts.meetings, demonstrations and boycotts.1 × 5 = 51 × 5 = 5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016]2016]

UU Q. Q. 9.9.  How did the Civil Disobedience Movement  How did the Civil Disobedience Movement
come into force in various parts of come into force in various parts of the country?the country?
Explain with examples.Explain with examples.

[Board T[Board Term-II, (Outside erm-II, (Outside Delhi Set-III) 2016]Delhi Set-III) 2016]

  Ans.  Ans. Civil Disobedience Movement came into forceCivil Disobedience Movement came into force
in various parts of the country :in various parts of the country :

(i)(i) Gandhiji led Gandhiji led the Salt the Salt March from March from SabarmatiSabarmati
Ashram to Dandi with his followers starting theAshram to Dandi with his followers starting the
Civil Disobedience Movement.Civil Disobedience Movement.

  (ii)  (ii) Thousands in different parts of the co Thousands in different parts of the country brokeuntry broke
the Salt Law, manufactured salt and demonstratedthe Salt Law, manufactured salt and demonstrated
in front of government salt factories.in front of government salt factories.

  (iii)  (iii) In the In the country side country side like the like the rich Patidars rich Patidars ofof
Gujarat and Jats of Uttar Pradesh were active inGujarat and Jats of Uttar Pradesh were active in
the movement.the movement.

  (iv)  (iv) As rich As rich peasant communities peasant communities were very hardwere very hard
hit by the trade depression and falling prices,hit by the trade depression and falling prices,
they became enthusiastic supporters of the Civilthey became enthusiastic supporters of the Civil
Disobedience Movement.Disobedience Movement.
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(v)(v) As the dAs the depression continued and epression continued and cash invoicecash invoice
dwindled, the small tenants found it difficult todwindled, the small tenants found it difficult to

pay the rent. They wanted the unpaid pay the rent. They wanted the unpaid rent to therent to the
landlords to be remitted and thus landlords to be remitted and thus they joined thethey joined the

movement.movement.

(vi)(vi) Merchants Merchants and and industrialists industrialists supported supported thethe

movement by giving the financial assistance andmovement by giving the financial assistance and
refused to buy and sell the imported goods.refused to buy and sell the imported goods.

  (vii)  (vii)  The industrial working class of Nagpur region  The industrial working class of Nagpur region
participated in the Civil Disobedience participated in the Civil Disobedience MovementMovement
(CDM).(CDM).

  (viii)  (viii) Railway Railway worker, worker, dock dock workers, workers, coal coal minemine
workers of Chota Nagpur, etc. participated inworkers of Chota Nagpur, etc. participated in
protest rallies and boycott campaigns.protest rallies and boycott campaigns.

  (ix)  (ix) Women also participated in large numbers. Women also participated in large numbers.

(Any (Any five) five) 1 1 × × 5 5 = = 55

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016]2016]

UU  Q. 10. Q. 10. Explain the attitude Explain the attitude of the Indian merchantsof the Indian merchants
and the industrialists towards the ‘Civiland the industrialists towards the ‘Civil
Disobedience‘ Movement’.Disobedience‘ Movement’.

[Board T[Board Term-II, Outside erm-II, Outside Delhi Set-I, Delhi Set-I, 2015]2015]

  Ans.  Ans. The attitude of the Indian merchants and theThe attitude of the Indian merchants and the
industrialists towards the Civil Disobedienceindustrialists towards the Civil Disobedience

Movement was :Movement was :

(i)(i) During the 1During the 1stst World War, Indian merchants and World War, Indian merchants and
industrialists had made huge profits and becameindustrialists had made huge profits and became

powerful.powerful.

(ii)(ii) They wanted protection against imports of foreignThey wanted protection against imports of foreign

gods and a Rupee Sterling foreign exchange ratiogods and a Rupee Sterling foreign exchange ratio
that would discourage import.that would discourage import.

(iii)(iii) To organize business interest they formed theTo organize business interest they formed the
Indian Industrial and Commercial Congress (inIndian Industrial and Commercial Congress (in
1920) and the Federation of Indian Chamber of1920) and the Federation of Indian Chamber of
Commerce and Industries—FICCI ( in 1927).Commerce and Industries—FICCI ( in 1927).

  (iv)  (iv) They gave financial assistance and refused to buyThey gave financial assistance and refused to buy

or sell imported gods.or sell imported gods.

(v)(v) Most businessmen came to see ‘Swaraj’ at a timeMost businessmen came to see ‘Swaraj’ at a time
when colonial restrictions on business would nowhen colonial restrictions on business would no
longer exist and trade and industry would flourishlonger exist and trade and industry would flourish
without constraints.without constraints.

(vi)(vi) After the failure of the Round Table ConferenceAfter the failure of the Round Table Conference
 business  business groups groups were were no no longer longer uniformlyuniformly
enthusiastic.enthusiastic.

(vii)(vii) They were apprehensive of the spread of militantThey were apprehensive of the spread of militant

activities and worried about prolonged disruptionactivities and worried about prolonged disruption
of business.of business. (Any five) 1 × 5 = 5(Any five) 1 × 5 = 5

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015]

UU  Q. 11. Q. 11. How did How did different Social different Social groups participate groups participate inin
the Civil Disobedience Movement ? Explainthe Civil Disobedience Movement ? Explain
with examples.with examples. [Board Term-II, 2014][Board Term-II, 2014]

Ans.Ans. (i)(i)  In the countryside for the rich peasant  In the countryside for the rich peasant
communities fight, ‘Swaraj’ was a struggle againstcommunities fight, ‘Swaraj’ was a struggle against
high revenue.high revenue.

  (ii)  (ii) The countrymen broke the Salt Law. The countrymen broke the Salt Law.

  (iii)  (iii) Foreign clothes were boycotted and liquor shops Foreign clothes were boycotted and liquor shops
were picketed.were picketed.

  (iv)  (iv) Peasants refused to pay the land revenue. Peasants refused to pay the land revenue.

(v)(v) Village officials resigned from their jobs. Village officials resigned from their jobs.

  (vi)  (vi) People violated forest laws. People violated forest laws. (Any three) 1 × 5 = 5(Any three) 1 × 5 = 5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2014]2014]

AA  Q. 12. Q. 12. “Some of the “Some of the Muslim political organizaMuslim political organizations intions in
India, were lukewarm in their response to theIndia, were lukewarm in their response to the
‘Civil Disobedience Movement’.” Examine the‘Civil Disobedience Movement’.” Examine the
statement.statement. [Board Term-II, 2013][Board Term-II, 2013]

Ans. Ans. Large Large sections sections of of Muslims Muslims were were lukewarmlukewarm
in their response to the Civil Disobediencein their response to the Civil Disobedience
Movement due to the following factors :Movement due to the following factors :

(i)(i) The decline The decline of Khilafat of Khilafat and Non-Cooperationand Non-Cooperation
Movements led to alienation of Muslims from theMovements led to alienation of Muslims from the
Congress.Congress.

(ii)(ii) From the mid 1920’s, the Congress was seen to be From the mid 1920’s, the Congress was seen to be
visibly associated with Hindu nationalist groupsvisibly associated with Hindu nationalist groups
like the Hindu Mahasabha.like the Hindu Mahasabha.

(iii)(iii) Relations between Hindus and Muslims worsened Relations between Hindus and Muslims worsened
and communal riots took place.and communal riots took place.

  (iv)  (iv) The Muslim League gained prominence with its The Muslim League gained prominence with its
claim of representing Muslims and demandingclaim of representing Muslims and demanding
separate electorates for them.separate electorates for them. 1¼ × 4 =51¼ × 4 =5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2013]2013]

AA Q. 13.Q. 13.  Critically examine the reasons of conflict  Critically examine the reasons of conflict
 between the Congress and the  between the Congress and the Muslim League.Muslim League.
Why did the Muslim League fail to respondWhy did the Muslim League fail to respond
to the call of United Struggle during the Civilto the call of United Struggle during the Civil
Disobedience Movement ?Disobedience Movement ?

[Board Term-II, (Set-68009) 2012][Board Term-II, (Set-68009) 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. The important differences between the CongressThe important differences between the Congress
and the Muslim League were over the question ofand the Muslim League were over the question of
representation of Muslims in the future assemblies,representation of Muslims in the future assemblies,
that were to be elected. Suspicion and distrustthat were to be elected. Suspicion and distrust
 between  between the the two two communities communities was was also also a a majormajor
reason.reason.

(i)(i)  The Civil Disobedience Movement started under  The Civil Disobedience Movement started under
this atmosphere of distrust.this atmosphere of distrust.

(ii)(ii) Negotiation over Negotiation over the question the question of of representationrepresentation
continued but all hopes of resolving the issue in Allcontinued but all hopes of resolving the issue in All
Parties Conference in 1928, disappeared when Mr.Parties Conference in 1928, disappeared when Mr.
R. Jayakar of Hindu Maha Sabha strongly opposedR. Jayakar of Hindu Maha Sabha strongly opposed
efforts of compromise.efforts of compromise.

(iii)(iii) Alienated from Alienated from Congress, large Congress, large sections of sections of thethe
Muslim failed to respond to the call of a unitedMuslim failed to respond to the call of a united
struggle.struggle.

(iv)(iv) The Muslim feared The Muslim feared that the culture that the culture and identityand identity
of the minorities would be submerged under theof the minorities would be submerged under the

domination of a domination of a Hindu majority.Hindu majority. 2 + 3=52 + 3=5
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TOPIC-3TOPIC-3
People’s Participation in the MovementPeople’s Participation in the Movement

Quick Review Quick Review 
  Farmers  Farmers

For For the the farmers, farmers, the the fight fight for for swaraj swaraj was was a a struggle struggle against against high high revenues. revenues. When When the the movement movement was was called called off off inin
1931; without the revenue rates being revised; the farmers were highly disappointed. Many of them refused to1931; without the revenue rates being revised; the farmers were highly disappointed. Many of them refused to
participate when the movement was re-launched in 1932. The small tenants just wanted the unpaid rent to theparticipate when the movement was re-launched in 1932. The small tenants just wanted the unpaid rent to the
landlord to be remitted. They often joined the radical movements which were led by Socialists and Communists.landlord to be remitted. They often joined the radical movements which were led by Socialists and Communists.
Congress did not want to alienate the rich landlords and hence, the relationship between the poor peasants andCongress did not want to alienate the rich landlords and hence, the relationship between the poor peasants and
Congress was uncertain.Congress was uncertain.

 BusinessmenBusinessmen

The The Indian Indian merchants merchants and and industrialists industrialists could could grow grow their their business business during during the the First First WWorld orld WWarar. . They They were were againstagainst
those colonial policies which restricted their business activities. They wanted protection against imports and athose colonial policies which restricted their business activities. They wanted protection against imports and a
rupee-sterling foreign exchange ratio which would discourage imports. The Indian Industrial and Commercialrupee-sterling foreign exchange ratio which would discourage imports. The Indian Industrial and Commercial
Congress was formed in 1920 and Congress was formed in 1920 and the Federation of the Indian Chamber of Commerce and Industries the Federation of the Indian Chamber of Commerce and Industries (FICCI) was(FICCI) was
formed in 1927. These were the results of attempts to bring the coformed in 1927. These were the results of attempts to bring the common business interests on a common mmon business interests on a common platform.platform.
For the businessmen, Swaraj meant an end to oppressive colonial policies. They wanted an environment whichFor the businessmen, Swaraj meant an end to oppressive colonial policies. They wanted an environment which
could allow the business to flourish. They were apprehensive of militant activities and of growing influence ofcould allow the business to flourish. They were apprehensive of militant activities and of growing influence of
socialism among the younger members of the Congress.socialism among the younger members of the Congress.

 Industrial WorkersIndustrial Workers

The The industrial industrial workers workers showed showed lukewarm lukewarm response response to to the the Civil Civil Disobedience Disobedience Movement. Movement. Since Since industrialists industrialists werewere
closer to the Congress, workers kept a distance from the movement. But some workers selectively participatedcloser to the Congress, workers kept a distance from the movement. But some workers selectively participated
in the Movement. Congress did not want to alienate the industrialists and hence preferred to keep the workers’in the Movement. Congress did not want to alienate the industrialists and hence preferred to keep the workers’
demands at demands at baybay..

 Women’s Women’s ParticipatioParticipationn

WWomen omen also also participated participated in in the the Civil Civil Disobedience Disobedience Movement Movement in in large large numbers. numbers. HoweverHowever, , most most of of the the womenwomen
were from high-caste families in the urban areas and from rich peasant households in the rural areas. But for awere from high-caste families in the urban areas and from rich peasant households in the rural areas. But for a
long time, the Congress was reluctant to give any position of authority to women within the organization. Thelong time, the Congress was reluctant to give any position of authority to women within the organization. The
Congress was just keen on the symbolic Congress was just keen on the symbolic presence of women.presence of women.

FlowchartFlowchart

People's ParticipationPeople's Participation

Women'sWomen's
ParticipationParticipation

IndustrialIndustrial
workersworkers

BBuussiinneessssmmaan  n  FFaarrmmeerrss

Know the TermsKnow the Terms
 Folklores :Folklores : The traditional beliefs, customs and stories of a community that are passed through the generations byThe traditional beliefs, customs and stories of a community that are passed through the generations by

wood of mouth. Many nationalist leaders took wood of mouth. Many nationalist leaders took help of folk tales to spread the idhelp of folk tales to spread the idea of nationalism. It was believedea of nationalism. It was believed
that the folk tales revealed the true picture of that the folk tales revealed the true picture of traditional culture.traditional culture.

 Reinterpretation of History :Reinterpretation of History : Many Indians felt that the British had given a different interpretation of the IndianMany Indians felt that the British had given a different interpretation of the Indian
historyhistory. They felt that . They felt that it was important to it was important to interpret the history from an interpret the history from an Indian perspective. They wanted to Indian perspective. They wanted to glorifyglorify
the rich past of India so the rich past of India so that the Indians could feel proud that the Indians could feel proud of their history.of their history.

Know the DatesKnow the Dates
 1930 :1930 : Dr. B. R. Ambedkar established Depressed Classes Association. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar established Depressed Classes Association.

 1937 :1937 : Election held for Provincial Assemblies. Election held for Provincial Assemblies.

 1939 :1939 : Outbreak of the Second World War. Outbreak of the Second World War.
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Know the LinksKnow the Links
 www.excellup.com/classten/ssten/nationalminasia2.aspxwww.excellup.com/classten/ssten/nationalminasia2.aspx

 shodhganga.inflibnet.ac.in/bitstream/10603/14211/11/11_chapter4.pdf shodhganga.inflibnet.ac.in/bitstream/10603/14211/11/11_chapter4.pdf 

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. Name a Name a leader of leader of the Dalits the Dalits and the and the associationassociation
formed by him.formed by him.

  Ans.  Ans. Dr B.R. Ambedkar, Depressed Classes Association Dr B.R. Ambedkar, Depressed Classes Association
in 1930.in 1930. 11

AA Q. Q. 2.2. By whom was the first By whom was the first image of Bharat Mataimage of Bharat Mata
painted ?painted ?

Ans.Ans. Abanindranath Tagore. Abanindranath Tagore. 11

UU Q. Q. 3.3.  Why had Congress ignored the dalits for  Why had Congress ignored the dalits for
long?long?

Ans.Ans. For fear of offending the Sanatanis. For fear of offending the Sanatanis. 11

AA Q. Q. 4.4. Which Muslim leader waWhich Muslim leader was willing to give ups willing to give up
the demand for separate electorates ?the demand for separate electorates ?

Ans.Ans. Mohammad Ali Jinnah. Mohammad Ali Jinnah. 11

UU Q. Q. 5.5.  Why did Gandhiji begin fast unto death  Why did Gandhiji begin fast unto death
when Dr. B.R. Ambedkar demanded separatewhen Dr. B.R. Ambedkar demanded separate
electorate for Dalits ?electorate for Dalits ?

Ans.Ans.  Separate electorate would create divisions in the  Separate electorate would create divisions in the
society.society. 11

AA Q. Q. 6.6. Who was Who was the writer the writer of ‘Vande Matof ‘Vande Matram’?ram’?

Ans.Ans. Bankim Chandra Chattopadhyay. Bankim Chandra Chattopadhyay. 11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

RR Q. Q. 1.1.  What were Mahatma Gandhi‘s views on  What were Mahatma Gandhi‘s views on
women‘s women‘s participation participation in in the the nationalnational
movements ?movements ?

[Board [Board TTerm–IIerm–II, , (Set-KCG34U9) (Set-KCG34U9) 2016]2016]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) According to Gandhiji, woman is companion According to Gandhiji, woman is companion
of man and gifted with equal rights of freedomof man and gifted with equal rights of freedom
and liberty.and liberty.

  (ii)  (ii) Woman is more fit than man to take exploration Woman is more fit than man to take exploration
and bolder action in non-violence.and bolder action in non-violence.

  (iii)  (iii)  Woman is the better half of humanity, not the  Woman is the better half of humanity, not the
weaker sex.weaker sex. [CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016]

1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

UU Q. Q. 2.2.  Explain any three features of the Peasant  Explain any three features of the Peasant
Movement organized in Awadh in the secondMovement organized in Awadh in the second
decade of 20decade of 20thth century. century.

[Board Term-II, (Set-68010) 2012][Board Term-II, (Set-68010) 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  In the second decade of 20  In the second decade of 20thth  century, a  century, a
Peasant Movement started against exploitation ofPeasant Movement started against exploitation of
talukdars and landlords.talukdars and landlords.

  (ii)  (ii) The movement was led by Baba Ramchandra who The movement was led by Baba Ramchandra who
was earlier a Sanyasi.was earlier a Sanyasi.

  (iii)  (iii) The peasants through this movement demanded The peasants through this movement demanded
reduction of revenue, abolition of ‘begar’ andreduction of revenue, abolition of ‘begar’ and
social boycott of oppressive landlords.social boycott of oppressive landlords. 1 × 3 =3.1 × 3 =3.

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012]

RR Q. Q. 3.3.  What were the demands of the Peasant  What were the demands of the Peasant
Movement? Explain any two. WhatMovement? Explain any two. What
contribution did Jawaharlal Nehru make to thiscontribution did Jawaharlal Nehru make to this
movement ?movement ? [Board Term-II, (Set-68013) 2012][Board Term-II, (Set-68013) 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) Demands of the Peasant Movement were :Demands of the Peasant Movement were :
(a)(a) Reduction of revenue.Reduction of revenue.
(b)(b) Abolition of begar.Abolition of begar.
(c)(c) Social boycott of oppressive landlords.Social boycott of oppressive landlords.

(Any two) 3(Any two) 3
  (ii)  (ii) Jawahar  Jawahar Lal Lal Nehru’s Nehru’s contribution to contribution to the the movementmovement

was :was : He went around villages to understand the He went around villages to understand the

grievances of the villagers. Oudh Kisan Sabha wasgrievances of the villagers. Oudh Kisan Sabha was
set up and within a month 300 branches were setset up and within a month 300 branches were set
up. up. 2 2 + + 1 1 = = 33

RR Q. Q. 4.4. What was What was the limitations the limitations of the of the CivilCivil
Disobedience Movement ?Disobedience Movement ?

[Board Term-II, 2011][Board Term-II, 2011]
  Ans.  Ans. Refer to Ans. of Q. 2 of HOTS Questions. Refer to Ans. of Q. 2 of HOTS Questions. 33

RR Q. Q. 5.5. Who had designed the Who had designed the ‘Swaraj Flag’ in ‘Swaraj Flag’ in 1921 ?1921 ?
Explain the main features of this ‘Swaraj Flag’.Explain the main features of this ‘Swaraj Flag’.

[Board [Board TTerm–Ierm–II, I, Delhi Delhi Set–I, Set–I, II, II, III, III, 2016]2016]

OROR

Which flag did Gandhiji design in 1921 ?Which flag did Gandhiji design in 1921 ?
Mention its special features.Mention its special features.

[Board [Board TTerm–II, erm–II, (Set-KCG34U9(Set-KCG34U9) ) 2016, 2016, 14]14]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) In 1921, Gandhiji had designed the Swaraj flag. In 1921, Gandhiji had designed the Swaraj flag.

(ii)(ii) It was a tricolour (red, green and white) flag and It was a tricolour (red, green and white) flag and
had a spinning wheel in the centre representinghad a spinning wheel in the centre representing
the Gandhian ideal of self-help.the Gandhian ideal of self-help.

  (iii)  (iii) Carrying the flag, holding it aloft, during marches Carrying the flag, holding it aloft, during marches
 became a symbol of defiance. became a symbol of defiance. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016]2016]

UU Q. Q. 6.6.  What type of flag was designed during the  What type of flag was designed during the
‘Swadeshi Movement’ in Bengal ? Explain its‘Swadeshi Movement’ in Bengal ? Explain its
main features.main features.

[Board [Board TTerm–II, erm–II, Outside Outside Delhi Delhi Set-I, Set-I, II, II, III, III, 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans. During the “Swadeshi Movement” in Bengal the During the “Swadeshi Movement” in Bengal the
flag designed was a Tricolour Flag.flag designed was a Tricolour Flag.

The The two two features features of of the the flag flag were were ::

(i)(i) The colour of  The colour of the flag was-Red, Green and Yellow.the flag was-Red, Green and Yellow.
  (ii)  (ii) It had eight lotuses representing eight provinces It had eight lotuses representing eight provinces

in British India.in British India.
  (iii)  (iii) It had a crescent moon representing Hindus and It had a crescent moon representing Hindus and

Muslims.Muslims. (Any two) 1 + 2 = 3(Any two) 1 + 2 = 3
[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016]2016]
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Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. How did the How did the peasants of Awadh peasants of Awadh use differentuse different
methods to achieve their goal ? Explain withmethods to achieve their goal ? Explain with
examples.examples. [Board Term-II, 2014][Board Term-II, 2014]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  Peasants of Awadh were led by Baba Ram  Peasants of Awadh were led by Baba Ram
Chandra, a Sanyasi. The movement was againstChandra, a Sanyasi. The movement was against
Talukdars and Landlords.Talukdars and Landlords.

  (ii)  (ii) The The landlords landlords and and talukdars talukdars demandeddemanded
exorbitantly high rents and other cess. Peasantsexorbitantly high rents and other cess. Peasants
had to do begar and work at landlord’s farmshad to do begar and work at landlord’s farms
without any payment.without any payment.

  (iii)  (iii) As tenants, the farmers had no security of tenure. As tenants, the farmers had no security of tenure.
The peasant movement demanded reduction ofThe peasant movement demanded reduction of
revenue, abolition of begar and social boycott ofrevenue, abolition of begar and social boycott of
oppressive landlords.oppressive landlords.

  (iv)  (iv) In many places, nai-dhobi  In many places, nai-dhobi bandhs were organizedbandhs were organized
 by panchayats to  by panchayats to deprive landlords of the deprive landlords of the servicesservices
of barbers and washermen.of barbers and washermen.

(v)(v) Oudh Oudh Kisan Sabha Kisan Sabha was set was set up up headed byheaded by
 Jawaharlal  Jawaharlal Nehru; Nehru; Baba Baba Ram Ram Chandra Chandra and and fewfew
others.others.

Within a month, over 300 branches were set upWithin a month, over 300 branches were set up
in the villages. The peasants developed in forms.in the villages. The peasants developed in forms.
In 1921, the houses of Talukdars and MerchantsIn 1921, the houses of Talukdars and Merchants
were attacked. Bazaars were looted. Grain howere attacked. Bazaars were looted. Grain hoardsards
were taken over.were taken over. 1 × 5 = 51 × 5 = 5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2014]2014]

UU Q. Q. 2.2. Explain with Explain with examples the examples the role of role of IndustrialistsIndustrialists
in the freedom struggle of India.in the freedom struggle of India.

[Board [Board TTerm-IIerm-II, , 2014]2014]

Ans.Ans. (i)(i)  They lent their support to the Congress in  They lent their support to the Congress in
protest against the colonial policies that restrictedprotest against the colonial policies that restricted
indigenous business enterprises.indigenous business enterprises.

  (ii)  (ii)  They also gave financial assistance and refused  They also gave financial assistance and refused
to buy or sell foreign goods. They formedto buy or sell foreign goods. They formed
associations like the Indian Industrial andassociations like the Indian Industrial and
Commercial Congress in Commercial Congress in 1920 and FICCI in 1920 and FICCI in 1927.1927.

  (iii)  (iii) They They viewed viewed Swaraj Swaraj as as freedom freedom from from thethe
domination of market by foreign goods butdomination of market by foreign goods but
withdrew their support when the Second Roundwithdrew their support when the Second Round
Table Congress failed.Table Congress failed.

  (iv)  (iv)  They were also concerned about the rise of the  They were also concerned about the rise of the
socialist ideology in the Congress.socialist ideology in the Congress.

(v)(v) Purshottamdas, Thakurdas and G.D.  Purshottamdas, Thakurdas and G.D. Birla attackedBirla attacked
the Colonial control over Indian economy.the Colonial control over Indian economy.

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2014] 1 × 5 = 5[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2014] 1 × 5 = 5

AA Q. Q. 3.3.  “Dalit participation was limited in the Civil  “Dalit participation was limited in the Civil
Disobedience Movement”. Examine theDisobedience Movement”. Examine the
statement.statement. [Board Term-II, 2013][Board Term-II, 2013]

Ans. Ans. Dalit Dalit participation participation was was limited limited in in the the CivilCivil
Disobedience Movement. The causes for this areDisobedience Movement. The causes for this are
listed below :listed below :

(i)(i) Dr B.R. Ambedkar, who organized the Dalits into Dr B.R. Ambedkar, who organized the Dalits into
the Depressed Classes Association in 1930, clashedthe Depressed Classes Association in 1930, clashed
with Mahatma Gandhi at the Second Round Tablewith Mahatma Gandhi at the Second Round Table
Conference by demanding separate electorates forConference by demanding separate electorates for
Dalits.Dalits.

(ii)(ii) When the British government conceded Ambedkar’sWhen the British government conceded Ambedkar’s
demand, Gandhiji began a fast unto death.demand, Gandhiji began a fast unto death.

(iii)(iii) Gandhiji  Gandhiji believed that separate electorates for Dalitsbelieved that separate electorates for Dalits
would slow down the process of their integrationwould slow down the process of their integration
into the society.into the society.

(iv)(iv) Dr. Dr. Ambedkar Ambedkar ultimately ultimately accepted accepted Gandhiji’sGandhiji’s
position and the result was the Poona Pact ofposition and the result was the Poona Pact of
September 1932.September 1932.

(v)(v) It gave the Depressed Classes (later to be known as It gave the Depressed Classes (later to be known as
the Schedule Castes) reserved seats in Provincialthe Schedule Castes) reserved seats in Provincial
and Central Legislative Councils, but they were toand Central Legislative Councils, but they were to
 be voted in by the general electorate be voted in by the general electorate 11 ×× 5 = 5 5 = 5

AA Q. Q. 4.4.  ”Nationalism spreads when people begin  ”Nationalism spreads when people begin
to believe that they are all part of the sameto believe that they are all part of the same
nation.” Support the statement.nation.” Support the statement.

[Board Term-II, Delhi Set-I, II, III, 2015][Board Term-II, Delhi Set-I, II, III, 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. Nationalism spreads when people begin to believe Nationalism spreads when people begin to believe
that they are all part of the same nation. The sensethat they are all part of the same nation. The sense
of collective belonging came partly through theof collective belonging came partly through the
experience of united struggles. Variety of culturalexperience of united struggles. Variety of cultural
processes through which nationalism capturedprocesses through which nationalism captured
people’s imagination. History and fiction, folklorepeople’s imagination. History and fiction, folklore
and songs helped with promotion of nationalism.and songs helped with promotion of nationalism.
Literature also helped to arouse national feelings.Literature also helped to arouse national feelings.
The ideas of nationalism also developed throughThe ideas of nationalism also developed through
the celebration of regional festivals. As the nationalthe celebration of regional festivals. As the national
movement developed nationalist leaders becamemovement developed nationalist leaders became
more and more of icons and symbols in unifyingmore and more of icons and symbols in unifying
and inspiring in them a feeling of nationalism.and inspiring in them a feeling of nationalism.

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 5[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 5

UU Q. Q. 5.5. How did a vHow did a variety of culturariety of cultural processes play al processes play anan
important role in the making of nationalism inimportant role in the making of nationalism in
India ? Explain with examples.India ? Explain with examples.

[Board Term–II, Delhi Set–III, 2016][Board Term–II, Delhi Set–III, 2016]
OROR

How did people belonging to differentHow did people belonging to different
communities, regions or language groupscommunities, regions or language groups
develop a sense of collective belonging ?develop a sense of collective belonging ?

[Board SQP-2016][Board SQP-2016]

Ans. (a)Ans. (a) This sense of collective belonging came partlyThis sense of collective belonging came partly
through the experience of united struggles andthrough the experience of united struggles and
growing anger among people against the colonialgrowing anger among people against the colonial
government.government.

(b)(b) But there were also a variety of cultural processesBut there were also a variety of cultural processes
through which nationalism captured people‘sthrough which nationalism captured people‘s
imagination :imagination :

(i)(i) The identity The identity of the of the nation symbolised nation symbolised in ain a
figure or image of Bharat Mata created throughfigure or image of Bharat Mata created through
literature, songs, paintings etc.literature, songs, paintings etc.

  (ii)  (ii) Movement to revive Indian folklore to enhance Movement to revive Indian folklore to enhance
nationalist sentiments.nationalist sentiments.

  (iii)  (iii) Role of icons and symbols in unifying people and Role of icons and symbols in unifying people and
inspiring in them a feeling of nationalism.inspiring in them a feeling of nationalism.

  (iv)  (iv) Creating a feeling Creating a feeling of nationalism of nationalism was throughwas through
reinterpretation of history.reinterpretation of history. 1 + 4 = 51 + 4 = 5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016]2016]
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AA Q. Q. 6.6. Critically exaCritically examine any four mine any four features of features of the Civilthe Civil
Disobedience Movement.Disobedience Movement.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Set-68003, Set-68003, 2012]2012]

Ans. Four features of Ans. Four features of the Civil Disobedience Movement the Civil Disobedience Movement ::

(i)(i) The most widespread non-violent mass movement The most widespread non-violent mass movement
led by Gandhiji.led by Gandhiji.

  (ii)  (ii) Large scale participation of women. Large scale participation of women.

  (iii)  (iii) Support given by commercial classes. Support given by commercial classes.

  (iv)  (iv) Workers’ participation in the  Workers’ participation in the movement, selectivelymovement, selectively
adopting some of the ideas of Gandhian programmeadopting some of the ideas of Gandhian programme
strikes of railways and dock workers.strikes of railways and dock workers. 1¼ × 4 = 51¼ × 4 = 5

AA Q. Q. 7.7.  Describe the composition of tricolour flag  Describe the composition of tricolour flag
designed during the Swadeshi Movement indesigned during the Swadeshi Movement in
Bengal.Bengal. [Board Term-II, (Set-WVIVSA5) 2015][Board Term-II, (Set-WVIVSA5) 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) It was desigined in Bengal. It was desigined in Bengal.

  (ii)  (ii) It was tricolour flag. It was tricolour flag.

  (iii)  (iii) Having red, yellow and green colours. Having red, yellow and green colours.

  (iv)  (iv) It It had had eight eight lotuses lotuses representing our representing our eighteight
provinces.provinces.

(v)(v) A A crescent crescent moon moon representing representing Hindus Hindus andand
Muslims.Muslims. 1 × 5 = 51 × 5 = 5

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015]

High Order Thinking Skills (HOTS) QuestionsHigh Order Thinking Skills (HOTS) Questions

Q. 1.Q. 1. Compare the images of Bharat Mata in this chapterCompare the images of Bharat Mata in this chapter
with the image of Germania in with the image of Germania in Chapter 1.Chapter 1.[NCERT][NCERT]

Ans.Ans. (i)(i)  The image of Bharat Mata created by  The image of Bharat Mata created by
Abanindranath Tagore is portrayed as an asceticAbanindranath Tagore is portrayed as an ascetic
figure. She is calm, composed, divine and spiritual.figure. She is calm, composed, divine and spiritual.
Another image of Bharat Mata is shown with aAnother image of Bharat Mata is shown with a
trishul, standing beside a lion and an elephant-bothtrishul, standing beside a lion and an elephant-both
are the symbols of power and authority.are the symbols of power and authority.

  (ii)  (ii) Germania was the symbol of the German nation. Germania was the symbol of the German nation.
She is depicted as a female She is depicted as a female figure standing against afigure standing against a
 background where  background where beams of beams of sunlight shine sunlight shine throughthrough
the tricolour fabric of the national flag. Germania isthe tricolour fabric of the national flag. Germania is
wearing a crown of oak leaves, as the German oakwearing a crown of oak leaves, as the German oak
stands for heroism.stands for heroism. 1½+1½=31½+1½=3

  Q. 2.  Q. 2. What were the limitations of the Civil DisobedienceWhat were the limitations of the Civil Disobedience
Movement ? Elaborate.Movement ? Elaborate. [Board Term-II, 2012, 2016][Board Term-II, 2012, 2016]

Ans. Limitations of Civil Ans. Limitations of Civil Disobedience Movement :Disobedience Movement :

(i)(i) Dalit Dalit participation participation was was limited. limited. They They beganbegan
organizing themselves, demanding reserved seatsorganizing themselves, demanding reserved seats
in educational institutions, and a separate electorate.in educational institutions, and a separate electorate.
Dr B.R. Ambedkar, who organized the Dalits intoDr B.R. Ambedkar, who organized the Dalits into
the Depressed Classes Association in 1930, clashedthe Depressed Classes Association in 1930, clashed
with Mahatma Gandhi at the Second Round Tablewith Mahatma Gandhi at the Second Round Table
Conference by demanding separate electorates forConference by demanding separate electorates for
Dalits. Ambedkar ultimately accepted Gandhiji’sDalits. Ambedkar ultimately accepted Gandhiji’s
proposal and the result was the Poona Pact ofproposal and the result was the Poona Pact of
September 1932.September 1932.

(ii)(ii) Muslim political Muslim political groups were groups were also lukewarm also lukewarm inin
their response to the Civil Disobedience Movement.their response to the Civil Disobedience Movement.
After the decline of the Non-Cooperation-KhilafatAfter the decline of the Non-Cooperation-Khilafat
Movement, large section of Muslims felt alienatedMovement, large section of Muslims felt alienated
from the Congress. When the Civil Disobediencefrom the Congress. When the Civil Disobedience
Movement started, there was sudden atmosphereMovement started, there was sudden atmosphere
of suspicion and distrust between communities.of suspicion and distrust between communities.
Alienated from the Congress, large sections ofAlienated from the Congress, large sections of
Muslims could not respond to the call for a unitedMuslims could not respond to the call for a united
struggle. Many Muslim leaders and intellectualsstruggle. Many Muslim leaders and intellectuals
expressed their concern about the status ofexpressed their concern about the status of

Muslims as a minority within India. They fearedMuslims as a minority within India. They feared
that the culture and identity of minorities wouldthat the culture and identity of minorities would
 be  be submerged submerged under under the the domination domination of of HinduHindu
majority.majority. 2½ + 2½ = 52½ + 2½ = 5

Q. 3.Q. 3.“The Congress was reluctant to include the demands“The Congress was reluctant to include the demands
of industrial workers in its programme of struggle.“of industrial workers in its programme of struggle.“
Analyse the reasons.Analyse the reasons.

[Board T[Board Term-II, (Delhi erm-II, (Delhi Set-I) 2015]Set-I) 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. The Congress was reluctant to include theThe Congress was reluctant to include the
demands of industrial workers in its programmedemands of industrial workers in its programme
of struggle :of struggle :

(i)(i) The industrialists came closer to the Congress, butThe industrialists came closer to the Congress, but

the workers stayed aloof.the workers stayed aloof.

(ii)(ii) Congress felt this would alienate industrialists.Congress felt this would alienate industrialists.

(iii)(iii) It would divide its anti-imperial forces.It would divide its anti-imperial forces.

(iv)(iv) Civil Disobedience Movement would be weakened.Civil Disobedience Movement would be weakened.

(Any (Any three) three) 1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015]2015]

 Q. 4. Q. 4. How did the industrialists relate to the CivilHow did the industrialists relate to the Civil
Disobedience Movement ? Analyse their role.Disobedience Movement ? Analyse their role.

Ans. Ans. Industrialists Industrialists related related to to Civil-DisobedienceCivil-Disobedience
Movement :Movement :

  (i)  (i) Indian industrialists had made huge profits duringIndian industrialists had made huge profits during
the First World War.the First World War.

(ii)(ii) They became powerful. They wanted to expandThey became powerful. They wanted to expand
their business, they wanted protection againsttheir business, they wanted protection against
imports imports of of foreign foreign goods.goods.

  (iii)  (iii) They formed the Indian Industries and CommercialThey formed the Indian Industries and Commercial
Congress in 1920.Congress in 1920.

(iv)(iv) They formed Federation of the Indian Chamber ofThey formed Federation of the Indian Chamber of
Commerce and Industries in 1927.Commerce and Industries in 1927.

(v)(v) Purshotamdas, Thakurdas and G.D Birla attacked Purshotamdas, Thakurdas and G.D Birla attacked
colonial control over the Indian economy andcolonial control over the Indian economy and
supported the Civil Disobedience Movement.supported the Civil Disobedience Movement.

(vi)(vi) They gave financial assistance and refused to buy orThey gave financial assistance and refused to buy or

sell imported goods.sell imported goods. (Any (Any three) three) 1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33

 V Value Based Questionsalue Based Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

  Q. 1.  Q. 1. Which were the two types of demands mentionedWhich were the two types of demands mentioned
 by  by Gandhiji Gandhiji in in his his letter letter to to Viceroy Viceroy Irwin Irwin on on 3131

 January 1930 ? Why was  January 1930 ? Why was abolition of ‘Salt abolition of ‘Salt tax’ mosttax’ most
stirring demand ? Explain.stirring demand ? Explain.
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Ans. The two Ans. The two types of demands mtypes of demands mentioned by Gandhijientioned by Gandhiji
in his letter to Viceroy Irwin on 31 January 1930in his letter to Viceroy Irwin on 31 January 1930
were :were :

(i)(i) The reduction of land revenue. The reduction of land revenue.

  (ii)  (ii) The abolition of salt tax. The abolition of salt tax.

But abolition of ‘salt tax’ was most stirring demandBut abolition of ‘salt tax’ was most stirring demand
 because  because Gandhiji Gandhiji knew knew that that salt-tax salt-tax affected affected allall
sections of society, especially the poor.sections of society, especially the poor. 2 + 1 = 32 + 1 = 3

Q. Q. 2.2. How were the untouchables treated in India ? How were the untouchables treated in India ? WWas itas it
a right attitude ? What was the attitude of Gandhijia right attitude ? What was the attitude of Gandhiji
towards untouchability or untouchables?towards untouchability or untouchables?

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) Untouchables were not allowed to enter intoUntouchables were not allowed to enter into
temple, access to public wells, tanks, roads andtemple, access to public wells, tanks, roads and
schools.schools.

(ii)(ii) It was not a right attitude. It was not a right attitude.

  (iii)  (iii) Gandhiji declared that swaraj would not come for a Gandhiji declared that swaraj would not come for a
hundred years if untouchability was not eliminated.hundred years if untouchability was not eliminated.
He called the untouchables as harijans or childrenHe called the untouchables as harijans or children
of God. He organized Satyagraha to secure theirof God. He organized Satyagraha to secure their
entry into temples, access to public wells, tanks,entry into temples, access to public wells, tanks,

roads and schools. He himself cleaned toilets toroads and schools. He himself cleaned toilets to
dignify the work of the sweeper and persuadeddignify the work of the sweeper and persuaded
upper castes to change their heart and give up theupper castes to change their heart and give up the
sin of untouchability.sin of untouchability. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

Q. Q. 3.3. Imaging you are a woman participating in theImaging you are a woman participating in the
Civil Disobedience Movement. Explain what theCivil Disobedience Movement. Explain what the
experience meant to your life ?experience meant to your life ?

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  As a woman it was a proud moment for me  As a woman it was a proud moment for me
to participate in Gandhiji’s Civil Disobedienceto participate in Gandhiji’s Civil Disobedience
Movement. It was a time when women were keptMovement. It was a time when women were kept
inside walls.inside walls.

  (ii)  (ii) Though I had got go Though I had got good education, I was not allowedod education, I was not allowed
to take part in social or political activities. At theto take part in social or political activities. At the
call of Gandhiji, I couldn’t resist myself. Revoltingcall of Gandhiji, I couldn’t resist myself. Revolting
against my family traditions, I became an activeagainst my family traditions, I became an active
member of the movement.member of the movement.

  (iii)  (iii) I organized the women of m I organized the women of my locality and began they locality and began the
activities of the movement. I was full of nationalisticactivities of the movement. I was full of nationalistic
fervour. It was the most memorable and proudfervour. It was the most memorable and proud

phase of my life.phase of my life. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

qqqqqq
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THE MAKINGTHE MAKING

OF A GLOBALOF A GLOBAL

WORLDWORLD

SyllabusSyllabus
(i) (i) The The Pre-modern Pre-modern World.World.
(ii) (ii) The The Nineteenth Nineteenth Century Century (global (global economy economy and and colonialism).colonialism).
(iii) (iii) The The Inter-war Inter-war economy economy (Great (Great Depression).Depression).
(iv) (iv) Rebuilding Rebuilding the the World World Economy.Economy.

TOPIC-1TOPIC-1
The Pre-modern WThe Pre-modern World and The orld and The Nineteenth CenturyNineteenth Century
(Global Economy and Colonialism)(Global Economy and Colonialism)

Quick Review Quick Review 

 ‘Globalisation’ refers to an economic system that has emerged‘Globalisation’ refers to an economic system that has emerged

since the last 50 years.since the last 50 years.

 From From ancient times, ancient times, travelers, tradtravelers, traders, priests ers, priests and pilgrimsand pilgrims

travelled vast distances for knowledge, opportunity and travelled vast distances for knowledge, opportunity and spiritualspiritual

fulfillment, or to escape persecution.fulfillment, or to escape persecution.

 The silk The silk routes are routes are a good a good example example of pre-moof pre-modern trade dern trade andand

cultural links between distant parts of the world.cultural links between distant parts of the world.

 The name The name ‘silk rout‘silk routes’ points es’ points to the to the importance importance of Wof West-boundest-bound

Chinese silk cargoes along this Chinese silk cargoes along this route.route.

 TTrade rade and cultand cultural eural exchange xchange always always went hawent hand in nd in hand.hand.

 TTraders araders and travelernd travelers introduced s introduced new crops new crops to the to the lands they lands they travelled.travelled.

 Europe’s poor Europe’s poor began to began to eat better eat better and live and live longer wlonger with the ith the introduction introduction of the of the humble potatohumble potato..

 Ireland’s pooreIreland’s poorest peasants st peasants became so became so dependent dependent on potatoes on potatoes that when that when disease destrdisease destroyed the oyed the potato cropotato crop inp in

the mid-1840s, hundreds of thousands died of starvation.the mid-1840s, hundreds of thousands died of starvation.

 European sailors European sailors found a found a sea route sea route to Asia to Asia and also and also successfully crossed successfully crossed the western the western ocean to ocean to America.America.

 Precious metals, Precious metals, particularly silverparticularly silver, from m, from mines located in ines located in present day Ppresent day Peru and Mexico eru and Mexico also enhanced Euroalso enhanced Europe’spe’s

wealth and financed its trade with Asia.wealth and financed its trade with Asia.

 The PThe Portuguese and ortuguese and Spanish conquest and Spanish conquest and colonisation of Amcolonisation of America was decisiverica was decisively under way ely under way by the mid-by the mid-

sixteenth sixteenth centurycentury..

 The most poThe most powerful weapon owerful weapon of the Spanish cof the Spanish conquerors was nquerors was the germs such the germs such as those oas those of smallpox f smallpox that theythat they

carried on their person.carried on their person.

 Due to Due to their long their long isolation, America’s isolation, America’s original inhabitants original inhabitants had no had no immunity agimmunity against these ainst these diseases that diseases that camecame

from Europe. Smallpox in particular proved to be from Europe. Smallpox in particular proved to be a deadly killera deadly killer..

 Until Until the the 1919thth century, poverty and hunger were common in Europe. Cities were  century, poverty and hunger were common in Europe. Cities were crowded and deadly diseasescrowded and deadly diseases

were widespread.were widespread.

 Untill Untill into into the the 1818thth century, China and India were among the world’s richest countries. They were also pre- century, China and India were among the world’s richest countries. They were also pre-

eminent in Asian trade.eminent in Asian trade.

 However, However, from from the the 1515thth century, China is said to  century, China is said to have restricted overseas contacts and retreated into isolation.have restricted overseas contacts and retreated into isolation.

TOPIC - 1TOPIC - 1

The Pre-modern World and TheThe Pre-modern World and The
Nineteenth Century (Global EconomyNineteenth Century (Global Economy
and and Colonialism) Colonialism) ........ P. 59P. 59

TOPIC - 2TOPIC - 2

The Inter-wThe Inter-war Economy and ar Economy and Rebuilding theRebuilding the
World World Economy Economy ........ P. 69P. 69
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 China’s reduced role China’s reduced role and the rand the rising importance of ising importance of the Americas grthe Americas gradually moved the adually moved the centre of centre of world tradeworld trade

westwards.westwards.

 Europe Europe now enow emerged merged as as the the centre centre of wof world torld trade.rade.

 Economic,political, social, culturaEconomic,political, social, cultural and l and technological factors technological factors interacted interacted in complex in complex ways to ways to transform societiestransform societies

and reshape external relations.and reshape external relations.

 Economists identify Economists identify three three types of types of movement or movement or ‘flows’ ‘flows’ within international within international economic execonomic exchanges.changes.

(i) (i) The The flow flow of of tradetrade

(ii) The flow of labour(ii) The flow of labour

(iii) The movement of capital(iii) The movement of capital

 Due Due to to increase increase in in population population from from the the late late 1818thth century, the demand for food grains in Britain had  century, the demand for food grains in Britain had increased.increased.

 Since there Since there was pressure was pressure from landed from landed groups, the groups, the government also government also restricted restricted the import the import of corn.of corn.

 The laws The laws allowing the allowing the government to government to do this do this were commonly were commonly known as known as the ‘the ‘Corn Laws’.Corn Laws’.

 After the After the Corn Laws werCorn Laws were scrapped, fe scrapped, food could be ood could be imported into Brimported into Britain more cheitain more cheaply than it aply than it could becould be

produced within the produced within the country.country.

 Railways Railways were were needed needed to link to link the agricultthe agricultural reural regions to gions to the ports.the ports.

 New harbours New harbours had to be had to be built and people built and people had to setthad to settle on the le on the lands which meant lands which meant building homes andbuilding homes and

settlements.settlements.

 All these All these activities in activities in turn requireturn required capital d capital and labourand labour. Capital . Capital flowed from flowed from financial centrfinancial centres such es such as London.as London.

 The demand for The demand for labour in places labour in places where labour where labour was in short was in short supply – as supply – as in America and in America and Australia Australia –led to more–led to more

migration.migration.

 Nearly 50 Nearly 50 million people emillion people emigrated from migrated from Europe to Europe to America and America and Australia Australia in the in the 1919thth century in search of a century in search of a

 better future. better future.

 By By 1890, 1890, a a global agrglobal agricultural icultural economy economy had thad taken aken shape.shape.

 The British The British Indian Government Indian Government built a built a network of network of irrigation canals irrigation canals to transform to transform semi-desert wsemi-desert wastes into astes into fertilefertile

agricultural lands that could grow agricultural lands that could grow wheat and cotton for export.wheat and cotton for export.

 The railways, The railways, steamships, the steamships, the telegraph wertelegraph were important e important inventions without inventions without which we which we cannot imagine cannot imagine thethe

transformed nineteenth-century world.transformed nineteenth-century world.

 Colonisation Colonisation stimulated stimulated new new investments investments and and improvements improvements in in transport.transport.

 The trade in The trade in meat offers meat offers a good example a good example of this connected of this connected process. Till process. Till the 1870s, athe 1870s, animals were shipped nimals were shipped livelive

from America to Europe and then from America to Europe and then slaughtered when they arrived there.slaughtered when they arrived there.

 Meat was hence an expensive luxury beyond the reach of Meat was hence an expensive luxury beyond the reach of the European poorthe European poor..

 Better livBetter living conditions ing conditions promoted social promoted social peace within peace within the country the country and support and support for imperialism for imperialism abroad.abroad.

 TTrade flourisherade flourished and d and markets emarkets expanded in xpanded in the late the late nineteenth centnineteenth century.ury.

 Britain and FBritain and France made vrance made vast additions to ast additions to their overseas their overseas territories in territories in the late the late nineteenth centurynineteenth century. Belgium and. Belgium and

Germany became new colonial powers.Germany became new colonial powers.

 In the 1880In the 1880s, a fast-spres, a fast-spreading disease of ading disease of cattle plague or cattle plague or rinderpest had rinderpest had a terrifying impact a terrifying impact on the Afon the Africanrican

local economy. It was carried by infected cattle imported local economy. It was carried by infected cattle imported from British Asia to feed the from British Asia to feed the ltalian soldiers invadingltalian soldiers invading

Eritrea in East Africa. Entering Africa in the east, rinderpest moved west ‘like forest fire’. The loss of cattleEritrea in East Africa. Entering Africa in the east, rinderpest moved west ‘like forest fire’. The loss of cattle

destroyed African livelihoods.destroyed African livelihoods.

 In In the the late late 1919thth century, Europeans were attracted to Africa due to its vast resources of land and minerals. century, Europeans were attracted to Africa due to its vast resources of land and minerals.

 But there wBut there was a shortage as a shortage of labour willing of labour willing to work for to work for wages. Employers wages. Employers used many methods used many methods to recruit andto recruit and

retain labour.retain labour.

 Heavy taxHeavy taxes were es were imposed which could imposed which could be paid only be paid only by working by working for wages for wages on plantations and on plantations and mines.mines.

 In In the the 1919thth century, hundreds of thousands of Indian and Chinese labourers went to work on plantations, in century, hundreds of thousands of Indian and Chinese labourers went to work on plantations, in

mines, and in road and railway construction projects around the world.mines, and in road and railway construction projects around the world.

 In In India, India, indentured indentured labourers labourers were were hired hired under under contracts.contracts.

 Most Indian indentured Most Indian indentured workers came workers came from the from the present-day regions present-day regions of eastern Uttof eastern Uttar Pradesh, ar Pradesh, BiharBihar, central, central

India and the India and the dry districts of dry districts of TTamil Nadu.amil Nadu.

 The main The main destinations of destinations of Indian indentured Indian indentured migrants were migrants were the Caribbethe Caribbean islands (an islands (mainly Tmainly Trinidad, Guyanarinidad, Guyana

and Surinam), Mauritius and Fiji.and Surinam), Mauritius and Fiji.

 The The 1919thth century indenture has been described as a  century indenture has been described as a ‘new system of slavery’.‘new system of slavery’.

 From the From the 1900s India’s na1900s India’s nationalist leaders betionalist leaders began opposing the sygan opposing the system of indenturestem of indentured labour migration d labour migration asas

abusive and cruel. It was abolished in 1921.abusive and cruel. It was abolished in 1921.
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 Shikaripuri Shroffs Shikaripuri Shroffs and Nattukottai and Nattukottai Chettiars werChettiars were amongst the e amongst the many groups of many groups of bankers and bankers and traders whotraders who

financed export agriculture in Central and Southeast Asia.financed export agriculture in Central and Southeast Asia.

 Indian Indian traders traders and and moneylenders moneylenders also also followed Eurfollowed European opean colonizers colonizers into into Africa.Africa.

 With With the advent the advent of industrialisation, of industrialisation, British cotton British cotton manufacture began manufacture began to expand, to expand, and industrialists and industrialists pressurisedpressurised

the government to restrict cotton imports and the government to restrict cotton imports and protect local industries.protect local industries.

 TTariffs were ariffs were imposed on cloth imports into imposed on cloth imports into Britain. ConsequentlyBritain. Consequently, the inflow of , the inflow of fine Indian cotton began fine Indian cotton began toto

decline.decline.

 Indigo used Indigo used for dyeing for dyeing cloth was cloth was another important another important export export for many for many decades. British decades. British manufactures floodedmanufactures flooded

the Indian market.the Indian market.

 The value The value of British of British exports to exports to India was India was much higher than much higher than the value the value of British of British imports from imports from India. Thus,India. Thus,

Britain had a ‘trade surplus’ with India.Britain had a ‘trade surplus’ with India.

 Britain used Britain used this surplus this surplus to balance to balance its trade its trade deficits with deficits with other countries other countries – that – that is, with countries is, with countries from whichfrom which

Britain was importing more than it was Britain was importing more than it was selling to.selling to.

FlowchartFlowchart

Globalisation, an economic system that has emerged since the last 50 years.Globalisation, an economic system that has emerged since the last 50 years.

It started with trade, migration of people in search of work and theIt started with trade, migration of people in search of work and the
movement of capital.movement of capital.

Silk routes were the Silk routes were the routes through routes through which trade and cultural mingling of which trade and cultural mingling of 
far-flung parfar-flung parts of the ts of the world world took place.took place.

Indentured labourers were hired under contracts of five years as they went toIndentured labourers were hired under contracts of five years as they went to
work on plantations in regions like Caribbean Islands, Mauritiaus and Fiji.work on plantations in regions like Caribbean Islands, Mauritiaus and Fiji.

Indenture was nothing but a new system of slavery.Indenture was nothing but a new system of slavery.

The important inventions like the railways, steamship and the telegraphThe important inventions like the railways, steamship and the telegraph
triggered the economic growth in 19th century.triggered the economic growth in 19th century.

Know the TermsKnow the Terms
 Global (World Wide) :Global (World Wide) : Involving all countries of the globe.Involving all countries of the globe.

 Globalisation :Globalisation : Integrating economy of a country with the economies of other countries under the condition Integrating economy of a country with the economies of other countries under the condition
of free flow of of free flow of trade, capital and trade, capital and labourlabour..

 Silk Route :Silk Route : The route taken by traders to carry silk The route taken by traders to carry silk cargoes from China to the West.cargoes from China to the West.

 Cowri :Cowri : A Hindi word meaning ‘A Hindi word meaning ‘sea shells’. These were used in ancient world sea shells’. These were used in ancient world as a form of as a form of currencycurrency..

 Coolies :Coolies : Indian indentured labourers were referred to as coolies in Indian indentured labourers were referred to as coolies in the Caribbean islands.the Caribbean islands.

 Corn Laws :Corn Laws : British laws which imposed restrictions on the import of corn.British laws which imposed restrictions on the import of corn.

 Dissenter :Dissenter : One who refuses to accept established beliefs and One who refuses to accept established beliefs and practices.practices.

 Indentured labour :Indentured labour : A bonded labourer under contract to work for an employer for a specific amount of time,A bonded labourer under contract to work for an employer for a specific amount of time,
to pay off his passage to a new country or home.to pay off his passage to a new country or home.
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Know the DatesKnow the Dates

 3000 BCE :3000 BCE : An active coastal trade An active coastal trade linked the Indus linked the Indus VValley Civilization with present day alley Civilization with present day WWest Asia.est Asia.

 BCE - 15BCE - 15thth Century : Century : Existence of silk routes.Existence of silk routes.

 Mid Sixteenth Century :Mid Sixteenth Century : PortPortuguese and Spanish conquest and uguese and Spanish conquest and colonisation of America.colonisation of America.

 1845 - 1849 :1845 - 1849 : PotatPotato Famine in Ireland. During o Famine in Ireland. During this famine around 1,000,000 people dithis famine around 1,000,000 people died of starvation in ed of starvation in Ireland.Ireland.

 1885 :1885 : The big European powers met in The big European powers met in Berlin to complete the division of Berlin to complete the division of Africa between themselves.Africa between themselves.

 1890 :1890 : Global agricultural economy took shape.Global agricultural economy took shape.

 1890s :1890s : Rinderpest (cattle plague) had a terrifying impact on livelihoods of the African people and the localRinderpest (cattle plague) had a terrifying impact on livelihoods of the African people and the local
economy.economy.

 1892 :1892 : Rinderpest reached Africa’s Atlantic coast.Rinderpest reached Africa’s Atlantic coast.

 1900s :1900s : Indian nationalist leaders began opposing the system of indentured labour migration as abusive andIndian nationalist leaders began opposing the system of indentured labour migration as abusive and
cruel.cruel.

 1914-1918 :1914-1918 : The First World War was fought.The First World War was fought.

 1921 :1921 : Indentured labour was abolished.Indentured labour was abolished.

Know the LinksKnow the Links
1. 1. The The Irish Irish Potato Potato FamineFamine

http http : : //irishpotatofamine.net/ //irishpotatofamine.net/ 

2. 2. Rinderpest Rinderpest in in AfricaAfrica

http http : : //www//www.nda.agric.za.nda.agric.za

3. 3. Indentured Indentured LabourLabour

http http : : //www//www.nationalarchives.gov.nationalarchives.gov.uk .uk 

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. What does What does ‘Silk Route’ re‘Silk Route’ refer to fer to ??

  Ans.  Ans. Network of routes connecting Asia with EuropeNetwork of routes connecting Asia with Europe

and Northern Africa.and Northern Africa. 11

AA Q. Q. 2.2. Who discovered Who discovered the continent the continent of America of America ??
  Ans.  Ans. Christopher Columbus.Christopher Columbus. 11

AA Q. Q. 3.3.  Who was a well-known pioneer of mass  Who was a well-known pioneer of mass
production ?production ?

  Ans.  Ans. Henry Ford.Henry Ford. 11

UU Q. Q. 4.4.  Identify the group of the countries, which  Identify the group of the countries, which
was known as Axis powers during the Secondwas known as Axis powers during the Second
World War ?World War ?

  Ans.  Ans. Nazi Germany, Japan and Italy.Nazi Germany, Japan and Italy. 11

UU Q. Q. 5.5. How did How did Rinderpest reRinderpest reach Africa ach Africa ??
  Ans.  Ans. Through cattle that was imported to British Asia toThrough cattle that was imported to British Asia to

feed Italian soldiers.feed Italian soldiers. 11

AA Q. Q. 6.6. Which country has Which country has an effective an effective right of VETOright of VETO
over IMF and World Bank ?over IMF and World Bank ?

  Ans.  Ans. USA.USA. 11

AA Q. Q. 7.7. Which crop was not known Which crop was not known to our ancestorsto our ancestors
until about five centuries ago ?until about five centuries ago ?

  Ans.  Ans. Potato.Potato. 11

UU Q. Q. 8.8. What do we What do we call the law call the law that allowed tthat allowed the Britishhe British
Government to restrict the import of corn ?Government to restrict the import of corn ?

Ans.Ans. Corn Laws.Corn Laws. 11

AA Q. Q. 9.9. Till the Till the discovery of discovery of which place which place potatoes wpotatoes wereere
not known to people in Asia anot known to people in Asia and Europend Europe??

  Ans.  Ans. America.America. 11

AA  Q. 10. Q. 10. What was tWhat was the most powerful he most powerful weapon used byweapon used by
the Spanish to conquer America ?the Spanish to conquer America ?

  Ans.  Ans. Germs,Germs, for example : for example : germs of small pox. germs of small pox. 11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. What were the ‘Corn Laws’ ? How was itWhat were the ‘Corn Laws’ ? How was it
abolished?abolished?

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, Set (WQ7FXWC) 2014]Set (WQ7FXWC) 2014]
OROR

AA What were the Corn Laws ? Why were the CornWhat were the Corn Laws ? Why were the Corn
Laws abolished ? What was the result of theLaws abolished ? What was the result of the
abolishing the Laws ?abolishing the Laws ? (NCERT)(NCERT)

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  The laws allowing the British Government to  The laws allowing the British Government to
restrict import of corn is known as the restrict import of corn is known as the “Corn Laws”.“Corn Laws”.

  (ii)  (ii) These laws These laws were abolished were abolished because the because the industrialistsindustrialists
and urban dwellers were unhappy with high foodand urban dwellers were unhappy with high food

prices; as a result of which they forced the abolitionprices; as a result of which they forced the abolition
of the Corn Laws.of the Corn Laws.
Result Result :: Food could be imported into Britain at aFood could be imported into Britain at a
much cheaper rate.much cheaper rate. 1×3=31×3=3

AA Q. Q. 2.2.  Mention any three effects of the British  Mention any three effects of the British
Government’s decision for the abolition of theGovernment’s decision for the abolition of the
Corn Laws.Corn Laws.

[Board Term-I, Set (NLTM8TU) 2016-17][Board Term-I, Set (NLTM8TU) 2016-17]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) Food could be imported into Britain at much Food could be imported into Britain at much
cheaper rate than it would be produced withincheaper rate than it would be produced within
the country.the country.
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  (ii)  (ii)  British agriculture was unable to compete with  British agriculture was unable to compete with
imports. Vast areas of land were left uncultivatedimports. Vast areas of land were left uncultivated
and people started migrating to cities or otherand people started migrating to cities or other
countries.countries.

  (iii)  (iii) As food prices fell, consumAs food prices fell, consumption in Britain rose.ption in Britain rose.
Faster industrial growth in Britain also led toFaster industrial growth in Britain also led to
higher incomes and therefore more food imports.higher incomes and therefore more food imports.

  (iv)  (iv)  Around the world—in Eastern Europe, Russia,  Around the world—in Eastern Europe, Russia,
America and Australia—lands were cleared andAmerica and Australia—lands were cleared and
food production expanded to meet the Britishfood production expanded to meet the British
demand.demand. (Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016)2016)

UU Q. Q. 3.3.  Describe the effects of abolishing the ‘Corn  Describe the effects of abolishing the ‘Corn
Laws’.Laws’. [Board Term-I, KVS-2014][Board Term-I, KVS-2014]

OROR
Explain three far reaching effects of theExplain three far reaching effects of the
abolition of the Corn Laws.abolition of the Corn Laws.

[Board T[Board Term-I, 2012 Set erm-I, 2012 Set (37), 2011 Set (15)](37), 2011 Set (15)]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) Britain began to import food grains from rest Britain began to import food grains from rest
of the world. British agriculture was unable toof the world. British agriculture was unable to
compete with imports.compete with imports.

  (ii)  (ii) Vast areas of Vast areas of land were now leland were now left uncultivated.ft uncultivated.
  (iii)  (iii) Thousands of men and Thousands of men and women were thrwomen were thrown outown out

of work. They started migrating to cities.of work. They started migrating to cities.
  (iv)  (iv) Food prices fell Food prices fell and consumption in Brand consumption in Britain rose.itain rose.

(v)(v) Other countries :Other countries : Russia, America and Australia Russia, America and Australia
sent food grains to meet the sent food grains to meet the British demand.British demand.

  (vi)  (vi) They requireThey required railways d railways to link to link the ports.the ports.
(Any (Any three) three) 1×3=31×3=3

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012)2012)

AA Q. Q. 4.4. Why did the Why did the industrialists and peoindustrialists and people livingple living
in cities of Britain forced the government toin cities of Britain forced the government to
abolish Corn Laws in the 18abolish Corn Laws in the 18thth  Century? Give  Century? Give
two reasons.two reasons.

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) Population growth from the late 18 Population growth from the late 18thth century century
had increased the demand for food grains inhad increased the demand for food grains in
Britain pushing up the prices. Under pressureBritain pushing up the prices. Under pressure
from farmers, the government restricted thefrom farmers, the government restricted the
import of corn. These laws were commonlyimport of corn. These laws were commonly
known as the ‘Corn Laws’.known as the ‘Corn Laws’.

  (ii)  (ii) On the other On the other hand, the industrialists and hand, the industrialists and peoplepeople
living in cities forced the government to abolishliving in cities forced the government to abolish
the Corn Laws.the Corn Laws. 1½× 2=31½× 2=3

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016)2016)

UU Q. Q. 5.5. What is meant What is meant by ‘Trade Surplus’ by ‘Trade Surplus’ ? Why did? Why did

Britain have a Trade Surplus with India ?Britain have a Trade Surplus with India ?
Ans.Ans. Definition of trade surplus : Refer to Q. No. 3, LongDefinition of trade surplus : Refer to Q. No. 3, Long

Answer Type Questions.Answer Type Questions.

  (ii)  (ii)  Over the 19  Over the 19thth  century, British manufacturers  century, British manufacturers
flooded the Indian market. Food grains and rawflooded the Indian market. Food grains and raw
material exports from India to Britain and the restmaterial exports from India to Britain and the rest
of the world increased. But the value of Britishof the world increased. But the value of British
exports to India was much higher than the valueexports to India was much higher than the value
of British imports from India. Thus, Britain had aof British imports from India. Thus, Britain had a
‘trade surplus’ with India.‘trade surplus’ with India. 1+2=31+2=3

UU Q. Q. 6.6.  “Trade flourished and markets expanded in  “Trade flourished and markets expanded in
the 19the 19thth century, but there was a darker side to century, but there was a darker side to

process.” Justify the statement.process.” Justify the statement.

[Board Term-I, 2015][Board Term-I, 2015]

Ans.Ans.(i)(i) In many parts of the world, these developmentsIn many parts of the world, these developments
meant loss of freedom and livelihoods.meant loss of freedom and livelihoods.

  (ii)  (ii)  Late 19  Late 19thth  century Europeans conquest brought  century Europeans conquest brought
about many destructive economic, social andabout many destructive economic, social and
ecological changes in the colonies.ecological changes in the colonies.

(iii)(iii) In Africa, in the 1890s, a fIn Africa, in the 1890s, a fast spreading disease ofast spreading disease of
cattle plague or rinderpest had a terrifying impactcattle plague or rinderpest had a terrifying impact
on people’s livelihoods and the local economy.on people’s livelihoods and the local economy.

  (iv)  (iv) The example of The example of indentured labour migratindentured labour migration fromion from
India illustrates that it was a world of faster economicIndia illustrates that it was a world of faster economic
growth for some and great misery and poverty forgrowth for some and great misery and poverty for
others; technological advances in Europe and newothers; technological advances in Europe and new
forms of coercion in Asia and Africa.forms of coercion in Asia and Africa. (Any three)(Any three)

1×3=31×3=3

UU Q. Q. 7.7. “Food “Food offer offer many many examples examples of of long long distancedistance

cultural exchange.” Justify this cultural exchange.” Justify this statement.statement.
OROR

In what ways did food items offer scope forIn what ways did food items offer scope for
long distance cultural exchange? Explain.long distance cultural exchange? Explain.

[Board Term-I, (CB4QHT1) 2016-17][Board Term-I, (CB4QHT1) 2016-17]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) Traders and travellers introduced new crops toTraders and travellers introduced new crops to
the lands they travelled.the lands they travelled.

  (ii)  (ii) It is believed that noodles traveled west fromIt is believed that noodles traveled west from
China to become spaghetti.China to become spaghetti.

  (iii)  (iii) Arabs Arabs traders traders took took pasta pasta to to 55thth century Sicily, an century Sicily, an
island now in Italy.island now in Italy.

(iv)(iv) Many of Many of our commour common foodon foods such as s such as potatoes,potatoes,
soya, groundnuts, maize tomatoes, chillies,soya, groundnuts, maize tomatoes, chillies,
sweet potatoes and so on were not known to oursweet potatoes and so on were not known to our
ancestors.ancestors. (CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016)2016)

UU Q. Q. 8.8. Explain the three tyExplain the three types of flows within pes of flows within inter-inter-

national economy in exchanges.national economy in exchanges.
[Board Term-I, DDE-2014][Board Term-I, DDE-2014]

OROR

Mention the three types of flows within inter-Mention the three types of flows within inter-
national economic exchanges during the 19national economic exchanges during the 19thth

century.century. [Board Term-I, (36) 2012][Board Term-I, (36) 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. (i) Flow of Trade :(i) Flow of Trade :  Trade in goods,  Trade in goods, e.g.e.g., cloth, cloth
or wheat, giving shape to a global agriculturalor wheat, giving shape to a global agricultural
economy where food no longer came from aeconomy where food no longer came from a
nearby village or town, but from thousands ofnearby village or town, but from thousands of
miles away.miles away.

(ii) (ii) Flow Flow of of Labour Labour ::  The migration of people in  The migration of people in
search of employment is called ‘Flow of Labour’.search of employment is called ‘Flow of Labour’.
Nearly 50 million people emigrated from EuropeNearly 50 million people emigrated from Europe
to America and Australia in the 19to America and Australia in the 19thth century. Allcentury. All
over the world some 150 million are estimatedover the world some 150 million are estimated
to have left their homes, crossed oceans and vastto have left their homes, crossed oceans and vast
distances over land in search of a better future.distances over land in search of a better future.

  (iii)  (iii) Flow of Capital Investment :Flow of Capital Investment : Long-term or short- Long-term or short-
term Investments over long distances is calledterm Investments over long distances is called
flow of capital investment. Capital flowed fromflow of capital investment. Capital flowed from
financial centres such as London to build financial centres such as London to build railwaysrailways
and other buildings.and other buildings.

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012) 2012) 1×3=31×3=3

AA Q. Q. 9.9. Explain the three impacts of tExplain the three impacts of the First Worldhe First World
War on the British War on the British economy.economy.

[Board Term-I, DDE-2015][Board Term-I, DDE-2015]
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OROR

Explain the impact of the First World War onExplain the impact of the First World War on
the British economy.the British economy.

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (OEQL2ST) 2016-17](OEQL2ST) 2016-17]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) After the war, Britain found it difficult toAfter the war, Britain found it difficult to
recapture its earlier position of dominance in therecapture its earlier position of dominance in the
colonial market.colonial market.

  (ii)  (ii) To finance war expenditures, Britain hadTo finance war expenditures, Britain had
 borrowed  borrowed from from the the U.S. U.S. At At the the end end of of the the warwar
Britain was burdened with huge external debts.Britain was burdened with huge external debts.

(iii)(iii) The war had led to a huge increase in demand,The war had led to a huge increase in demand,
production and employment.production and employment.

(iv)(iv) The government reduced bloated warThe government reduced bloated war
expenditures to bring them into line with peaceexpenditures to bring them into line with peace
time revenues.time revenues.

(v)(v) These developments led to huge job losses. InThese developments led to huge job losses. In
1921, one in every five British worker was out of1921, one in every five British worker was out of
work.work. (Any (Any three three points)points)

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016) 2016) 1 1 ×3 ×3 = = 33

UU  Q. 10. Q. 10. The First World The First World War was a War was a war like no otherwar like no other
 before.  before. Explain Explain any any three three features features about about thethe

war that support the statement.war that support the statement.
[Board Term-I, (50), 2012][Board Term-I, (50), 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  It involved the world’s leading industrial  It involved the world’s leading industrial
nations.nations.

  (ii)  (ii)  This war was the first modern industrial war.  This war was the first modern industrial war.
Machine guns, tanks, aircrafts, chemical weapons,Machine guns, tanks, aircrafts, chemical weapons,
were used on a massive scale.were used on a massive scale.

  (iii)  (iii)  Most of those who were maimed were men of  Most of those who were maimed were men of
working age. The scale of death and destructionworking age. The scale of death and destruction
was great. These deaths and injuries reduced thewas great. These deaths and injuries reduced the
workforce.workforce.

  (iv)  (iv)  Industries during the war were restructured to  Industries during the war were restructured to
produce war-related products.produce war-related products.

(v)(v)  The war led to the snapping of economic links  The war led to the snapping of economic links
 between  between the the world’s world’s largest largest economic economic powerspowers
which were now fighting with each other to pay forwhich were now fighting with each other to pay for
them. The war transformed the US from being anthem. The war transformed the US from being an
international debtor to an international creditor.international debtor to an international creditor.

(Any three) 1×3=3(Any three) 1×3=3

UU  Q. 11. Q. 11.  Explain the effect of the death of men of  Explain the effect of the death of men of
working age in Europe because of the Firstworking age in Europe because of the First

World War ?World War ?
Ans.Ans.(i)(i) Majority of the people killed in the first WorldMajority of the people killed in the first World

War were the men of working age. It reduced ableWar were the men of working age. It reduced able
 bodied workforce in Europe. bodied workforce in Europe.

  (ii)  (ii) With fewer membeWith fewer members within the rs within the family, householdfamily, household
incomes declined.incomes declined.

  (iii)  (iii) Women stepped in to undertake jobs tWomen stepped in to undertake jobs that earlierhat earlier
only men were expected to do.only men were expected to do. 1×3=31×3=3

AA  Q. 12. Q. 12. Describe three Describe three major consequences major consequences of Secondof Second

World War.World War. [Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, 553K, 2013]553K, 2013]

  Ans.  Ans. Major consequences of the Second World WarMajor consequences of the Second World War
are as follows :are as follows :

(i)(i) Death and destruction were Death and destruction were enormous. At leastenormous. At least
60 million of the people or about 3 percent of60 million of the people or about 3 percent of
the world’s 1939 population are believed to havethe world’s 1939 population are believed to have
 been  been killed killed directly directly or or indirectly indirectly as as the the result result ofof
war.war.

  (ii)  (ii)  Millions more were injured. Unlike in earlier  Millions more were injured. Unlike in earlier
wars, most of these deaths took place outsidewars, most of these deaths took place outside
the battlefield. Many more civilians than soldiersthe battlefield. Many more civilians than soldiers
died from war-related causes.died from war-related causes.

  (iii)  (iii)  Vast parts of Europe and Asia were devastated  Vast parts of Europe and Asia were devastated
and several cities were destroyed by aerialand several cities were destroyed by aerial
 bombardment or relentness artillery attacks. bombardment or relentness artillery attacks.

  (iv)  (iv) The war The war caused an caused an immense amount immense amount of economicof economic
devastation and social destruction. Reconstructiondevastation and social destruction. Reconstruction
promised to be long and difficult.promised to be long and difficult. (Any three)(Any three)

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013) 1×3=3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013) 1×3=3

AA  Q. 13. Q. 13. What attracted What attracted the Europeans the Europeans to Africa ? to Africa ? GiveGive

any three reasons.any three reasons. [Board Term-I,[Board Term-I,

(R9UJGYG), (X30T4XE), (55) 2012, 2014](R9UJGYG), (X30T4XE), (55) 2012, 2014]
OROR

Why were Europeans attracted to Africa in theWhy were Europeans attracted to Africa in the
late 19late 19thth century ? Mention any three reasons. century ? Mention any three reasons.

[Board T[Board Term-I, (A1) erm-I, (A1) 2011, 2010]2011, 2010]
Ans.Ans.(i)(i) Europeans were attracted due to the resources ofEuropeans were attracted due to the resources of

land and minerals of Africa.land and minerals of Africa.

  (ii)  (ii)  They came to Africa to establish plantations and  They came to Africa to establish plantations and
exploit mines.exploit mines.

  (iii)  (iii)  African countries were militarily weak and  African countries were militarily weak and
 backward. So, it was easy to conquer them. backward. So, it was easy to conquer them.1×3=31×3=3

RR  Q. 14. Q. 14. How did Rinderpest How did Rinderpest become instrumental inbecome instrumental in

subjugating the Africans ?subjugating the Africans ? (NCERT)(NCERT)
[Board [Board TTerm-erm-I, I, DDE-2014DDE-2014]]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) The loss of 90% of the cattle destroyed African The loss of 90% of the cattle destroyed African
livelihoods.livelihoods.

  (ii)  (ii)  Planters, mine owners and colonial governments  Planters, mine owners and colonial governments
now successfully monopolised what scarce cattlenow successfully monopolised what scarce cattle
resources remained, to strengthen their power andresources remained, to strengthen their power and
forced Africans into the labour market.forced Africans into the labour market.

(iii)(iii) Control over the scarce resource of cattle enabled Control over the scarce resource of cattle enabled
European colonisers to conquer and subdueEuropean colonisers to conquer and subdue
Africa.Africa. 1×3=31×3=3

UU  Q. 15. Q. 15. “19th century “19th century indenture had indenture had been described been described asas
a new system of slavery.” Explain the statementa new system of slavery.” Explain the statement

 briefly. briefly. [Board Term-I, (R9UJGYG) 2014][Board Term-I, (R9UJGYG) 2014]
Ans. New system of slavery :Ans. New system of slavery :

(i)(i)  Agents tempted the poor people by giving false  Agents tempted the poor people by giving false
information about the nature of work, finalinformation about the nature of work, final
destinations, living and working conditions, modesdestinations, living and working conditions, modes
of travel, etc.of travel, etc.

  (ii)  (ii) Less willing workeLess willing workers were rs were at time at time forcibly abductedforcibly abducted
 by the agents. by the agents.

  (iii)  (iii) On arrival On arrival at the plantat the plantations, when labourers ations, when labourers foundfound
conditions to be different, many of them escapedconditions to be different, many of them escaped
into the wilds while others developed new formsinto the wilds while others developed new forms
of individual and collective self expression.of individual and collective self expression. 1×3=31×3=3

UU  Q. 16. Q. 16. Write any Write any three factors three factors responsible forresponsible for

indentured labour migration from India.indentured labour migration from India.
[Board Term-I, NCT-2014, 2010 (C2)][Board Term-I, NCT-2014, 2010 (C2)]

  Ans.  Ans. Factors responsible for indentured labourFactors responsible for indentured labour
migration from India :migration from India :

(i)(i) In In the the mid-19mid-19thth century, cottage industries declined, century, cottage industries declined,
land rents rose, lands were cleared for mines andland rents rose, lands were cleared for mines and
plantations.plantations.
This affected poor people because they were highlyThis affected poor people because they were highly
indebted and forced to migrate for work.indebted and forced to migrate for work.
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(ii) (ii) Temptation :Temptation : As the agents provided falseAs the agents provided false
information about final destinations, nature ofinformation about final destinations, nature of
work and living and working conditions, manywork and living and working conditions, many
poor people were tempted to go and work.poor people were tempted to go and work.

(iii)(iii) In order to escape poverty In order to escape poverty or oppression at homeor oppression at home
and in villages many migrants agreed to work.and in villages many migrants agreed to work.

1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33

UU  Q. 17. Q. 17.  State three reasons why Europeans fled to  State three reasons why Europeans fled to
America in the 19America in the 19thth century. century. [Board Term-I,[Board Term-I,

(BHTK) 2011 (42), 2010 (B1) 2013](BHTK) 2011 (42), 2010 (B1) 2013]

  Ans.  Ans. Europeans fled to America in the 19Europeans fled to America in the 19thth  century  century
 because : because :

(i)(i)  Until the 19  Until the 19thth  century, power and hunger were  century, power and hunger were
common in Europe.common in Europe.

  (ii)  (ii)  Cities were crowded and deadly diseases were  Cities were crowded and deadly diseases were
widespread.widespread.

  (iii)  (iii)  Religious conflicts were common and religious  Religious conflicts were common and religious
dissenters were persecuted.dissenters were persecuted.

  (iv)  (iv) In America, In America, plantations werplantations were growing e growing cotton andcotton and
sugar for the European market. These plantationssugar for the European market. These plantations
were worked on by slaves.were worked on by slaves. (Any three) 1×3=3(Any three) 1×3=3

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2013)2013)

UU  Q. 18. Q. 18.  How did Henry Ford revolutionize mass  How did Henry Ford revolutionize mass

production in production in the U.S. the U.S. ?? [Board Term-I, 2012][Board Term-I, 2012]
  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  Henry Ford adapted the assembly line of a  Henry Ford adapted the assembly line of a

Chicago slaughter house to his new car plant inChicago slaughter house to his new car plant in
Detroit.Detroit.

  (ii)  (ii) The assembly line The assembly line allowed a fasteallowed a faster and cheaper r and cheaper wayway
of producing vehicles. It forced workers to repeat aof producing vehicles. It forced workers to repeat a
single task mechanically and continuously.single task mechanically and continuously.

  (iii)  (iii) This increased their This increased their efficiency in the efficiency in the single task andsingle task and
the speed of production too.the speed of production too.

  (iv)  (iv) Standing in front of the conveStanding in front of the conveyor belt, no workeryor belt, no worker
could delay the motions or take a break.could delay the motions or take a break.

(v)(v)  In the beginning many workers quit, since they  In the beginning many workers quit, since they
could not cope up with the stress of work.could not cope up with the stress of work.

  (vi)  (vi) Henry Ford doubled their Henry Ford doubled their wages and against that,wages and against that,
he not only increased the speed of the productionhe not only increased the speed of the production
time but also banned trade unions from operatingtime but also banned trade unions from operating
in his plants.in his plants. (Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

AA  Q. 19. Q. 19.  Give three examples to show that the pre-  Give three examples to show that the pre-
modern world changed with the discovery ofmodern world changed with the discovery of

new sea routes to America.new sea routes to America.
[Board Term-I, (40) 2012][Board Term-I, (40) 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. Three examples are as follows :Three examples are as follows :
(i)(i) Many Many common common foods,foods, e.g.,e.g.,  potatoes, soya,  potatoes, soya,

tomatoes, maize, etc., were introduced totomatoes, maize, etc., were introduced to
Europe from America. These crops madeEurope from America. These crops made
a difference between life and death. Thea difference between life and death. The
poor began to eat better and live longer inpoor began to eat better and live longer in
England with the introduction of potatoes.England with the introduction of potatoes.

  (ii)  (ii) Religious dissenters from Religious dissenters from Europe fled due Europe fled due to theto the
fear of persecution in Europe and migrated tofear of persecution in Europe and migrated to
America.America.

  (iii)  (iii) Slave trade Slave trade was started. was started. European tradersEuropean traders
captured slaves in Africa and took them tocaptured slaves in Africa and took them to
America where they worked on plantations.America where they worked on plantations.
Europe became the centre of the world trade.Europe became the centre of the world trade.

  (iv)  (iv)  Precious metals,  Precious metals, e.g.e.g., silver from mines located, silver from mines located
in present day Peru and Mexico also enhancedin present day Peru and Mexico also enhanced
Europe’s wealth and financed its trade.Europe’s wealth and financed its trade.

(Any (Any three) three) 1×3=31×3=3
(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)

AA  Q. 20. Q. 20. Why did EuropeaWhy did European employers n employers find it difficultfind it difficult
to recruit labour in Africa ? Give two methodsto recruit labour in Africa ? Give two methods

they used to recruit and retain labour.they used to recruit and retain labour.

Ans.Ans. (i)(i) The Europeans found it difficult to  The Europeans found it difficult to recruit labourrecruit labour
in Africa because of shortage of labour willing toin Africa because of shortage of labour willing to
work for wages and due to plenty of land andwork for wages and due to plenty of land and
livestock which were available for Africans.livestock which were available for Africans.

  (ii)  (ii) Two methods used by the Europeans to recruitTwo methods used by the Europeans to recruit
and retain labour were :and retain labour were :

(a)(a)  Heavy taxes were imposed which could be  Heavy taxes were imposed which could be
paid only by working for wages on plantationspaid only by working for wages on plantations
and mines.and mines.

(b)(b) Inheritance laws were Inheritance laws were changed so that peasantschanged so that peasants
were displaced from land.were displaced from land. 1×3=31×3=3

UU  Q. 21. Q. 21. How did the global transfeHow did the global transfer of disease in tr of disease in thehe
pre-modern world help in the colonization ofpre-modern world help in the colonization of

the Americans ?the Americans ? (NCERT)(NCERT)

Ans.Ans.(i)(i)America was not conquered and colonized byAmerica was not conquered and colonized by
Europeans with the help of superior fire powerEuropeans with the help of superior fire power
alone.alone.

  (ii)  (ii) Germs, such as those Germs, such as those of small pox were a of small pox were a helpful tohelpful to
a great extent.a great extent.

  (iii)  (iii)  Americans had no immunity against them as a  Americans had no immunity against them as a
result of long isolation. Once introduced, the germsresult of long isolation. Once introduced, the germs
spread deep into the continent decimating wholespread deep into the continent decimating whole
communities and paving way for conquest.communities and paving way for conquest.

1×3=31×3=3

UU  Q. 22. Q. 22. What role What role did technology play did technology play in shaping thein shaping the
nineteenth century world ?nineteenth century world ?

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  Important inventions such as railways and  Important inventions such as railways and
steamships boosted the economic growth in 19steamships boosted the economic growth in 19thth

century.century.

  (ii)  (ii)  Colonization stimulated new investments and  Colonization stimulated new investments and
improvements in transport.improvements in transport.

  (iii)  (iii)  Faster railways, lighter wagons and larger ships  Faster railways, lighter wagons and larger ships
helped to move food more cheaply and quicklyhelped to move food more cheaply and quickly
from far away farms to final markets.from far away farms to final markets. 1×3=31×3=3

Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. What is the What is the meaning of ‘cultural meaning of ‘cultural fusion’ ? Givefusion’ ? Give
two examples how indentured labour systemtwo examples how indentured labour system

led to cultural fusion.led to cultural fusion.

[Board Term-I, (38) 2012][Board Term-I, (38) 2012]

OROR

UU “The indentured labour gave rise to a new“The indentured labour gave rise to a new
culture in the Caribbean islands.” Justify thisculture in the Caribbean islands.” Justify this
statement with suitable examples.statement with suitable examples.

[Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , (A1) (A1) 2010]2010]
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  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  Cultural fusion is a phenomenon which  Cultural fusion is a phenomenon which
emerges when two or more cultures inter-mingleemerges when two or more cultures inter-mingle
and produce a new culture.and produce a new culture.

  (ii)  (ii)  Indentured labourers used to live and work in  Indentured labourers used to live and work in
very harsh conditions. This forced them to seekvery harsh conditions. This forced them to seek
new avenues of comfort and relaxations. Thisnew avenues of comfort and relaxations. This
 blended different cultural forms. blended different cultural forms.

(iii) Examples (iii) Examples ::

(a) (a) Hosay Hosay ::  In Trinidad, the annual Muharram  In Trinidad, the annual Muharram
procession was transformed into a riotousprocession was transformed into a riotous
carnival called ‘Hosay’ in which workers ofcarnival called ‘Hosay’ in which workers of
all races and religions joined.all races and religions joined.

(b) (b) Chutney Chutney Music Music :: ‘Chutney music’ is another‘Chutney music’ is another
creative contemporary expression of the postcreative contemporary expression of the post
indentured experience.indentured experience.

(c) (c) Rastafarianism Rastafarianism :: The protest religion ofThe protest religion of
‘Rastafarianism’ is also said to reflect social‘Rastafarianism’ is also said to reflect social
and cultural links with Indian migrants to theand cultural links with Indian migrants to the
Carribean.Carribean. (Any two) 2½+2½=5(Any two) 2½+2½=5

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)

RR Q. Q. 2.2.  Explain any three characteristics of the Silk  Explain any three characteristics of the Silk

Routes.Routes. (Board T(Board Term-I, (17) erm-I, (17) (39) 2012, 2011](39) 2012, 2011]
OROR

Enumerate the importance of Silk Routes.Enumerate the importance of Silk Routes.
[Board T[Board Term-I, (17) erm-I, (17) 2011, (A1) 2010]2011, (A1) 2010]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) The silk routes are a good example of vibrantThe silk routes are a good example of vibrant
pre-modern trade and cultural links betweenpre-modern trade and cultural links between
distant parts of the world.distant parts of the world.

  (ii)  (ii) They were spread oveThey were spread over land and sea knittingr land and sea knitting
together vast regions of Asia and linking withtogether vast regions of Asia and linking with
Europe and Africa.Europe and Africa.

  (iii)  (iii) They existed since They existed since before the Cbefore the Christian Era andhristian Era and
thrived almost till the 15thrived almost till the 15thth century. century.

  (iv)  (iv) Chinese pottery, Chinese pottery, textiles and spices textiles and spices from Indiafrom India
travelled to Europe.travelled to Europe.

(v)(v) In return, In return, precious metals, precious metals, gold and gold and silver flowedsilver flowed
from Europe to Asia.from Europe to Asia.

  (vi)  (vi) Buddhism, Buddhism, Christian Christian missionaries, missionaries, MuslimMuslim
preachers also travelled through this route topreachers also travelled through this route to
Asia.Asia. (Any five) 1×5=5(Any five) 1×5=5

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012)2012)

AA Q. Q. 3.3. Define the Define the term “Trade term “Trade Surplus”. How wSurplus”. How was theas the
income received from trade surplus with Indiaincome received from trade surplus with India

used by Britain ?used by Britain ?
Ans.Ans. Trade Surplus :Trade Surplus : It is a situation in which the total It is a situation in which the total

value of exports of a nation during value of exports of a nation during the year exceedsthe year exceeds
the total value of imports.the total value of imports.

(i)(i)  Over the 19  Over the 19thth  century, British manufacturers  century, British manufacturers
flooded Indian market. Food grains and rawflooded Indian market. Food grains and raw
material exports from India to Britain and the restmaterial exports from India to Britain and the rest
of world also increased.of world also increased.

  (ii)  (ii) Value of British exports tValue of British exports to India were higher thano India were higher than
imports from India.imports from India.

  (iii)  (iii)  Britain, as such had “Trade surplus” with India.  Britain, as such had “Trade surplus” with India.
Britain used this surplus to balance trade deficitBritain used this surplus to balance trade deficit
with other countries.with other countries.

  (iv)  (iv) This is how a This is how a multilateral settlement multilateral settlement system workssystem works
that allows one country’s deficit with anotherthat allows one country’s deficit with another
country to be settled by its surplus with a thirdcountry to be settled by its surplus with a third
country.country.

(v)(v)  India played a crucial role in helping Britain to  India played a crucial role in helping Britain to
 balance its  balance its deficits. Britain’s deficits. Britain’s trade surplus trade surplus in Indiain India
helped paying the home charges that includedhelped paying the home charges that included
private remittances home by British officials andprivate remittances home by British officials and
traders.traders. 1×5=51×5=5

AA Q. Q. 4.4. What were the What were the Corn Laws ? Why Corn Laws ? Why were thesewere these
laws abolished laws abolished ? How ? How abolition of abolition of the Cornthe Corn
Laws affect the people in England ?Laws affect the people in England ?

[Board Term-I, NCT-2014][Board Term-I, NCT-2014]
OROR

What were What were the the ‘Corn Laws’ ‘Corn Laws’ ? How ? How did thedid the
abolition of ‘Corn Laws’ affect the people ofabolition of ‘Corn Laws’ affect the people of
England ?England ?

Ans.Ans. Corn Laws :Corn Laws : Refer Q. 1 Short Answer types Refer Q. 1 Short Answer types
Effects :Effects : Refer Q. 3 Short Answer types Refer Q. 3 Short Answer types 2+3=52+3=5

UU Q. Q. 5.5. Explain how did the Explain how did the abolition of Corn Lawsabolition of Corn Laws
in Britain led to the emergence of a globalin Britain led to the emergence of a global
agricultural economy ?agricultural economy ?

Ans.Ans. (i)(i) With scrapping of the Corn Laws, Britain began With scrapping of the Corn Laws, Britain began
to import foodgrains from rest of the world. Theseto import foodgrains from rest of the world. These
products were relatively cheaper than the prices products were relatively cheaper than the prices ofof
the British produced goods and foodgrains.the British produced goods and foodgrains.

  (ii)  (ii)  Britain was forced to import foodgrains from  Britain was forced to import foodgrains from
Eastern Europe, America and Australia.Eastern Europe, America and Australia.

  (iii)  (iii) There were There were complex changes in labour complex changes in labour movementmovement
patterns, capital flow, ecology and technology.patterns, capital flow, ecology and technology.

  (iv)  (iv) Crops was not grown by Crops was not grown by a peasant tilling his owna peasant tilling his own
land, but by an agricultural worker.land, but by an agricultural worker.

(v)(v) Food came fFood came from thousands of rom thousands of miles away.miles away.

  (vi)  (vi) Now food and other essential commodities wereNow food and other essential commodities were
transported by railways and by ships manned bytransported by railways and by ships manned by
low paid workers from South Europe, Asia, Africalow paid workers from South Europe, Asia, Africa
and Caribbean.and Caribbean. (Any five) 1×5=5(Any five) 1×5=5

UU Q. Q. 6.6. What was Rinderpest What was Rinderpest ? How did it adve? How did it adverselyrsely
affect the lives and fortunes of the Africans ?affect the lives and fortunes of the Africans ?

[Board Term-I, (38), 2012][Board Term-I, (38), 2012]
OROR

What was Rinderpest ? How did RinderpestWhat was Rinderpest ? How did Rinderpest
change the economy of the African Society ?change the economy of the African Society ?

OROR

Describe briefly the effects of Rinderpest in AfricaDescribe briefly the effects of Rinderpest in Africa
in the 1890s.in the 1890s.

  Ans.  Ans. Rinderpest was Rinderpest was the fast the fast spreading and spreading and devastatingdevastating
disease of cattle plague.disease of cattle plague.

Effects Effects of of Rinderpest Rinderpest ::

It affected the Africans in following ways :It affected the Africans in following ways :

(i)(i) Rinderpest moved Rinderpest moved like forest like forest fire.fire.

  (ii)  (ii) 90% of 90% of cattle were cattle were killed.killed.

  (iii)  (iii)  The loss of cattle destroyed African livelihoods.  The loss of cattle destroyed African livelihoods.
Earlier people rarely worked for a wage. TheyEarlier people rarely worked for a wage. They
possessed land and livestock. Due to Rinderpest,possessed land and livestock. Due to Rinderpest,
they were forced to work for wages and so itthey were forced to work for wages and so it
affected the economy.affected the economy.

(iv)(iv)  Colonial government forced the Africans into  Colonial government forced the Africans into
labour market.labour market.

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012) 2012) 1+4=51+4=5

AA Q. Q. 7.7.  Critically examine the expansion of trade  Critically examine the expansion of trade
facilities in the 19facilities in the 19thth century.century.

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (6HTQGTF), 2016-17](6HTQGTF), 2016-17]
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  Ans.  Ans. Expansion of trade Expansion of trade facilities in the facilities in the 19th century 19th century ::
(i)(i) In many parts of the wIn many parts of the world, these developmentsorld, these developments

meant loss of freedom and livelihoods.meant loss of freedom and livelihoods.
(ii)(ii)  Late 19th century Europeans conquest brought  Late 19th century Europeans conquest brought

about many destructive economic, social andabout many destructive economic, social and
ecological changes in the colonies.ecological changes in the colonies.

(iii)(iii) In Africa, in the 1890s, In Africa, in the 1890s, a fast spreading disease ofa fast spreading disease of
cattle plague or Rinderpest had a terrifying impactcattle plague or Rinderpest had a terrifying impact
on people’s livelihoods and the local economy.on people’s livelihoods and the local economy.

(iv)(iv) The example The example of indentured of indentured labour migration.labour migration.
(v)(v) Great misery Great misery and poverty for and poverty for others.others.

(vi)(vi) New forms of New forms of coercion in Asia coercion in Asia and Africa.and Africa.
(Any five) 1 × 5 = 5(Any five) 1 × 5 = 5

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016)2016)

UU Q. Q. 8.8.  “Trade and cultural exchange always went  “Trade and cultural exchange always went
hand in hand”. Explain the statement in thehand in hand”. Explain the statement in the
light of silk route.light of silk route.

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (CB4QHT1), 2016-17](CB4QHT1), 2016-17]
[Board [Board TTerm-erm-I, I, (WQ7FXWC)(WQ7FXWC), , (R9UJGYG) (R9UJGYG) 2014]2014]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) The silk routes are a good example of vibrant The silk routes are a good example of vibrant
pre-modern trade and cultural links betweenpre-modern trade and cultural links between
distant parts of the world.distant parts of the world.

  (ii)  (ii) The name ‘silk The name ‘silk routes’ points to routes’ points to the importance the importance ofof
west-bound Chinese silk cargoes along this route.west-bound Chinese silk cargoes along this route.

(iii)(iii)  Precious metals—gold and silver, etc., flowed  Precious metals—gold and silver, etc., flowed
from Europe to Asia. Chinese potteries, textilesfrom Europe to Asia. Chinese potteries, textiles
from China and spices from Indfrom China and spices from India were traded.ia were traded.

(iv)(iv) Various food items offer very Various food items offer very good examples ofgood examples of
long distance long distance cultural ecultural exchanges.xchanges.

(v)(v)  Christian missionaries, Muslim preachers and  Christian missionaries, Muslim preachers and
Buddhist monks travelled through this route.Buddhist monks travelled through this route.

1×5=51×5=5
(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016)

AA Q. Q. 9.9. Explain the threExplain the three types of e types of movement or flowsmovement or flows
within international economic exchange.within international economic exchange.
Mention any one example of any one type ofMention any one example of any one type of
flow from India and one from England.flow from India and one from England.

[Board T[Board Term I, erm I, (48) KVS-2014, 2012](48) KVS-2014, 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  The first movement is the flow of trade of  The first movement is the flow of trade of
goods.goods.

  (ii)  (ii)  The second movement is the flow of people  The second movement is the flow of people
migrating in search of employment.migrating in search of employment.

  (iii)  (iii) The third movement The third movement is the flow is the flow of capital in teof capital in termsrms
of short-term and long-term investments doneof short-term and long-term investments done
overseas.overseas.

  (iv)  (iv) Flow of goods and capital Flow of goods and capital was smoother than twas smoother than thehe
flow of people. All three were benefitted by theflow of people. All three were benefitted by the
exchange of ideas.exchange of ideas.
India India :: Migration of indentured labourers ; tradeMigration of indentured labourers ; trade
of cotton textileof cotton textile (Any one).(Any one).
Europe Europe :: Selling of Manchester goods in India.Selling of Manchester goods in India.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 4+1=5(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 4+1=5

AA  Q. 10. Q. 10.  After 19  After 19thth  century, how did the indentured  century, how did the indentured
labourers discover their own ways of survival?labourers discover their own ways of survival?
Explain.Explain. [Board Term I, (NLTM8TU), 2016-17][Board Term I, (NLTM8TU), 2016-17]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  Initially the indentured labourers found it  Initially the indentured labourers found it
difficult to adjust to the harsh living conditionsdifficult to adjust to the harsh living conditions
of the plantation. But very soon they discoveredof the plantation. But very soon they discovered
new ways of survival.new ways of survival.

  (ii)  (ii)  They developed new forms of individual and  They developed new forms of individual and
collective self expression, blended art, culturalcollective self expression, blended art, cultural
forms, old forms, old and new.and new.

(iii)(iii) In TIn Trinidad the cultural Muharram procession wasrinidad the cultural Muharram procession was
transformed into a riotous carnival called ‘Hosay’transformed into a riotous carnival called ‘Hosay’
in which workers of all races and religions in which workers of all races and religions joined.joined.

(iv)(iv)  The protestreligion ‘Rastafarianism’ is also said  The protestreligion ‘Rastafarianism’ is also said
to reflect social and cultural links with Indianto reflect social and cultural links with Indian
migrates to Caribbean.migrates to Caribbean.

(v)(v) Chutney music popular in TChutney music popular in Trinidad and Guyana isrinidad and Guyana is
another creative expression of the post another creative expression of the post indentureindenture
experience.experience. 1 × 5 = 51 × 5 = 5

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016)

AA  Q. 11. Q. 11.  Why have the historians described the 19  Why have the historians described the 19 thth

century indenture as a new system slavery.century indenture as a new system slavery.
Explain five reasons.Explain five reasons.

[Board T[Board Term-I, 553K, erm-I, 553K, 2012 (35), 2013]2012 (35), 2013]

  Ans.  Ans. Indentured labour was described as a newIndentured labour was described as a new
system of slavery because :system of slavery because :

(i)(i) Agents tempted Agents tempted the poor people the poor people by giving falseby giving false
information about the nature of work, living andinformation about the nature of work, living and
working conditions, final destinations modes ofworking conditions, final destinations modes of
travel, etc.travel, etc.

  (ii)  (ii)  Less willing workers were at time forcibly  Less willing workers were at time forcibly
abducted by the agents.abducted by the agents.

  (iii)  (iii) On the On the plantation, the plantation, the working conditions working conditions werewere
harsh and they had a few legal harsh and they had a few legal rights.rights.

  (iv)  (iv) They were beThey were beaten or imprisoned for aten or imprisoned for not beingnot being
able to meet tasks that used to be very heavy orable to meet tasks that used to be very heavy or
for running away from the job.for running away from the job.

(v)(v) Normal medical Normal medical attention was attention was given to given to them andthem and
wages were deducted in case of absence at workwages were deducted in case of absence at work
or failure to fulfill the task.or failure to fulfill the task. 1×5=51×5=5

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013)

UU  Q. 12. Q. 12. What were What were the main featthe main features of the ures of the First WorldFirst World
War ?War ? [Board Term-I, NCT-2014][Board Term-I, NCT-2014]

Ans. Ans. The main features of The main features of the First Wthe First World World War are asar are as
follows :follows :

(i)(i) The First World War The First World War (1914-18) was (1914-18) was mainly foughtmainly fought
in Europe. But its impact was felt around the world.in Europe. But its impact was felt around the world.

  (ii)  (ii)  It was fought between two power blocs —the  It was fought between two power blocs —the
Allies (Britain, France and Russia) and the CentralAllies (Britain, France and Russia) and the Central
Powers (Germany, Austria - Hungary and OttomanPowers (Germany, Austria - Hungary and Ottoman
Turkey).Turkey).

  (iii)  (iii) It lasted for It lasted for more than four more than four years.years.
  (iv)  (iv)  It was the first modern industrial war as it saw  It was the first modern industrial war as it saw

the use of machine guns, tanks, aircraft, chemicalthe use of machine guns, tanks, aircraft, chemical
weapons, etc., on a large scale.weapons, etc., on a large scale.

(v)(v)  To fight the war, millions of soldiers had to be  To fight the war, millions of soldiers had to be
recruited from around the world and most of themrecruited from around the world and most of them
were men of working age.were men of working age.

  (vi)  (vi) During the war, During the war, 9 million people 9 million people were dead and were dead and 2020
million were injured.million were injured.

  (vii)  (vii) These death and These death and injuries reduced the injuries reduced the able-bodiedable-bodied
workforce in Europe.workforce in Europe.

 (viii) (viii) Industries Industries were were restructured restructured to to produce produce war-war-
related goods.related goods. (Any five) 1×5=5(Any five) 1×5=5

AA  Q. 13. Q. 13. Describe in Describe in brief the brief the economic conditions economic conditions of theof the

post First World War period.post First World War period.
[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (BHTK), 2013](BHTK), 2013]

  Ans.  Ans. Post First World War period economicPost First World War period economic
conditions:conditions:

(i)(i)  Britain which was world’s leading economy in  Britain which was world’s leading economy in
the pre-war period faced a prolonged crisis.the pre-war period faced a prolonged crisis.
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  (ii)  (ii) Indian and Japanese industries were devIndian and Japanese industries were developedeloped
as Britain was occupied with war.as Britain was occupied with war.

  (iii)  (iii)  After the war, it was difficult for Britain to  After the war, it was difficult for Britain to
recapture its earlier position in the Indian recapture its earlier position in the Indian market.market.

  (iv)  (iv)  Britain was burdened with huge external debts  Britain was burdened with huge external debts
from the US.from the US.

(v)(v)  Government reduced bloated war expenditure.  Government reduced bloated war expenditure.
This led to huge job loses and unemployment.This led to huge job loses and unemployment.

  (vi)  (vi) Grain prices witnessed a steep fall as wheat supplyGrain prices witnessed a steep fall as wheat supply
was disrupted during the First World War.was disrupted during the First World War.

(Any five)(Any five) 1×5=51×5=5

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2013)2013)

AA  Q. 14. Q. 14.  Mention the two key lessons learnt from  Mention the two key lessons learnt from
the inter-war economic experiences by thethe inter-war economic experiences by the
economists and politicians after the Secondeconomists and politicians after the Second
World War.World War. [Board Term-I, (34) 2012][Board Term-I, (34) 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. The two lessons learnt by the economists andThe two lessons learnt by the economists and
politicians during the Second World War were :politicians during the Second World War were :

First :First :  An industrial society based on mass  An industrial society based on mass
production needs mass consumption. For massproduction needs mass consumption. For mass
consumption, steady income was necessary andconsumption, steady income was necessary and
for stable income, full for stable income, full employment was necessary.employment was necessary.
For this, the government has to take step toFor this, the government has to take step to
minimise the fluctuation of price, production andminimise the fluctuation of price, production and
employment. Hence, economic stability couldemployment. Hence, economic stability could
 be  be ensured ensured by by the the government government intervention.intervention.

Second Second ::  The goal of full employment could be  The goal of full employment could be
achieved only if the government controls the flowachieved only if the government controls the flow
of goods, capital and labour.of goods, capital and labour. 2½+2½=52½+2½=5

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)

UU  Q. 15. Q. 15. Explain Explain the the destruction destruction caused caused duringduring
the Second World War. Mention twothe Second World War. Mention two
crucial influences which shaped post-warcrucial influences which shaped post-war
reconstruction.reconstruction. [Board Term-I, (39) 2012][Board Term-I, (39) 2012]

 Ans. Ans. (i)(i)  Unlike earlier wars, most of the deaths took  Unlike earlier wars, most of the deaths took
place outside the battlefields.place outside the battlefields.

  (ii)  (ii) More civilians More civilians than soldiers than soldiers died from died from war.war.
  (iii)  (iii) Vast parts Vast parts of Asia of Asia and Europe and Europe were devwere devastated.astated.
  (iv)  (iv) Cities Cities were were destroyed.destroyed.

(v)(v) There was immense There was immense amount of amount of economiceconomic
devastation.devastation.
Two crucial influences :Two crucial influences :
First First :: U.S’s emergence as military power in theU.S’s emergence as military power in the
western world.western world.
Second Second :: Dominance of the Soviet Union.Dominance of the Soviet Union.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 3+2=5(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 3+2=5

AA  Q. 16. Q. 16. Explain the effeExplain the effects of the Gcts of the Great Depression ofreat Depression of

1929 on the Indian economy.1929 on the Indian economy.
[Board Term-I, (WQ7FXWC), 2014][Board Term-I, (WQ7FXWC), 2014]

OROR

How did the Great Depression of 1929 affect theHow did the Great Depression of 1929 affect the
farmers and the middle classes in India in differentfarmers and the middle classes in India in different
ways ?ways ? [Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (34, (34, 37), 37), DDE-2014, DDE-2014, 2012]2012]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) India’s exports and imports nearly halved. India’s exports and imports nearly halved.
  (ii)  (ii)  As international prices crashed, prices in India  As international prices crashed, prices in India

also plunged.also plunged.
  (iii)  (iii) Wheat prices in Wheat prices in India fell by India fell by 50 percent.50 percent.
  (iv)  (iv) Peasants and farmers suffePeasants and farmers suffered more than urbanred more than urban

dwellers.dwellers.

(v)(v)  The colonial government refused to reduce  The colonial government refused to reduce
revenue demands.revenue demands.

  (vi)  (vi) India’s peasants India’s peasants indebtedness increaseindebtedness increased.d.
  (vii)  (vii) They used up They used up their savings atheir savings and sold jewellery nd sold jewellery andand

precious metals. The Great Depression helped theprecious metals. The Great Depression helped the
urban people especially the fixed income urban people especially the fixed income earners.earners.

(Any (Any five) five) 1×5=51×5=5

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012)2012)

AA  Q. 17. Q. 17. Explain why Explain why economy of Ueconomy of USA was SA was strong in tstrong in thehe
early 1920s ? Would you agree that the roots ofearly 1920s ? Would you agree that the roots of
the Great Depression lay in the ‘boom’ ? Givethe Great Depression lay in the ‘boom’ ? Give
reasons for your answer.reasons for your answer.

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) Mass production became a characteristic feature Mass production became a characteristic feature
of industrial production in the USA.of industrial production in the USA.

(ii)(ii)  Mass production lowered costs and prices of  Mass production lowered costs and prices of
engineered goods.engineered goods.

  (iii)  (iii) There was a spurt There was a spurt in the purchase of refrin the purchase of refrigerators,igerators,
washing machines, etc., through hire purchase.washing machines, etc., through hire purchase.

(iv)(iv) It was fueIt was fuelled by a lled by a boom in house constructboom in house construction andion and
home ownership, financed once again by loans.home ownership, financed once again by loans.

Yes, the roots of the Great Depression lies in thisYes, the roots of the Great Depression lies in this
 boom  boom because obecause of f the othe overproduction in verproduction in industrialindustrial
and agricultural sector.and agricultural sector. 4 + 1 = 54 + 1 = 5

AA  Q. 18. Q. 18. Describe the Describe the social and economic social and economic effects of teffects of thehe

World War on England and USA.World War on England and USA.

[Board T[Board Term I, erm I, (4) 2012](4) 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. Social Effects :Social Effects :

(i)(i) Most of the Most of the killed and maimed killed and maimed people were people were of theof the
working age and this affected the work force inworking age and this affected the work force in
England.England.

  (ii)  (ii) Household income Household income declined and declined and women steppedwomen stepped
in to take up jobs.in to take up jobs.

(iii)(iii) Role and position Role and position of women changed of women changed forever inforever in
England.England.

Economic Effects :Economic Effects :

(i)(i)  Economic inks between some of the major  Economic inks between some of the major
economic powers of the world were snapped.economic powers of the world were snapped.

  (ii)  (ii) England borrowed England borrowed large sums large sums of money of money from thefrom the
US Banks.US Banks.

  (iii)  (iii) USA emerUSA emerged as ged as an intean international crrnational creditor.editor.

  (iv)  (iv) USA owned USA owned more assets more assets in foreign in foreign countries thancountries than
foreign countries owned in the USA.foreign countries owned in the USA.

(Any three) 3+2=5(Any three) 3+2=5
(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)

UU  Q. 19. Q. 19. How did the How did the use of teuse of technology transform foodchnology transform food
availability in Europe ?availability in Europe ?

[Board Term-I, (46), 2012][Board Term-I, (46), 2012]
OROR

What was the impact of technology onWhat was the impact of technology on
food availability ? Explain with the help offood availability ? Explain with the help of

examples.examples. (NCERT)(NCERT)

Ans.Ans. (i)(i) Faster railways, lighter wagons and larger ships Faster railways, lighter wagons and larger ships
helped food to reach more cheaply and quicklyhelped food to reach more cheaply and quickly
from far away farms to markets.from far away farms to markets.

  (ii)  (ii)  Earlier the animals were shipped live from  Earlier the animals were shipped live from
America to Europe, many died on the way orAmerica to Europe, many died on the way or
 became unfit  became unfit to eat. to eat. Thus meat Thus meat became expensivebecame expensive..
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  (iii)  (iii) Refrigerated ships :Refrigerated ships :  The animals could be  The animals could be
slaughtered at the starting point of America,slaughtered at the starting point of America,
Australia or New Zealand and transported toAustralia or New Zealand and transported to
Europe as frozen meat.Europe as frozen meat.

(iv)(iv) This reduced This reduced the shipping the shipping cost and cost and lowered prlowered pricesices
in Europe.in Europe.

(v)(v) The poor could add varThe poor could add variety to their iety to their food and itfood and it
improved their living condition.improved their living condition.

(CBSE Marking Seheme, 2012) 1×5=5(CBSE Marking Seheme, 2012) 1×5=5

UU  Q. 20. Q. 20.  The 19  The 19thth  century world of faster economic  century world of faster economic
growth, still brought misery for many. Explain.growth, still brought misery for many. Explain.

Ans. (i)Ans. (i) Hundreds and thousands of Indians and Chinese Hundreds and thousands of Indians and Chinese
went to work on plantations, mines, went to work on plantations, mines, railways, etc.railways, etc.

  (ii)  (ii) Indentured labourers Indentured labourers were forced to were forced to sign contractssign contracts
restricting travel to their homes for five years.restricting travel to their homes for five years.

  (iii)  (iii)  As a result, cottage industry declined and land  As a result, cottage industry declined and land
rents rose. Land and forest were cleared for minesrents rose. Land and forest were cleared for mines
and plantations.and plantations.

  (iv)  (iv) Increased indebtedness Increased indebtedness among among poor poor becamebecame
prevalent.prevalent.

(v)(v) Living and working conditions Living and working conditions for the indenturedfor the indentured
labour was harsh and with few legal labour was harsh and with few legal rights.rights.1×5=51×5=5

TOPIC-2TOPIC-2
The Inter-war Economy and Rebuilding the WorldThe Inter-war Economy and Rebuilding the World
EconomyEconomy

Quick Review Quick Review 

 The First World War (1914-18) was mainly fought in Europe but its impact was felt around the world due toThe First World War (1914-18) was mainly fought in Europe but its impact was felt around the world due to
widespread economic and widespread economic and political instability.political instability.

 This war was This war was thus the first thus the first modern industrial warmodern industrial war. It saw . It saw the use of the use of machine guns, tanks, aircrmachine guns, tanks, aircraft, chemicalaft, chemical
weapons, etc., on a massive scale.weapons, etc., on a massive scale.

 Most of the Most of the killed and maimed killed and maimed were men of were men of working age and working age and these deaths these deaths and injuries reduced and injuries reduced the able-the able-
 bodied workforce in Europe. bodied workforce in Europe.

 Britain borrowed larBritain borrowed large sums of ge sums of money from tmoney from the US banks he US banks as well as well as the Uas the US public which S public which transformed the transformed the USUS
from being an international debtor from being an international debtor to an international creditor.to an international creditor.

 Britain was the Britain was the world’s leading economy world’s leading economy in the pre-wain the pre-war period but r period but had to face had to face a prolonged crisis. a prolonged crisis. In theIn the
meanwhile industries had developed in India and Japan.meanwhile industries had developed in India and Japan.

 After the After the war Britain war Britain found it difficult found it difficult to recapture to recapture its earlier its earlier position of dominance position of dominance in the in the Indian market, Indian market, andand
to compete with to compete with Japan internationally.Japan internationally.

 The war The war had led had led to an eto an economic boom, that conomic boom, that is, to a is, to a large increase large increase in demand, production in demand, production and employment.and employment.
 Before the Before the warwar, Eastern Europe , Eastern Europe was a major was a major supplier of wheat supplier of wheat in the world in the world market but market but during the war during the war itsits

supply disrupted and wheat production supply disrupted and wheat production in Canada, America and Australia expanded immensely.in Canada, America and Australia expanded immensely.
 But after tBut after the warhe war, production in Eastern , production in Eastern Europe revived Europe revived and created a and created a glut in wheat glut in wheat output. Grain proutput. Grain prices fell,ices fell,

rural incomes declined, and farmers fell deeper into debt.rural incomes declined, and farmers fell deeper into debt.
 One important One important feature of feature of the US the US economy of economy of the 1920s the 1920s was mass was mass production. A wproduction. A well-known pioneer ell-known pioneer of massof mass

production was the car manufacturer Henry Ford.production was the car manufacturer Henry Ford.
 The TThe T-Model F-Model Ford waord was the s the world’s first world’s first mass-produced carmass-produced car..
 Mass production loweMass production lowered costs red costs and prices and prices of engineered of engineered goods and there goods and there was an was an increase in increase in the purchase the purchase ofof

refrigerators, washing machines, radios, gramophone players, all refrigerators, washing machines, radios, gramophone players, all through a system of ‘hire purchase’.through a system of ‘hire purchase’.
 Large investments Large investments in housing and in housing and household goods seemed household goods seemed to create to create a cycle a cycle of higher of higher employment andemployment and

incomes, rising consumption demand, more investment, and yet more employment and incomes.incomes, rising consumption demand, more investment, and yet more employment and incomes.
 By 1929 By 1929 the world the world plunged into plunged into a depression a depression called -called -The GreThe Great Depression at Depression of 1929of 1929..
 During this perDuring this period most parts iod most parts of the of the world experieworld experienced catastrophic nced catastrophic declines in declines in production, employment,production, employment,

incomes and trade.incomes and trade.
 The depression The depression was caused was caused by a by a combination of combination of several several facts of facts of agricultural overagricultural overproduction.production.
 Many countries fMany countries financed their inveinanced their investments through loans stments through loans from the US. from the US. The withdrawal The withdrawal of the US of the US loansloans

affected much of the rest of the world.affected much of the rest of the world.
 With the With the fall in prices fall in prices and the and the prospect of a prospect of a depression the depression the US banks had US banks had also slashed domestic also slashed domestic lending andlending and

called back loans.called back loans.
 The Great DeThe Great Depression’s wider effectpression’s wider effects on societys on society, politics and international , politics and international relations, and on peoples’relations, and on peoples’

minds,proved more enduring.minds,proved more enduring.
 Since colonial Since colonial India had India had become an become an exporter exporter of agricultural of agricultural goods and goods and importer of importer of manufactures, the manufactures, the depressiondepression

immediately affected Indian trade.immediately affected Indian trade.
 PeasantPeasants and farmers s and farmers suffered more suffered more than urban dwethan urban dwellers because llers because though agricultural prthough agricultural prices fell shaices fell sharplyrply, the, the

colonial government refused to reduce revenue demands.colonial government refused to reduce revenue demands.
 This resulted This resulted in the in the increase of increase of indebtedness of indebtedness of the Indian pethe Indian peasants who useasants who used up their d up their savings, mortgagedsavings, mortgaged

lands, and sold whatever jewellery and lands, and sold whatever jewellery and precious metals they had to meet their expenses.precious metals they had to meet their expenses.
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 The famous The famous economist John economist John Maynard KMaynard Keynes thought eynes thought that Indian that Indian gold exports gold exports promoted global promoted global economiceconomic
recovery.recovery.

 The Second WThe Second World World War broke out merar broke out merely after two ely after two decades of the Fdecades of the First Wirst World World War and brought enormousar and brought enormous
death and destruction.death and destruction.

 It was fought It was fought between the between the Axis powers Axis powers (mainly Nazi (mainly Nazi GermanyGermany, Japan and , Japan and Italy) and Italy) and the Allies (the Allies (Britain, FrBritain, France,ance,
the Soviet Union and the US).the Soviet Union and the US).

 The war The war caused acaused an immense n immense amount of amount of economic devasteconomic devastation and ation and social disruption.social disruption.
 There were There were two impacts that two impacts that influenced post-war rinfluenced post-war reconstruction- the first econstruction- the first was the US’s was the US’s emergence as emergence as thethe

dominant economic, political dominant economic, political and military power in the Western world and the second was the and military power in the Western world and the second was the dominance ofdominance of
the Soviet Union.the Soviet Union.

 Economists and Economists and politicians drew politicians drew two ketwo key lessons y lessons from interfrom inter-war economic -war economic experiences experiences ::
(i) (i) An An industrial industrial society society based based on on mass mass production production cannot cannot be be sustained sustained without without mass mass consumption.consumption.
(ii) (ii) The The second second lesson lesson related related to to a a countrycountry’s ’s economic economic links links with with the the outside outside world.world.

 The main The main aim of the aim of the post-war international post-war international economic system economic system was to was to preserve economic preserve economic stability and stability and fullfull
employment in the industrial world.employment in the industrial world.

 The The Bretton Bretton WWoods oods conference conference established—established—
(i) (i) The The International International Monetary Monetary Fund Fund (IMF) (IMF) to to deal deal with with external external surpluses surpluses and and deficits deficits of itof its mes member mber nationsnations
(ii) The International Bank for (ii) The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development(popularly known as Reconstruction and Development(popularly known as the Wthe World Bank) was setorld Bank) was set
up to finance postwar reconstruction.up to finance postwar reconstruction.

 The post-war The post-war international economic systeinternational economic system is also m is also often described often described as the as the Bretton WBretton Woods system whichoods system which
inaugurated an era of unprecedented growth of trade and incomes for the Western industrial nations andinaugurated an era of unprecedented growth of trade and incomes for the Western industrial nations and
 Japan. Japan.

 When the Second When the Second WWorld World War ended, larar ended, large parts of ge parts of the world werthe world were still under e still under European colonial rule but European colonial rule but in thein the
next two decades most colonies in next two decades most colonies in Asia and Africa emerged as free, independent nations.Asia and Africa emerged as free, independent nations.

 The IMF The IMF and the and the WWorld Bank weorld Bank were designed re designed to meet to meet the financial the financial needs of needs of the industrial the industrial countries.countries.
 Most developing countries Most developing countries did not benefit did not benefit from the fast from the fast growth the Wgrowth the Western economies eestern economies experienced in xperienced in thethe

1950s and 1960s and thus organized themselves as a group—the Group of 77 (or G-77)—to demand a new1950s and 1960s and thus organized themselves as a group—the Group of 77 (or G-77)—to demand a new
international economic order (NIEO).international economic order (NIEO).

 By the NIEO By the NIEO they meant a they meant a system that would system that would give them real give them real control over their control over their natural resources, natural resources, moremore

development assistance, fairer prices for raw materials, and better access for their manufactured goods indevelopment assistance, fairer prices for raw materials, and better access for their manufactured goods in

developed countries’ market.developed countries’ market.

 The industrial The industrial world was world was hit by hit by unemployment that unemployment that began rising began rising from the from the mid-1970s and mid-1970s and remained high remained high untiluntil

the early 1990s.the early 1990s.

 From the From the late 1970s late 1970s MNCs also MNCs also began to shift began to shift production operations production operations to low-wage to low-wage Asian countries, CAsian countries, China beinghina being

one of them.one of them.

 China became China became an attractive an attractive destination for destination for investment by investment by foreign MNCs foreign MNCs competing to competing to capture world capture world markets.markets.

 The relocation The relocation of industry of industry to low-wato low-wage countries ge countries stimulated world stimulated world trade and trade and capital flows.capital flows.

FlowchartFlowchart

Historians disagree Historians disagree as to as to the causes the causes of the of the Great Great Depression.Depression.

Most scholars would include :Most scholars would include :

Causes of theCauses of the
GreaGreat t DepreDepressionssion

Over ProductionOver Production

Stock Market CrashStock Market Crash
and Financial Panicand Financial Panic

Unequal DistributionUnequal Distribution
of Wealthof Wealth

Monetary PolicyMonetary Policy

High Tariffs andHigh Tariffs and
War DebtsWar Debts

IndustryIndustry

AgricultureAgriculture
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Know the TermsKnow the Terms

 Industrial War :Industrial War : Economic activities concerned with the processing of raw materials and manufacture ofEconomic activities concerned with the processing of raw materials and manufacture of
goods in factories,goods in factories, e.g.e.g. the use of machine guns, tanks, aircraft, chemical weapons, etc. the use of machine guns, tanks, aircraft, chemical weapons, etc.

 Henry Henry Ford Ford :: A well-known pioneer in the  A well-known pioneer in the mass production of car manufacturer.mass production of car manufacturer.

 Hire Hire Purchase Purchase :: A system by which a buyer pays for a thing in regular installments while enjoying the use of A system by which a buyer pays for a thing in regular installments while enjoying the use of
it.it.

 The The Great Great Depression Depression ::  A drastic decline in the world economy resulting in mass unemployment and  A drastic decline in the world economy resulting in mass unemployment and
widespread poverty that lasted from 1929 until 1939widespread poverty that lasted from 1929 until 1939

 Bank Bank Loan Loan :: An amount of  An amount of money loaned at interest by a bank money loaned at interest by a bank to a borrower, usually on collateral securityto a borrower, usually on collateral security, for, for
a certain period of time.a certain period of time.

 Allies Allies :: Before the First World War, Britain, France and Russia later joined by U.S.A. formed an alliance andBefore the First World War, Britain, France and Russia later joined by U.S.A. formed an alliance and
fought together in the First World War.fought together in the First World War.

 Central Powers :Central Powers : An alliance forAn alliance formed by Germany, Austria, Hungary and med by Germany, Austria, Hungary and Ottoman TOttoman Turkeyurkey, who , who fought togetherfought together
in the First World War.in the First World War.

 Axis Powers :Axis Powers : Germany, Italy and Japan were known as Axis Powers during the Second World War. Germany, Italy and Japan were known as Axis Powers during the Second World War.

 El El Dorado Dorado :: The fabled city of gold.The fabled city of gold.

 Exchange Rates :Exchange Rates : They link national currencies for purposes of international trade. There are broadly two They link national currencies for purposes of international trade. There are broadly two
kinds of kinds of exchange rates namely fixed exchange rate and floating exchange rates namely fixed exchange rate and floating exchange rate.exchange rate.

 Fixed Exchange Rates :Fixed Exchange Rates : The rates which are officially fixed by the government and do  The rates which are officially fixed by the government and do not vary with change innot vary with change in
demand and supply of demand and supply of foreign currencyforeign currency..

 Flexible Flexible or Floating or Floating Exchange RExchange Rates :ates : These rates fluctuate depending on demand and supply of foreignThese rates fluctuate depending on demand and supply of foreign
currencies in foreign exchanges markets, in principle without interference by governments.currencies in foreign exchanges markets, in principle without interference by governments.

 TTariff ariff :: TTax imposed on ax imposed on a countrya country’s imports from ’s imports from the rest of the world. the rest of the world. TTariffs are levied at the poariffs are levied at the point of entry,i.e.int of entry,i.e.
at the border or at the airport.at the border or at the airport.

 Hosay :Hosay : A riotous carnival in Trinidad (for Imam Hussain) where workers of all races and religions join toA riotous carnival in Trinidad (for Imam Hussain) where workers of all races and religions join to
celebrate.celebrate.

 Plantation :Plantation : Estate for cultivation of cash crops such Estate for cultivation of cash crops such as tea, coffee, cotton, tobacco, as tea, coffee, cotton, tobacco, sugarcane etc.sugarcane etc.

 MNCs :MNCs : Multinational Corporations (MNCs) are large companies that operate in several countries at the sameMultinational Corporations (MNCs) are large companies that operate in several countries at the same
time.time.

 IMF :IMF : It is also termed as International Monetary Fund, the Bretton Woods institution. It was established toIt is also termed as International Monetary Fund, the Bretton Woods institution. It was established to
deal with external surpluses and deficits of its member nations.deal with external surpluses and deficits of its member nations.

 IBRD :IBRD : It is abbreviated as the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (popularly known asIt is abbreviated as the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (popularly known as
the Wthe World Bank). It was set up orld Bank). It was set up to finance post-war reconstruction.to finance post-war reconstruction.

 G-77 :G-77 : G-77 or Group of G-77 or Group of 77 refers to the seventy-seven developing countries that did not 77 refers to the seventy-seven developing countries that did not benefit from the fastbenefit from the fast
growth western economies experienced in 1950s and 1960s.growth western economies experienced in 1950s and 1960s.

Know the DatesKnow the Dates

 1914-1918 :1914-1918 : The First World War was fought.The First World War was fought.

 1921 :1921 : Indentured labour was abolished.Indentured labour was abolished.

 1923 :1923 : America resumed exporting capital to the rest of the world America resumed exporting capital to the rest of the world and became the largest overseas lender.and became the largest overseas lender.

 1929-1935 :1929-1935 : The Great Depression.The Great Depression.

 1939-1945 :1939-1945 : The Second World War was fought.The Second World War was fought.

  July July, , 1944 1944 :: The United Nations Monetary and Financial Conference were held at Bretton Woods in NewThe United Nations Monetary and Financial Conference were held at Bretton Woods in New
Hampshire, USAHampshire, USA..

 1947 :1947 : The IMF and the World Bank commenced financial operations.The IMF and the World Bank commenced financial operations.

 1949 :1949 : The Chinese Revolution.The Chinese Revolution.

 The Late 1970s :The Late 1970s : MNCs began to shift production oMNCs began to shift production operations to low-wage Asian countriesperations to low-wage Asian countries

Know the LinksKnow the Links

 www.youtube.com/watch?v=VNbAuS2VbEswww.youtube.com/watch?v=VNbAuS2VbEs

 knowledgeuniverseonline.com/.../rebuilding-world-economy-war-era.phpknowledgeuniverseonline.com/.../rebuilding-world-economy-war-era.php
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 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. Who is reWho is referred to ferred to as the ‘Bras the ‘Bretton Woods etton Woods twins’ ?twins’ ?
  Ans.  Ans. The IMF and The IMF and the World Bank.the World Bank. 11

AA Q. Q. 2.2. Name the Name the first European first European country thatcountry that
conquered America ?conquered America ?

  Ans.  Ans. Spain.Spain. 11

AA Q. Q. 3.3. From which country From which country did Britain borrdid Britain borrow largeow large

sums of money during the First World War ?sums of money during the First World War ?
Ans.Ans. United StateUnited States of s of America.America. 11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. Explain Explain the the following following ::
  (i)  (i) G-77G-77
  (ii)  (ii) Great Depression of 1929.Great Depression of 1929. [Board [Board TTerm erm I, I, 2015]2015]
  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) Organisation formed by the former colonies to Organisation formed by the former colonies to

demand a New International Economic Order.demand a New International Economic Order.
(ii)(ii)  It was a period of serious decline in production,  It was a period of serious decline in production,

employment, income and trade.employment, income and trade. 1½ + 1 ½ = 31½ + 1 ½ = 3

UU Q. Q. 2.2. Explain the Explain the role of role of New InterNew International Economicnational Economic
Order (NIEO).Order (NIEO).

[Board Term I, WQ7FXWC, 2014][Board Term I, WQ7FXWC, 2014]
  Ans.  Ans. The Group of 77 or G-77 demanded a NewThe Group of 77 or G-77 demanded a New

International Economic Order (NIEO).International Economic Order (NIEO).
By the By the NIEO they meant a System that would giveNIEO they meant a System that would give
them :them :

(i)(i) Actual control over Actual control over their natural their natural resources.resources.
  (ii)  (ii) More More development development assistance.assistance.
  (iii)  (iii) Fairer prices Fairer prices for their rfor their raw materials.aw materials.
  (iv)  (iv)  Better access for their manufactured goods in  Better access for their manufactured goods in

developed countries’ markets.developed countries’ markets. (Any three) 1×3=3(Any three) 1×3=3

RR Q. Q. 3.3.  When was the Bretton Woods conference  When was the Bretton Woods conference
convened ? State the main aim of theconvened ? State the main aim of the
conference.conference. [Board Term-I, KVS-2014][Board Term-I, KVS-2014]

OROR
Describe the Bretton Woods Agreement.Describe the Bretton Woods Agreement.

(NCERT)[Board T(NCERT)[Board Term-I, 2011 erm-I, 2011 (18, 22, (18, 22, 26, 32, 26, 32, 36)]36)]
  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  The Bretton Wood Conference was convened  The Bretton Wood Conference was convened

in July, 1944 at Bretton Woods in New Hampshire,in July, 1944 at Bretton Woods in New Hampshire,
U.S.A.U.S.A.

  (ii)  (ii) Its main aim Its main aim was to preserwas to preserve economic stability ve economic stability andand
full employment in the industrial world.full employment in the industrial world.

  (iii)  (iii) The conference The conference established Internatestablished International Monetaryional Monetary
Fund (IMF) and the International Bank forFund (IMF) and the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (World Bank).Reconstruction and Development (World Bank).

1×3=31×3=3

AA Q. Q. 4.4.  “The relocation of industry to low-wage  “The relocation of industry to low-wage
countries stimulated world trade and capitalcountries stimulated world trade and capital
flows.” Justify the statement.flows.” Justify the statement.

[Board T[Board Term I, erm I, (X30T4XE), 2014](X30T4XE), 2014]
OROR

Why did MNCs begin to shift their productionWhy did MNCs begin to shift their production
centres to Asian countries ? What were itscentres to Asian countries ? What were its
effects ?effects ? [Board Term I, (48), 2012][Board Term I, (48), 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) MNCs shifted their production units to Asian MNCs shifted their production units to Asian
countries because of cheap labour and low wages.countries because of cheap labour and low wages.

  (ii)  (ii) Availability of raAvailability of raw materials and w materials and a large marketa large market..
  (iii)  (iii) Effects :Effects : It stimulated world trade and flow ofIt stimulated world trade and flow of

capital. Countries like India, China and Brazilcapital. Countries like India, China and Brazil
underwent rapid economic transformation.underwent rapid economic transformation.

It generated employment opportunities andIt generated employment opportunities and
introduced competition in the domestic markets.introduced competition in the domestic markets.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1×3=3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1×3=3

AA Q. Q. 5.5. ‘China becomes an attraction ‘China becomes an attraction destination fordestination for
investment by foreign MNCs in the 19investment by foreign MNCs in the 19thth  and  and
2020thth centuries.’ Justify the statement. centuries.’ Justify the statement.

[Board Term I, 2015][Board Term I, 2015]
  Ans.  Ans. China becomes China becomes an attraction an attraction destination fordestination for

investment by foreign MNCs in the 19investment by foreign MNCs in the 19thth  and 20  and 20thth

centuries because :centuries because :
  (i)  (i) Wages were relatively low in countries like China.Wages were relatively low in countries like China.
  (ii)  (ii)  This is because of the low cost structure of the  This is because of the low cost structure of the

Chinese economy, most importently its low wages.Chinese economy, most importently its low wages.
  (iii)  (iii) TVs, mobile phones and toys we TVs, mobile phones and toys we see in the shopssee in the shops

seem to be made in China.seem to be made in China. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3
UU Q. Q. 6.6. “The multinational “The multinational companies (MNCs) companies (MNCs) choosechoose

China as an alternative location for China as an alternative location for investment ?”investment ?”
Explain the statement.Explain the statement.

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (CB4QHT1), 2016-17](CB4QHT1), 2016-17]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) Since the revolution in 1949, China gradually Since the revolution in 1949, China gradually
came in the field of World economy. It attractedcame in the field of World economy. It attracted
the foreign MNC’s because of its lowest economicthe foreign MNC’s because of its lowest economic
structure.structure.

  (ii)  (ii) Wages werWages were relate relatively low.ively low.
  (iii)  (iii) China has the largeChina has the largest population besides labour.st population besides labour.

They also formed a large consumer base.They also formed a large consumer base.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1 × 3 = 3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1 × 3 = 3

AA Q. Q. 7.7. Elucidate any thrElucidate any three factors tee factors that led to hat led to the Greatthe Great
Depression.Depression. [Board Term-I, (6HTQGTF) 2016-17][Board Term-I, (6HTQGTF) 2016-17]

  Ans. (i)  Ans. (i)  Agricultural overproduction remained a  Agricultural overproduction remained a
problem and it was made worse by fallingproblem and it was made worse by falling
agricultural prices.agricultural prices.

  (ii)  (ii)  As prices slumped and agricultural incomes  As prices slumped and agricultural incomes
declined, farmers tried to expand production anddeclined, farmers tried to expand production and
 bring a lar bring a large volume of ge volume of produce to the produce to the market butmarket but
it pushed down prices.it pushed down prices.

  (iii)  (iii) In the mid-1920s, many countrieIn the mid-1920s, many countries financed theirs financed their
investments through loans from the US, it wasinvestments through loans from the US, it was
extremely easy to raise loans in the US when theextremely easy to raise loans in the US when the
going was good.going was good.

  (iv)  (iv) But in the first half of the 1920’s, countries thatBut in the first half of the 1920’s, countries that
depended crucially on US loan faced an acutedepended crucially on US loan faced an acute
crisis.crisis.

(v)(v) The withdrawal of the The withdrawal of the US loans affected the rUS loans affected the restest
of the world in different ways. In Europe. It led toof the world in different ways. In Europe. It led to
the failure of small major banks and the collapsethe failure of small major banks and the collapse
of currencies such as the British pound of currencies such as the British pound sterling.sterling.

(Any (Any three three ) ) 1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016)
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AA Q. Q. 8.8.  Mention three reasons for the creation of  Mention three reasons for the creation of
International Monetary Fund and the WorldInternational Monetary Fund and the World
Bank.Bank. [Board Term I, 2015][Board Term I, 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) The International Monetary Fund and the World The International Monetary Fund and the World
Bank were created to meet the financial needs ofBank were created to meet the financial needs of
the industrial countries.the industrial countries.

(ii)(ii) When Japan When Japan and Europe and Europe rapidly rebuilt rapidly rebuilt economies,economies,
they became less independent on the IMF and thethey became less independent on the IMF and the
World Bank.World Bank.

  (iii)  (iii)  Thus, from the late 1950s the Bretton Woods  Thus, from the late 1950s the Bretton Woods
institutions, WB and IMF, began to turn theirinstitutions, WB and IMF, began to turn their
attention towards newly developing countries.attention towards newly developing countries.

  (iv)  (iv) The newly The newly independent countries independent countries facing problemsfacing problems
of poverty came under the guidance of internationalof poverty came under the guidance of international
agencies dominated by the former colonial powers.agencies dominated by the former colonial powers.

(Any (Any three) three) 1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33

UU Q. Q. 9.9.  Why did most of the developing countries  Why did most of the developing countries
organise themselves as a group - the Group oforganise themselves as a group - the Group of
77 (G-77) ?77 (G-77) ? [Board Term-I, (35), 2012][Board Term-I, (35), 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  The developing countries came under the  The developing countries came under the
guidance of IMF and World Bank which wereguidance of IMF and World Bank which were
dominated by the former colonial powers indominated by the former colonial powers in
order to uplift their economies.order to uplift their economies.

  (ii)  (ii)  Former colonial powers exploited the natural  Former colonial powers exploited the natural
resources of developing nations through IMF andresources of developing nations through IMF and
World Bank.World Bank.

  (iii)  (iii)  The developing nations organised themselves  The developing nations organised themselves
into G-77 so as to gain real control over theirinto G-77 so as to gain real control over their
natural resources, to get more developmentnatural resources, to get more development
assistance and fairer prices for raw materials.assistance and fairer prices for raw materials.

  (iv)  (iv) They also waThey also wanted a bettnted a better opportunity er opportunity for theirfor their
manufactured goods in the markets of developingmanufactured goods in the markets of developing
nations.nations. (Any three) 1×3=3(Any three) 1×3=3

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)

AA  Q. 10. Q. 10. What steps wWhat steps were taken by ere taken by the economists andthe economists and
politicians of the world to meet the globalpoliticians of the world to meet the global
economic crisis that arose after the Second Worldeconomic crisis that arose after the Second World

War ?War ? [Board Term-I, (45), 2012][Board Term-I, (45), 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. The steps taken are as follows :The steps taken are as follows :
(i)(i)  Bretton Woods Conference established IMF  Bretton Woods Conference established IMF

to deal with external surplus and deficit of itsto deal with external surplus and deficit of its
members.members.

  (ii)  (ii) The World The World Bank was set Bank was set up to finance up to finance post-warpost-war
reconstruction.reconstruction.

  (iii)  (iii)  Bretton Woods system was based on fixed  Bretton Woods system was based on fixed
exchange rates.exchange rates.

  (iv)  (iv) Dollar was Dollar was anchored to anchored to gold at gold at a fixed a fixed price.price.
(Any three) 1×3=3(Any three) 1×3=3

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)

Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

RR Q. Q. 1.1. What is G-77 ? What did the GWhat is G-77 ? What did the G-77 countries-77 countries
want to gain from New International Economicwant to gain from New International Economic

Order ? Describe.Order ? Describe. [Board Term I, (33), 2012][Board Term I, (33), 2012]
OROR

What is G-77 ? What were its What is G-77 ? What were its demands ?demands ?

Ans.Ans.  G-77 or Group of 77 refers to the seventy-seven  G-77 or Group of 77 refers to the seventy-seven
developing countries that did not benefit fromdeveloping countries that did not benefit from
the fast growth western economies experiencedthe fast growth western economies experienced
in 1950s and 1960s. So, they organized themselvesin 1950s and 1960s. So, they organized themselves
into G-77.into G-77.

They They demanded demanded ::

(i)(i) A new international A new international economic order that wouldeconomic order that would
give them real control over give them real control over their natural resources.their natural resources.

  (ii)  (ii) More development assistance. More development assistance.

  (iii)  (iii) Fairer prices for raw material andFairer prices for raw material and

  (iv)  (iv) Better access for Better access for their manufactured goods their manufactured goods inin
developed countries’ markets.developed countries’ markets. 1+4=51+4=5

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012)2012)

UU Q. Q. 2.2. Explain any five Explain any five factors that led factors that led to the Greatto the Great

Depression of 1929.Depression of 1929.
[Board T[Board Term-I, (40, erm-I, (40, 45), 2015, 2012]45), 2015, 2012]

OROR

What do you know about the Great Depression ?What do you know about the Great Depression ?
WWrite any two causes rite any two causes of it.of it.  [NCERT]  [NCERT]

 Ans. Ans.  The Great Depression began around 1929 and  The Great Depression began around 1929 and
lasted till the mid 1930s. During this period,lasted till the mid 1930s. During this period,
most parts of the world experienced decline inmost parts of the world experienced decline in
production, employment, incomes and trade.production, employment, incomes and trade.
Agricultural regions and communities were theAgricultural regions and communities were the
most affected.most affected.

Causes of Great Depression :Causes of Great Depression :
(i)(i) Post-world war Post-world war economy of economy of the world the world was frawas fragile.gile.

Agricultural over production was a problem. AsAgricultural over production was a problem. As
prices slumped, farm produce rotted.prices slumped, farm produce rotted.

  (ii)  (ii) Many Many countries financecountries financed loans d loans from the from the U.S.U.S.
  (iii)  (iii) U.S. overseas lenders U.S. overseas lenders panicked at the sign ofpanicked at the sign of

financial crisis.financial crisis.
  (iv)  (iv) Thus, banks were Thus, banks were bankrupt and were bankrupt and were forced toforced to

close down in Europe and in the US because theyclose down in Europe and in the US because they
were unable to recover investments, collect loanswere unable to recover investments, collect loans
and repay depositors.and repay depositors.

(v)(v) American American capitalists capitalists stopped stopped all all loans.loans.
(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1 × 5 = 5(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1 × 5 = 5

AA Q. Q. 3.3. Explain the effects Explain the effects of the Great of the Great Depression ofDepression of
1929 on the United States.1929 on the United States.

[Board Term-I, DDE-2015][Board Term-I, DDE-2015]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  With the fall in prices and the prospect of a  With the fall in prices and the prospect of a
depression, the US banks also slashed domesticdepression, the US banks also slashed domestic
lending and called back loans.lending and called back loans.

  (ii)  (ii) Farmers were Farmers were unable to sell unable to sell their harvests.their harvests.

  (iii)  (iii) Faced with Faced with falling income, many falling income, many households in thehouseholds in the
US could not repay what they had borrowed, andUS could not repay what they had borrowed, and
were forced to give up their homes, cars and otherwere forced to give up their homes, cars and other
consumer durables.consumer durables.

  (iv)  (iv)  Industrial production registered a fall of about  Industrial production registered a fall of about
35%.35%.

(v)(v) The number of The number of the unemployed startthe unemployed started rising, anded rising, and
in 1933, it touched 17 million. As unemploymentin 1933, it touched 17 million. As unemployment
soared, people trudged long distances lookingsoared, people trudged long distances looking
for any work they could find. Ultimately, the USfor any work they could find. Ultimately, the US
 banking system itself collapsed. banking system itself collapsed. 1 × 5 = 51 × 5 = 5
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AA Q. Q. 4.4. How did the Great How did the Great Depression of 1929 affeDepression of 1929 affectct
the Indian trade ? Explain.the Indian trade ? Explain.

[Board Term-I, 2015][Board Term-I, 2015]
Ans. Ans. The Great The Great Depression affected Depression affected the Indian tthe Indian trade inrade in

many ways :many ways :
(i)(i) India’s exports and imports werIndia’s exports and imports were halved betweene halved between

1928 and 1934.1928 and 1934.
  (ii)  (ii) As international prices As international prices crashed, prices in India crashed, prices in India alsoalso

plunged.plunged.
  (iii)  (iii)  Peasants and farmers suffered more than urban  Peasants and farmers suffered more than urban

dwellers.dwellers.
  (iv)  (iv) Peasants producing for tPeasants producing for the world market he world market were thewere the

worst hit.worst hit.
(v)(v)  Town-dwelling land owners and middle-class  Town-dwelling land owners and middle-class

salaried employees found themselves better off assalaried employees found themselves better off as
everything cost less.everything cost less. 1 × 5 = 51 × 5 = 5

UU Q. Q. 5.5.  Discuss the factors that led to the end of  Discuss the factors that led to the end of
Bretton Woods System and the beginning ofBretton Woods System and the beginning of

globalization.globalization. [Board Term-I, (49), 2012][Board Term-I, (49), 2012]
OROR

UU Describe any five factors that led to the end ofDescribe any five factors that led to the end of
the Bretton Woods System and the beginningthe Bretton Woods System and the beginning

of globalization.of globalization.

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (OEQL2HT), 2016-17](OEQL2HT), 2016-17]

 Ans. Ans. The important reasons behind the end of BrettonThe important reasons behind the end of Bretton
Woods system are :Woods system are :

(i)(i) Decline in Decline in economic power economic power of the of the USA.USA.

(ii)(ii) Change in Change in the intethe international frnational financial systeinancial system.m.
(iii)(iii) Unemployment Unemployment in in industrialised countries.industrialised countries.

(iv)(iv) Shifting Shifting of of production production enterprises.enterprises.
(v)(v) Changes Changes in in China.China. 1 × 5 = 51 × 5 = 5

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016)2016)

Detailed Answer :Detailed Answer :

(i) (i) Decline Decline in in economic economic power power of of the the USA USA ::

(a)(a) US US dollar dollar no no longer longer commanded commanded confidence.confidence.

(b)(b) US dollar could not maintain its value inUS dollar could not maintain its value in
relation to gold.relation to gold.

  (c)  (c) Collapse of fixed exchange rates on floatingCollapse of fixed exchange rates on floating
exchange rates.exchange rates.

(ii) (ii) Change in the international financial :Change in the international financial :  The  The
International Monetary Fund and the World BankInternational Monetary Fund and the World Bank
were created to meet the financial needs of thewere created to meet the financial needs of the
industrial countries. International financial systemindustrial countries. International financial system
changed, and developing countries were forced tochanged, and developing countries were forced to
 borrow from western commercial banks. borrow from western commercial banks.

  (iii)  (iii) Unemployment in industrialised countries :Unemployment in industrialised countries :
Industrial world was hit by unemployent. TheIndustrial world was hit by unemployent. The
number of unemployed started rising and peoplenumber of unemployed started rising and people
trudged long distances looking for any work theytrudged long distances looking for any work they
could find.could find.

  (iv)  (iv) Shifting to production enterprises :Shifting to production enterprises : MNCs shifted MNCs shifted
their production units to Asian countries becausetheir production units to Asian countries because
of cheap labour and low wages.of cheap labour and low wages.

(v) (v) Changes Changes in in China China :: China became an attractionChina became an attraction
destination for investment by foreign MNCs.destination for investment by foreign MNCs.
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SyllabusSyllabus
(a) (a) ProtoProto-industrialization -industrialization and and pace pace of of industrial industrial change.change.
(b) (b) Life Life of of workers.workers.
(c) (c) Industrialization Industrialization in in the the colonies.colonies.
(d) (d) Early Early entrepreneurs entrepreneurs and and workers.workers.
(e) (e) The The peculiarities peculiarities of of Industrial Industrial Growth.Growth.
(f) (f) Market Market for for Goods.Goods.

TOPIC-1TOPIC-1
Industrialization in IndiaIndustrialization in India

Quick Review Quick Review 

 The first cotton mill in Bombay came up in 1854 and it went intoThe first cotton mill in Bombay came up in 1854 and it went into

production two production two years later.years later.

 Around the Around the same time same time jute mills jute mills came up came up in Bengal, in Bengal, the firstthe first
 being set up in 1855. being set up in 1855.

 In north In north India, the India, the Elgin Mill Elgin Mill was started was started in Kanpur in Kanpur in the in the 1860s,1860s,
and a year lateand a year later the first r the first cotton mill of Ahmedabad cotton mill of Ahmedabad was set up.was set up.

 From From the late the late eighteenth eighteenth century, century, as you as you have have read in read in your bookyour book
last yearlast year, the British in , the British in India began exporting opium to China and tIndia began exporting opium to China and took tea from China to England.ook tea from China to England.

 In Bengal, In Bengal, Dwarkanath TDwarkanath Tagore made agore made his fortune his fortune in the in the China trade China trade before he before he turned to turned to industrial investmentindustrial investment,,
setting up six joint-stock cosetting up six joint-stock companies in the 1830s and 1840s.mpanies in the 1830s and 1840s.

 In BombayIn Bombay, Parsis , Parsis like Dinshaw Plike Dinshaw Petit and Jamsetjeetit and Jamsetjee Nusserwanjee Te Nusserwanjee Tata built huge ata built huge industrial empires in Indiaindustrial empires in India
 by accumulating their wealth from exports to China and from raw cotton shipments to England. by accumulating their wealth from exports to China and from raw cotton shipments to England.

 The European The European merchant-industrialists had merchant-industrialists had their own their own chambers of chambers of commerce which commerce which Indian businessmen Indian businessmen werewere
not allowed to join.not allowed to join.

 With tWith the expansion he expansion of factories, of factories, the demand the demand of workers of workers increased. Pincreased. Peasants and easants and artisans who found artisans who found no workno work
in the village went to the industrial centres in search of work.in the village went to the industrial centres in search of work.

 Getting jobs Getting jobs was always was always difficult so difficult so the industrialists the industrialists usually employed usually employed a jobber a jobber to get to get new recruits.new recruits.

 A jobber was A jobber was an old and an old and trusted workertrusted worker. He got . He got people from his people from his village, ensured them village, ensured them jobs, helped them jobs, helped them settlesettle
in the city and provided them money in times of crisis.in the city and provided them money in times of crisis.

 The jobber The jobber therefore betherefore became a came a person with person with some authority some authority and powerand power..

 European Managing Agencies European Managing Agencies established tea established tea and coffee and coffee plantations, acquiring laplantations, acquiring land at nd at cheap rates cheap rates from thefrom the
colonial government; and they invested in mining, indigo and jute.colonial government; and they invested in mining, indigo and jute.

 As the As the Swadeshi MoveSwadeshi Movement gathered ment gathered momentum, nationalists momentum, nationalists mobilised people mobilised people to boycott to boycott foreign cloth.foreign cloth.

 Industrial groups Industrial groups organised themselves organised themselves to protect to protect their collective their collective interests, pressurizing interests, pressurizing the government the government toto
increase tariff protection and grant other concessions.increase tariff protection and grant other concessions.

 During the First WDuring the First World World Warar, British mills became , British mills became busy in the production of busy in the production of uniform for the army and thus,uniform for the army and thus,
suddenly India had a suddenly India had a big home market to supply.big home market to supply.

TOPIC - 1TOPIC - 1

Industrialization Industrialization in in India India ........ P. 75P. 75

TOPIC - 2TOPIC - 2

Industrialization Industrialization in in Britain Britain ........ P. 83P. 83
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 Due to prolonged Due to prolonged warwar, Indian factorie, Indian factories were s were called upon to called upon to supply war supply war needs: jute bags, needs: jute bags, cloth for armycloth for army
uniforms, tents and leather boots, horse and mule saddles and a host of otheritems.uniforms, tents and leather boots, horse and mule saddles and a host of otheritems.

 Unable to Unable to modernise and compete modernise and compete with the with the US, Germany US, Germany and Japan, and Japan, the economy the economy of Britain of Britain crumbled aftercrumbled after
the war.the war.

 Where the Where the large industries large industries were dominant were dominant in Bombay in Bombay and Bengal, small and Bengal, small scale industries scale industries were also were also growing upgrowing up
over the rest of over the rest of the country.the country.

 Due to Due to technological changes technological changes the weathe weavers starvers started using ted using looms with looms with a fly a fly shuttle which shuttle which increased productivityincreased productivity
per workerper worker, speeded up production and , speeded up production and reduced labour demand.reduced labour demand.

 In order to In order to market the market the cloth manufactured by cloth manufactured by the British in the British in the Indian markthe Indian market, the Manchesteet, the Manchester industrialistsr industrialists

used labels like ‘Made in Manchester’.used labels like ‘Made in Manchester’.

FlowchartFlowchart

Industrialization in IndiaIndustrialization in India

IndustIndustrializrialization ation startstarted ed much lmuch later ater in thin the 18 e 18 centurycenturythth

The first cotton mill came up in Bombay in 1854The first cotton mill came up in Bombay in 1854

Dwarkanath Tagore, Dinshaw Petit, Seth Hukumchand, Birla and Jamsetjee Nusserwanjee TataDwarkanath Tagore, Dinshaw Petit, Seth Hukumchand, Birla and Jamsetjee Nusserwanjee Tata
developed industrial eneterprises in Indiadeveloped industrial eneterprises in India

After the First WAfter the First World World Warar, cotton production collapsed and expo, cotton production collapsed and exports rts of cotton of cotton from Britainfrom Britain
declined drasticallydeclined drastically

Alongwith big induAlongwith big industries in Bombay stries in Bombay and Bengal, small scale industries were also growand Bengal, small scale industries were also growing uping up
over the rest of the countryover the rest of the country

Due to technological changes the weavers started Due to technological changes the weavers started using looms with a using looms with a fly shuttle which increasedfly shuttle which increased
producitivity per workerproducitivity per worker, speeded up production and reduced , speeded up production and reduced labour demandlabour demand

Know the TermsKnow the Terms

 Fuller :Fuller : A person who ‘fulls’ i.e., gathers cloth by A person who ‘fulls’ i.e., gathers cloth by pleating.pleating.

 Stapler Stapler :: A person who ‘staples’ or sorts wool according to its fibre.A person who ‘staples’ or sorts wool according to its fibre.

 Sepoy Sepoy :: An Indian soldier in the service of the British.An Indian soldier in the service of the British.

 Dyer Dyer :: A person who dyes fabrics.A person who dyes fabrics.

 Jobber Jobber :: A person employed by the industrialists to A person employed by the industrialists to get new recruits for the mills.get new recruits for the mills.

 Carding Carding :: The process in which fibres, such as cotton or wool are prepared prior to spinning.The process in which fibres, such as cotton or wool are prepared prior to spinning.

 Entrepreneurs Entrepreneurs :: A person, who makes money by starting or rA person, who makes money by starting or running businesses, especially when this involvesunning businesses, especially when this involves
taking financial risks.taking financial risks.

 Guild Guild :: An association of craftsmen or merchants following the same An association of craftsmen or merchants following the same craft. These guilds protected the interestscraft. These guilds protected the interests
of the members and supervised the of the members and supervised the quality of the product and work.quality of the product and work.

 Metropolis Metropolis :: A large, densely populated city of a A large, densely populated city of a country or a state, often the country or a state, often the capital of the region.capital of the region.

 VVagrant agrant :: A person who has no home or jobs, especially one who begs.A person who has no home or jobs, especially one who begs.

 Fly Fly Shuttle Shuttle :: It is a mechanical device used for weaving, moved by means of ropes and pulleys. It places theIt is a mechanical device used for weaving, moved by means of ropes and pulleys. It places the
horizontal threads (called the weft) into the vertical threads (called the warp).horizontal threads (called the weft) into the vertical threads (called the warp).
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Know the DatesKnow the Dates

 1854 :1854 : The first cotton mill was set The first cotton mill was set up in Bombay.up in Bombay.

 1855 :1855 : The first jute mill was established in Bengal.The first jute mill was established in Bengal.

 1856 :1856 : The first cotton mill in BomThe first cotton mill in Bombay started production.bay started production.

 1863 :1863 : London Underground Railway started operation.London Underground Railway started operation.

 1874 :1874 : The first spinning and weaving mill of Madras began its production.The first spinning and weaving mill of Madras began its production.

 1900 :1900 : Music publisher E.TMusic publisher E.T. Paull produced a m. Paull produced a music book.usic book.

 1912 :1912 : J.N. T J.N. Tata set up the first iron and steel plant in India at Jamshedpurata set up the first iron and steel plant in India at Jamshedpur..

 1917 :1917 : Seth Hukumchand, a Marwari businessman, set up Seth Hukumchand, a Marwari businessman, set up the first Indian jute mill in the first Indian jute mill in CalcuttaCalcutta

Know the LinksKnow the Links

 webs.bcp.org/sites/vcleary/ModernWorldHistoryTextbook/Industrialwebs.bcp.org/sites/vcleary/ModernWorldHistoryTextbook/Industrial

 historywithmrgreen.com/page2/assets/Beginnings of Industrializationhistorywithmrgreen.com/page2/assets/Beginnings of Industrialization

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. What What was ‘Spining was ‘Spining Jenny’ Jenny’ ??
  Ans.  Ans. A machine which speeded up the spinning A machine which speeded up the spinning processprocess

and reduced the labour demands.and reduced the labour demands. 11

AA Q. Q. 2.2.  In which year did the first cotton mill in  In which year did the first cotton mill in
Bombay (Mumbai) come up ?Bombay (Mumbai) come up ?

  Ans.  Ans. 1854.1854. 11

AA Q. Q. 3.3. Where was the first cotton mill set up Where was the first cotton mill set up in India ?in India ?
  Ans.  Ans. Bombay.Bombay. 11

AA Q. Q. 4.4. Where were Where were most of the larmost of the large scale industriesge scale industries
located in 1911 ?located in 1911 ?

  Ans.  Ans. Bengal and Bengal and BombayBombay.. 11

UU Q. Q. 5.5.  Who worked for industrialists to get new  Who worked for industrialists to get new
recruits ?recruits ?

  Ans.  Ans. Jobber Jobber.. 11

UU Q. Q. 6.6.  Name any one problem faced by cotton  Name any one problem faced by cotton
weavers in India.weavers in India.

Ans.Ans. They did not have good quality of cotton.They did not have good quality of cotton. 11

UU Q. Q. 7.7. Write down Write down any one any one duty of duty of Gomasthas ?Gomasthas ?
Ans.Ans. Supervising weavers.Supervising weavers. 11

AA Q. Q. 8.8. When did the When did the exports of exports of British cotton goodsBritish cotton goods
increase dramatically ?increase dramatically ?

  Ans.  Ans. In the early 19In the early 19thth century. century. 11

UU Q. Q. 9.9. What was What was the paid the paid servant whom servant whom the companythe company
appointed to supervise weavers called ?appointed to supervise weavers called ?

  Ans.  Ans. Gomastha.Gomastha. 11

UU  Q. 10. Q. 10.  Identify the person who got people from  Identify the person who got people from
village, ensured them jobs, helped them settlevillage, ensured them jobs, helped them settle
in cities and provided them money in times ofin cities and provided them money in times of
need.need.

Ans.Ans.  Jobber Jobber.. 11

UU  Q. 11. Q. 11. Why did Why did the aristocrats the aristocrats and bourgeoisie and bourgeoisie ppreferrefer
hand-made goods in Victorian Britain ?hand-made goods in Victorian Britain ?

  Ans.  Ans. They symbolised refinement and class.They symbolised refinement and class. 11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. Who were the Jobbers ? Explain tWho were the Jobbers ? Explain their mainheir main

functions.functions. [Board Term-I, (36), 2012][Board Term-I, (36), 2012]

(NCT (NCT 2014)2014)

OROR

Who was a Jobber ? Mention any two functions ofWho was a Jobber ? Mention any two functions of
a Jobber.a Jobber. [DDE-2015, [DDE-2015, Set-E]Set-E]

[Board T[Board Term-I, (5800, erm-I, (5800, 12, 18), 12, 18), 2011]2011]

 Ans. Ans. The jobber was a person with some authority The jobber was a person with some authority andand
he used to help the industrialists to get workers.he used to help the industrialists to get workers.

His role was to ensure job His role was to ensure job to worker and workersto worker and workers
to industrialists. He used to be an old and trustedto industrialists. He used to be an old and trusted
worker.worker.

Functions Functions ::

(i)(i) He got He got people from people from his village.his village.

  (ii)  (ii) He He ensured ensured them them jobs.jobs.

  (iii)  (iii) He helped He helped the workers the workers to settle to settle in the in the cities.cities.

  (iv)  (iv) He He provided money provided money in time in time of crisis.of crisis. (Any two)(Any two)
(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1+2=3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1+2=3

UU Q. Q. 2.2.  Who were the Gomasthas ? Why did the  Who were the Gomasthas ? Why did the
weavers and Gomasthas clash ?weavers and Gomasthas clash ?

[DDE, Set-M 2015-16][DDE, Set-M 2015-16]

[Board T[Board Term-I, (5800, erm-I, (5800, 24), 2011]24), 2011]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  Gomastha were paid servants who were  Gomastha were paid servants who were
appointed by the East India Company to superviseappointed by the East India Company to supervise
weavers, collect supplies and examine the qualityweavers, collect supplies and examine the quality
of cloth.of cloth.

  (ii)  (ii) Clash between gomasthas and weavers :Clash between gomasthas and weavers : Refer to Refer to
Q. No. 5 of Long Answer Type Question.Q. No. 5 of Long Answer Type Question.

U+AU+A Q. 3.Q. 3. Who were the Who were the ‘New Gomasthas‘ ? ‘New Gomasthas‘ ? How did theyHow did they
 become  become partners partners of of the the British British ManagementManagement
System ?System ?
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  Ans. (i)  Ans. (i) The Gomasthas were appointed by the British The Gomasthas were appointed by the British
to supervise weavers, collect supplies and to supervise weavers, collect supplies and examineexamine
the quality of cloth.the quality of cloth.

  (ii)  (ii) As time passed, New Gomasthas who As time passed, New Gomasthas who were outsidewere outside

and did not have any long term social link withand did not have any long term social link with

the village acted arrogantly with the villagers,the village acted arrogantly with the villagers,

marched into the village with sepoys and peonsmarched into the village with sepoys and peons

and punished weavers for delays in supply-oftenand punished weavers for delays in supply-often

 beating and  beating and flogging them. flogging them. This was This was an act an act whichwhich

was very similar to the manner iwas very similar to the manner in which the Britishn which the British

dealt with defaulters. In this manner Gomasthasdealt with defaulters. In this manner Gomasthas

 became good partners in British management. became good partners in British management.

1 + 2 = 31 + 2 = 3

AA Q. Q. 4.4. Why did Why did East India East India Company appointCompany appoint
Gomasthas in India ?Gomasthas in India ? (NCERT)(NCERT)

[Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , (5800, (5800, 14, 14, 25), 25), NCT-2014, NCT-2014, 2011]2011]

OROR

Describe any three functions of Gomasthas.Describe any three functions of Gomasthas.

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (5800, (5800, 19), 19), KVS-2014, KVS-2014, 2011 2011 (C2) (C2) 2010]2010]

Ans. The East India Company Ans. The East India Company appointed Gomasthas appointed Gomasthas inin
India due to the following reasons :India due to the following reasons :

(i)(i)  Before 1760s, British cotton industries had not  Before 1760s, British cotton industries had not
expanded and Indian fine textiles were in greatexpanded and Indian fine textiles were in great
demand in Europe.demand in Europe.

  (ii)  (ii) The East India The East India Company wanted Company wanted to expand eto expand exportsxports
from India but French, Dutch, Portuguese and localfrom India but French, Dutch, Portuguese and local
traders competed in the market.traders competed in the market.

  (iii)  (iii) The weavers and The weavers and supply merchants could bargainsupply merchants could bargain
and try selling the products to the best buyer.and try selling the products to the best buyer.
Hence they appointed Gomasthas to supervise andHence they appointed Gomasthas to supervise and
collect supplies.collect supplies. 1×3=31×3=3

AA Q. Q. 5.5. Explain the Explain the effects of effects of the East the East India Company’sIndia Company’s
exploitative methods of asserting monopolyexploitative methods of asserting monopoly
over trade.over trade. [Board Term-I, KVS-2014][Board Term-I, KVS-2014]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  The company tried to eliminate the existing  The company tried to eliminate the existing
traders and brokers connected with cloth trade andtraders and brokers connected with cloth trade and
tried to establish a direct control over the tried to establish a direct control over the weavers.weavers.

  (ii)  (ii) This was a This was a situation of situation of helplessness and helplessness and desperationdesperation
which made the workers to revolt against thewhich made the workers to revolt against the
British. The workers started to either change theirBritish. The workers started to either change their
profession or migrated to other places.profession or migrated to other places.

  (iii)  (iii) These measures ultimatThese measures ultimately led to ely led to the elimination ofthe elimination of
the Indian weavers.the Indian weavers. 1×3=31×3=3

AA Q. 6.Q. 6.  How did Industrial Revolution give rise to  How did Industrial Revolution give rise to
Capitalism ? Explain.Capitalism ? Explain.

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set-C5JWEVD, Set-C5JWEVD, 2015]2015]

 Ans. Ans. (i)(i)  Imperialism was the ill-begotten child of  Imperialism was the ill-begotten child of
industrialization.industrialization.

  (ii)  (ii) Industrialization chiefly Industrialization chiefly needed two needed two things.things.
One of them being the constant supply of raw-One of them being the constant supply of raw-
materials and the other is that the finished goodsmaterials and the other is that the finished goods
 be sold at the same speed. be sold at the same speed.

  (iii)  (iii)  The industrialized countries had introduced  The industrialized countries had introduced
heavy import duties as protective tariffs to checkheavy import duties as protective tariffs to check
the import from other countries.the import from other countries.

  (iv)  (iv) Faced with the Faced with the problem of finding new problem of finding new marketsmarkets
for their products, the producer nations chosefor their products, the producer nations chose
such countries where industrialization had notsuch countries where industrialization had not
yet reached.yet reached.

(v)(v) Hence a race for Hence a race for bringing those areas under theirbringing those areas under their
effective occupation or effective influence startedeffective occupation or effective influence started
among the various industrialized nation.among the various industrialized nation.

(vi)(vi) As a conseqAs a consequence, Britain, uence, Britain, France, Germany France, Germany andand
 Japan, etc.,  Japan, etc., set up set up their colonies their colonies in Asia, in Asia, Africa andAfrica and
South America, etc.South America, etc.

  (vii)  (vii) Hence a race for Hence a race for bringing those areas under theirbringing those areas under their
effective occupation or effective influence startedeffective occupation or effective influence started
among the various industrialized nations.among the various industrialized nations.

(Any (Any there) there) 1×3=31×3=3
(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015)2015)

AA Q. Q. 7.7.  Describe any three conditions that were  Describe any three conditions that were
favourable for the continuing growth offavourable for the continuing growth of
industries in the 18industries in the 18thth century India. century India.

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (CB4QHT1), 2016-17](CB4QHT1), 2016-17]

  Ans. Three conditions that were favourable for the  Ans. Three conditions that were favourable for the
continuing growth of industries in 18continuing growth of industries in 18thth century century
India are :India are :

  (i)  (i) India abounds in coal and iron-ore deposits.India abounds in coal and iron-ore deposits.
  (ii)  (ii) Number of Number of perennial rivperennial rivers.ers.
  (iii)  (iii) Abundant Abundant raw-materials.raw-materials.
  (iv)  (iv) Vast network Vast network of roads aof roads and railways.nd railways.

(v)(v) Big Big market.market.
  (vi)  (vi) Demand in severaDemand in several Arabian and Asian l Arabian and Asian countries.countries.

(Any (Any three) three) 1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33
(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016)

UU Q. 8Q. 8  ‘Industrialization gave birth to Imperialism’.  ‘Industrialization gave birth to Imperialism’.
 Justify the statement with three arguments. Justify the statement with three arguments.

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (6HT8GTF), (CB4QHT1), 2016-17](6HT8GTF), (CB4QHT1), 2016-17]

Ans. Ans. ‘Industrialization ‘Industrialization gave gave birth birth to to Imperialism’.Imperialism’.
(i)(i) Imperialism Imperialism as as the the ill-begotten ill-begotten child child ofof

industrialization.industrialization.
(ii)(ii) Other things Other things beside, beside, industrialization cindustrialization chieflyhiefly

needed needed two things. two things. One One of them of them being thebeing the
constant supply of raw-materials and the other isconstant supply of raw-materials and the other is
that the finished goods be sold at the same speed.that the finished goods be sold at the same speed.

(iii)(iii) The The industrialized cindustrialized countries had ountries had introducedintroduced
heavy import duties as protective tariffs to heavy import duties as protective tariffs to checkcheck
the import from other countries.the import from other countries.

(iv)(iv) Faced with the problem of finding new markets Faced with the problem of finding new markets
for their products, the producer nations chosefor their products, the producer nations chose
such countries where industrialization had notsuch countries where industrialization had not
yet reached.yet reached.

(v)(v) Hence a race for bringing those areas under theirHence a race for bringing those areas under their
effective occupation or effective influence startedeffective occupation or effective influence started
among the various industrialized nations.among the various industrialized nations.

(vi)(vi) As As a consequence, a consequence, Britain, France, Britain, France, GermanyGermany,,
 Japan,  Japan, etc. etc. set set up up their their colonies colonies in in Asia, Asia, Africa,Africa,
South America, etc.South America, etc.

(vii)(vii) These colonies These colonies served their two served their two purposes ofpurposes of
 being  being the the suppliers suppliers of of cheap cheap raw raw materials materials andand
an easy market for their finished goods.an easy market for their finished goods.

(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3
(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016)2016)

AA Q. 9Q. 9 Why did Why did industrial production industrial production in India in India increaseincrease
during the First World War ? Give any threeduring the First World War ? Give any three
reasons.reasons.

[Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , (R9UJGYG), (R9UJGYG), 2014]2014]
  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  Manchester imports into India declined as  Manchester imports into India declined as

British mills were busy with war production.British mills were busy with war production.
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  (ii)  (ii) Indian industries were Indian industries were also called upon to supplyalso called upon to supply
war needs – such as jute bags, cloth for the armywar needs – such as jute bags, cloth for the army
uniform, tents and leather boots, horse and muleuniform, tents and leather boots, horse and mule
saddles and a host of other items.saddles and a host of other items.

  (iii)  (iii) Even after the warEven after the war, Manchester failed to recapture, Manchester failed to recapture
its old position in the Indian market.its old position in the Indian market. 1×3=31×3=3

UU  Q. 10. Q. 10. How was How was foreign trade foreign trade from India conductedfrom India conducted
 before  before the the age age of of machine machine industries industries ??
Explain.Explain. [Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (QEQLHD), 2016-17](QEQLHD), 2016-17]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  Before the age of machine industries, silk  Before the age of machine industries, silk
and cotton goods from India dominated theand cotton goods from India dominated the
international market in textiles. Coarser cottoninternational market in textiles. Coarser cotton
was produced in many countries, but the finerwas produced in many countries, but the finer
varieties often came from India. Armenian andvarieties often came from India. Armenian and
Persian merchants took the goods from Punjab toPersian merchants took the goods from Punjab to
Afghanistan, Eastern Persia and Central Asia.Afghanistan, Eastern Persia and Central Asia.

  (ii)  (ii) Bales of fine textiles were carried on camel backBales of fine textiles were carried on camel back
via the North West frontier, through mountainvia the North West frontier, through mountain
passes and across deserts.passes and across deserts.

(iii)(iii) A vibrant sea trade operated through the mainA vibrant sea trade operated through the main
pre-colonial ports. Surat on the Gujarat coastpre-colonial ports. Surat on the Gujarat coast
connected India to the Gulf and Red Sea Ports;connected India to the Gulf and Red Sea Ports;
Masulipatnam on the Coromandel Coast andMasulipatnam on the Coromandel Coast and
Hooghly in Bengal had trade links with SoutheastHooghly in Bengal had trade links with Southeast
Asian ports.Asian ports. (Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016)

AA  Q. 11. Q. 11. “The typical “The typical worker in worker in the mid the mid 1919thth century was century was
not a machine operator but the traditional craftsnot a machine operator but the traditional crafts
person and labourer.” Support the statementperson and labourer.” Support the statement
with examples.with examples.

[Board T[Board Term-I, (51), erm-I, (51), 2012 (5800, 23, 35), 2012 (5800, 23, 35), 2011]2011]

 Ans. Ans. (i)(i) Technological changes occurred slowly. Technological changes occurred slowly.
  (ii)  (ii) Machines broke Machines broke down and down and repairs wrepairs were costly.ere costly.
  (iii)  (iii) Machines were Machines were not as effnot as effective as ective as inventors andinventors and

manufacturers claimed them to be.manufacturers claimed them to be.
  (iv)  (iv) There There were were no buyerno buyers for s for machines.machines.

(v)(v)  Technology was slow to be accepted by the  Technology was slow to be accepted by the
industrialists.industrialists.

  (vi)  (vi) Demand in market was oftDemand in market was often for goods withen for goods with
intricate designs and specific shapes.intricate designs and specific shapes.

 (vii) (vii)  Aristocrats and bourgeoisie preferred things  Aristocrats and bourgeoisie preferred things
produced by hands.produced by hands.

(viii)(viii) These were better finished and carefullyThese were better finished and carefully
designed.designed. (Any three) 1×3=3(Any three) 1×3=3

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)

RR  Q. 12. Q. 12. Describe the functions Describe the functions performed by supplyperformed by supply
merchants in export trade.merchants in export trade.

[Board Term-I, (553K), 2013][Board Term-I, (553K), 2013]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) Supply merchants linked the port towns  Supply merchants linked the port towns to theto the
inland regions.inland regions.

  (ii)  (ii)  They gave advances to weavers, procured the  They gave advances to weavers, procured the
woven cloth from wearing villagers and carriedwoven cloth from wearing villagers and carried
the supply to the ports.the supply to the ports.

  (iii)  (iii)  At ports, they had brokers who negotiated  At ports, they had brokers who negotiated
the price and bought goods from the supplythe price and bought goods from the supply
merchants who were operating inland.merchants who were operating inland. 1×3=31×3=3

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013)

RR  Q. 13. Q. 13. Trace the development Trace the development of textile industry of textile industry inin
India.India. [Board T[Board Term-I, (5800, erm-I, (5800, 15, 26), 15, 26), 2011]2011]

Ans. The development of Ans. The development of textile industry in textile industry in India canIndia can
 be traced in the following stages : be traced in the following stages :

(i)(i) First cotton mill First cotton mill came up in Bombay came up in Bombay in 1854.in 1854.

  (ii)  (ii) Around the 1860Around the 1860s, jute mills came s, jute mills came up in Bengal.up in Bengal.

  (iii)  (iii) These were These were followed by followed by mills in mills in Kanpur,Kanpur,
Ahmedabad and Madras.Ahmedabad and Madras. 1×3=31×3=3

UU  Q. 14. Q. 14. Explain any three Explain any three problems faced by Indianproblems faced by Indian
weavers in 1850s.weavers in 1850s. [Board Term-I, (58), 2012][Board Term-I, (58), 2012]

OROR

What problems were faced by the Indian cottonWhat problems were faced by the Indian cotton
weavers in the 19weavers in the 19thth century ? Describe. century ? Describe.

[Board Term-I, (52), 2012][Board Term-I, (52), 2012]

OROR

State State any any three three problems problems faced faced by by cotton cotton weaversweavers
of India ?of India ? [Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (5800, (5800, 22, 22, 38), 38), 2011]2011]

OROR

Explain new problem faced by the weavers inExplain new problem faced by the weavers in
1850s.1850s. [Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (NLTM8TU), (NLTM8TU), 2016-17]2016-17]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  By the 1860s, weavers faced a new problem.  By the 1860s, weavers faced a new problem.
They could not get sufficient supply of raw cottonThey could not get sufficient supply of raw cotton
of good quality.of good quality.

(ii)(ii)  When the American Civil War broke out and  When the American Civil War broke out and
cotton supplies from the US were cut off, Britaincotton supplies from the US were cut off, Britain
turned to India.turned to India.

  (iii)  (iii) As raw cotton exports As raw cotton exports from India increased, thefrom India increased, the
price of raw cotton shot up. Weavers in Indiaprice of raw cotton shot up. Weavers in India
were starved of supplies and forced to buy rawwere starved of supplies and forced to buy raw
cotton at exorbitant prices. In this situationcotton at exorbitant prices. In this situation
weavers couldn’t pay.weavers couldn’t pay. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016)2016)

AA  Q. 15. Q. 15.  Explain any three causes which led to the  Explain any three causes which led to the
decline of Indian cotton textiles in the earlydecline of Indian cotton textiles in the early
nineteenth century.nineteenth century.

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (NLTM8TU), 2016-17](NLTM8TU), 2016-17]

 Ans. Ans. (i)(i)  The British cotton manufacture began to  The British cotton manufacture began to
expand.expand.

(ii)(ii) British British mmanufacturers pressurized the Governmentanufacturers pressurized the Government
to restrto restrict cotton imports.ict cotton imports.

(iii)(iii)  Manufacturers began to search the overseas  Manufacturers began to search the overseas
markets for selling their cloth.markets for selling their cloth.

(iv)(iv) Indian textiles faced stiff Indian textiles faced stiff competition in othercompetition in other
international market.international market.

(v)(v) There was There was a decline a decline in the in the share of share of the textile.the textile.
(vi)(vi) Tariffs weTariffs were imposed re imposed on cloth on cloth imports into imports into Britain.Britain.

(Any (Any three three points points to to be be elaborated)elaborated) 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3
(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016)2016)

AA  Q. 16. Q. 16. Describe any Describe any three main three main reasons for reasons for the declinethe decline
of textile exports from India in the 19of textile exports from India in the 19thth century. century.

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (X30T4XE), (X30T4XE), (R9UJGYG), (R9UJGYG), 2014]2014]

Ans.Ans.(i)(i) Britain imposed import duties on cotton textiles,Britain imposed import duties on cotton textiles,
thus export market got declined.thus export market got declined.

  (ii)  (ii)  Exports of British goods to India increased. The  Exports of British goods to India increased. The
Manchester goods flooded Indian markets.Manchester goods flooded Indian markets.

  (iii)  (iii)  The machine-made goods were cheaper and  The machine-made goods were cheaper and
weavers could not compete with them.weavers could not compete with them.

  (iv)  (iv) Raw cotton exports from India Raw cotton exports from India to Britain shot upto Britain shot up
the prices of cotton.the prices of cotton.

(v)(v)  By 1850, exports from most weaving regions got  By 1850, exports from most weaving regions got
declined and desolated.declined and desolated. (Any three) 1×3=3(Any three) 1×3=3
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UU  Q. 17. Q. 17. “Despite “Despite stiff competition stiff competition from machine-madefrom machine-made

thread, the Indian handloom production notthread, the Indian handloom production not

only survived, but also saw a steady growth inonly survived, but also saw a steady growth in

the 20the 20thth century.” Explain reasons in favour of century.” Explain reasons in favour of

your answer.your answer.

[Board [Board TTerm-erm-I, I, (68), (68), 2012]2012]

 Ans. Ans. Reasons for growth of handloom production are :Reasons for growth of handloom production are :

(i)(i) Adopting technological Adopting technological changes by changes by the wthe weavers eavers toto

increase production without raising the costs.increase production without raising the costs.

  (ii)  (ii) Those who catered to the rich always had aThose who catered to the rich always had a

demand for their goods. Examples : Banarasi anddemand for their goods. Examples : Banarasi and

Baluchari sarees.Baluchari sarees.

  (iii)  (iii)  Mills could not imitate specialized weavers.  Mills could not imitate specialized weavers.

Example : sarees with intricate borders, lungis,Example : sarees with intricate borders, lungis,

handkerchiefs.handkerchiefs. 1×3=31×3=3

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)

RR  Q. 18. Q. 18. Name the Name the sea routes sea routes that connected India that connected India withwith
Asian countries.Asian countries.

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (OEQL2HT) 2016-17](OEQL2HT) 2016-17]

 Ans. Ans. (i)(i) A vibrant sea trade operated through the A vibrant sea trade operated through the mainmain
pre-colonial ports.pre-colonial ports.

(ii)(ii) Surat on Surat on the Gujarat the Gujarat coast connected India coast connected India withwith
the Gulf and the Red Sea ports.the Gulf and the Red Sea ports.

  (iii)  (iii)  Masulipatnam on the Coromandel Coast and  Masulipatnam on the Coromandel Coast and
Hooghly in Bengal had trade links with theHooghly in Bengal had trade links with the
southeast Asian ports.southeast Asian ports. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016)2016)

RR  Q. 19. Q. 19. Mention the Mention the name of name of three Indian three Indian entrepreneursentrepreneurs
and their individual contribution during theand their individual contribution during the
1919thth century. century.

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (C1), 2010](C1), 2010]
  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  Dinshaw Petit, J. N. Tata and Seth Hukum  Dinshaw Petit, J. N. Tata and Seth Hukum

Chand are the three entrepreneurs.Chand are the three entrepreneurs.
  (ii)  (ii) Dinshaw Petit and J. N. TatDinshaw Petit and J. N. Tata built huge industriala built huge industrial

empires. Seth Hukum Chand established the firstempires. Seth Hukum Chand established the first
Indian jute mill.Indian jute mill. 1+2=31+2=3

Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions (5 (5 marks marks each)each)

UU Q. Q. 1.1. Analyze any Analyze any three pothree positive sitive effects ofeffects of
industrialization on workers.industrialization on workers.

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (OEQL2HT), (OEQL2HT), 2016-17]2016-17]

 Ans. Ans. Positive results of industrialization :Positive results of industrialization :
(i)(i) Building activitieBuilding activities intensifies intensified in d in the the cities, openingcities, opening

up greater opportunities of employment.up greater opportunities of employment.
(ii)(ii) Roads Roads were were widened.widened.

(iii)(iii) New railway New railway stations came up stations came up and railway and railway lineslines
were extended, tunnel dug up.were extended, tunnel dug up.

(iv)(iv) Drainage Drainage and and sewers sewers were were laid, laid, rivers rivers embanked.embanked.
(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016)2016)

AA Q. Q. 2.2.  Explain with examples the importance of  Explain with examples the importance of
advertisement in the marketing of the goods.advertisement in the marketing of the goods.

[Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , (NLTM8TU), (NLTM8TU), 2016-17]2016-17]

 Ans. Ans. (i)(i)  Advertisements play a very vital role in the  Advertisements play a very vital role in the
marketing of any product. One way in which newmarketing of any product. One way in which new
consumers are created is through advertisements.consumers are created is through advertisements.

  (ii)  (ii) Advertisements make Advertisements make products appear products appear desirabledesirable
and necessary.and necessary.

  (iii)  (iii) They try to They try to shape the minds of shape the minds of the people andthe people and
create new needs.create new needs.

(iv)(iv) Today, we live Today, we live in a world in a world where advertisewhere advertisementsments
surround us. They appear in the newspapers,surround us. They appear in the newspapers,
magazines, hoardings, street wall, and televisionmagazines, hoardings, street wall, and television
screens.screens.

(v)(v) From the very From the very beginning of the industrial beginning of the industrial age;age;
advertisements have played a part in expandingadvertisements have played a part in expanding
the markets for products and in shaping a newthe markets for products and in shaping a new
consumer culture.consumer culture. 1 × 5 = 51 × 5 = 5

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016)2016)

AA Q. Q. 3.3. Describe the Describe the techniques which wetechniques which were adoptedre adopted
 by  by the the Manchester Manchester industrialists industrialists to to sell sell theirtheir
goods in India.goods in India.

[Board Term-I, (C5JWEVD), 2015][Board Term-I, (C5JWEVD), 2015]

OrOr

AA Explain with examples the importance ofExplain with examples the importance of
advertisement in the marketing of goods.advertisement in the marketing of goods.

OROR

AA How did the Indian and British merchants andHow did the Indian and British merchants and
manufacturers advertise their products in India tomanufacturers advertise their products in India to
promote their sale ?promote their sale ? [Board Term-I, (48) 2012][Board Term-I, (48) 2012]

OROR

AA Describe any five methods adopted by the BritishDescribe any five methods adopted by the British
manufacturers to take over the Indian market inmanufacturers to take over the Indian market in
the beginning of 20the beginning of 20thth century. century.

[Board Term-I, (49), 2012][Board Term-I, (49), 2012]

OROR

UU Analyse the different modes of advertisement usedAnalyse the different modes of advertisement used
 by the producers  by the producers to popularize their to popularize their products andproducts and
promote sale in the 19promote sale in the 19thth century India. century India.

[Board Term-I, (65), 2012][Board Term-I, (65), 2012]

OROR

UU “From the very beginning of the industrial age,“From the very beginning of the industrial age,
advertisements have played an important role inadvertisements have played an important role in
expanding the markets for products and in shapingexpanding the markets for products and in shaping
a new consumer culture.” Explain the statementa new consumer culture.” Explain the statement
citing suitable examples.citing suitable examples.

[Board Term-I, (69), 2012][Board Term-I, (69), 2012]

OROR

UU How did the British manufacturers attemptHow did the British manufacturers attempt
to take over Indian market with the help ofto take over Indian market with the help of
advertisement ?advertisement ?

OROR

UU What measures were adopted by the producers inWhat measures were adopted by the producers in
India to expand the market for their goods in theIndia to expand the market for their goods in the
1919thth century ? century ?
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 Ans. Ans. (i)(i)  The Manchester made cloth carried a label  The Manchester made cloth carried a label

with ‘Made in Manchester’ written in bold. Thiswith ‘Made in Manchester’ written in bold. This

assured the buyers of the quality of the cloth.assured the buyers of the quality of the cloth.

(ii)(ii) The BritThe British manufacturers ish manufacturers used images used images of Indianof Indian

Gods and Goddesses on the labels. It symbolizedGods and Goddesses on the labels. It symbolized

the divine approval for the commodity. It alsothe divine approval for the commodity. It also

created familiarity with the Indian buyers.created familiarity with the Indian buyers.

  (iii)  (iii) Manufacturers got calendars printed wManufacturers got calendars printed with theith the

images of Gods and the advertisement of theirimages of Gods and the advertisement of their

products advertisements make products appearproducts advertisements make products appear

desirable and necessary.desirable and necessary.

The calendars were seen on the walls of hotels, teaThe calendars were seen on the walls of hotels, tea

shops, households, etc. These are used even byshops, households, etc. These are used even by

people who could not read.people who could not read.

  (iv)  (iv) Images of historical Images of historical characters and characters and heroes fromheroes from

the past were also displayed on calendars thusthe past were also displayed on calendars thus

sending the message that the product was assending the message that the product was as

worthy of respect as were these respectableworthy of respect as were these respectable

characters.characters.

(v)(v)  The Indian manufacturers printed the image  The Indian manufacturers printed the image

of Bharat Mata and a nationalist message onof Bharat Mata and a nationalist message on

the labels. They also printed ‘Made in India’the labels. They also printed ‘Made in India’

on the labels thus appealing to the nationaliston the labels thus appealing to the nationalist

sentiments. Most of the baby products carried thesentiments. Most of the baby products carried the

image of Lord Krishna to appeal to the religiousimage of Lord Krishna to appeal to the religious

sentiments.sentiments. 1×5=51×5=5

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015, 2015, 2012)2012)

UU Q. Q. 4.4. “The First World War “The First World War created the favourablecreated the favourable
conditions for the development of industriesconditions for the development of industries
in India”. Support the statement with suitablein India”. Support the statement with suitable

examples.examples. [Board Term I, KVS-2014][Board Term I, KVS-2014]

OROR

How did the First World War proved to be a boonHow did the First World War proved to be a boon
to the Indian Industries ? Explain.to the Indian Industries ? Explain.

[Board, T[Board, Term I erm I (553K), 2013, (35), 2012](553K), 2013, (35), 2012]

OROR

Explain the peculiarities of Indian IndustrialExplain the peculiarities of Indian Industrial
growth during the First World War.growth during the First World War.

[Board Term-I, (35), 2012][Board Term-I, (35), 2012]

OROR

How did Industrial production in India increaseHow did Industrial production in India increase
during the First World War ? Explain any fiveduring the First World War ? Explain any five
points.points. (NCERT) (NCERT) [Board [Board TTerm erm I, I, (58), (58), 2012]2012]

OROR

“The First World War created unfavourable“The First World War created unfavourable
conditions for the development of industries inconditions for the development of industries in
India.” Explain.India.” Explain. [Board [Board TTerm erm I, I, (37), (37), 2012]2012]

OROR

‘The First World War turned out to be a boon in‘The First World War turned out to be a boon in
disguise for the Indian industries.’ Justify thedisguise for the Indian industries.’ Justify the
statement with suitable arguments.statement with suitable arguments.

[Board Term I, (63), 2012][Board Term I, (63), 2012]

 Ans. Ans. (i)(i)  The First World War created a dramatically  The First World War created a dramatically
new situation. Till then industrial production hadnew situation. Till then industrial production had
 been slow. been slow.

  (ii)  (ii) British mills were British mills were busy with war busy with war production toproduction to
meet the needs of the army. Manchester importsmeet the needs of the army. Manchester imports
into India declined.into India declined.

  (iii)  (iii) Indian mills now had a Indian mills now had a vast home market vast home market forfor
supply.supply.

  (iv)  (iv) As the As the war prolonged, war prolonged, Indian factories Indian factories were were calledcalled
upon to supply war needs, jute bags, cloth forupon to supply war needs, jute bags, cloth for
army uniforms, tents, leather boots, horse andarmy uniforms, tents, leather boots, horse and
mule saddlers and many other items.mule saddlers and many other items.

(v)(v) Many workers Many workers were employed were employed as new factas new factoriesories
were set up and old ones were set up and old ones ran in multiple shifts.ran in multiple shifts.

  (vi)  (vi) Over Over the wthe war yar years, industrears, industrial production ial production boomed.boomed.
Manchester was unable to capture its old positionManchester was unable to capture its old position
in the Indian market after the war. Cottonin the Indian market after the war. Cotton
production collapsed and export of cotton clothproduction collapsed and export of cotton cloth
from Britain fell dramatically.from Britain fell dramatically. (Any five) 1×5=5(Any five) 1×5=5

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)

UU Q. Q. 5.5.  Why were there frequent clashes between  Why were there frequent clashes between
Gomasthas and weavers in the villages ?Gomasthas and weavers in the villages ?
Explain five reasons.Explain five reasons.

[Board T[Board Term-I, (52), erm-I, (52), DDE-2014, 2012]DDE-2014, 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. There were There were frequent clashes betwfrequent clashes between Gomasthaseen Gomasthas
and weavers in the villages because of theand weavers in the villages because of the
following reasons :following reasons :

(i)(i) Earlier supply Earlier supply merchants often merchants often belonged to belonged to thethe
same villages and had a close relationship withsame villages and had a close relationship with
the weavers.the weavers.

  (ii)  (ii)  The company’s appointed Gomasthas were  The company’s appointed Gomasthas were
outsiders, with no long-term social link with theoutsiders, with no long-term social link with the
villagers.villagers.

  (iii)  (iii) They acteThey acted arrogantly, d arrogantly, marched into marched into villages withvillages with
sepoys and peons and punished weavers forsepoys and peons and punished weavers for
delays.delays.

  (iv)  (iv) The weavers The weavers could no longer could no longer bargain for prbargain for pricesices
or sell to other buyers in place of the British whoor sell to other buyers in place of the British who
paid them low wages.paid them low wages.

(v)(v) In many In many places, Carnatic places, Carnatic (Karnataka) (Karnataka) and Bengaland Bengal
weavers deserted villages, migrated or revoltedweavers deserted villages, migrated or revolted
along with the village traders.along with the village traders. 1×5=51×5=5

 (CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) (CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)

RR Q. Q. 6.6. Why was Why was a jobber a jobber employed ? employed ? How did a How did a jobberjobber
misuse his position and power ? Explain.misuse his position and power ? Explain.

[Board, T[Board, Term-I, erm-I, BHTK, 2013]BHTK, 2013]

  Ans.  Ans. Jobber was employed to Jobber was employed to get new recruits for get new recruits for thethe
factories or industrialists.factories or industrialists.
The jobber misused his position and power inThe jobber misused his position and power in
the following ways :the following ways :

(i)(i) Initially jobberInitially jobbers cured s cured people from people from his villagehis village
ensuring them jobs. He also helped them settleensuring them jobs. He also helped them settle
in the city and lent them money in the times ofin the city and lent them money in the times of
crisis.crisis.

  (ii)  (ii) Gradually, Gradually, jobbers jobbers got position got position and powerand power..
  (iii)  (iii) They starteThey started demanding money d demanding money and gifts for and gifts for allall

the favours.the favours.
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  (iv)  (iv)  They also started to control the lives of the  They also started to control the lives of the
workers.workers.

(v)(v) Jobbers got people from his own vJobbers got people from his own village andillage and
restricted entries of others in the mills.restricted entries of others in the mills.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013) 1×5=5(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013) 1×5=5

AA Q. Q. 7.7.  What steps were taken by the East India  What steps were taken by the East India
Company to control the market of cotton andCompany to control the market of cotton and
silk goods ? What was its impact ?silk goods ? What was its impact ?

[Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , (82) (82) 2012]2012]
OROR

How did the East India Company procure regularHow did the East India Company procure regular
supplies of cotton and silk textiles from Indiansupplies of cotton and silk textiles from Indian
weavers ?weavers ?

 Ans. Ans. (i)(i) The East India Company tried to eliminate the The East India Company tried to eliminate the
existing traders and appointed 'Gomasthas' asexisting traders and appointed 'Gomasthas' as
supervisors.supervisors.

  (ii)  (ii) The system The system of advances of advances was introduced was introduced to have to have aa
direct control over the weavers.direct control over the weavers.
Impact Impact ::

(i)(i) Weavers Weavers devoted edevoted entire ntire time to time to weaving.weaving.
  (ii)  (ii) They were They were forced to accept forced to accept the prices the prices fixed by tfixed by thehe

company.company.
  (iii)  (iii) There were reThere were reports of clashes of weports of clashes of weavers withavers with

gomasthas.gomasthas. 2+3=52+3=5

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)

UU Q. Q. 8.8. How did the How did the Indian industries devIndian industries develop in theelop in the

1919thth and 20 and 20thth centuries ? Explain. centuries ? Explain.
[Board Term-I, (46), 2012][Board Term-I, (46), 2012]

 Ans. Ans. (i)(i)  The early industrialists avoided a direct  The early industrialists avoided a direct
competition with the British factories.competition with the British factories.

  (ii)  (ii) The cotton The cotton mills started mills started to produce to produce coarse cottoncoarse cotton
yarn and this was exported to China.yarn and this was exported to China.

  (iii)  (iii) As Swadeshi Movement As Swadeshi Movement gathered momentum,gathered momentum,
industrialist pressurised government to increaseindustrialist pressurised government to increase
tariff protection.tariff protection.

  (iv)  (iv) Exports to Exports to China declined China declined and domestic and domestic marketsmarkets
were taken over by China.were taken over by China.

(v)(v) During the During the First World War, First World War, the Britishthe British
Government called upon the Indian mills toGovernment called upon the Indian mills to
produce goods such as jute bags, boots, etc., forproduce goods such as jute bags, boots, etc., for
the British Army.the British Army.

  (vi)  (vi) As the As the war prolonged, war prolonged, England could England could not capturenot capture
the Indian markets.the Indian markets. (Any five) 1×5=5(Any five) 1×5=5

 (CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) (CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)

AA Q. Q. 9.9.“The establishment of political power by the“The establishment of political power by the
East India Company resulted in ruination oEast India Company resulted in ruination of thef the
Indian weavers.” Support the statement withIndian weavers.” Support the statement with
suitable examples.suitable examples. [Board Term-I, (67), 2012][Board Term-I, (67), 2012]

 Ans. Ans.  On earning the power, the British East India  On earning the power, the British East India
Company asserted a monopoly right to trade.Company asserted a monopoly right to trade.
It developed a system that would eliminateIt developed a system that would eliminate
competition, control cost and ensure regularcompetition, control cost and ensure regular
supply of cotton and silk goods. These measuressupply of cotton and silk goods. These measures
ultimately led to the ruining of ultimately led to the ruining of Indian weavers.Indian weavers.

The The measures measures adopted adopted were were as as follows follows ::

(i)(i)  The company tried to eliminate the existing  The company tried to eliminate the existing
traders and brokers connected with cloth tradetraders and brokers connected with cloth trade
and establish a direct control over the weavers.and establish a direct control over the weavers.
It appointed a paid servant called GomasthaIt appointed a paid servant called Gomastha
to supervise the weavers, collect supplies andto supervise the weavers, collect supplies and
examine the quality of cloth.examine the quality of cloth.

  (ii)  (ii)  The company weavers were prevented from  The company weavers were prevented from
selling to other buyers. The weavers were tiedselling to other buyers. The weavers were tied
to the company by a system of advances. Loansto the company by a system of advances. Loans
were given to the weavers for production andwere given to the weavers for production and
they had to handover the finished products to thethey had to handover the finished products to the
Gomasthas.Gomasthas.

  (iii)  (iii)  The price that the weavers received was low,  The price that the weavers received was low,
 but they were left  but they were left with no choicwith no choice but to e but to sell theirsell their
goods to the British because the loans goods to the British because the loans tied them totied them to
the British.the British.

This was a situation of helplessness andThis was a situation of helplessness and
desperation that made them to revolt against thedesperation that made them to revolt against the
British. They quit their profession and migratedBritish. They quit their profession and migrated
to other places.to other places. (CBSE Marking (CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) Scheme, 2012) 55

UU  Q. 10. Q. 10. How did the handloom industrHow did the handloom industry collapse iny collapse in
India under the British rule ? Explain.India under the British rule ? Explain.

[Board Term-I, (47), 2012][Board Term-I, (47), 2012]

OROR

UU Analyse the causes leading to the decline of theAnalyse the causes leading to the decline of the
Indian weaving industry in the 19Indian weaving industry in the 19thth century. century.

[Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , (70), (70), 2012]2012]

OROR

UU Explain any five factors responsible for the declineExplain any five factors responsible for the decline
of the cotton textile industry in India in mid-of the cotton textile industry in India in mid-
nineteenth centurnineteenth centuryy..

[Board T[Board Term-I, (55, erm-I, (55, 59), 2012]59), 2012]

OROR

UU Why did the handloom industry collapse in IndiaWhy did the handloom industry collapse in India
during the 19during the 19thth century ? Explain. century ? Explain.

[Board Term-I, (62), 2012][Board Term-I, (62), 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  Factories in Manchester started producing  Factories in Manchester started producing
cotton textiles for the domestic market.cotton textiles for the domestic market.

  (ii)  (ii) The government put more The government put more import duties on theimport duties on the
textile coming from India to encourage the localtextile coming from India to encourage the local
industries. As a result, the Indian weavers lostindustries. As a result, the Indian weavers lost
their overseas market.their overseas market.

  (iii)  (iii) Eventually, Eventually, the the Manchester Manchester goods goods startedstarted
flooding the Indian markets also and it becameflooding the Indian markets also and it became
difficult for the Indian weavers to compete withdifficult for the Indian weavers to compete with
the low cost Manchester cloth.the low cost Manchester cloth.

  (iv)  (iv) The British GThe British Government in India overnment in India also levied morealso levied more
taxes on the handloom units which made thetaxes on the handloom units which made the
Indian textiles costlier in Indian markets whenIndian textiles costlier in Indian markets when
compared to the Manchester textiles.compared to the Manchester textiles.

(v)(v) The Civil War in USA forced the British to buyThe Civil War in USA forced the British to buy
more raw cotton from India for their Manchestermore raw cotton from India for their Manchester
textile industries. This created an acute shortagetextile industries. This created an acute shortage
of raw material for the weavers and the Indianof raw material for the weavers and the Indian
handloom industry collapsed.handloom industry collapsed. 1×5=51×5=5

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012)2012)
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TOPIC-2TOPIC-2
Industrialization in BritainIndustrialization in Britain

Quick Review Quick Review 

 In 1900, a popular music publisher E.T. Paull produced a music book that had a picture on the cover page,In 1900, a popular music publisher E.T. Paull produced a music book that had a picture on the cover page,
which shows a goddess like figure bearing the flag of the new century, standing on a wheel with wings towhich shows a goddess like figure bearing the flag of the new century, standing on a wheel with wings to
symbolise time and her flight tis taking symbolise time and her flight tis taking her into the future. Floating about, behind her, are the signs of progress :her into the future. Floating about, behind her, are the signs of progress :
railwayrailway, camera, , camera, machines, printing machines, printing press and factorpress and factoryy..

 The history of The history of industrialization is industrialization is a story a story of development, of development, and the and the modern age is modern age is the time the time of technologicalof technological
developments.developments.

 Before the Before the factories were factories were started in England started in England and Europe, therand Europe, there was a e was a large scale industrialarge scale industrial productionl production
for an international market. This was not based on factories. Many historians now refer to this phase offor an international market. This was not based on factories. Many historians now refer to this phase of
industrialization as proto-industrialization.industrialization as proto-industrialization.

 This proto-industrial systeThis proto-industrial system was m was controlled by controlled by merchants and merchants and the goods the goods were produced were produced by a by a vast number vast number ofof
producers working within their family farms, not in factories.producers working within their family farms, not in factories.

 After tAfter the Industrial he Industrial Revolution, the Revolution, the new machines new machines and steam and steam power were power were used in used in place of place of animal and animal and manualmanual
power for producing the things. power for producing the things. The revolution replaced the cottage industry by factories.The revolution replaced the cottage industry by factories.

 The The earliest earliest factories factories in in England weEngland were re set set up in up in 1730.1730.
 Richard Arkwright Richard Arkwright created the created the cotton mill. The cotton mill. The most dynamic industrmost dynamic industries in Bries in Britain were itain were cotton and cotton and metals.metals.

 Growing at Growing at a rapid a rapid pace, cotton pace, cotton was the was the leading sector leading sector in the in the first phase first phase of industrialisation of industrialisation upto the upto the 1840s.1840s.

 The The industrial industrial workers workers were were known known as as factory factory workers.workers.

 The workeThe worker in r in the mid-nineteethe mid-nineteenth century nth century was a was a traditional crafttraditional craftsperson and sperson and labourerlabourer..

 TTextiles was extiles was a dynamic sectora dynamic sector, but a large , but a large portion of the output portion of the output was produced not within was produced not within factories, but outside,factories, but outside,
within domestic units.within domestic units.

 Before the Before the introduction of introduction of machines in machines in industries, silk industries, silk and cotton and cotton goods from goods from India dominated India dominated the internationalthe international
market in textiles.market in textiles.

 The process of industrialisation was rapid. It is evident due to the following reasons :The process of industrialisation was rapid. It is evident due to the following reasons :

(i) (i) Cotton Cotton was was the the leading leading sector sector in in the the first first phase phase of of industrialization.industrialization.

(ii) (ii) TTextile extile was was a a dynamic dynamic sector.sector.

(iii) (iii) Ordinary Ordinary and and small small innovations innovations were were the the basis basis of of growth growth in in many many non-mechanised non-mechanised sectors sectors such such as as foodfood
processing, building, pottery, glass work, tanning, furniture making, and production of implements.processing, building, pottery, glass work, tanning, furniture making, and production of implements.

(iv) (iv) TTechnological echnological changes changes occurred occurred slowlyslowly. . They They did did not not spread spread dramatically dramatically across across the the industrial industrial landscape.landscape.

 In VictorIn Victorian Britain tian Britain there was here was no shortage no shortage of human labourof human labour. So industrialists . So industrialists had no problem had no problem of labour shortof labour shortageage
or high wage costs.or high wage costs.

 During this peDuring this period, the riod, the upper classes upper classes – the – the aristocrats and aristocrats and the bourgeoisie the bourgeoisie – preferred – preferred things produced things produced byby
hand.hand.

 In countries In countries with labour with labour shortage, industrialists shortage, industrialists were keewere keen on using n on using mechanical power mechanical power so that so that the need the need forfor
human labour can be minimised.human labour can be minimised.

 The abundance The abundance of labour of labour in the in the market market affected taffected the lives he lives of workeof workers.rs.

 Seasonality Seasonality of work of work in many in many industries industries meant prolonged meant prolonged periods wperiods without work.ithout work.

 The fear The fear of unemployment of unemployment made workemade workers hostile rs hostile to the to the introduction of introduction of new technologynew technology..

 When the When the Spinning Jenny Spinning Jenny was introduced was introduced to the to the woollen industrywoollen industry, women , women who survived who survived on hand on hand spinningspinning
 began attacking the new machines. began attacking the new machines.

 Silk and cotton Silk and cotton goods from India goods from India dominated the dominated the international market international market in textiles in textiles much before much before the advent the advent ofof
machine industries.machine industries.

 A variety A variety of Indian merchantof Indian merchants and banks and bankers were ers were involved in involved in the network the network of export of export trade – trade – financing production,financing production,
carrying goods and supplying exporters.carrying goods and supplying exporters.

 By the 1750s, the Indian merchants lost their control on exports and the European companies graduallyBy the 1750s, the Indian merchants lost their control on exports and the European companies gradually
gained power by two ways :gained power by two ways :

(i) By securing a variety of concessions from (i) By securing a variety of concessions from local courts.local courts.

(ii) (ii) Through Through the the monopoly monopoly rights rights to to trade.trade.

 The trading ports The trading ports of Surat and of Surat and Hooghly declined and Hooghly declined and Bombay and Calcutta Bombay and Calcutta emerged as new emerged as new ports whichports which
indicated the growth indicated the growth of colonial poof colonial powerwer..

 In order tIn order to have ro have regular supplies of egular supplies of goods for egoods for export, the xport, the East India CEast India Company first ompany first established political poweestablished political powerr
so that it could assert a monopoly right to trade.so that it could assert a monopoly right to trade.
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 In In order order to to eliminate eliminate the the existing existing traders traders and and brokers brokers connected connected with with the the cloth cloth trade, trade, to to develop develop a a systemsystem
of management and control that would eliminate competition, control costs, and ensure regular supplies ofof management and control that would eliminate competition, control costs, and ensure regular supplies of
cotton and silk goods, the East India Company took two steps–cotton and silk goods, the East India Company took two steps–

(i) (i) They They Appointed Appointed a a paid paid servant servant called called the the gomastha gomastha to to supervise supervise weavers, weavers, collect collect supplies, supplies, and and examineexamine
the quality of cloth.the quality of cloth.

(ii) (ii) It It prevented prevented Company Company weavers weavers from from dealing dealing with with other other buyers buyers by by making making it it compulsory compulsory for for those those whowho
took loans that they had to took loans that they had to handover the cloth they produced to the ghandover the cloth they produced to the gomastha.omastha.

 Due to Due to the development the development of cotton of cotton industries in industries in England, the England, the industrial groups industrial groups worried about worried about the imports the imports fromfrom
the other countries and thus pressurised the gothe other countries and thus pressurised the government to impose import duties on vernment to impose import duties on cotton textiles.cotton textiles.

 The industrialists The industrialists also persuaded also persuaded the East the East India Company India Company to sell to sell British manufactures British manufactures in Indian marin Indian markets askets as
well.well.

 Thus, cotton weavers in India faced two problems at the same time :Thus, cotton weavers in India faced two problems at the same time :

(i) (i) Their Their export export market market collapsed, collapsed, andand

(ii) (ii) The local The local market shrmarket shrank due ank due to Manchester to Manchester imports.imports.

 When Civil When Civil WWar broke ar broke out, cotton supplies out, cotton supplies were cut were cut off from off from US and tUS and thus Britain hus Britain turned towards turned towards India.India.

 The raw The raw cotton exports cotton exports from India increfrom India increased which led ased which led to the inflato the inflation of prices tion of prices which affected which affected the weaversthe weavers

who were starved of supplies and who were starved of supplies and were forced to buy raw cotton at exorbitant prices.were forced to buy raw cotton at exorbitant prices.
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Know the TermsKnow the Terms

 Industrialization :Industrialization : Industrialization is the process by which an economy is transformed from primarilyIndustrialization is the process by which an economy is transformed from primarily
agricultural to one based on the manufacturing of goods.agricultural to one based on the manufacturing of goods.

 Proto-industrialization :Proto-industrialization : Period before or beginning of industrialization. Period before or beginning of industrialization.

 Industrial Revolution :Industrial Revolution : The revolution that replaced the cottage industry  The revolution that replaced the cottage industry by the factories.by the factories.

 Spinning Jenny :Spinning Jenny : This machine was invented by James Hargreaves in 1764. It sped up the spinning processThis machine was invented by James Hargreaves in 1764. It sped up the spinning process
and reduced labour demand.and reduced labour demand.

 Gomasthas :Gomasthas :  They were the paid servants who were appointed by the East India Company to supervise  They were the paid servants who were appointed by the East India Company to supervise
weavers, collect supplies and examine the quality of cloth.weavers, collect supplies and examine the quality of cloth.

Know the DatesKnow the Dates
 1600 :1600 : Establishment of  Establishment of the East India the East India CompanyCompany..

 1730 :1730 : The earliest factories in England came  The earliest factories in England came up.up.

 1764 :1764 : James Hargreaves invented the Spinning Jenny James Hargreaves invented the Spinning Jenny..

 1771 :1771 : Richard Arkwright created the first cotton mill.Richard Arkwright created the first cotton mill.

 1776 :1776 : A.D. Crompton invented ‘Mule’. It was a combination of Spinning Jenny and cotton mill.A.D. Crompton invented ‘Mule’. It was a combination of Spinning Jenny and cotton mill.

 1781 :1781 : James W James Watt patented the Steam Engine.att patented the Steam Engine.

 1781 :1781 : Mathew Boulton manufactured the new model  Mathew Boulton manufactured the new model of the steam engine.of the steam engine.

 1830-1840s :1830-1840s : Dwarkanath TDwarkanath Tagore set up agore set up six joint stock six joint stock companies in Bengal.companies in Bengal.

Know the Link Know the Link 

 www.alamy.com/stock-photo/spinning-jenny.html.www.alamy.com/stock-photo/spinning-jenny.html.

 history-world.org/Industrial Intro.htm.history-world.org/Industrial Intro.htm.

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions (1 (1 mark mark each)each)

AA Q. Q. 1.1. What does What does Industrial Revolution Industrial Revolution refer trefer to ?o ?
  Ans.  Ans. Mass production by factories.Mass production by factories. 11
AA Q. Q. 2.2. Name the first Name the first country to undergo Industrialcountry to undergo Industrial

Revolution.Revolution.
  Ans.  Ans. Britain.Britain. 11
UU Q. Q. 3.3. Which Indian port Which Indian port lost its importance lost its importance duringduring

colonial rule ? Why ?colonial rule ? Why ? (NCERT)(NCERT)
  Ans.  Ans. Surat. The European companies gradually gainedSurat. The European companies gradually gained

power by securing a variety of concessions frompower by securing a variety of concessions from
local counts and acquiring the monopoly rights oflocal counts and acquiring the monopoly rights of
trade.trade. 11

UU Q. Q. 4.4. How was How was the Nationalists the Nationalists message of message of SwadeshiSwadeshi
spread ?spread ?

Ans.Ans. Through advertisements.Through advertisements. 11

UU Q. Q. 5.5. Which ports haWhich ports had trade d trade links with South links with South AsianAsian
ports ?ports ?

Ans.Ans. Masulipatanam, Hoogly and Surat.Masulipatanam, Hoogly and Surat. 11

UU Q. Q. 6.6. Which mechanical Which mechanical device was device was used for used for weavingweaving
with ropes and pullies, which helped to weavewith ropes and pullies, which helped to weave
wide pieces of cloth ?wide pieces of cloth ?

  Ans.  Ans. Fly shuttle.Fly shuttle. 11

AA Q. Q. 7.7. Who produced Who produced a popular a popular music book that music book that hadhad
a picture on the cover page announcing thea picture on the cover page announcing the
Dawn of the Century ?Dawn of the Century ?

  Ans.  Ans. E.T. E.T. Paull.Paull. 11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. What is meaWhat is meant by prnt by proto-industrializoto-industrialization ? Whyation ? Why
was it successful in the countryside in England inwas it successful in the countryside in England in

the 17the 17thth Century ? Century ? [Board T[Board Term-I, 2012 erm-I, 2012 (40), 2011(40), 2011
(580032, 37, 17, 39, 43)](580032, 37, 17, 39, 43)]

OROR

What is proto-industrialization ?What is proto-industrialization ? (NCERT)(NCERT)

 Ans. Ans. Proto-industrialization was the early phase ofProto-industrialization was the early phase of
industrialization in Europe and England whenindustrialization in Europe and England when
there was large scale industrial production forthere was large scale industrial production for
an international market. This was not based onan international market. This was not based on
factories.factories.

It It was was successful successful in in the the countryside countryside in in EnglandEngland
due to the following reasons :due to the following reasons :

(i)(i)  The peasants had been shut out of village  The peasants had been shut out of village
commons due to enclosure movement.commons due to enclosure movement.

  (ii)  (ii) They now looked for They now looked for alternative source alternative source of incomeof income

1+2=31+2=3

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)
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AA Q. Q. 2.2. “In the “In the eighteenth centureighteenth century Europe, y Europe, the peasantsthe peasants
and artisans in the countryside readily agreedand artisans in the countryside readily agreed
to work for the merchants.” Explain any threeto work for the merchants.” Explain any three

reasons.reasons. [DDE-2015-16, Set-M][DDE-2015-16, Set-M]
[Board Term-I, (WQTFXWC), 2014][Board Term-I, (WQTFXWC), 2014]

OROR
In the 17In the 17thth century merchants from towns in Europe century merchants from towns in Europe
 began employing peasants and  began employing peasants and artisans within theartisans within the
villages. Explain.villages. Explain.  (NCERT)  (NCERT)

Ans.Ans. (i)(i)  Many peasants had tiny plots of land which  Many peasants had tiny plots of land which
could not provide work for all members of thecould not provide work for all members of the
household.household.

  (ii)  (ii)  So when merchants came around and offered  So when merchants came around and offered
advances to produce goods for them, peasantadvances to produce goods for them, peasant
households eagerly agreed.households eagerly agreed.

  (iii)  (iii) By working for the By working for the merchants, they could remainmerchants, they could remain
in the countryside and continue to cultivate theirin the countryside and continue to cultivate their
small plots.small plots.

  (iv)  (iv) Income Income from from proto-industrial proto-industrial productionproduction
supplemented their shrinking income fromsupplemented their shrinking income from
cultivation. It also allowed them a fuller use of theircultivation. It also allowed them a fuller use of their
family labour resources.family labour resources. (Any three) 1×3=3(Any three) 1×3=3

AA Q. Q. 3.3.  Explain the role played by advertisements  Explain the role played by advertisements
in creating new consumers for the Britishin creating new consumers for the British
products.products. [Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (X30T4XE), 2014](X30T4XE), 2014]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) Advertisements make products appear desirable Advertisements make products appear desirable
and necessary.and necessary.

  (ii)  (ii) They try to shape the minds of people They try to shape the minds of people and createand create
new needs.new needs.

  (iii)  (iii)  If we look back into history, the very beginning  If we look back into history, the very beginning
of the industrial age, advertisements have playedof the industrial age, advertisements have played
a very vital role in expanding the markets fora very vital role in expanding the markets for
products and in shaping a new consumer culture.products and in shaping a new consumer culture.

1×3=31×3=3

UU Q. Q. 4.4. “The upper classes, “The upper classes, during Victorian period,during Victorian period,
preferred things produced by hands.” Explain.preferred things produced by hands.” Explain.

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (WQ7FXWC), DDE-2014](WQ7FXWC), DDE-2014]
Ans. Ans. The The upper upper classes, classes, during during Victorian Victorian periodperiod

preferred things produced by hands because :preferred things produced by hands because :

(i)(i) They symbolised They symbolised refinement and refinement and classic.classic.

  (ii)  (ii) They werThey were better e better finished.finished.

  (iii)  (iii)  They were individually produced and carefully  They were individually produced and carefully
designed.designed. 1×3=31×3=3

AA Q. Q. 5.5. How did How did the abundance the abundance of labour of labour in the in the marketmarket
affect the lives of worker in Britain during theaffect the lives of worker in Britain during the
1919thth century ? Explain with examples. century ? Explain with examples.

Ans. Ans. Abundance of Abundance of labour in labour in the market the market affectedaffected
the lives of the workers in Britain in followingthe lives of the workers in Britain in following
ways :ways :

(i)(i) The work available in most The work available in most of the industries wereof the industries were
seasonal. So workers had long period withoutseasonal. So workers had long period without
work. Many returned to the countryside. But mostwork. Many returned to the countryside. But most
of them looked for odd jobs.of them looked for odd jobs.

  (ii)  (ii) Most of the workers had to wait Most of the workers had to wait for weeks or morefor weeks or more
to get job. They had to spend nights under bridgesto get job. They had to spend nights under bridges
or in night shelters.or in night shelters.

  (iii)  (iii)  Wages had increased somewhat in the early  Wages had increased somewhat in the early
nineteenth century. When prices rose sharplynineteenth century. When prices rose sharply
during the prolonged Napoleonic war, the realduring the prolonged Napoleonic war, the real
value of what the workers earned fell significantly,value of what the workers earned fell significantly,
since the same wages could nosince the same wages could now buy fewer things.w buy fewer things.

1×3=31×3=3

AA Q. Q. 6.6. Why did technological changes occur Why did technological changes occur slowlyslowly
in Britain in the early nineteenth century ?in Britain in the early nineteenth century ?
Explain any three reasons.Explain any three reasons.

[Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , (59), (59), 2012]2012]
OROR

“T“Technological changes oechnological changes occurred slowly in ccurred slowly in Britain.”Britain.”
Give three reasons for this.Give three reasons for this.

Ans.Ans. (i)(i) New technology was expensive and merchants New technology was expensive and merchants
and industrialists were cautious about using and industrialists were cautious about using it.it.

  (ii)  (ii) The machines often The machines often broke down and broke down and repairs wererepairs were
costly.costly.

  (iii)  (iii)  They were not much effective as compared to  They were not much effective as compared to
cheap labour.cheap labour. 1×3=31×3=3

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012)2012)

RR Q. Q. 7.7. How did tHow did the expansion he expansion of the of the British industriesBritish industries
in India affect in India affect the weavers the weavers ? ? Explain.Explain.

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (6HTQGTF), (6HTQGTF), 2016-17]2016-17]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) Initially the Indian industries did not decline asInitially the Indian industries did not decline as
the British cotton industries had not yet expandedthe British cotton industries had not yet expanded
and Indian fine textiles were in great demand. Soand Indian fine textiles were in great demand. So
the Company was keen on expanding the textilethe Company was keen on expanding the textile
exports from India.exports from India.

(ii)(ii)  Before establishing political power in India the  Before establishing political power in India the
company in Bengal and Carnatic in 1760s andcompany in Bengal and Carnatic in 1760s and
1770s, found it difficult to ensure a regular supply1770s, found it difficult to ensure a regular supply
of goods for export.of goods for export.

(iii)(iii) The Dutch, the The Dutch, the French and the French and the Portuguese as wellPortuguese as well
as local traders competed in the market to secureas local traders competed in the market to secure
woven cloth.woven cloth.

(iv)(iv) So the weaverSo the weavers could bargain and the s could bargain and the try sellingtry selling
the produce to the best buyer.the produce to the best buyer.

(v)(v) Once the COnce the Company established its ompany established its power it couldpower it could
assert a monopoly right to trade. It developed aassert a monopoly right to trade. It developed a
system of management and control that wouldsystem of management and control that would
eliminate the competition, control cost and ensureeliminate the competition, control cost and ensure
regular supplies.regular supplies. (Any (Any three) three) 1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016)2016)

UU Q. Q. 8.8. “In the “In the eighteenth century eighteenth century Europe, the Europe, the peasantspeasants
and artisans in the countryside readily agreedand artisans in the countryside readily agreed
to work for the merchants.” Explain any threeto work for the merchants.” Explain any three

reasons.reasons. [Board Term-I, (NLTM8TU), 2016-17][Board Term-I, (NLTM8TU), 2016-17]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  Cottages and villagers were looking for new  Cottages and villagers were looking for new
alternatives of income.alternatives of income.

(ii)(ii)  Tiny plots of land with the villagers could not  Tiny plots of land with the villagers could not
provide work for all members of the provide work for all members of the family.family.

(iii)(iii)  Advances offered by the merchants made the  Advances offered by the merchants made the
villagers readily agree to produce goods for villagers readily agree to produce goods for them.them.

(iv)(iv) By working fBy working for the meror the merchants, they chants, they could continuecould continue
to remain in the villages and do cultivation also.to remain in the villages and do cultivation also.

(v)(v) It was possible to havIt was possible to have full use of family e full use of family labourlabour
force.force.
(Any (Any three three points points to to be be explained) explained) 1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016)2016)

AA Q. Q. 9.9. Mention any Mention any three restrthree restrictions imposed by ictions imposed by thethe
British Government upon the Indian merchantsBritish Government upon the Indian merchants

in the 19in the 19thth Century ? Century ?
Ans. Restrictions imposed by the British GovernmentAns. Restrictions imposed by the British Government

upon the Indian merchants were :upon the Indian merchants were :
(i)(i)  The colonial control over Indian trade tightened  The colonial control over Indian trade tightened

and space within which Indian merchants couldand space within which Indian merchants could
function became limited.function became limited.
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  (ii)  (ii)  They were barred from trading with Europe in  They were barred from trading with Europe in
manufactured goods.manufactured goods.

  (iii)  (iii)  They had to export mostly raw materials and  They had to export mostly raw materials and
foodgrains.foodgrains.

  (iv)  (iv) They were aThey were also gradually edged out lso gradually edged out of the shippingof the shipping
 business. business. (Any three) 1×3=3(Any three) 1×3=3

UU  Q. 10. Q. 10. Why there Why there was no shortage was no shortage of human labourof human labour
in Victorian Britain in the mid of nineteenthin Victorian Britain in the mid of nineteenth
century? Explain.century? Explain.

  Ans. (i)  Ans. (i) Poor peasants and vagrants moved to cities in Poor peasants and vagrants moved to cities in
large number in search of jobs, waiting for work.large number in search of jobs, waiting for work.

  (ii)  (ii) There was plenty of labour and There was plenty of labour and their wages weretheir wages were
low.low.

  (iii)  (iii) Industrialists had Industrialists had no shortage no shortage of labour.of labour.
  (iv)  (iv) They did not want to They did not want to introduce machines or largeintroduce machines or large

investments.investments. (Any three) 1×3=3(Any three) 1×3=3

AA  Q. 11. Q. 11. Why did women Why did women workers in Brworkers in Britain attack theitain attack the

Spinning Jenny ? Give any three reasons.Spinning Jenny ? Give any three reasons.
Ans. (i)Ans. (i)  The Spinning Jenny speeded up the spinning  The Spinning Jenny speeded up the spinning

process and reduced labour demands.process and reduced labour demands.
  (ii)  (ii)  Many workers were left without any job and  Many workers were left without any job and

 became unemployed. became unemployed.
  (iii)  (iii) By the use of tBy the use of this machine, a single worker couldhis machine, a single worker could

make a number of spindles and spin severalmake a number of spindles and spin several
threads. That is why the women workers attackedthreads. That is why the women workers attacked
Spinning Jenny.Spinning Jenny. 1×3=31×3=3

AA  Q. 12. Q. 12. After After industrial deveindustrial development in lopment in England,England, whatwhat
steps did the British Government take to preventsteps did the British Government take to prevent

competition with the Indian textile ?competition with the Indian textile ?
Ans.Ans. (i)(i) The British Government imposed import duties The British Government imposed import duties

on cotton textiles so that Manchester goods couldon cotton textiles so that Manchester goods could
 be sold in Britain without competition. be sold in Britain without competition.

  (ii)  (ii)  It persuaded the East India Company to sell the  It persuaded the East India Company to sell the
British manufactured goods in Indian market.British manufactured goods in Indian market.

  (iii)  (iii) It increased the It increased the export of Brexport of British cotton goods.itish cotton goods.
  (iv)  (iv) It decreased the It decreased the Indian imports into Indian imports into Britain.Britain.

(Any three) 1×3=3(Any three) 1×3=3

UU  Q. 13. Q. 13. “Although wages increase“Although wages increased somewhat in thed somewhat in the
nineteenth century but they could not nineteenth century but they could not improveimprove
the welfare of the workers.” How do you agreethe welfare of the workers.” How do you agree
with this statement ? Explain any three points.with this statement ? Explain any three points.

[Board [Board TTerm erm I, I, BHTK, BHTK, 2013]2013]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  The average figures hide the variations  The average figures hide the variations
 between  between trades trades and and fluctuations fluctuations from from year year toto
year.year.

  (ii)  (ii) The real The real value of value of workers’ income workers’ income fell significantly,fell significantly,
since the same wages could now buy fewersince the same wages could now buy fewer
things.things.

  (iii)  (iii) The workers did not get The workers did not get employment everyday,employment everyday,
hence the number of days worked determinedhence the number of days worked determined
the average daily income of the workers.the average daily income of the workers.

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2013) 2013) 1×3=31×3=3

AA  Q. 14. Q. 14. Why has the Why has the Surat and Hoogly Surat and Hoogly ports declinedports declined
 by the  by the end of end of 1010thth century ? Explain any three century ? Explain any three
reasons.reasons.

  Ans.  Ans. Surat decline by the end of 18Surat decline by the end of 18thth century. century.

(i)(i) The port of Surat declined mainly The port of Surat declined mainly because of thebecause of the
growing power of the European Companies ingrowing power of the European Companies in
India.India.

(ii)(ii)  These European Companies gradually gained  These European Companies gradually gained
power and started to control sea-trade in India.power and started to control sea-trade in India.

(iii)(iii) They secured a vaThey secured a variety of concessions which theyriety of concessions which they
obtained from local court and by gaining monopolyobtained from local court and by gaining monopoly
rights to trade.rights to trade.

  (iv)  (iv) These companies did not want These companies did not want to use the old portsto use the old ports
of Surat, Masulipatanam, and Hoogly etc.of Surat, Masulipatanam, and Hoogly etc.

(v)(v) Instead they Instead they developed the ports developed the ports of Bombay.of Bombay.

(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

RR  Q. 15. Q. 15.  Describe the contributions of Dwarkanath  Describe the contributions of Dwarkanath
Tagore as an entrepreneur of Bengal.Tagore as an entrepreneur of Bengal.

[Board [Board TTerm-erm-I, I, 2015]2015]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  Dwarkanath Tagore believed that India  Dwarkanath Tagore believed that India
would develop through westernization andwould develop through westernization and
industrialisation.industrialisation.

  (ii)  (ii)  He invested in shipping, ship building, mining,  He invested in shipping, ship building, mining,
 banking, plantations and insurance. banking, plantations and insurance.

  (iii)  (iii)  Dwarkanath Tagore made his fortune in China  Dwarkanath Tagore made his fortune in China
trade before he turned to industrial investment,trade before he turned to industrial investment,
setting up six joint stock companies in the 1830ssetting up six joint stock companies in the 1830s
and 1840s.and 1840s. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1.  What was ‘proto-industrialization’ ? Explain  What was ‘proto-industrialization’ ? Explain
the importance of proto-industrialization.the importance of proto-industrialization.
[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, 2016-17, CB4QHT1][DDE-2015,2016-17, CB4QHT1][DDE-2015,

Set-M] [Board Set-M] [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, 2014 (R9UJGYG),2014 (R9UJGYG),
(WQ7FXWC (NCT-2014)](WQ7FXWC (NCT-2014)]

OROR
AA What is meant by Proto-industrialization ? ExplainWhat is meant by Proto-industrialization ? Explain

any four economic effects of the Proto-industrialany four economic effects of the Proto-industrial
system.system. [Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (60), (60), (40), (40), 2012]2012]

OROR

AA What is meant by Proto-industrialization ? HowWhat is meant by Proto-industrialization ? How

did it affect the rural peasants and did it affect the rural peasants and artisans ?artisans ?

[Board Term-I, (36), 2012][Board Term-I, (36), 2012]

  Ans.  Ans.  Proto-industrialization refers to the system  Proto-industrialization refers to the system
of industries that existed in Europe beforeof industries that existed in Europe before
the arrival of modern machine run factories.the arrival of modern machine run factories.

Large scale industrial production took placeLarge scale industrial production took place

for an international market. It was based in thefor an international market. It was based in the

countryside, not in factories.countryside, not in factories.

Effects Effects ::

(i)(i) Open fields were disappearing aOpen fields were disappearing and commonsnd commons

were being enclosed so common people had nowere being enclosed so common people had no

alternative sources of income.alternative sources of income.

  (ii)  (ii) Many had small Many had small plots of land plots of land which could notwhich could not

provide work for all family members.provide work for all family members.

  (iii)  (iii) Merchants offereMerchants offered them d them advances for advances for which theywhich they

agreed.agreed.

  (iv)  (iv) They got They got a source a source of income of income which supplementedwhich supplemented
their shrinking income from cultivation.their shrinking income from cultivation. 1+4=51+4=5

 (CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015, 2012) (CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015, 2012)
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UU Q. Q. 2.2. Enumerate the Enumerate the features of features of the proto-industrialthe proto-industrial
system.system.

Ans.Ans. (i)(i) It was a decentralised system of production It was a decentralised system of production..

  (ii)  (ii)  Control on production was in the hands of  Control on production was in the hands of
merchants but goods were produced by a vastmerchants but goods were produced by a vast
number of producers working in their family farms.number of producers working in their family farms.

  (iii)  (iii) Whole family was Whole family was involved in such a involved in such a system.system.
  (iv)  (iv) Each merchant Each merchant was controlling was controlling hundreds ofhundreds of

workers.workers.

(v)(v)  By working for their merchants, workers could  By working for their merchants, workers could
remain in the countryside and continue to cultivateremain in the countryside and continue to cultivate
their small plots.their small plots. 1×5=51×5=5

AA Q. Q. 3.3. Explain, from Explain, from where did where did the workers the workers come andcome and
how did they get job in Industries in the earlyhow did they get job in Industries in the early
twentieth century ?twentieth century ?

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  As the news of employment spread, workers  As the news of employment spread, workers
travelled great distances in the hope of work in thetravelled great distances in the hope of work in the
mills. For instance, from the United Provinces, theymills. For instance, from the United Provinces, they
went to work in the textile mills of Bombay and inwent to work in the textile mills of Bombay and in
the jute mills of Calcutta.the jute mills of Calcutta.

  (ii)  (ii)  Getting job was always difficult, even when  Getting job was always difficult, even when
mills multiplied and the demand for the workersmills multiplied and the demand for the workers
increased. The numbers seeking work were alwaysincreased. The numbers seeking work were always
more than the job available.more than the job available.

  (iii)  (iii) Entry into the mills was Entry into the mills was also restricted. The actualalso restricted. The actual
possibility of getting a job depended on existingpossibility of getting a job depended on existing
networks of friendship and personal relations.networks of friendship and personal relations.

  (iv)  (iv) Industrialists employed jobberIndustrialists employed jobbers to get s to get new recruits.new recruits.
Very often the jobber was an old and trustedVery often the jobber was an old and trusted
worker. He got people from his village, ensuredworker. He got people from his village, ensured
them job, helped them settle in the city andthem job, helped them settle in the city and
provided them with money in times of crisis.provided them with money in times of crisis.

(v)(v) The jobber became a The jobber became a person with some authorityperson with some authority
and power. He began demanding money and giftand power. He began demanding money and gift
for his favour and controlling for his favour and controlling the lives of workers.the lives of workers.

1×5=51×5=5

AA Q. Q. 4.4.  Explain the process of industrialization in  Explain the process of industrialization in
Britain during the nineteenth century.Britain during the nineteenth century.

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (X30T4XE), 2014](X30T4XE), 2014]

OROR

AA What were the principal features of industrializa-What were the principal features of industrializa-
tion process of England in the 19tion process of England in the 19thth century ? century ?

Ans.Ans. (i)(i) Cotton industry grew rapidly followed by iron Cotton industry grew rapidly followed by iron
and steel industry.and steel industry.

  (ii)  (ii) Introduction of Introduction of railways added railways added to industrialto industrial
growth.growth.

  (iii)  (iii) New factories New factories could not could not displace traditionaldisplace traditional
industries.industries.

  (iv)  (iv) Industries tried to Industries tried to improve their speed improve their speed and qualityand quality
of production.of production.

(v)(v) Implementation of technology Implementation of technology happened at a happened at a slowslow
rate.rate. 1×5=51×5=5

AA Q. Q. 5.5. How did How did the Industrial the Industrial Revolution in Revolution in EnglandEngland
affect Indian economy ?affect Indian economy ?

Ans. Effects of Industrial Revolution in England onAns. Effects of Industrial Revolution in England on
Indian Economy :Indian Economy :

(i)(i) Before the IndustrBefore the Industrial Revolution, India was ial Revolution, India was a majora major
producer of cotton and indigo, spices but afterproducer of cotton and indigo, spices but after
revolution it suffered a set back.revolution it suffered a set back.

  (ii)  (ii) Industrial Revolution Industrial Revolution enabled England enabled England to produceto produce
more and more goods at cheaper rates. So theymore and more goods at cheaper rates. So they
chose India as a vast market.chose India as a vast market.

  (iii)  (iii) The Industrial The Industrial Revolution threw Revolution threw the Indian the Indian artisansartisans
and handicrafts out of jobs.and handicrafts out of jobs.

  (iv)  (iv) Heavy duties Heavy duties were imposed were imposed on Indian goods.on Indian goods.

1¼×4=51¼×4=5

UU Q. Q. 6.6. Why were the Why were the British industrialist not keeBritish industrialist not keen ton to

introduce modern machinery in the nineteenthintroduce modern machinery in the nineteenth
century ? Explain any five reasons.century ? Explain any five reasons.

[Board [Board TTerm-erm-I, I, (6HTQGTF) (6HTQGTF) 2016-17]2016-17]

 Ans. Ans. (i)(i) Seasonal demand of laboures in industries Seasonal demand of laboures in industries
(ii)(ii) Range of Range of products could products could be produced be produced only withonly with

hand loomshand looms
(iii)(iii)  For certain products only human skill was  For certain products only human skill was

required.required.

(iv)(iv) Upper class Upper class society prsociety preferred eferred things produced things produced byby
hands.hands.

(v)(v) Handmade products symbolised Handmade products symbolised refinement ofrefinement of
class.class. (CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016)2016)

UU Q. Q. 7.7.  Describe any five major problems faced by  Describe any five major problems faced by
new European merchants in setting up theirnew European merchants in setting up their
industries in towns before the industrialindustries in towns before the industrial

revolution.revolution.

[Board Term-I, (33), 2012][Board Term-I, (33), 2012]

 Ans. Ans. (i)(i)  Due to the expansion of world trade, the  Due to the expansion of world trade, the
merchants wanted to expand their production.merchants wanted to expand their production.
But trade and craft guilds were very powerful.But trade and craft guilds were very powerful.

  (ii)  (ii)  They could create money problems for the  They could create money problems for the
merchants in their town.merchants in their town.

  (iii)  (iii)  Rulers had granted different guilds and the  Rulers had granted different guilds and the
monopoly rights to produce and trade in specificmonopoly rights to produce and trade in specific
products. So merchants were handicapped inproducts. So merchants were handicapped in
towns.towns.

  (iv)  (iv) Guilds Guilds regulated regulated competition competition and and prices.prices.

(v)(v) In the countryside, peaIn the countryside, peasants and artisans wersants and artisans weree
available for work.available for work. 1×5=51×5=5

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012)2012)

UU Q. Q. 8.8. Why did Why did London city London city dwellers becomedwellers become

rebellious during 19rebellious during 19thth century. century.

[Board T[Board Term-I, Set-6AP67LB, erm-I, Set-6AP67LB, 2015]2015]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) The vast mass of one room  The vast mass of one room houses occupied byhouses occupied by
the poor were seen as a serious threat to publicthe poor were seen as a serious threat to public
health.health.

  (ii)  (ii)  Cities were overcrowded, badly ventilated, and  Cities were overcrowded, badly ventilated, and
lacked sanitation.lacked sanitation.

  (iii)  (iii) There were worrThere were worries about fire hazards cries about fire hazards created byeated by
poor housing.poor housing.

  (iv)  (iv) There was a widesprThere was a widespread fear of social disorder,ead fear of social disorder,
especially after the Russian Revolution in 1917.especially after the Russian Revolution in 1917.

(v)(v)  Worker's mass housing schemes were planned  Worker's mass housing schemes were planned
to prevent the London’s poor from turningto prevent the London’s poor from turning
rebellious.rebellious. 1×5=51×5=5

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015)2015)
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AA Q. Q. 9.9. “Getting a job “Getting a job in factories was in factories was always difficultalways difficult
in the 19in the 19thth  century.” Justify the statement  century.” Justify the statement

comparing the case of England and India.comparing the case of England and India.

[Board Term-I, (34), 2012][Board Term-I, (34), 2012]

 Ans.  Ans. (i) England (i) England :: The actual possibility of getting a job The actual possibility of getting a job
depended on existing network of friendship anddepended on existing network of friendship and
kin relationship. A person was more likely to getkin relationship. A person was more likely to get
a job if he had a friend a job if he had a friend or a relative working in theor a relative working in the
factory. Many who did not have connections hadfactory. Many who did not have connections had
to wait for weeks spending nights under bridgesto wait for weeks spending nights under bridges
or in the night shelters.or in the night shelters.

(ii) (ii) India India ::  In India, the number of job seekers was  In India, the number of job seekers was
always more than the jobs available. Industrialistsalways more than the jobs available. Industrialists
usually employed jobbers, who usually were oldusually employed jobbers, who usually were old
and trusted workers to get new recruits.and trusted workers to get new recruits.

The jobber got people from his village, ensuredThe jobber got people from his village, ensured
them job and helped them settle in the city.them job and helped them settle in the city.
 Jobbers  Jobbers eventually began eventually began demanding demanding money money forfor
the favours they showed and controlled the livesthe favours they showed and controlled the lives
of workers.of workers. 2½×2½=52½×2½=5

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)

UU  Q. 10. Q. 10. Why wWhy were Victoriaere Victorian industrialists n industrialists not interestnot interesteded
to introduce mechanism in England ? Give anyto introduce mechanism in England ? Give any
four reasons.four reasons.

OROR

UU Why did some industrialists in the 19Why did some industrialists in the 19thth  century  century
Europe prefer hand labour over machines ?Europe prefer hand labour over machines ?
Explain.Explain.  [NCERT]  [NCERT]

OROR

UU Why could mechanical technology not replaceWhy could mechanical technology not replace
human labour in Victorian Britain ? Explain.human labour in Victorian Britain ? Explain.

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, DDE-Set DDE-Set M, M, 2015]2015]

Ans.Ans.(i)(i) In Victorian Britain, there was no shortage ofIn Victorian Britain, there was no shortage of
human labour, so industrialists had no problem ofhuman labour, so industrialists had no problem of
labour shortage or high wage costs. They did notlabour shortage or high wage costs. They did not
want to introduce machines that got rid of humanwant to introduce machines that got rid of human
labour and required large capital investment.labour and required large capital investment.

  (ii)  (ii)  In many industries the demand for labour was  In many industries the demand for labour was
seasonal. Gas works and seasonal. Gas works and breweries were especiallybreweries were especially
 busy  busy through through the the cold cold months. months. So So they they neededneeded
more workers to meet their peak demand. Bookmore workers to meet their peak demand. Book
 binders  binders and and printers, printers, catering catering to to X-mas X-mas demand,demand,
too needed extra hands before December.too needed extra hands before December.

  (iii)  (iii) A range of products could be A range of products could be produced only withproduced only with
hand labour. Machines were oriented to producehand labour. Machines were oriented to produce
uniform standardised goods for a mass market. Butuniform standardised goods for a mass market. But
the demand in the market was often for goods withthe demand in the market was often for goods with
intricate designs and specific shapes.intricate designs and specific shapes.

  (iv)  (iv)  The aristocrats and bourgeoisie preferred things  The aristocrats and bourgeoisie preferred things
produced by hand in Victorian Britain. Hand-madeproduced by hand in Victorian Britain. Hand-made
products came to symbolise refinement and class.products came to symbolise refinement and class.

(v)(v) Hand-made Hand-made products products were were better better finished,finished,
individually produced and carefully designed.individually produced and carefully designed.

1×5=51×5=5

RR  Q. 11. Q. 11. Describe the life of Describe the life of the workers in Victorianthe workers in Victorian

Britain.Britain. [Board Term-I, (50), 2012][Board Term-I, (50), 2012]
  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) Labour was in abundance.Labour was in abundance.
  (ii)  (ii) Job opportunities Job opportunities were fwere few.ew.
  (iii)  (iii) Job seekers who came frJob seekers who came from villages had to spendom villages had to spend

the night under bridges or in night shelters andthe night under bridges or in night shelters and
they had no place to stay in they had no place to stay in the city.the city.

  (iv)  (iv) Much of the work wMuch of the work was seasonal in nature as seasonal in nature such assuch as
 book binding. book binding.

(v)(v) Wages were low and Wages were low and life was difficult when priceslife was difficult when prices
of goods in the city rose sharply.of goods in the city rose sharply.

  (vi)  (vi) Workers had to Workers had to look for odd jobs wlook for odd jobs when they couldhen they could
not find proper employment in factories.not find proper employment in factories.

(Any five) 1×5=5(Any five) 1×5=5
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(a) (a) Development Development of of modern modern cities cities due due to to Industrialization Industrialization in in London London and and Bombay.Bombay.
(b) (b) Housing Housing and and Land Land Reclamation.Reclamation.
(c) (c) Social Social Changes Changes in in the the cities.cities.
(d) (d) Cities Cities and and the the challenges challenges faced faced by by the the environment.environment.

TOPIC-1TOPIC-1
London in the 19London in the 19thth and 20 and 20thth Century  Century 

Quick Review Quick Review 
 Towns and cities that first appeared along river valleys, such asTowns and cities that first appeared along river valleys, such as

Ur, Nippur and Mohenjodaro, were larger in scale than otherUr, Nippur and Mohenjodaro, were larger in scale than other
human settlements, later cities developed when they couldhuman settlements, later cities developed when they could
support a wide rannge of the non-food producers.support a wide rannge of the non-food producers.

 Cities Cities with with dense population dense population called mecalled metropolises, vatropolises, vary greatry greatlyly
in size and complexity, which combine political and economicin size and complexity, which combine political and economic
functions for an entire region and support very large populations.functions for an entire region and support very large populations.

 With With the advent the advent of industries, of industries, Industrialisation changed Industrialisation changed thethe
form of urbanisation in the modern period by attracting largeform of urbanisation in the modern period by attracting large
number of rural populations in number of rural populations in the cities to work in the the cities to work in the textile factories.textile factories.

 In Britain, Leeds In Britain, Leeds and Manchester and Manchester were the fwere the first modern cities since irst modern cities since it attracted it attracted large numbers of large numbers of migrants tomigrants to
the textile mills set up in the late 18the textile mills set up in the late 18 thth Century. Century.

 By 1750, one By 1750, one out of every nine out of every nine people of England and Wpeople of England and Wales lived in London. It ales lived in London. It was a colossal city was a colossal city with awith a
population of about 675,000 and continued population of about 675,000 and continued to expand.to expand.

 The city of The city of London in the 1London in the 19th century was 9th century was considered a city considered a city of clerks and of clerks and shopkeepers, of small shopkeepers, of small masters andmasters and
skilled artisans, of a growing number of semi-skilled and sweated out workers, of soldiers and servants, ofskilled artisans, of a growing number of semi-skilled and sweated out workers, of soldiers and servants, of
casual labourers, street sellers, and beggars.casual labourers, street sellers, and beggars.

 During the During the First WFirst World World War (1914ar (1914-18) London -18) London began manufacturing began manufacturing cars and cars and electrical goods.electrical goods.

 As London grewAs London grew, crime became , crime became a big concern. There a big concern. There were the were the cheats and trickstercheats and tricksters, pickpockets and s, pickpockets and pettypetty
thieves crowding the streets of London.thieves crowding the streets of London.

 InitiallyInitially, in the late 18th century and early 1, in the late 18th century and early 19th century9th century, women were employed in factories but with, women were employed in factories but with
technological developments, women lost their industrial jobs and got confided to their household chores.technological developments, women lost their industrial jobs and got confided to their household chores.

 Often the Often the parents pushed parents pushed their children their children into low-paid into low-paid work. Andrew work. Andrew Mearns, a clerMearns, a clergyman who wrgyman who wrote– ‘Theote– ‘The
Bitter Cry of Outcast in the 1880s, showed why crime was more profitable than labouring in small underpaidBitter Cry of Outcast in the 1880s, showed why crime was more profitable than labouring in small underpaid
factories.factories.

 After the After the Industrial Revolution, large Industrial Revolution, large number of factories number of factories was established but was established but the factory owners the factory owners did notdid not
provide any housing facility to the provide any housing facility to the migrant workers and thus, they were put up in migrant workers and thus, they were put up in tenements.tenements.

 Gradually poverty Gradually poverty grew in the grew in the cities due to cities due to lack of proper lack of proper housing, sanitation, ventilation, housing, sanitation, ventilation, overcrowdedovercrowded
population, etc. which became a major concern for the elite groups.population, etc. which became a major concern for the elite groups.

 TTo keep o keep London clean, attempts London clean, attempts were made were made to decongest localities, to decongest localities, green the green the open spaces, reduce open spaces, reduce pollutionpollution
and landscape the and landscape the citycity..

 The London The London underground railway underground railway partially solved partially solved the housing the housing crisis by crisis by carrying large carrying large masses of masses of people to people to andand
from the city.from the city.

TOPIC - 1TOPIC - 1

London in the 19London in the 19thth and 20 and 20thth Century Century
........ P. 90P. 90

TOPIC - 2TOPIC - 2

Bombay in the 19Bombay in the 19thth and 20 and 20thth Century Century
........ P. 97P. 97
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 The The very very first first section section of of the the underground underground train train in in the the world world opened opened on on 10 10 January January 1863 1863 between between PaddingtonPaddington
and Farrington Street in London.and Farrington Street in London.

 Initially people were Initially people were afraid of traveafraid of travelling in the underground lling in the underground train and those who train and those who travelled shared travelled shared theirtheir
experience as ‘near dead of asphyxiation and experience as ‘near dead of asphyxiation and heat’.heat’.

 Due to this Due to this arrangement, the arrangement, the population in the population in the city became city became more dispersed. Bmore dispersed. Better-planned etter-planned suburbs and asuburbs and a
good railway network enabled large numbers to good railway network enabled large numbers to live outside central London and travel to live outside central London and travel to work.work.

 The city The city encouraged a new encouraged a new spirit of individualism spirit of individualism among both men among both men and women, and and women, and a freedom fra freedom from theom the
collective values that were a feature of the smaller rural cocollective values that were a feature of the smaller rural communities.mmunities.

 By the By the twentieth centurytwentieth century, the , the urban family urban family had been had been transformed into transformed into smaller units.smaller units.

 Gradually fGradually for the or the wealthy Bwealthy Britishers, therritishers, there had e had been annual been annual ‘London Season’.‘London Season’.

 Several culturaSeveral cultural events, l events, such as such as the opera, the opera, the theatre the theatre and classical and classical music performances were music performances were organised.organised.

 For the For the working class, large-scale working class, large-scale entertainment came entertainment came into being, they into being, they met in pubs met in pubs to have a to have a drink, exchangedrink, exchange
news and sometimes also organize for political actions. Libraries, art galleries and museums were establishednews and sometimes also organize for political actions. Libraries, art galleries and museums were established
to provide people with a sense oto provide people with a sense of history and pride in f history and pride in the achievements of the British.the achievements of the British.

 In 1887, tIn 1887, the poor people he poor people of London broke of London broke into a riot, into a riot, demanding relief frdemanding relief from the terrible om the terrible conditions of povertyconditions of poverty..
The police brutally suppressed the demonstration which came to be known as the Bloody Sunday of NovemberThe police brutally suppressed the demonstration which came to be known as the Bloody Sunday of November
1887.1887.

 In 1889, thousands In 1889, thousands of London’s dockworkers wof London’s dockworkers went on strike ent on strike and marched through tand marched through the cityhe city. The 12 . The 12 day strikeday strike
was called to gain recognition for the dockworkers’ union.was called to gain recognition for the dockworkers’ union.

 Due to all tDue to all these demands and sthese demands and strikes by trikes by the people, politics was he people, politics was given way in given way in the citythe city..

FlowchartFlowchart

Industrialisation changed the form of Urbanisation in the modern periodIndustrialisation changed the form of Urbanisation in the modern period

Leeds and Manchester were the first modern cities in BritainLeeds and Manchester were the first modern cities in Britain

By 1750, one out of every nine people of England and Wales lived in LondonBy 1750, one out of every nine people of England and Wales lived in London

The London underground railway partially The London underground railway partially solved the housing crisissolved the housing crisis

The city encouraged a new spirit of individualismThe city encouraged a new spirit of individualism

The urban family transformed consisted of much smaller unitsThe urban family transformed consisted of much smaller units

Know the TermsKnow the Terms
 Urbanization :Urbanization : The process of development of a city or a town.The process of development of a city or a town.

 Individualism :Individualism : A theory that promotes the welfare of a A theory that promotes the welfare of a person rather than the society.person rather than the society.

 Metropolis :Metropolis : It means the capital or chief city of a country or region.It means the capital or chief city of a country or region.

 Tenements :Tenements : Cheap, usually unsafe one-room accommodation Cheap, usually unsafe one-room accommodation for migrant workers.for migrant workers.

 Asphyxiation :Asphyxiation : Suffocation due to lack of oxygen supplySuffocation due to lack of oxygen supply

 Temperance Movement :Temperance Movement : A social reform movement led by middle-class people. It emerged in Britain andA social reform movement led by middle-class people. It emerged in Britain and

America from the 19America from the 19thth century onwards. century onwards.

Know the DatesKnow the Dates
 1880 :1880 : Population of London was 4 million.Population of London was 4 million.

 1880 :1880 : The underground train The underground train service was expanded completely.service was expanded completely.

 1887 :1887 : 1313thth November November, 1887 a riot occurred in , 1887 a riot occurred in London, which is known London, which is known as the ‘Bloody Sundayas the ‘Bloody Sunday’.’.

 1889 :1889 : Dockworkers strike. Dockworkers strike.
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Know the LinksKnow the Links
 www.youtube.com/watch?v=KlNzeoyAokEwww.youtube.com/watch?v=KlNzeoyAokE

  https://www.q-files.com/.../life-in-18th-century-britain  https://www.q-files.com/.../life-in-18th-century-britain

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1.  Name any one film made by Dada Saheb  Name any one film made by Dada Saheb
Phalke.Phalke.

  Ans.  Ans. Raja Harishchandra.Raja Harishchandra. 11

AA Q. Q. 2.2. Name any Name any two Presidencies two Presidencies in British in British India.India.
  Ans.  Ans. BombayBombay, Bengal and , Bengal and Madras.Madras. (Any two) 1(Any two) 1

UU Q. Q. 3.3.  The very first section of the underground  The very first section of the underground
railways in the world was opened betweenrailways in the world was opened between
which two places ?which two places ?

  Ans.  Ans. Paddington and Farrington street in London.Paddington and Farrington street in London. 11

UU Q. Q. 4.4. How did How did the East the East India Company India Company get possessionget possession
of Bombay ?of Bombay ?

  Ans.  Ans. The Portuguese government gifted it to Britain’sThe Portuguese government gifted it to Britain’s
King Charles-II on the occasion of his marriage toKing Charles-II on the occasion of his marriage to
the Portuguese.the Portuguese. 11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

RR Q. Q. 1.1. What is What is meant by meant by tenement tenement ??

[Board, T[Board, Term-I, erm-I, BHTK, 2013]BHTK, 2013]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i)  A tenement is run-down and often over  A tenement is run-down and often over
crowded apartment house especially in a poorcrowded apartment house especially in a poor
section of large city.section of large city.

  (ii)  (ii)  In the 19  In the 19thth  century, more and more people  century, more and more people
 began  began crowding crowding into into American American cities cities includingincluding
thousands of newly arrived immigrants seekingthousands of newly arrived immigrants seeking
a better life. The population got doubled everya better life. The population got doubled every
decade from 1800 to 1880 in New York city. Thisdecade from 1800 to 1880 in New York city. This
led to the division of single family dwellingsled to the division of single family dwellings
into multiple living spaces to accommodate theinto multiple living spaces to accommodate the
growing population.growing population.

  (iii)  (iii) These narrow low-rise These narrow low-rise apartment buildings alsoapartment buildings also
known as tenements were too often cramped,known as tenements were too often cramped,
poorly built and lacked indoor plumbing andpoorly built and lacked indoor plumbing and
proper ventilation.proper ventilation.

  (iv)  (iv) A full two-third A full two-third of the Neof the New York city w York city populationpopulation
was living in the tenement in 1900.was living in the tenement in 1900. (Any three)(Any three)

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013) 1×3=3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013) 1×3=3

UU Q. Q. 2.2.  Who are Philanthropists ? Explain any two  Who are Philanthropists ? Explain any two
steps taken to control crime in London in thesteps taken to control crime in London in the

1870s.1870s. [Board Term-I, (37), 2012][Board Term-I, (37), 2012]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) The group of the people who work for social The group of the people who work for social

upliftment and charity, donating time and moneyupliftment and charity, donating time and money
for the purpose are called philanthropists.for the purpose are called philanthropists.

  (ii)  (ii) Steps taken to control crime were :Steps taken to control crime were :

(i) The authorities imposed high penalties for(i) The authorities imposed high penalties for
crime.crime.

(ii) (ii) They offered work to the deserving poor.They offered work to the deserving poor.

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012) 2012) 1+2=31+2=3

AA Q. Q. 3.3. Why did Why did people of people of London call undergroundLondon call underground
railway railway ‘the iron ‘the iron monster’. monster’. Give Give any thrany threeee
reasons.reasons. [Board Term-I, (OEQL2HT), 2016-17][Board Term-I, (OEQL2HT), 2016-17]

  Ans. (i)  Ans. (i)  Underground railway was considered a  Underground railway was considered a

menace to health.menace to health.

(ii)(ii)  The massive destruction was also made in the  The massive destruction was also made in the
process of construction of underground process of construction of underground railway.railway.

(iii)(iii)  Houses were knocked down, streets broken  Houses were knocked down, streets broken
through and stopped.through and stopped.

  (iv)  (iv) Deep pits and Deep pits and trenches dug in trenches dug in the ground.the ground.

(v)(v)  It also led to a massive displacement of the  It also led to a massive displacement of the
London poor.London poor. (Any three)(Any three)

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016)2016)

AA Q. Q. 4.4. Highlight any three attempts taken byHighlight any three attempts taken by
Londoners to decongest localities during theLondoners to decongest localities during the
First World War.First World War.

[Board, T[Board, Term-I, (CB4QHT1), erm-I, (CB4QHT1), 2016-17]2016-17]

  Ans. (i)  Ans. (i) Green the Green the open spaces, reduced pollution open spaces, reduced pollution andand
landscape the city.landscape the city.

(ii)(ii) Large blocks of apartments weLarge blocks of apartments were built in the cityre built in the city
like Berlin and New York which had the similarlike Berlin and New York which had the similar
housing problems.housing problems.

(iii)(iii)  Rent control was introduced in Britain during  Rent control was introduced in Britain during
the 1the 1stst World War to ease the impact of a severe World War to ease the impact of a severe
housing shortage.housing shortage. (CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016)

UU Q. Q. 5.5. Why was London Why was London called the ‘city called the ‘city of magnet’?of magnet’?
Give three reasons.Give three reasons.

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (CB4QHT1), 2016-17](CB4QHT1), 2016-17]

  Ans. (i)  Ans. (i) The city The city of London of London was a was a magnet for magnet for thethe
migrant populations due to the job opportunitiesmigrant populations due to the job opportunities
provided by its dockyards and industries.provided by its dockyards and industries.

(ii)(ii) The population of The population of London kept London kept expandingexpanding
through the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.through the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.

(iii)(iii)  During the First World War, London began  During the First World War, London began
manufacturing motor cars and electrical goods.manufacturing motor cars and electrical goods.

(iv)(iv)  This increased the number of large factories,  This increased the number of large factories,
which in turn increased the number of peoplewhich in turn increased the number of people
coming to the city in search of work.coming to the city in search of work. (Any three)(Any three)

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016) 2016) 1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33

AA Q. Q. 6.6. How did London become a powerful magnetHow did London become a powerful magnet
for the migrant population ? Explain.for the migrant population ? Explain.

[Board Term-I, (46) 2012][Board Term-I, (46) 2012]

  Ans. (i)  Ans. (i)  London became a powerful magnet for  London became a powerful magnet for
migrant population since it offered employmentmigrant population since it offered employment
opportunities.opportunities.

  (ii)  (ii)  London dockyard housed a large number of  London dockyard housed a large number of
porters, traders and people in the shipping porters, traders and people in the shipping line.line.
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  (iii)  (iii) Major industrieMajor industries such s such as clothing, as clothing, footwear, footwear, metal,metal,
engineering, etc., attracted labour from outside.engineering, etc., attracted labour from outside.

  (iv)  (iv) Being capital Being capital city also, city also, it attrit attracted people.acted people.

(Any three) 1×3=3(Any three) 1×3=3
(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)

UU Q. Q. 7.7. How did the How did the London Underground RailwayLondon Underground Railwayss
eventually become a huge success ? Explain.eventually become a huge success ? Explain.

[Board Term-I, (82), 2012][Board Term-I, (82), 2012]

Ans. Ans. Underground London Railway became a hugeUnderground London Railway became a huge
success due to following reasons :success due to following reasons :

(i)(i) By 1880, the expanded train seBy 1880, the expanded train service carried 40rvice carried 40
million passengers a year.million passengers a year.

  (ii)  (ii) Population in Population in the city the city became disperbecame dispersed.sed.
  (iii)  (iii) Planned suburbs and a Planned suburbs and a good railway networkgood railway network

enabled large number of people to live outsideenabled large number of people to live outside
Central London.Central London. 1×3=31×3=3

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012)2012)

UU Q. Q. 8.8. When was When was the London Underthe London Underground Railwayground Railway
started ? How did it help to solve the housingstarted ? How did it help to solve the housing
problem ?problem ?

Ans. (i)Ans. (i)  The very first section of the Underground  The very first section of the Underground
Railway in London started on 10Railway in London started on 10thth January, 1863. January, 1863.

(ii) (ii) It helped It helped to solve to solve the housing the housing problem in problem in thethe
following ways :following ways :

(a)(a) The population in the The population in the city became more city became more dispersed.dispersed.

(b)(b) Better planned Better planned suburbs were suburbs were developed.developed.

(c)(c) A good railway network A good railway network enabled large number enabled large number ofof
people to live outside Central London and people to live outside Central London and travel totravel to
work.work. (Any two) 1+2=3(Any two) 1+2=3

AA Q. Q. 9.9. Highlight any Highlight any three changes three changes that took place that took place inin
London between the two World Wars.London between the two World Wars.

[Board [Board TTerm-erm-I, I, 6HTQGTF, 6HTQGTF, 2016-17]2016-17]

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set-C5JWEVD, Set-C5JWEVD, 2015]2015]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) Between the  Between the two World Wtwo World Wars the responsibilityars the responsibility
for housing the working classes was accepted byfor housing the working classes was accepted by
the British state.the British state.

(ii)(ii) A million of A million of single family single family cottages were cottages were built bybuilt by
local authorities.local authorities.

  (iii)  (iii) The city had The city had extended beyond extended beyond the range wthe range wherehere
people could walk to work.people could walk to work.

  (iv)  (iv) New forms New forms of mass of mass transports wetransports were introduced.re introduced.
(Any (Any three) three) 1×3=31×3=3

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016)2016)

AA  Q. 10. Q. 10. Explain any Explain any three historical three historical processes that processes that havehave
shaped London in decisive ways.shaped London in decisive ways.

[Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , 2015]2015]

Ans. Ans. The The three three historical historical processes processes have have shapedshaped
modern cities namely :modern cities namely :

  (i)  (i) Rise of industrial capitalism,Rise of industrial capitalism,

(ii)(ii) The establishment of colonial rule over large partsThe establishment of colonial rule over large parts
of the world.of the world.

  (iii)  (iii) Development of democratic ideals.Development of democratic ideals. 1× 3 = 31× 3 = 3

AA  Q. 11. Q. 11. How was the family life How was the family life transformed in thetransformed in the

industrial city during the 18industrial city during the 18thth century ? century ?

[Board Term-I, DDE-2014][Board Term-I, DDE-2014]

  Ans.  Ans. ‘Family’ as an institution underwent a social‘Family’ as an institution underwent a social
change due to industrialization.change due to industrialization.

(i)(i) Ties between Ties between members of members of households households werewere
loosened and the institution of marriage tended toloosened and the institution of marriage tended to
 break down among the working class families. break down among the working class families.

  (ii)  (ii) Women lost Women lost their jobs their jobs due to due to machines.machines.

  (iii)  (iii) Rich upper class women lived easieRich upper class women lived easier lives as theyr lives as they
were served by domestic maids who made theirwere served by domestic maids who made their
work easier.work easier. 1×3=31×3=3

AA  Q. 12. Q. 12. What was tWhat was the impact of he impact of industrialization andindustrialization and
urbanization on the family life in Britain in theurbanization on the family life in Britain in the

nineteenth century ?nineteenth century ?

Ans.Ans. (i)(i) Women gradually lost their industrial jobs andWomen gradually lost their industrial jobs and
were forced to work within households.were forced to work within households.

  (ii)  (ii)  Through the activities of tailoring, washing or  Through the activities of tailoring, washing or
match-box making they could increase theirmatch-box making they could increase their
income.income.

  (iii)  (iii)  Large number of children were pushed into low  Large number of children were pushed into low
paid work.paid work. 1×3=31×3=3

UU  Q. 13. Q. 13.  Explain any three measures taken in order  Explain any three measures taken in order
to resolve the environmental problem into resolve the environmental problem in
London.London. [Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, Set-C5JWEVD, 2015]Set-C5JWEVD, 2015]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i)  Shopkeepers, homeowners and others  Shopkeepers, homeowners and others
complained about the black for that descendedcomplained about the black for that descended
on their towns causing bad tempers, smoke-on their towns causing bad tempers, smoke-
related illness and dirty clothes.related illness and dirty clothes.

(ii)(ii) By the 1840s By the 1840s towns such as Derby, Leeds atowns such as Derby, Leeds andnd
Manchester had laws to :Manchester had laws to :

  (iii)  (iii) Control Control smoke smoke in in the the city.city.

  (iv)  (iv) Smoke Abatement Acts of 1847 Smoke Abatement Acts of 1847 and 1853 wereand 1853 were
important measures taken in order to resolve theimportant measures taken in order to resolve the
problem, but the factory workers rarely followedproblem, but the factory workers rarely followed
rules sincerely and the problem continued.rules sincerely and the problem continued.

(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012)2012)

U+AU+A Q. 14.Q. 14. State any State any three steps three steps taken to taken to clean upclean up
London.London. [Board Term-I, DDE-2014][Board Term-I, DDE-2014]

OROR

Describe various steps which were taken to cleanDescribe various steps which were taken to clean
up London.up London.[Board T[Board Term-I, (38, erm-I, (38, 52), KVS-2014, 2012,52), KVS-2014, 2012,

(5800, 13, 17, 28, 44), 2011, (B2), (5800, 13, 17, 28, 44), 2011, (B2), 2010]2010]

  Ans.  Ans. The steps taken to clean up London were :The steps taken to clean up London were :

(i)(i) Attempts were Attempts were made to made to decongest localities, decongest localities, greengreen
the open spaces, reduce pollution and landscapethe open spaces, reduce pollution and landscape
the city.the city.

  (ii)  (ii) Large blocks of apartments werLarge blocks of apartments were built like thosee built like those
in Berlin and New York.in Berlin and New York.

  (iii)  (iii) Rent control waRent control was introduced in Brs introduced in Britain during theitain during the
First World War.First World War.

  (iv)  (iv) Demands were made for new ‘lungs’ for theDemands were made for new ‘lungs’ for the
city and some attempts were made to bridgecity and some attempts were made to bridge
the countryside through ideas as the Green Beltthe countryside through ideas as the Green Belt
around London.around London. (Any three) 1×3=3(Any three) 1×3=3

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)
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UU  Q. 15. Q. 15. Explain any three reExplain any three reasons for the increasingasons for the increasing
concern for the London poor during theconcern for the London poor during the
nineteenth century.nineteenth century.

[Board Term-I, (R9UJGYG), 2014][Board Term-I, (R9UJGYG), 2014]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) The poor and filthy living conditions of oneThe poor and filthy living conditions of one
room houses which posed a serious threat to publicroom houses which posed a serious threat to public
health.health.

  (ii)  (ii) There were There were dangers of fire dangers of fire hazards.hazards.

  (iii)  (iii) There was also a There was also a fear of social disorder fear of social disorder or rebellionor rebellion
 by  by the the workers workers especially especially after after the the RussianRussian
Revolution in 1917.Revolution in 1917. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

RR  Q. 16. Q. 16.  Describe the life of children as depicted in  Describe the life of children as depicted in
Andrew Mearn’s famous book “The Bitter CryAndrew Mearn’s famous book “The Bitter Cry

of Outcast London.”of Outcast London.”

[Board Term-I, (WQ7FXWC), 2014][Board Term-I, (WQ7FXWC), 2014]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) Andrew Mearn’s book showed why crime was Andrew Mearn’s book showed why crime was
more profitable than labouring in small underpaidmore profitable than labouring in small underpaid
factories.factories.

  (ii)  (ii) A child of seven yA child of seven years old is easily ears old is easily known to makeknown to make
10 shillings 6 pence a week from 10 shillings 6 pence a week from thieving.thieving.

  (iii)  (iii) Before he can Before he can gain as much as a gain as much as a young thief (a boy)young thief (a boy)
he must make 56 gross of matchboxes a week orhe must make 56 gross of matchboxes a week or
1,296 a day.1,296 a day.

  (iv)  (iv)  It was only after the passage of the Compulsory  It was only after the passage of the Compulsory
Elementary Education Act in 1870 and the FactoryElementary Education Act in 1870 and the Factory
Acts beginning from 1902, that children were keptActs beginning from 1902, that children were kept
out of industrial work.out of industrial work. (Any three)(Any three)

1×3=31×3=3

AA  Q. 17. Q. 17. Explain any three Explain any three efforts made by efforts made by women inwomen in
London to increase their income during theLondon to increase their income during the

eighteenth century.eighteenth century.
Ans. (i)Ans. (i) In the late eighteenth century, large numbers of In the late eighteenth century, large numbers of

women were employed in factories.women were employed in factories.
  (ii)  (ii)  They were working as maid servants (domestic  They were working as maid servants (domestic

servant).servant).
  (iii)  (iii)  A large number of women used their homes to  A large number of women used their homes to

increase family income by taking in lodgers orincrease family income by taking in lodgers or
through such activities as tailoring, washing orthrough such activities as tailoring, washing or
match-box making.match-box making. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. When and where When and where was the first was the first section of thesection of the
underground railway opened in the world ?underground railway opened in the world ?
Explain any three difficulties of travelling inExplain any three difficulties of travelling in
that underground railway.that underground railway.

[Board Term-I, (37), 2012][Board Term-I, (37), 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. 1010thth January, 1863 from Paddington to Farrington January, 1863 from Paddington to Farrington
Street in London.Street in London.

Difficulties Difficulties ::
(i)(i) The compartments The compartments were filled were filled with smoke.with smoke.

  (ii)  (ii) Atmosphere was a mixtAtmosphere was a mixture of sulphur, coal dusture of sulphur, coal dust
and foul fumes.and foul fumes.

  (iii)  (iii) Suffocation Suffocation led led to to Asphyxiation.Asphyxiation. 2+3=52+3=5
(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012)2012)

Detailed Answer :Detailed Answer :  Refer Ans 3 ‘Long Answer Type’ :  Refer Ans 3 ‘Long Answer Type’ :
Points (i), (iii), (iv) and (v).Points (i), (iii), (iv) and (v).

UU Q. Q. 2.2. The The London UnderLondon Underground Rground Railways ailways eventuallyeventually
 became a huge success’. Support the statement became a huge success’. Support the statement

with examples.with examples.

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (CB4QHT1), 2016-17](CB4QHT1), 2016-17]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) By 1880, the expanded train service carried 40 By 1880, the expanded train service carried 40
million passengers a year.million passengers a year.

  (ii)  (ii) Population in the Population in the city became city became dispersed.dispersed.
  (iii)  (iii)  New York, Tokyo, Chicago built underground  New York, Tokyo, Chicago built underground

railways by the 20railways by the 20thth century. century.
  (iv)  (iv)  Planned suburbs and a good railway network  Planned suburbs and a good railway network

enabled large numbers to live outside centralenabled large numbers to live outside central
London.London.

(v)(v) Social distinctions Social distinctions wore down.wore down. 1 × 5 = 51 × 5 = 5
(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016)

AA Q. Q. 3.3. Explain the Explain the social changes social changes in London in London which ledwhich led

to the need for the Underground Railways.to the need for the Underground Railways.
OROR

Why did underground railway soon becomeWhy did underground railway soon become
a necessity in London? Mention any threea necessity in London? Mention any three
disadvantages of this system ?disadvantages of this system ?

[Board T[Board Term-I, (553K), erm-I, (553K), 2013, (35), 2012]2013, (35), 2012]

OROR

Explain the benefits of London Tube for theExplain the benefits of London Tube for the
population in the population in the citycity..

[Board T[Board Term-I, Set-E, erm-I, Set-E, DDE -2015]DDE -2015]

OROR

Why was the underground railway criticized inWhy was the underground railway criticized in
London ? Explain the reasons.London ? Explain the reasons.

[Board Term-I, DDE-2014][Board Term-I, DDE-2014]

OROR

AA “Even though the underground Railway eventually“Even though the underground Railway eventually
 became  became a a huge huge success, success, it it was was opposed opposed by by manymany
people initially.” Explain five valid reasons for thispeople initially.” Explain five valid reasons for this
opposition.opposition. [Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (70), (70), 2012]2012]

  Ans.  Ans.  Attempts were made to decongest the city of  Attempts were made to decongest the city of
London and solve the housing crisis. So, theLondon and solve the housing crisis. So, the
British government built houses for workingBritish government built houses for working
classes. All these efforts expanded the city andclasses. All these efforts expanded the city and
people found it difficult to walk to their workpeople found it difficult to walk to their work
places. This made the underground rail places. This made the underground rail transporttransport
essential for London.essential for London.

Disadvantages Disadvantages :: The development of theThe development of the
underground railways was criticized because.underground railways was criticized because.

(i)(i) The underground The underground railways were corailways were considerednsidered
a menace to health due to the lack of oxygena menace to health due to the lack of oxygen
created in the compartments by smoking pipes,created in the compartments by smoking pipes,
fumes of gas lamps and coal dust.fumes of gas lamps and coal dust.

  (ii)  (ii) A large number A large number of houses for poor wof houses for poor were displacedere displaced
for its construction.for its construction.

  (iii)  (iii) It added to the It added to the mess and unhealthy mess and unhealthy environmentenvironment
of the city.of the city.

  (iv)  (iv) People were People were afraid to travafraid to travel underground.el underground.

(v)(v) Many felt that Many felt that ‘iron monsters’ added to the ‘iron monsters’ added to the massmass
and unhealthiness of the city.and unhealthiness of the city.
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  (vi)  (vi) To make approximately To make approximately two miles of two miles of railways, 900railways, 900
houses had to be destroyed.houses had to be destroyed.

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015, 2015, 2013, 2013, 2012) 2012) 55

AA Q. Q. 4.4. Why did the population of London city expandWhy did the population of London city expand
over the 19over the 19thth century ? Explain. century ? Explain. (NCERT)(NCERT)

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, 6AP67LB, 2015]6AP67LB, 2015]
[Board Term-I, (80), 2012][Board Term-I, (80), 2012]

OROR
The city of London had a powerful migrantThe city of London had a powerful migrant
population. Explain the reason.population. Explain the reason.

OROR
Why the population of London multiplied in theWhy the population of London multiplied in the
late 19late 19thth and early 20 and early 20thth century ? century ?

 Ans. Ans. The population of London multiplied four foldThe population of London multiplied four fold
in the 70 years between 1810 and 1880 increasingin the 70 years between 1810 and 1880 increasing
from 1 million to 4 millions.from 1 million to 4 millions.

(i)(i)  London was a powerful magnet for migrant  London was a powerful magnet for migrant
population , even though it did not have largepopulation , even though it did not have large
factories.factories.

  (ii)  (ii) The The 1919thth Century London was a city of clerks and Century London was a city of clerks and
shopkeepers of small traders and skilled artisans,shopkeepers of small traders and skilled artisans,
semi-skilled and sweated out workers of soldierssemi-skilled and sweated out workers of soldiers
and servants of casual workers, street sellers andand servants of casual workers, street sellers and
 beggars. beggars.

  (iii)  (iii) There was There was a docka dockyard which yard which providedprovided
opportunities of livelihood.opportunities of livelihood.

  (iv)  (iv)  There were five major types of industries  There were five major types of industries
employed large numbers; clothing and footwear,employed large numbers; clothing and footwear,
wood and furniture, metals and engineering,wood and furniture, metals and engineering,
printing and stationery and precious products.printing and stationery and precious products.

(v)(v) During First World WarDuring First World War, the number of lar, the number of largege
factories increased and a large number of peoplefactories increased and a large number of people
 joined the newly created jobs. joined the newly created jobs. 1×5=51×5=5

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015, 2015, 2012)2012)

AA Q. Q. 5.5.  Explain any five sources of entertainment  Explain any five sources of entertainment
which came up in the 19which came up in the 19thth century in England century in England
to provide leisure activities.to provide leisure activities.

[Board Term-I, (R9UJGYG), 2014][Board Term-I, (R9UJGYG), 2014]
OROR

Describe five forms of entertainment that came upDescribe five forms of entertainment that came up
in the 19in the 19thth century England. century England.
[Board T[Board Term-I, 2012 (33, erm-I, 2012 (33, 50), 2011 (5800, 22, 50), 2011 (5800, 22, 40, 44)]40, 44)]

OROR

How did people of different classes organise theirHow did people of different classes organise their
new found leisure in England ? Explain.new found leisure in England ? Explain.

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, 2015, 2015, Set-C5JWEVD]Set-C5JWEVD]

[DDE-2015, [DDE-2015, Set-M][Board Set-M][Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (34), (34), 2012]2012]

 Ans. (i) Ans. (i) For the wealthy Londoners, there was theFor the wealthy Londoners, there was the
annual ‘London Season’ where elite groups couldannual ‘London Season’ where elite groups could
enjoy several cultural events such as the operaenjoy several cultural events such as the opera
and theatre.and theatre.

  (ii)  (ii)  Working classes too had their own means of  Working classes too had their own means of
entertainment. They used to meet in pubs andentertainment. They used to meet in pubs and
enjoy a drink, exchange news and discuss politicalenjoy a drink, exchange news and discuss political
events.events.

  (iii)  (iii) The establishment of librThe establishment of libraries, museums and artaries, museums and art
galleries provided entertainment to commongalleries provided entertainment to common
people.people.

  (iv)  (iv)  Music halls and later cinema houses became a  Music halls and later cinema houses became a
source of mass entertainment.source of mass entertainment.

(v)(v) Industrial workerIndustrial workers spent s spent holidays by holidays by the sea the sea shoreshore
and enjoyed both sun and the and enjoyed both sun and the wind which were awind which were a
great source of entertainment.great source of entertainment. 1×5=51×5=5

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015, 2015, 2012)2012)

UU Q. Q. 6.6. Ties betweTies between members en members of households of households loosenedloosened

in Britain in the era of industrialization. Explainin Britain in the era of industrialization. Explain

the statement.the statement.

[Board Term-I, KVS-2014][Board Term-I, KVS-2014]

OROR

“The function and shape of the family were“The function and shape of the family were

completely transformed by life in the industrialcompletely transformed by life in the industrial

city”. Support the statement with examples.city”. Support the statement with examples.

[Board Term-I, (52), 2012][Board Term-I, (52), 2012]

  Ans.  Ans.  In the 18  In the 18thth  century, the family had been a unit  century, the family had been a unit

of production and consumption as well as ofof production and consumption as well as of

political decision-making. There was a big changepolitical decision-making. There was a big change

in the newer pattern.in the newer pattern.

(i)(i) Ties between Ties between members of members of household loosened.household loosened.

  (ii)  (ii) The institution of marriage among the worThe institution of marriage among the workingking

class tended to break down.class tended to break down.

  (iii)  (iii)  Women of the upper and middle classes in  Women of the upper and middle classes in

Britain, faced increasingly higher level of isolationBritain, faced increasingly higher level of isolation

although their lives were made easier by maids.although their lives were made easier by maids.

  (iv)  (iv) Women who worWomen who worked for waked for wages had some ges had some controlcontrol

over their lives particularly among the lowerover their lives particularly among the lower

social classes.social classes.

(v)(v) By By the the 2020thth  century, the urban family had been  century, the urban family had been

transformed again partly by experience of thetransformed again partly by experience of the

war time and partly work done by the womenwar time and partly work done by the women

who were employed in large numbers.who were employed in large numbers. 1×5=51×5=5

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012)2012)

AA Q. Q. 7.7. Explain any Explain any five changes tfive changes that took place hat took place in thein the

family life in the 18family life in the 18thth century, which promoted century, which promoted

individualism in the city life.individualism in the city life.

[Board Term-I, (60), 2012][Board Term-I, (60), 2012]

OROR

Explain any five social changes that took place inExplain any five social changes that took place in

the family life in the 18the family life in the 18thth century in London. century in London.

OROR

Explain the social changes, ‘Family’ as anExplain the social changes, ‘Family’ as an

institution underwent in Britain in the era ofinstitution underwent in Britain in the era of

industrialization.industrialization.
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  Ans.  Ans.  ‘Family’ as an institution underwent a social  ‘Family’ as an institution underwent a social
change due to industrialisation.change due to industrialisation.

(i)(i) The class Kant joint family in The class Kant joint family in the village scenariothe village scenario
disappeared in the town and cities. The bonddisappeared in the town and cities. The bond
 between family members loosened. between family members loosened.

  (ii)  (ii) Women lost tWomen lost their jobs their jobs to machines.o machines.

  (iii)  (iii) Rich upper class women lived eRich upper class women lived easier lives as theyasier lives as they
were served by domestic maids who made theirwere served by domestic maids who made their
work easier.work easier.

  (iv)  (iv)  Forced to live at home in urban areas, leading  Forced to live at home in urban areas, leading
them to face isolation at home.them to face isolation at home.

(v)(v)  Public places were dominated by males and  Public places were dominated by males and
females were confined to the home.females were confined to the home.

  (vi)  (vi) Women gradually beWomen gradually began to participatgan to participate in politicale in political
movements to ask for their rights.movements to ask for their rights.

  (vii)  (vii) Families were Families were small or small or nuclear.nuclear. (Any five) 1×5=5(Any five) 1×5=5

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)

UU Q. Q. 8.8.  How did marginal groups threaten the city  How did marginal groups threaten the city
of London ? What was the root cause of thisof London ? What was the root cause of this
problem ? How did the authorities in Londonproblem ? How did the authorities in London
try to solve this problem ?try to solve this problem ?

 [Board Term-I, (45, 48), 2012] [Board Term-I, (45, 48), 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  The police were worried about the law and  The police were worried about the law and
order and industrialists wanted an orderly workorder and industrialists wanted an orderly work
force. There were professional criminals likeforce. There were professional criminals like
cheats, tricksters, pick pockets and petty thievescheats, tricksters, pick pockets and petty thieves
too in the marginal groups.too in the marginal groups.

  (ii)  (ii) Most of the people in Most of the people in the marginal groups werethe marginal groups were
very poor, who lived by selling lead stolen fromvery poor, who lived by selling lead stolen from
roofs, food from shops, lumps of coal and clothroofs, food from shops, lumps of coal and cloth
drying from hedges.drying from hedges.

  (iii)  (iii) In order In order to discipline to discipline them the them the authorities authorities countedcounted
the number of criminals, watched their activitiesthe number of criminals, watched their activities
and investigated their lives. High penalties wereand investigated their lives. High penalties were
imposed and deserving poor people were offeredimposed and deserving poor people were offered
work.work. (CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 2+1+2=5(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 2+1+2=5

AA Q. Q. 9.9. Why did the concept of ‘Garden CWhy did the concept of ‘Garden City’ comeity’ come
up in London ? Describe the different effortsup in London ? Describe the different efforts
initiated to beautify London.initiated to beautify London.

[Board Term-I, (47), 2012][Board Term-I, (47), 2012]

OROR

What steps were taken to clean London in the earlyWhat steps were taken to clean London in the early
and mid 20and mid 20thth century ? century ?

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (A1), (A1), 2010]2010]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  The widespread use of coal in homes and  The widespread use of coal in homes and
industries in 19industries in 19thth  century England raised serious  century England raised serious
problems. Shopkeepers, home owners and othersproblems. Shopkeepers, home owners and others
complained about the black fog, grey skies and blackcomplained about the black fog, grey skies and black
vegetation. All these factors caused bad temper,vegetation. All these factors caused bad temper,
smoke related illness and dirty clothes. Congestionsmoke related illness and dirty clothes. Congestion
in the city also led to a yearning for the in the city also led to a yearning for the clean air.clean air.

  (ii)  (ii)  As a result, the demand for new ‘lungs’ for the  As a result, the demand for new ‘lungs’ for the
city was made. Large blocks of apartments werecity was made. Large blocks of apartments were

 built  built and and rent rent control control was was introduced introduced to to ease ease thethe
housing problem.housing problem.

(iii)(iii) ‘Garden City’ ‘Garden City’ of New Earswick wof New Earswick was designed withas designed with
common garden spaces and landscaping.common garden spaces and landscaping.

  (iv)  (iv)  Between the two World Wars (1919-39), the  Between the two World Wars (1919-39), the
responsibility for housing the working classes wasresponsibility for housing the working classes was
accepted by the British state and million houses,accepted by the British state and million houses,
most of which were single family cottages, weremost of which were single family cottages, were
 built by local authorities. built by local authorities.

(v)(v) The British The British Government built Government built single single familyfamily
cottages for the working classes and the Londoncottages for the working classes and the London
underground work was started to enable theunderground work was started to enable the
workers to reach their work places.workers to reach their work places. 1 × 5 = 51 × 5 = 5

RR  Q. 10. Q. 10.  How did crime grow in London in 1870s ?  How did crime grow in London in 1870s ?
How were authorities able to control them ?How were authorities able to control them ?

Explain.Explain. [Board Term-I, (68), 2012][Board Term-I, (68), 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. Growth of Crime in London :Growth of Crime in London :
(i)(i) In London there In London there were 20,000 were 20,000 criminals in 1870s.criminals in 1870s.

  (ii)  (ii)  In the mid 19  In the mid 19thth  century, Henry Mathew wrote  century, Henry Mathew wrote
several articles on the London labour and thoseseveral articles on the London labour and those
who made their living from crime.who made their living from crime.

  (iii)  (iii) Many criminals were Many criminals were poor, who lived by stepoor, who lived by stealingaling
lead from roofs, food from shops, coal and alsolead from roofs, food from shops, coal and also
clothes.clothes.
Control Control of of Crime Crime ::

(i)(i) The police were The police were worried about the worried about the law and orderlaw and order
situation.situation.
So population of criminals were counted, theirSo population of criminals were counted, their
activities were watched and their ways of lifeactivities were watched and their ways of life
were investigated.were investigated.

  (ii)  (ii) In an In an attempt to attempt to discipline the discipline the criminals,criminals,
authorities imposed high penalties for crimeauthorities imposed high penalties for crime
and offered work to those who were consideredand offered work to those who were considered
“deserving poor”.“deserving poor”. 3+2=53+2=5

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012)2012)

UU  Q. 11. Q. 11.  Explain the statement “Certain groups of  Explain the statement “Certain groups of
weavers were in a better position than weavers were in a better position than others toothers to
survive the competition with mill industries’’.survive the competition with mill industries’’.

[Board Term-I, 2012][Board Term-I, 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) Certain groups of weavers were in a betterCertain groups of weavers were in a better
position than others to survive the completionposition than others to survive the completion
with mill industries. Amongst weavers somewith mill industries. Amongst weavers some
produced course cloth, while others wove finerproduced course cloth, while others wove finer
varieties.varieties.

(ii)(ii) The demand for the finer varieties bought by theThe demand for the finer varieties bought by the
well-to-do was more stable. The rich could buywell-to-do was more stable. The rich could buy
these even when the poor starved.these even when the poor starved.

  (iii)  (iii) Famines didn’t affect the sale of Banarasi orFamines didn’t affect the sale of Banarasi or
Baluchari saris.Baluchari saris.

(iv)(iv) Moreover mills could not imitate specializedMoreover mills could not imitate specialized
weavers.weavers.

(v)(v) Saris with woven borders or the famous lungisSaris with woven borders or the famous lungis
and handkerchiefs of madras, could not be easilyand handkerchiefs of madras, could not be easily
displaced by mill production.displaced by mill production.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)
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TOPIC-2TOPIC-2
Bombay in the 19Bombay in the 19thth and 20 and 20thth Century  Century 

Quick Review Quick Review 
 The pace of urbanisation in India was slow under colonial rule.The pace of urbanisation in India was slow under colonial rule.
 In contrast In contrast to Wto Western Europe, estern Europe, Indian cities Indian cities did not develop did not develop in the in the nineteenth centurynineteenth century..
 A large A large proportion of proportion of these urban these urban dwellers were dwellers were residents of residents of the three the three Presidency cities.Presidency cities.
 These were These were multi-functional cities multi-functional cities : they : they had major had major ports, warehouses, ports, warehouses, homes and homes and offices, army offices, army camps, as camps, as wellwell

as educational institutions, museums and libraries.as educational institutions, museums and libraries.
 Bombay was the Bombay was the premier city of premier city of India. It was India. It was a group of seva group of seven islands under Pen islands under Portuguese control.ortuguese control.
 The East The East India Company India Company shifted its shifted its base from base from Surat, its Surat, its principal western principal western port, to Bombayport, to Bombay..
 Bombay beBombay became the came the capital of capital of the Bombay the Bombay Presidency Presidency in 181in 1819.9.
 With With the growth the growth of trade of trade in cotton ain cotton and opium, large nd opium, large communities of communities of traders and traders and bankers as bankers as well as well as artisansartisans

and shopkeepers came to and shopkeepers came to settle in Bombay.settle in Bombay.
 The first The first cotton texcotton textile mill tile mill in Bombay in Bombay was establishewas established in d in 1854.1854.
 Bombay dominated the Bombay dominated the maritime trade maritime trade of India till of India till the twentieth the twentieth century and was century and was also at the also at the junction head ofjunction head of

two major railways.two major railways.
 Bombay was a Bombay was a crowded citycrowded city. From . From its earliest its earliest days, Bombay did days, Bombay did not grow according not grow according to any plan, to any plan, and houses,and houses,

especially in the Fort area, were interspersed with gardens.especially in the Fort area, were interspersed with gardens.
 With the With the rapid and unplanned rapid and unplanned expansion of expansion of the citythe city, the crisis , the crisis of housing and wateof housing and water supply became r supply became acute byacute by

the mid-1850s.the mid-1850s.
 In contrast to In contrast to the richer the richer Parses, Parses, Muslims and upper Muslims and upper class traders, more class traders, more than 70 per than 70 per cent of the cent of the working peopleworking people

lived in the thickly populated chawls lived in the thickly populated chawls of Bombay.of Bombay.
 Chawls were Chawls were multi-storeyed structures multi-storeyed structures which had bewhich had been built in en built in the ‘the ‘native’ parts native’ parts of the of the town.town.
 Each chawl Each chawl was divided was divided into smaller into smaller one-room tenements one-room tenements which had which had no private no private toilets.toilets.
 High rents fHigh rents forced the workorced the workers to sharers to share homes and e homes and due to the due to the close proximity close proximity of filthy gutteof filthy gutters, privies, buffars, privies, buffalolo

stables, etc., people had to stables, etc., people had to keep the windows of their rooms closed keep the windows of their rooms closed even in humid weather.even in humid weather.
 Though water was Though water was scarce, but the scarce, but the people kept tpeople kept their houses quite heir houses quite clean. The homes being clean. The homes being small, streets andsmall, streets and

neighbourhoods were used for a variety of activities such as cooking, washing and sleeping.neighbourhoods were used for a variety of activities such as cooking, washing and sleeping.
 Caste and Caste and family groups in family groups in the mill nethe mill neighbourhoods were heaighbourhoods were headed by someone ded by someone who was similar who was similar to a villageto a village

headman.headman.
 People People who belonged to who belonged to the ‘depressed the ‘depressed classes’ found it classes’ found it even more diffeven more difficult to find icult to find housing. Lower castes housing. Lower castes werewere

kept out of many chawls.kept out of many chawls.
 In 1898 The In 1898 The City of Bombay City of Bombay Improvement TImprovement Trust was established. rust was established. It focused on clearing It focused on clearing poorer homes out ofpoorer homes out of

the city centre.the city centre.
 Expansion of tExpansion of the city he city has always has always posed a posed a problem in Bombay problem in Bombay because of because of a scarcity a scarcity of land.of land.
 The earliest project The earliest project on the expansion of on the expansion of the city began in the city began in 1784. The Bombay Gov1784. The Bombay Governor William Hornbyernor William Hornby

approved the building of the gapproved the building of the great sea wall which prevented the flooding of reat sea wall which prevented the flooding of the low-lying areas of Bombay.the low-lying areas of Bombay.
 In 1864, the In 1864, the Back Bay ReclamatBack Bay Reclamation Company won the ion Company won the right to reclaim right to reclaim the western forethe western foreshore from the shore from the tip oftip of

Malabar Hill to the end of Malabar Hill to the end of Colaba.Colaba.
 A successful reclamation project A successful reclamation project was undertaken by was undertaken by the Bombay Pthe Bombay Port Tort Trust, which built a dry dock rust, which built a dry dock betweenbetween

1914 and 1918 and used the excavated earth to create the 22-acre Ballard Estate. Subsequently,the famous1914 and 1918 and used the excavated earth to create the 22-acre Ballard Estate. Subsequently,the famous
Marine Drive of Bombay was developed.Marine Drive of Bombay was developed.

 Despite its Despite its massive overcrowding massive overcrowding and difficult living and difficult living conditions, Bombay appears conditions, Bombay appears to many as to many as a ‘mayapuri’ a ‘mayapuri’ – a– a
city of dreams.city of dreams.

 In 1896, In 1896, India’s first India’s first movie was movie was shot by shot by Harishchandra Sakharam Harishchandra Sakharam Bhatwadekar in Bhatwadekar in Bombay’s Hanging Gardens.Bombay’s Hanging Gardens.
 By 192By 1925, Bombay 5, Bombay had become had become India’s film India’s film capital, producing capital, producing films for films for a national a national audience.audience.
 Bombay films have Bombay films have contributed in a contributed in a big way to big way to produce an image produce an image of the city of the city as a blend as a blend of dream and of dream and realityreality, of, of

slums and star bungalows.slums and star bungalows.
 Everywhere the Everywhere the city development city development occurred at the occurred at the expense expense of ecology and of ecology and the environment.the environment.
 Large quantities Large quantities of refuse aof refuse and waste products nd waste products polluted air and polluted air and waterwater, while ex, while excessive noise became cessive noise became a feature a feature ofof

urban life.urban life.
 Calcutta too had Calcutta too had a long history of a long history of air pollution. Its inhaair pollution. Its inhabitants inhaled grey bitants inhaled grey smoke, particularly smoke, particularly in the winterin the winter..
 High levels of High levels of pollution were a pollution were a consequence of tconsequence of the huge population the huge population that depended on hat depended on dung and wood as dung and wood as fuelfuel

in their daily life. But the main polluters were the industries and establishments that used steam engines runin their daily life. But the main polluters were the industries and establishments that used steam engines run
on coal.on coal.

 In 1920, the In 1920, the rice mills of Trice mills of Tollygunge began to burn rice ollygunge began to burn rice husk instead of coal. Latehusk instead of coal. Later the inspectors of r the inspectors of the Bengalthe Bengal

Smoke Nuisance Commission finally managed to Smoke Nuisance Commission finally managed to control industrial smoke.control industrial smoke.
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FlowchartFlowchart

The pace of urbanisation in India was slow under colonial ruleThe pace of urbanisation in India was slow under colonial rule

Bombay was one of the most important modern city in the Indian Sub-continentBombay was one of the most important modern city in the Indian Sub-continent

Bombay became the capital of the Bombay Presidency in 1819.Bombay became the capital of the Bombay Presidency in 1819.

Bombay appears to many as ‘mayapuri’—a city of dreams sinceBombay appears to many as ‘mayapuri’—a city of dreams since
in a big way to produce filmsin a big way to produce films

it has contributedit has contributed

Calcutta too had a long history of air pollutionCalcutta too had a long history of air pollution

The city development of Bombay occured at the expenses of ecology and the environmentThe city development of Bombay occured at the expenses of ecology and the environment

The Bengal Smoke Nuisance Commission had managed to control the pollutionThe Bengal Smoke Nuisance Commission had managed to control the pollution

Know the TermsKnow the Terms
 Chawls :Chawls : These are multi-storeyed structures which These are multi-storeyed structures which had been built had been built in the ‘native’ parts of the in the ‘native’ parts of the BombayBombay..

 Mayapuri Mayapuri :: A city of dreams.A city of dreams.
 Depressed Depressed classes classes :: TTerm used for erm used for ‘lower castes’ and ‘‘lower castes’ and ‘untouchables’ (Dalits).untouchables’ (Dalits).
 Presidency Presidency cities cities :: The capitals of the Bombay, Bengal and Madras Presidencies in British India.The capitals of the Bombay, Bengal and Madras Presidencies in British India.
 Green Green Belt Belt :: An area of open land with plants and trees for maintaining natural habitation and environmentAn area of open land with plants and trees for maintaining natural habitation and environment

in and around in and around the city.the city.

 Reclamation Reclamation :: Reclaiming of marshy or submerged areas for settlements.Reclaiming of marshy or submerged areas for settlements.

Know the DatesKnow the Dates
 1784 :1784 : Land Reclamation began Land Reclamation began in Bombay.in Bombay.

 1810 1810 :: Population of London was one million.Population of London was one million.
 1819 1819 :: Bombay became Bombay became the capital of the capital of Bombay Presidency, after the AngloBombay Presidency, after the Anglo-Maratha War-Maratha War..
 1847 1847 and and 1853 1853 :: The Smoke Abatement Acts of 1847 and 1853 were passed.The Smoke Abatement Acts of 1847 and 1853 were passed.
 1854 1854 :: First Indian cotton textile mill was set up in First Indian cotton textile mill was set up in BombayBombay..
 1865 1865 :: Bombay Bombay’s First Municipal Commissioner’s First Municipal Commissioner, Arthur Crawford, was appointed., Arthur Crawford, was appointed.
 1898 1898 :: The city  The city of Bombay Improvement Trust was established.of Bombay Improvement Trust was established.
 1901 1901 :: Census reports that 80% of Bombay’s inhabitants reside in one room houses. Census reports that 80% of Bombay’s inhabitants reside in one room houses.
 1913 1913 :: Dada Saheb Phalke made ‘Raja Harish Chandra’, India’s first  Dada Saheb Phalke made ‘Raja Harish Chandra’, India’s first feature film.feature film.
 1918 1918 :: Bombay Rent Control Act was passed to  Bombay Rent Control Act was passed to keep rents reasonable.keep rents reasonable.
 1920 1920 :: The rice mills of Tollygunge began to burn rice husk instead of coal The rice mills of Tollygunge began to burn rice husk instead of coal to reduce industrial smoke.to reduce industrial smoke.
 1925 1925 :: Bombay became India’s first film capital.Bombay became India’s first film capital.

Know the LinksKnow the Links

 theory.tifr.res.in/bombay/history/c19.htmltheory.tifr.res.in/bombay/history/c19.html
  www.slideshare.net/tanishwahi/urbanization-of-mumbai  www.slideshare.net/tanishwahi/urbanization-of-mumbai
  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Mumbai  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Mumbai
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 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. Who wrote Who wrote the book ‘The the book ‘The Bitter Cry Bitter Cry of Outcasteof Outcaste
London’ in the 1880s ?London’ in the 1880s ?

  Ans.  Ans. Andrew Mearns.Andrew Mearns. 11

UU Q. Q. 2.2.  Which industry in London did not employ  Which industry in London did not employ
large number of people in the 19large number of people in the 19thth century ? century ?

  Ans.  Ans. Railway manufacturing.Railway manufacturing. 11

AA Q. Q. 3.3. Who wrote several vWho wrote several volumes on the Londonolumes on the London
labour in the mid of the 19labour in the mid of the 19thth century ? century ?

  Ans.  Ans. Henry Mayhew.Henry Mayhew. 11

UU Q. Q. 4.4. Name one factor which chaName one factor which changed the form ofnged the form of
urbanisation in the modern world.urbanisation in the modern world.

  Ans.  Ans. Industrialization.Industrialization. 11

AA Q. Q. 5.5.  Name the author of the novel ‘DEBGANER  Name the author of the novel ‘DEBGANER
MARTYE AAGAMAN’ (The Gods Visit Earth).MARTYE AAGAMAN’ (The Gods Visit Earth).

Ans.Ans. Durgacharan Durgacharan RayRay.. 11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. Why were the large masses of people drawnWhy were the large masses of people drawn
into political causes into political causes in London ? in London ? Explain withExplain with
examples.examples.[Board Term-I, (NLTM8TU) 2016-17][Board Term-I, (NLTM8TU) 2016-17]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) Poor people became Poor people became militant and riotous.militant and riotous.
(ii)(ii) In 1886, there were In 1886, there were riot by London poor peopleriot by London poor people

demanding relief from demanding relief from poverty. poverty. A riot happenedA riot happened
once again in 1887 and it was brutally suppressed.once again in 1887 and it was brutally suppressed.
This incident is called the Bloody Sunday of 1887.This incident is called the Bloody Sunday of 1887.

  (iii)  (iii) In 1889, a In 1889, a 12-day dockworker’s strike 12-day dockworker’s strike took place,took place,
to gain recognition for the dockworkers union.to gain recognition for the dockworkers union.

(iv)(iv) State authorities went to great State authorities went to great lengths to reducelengths to reduce
the possibility, of rebellion and enhance urbanthe possibility, of rebellion and enhance urban
aestheticsaesthetics (CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 3

RR Q. Q. 2.2. Why was Bombay called as a Mayapuri orWhy was Bombay called as a Mayapuri or
Mayanagri ?Mayanagri ?

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (6HTQGTF) (6HTQGTF) 2016-172016-17]]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) Bombay was referred to as mayanagri because Bombay was referred to as mayanagri because
Bombay was seen as a city of opportunities andBombay was seen as a city of opportunities and
dreams for those who came from the have notdreams for those who came from the have not
section of population.section of population.

(ii)(ii) They found their creative They found their creative energies well used inenergies well used in
the Bombay film industry, it inspired othe Bombay film industry, it inspired others.thers.

(iii)(iii) People from all field of life joined it as writers,People from all field of life joined it as writers,
directors, actors, etc.directors, actors, etc.

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016) 2016) 1×3=31×3=3

UU Q. Q. 3.3. ‘Bombay did not experience a planned growth’.‘Bombay did not experience a planned growth’.
 Justify the statement with three facts. Justify the statement with three facts.

[Board Term-I, (NLTM8TU) 2016-17][Board Term-I, (NLTM8TU) 2016-17]

 Ans. Ans. ‘Bombay did not experience a planned growth’.‘Bombay did not experience a planned growth’.
(i)(i) The Bombay fort The Bombay fort area was divided area was divided into two partsinto two parts

(i) The native town (ii) The European section.(i) The native town (ii) The European section.
  (ii)  (ii)  In the native towns, most of the Indians lived,  In the native towns, most of the Indians lived,

the European section was inhabited by thethe European section was inhabited by the
‘Europeans or the whites.‘Europeans or the whites.

  (iii)  (iii) This racial patteThis racial pattern of inhabitation rn of inhabitation was common towas common to
all the three Presidency cities of India.all the three Presidency cities of India.

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016) 2016) 1×3=31×3=3

UU Q. Q. 4.4. How did Bombay emerge as an importantHow did Bombay emerge as an important
colonial city ?colonial city ? [Board Term-I, (64, 77) 2012][Board Term-I, (64, 77) 2012]

OROR
How did Bombay come under the British rule ?How did Bombay come under the British rule ?

[Board Term-I, Set-XOKG25B, 2015][Board Term-I, Set-XOKG25B, 2015]

 Ans. Reasons : Ans. Reasons :
(i)(i) Bombay was the principal port Bombay was the principal port of the East Indiaof the East India

Company.Company.

  (ii)  (ii) It was an important It was an important centre for cotton centre for cotton textiles fromtextiles from
Gujarat.Gujarat.

  (iii)  (iii) It became an important It became an important administrative centre ofadministrative centre of
western India.western India.

  (iv)  (iv) It emerged It emerged as a major as a major industrial centre industrial centre in the 1in the 199thth

century.century. (Any three) 1×3=3(Any three) 1×3=3
(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)

UU Q. Q. 5.5.  How did the development or expansion of  How did the development or expansion of
Bombay (Mumbai) differ from London ? StateBombay (Mumbai) differ from London ? State
any three points of difference between theany three points of difference between the
two.two. [Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (X30T4XE), 2015, (X30T4XE), 2015, 20142014

(WQ7FXWC), 2012 (33)](WQ7FXWC), 2012 (33)]

[DDE-2015, Set-E][DDE-2015, Set-E]

 Ans. Ans.(i)(i) Bombay was an over-crowded city, where aBombay was an over-crowded city, where a
person had only 9.5 sq. yards of space whereas itperson had only 9.5 sq. yards of space whereas it
was around 155 sq. yards per person in Lowas around 155 sq. yards per person in London.ndon.

  (ii)  (ii) Bombay did not Bombay did not grow according to grow according to a plan whera plan whereaseas
London grew according to plan.London grew according to plan.

  (iii)  (iii) London had an London had an average density average density of 8 peof 8 persons perrsons per
house whereas the density in Bombay was ashouse whereas the density in Bombay was as
high as 20 persons.high as 20 persons. 1×3=31×3=3

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015, 2015, 2012)2012)

UU Q. Q. 6.6. Describe any three features of ‘Chawls’ inDescribe any three features of ‘Chawls’ in
Bombay.Bombay. [DDE-2015, Set-M][DDE-2015, Set-M]

[Board Term-I, KVS-2014][Board Term-I, KVS-2014]

OROR

“The Chawls of Bombay were a small cosmopolitan“The Chawls of Bombay were a small cosmopolitan
community in themselves.” Explain the statement.community in themselves.” Explain the statement.

[Board [Board TTerm-erm-I, I, (45) (45) 2012]2012]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) Chawls were resided by poor. Chawls were resided by poor.

  (ii)  (ii) Open space in the Open space in the center of the center of the chawls was usedchawls was used
for various activities.for various activities.

  (iii)  (iii) Chawls were headed Chawls were headed by a headman like villageby a headman like village
headman.headman.

  (iv)  (iv)  People in chawls lived like an integrated  People in chawls lived like an integrated
family.family. (Any three) 1×3=3(Any three) 1×3=3

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)

RR Q. Q. 7.7. Mention the three Presidency Mention the three Presidency cities of India ?cities of India ?
Why were they referred to Why were they referred to as ‘multifunctionality’as ‘multifunctionality’

cities ?cities ?
[Board Term-I, 2015][Board Term-I, 2015]
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  Ans.  Ans. The capitals of the Bombay, Bengal and MadrasThe capitals of the Bombay, Bengal and Madras
Presidencies in British India were multifunctionalPresidencies in British India were multifunctional
cities’ because they had major ports, warehouses,cities’ because they had major ports, warehouses,
homes and offices, army camps, as well ashomes and offices, army camps, as well as
educational institutions, museums and libraries.educational institutions, museums and libraries.

1½ + 1½ = 31½ + 1½ = 3

UU Q. Q. 8.8. When and why was the Rent Act passWhen and why was the Rent Act passed ined in
Bombay during the British days ? What was itsBombay during the British days ? What was its

outcome ?outcome ? [Board Term-I, (R9UJGYG), 2014][Board Term-I, (R9UJGYG), 2014]
OROR

When was the Rent Act passed in Bombay ? WhatWhen was the Rent Act passed in Bombay ? What
was its aim ? What was the impact ?was its aim ? What was the impact ?

[Board Term-I, (80) 2012][Board Term-I, (80) 2012]

 Ans. Ans.(i)(i) The Rent Act was passed in The Rent Act was passed in Bombay in 1918.Bombay in 1918.
  (ii)  (ii)  It aimed at controlling rent and keeping them  It aimed at controlling rent and keeping them

within reasonable limit.within reasonable limit.
  (iii)  (iii)  The Act had a reserve impact of producing a  The Act had a reserve impact of producing a

severe housing crisis, since the landlords withheldsevere housing crisis, since the landlords withheld
renting out houses from the market.renting out houses from the market.

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012) 2012) 1×3=31×3=3

AA Q. Q. 9.9. Why did more and more people migrate toWhy did more and more people migrate to
Bombay by the early 20Bombay by the early 20 thth  century ? Explain  century ? Explain
three reasons.three reasons. [Board Term-I, (35, 53) 2012][Board Term-I, (35, 53) 2012]

 Ans. (i) Ans. (i) The growth of trade in cotton and opiumThe growth of trade in cotton and opium
attracted a large number of traders, bankers andattracted a large number of traders, bankers and
artisans to Bombay.artisans to Bombay.

  (ii)  (ii) A large number A large number of people migrated of people migrated to Bombayto Bombay
from Ratnagiri to work in the from Ratnagiri to work in the textile mills.textile mills.

  (iii)  (iii) Bombay was the junction head Bombay was the junction head of two majorof two major
railways and dominated the maritime trade.railways and dominated the maritime trade.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1×3=3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1×3=3

AA  Q. 10. Q. 10. Throw light on Throw light on some of the some of the land reclamationland reclamation

projects of Bombay.projects of Bombay.
Ans. Land reclamation projects of Bombay are :Ans. Land reclamation projects of Bombay are :

(i)(i)  Building of great sea wall prevented flooding of  Building of great sea wall prevented flooding of
low-lying areas of Bombay.low-lying areas of Bombay.

  (ii)  (ii) Levelling of Levelling of hills around hills around Bombay.Bombay.
  (iii)  (iii)  Dry dock was built between 1914 and 1918 and  Dry dock was built between 1914 and 1918 and

the excavated earth was used to create the Ballardthe excavated earth was used to create the Ballard
Estate.Estate. 1×3=31×3=3

UU  Q. 11. Q. 11.  State any three causes of air pollution in  State any three causes of air pollution in
Calcutta in the 19Calcutta in the 19thth century. century.

[Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , 553K, 553K, 2013]2013]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) Pollution was due to large number of people Pollution was due to large number of people
 being dependent on dung and wood as fuel. being dependent on dung and wood as fuel.

(ii)(ii)  Industries and other establishment used steam  Industries and other establishment used steam
engines that run on coal and caused air pollution.engines that run on coal and caused air pollution.

  (iii)  (iii) Due to marshy laDue to marshy land, the resulting fog combinednd, the resulting fog combined
with smoke to generate thick smog.with smoke to generate thick smog.

  (iv)  (iv)  Calcutta had a history of air pollution. Its  Calcutta had a history of air pollution. Its
inhabitants inhaled grey smoke.inhabitants inhaled grey smoke. (Any three)(Any three)

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013) 1×3=3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013) 1×3=3

AA  Q. 12. Q. 12. “Cities developed at “Cities developed at the cost of ecology andthe cost of ecology and

environment.” Explain with examples.environment.” Explain with examples.
[Board Term-I, NCT-2014][Board Term-I, NCT-2014]

OROR
Assess the impact of development of cities onAssess the impact of development of cities on
ecology and environment.ecology and environment.

[Board Term-I, (70), 2012][Board Term-I, (70), 2012]

Ans. Ans. Effects of development Effects of development of cities on ecology of cities on ecology andand
environment :environment :

(i)(i)  Large quantities of refuge and waste products  Large quantities of refuge and waste products
polluted the air and water, while excessive noisepolluted the air and water, while excessive noise
 became a feature of urban life. became a feature of urban life.

  (ii)  (ii) In industrial cities, In industrial cities, hundreds of factory hundreds of factory chimneyschimneys
released black smoke into the skies.released black smoke into the skies.

  (iii)  (iii) Shopkeepers, Shopkeepers, homeowners homeowners and and othersothers
complained about the black fog that descended incomplained about the black fog that descended in
their towns causing, smoke-related illnesses andtheir towns causing, smoke-related illnesses and
dirty clothes.dirty clothes. 1×3=31×3=3

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)

AA  Q. 13. Q. 13. State any three charState any three characteristics of the ancientacteristics of the ancient

cities.cities. [Board Term-I, (36), 2012][Board Term-I, (36), 2012]

 Ans. (i) Ans. (i) Ancient towns Ancient towns and cities and cities appeared along appeared along riverriver
valleys such as Ur, Nippur and Mohenjodaro.valleys such as Ur, Nippur and Mohenjodaro.

  (ii)  (ii)  They were large in scale than other human  They were large in scale than other human
settlements, performances and exchange of newssettlements, performances and exchange of news
related to jobs, strikes, riots, etc.related to jobs, strikes, riots, etc.

  (iii)  (iii)  These cities were centres of political power,  These cities were centres of political power,
administrative network, trade and industry,administrative network, trade and industry,
religious institutions and intellectual activities.religious institutions and intellectual activities.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1×3=3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1×3=3

UU  Q. 14. Q. 14.  How did farming methods change due to  How did farming methods change due to
industrialization ? Explain.industrialization ? Explain.

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set-6AP67LB, Set-6AP67LB, 2015]2015]

 Ans.  Ans. Methods change due to Methods change due to industrialisation :industrialisation :
(i)(i) Steel plough Steel plough used in used in place of place of wooden plough.wooden plough.

(ii)(ii) Harrow Harrow in place in place of wooden of wooden weeder.weeder.
(iii)(iii) Mechanical drill for Mechanical drill for seed sowing, reaping seed sowing, reaping andand

threshing machines.threshing machines.
(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015) 1×3=3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015) 1×3=3

Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. Describe any Describe any five features five features of land reclamationof land reclamation
in Bombay.in Bombay.

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (OEQL2HT), 2016-17](OEQL2HT), 2016-17]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i)  In 1784, William Hornby approved the  In 1784, William Hornby approved the
 building  building of of the the great great sea sea wall wall which which preventedprevented
the flooding of the low-lying areas of Bombay.the flooding of the low-lying areas of Bombay.

  (ii)  (ii) In 1864, the In 1864, the Back Bay ReclamatBack Bay Reclamation company wonion company won
the right to reclaim the western foreshore fromthe right to reclaim the western foreshore from
the tip of Malabar Hill to the the tip of Malabar Hill to the end of Colaba.end of Colaba.

  (iii)  (iii) Reclamation often meant Reclamation often meant the leveling of the the leveling of the hillshills
around Bombay.around Bombay.

  (iv)  (iv) As the population increased rAs the population increased rapidly in the earlyapidly in the early
2020thth century, every bit of the available area wascentury, every bit of the available area was
 built over and  built over and new areas new areas were reclaimed were reclaimed from thefrom the
sea.sea.

  (v)  (v) A successful reclamation project was undertakenA successful reclamation project was undertaken
 by the Bombay  by the Bombay Port Trust bePort Trust between 1914 tween 1914 and 1918.and 1918.

  (vi)  (vi) The famous The famous Marine Drive of Marine Drive of Bombay wasBombay was
developed subsequently.developed subsequently. (Any five) 1 × 5 = 5(Any five) 1 × 5 = 5

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016)
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AA Q. Q. 2.2.  “City development occurred everywhere at  “City development occurred everywhere at
the expense of ecology and environment”.the expense of ecology and environment”.
Substantiate your answer with suitableSubstantiate your answer with suitable

examples.examples. [Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (6HTQ4TF), 2016-17](6HTQ4TF), 2016-17]

 Ans. (i) Ans. (i) In the process of development of cities, naturalIn the process of development of cities, natural
features were flattened out and transformed infeatures were flattened out and transformed in
response to the growing demand for space forresponse to the growing demand for space for
factories, housing and other institutions.factories, housing and other institutions.

(ii)(ii)  Large quantities of waste material and refuge  Large quantities of waste material and refuge
polluted the air, water.polluted the air, water.

(iii)(iii) Excessive noise became Excessive noise became a feature a feature of urban life.of urban life.
(iv)(iv) Widespread use of coal in Widespread use of coal in homes and industrieshomes and industries

in 19in 19thth  century England raised serious problems century England raised serious problems
in industries cities like Leeds, Bradford andin industries cities like Leeds, Bradford and
Manchester.Manchester.

(v)(v) In India Calcutta In India Calcutta (Kolkata) too had (Kolkata) too had a long historya long history
of pollution.of pollution.

(vi)(vi) High levels of pollution were a consequence High levels of pollution were a consequence ofof
the use of dung and wood as a fuel.the use of dung and wood as a fuel.

(vii)(vii)  The main polluters were the industries and  The main polluters were the industries and
establishments that used coal.establishments that used coal. (Any five) 1×5=5(Any five) 1×5=5

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016)

AA Q. Q. 3.3. Describe any five Describe any five causes of the expansion causes of the expansion ofof
Bombay in the 19Bombay in the 19thth century. century.

[Board Term-I, (NLTM8TU), 2016-17][Board Term-I, (NLTM8TU), 2016-17]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) With the growth of trade in cotton and opium, With the growth of trade in cotton and opium,
large communities of traders and bankers as welllarge communities of traders and bankers as well
as artisans and shopkeepers came to settle inas artisans and shopkeepers came to settle in
Bombay.Bombay.

(ii)(ii) The establishment of textile mills led to a freshThe establishment of textile mills led to a fresh

surge in migration.surge in migration.

(iii)(iii) Large numbers flowed Large numbers flowed in from the nearby in from the nearby districtdistrict

of Ratnagiri to work in the Bombay mills.of Ratnagiri to work in the Bombay mills.

  (iv)  (iv) Bombay dominated the maritime Bombay dominated the maritime trade of Indiatrade of India

till well into the twentieth century.till well into the twentieth century.

(v)(v)  It was also at the junction head of two major  It was also at the junction head of two major

railways.railways.

(vi)(vi) The railways encouraged The railways encouraged an even higher an even higher scale ofscale of

migration into the city.migration into the city.

(vii)(vii) Famine in the dry regions of Kutch drove largeFamine in the dry regions of Kutch drove large

numbers of people into Bombay in numbers of people into Bombay in 1888-89.1888-89.

(Any five)(Any five)

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016)

UU Q. Q. 4.4. What What led led to to the the major major expansion expansion of of Bombay’sBombay’s

population in the mid-nineteenth century ?population in the mid-nineteenth century ?

(NCERT) [Board T(NCERT) [Board Term-I, (5800, erm-I, (5800, 41), 2011]41), 2011]
OROR

‘A large number of migrants were attracted to‘A large number of migrants were attracted to
Bombay in the 20Bombay in the 20thth century.’ Explain the statement. century.’ Explain the statement.

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, DDE-2015, Set-E]DDE-2015, Set-E]
Ans.Ans. (i)(i) Bombay became the capital city of the Bombay Bombay became the capital city of the Bombay

presidency in 1819, hence more people began topresidency in 1819, hence more people began to
settle in Bombay.settle in Bombay.

  (ii)  (ii)  Growth of trade in cotton and opium led large  Growth of trade in cotton and opium led large
communities of traders, bankers, artisans andcommunities of traders, bankers, artisans and
shopkeepers to settle in Bombay.shopkeepers to settle in Bombay.

  (iii)  (iii) In 1854, cotton mills werIn 1854, cotton mills were established in Bombay.e established in Bombay.
Most of the workers came from oMost of the workers came from outside.utside.

  (iv)  (iv) Large number of Large number of people came to work people came to work at the seaportat the seaport
and the railways which encouraged migration.and the railways which encouraged migration.

(v)(v)  Famines in dry regions brought more people to  Famines in dry regions brought more people to
Bombay. Bombay attracted many people to workBombay. Bombay attracted many people to work
in films too.in films too. 55

RR Q. Q. 5.5. Describe the fDescribe the features of eatures of the big modern the big modern city ofcity of
Calcutta (Kolkata) as viewed by the Gods in theCalcutta (Kolkata) as viewed by the Gods in the
novel written by Durgacharan Roy.novel written by Durgacharan Roy.

[Board Term-I, 2015][Board Term-I, 2015]
[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (X30T4XE), 2014](X30T4XE), 2014]

  Ans.  Ans. In ‘Debganer Martye Agaman’ Brahma visits theIn ‘Debganer Martye Agaman’ Brahma visits the
city of Calcutta along with other Gods. They sawcity of Calcutta along with other Gods. They saw
distraction by the train, large ships in the Ganga,distraction by the train, large ships in the Ganga,
factories, bridges, monuments, shops and thefactories, bridges, monuments, shops and the
variety of goods sold variety of goods sold in shops. However, they werein shops. However, they were
disturbed to see cheats and thieves, poverty, poordisturbed to see cheats and thieves, poverty, poor
housing, confusion of caste, religious and genderhousing, confusion of caste, religious and gender
identities in the city. Brahma himself was trickedidentities in the city. Brahma himself was tricked
into buying a cheap pair of glasses. Durgacharaninto buying a cheap pair of glasses. Durgacharan
Ray describes the contrasting images andRay describes the contrasting images and
experience like wealth and poverty, splendour andexperience like wealth and poverty, splendour and
diet, opportunities and disappointments that thediet, opportunities and disappointments that the
cities offered.cities offered. 55

RR Q. Q. 6.6. Describe the Describe the social life social life of people in of people in (Bombay).(Bombay).
[Board Term-I, (WQ7FXWC), 2014][Board Term-I, (WQ7FXWC), 2014]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) The city of Bombay was over crowded. As such,The city of Bombay was over crowded. As such,
there was an interdependence among people.there was an interdependence among people.

  (ii)  (ii) The The homes homes were were small, small, so so streets streets andand
neighbourhood were used for a variety of activitiesneighbourhood were used for a variety of activities
and social functions.and social functions.

  (iii)  (iii) The rich The rich people lived people lived in spacious bungalows.in spacious bungalows.

  (iv)  (iv) The working people The working people lived in the lived in the thickly-populatedthickly-populated
chawls of Bombay.chawls of Bombay.

(v)(v) Shortage of Shortage of water was water was a common phenomenon.a common phenomenon.

  (vi)  (vi)  Lower caste people found it difficult to find  Lower caste people found it difficult to find
housing.housing. (Any five) 1×5=5(Any five) 1×5=5

AA Q. Q. 7.7. Why has Why has city life city life always attralways attracted those acted those seekingseeking

freedom and opportunity ? Explain.freedom and opportunity ? Explain.
[Board 2013, Term-I, BHTK][Board 2013, Term-I, BHTK]

 Ans. (i) Ans. (i) The city life symbolized freedom from theThe city life symbolized freedom from the
collective social values which people werecollective social values which people were
compelled to follow in their villages.compelled to follow in their villages.

  (ii)  (ii) There There were were numerous caste numerous caste and community and community rulesrules
in the rural set-up which were banished whenin the rural set-up which were banished when
people moved to cities.people moved to cities.

  (iii)  (iii) People became more People became more free and they free and they carried newcarried new
ways of living.ways of living.

  (iv)  (iv) The public transport The public transport system and multistoresystem and multistoreyedyed
housing loosened traditional regulations andhousing loosened traditional regulations and
people learned to live in multiethnic andpeople learned to live in multiethnic and
multicultural environment brought from differentmulticultural environment brought from different
places by migrants to the city.places by migrants to the city.

(v)(v) The city The city symbolized self symbolized self made people made people who camewho came
here to pursue their dreams.here to pursue their dreams.

  (vi)  (vi) City culture City culture bought a bought a wave of wave of individualism andindividualism and
were supposed to be quite organised than thewere supposed to be quite organised than the
rural areas, so people who migrated found itrural areas, so people who migrated found it
attractive.attractive. (Any five) 1×5=5(Any five) 1×5=5

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013)
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UU Q. Q. 8.8.  What were ‘Chawls’ ? Describe the living  What were ‘Chawls’ ? Describe the living

conditions in chawls of Bombay.conditions in chawls of Bombay.
[Board Term-I, (36), 2012][Board Term-I, (36), 2012]

OROR
Describe the life of people who Describe the life of people who lived in the Chawlslived in the Chawls
of Bombay (Mumbai).of Bombay (Mumbai).

[Board Term-I, (49), 2012][Board Term-I, (49), 2012]

 Ans. Ans. Chawls were the multi-storeyed structures builtChawls were the multi-storeyed structures built
and owned by private landlord such and owned by private landlord such as merchants,as merchants,
 bankers  bankers and and building building contractors. contractors. Each Each chawlchawl
was divided into smaller one - was divided into smaller one - room tenements.room tenements.

(i)(i) No private No private toilets. Many toilets. Many families could rfamilies could reside at eside at aa
time in a tenement.time in a tenement.

  (ii)  (ii) People used to People used to keep windows keep windows closed because ofclosed because of
the close proximity to filthy putter, buffalo the close proximity to filthy putter, buffalo stablesstables
etc.etc.

  (iii)  (iii)  Due to water scarcity the people quarrelled  Due to water scarcity the people quarrelled
every morning for a turn at the tap. Streets andevery morning for a turn at the tap. Streets and
neighbourhood areas were used for activitiesneighbourhood areas were used for activities
such as cooking, washing, sleeping.such as cooking, washing, sleeping.

  (iv)  (iv)  Liquor shops and  Liquor shops and  Akharas Akharas came up in emptycame up in empty
spaces. Streets were used for leisure activities.spaces. Streets were used for leisure activities.

(v)(v) Chawls were also Chawls were also a place for a place for exchanging newsexchanging news
about strikes, riots, demonstrations, etc.about strikes, riots, demonstrations, etc. 1×5=51×5=5

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012)2012)

UU Q. Q. 9.9.  Explain any four causes of air pollution in  Explain any four causes of air pollution in
Calcutta in the 19Calcutta in the 19thth  century and early 20  century and early 20thth

century. Which body controlled industrialcentury. Which body controlled industrial

pollution in Bengal ?pollution in Bengal ? [Board Term-I, (55), 2012][Board Term-I, (55), 2012]
OROR

Calcutta (Kolkata) had a long history of ‘airCalcutta (Kolkata) had a long history of ‘air
pollution’. Explain any five reasons for it.pollution’. Explain any five reasons for it.

[Board Term-I, (38), 2012][Board Term-I, (38), 2012]

Ans. Ans. Causes Causes ::
(i)(i) Huge population Huge population depended on depended on dung and dung and woodwood

as fuel in their daily life.as fuel in their daily life.
  (ii)  (ii)  The industries and establishments that used  The industries and establishments that used

steam engines were run on coal.steam engines were run on coal.
  (iii)  (iii) In 1855, the introduction In 1855, the introduction of railway brought coalof railway brought coal

from Raniganj which had high content of ash. Itfrom Raniganj which had high content of ash. It
also polluted the air.also polluted the air.

  (iv)  (iv) The fog in The fog in the city combined the city combined with smoke to with smoke to createcreate
thick smog.thick smog.

(v)(v) Due to marshy land, Due to marshy land, the resulting fog combinedthe resulting fog combined
with smoke to generate thick smog.with smoke to generate thick smog.
Bengal Smoke Nuisance Commission controlledBengal Smoke Nuisance Commission controlled
industrial pollution in Bengal.industrial pollution in Bengal. 4+1=54+1=5

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)

AA  Q. 10. Q. 10. Why were Why were reclamation projects reclamation projects undertaken inundertaken in

Bombay ? Explain any two such projects.Bombay ? Explain any two such projects.
[Board Term-I, (53), 2012][Board Term-I, (53), 2012]

OROR
Why was the land reclamation in BombayWhy was the land reclamation in Bombay
necessary ? Mention any two land reclamationnecessary ? Mention any two land reclamation
projects taken up in projects taken up in BombayBombay..

Ans. Ans. The Reclamation The Reclamation in in Bombay was Bombay was necessarynecessary
 because : because :

(i)(i) When the islands of Bombay passed into British When the islands of Bombay passed into British
hands, the East India Company shifted its basehands, the East India Company shifted its base
from Surat to Bombay.from Surat to Bombay.

Thus, Bombay became a major outlet forThus, Bombay became a major outlet for
exports and it also became an importantexports and it also became an important
administration centre in Western India and by theadministration centre in Western India and by the
end of the 19end of the 19thth century a major industrial centre. century a major industrial centre.

(ii)(ii)  With the growth of trade in cotton and opium  With the growth of trade in cotton and opium
large communities of traders and bankers as welllarge communities of traders and bankers as well
as artisans and shopkeepers came to settle inas artisans and shopkeepers came to settle in
Bombay.Bombay.

  (iii)  (iii) Bombay dominated the maritime trade of IndiaBombay dominated the maritime trade of India
till the twentieth century.till the twentieth century.

  (iv)  (iv)  The railways encouraged an even higher scale  The railways encouraged an even higher scale
of migration into the city. For instance, famineof migration into the city. For instance, famine
in dry region of Kutch drove large numbers ofin dry region of Kutch drove large numbers of
people into Bombay in 1888-89.people into Bombay in 1888-89. (Any three)(Any three)

Land Land Reclamation Reclamation Projects Projects ::

(a) Back Bay Reclamation :(a) Back Bay Reclamation :  In 1864, the Back Bay  In 1864, the Back Bay
Reclamation Company won the right to reclaimReclamation Company won the right to reclaim
the western foreshore from the tip of the western foreshore from the tip of Malabar hillMalabar hill
to the end of Colaba.to the end of Colaba.

(b)(b) Bombay Port Trust :Bombay Port Trust :  A successful Reclamation  A successful Reclamation
project was undertaken by the Bombay Portproject was undertaken by the Bombay Port
Trust, which built a dry between 1914 and 1918Trust, which built a dry between 1914 and 1918
used the excavated earth to create the 22 acreused the excavated earth to create the 22 acre
Ballard Estate. Subsequently the famous MarineBallard Estate. Subsequently the famous Marine
Drive of Bombay was developed.Drive of Bombay was developed.

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012) 2012) 3+2=53+2=5

RR  Q. 11. Q. 11. What do you meWhat do you mean by “Land Ran by “Land Reclamation”?eclamation”?
Explain the history of land reclamation inExplain the history of land reclamation in

Mumbai.Mumbai.
[Board T[Board Term-I, (39), erm-I, (39), 2012, (5800, 23, 45), 2012, (5800, 23, 45), 2011]2011]

 Ans. Ans. Reclamation means reclaiming of marshy orReclamation means reclaiming of marshy or
submerged areas for settlement or other use.submerged areas for settlement or other use.
History of Land Reclamation in Mumbai :History of Land Reclamation in Mumbai :

(i)(i) William Hornby approved William Hornby approved the building of greatthe building of great
sea wall.sea wall.

  (ii)  (ii)  Several plans by both government and private  Several plans by both government and private
companies helped in building new areascompanies helped in building new areas
reclaimed from the sea.reclaimed from the sea.

  (iii)  (iii) In 1864 the In 1864 the Back Bay Reclamation Company Back Bay Reclamation Company wonwon
the right to reclaim foreshore from the tip ofthe right to reclaim foreshore from the tip of
Malabar Hill to the end of Colaba.Malabar Hill to the end of Colaba.

  (iv)  (iv) Bombay Port Bombay Port Trust createTrust created 22 d 22 acre Ballard acre Ballard Estate.Estate.
1+4=51+4=5

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)

UU  Q. 12. Q. 12. “Bombay is a “Bombay is a city of slums city of slums and star bungalowsand star bungalows
—a blend of dream and reality.” Justify the—a blend of dream and reality.” Justify the
statement giving any five suitable arguments.statement giving any five suitable arguments.

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (82), (82), 2012]2012]
  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) Bombay films have contributed in a big way to Bombay films have contributed in a big way to

produce an image of the city as a blend of dreamproduce an image of the city as a blend of dream
and reality.and reality.

  (ii)  (ii)  Rich industrialists and film producers owned  Rich industrialists and film producers owned
spacious bungalows.spacious bungalows.

  (iii)  (iii) Bombay offered employment to both skilled andBombay offered employment to both skilled and
unskilled workers.unskilled workers.

  (iv)  (iv)  With the rapid and unplanned expansion of the  With the rapid and unplanned expansion of the
city, the pressure on Bombay’s housing problemcity, the pressure on Bombay’s housing problem
increased.increased.

(v)(v) Refuge and waste Refuge and waste products of large factories products of large factories led toled to
pollution.pollution. 1 × 5 = 51 × 5 = 5
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(i) (i) The The history history of of print print in in Europe.Europe.
(ii) (ii) The The growth growth of of press press in in the the 1919thth century India. century India.
(iii) (iii) Relationship Relationship between between print print culture, culture, public public debate debate and and politics.politics.

TOPIC-1TOPIC-1
Print Culture and the Modern WorldPrint Culture and the Modern World

Quick Review Quick Review 
 The earliest kind of print technology was developed in China,The earliest kind of print technology was developed in China,

 Japan and Korea. This was a system of hand printing. Japan and Korea. This was a system of hand printing.

 Books in Books in China wChina were prere printed by inted by rubbing paper rubbing paper against theagainst the
inked surface of wooden blocks.inked surface of wooden blocks.

 China China was was the the major major producer producer of of printed printed materials.materials.

 The skilled The skilled craftsmen could craftsmen could duplicate, with duplicate, with remarkableremarkable
accuracyaccuracy, the , the different style of different style of writing called calligwriting called calligraphyraphy..

 Shanghai Shanghai was was the the hub hub of tof the he new new print print culture.culture.

 The oldest The oldest Japanese Japanese book printed book printed in AD. in AD. 868, is 868, is the Buddhist the Buddhist ‘Diamond Sutr‘Diamond Sutra.’a.’

 In medieval In medieval Japan, poets Japan, poets and prose and prose writers wewriters were regularly re regularly published and books published and books were cheap were cheap and abundant.and abundant.

 In the In the late 18th late 18th centurycentury, at Edo, , at Edo, illustrated collections illustrated collections of paintings depicteof paintings depicted an elitd an elite urban e urban culture.culture.

 For For centuries, silk centuries, silk and spices fand spices from China rom China flowed into Eurflowed into Europe through tope through the silk routehe silk route..

 In In the the 1111thth century, Chinese paper reached Europe through the silk route. century, Chinese paper reached Europe through the silk route.

 At At Strasbourg, GermanyStrasbourg, Germany, Johann Gut, Johann Gutenberg developed enberg developed the first the first known printing prknown printing press in tess in the 1430s.he 1430s.

 The The first first book printebook printed by d by Gutenberg Gutenberg was was the the Bible.Bible.

 One hundred One hundred eighty copies eighty copies of this of this book were book were printed in printed in three ythree years.ears.

 Printed books Printed books at first at first closely resembled closely resembled the written the written manuscripts in manuscripts in appearance and appearance and layout.layout.

 Luxury editions werLuxury editions were still writtee still written by hand on n by hand on very expensive very expensive ‘V‘Vellum’ meant for ellum’ meant for aristocratic circles.aristocratic circles.

 The The print print revolution revolution transformed transformed the the lives lives of of people.people.

 In 1517, In 1517, the religious the religious reformer Martin reformer Martin Luther wLuther wrote ‘Ninety rote ‘Ninety Five Theses’ Five Theses’ criticising the criticising the Catholic Church.Catholic Church.

 Printing Printing helped helped to to spread spread the the new new ideas ideas of of Reformation.Reformation.

 The RThe Roman Church oman Church imposed sevimposed severe ere controls over controls over publishers publishers and booksellers.and booksellers.

 In England, penny In England, penny chapbooks were chapbooks were carried, by carried, by petty peddlers petty peddlers known as chapmen known as chapmen sold for a sold for a pennypenny..

 In FIn France, small rance, small chapbooks called chapbooks called the ‘the ‘Biliotheque BleBiliotheque Bleue’ were ue’ were sold at sold at low-price.low-price.

 The periodical prThe periodical press, newspapers ess, newspapers and journals carried and journals carried information about wars information about wars and trade, aand trade, as well as s well as news ofnews of
development in other places.development in other places.

 The ideas and wrThe ideas and writings of the scientists itings of the scientists like Isaac Newtlike Isaac Newton, Thomas Paon, Thomas Paine, Vine, Voltaire and Jean oltaire and Jean Jacques RousseauJacques Rousseau
were printed and read.were printed and read.

 The FThe French Revolution rench Revolution occurred as occurred as printing helped printing helped the spread the spread of ideas.of ideas.

 Primary education Primary education became compulsory frbecame compulsory from the om the late 19th late 19th century; children century; children became an became an important category important category ofof
readers.readers.

 A children’s A children’s press, devoted press, devoted to literature to literature for children for children was set was set up in Fup in France in rance in 1857.1857.

 Penny Penny magazines magazines were were specially specially meant meant for for women.women.

TOPIC - 1TOPIC - 1

Print Culture and the Modern World ....Print Culture and the Modern World .... P. 103P. 103

TOPIC - 2TOPIC - 2

The Growth of Press in 19The Growth of Press in 19thth Century India Century India
........ P. 112P. 112
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 The best The best known novelists wknown novelists were Jane ere Jane Austen, Austen, the Bronte the Bronte Sisters and Sisters and George Eliot.George Eliot.

 In the In the 19th century19th century, libraries , libraries in England became in England became instruments for instruments for educating the faeducating the factory workers, ctory workers, artisans andartisans and
lower middle-class people.lower middle-class people.

 Self-educated Self-educated working working class class people people wrote wrote political tpolitical tracts racts and and autobiographies.autobiographies.

 By the By the late 18th late 18th centurycentury, the , the press came press came to be made to be made out of out of metal.metal.

 Richard M. Hoe of Richard M. Hoe of New YNew York made the power ork made the power driven cylindrical predriven cylindrical press, which was capable ss, which was capable of printing 8,000of printing 8,000
sheets per hoursheets per hour. This press was used . This press was used for printing newspapers.for printing newspapers.

 In the In the late 19late 19th centuryth century, the , the offset preoffset press was ss was developed.developed.

 In In 1930s, 1930s, publishers publishers brought brought out out cheap cheap paperback paperback editions.editions.

 Printers Printers and publishers and publishers continuously developed continuously developed new strategienew strategies to ses to sell their ll their product. In tproduct. In the 1920s he 1920s in England,in England,
popular works were sold in cpopular works were sold in cheap series, called the Shilling series.heap series, called the Shilling series.

FlowchartFlowchart

Print technology was developed in China, Japan and KoreaPrint technology was developed in China, Japan and Korea

Shanghai was the hub of the new print cultureShanghai was the hub of the new print culture

The first book printed by Gutenberg was the BibleThe first book printed by Gutenberg was the Bible

By the late 1By the late 18 8 centurycentury, the press cam, the press came to be made out of metae to be made out of metal and in the latel and in the late
the offset press was developedthe offset press was developed

thth 19 19 cencenturturyy,,thth

Printing Printing helped to spread the new helped to spread the new ideas of Reformationideas of Reformation

Know the TermsKnow the Terms
 Calligraphy :Calligraphy : The art of beautiful and stylish  The art of beautiful and stylish writing.writing.

 Diamond Sutra :Diamond Sutra :  The oldest Japanese book printed in AD 868 containing six sheets of text and woodcut  The oldest Japanese book printed in AD 868 containing six sheets of text and woodcut
illustrations.illustrations.

 Compositor :Compositor : The person who composes the text for printing.The person who composes the text for printing.

 Despotism :Despotism : A system of governance in which absolute power is exercised by an individual, unregulated by A system of governance in which absolute power is exercised by an individual, unregulated by
legal and constitutional checks.legal and constitutional checks.

 Almanac :Almanac : An annual publication giving astronomical data, information about the movements of the sun andAn annual publication giving astronomical data, information about the movements of the sun and
moon, timing of full tides and eclipses, and much else that was of importance in the everyday life of people.moon, timing of full tides and eclipses, and much else that was of importance in the everyday life of people.

 Denominations :Denominations : Sub-groups with a religion.Sub-groups with a religion.

 Anthology :Anthology : A collection of poems, stories, etc, that have been written by different people and publishedA collection of poems, stories, etc, that have been written by different people and published
together in a book.together in a book.

 Galley :Galley : Metal frame in which types are laid  Metal frame in which types are laid and the text composed.and the text composed.

 Chapbooks :Chapbooks : PockPocket size books that were popular in et size books that were popular in the 16th century print revolution.the 16th century print revolution.

 Taverns :Taverns : Places where people gathered to drink alcohol, to be served food and to meet friends and exchangePlaces where people gathered to drink alcohol, to be served food and to meet friends and exchange
news.news.

 Protestant Reformation :Protestant Reformation : A movement to reform the Catholic A movement to reform the Catholic Church.Church.

 Lithography :Lithography : The process of printing from a smooth surface, viz., a metal plate, that has been speciallyThe process of printing from a smooth surface, viz., a metal plate, that has been specially
prepared so that ink only sticks to the design to be printed.prepared so that ink only sticks to the design to be printed.

 Revolution :Revolution : Cause to change Cause to change fundamentallyfundamentally..
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 Ulama :Ulama : Legal scholars of Islam and the Sharia (a body of Islamic law).Legal scholars of Islam and the Sharia (a body of Islamic law).

 Vellum :Vellum : A parchment made from the skin of animals.A parchment made from the skin of animals.

 New Testament :New Testament : The second part of the Bible, that describes the life and the teachings of Jesus The second part of the Bible, that describes the life and the teachings of Jesus Christ.Christ.

 Scribes :Scribes : Skilled hand writers of manuscripts.Skilled hand writers of manuscripts.

 Platen :Platen :  In letter press printing, platen is a board which is pressed onto the back of the paper to get the  In letter press printing, platen is a board which is pressed onto the back of the paper to get the

impression from the type. At one time it impression from the type. At one time it used to be a used to be a wooden board, later it was made of wooden board, later it was made of steel.steel.

 Parchment :Parchment : Skin of animals like goat or sheep, specially prepared for the purpose of writing, painting, etc.Skin of animals like goat or sheep, specially prepared for the purpose of writing, painting, etc.

Know the DatesKnow the Dates

 594 A.D. :594 A.D. : Books in China were printed by rubbing paper against the inked surface of woodblocks.Books in China were printed by rubbing paper against the inked surface of woodblocks.

 768-770 768-770 A.D. A.D. :: Hand printing technology was introduced in Japan.Hand printing technology was introduced in Japan.

 868 868 A.D. A.D. :: The first Japanese book ‘The The first Japanese book ‘The Diamond Sutra’ was printed.Diamond Sutra’ was printed.

 1111thth Century : Century : Paper reached Europe from China.Paper reached Europe from China.

 1295 1295 A.D. A.D. :: Marco Polo brought the knowledge of producing books with woodblocks to Europe from China.Marco Polo brought the knowledge of producing books with woodblocks to Europe from China.

 1448 1448 A.D. A.D. :: Johann Gutenberg invented the pr Johann Gutenberg invented the printing press.inting press.

 1450-1550 1450-1550 A.D. A.D. :: Printing presses set up in most countries of Europe.Printing presses set up in most countries of Europe.

 1517 1517 A.D. A.D. :: Religious reformer Martin Luther printed ‘Ninety Five Theses’, criticizing many of the practicesReligious reformer Martin Luther printed ‘Ninety Five Theses’, criticizing many of the practices

and rituals of the and rituals of the Roman Catholic Church, starting the ‘Protestant Reformation’.Roman Catholic Church, starting the ‘Protestant Reformation’.

 1558 1558 A.D. A.D. :: The Roman Church  The Roman Church began maintaining an index of prohibited books.began maintaining an index of prohibited books.

Know the LinksKnow the Links

  www.excellup.com/classten/ssten/printculture.aspx  www.excellup.com/classten/ssten/printculture.aspx

  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_printing   https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_printing 

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. Who Who was was Menocchio Menocchio ??

 [Board Term-I, (NLTM8TU), 2016-17] [Board Term-I, (NLTM8TU), 2016-17]

  Ans.  Ans. Menocchio was a miller of sixteenth century inMenocchio was a miller of sixteenth century in
Italy. He reinterpreted the message of the BibleItaly. He reinterpreted the message of the Bible
and formulated a view of God and Creation thatand formulated a view of God and Creation that
enraged the Roman Catholic Church.enraged the Roman Catholic Church.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1

UU Q. Q. 2.2. What What is is Calligraphy Calligraphy ??

[Board Term-I, NCT-2014][Board Term-I, NCT-2014]

  Ans.  Ans. The art of beautiful and stylish writing.The art of beautiful and stylish writing. 11

AA Q. Q. 3.3. Who Who was Mawas Martin Luthertin Luther ?r ?

  Ans.  Ans. Religious reformer of Religious reformer of GermanyGermany.. 11

UU Q. Q. 4.4. Who introduceWho introduced hand-printing d hand-printing technology intechnology in
 Japan ? Japan ? [Board Term-I, KVS-2014][Board Term-I, KVS-2014]

  Ans.  Ans. Buddhist missionaries from China.Buddhist missionaries from China. 11

AA Q. Q. 5.5.  Who was the enlightened thinker whose  Who was the enlightened thinker whose
writings are said to have writings are said to have created conditions forcreated conditions for
a revolution in France ?a revolution in France ?

  Ans.  Ans. Rousseau.Rousseau. 11

AA Q. Q. 6.6.  Name the first book printed by Johann  Name the first book printed by Johann
Gutenberg.Gutenberg. [Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, DDE-2015, Set-E)]DDE-2015, Set-E)]

  Ans.  Ans. Bible.Bible. 11

UU Q. Q. 7.7. How we How we can say tcan say that, Gutenberg’s hat, Gutenberg’s press was tpress was toooo
slow as compared to present press technology ?slow as compared to present press technology ?
Give one example.Give one example.

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (CB4QHT1), 2016-17](CB4QHT1), 2016-17]

  Ans.  Ans. It could print 180 copies of Bible in three years.It could print 180 copies of Bible in three years.
(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1

AA Q. Q. 8.8. Which is the Which is the oldest printed oldest printed Japanese book Japanese book ??
[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, DDE-2015, Set-M]DDE-2015, Set-M]

  Ans.  Ans. Diamond Sutra.Diamond Sutra. 11

AA Q. Q. 9.9. Mention any one feature of the oldest JapaneseMention any one feature of the oldest Japanese
 book. book. [Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, Set-6AP67LB, 2015]Set-6AP67LB, 2015]

 Ans. Ans. Oldest Japanese book contained six sheets of textOldest Japanese book contained six sheets of text
and woodcut illustrations.and woodcut illustrations.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015) 1(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015) 1

AA  Q. 10. Q. 10. Who deveWho developed the loped the first printing first printing press ?press ?
[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (WQ7FXWC), (R9UJGYG),(WQ7FXWC), (R9UJGYG),

2014]2014]

  Ans.  Ans. Johann Gutenberg. Johann Gutenberg. 11
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UU  Q. 11. Q. 11. Which metWhich method of hod of hand-printing was hand-printing was developeddeveloped
in China ?in China ?

[Board Term-I, (X30T4XE), 2014][Board Term-I, (X30T4XE), 2014]
  Ans.  Ans. WWoodblock oodblock printing.printing. 11

UU  Q. 12. Q. 12. Despite the woodblock prDespite the woodblock printing, what factorinting, what factor
raised the demand of new technology in print ?raised the demand of new technology in print ?

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (6HTQGTF), (6HTQGTF), 2016-17]2016-17]

 Ans. Ans. Gradual increase in demand than the rate ofGradual increase in demand than the rate of
printing by the use of wood-block printing led toprinting by the use of wood-block printing led to
the demand of the demand of new technology.new technology.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1

AA  Q. 13. Q. 13.  How were Biliotheque Bleue different from  How were Biliotheque Bleue different from
penny chap books ?penny chap books ?

[Board T[Board Term-I, Set-erm-I, Set-C5JWEVD, 2015]C5JWEVD, 2015]

 Ans. Ans. Both were low priced books printed on poorBoth were low priced books printed on poor
quality paper but the Biliotheque Bleue werequality paper but the Biliotheque Bleue were
 bounded in cheap blue covers. bounded in cheap blue covers.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015) 1(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015) 1

UU  Q. 14. Q. 14. Who agreed to Who agreed to revise Press revise Press Laws in 1835 Laws in 1835 ??
  Ans.  Ans. Governor General Bentinck.Governor General Bentinck. 11

AA  Q. 15. Q. 15. In which country In which country was the was the earliest kind of earliest kind of printprint
technology developed ?technology developed ?

  Ans.  Ans. China.China. 11

AA  Q. 16. Q. 16. Give the Give the ancient name ancient name of Tokyo.of Tokyo.
[Board Term-I, Set-X0K2SB, 2015][Board Term-I, Set-X0K2SB, 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. Edo.Edo. 11

UU  Q. 17. Q. 17. How did Louise How did Louise Sebestian Mercier Sebestian Mercier interpret tinterpret thehe
printing press ?printing press ?

  Ans.  Ans. He said that ‘Printing press is the most powerfulHe said that ‘Printing press is the most powerful
engine of progress and public opinion is the forceengine of progress and public opinion is the force
that will sweep despotism that will sweep despotism awayaway.. 11

UU  Q. 18. Q. 18. Why were Why were cheap paperback editions cheap paperback editions of booksof books
printed by the end of the eighteenth century ?printed by the end of the eighteenth century ?

[Board Term-I, DDE-2014][Board Term-I, DDE-2014]

  Ans.  Ans. So that poor people could buy them.So that poor people could buy them. 11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. What is meaWhat is meant by the nt by the print revolution print revolution ? Explain? Explain
its significance.its significance.

[Board Term-I, (R9UJGYG), (WQ7FXWC), 2014][Board Term-I, (R9UJGYG), (WQ7FXWC), 2014]

  Ans.  Ans. With the invention of printing press, the printingWith the invention of printing press, the printing

of books started at a large scale. It was called theof books started at a large scale. It was called the
Print Revolution.Print Revolution.

Significance Significance ::

(i)(i)  With the printing press, a new reading public  With the printing press, a new reading public
emerged.emerged.

  (ii)  (ii) Printing reduced Printing reduced the cost the cost of books.of books.

  (iii)  (iii) Books flooded the market, reBooks flooded the market, reaching out to an everaching out to an ever
growing readership.growing readership. (Any two) 1 + 2 = 3(Any two) 1 + 2 = 3

AA Q. Q. 2.2.  How had the earliest printing technology  How had the earliest printing technology
developed developed in in the the world world ? ? Explain Explain withwith
eexamples.xamples.[Board Term-I, (NLTM8TU), 2016-17][Board Term-I, (NLTM8TU), 2016-17]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i)  The earliest kind of print technology was  The earliest kind of print technology was

developed in China, developed in China, Japan and KJapan and Korea. orea. In ChinaIn China

woodblock were used for hand printing.woodblock were used for hand printing.

(ii)(ii) Upto Upto the the 66thth century print was used only by the century print was used only by the

scholar officials but later it became common.scholar officials but later it became common.

(iii)(iii) The The Buddhist Buddhist missionaries missionaries introduced introduced handhand

printing technology from China to Japan.printing technology from China to Japan.

(iv)(iv) It was Marco Polo, a great explorer, who brought It was Marco Polo, a great explorer, who brought

printing knowledge of woodblock from China toprinting knowledge of woodblock from China to

Italy.Italy. (CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1 × 3 = 3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1 × 3 = 3

AA Q. Q. 3.3. What was What was an “Accordion Book” an “Accordion Book” ? Describe any? Describe any

two features of hand printing in China.two features of hand printing in China.

[Board Term-I, (38), 2012][Board Term-I, (38), 2012]

OrOr

Explain any three features of Chinese ‘AccordionExplain any three features of Chinese ‘Accordion
Book’.Book’.

Ans.Ans. 'Accordion Book' is a traditional Chinese book,'Accordion Book' is a traditional Chinese book,
folded and stitched at the side.folded and stitched at the side.

(i)(i) Chinese Accordion Chinese Accordion Books were Books were handprinted.handprinted.
They were printed by rubbing paper against theThey were printed by rubbing paper against the
inked surface of wooden blocks.inked surface of wooden blocks.

(ii)(ii) As both As both sides of sides of the thin, the thin, porous sheet porous sheet would notwould not
 be  be printed, printed, the the traditional traditional Chinese Chinese ‘‘AccordionAccordion
Book’ was folded and stitched at the side.Book’ was folded and stitched at the side.

(iii)(iii) These Accordion These Accordion Books could be Books could be duplicatedduplicated
 by  by superbly-skilled superbly-skilled craftsmen craftsmen with with remarkableremarkable
accuracy and the beauty accuracy and the beauty of calligraphy.of calligraphy.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1 × 3 = 3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1 × 3 = 3

AA Q. Q. 4.4. Where was Where was the earliethe earliest kind st kind of printof print technologytechnology

developed ?developed ? Explain that technology. Explain that technology.

[Board Term-I, NCT-2014][Board Term-I, NCT-2014]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  The earliest kind of print technology was  The earliest kind of print technology was
developed in China. This was a system of handdeveloped in China. This was a system of hand
printing.printing.

  (ii)  (ii)  From 594 A.D. onwards, books in China were  From 594 A.D. onwards, books in China were
printed by rubbing paper against the inked surface.printed by rubbing paper against the inked surface.

  (iii)  (iii) As both sides of the thin and porous sheet As both sides of the thin and porous sheet couldcould
not be printed, the traditional Chinese ‘Accordionnot be printed, the traditional Chinese ‘Accordion
 book’ was folded and stitched at the side. book’ was folded and stitched at the side.

  (iv)  (iv)  Superbly skilled craftsmen could duplicate it  Superbly skilled craftsmen could duplicate it
with remarkable accuracy which is the beauty ofwith remarkable accuracy which is the beauty of
calligraphy.calligraphy. (Any three) 1×3=3(Any three) 1×3=3

AA Q. Q. 5.5. Explain the reasons favouring shift from handExplain the reasons favouring shift from hand
printing to mechanical printing in China.printing to mechanical printing in China.

[Board T[Board Term-I, DDE-2015, erm-I, DDE-2015, Set E]Set E]

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (R9UJGYG), (R9UJGYG), (WQ7FXWC), (WQ7FXWC), 2014]2014]

OROR

Explain the different stages of development ofExplain the different stages of development of
printing technology in China.printing technology in China.

[Board Term-I, SS2-61, 2012][Board Term-I, SS2-61, 2012]
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  Ans. (i)  Ans. (i) From 594 A.D. the books were printed in China From 594 A.D. the books were printed in China
 by  by rubbing rubbing paper paper against against the the inked inked surface surface ofof
woodblocks.woodblocks.

  (ii)  (ii) The imperial court got many textbooks printedThe imperial court got many textbooks printed
for the Civil Services Examination and remainedfor the Civil Services Examination and remained
the target user of printed books in the target user of printed books in China.China.

(iii)(iii) By the 17By the 17thth  century urban culture developed  century urban culture developed
in China and it added merchants, wives of richin China and it added merchants, wives of rich
men, scholars and officials who not only startedmen, scholars and officials who not only started
reading printed books but also began to writereading printed books but also began to write
their autobiographies.their autobiographies.

  (iv)  (iv)  In the late 19  In the late 19thth  century, the western powers  century, the western powers
established mechanical printing press in Shanghaiestablished mechanical printing press in Shanghai
and shifted to mechanical printing.and shifted to mechanical printing. (Any three)(Any three)

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1 × 3 = 3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1 × 3 = 3

The The reasons reasons favouring favouring shift shift from from hand hand printing printing toto
mechanical printing in China are :mechanical printing in China are :

(i)(i)  Textbooks of Civil Service Examination were  Textbooks of Civil Service Examination were
printed in vast numbers under the sponsorship ofprinted in vast numbers under the sponsorship of
the imperial state. From the sixteenth century, thethe imperial state. From the sixteenth century, the
number of examination candidates went up andnumber of examination candidates went up and
that increased the volume of print.that increased the volume of print.

  (ii)  (ii) By the seventeenth ceBy the seventeenth century, print was no longerntury, print was no longer
used just by scholar officials. Merchants usedused just by scholar officials. Merchants used
print in their everyday life, as they collected tradeprint in their everyday life, as they collected trade
information.information.

(iii)(iii)  Reading increasingly became a leisure activity.  Reading increasingly became a leisure activity.
The new readership preferred fictional narratives,The new readership preferred fictional narratives,
poetry, autobiographies, anthologies of literarypoetry, autobiographies, anthologies of literary
masterpieces, and romantic plays.masterpieces, and romantic plays.

  (iv)  (iv)  Rich women began to read, and many women  Rich women began to read, and many women
 began  began publishing publishing their their poetry poetry and and plays. plays. WivesWives
of scholar-officials published their works andof scholar-officials published their works and
courtesans wrote about their lives. The new readingcourtesans wrote about their lives. The new reading
culture was accompanied by a new technology.culture was accompanied by a new technology.
Western printing techniques and mechanicalWestern printing techniques and mechanical
presses were imported in China and Shanghaipresses were imported in China and Shanghai
 became the new hub of the new print culture. became the new hub of the new print culture.

(Any (Any three) three) 1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33

UU Q. Q. 6.6. Highlight any three innovaHighlight any three innovations which havetions which have
improved the printing technology from 19improved the printing technology from 19thth

century onwards.century onwards.

[Board Term-I, (X30T4XE), 2014][Board Term-I, (X30T4XE), 2014]

OROR

WWrite any three innovations in rite any three innovations in printing technologyprinting technology
in the 19in the 19thth century and 20 century and 20thth century Europe. century Europe.

  Ans. (i)  Ans. (i) By the mid-19 By the mid-19thth century, Richard M. Hoe of New century, Richard M. Hoe of New
York had perfected the power driven cylindricalYork had perfected the power driven cylindrical
press. This was capable of printing 8,000 sheets perpress. This was capable of printing 8,000 sheets per
hourhour. This press was . This press was particularly useful for printingparticularly useful for printing
newspaper.newspaper.

  (ii)  (ii)  In the late 19  In the late 19thth  century, the offset press was  century, the offset press was
developed which would print up to six colours at adeveloped which would print up to six colours at a
time.time.

  (iii)  (iii)  From the turn of the 20  From the turn of the 20 thth  century, electrically-  century, electrically-
operated presses accelerated the printingoperated presses accelerated the printing
operations.operations.

  (iv)  (iv)  Methods of feeding paper improved, the quality  Methods of feeding paper improved, the quality
of plates became better, automatic paper reels andof plates became better, automatic paper reels and
photoelectric controls of the colour register werephotoelectric controls of the colour register were
introduced.introduced.

(v)(v) The dust The dust cover or cover or the book the book jackets werejackets were
introduced.introduced. (Any three) 1×3=3(Any three) 1×3=3

UU Q. Q. 7.7. ‘With the ‘With the printing press printing press a new a new public emergedpublic emerged

in Europe’. Justify the statement.in Europe’. Justify the statement.

[Board Term-I, Set-XOKG25B, 2015][Board Term-I, Set-XOKG25B, 2015]

OROR

How did a new reading public How did a new reading public emerge with theemerge with the
printing press ? Explain.printing press ? Explain.

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (6HTQGTF), 2016-17](6HTQGTF), 2016-17]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i)  Wider sections of people started having an  Wider sections of people started having an
easy access to books.easy access to books.

(ii)(ii) Books were Books were printed in printed in large numbers large numbers with greatewith greaterr
ease.ease.

(iii)(iii) The prices fell and theThe prices fell and they became affordable fory became affordable for
large public.large public.

(iv)(iv) The hearing public The hearing public and reading public and reading public becamebecame
intermingled.intermingled. (CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 3

UU Q. Q. 8.8. How did How did Johann Gutenberg Johann Gutenberg developed the developed the firstfirst

printing press ?printing press ?

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, KVS-2014, DDE-2014]KVS-2014, DDE-2014]

  Ans.  Ans.  From his   From his childhood, Gutenberg childhood, Gutenberg had seehad seen winen wine
and olive presses. Subsequently, he learnt the artand olive presses. Subsequently, he learnt the art
of polishing stones, became a master goldsmith,of polishing stones, became a master goldsmith,
and also acquired the expertise to create leadand also acquired the expertise to create lead
moulds used for making trinkets. Drawing onmoulds used for making trinkets. Drawing on
this knowledge, Gutenberg adapted existingthis knowledge, Gutenberg adapted existing
technology to design his innovation. The olivetechnology to design his innovation. The olive
press provided the model for the printing press,press provided the model for the printing press,
and moulds were used for casting the metal typesand moulds were used for casting the metal types
for the letters of the alphabet. By 1448, Gutenbergfor the letters of the alphabet. By 1448, Gutenberg
perfected the system.perfected the system.

The first book printed by him was the Bible. AboutThe first book printed by him was the Bible. About
180 copies were printed and it took three years to180 copies were printed and it took three years to
produce them. By the standards of time this wasproduce them. By the standards of time this was
fast production.fast production.

RR Q. Q. 9.9.  How did Gutenberg personalise the printed  How did Gutenberg personalise the printed

 books ? Explain. books ? Explain. [Board Term-I, (46), 2012][Board Term-I, (46), 2012]

 Ans. (i) Ans. (i) Borders were illuminated by hand with foliageBorders were illuminated by hand with foliage
and other patterns.and other patterns.

  (ii)  (ii) Books printed for Books printed for rich had blank rich had blank space left space left forfor
decoration.decoration.

  (iii)  (iii) Each Each buyer buyer could choose could choose the the design.design.

  (iv)  (iv) Verses were highlighted wVerses were highlighted with hand and withith hand and with
colours.colours. (Any three) 1×3=3(Any three) 1×3=3

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)

AA  Q. 10. Q. 10. Explain any three factors Explain any three factors responsible for theresponsible for the
invention of new printing techniques.invention of new printing techniques.

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (OEQL2HT), 2016-17](OEQL2HT), 2016-17]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) The production of hand written manuscriptThe production of hand written manuscript
could not satisfy the ever-increasing demand forcould not satisfy the ever-increasing demand for
 books. books.

(ii)(ii)  Copying was expensive, laborious and time  Copying was expensive, laborious and time
taking.taking.

(iii)(iii) Manuscript were Manuscript were fragile, difficult to fragile, difficult to handle andhandle and
could not be cared for ocould not be cared for or read easily.r read easily. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016)2016)
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RR  Q. 11. Q. 11.  Describe the development of printing press  Describe the development of printing press

after Gutenberg.after Gutenberg.
Ans. (i)Ans. (i)  By 1448, Gutenberg perfected the system of  By 1448, Gutenberg perfected the system of

printing press. The first book printed by Gutenbergprinting press. The first book printed by Gutenberg
was Bible. About 180 copies were printed and itwas Bible. About 180 copies were printed and it
took three years to produce them.took three years to produce them.

  (ii)  (ii)  In the hundred years between 1450 and 1550,  In the hundred years between 1450 and 1550,
printing presses were set up in most of the countriesprinting presses were set up in most of the countries
of Europe.of Europe.

  (iii)  (iii) Printers from GPrinters from Germany travelled ermany travelled to other countries,to other countries,
seeking work and helping start new presses. As theseeking work and helping start new presses. As the
number of printing presses grew, book productionnumber of printing presses grew, book production
 boomed. boomed.

  (iv)  (iv) The second half The second half of the 15of the 15thth century saw 20 million century saw 20 million
copies of printed books flooding in the Europeancopies of printed books flooding in the European
market. The number went up in the 16market. The number went up in the 16thth century to century to
about 200 million copies.about 200 million copies. (Any three) 1×3=3(Any three) 1×3=3

RR  Q. 12. Q. 12. How How did print did print introduce debate and introduce debate and discussion ?discussion ?

Explain in three points.Explain in three points.

Ans. (i)Ans. (i) Print was used to criticize existing practices.Print was used to criticize existing practices.

Through print, people could be persuaded toThrough print, people could be persuaded to

think think differentlydifferently..

  (ii)  (ii)  Even those who disagreed with established  Even those who disagreed with established
authorities could now print and circulate theirauthorities could now print and circulate their
ideas. It shaped new ideas and debates and newideas. It shaped new ideas and debates and new
ideas emerged from clashes.ideas emerged from clashes.

  (iii)  (iii)  The religious reformer Martin Luther wrote  The religious reformer Martin Luther wrote
Ninety Five Theses’ criticising many of theNinety Five Theses’ criticising many of the
practices and rituals of the Roman Catholicpractices and rituals of the Roman Catholic

Church. He challenged the Church to debate hisChurch. He challenged the Church to debate his
ideas.ideas.

  (iv)  (iv) Muslims Muslims used used print print to to check convecheck conversions.rsions.

(v)(v) Hindus used print Hindus used print to encourage people to encourage people to readto read
the religious texts in vernacular.the religious texts in vernacular. (Any three)(Any three)

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012) 2012) 1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33

RR  Q. 13. Q. 13. How did the printers manage to attract theHow did the printers manage to attract the
people, largely illiterate, towards printedpeople, largely illiterate, towards printed
 books ? books ? [Board Term-I, (45), 2012][Board Term-I, (45), 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. (i) To attract people, the printers started printing(i) To attract people, the printers started printing
popular ballads and folk tales.popular ballads and folk tales.

  (ii)  (ii)  To attract people books had been incorporated  To attract people books had been incorporated
with lots of illustrations.with lots of illustrations.

  (iii)  (iii) Ballads and folk tales wBallads and folk tales were sung and reciteere sung and recited to thed to the
people in gatherings in the villages.people in gatherings in the villages. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

UU  Q. 14. Q. 14.  How did new forms of popular literature  How did new forms of popular literature
appear in print targeting new audience in theappear in print targeting new audience in the
1818thth century? Explain with examples. century? Explain with examples.

[Board Term-I, (33), 2012][Board Term-I, (33), 2012]

 Ans. (i) Ans. (i) There were almanacs along with ballads andThere were almanacs along with ballads and
folktales. In England, Chapbooks were carried byfolktales. In England, Chapbooks were carried by
petty pedlars known as chapman and sold for apetty pedlars known as chapman and sold for a
penny.penny.

(ii)(ii) Biliotheque Bleue Biliotheque Bleue were low-priced were low-priced books sold inbooks sold in
France.France.

  (iii)  (iii) There were There were the romances printethe romances printed on four d on four to sixto six
pages and the more substantial ‘Histories’ whichpages and the more substantial ‘Histories’ which
were stories of the past.were stories of the past. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)

AA  Q. 15. Q. 15. Highlight any three Highlight any three circumstances that led circumstances that led toto
the intermingling of the hearing culture andthe intermingling of the hearing culture and
the reading culture.the reading culture.

[Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , (X30T4XE)(X30T4XE), , 2014]2014]

OROR

Describe any three circumstances that intermingledDescribe any three circumstances that intermingled
the hearing culture and reading culture.the hearing culture and reading culture.

Ans. (i)Ans. (i)  The rate of literacy was very low in Europe  The rate of literacy was very low in Europe

till the end of the 20till the end of the 20thth century. In order to attract century. In order to attract

people towards books, the printers startedpeople towards books, the printers started

printing popular ballads and folk tales with lot ofprinting popular ballads and folk tales with lot of

illustration.illustration.

  (ii)  (ii)  Such books were recited at gatherings and it  Such books were recited at gatherings and it

attracted listeners.attracted listeners.

  (iii)  (iii) Thus the oral culturThus the oral culture was printed ae was printed and printednd printed

material was orally transmitted. That’s how oralmaterial was orally transmitted. That’s how oral

and reading culture intermingled.and reading culture intermingled.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1×3=3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1×3=3

UU  Q. 16. Q. 16. Why did the Roman CaWhy did the Roman Catholic Church begintholic Church begin
to keep an Index of prohibited books from theto keep an Index of prohibited books from the
mid 16mid 16thth century ? century ?

[Board T[Board Term-I, 6AP67LB, erm-I, 6AP67LB, 2015]2015]

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (5533K), (5533K), 2013, 2013, (47), (47), 2012]2012]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i)  Printed religious literature stimulated a  Printed religious literature stimulated a

variety of interpretations of faith, even amongvariety of interpretations of faith, even among

the little educated working class in the early 16the little educated working class in the early 16 thth

century.century.

  (ii)  (ii)  Menocchio, an Italian miller, reinterpreted the  Menocchio, an Italian miller, reinterpreted the

Bible in a way that enraged the Roman CatholicBible in a way that enraged the Roman Catholic

Church.Church.

  (iii)  (iii) Such instances worried Such instances worried the Church about the Church about peoplepeople

reading the various interpretations of the religionreading the various interpretations of the religion

and questioning the Church.and questioning the Church.

  (iv)  (iv) Hence, it Hence, it imposed severe imposed severe controls over controls over publisherspublishers

and booksellers and began maintaining an indexand booksellers and began maintaining an index

of Prohibited Books.of Prohibited Books. (Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015)2015)

AA  Q. 17. Q. 17.  In which three way did the printed books  In which three way did the printed books
at first closely resembled the writtenat first closely resembled the written
manuscripts ?manuscripts ?

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set-C5JWEVD, Set-C5JWEVD, 2015]2015]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) Appearance and layout resembled the written Appearance and layout resembled the written
manuscripts.manuscripts.

  (ii)  (ii) Metal letters imitated the ornamented handMetal letters imitated the ornamented hand
written styles.written styles.

  (iii)  (iii) Borders were illuminated.Borders were illuminated.

(iv)(iv) Space for decoration was kept blank.Space for decoration was kept blank. (Any three)(Any three)

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015) 2015) 1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33

RR Q. 18.Q. 18.  Who was Menocchio ? Mention any two  Who was Menocchio ? Mention any two
contributions of him in the field contributions of him in the field of print cultureof print culture
in the sixteenth century.in the sixteenth century.

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set-C5JWEVD, Set-C5JWEVD, 2015]2015]
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Ans. Ans. (i)(i) In the sixteenth century, Menocchio, a miller in In the sixteenth century, Menocchio, a miller in
Italy, began to read books that were available inItaly, began to read books that were available in
his locality.his locality.

  (ii)  (ii) He reinterpreted the message of the Bible andHe reinterpreted the message of the Bible and
formulated a view of God and Creation thatformulated a view of God and Creation that

enraged the Roman Catholic Church.enraged the Roman Catholic Church.
  (iii)  (iii) When the Roman Church began its inquisition toWhen the Roman Church began its inquisition to

repress heretical ideas, Menocchio was hauled uprepress heretical ideas, Menocchio was hauled up
twice and was twice and was ultimately executed.ultimately executed.

  (iv)  (iv) The Roman Church, troubled by such effectsThe Roman Church, troubled by such effects

of popular readings and questioning of faith,of popular readings and questioning of faith,
imposed server controls over publishers andimposed server controls over publishers and
 booksellers  booksellers and and began began to to maintain maintain an an Index Index ofof
Prohibited Books from 1558.Prohibited Books from 1558. (Any three) 1×3=3(Any three) 1×3=3

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015)2015)

UU Q. 19.Q. 19. Why did Why did James Augustus James Augustus Hickey claim Hickey claim that thethat the
Bengal Gazette was ‘a commercial paper openBengal Gazette was ‘a commercial paper open

to all but influenced by none’ ? Explain.to all but influenced by none’ ? Explain.

[Board Term-I, (34), 2012][Board Term-I, (34), 2012]

 Ans. (i) Ans. (i) It was a private English weekly magazine inIt was a private English weekly magazine in
India, independent from colonial influence.India, independent from colonial influence.

  (ii)  (ii) Hickey not Hickey not only published only published a lot a lot of advertisementof advertisement
including the import and sale of slaves, but alsoincluding the import and sale of slaves, but also
published lots of gossip about the Company’spublished lots of gossip about the Company’s
senior officials in India.senior officials in India.

  (iii)  (iii)  Governor General Warren persecuted Hickey  Governor General Warren persecuted Hickey

and encouraged government sanctionedand encouraged government sanctioned
newspapers.newspapers. 1×3=31×3=3

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)

AA  Q. 20. Q. 20. What led the What led the colonial government to pass colonial government to pass thethe
Vernacular Press Act in 1878 ? How did Vernacular Press Act in 1878 ? How did it affectit affect

the vernacular newspapers ?the vernacular newspapers ?

[Board Term-I, KVS-2014][Board Term-I, KVS-2014]

OROR

AA Why was Vernacular Press Act passed ? ExplainWhy was Vernacular Press Act passed ? Explain
about this Act.about this Act. [Board [Board TTerm-erm-I, I, XOKG25B, XOKG25B, 2015]2015]

Ans.Ans. (i)(i)  The Vernacular Press Act was passed because  The Vernacular Press Act was passed because
the vernacular newspapers were assertivelythe vernacular newspapers were assertively
nationalist. They openly criticized and debated thenationalist. They openly criticized and debated the
government policies.government policies.

  (ii)  (ii) The Vernacular Press The Vernacular Press Act of 1878 was Act of 1878 was passed whichpassed which
empowered the government to censor reports andempowered the government to censor reports and
editorials.editorials.

  (iii)  (iii) The government kept a The government kept a regular tract of vregular tract of vernacularernacular
newspapers. If a report was judged seditious,newspapers. If a report was judged seditious,
the newspaper was warned and if warning wasthe newspaper was warned and if warning was
ignored appropriate actions were taken.ignored appropriate actions were taken. 1×3=31×3=3

UU  Q. 21. Q. 21. How did the print How did the print popularize the ideas popularize the ideas of theof the

enlightened thinkers ? Explain.enlightened thinkers ? Explain.

(Board Term-I, DDE-2014)(Board Term-I, DDE-2014)

OROR

UU How did print help to spread new ideas that led toHow did print help to spread new ideas that led to
the reformation in Europe ?the reformation in Europe ?

Ans.Ans. (i)(i)  In 1517, the religious reformer Martin Luther  In 1517, the religious reformer Martin Luther
wrote ‘Ninety Five Theses’ criticising many of thewrote ‘Ninety Five Theses’ criticising many of the
practices and rituals of the Roman Catholic practices and rituals of the Roman Catholic Church.Church.

  (ii)  (ii) Due to writings of MarDue to writings of Martin Luther, the church tin Luther, the church gotgot
divided and a new protestant reformation haddivided and a new protestant reformation had
started.started.

  (iii)  (iii)  Several scholars, infact think that print brought  Several scholars, infact think that print brought
about a new intellectual atmosphere and helpedabout a new intellectual atmosphere and helped
spread the new ideas that led to spread the new ideas that led to reformation.reformation.

1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

UU  Q. 22. Q. 22.  Why did people in the eighteenth century  Why did people in the eighteenth century
Europe think that print culture would bringEurope think that print culture would bring
enlightenment and end despotism ?enlightenment and end despotism ?

  Ans.  Ans. The people in the 18The people in the 18thth century Europe thought that century Europe thought that
print culture would bring enlightenment and endprint culture would bring enlightenment and end
despotism because :despotism because :

(i)(i) Books became cheaper Books became cheaper and helped the and helped the individualsindividuals
to read which developed rational thinking,to read which developed rational thinking,
scientific outlook, liberalism and democratic ideas.scientific outlook, liberalism and democratic ideas.

  (ii)  (ii) The writings of The writings of the great philosophers the great philosophers like Thomaslike Thomas
Paine, Rousseau and Voltaire spread the ideas ofPaine, Rousseau and Voltaire spread the ideas of
democracy and also exposed them to monarchialdemocracy and also exposed them to monarchial
and church propaganda which finally helped toand church propaganda which finally helped to
end despotism.end despotism.

  (iii)  (iii) The people The people were not influenced were not influenced directly bydirectly by
everything they read or saw. They accepted someeverything they read or saw. They accepted some
ideas and rejected others. They interpreted thingsideas and rejected others. They interpreted things
in their own way. Print did not directly shape theirin their own way. Print did not directly shape their
minds, but it did open up the possibility of thinkingminds, but it did open up the possibility of thinking
differently.differently. 1×3=31×3=3

UU  Q. 23. Q. 23. How did print come How did print come to Europe from Cto Europe from China ?hina ?

Explain.Explain.

Ans.Ans. (i)(i) Through silk route in the 11Through silk route in the 11thth century, Chinese century, Chinese
paper reached Europe from China. Paper madepaper reached Europe from China. Paper made
possible the production of manuscripts whichpossible the production of manuscripts which
were, carefully written by scribes.were, carefully written by scribes.

  (ii)  (ii) In 1295 Marco polo, a great explorer, reIn 1295 Marco polo, a great explorer, returned toturned to
Italy after many years of exploration in China. HeItaly after many years of exploration in China. He
 brought  brought the the knowledge knowledge of of wood wood block block printingprinting
from China and the Italians began producingfrom China and the Italians began producing
 books  books with woowith wood d blocks blocks and soand soon on the technologythe technology
spread to the other parts of Europe.spread to the other parts of Europe.

  (iii)  (iii)  Religious preachers such as the Buddhists were  Religious preachers such as the Buddhists were
also helpful in spreading this knowledge fromalso helpful in spreading this knowledge from
China to Europe.China to Europe. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

AA  Q. 24. Q. 24. Why did some Why did some people fear the people fear the effect of easilyeffect of easily
available printed book ? Give one example eachavailable printed book ? Give one example each

from Europe and India ?from Europe and India ?

Ans.Ans.  Some people were feared by the effect of easily  Some people were feared by the effect of easily
available printed books because rebellious andavailable printed books because rebellious and
irreligious thoughts might spread and the authorityirreligious thoughts might spread and the authority
of ‘valuable literature’ would be destroyed.of ‘valuable literature’ would be destroyed.

(i) Europe :(i) Europe :  In 1517, the religious reformer Martin  In 1517, the religious reformer Martin
Luther wrote Ninety Five Theses criticising manyLuther wrote Ninety Five Theses criticising many
of the practices and rituals of the Roman Catholicof the practices and rituals of the Roman Catholic
church and challenged the Church to debate hischurch and challenged the Church to debate his
ideas.ideas.

(ii) (ii) India India ::  An intense controversy between social  An intense controversy between social
and religious reformer and the Hindu orthodoxand religious reformer and the Hindu orthodox
was developed over matters such as widowwas developed over matters such as widow
immolation, monotheism, Brahmanical piothoodimmolation, monotheism, Brahmanical piothood
and idolatry.and idolatry. 1 + 2 = 31 + 2 = 3
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Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. Describe the impact Describe the impact of the print of the print revolution inrevolution in
Europe during 15Europe during 15thth and 16 and 16thth century. century.

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (OEQL2HT), (OEQL2HT), 2016-17]2016-17]

 Ans.  Ans. Impact of the print Impact of the print revolution in Europe revolution in Europe duringduring
the 15the 15thth and 16 and 16thth century : century :

(i)(i) Printing reduced Printing reduced the cost the cost of books.of books.
(ii)(ii)  The time and labour required to produce each  The time and labour required to produce each

 book  book came came down, down, multiple multiple copies copies could could bebe
produced with greater ease.produced with greater ease.

  (iii)  (iii) Books flooded the market, rBooks flooded the market, reaching out to an eaching out to an everever
growing readership.growing readership.

(iv)(iv) Publishers started Publishers started publishing popular publishing popular ballads folkballads folk
tales with beautiful pictures and illustrations.tales with beautiful pictures and illustrations.

(v)(v) Knowledge was Knowledge was transferred transferred orally.orally.

  (vi)  (vi) Print created the Print created the possibility of wide circulation possibility of wide circulation ofof
ideas and introduced a new world of debate andideas and introduced a new world of debate and
discussion.discussion.

  (vii)  (vii)  Even those who disagreed with established  Even those who disagreed with established
authorities, could now print and circulate theirauthorities, could now print and circulate their
ideas.ideas. e.g.e.g., Martin Luther was a German monk,, Martin Luther was a German monk,
priest, professor and church reformer. Hepriest, professor and church reformer. He
challenged the Church to debate his ichallenged the Church to debate his ideas.deas.

 (viii) (viii)  This led to division within the Church and the  This led to division within the Church and the
 beginning of the Protestant Reformation. beginning of the Protestant Reformation.

  (ix)  (ix) Print and popular religious literature Print and popular religious literature stimulatedstimulated
many distinctive individual interpretations ofmany distinctive individual interpretations of
faith even among little-educated working people.faith even among little-educated working people.

(x)(x)  In the sixteenth century, Menocchio, a miller  In the sixteenth century, Menocchio, a miller
in Italy, reinterpreted the message of the Biblein Italy, reinterpreted the message of the Bible
and formulated a view of God and Creation thatand formulated a view of God and Creation that
enraged the Roman Catholic Church.enraged the Roman Catholic Church. (Any five)(Any five)

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016)2016)

AA Q. Q. 2.2. How did print introduce a new world of debateHow did print introduce a new world of debate
and discussion ? What were its implications inand discussion ? What were its implications in
sphere of religion ? Explain.sphere of religion ? Explain.

[Board Term-I, (36, 38), 2012][Board Term-I, (36, 38), 2012]
OROR

How did print create the possibility of wideHow did print create the possibility of wide
circulation of ideas and discussion.circulation of ideas and discussion.

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, 6AP67LB, 6AP67LB, 2015]2015]

Ans. (i)Ans. (i) Print created the possibility of wide circulation Print created the possibility of wide circulation
of ideas leading to debate and discussion. Thoseof ideas leading to debate and discussion. Those
who disagreed with established authorities couldwho disagreed with established authorities could
now print and circulate their own views.now print and circulate their own views.

  (ii)  (ii) Through printed messages, theThrough printed messages, they could persuadey could persuade
people to think differently and move them intopeople to think differently and move them into
action.action.

  (iii)  (iii)  Implications on the sphere of religion. The  Implications on the sphere of religion. The
religious reformer, Martin Luther, wrotereligious reformer, Martin Luther, wrote
Ninety Five Theses criticizing many practicesNinety Five Theses criticizing many practices
of Roman Catholic Church. A printed copyof Roman Catholic Church. A printed copy
of this was posted on a church door. This ledof this was posted on a church door. This led
to a division within the church and marketdto a division within the church and marketd
the the beginning of beginning of the the Protestant Protestant Reformation.Reformation.

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012) 2012) 1½+1½+2=51½+1½+2=5

UU Q. Q. 3.3.  Martin Luther remarked “Printing is the  Martin Luther remarked “Printing is the
ultimate gift of God and the greatest one.”ultimate gift of God and the greatest one.”
Explain this remark in the light of the religiousExplain this remark in the light of the religious
reforms that took place in Europe in the 16reforms that took place in Europe in the 16thth

century.century. [Board Term-I, (34), 2012][Board Term-I, (34), 2012]

OROR

UU How did Martin Luther’s writing bring reforms inHow did Martin Luther’s writing bring reforms in
the religious field ? Explain.the religious field ? Explain.

Ans.Ans.(i)(i) Martin Luther wrote Ninety Five ThesesMartin Luther wrote Ninety Five Theses
criticising the malpractices in the Roman Catholiccriticising the malpractices in the Roman Catholic
Church. He posted a printed copy of it on theChurch. He posted a printed copy of it on the
door of a church in door of a church in Wittenberg.Wittenberg.

  (ii)  (ii)  Luther’s writings immediately became popular  Luther’s writings immediately became popular
through printed copies and was read widely.through printed copies and was read widely.

  (iii)  (iii) 5000 printed copies 5000 printed copies of Luther’s translation of Luther’s translation of theof the
New Testament were sold in a week.New Testament were sold in a week.

  (iv)  (iv) All these led tAll these led to a religious debate o a religious debate and marked theand marked the
 beginning of the Protestant Reformation. beginning of the Protestant Reformation.

(v)(v) Printing technology Printing technology played a played a key role key role in bringingin bringing
religious reforms in the 16religious reforms in the 16thth  century. Hence  century. Hence
Martin Luther's remarks were apt, effective andMartin Luther's remarks were apt, effective and
practical.practical. 1×5=51×5=5

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015)

UU Q. Q. 4.4. What differWhat difference did ence did printing technology printing technology makemake
in the lives of women and children in the 19in the lives of women and children in the 19thth

century ? Explain.century ? Explain.

[Board T[Board Term-I, KVS-2014, erm-I, KVS-2014, (47), 2012](47), 2012]

 Ans. Impact on Women : Ans. Impact on Women :

(i)(i)  Women became important readers and writers.  Women became important readers and writers.
Penny magazines, especially meant for women,Penny magazines, especially meant for women,
contained guidelines on proper behaviour andcontained guidelines on proper behaviour and
housekeeping.housekeeping.

  (ii)  (ii) Novel began to Novel began to be written be written in the 19in the 19thth century and century and
some of the best novelists were women like Janesome of the best novelists were women like Jane
Austen, Bronte sisters, George Eliot, etc.Austen, Bronte sisters, George Eliot, etc.

  (iii)  (iii)  Their writing created a new image of women  Their writing created a new image of women
with will, strength of personality, determinationwith will, strength of personality, determination
and power to think.and power to think.

Impact Impact on on Children Children ::

(i)(i) Primary education bePrimary education became compulsory from thecame compulsory from the
late 19late 19thth century. century.

  (ii)  (ii) School textbooks, School textbooks, rural folk tales rural folk tales in editedin edited
versions, fairy tales and new stories wereversions, fairy tales and new stories were
published for children.published for children.

  (iii)  (iii) Grimm brothers Grimm brothers of Germany of Germany spent years spent years to collectto collect
traditional folk tales from peasants and Francetraditional folk tales from peasants and France
and set up a children’s press and set up a children’s press in 1857.in 1857.

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012) 2012) 1×5=51×5=5

UU Q. Q. 5.5.  Explain with examples how print culture  Explain with examples how print culture
catered to the requirement of Children.catered to the requirement of Children.

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (6HTQGTF), (6HTQGTF), 2016-17]2016-17]
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 Ans. (i) Ans. (i)  Primary education became compulsory from  Primary education became compulsory from
the late nineteenth century, children becamethe late nineteenth century, children became
an important category of readers. Production ofan important category of readers. Production of
school textbooks became critical for the publishingschool textbooks became critical for the publishing
industry.industry.

  (ii)  (ii)  A children’s press devoted to literature for  A children’s press devoted to literature for
children alone, was set up in children alone, was set up in France in 1857.France in 1857.

  (iii)  (iii)  This press published new works as well as old  This press published new works as well as old
fairy tales and folk tales.fairy tales and folk tales.

(iv)(iv) The Grimm brothers in GeThe Grimm brothers in Germany spent years inrmany spent years in
compiling traditional folk tales gathered fromcompiling traditional folk tales gathered from
peasants. What they collected was edited beforepeasants. What they collected was edited before
the stories were published in a collection the stories were published in a collection in 1812.in 1812.

(v)(v)  Anything that was considered unsuitable for  Anything that was considered unsuitable for
children or would appear vulgar to the elites, waschildren or would appear vulgar to the elites, was
not included in the published version. Rural folknot included in the published version. Rural folk
tales thus acquired a new form. In this way, printtales thus acquired a new form. In this way, print
recorded old tales but also changed them.recorded old tales but also changed them.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016)

RR Q. Q. 6.6. Describe any five uses Describe any five uses of print culture in theof print culture in the

1717thth century China. century China. (Board Term-I, DDE-2014)(Board Term-I, DDE-2014)
  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) By the 17 By the 17thth century, as urban culture bloomed in century, as urban culture bloomed in

China, the uses of print diversified.China, the uses of print diversified.
  (ii)  (ii) Print was no Print was no longer used just longer used just by scholar-officials.by scholar-officials.
  (iii)  (iii) Merchants used print in Merchants used print in their everyday their everyday life, as theylife, as they

collected trade information.collected trade information.
  (iv)  (iv) The new readership preThe new readership preferred fictional narrativferred fictional narratives,es,

poetry, autobiographies, anthologies of literarypoetry, autobiographies, anthologies of literary
masterpieces and romantic plays.masterpieces and romantic plays.

(v)(v)  Rich women began to read and many women  Rich women began to read and many women
 began publishing their poetry and plays. began publishing their poetry and plays.

  (vi)  (vi)  Wives of scholar-officials published their works  Wives of scholar-officials published their works
and courtsmen wrote about their lives.and courtsmen wrote about their lives.

(Any (Any five) five) 1×5=51×5=5

AA Q. Q. 7.7. How far is it rHow far is it right to say that the ight to say that the print cultureprint culture
was responsible for the French Revolution.was responsible for the French Revolution.

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (X30T4XE), 2014](X30T4XE), 2014]
OROR

AA Why did some historians feel that printingWhy did some historians feel that printing
technology created the basis for Frenchtechnology created the basis for French
Revolution ?Revolution ? [Board Term-I, (46), 2012][Board Term-I, (46), 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  Print popularized the ideas of enlightened  Print popularized the ideas of enlightened
thinkers on traditions, superstitions and despotism.thinkers on traditions, superstitions and despotism.

  (ii)  (ii) They They advocated advocated reasons.reasons.
  (iii)  (iii) People read books People read books of Voltaire and of Voltaire and Rousseau. PrintRousseau. Print

created dialogue and debate.created dialogue and debate.
  (iv)  (iv) People started People started discussion discussion and evaluated and evaluated thethe

royalty.royalty.
(v)(v) Print literaturPrint literature mocked the e mocked the royalty.royalty.

  (vi)  (vi) These These kind kind of of print print literature literature circulatedcirculated
underground and it created awareness amongunderground and it created awareness among
people and formed the basis of people and formed the basis of French Revolution.French Revolution.

(Any five) 1×5=5(Any five) 1×5=5

AA Q. Q. 8.8. Explain five Explain five effects effects of print of print revolution.revolution.

[Board T[Board Term I, erm I, (553K), 2013](553K), 2013]

 Ans.  Ans. Impact of Impact of print revolutprint revolution :ion :
(i)(i) New reading New reading public was public was emerged.emerged.

  (ii)  (ii) The hearing The hearing people became people became reading people.reading people.
  (iii)  (iii)  Religious debates due to fear of prints led to  Religious debates due to fear of prints led to

distinctive interpretation of faith.distinctive interpretation of faith.

  (iv)  (iv) Printing transformed Printing transformed the lives of the lives of the people.the people.

(v)(v) It opened new It opened new ways of looking at ways of looking at things.things.
  (vi)  (vi) Print culture also afPrint culture also affected the life of fected the life of poor peoplepoor people

and women in many ways. The print gave birthand women in many ways. The print gave birth
to new form of popular literature. Very smallto new form of popular literature. Very small
 books  books were were brought brought out. out. They They were were sold sold acrossacross
roads. The poor people brought these books androads. The poor people brought these books and
read with great interest. Books were cheap so thatread with great interest. Books were cheap so that
the poor people could also afford them.the poor people could also afford them.

(vii)(vii)  Women’s reading increased enormously in  Women’s reading increased enormously in
middle class homes. Liberal husbands and fathersmiddle class homes. Liberal husbands and fathers
 began  began educating educating their their women women folk folk at at home home andand
send them to schools. Women schools were alsosend them to schools. Women schools were also
set up.set up. (Any five)(Any five)

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013) 1×5=5(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013) 1×5=5

AA Q. Q. 9.9. Describe any five Describe any five strategies developed by strategies developed by thethe
printers and publishers in the 19printers and publishers in the 19thth  century to  century to
sell their products.sell their products.

[Board T[Board Term I, erm I, (BHTK), 2013](BHTK), 2013]

  Ans.  Ans. Some of the important strategies adopted by theSome of the important strategies adopted by the
printers and publishers to sell books printers and publishers to sell books are :are :

(i)(i)  They brought out serialized novels. The first  They brought out serialized novels. The first
serialized novel was shilling series. It was serialized novel was shilling series. It was a cheapa cheap
series that was very popular and was sold inseries that was very popular and was sold in
England in 1920’s.England in 1920’s.

  (ii)  (ii) The advertisers The advertisers put up advertiseput up advertisements at stratements at strategicgic
public locations such as building, railway station,public locations such as building, railway station,
etc. to attract buyers and improve sales.etc. to attract buyers and improve sales.

  (iii)  (iii)  The dust cover or the book jacket is the 20  The dust cover or the book jacket is the 20thth

century innovation.century innovation.
  (iv)  (iv) One of One of the great the great innovations was innovations was the introductionthe introduction

of cheap paper back books in the 1930’s, in duringof cheap paper back books in the 1930’s, in during
the Great Depression in order to keep the steadythe Great Depression in order to keep the steady
sale of books at the time of recessions. Cheapsale of books at the time of recessions. Cheap
paper back editions were brought to counter thepaper back editions were brought to counter the
effect of the Great Depression in the 1930’s.effect of the Great Depression in the 1930’s.

(v)(v) The shilling The shilling series was also series was also considered anconsidered an
important innovation at this time.important innovation at this time. (Any five)(Any five)

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013) 1×5=5(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013) 1×5=5

UU  Q. 10. Q. 10.  What were the three difficulties in copying  What were the three difficulties in copying
manuscripts ? What was the use of printingmanuscripts ? What was the use of printing
press? Describe.press? Describe. [Board Term-I, (33), 2012][Board Term-I, (33), 2012]

Ans. Difficulties in copyAns. Difficulties in copying manuscripts ing manuscripts were :were :

(i)(i) Copying manuscript Copying manuscript was an was an expensive business.expensive business.

  (ii)  (ii) It was It was laborious and laborious and time-consuming.time-consuming.
  (iii)  (iii) Manuscripts themselves Manuscripts themselves were fragile, were fragile, awkward toawkward to

handle and could not be easily carried around orhandle and could not be easily carried around or
read easily.read easily.
Use Use of of printing printing press press ::

(i)(i)  It enable people to produce books at greater  It enable people to produce books at greater
speed.speed.

  (ii)  (ii) The production of The production of books in large books in large number creatednumber created
a new culture of reading and enlarged a new culture of reading and enlarged the numberthe number
of readers.of readers. 3+2=53+2=5

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012)2012)

AA  Q. 10. Q. 10. How did the How did the scientists and scientists and philosophers in thephilosophers in the
1818thth century Europe find it easier to reach out to century Europe find it easier to reach out to
people ? Explain.people ? Explain.

[Board T[Board Term-I, (35, erm-I, (35, 48), 2012]48), 2012]
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 Ans. (i) Ans. (i) Periodicals, journals and newspapers in thePeriodicals, journals and newspapers in the
early 18early 18thth  century combined information from  century combined information from
various fields.various fields.

  (ii)  (ii) That’s how That’s how the ideas the ideas of scientists of scientists and philosophersand philosophers
 became more accessible to the common people. became more accessible to the common people.

  (iii)  (iii)  Ancient and medieval scientific texts were  Ancient and medieval scientific texts were
compiled and published, maps and scientificcompiled and published, maps and scientific
diagrams were printed.diagrams were printed.

  (iv)  (iv) Scientists such as Issac Newton could influenceScientists such as Issac Newton could influence
a large number of people in scientific area, bya large number of people in scientific area, by
publishing their discoveries.publishing their discoveries.

(v)(v) Thinkers such as Thinkers such as Thomas Paine, Voltaire Thomas Paine, Voltaire and Jeanand Jean
 Jacques Rousseau were also widely read. Jacques Rousseau were also widely read.

  (vi)  (vi) Ideas about science Ideas about science reason and rationality reason and rationality foundfound
its way into popular literature.its way into popular literature. (Any five) 1×5=5(Any five) 1×5=5

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)

TOPIC-2TOPIC-2
The Growth of Press in 19The Growth of Press in 19thth Century India Century India

Quick Review Quick Review 

 India had a very rich and old tradition of hand written manuscripts in Sanskrit, Arabic and Persian as well asIndia had a very rich and old tradition of hand written manuscripts in Sanskrit, Arabic and Persian as well as

in various vernacular languages.in various vernacular languages.

 In India, manuscriptIn India, manuscripts were s were copied on palm copied on palm leaves and leaves and on hand made on hand made paperpaper..

 In 1710, In 1710, Dutch missionaries Dutch missionaries had printed had printed 32 T32 Tamil texamil texts.ts.

 From 1From 1780, James 780, James August HickAugust Hickey began ey began to edit to edit the ‘Bengal the ‘Bengal Gazette’, a Gazette’, a weekly magazine.weekly magazine.

 By the By the close of the close of the 18th century18th century, printing , printing of many of many newspapers and newspapers and journals started.journals started.

 In the In the early 19tearly 19th centuryh century, there , there were intense were intense debates around debates around existing religious existing religious issues.issues.

 Some Some groups wagroups wanted nted reforms, while reforms, while others others were were against against them.them.

 This was This was a time a time of intense of intense controversies controversies between social between social and religious and religious reforms.reforms.

 The reformers The reformers were focused were focused on the on the Hindu orthodoxy Hindu orthodoxy over matters over matters like widow like widow immolation, monotheism,immolation, monotheism,

Brahmanical priesthood and Brahmanical priesthood and idolatry.idolatry.

 Many newspaperMany newspapers such as s such as “Sambad Kaumudi” “Sambad Kaumudi” in 1821 in 1821 (by Ram (by Ram Mohan Roy) Mohan Roy) “Samachar Chandrika” “Samachar Chandrika” (Hindu(Hindu

Orthodoxy), “Jam-i-Jahan Nama” and “Shamsul AkbarOrthodoxy), “Jam-i-Jahan Nama” and “Shamsul Akbar ” from 1822 Persian newspaper) focused on this matter” from 1822 Persian newspaper) focused on this matter..

 In North India, the In North India, the ‘Ulama’ used lithographic presses, publishe‘Ulama’ used lithographic presses, published Ped Persian and Urdu translatrsian and Urdu translation of Holyion of Holy

Scriptures, and printed religious newspapers and tracts to Scriptures, and printed religious newspapers and tracts to spread their religion.spread their religion.

 In 1867, In 1867, Deoband seminary wDeoband seminary was founded which as founded which published thousands of published thousands of ‘Fatwas’ ‘Fatwas’ telling the telling the code of conduct code of conduct ofof

Muslims and explaining the meanings of doctrines.Muslims and explaining the meanings of doctrines.

 Print Print encouraged the encouraged the reading of reading of religious tereligious texts, especially xts, especially in the in the vernacular languages.vernacular languages.

 The first The first printed edition printed edition of the of the Ramcharitmanas came Ramcharitmanas came out from out from Calcutta in Calcutta in 1810.1810.

 Naval Kishore PNaval Kishore Press at Lress at Lucknow and the Shri Vucknow and the Shri Venkateshwar Press enkateshwar Press in Bombay published numerous in Bombay published numerous religiousreligious

texts in vernaculars.texts in vernaculars.

 At At the end the end of the of the 19th century19th century, a ne, a new visual w visual culture was culture was started.started.

 Painters Painters like Raja like Raja Ravi VRavi Verma produced erma produced images for images for mass circulation.mass circulation.

 Cheap Cheap prints and prints and calendars wcalendars were ere easily easily available available in the in the market.market.

 By the By the 1870’s, caricat1870’s, caricatures and ures and cartoons were cartoons were being published being published in journals in journals and newspapers.and newspapers.

 In 1860, In 1860, few Bengali few Bengali women like women like Kailashbashini Debi Kailashbashini Debi wrote books highlighting wrote books highlighting the experthe experiences of iences of women.women.

 Hindi Hindi printing printing began began from from the the 1870s.1870s.

 In Punjab, In Punjab, folk literaturfolk literature was e was printed frprinted from the om the early early 20th century20th century..

 In Bengal, the In Bengal, the Battala was Battala was devoted to devoted to the printings the printings of popular books; of popular books; peddlers took tpeddlers took the Battala he Battala publications topublications to

homes, enabling women to read in leisure time.homes, enabling women to read in leisure time.

 Public Public libraries libraries were were set set up in up in the ethe early arly 2020thth century. century.

 Local Local protest protest movements movements created created a a lot lot of popular of popular journals.journals.
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 After tAfter the revolt he revolt of 1857, of 1857, the attitude the attitude to freedom to freedom of the of the press changed.press changed.

 In 18In 1878, the 78, the VVernacular Pernacular Press Aress Act wact was passed.s passed.

 In 1907, BaIn 1907, Bal Gangadhar Tl Gangadhar Tilak wrote wilak wrote with great sympatith great sympathy about Phy about Punjab revolution in unjab revolution in his “Khis “Kesari”. This leesari”. This led tod to

his imprisonment in 1908.his imprisonment in 1908.

FlowchartFlowchart

In India, manuscripts were copied on palm leaves and on hand made paperIn India, manuscripts were copied on palm leaves and on hand made paper

By the close of the 18By the close of the 18thth century, printing of many newspapers and journals startedcentury, printing of many newspapers and journals started

Print encouraged the reading of religious text, especially in the vernacularPrint encouraged the reading of religious text, especially in the vernacular

The first printed edition of the Ramcharitmanas came out from Calcutta in 1810The first printed edition of the Ramcharitmanas came out from Calcutta in 1810

At tAt the end ohe end of the 19 f the 19 centucenturyry, a new v, a new visual cuisual culture wlture was staas startedrtedthth

Hindi printing began from the 1870sHindi printing began from the 1870s

Local protest movements created a lot of popular journalsLocal protest movements created a lot of popular journals

In 1878, the Vernacular Press Act was passedIn 1878, the Vernacular Press Act was passed

In 1907, Bal Gangadhar Tilak wrote with great sympathy about PunjabIn 1907, Bal Gangadhar Tilak wrote with great sympathy about Punjab
revolution in 'Kesari' for which he was imprisonedrevolution in 'Kesari' for which he was imprisoned

Know the TermsKnow the Terms

 Manuscript :Manuscript : Book or document written by hand. It can also be termed as author Book or document written by hand. It can also be termed as author ’s original copy – handwritten’s original copy – handwritten
or typed but not printed.or typed but not printed.

 Ballad Ballad :: A historical account or folk A historical account or folk tale in verse usually sung or recited.tale in verse usually sung or recited.

 Autobiography Autobiography :: Story of one’s own Story of one’s own life written by the author himself or herself.life written by the author himself or herself.

 Inquisition Inquisition :: A former Roman Catholic Court for identifying and punishing heretics.A former Roman Catholic Court for identifying and punishing heretics.

 Heretical Heretical :: Beliefs which do not follow Beliefs which do not follow the accepted teachings of the Church.the accepted teachings of the Church.

 Satiety Satiety :: The state of being fulfilled much beyond the point of satisfaction.The state of being fulfilled much beyond the point of satisfaction.

 Fatwa Fatwa :: A legal pronouncement of Islamic law usually gA legal pronouncement of Islamic law usually g iven by a mufti (legal scholar) to clarify issues on whichiven by a mufti (legal scholar) to clarify issues on which
the law is uncertain.the law is uncertain.

 Seditions Seditions :: Action, speech or writing that oppose the government Action, speech or writing that oppose the government
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Know the DatesKnow the Dates

 1822 :1822 : TTwo Persian newspapers ‘Jam-i-Jahan Nama’ and ‘Shamsul wo Persian newspapers ‘Jam-i-Jahan Nama’ and ‘Shamsul AkbarAkbar ’ were published.’ were published.

 1843 1843 :: Steam powered rotary printing press, suitable for printing Steam powered rotary printing press, suitable for printing newspapers was invented by Richard Hoe.newspapers was invented by Richard Hoe.

 1878 :1878 : The VThe Vernacular Press Act was passed ernacular Press Act was passed in India.in India.

 1880s :1880s : Tarabai Shinde and Pandita Ramabai wrote about the miserable lives of upper-caste Hindu women,Tarabai Shinde and Pandita Ramabai wrote about the miserable lives of upper-caste Hindu women,

especially widows.especially widows.

 1926 :1926 : Begum Rokeya Sakhawat Hossein, an educationist and literary figure, strongly condemned men forBegum Rokeya Sakhawat Hossein, an educationist and literary figure, strongly condemned men for

with holding education from women.with holding education from women.

Know the LinksKnow the Links
  http://inventors.about.com  http://inventors.about.com

  http://www.bpsnet.org.uk   http://www.bpsnet.org.uk 

  http://download.nos.org   http://download.nos.org 

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. Name the Name the news paper news paper started by started by Bal GangadharBal Gangadhar

Tilak in India in the 19Tilak in India in the 19thth century. century.

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (OEQL2HT), (OEQL2HT), 2016-17]2016-17]

  Ans.  Ans. ‘Kesari’ was the news paper started by the Bal‘Kesari’ was the news paper started by the Bal
Gangadhar Tilak in India during 19Gangadhar Tilak in India during 19thth century. century. 11

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016]

UU Q. Q. 2.2. What did political leaders What did political leaders and reformers likeand reformers like

 Jyotiba  Jyotiba Phule, Phule, Gandhiji, Gandhiji, B.R. B.R. Ambedker Ambedker andand

Periyar Ramaswamy oppose ?Periyar Ramaswamy oppose ?
[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, Set-C5JWEVD, 2015]Set-C5JWEVD, 2015]

Ans.Ans. Discrimination against the outcaste groups, casteDiscrimination against the outcaste groups, caste

inequalities. 1inequalities. 1

AA Q. Q. 3.3.  Who wrote the autobiography ‘Amar Jiban’  Who wrote the autobiography ‘Amar Jiban’

published in 1876 ?published in 1876 ?

  Ans.  Ans. Rash Sundari Debi.Rash Sundari Debi. 11

AA Q. Q. 4.4. When did the When did the first printing first printing press come to press come to IndiaIndia

??

  Ans.  Ans. In the middle of the 16In the middle of the 16thth century. century. 11

AA Q. Q. 5.5.  Name the first weekly paper published in  Name the first weekly paper published in

India.India.
  Ans.  Ans. Bengal Gazette.Bengal Gazette. 11

AA Q. Q. 6.6. By whom By whom was the was the printing press printing press first intrfirst introducedoduced

in India ?in India ?

  Ans.  Ans. PortPortuguese uguese missionaries.missionaries. 11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. What is a manuscript ? Why were tWhat is a manuscript ? Why were they nothey not
used widely ?used widely ?

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, DDE-2015, DDE-2015, Set-M]Set-M]

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, 2012 2012 (36, (36, 40), 40), 2011]2011]

OROR

UU What is manuscript What is manuscript ? ? Mention any two Mention any two limitationslimitations

of it, during of it, during the nineteenth century.the nineteenth century.

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (CB4QHT1), 2016-17](CB4QHT1), 2016-17]

 Ans. Ans.(i)(i) Manuscripts were documents or books writtenManuscripts were documents or books written
 by hand. by hand.

  (ii)  (ii) They were not used widely because :They were not used widely because :

(i)(i) They They could could not not satisfy satisfy the the ever ever increasingincreasing
demand for books.demand for books.

  (ii)  (ii) They They were were expensive expensive as as copying copying was was anan
expensive, laborious and time consumingexpensive, laborious and time consuming
 business. business.

  (iii)  (iii) Manuscripts Manuscripts were were fragile, fragile, awkward awkward to to handlehandle
and could not be carried around or readand could not be carried around or read
easily.easily.

  (iv)  (iv) Their Their circulation circulation was was limited.limited. (Any two)(Any two)
(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016, 2012) 1+2=3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016, 2012) 1+2=3

UU Q. Q. 2.2.  Explain any three features of hand written  Explain any three features of hand written

manuscripts before the age of print in manuscripts before the age of print in India.India.

[Board [Board TTerm erm I, I, (CB4QHT1), (CB4QHT1), 2016-17]2016-17]

 Ans. (i) Ans. (i) Manuscripts were copies on palm leaves or onManuscripts were copies on palm leaves or on
hand made paper.hand made paper.

(ii)(ii) Pages Pages were were beautifully beautifully illustrated.illustrated.

(iii)(iii) Manuscripts Manuscripts were were highly exhighly expensive but pensive but fragile.fragile.

(iv)(iv) They They were were in varin various verious vernacular languages.nacular languages.

(v)(v) They could not be They could not be read easily as read easily as the script wasthe script was
written in different styles.written in different styles.

(Any three points to be explained)(Any three points to be explained)

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016)2016)

RR Q. Q. 3.3. Why did BrWhy did British Government itish Government curb the curb the freedomfreedom

of the Indian press after the revolt of 1857 ?of the Indian press after the revolt of 1857 ?
[Board Term-I, (OEQL2HT), 2016-17][Board Term-I, (OEQL2HT), 2016-17]

 Ans. (i) Ans. (i) After the revolt of 1857, the attitude to freedomAfter the revolt of 1857, the attitude to freedom
of of the the press press changed. changed. Enraged Enraged EnglishmenEnglishmen

demanded a clamp down on the ‘native’ press.demanded a clamp down on the ‘native’ press.
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(ii)(ii)  As vernacular newspapers became assertively  As vernacular newspapers became assertively
nationalist, the colonial government begannationalist, the colonial government began
debating measures of stringent control.debating measures of stringent control.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1½ + 1½ = 3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1½ + 1½ = 3

UU Q. Q. 4.4. Why did Why did the attitude the attitude of the of the colonial Governmentcolonial Government
towards the freedom of the press change aftertowards the freedom of the press change after

the revolt of 1857 ? What repressive measuresthe revolt of 1857 ? What repressive measures

were put into place ?were put into place ?

[Board Term-I, (51), 2012][Board Term-I, (51), 2012]

 Ans. Ans. After the revolt of 1857, the attitude to freedom ofAfter the revolt of 1857, the attitude to freedom of
press changed. Enraged English officials clampedpress changed. Enraged English officials clamped

down the native press because of their down the native press because of their nationalistsnationalists
activities.activities.

(i)(i)  In 1878, the Vernacular Press Act was passed.  In 1878, the Vernacular Press Act was passed.
It provided the government extensive rights toIt provided the government extensive rights to
censor reports.censor reports.

  (ii)  (ii)  The government kept regular track of the  The government kept regular track of the
Vernacular newspaper, when a report wasVernacular newspaper, when a report was
 judged  judged as as seditious seditious the newspaper the newspaper was was warned,warned,
the press was liable to be seized and machinerythe press was liable to be seized and machinery
could be confiscated.could be confiscated. 1+2=31+2=3

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)

AA Q. Q. 5.5. What restrictions What restrictions were imposed were imposed by theby the
Vernacular Press Act on the Indian Press ?Vernacular Press Act on the Indian Press ?
Explain.Explain.

OROR

AA Why was Vernacular Press Act passed ? ExplainWhy was Vernacular Press Act passed ? Explain
about this Act.about this Act. [Board Term-I, Set-XOK62SB, 2015] [Board Term-I, Set-XOK62SB, 2015]

Ans.Ans. (i)(i)  The Vernacular Press Act provided the  The Vernacular Press Act provided the
government with extensive rights to censor reportsgovernment with extensive rights to censor reports
and editorials in the vernacular press.and editorials in the vernacular press.

  (ii)  (ii) The government The government kept regular kept regular track of track of thethe
vernacular newspapers published in differentvernacular newspapers published in different
provinces.provinces.

  (iii)  (iii)  When a report was judged as seditious, the  When a report was judged as seditious, the
newspaper was warned.newspaper was warned.

  (iv)  (iv)  If the warning was ignored, the press was liable  If the warning was ignored, the press was liable
to be seized and the printing machinery could beto be seized and the printing machinery could be
confiscated.confiscated. (Any three) 1×3=3(Any three) 1×3=3

AA Q. Q. 6.6. Evaluate the Evaluate the efforts made efforts made by the by the British in IndiaBritish in India

to impose censorship on the press.to impose censorship on the press.

[Board Term-I, (BHTK), 2013][Board Term-I, (BHTK), 2013]

 Ans. (i) Ans. (i) By the 1820’s, the Calcutta Supreme CourtBy the 1820’s, the Calcutta Supreme Court
passed certain regulations to control presspassed certain regulations to control press
freedom and the country began encouragingfreedom and the country began encouraging
publication of newspapers that would celebratepublication of newspapers that would celebrate
British Rule.British Rule.

  (ii)  (ii) In 1835, In 1835, faced with faced with urgent petitions urgent petitions by editors by editors ofof
English and Vernacular newspapers, GovernorEnglish and Vernacular newspapers, Governor
General Bentick agreed to revise press laws.General Bentick agreed to revise press laws.

  (iii)  (iii) In 1878, the Vernacular PrIn 1878, the Vernacular Press Act was passed,ess Act was passed,
modeled on the Irish Press Laws. It providedmodeled on the Irish Press Laws. It provided
the government with extensive rights to censorthe government with extensive rights to censor
reports and editorials in the Vernacular Press.reports and editorials in the Vernacular Press.
From now the government kept regular track ofFrom now the government kept regular track of
the vernacular newspapers published in the vernacular newspapers published in differentdifferent
provinces.provinces.

When a report was judged as seditious, theWhen a report was judged as seditious, the
newspaper was warned and if the warning wasnewspaper was warned and if the warning was
ignored, the press was liable to be seized and theignored, the press was liable to be seized and the
printing machinery could be confiscated.printing machinery could be confiscated. 1×3=31×3=3

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013)

UU Q. Q. 7.7. Why were Why were women not ewomen not educated in India ducated in India in thein the
early part of the nineteenth century ? Give anyearly part of the nineteenth century ? Give any
two reasons.two reasons. [Board Term-I, (6AP67LB), 2015][Board Term-I, (6AP67LB), 2015]

 Ans. (i) Ans. (i) This This was was because because of of the the superstitions superstitions andand
myths that prevailed in the society.myths that prevailed in the society.

  (ii)  (ii) Conservative Conservative Hindus believed Hindus believed that a that a literate girlliterate girl
would be widowed and Muslims feared thatwould be widowed and Muslims feared that
educated women would be corrupted by readingeducated women would be corrupted by reading
Urdu romances.Urdu romances. (1½ + 1½ = 3)(1½ + 1½ = 3)

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015)2015)

RR Q. Q. 8.8. For what For what purpose did purpose did Ram Chaddha, publishRam Chaddha, publish
‘Istri Dharm Vichar’ ?‘Istri Dharm Vichar’ ?

[Board Term-I, 2015, School of Yavatmal, 2015][Board Term-I, 2015, School of Yavatmal, 2015]

  Ans. (i)  Ans. (i)  In Punjab, a similar folk literature about  In Punjab, a similar folk literature about
discussing women issues was widely printed fromdiscussing women issues was widely printed from
the early 20the early 20thth century. century.

  (ii)  (ii)  Ram Chaddha published the fast selling ‘Istri  Ram Chaddha published the fast selling ‘Istri
Dharm Dharm Vichar’ to teach women how to be obedientVichar’ to teach women how to be obedient
wives.wives. 1½ + 1½ = 31½ + 1½ = 3

UU Q. Q. 9.9. Examine the Examine the role of missionaries role of missionaries in the growthin the growth
of press in India.of press in India.

[Board Term-I, (55), 2012][Board Term-I, (55), 2012]

 Ans. Ans.(i)(i) The printing press first came to Goa in WesternThe printing press first came to Goa in Western
India through Portuguese missionaries in midIndia through Portuguese missionaries in mid
1616thth century. century.

  (ii)  (ii) Jesuit priests learnt KJesuit priests learnt Konkani and printed severalonkani and printed several
texts and nearly 50 books were printed intexts and nearly 50 books were printed in
Konkani.Konkani.

  (iii)  (iii)  Catholic priests printed the first Tamil book in  Catholic priests printed the first Tamil book in
1579 at Cochin.1579 at Cochin.

  (iv)  (iv) The first MaThe first Malayalam book was prlayalam book was printed in 1713.inted in 1713.

(v)(v) The Dutch The Dutch Protestant Protestant missionaries had missionaries had printed 32printed 32
Tamil texts.Tamil texts. (Any three) 1×3=3(Any three) 1×3=3

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)

AA  Q. 10. Q. 10. Explain the new Explain the new visual culture in visual culture in print whichprint which
developed in the nineteenth century.developed in the nineteenth century.

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (58), (58), 2012]2012]

 Ans. (i) Ans. (i) With the setting up of an increasing numberWith the setting up of an increasing number
of printing presses, visual images could be easilyof printing presses, visual images could be easily
reproduced in multiple copies.reproduced in multiple copies.

  (ii)  (ii) Painters like Painters like Raja Ravi Raja Ravi Verma produced imagesVerma produced images
for mass circulation.for mass circulation.

  (iii)  (iii) Cheap prints Cheap prints and calendars and calendars were easily were easily availableavailable
in the bazaar. By the 1870s, caricatures andin the bazaar. By the 1870s, caricatures and
cartoons were also being published in journalscartoons were also being published in journals
and newspapers commenting on social andand newspapers commenting on social and
political issues.political issues. 1×3=31×3=3

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)

UU  Q. 11. Q. 11. Describe any Describe any three methods three methods by which by which printedprinted
 books  books became became more more accessible accessible to to commoncommon

people.people. [Board Term-I, (60), 2012][Board Term-I, (60), 2012]
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 Ans. Ans. Three methods by which printed books becameThree methods by which printed books became
more accessible to common people :more accessible to common people :

(i)(i) Very cheap books werVery cheap books were brought in Madras e brought in Madras towntown
and sold on the cross roads, alloand sold on the cross roads, allowing poor peoplewing poor people
travelling to markets to buy them.travelling to markets to buy them.

  (ii)  (ii) Mill workers Mill workers set up set up libraries,libraries, e.g.e.g., in Bombay., in Bombay.

  (iii)  (iii) Libraries were located mostly Libraries were located mostly in cities and inin cities and in
prosperous villages.prosperous villages. 1×3=31×3=3

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)

UU  Q. 12. Q. 12. Explain the Explain the role of role of print in print in the religious rthe religious reformseforms
in India.in India.

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) From the early 19 From the early 19thth century, there were intense century, there were intense
debates around religious issues. Different groupsdebates around religious issues. Different groups
confronted the changes happening within colonialconfronted the changes happening within colonial
society in different ways and offered a varietysociety in different ways and offered a variety
of new interpretations of the beliefs of differentof new interpretations of the beliefs of different
religions.religions.

  (ii)  (ii) Some criticised exSome criticised existing practices and isting practices and campaignedcampaigned
for reform, while others countered the argumentsfor reform, while others countered the arguments
of reformers. These debates were carried out inof reformers. These debates were carried out in
public and in print.public and in print.

  (iii)  (iii)  Printed tracts and newspaper not only spread  Printed tracts and newspaper not only spread
the new ideas, but they shaped the nature of thethe new ideas, but they shaped the nature of the
debate.debate.

  (iv)  (iv)  A wider public could now participate in these  A wider public could now participate in these
public discussions and express their views. Newpublic discussions and express their views. New
ideas emerged through these clashes of opinions.ideas emerged through these clashes of opinions.

(Any three) 1×3=3(Any three) 1×3=3

AA  Q. 13. Q. 13. Print did not only Print did not only stimulate the publicationsstimulate the publications
of conflicting opinions among differentof conflicting opinions among different
communities but also connected them in 19communities but also connected them in 19thth

century India. Explain.century India. Explain.
Ans.Ans. (i)(i)  From early 19  From early 19thth  century, there were heated  century, there were heated

debates around religious issues. Debates weredebates around religious issues. Debates were
carried out in public and in print.carried out in public and in print.

  (ii)  (ii)  Printed tracts and newspapers spread new ideas  Printed tracts and newspapers spread new ideas
and shaped the nature of debate. A wider publicand shaped the nature of debate. A wider public
could participate in these public discussions. Newcould participate in these public discussions. New
ideas emerged through clash of opinions.ideas emerged through clash of opinions.

  (iii)  (iii) Intense controversies Intense controversies between social and between social and religiousreligious
reformers and Hindu orthodoxy over issues likereformers and Hindu orthodoxy over issues like
widow immolation, monotheism, idolatry etc.widow immolation, monotheism, idolatry etc.
arose.arose.

  (iv)  (iv)  In Bengal as the debate developed, tracts and  In Bengal as the debate developed, tracts and
newspaper proliferated, circulating a variety ofnewspaper proliferated, circulating a variety of
arguments.arguments.

(v)(v)  Rammohan Roy published ‘Sambad Kaumudi’  Rammohan Roy published ‘Sambad Kaumudi’
in 1821 and Hindu orthodoxy commissionedin 1821 and Hindu orthodoxy commissioned
Samachar Chandrika. Newspapers conveyed newsSamachar Chandrika. Newspapers conveyed news
from one place to another.from one place to another. (Any three) 1×3=3(Any three) 1×3=3

Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1.  Explain briefly the initial efforts made by  Explain briefly the initial efforts made by
foreigners to introduce printing press in India.foreigners to introduce printing press in India.

[Board Term-I, (CB4QHT1), 2016-17][Board Term-I, (CB4QHT1), 2016-17]

  Ans. (i)  Ans. (i) The PThe Portuguese missionaries ortuguese missionaries first introducedfirst introduced
printing press in India in the mid 16printing press in India in the mid 16thth century. century.

  (ii)  (ii)  Jesuit priests  Jesuit priests learnt Konkani learnt Konkani and and printed severalprinted several
tracts.tracts.

  (iii)  (iii) By 1674 about 50 books had been printed in the By 1674 about 50 books had been printed in the
Konkani and Kannada language.Konkani and Kannada language.

(iv)(iv)  Catholic priest first published printed books in  Catholic priest first published printed books in
TTamil in Cochin amil in Cochin and in 1713 first and in 1713 first Malayalam bookMalayalam book
was printed.was printed.

(v)(v) Dutch Dutch Protestant Protestant missionaries missionaries had had printedprinted
nearly 32 printed text in Tamil which were laternearly 32 printed text in Tamil which were later
translated.translated.

(vi)(vi) The English language press did not grow in IndiaThe English language press did not grow in India
till quite late even though officials of the Easttill quite late even though officials of the East
India company began to import presses from lateIndia company began to import presses from late
1717thth century. century.

(vii)(vii) From 1780, James Augustus Hickey began to edit From 1780, James Augustus Hickey began to edit
the Bengal Gazette, a weekly magazine; it wasthe Bengal Gazette, a weekly magazine; it was
a private English enterprise and was free froma private English enterprise and was free from
colonial influence.colonial influence.

(viii)(viii) Hickey Hickey published published a a lot lot of of advertisementsadvertisements
including those that related to import and sale ofincluding those that related to import and sale of
slaves.slaves.

(ix)(ix)  By the close of the 18  By the close of the 18thth  century, a number of  century, a number of
newspaper and journals appeared in print.newspaper and journals appeared in print.

(Any five) 1 × 5 = 5(Any five) 1 × 5 = 5

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016)

AA Q. Q. 2.2. “Print not only “Print not only stimulated the publicatstimulated the publication ofion of
conflicting opinions amongst communities,conflicting opinions amongst communities,
 but it  but it also calso connected communities onnected communities and peopleand people
in in different different parts parts of of India.” India.” Examine Examine thethe

statement.statement.[Board Term-I (CB4QHT1), 2016-17][Board Term-I (CB4QHT1), 2016-17]

  Ans. (i)  Ans. (i)  Religious texts, reached a wide circle of  Religious texts, reached a wide circle of

people encouraging discussions, debates andpeople encouraging discussions, debates and
controversies within and among differentcontroversies within and among different
religions.religions.

  (ii)  (ii) Newspapers conveyed news from one place toNewspapers conveyed news from one place to
another creating pan-Indian identities.another creating pan-Indian identities.

  (iii)  (iii) Spread of ideas through printed texts andSpread of ideas through printed texts and
newspapers led to widespread participation ofnewspapers led to widespread participation of

Indians.Indians.

  (iv)  (iv) Print propagated against social evils like sati,Print propagated against social evils like sati,

child marriage and the purdah system.child marriage and the purdah system.

  (v)  (v) Emergence of many social reforms and reformEmergence of many social reforms and reform
movements.movements.

  (vi)  (vi) New ideas emerged through the clashes ofNew ideas emerged through the clashes of

opinions.opinions. (Any five) 1 × 5 = 5(Any five) 1 × 5 = 5

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016)2016)

AA Q. Q. 3.3. Explain how print Explain how print culture assisted culture assisted the growththe growth
of Nationalism in India.of Nationalism in India.

[Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , 2013 2013 (BHTK), (BHTK), 2012 2012 (58)(58)

 Ans. Ans. Print culture,Print culture, i.e.i.e., press and literature played a, press and literature played a
crucial role in growth and spread of nationalismcrucial role in growth and spread of nationalism
in India :in India :
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(i)(i)  In the 19  In the 19thth  century, huge quantity of national  century, huge quantity of national
literature was created. Revolutionised minds ofliterature was created. Revolutionised minds of
people inspired them to throw away the Britishpeople inspired them to throw away the British
yoke.yoke.

  (ii)  (ii) India Mirror, India Mirror, Bombay Samachar, Bombay Samachar, The Hindu,The Hindu,
Kesari-Indian newspapers exerted deep imprintKesari-Indian newspapers exerted deep imprint
on the minds of people.on the minds of people.

  (iii)  (iii) Nationalist press reported on Nationalist press reported on colonial misrule andcolonial misrule and
encouraged nationalist activities. For example,encouraged nationalist activities. For example,
when Punjab revolutionaries were deportedwhen Punjab revolutionaries were deported
in 1907, Balgangadhar Tilak wrote with greatin 1907, Balgangadhar Tilak wrote with great
sympathy about them.sympathy about them.

  (iv)  (iv) Gandhiji spread Gandhiji spread his ideas his ideas of Swadeshi of Swadeshi in ain a
powerful way through newspapers. Manypowerful way through newspapers. Many
vernacular newspapers came up in India tovernacular newspapers came up in India to
spread nationalism.spread nationalism. 1¼ × 4 = 51¼ × 4 = 5

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2013)2013)

UU Q. Q. 4.4.  How did the printed books of India attract  How did the printed books of India attract
the poor class as readers in the 19the poor class as readers in the 19thth  century ? century ?

Explain.Explain. [Board Term-I, (34), 2012][Board Term-I, (34), 2012]
OROR

UU What efforts were made to spread the benefitsWhat efforts were made to spread the benefits
of print culture for the poor people in the 19thof print culture for the poor people in the 19th
century India ?century India ? [Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , (56), (56), 2012]2012]

Ans. Sources of Ans. Sources of Attraction Attraction ::
(i)(i) Very cheap small books were brought to market Very cheap small books were brought to market

in the 19in the 19thth century. century.
  (ii)  (ii) Public libraries were set up to give an easy access Public libraries were set up to give an easy access

to books.to books.
  (iii)  (iii) Kashibaba of Kashibaba of Kanpur published Kanpur published ‘Chhote Aur‘Chhote Aur

Bade ka Sawal’ where caste and class exploitationBade ka Sawal’ where caste and class exploitation
were linked.were linked.

  (iv)  (iv) Sacchi Kavitayen, the poems of another Kanpur Sacchi Kavitayen, the poems of another Kanpur
mill worker who wrote under the pen name ofmill worker who wrote under the pen name of
Sudarshan Chakra also attracted the mill workersSudarshan Chakra also attracted the mill workers
towards reading printed books, since they couldtowards reading printed books, since they could
see their lives and sufferings reflected in suchsee their lives and sufferings reflected in such
 books. books.

(v)(v)  Bombay and Bangalore Cotton mill workers set  Bombay and Bangalore Cotton mill workers set
up libraries to educate themselves. These librariesup libraries to educate themselves. These libraries
were sponsored by social reformers.were sponsored by social reformers.  1×5=5  1×5=5

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012)2012)

AA Q. Q. 5.5. What were the effectWhat were the effects of the spread of prints of the spread of print
culture for poor people in the 19culture for poor people in the 19thth century India ? century India ?

Describe.Describe. [Board Term-I, (60), 2012][Board Term-I, (60), 2012]

 Ans. Ans. Effects of Print culture on poor people :Effects of Print culture on poor people :
(i)(i) Cheap small books were Cheap small books were brought to the marketsbrought to the markets

in Madras and were then sold.in Madras and were then sold.

  (ii)  (ii) Public libraries werPublic libraries were set up fre set up from early 20om early 20thth century century
expanding the access to books.expanding the access to books.

  (iii)  (iii) When issues to caWhen issues to caste discrimination were ste discrimination were writtenwritten
 by  by Ambedkar, Ambedkar, Jyotiba Jyotiba Phule, Phule, it it was was read read byby
people. ‘Gulamgiri’ of Jyotiba Phule exposed thepeople. ‘Gulamgiri’ of Jyotiba Phule exposed the
ill treatment to the low castes.ill treatment to the low castes.

  (iv)  (iv)  Local protest movements and sects criticised  Local protest movements and sects criticised
ancient scriptures.ancient scriptures.

(v)(v) Workers in Workers in factories wrote factories wrote and published to and published to showshow
links between caste and class exploitation.links between caste and class exploitation.

  (vi)  (vi) Bangalore cotton mill workers set up libraries to Bangalore cotton mill workers set up libraries to
educate themselves.educate themselves. (Any five) 1×5=5(Any five) 1×5=5

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)

AA Q. Q. 6.6. “Printing press playe“Printing press played a major rd a major role in shapingole in shaping
the Indian society of the 19the Indian society of the 19thth century.” Support century.” Support

the statement by giving examples.the statement by giving examples.

[Board Term-I, (40), 2012][Board Term-I, (40), 2012]

 Ans. Ans. The print culture had a significant impact on theThe print culture had a significant impact on the
growth of nationalism in India.growth of nationalism in India.

(i)(i) In spite In spite of passing of passing a Vernacular a Vernacular Press Act,Press Act,
nationalist newspapers grew in numbers.nationalist newspapers grew in numbers.

  (ii)  (ii) They reported on They reported on colonial misrule and encouragedcolonial misrule and encouraged
nationalist activities.nationalist activities.

  (iii)  (iii) The British The British Government tried Government tried to put to put downdown
nationalised criticism but there were morenationalised criticism but there were more
protests.protests.

  (iv)  (iv) ‘Punjab ‘Punjab revolutionaries were revolutionaries were deported,’ deported,’ TilakTilak
wrote in Kesari.wrote in Kesari.

(v)(v)  It led to his imprisonment in 1908 provoking  It led to his imprisonment in 1908 provoking
terms of protest.terms of protest. 1×5=51×5=5

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)

UU Q. Q. 7.7. How did print culture affeHow did print culture affect the life of poorct the life of poor
people and women in the nineteenth centurypeople and women in the nineteenth century
India ? Explain.India ? Explain. [Board Term-I, (40), 2012][Board Term-I, (40), 2012]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) The print culture gave birth to new forms of The print culture gave birth to new forms of
popular literature. Very small books were broughtpopular literature. Very small books were brought

out. They were sold cross roads. The poor peopleout. They were sold cross roads. The poor people
 brought these books and read with great interest. brought these books and read with great interest.
Books were cheap, even the poor could afford toBooks were cheap, even the poor could afford to
 buy them. Public libraries were set up. buy them. Public libraries were set up.

  (ii)  (ii)  The print culture made the women important,  The print culture made the women important,
as readers as well as writers. Women’s readingas readers as well as writers. Women’s reading
increased enormously in middle class homes.increased enormously in middle class homes.
Liberal husbands and fathers began educatingLiberal husbands and fathers began educating
their women folk at home and send them totheir women folk at home and send them to
schools. Women’s schools were set up.schools. Women’s schools were set up.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 2½+2½=5(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 2½+2½=5

UU Q. Q. 8.8. What led the What led the colonial government to pass colonial government to pass thethe
Vernacular Press Act in 1878 ? How did Vernacular Press Act in 1878 ? How did it affectit affect
the vernacular newspaper ?the vernacular newspaper ?

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, Set-C5JWEVD, 2015]Set-C5JWEVD, 2015]

 Ans. (i) Ans. (i) Nationalists in India used print media toNationalists in India used print media to
publish the evil affects of British rule and spreadpublish the evil affects of British rule and spread
new ideas.new ideas.

  (ii)  (ii) As vernacular As vernacular newspapers benewspapers became assertivecame assertivelyly
nationalist, the colonial government decided tonationalist, the colonial government decided to
take strong measures.take strong measures.

  (iii)  (iii) In 1878 In 1878 the Vernacular the Vernacular Press Act Press Act was passed was passed whichwhich
provided the government with intensive rightsprovided the government with intensive rights
to censor reports and efitorials in the vernacularto censor reports and efitorials in the vernacular
press.press.

  (iv)  (iv) The government The government started started keeping keeping regular regular tracktrack
on vernacular news papers. If it published someon vernacular news papers. If it published some
material which was considered to be seditious,material which was considered to be seditious,
the government seized the press and confiscatedthe government seized the press and confiscated
the printing machines.the printing machines.

(v)(v) Despite rDespite repressive epressive measures natmeasures nationalist news-ionalist news-
papers grew in numbers in all parts of India.papers grew in numbers in all parts of India.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015) 1×5=5(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015) 1×5=5
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RR Q. Q. 9.9. What was What was the attitude the attitude of liberal of liberal and conservativeand conservative
Indians towards women’s reading ? How didIndians towards women’s reading ? How did
woman like Kailashbashini Debi respond towoman like Kailashbashini Debi respond to
this in her writings ?this in her writings ?

[Board Term-I, (36), 2012][Board Term-I, (36), 2012]

OROR

UU Describe the attitude of liberal and conservativeDescribe the attitude of liberal and conservative
Indian’s towards women’s reading ?Indian’s towards women’s reading ?

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) Liberal husbands and fathers began educatingLiberal husbands and fathers began educating
their women folk at home and sent them totheir women folk at home and sent them to
schools.schools.

  (ii)  (ii) Conservative Hindus believed that a literate girl Conservative Hindus believed that a literate girl
would be widowed and Muslims feared thatwould be widowed and Muslims feared that
educated women would be corrupted by readingeducated women would be corrupted by reading
romantic books.romantic books.
Kailashbashini Debi wrote books highlightingKailashbashini Debi wrote books highlighting
the experiences of women-how women werethe experiences of women-how women were
imprisoned at home, kept in ignorance, forced toimprisoned at home, kept in ignorance, forced to
do hard domestic labour.do hard domestic labour. 1½+1½+2=51½+1½+2=5

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)

AA  Q. 10. Q. 10. How were the manuscripts How were the manuscripts written in Indiawritten in India
 before  before the the age age of of print print ? ? What What were were theirtheir
drawbacks and effect ?drawbacks and effect ?

(Board Term-I, NCT-2014)(Board Term-I, NCT-2014)
  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) In  In India, manuscripts were writIndia, manuscripts were written on palm leavesten on palm leaves

or on handmade paper before the age of print.or on handmade paper before the age of print.

  (ii)  (ii) Pages were Pages were sometimes beautifully sometimes beautifully illustrated.illustrated.

  (iii)  (iii)  They would be either pressed between wooden  They would be either pressed between wooden
covers or sewn together to ensure preservation.covers or sewn together to ensure preservation.

  (iv)  (iv)  Manuscripts continued to be produced till well  Manuscripts continued to be produced till well
after the introduction of print, down to the lateafter the introduction of print, down to the late
nineteenth century.nineteenth century.

(v)(v) Manuscripts, however, weManuscripts, however, were highly expensive re highly expensive andand
fragile. They had to be handled carefully and theyfragile. They had to be handled carefully and they
could not be read easily as script was written incould not be read easily as script was written in
different styles.different styles. 1×5=51×5=5

AA  Q. 11. Q. 11.  “From the late 19  “From the late 19thth  century, issues of caste  century, issues of caste
discrimination began to be written about indiscrimination began to be written about in
many printed tracts and essays.” Support themany printed tracts and essays.” Support the

statement by giving examples.statement by giving examples.

[Board Term-I, (WQ7FXWC), 2014][Board Term-I, (WQ7FXWC), 2014]

OROR

AA How did issues of caste discrimination begin toHow did issues of caste discrimination begin to
write in many printed tracts and essays from thewrite in many printed tracts and essays from the
late nineteenth century ? Explain with examples.late nineteenth century ? Explain with examples.

[Board T[Board Term-I, (553K), 2013, erm-I, (553K), 2013, (33, 37), 2012](33, 37), 2012]

 Ans. Ans. From the late 19From the late 19thth  century, issues of caste  century, issues of caste
discrimination began to be written.discrimination began to be written.

(i)(i) Jyotiba Phule, the Maratha Jyotiba Phule, the Maratha pioneer of low caste,pioneer of low caste,
started protest movement. He wrote about thestarted protest movement. He wrote about the
injustice of the caste system in his injustice of the caste system in his Gulamgiri.Gulamgiri.

  (ii)  (ii) B. R. Ambedkar in MaharashtB. R. Ambedkar in Maharashtra and E.V. Rama-ra and E.V. Rama-
swamy in Madras wrote powerfully on caste.swamy in Madras wrote powerfully on caste.
Their writings were read by people all oTheir writings were read by people all over India.ver India.

  (iii)  (iii) Local protest movements Local protest movements and sets also createand sets also created ad a
lot of journals and tracts.lot of journals and tracts.

  (iv)  (iv)  Kashibaba mill worker wrote and published  Kashibaba mill worker wrote and published
‘Chhote Aur Bade ka Sawal’.‘Chhote Aur Bade ka Sawal’.

(v)(v) Bangalore cotton mill Bangalore cotton mill workers sect workers sect up libraries toup libraries to
educate themselves.educate themselves.

  (vi)  (vi) Workers were Workers were overburdened and overburdened and lacked thelacked the
education to write much.education to write much. (Any five) 1×5=5(Any five) 1×5=5

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013)

AA  Q. 12. Q. 12. Evaluate the Evaluate the role of role of print in connecting print in connecting variousvarious
communities in different parts of India.communities in different parts of India.

[Board Term-I, (R9UJGYG), 2014][Board Term-I, (R9UJGYG), 2014]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  In Bengal as the debate developed, tracts and  In Bengal as the debate developed, tracts and
newspapers proliferated, circulating a variety ofnewspapers proliferated, circulating a variety of
arguments.arguments.

  (ii)  (ii) To reach a wider To reach a wider audience, the ideas weraudience, the ideas were printede printed
in the everyday spoken language of ordinaryin the everyday spoken language of ordinary
people.people.

  (iii)  (iii) Ram Mohan RRam Mohan Roy published the oy published the ‘Sambad Kaumudi’‘Sambad Kaumudi’
from 1821 and the Hindu orthodoxy commissionedfrom 1821 and the Hindu orthodoxy commissioned
the ‘Samachar Chandrika’ to oppose his opinion.the ‘Samachar Chandrika’ to oppose his opinion.

  (iv)  (iv) A wider range of people could not participate inA wider range of people could not participate in
these public discussions and express their views.these public discussions and express their views.

(v)(v)  New ideas emerged through these clashes of  New ideas emerged through these clashes of
opinions.opinions.

  (vi)  (vi)  Newspapers conveyed news from one place to  Newspapers conveyed news from one place to
another, creating pan-Indian identities.another, creating pan-Indian identities.

(Any five) 1×5=5(Any five) 1×5=5
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SyllabusSyllabus
(i) (i) Emergence Emergence of of the the novel novel as as a a genre genre in in the the WestWest..
(ii) (ii) The The relationship relationship between between the the novel novel and and changes changes in in modern modern societysociety..
(iii) Early (iii) Early novels novels in in the the 1919thth century India. century India.
(iv) (iv) A A study study of of two two or or three three major major writers.writers.

TOPIC-1TOPIC-1
Emergence of the Novel in the WestEmergence of the Novel in the West

Quick Review Quick Review 

 The novel allowed flexibility in the form The novel allowed flexibility in the form of writing.of writing.

 The The novel novel was was the the first first mass-produced mass-produced item item to to be be sold.sold.

 In 183In 1836, Char6, Charles Dickles Dicken’s “en’s “Pickwick PPickwick Papers” apers” was serwas serialised inialised in

a magazine.a magazine.

 Charles Dickens Charles Dickens in his novein his novels focused on ls focused on the terriblethe terrible

conditions of urban life under industrial capitalism.conditions of urban life under industrial capitalism.

 The vast The vast majority of majority of readers of readers of the novel the novel lived in lived in the citythe city..

 The novel The novel was a was a bridge betbridge between ween the rural the rural and urbaand urban communities.n communities.

 The The novel novel used used the the vernacular vernacular language.language.

 The most The most exciting exciting element element of the of the novel was novel was the invthe involvement olvement of women.of women.

 The The women women novelists novelists were were broad-minded.broad-minded.

 Novels Novels for for young young boys boys were were full full of of adventure.adventure.

 The early The early novels made novels made the readerthe readers feel s feel that they that they were part were part of a of a superior community superior community of fellow of fellow colonialists.colonialists.

 Novels began Novels began to be to be written written in the in the 17th century17th century, but , but bloomed in bloomed in the 18the 18thth century. century.

 Henry FieHenry Fielding, Wlding, Walter Scott alter Scott and Samuel and Samuel Richardson are Richardson are renowned novelists renowned novelists of the of the 1818thth century. century.

 A famous A famous novel of novel of Charles DickeCharles Dickens is ns is ‘Oliver ‘Oliver TTwist’, 183wist’, 1838.8.

 Emile Zola’s Emile Zola’s ‘Germinal’ ‘Germinal’ (1885) (1885) is based is based on the on the grim conditions grim conditions of miner’s lives.of miner’s lives.

 Love stories wLove stories written for ritten for adolescent girls such adolescent girls such as ‘Ramona’ as ‘Ramona’ by Helen by Helen Hunt Jackson and Hunt Jackson and a series a series entitled ‘Whatentitled ‘What

Katy Did’ Katy Did’ by Sarah Chauncey by Sarah Chauncey WWoolsey were very oolsey were very popularpopular..

 WWriters like riters like Joseph Conrad Joseph Conrad wrote novels wrote novels that showed that showed the darker the darker side of side of colonial occupation.colonial occupation.

 Important Novels of the young :Important Novels of the young :

(i)(i) TTreasure reasure Island Island — — R.L. R.L. StevensonStevenson

(ii)(ii) Ramona Ramona — — Helen Helen HuntHunt

(iii)(iii) Jungle Jungle Book Book — — Rudyard Rudyard Kipling Kipling 

(iv)(iv) What What Katy Katy Did Did — — Sarah Sarah Chauncey Chauncey WWoolseyoolsey

TOPIC - 1TOPIC - 1

Emergence of the Novel in the West ....Emergence of the Novel in the West .... P. 119P. 119

TOPIC - 2TOPIC - 2

Emergence Emergence of of the the Novel Novel in in India India ........ P. 124P. 124
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 Important Foreign Novelist and their works :Important Foreign Novelist and their works :

(i)(i) Germinal Germinal — — Emile Emile ZolaZola

(ii)(ii)  Jungle Book  Jungle Book — — Rudyard Kipling Rudyard Kipling 

(iii)(iii) Ramona Ramona — — Helen Helen HuntHunt

(iv)(iv) Major Major of of Caster Caster bridge bridge — — Thomas Thomas HardyHardy

(v)(v) Robinson Robinson Crusoe Crusoe — — Daniel Daniel DefoeDefoe

(vi)(vi)  Jane Eyre  Jane Eyre — — Charlotte BronteCharlotte Bronte

(vii)(vii) A tale of A tale of TTwo Cities, David wo Cities, David Copper field — Charles Copper field — Charles Dickens.Dickens.

FlowchartFlowchart

NovelsNovels

from thefrom the

West West 

RobinsonRobinson

Crusoe-Crusoe-

Daniel DefoeDaniel Defoe

Germinal-Germinal-
Emile ZoneEmile Zone

Mayor of Mayor of 
Casterbridge-Casterbridge-

ThomasThomas
HardyHardy

 Jane Eyre- Jane Eyre-
CharlotteCharlotte

BronteBronte

TreasureTreasure

Island—Island—R.L.R.L.
StevensonStevenson

 Jungle Book– Jungle Book–
RudyardRudyard
Kipling Kipling 

What KatyWhat Katy
Did—Did—SarahSarah
ChaunceyChauncey
WWoolseyoolsey

Ramona—Ramona—
Helen HuntHelen Hunt

 Jackson Jackson

Hard Times,Hard Times,
Oliver Oliver TTwistwist,,

Pickwick Pickwick 
Papers—Papers—CharlesCharles

DickensDickens

Know the TermsKnow the Terms
 Epistolary :Epistolary : WWritten in the form ritten in the form of a series of of a series of letters.letters.

 Vernacular :Vernacular : The language spoken by a particular area or group.The language spoken by a particular area or group.

 Serialised :Serialised : A format in which story is published in installments, each part in a new issue of a journal.A format in which story is published in installments, each part in a new issue of a journal.

 Satire :Satire : A way of criticising a person A way of criticising a person or an idea in a huor an idea in a humorous waymorous way..

 Gentlemanly classes :Gentlemanly classes : People who claimed noble birth and high social position. They were supposed to set the People who claimed noble birth and high social position. They were supposed to set the
standard for standard for proper behaviourproper behaviour..

Know the DatesKnow the Dates
 1719 :1719 : Daniel Defoe’s ‘Robinson Crusoe’ was published.Daniel Defoe’s ‘Robinson Crusoe’ was published.
 1740 :1740 : Circulating libraries were set up in Europe.Circulating libraries were set up in Europe.
 1749 :1749 : Henry Fielding’s ‘THenry Fielding’s ‘Tom Jones’ was om Jones’ was published.published.
 1828 :1828 : The famous Russian novelist The famous Russian novelist Leo TLeo Tolstoy was born.olstoy was born.
 1836 :1836 : Charles Dicken’s ‘Pickwick Papers’ was serialised in a magazine.Charles Dicken’s ‘Pickwick Papers’ was serialised in a magazine.
 1838 :1838 : Charles Dicken’s Charles Dicken’s ‘Oliver T‘Oliver Twist’ was wist’ was published.published.
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 1854 :1854 : Clarles Dicken’s wrote about the terrible effects of industrialization on people’s lives and characters inClarles Dicken’s wrote about the terrible effects of industrialization on people’s lives and characters in
the novel ‘Hard Times’.the novel ‘Hard Times’.

 1883 :1883 : R.L. Stevenson’s ‘Treasure Island’ was published.R.L. Stevenson’s ‘Treasure Island’ was published.
 1885 :1885 : Emile Zola’s ‘Germinal’ shows the grim conditions Emile Zola’s ‘Germinal’ shows the grim conditions of miners’ lives.of miners’ lives.
 1886 1886 :: Thomas Hardy’s ‘The Mayor of Casterbridge’ was published.Thomas Hardy’s ‘The Mayor of Casterbridge’ was published.

Know the LinksKnow the Links
 http://www.nvcc.edu/home/ataormina/novels/history/19thcent.htmlhttp://www.nvcc.edu/home/ataormina/novels/history/19thcent.html

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

RR Q. Q. 1.1.  Who is the author of the novel ‘Robinson  Who is the author of the novel ‘Robinson
Crusoe’ ?Crusoe’ ? [Board Term I, (OEQL2HT), 2016-17][Board Term I, (OEQL2HT), 2016-17]

Ans.Ans. Daniel Defoe.Daniel Defoe. 11
(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016)

RR Q. Q. 2.2. Who is Who is the author the author of the of the ‘Jungle Book’ ?‘Jungle Book’ ?
[Board T[Board Term I, erm I, 2015 DDE-2015, Set-E]2015 DDE-2015, Set-E]

  Ans.  Ans. Rudyard Kipling.Rudyard Kipling. 11

RR Q. Q. 3.3. Name the Name the novel written novel written by Daniel by Daniel Defoe,Defoe,
[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, DDE-2015, Set-M]DDE-2015, Set-M]

  Ans.  Ans. Robinson Crusoe.Robinson Crusoe. 11
RR Q. Q. 4.4. The hero of which noveThe hero of which novel finds himself ship-l finds himself ship-

wrecked on an island, rescues a native, makeswrecked on an island, rescues a native, makes
him a slave and gives him him a slave and gives him the name Friday ?the name Friday ?

  Ans.  Ans. Robinson Crusoe.Robinson Crusoe. 11

UU Q. Q. 5.5.  Which problem of the society was focused  Which problem of the society was focused
in the novel ‘Hard Times’ written by Charlesin the novel ‘Hard Times’ written by Charles
Dickens ?Dickens ?

  Ans.  Ans. TTerrible effects errible effects of industrialisation.of industrialisation. 11

RR Q. Q. 6.6. Who wrote Who wrote the novel the novel ‘Oliver Twist’ ‘Oliver Twist’ ??
[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (X30T4XE), 2014](X30T4XE), 2014]

  Ans.  Ans. Charles Dickens. Charles Dickens. 11

RR Q. Q. 7.7. Which book by CharWhich book by Charles Dickens has the les Dickens has the tale oftale of
a poor orphan who lived in a world of pettya poor orphan who lived in a world of petty
criminals and beggars ?criminals and beggars ?

Ans.Ans. Oliver Twist.Oliver Twist. 11

RR Q. Q. 8.8. Who wrote Who wrote ‘Pickwick Papers’, ‘Pickwick Papers’, the first the first serialisedserialised
novel ?novel ?

Ans.Ans. Charles Dickens.Charles Dickens. 11

RR Q. Q. 9.9.  Who is the author of the novel ‘Mayor of  Who is the author of the novel ‘Mayor of
Casterbridge’ ?Casterbridge’ ?

  Ans.  Ans. Thomas Hardy.Thomas Hardy. 11

RR  Q. 10. Q. 10. Which book was Which book was written with written with adolescent girlsadolescent girls
in mind ?in mind ?

  Ans.  Ans. Ramona.Ramona. 11

RR  Q. 11. Q. 11. Who Who publishpublished the ‘Tom Jones’ in six volumes ?ed the ‘Tom Jones’ in six volumes ?

  Ans.  Ans. Henry Fielding.Henry Fielding. 11

RR  Q. 12. Q. 12. Which country waWhich country was the first s the first where novel where novel tooktook
firm root ?firm root ?

  Ans.  Ans. England and France.England and France. 11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1.  Differentiate between the novels written by  Differentiate between the novels written by
Charlotte Bronte and the novels written byCharlotte Bronte and the novels written by

 Jane Austen ? Jane Austen ? [Board Term-I, (34), 2012][Board Term-I, (34), 2012]

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (CB4QHT1), (CB4QHT1), 2016-17]2016-17]

  Ans.  Ans. •• Jane Austen : Jane Austen :

(i)(i)  Her novels give us a glimpse of the women’s  Her novels give us a glimpse of the women’s
world in refined rural society in the early 19world in refined rural society in the early 19 thth

century Britain.century Britain.

  (ii)  (ii) It portrays a It portrays a society which encourages society which encourages women towomen to
look for a wealthy husband.look for a wealthy husband.

  (iii)  (iii) Characters of her Characters of her novel Pride and Prejudice arenovel Pride and Prejudice are
preoccupied with marriage and money.preoccupied with marriage and money.

•• Charlotte Charlotte Bronte Bronte ::

(i)(i) Her novels Her novels portrayed women portrayed women who who brokebroke
established norms of the society before adjustingestablished norms of the society before adjusting
to them.to them.

  (ii)  (ii) This won the This won the sympathy of women sympathy of women readers.readers.

  (iii)  (iii) Jane a character in ‘Jane Eyre’, was shown as aJane a character in ‘Jane Eyre’, was shown as a
quite assertive and independent character whoquite assertive and independent character who
protested against the hypocrisy of her elders.protested against the hypocrisy of her elders.

(CBSE Marking (CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016, 20Scheme, 2016, 2012) 12) 33

UU Q. Q. 2.2.  Describe the theme of Charlotte Bronte’s  Describe the theme of Charlotte Bronte’s

novels, giving an example.novels, giving an example.
[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, Set-C5JWEVD, 2015]Set-C5JWEVD, 2015]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) Charlotte Bronte dealt with women who broke Charlotte Bronte dealt with women who broke
established norms of society before adjusting toestablished norms of society before adjusting to
them. Such stories allowed women readers tothem. Such stories allowed women readers to
sympathise with rebellious actions.sympathise with rebellious actions.

  (ii)  (ii)  In Charlotte Bronte's  In Charlotte Bronte's  Jane  Jane EyreEyre, published in, published in
1874, young Jane is shown as independent and1874, young Jane is shown as independent and
assertive. While girls of her time assertive. While girls of her time were expected towere expected to
 be quiet and  be quiet and well behaved, Jane well behaved, Jane at the age at the age of tenof ten
protests against the hypocrisy of her elders withprotests against the hypocrisy of her elders with
startling bluntness.startling bluntness.

  (iii)  (iii) She tells her Aunt She tells her Aunt who is always unkind to her who is always unkind to her ::
'People think you a good women, but you are'People think you a good women, but you are
 bad... You are deceitful! I will n bad... You are deceitful! I will never call you auntever call you aunt
as long as you live.'as long as you live.'

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015) 2015) 1 1 × × 3=33=3

AA Q. Q. 3.3. How did JaHow did Jane Austen ne Austen portray the portray the women of twomen of thehe
1919thth century in her novels ? century in her novels ?

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (36), (36), 2012, 2012, (5800 (5800 27, 27, 40), 40), 2011]2011]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) Jane Austen’s novel gives us a glimpse of the Jane Austen’s novel gives us a glimpse of the
world of women in rural society in the earlyworld of women in rural society in the early
nineteenth century.nineteenth century.

  (ii)  (ii) Her novels makes Her novels makes us think about a society us think about a society whichwhich
encouraged women to look for good marriagesencouraged women to look for good marriages
and wealthy or propertied husbands.and wealthy or propertied husbands.
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  (iii)  (iii)  In the novel ‘Pride and Prejudice’, Jane Austen  In the novel ‘Pride and Prejudice’, Jane Austen
portrays the female characters as pre-occupiedportrays the female characters as pre-occupied
with marriage and money and states ‘a singlewith marriage and money and states ‘a single
man in possession of a good fortune, must be inman in possession of a good fortune, must be in
want of a wife’.want of a wife’. 1×3=31×3=3

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)

RR Q. Q. 4.4. Name one Name one famous women novefamous women novelist in the list in the 1919thth

century England. Describe the different wayscentury England. Describe the different ways
in which women novelists portrayed women.in which women novelists portrayed women.

[Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , (38), (38), 2012]2012]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) Jane Austen : Jane Austen : Pride and PrejudicePride and Prejudice
  (ii)  (ii)Charlotte Bronte’s :Charlotte Bronte’s : Jane Eyre Jane Eyre (Any one)(Any one)
  (i)  (i) They encouraged women to look for goodThey encouraged women to look for good

marriages and find wealthy or propertiedmarriages and find wealthy or propertied
husbands.husbands.

  (ii)  (ii) They also wrote about women who broke theThey also wrote about women who broke the
established norms of established norms of societysociety.. 1+2=31+2=3

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)

UU Q. Q. 5.5. Distinguish between Distinguish between Epistolary and Epistolary and SerialisedSerialised

types of novels with examples.types of novels with examples.
[Board Term-I, (37), 2012][Board Term-I, (37), 2012]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) Epistolary novels were written in the forms ofEpistolary novels were written in the forms of
series of letters.series of letters.
Examples Examples :: Samuel Richardson’s-Pamela Samuel Richardson’s-Pamela

  (ii)  (ii)  Serialised novels were written in a format of a  Serialised novels were written in a format of a
story which was published in installments,story which was published in installments, i.e.i.e.,,
each part in a new issue oeach part in a new issue of journal.f journal.
Example Example :: Charles Dickens, Pickwick Papers.Charles Dickens, Pickwick Papers.

1½+1½=31½+1½=3
(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012)2012)

AA Q. Q. 6.6. Explain the Explain the theme of theme of the novel the novel ‘Hard Times’.‘Hard Times’.
[Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , (NLTM8TU), (NLTM8TU), 2016-17]2016-17]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) Charles Dickens was the author of ‘HardCharles Dickens was the author of ‘Hard
Times’.Times’.

(ii)(ii) He He wrote wrote about about the the terrible terrible effects effects ofof
industrialization on people’s lives and characters.industrialization on people’s lives and characters.

(iii)(iii) He criticized not He criticized not just the greejust the greed for profits, d for profits, but alsobut also
the ideas that reduced human beings into simplethe ideas that reduced human beings into simple
instruments of production.instruments of production.

(iv)(iv)  He focussed on the precarious conditions of  He focussed on the precarious conditions of
urban life under industrial capitalism.urban life under industrial capitalism.

(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3
(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016)2016)

UU Q. Q. 7.7. On which issue On which issue and what did and what did Charles DickensCharles Dickens

write in his novel ‘Hard Times’ ? write in his novel ‘Hard Times’ ? Describe.Describe.

[Board Term-I, DDE-2014][Board Term-I, DDE-2014]
OROR

UU Explain any three aspects highlighted by CharlesExplain any three aspects highlighted by Charles
Dicken in his novel ‘Hard Times’.Dicken in his novel ‘Hard Times’.

[Board Term-I, (40), 2012][Board Term-I, (40), 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. Dickens wrote about :Dickens wrote about :
(i)(i) Europe in the industrial age. Europe in the industrial age.

  (ii)  (ii)  Terrible effects of industrialization on the lives  Terrible effects of industrialization on the lives
and character of people.and character of people.

  (iii)  (iii) Terrible conditions under industrial capitalism. Terrible conditions under industrial capitalism.
(CBSE Marking (CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) Scheme, 2012) 1×3=31×3=3

RR Q. Q. 8.8.  Elaborate upon the contribution of Charles  Elaborate upon the contribution of Charles

Dickens in the field of novel writing.Dickens in the field of novel writing.
[Board Term-I, (50), 2012][Board Term-I, (50), 2012]

OROR

AA Novels of Charles Dickens deal with which changesNovels of Charles Dickens deal with which changes
of the 19of the 19thth century Britain ? Mention any three such century Britain ? Mention any three such
changes.changes. [Board Term-I, (56), 2012][Board Term-I, (56), 2012]

OROR

UU Which type of problems were highlighted by theWhich type of problems were highlighted by the
novelist Charles Dickens in his novels ? Explainnovelist Charles Dickens in his novels ? Explain
any two such problems.any two such problems. [Broad T[Broad Term-I, (50), 2012]erm-I, (50), 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  He wrote about the terrible effects of  He wrote about the terrible effects of
industrialization.industrialization.

  (ii)  (ii) He He wrote wrote about about the the pollution pollution that that thethe
industrialization caused.industrialization caused.

  (iii)  (iii) Dickens criticized the greed for profits.Dickens criticized the greed for profits.
  (iv)  (iv)  He criticized the idea that human beings were  He criticized the idea that human beings were

treated as simple instruments of production.treated as simple instruments of production.
(v)(v) He talked about the terrible conditions of urban He talked about the terrible conditions of urban

life.life.
  (iv)  (iv) He discussed about the exploitation of children/  He discussed about the exploitation of children/ 

orphans in ‘Oliver Twist’.orphans in ‘Oliver Twist’. (Any three) 1×3=3(Any three) 1×3=3
(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)

UU Q. Q. 9.9. How does Daniel Defoe’s How does Daniel Defoe’s ‘Robinson Crusoe’‘Robinson Crusoe’
 justify colonialism ? Explain. justify colonialism ? Explain.

[Board T[Board Term-I, (51), erm-I, (51), KVS-2014, 2012, 2011KVS-2014, 2012, 2011
(5800 11, 16, 18, 37, 44)](5800 11, 16, 18, 37, 44)]

OROR

UU Describe the role of early novels with the help ofDescribe the role of early novels with the help of
an example that they promoted colonialism inan example that they promoted colonialism in
Europe.Europe. [Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (64), (64), 2012]2012]

OROR

UU How did the novels written in the 18How did the novels written in the 18thth  century  century
glorify colonization ?glorify colonization ? [Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (47), (47), 2012]2012]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i)  Writing of novels and colonizing the world  Writing of novels and colonizing the world
started simultaneously in Europe.started simultaneously in Europe.

  (ii)  (ii) These novels glorified colonialism. For example, These novels glorified colonialism. For example,
the hero of Daniel Defoe’s ‘Robinson Crusoe’ is anthe hero of Daniel Defoe’s ‘Robinson Crusoe’ is an
adventurer and slave trader. Shipwrecked on anadventurer and slave trader. Shipwrecked on an
island, he treats the coloured people as inferior.island, he treats the coloured people as inferior.
He rescues a native and renames him as ‘Friday’He rescues a native and renames him as ‘Friday’
and tries to change him culturally. His behaviourand tries to change him culturally. His behaviour
was not seen as unacceptable.was not seen as unacceptable.

  (iii)  (iii) Most of the writers and readers believed that the Most of the writers and readers believed that the
colonized people were primitive and barbariccolonized people were primitive and barbaric
and the colonial rule was essential to civilizeand the colonial rule was essential to civilize
them.them. 1×3=31×3=3

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)

UU  Q. 10. Q. 10. Why did HWhy did Henry Fielding, enry Fielding, a novelist a novelist of the eof the earlyarly
1818thth  century, claim that he was founder of a  century, claim that he was founder of a
new province of writing where he could makenew province of writing where he could make
his own laws ? Explain.his own laws ? Explain.

[Board Term-I, (62), 2012][Board Term-I, (62), 2012]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i)  Readership for printed books grew and  Readership for printed books grew and
earnings of authors increased.earnings of authors increased.

  (ii)  (ii)  This freed them from financial dependence  This freed them from financial dependence
on the patronage of aristocrats and gave themon the patronage of aristocrats and gave them
independence to experiment with differentindependence to experiment with different
literacy styles.literacy styles.

  (iii)  (iii) The novels allowed The novels allowed flexibility in the flexibility in the form ofform of
writing. Hence, Henry Fielding remarked so.writing. Hence, Henry Fielding remarked so.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1×3=3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1×3=3
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UU  Q. 11. Q. 11. Highlight the social Highlight the social changes in Britain changes in Britain whichwhich
led to an increase in women led to an increase in women readers.readers.

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set-6AP67LB, Set-6AP67LB, 2015]2015]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i)  As the middle classes became more affluent,  As the middle classes became more affluent,
women got more leisure time to read and writewomen got more leisure time to read and write
novels.novels.

  (ii)  (ii)  Novels began to explore the world of women,  Novels began to explore the world of women,
their emotions, identities, experiences andtheir emotions, identities, experiences and
problems.problems.

  (iii)  (iii) Domestic life Domestic life became an became an essential subject essential subject ofof
novels-a field women had an authority to speaknovels-a field women had an authority to speak
about.about. (CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015) 1 × 3=3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015) 1 × 3=3

UU  Q. 12. Q. 12. Why were children prevented frWhy were children prevented from readingom reading

novels ? Explain three valid reasons.novels ? Explain three valid reasons.
[Board Term-I, (67), 2012][Board Term-I, (67), 2012]

Ans. Ans. Children were prevented from reading novelsChildren were prevented from reading novels
 because : because :

(i)(i) Children would get carried awaChildren would get carried away from their realy from their real
surroundings into an imaginary world.surroundings into an imaginary world.

  (ii)  (ii) It was feaIt was feared that children red that children would stray awould stray away fromway from
normal, disciplined life and would become rebels.normal, disciplined life and would become rebels.

  (iii)  (iii)  The novel would have immoral influences on  The novel would have immoral influences on
children and they would become corrupt.children and they would become corrupt.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1×3=3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1×3=3

AA  Q. 13. Q. 13. Describe three Describe three measures adopted to measures adopted to make themake the
novels more accessible to the people in thenovels more accessible to the people in the
eighteenth century Europe.eighteenth century Europe.

[Board Term-I, (68), 2012][Board Term-I, (68), 2012]

Ans. Ans. Measures adopted to makMeasures adopted to make novels accessible e novels accessible toto
the people :the people :

(i)(i) Introduction of circulating libraries. Introduction of circulating libraries.
  (ii)  (ii) Hiring out novels by the hour.Hiring out novels by the hour.
  (iii)  (iii) Technological improvements in printing reduced Technological improvements in printing reduced

the price of novels.the price of novels. 1×3=31×3=3
(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)

UU  Q. 14. Q. 14. Explain how noveExplain how novel reading became l reading became a populara popular
source of pleasure in India.source of pleasure in India.

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set-C5JWEVD, Set-C5JWEVD, 2015]2015]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) In India, novels became a popular medium of In India, novels became a popular medium of
entertainment among middle class.entertainment among middle class.

  (ii)  (ii) The circulation of printed The circulation of printed books allowed peoplebooks allowed people
to amuse themselves in new ways.to amuse themselves in new ways.

  (iii)  (iii) Picture books were Picture books were translated in othetranslated in other languages.r languages.
  (iv)  (iv) Popular songPopular songs coms composed on posed on contemporarycontemporary

events.events.
(v)(v) Stories in newspaper Stories in newspaper and magazine offered neand magazine offered neww

forms of entertainment.forms of entertainment. (Any there)(Any there)
(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015) 2015) 33

AA  Q. 15. Q. 15. How did How did access to books access to books create a create a new culture new culture ofof
reading ? Examine any 3 points.reading ? Examine any 3 points.

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set-M, Set-M, DDE-2015]DDE-2015]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) The world created by novels were absorbing and The world created by novels were absorbing and
 believable, and seemingly real. believable, and seemingly real.

  (ii)  (ii) While reading novels, the rWhile reading novels, the reader was transportedeader was transported
to another person’s world and began looking atto another person’s world and began looking at
life as it was experienced by the characters of thelife as it was experienced by the characters of the
novel.novel.

  (iii)  (iii)  Besides, novels allowed individuals the pleasure  Besides, novels allowed individuals the pleasure
of reading in private, as well as the joy of publiclyof reading in private, as well as the joy of publicly
reading or discussing stories with friends orreading or discussing stories with friends or
relatives.relatives. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

AA  Q. 16. Q. 16.  “The novels bring together many cultures.”  “The novels bring together many cultures.”
 Justify the statement. Justify the statement.

(Board Term-I, NCT-2014)(Board Term-I, NCT-2014)
OROR

UU “The novels bring together many cultures.”“The novels bring together many cultures.”
Support the statement with suitable points.Support the statement with suitable points.

[Board T[Board Term-I, (5800 18, erm-I, (5800 18, 30, 36), 2011]30, 36), 2011]
  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) By coming closer to different spoken languages By coming closer to different spoken languages

of the people, the novel produces the sense of aof the people, the novel produces the sense of a
shared world between diverse people in a nation.shared world between diverse people in a nation.

  (ii)  (ii)  Novels may combine classical languages and  Novels may combine classical languages and
languages of the streets and make them all a part oflanguages of the streets and make them all a part of
Vernaculars.Vernaculars. 1½+1½=31½+1½=3

RR  Q. 17. Q. 17. How did serialization How did serialization of novels increased of novels increased thethe

popularity of novel and magazines ?popularity of novel and magazines ?
[Board T[Board Term-I, (553K), erm-I, (553K), 2013, (35), 2012]2013, (35), 2012]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) In 1836, Charles Dicken’s ‘Pickwick Papers’In 1836, Charles Dicken’s ‘Pickwick Papers’
were serialized in a magazine.were serialized in a magazine.

  (ii)  (ii) Magazines were attractive Magazines were attractive and cheaper since theyand cheaper since they
were illustrated.were illustrated.

  (iii)  (iii) Serialization of novels Serialization of novels allowed the readers allowed the readers toto
enjoy suspense and discuss the characters forenjoy suspense and discuss the characters for
weeks in the anticipation of next plot weeks in the anticipation of next plot of the story.of the story.

  (iv)  (iv) Serialization of novels Serialization of novels not only incnot only increased thereased the
circulation of magazines but also made novelscirculation of magazines but also made novels
more popular.more popular. (Any three) 1×3=3(Any three) 1×3=3

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013)

RR  Q. 18. Q. 18. What did GWhat did G.A. Henry .A. Henry write about write about in his novelsin his novels

which attracted the young ?which attracted the young ?
[Board T[Board Term-I, (55), erm-I, (55), 2012, (5800 12, 2012, (5800 12, 18, 36), 2011]18, 36), 2011]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i)  G.A. Henry’s historical adventure novels for  G.A. Henry’s historical adventure novels for
 boys  boys were were widely widely popular popular during during the the height height ofof
British empire.British empire.

  (ii)  (ii) They They created created excitement excitement and and adventure adventure ofof
conquering strange lands. His stories were set inconquering strange lands. His stories were set in
Mexico, Alexandria and Siberia and many otherMexico, Alexandria and Siberia and many other
countries.countries.

  (iii)  (iii) His novels were always about young boys who His novels were always about young boys who
witnessed grand historical events gets involved inwitnessed grand historical events gets involved in
some military action and show what they calledsome military action and show what they called
the ‘English’ Courage.the ‘English’ Courage.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1 × 3 = 3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1 × 3 = 3

Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. Highlight the Highlight the various themes various themes of novels of novels writtenwritten
 by Charles Dickens  by Charles Dickens and Thomas and Thomas Hardy, in Hardy, in thethe
1919thth century. century.

[Board Term-I, Set-M, DDE-2015][Board Term-I, Set-M, DDE-2015]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  Dickens wrote about the terible effects of  Dickens wrote about the terible effects of
industrialisation.industrialisation.

  (ii)  (ii) Dickens criticised the Dickens criticised the idea that human idea that human beings werebeings were
treated as simple instruments of production.treated as simple instruments of production.
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  (iii)  (iii) Dickens spoke about the exploitation of Dickens spoke about the exploitation of children/ children/ 
orphans in ‘Oliver Twist’.orphans in ‘Oliver Twist’.

  (iv)  (iv)  Thomas Hardy high lighted the advantages and  Thomas Hardy high lighted the advantages and
disadvantages of the new order.disadvantages of the new order.

(v)(v) Thomas Hardy Thomas Hardy used vernacular language used vernacular language spoken byspoken by
different groups of people in his writing.different groups of people in his writing. 1×5=51×5=5

UU Q. Q. 2.2. Describe in brDescribe in brief the stief the story of the ory of the novel ‘Mayornovel ‘Mayor
of Casterbridge’ written by Thomas Hardy.of Casterbridge’ written by Thomas Hardy.

[Board Term-I, (WQ7FXWC), 2014][Board Term-I, (WQ7FXWC), 2014]
OROR

RR Who is the author of ‘Mayor of Who is the author of ‘Mayor of Casterbridge’ ? GiveCasterbridge’ ? Give
a brief picture of a brief picture of the story.the story.

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (69), 2012](69), 2012]

Ans. AuAns. Author of ‘Mayor of Castthor of ‘Mayor of Casterbridge’ was Thomaserbridge’ was Thomas
Hardy :Hardy :

Story Story ::
(i)(i) It is a It is a story about Michael story about Michael Henchard, a richHenchard, a rich

grain merchant who becomes the Mayor ofgrain merchant who becomes the Mayor of
Casterbridge.Casterbridge.

  (ii)  (ii) He is independent-minded with his He is independent-minded with his own businessown business
style.style.

  (iii)  (iii) He was both unpredictably generous as well as He was both unpredictably generous as well as
cruel with his employees.cruel with his employees.

  (iv)  (iv) He was no He was no match for his match for his manager and rivalmanager and rival
Donald Farfare who runs business withDonald Farfare who runs business with
efficiency and is well-behaved and has goodefficiency and is well-behaved and has good
temperament.temperament. 1+4=51+4=5

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)

UU Q. Q. 3.3. Summarize the Summarize the main theme main theme of the of the novel ‘Olivernovel ‘Oliver
Twist’ by Charles Dickens ?Twist’ by Charles Dickens ?

[Board Term-I, (BHTK), 2013][Board Term-I, (BHTK), 2013]

  Ans.  Ans. Main theme of Oliver Twist by Charles DickensMain theme of Oliver Twist by Charles Dickens
encompasses a tale of a poor orphan who lived in aencompasses a tale of a poor orphan who lived in a
world of petty criminals and beggars. He was world of petty criminals and beggars. He was finallyfinally
adopted by a wealthy man and lived happily.adopted by a wealthy man and lived happily.
This novel includes many genres. It is a novel thatThis novel includes many genres. It is a novel that
talk about serious issues. It is a mystery story andtalk about serious issues. It is a mystery story and
some chapters can even seem to belong to horrorsome chapters can even seem to belong to horror
fiction.fiction.
The novel emphasizes on the social injustices andThe novel emphasizes on the social injustices and
the political oppressions that the poor peoplethe political oppressions that the poor people
were subjected to in the England owere subjected to in the England of 19f 19thth century. century.
Oliver TOliver Twist was the wist was the vehement protest against vehement protest against thethe
poor law of 1834. The main function of this lawpoor law of 1834. The main function of this law
was the punishment to the poor for being poorwas the punishment to the poor for being poor
and ensure that they never could rise out of theirand ensure that they never could rise out of their
poverty.poverty.

This novel is a ruthless satire. It effectivelyThis novel is a ruthless satire. It effectively
pierces the middle class veil of complacency andpierces the middle class veil of complacency and
snobbery and reveals the hypocrisies that plaguesnobbery and reveals the hypocrisies that plague
society.society. (CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013) 5(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013) 5

AA Q. Q. 4.4. Describe the dark face Describe the dark face of industrialization asof industrialization as
highlighted by Charles Dickens in his novelshighlighted by Charles Dickens in his novels
‘Hard Times’ and ‘Oliver Twist’.‘Hard Times’ and ‘Oliver Twist’.

[Board Term-I, (47), 2012][Board Term-I, (47), 2012]
OROR

UU How did Charles Dickens highlight the darkHow did Charles Dickens highlight the dark
aspects of industrialization in his novels ?aspects of industrialization in his novels ?

[Board T[Board Term-I, (62), erm-I, (62), 2012, (B2), 2012, (B2), 2010]2010]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  Charles Dickens wrote about the industrial  Charles Dickens wrote about the industrial
labourers in big cities in his novel ‘Hard Times’.labourers in big cities in his novel ‘Hard Times’.

  (ii)  (ii) His novels His novels discussed the discussed the terrible effects ofterrible effects of
industrialization on people’s lives and character inindustrialization on people’s lives and character in
the fictitious town of Coketown.the fictitious town of Coketown.

  (iii)  (iii) The town The town was full was full of machinery, of machinery, smokingsmoking
chimneys, polluted rivers and workers known aschimneys, polluted rivers and workers known as
‘hands’.‘hands’.

  (iv)  (iv) He criticized the He criticized the greed of profit which greed of profit which had reducedhad reduced
humans into instruments who were used forhumans into instruments who were used for
production.production.

(v)(v)  His novel ‘Oliver Twist’ focussed on the terrible  His novel ‘Oliver Twist’ focussed on the terrible
conditions of life under capitalism. Oliver lived inconditions of life under capitalism. Oliver lived in
the world of petty criminals and beggars and wasthe world of petty criminals and beggars and was
 brought up in a cruel work house. brought up in a cruel work house. 1×5=51×5=5

UU Q. Q. 5.5. What were the issues What were the issues addressed by Thomasaddressed by Thomas
Hardy in his novel ‘Mayor of Casterbridge’?Hardy in his novel ‘Mayor of Casterbridge’?
How did the novel bring together manyHow did the novel bring together many
cultures ?cultures ? [Board Term-I, (35), 2012][Board Term-I, (35), 2012]

  Ans. (i)  Ans. (i) Issues :Issues :

(a) The time in which Thomas Hardy wrote this(a) The time in which Thomas Hardy wrote this
novel was a time when large farmers fenced offnovel was a time when large farmers fenced off
land, bought machines and employed labourers.land, bought machines and employed labourers.

(b) (b) The The old old rural rural culture with culture with independentindependent
farmers was dying.farmers was dying.

(c) In his novel, Hardy mourns the loss of the(c) In his novel, Hardy mourns the loss of the
personalised world.personalised world.

(d) (d) He He also also highlights highlights the the advantages advantages andand
disadvantages of the disadvantages of the new ordernew order.. (Any three)(Any three)

  (ii)  (ii)  The novel uses vernacular language spoken by  The novel uses vernacular language spoken by
different groups of people. This created the sensedifferent groups of people. This created the sense
of a shared world between diverse people in aof a shared world between diverse people in a
nation.nation. (CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 3+2=5(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 3+2=5

TOPIC-2TOPIC-2
Emergence of the Novel in IndiaEmergence of the Novel in India

Quick Review Quick Review 
 Banabhatta’s ‘Kadambari’ written in Sanskrit in the 7th century, is an early example of stories in prose.Banabhatta’s ‘Kadambari’ written in Sanskrit in the 7th century, is an early example of stories in prose.

 The modern The modern novel fnovel form developed orm developed in India in India in the in the 19th 19th centurycentury..

 Some of the Some of the earliest Indian earliest Indian novels were novels were written in written in Bengali and MaratBengali and Marathi. Examples—include ‘Yhi. Examples—include ‘Yamuna Pamuna Paryatan’aryatan’
(1857) and ‘Muktamala’ (1861).(1857) and ‘Muktamala’ (1861).
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 TTranslations of ranslations of novel into novel into different redifferent regional languages helped gional languages helped to spread to spread the popularity the popularity of the of the novel.novel.
 Novels aNovels appeared ppeared in South in South Indian languages Indian languages during the during the period of period of colonial rule.colonial rule.
 ‘Indulekha’ ‘Indulekha’ was was the the first first modern modern novel novel in in Malayalam.Malayalam.

 Kandukuri VKandukuri Virensalingam’s wrote irensalingam’s wrote his first his first TTelugu novel calleelugu novel called ‘Rajasekhard ‘Rajasekhara Caritamu’ a Caritamu’ in 1878.in 1878.

 The first The first modern novel modern novel of Srinivas of Srinivas Das, published Das, published in 1882 in 1882 was titled was titled as ‘as ‘Pariksha-Guru’.Pariksha-Guru’.

 The The famous novefamous novels ls of Devof Devaki Naki Nandan andan Khatri Khatri was was ‘Chandrakanta’.‘Chandrakanta’.

 Premchand’s Premchand’s novels, espenovels, especially ‘cially ‘Rangbhoomi’ and Rangbhoomi’ and ‘Godan’ ‘Godan’ were were his best his best known works.known works.

 Another Another famous famous novel novel of of Premchand Premchand was was ‘Sewa ‘Sewa Sadan’.Sadan’.

 Bangla Bangla novelist novelist Bankim Bankim Chandra Chandra Chattopadhyay’s first Chattopadhyay’s first novel novel was was ‘Durgesh-Nandini’.‘Durgesh-Nandini’.

 Sarat ChandrSarat Chandra Chattopadhyay a Chattopadhyay was the was the most popular most popular novelist in novelist in Bengal and Bengal and the whole the whole of India.of India.

 VVernacular novels ernacular novels were a were a valuable source valuable source of information on of information on native life native life and customs of and customs of India.India.

 In TIn Tamil, detective amil, detective and mystery and mystery novels were novels were reprinted reprinted as many as many as twenty as twenty two times.two times.

 WWomen also omen also began to began to write write novels. Storienovels. Stories of s of love welove were re their main their main theme.theme.

 Rokeya Rokeya Sakhawat Sakhawat Hossein Hossein wrote wrote a a satiric satiric fantasy fantasy in in English calleEnglish called ‘Sultanad ‘Sultana’s Dre’s Dream’.am’.

 ‘Padmara‘Padmarag’ written by g’ written by Rokeyya Hossein Rokeyya Hossein showed the neeshowed the need for women d for women to reform their to reform their condition by their condition by their ownown
actions.actions.

 ‘Karuna ‘Karuna O Phulmonir O Phulmonir Bibaran’ writtBibaran’ written by en by Hannah Mullens Hannah Mullens was reporwas reportedly the tedly the first novel first novel in Bengali.in Bengali.

 Sailabala Sailabala Ghosh Ghosh Jaya, Jaya, could only could only write write because because her her husband husband protected protected herher..

 Potheri Potheri Kunjambu Kunjambu from North-Kfrom North-Kerala wrote erala wrote a novel callea novel called ‘Saraswativijayam’ d ‘Saraswativijayam’ mounting a strmounting a strong attack onong attack on
caste oppression.caste oppression.

 Advaita Advaita Malla Malla Burman’s ‘TBurman’s ‘Titash Ekti itash Ekti Nadir Nadir Naam’ is Naam’ is an epic an epic about the about the Mallas.Mallas.

 VVaikkom aikkom Muhammad BaMuhammad Basheer sheer was was a a renowned renowned early early Muslim wMuslim writerriter..

 Bhudeb Bhudeb Mukhopadhyay’s ‘Mukhopadhyay’s ‘Anguriya Anguriya Binimoy’ was Binimoy’ was the the first first historical historical novel novel written written in Bin Bengali.engali.

 Bankim’s Bankim’s Anandamath Anandamath was was a a novel novel that that inspired inspired many many freedom freedom fighters.fighters.

 Important Indian Novelist and their works :Important Indian Novelist and their works :

 Titash Titash Ekti Ekti Nadir Nadir Naam Naam — — Advaita Advaita Malla Malla BurmanBurman

 Saraswativijayam Saraswativijayam — — PotherPotheri i KunjambuKunjambu

 Anandmath Anandmath — — Bankim Bankim Chandra Chandra ChattopadhyayChattopadhyay

 Pariksha Pariksha Guru Guru — — Shrinivas Shrinivas DasDas

 Godan Godan — — Prem Prem ChandChand

 Sultana’s Sultana’s Dream Dream — — Rokeya Rokeya HosseinHossein

 Durgeshnandini Durgeshnandini — — Bankim Bankim Chandra Chandra ChattopadhayaChattopadhaya

 Indulekha Indulekha — — O. O. Chandu Chandu MenonMenon

 Karuna Karuna O O Phulmonir Phulmonir Bibaran Bibaran — — Hanah Hanah MullensMullens

 Nirmala, Nirmala, Rangbhoomi Rangbhoomi — — PremchandPremchand

 Muktamala Muktamala — — Moreshwar Moreshwar HalbeHalbe

 Chandrakanta Chandrakanta — — Devaki Devaki Nandan Nandan KhatriKhatri

 YYamuna amuna Paryatan Paryatan — — Baba Baba PadmanjiPadmanji

FlowchartFlowchart

Novels from IndiaNovels from India

Indulekha–O. ChanduIndulekha–O. Chandu

 Menon Menon

Pariksha Guru-Pariksha Guru-Srinivas DasSrinivas Das

Chandrakanta–Chandrakanta–
Devaki Nandan KhatriDevaki Nandan Khatri

Godan—Godan—Prem ChandPrem Chand

Muktamala—Muktamala—
 Moreshwar Halbe Moreshwar Halbe

Yamuna Paryatan—Yamuna Paryatan—
Baba PadmanjiBaba Padmanji

Saraswativijayam—Saraswativijayam—
PothePotheri ri KanjambuKanjambu
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Know the TermsKnow the Terms

 Bhadralok :Bhadralok : A Bengali word, meaning a gentleman.A Bengali word, meaning a gentleman.

 Colonialism :Colonialism : Policy of acquiring or maintaining colonies.Policy of acquiring or maintaining colonies.

 Meyeli :Meyeli : A language spoken by Bengali women.A language spoken by Bengali women.

 Kissa-goi :Kissa-goi : Art of storytelling.Art of storytelling.

 Fantasy :Fantasy : Fanciful composition or writing involving imaginary Fanciful composition or writing involving imaginary characters, etc.characters, etc.

 Epic :Epic : A long poem narrating A long poem narrating adventures or achievements of a heroic figure or a adventures or achievements of a heroic figure or a nation.nation.

 Gentlemanly classes :Gentlemanly classes : People who claimed noble by birth and high social position. People who claimed noble by birth and high social position. They were supposed to setThey were supposed to set

the standard the standard for proper behaviour.for proper behaviour.

 Historical novel :Historical novel : The novel which is based on The novel which is based on historical events.historical events.

 Dastan :Dastan : The long tradition of prose The long tradition of prose tales of adventure and heroism in Persian and Urdu.tales of adventure and heroism in Persian and Urdu.

  Jatra : Jatra : Dramatic performance in open theatres. It is very popular in rural society of Bengal.Dramatic performance in open theatres. It is very popular in rural society of Bengal.

 Protagonist :Protagonist : The main character in a play, film or book.The main character in a play, film or book.

 Slave trader :Slave trader : A trader who buys and sells slaves.A trader who buys and sells slaves.

 Pen-name :Pen-name : Fictitious name used by  Fictitious name used by an author only for an author only for the purpose of writing without the purpose of writing without exposing one’s identity.exposing one’s identity.

 Kabirlarai :Kabirlarai : A Bengali word meaning extempore poetry contests among A Bengali word meaning extempore poetry contests among poets.poets.

Know the DatesKnow the Dates
 1857 :1857 : Baba Padmanji’s Marathi novel  Baba Padmanji’s Marathi novel ‘Y‘Yamuna Paryatan’ was published.amuna Paryatan’ was published.

 1857 :1857 : Bhudeb Mukhopadhyay Bhudeb Mukhopadhyay’s ‘’s ‘Anguriya Binimoy’, Anguriya Binimoy’, the first historical novel written in Bengal was published.the first historical novel written in Bengal was published.

 1865 :1865 : Bankim Chandra Chattopadhyay’s novel ‘Durgeshnandini’ was published.Bankim Chandra Chattopadhyay’s novel ‘Durgeshnandini’ was published.

 1878 :1878 : Kandukuri Viresalingam’s T Kandukuri Viresalingam’s Telugu novel elugu novel ‘Rajasekhara Caritamu’ was published.‘Rajasekhara Caritamu’ was published.

 1882 :1882 : First Hindi novel ‘Pariksha Guru’ written by Srinivas Das was published.First Hindi novel ‘Pariksha Guru’ written by Srinivas Das was published.

 1882 :1882 : Bankim Chandra Chattopadhyay’s novel ‘Bankim Chandra Chattopadhyay’s novel ‘Anandmath’, which inspired freedom Anandmath’, which inspired freedom fighters was published.fighters was published.

 1889 :1889 : O. Chandu Menon’s ‘Indulekha’, the first moderO. Chandu Menon’s ‘Indulekha’, the first modern novel in Malayalam was published.n novel in Malayalam was published.

 1892 :1892 : Potheri Kunjambu, a lower caste writer from North Kerala, wrote a famous novel called ‘SaraswatiPotheri Kunjambu, a lower caste writer from North Kerala, wrote a famous novel called ‘Saraswati

Vijayam.Vijayam.

 1905 :1905 : Rokeya Hossein wrote a satiric fantasy in English  Rokeya Hossein wrote a satiric fantasy in English called ‘Sultana’s Dream’.called ‘Sultana’s Dream’.

 1916 :1916 : Premchand’s novel ‘Sewasadan’ was published.Premchand’s novel ‘Sewasadan’ was published.

 1936 :1936 : Premchand’s novel ‘Godan’ was published and became his best known Premchand’s novel ‘Godan’ was published and became his best known work.work.

 1956 :1956 : Advaita Malla Burman’s ‘Titash Ekti Nadir Naam’, an epic about the Mallas, a community of fishermen,Advaita Malla Burman’s ‘Titash Ekti Nadir Naam’, an epic about the Mallas, a community of fishermen,

was published.was published.

Know the LinksKnow the Links

 http://www.indianetzone.com/41/history_indian_novels.htmhttp://www.indianetzone.com/41/history_indian_novels.htm

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. Name the Name the first novefirst novel in l in Malayalam.Malayalam.
[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (CB4QHT1), (CB4QHT1), 2016-17]2016-17]

  Ans.  Ans.  Indulekha Indulekha (CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1

AA Q. Q. 2.2. Who Who wrote wrote Indulekha Indulekha ??
  Ans.  Ans. Chandu Menon.Chandu Menon. 11

AA Q. Q. 3.3. The novel The novel ‘Indulekha’ was ‘Indulekha’ was published in published in whichwhich
year ?year ?

  Ans.  Ans. 1889.1889. 11

AA Q. Q. 4.4. What was the title What was the title of the first modern novelof the first modern novel
published in Malayalam ?published in Malayalam ?

  Ans.  Ans. Indulekha.Indulekha. 11

UU Q. Q. 5.5. Who waWho was ‘Vaikkom s ‘Vaikkom Muhammad BasheerMuhammad Basheer’ ?’ ?
[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (6HTQGTF), (6HTQGTF), 2016-17]2016-17]

  Ans.  Ans. Basheer had little formal education and based hisBasheer had little formal education and based his
works in his own rich personal experience ratherworks in his own rich personal experience rather
than on books from the past. than on books from the past. He would never sellHe would never sell
his books his books himself which himself which displays fortitude. displays fortitude. HeHe
also took part in Salt Satyagrah. His stories andalso took part in Salt Satyagrah. His stories and
short novels were written in ordinary language ofshort novels were written in ordinary language of
conversation.conversation. (CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1

AA Q. Q. 6.6. In which In which language did language did Vaikkom MohammadVaikkom Mohammad
Basheer gained popularity as novelists ?Basheer gained popularity as novelists ?

[Board Term-I, DDE-2014][Board Term-I, DDE-2014]
  Ans.  Ans. Malayalam.Malayalam. 11

UU Q. Q. 7.7. What is What is referred referred to as “Kto as “Kissa-goi” ?issa-goi” ?
[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (NLTM8TU), (NLTM8TU), 2016-17]2016-17]
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  Ans.  Ans. Kissa-goi is the traditional art of storytelling.Kissa-goi is the traditional art of storytelling.
(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1

UU Q. Q. 8.8. Which novel Which novel written in written in Bengali in 1Bengali in 1956 describe956 describe
the community life of the fisher-folks inthe community life of the fisher-folks in

detail ?detail ? [Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, Set-6AP67LB, 2015]Set-6AP67LB, 2015]

 Ans. Ans. Titash Ekti Nadir Naam.Titash Ekti Nadir Naam. 11

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015)2015)

UU Q. Q. 9.9. Which major themes were taken up by theWhich major themes were taken up by the
women in their novels ?women in their novels ?

[Board Term-I, Set-XOKG25B, 2016[Board Term-I, Set-XOKG25B, 2016]]

  Ans.  Ans. Love and romance.Love and romance.

AA  Q. 10. Q. 10.  Name the first novel written by Bankim  Name the first novel written by Bankim
Chandra Chattopadhyay.Chandra Chattopadhyay.

[Board Term-I, NCT-2014][Board Term-I, NCT-2014]
  Ans.  Ans. Durgeshnandini.Durgeshnandini. 11

AA  Q. 11. Q. 11. Who was the author of the novel ‘Anandmatha’ ?Who was the author of the novel ‘Anandmatha’ ?
  Ans.  Ans. Bankim Chandra Chattopadhyaya.Bankim Chandra Chattopadhyaya. 11

UU  Q. 12. Q. 12.  Which Hindi novel by Premchand does tell  Which Hindi novel by Premchand does tell
the story of Indian peasantry through thethe story of Indian peasantry through the
characters of Hori and his wife Dhania characters of Hori and his wife Dhania ??

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (WQ7FXWC), (R9UJGYG), 2014](WQ7FXWC), (R9UJGYG), 2014]

  Ans.  Ans. Godan.Godan. 11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. What were the Canal Colonies ? Where andWhat were the Canal Colonies ? Where and
why were they introduced ?why were they introduced ?

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (6HTQGTF), 2016-17](6HTQGTF), 2016-17]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) In In the the 1919thth  century, the areas irrigated by  century, the areas irrigated by
the new canals built by the British-Indianthe new canals built by the British-Indian
Government were called the ‘Canal Colonies’.Government were called the ‘Canal Colonies’.

(ii)(ii) They were introduced in Punjab.They were introduced in Punjab.
(iii)(iii) They were developed to transform semi-desertThey were developed to transform semi-desert

waste lands into fertile agricultural lands to growwaste lands into fertile agricultural lands to grow
wheat and cotton for export.wheat and cotton for export. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016)2016)

AA Q. Q. 2.2. Examine the Examine the history of the history of the growth of novels growth of novels ofof

South India.South India. [Board Term-I, (82), 2012][Board Term-I, (82), 2012]
OROR

AA Analyse the history of novels written in Analyse the history of novels written in MalyalamMalyalam
and Telugu language.and Telugu language.

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (OEQL2HT), (OEQL2HT), 2016-17]2016-17]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  Novels began to appears in South Indian  Novels began to appears in South Indian
languages during colonial rule.languages during colonial rule.

(ii)(ii) Chandu Menon Chandu Menon wrote ‘Indulekha’, wrote ‘Indulekha’, the firstthe first
modern novel in Malayalam.modern novel in Malayalam.

(iii)(iii)  ‘Kandukuri Viresalingam’ novel in Telugu was  ‘Kandukuri Viresalingam’ novel in Telugu was
written by Rajasekhara Caritamu’.written by Rajasekhara Caritamu’. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016)2016)

UU Q. Q. 3.3.  Explain the issues raised by the Malayalam  Explain the issues raised by the Malayalam
novel ‘Indulekha’.novel ‘Indulekha’.

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (R9UJGYG), (WQ7FXWC), 2014 ](R9UJGYG), (WQ7FXWC), 2014 ]
  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  Indulekha concerned the marriage practices  Indulekha concerned the marriage practices

of upper-caste Hindus in Kerala, especially theof upper-caste Hindus in Kerala, especially the
Nambuthiri Brahmins and the Nayars.Nambuthiri Brahmins and the Nayars.

  (ii)  (ii) It raised the It raised the issue of education aissue of education and human values.nd human values.
  (iii)  (iii)  The novel also described that the new young  The novel also described that the new young

generation wanted new laws regarding marriagegeneration wanted new laws regarding marriage
and property.and property. 1×3=31×3=3

AA Q. Q. 4.4. How was How was the problem the problem of being of being modern withoutmodern without
losing one’s identity was solved by the mainlosing one’s identity was solved by the main

character of Indulekha ?character of Indulekha ?
[Board Term-I, (BHTK), 2013][Board Term-I, (BHTK), 2013]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  The author of Malayalam novel Indulekha  The author of Malayalam novel Indulekha
portrayed his protagonists Indulekha andportrayed his protagonists Indulekha and
Madhavan as English educated, smart, intelligentMadhavan as English educated, smart, intelligent
young people, who had good knowledge ofyoung people, who had good knowledge of
Sanskrit too.Sanskrit too.

  (ii)  (ii)  The hero of the novel completed his education  The hero of the novel completed his education
from the university of Madras in English. Hefrom the university of Madras in English. He
used to dress in western clothing and also sportedused to dress in western clothing and also sported
a lift of hair as per the customers of his Nayara lift of hair as per the customers of his Nayar
community.community.

These characters portrayed many aspects ofThese characters portrayed many aspects of

traditional upbringing and modern education totraditional upbringing and modern education to

strike the right balance.strike the right balance.

  (iii)  (iii) The characters had the fear The characters had the fear of losing their identityof losing their identity

due to English education. So they used to helddue to English education. So they used to held

onto their cultural tradition in various forms.onto their cultural tradition in various forms.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013) 1×3=3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013) 1×3=3

UU Q. Q. 5.5. Describe any three special Describe any three special features of novelsfeatures of novels
written by the Malayalam writers Vaikkomwritten by the Malayalam writers Vaikkom

Muhammad Bashir.Muhammad Bashir. [DDE-2015, Set-M][DDE-2015, Set-M]

[Board Term-I, (48), 2012, Set-OEQL2HT, 2016-17][Board Term-I, (48), 2012, Set-OEQL2HT, 2016-17]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i)  Vaikkom Muhammad Bashir, a noted  Vaikkom Muhammad Bashir, a noted
Malayalam novelist represented the under-Malayalam novelist represented the under-
privileged class.privileged class.

  (ii)  (ii) He had little education and most of his writing He had little education and most of his writing
was based on rich personal experience.was based on rich personal experience.

  (iii)  (iii) His novels and His novels and short stories were written short stories were written inin

ordinary language with humour.ordinary language with humour.

  (iv)  (iv) He wrote about He wrote about Muslim households in great detailsMuslim households in great details
and touched upon unconventional topics likeand touched upon unconventional topics like
poverty, insanity and life in prisons.poverty, insanity and life in prisons. (Any three)(Any three)

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 3

RR Q. Q. 6.6.  Who wrote the novel ‘Saraswativijayam’ ?  Who wrote the novel ‘Saraswativijayam’ ?
Highlight any two messages given to theHighlight any two messages given to the
people through the novel ?people through the novel ?

Ans. Ans. Potheri Potheri ::  Kunjambu wrote Saraswativijayam in  Kunjambu wrote Saraswativijayam in
1892.1892.

The messages which the world got after readingThe messages which the world got after reading
this novel was :this novel was :

(i)(i) Caste should be Caste should be done away in done away in the society.the society.
  (ii)  (ii)  The book stresses the importance of education,  The book stresses the importance of education,

maths, etc.maths, etc. 1 + 2 = 31 + 2 = 3

UU Q. Q. 7.7. How does How does ‘Saraswativijayam’ ‘Saraswativijayam’ lays stress lays stress uponupon
the importance of education for the upliftmentthe importance of education for the upliftment
of the lower castes ?of the lower castes ?

[Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , (63), (63), 2012]2012]
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  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  ‘Saraswativijayam’ shows a young man from  ‘Saraswativijayam’ shows a young man from
an ‘untouchable’ caste who leaves his village toan ‘untouchable’ caste who leaves his village to
escape the cruelty of his Brahmin landlords.escape the cruelty of his Brahmin landlords.

  (ii)  (ii) He converts He converts to Christianity, to Christianity, attains higherattains higher
education and returns as a judge in the localeducation and returns as a judge in the local
court.court.

  (iii)  (iii) After revealing his true identity, he successfully After revealing his true identity, he successfully
reforms his village.reforms his village.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1×3=3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1×3=3

AA Q. Q. 8.8.  Why were vernacular novels valuable for  Why were vernacular novels valuable for
colonial administrators?colonial administrators?

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (CB4QHT1), 2016-17](CB4QHT1), 2016-17]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i)  Colonial administrators found ‘vernacular’  Colonial administrators found ‘vernacular’
novels a valuable source of information on novels a valuable source of information on nativenative
life and customs. Such information was useful forlife and customs. Such information was useful for
them in governing Indian society, with its largethem in governing Indian society, with its large
variety of communities and castes.variety of communities and castes.

(ii)(ii)  As outsiders, the British knew little about life  As outsiders, the British knew little about life
inside Indian households. The new novels ininside Indian households. The new novels in
Indian languages often had descriptions ofIndian languages often had descriptions of
domestic life.domestic life.

(iii)(iii) They showed how They showed how people dressed, their people dressed, their forms offorms of
religious worship, their beliefs and practices.religious worship, their beliefs and practices.

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016) 2016) 1×3=31×3=3

AA Q. Q. 9.9. In what wayIn what ways were the s were the novels in colonial Indianovels in colonial India
useful for both the colonizers as well as theuseful for both the colonizers as well as the
nationalists ?nationalists ?

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set-6AP67LB, Set-6AP67LB, 2015]2015]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i)  Colonial administrators found vernacular  Colonial administrators found vernacular
novels a valuable source of information aboutnovels a valuable source of information about
native life and customs.native life and customs.

  (ii)  (ii)  New novels had descriptions about domestic  New novels had descriptions about domestic
life, people's dress, their religious worship, theirlife, people's dress, their religious worship, their
 beliefs and practices. beliefs and practices.

  (iii)  (iii) Indians used novels as a medium Indians used novels as a medium to criticise theto criticise the
defects in their society and suggest remedies.defects in their society and suggest remedies.

(v)(v) Through glorified Through glorified account of account of the past, the past, thesethese
novels helped in creating a sense of national novels helped in creating a sense of national pridepride

among their readers.among their readers. (Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3
(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015)2015)

AA  Q. 10. Q. 10. How did the historical How did the historical novels in India try novels in India try toto

create a sense of Pan-Indian belonging ?create a sense of Pan-Indian belonging ?

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (X30T4XE), 2014](X30T4XE), 2014]

OROR

AA Analyse any three reasons for making the novelsAnalyse any three reasons for making the novels

popular in India.popular in India.[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, DDE-2015, Set-M]DDE-2015, Set-M]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  In Bengal many historical novels were about  In Bengal many historical novels were about

Marathas and Rajputs, which produced a sense ofMarathas and Rajputs, which produced a sense of

a Pan-Indian belonging.a Pan-Indian belonging.

  (ii)  (ii) They imagined the They imagined the nation to be a nation to be a full of adventure,full of adventure,

heroism, romance and sacrifice.heroism, romance and sacrifice.

  (iii)  (iii) The imagined nation of The imagined nation of the novel was the novel was so powerfulso powerful

that it could inspire actual political movements.that it could inspire actual political movements.

1×3=31×3=3

UU  Q. 11. Q. 11. Examine Examine the the language used language used in tin the novehe novel. l. HowHow

did the language of the novels act as a unifyingdid the language of the novels act as a unifying

force ?force ? [Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (6HTQGTF), 2016-17](6HTQGTF), 2016-17]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) The novel uses the vernacular, the languageThe novel uses the vernacular, the language
that is spoken by common people.that is spoken by common people.

  (ii)  (ii) By coming By coming closer to closer to the different the different spokenspoken
languages of the people, the novel produces thelanguages of the people, the novel produces the
sense of a shared world between diverse peoplesense of a shared world between diverse people
in a nation.in a nation.

  (iii)  (iii) Novels also Novels also draw from draw from different styles different styles ofof
language. A novel may take a classical languagelanguage. A novel may take a classical language
and combine it with the language of the streetsand combine it with the language of the streets
and make them all a part of the vernacular thatand make them all a part of the vernacular that
it uses. Thus the novel brings together manyit uses. Thus the novel brings together many
cultures.cultures. (CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1 × 3 = 3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1 × 3 = 3

AA  Q. 12. Q. 12. Highlight any three Highlight any three contributions of novel contributions of novel toto

modern society.modern society.
[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (R9UJGYG), (WQ7FXWC), 2014](R9UJGYG), (WQ7FXWC), 2014]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) Over the course of its history in both the west Over the course of its history in both the west
and in India, the novel became part of the lives ofand in India, the novel became part of the lives of
different sections of people.different sections of people.

  (ii)  (ii)  Developments in print technologies helped to  Developments in print technologies helped to
make it popular all over the world.make it popular all over the world.

  (iii)  (iii) Novels Novels successfully successfully produced produced a a sense sense ofof
sharing and promote an understanding ofsharing and promote an understanding of
different people, different values and differentdifferent people, different values and different

communities.communities. (CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 3
AA  Q. 13. Q. 13.  “As primary education became compulsory  “As primary education became compulsory

from the late nineteenth century, childrenfrom the late nineteenth century, children
 became  became an an important important category category of of readers.”readers.”
Explain the statement.Explain the statement.

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (CB4QHT1), 2016-17](CB4QHT1), 2016-17]

  Ans.  Ans. As primary education became compulsory fromAs primary education became compulsory from
the late nineteenth century, children became anthe late nineteenth century, children became an
important category of readers. It is so because important category of readers. It is so because ::

(i)(i) Production of school Production of school textbooks became crittextbooks became critical forical for
the publishing industry.the publishing industry.

(ii)(ii)  A children’s press, devoted to literature for  A children’s press, devoted to literature for
children alone, was set up in children alone, was set up in France in 1857.France in 1857.

(iii)(iii)  This press published new works as well as old  This press published new works as well as old
fairy tales and folk tales.fairy tales and folk tales.

(iv)(iv)  The Grimm Brothers in Germany spent years  The Grimm Brothers in Germany spent years
compiling traditional folk tales gathered fromcompiling traditional folk tales gathered from
peasants.peasants.

(v)(v)  Anything that was considered unsuitable for  Anything that was considered unsuitable for
children or would appear vulgar to the elites, waschildren or would appear vulgar to the elites, was
not included in the published version.not included in the published version.

(vi)(vi) Rural folk Rural folk tales thus tales thus acquired a acquired a new form. new form. In thisIn this
way, print recorded old tales but also changedway, print recorded old tales but also changed
them.them. (To be assessed as a whole)(To be assessed as a whole)

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016) 2016) ½ ½ × × 6 6 = = 33

UU  Q. 14. Q. 14.  How do novels connect people of common  How do novels connect people of common
interests ? Who formed the readerships forinterests ? Who formed the readerships for
novels in Europe from 17novels in Europe from 17thth century onwards. century onwards.

[Board Term-I, (46), 2012][Board Term-I, (46), 2012]

  Ans.   Ans. Novels Novels connect connect people people of of common common interestinterest
in the following ways :in the following ways :

(i)(i) Novels created Novels created a common a common interest amonginterest among
scattered and varied readers.scattered and varied readers.

  (ii)  (ii)  Readers were drawn into their stories and  Readers were drawn into their stories and
could identify with the life of fictitiouscould identify with the life of fictitious
characters.characters.
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  (iii)  (iii) They could discuss issues such as relationshipThey could discuss issues such as relationship
 between  between love love and and marriage, marriage, proper proper conductconduct

for men and women.for men and women. (Any two)(Any two)
  (ii)  (ii) New group of people as shopkeeper, clerk along New group of people as shopkeeper, clerk along

with the aristocrats in England and France formedwith the aristocrats in England and France formed
the new readership.the new readership.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 2+1=3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 2+1=3

UU  Q. 15. Q. 15. How did How did authors from authors from so called so called ‘low caste’ ‘low caste’ gaingain
recognition in the world of literature ? Explainrecognition in the world of literature ? Explain
with examples of any such authors.with examples of any such authors.

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (6HTQGTF), (6HTQGTF), 2016-17]2016-17]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) Potheri Kunjambu, a lower caste writer,Potheri Kunjambu, a lower caste writer,

wrote ‘Saraswativijayam’, a novel portraying anwrote ‘Saraswativijayam’, a novel portraying an

untouchable boy who converts to Christianity.untouchable boy who converts to Christianity.

This novel stressed on importance of education This novel stressed on importance of education inin

upliftment of lower castes.upliftment of lower castes.

  (ii)  (ii) Advaita Mallah Advaita Mallah Burman Burman belonging belonging to to thethe

community of fisher folks, wrote ‘Titash Ekticommunity of fisher folks, wrote ‘Titash Ekti

Nadir NaaNadir Naam’. m’. This novel This novel talks about talks about lives oflives of

Mallah, community of fisher folk who live offMallah, community of fisher folk who live off

fishing in the river Titash.fishing in the river Titash.

  (iii)  (iii)  Vaikkom Basheer, a Malayalam novelist, also  Vaikkom Basheer, a Malayalam novelist, also

wrote about underprivileged classes and Muslimwrote about underprivileged classes and Muslim

household in general.household in general. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016)2016)

AA  Q. 16. Q. 16. “The novel creat“The novel created space for minorities ed space for minorities in thein the
society”. Establish the validity of the statementsociety”. Establish the validity of the statement
with the help of an example.with the help of an example.

[Board Term-I, (65), 2012][Board Term-I, (65), 2012]

Ans. The novAns. The novels created space for the minorities inels created space for the minorities in
the society which may be seen from the factsthe society which may be seen from the facts
given below :given below :

(i)(i)  Vaikkom Muhammad Basheer who was one of  Vaikkom Muhammad Basheer who was one of
the early Muslim writers gained wide popularitythe early Muslim writers gained wide popularity
as a Malayalam novelist.as a Malayalam novelist.

  (ii)  (ii) Vaikkom wrote Vaikkom wrote about the lives about the lives of Muslimof Muslim
households.households.

  (iii)  (iii)  He brought themes like poverty, insanity and  He brought themes like poverty, insanity and
life in prison - the sufferings of the so calledlife in prison - the sufferings of the so called
‘minorities’ in the society into light.‘minorities’ in the society into light.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1×3=3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1×3=3

UU  Q. 17. Q. 17. Describe the Describe the growth of Hgrowth of Hindi novels from indi novels from theirtheir
origin to the period of excellence.origin to the period of excellence.

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (X30T4XE), 2015, (X30T4XE), 2015, 2014]2014]

OROR

Explain briefly the history of Hindi Novel fromExplain briefly the history of Hindi Novel from
starting to excellence.starting to excellence.

Ans. (i)Ans. (i)  Bhartendu Harishchandra was the pioneer  Bhartendu Harishchandra was the pioneer
of modern Hindi literature but the first properof modern Hindi literature but the first proper
modern novel was written by Srinivas Das of Delhi.modern novel was written by Srinivas Das of Delhi.

  (ii)  (ii)  The writings of Devkinandan Khatri created a  The writings of Devkinandan Khatri created a
novel with reading public in Hindi.novel with reading public in Hindi.

  (iii)  (iii)  It was the writing of Premchand that the Hindi  It was the writing of Premchand that the Hindi
novel achieved excellence.novel achieved excellence. 1×3=31×3=3

RR  Q. 18. Q. 18.  Name the first Hindi Modern novel which  Name the first Hindi Modern novel which
 became  became a a best best seller. seller. State State reasons reasons for for itsits
popularity.popularity.

[Board T[Board Term-I, (DDE) erm-I, (DDE) (KVS), 2014](KVS), 2014]

OROR

RR Name the first Hindi modern novel which becameName the first Hindi modern novel which became
the best seller. Mention its main features.the best seller. Mention its main features.

[Board Term-I, (72), 2012][Board Term-I, (72), 2012]
  Ans.  Ans. Chandrakanta, written by Devaki Nandan KhatriChandrakanta, written by Devaki Nandan Khatri

 became the best seller became the best seller..
It It became became popular popular because because ::
Refer to Q. 22., Refer to Q. 22., Short Answer TShort Answer Type Questions.ype Questions.

1×3=31×3=3

AA  Q. 19. Q. 19. “Premchand’s novels are “Premchand’s novels are filled with powerfulfilled with powerful
characters from all levecharacters from all levels of society”. ls of society”. Justify theJustify the

statement.statement.[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (NLM8TU), 2016-17](NLM8TU), 2016-17]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i)  Premchand’s novel ‘Sewasadan’ lifted the  Premchand’s novel ‘Sewasadan’ lifted the
Hindi novel from simple entertainment to aHindi novel from simple entertainment to a
serious reflection on the lives of ordinary peopleserious reflection on the lives of ordinary people
and social issues.and social issues.

  (ii)  (ii) Issues like child marriage and dowry are wovenIssues like child marriage and dowry are woven
into the novel.into the novel.

  (iii)  (iii) Premchand’s characters created a communityPremchand’s characters created a community
 based on democratic values. based on democratic values.

  (iv)  (iv) The character in ‘Rangbhoomi’- Surdas is aThe character in ‘Rangbhoomi’- Surdas is a
visually impaired beggar from the most oppressedvisually impaired beggar from the most oppressed
section of section of the society.the society.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 3

UU  Q. 20. Q. 20. What are What are the main the main features of features of novel ‘Sevasadan’novel ‘Sevasadan’
written by Munshi Premchand ? Mention anywritten by Munshi Premchand ? Mention any

three.three. [Board Term-I, (45), 2012][Board Term-I, (45), 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  Sewasadan deals with poor conditions of  Sewasadan deals with poor conditions of
women in the society, child mwomen in the society, child marriage and dowry.arriage and dowry.

  (ii)  (ii)  It tells us about Indian upper class and the  It tells us about Indian upper class and the
opportunities they got from British government.opportunities they got from British government.

  (iii)  (iii)  The novel was a shift from fantasy to a serious  The novel was a shift from fantasy to a serious
reflection of life.reflection of life. 1×3=31×3=3

RRQ. 21.Q. 21. Explain Explain the the contribution contribution of of Premchand Premchand in in thethe

field of novel writing.field of novel writing. [Board Term-I, 2012[Board Term-I, 2012

(53), 2011 (580012, 17, 18, 30, 37, 42, (53), 2011 (580012, 17, 18, 30, 37, 42, 44)]44)]

  Ans.  Ans. Premchand’s novels are filled with all kinds ofPremchand’s novels are filled with all kinds of
powerful characters drawn from all levels ofpowerful characters drawn from all levels of
society.society.

(i)(i) His novels include characters such as His novels include characters such as aristocratsaristocrats
and landlords, middle level peasants and landlessand landlords, middle level peasants and landless
labourers, etc. The women characters are stronglabourers, etc. The women characters are strong
individuals.individuals.

  (ii)  (ii) Drawn from Drawn from various strata various strata of society, of society, his charactershis characters
create a community based on democratic values.create a community based on democratic values.
The central character of his novel ‘Rangbhoomi’,The central character of his novel ‘Rangbhoomi’,
Surdas is a visually impaired beggar from a so-Surdas is a visually impaired beggar from a so-
called ‘untouchable’ caste.called ‘untouchable’ caste.

  (iii)  (iii) Godan, Premchand’s best known work is an epic Godan, Premchand’s best known work is an epic
of Indian peasantry.of Indian peasantry. 1×3=31×3=3

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)

RR  Q. 22. Q. 22. How did How did the writings the writings of Devaki of Devaki NandanNandan KhatriKhatri
create a novel reading public in Hindi ?create a novel reading public in Hindi ?

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) His novel ‘Chandrakanta’ was His novel ‘Chandrakanta’ was a romantic novela romantic novel
with dazzling elements of fantasy.with dazzling elements of fantasy.

  (ii)  (ii)  It got immensely popularized as it had Hindi  It got immensely popularized as it had Hindi
language and the Nagari script.language and the Nagari script.

  (iii)  (iii) Written for Written for the ‘pleasure of the ‘pleasure of reading’ it gave insightreading’ it gave insight
into the fears and desires of the readers.into the fears and desires of the readers. 1×3=31×3=3
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UU  Q. 23. Q. 23.  ‘Several early Hindi novels carried a clear  ‘Several early Hindi novels carried a clear
message of social reform.’ Give three examplesmessage of social reform.’ Give three examples

in support of this statement.in support of this statement.
Ans.Ans. (i)(i) Novels written Novels written by Dhanpat Rai by Dhanpat Rai or Prem Chandor Prem Chand

were the clear picture of the reforms.were the clear picture of the reforms.
  (ii)  (ii) In the Kannad novel, In the Kannad novel, Indirabai the heroine is Indirabai the heroine is givengiven

away in marriage very early, but her husband diesaway in marriage very early, but her husband dies
soon leaving her to struggle on her own againstsoon leaving her to struggle on her own against
poverty poverty and face and face indignities. indignities. Indirabai continuesIndirabai continues

her education, remarries and this time gets aher education, remarries and this time gets a

progressive, English educated man.progressive, English educated man.

  (iii)  (iii)  ‘Indulekha’—shows the discrimination in caste  ‘Indulekha’—shows the discrimination in caste

hierarchy.hierarchy.

  (iv)  (iv) Potheri Kunjambu’s novel ‘Saraswativijayam’ wasPotheri Kunjambu’s novel ‘Saraswativijayam’ was
an attack on caste oppression.an attack on caste oppression. (Any three) 1×3=3(Any three) 1×3=3

RR  Q. 24. Q. 24.  Name the first novel written by Bankim  Name the first novel written by Bankim
Chandra Chattopadhyaya. Explain hisChandra Chattopadhyaya. Explain his
contribution to the Bengali novel.contribution to the Bengali novel.

[Board Term-I, (71), 2012][Board Term-I, (71), 2012]
  Ans. (i)  Ans. (i) ‘Durgeshnandini’ ‘Durgeshnandini’
  (ii)  (ii)  He would host a Jatra in the courtyard where  He would host a Jatra in the courtyard where

members of family would be gathered.members of family would be gathered.
  (iii)  (iii) In his room a In his room a group of literary group of literary friends would collectfriends would collect

to read, discuss and judge.to read, discuss and judge. 1+2=31+2=3

RR  Q. 25. Q. 25.  How were the concerns of Oriya society  How were the concerns of Oriya society

depicted in the Oriyan novels of 19depicted in the Oriyan novels of 19 thth century ?century ?
[Board Term-I, Set-XOKG25B, 2015][Board Term-I, Set-XOKG25B, 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  The Oriya novel ‘Chaa Mana Atha Guntha’  The Oriya novel ‘Chaa Mana Atha Guntha’
written by noted novelist Fakir Mohan Senapatiwritten by noted novelist Fakir Mohan Senapati
dealt with the question of land and its possession.dealt with the question of land and its possession.

  (ii)  (ii)  This path breaking work showed that the novel  This path breaking work showed that the novel
could make the rural issues an important part ofcould make the rural issues an important part of
urban preoccupations.urban preoccupations. 1½ + 1½ = 31½ + 1½ = 3

RR  Q. 26. Q. 26. Who wrote the novel ‘Pariksha Guru’ ? ExplainWho wrote the novel ‘Pariksha Guru’ ? Explain
any two features of it.any two features of it. [Board Term-I, (49), 2012][Board Term-I, (49), 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) Srinivas Das wrote the novel 'Pariksha  Srinivas Das wrote the novel 'Pariksha Guru'.Guru'.

  (ii)  (ii) Features :Features :

(a)(a) It reflects the inner aIt reflects the inner and outer world of the newlynd outer world of the newly

emerged middle classes.emerged middle classes.

(b)(b)  It reflects the difficulty faced by characters in  It reflects the difficulty faced by characters in
adopting the colonised society.adopting the colonised society.

(c)(c) The novel tries to teach the rThe novel tries to teach the right way to live andight way to live and
remain rooted in traditional values.remain rooted in traditional values.

(d)(d)  The young are urged to cultivate the ‘healthy  The young are urged to cultivate the ‘healthy
habit’ of reading newspapers.habit’ of reading newspapers. (Any two)(Any two)

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1+2=3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1+2=3

UU  Q. 27. Q. 27. How did novels How did novels inspire the freinspire the freedom fighters ?edom fighters ?

Explain with two examples.Explain with two examples.
Ans. (i)Ans. (i) The novels developed the thinking processThe novels developed the thinking process

of the colonial government regarding Indianof the colonial government regarding Indian
customs and culture and provided a solution andcustoms and culture and provided a solution and
highlighted the reality regarding Indian customshighlighted the reality regarding Indian customs
and cultures that inspired and cultures that inspired the freedom fighter.the freedom fighter.

  (ii)  (ii) (a)(a) In Bengal, many historical novels were written In Bengal, many historical novels were written
about Marathas and Rajputs. These novelsabout Marathas and Rajputs. These novels
produced a sense of pan-Indian belonging.produced a sense of pan-Indian belonging.

(b)(b)  Anguriya Binimoy also inspired the freedom  Anguriya Binimoy also inspired the freedom
fighters with the theme of ‘Anandmath’.fighters with the theme of ‘Anandmath’. 1+2=31+2=3

AA  Q. 28. Q. 28. Explain the Explain the contribution of women contribution of women novelist innovelist in

the field of novels in India.the field of novels in India.

Ans. (i)Ans. (i)  In the earlier stages women began to write  In the earlier stages women began to write
stories, poems, etc.stories, poems, etc.

  (ii)  (ii)  Their writings allowed for a new conception of  Their writings allowed for a new conception of
womenhood.womenhood.

  (iii)  (iii) Stories of love showed wStories of love showed women who could chooseomen who could choose
or refuse their partners and relationships.or refuse their partners and relationships.

  (iv)  (iv)  Some women authors wrote about the women  Some women authors wrote about the women
who changed the world of both men and women.who changed the world of both men and women.

(Any three) 1×3=3(Any three) 1×3=3

Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. Explain how Explain how novels became novels became a popular a popular mediummedium
of entertainment among the middle classof entertainment among the middle class
during the late 19during the late 19thth century. century.

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (OEQL2HT), 2016-17](OEQL2HT), 2016-17]

Ans. Ans. Novels Novels became became a a popular popular medium medium ofof
entertainment :entertainment :

(i)(i)  The world created by novels were absorbing,  The world created by novels were absorbing,
 believable and seemingly real. believable and seemingly real.

(ii)(ii) While reading novels, The readers wWhile reading novels, The readers was transportedas transported
to another person’s world and began looking atto another person’s world and began looking at
life as it was experienced by the characters of thelife as it was experienced by the characters of the
novel.novel.

(iii)(iii) Novels allowed Novels allowed individuals individuals the pleasure the pleasure ofof
reading in private as well as publicity.reading in private as well as publicity.

(iv)(iv)  The stories of novels were discussed in homes,  The stories of novels were discussed in homes,
meetings or even in offices.meetings or even in offices.

(v)(v)  People empathies’ themselves with the novels  People empathies’ themselves with the novels
characters.characters. (CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 5(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 5

AA Q. Q. 2.2. “Indian novelists “Indian novelists in the in the 1919thth century wrote for century wrote for
a national cause.” Justify the statement witha national cause.” Justify the statement with

examples.examples. [Board Term-I, NCT-2014][Board Term-I, NCT-2014]

OROR

AA How did novels in India attempt to create a senseHow did novels in India attempt to create a sense
of Pan-Indian belonging ? Explain.of Pan-Indian belonging ? Explain.

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set-6AP67LB, Set-6AP67LB, 2015]2015]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  In Bengal many historical novels were about  In Bengal many historical novels were about
Marathas and Rajputs which produced a sense ofMarathas and Rajputs which produced a sense of
a Pan-Indian belonging.a Pan-Indian belonging.

  (ii)  (ii) They imagined the nation to be fThey imagined the nation to be full of adventure,ull of adventure,
heroism, romance and sacrifice.heroism, romance and sacrifice.

  (iii)  (iii) Bhudeb Bhudeb Mukhopadhyay’s Mukhopadhyay’s Anguriya Anguriya BinimoyBinimoy
(1857) was the first historical novel written in(1857) was the first historical novel written in
Bengali whose hero Shivaji engaged in manyBengali whose hero Shivaji engaged in many
 battles against  battles against a clever a clever and treacherous and treacherous Aurangzeb.Aurangzeb.

  (iv)  (iv) The imagined nation of The imagined nation of the novel was the novel was so powerfulso powerful
that it could inspire actual political that it could inspire actual political movements.movements.

(v)(v)  Bankim’s ‘Anandmath’ is a novel about a secret  Bankim’s ‘Anandmath’ is a novel about a secret
Hindu armed force that fight Muslims to establishHindu armed force that fight Muslims to establish
a Hindu Kingdom.a Hindu Kingdom.

  (vi)  (vi) It was a It was a novel that inspirenovel that inspired freedom fighters.d freedom fighters.
  (vii)  (vii)  The novel helped in popularising the sense of  The novel helped in popularising the sense of

 belonging to a common nation. belonging to a common nation. (Any five) 1×5=5(Any five) 1×5=5
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UU Q. Q. 3.3.  How were novels useful for the Indians ?  How were novels useful for the Indians ?
Explain with examples.Explain with examples.

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (CB4QHT1), 2016-17](CB4QHT1), 2016-17]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) Indians used the novel as a powerful medium Indians used the novel as a powerful medium
to criticise what they considered defects in theirto criticise what they considered defects in their
society and to suggest remedies.society and to suggest remedies.

(ii)(ii) Writers like Viresalingam used the novel mainly Writers like Viresalingam used the novel mainly
to propagate their ideas about society among ato propagate their ideas about society among a
wider readership.wider readership.

  (iii)  (iii) Novels also helped in establishing a relationship Novels also helped in establishing a relationship
with the past. Through glorified accounts of thewith the past. Through glorified accounts of the
past, these novels helped in creating a sense ofpast, these novels helped in creating a sense of
national pride among their readers.national pride among their readers.

(iv)(iv)  At the same time, people from all walks of life  At the same time, people from all walks of life
could read novels so long as they shared acould read novels so long as they shared a
common language. This helped in creating acommon language. This helped in creating a
sense of collective belonging on the basis of one’ssense of collective belonging on the basis of one’s
language.language.

(v)(v) Novels also made their readers familiar with the Novels also made their readers familiar with the
ways in which people in other parts of their landways in which people in other parts of their land
spoke their language.spoke their language. 1 × 5 = 51 × 5 = 5

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016)2016)

AA Q. Q. 4.4. The early The early novelists in India novelists in India played a played a significantsignificant
role in spreading social awareness. Justify therole in spreading social awareness. Justify the

statement with examples.statement with examples.

[Board Term-I, (553K), 2013][Board Term-I, (553K), 2013]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i)  The novelists played an important role in  The novelists played an important role in
spreading social awareness by taking themesspreading social awareness by taking themes
such as caste oppression, life of the commonsuch as caste oppression, life of the common
people, marriage, practices, etc.people, marriage, practices, etc.

  (ii)  (ii) They tried to They tried to create social create social awareness on theawareness on the
prevalence of backward social customs whichprevalence of backward social customs which

were exploitative in nature.were exploitative in nature.

  (iii)  (iii) As early As early as 1857, as 1857, Baba Padamanji’s Baba Padamanji’s YamunaYamuna

Paryatan, used a simple style of storytelling toParyatan, used a simple style of storytelling to
speak about the plight of widows.speak about the plight of widows.

In ‘Sevasadan’, Premchand deals mainly withIn ‘Sevasadan’, Premchand deals mainly with
the poor condition of women in societies. Issuesthe poor condition of women in societies. Issues
like child marriage and dowry are woven into thelike child marriage and dowry are woven into the
story of the novel. Social evils like caste oppressionstory of the novel. Social evils like caste oppression

was highlighted by Potheri Kunjambu, a lowerwas highlighted by Potheri Kunjambu, a lower
caste writer from North Kerala who wrote a novelcaste writer from North Kerala who wrote a novel
called ‘Saraswativijayam’ in 1892, mountingcalled ‘Saraswativijayam’ in 1892, mounting
a strong attack on caste oppression. This mana strong attack on caste oppression. This man

shows a young man from an untouchableshows a young man from an untouchable
caste leaving his village to escape cruelty of hiscaste leaving his village to escape cruelty of his
Brahmin landlord. He converts to Christianity,Brahmin landlord. He converts to Christianity,
obtains modern education and leads a obtains modern education and leads a respectablerespectable
life with his family.life with his family.

  (iv)  (iv)  Hence issues like plight of widows, problems  Hence issues like plight of widows, problems
created by the early marriage of the girls andcreated by the early marriage of the girls and
caste oppression were the important social issuescaste oppression were the important social issues
which were highlighted through novels.which were highlighted through novels.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013) 5(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013) 5

AA Q. Q. 5.5. Analyse the role Analyse the role and involvement of womenand involvement of women
in the readership and authorship of novels inin the readership and authorship of novels in

India.India.

[Board T[Board Term-I, (R9UJGYG), erm-I, (R9UJGYG), (X30T4XE), 2014](X30T4XE), 2014]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) In the early decades of the 20 In the early decades of the 20thth century, women century, women
in South India began writing novels and shortin South India began writing novels and short
stories.stories.

  (ii)  (ii)  A reason for the popularity of novels among  A reason for the popularity of novels among
women was that it allowed for a new conceptionwomen was that it allowed for a new conception
of womanhood.of womanhood.

  (iii)  (iii)  Some women authors also wrote about women  Some women authors also wrote about women

who changed the world of both men and women.who changed the world of both men and women.

  (iv)  (iv) Rokeya Hossein wrote Rokeya Hossein wrote a satiric fantasy in a satiric fantasy in EnglishEnglish

called ‘Sultana’s Dream’ (1905) which shows acalled ‘Sultana’s Dream’ (1905) which shows a

topsy-turvy world in which women take the placetopsy-turvy world in which women take the place

of men.of men.

(v)(v) Hunnah Mullens, a Christian Hunnah Mullens, a Christian missionary and themissionary and the

author of ‘Karuna O Phulmonir Bibaran’ (1852),author of ‘Karuna O Phulmonir Bibaran’ (1852),

wrote the first novel in Bengali, which tells herwrote the first novel in Bengali, which tells her

readers that she wrote in secret.readers that she wrote in secret. 1×5=51×5=5

AA Q. Q. 6.6. In what In what way did way did the colonisers the colonisers and nationalistsand nationalists
use novels as an effective instrument for theuse novels as an effective instrument for the

attainment of their goals ?attainment of their goals ?

[Board Term-I, (34), 2012][Board Term-I, (34), 2012]

OROR

AA “Novels were useful for both the colonial“Novels were useful for both the colonial

administrators and Indian nationalists”. Supportadministrators and Indian nationalists”. Support

the statement with examples.the statement with examples.

[Board Term-I, (39), 2012][Board Term-I, (39), 2012]

OROR

AA “Novels were useful to different sections of the“Novels were useful to different sections of the

society.” Support your answer with suitablesociety.” Support your answer with suitable
examples.examples. [Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (53), (53), 2012]2012]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  Colonial administrators found ‘vernacular  Colonial administrators found ‘vernacular
novels’ a valuable source of information on nativenovels’ a valuable source of information on native
life and customs,life and customs, i.e.i.e., :, :

(a)(a) how people were dressed how people were dressed

(b)(b) their religious worship their religious worship

(c)(c) beliefs and practices beliefs and practices

(d)(d) about domestic life about domestic life

Such information was valuable to them inSuch information was valuable to them in
order to govern the Indian society which hadorder to govern the Indian society which had
a wide cultural variety. The novels containsa wide cultural variety. The novels contains
the well-described domestic life which helpedthe well-described domestic life which helped
the British administrators to understand thethe British administrators to understand the
 beliefs and practices. beliefs and practices.

  (ii)  (ii)  The nationalists used novels as a powerful  The nationalists used novels as a powerful
medium to criticize the defects of the societymedium to criticize the defects of the society
and suggested remedies. Many novelsand suggested remedies. Many novels
established links with the past. Glorifiedestablished links with the past. Glorified
account of the past created a sense of account of the past created a sense of materialmaterial
pride. Novels created a feeling of collectivepride. Novels created a feeling of collective
 belongingness  belongingness among among the the people people from from differentdifferent
walks of life speaking the same language.walks of life speaking the same language.

Example Example :: Virasalingam.Virasalingam.
(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 2½+2½=5(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 2½+2½=5

UU Q. Q. 7.7.  How did the colonial administrators find  How did the colonial administrators find
vernacular novels as a valuable source ofvernacular novels as a valuable source of
information to native life and customs ? Explaininformation to native life and customs ? Explain

with examples.with examples. [Board Term-I, (80), 2012][Board Term-I, (80), 2012]
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  Ans. (i)  Ans. (i)  Colonial administrators found Vernacular  Colonial administrators found Vernacular

novels to be a valuable, available source ofnovels to be a valuable, available source of

information on native life and customs.information on native life and customs.

  (ii)  (ii)  As outsiders, the British knew little about life  As outsiders, the British knew little about life

inside Indian households.inside Indian households.

(iii)(iii)  Novels helped the colonists understand Indian  Novels helped the colonists understand Indian
way of dressing, forms of worship, their beliefsway of dressing, forms of worship, their beliefs
and practices.and practices.

  (iv)  (iv)  Many novels reflected social customs, divisions  Many novels reflected social customs, divisions
 based on caste and class. based on caste and class.

(v)(v) These novels helped the British tThese novels helped the British to understand theo understand the
social divisions and used them to their advantagesocial divisions and used them to their advantage
to create further divisions. Lord Bentinck helpedto create further divisions. Lord Bentinck helped
the Indian reformers in their mission to get ridthe Indian reformers in their mission to get rid
of the practices like ‘Sati’ and passed legislationof the practices like ‘Sati’ and passed legislation
favouring remarriage of widows.favouring remarriage of widows.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1×5=5(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1×5=5

AA Q. Q. 8.8.  Examine the main features of novel “Sewa  Examine the main features of novel “Sewa
Sadan” written by Munshi Premchand.Sadan” written by Munshi Premchand.

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (6HTQGTF), (6HTQGTF), 2016-17]2016-17]

  Ans. (i)  Ans. (i) Munshi Premchand’s novel ‘Sewasadan’ (TheMunshi Premchand’s novel ‘Sewasadan’ (The
Abode of Service), was published in Abode of Service), was published in 1916.1916.

(ii)(ii) Many critics think that his novel lifted the HindiMany critics think that his novel lifted the Hindi
novel from the realm of fantasy, moralising andnovel from the realm of fantasy, moralising and
simple entertainment to a serious reflection onsimple entertainment to a serious reflection on
the lives of ordinary people and social the lives of ordinary people and social issues.issues.

(iii)(iii) Sewasadan deals mainly with the poor conditionSewasadan deals mainly with the poor condition
of women in society.of women in society.

(iv)(iv) Issues like child marriage and dowry are wovenIssues like child marriage and dowry are woven
into the story of the novel.into the story of the novel.

(v)(v) It also tells us about the ways in which the IndianIt also tells us about the ways in which the Indian
upper classes used whatever little opportunitiesupper classes used whatever little opportunities
they got from colonial authorities to governthey got from colonial authorities to govern
themselves.themselves. 1 × 5 = 51 × 5 = 5

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016)

UU Q. Q. 9.9. “Premchand’s novels “Premchand’s novels are filled are filled with all with all kinds ofkinds of
powerful characters from all levels of society.”powerful characters from all levels of society.”
Support the statement by giving suitableSupport the statement by giving suitable

examples.examples. [Board Term-I, KVS-2014][Board Term-I, KVS-2014]

OROR

UU Explain the aspects of Premchand’s writings thatExplain the aspects of Premchand’s writings that
make them special.make them special. [Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , (40), (40), 2012]2012]

OROR

UU Describe any five main features of novels writtenDescribe any five main features of novels written
 by Munshi Premchand. by Munshi Premchand. [Board T[Board Term-Ierm-I, , (46), (46), 2012]2012]

OROR

UU Premchand’s novels were filled with powerfulPremchand’s novels were filled with powerful
characters drawn from all characters drawn from all levels of society. Supportlevels of society. Support
the statement with examples.the statement with examples.

[Board T[Board Term-I, 2012 erm-I, 2012 (38), (C1), (38), (C1), 2010]2010]

OROR

UU Explain the aspects of Premchand’s writings thatExplain the aspects of Premchand’s writings that
make them special.make them special.

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, Set-C5JNEVD, 2015]Set-C5JNEVD, 2015]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) Munshi Premchand drew tradition of Kissagoi Munshi Premchand drew tradition of Kissagoi
storytelling. His novels are filled with all kindsstorytelling. His novels are filled with all kinds
of powerful characters, drawn from all levels ofof powerful characters, drawn from all levels of
society.society.

  (ii)  (ii) His novels include characters such as aristocrats His novels include characters such as aristocrats
and landlords, middle level peasants and landlessand landlords, middle level peasants and landless
labourers and women from margins of society.labourers and women from margins of society.
He focussed on social issues like child marriage,He focussed on social issues like child marriage,
dowry, suppression of downtrodden classes bydowry, suppression of downtrodden classes by
landlords.landlords.

  (iii)  (iii) The women The women characters are strong characters are strong individualsindividuals
coming from lower classes and are notcoming from lower classes and are not
modernized.modernized.

  (iv)  (iv) His novels His novels look towards look towards the future the future withoutwithout
forgetting the importance of the past.forgetting the importance of the past.

(v)(v) Drawn from various strata Drawn from various strata of society, his charactersof society, his characters
create a community based in democratic values.create a community based in democratic values.

Examples Examples ::

(i)(i) His novel His novel ‘Rangbhoomi’ about ‘Rangbhoomi’ about Surdas makesSurdas makes
the lives of the most oppressed section of societythe lives of the most oppressed section of society
worthy of literacy reflection.worthy of literacy reflection.

  (ii)  (ii)  ‘Godan’, his literary work is an epic on Indian  ‘Godan’, his literary work is an epic on Indian
peasantry through the story of Haria andpeasantry through the story of Haria and
Dhania.Dhania. (CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1×5=5(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1×5=5

RR  Q. 10. Q. 10.  Summarise the main theme of the novel  Summarise the main theme of the novel
‘Godan’ written by Premchand.‘Godan’ written by Premchand.

[Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , (553K), (553K), 2013]2013]

  Ans.  Ans. The novel ‘Godan’ by Premchand was publishedThe novel ‘Godan’ by Premchand was published
in 1936. It has been revered as one of the greatestin 1936. It has been revered as one of the greatest
Hindi novels of the Indian literature. The mainHindi novels of the Indian literature. The main
theme of of the novel was based on Indiantheme of of the novel was based on Indian
peasantry.peasantry.

The The theme theme includes includes ::

(i)(i) socio-economic deprivation. socio-economic deprivation.

  (ii)  (ii) exploitation of rural people. exploitation of rural people.

  (iii)  (iii) caste segregation. caste segregation.

  (iv)  (iv)  varied concept of dharma as held by different  varied concept of dharma as held by different
people.people.

(v)(v) impact of industrialization on the various seimpact of industrialization on the various sectionsctions
of Indian community.of Indian community.

  (vi)  (vi)  condition of women in society, child marriage  condition of women in society, child marriage
and dowry.and dowry.

‘Godan’ is an epic of Indian peasant Hari and his‘Godan’ is an epic of Indian peasant Hari and his
wife Dhania who were cheated by the landlords,wife Dhania who were cheated by the landlords,
money lenders, priests and colonial money lenders, priests and colonial bureaucrates.bureaucrates.
They formed a network of oppression, robbed theirThey formed a network of oppression, robbed their
land and converted them to landless labourers. Atland and converted them to landless labourers. At
the end, the couple died with dignity.the end, the couple died with dignity.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013) 5(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013) 5

UU  Q. 11. Q. 11. Examine the Examine the theme of theme of the novel the novel “Rangbhoomi.”“Rangbhoomi.”
[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (NLTM8TU), (NLTM8TU), 2016-17]2016-17]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) The central character of his novel Rangbhoomi The central character of his novel Rangbhoomi
(The Arena), Surdas, is a visually impaired beggar(The Arena), Surdas, is a visually impaired beggar
from a so-called ‘untouchable’ caste.from a so-called ‘untouchable’ caste.

(ii)(ii)  The very act of choosing such a person as the  The very act of choosing such a person as the
‘hero’ of a novel is significant. It makes the lives of‘hero’ of a novel is significant. It makes the lives of
the most oppressed section of society as worthythe most oppressed section of society as worthy
of literary reflection.of literary reflection.
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  (iii)  (iii)  We see Surdas struggling against the forcible  We see Surdas struggling against the forcible
takeover of his land for establishing a tobaccotakeover of his land for establishing a tobacco
factory.factory. (CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016)

UU  Q. 12. Q. 12.  Describe the main features of the novel  Describe the main features of the novel

‘Pariksha Guru’, written by Srinivas Das ?‘Pariksha Guru’, written by Srinivas Das ?
[Board Term-I, (35), 2012][Board Term-I, (35), 2012]

OROR

UU How does the novel ‘Pariksha Guru’ reflect theHow does the novel ‘Pariksha Guru’ reflect the
inner and outer world of the newly emerginginner and outer world of the newly emerging
middle classes ? Explain.middle classes ? Explain. [Board Term-I, (59), 2012] [Board Term-I, (59), 2012]

OROR

UU In what ways did novels help to give the peopleIn what ways did novels help to give the people
a vision of being ideal characters without losinga vision of being ideal characters without losing
one’s identity ? Explain.one’s identity ? Explain. [Board T[Board Term-Ierm-I, (52), , (52), 2012]2012]

OROR

UU Who is the author of ‘Pariksha Guru’ ? WhatWho is the author of ‘Pariksha Guru’ ? What
message does he try to convey to the readersmessage does he try to convey to the readers
through ‘Pariksha guru’ ? Describe.through ‘Pariksha guru’ ? Describe.

[Board T[Board Term-I, (65), 2012, erm-I, (65), 2012, (5800 23), 2011, (C2), (5800 23), 2011, (C2), 2010]2010]

  Ans.  Ans. The novels helped to give people a vision of beingThe novels helped to give people a vision of being
ideal characters without losing one’s identity inideal characters without losing one’s identity in
the following ways :the following ways :

(i)(i)  Srinivas Dass ‘Pariksha Guru’ reflects the inner  Srinivas Dass ‘Pariksha Guru’ reflects the inner
and outer world of the newly emerging middleand outer world of the newly emerging middle
class.class.

  (ii)  (ii)  The characters in the novel are caught in the  The characters in the novel are caught in the
difficulty of adapting to colonial modernity anddifficulty of adapting to colonial modernity and
preserving their cultural identity.preserving their cultural identity.

  (iii)  (iii)  The characters in the novel attempt to bridge  The characters in the novel attempt to bridge
two different worlds through their actions. Theytwo different worlds through their actions. They
take to new agricultural technology, modernisetake to new agricultural technology, modernise
trading practices, change the use of Indiantrading practices, change the use of Indian
languages making them capable of transmittinglanguages making them capable of transmitting
 both western sciences and Indian wisdom. both western sciences and Indian wisdom.

  (iv)  (iv)  The young are urged to cultivate the healthy  The young are urged to cultivate the healthy
habit of reading the newspaper.habit of reading the newspaper.

(v)(v) The novel also emphasises that all aspects must The novel also emphasises that all aspects must
 be  be achieved achieved without without sacrificing sacrificing the the traditionaltraditional
values of the middle class household.values of the middle class household.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1×5=5(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1×5=5

R+UR+U Q. 13.Q. 13. Who is the author of novel ‘Titash Ekti NadirWho is the author of novel ‘Titash Ekti Nadir

Naam’ ? Why is it considered a special novel ?Naam’ ? Why is it considered a special novel ?

Explain any fouExplain any four reasons.r reasons.
[Board T[Board Term-I, 2012 erm-I, 2012 (37), 2010 (B2)](37), 2010 (B2)]

  Ans. (i)  Ans. (i) Author of this novel is ‘Author of this novel is ‘Advaita Malla BurAdvaita Malla Burman’.man’.

  (ii)  (ii) It is considered a special novel because :It is considered a special novel because :

  (a)  (a) This book is an epic about the Mallas, aThis book is an epic about the Mallas, a
community of fish folk in community of fish folk in the river Titash.the river Titash.

  (b)  (b) The novel is about three generations of theThe novel is about three generations of the
Mallas.Mallas.

  (c)  (c) It describes the community life of Mallas, theirIt describes the community life of Mallas, their
religious tradition, festivals and relationship.religious tradition, festivals and relationship.

  (d)  (d) Slowly they break up. Their end comesSlowly they break up. Their end comes
togethertogether, as the , as the river dries up.river dries up.

(e)(e) This is special because the author is himself This is special because the author is himself
from a low caste fisher folk cofrom a low caste fisher folk communitymmunity..

(Any four)(Any four)
(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1+4=5(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1+4=5

UU  Q. 14. Q. 14. Describe the Describe the appearing of appearing of novels in novels in South IndiaSouth India

during the period of colonial rule.during the period of colonial rule.
[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (BHTK), 2013](BHTK), 2013]

  Ans.  Ans. Some early English novels were translated into theSome early English novels were translated into the
Indian language, but soon it was realized that theIndian language, but soon it was realized that the
readers are unfamiliar with the English culture ofreaders are unfamiliar with the English culture of
characters in the novel, for instance, their clothes,characters in the novel, for instance, their clothes,
style of speaking language, manners. So novelsstyle of speaking language, manners. So novels
were written in Malayalam in the manner ofwere written in Malayalam in the manner of
English novel books.English novel books.
A few early novels were translation of EnglishA few early novels were translation of English
novels into Indian novels into Indian languages. Laterlanguages. Later, many writers, many writers
like Chandu Menon and others started to writelike Chandu Menon and others started to write
novels in their own language. Chandu Menon,novels in their own language. Chandu Menon,
a a subjudge from subjudge from Malabar tried Malabar tried to translate to translate anan
English novel English novel called Henrietta Tcalled Henrietta Temple written byemple written by
Benjamin Disraeli into Malayalam, but he realizedBenjamin Disraeli into Malayalam, but he realized
that his readers in Kerala were not familiar withthat his readers in Kerala were not familiar with
the characters of English novels and so he gavethe characters of English novels and so he gave
up this idea and wrote a story in Malayalam inup this idea and wrote a story in Malayalam in
the manner of English novel books. This novelthe manner of English novel books. This novel
was called ‘Indulekha’. It was published in 1889was called ‘Indulekha’. It was published in 1889
and was the first modern noand was the first modern novel in Malayalam.vel in Malayalam.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013) 5(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013) 5

UU  Q. 15. Q. 15. What reasons What reasons led to the led to the writing of writing of ‘Indulekha’‘Indulekha’

 by Chandu Menon. by Chandu Menon. [Board Term-I, DDE-2014][Board Term-I, DDE-2014]
  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  ‘Indulekha’ was concerned with the marriage  ‘Indulekha’ was concerned with the marriage

practices of upper caste Hindus in Kerala, especiallypractices of upper caste Hindus in Kerala, especially
the Nambuthiri Brahmins and the Nayars.the Nambuthiri Brahmins and the Nayars.

  (ii)  (ii) Nambuthiris were also major landlords in KerNambuthiris were also major landlords in Keralaala
at that time; and a large section of the Nayars wereat that time; and a large section of the Nayars were
their tenants.their tenants.

  (iii)  (iii)  In late-19  In late-19thth  century Kerala, a younger generation  century Kerala, a younger generation
of English-educated Nayar men who had acquiredof English-educated Nayar men who had acquired
property and wealth on their own, began arguingproperty and wealth on their own, began arguing
strongly against Nambuthiri alliances with Nayarstrongly against Nambuthiri alliances with Nayar
women.women.

  (iv)  (iv)  They wanted new laws regarding marriage and  They wanted new laws regarding marriage and
property.property.

(v)(v) The story of The story of Indulekha is interesting in Indulekha is interesting in the light ofthe light of
their debates.their debates.

  (vi)  (vi) Chandu Menon Chandu Menon clearly wanted clearly wanted his his readersreaders
to appreciate the new values and criticise theto appreciate the new values and criticise the
ignorance and immorality.ignorance and immorality. (Any five) 1×5=5(Any five) 1×5=5

UU  Q. 16. Q. 16.  Who was Vaikkom Muhammad Basheer ?  Who was Vaikkom Muhammad Basheer ?
Explain how most of his works were based onExplain how most of his works were based on
his own rich personal experience.his own rich personal experience.

[Board Term-I, (38), 2012][Board Term-I, (38), 2012]
OROR

UU Explain the contribution of Vaikkom MuhammadExplain the contribution of Vaikkom Muhammad
Basheer to Malayalam writing.Basheer to Malayalam writing.

[Board T[Board Term-I, (5800 erm-I, (5800 31), 2011]31), 2011]

  Ans.  Ans.  Vaikkom Muhammad Basheer was one of the  Vaikkom Muhammad Basheer was one of the
early Muslim writers to gain wide renown as aearly Muslim writers to gain wide renown as a
novelist in Malayalam. Basheer had little formalnovelist in Malayalam. Basheer had little formal
education.education.

(i)(i)  Most of his works were based on his own rich  Most of his works were based on his own rich
personal experience rather than on books frompersonal experience rather than on books from
the past.the past.

  (ii)  (ii) His novels were written in ordinary language of His novels were written in ordinary language of
conservation.conservation.
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  (iii)  (iii) His books were full of wonderful humour.His books were full of wonderful humour.

  (iv)  (iv) His novels spoke about details from the everydayHis novels spoke about details from the everyday
life of Muslim households.life of Muslim households.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1+4=5(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1+4=5

UU  Q. 17. Q. 17. Who translated Who translated the novel the novel ‘Henrietta ‘Henrietta Temple’ inTemple’ in
Malayalam ? Why did he give up the idea ofMalayalam ? Why did he give up the idea of
translating more English novels in Vernaculartranslating more English novels in Vernacular
languages ? What did he decide to dolanguages ? What did he decide to do
instead ?instead ? [Board T[Board Term-I, (34, erm-I, (34, 48, 62), 48, 62), 2012]2012]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) Chandu Menon from Malabar had translated Chandu Menon from Malabar had translated
the novel.the novel.

  (ii)  (ii)  He realised that his readers in Kerala were not  He realised that his readers in Kerala were not
familiar with the way in which characters infamiliar with the way in which characters in
English society lived. The direct translation ofEnglish society lived. The direct translation of
English novels was dreadfully boring and theEnglish novels was dreadfully boring and the
Indian readers could not relate to the cultural orIndian readers could not relate to the cultural or
social context mentioned in the novels.social context mentioned in the novels.

  (iii)  (iii) He wrote ‘Indulekha’, the first modern novel in He wrote ‘Indulekha’, the first modern novel in
Malayalam in the manner of an English novel.Malayalam in the manner of an English novel.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1+3+1=5(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1+3+1=5

UU  Q. 18. Q. 18. How did authors from so called ‘low castes’ gainHow did authors from so called ‘low castes’ gain
recognition in the world of literature ? Explainrecognition in the world of literature ? Explain
with examples of any two such authors.with examples of any two such authors.

[Board [Board TTerm-erm-I, I, (46), (46), 2012]2012]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  Potheri Kunjambu, a lower caste writer,  Potheri Kunjambu, a lower caste writer,
wrote ‘Saraswati Vijayam’ a novel portraying anwrote ‘Saraswati Vijayam’ a novel portraying an
untouchable boy who converts to Christianity.untouchable boy who converts to Christianity.
This novel stressed on importance of education This novel stressed on importance of education inin
upliftment of lower castes.upliftment of lower castes.

(ii)(ii) (a)(a)  Advaita Mallah Burman belonging to  Advaita Mallah Burman belonging to
community of fisher folks wrote ‘Titash Ekticommunity of fisher folks wrote ‘Titash Ekti

Nadir Naam’. This novel talks about lives ofNadir Naam’. This novel talks about lives of
Mallah family.Mallah family.

(b)(b) Vaikkom Vaikkom Basheer a Basheer a Malayalam novelist Malayalam novelist alsoalso
wrote about underprivileged classes and Muslimwrote about underprivileged classes and Muslim
households in general.households in general. (Any two) 2+1½+1½=5(Any two) 2+1½+1½=5

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)
UU  Q. 19. Q. 19. How the caste issue was included in novelsHow the caste issue was included in novels

in India ? Support your answer with suitablein India ? Support your answer with suitable
examples.examples. [Board Term-I, (51), 2012[Board Term-I, (51), 2012

(5800 17, 29, 38, 44), 2011](5800 17, 29, 38, 44), 2011]

  Ans.  Ans. (i) Indulekha :(i) Indulekha : It is a hotly debated novel and the It is a hotly debated novel and the
concerns it addresses are of marriage practices ofconcerns it addresses are of marriage practices of
upper class Hindus in Kerala.upper class Hindus in Kerala.

  (ii)  (ii)  Potheri Kunjambu a ‘lower caste’ writer from  Potheri Kunjambu a ‘lower caste’ writer from
North Kerala wrote ‘Saraswativijayam’ andNorth Kerala wrote ‘Saraswativijayam’ and
attacked caste oppression.attacked caste oppression.

(iii) (iii) Titash Titash Ekti Nadir Ekti Nadir Naam :Naam :  It was based on the  It was based on the
fisher folk community.fisher folk community.

  (iv)  (iv)  Basheer was a Muslim writer with little formal  Basheer was a Muslim writer with little formal
education.education.

(v) (v) Premchand’s Premchand’s ‘Ranghoomi’ ‘Ranghoomi’ ::  The hero of this  The hero of this
novel is a low caste whose land has forcibly beennovel is a low caste whose land has forcibly been
taken away.taken away.

(vi) (vi) ‘Godan’ ‘Godan’ :: It is a story about Indian peasantry andIt is a story about Indian peasantry and
how they are exploited.how they are exploited. (Any five)(Any five)

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1×5=5(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1×5=5
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3. Indian History and National Movement3. Indian History and National Movement

1. 1. Chauri Chauri ChauraChaura—Calling off the Non-Cooperation Movement—Calling off the Non-Cooperation Movement

[Board T[Board Term-II, (Set-TCJQ6VD) 2016 Outside Delhi Set-I, II, erm-II, (Set-TCJQ6VD) 2016 Outside Delhi Set-I, II, III; 2015, Outside Delhi III; 2015, Outside Delhi Set-I, II, III]Set-I, II, III]

2. Bardoli2. Bardoli—No Tax Campaign—No Tax Campaign [Board T[Board Term-II, 2016, erm-II, 2016, Foreign Set-I, II, Foreign Set-I, II, III; 2015,III; 2015,

Outside Outside Delhi Delhi Set-I, Set-I, II, II, III]III]

3. Dandi3. Dandi—Civil Disobedience Movement—Civil Disobedience Movement [Board SQP–2016] [Board Term-II, Delhi Set-I, II, III, 2016][Board SQP–2016] [Board Term-II, Delhi Set-I, II, III, 2016]

4. Champaran4. Champaran—Movement of Indigo Planters—Movement of Indigo Planters

5. Amritsar5. Amritsar—Jallianwala Bagh Incident.—Jallianwala Bagh Incident.

[Board T[Board Term-II, Delhi (Set-I, erm-II, Delhi (Set-I, II, III), 2016, Outside II, III), 2016, Outside Delhi (Set-I, II, III), Delhi (Set-I, II, III), 2015, Foreign Set-I, II, 2015, Foreign Set-I, II, III]III]

6. Kheda6. Kheda—Pe—Peasant asant SatyagrahaSatyagraha

7. Ahmedabad7. Ahmedabad—Cotton Mill —Cotton Mill WWorkers Satyagrahaorkers Satyagraha

[Board SQP-2016, Board Term-II, 2015, Foreign Set-I, II, III][Board SQP-2016, Board Term-II, 2015, Foreign Set-I, II, III]

8. Session of Indian National Congress (1920)8. Session of Indian National Congress (1920)—Calcutta—Calcutta

[Board T[Board Term-II, Outside Delhi erm-II, Outside Delhi (Set–I, II, III), 2016, (Set–I, II, III), 2016, 15, Foreign Set-I, II, 15, Foreign Set-I, II, III]III]

9. 9. Session Session of of Indian Indian National National Congress Congress (1929)—(1929)—LahoreLahore [Board Term-II, 2016, Set-TCJQ6VD][Board Term-II, 2016, Set-TCJQ6VD]

10. Session of Indian National Congress 10. Session of Indian National Congress (1927)(1927)—Madras—Madras

[Board T[Board Term-II, Delhi Set-I, erm-II, Delhi Set-I, II, III; 2016, 15, II, III; 2016, 15, Outside Delhi, Set-I, Outside Delhi, Set-I, II, III]II, III]

Examination QuestionsExamination Questions (3 (3 marks marks each)each)

  Q. 1.  Q. 1. Two items A and B are shown in the given political outline map of India. Identify these items with the help ofTwo items A and B are shown in the given political outline map of India. Identify these items with the help of
following information and write their correct names on the lines marked on the map.following information and write their correct names on the lines marked on the map.

(i)(i) The place which The place which is known for Cottis known for Cotton Mill Won Mill Workers Satyaorkers Satyagraha.graha.

(ii)(ii) The place where Congress The place where Congress Session was held in September Session was held in September 1920.1920.

On On the the same same political political outline outline map map of of India, India, locate locate and and label label the the following following items items with with appropriate appropriate symbols symbols ::

(iii)(iii) Cha Champaran : The place known mparan : The place known for Indigo Planters Movement.for Indigo Planters Movement. [Board [Board TTerm-erm-II, II, (Set-KCG34(Set-KCG34U9) U9) 2016]2016]
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  Ans.  Ans. The correct information has been provided and The correct information has been provided and the locations have also been marked othe locations have also been marked on the map.n the map.

(i) (i) Ahmedabad Ahmedabad :: The place which is  The place which is known for Cotton Mill Workers Satyagraha.known for Cotton Mill Workers Satyagraha.

(ii) (ii) Calcutta Calcutta :: The place where Congress Session was held  The place where Congress Session was held in September 1920.in September 1920.

(iii) (iii) Champaran Champaran :: The place known for Indigo Planters Movement.The place known for Indigo Planters Movement.

ChamparanChamparan

AhmedabadAhmedabad

CalcuttaCalcutta

(B)(B)

(C)(C)

(A)(A)

  Q. 2.  Q. 2. Three features A, B and C are marked in the political outline map of India. Identify these features with the helpThree features A, B and C are marked in the political outline map of India. Identify these features with the help
of the following information and write their correct names on the lines marked on the map :of the following information and write their correct names on the lines marked on the map :

(i) (i) The The place place where where the the Indian Indian National National Congress Congress Session Session was was held held in in 1920.1920.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, SQP–2016, SQP–2016, Foreign Foreign Set–I, Set–I, II, II, III; III; 2015, 2015, Delhi Delhi Set–I, Set–I, II, II, III]III]
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  (ii)  (ii) The city where the Jallianwala Bagh incident occurThe city where the Jallianwala Bagh incident occurred.red. [Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Delhi Delhi Set–I, Set–I, II, II, III, III, 2015]2015]

  (iii)  (iii) The place where the peasants struggled against The place where the peasants struggled against the Indigo Plantation System.the Indigo Plantation System.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, (Set-(Set-TCJQ6VD) TCJQ6VD) 2016, 2016, Foreign Foreign Set–I, Set–I, II, II, III,; III,; Board Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Delhi Delhi Set– Set– I, I, II, II, III, III, 2015]2015]

  Ans.  Ans. The correct information has been provided and The correct information has been provided and the locations have also been marked othe locations have also been marked on the map.n the map.

(i) (i) Nagpur Nagpur :: The place where the Indian National Congress Session The place where the Indian National Congress Session was held in 1920.was held in 1920.

(ii) (ii) Amritsar Amritsar :: The city where the Jallianwala Bagh incident occurThe city where the Jallianwala Bagh incident occurred.red.

(iii) (iii) Champaran Champaran :: The place where the peasants struggled against the The place where the peasants struggled against the Indigo Plantation System.Indigo Plantation System.

ChamparanChamparan

AmritsarAmritsar

(B)(B)

(C)(C)

(A)(A)

NagpurNagpur

qqqqqq
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RESOURCESRESOURCES
ANDAND

DEVELOPMENTDEVELOPMENT

SyllabusSyllabus
¾¾  Resource Resources : Ts : Types-natural and human; neypes-natural and human; need for resource pled for resource planning.anning.
¾¾  Natural  Natural Resources Resources : : land land as as a a resource; resource; soil soil types types and and distribution; distribution; changing changing land-use land-use pattern pattern : : landland

degradation and conservation measures.degradation and conservation measures.

TOPIC-1TOPIC-1
Resources : Natural and HumanResources : Natural and Human

Quick Review Quick Review 
¾¾ Everything available Everything available in our in our environment which environment which can be can be used to used to satisfysatisfy

our needs, provided it’s technologically accessible, economically feasibleour needs, provided it’s technologically accessible, economically feasible
and culturally acceptable can be termed as and culturally acceptable can be termed as ‘Resource’.‘Resource’.

¾¾ Resources can be classified in the following Resources can be classified in the following ways :ways :
(a) (a) On On the the basis basis of of origin origin ::

(i) (i) Biotic Biotic (ii) (ii) AbioticAbiotic
(b) (b) On the On the basis of basis of exhaustibility exhaustibility ::

(i) (i) Renewable Renewable (ii) (ii) Non-renewableNon-renewable
(c) (c) On On the the basis basis of of ownership ownership ::

(i) (i) Individual Individual (iii) (iii) CommunityCommunity
(ii) (ii) National National (iv) (iv) InternationalInternational

(d) (d) On the On the basis of basis of status of status of development :development :
(i) (i) Potential Potential (iii) (iii) DevelopedDeveloped
(ii) (ii) Stock Stock (iv) (iv) ReservesReserves

¾¾ Resources are compulsory for human survival Resources are compulsory for human survival as well as for maintaining the as well as for maintaining the quality of life.quality of life.
¾¾ Human beings use resources indiscriminately and this has led to global ecological crises such as globalHuman beings use resources indiscriminately and this has led to global ecological crises such as global

warming, ozone layer depletion, environmental pollution and land degradation.warming, ozone layer depletion, environmental pollution and land degradation.
¾¾ Development of Resources :Development of Resources : Resources are vital for human survival. It was believed that resources are freeResources are vital for human survival. It was believed that resources are free

gifts of nature. As a result, man used them indiscriminately which led to the following problems :gifts of nature. As a result, man used them indiscriminately which led to the following problems :
(i) (i) Depletion Depletion of of resources.resources.
(ii) (ii) Accumulation Accumulation of of resources resources in in a a few few hands.hands.
(iii) (iii) Indiscriminate Indiscriminate exploitation exploitation of of resources.resources.

 For a For a sustained quality sustained quality of life and of life and global peace, it global peace, it is essential that is essential that resources should be resources should be distributeddistributed
equally.equally.

 Sustainable economic development means development should take place without damaging theSustainable economic development means development should take place without damaging the
environment and development in the present should not compromise with the needs of the futureenvironment and development in the present should not compromise with the needs of the future
generation.generation.

¾¾ Rio de Janeiro Earth Summit, 1992Rio de Janeiro Earth Summit, 1992
In June 1992, for achieving sustainable development in the 21In June 1992, for achieving sustainable development in the 21stst  century, more than 100 states participated century, more than 100 states participated
in the First International Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro in Brazil. The main focus of this summit was toin the First International Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro in Brazil. The main focus of this summit was to
protect environment and socio economic protect environment and socio economic development at the global level. The leaders of development at the global level. The leaders of the states signed thethe states signed the
Declaration on Global Climate Change and BioloDeclaration on Global Climate Change and Biological Diversitygical Diversity..

¾¾ Agenda 21 :Agenda 21 : It has been signed by world leaders at the United Nations Conference on Environment andIt has been signed by world leaders at the United Nations Conference on Environment and
Development (UNCED). The aim of this agenda is to achieve global sustainable development by combatingDevelopment (UNCED). The aim of this agenda is to achieve global sustainable development by combating
environmental damage, poverty and disease through global co-environmental damage, poverty and disease through global co- operation on common interests, mutual needsoperation on common interests, mutual needs
and shared responsibilities. The major objective of this agenda is that every local government has the powerand shared responsibilities. The major objective of this agenda is that every local government has the power
to draw its own local Agenda 21.to draw its own local Agenda 21.

TOPIC - 1TOPIC - 1

Resources : Natural and HumanResources : Natural and Human

........ P. 139P. 139

TOPIC - 2TOPIC - 2

Land Land as as a a Resource Resource ........ P. 143P. 143
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¾¾ Resource-Planning in IndiaResource-Planning in India

Resource planning involves the following steps :Resource planning involves the following steps :

(i) (i) Identification Identification and and inventory inventory of of resources, resources, which which involves involves surveying, surveying, mapping mapping and and quantitative quantitative as as well well asas
qualitative estimation and measurement of resources.qualitative estimation and measurement of resources.

(ii) (ii) For For implementing implementing resource resource development development plans, plans, evolve evolve a a planning planning structure structure with with appropriate appropriate technologytechnology,,
skill and institutional set up.skill and institutional set up.

(iii) (iii) Match Match resource resource development development plan plan with with overall overall national national development development plans.plans.

¾¾ India has 43% India has 43% plain land, 30% plain land, 30% mountain region, 27% mountain region, 27% pleateau region.pleateau region.

¾¾ Land resources are used for the following purpose :Land resources are used for the following purpose :

(i) Forests(i) Forests

(ii) (ii) Land Land not not available available for for cultivation.cultivation.

(iii) (iii) Other Other uncultivated uncultivated land land (excluding (excluding fallowland)fallowland)

(iv) (iv) Fallow Fallow landland

(v) (v) Net Net sown sown areaarea

¾¾ The total geographical area of India is 3, 28 million sq km. Land use data, however is aThe total geographical area of India is 3, 28 million sq km. Land use data, however is available only for 93% ofvailable only for 93% of
the total geographical area.the total geographical area.

¾¾ At present there arAt present there are about 130 million hectares of degraded land in India of which 28% belong to the forest,e about 130 million hectares of degraded land in India of which 28% belong to the forest,
56% is water eroded and the rest is affected by 56% is water eroded and the rest is affected by saline and alkaline deposits.saline and alkaline deposits.

¾¾ Factors Causing Land DegradationFactors Causing Land Degradation

(i) (i) DeforestationDeforestation

(ii) (ii) Overgrazing Overgrazing 

(iii) (iii) Mining Mining and and quarrying quarrying 

(iv) (iv) Over Over irrigation irrigation making making land land saline saline and and alkalinealkaline

(v) Dust (v) Dust generated generated from from cement cement ceramic ceramic industryindustry

(vi) (vi) Industrial Industrial effluents.effluents.

¾¾ Suggestions for Conservation of landSuggestions for Conservation of land

(i) (i) Afforestation,Afforestation,

(ii) (ii) Proper Proper management management of of grazing,grazing,

(iii) (iii) Shelter Shelter belts belts of of plants,plants,

(iv) (iv) Stabilization Stabilization of of sand sand dunes dunes by by planting planting thorny thorny bushes,bushes,

(v) (v) Proper Proper management management of of wasteland,wasteland,

(vi) (vi) Control Control on on mining,mining,

(vii) (vii) Discharge Discharge of of industrial industrial effluents effluents and and wastes wastes after after treatment.treatment.

FlowchartFlowchart

vegetationvegetation
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Know the TermsKnow the Terms
¾¾ Resources :Resources : All the useful elements of environment that  All the useful elements of environment that satisfy our basic needs are called resources.satisfy our basic needs are called resources.

¾¾ Biotic resources :Biotic resources : These are obtained from biosphere and have life such as human beings, flora and fauna, These are obtained from biosphere and have life such as human beings, flora and fauna,
fisheries, livestock, etc.fisheries, livestock, etc.

¾¾ Abiotic resources :Abiotic resources : Resources that comprise of non-living things, such as rocks, minerals, etc. Resources that comprise of non-living things, such as rocks, minerals, etc.

¾¾ Renewable resources :Renewable resources : The resources which can be used again and again and can be reproduced by physical,The resources which can be used again and again and can be reproduced by physical,
chemical or mechanical processes are chemical or mechanical processes are known as renewable or replenishable resources. For example :known as renewable or replenishable resources. For example : solar andsolar and
wind energy.wind energy.

¾¾ Non-renewable resources :Non-renewable resources : These are the resources that once used, can’t be reproduced or replenished. For These are the resources that once used, can’t be reproduced or replenished. For
example : fossil fuels, minerals like copper and example : fossil fuels, minerals like copper and iron ore.iron ore.

¾¾ Natural resources :Natural resources : Natural endowments in the form Natural endowments in the form of land, water, vegetation and minerals are called naturalof land, water, vegetation and minerals are called natural
resources. These are free gifts of nature.resources. These are free gifts of nature.

¾¾ Man-made resources :Man-made resources : These are the resources that are created by human beings with the These are the resources that are created by human beings with the help of machines.help of machines.

¾¾ Individual resources :Individual resources : The resources owned privately by individuals.The resources owned privately by individuals.

¾¾ Community-owned resources :Community-owned resources : Resources which are accessible to all the members of Resources which are accessible to all the members of the community.the community.

¾¾ National resources :National resources : All the resources which are present in the political boundarAll the resources which are present in the political boundary of a nation up to y of a nation up to 12 nautical12 nautical
miles in the ocean from the coast.miles in the ocean from the coast.

¾¾ International resources :International resources : The resources that do not belong The resources that do not belong to any individual country.to any individual country.

¾¾ Potential resources :Potential resources : Resources which are available in a region, but Resources which are available in a region, but have not been utilized.have not been utilized.

¾¾ Developed resources :Developed resources : Resources which are surveyed and their quantity and quality have been determinedResources which are surveyed and their quantity and quality have been determined
for utilization.for utilization.

¾¾ Stock :Stock : Materials present in the environment which have the potential to satisfy human needs, but humanMaterials present in the environment which have the potential to satisfy human needs, but human
 beings do not have the appropriate technology to access these materials. beings do not have the appropriate technology to access these materials.

¾¾ Reserves :Reserves : They are the subsets of the stock which can be put into They are the subsets of the stock which can be put into use with the help of existing technology butuse with the help of existing technology but
their use has not been started yet.their use has not been started yet.

¾¾ Sustainable development :Sustainable development : It means development should take place without damaging the environment andIt means development should take place without damaging the environment and
development in the present should not development in the present should not compromise with needs of the future generations.compromise with needs of the future generations.

¾¾ Resource planning :Resource planning : It is the widely accepted strategy for judicious It is the widely accepted strategy for judicious use of resources.use of resources.

¾¾ Resource conservation :Resource conservation : Conservation of resources means the judicial and planned use of resources. Thus, Conservation of resources means the judicial and planned use of resources. Thus, wewe
get benefitted from them for long get benefitted from them for long time.time.

¾¾ Gross cropped area :Gross cropped area : Area sown more than once in an agricultural year plus net sown area is known as grossArea sown more than once in an agricultural year plus net sown area is known as gross
cropped area.cropped area.

¾¾ Fallow land :Fallow land : A land which is left without cultivation for one or less than one agricultural year for increasing A land which is left without cultivation for one or less than one agricultural year for increasing
its fertility is known as the fallow its fertility is known as the fallow land.land.

¾¾ Waste land :Waste land : Land which is not suitable for cultivation is known as waste land.Land which is not suitable for cultivation is known as waste land.

¾¾ Net sown area :Net sown area : Area sown once in a year is Area sown once in a year is known as the net sown area.known as the net sown area.

¾¾ Pasture :Pasture : Grassland which is used for providing food for animals.Grassland which is used for providing food for animals.

Know the LinksKnow the Links
¾¾ http://agricoop.nic.in/statistics/stexple.htmlhttp://agricoop.nic.in/statistics/stexple.html

¾¾ http://www.worldsummit2002.org/index.htm?http://www.worldsummit2002.org/index.htm?

¾¾  http://www.worldsummit2002.org/guide/unced.html  http://www.worldsummit2002.org/guide/unced.html

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. Give one difference between renewable andGive one difference between renewable and

non-renewable resources.non-renewable resources. 11

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (CB4QHT(CB4QHT1) 1) 2016-17]2016-17]

  Ans.   Ans. Renewable Renewable :: Replenished by nature and may be Replenished by nature and may be
overusedoverused e.g.,e.g., crops and plants. crops and plants.

Non-renewable Non-renewable :: which get exhausted after years which get exhausted after years
of use.of use. e.g.e.g., crude oil., crude oil.

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016) 2016) 11

UU Q. Q. 2. 2. Give Give an an example example of of non-renewable non-renewable resources.resources.

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (6HTQ4TF) 2016-17](6HTQ4TF) 2016-17]

  Ans.  Ans. Coal/Minerals.Coal/Minerals.
(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1

AA Q. Q. 3.3. What are resources which are found in a regionWhat are resources which are found in a region
 but have not been utilised called ? but have not been utilised called ?

  Ans.  Ans. PotePotential ntial resources.resources. 11

AA Q. Q. 4.4. Which resources are surveyed and determinedWhich resources are surveyed and determined

on the basis of their quantity and quality foron the basis of their quantity and quality for
utilisation ?utilisation ?

  Ans.  Ans. Developed resources.Developed resources. 11

AA Q. Q. 5.5. Give examples of abiotic resources ?Give examples of abiotic resources ?

  Ans.  Ans. Rocks and metals.Rocks and metals. 11
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AA Q. Q. 6.6. Give examples of biotic resources ?Give examples of biotic resources ?
  Ans.  Ans. Human beings, flora, fauna, fisheries, livestock,Human beings, flora, fauna, fisheries, livestock,

etc.etc. 11

AA Q. Q. 7.7. Which relief features of India has 30 percent ofWhich relief features of India has 30 percent of
the total surface area of country ?the total surface area of country ?

  Ans.  Ans. Mountain.Mountain. 11

AA Q. Q. 8.8. Which cold desert is Which cold desert is relatively isolated from therelatively isolated from the

rest of the country ?rest of the country ?

Ans.Ans. Ladakh.Ladakh. 11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. What is Agenda 21? List its two What is Agenda 21? List its two principles.principles.

[Board Term-I, (CB4QHT1) 2016-17][Board Term-I, (CB4QHT1) 2016-17]

  Ans. (i)  Ans. (i) Agenda 21 was adopted at first InternationalAgenda 21 was adopted at first International
Earth Summit held in 1992 atEarth Summit held in 1992 at Rio de Janerio Rio de Janerio Brazil.Brazil.

  (ii)  (ii) The two principles are as follows :The two principles are as follows :

(a)(a)  To combat environmental damage, poverty  To combat environmental damage, poverty
disease through global cooperation ondisease through global cooperation on
(common interests, mutual needs and shared(common interests, mutual needs and shared
responsibilities).responsibilities).

(b)(b) Every local government should draw its ownEvery local government should draw its own
local Agenda 21.local Agenda 21. 1 + 2 = 31 + 2 = 3

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016)

UU Q. Q. 2.2. What is meant by the term “resource”? List theWhat is meant by the term “resource”? List the

types of resources classified on the basis of itstypes of resources classified on the basis of its

ownership.ownership. [Board [Board TTerm-erm-I, I, (55) (55) 2012]2012]

  Ans. (i)  Ans. (i) Resource :Resource :  Everything available in our  Everything available in our
environment which can be used to satisfy ourenvironment which can be used to satisfy our
needs, provided, it is technologically accessible,needs, provided, it is technologically accessible,
economically feasible and culturally acceptable iseconomically feasible and culturally acceptable is
known as a resource.known as a resource.

(ii) (ii) TTypes of resources ypes of resources on the basis on the basis of ownershipof ownership
are :are : Individual , community, national and inter-Individual , community, national and inter-
national.national. 2+1=32+1=3

UU Q. Q. 3.3. Distinguish between the renewable and non-Distinguish between the renewable and non-
renewable resources.renewable resources. [Board Term-I, (72) 2012] [Board Term-I, (72) 2012]

OROR

UU Explain the types of resources on the basis ofExplain the types of resources on the basis of
exhaustibility with the help of examples.exhaustibility with the help of examples.

[Board T[Board Term-I, (5800 18, erm-I, (5800 18, 24, 40) 2011]24, 40) 2011]

  Ans. (i) Renewable resources :  Ans. (i) Renewable resources :  Resources which  Resources which
can be renewed or reproduced by mechanical,can be renewed or reproduced by mechanical,
physical or chemical processes are known asphysical or chemical processes are known as
renewable or replenishable resources,renewable or replenishable resources, e.g.e.g., solar, solar
and wind energy, water, forests and wildlife, etc.and wind energy, water, forests and wildlife, etc.

  (ii  (ii) ) Non-renewable Non-renewable resources resources :: These occur over very These occur over very
long geological times. Minerals and fossil fuelslong geological times. Minerals and fossil fuels
are examples of such resources. These resourcesare examples of such resources. These resources
take millions of years in their formation. Some oftake millions of years in their formation. Some of
the resources like metals are recyclable and somethe resources like metals are recyclable and some
of them such as fossil fuels cannot be recycledof them such as fossil fuels cannot be recycled
and get exhausted with their use.and get exhausted with their use.

1½+1½=31½+1½=3

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2011)2011)

UU Q. Q. 4.4. Distinguish between stock and potentialDistinguish between stock and potential
resource. Give one example oresource. Give one example of each.f each.

[Board [Board TTeerm-I, Set-(62) 2012]rm-I, Set-(62) 2012]

  Ans. (i)  Ans. (i) Stock :Stock :
(a)(a) They They are are found found in in the the environment.environment.
(b)(b) They are not They are not accessed due to the accessed due to the lack oflack of

technology.technology.
(c)(c) Example :Example :  Water is a compound of two  Water is a compound of two

inflammable gases—hydrogen and oxygen,inflammable gases—hydrogen and oxygen,
which can be used as a rich source of energy. Butwhich can be used as a rich source of energy. But
we do not have the required technical know-howwe do not have the required technical know-how
to use them for this purpose.to use them for this purpose.

  (ii)  (ii) Potential resources :Potential resources :
(a)(a) They They are are found found in in a a region.region.
(b)(b) They They have have not not been been utilized utilized or or developed.developed.
(c)(c) Example :Example : Rajasthan and Gujarat have enormous Rajasthan and Gujarat have enormous

potential for the development of wind and solarpotential for the development of wind and solar
energy but they are yet to be developed forenergy but they are yet to be developed for
various reasons.various reasons.

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012) 2012) 1½+1½=31½+1½=3

UU Q. Q. 5.5. Differentiate between stock and reserve statingDifferentiate between stock and reserve stating
two points of difference.two points of difference.

[Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , (5800 (5800 26) 26) 2011]2011]

  Ans. Stock :  Ans. Stock :  Materials, which have the potential to  Materials, which have the potential to
satisfy human beings but human do not have thesatisfy human beings but human do not have the
appropriate technology to access these, are termedappropriate technology to access these, are termed
as stock. We do not have the required technicalas stock. We do not have the required technical
‘know-how’ to use them for a specific purpose.‘know-how’ to use them for a specific purpose. e.g.e.g.,,
water which is a compound of two inflammablewater which is a compound of two inflammable
gases—hydrogen and oxygen and can be a richgases—hydrogen and oxygen and can be a rich
source of energy. Wsource of energy. We do not knoe do not know how to use w how to use them.them.

Reserves Reserves :: These are subset of the stock. They can These are subset of the stock. They can
 be  be put put into into use use with with existing knoexisting know-how but w-how but theirtheir
use has not been started. Foruse has not been started. For e.g.e.g., river water is, river water is
used as a source of hydroelectricity but to a limitedused as a source of hydroelectricity but to a limited
extent. Thus, the water in the dams, forests, etc., areextent. Thus, the water in the dams, forests, etc., are
reserves which can be used in the reserves which can be used in the future.future.

  1½+1½=3  1½+1½=3

AA Q. Q. 6.6. Why is it essential to have resource planning ?Why is it essential to have resource planning ?
Explain any three reasons.Explain any three reasons.

[Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , (OEQL2HT(OEQL2HT) ) 2016-17]2016-17]

  Ans. (i)  Ans. (i)  If the present trend of resource depletion  If the present trend of resource depletion
 by  by few few individuals individuals continues continues the the future future of of ourour
planet is in dangerplanet is in danger

  (ii)  (ii) Planning is essential for sustainable existence ofPlanning is essential for sustainable existence of
all forms of life.all forms of life.

 (iii) (iii) Indiscriminate Indiscriminate exploitation exploitation of of resources resources has has led led toto
global ecological crises.global ecological crises. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016)

UU Q. Q. 7.7. What are the three stages of resource planningWhat are the three stages of resource planning

in India ?in India ?

[Board T[Board Term-I, (5800 17, erm-I, (5800 17, 23, 35, 36, 23, 35, 36, 50) 2012, 2011]50) 2012, 2011]
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  Ans. (i)  Ans. (i)  Identification and inventory of resources  Identification and inventory of resources
across the regions of the country.across the regions of the country.

  (ii)  (ii) Evolving a Evolving a planning structurplanning structure ee endowed withndowed with
appropriate technology, skill and institutionalappropriate technology, skill and institutional
set up for implementing resource developmentset up for implementing resource development
plans.plans.

 (iii) (iii) Match the Match the resource resource development pladevelopment plans withns with
overall national development plans.overall national development plans.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1×3=3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1×3=3

AA Q. Q. 8.8. “In India, “In India, some regions some regions are rare rich in ich in certaincertain
types of resources but deficient in some othertypes of resources but deficient in some other
resources”. resources”. Do you agree with Do you agree with the statement ?the statement ?
Support your answer with any Support your answer with any three examples.three examples.

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (6HTQGTF) (6HTQGTF) 2016-17]2016-17]

  Ans.  Ans. Yes, there are regions which are rich in certainYes, there are regions which are rich in certain
types of resources but are deficient in some types of resources but are deficient in some otherother
resources.resources.

(i)(i) Jharkhand, Jharkhand, Chhattisgarh Chhattisgarh and and Madhya Madhya PradeshPradesh
are rich in minerals and coal are rich in minerals and coal deposits.deposits.

  (ii)  (ii) Arunachal Arunachal Pradesh Pradesh has has abundance abundance ofof
water resources but lacks in infrastructuralwater resources but lacks in infrastructural
development.development.

  (iii)  (iii) Rajasthan is endowed with solar and windRajasthan is endowed with solar and wind
energy but lacks in water resources.energy but lacks in water resources.

(iv)(iv) Ladakh has rich cultural heritage but lacks in waterLadakh has rich cultural heritage but lacks in water
resources and infrastructure.resources and infrastructure. (Any three)(Any three)

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016) 2016) 1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33

TOPIC-2TOPIC-2
Land as a ResourceLand as a Resource

Quick Review Quick Review 

¾¾ Soil is tSoil is the most he most important renewable important renewable natural resource. natural resource. It is It is the medium the medium of plant of plant growth and growth and supports differentsupports different
types of living organisms on types of living organisms on the earth.the earth.

¾¾ Relief, parRelief, parent rock or ent rock or bed rock, climate,vegetabed rock, climate,vegetation and other tion and other forms of life forms of life and time are and time are important factors important factors in thein the
formation of soil.formation of soil.

¾¾ Soil Soil also also consists consists of of organic organic (humus) (humus) and and inorganic inorganic materials.materials.

¾¾ On the basis On the basis of the fof the factors responsible actors responsible for soil for soil formation, colourformation, colour, thickness, te, thickness, texture, age,chemical xture, age,chemical and physicaland physical
properties, the soils of India can properties, the soils of India can be classified into different types.be classified into different types.

¾¾ India has India has varied relievaried relief features, f features, landforms, climatic relandforms, climatic realms and alms and vegetation types. vegetation types. These featurThese features contributed es contributed inin
the development of various types of soils. the development of various types of soils. They are :They are :

(i) (i) Alluvial Alluvial soil soil ::

(a) (a) Widely Widely spread spread in in north north Indian Indian plains, plains, alluvial alluvial Soils Soils as as a a whole whole are are very very fertile.fertile.

(b) (b) Classified Classified as as khadar khadar (new (new alluvial) alluvial) and and bangar bangar (old (old alluvial).alluvial).

(c) (c) Adequate Adequate proportion proportion of of potash, potash, phosphoric phosphoric acid acid and and lime.lime.

(d) (d) Ideal Ideal for for sugarcane, sugarcane, paddypaddy, , wheat wheat and and other other cereal cereal and and pulse pulse crops.crops.

(ii) (ii) Black Black soil soil ::

(a) (a) Also Also called called regur regur soil. soil. These These soils soils are are black black in in colourcolour..

(b) (b) Ideal Ideal for for cotton.cotton.

(c) (c) They They cover cover Maharashtra, Maharashtra, Saurashtra, Saurashtra, Malwa, Malwa, Madhya Madhya Pradesh Pradesh and and Chhattisgarh.Chhattisgarh.

(d) (d) Rich Rich in in soil soil nutrients, nutrients, such such as as calcium calcium carbonate, carbonate, magnesium, magnesium, potash potash and and lime, lime, but but poor poor in in phosphorusphosphorus

content. The black soils are made up of extremely finecontent. The black soils are made up of extremely fine i.e.i.e., clayey material . They are well-known for, clayey material . They are well-known for

their capacity to hold moisture.their capacity to hold moisture.

(iii) (iii) Red Red and and yellow yellow soil soil ::

(a) (a) Developed Developed in in areas areas of of low low rainfall rainfall or or crystalline crystalline igneous igneous rocks.rocks.

(b) (b) Found Found in in Odisha, Odisha, Chhattisgarh Chhattisgarh and and the the piedmont piedmont zone zone of of the the WWestern estern Ghats.Ghats.

(c) (c) Due Due to to diffusion diffusion of of iron iron in in crystalline crystalline and and metamorphic metamorphic rocks, rocks, its its colour colour becomes becomes reddish.reddish.

(iv) (iv) Laterite Laterite soil soil ::

(a) (a) Develops Develops in in areas areas of of high high temperature temperature and and rainfall.rainfall.

(b) (b) Humus Humus content content is is lowlow..

(c) (c) Mainly Mainly found found in in Karnataka, Karnataka, Kerala, Kerala, TTamil amil Nadu, Nadu, Madhya Madhya Pradesh Pradesh and and hilly hilly areas areas of of Assam Assam and and Odisha.Odisha.

(d) (d) Good Good for for tea, tea, coffee, coffee, cashew cashew nuts, nuts, etc.etc.

(v) (v) Arid Arid soil soil ::

(a) (a) Sandy Sandy in in texture texture and and saline saline in in nature.nature.
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(b) (b) Lacks Lacks in in humus humus and and moisture.moisture.

(c) (c) Found Found in in western western Rajasthan.Rajasthan.

(vi) (vi) Forest Forest soil soil ::

(a) (a) Found Found in in hilly hilly and and mountainous mountainous regions.regions.

(b) (b) Loamy Loamy and and silty silty in in valley valley sides, sides, while while coarse coarse grained grained in in the the upper upper slopes.slopes.

¾¾ Soil Erosion :Soil Erosion :

(i)(i) The denundation of The denundation of top soil covetop soil cover by r by agents of agents of nature,nature, e.g.e.g. wind, water and air is called soil erosion. wind, water and air is called soil erosion.

(ii)(ii)  Human activities that are responsible for soil erosion are deforestation, overgrazing, construction and  Human activities that are responsible for soil erosion are deforestation, overgrazing, construction and

mining, etc.mining, etc.

¾¾ Measures for soil conservation :Measures for soil conservation :

(i)(i) Contour Contour ploughing ploughing 

(ii)(ii) TTerrace errace farminfarming g 

(iii)(iii) Strip cropping  Strip cropping 

(iv)(iv) Shelter belts Shelter belts of treesof trees

(v)(v) Plugging Plugging of of gulliesgullies

FlowchartFlowchart

Types of SoilTypes of Soil

BBllaacck  k  SSooiil  l  AAlllluuvviiaal  l  SSooiil  l  FFoorreesst  t  SSooiillArid SoilArid Soil Red Red SoilSoilLaterite SoilLaterite Soil

Know the TermsKnow the Terms
¾¾ Soil erosion :Soil erosion : The removal of top fertile soil cover due to various reasons such as wind, glacier and water isThe removal of top fertile soil cover due to various reasons such as wind, glacier and water is

called soil erosion.called soil erosion.

¾¾ Gullies :Gullies : The running water cuts through the clayey soil and makes deep channels known as gullies. The running water cuts through the clayey soil and makes deep channels known as gullies.

¾¾ Sheet erosion :Sheet erosion : When the top soil is washed When the top soil is washed away due to heavy flow of water down the slopes, away due to heavy flow of water down the slopes, it is known asit is known as
sheet erosion.sheet erosion.

¾¾ Wind erosion :Wind erosion : When the top fertile soil blows off due to wind, it is known as wind erosion.When the top fertile soil blows off due to wind, it is known as wind erosion.

¾¾ Strip cropping :Strip cropping : Large fields can be divided into strips. Strips of Large fields can be divided into strips. Strips of grass are left to grow between the crops. Thisgrass are left to grow between the crops. This
 breaks up the force of the wind. This method is known as strip cropping. breaks up the force of the wind. This method is known as strip cropping.

¾¾ Contour ploughing :Contour ploughing : Ploughing along the contour lines can slow down the flow of water down the slopes.Ploughing along the contour lines can slow down the flow of water down the slopes.
This is called contour ploughing.This is called contour ploughing.

¾¾ Shelter belts :Shelter belts : Planting lines of trees to create shelter breaks up the force of the wind. Rows of such trees arePlanting lines of trees to create shelter breaks up the force of the wind. Rows of such trees are
called shelter belts.called shelter belts.

Know the LinksKnow the Links
¾¾  http://www.winentrance.com/general_knowledge/geography/soils-india.html  http://www.winentrance.com/general_knowledge/geography/soils-india.html

¾¾  http://www.fotosearch.com/photos_images/soil_erosion.html  http://www.fotosearch.com/photos_images/soil_erosion.html

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. Which regions of India have well developedWhich regions of India have well developed

terrace farming ?terrace farming ?

[Board Term-I, Set (6AP67LB) 2015][Board Term-I, Set (6AP67LB) 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. WWestern and estern and central Himalayascentral Himalayas

(CBSE Marking (CBSE Marking Scheme 2015) Scheme 2015) 11

AA Q. Q. 2.2. Which soil types is made up of lava flows ?Which soil types is made up of lava flows ?

[Board Term-I, (R9UJGYG) 2014][Board Term-I, (R9UJGYG) 2014]

  Ans.  Ans. Black soil.Black soil. 11

UU Q. Q. 3.3. In which states has mining caused severe landIn which states has mining caused severe land

degradation ?degradation ?

  Ans.  Ans. Jharkhand,  Jharkhand, Chhattisgarh, Chhattisgarh, Madhya Madhya Pradesh Pradesh andand
Odisha.Odisha. 11

AA Q. Q. 4.4. What is the percentage share of plains in theWhat is the percentage share of plains in the

total land area ?total land area ?

Ans.Ans. 43%.43%. 11
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UU Q. Q. 5.5. What is the main cause of land degradation inWhat is the main cause of land degradation in

Punjab ?Punjab ?

Ans.Ans. Over irrigation.Over irrigation. 11

UU Q. Q. 6.6. In which states is black soil found ?In which states is black soil found ?

  Ans.  Ans. Maharashtra, Saurashtra, Malwa, Madhya PradeshMaharashtra, Saurashtra, Malwa, Madhya Pradesh

and Chhattisgarh.and Chhattisgarh. 11

UU Q. Q. 7.7. Which soil is ideal for growing cotton ?Which soil is ideal for growing cotton ?

  Ans.  Ans. Regur soil.Regur soil. 11

UU Q. Q. 8.8. In which states overgrazing is responsible forIn which states overgrazing is responsible for

land degradation ?land degradation ?

  Ans.  Ans. Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, Gujarat andMadhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, Gujarat and

Maharashtra.Maharashtra. 11

AA Q. Q. 9.9. In which states laterite soil is found ?In which states laterite soil is found ?

  Ans.  Ans. Karnataka, Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Madhya Pradesh,Karnataka, Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Madhya Pradesh,
and hilly areas of Odisha and Assam.and hilly areas of Odisha and Assam. 11

UU  Q. 10. Q. 10. Which soil type is the result of intense leachingWhich soil type is the result of intense leaching

due to heavy rainfall ?due to heavy rainfall ?
  Ans.  Ans. Laterite soil.Laterite soil. 11

AA  Q. 11. Q. 11. Name the land with deep channels that is unfitName the land with deep channels that is unfit

for cultivation.for cultivation.
  Ans.  Ans. Bad land.Bad land. 11

AA  Q. 12. Q. 12. Which state has the largest area under blackWhich state has the largest area under black

soil ?soil ?
  Ans.  Ans. Maharashtra.Maharashtra. 11

UU  Q. 13. Q. 13. What are the methods of checking soil erosion ?What are the methods of checking soil erosion ?
  Ans.  Ans. Strip cropping, terrace farming and contourStrip cropping, terrace farming and contour

ploughing.ploughing. 11

UU  Q. 14. Q. 14. Gully erosion is common in which basin ?Gully erosion is common in which basin ?
  Ans.  Ans. Chambal Basin.Chambal Basin. 11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. Define the following terms :Define the following terms :

(i)(i) Current Current fallow fallow landland

(ii)(ii) Other Other than than current current fallowfallow

(iii)(iii) Culturable Culturable waste waste landland

[Board [Board TTerm-erm-I, I, Set-(H3) Set-(H3) 2013]2013]

  Ans.  Ans. (i) Current fallow land :(i) Current fallow land :   Left uncultivation for  Left uncultivation for
one or less than one agricultural one or less than one agricultural year.year.

  (ii)  (ii) Other than current fallow :Other than current fallow : Left uncultivated for Left uncultivated for
past 1 to 5 agricultural years.past 1 to 5 agricultural years.

(iii) Cultural (iii) Cultural waste waste land land :: Left uncultivated for more Left uncultivated for more
than 5 agricultural years.than 5 agricultural years.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013) 1×3=3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013) 1×3=3

UU Q. Q. 2.2. Distinguish between red soil and laterite soilDistinguish between red soil and laterite soil

stating any three points of distinction.stating any three points of distinction.

[Board Term-I, Set (XOKG2SB) 2015][Board Term-I, Set (XOKG2SB) 2015]

Ans.Ans. RReed  d  ssooiill LLaatteerriitte  e  ssooiill

Red soil develops onRed soil develops on
crystalline igneouscrystalline igneous

rocks in areas of lowrocks in areas of low
rainfall.rainfall.

Laterite soil developsLaterite soil develops
in areas with highin areas with high

temperature and heavytemperature and heavy
rainfall.rainfall.

Red soil is found inRed soil is found in
parts of Odisha andparts of Odisha and

Chhattisgarh, southernChhattisgarh, southern
parts of the middle ofparts of the middle of
Ganga plain and alongGanga plain and along
the piedmont zone ofthe piedmont zone of
the Western ghats.the Western ghats.

Laterite soil is mainlyLaterite soil is mainly
found in Karnataka,found in Karnataka,

Kerala and the hillyKerala and the hilly
areas of Odisha andareas of Odisha and
Assam.Assam.

Red soil develops aRed soil develops a
reddish colour duereddish colour due
to diffusion of ironto diffusion of iron
in crystalline andin crystalline and

metamorphic rocks.metamorphic rocks.

In laterite soil, humusIn laterite soil, humus
content is very content is very lowlow..

1×3=31×3=3

UU Q. Q. 3.3. Distinguish between Khadar and Bangar soils ?Distinguish between Khadar and Bangar soils ?

[Board T[Board Term-I, (63) 2012, erm-I, (63) 2012, (5800 16, 22, (5800 16, 22, 34) 2011]34) 2011]

OROR

How How are are alluvial alluvial soils soils formed formed ? ? How How is is BangarBangar

different from Khadar ?different from Khadar ?

Ans. AlAns. Alluvial soil :luvial soil :  It is soil formed by the sediments  It is soil formed by the sediments

deposited by river water.deposited by river water.

SS..NNoo.. KKhhaaddaar  r  ssooiill BBaannggaar  r  ssooiill

(i)(i)
 It is a new alluvial It is a new alluvial
soil.soil.

It is an old alluvialIt is an old alluvial
soil.soil.

(ii)(ii)
LowerLower
concentration ofconcentration of
kankar nodules.kankar nodules.

HigherHigher
concentration ofconcentration of
kankar nodules.kankar nodules.

(iii)(iii)
It has more fineIt has more fine
particles.particles.

It has less fineIt has less fine
particles.particles.

 (iv) (iv) It It is is momore re fefertrtilile.e. It It is is leless ss fefertrtilile.e.

(Any three)(Any three)

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012) 2012) 1×3=31×3=3

AA Q. Q. 4.4. Which is the main cause of land degradationWhich is the main cause of land degradation

in Gujarat, Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh ?in Gujarat, Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh ?

How can it be checked ? Explain.How can it be checked ? Explain.

[Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (C5JWEVD) 2015](C5JWEVD) 2015]

  Ans. (i)  Ans. (i) Main Cause :Main Cause :  Large scale overgrazing has  Large scale overgrazing has
caused severe land degradation.caused severe land degradation.

(ii) (ii) Measures Measures to to check check include include ::

(a)(a) Afforestation Afforestation and and proper proper management management of of grazing.grazing.

(b)(b) Planting Planting of of shelter shelter belts belts of of plants.plants.

(c)(c) Stabilization Stabilization of of sand sand dunes dunes by by growing growing thornythorny
 bushes. bushes.

(d)(d) Control Control on on overgrazing.overgrazing. (Any three) 1×3=3(Any three) 1×3=3
(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015)

UU Q. Q. 5.5. Mention any three features of arid soils.Mention any three features of arid soils.

[Board Term-I, (X30T4XE) 2014][Board Term-I, (X30T4XE) 2014]

 Ans. Ans. (i)(i) Arid soils range from red to brown in colour.Arid soils range from red to brown in colour.

  (ii)  (ii) They aThey are generre generally sandy ally sandy in textin texture and ure and saline insaline in

nature.nature.
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 (iii) (iii) Due Due to to dry dry climate, climate, high high temperature, temperature, evaporationevaporation

is faster and the soil lacks humus and moisture.is faster and the soil lacks humus and moisture.

  (iv)  (iv) The lower The lower horizons of horizons of the soil the soil are occupied are occupied byby

Kankar because of the increasing calcium contentKankar because of the increasing calcium content

downwards.downwards. (Any three) 1×3=3(Any three) 1×3=3

UU Q. Q. 6.6. Enumerate any three features of “regur” soil.Enumerate any three features of “regur” soil.

[Board Term-I, (38), 2012[Board Term-I, (38), 2012

(5800 14, 20, 32, 38) 2011](5800 14, 20, 32, 38) 2011]

  Ans. (i)  Ans. (i) Regur soil is also known as black soil.Regur soil is also known as black soil.

  (ii)  (ii) It is It is ideal for ideal for growing cotton, growing cotton, so it so it is also is also knownknown
as “black cotton soil”.as “black cotton soil”.

 (iii) (iii) It It is is made made up of up of extremely extremely fine fine clayey clayey material.material.

  (iv)  (iv) It is It is rich in rich in soil nutrients, soil nutrients, calcium carbonatecalcium carbonate,,
magnesium, potash and lime.magnesium, potash and lime.

(v)(v) It It develops develops cracks cracks in in hot hot weather.weather.

  (vi)  (vi) It It can can hold moisture hold moisture and and is stis sticky icky when when wet.wet.

(Any (Any three)three)

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1×3=3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1×3=3

AA Q. Q. 7.7. Explain any threExplain any three factors responsible e factors responsible for soilfor soil

formation.formation.

[Board T[Board Term-I, (40), (5800 erm-I, (40), (5800 29, 43) 2011, 2012]29, 43) 2011, 2012]

  Ans. (i)  Ans. (i)  The parent rock is the first factor which  The parent rock is the first factor which

provides the basic material for the formation ofprovides the basic material for the formation of

soil.soil.

  (ii)  (ii) Climate Climate breaks breaks the the parent parent rock rock into into small small pieces.pieces.

 (iii) (iii) Vegetation :Vegetation :  Plant and animal organisms help  Plant and animal organisms help

in the weathering of the rocks slowly butin the weathering of the rocks slowly but

continuously.continuously.

(iv)(iv) Various forces Various forces of nature of nature such as change such as change inin

temperature, actions of running water, wind andtemperature, actions of running water, wind and

glaciers, activities of decomposers, etc., contributeglaciers, activities of decomposers, etc., contribute

to the formation of soil.to the formation of soil.

(v)(v) Chemical Chemical and and organic organic changes changes take take place place in in thethe

soil.soil. (Any three)(Any three)

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1×3=3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1×3=3

AA Q. Q. 8.8. Describe any three measures of controllingDescribe any three measures of controlling

land degradation.land degradation.

[Board T[Board Term-I, DDE-E, erm-I, DDE-E, Set-E 2015Set-E 2015

Set-(X30T4XE) 2014, (39) 2012]Set-(X30T4XE) 2014, (39) 2012]

OROR

AA Explain any three steps taken to solve the problemExplain any three steps taken to solve the problem
of land degradation in India.of land degradation in India.

[Board Term-I, (5800 25) 2011][Board Term-I, (5800 25) 2011]

  Ans. (i)  Ans. (i) Afforestation and proper management ofAfforestation and proper management of

grazing can help to some grazing can help to some extent.extent.

  (ii)  (ii) Planting Planting of of shelter shelter belts, belts, control control on on overgrazing,overgrazing,

stabilisation of sand dune by growing thornystabilisation of sand dune by growing thorny

 bushes. bushes.

 (iii) (iii) Proper Proper management management of wof wastelands, astelands, control ofcontrol of

mixing activities, proper discharge and disposalmixing activities, proper discharge and disposal

of industrial effluents and wastes after treatmentof industrial effluents and wastes after treatment

can reduce land and water degradation incan reduce land and water degradation in

industrial and sub-urban areas are some of theindustrial and sub-urban areas are some of the

methods to check land degradation.methods to check land degradation.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2011) 1×3=3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2011) 1×3=3

AA Q. Q. 9.9. State any three physical factors as State any three physical factors as well as threewell as three

human factors which determine the use of landhuman factors which determine the use of land

in India.in India.

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  The use of land is determined by physical  The use of land is determined by physical

factor’s such as to topography, climate, soil types ,factor’s such as to topography, climate, soil types ,

etc.etc.

  (ii)  (ii) It is also determined by human factors such asIt is also determined by human factors such as

population density, technological capability,population density, technological capability,

cultural and traditions, etc.cultural and traditions, etc. 1½ + 1½ = 31½ + 1½ = 3

AA  Q. 10. Q. 10. ‘Land is a natural resource of utmost‘Land is a natural resource of utmost

importance’. Justify the statement withimportance’. Justify the statement with

appropriate arguments.appropriate arguments.

[Board Term-I, DDE-2014][Board Term-I, DDE-2014]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i)  We live on land, we perform our economic  We live on land, we perform our economic

activities on land and we use iactivities on land and we use i t in different ways.t in different ways.

(ii(ii) ) It supports It supports natural natural vegetation, wvegetation, wildlife, human ildlife, human life,life,

economic activities, transport and communicationeconomic activities, transport and communication

systems.systems.

  (iii)  (iii) It is It is an asset an asset of a finitof a finite magnitude.e magnitude.  1×3=3  1×3=3

UU Q. Q. 11.11. Which geographical factors are responsible forWhich geographical factors are responsible for

the evolution of black soil? Why is it consideredthe evolution of black soil? Why is it considered

the most suitable for growing cotton ?the most suitable for growing cotton ?

[Board Term-I, (56) 2012][Board Term-I, (56) 2012]

  Ans. (i)  Ans. (i) Climatic conditions along with present rockClimatic conditions along with present rock
material are important factors for making of blackmaterial are important factors for making of black
soil. The parent rock is volcanic rock.soil. The parent rock is volcanic rock.

  (ii)  (ii) It is ideal for growing cotton because of theIt is ideal for growing cotton because of the
following reasons :following reasons :

(a) It has capacity to hold m(a) It has capacity to hold moisture.oisture.

(b) It is rich in soil nutrients such as calcium(b) It is rich in soil nutrients such as calcium
carbonate and potash.carbonate and potash.

(c) Deep cracks in the soil help in (c) Deep cracks in the soil help in aeration.aeration.

(Any two)(Any two)

 (CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1+2=3 (CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1+2=3

AA  Q. 12. Q. 12. Mention any two human activities which areMention any two human activities which are

responsible for the process of soil erosion.responsible for the process of soil erosion.

Explain the two types of soil erosion mostlyExplain the two types of soil erosion mostly

observed in India ?observed in India ?

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, DDE DDE Set-M, Set-M, 2015, 2015, (45) (45) 2012]2012]

  Ans. (i)  Ans. (i)  Two human activities which are responsible  Two human activities which are responsible
for the process of soil erosion are deforestationfor the process of soil erosion are deforestation

and overgrazing, mining, construction, and overgrazing, mining, construction, etc.etc.

(Any two)(Any two)
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(ii) T(ii) Types ypes of of Soil Soil Erosion Erosion ::
(a) (a) Gullies Gullies ::  The running water cuts through the  The running water cuts through the

clayey soil and makes deep channels/gullies. Theclayey soil and makes deep channels/gullies. The
unfit land caused by gullies is called bad land orunfit land caused by gullies is called bad land or
ravines.ravines.

(b) (b) Sheet Sheet erosion erosion :: Water flows as a sheet over large Water flows as a sheet over large

areas down a slope. The top soil is washed away.areas down a slope. The top soil is washed away.

This process is known as sheet erosion.This process is known as sheet erosion.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1+2=3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1+2=3

Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

RR Q. Q. 1.1. Describe any five Describe any five distinct characteristics of distinct characteristics of ‘‘AridArid

soils’.soils’. [Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set Set (6AP67LB) (6AP67LB) 2015]2015]

  Ans. (i)  Ans. (i) Arid soils range from red to Arid soils range from red to brown in colour.brown in colour.

  (ii)  (ii) Sandy in texture and saline in nature.Sandy in texture and saline in nature.

 (iii) (iii) Evaporation is Evaporation is faster, soil faster, soil lacks humus andlacks humus and
moisture.moisture.

  (iv)  (iv) Soil Soil occupied occupied by by Kankar.Kankar.

(v)(v) Kankar Kankar restricts restricts the the infiltration infiltration of of water.water.

(CBSE Marking (CBSE Marking Scheme 2015) 1 Scheme 2015) 1 × 5 = 5× 5 = 5

AA Q. Q. 2.2. Why is soil considered as a resource ? ExplainWhy is soil considered as a resource ? Explain

with five arguments.with five arguments.

[Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (C5JWEVD) 2015](C5JWEVD) 2015]

  Ans. (i)  Ans. (i)  Soil is considered as a resource because it is Soil is considered as a resource because it is
used to satisfy our needs.used to satisfy our needs.

(ii)(ii) It is the It is the most important rmost important renewable naturalenewable natural
resource.resource.

 (iii) (iii) It It is is the the medium medium of of plant plant growth.growth.
  (iv)  (iv) It It supports supports different different types types of of living living organisms organisms onon

the Earth.the Earth.

(v)(v) It It is is the the base base of of our our life.life.
(CBSE Marking (CBSE Marking Scheme 2015) Scheme 2015) 1×5=51×5=5

UU Q. Q. 3.3. What type of soil is found in the river deltas ofWhat type of soil is found in the river deltas of
the eastern coast ? Give four main features ofthe eastern coast ? Give four main features of
this type of soil.this type of soil.  [NCERT]  [NCERT]

OROR

UU Describe alluvial soil under the following heads :Describe alluvial soil under the following heads :

  (i)  (i) FormationFormation

(ii)(ii) DistributionDistribution

 (iii) (iii) Nutrients.Nutrients. [Board Term-I, (3K) 2013][Board Term-I, (3K) 2013]

  Ans.  Ans. Alluvial soil is found in the entire northern plain ItAlluvial soil is found in the entire northern plain It
is the most widely spread soil of India.is the most widely spread soil of India.

Main Main features features of of alluvial alluvial soil soil ::

(i)(i) It It is formeis formed by d by the the deposition of deposition of materials materials broughtbrought
down by the Himalayan rivers.down by the Himalayan rivers.

  (ii)  (ii) It It is is highly highly fertile.fertile.

 (iii) (iii) It It consists of consists of various various proportions proportions of of sand, silt sand, silt andand
clay.clay.

  (iv)  (iv) It is It is rich in rich in potash, phosphoric potash, phosphoric acid and acid and lime butlime but
deficient in organic matter.deficient in organic matter. (Any four) 1 + 4 = 5(Any four) 1 + 4 = 5

 V Value Based Questionsalue Based Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

Q. Q. 1.1. How can you contribute to minimize the pollution.How can you contribute to minimize the pollution.

Explain.Explain. [Board Term-I, KVS-2014][Board Term-I, KVS-2014]

Ans. We can contribute Ans. We can contribute to minimize the pollution to minimize the pollution by :by :

(i)(i) Planting Planting more more plants plants and and trees.trees.

  (ii)  (ii) Using Using non-conventional non-conventional sources sources of of energy energy such such asas

solar and wind energy.solar and wind energy.

 (iii) (iii) Using public Using public transport transport instead of instead of personal car/ personal car/ 

motor bike etc.motor bike etc.

  (iv)  (iv) Saving Saving water water and and electricity.electricity. (Any three) 1×3=3(Any three) 1×3=3

Q. Q. 2.2. Explain any three human activities responsible forExplain any three human activities responsible for

land degradation in India.land degradation in India.

[Board T[Board Term-I, 2013 erm-I, 2013 (05), 2012 (51)](05), 2012 (51)]

OROR

How are human activities responsible for theHow are human activities responsible for the

degradation of land ?degradation of land ?

Ans.Ans. (i) Mining :(i) Mining :  Mining sites are abandoned after  Mining sites are abandoned after
excavation work is complete leaving deep scars inexcavation work is complete leaving deep scars in
states such as Jharkhand, Chhattisgarh, Madhyastates such as Jharkhand, Chhattisgarh, Madhya

Pradesh and Odisha. Deforestation due to miningPradesh and Odisha. Deforestation due to mining
has caused severe land degradation.has caused severe land degradation.

  (ii)   (ii) Over Over irrigation irrigation :: Over irrigation in the states of Over irrigation in the states of

Punjab, Haryana, western Uttar Pradesh, hasPunjab, Haryana, western Uttar Pradesh, has
caused water logging and increase in salinity ofcaused water logging and increase in salinity of
soil.soil.

 (iii) (iii) Overgrazing :Overgrazing :  Overgrazing in states such as  Overgrazing in states such as
Gujarat, Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh andGujarat, Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh and
Maharashtra is a huge cause due to cattleMaharashtra is a huge cause due to cattle
population.population.

(iv) (iv) Industries :Industries :  Mineral processing industry like  Mineral processing industry like
grinding of limestone for cement industry andgrinding of limestone for cement industry and
calcite and soapstone for ceramic industrycalcite and soapstone for ceramic industry
generate huge quantity of dust, this retards thegenerate huge quantity of dust, this retards the

process of infiltration of water into the soil.process of infiltration of water into the soil.

(v)(v) Industrial waste :Industrial waste :  Industrial effluents also have  Industrial effluents also have
 become a major source of land degradation. become a major source of land degradation.

(Any (Any three) three) 1×3=31×3=3

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013)
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High Order Thinking Skills (HOTS) QuestionsHigh Order Thinking Skills (HOTS) Questions

Q. 1.Q. 1. Explain resource planning. What are the stepsExplain resource planning. What are the steps

involved in resource planning ?involved in resource planning ?

[Board Term-I, NCT-2014][Board Term-I, NCT-2014]

OROR

Why is resource planning essential in India Why is resource planning essential in India ??

[KVS][KVS]

OROR

What is resource planning ? Why is resourceWhat is resource planning ? Why is resource

planning essential ? Explain it with planning essential ? Explain it with three reasons.three reasons.

  Ans.  Ans. Resource planning is a technique or skill for properResource planning is a technique or skill for proper

utilization of resources.utilization of resources.

(a)(a) As As resources resources are are limited, limited, their their planning planning is is necessarynecessary

so that we can use them properly and also saveso that we can use them properly and also save

them for our future generations.them for our future generations.

(b)(b) Resources are Resources are not only limited not only limited but they but they areare

distributed over different parts of the country.distributed over different parts of the country.

(c)(c) Resource Resource planning planning is is also also essential essential for for productionproduction

of resources and to protect them from overof resources and to protect them from over

exploitation.exploitation. 1+4=51+4=5

Q. 2.Q. 2. Provide a suitable classification for resources on Provide a suitable classification for resources on thethe

 basis o basis of ownership. f ownership. Mention mMention main features ain features of of anyany

three types of such resources.three types of such resources.

[Board Term-I, (X30T4XE) 2014][Board Term-I, (X30T4XE) 2014]

  A  Ans. ns. (i) Classification for r(i) Classification for resources on the esources on the basis ofbasis of

ownership :ownership :

(a)(a) Individual Individual resourcesresources

(b)(b) Community Community owned owned resourcesresources

(c)(c) National National resourcesresources

(d)(d) International International resourcesresources

(a) (a) Individual Individual resources resources ::  Resources which are  Resources which are

privately owned against the payment ofprivately owned against the payment of

revenue by individuals.revenue by individuals. e.g.e.g., ponds, pasture, ponds, pasture

lands etc.lands etc.

(b) (b) Community Community owned owned resources resources :: ResourcesResources

which are accessible to all the members of awhich are accessible to all the members of a

community,community, e.g.e.g., picnic spots., picnic spots.

(c) (c) National National resources resources :: All the resources (minerals,All the resources (minerals,

water resources, forests, wildlife, land) whichwater resources, forests, wildlife, land) which

are present in the political boundaries andare present in the political boundaries and

oceanic area of a nation up to 12 nauticaloceanic area of a nation up to 12 nautical

miles in the ocean from the coast, termed asmiles in the ocean from the coast, termed as

terrestrial water and resources therein belongterrestrial water and resources therein belong

to the nation.to the nation.

(d) (d) International International resources resources :: There are inter-There are inter-

national institutions which regulate somenational institutions which regulate some

resources. The oceanic resources beyond 200resources. The oceanic resources beyond 200

nautical miles of the Exclusive Economic Zonenautical miles of the Exclusive Economic Zone

 belong  belong to to open open ocean ocean and and no no individuindividualal

country can utilise these without thecountry can utilise these without the

concurrence of concurrence of international institutions.international institutions.

(Any (Any three) three) 2+3=52+3=5

Q. 3.Q. 3. ‘Indiscriminate use of resources had led to‘Indiscriminate use of resources had led to

numerous problems.’ Justify this statement.numerous problems.’ Justify this statement.

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, KVS-2014, KVS-2014, (WQ7FXWC) (WQ7FXWC) 2012,2012,

(5800 13, 19, 31, 33) 2011](5800 13, 19, 31, 33) 2011]

  Ans.  Ans. Resources are vital for human survival and Resources are vital for human survival and it wasit was

 believed that resources are free gift of nature believed that resources are free gift of nature..

The The indiscriminate indiscriminate use use of of resources resources led led to to thethe

following problems :following problems :

(i)(i) To To satisfy satisfy the the greed greed of of few few individuals, depleindividuals, depletiontion

of resources has continued.of resources has continued.

  (ii)  (ii) Due to Due to the accumulation the accumulation of resources of resources in fewin few

hands, the society gets divided into two hands, the society gets divided into two segments,segments,

i.e.i.e., rich and poor., rich and poor.

(iii)(iii) Indiscriminate use Indiscriminate use of resources of resources has led tohas led to

ecological crises,ecological crises, e.g.e.g., ozone layer depletion, land, ozone layer depletion, land

degradation, global warming and environmentaldegradation, global warming and environmental

pollution.pollution. 1×3=31×3=3

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)

Q. Q. 4.4. Suggest any three methods of soil conservationSuggest any three methods of soil conservation

suitable to Indian conditions.suitable to Indian conditions.

[Board Term-I, Set-(46) 2012][Board Term-I, Set-(46) 2012]

OROR

What steps can be taken to control soil erosion inWhat steps can be taken to control soil erosion in

hilly areas?hilly areas?

Ans. Ans. Methods of soil Methods of soil conservation :conservation :

(i)(i) Ploughing Ploughing along along the the contour contour lines lines can can decreasedecrease

the speed of water flow down the slothe speed of water flow down the slopes.pes.

  (ii)  (ii) Step or Step or terrace terrace cultivation on cultivation on slopes restrictslopes restrictss

erosion. Western and Central Himalayas haveerosion. Western and Central Himalayas have

well-developed terrace farming.well-developed terrace farming.

(iii)(iii) Strip cropping :Strip cropping : Here large fields can be divided Here large fields can be divided

into strips. Strips of grass into strips. Strips of grass are left to grow betweenare left to grow between

the crops. This breaks up the the crops. This breaks up the force of the wind.force of the wind.

  (iv)   (iv) Shelter Shelter belt belt plantation plantation :: Trees are planted in rows. Trees are planted in rows.

These shelter belts have led to the stabilisationThese shelter belts have led to the stabilisation

of sand dunes and in stabilising the desert inof sand dunes and in stabilising the desert in

western India.western India. (Any three)(Any three)

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1×3=3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1×3=3

Q. Q. 7.7. What are the main advantages of India’s landWhat are the main advantages of India’s land
under a variety of relief features ?under a variety of relief features ?
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  Ans.  Ans. India has land under a variety of relief featuresIndia has land under a variety of relief features
namely; mountains, plateau, plains and islands.namely; mountains, plateau, plains and islands.

(a) (a) 43% 43% Land Land is is plain plain :: provides facilities for agriculture provides facilities for agriculture
and industry.and industry.

(b) (b) 30% 30% Land Land is is mountainous mountainous :: provides facilities for provides facilities for
tourism and ecological aspects.tourism and ecological aspects.

(c) (c) Plateau Plateau (27%) (27%) :: possesses rich reserves of minerals, possesses rich reserves of minerals,
fossil fuels and forests.fossil fuels and forests.

MountainMountain

PlainsPlains

PlateausPlateaus

43%43%

27%27%

30%30%

  1×3=3  1×3=3
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WATERWATER

RESOURCESRESOURCES

SyllabusSyllabus
¾¾ Sources ; distribution; utilization ; multi-purpose projects ; water scarcity ; need for conservation andSources ; distribution; utilization ; multi-purpose projects ; water scarcity ; need for conservation and

management; rainwater harvesting (one case study to be introduced).management; rainwater harvesting (one case study to be introduced).

TOPIC-1TOPIC-1
 W Water Scarcity and the need for Water Scarcity and the need for Water Conservation;ater Conservation;
Multipurpose River Projects & Integrated WaterMultipurpose River Projects & Integrated Water
Resource ManagementResource Management

Quick Review Quick Review 
¾¾ 3/43/4thth of the Earth’s surface is covered with water, but fresh water of the Earth’s surface is covered with water, but fresh water

accounts for a small proportion. Fresh water is mainly obtainedaccounts for a small proportion. Fresh water is mainly obtained
from surface run off and ground water which is continuallyfrom surface run off and ground water which is continually
renewed and recharged through the hydrological cycle.renewed and recharged through the hydrological cycle.

¾¾ Water scarcity :Water scarcity : Due Due to to variations variations in sin seasonal easonal and and annualannual
precipitation, the availability of water varies over place and time.precipitation, the availability of water varies over place and time.
Water scarcity is mainly caused due to the excessive use andWater scarcity is mainly caused due to the excessive use and
unequal access to water for different social groups.unequal access to water for different social groups.

¾¾ An area having ample water resources can have to face waterAn area having ample water resources can have to face water
scarcity due to the following reasons :scarcity due to the following reasons :
(i)(i) Greater demand Greater demand for water for water by large by large and growing and growing population and population and unequal access unequal access to it.to it.

  (ii)  (ii) WWater resources are being over-eater resources are being over-exploited to expand agriculture and consequently ground water levexploited to expand agriculture and consequently ground water levels arels are
falling.falling.

  (iii)  (iii)  Post independent India has witnessed intense industrialisation and urbanisation, exerting increasing  Post independent India has witnessed intense industrialisation and urbanisation, exerting increasing
pressure on fresh water resources.pressure on fresh water resources.

  (iv)  (iv)  Multiplying urban centers with large and dense populations have further aggravated the problem of  Multiplying urban centers with large and dense populations have further aggravated the problem of
water scarcity.water scarcity.

¾¾ In housing societies or colonies, most In housing societies or colonies, most of the houses havof the houses have their own ground watee their own ground water pumping devices to meer pumping devices to meet thet the
water needs. Thus, water resources water needs. Thus, water resources are being overexploited.are being overexploited.

¾¾ Multi-purpose river projects and integrated water resource management :Multi-purpose river projects and integrated water resource management :
¾¾ The history reveals The history reveals use of many use of many sophisticated hydraulic structures sophisticated hydraulic structures from ancient tfrom ancient times, such as imes, such as dams of stone,dams of stone,

reservoirs or lakes, embankments and canals for irrigation.reservoirs or lakes, embankments and canals for irrigation.
¾¾ Some ancient hydraulic structures are listed below :Some ancient hydraulic structures are listed below :

(i)(i) Sringaverapura near Sringaverapura near Allahabad had Allahabad had a sophisticated a sophisticated water harvesting water harvesting system, which system, which channelised the channelised the floodflood
water of the Ganga river. It dates back to 1water of the Ganga river. It dates back to 1stst century B.C. century B.C.

  (ii)  (ii) There are many There are many extensively built extensively built dams, lakes and dams, lakes and irrigation systems. The most important irrigation systems. The most important lake is Sudarshanlake is Sudarshan
lake.lake.

  (iii)  (iii) Bhopal lake is one of the largest artificial lakes built in the 11Bhopal lake is one of the largest artificial lakes built in the 11thth century A.D. century A.D.
  (iv)  (iv) In the In the 1414thth century, the tank in Hauz Khas, Delhi  century, the tank in Hauz Khas, Delhi was constructed by Iltutmish for supplying water to thewas constructed by Iltutmish for supplying water to the

Siri Fort area.Siri Fort area.
¾¾ Uses of dams :Uses of dams :

  (i)  (i) Irrigation.Irrigation. (ii)(ii) Electricity generation.Electricity generation.
  (iii)  (iii) WWater supply for domestic ater supply for domestic and industrial uses.and industrial uses. (iv)(iv) Flood control.Flood control.
  (v)  (v) Recreation.Recreation. (vi)(vi) Inland navigation.Inland navigation.
  (vii)  (vii) Fish breeding.Fish breeding.

TOPIC - 1TOPIC - 1

Water Scarcity and the need for WaterWater Scarcity and the need for Water
Conservation; Multipurpose RiverConservation; Multipurpose River
Projects & Projects & Integrated Water ResourceIntegrated Water Resource
Management ....Management .... P. 150P. 150

TOPIC - 2TOPIC - 2

Rainwater Rainwater Harvesting Harvesting ........ P. 154P. 154
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¾¾ Thus, dams Thus, dams are now are now referred to referred to as multipurpose as multipurpose projects.projects.
¾¾ Jawaharlal Nehru proudly Jawaharlal Nehru proudly proclaimed dams as the proclaimed dams as the temples of modern India temples of modern India because of their because of their potential topotential to

integrate development of agriculture and the village economy with rapid industrialisation and growth of theintegrate development of agriculture and the village economy with rapid industrialisation and growth of the
urban urban economyeconomy..

¾¾ Reasons for opposing multi-purpose projects :Reasons for opposing multi-purpose projects :

(i)(i) Poor Poor sedimsediment ent flow.flow.
  (ii)  (ii) Excessive sedimentation Excessive sedimentation at the bottom at the bottom of the reservoirof the reservoir..

  (iii)  (iii) Poorer habitatPoorer habitats for the rivers’ aquatic life.s for the rivers’ aquatic life.
  (iv)  (iv) Difficult for aquatic Difficult for aquatic fauna to migrate.fauna to migrate.

(v)(v) Submerge the eSubmerge the existing vegetation axisting vegetation and soil leading to nd soil leading to its decomposition over a its decomposition over a period of time.period of time.

FlowchartFlowchart

Dams—Modern TemplesDams—Modern Temples
(Multi-purp(Multi-purpose ose Projects)Projects)

AdditionalAdditional
IrrigationIrrigation

RestoreRestore
EcosystemEcosystem

WaterWater
NavigationNavigation

FishFish
Breeding Breeding 

AvoidAvoid
Drought andDrought and

FaminesFamines

FloodFlood
ControlControl

Source of Source of 
Drinking WaterDrinking Water

HydropowerHydropower

RecreationalRecreational
ActivitiesActivities

Know the TermsKnow the Terms
¾¾ Hydrological cycle :Hydrological cycle : This is the jour This is the journey that water takes as it circulates from the land to ney that water takes as it circulates from the land to the sky and back again.the sky and back again.

It is also known It is also known as the ‘water cycle’.as the ‘water cycle’.

¾¾ Fresh water :Fresh water : WWater not from the sea and is ater not from the sea and is not salty or brackish.not salty or brackish.

¾¾ Ground water :Ground water : The water which exists below the ground surface in the zone of saturation and can be extractedThe water which exists below the ground surface in the zone of saturation and can be extracted
through well or any other means othrough well or any other means or emerges as springs and base flows r emerges as springs and base flows in streams and rivers.in streams and rivers.

¾¾ Hydraulic structure :Hydraulic structure : All dams, lakes, canals, wells and ponds, etc. in which rainwater is collected.All dams, lakes, canals, wells and ponds, etc. in which rainwater is collected.

¾¾ Hydroelectricity :Hydroelectricity : It is the power which is It is the power which is generated with the help of running generated with the help of running waterwater..

¾¾ Dam :Dam : A dam is a barrier across flowing water that obstructs, directs or retards the flow, often creating aA dam is a barrier across flowing water that obstructs, directs or retards the flow, often creating a
reservoirreservoir, lake , lake or impoundment.or impoundment.

¾¾ Multipurpose project :Multipurpose project : A multi-purpose project or river valley project serves a number of purposesA multi-purpose project or river valley project serves a number of purposes
simultaneously such as irrigation, flood control, generating hydroelectricity and tourism,simultaneously such as irrigation, flood control, generating hydroelectricity and tourism, e.g.e.g., the Bhakra, the Bhakra
Nangal Dam.Nangal Dam.

Know the LinksKnow the Links

¾¾ www.indianetzone.com › www.indianetzone.com › … › W… › Water Resources in India ater Resources in India › Indian Rivers› Indian Rivers

¾¾  www.slideshare.net/crystal4/water-conservation-8637332  www.slideshare.net/crystal4/water-conservation-8637332
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 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. Name any one river valley project which hasName any one river valley project which has
significantly contributed to the loss of significantly contributed to the loss of forests.forests.

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (WQ7FXWC) 2014](WQ7FXWC) 2014]

  Ans.  Ans. Sardar Sarovar Dam.Sardar Sarovar Dam. 11

AA Q. Q. 2.2. WWrite the major sourrite the major source of fresh water in ce of fresh water in India ?India ?

  Ans.  Ans. Ground water.Ground water. 11

AA Q. Q. 3.3. How much percent of the total volume ofHow much percent of the total volume of
world’s water is estimated to exist as freshworld’s water is estimated to exist as fresh
water ?water ?

  Ans.  Ans. 2.5 percent.2.5 percent. 11

UU Q. Q. 4.4. What percentage of the total volume of world’sWhat percentage of the total volume of world’s
water is estimated to exist as oceans ?water is estimated to exist as oceans ?

  Ans.  Ans. 96.5%.96.5%. 11

AA Q. Q. 5.5. What are the causes of water scarcity ?What are the causes of water scarcity ?

  Ans.  Ans. Rapid growth of population, uneven distributionRapid growth of population, uneven distribution
of water resources and increase in demand ofof water resources and increase in demand of
water.water. 11

AA Q. Q. 6.6. Which largest artificial lake was built in 11Which largest artificial lake was built in 11thth

century ?century ?

  Ans.  Ans. Bhopal lake.Bhopal lake. 11

AA Q. Q. 7.7. On which river has the Hirakud Dam beenOn which river has the Hirakud Dam been
constructed ?constructed ?

  Ans.  Ans. River Mahanadi.River Mahanadi. 11

AA Q. Q. 8.8. On which river ‘Bhakhra Nangal Dam’ hasOn which river ‘Bhakhra Nangal Dam’ has
 been constructed ? been constructed ?

  Ans.  Ans. River Satluj.River Satluj. 11

UU Q. Q. 9.9. Who proclaimed dams as the temple of modWho proclaimed dams as the temple of modernern
India ?India ?

  Ans.  Ans. Jawaharlal Nehru. Jawaharlal Nehru. 11

AA  Q. 10. Q. 10. Which river is known as the ‘River of Sorrow’ ?Which river is known as the ‘River of Sorrow’ ?

  Ans.  Ans. Damodar river.Damodar river. 11

UU  Q. 11. Q. 11. Name two social movements which wereName two social movements which were
against the multi purpose projects.against the multi purpose projects.

  Ans.  Ans. Narmada Bachao Andolan and Tehri DamNarmada Bachao Andolan and Tehri Dam
Andolan.Andolan. 11

AA  Q. 12. Q. 12. The Nagarjuna Sagar Dam is built on whichThe Nagarjuna Sagar Dam is built on which
river ?river ?

  Ans.  Ans. Krishna.Krishna. 11

AA  Q. 13. Q. 13. On which river the Salal Dam is built ?On which river the Salal Dam is built ?

  Ans.  Ans. Chenab.Chenab. 11

AA  Q. 14. Q. 14. In which regions the release of water fromIn which regions the release of water from
dams during heavy rains aggravated the flooddams during heavy rains aggravated the flood
situation in 2006 ?situation in 2006 ?

  Ans.  Ans. Maharashtra and Gujarat.Maharashtra and Gujarat. 11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. Mention any four main objectives of multi-Mention any four main objectives of multi-

purpose river valley projects. Name any twopurpose river valley projects. Name any two

Multipurpose Projects of India.Multipurpose Projects of India.

[Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (6AP67LB) 2015](6AP67LB) 2015]

OROR

What is a multipurpose river valley project?What is a multipurpose river valley project?

Mention any four objectives of it.Mention any four objectives of it.

[Board Term-I, (CB4QHT1) 2016-17][Board Term-I, (CB4QHT1) 2016-17]

  Ans.  Ans. A project where many uses of the impoundedA project where many uses of the impounded
water are integrated with one another is knownwater are integrated with one another is known
as multipurpose projeas multipurpose project. It is built ct. It is built for for irrigation,irrigation,
power generation, water supply, flood control,power generation, water supply, flood control,

recreation, etc.recreation, etc. (CBSE Marking (CBSE Marking Scheme 2016) Scheme 2016) 33

UU Q. Q. 2.2. Water scarcity in most cases is caused by overWater scarcity in most cases is caused by over
exploitation, excessive use and unequal accessexploitation, excessive use and unequal access
to water among different social groups. Explainto water among different social groups. Explain
the meaning of the statement with the help ofthe meaning of the statement with the help of
examples.examples.[Board Term-I, Set (XOKG2SB) 2015][Board Term-I, Set (XOKG2SB) 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. We can understand the meaning of the aboveWe can understand the meaning of the above
statement through these example :statement through these example :

(i)(i) After After a hea heavy avy downpour, a downpour, a boy boy collects drcollects drinkinginking
water in Kolkata.water in Kolkata.

  (ii)  (ii) A Kashmiri A Kashmiri earthquake earthquake survivor survivor carries carries water water inin
the snow in a devastated village.the snow in a devastated village.

 (iii) (iii) A A Rajasthani Rajasthani woman woman balances balances her her matka matka and and traveltravel
large distances to collect water.large distances to collect water. 1×3=31×3=3

UU Q. Q. 3.3. Why did Jawaharlal Nehru proclaim the damsWhy did Jawaharlal Nehru proclaim the dams
as the “temples of modern India” ? Explain anyas the “temples of modern India” ? Explain any
three reasons.three reasons.

[Board Term-I, (R9UJGYG) 2014][Board Term-I, (R9UJGYG) 2014]

  Ans. Jawaharlal Nehru proclaimed the dams as the  Ans. Jawaharlal Nehru proclaimed the dams as the
“temples of modern India” because :“temples of modern India” because :

(i)(i) They They eliminate eliminate or or reduce reduce flooding.flooding.

  (ii)  (ii) Provide Provide water water for for agriculture.agriculture.

 (iii) (iii)  Provide water for human and industrial  Provide water for human and industrial
consumption.consumption.

  (iv)  (iv) Provide hydroelectricity Provide hydroelectricity for for houses houses andand
industries.industries. (Any three) 1×3=3(Any three) 1×3=3

AA Q. Q. 4.4. How have intensive industrialization andHow have intensive industrialization and
urbanization posed a great pressure on urbanization posed a great pressure on existingexisting
fresh water resources in India. Explain.fresh water resources in India. Explain.

[Board Term-I, KVS-2014][Board Term-I, KVS-2014]

OROR

AA How does urbanization and urban lifestyle lead toHow does urbanization and urban lifestyle lead to
over exploitation of water resources ? Explain.over exploitation of water resources ? Explain.

[Board Term-I, (3K) 2013][Board Term-I, (3K) 2013]

OROR

AA How have intensive industrialization andHow have intensive industrialization and
urbanization posed a great pressure on existingurbanization posed a great pressure on existing
fresh water resources in India ? Explain.fresh water resources in India ? Explain.

[Board Term-I, (36) 2012][Board Term-I, (36) 2012]
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 Ans. Ans. Post independent India witnessed intensivePost independent India witnessed intensive

industrialisation and urbanisation.industrialisation and urbanisation.
(i)(i) Arrival of MNC’s :Arrival of MNC’s : Apart from fresh water theyApart from fresh water they

require electricity which comes from hydroelectricrequire electricity which comes from hydroelectric
power.power.

  (ii)  (ii) Multiplying urban centers with large and dense Multiplying urban centers with large and dense
populations and urban life styles have not onlypopulations and urban life styles have not only
added to water and energy requirements, butadded to water and energy requirements, but
have further aggravated the problem.have further aggravated the problem.

  (iii)  (iii) Large-scale migration from rural Large-scale migration from rural to urban areas isto urban areas is
causing over exploitation of water resources.causing over exploitation of water resources.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013) 1×3=3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013) 1×3=3

UU Q. Q. 5.5. List any three advantages and threeList any three advantages and three
disadvantages of multipurpose river project.disadvantages of multipurpose river project.

[Board Term-I, (H3), 2013 (35) 2012][Board Term-I, (H3), 2013 (35) 2012]
OROR

UU What are the advantages and disadvantages ofWhat are the advantages and disadvantages of
multipurpose river project.multipurpose river project. [NCERT][NCERT]

[Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , NCT-2014]NCT-2014]

  Ans. Advantages :  Ans. Advantages :

(i)(i) These These are are the the main sourmain source ce of poweof power r generation.generation.

  (ii)  (ii) They They provide provide us us neat, neat, pollution pollution free free and and cheapestcheapest
energy which is the backbone of industry andenergy which is the backbone of industry and
agriculture.agriculture.

 (iii) (iii) These These projects projects control the control the floods becafloods because wuse waterater
can be stored in them. These projects havecan be stored in them. These projects have
converted many, ‘rivers of sorrows’ into converted many, ‘rivers of sorrows’ into ‘rivers of‘rivers of
 boon’. boon’.

  (iv)  (iv) These These projects arprojects are the e the main source main source of irrigatof irrigationion
and also help in conserving soil.and also help in conserving soil.

Disadvantages Disadvantages ::

(i)(i) Due to Due to the construction the construction of dams, of dams, there athere are nore no
adequate floods in the river. Because of this,adequate floods in the river. Because of this,

the soil of the downstream region does not getthe soil of the downstream region does not get
nutrient rich silt.nutrient rich silt.

  (ii)  (ii) Dams aDams also frlso fragment agment rivers rivers making it making it difficult difficult forfor
aquatic fauna to migrate for spawning, i.e., toaquatic fauna to migrate for spawning, i.e., to
produce eggs.produce eggs.

 (iii) (iii) It It resulted resulted in in displacement displacement of of local local communities.communities.
The local people often have to give up theirThe local people often have to give up their

land and livelihood and their meagre access andland and livelihood and their meagre access and
control over resources for the greater need of thecontrol over resources for the greater need of the
nation.nation. 1½+ 1½=31½+ 1½=3

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2013)2013)

AA Q. Q. 6.6. Highlight any three hydraulic structures as partHighlight any three hydraulic structures as part
of water management programmes initiated inof water management programmes initiated in
ancient India along with the period when theyancient India along with the period when they
were built.were built.

[Board Term-I, (34, 36, 55), 2012[Board Term-I, (34, 36, 55), 2012
Set (580018, 27, 33) 2011]Set (580018, 27, 33) 2011]

  Ans.  Ans. Sophisticated hydraulic structures like dams buildSophisticated hydraulic structures like dams build
of stone rubble, reservoirs or lakes, embankmentsof stone rubble, reservoirs or lakes, embankments
and canals for irrigation were built in variousand canals for irrigation were built in various
regions of the regions of the country.country.

(i)(i) A A sophisticated sophisticated water water harvesting harvesting system system channe-channe-
lling the flood water of river Ganga was built atlling the flood water of river Ganga was built at
Sringaverapura near Allahabad in the 1Sringaverapura near Allahabad in the 1stst century century
B.C.B.C.

  (ii)  (ii) Nagarjunakonda Nagarjunakonda in in Andhra Andhra Pradesh, Pradesh, Bennur Bennur inin
Karnataka, Kolhapur in Maharashtra and KalingaKarnataka, Kolhapur in Maharashtra and Kalinga
in Odisha have evidences of irrigation structures.in Odisha have evidences of irrigation structures.

 (iii) (iii) In In the the 1111thth century, Bhopal Lake, one of the largest century, Bhopal Lake, one of the largest
artificial lakes of its time was built.artificial lakes of its time was built.

  (iv)  (iv) The The tank tank in in Hauz Hauz Khas, Khas, Delhi Delhi was was constructed constructed byby
Iltutmish in the 14Iltutmish in the 14thth  century to supply water to  century to supply water to
the Siri Fort Area.the Siri Fort Area. (Any three) 1×3=3(Any three) 1×3=3

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)

UU Q. Q. 7.7. Why is groundwater a highly overusedWhy is groundwater a highly overused
resource ?resource ? [Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , (580034) (580034) 2011]2011]

Ans. Ans. Groundwater Groundwater is is a a highly highly overused overused resource resource becausebecause
of the following reasons :of the following reasons :

(i)(i) Due to large Due to large and growing population andand growing population and
consequent greater demands for water andconsequent greater demands for water and
unequal access to it.unequal access to it.

  (ii)  (ii) To facilitate To facilitate higher food higher food grain production grain production forfor
large population, water resources are being overlarge population, water resources are being over
exploited to expand irrigated areas and dry seasonexploited to expand irrigated areas and dry season
agriculture.agriculture.

 (iii) (iii) In the In the housing societies housing societies or colonies or colonies in the in the cities,cities,
there is an arrangement of own ground waterthere is an arrangement of own ground water
pumping devices to meet water needs.pumping devices to meet water needs. 1×3=31×3=3

Long Answer Type QuestionLong Answer Type Question 5 5 marksmarks

AA Q. Q. 1.1. Explain any three reasons responsible for waterExplain any three reasons responsible for water

scarcity in India ?scarcity in India ?

[Board T[Board Term-I, (580013, erm-I, (580013, 23, 45) 23, 45) 2013, 2011]2013, 2011]

OROR

AA WWater is available in ater is available in abundance in India abundance in India even theneven then
scarcity of water is experienced in major parts ofscarcity of water is experienced in major parts of
the country. Explain it with four the country. Explain it with four examples.examples.

  Ans. (i)  Ans. (i) The availability of water resources varies overThe availability of water resources varies over
space and time, mainly due to the variations inspace and time, mainly due to the variations in
seasonal and annual precipitation.seasonal and annual precipitation.

  (ii)  (ii) Over-exploitation, Over-exploitation, excessive excessive use use and unequaland unequal
access to water among different social groups.access to water among different social groups.

 (iii) (iii) Water Water scarcity scarcity may be may be an outcome an outcome of large of large andand
growing population and consequent greatergrowing population and consequent greater
demands for water. A large population meansdemands for water. A large population means
more water to produce more food. Hence, tomore water to produce more food. Hence, to
facilitate higher food-grain production, waterfacilitate higher food-grain production, water
resources are being over exploited to expandresources are being over exploited to expand
irrigated areas for dry-season agriculture.irrigated areas for dry-season agriculture.

  (iv)  (iv)  Most farmers have their own wells and  Most farmers have their own wells and
tubewells in their farms for irrigation to increasetubewells in their farms for irrigation to increase
their production. But it may lead to fallingtheir production. But it may lead to falling
groundwater levels, adversely affecting watergroundwater levels, adversely affecting water
availability and food security of the people. Thus,availability and food security of the people. Thus,
inspite of abundant water there is water scarcity.inspite of abundant water there is water scarcity.

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2013) 2013) 1¼×4=51¼×4=5
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TOPIC-2TOPIC-2
Rainwater HarvestingRainwater Harvesting

Quick Review Quick Review 

¾¾ Rain water Rain water harvesting system harvesting system was a vwas a viable alternative iable alternative of multipurpose projects of multipurpose projects both socio-economically andboth socio-economically and
environmentally.environmentally.

¾¾ In hill and mountainous regions, people built diversion channels like the ‘guls’ or ‘kuls’ of the WIn hill and mountainous regions, people built diversion channels like the ‘guls’ or ‘kuls’ of the Westernestern
Himalayas for agriculture.Himalayas for agriculture.

¾¾ Roof-top rain water harvesting was commonly practised in Rajasthan to store drinking water. It is doneRoof-top rain water harvesting was commonly practised in Rajasthan to store drinking water. It is done
through the following ways :through the following ways :

(i)(i) Roof top rRoof top rain water ain water is collected is collected using a PVC using a PVC pipe.pipe.

(ii)(ii) Filtered using Filtered using sand and sand and bricks.bricks.

(iii)(iii) Underground pipe takes water to sump for immUnderground pipe takes water to sump for immediate usage.ediate usage.

(iv)(iv) Excess water from the sump is taken to  Excess water from the sump is taken to the well.the well.

(v)(v) WWater from the weater from the well recharges the underground tanka.ll recharges the underground tanka.

(vi)(vi) Later take water from the well . Later take water from the well .

¾¾ In arid and In arid and semi-arid regions of semi-arid regions of Rajasthan, almost all Rajasthan, almost all houses traditionally had houses traditionally had underground tanks for underground tanks for storingstoring
drinking water.drinking water.

¾¾ Rain water is also reRain water is also referred to as, palarpani, and it is ferred to as, palarpani, and it is considered as the purest form of natconsidered as the purest form of natural waterural water..

¾¾ TTodayoday, in western Rajasthan, the practice of rooftop rainwate, in western Rajasthan, the practice of rooftop rainwater harvesting is on the decline as plenty of waterr harvesting is on the decline as plenty of water
is available due to the perennial Rajasthan Canal.is available due to the perennial Rajasthan Canal.

¾¾ In GendathurIn Gendathur, a remote , a remote and backward village and backward village in Mysore, Karnataka, vin Mysore, Karnataka, villagers have installeillagers have installed in their household’sd in their household’s
rooftop, rainwater harvesting system to meet their water needs.rooftop, rainwater harvesting system to meet their water needs.

¾¾ Roof-top rain Roof-top rain water harvesting water harvesting is the is the most common practice most common practice in Shillong in in Shillong in Meghalaya.Meghalaya.

¾¾ In Meghalaya, a In Meghalaya, a 200-year-old syste200-year-old system of tapping strem of tapping stream and spring wateam and spring water by using r by using bamboo pipes is prevbamboo pipes is prevalent.alent.

¾¾ TTamil Nadu is the first aamil Nadu is the first and the only state in India which hand the only state in India which has made roof-top rain wates made roof-top rain water harvesting structuresr harvesting structures
compulsory. There are legal provisions to punish the defaulters.compulsory. There are legal provisions to punish the defaulters.

FlowchartFlowchart

Why Rainwater Harvesting ?Why Rainwater Harvesting ?

1. Surface water is inadequate to meet our demand1. Surface water is inadequate to meet our demand

2. To arrest ground water decline and augment ground water table2. To arrest ground water decline and augment ground water table

3. To beneficiate water quality in aquifiers3. To beneficiate water quality in aquifiers

4. T4. To conserve surface o conserve surface water runoff during water runoff during monsoonmonsoon

5. T5. To reduce o reduce soil erosionsoil erosion

6. Due to rapid urbanization, infiltration of rain water into the6. Due to rapid urbanization, infiltration of rain water into the
sub-soil has decreased drasticallysub-soil has decreased drastically
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Know the TermsKnow the Terms
¾¾ Rain water harvesting :Rain water harvesting : Rainwater harvesting is gathering, accumulating and storing rainwater for differentRainwater harvesting is gathering, accumulating and storing rainwater for different

uses.uses.

¾¾ Aquifer :Aquifer : A layer of rock or soil A layer of rock or soil which can absorb and hold which can absorb and hold waterwater..

¾¾ Water scarcity :Water scarcity : Shortage of water as compared to its Shortage of water as compared to its demand is known as water scarcity.demand is known as water scarcity.

¾¾ Guls or Kuls :Guls or Kuls : In hilly and mountainous regions, people build diversion channels like the ‘Guls’ or ‘Kuls’ ofIn hilly and mountainous regions, people build diversion channels like the ‘Guls’ or ‘Kuls’ of
WWestern Himalayas for estern Himalayas for agriculture.agriculture.

¾¾ Inundation canal :Inundation canal : It is meant to direct flood It is meant to direct flood waters during the rainy season.waters during the rainy season.

¾¾ Drip irrigation :Drip irrigation : It is a type of irrigation in which water gets dropped in the form of drips close to roots of theIt is a type of irrigation in which water gets dropped in the form of drips close to roots of the
plants in order to conserve plants in order to conserve the moisture.the moisture.

¾¾ Surface runoff :Surface runoff : This is the water flow that This is the water flow that occurs when the soil occurs when the soil is infiltrated to full capacity and is infiltrated to full capacity and excess waterexcess water
from rain, melted snow or ofrom rain, melted snow or other sources flows over the land.ther sources flows over the land.

Know the LinksKnow the Links
¾¾  theconstructor.org/water.../methods-of-rainwater-harvesting/5420  theconstructor.org/water.../methods-of-rainwater-harvesting/5420

¾¾  www.slideshare.net/pjcivnitb/rain-water-harvesting-ppt  www.slideshare.net/pjcivnitb/rain-water-harvesting-ppt

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. Which water is recharged by roof-top rainwaterWhich water is recharged by roof-top rainwater
harvesting technique ?harvesting technique ?

  Ans.  Ans. Ground water.Ground water. 11

UU Q. Q. 2.2. In which region, people In which region, people built ‘Guls’ built ‘Guls’ or ‘Kor ‘Kuls’ foruls’ for

irrigation ?irrigation ?
  Ans.  Ans. WWestern estern Himalayas.Himalayas. 11

AA Q. Q. 3.3. Mention one state where canal irrigation hasMention one state where canal irrigation has

developed.developed.
  Ans.  Ans. Nagaland.Nagaland. 11

UU Q. Q. 4.4. In which state Bamboo Drip Irrigation, isIn which state Bamboo Drip Irrigation, is

prevalent ?prevalent ?
  Ans.  Ans. Meghalaya.Meghalaya. 11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. What is Bamboo Drip Irrigation? Mention anyWhat is Bamboo Drip Irrigation? Mention any

two features of it.two features of it. [Board [Board TTerm-erm-I, I, (33) (33) 2012]2012]

  Ans. (i)  Ans. (i)  Bamboo Drip Irrigation system is a 200 year  Bamboo Drip Irrigation system is a 200 year
old system of tapping stream and spring water byold system of tapping stream and spring water by
using bamboo pipe and transporting water fromusing bamboo pipe and transporting water from
higher to lower regions higher to lower regions through gravity.through gravity.

(ii) (ii) Features Features ::

  (a)  (a) 18-20 liters of water enters the bamboo pipe18-20 liters of water enters the bamboo pipe

system, get transported over hundreds of meterssystem, get transported over hundreds of meters
and finally reduces to 20-80 drops per minute atand finally reduces to 20-80 drops per minute at
the site of the plant.the site of the plant.

  (b)  (b) The flow of water into the pipes is controlled byThe flow of water into the pipes is controlled by

manipulating the pipe positions.manipulating the pipe positions.
(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012) 2012) 1+2=31+2=3

AA Q. Q. 2.2. Describe any three traditional methods ofDescribe any three traditional methods of

rainwater harvesting adopted in differentrainwater harvesting adopted in different
parts of India.parts of India. [Board Term-I, 2014 (X30T4XE)] [Board Term-I, 2014 (X30T4XE)]

[Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (C5JWEVD) 2015](C5JWEVD) 2015]

[Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , (NLTM8TU) (NLTM8TU) 2016-17]2016-17]
OROR

AA “Rain water harvesting system is viable alternative“Rain water harvesting system is viable alternative
 both  both sociallysocially, econo, economically and mically and environmentally”.environmentally”.
Support the statement with three examples.Support the statement with three examples.

[Board Term-I, (33) 2012][Board Term-I, (33) 2012]
OROR

AA Describe any three different rain water harvestingDescribe any three different rain water harvesting
systems practised in India.systems practised in India.

[Board Term-I, (45) 2012][Board Term-I, (45) 2012]

 Ans. Ans. (i)(i) In hilly and mountainous regions, people buildIn hilly and mountainous regions, people build
diversion channels like ‘gul’ or ‘kul’ in Westerndiversion channels like ‘gul’ or ‘kul’ in Western
Himalaya for agriculture.Himalaya for agriculture.

  (ii)  (ii) Roof-top Roof-top rainwater rainwater harvesting harvesting was was commonlycommonly
practised to store drinking water particularly inpractised to store drinking water particularly in
Rajasthan.Rajasthan.

 (iii) (iii) In West In West Bengal, people Bengal, people develop inundationdevelop inundation
channels to irrigate their fields.channels to irrigate their fields.

  (iv)  (iv) In semi-arid regions agricultural In semi-arid regions agricultural fields arefields are
converted into rainfed storage structures thatconverted into rainfed storage structures that
allowed the water to stand and moist allowed the water to stand and moist the soilthe soil

(Any three)(Any three)

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1×3=3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1×3=3

UU Q. Q. 3.3. Explain the working of underground tanks asExplain the working of underground tanks as
a part of roof top rainwater harvesting systema part of roof top rainwater harvesting system
practised in Rajasthan.practised in Rajasthan. [DDE-2015, [DDE-2015, Set-M]Set-M]

[Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , 2014 2014 (WQ7FXWC)(WQ7FXWC), , (R9UJGYG),(R9UJGYG),

2012 (34, 39), 2011 (580040), 2010 (C)]2012 (34, 39), 2011 (580040), 2010 (C)]

OROR

UU How were the underground tanks beneficial to theHow were the underground tanks beneficial to the
people of Rajasthan ? Explain.people of Rajasthan ? Explain.

[Board Term-I, (37) 2012][Board Term-I, (37) 2012]

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (OEQL2HT) (OEQL2HT) 2016-17]2016-17]

OROR

UU Discuss how rainwater harvesting in semiaridDiscuss how rainwater harvesting in semiarid
regions of Rajasthan is carried out.regions of Rajasthan is carried out.  [NCERT]  [NCERT]
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  Ans. (i)  Ans. (i) In semi-arid and arid regions of RajasthanIn semi-arid and arid regions of Rajasthan
almost all the houses traditionally hadalmost all the houses traditionally had
underground tanks for underground tanks for storing drinking water.storing drinking water.

They are extremely reliable source of drinkingThey are extremely reliable source of drinking
water when other sources are dried up. This iswater when other sources are dried up. This is
considered the purest form of natural water.considered the purest form of natural water.

  (ii)  (ii) The The tanks tanks can can be be as as large large as as big rbig rooms.ooms.

 (iii) (iii) The The tanks tanks were were part part of tof the he well-developed well-developed roof-roof-
top rainwater harvesting system.top rainwater harvesting system.

  (iv)  (iv) The The tanks wtanks were ere built built inside the inside the main house main house or or thethe
courtyard giving cooling effect to the rooms incourtyard giving cooling effect to the rooms in
the summer.the summer.

(v)(v) Those Those tanks tanks were were connected connected to to the the sloping rsloping roofsoofs
of the houses through a pipe.of the houses through a pipe.

  (vi)  (vi) Rain Rain falling falling on on these these rooftops rooftops would would travel travel downdown
the pipe and stored in these underground the pipe and stored in these underground tanks.tanks.

  (vii)  (vii) Usually first rain Usually first rain water is nowater is not collected t collected toto
clean the rooftop and the pipe.clean the rooftop and the pipe. (Any three)(Any three)

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1×3=3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1×3=3

Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. Why is roof top water harvesting important inWhy is roof top water harvesting important in

Rajasthan ? Explain.Rajasthan ? Explain. [Board Term-I, KVS-2014] [Board Term-I, KVS-2014]
Ans. Ans. Roof Roof top top water water harvesting harvesting is is important important inin

Rajasthan because :Rajasthan because :
(i)(i) It It was was commonly prcommonly practised actised to to store store drinking wdrinking water.ater.

  (ii)  (ii) The rainwateThe rainwater can r can be storebe stored in d in the tanks the tanks till thetill the
next rainfall, making it an next rainfall, making it an extremely reliable sourceextremely reliable source
of drinking water when all other sources are driedof drinking water when all other sources are dried
up, particularly in the summers.up, particularly in the summers.

 (iii) (iii) Rain Rain water, water, oror palar panipalar pani, as commonly referred, as commonly referred
to in these parts, is considered the purest form ofto in these parts, is considered the purest form of
natural water.natural water.

  (iv)  (iv)  Many houses construct underground rooms  Many houses construct underground rooms
adjoining the ‘tanka’ to beat the summer heat as itadjoining the ‘tanka’ to beat the summer heat as it
would keep the room cool.would keep the room cool.

(v)(v) Some houses Some houses still still maintain maintain the the tanks tanks since since they they dodo
not like the taste of tap not like the taste of tap water.water. 1×5=51×5=5

UU Q. Q. 2.2. Why are different water harvesting systemsWhy are different water harvesting systems
considered a viable alternative both socio-considered a viable alternative both socio-
economically and environmentally in a countryeconomically and environmentally in a country
like India ?like India ?

[Board T[Board Term-1, (580011), erm-1, (580011), 2011 (BD) 2010]2011 (BD) 2010]

 Ans. Ans. Keeping into view the disadvantages andKeeping into view the disadvantages and
rising resistance against the multi-purposerising resistance against the multi-purpose
projects, water harvesting system is consideredprojects, water harvesting system is considered
a viable alternative both socio-economically anda viable alternative both socio-economically and
environmentally.environmentally.

(i)(i) In In ancient ancient India India also also alongwith alongwith the the sophisticatedsophisticated
hydraulic structures, there existed an extra-hydraulic structures, there existed an extra-
ordinary ordinary tradition of tradition of various watevarious water harvestr harvestinging
systems.systems.

  (ii)  (ii) People People adopted adopted different different techniques techniques in in differentdifferent
areas. In hilly regions people built diversionareas. In hilly regions people built diversion
channels like the ‘guls’ or ‘kuls’ for agriculture.channels like the ‘guls’ or ‘kuls’ for agriculture.

 (iii) (iii) Roof-top Roof-top rain rain water water harvesting harvesting was was commonlycommonly
practised to store drinking water, particularly inpractised to store drinking water, particularly in
Rajasthan.Rajasthan.

  (iv)  (iv) In In the the flood flood plains plains of of Bengal, Bengal, people people developeddeveloped
inundation channels to irrigate their fields.inundation channels to irrigate their fields.
Khadins, Johads and Tanks are the forms of rainKhadins, Johads and Tanks are the forms of rain
water harvesting practised in Rajasthan.water harvesting practised in Rajasthan.

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2011) 2011) 1¼ 1¼ × × 4 4 = = 55

UU Q. Q. 3.3. Describe any four traditional methods of rainDescribe any four traditional methods of rain

water harvesting adopted in different parts ofwater harvesting adopted in different parts of

India.India.

[Board T[Board Term-I, (580014, 16, erm-I, (580014, 16, 21, 28, 37, 21, 28, 37, 41) 2011]41) 2011]

 Ans.  Ans. Methods of rMethods of rain water ain water harvesting used in harvesting used in IndiaIndia
are :are :

(i) (i) Guls Guls and and Kuls Kuls ::  People built guls and kuls in  People built guls and kuls in
hilly and mountainous regions to divert water.hilly and mountainous regions to divert water.
These are simple channels. They are mainly usedThese are simple channels. They are mainly used
in the Western Himalayas.in the Western Himalayas.

  (ii)   (ii) Roof Roof top rtop rain wateain water harr harvesting :vesting :  Commonly  Commonly
practised to store drinking water in Rajasthan.practised to store drinking water in Rajasthan.

(iii) (iii) Inundation Inundation Channels Channels ::  These channels  These channels
developed in the flood plains of developed in the flood plains of Bengal to irrigateBengal to irrigate
fields.fields.

(iv) (iv) Khadins and Khadins and Johads :Johads :  In arid and semi-arid  In arid and semi-arid
regions, some agricultural fields were convertedregions, some agricultural fields were converted
into rain fed storage structures. These structuresinto rain fed storage structures. These structures
are found in Rajasthan.are found in Rajasthan.

  (v)   (v) Tankas Tankas :: The tankas were built inside the main The tankas were built inside the main
house or the courtyard. They were connected tohouse or the courtyard. They were connected to
the sloping roofs of the houses through a pipe.the sloping roofs of the houses through a pipe.
Rain falling on the rooftops would travel downRain falling on the rooftops would travel down
the pipe and was stored in these undergroundthe pipe and was stored in these underground
‘tankas’. The first spell of rain was usually not‘tankas’. The first spell of rain was usually not
collected as this would clean the roofs andcollected as this would clean the roofs and
the pipes. The rainwater from the subsequentthe pipes. The rainwater from the subsequent
showers was then collected.showers was then collected.

The rainwater can be stored in the tankas.The rainwater can be stored in the tankas.

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2011) 2011) 1×5=51×5=5
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SyllabusSyllabus
¾¾ TTypes of farming ; major crypes of farming ; major crops ; cropping patterops ; cropping pattern ; technological and institutional reforms ; their in ; technological and institutional reforms ; their impactmpact

 ; contribution of agriculture to national econom ; contribution of agriculture to national economy—employment and output.y—employment and output.

TOPIC-1TOPIC-1
Types of Farming, Cropping Pattern and Major CropsTypes of Farming, Cropping Pattern and Major Crops

Quick Review Quick Review 

¾¾ Agriculture is a primary activity, two-thirds of India’s population isAgriculture is a primary activity, two-thirds of India’s population is

engaged in agricultural activities.engaged in agricultural activities.

¾¾ Since agriculture is an age-old economic activity in India, farmingSince agriculture is an age-old economic activity in India, farming

varies from subsistence to commercial type. At present, in differentvaries from subsistence to commercial type. At present, in different

parts of India, the following farming systems are practised :parts of India, the following farming systems are practised :

(i) (i) Primitive Primitive subsistence subsistence farming farming :: It is practised on small patches It is practised on small patches

of land with the help of primitive tools like hoe, dao andof land with the help of primitive tools like hoe, dao and

digging sticks. It depends upon monsoon, natural fertility ofdigging sticks. It depends upon monsoon, natural fertility of

the soil and suitability the soil and suitability of other environmental conditions to theof other environmental conditions to the

crops grown.crops grown.

(ii) (ii) Intensive Intensive subsistence subsistence farming farming :: This type of farming is practised in areas of high population pressure on land. This type of farming is practised in areas of high population pressure on land.

It is done where high doses of biochemical inputs and irrigation are used for obtaining higher production.It is done where high doses of biochemical inputs and irrigation are used for obtaining higher production.

(iii) Commercial (iii) Commercial farming farming :: The main characteristic of this type of farming is the use of higher doses of modernThe main characteristic of this type of farming is the use of higher doses of modern

inputs e.g., high yielding variety (HYV) seeds, chemical fertilisers, insecticides and pesticides in order toinputs e.g., high yielding variety (HYV) seeds, chemical fertilisers, insecticides and pesticides in order to

obtain higher probtain higher productivityoductivity..

¾¾ India has three Cropping Seasons Rabi, Kharif and Zaid.India has three Cropping Seasons Rabi, Kharif and Zaid.

¾¾ Rabi crops are sown in winter from October to December and harvested in summer from April to June.Rabi crops are sown in winter from October to December and harvested in summer from April to June.

¾¾ Kharif crops are grown with the onset of monsoon in different parts of the country and these are harvested inKharif crops are grown with the onset of monsoon in different parts of the country and these are harvested in

September to September to OctoberOctober..

¾¾ Between the Rabi and the Kharif seasons, Between the Rabi and the Kharif seasons, there is a short season dthere is a short season during the summer, known as the Zaid season.uring the summer, known as the Zaid season.

¾¾ Major crops grown in India are rice, wheat, millets, pulses, tea, coffee, sugarcane, oilseeds, cotton, and jute.Major crops grown in India are rice, wheat, millets, pulses, tea, coffee, sugarcane, oilseeds, cotton, and jute.

¾¾  Jowar Jowar, bajr, bajra and a and ragi ragi are the are the important mimportant millets grown illets grown in India. in India. Through, Through, these are these are known known as coarse as coarse grains, grains, theythey

have very high nutritional value. For example, ragi is very rich in iron, calcium, have very high nutritional value. For example, ragi is very rich in iron, calcium, other micro nutrients and roughage.other micro nutrients and roughage.

¾¾ India is the largest producer as well as the consumer of pulses in the world. These are the major source of proteinIndia is the largest producer as well as the consumer of pulses in the world. These are the major source of protein

in a vegetarian diet.in a vegetarian diet.

¾¾ Major pulses that are grown in India are tur (arhar), urad, moong, masur, peas and gram.Major pulses that are grown in India are tur (arhar), urad, moong, masur, peas and gram.

¾¾ India is the largest producer of oilseeds in the world. Main oil-seeds produced in India are groundnut, mustard,India is the largest producer of oilseeds in the world. Main oil-seeds produced in India are groundnut, mustard,

coconut, sesamum (til), soyabean, castor seeds, cotton seeds, linseed and sunflower. Most of these are edible andcoconut, sesamum (til), soyabean, castor seeds, cotton seeds, linseed and sunflower. Most of these are edible and

used as cooking mediums.used as cooking mediums.

¾¾ Horticulture crops :Horticulture crops : India is the largest producer of fruits and vegetables in the world. India is a producer ofIndia is the largest producer of fruits and vegetables in the world. India is a producer of

tropical as well as temperate fruits.tropical as well as temperate fruits.

¾¾ India produces about 13 percent of the world’s vegetables. It is an important producer of pea, cauliflower, onion,India produces about 13 percent of the world’s vegetables. It is an important producer of pea, cauliflower, onion,

cabbage, tomato, brinjal and potato.cabbage, tomato, brinjal and potato.

¾¾ The non-food crops grown in India are rubber, fibre crops, cotton, jute, etc.The non-food crops grown in India are rubber, fibre crops, cotton, jute, etc.

TOPIC - 1TOPIC - 1

Types of Farming, Cropping PatternTypes of Farming, Cropping Pattern
and and Major Major Crops Crops ........ P. 157P. 157

TOPIC - 2TOPIC - 2

Technological and InstitutionalTechnological and Institutional
Reforms ....Reforms .... P. 162P. 162
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¾¾ Cotton, jute, hemp and natural silk Cotton, jute, hemp and natural silk are the four major fibre crops grown are the four major fibre crops grown in India.in India.

¾¾  Jute is known as  Jute is known as the golden fibre. Due to its high cost, it is losing market to syntheic fibres and packing the golden fibre. Due to its high cost, it is losing market to syntheic fibres and packing materials,materials,
particularly the nylon.particularly the nylon.

¾¾ Rearing of silk worms for the production of silk fibre is known as sericulture.Rearing of silk worms for the production of silk fibre is known as sericulture.

FlowchartFlowchart

AgricultureAgriculture

TTypes of ypes of farming farming 

PrimitivePrimitive
Subsistence farming Subsistence farming 

IntensiveIntensive
Subsistence farming Subsistence farming 

Commercial farming Commercial farming 

Plantation farming Plantation farming 

Major cropsMajor crops

Food cropsFood crops
(Rice, Wheat, Millets, Maize,(Rice, Wheat, Millets, Maize,

Pulses, Sugarcane etc.)Pulses, Sugarcane etc.)

Oilseed cropsOilseed crops
(Groundnut, Mustard, Soyabeen,(Groundnut, Mustard, Soyabeen,

Seasamum, Lineseed, Sunflower, etc.)Seasamum, Lineseed, Sunflower, etc.)

Beverage cropsBeverage crops
(Tea, Coffee)(Tea, Coffee)

Horticulture cropsHorticulture crops
(Fruits and (Fruits and VVegetables)egetables)

Fibre cropsFibre crops
(Jute and Cotton)(Jute and Cotton)

Cropping PatternCropping Pattern

Rabi SeasonRabi Season

Kharif SeasonKharif Season

Zaid SeasonZaid Season

Know the TermsKnow the Terms
¾¾ Agriculture :Agriculture : The science and art of cultivating soil, The science and art of cultivating soil, raising crops and rearing animals.raising crops and rearing animals.

¾¾ Primitive Subsistence Farming :Primitive Subsistence Farming : Farming on small patch of land with the help of primitive tools such as hoe, daoFarming on small patch of land with the help of primitive tools such as hoe, dao

and digging sticks and and digging sticks and family or community labour.family or community labour.

¾¾ Intensive Subsistence Farming :Intensive Subsistence Farming : Increase in the agricultural production by using scientific methods and betterIncrease in the agricultural production by using scientific methods and better

agricultural inputs.agricultural inputs.

¾¾ Plantation Farming :Plantation Farming : In this type of farming, a single crop is grown on a large area.In this type of farming, a single crop is grown on a large area.

¾¾ Commercial Farming :Commercial Farming : Farming in which the farmer grows the crops with the sole aim of selling the produce forFarming in which the farmer grows the crops with the sole aim of selling the produce for

commercial purpose.commercial purpose.

¾¾ Sericulture :Sericulture : Rearing of silk worms for the production of silk.Rearing of silk worms for the production of silk.

¾¾ Horticulture :Horticulture : Intensive cultivation of vegetables, fruits and flower crops.Intensive cultivation of vegetables, fruits and flower crops.

¾¾  Jhumming : Jhumming : Burning a piece of Burning a piece of land for cultivation by a forest tribes.land for cultivation by a forest tribes.

¾¾ Rabi :Rabi : Crops are grown at the beginning of Crops are grown at the beginning of winters and harvested at the beginning owinters and harvested at the beginning of summers.f summers.

¾¾ Kharif :Kharif : Crops are grown with the onset of moCrops are grown with the onset of monsoon and harvested at the beginning nsoon and harvested at the beginning of winters.of winters.

¾¾ Zaid :Zaid : A short cropping season in between the Rabi A short cropping season in between the Rabi and the Kharif seasons used for growing vegetables and fodand the Kharif seasons used for growing vegetables and fodderder

crops.crops.

¾¾ Millets :Millets : Jowar Jowar, bajra and ragi are called millets. These are known as coarse grains., bajra and ragi are called millets. These are known as coarse grains.

¾¾ Crop Rotation :Crop Rotation : Growing of different crops in succession on the same field from season to season to maintain soilGrowing of different crops in succession on the same field from season to season to maintain soil

fertility.fertility.
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Know the LinksKnow the Links

  www.indiastat.com/agriculture/2/stats.aspx  www.indiastat.com/agriculture/2/stats.aspx

  www.momagri.org/UK/focus-on-issues/Agriculture-in-India-Both-Weak   www.momagri.org/UK/focus-on-issues/Agriculture-in-India-Both-Weak 

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions (1 (1 mark mark each)each)

AA Q. Q. 1.1. Name the crop fName the crop for which India is the or which India is the largestlargest
producer in the world.producer in the world.

  Ans.  Ans. Fruits and vegetables.Fruits and vegetables. 11

AA Q. Q. 2.2. By which name is specialized cultivation ofBy which name is specialized cultivation of
fruits and vegetables known ?fruits and vegetables known ?

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set Set (OEQL2HT) (OEQL2HT) 2016-17]2016-17]

  Ans.  Ans. Horticulture.Horticulture. (CBSE Marking Scheme 2016) 1(CBSE Marking Scheme 2016) 1

UU Q. Q. 3.3. Describe ‘Jhumming cultivation’ in oneDescribe ‘Jhumming cultivation’ in one
sentence.sentence.

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, Set (6HTQGTF) 2016-17]Set (6HTQGTF) 2016-17]

  Ans.  Ans. ‘Slash and burn’ agriculture in North-Eastern‘Slash and burn’ agriculture in North-Eastern
states of India.states of India. (CBSE Marking Scheme 2016) 1(CBSE Marking Scheme 2016) 1

HH Q. Q. 4.4. By which other name is ‘slash and burn’By which other name is ‘slash and burn’
agriculture known ?agriculture known ? [Board Term-I, KVS-2014] [Board Term-I, KVS-2014]

  Ans.  Ans. Primitive subsistence farming/Jhumming.Primitive subsistence farming/Jhumming.
(Any one) 1(Any one) 1

AA Q. Q. 5.5. In which country the ‘slash and burn’In which country the ‘slash and burn’
agriculture is known as ‘Roca’ ?agriculture is known as ‘Roca’ ?

  Ans.  Ans. Brazil.Brazil. 11

UU Q. Q. 6.6. Hoe, dao, digging sticks are associated withHoe, dao, digging sticks are associated with
which type of farming ?which type of farming ?

  Ans.  Ans. Primitive subsistence farming.Primitive subsistence farming. 11

AA Q. Q. 7.7. Which is the leading coffee producer state inWhich is the leading coffee producer state in
India ?India ? [Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I,,

Set (CB4QHT1 & NLTM8TU) 2016-17]Set (CB4QHT1 & NLTM8TU) 2016-17]

  Ans.  Ans. Karnataka.Karnataka. (CBSE Marking Scheme 2016) 1(CBSE Marking Scheme 2016) 1

AA Q. Q. 8.8. Which crop is grown with the onset ofWhich crop is grown with the onset of
monsoons and are harvested in the month ofmonsoons and are harvested in the month of
September and October ?September and October ?

  Ans.  Ans. Kharif.Kharif. 11

AA Q. Q. 9.9. Which crop is the major crop of rabi ?Which crop is the major crop of rabi ?

[Board Term-I, NCT-2014][Board Term-I, NCT-2014]

  Ans.  Ans. Wheat.Wheat. 11

AA  Q, 10. Q, 10. Name some rabi crops.Name some rabi crops.
  Ans.  Ans. Wheat, barleyWheat, barley, peas, gram , peas, gram and mustard.and mustard. 11

AA  Q. 11. Q. 11. Name the two important wheat growing zonesName the two important wheat growing zones
in India.in India.

  Ans.  Ans. The Ganga-Satluj plains in the north-west andThe Ganga-Satluj plains in the north-west and
 black soil region of the Deccan. black soil region of the Deccan. 11

UU  Q. 12. Q. 12. In which system of agriculture, a single crop isIn which system of agriculture, a single crop is
grown on a large area ?grown on a large area ?

Ans.Ans. Plantation agriculture.Plantation agriculture. 11

AA  Q. 13. Q. 13. Name some plantation crops.Name some plantation crops.

  Ans.  Ans. TTea, coffee, ea, coffee, rubberrubber, sugarcane , sugarcane and banana.and banana. 11

UU  Q. 14. Q. 14. Which type of farming is intensive subsistenceWhich type of farming is intensive subsistence
farming ?farming ?

  Ans.  Ans. Labour intensive farming.Labour intensive farming. 11

UU Q. Q. 15.15. Which two areas of India produce oranges mainly ?Which two areas of India produce oranges mainly ?

  Ans.  Ans. Nagpur and Maharashtra Madhya Pradesh.Nagpur and Maharashtra Madhya Pradesh. 11

AA  Q. 16. Q. 16. Which country is the first largest producer ofWhich country is the first largest producer of
rice ?rice ?

  Ans.  Ans. China.China. 11

UU  Q. 17. Q. 17. India is the largest producer as well as consumerIndia is the largest producer as well as consumer
of which agricultural product in the world ?of which agricultural product in the world ?

[Board Term-I, DDE-2014][Board Term-I, DDE-2014]

  Ans.  Ans. Pulses.Pulses. 11

UU  Q. 18. Q. 18. Which crop is used both as food and fodder ?Which crop is used both as food and fodder ?
  Ans.  Ans. Maize.Maize. 11

UU  Q. 19. Q. 19. Which crop is known as golden fibre ?Which crop is known as golden fibre ?

  Ans.  Ans. Jute. Jute. 11

AA  Q. 20. Q. 20. Which state is Which state is the largest prthe largest producer of ragi oducer of ragi ??
  Ans.  Ans. Karnataka.Karnataka. 11

AA  Q. 21. Q. 21. In which type of soil does maize grow well ?In which type of soil does maize grow well ?

  Ans.  Ans. Old alluvial.Old alluvial. 11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. Which are the two main cropping seasons inWhich are the two main cropping seasons in
India ? Mention their growing and harvestingIndia ? Mention their growing and harvesting
periods.periods. [Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set-XOKG2SB, Set-XOKG2SB, 2015]2015]

Ans.Ans. The two main cropping seasons are Rabi and Kharif :The two main cropping seasons are Rabi and Kharif :

(i)(i) Rabi crops Rabi crops are sown are sown in winter in winter from October from October toto
December and harvested in summer from April toDecember and harvested in summer from April to
 June. June.

(ii)(ii) Kharif Kharif crops arcrops are e sown wsown with tith the he onset onset of monsoonof monsoon
in different parts of the country and harvested inin different parts of the country and harvested in
September-October.September-October. 1½ + 1½ = 31½ + 1½ = 3

RR Q. Q. 2.2. What are the growing conditions required forWhat are the growing conditions required for
the main staple food crop of India ? Mentionthe main staple food crop of India ? Mention
the main growing regions.the main growing regions.

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set Set (WQ7FXWC), (WQ7FXWC), 2014]2014]

Ans.Ans. (i)(i) Growing conditions required for rice :Growing conditions required for rice :

(a)(a)  High temperature (above 25°C). It is a Kharif  High temperature (above 25°C). It is a Kharif

crop.crop.

(b)(b) High humidity with annual rainfall above 100 High humidity with annual rainfall above 100

cm.cm.

  (ii)  (ii) Main growing regions :Main growing regions : Northern plains, north-Northern plains, north-

eastern India, Costal areas, deltaic plains and rivereastern India, Costal areas, deltaic plains and river

valleys.valleys. 2 + 1 = 32 + 1 = 3

UU Q. Q. 3.3. Explain any two geographical conditionsExplain any two geographical conditions

required for the cultivation of pulses. Namerequired for the cultivation of pulses. Name

any two important pulses producing states.any two important pulses producing states.

[Board Term-I, Set (3K) 2013][Board Term-I, Set (3K) 2013]
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OROR

UU Why the pulses are mostly grown in rotation withWhy the pulses are mostly grown in rotation with
other crops ? Name any two major pulse producingother crops ? Name any two major pulse producing
states ?states ? [Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (5800 (5800 13), 13), 2011]2011]

  Ans. Pulses are mostly grown in rotation with other  Ans. Pulses are mostly grown in rotation with other
crops because :crops because :

(i)(i) Pulses Pulses need need less less moisture moisture and surand survive vive even even in drin dryy
conditions.conditions.

  (ii)  (ii) Being Being leguminous crleguminous crops, all ops, all these these crops crops help help inin
restoring soil fertility by fixing nitrogen from therestoring soil fertility by fixing nitrogen from the
air.air.

 (iii) (iii) Major pulse producing states are :Major pulse producing states are :  Madhya  Madhya
Pradesh and Uttar Pradesh.Pradesh and Uttar Pradesh.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013) 1×3=3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013) 1×3=3

AA Q. Q. 4.4. Give an account of oilseeds in India. State theGive an account of oilseeds in India. State the
importance of groundnut and name the statesimportance of groundnut and name the states
where it is grown.where it is grown. [Board T [Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (H3), 2013](H3), 2013]

OROR

Describe the uses of oilseeds ? Which state is theDescribe the uses of oilseeds ? Which state is the
largest producer of groundnut ?largest producer of groundnut ?

[Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (5800 32), 2011](5800 32), 2011]

  Ans. Importance :  Ans. Importance :

(i)(i) Are Are edible edible and and used used as as cooking cooking medium.medium.

  (ii)  (ii) Used as Used as raw materaw material in rial in production of production of soap,soap,
cosmetics and ointment.cosmetics and ointment.

 (iii) (iii) India-largest India-largest producer.producer.

 Groundnut : Groundnut :

(i)(i) Kharif Kharif cropcrop

  (ii)  (ii) Accounts Accounts half half of of the the total total oilseed oilseed production.production.

 (iii) (iii) State :State : Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, Karnataka,
Gujarat and Maharashtra.Gujarat and Maharashtra.

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2013) 2013) 1½ 1½ + + 1½ 1½ = = 33

Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. Define plantation agriculture. Explain any fourDefine plantation agriculture. Explain any four
characteristics of plantation agriculture.characteristics of plantation agriculture.

[Board T[Board Term-I, Set (3K) erm-I, Set (3K) 2013, Set (45) 2012]2013, Set (45) 2012]

Ans. Ans. Plantation Plantation Agriculture Agriculture :: It is a type of commercialIt is a type of commercial
farming practised in tropical and sub-tropicalfarming practised in tropical and sub-tropical
regions. It was introduced by the British regions. It was introduced by the British in India.in India.
Characteristics Characteristics ::

(i)(i) A A single single crop crop is is grown grown over over large large area.area.

  (ii)  (ii) It is It is capital intensivcapital intensive and e and done with done with migrantmigrant
labour.labour.

 (iii) (iii) All produce All produce is useis used as d as raw raw material material in industriesin industries
such as tea, coffee, rubber, sugarcane, banana,such as tea, coffee, rubber, sugarcane, banana,
etc.etc.

  (iv)  (iv) Plantation has interface Plantation has interface of agriculture andof agriculture and
industry both.industry both.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013) 1+4=5(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013) 1+4=5

UU Q. Q. 2.2. Explain Rubber cultivation in India under theExplain Rubber cultivation in India under the
following heads :following heads :

(i) Importance (ii) Geographical conditions (iii)(i) Importance (ii) Geographical conditions (iii)

Producing states.Producing states.

[Board T[Board Term-I, (39) erm-I, (39) 2012, (580011, 33) 2012, (580011, 33) 2011]2011]

Ans. Ans. (i) Importance :(i) Importance : Many industries depend uponMany industries depend upon
Rubber as their raw material especially transportRubber as their raw material especially transport
industry.industry.

  (ii)   (ii) Geographical Geographical conditions conditions ::
(a) It is an equatorial crop, but under special(a) It is an equatorial crop, but under special

conditions it is also grown in tropical and sub-conditions it is also grown in tropical and sub-
tropical areas.tropical areas.

(b) (b) It requires moist It requires moist and humid and humid climate withclimate with
rainfall of more than 200 cm and rainfall of more than 200 cm and temperaturetemperature
above 25°C.above 25°C.

  (iii)  (iii) Rubber producing states are KeRubber producing states are Kerala, Tamil Nadu,rala, Tamil Nadu,
Karnataka, Andaman and Nicobar Islands andKarnataka, Andaman and Nicobar Islands and
Garo hills of Meghalaya.Garo hills of Meghalaya.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1+2+2=5(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1+2+2=5

AA Q. Q. 3.3. Explain any four features of primitiveExplain any four features of primitive
subsistence agriculture in India ?subsistence agriculture in India ? [Board [Board TTerm-I,erm-I,

Set (580017, 24, 30, 40, 15, Set (580017, 24, 30, 40, 15, 22, 23) 2011]22, 23) 2011]

Ans. Features of primitive subsistence agriculture inAns. Features of primitive subsistence agriculture in
India are :India are :

(i)(i) It is It is practised on practised on small patches small patches of land of land with thewith the
help of primitive tools.help of primitive tools.

  (ii)  (ii) Tools wTools which arhich are e used used are are basically basically traditional traditional toolstools
such as hoe, dao and digging stick.such as hoe, dao and digging stick.

 (iii) (iii) This type This type of agriculture of agriculture totally detotally depends uponpends upon
monsoon.monsoon.

  (iv)  (iv) When When the the soil fersoil fertility tility decreases, decreases, the the farmers farmers shiftshift
to another plot of land.to another plot of land. 1¼×4=51¼×4=5

RR Q. Q. 4.4. What are millets ? Give brief description of theWhat are millets ? Give brief description of the
climatic conditions and producing states of theclimatic conditions and producing states of the
millets grown in India.millets grown in India.

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, Set (OEQ12HT) Set (OEQ12HT) 2016-17]2016-17]

  Ans.  Ans. Millets are coarse grains but have high nutritionalMillets are coarse grains but have high nutritional
valuevalue e.g. e.g. ragi-rich in iron, calcium.ragi-rich in iron, calcium.

(i) (i) Jowar—Jowar—Rain fed crops mostly grown in moistRain fed crops mostly grown in moist
area.area.
States producing—States producing—MaharasMaharashtra, Karnhtra, Karnataka and M.Pataka and M.P..

(ii) (ii) Bajra—Bajra—grown well on sandy soils & shallowgrown well on sandy soils & shallow
 black soil. black soil.
States States producing—producing—Rajasthan, Maharashtra,Rajasthan, Maharashtra,
Gujrat, Haryana and U.P.Gujrat, Haryana and U.P.

(iii) (iii) Ragi—Ragi—grown well in dry region on red, black,grown well in dry region on red, black,
sandy and loamy soils.sandy and loamy soils.
States States producing—producing—Tamil Nadu, HimachalTamil Nadu, Himachal
Pradesh, Uttarakhand and Sikkim.Pradesh, Uttarakhand and Sikkim. ½+4½=5½+4½=5

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme Scheme 2016)2016)

UU Q. Q. 5.5. What is intensive subsistence farming? WriteWhat is intensive subsistence farming? Write
three features of intensive farming.three features of intensive farming.

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set Set (580021, (580021, 27, 27, 38) 38) 2011]2011]
Ans. Ans. (i)(i)  Intensive subsistence farming is practised in  Intensive subsistence farming is practised in

areas of high population pressure on land. Inareas of high population pressure on land. In
this type of farming, the agricultural productionthis type of farming, the agricultural production
is increased by using high doses of biochemicalis increased by using high doses of biochemical
inputs and better agricultural inputs.inputs and better agricultural inputs.

(ii) (ii) Features Features of of intensive intensive farming farming ::

  (a)  (a) High yielding variety (HYV) seeds and modernHigh yielding variety (HYV) seeds and modern

chemical inputs and irrigation are used to increasechemical inputs and irrigation are used to increase

the production.the production.
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(b)(b) The The per per hectare hectare yield yield is is very very high.high.
(c)(c) More More than than one one crop crop is cultivis cultivated ated during during a a year.year.

2 + 3 = 52 + 3 = 5

AA Q. Q. 6.6. Which crop is known as the ‘golden fibre’ ?Which crop is known as the ‘golden fibre’ ?
Explain any two geographical conditionsExplain any two geographical conditions
essential for the cultivation of this crop.essential for the cultivation of this crop.
Mention its any four uses.Mention its any four uses.

[Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (OEQL2HT) 2016-17](OEQL2HT) 2016-17]

  Ans. (i)  Ans. (i)  Jute is called the golden fibre. Jute is called the golden fibre.

(ii) Geographical (ii) Geographical conditions conditions ::

  (a)  (a) Grows well in drained fertile soil of the floodGrows well in drained fertile soil of the flood
plains where the soil plains where the soil is renewed every year.is renewed every year.

  (b)  (b) High temperature is required during the time ofHigh temperature is required during the time of
growth.growth.

Uses Uses :: Can be used to manufacture gunny bags,Can be used to manufacture gunny bags,

mats, ropes, yarn, carpets and mats, ropes, yarn, carpets and other artefacts.other artefacts.

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme Scheme 2016) 2016) 1 1 + + 2 2 + + 2 2 = = 55

RR Q. Q. 7.7. Name any four oilseeds produced in India.Name any four oilseeds produced in India.
Explain the importance of oilseeds in our dayExplain the importance of oilseeds in our day
to day life.to day life.[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (CB4QHT1) 2016-17](CB4QHT1) 2016-17]

  Ans. (i)  Ans. (i) Groundnut Groundnut

  (ii)  (ii) MustardMustard

  (iii)  (iii) CoconutCoconut

  (iv)  (iv) SesamunSesamun

  (v)  (v) Soyabean, sunflower, etc.Soyabean, sunflower, etc.
Importance Importance of of oilseeds oilseeds :: Most of these areMost of these are
edible in the form of oil. Used as raw material foredible in the form of oil. Used as raw material for
manufacturing paints, varnishes, soaps, perfumesmanufacturing paints, varnishes, soaps, perfumes
etc, oil cake is used as cattle feed. Oil cake is alsoetc, oil cake is used as cattle feed. Oil cake is also
used as a fertiliser.used as a fertiliser. 2½ + 2½ = 52½ + 2½ = 5

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme Scheme 2016)2016)

UU Q. Q. 8.8. Mention any two geographical conditionsMention any two geographical conditions
required for the growth of maize crop inrequired for the growth of maize crop in
India. Describe any three factors which haveIndia. Describe any three factors which have
contributed to increase in maize production.contributed to increase in maize production.

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set-M Set-M DDE-2015]DDE-2015]

Ans. Ans. (i) Geographical (i) Geographical conditions conditions required required for thefor the
growth of maize crop in India :growth of maize crop in India :

  (a)  (a) It is a kharif crop which requires temperatureIt is a kharif crop which requires temperature
 between 21°C to 27°C. between 21°C to 27°C.

  (b)  (b) It grows well in alluvial soil.It grows well in alluvial soil.

  (ii)  (ii) Use of modern inputs such as HYV Seeds, fertilisersUse of modern inputs such as HYV Seeds, fertilisers

and irrigation have contributed to the increasingand irrigation have contributed to the increasing

production of maize.production of maize. 2 + 3 = 52 + 3 = 5

AA Q. Q. 9.9. Explain any three geographical conditionsExplain any three geographical conditions
required for the growth of rice in India. Howrequired for the growth of rice in India. How
is it possible to grow rice in areas of less rainfall ?is it possible to grow rice in areas of less rainfall ?
Explain with examples.Explain with examples.

[Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (6AP67LB) 2015](6AP67LB) 2015]

Ans. Ans. (i) Three (i) Three geographical conditions geographical conditions for the for the growthgrowth
of rice :of rice :

(a)(a) It It requires requires high high temperature, temperature, (above (above 25°C).25°C).
(b)(b) Annual Annual rainfall rainfall above above 100 100 cm.cm.
(c)(c) High High humidityhumidity

  (ii)  (ii) It is possible to grow rice in areas of less rainfallIt is possible to grow rice in areas of less rainfall
with the help of irrigation in Punjab andwith the help of irrigation in Punjab and
Haryana.Haryana. (CBSE Marking (CBSE Marking Scheme 2015) Scheme 2015) 3+2=53+2=5

UU  Q. 10. Q. 10. What are the climatic conditions required forWhat are the climatic conditions required for
the growth of rice ?the growth of rice ?  [NCERT]  [NCERT]

[Board Term-I, NCT-2014][Board Term-I, NCT-2014]

Ans. Climatic conditions required for the growth ofAns. Climatic conditions required for the growth of
rice :rice :

(i)(i) It is It is a a Kharif Kharif crop wcrop which reqhich requires uires high temperhigh temperatureature
(above 25°C).(above 25°C).

  (ii)  (ii) High High humidity humidity with with annual annual rainfall rainfall above above 100 100 cm.cm.

 (iii) (iii) In the In the areas areas of less of less rainfall, it rainfall, it grows with grows with the help the help ofof
irrigation.irrigation.

  (iv)  (iv) It It is grown is grown in the in the plains of plains of north north and and north-easternnorth-eastern
India, coastal areas and the deltaic regions.India, coastal areas and the deltaic regions.

(v)(v) Development Development of of dense dense network network of of canal canal irrigationirrigation
and tubewells have made it possible to grow rice inand tubewells have made it possible to grow rice in
areas of less rainfall such as Punjab areas of less rainfall such as Punjab and Harayana.and Harayana.

1×5=51×5=5

UU  Q. 11. Q. 11. “Wheat and rice farming in India are fairly“Wheat and rice farming in India are fairly
different from each other”. Support thedifferent from each other”. Support the
statement with five suitable examples.statement with five suitable examples.

[Board Term-I, Set (33) 2012][Board Term-I, Set (33) 2012]
OROR

UU Wheat and rice farming in India are fairly differentWheat and rice farming in India are fairly different
from each other. Explain.from each other. Explain.

[Board T[Board Term-I, Delhi erm-I, Delhi (580041) 2011](580041) 2011]

Ans. Basis Ans. Basis of dof difference :ifference :

S.No.S.No.
Basis ofBasis of

differencedifference
WWhheeaatt RRiiccee

(i)(i) RRaaiinnffaallll 5500--775  5  ccmm AAbboovve  e  11000  0  ccmm

(ii)(ii) TTeemmppeerraattuurre  e  1155°°CC AAbboovve  e  2255°°CC

(iii)(iii)
Area wiseArea wise

distributiondistribution

North andNorth and

north-westnorth-west

Plains of northPlains of north

and north-westand north-west
parts of theparts of the
countrycountry

(iv)(iv) TType ype of of crop crop Rabi Rabi KharifKharif

(v)(v)
MajorMajor

ProducerProducer
PPuunnjjaabb WWeesst  t  BBeennggaall

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012) 2012) 1×5=51×5=5

UU  Q. 12. Q. 12. Distinguish between primitive subsistenceDistinguish between primitive subsistence
farming and commercial farming by statingfarming and commercial farming by stating
five points of distinction.five points of distinction.

[Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (38) 2012](38) 2012]

Ans.Ans.

S.S.

No.No.

SuSubsbsisistetencnce fare farmimingng CoCommmmerercicial faal farmrminingg

(i)(i)
It is practised on smallIt is practised on small
patches.patches.

It is practised on a largeIt is practised on a large
scale.scale.

(ii)(ii)
Farming depends onFarming depends on
irrigation.irrigation.

Irrigation facilities areIrrigation facilities are
available.available.

(iii)(iii)
Primitive tools arePrimitive tools are
used.used.

Modern technology isModern technology is
used.used.

(iv)(iv) PPrroodduuccttiioon n iis s llooww.. PPrroodduuccttiioon n iis s hhiiggh.h.

(v)(v)
No costly fertilisers areNo costly fertilisers are
used.used.

Chemical fertilisers areChemical fertilisers are
used.used.
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(vi)(vi)
Family membersFamily members
provide labour.provide labour.

Labourers are hired.Labourers are hired.

(vii)(vii)
Only cereals and otherOnly cereals and other
food crops are grownfood crops are grown

Commercial crops areCommercial crops are
grown.grown.

(Any (Any five)five)
(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1×5=5(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1×5=5

UU  Q. 13. Q. 13. Describe any four geographical conditionsDescribe any four geographical conditions
required for the growth of tea. Mention required for the growth of tea. Mention the twothe two
major tea producing states of South India.major tea producing states of South India.

[Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (37) 2012](37) 2012]
OROR

UU Name the important beverage crop introducedName the important beverage crop introduced
 by  by the the British British in in India. India. Explain Explain the the geographicalgeographical
conditions needed for conditions needed for its cultivation. Write any twoits cultivation. Write any two
important states where it is grown.important states where it is grown.

OROR

UU In which agricultural production, India is theIn which agricultural production, India is the
leading producer as well as exporter in world?leading producer as well as exporter in world?
Describe the geographical requirements for itsDescribe the geographical requirements for its
growth and development.growth and development.

[Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (77) 2012](77) 2012]

OROR

UU What are the soil type, climatic conditions andWhat are the soil type, climatic conditions and
rainfall conditions required for the cultivation ofrainfall conditions required for the cultivation of
tea ? Write two states of India tea ? Write two states of India where tea grows.where tea grows.

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set Set (580011) (580011) 2011]2011]

  Ans. Tea :  Ans. Tea :  Grows well in tropical and sub-tropical  Grows well in tropical and sub-tropical

climates.climates.

Soil Soil type type :: Deep and fertile, well-drained soil, richDeep and fertile, well-drained soil, rich

in humus and organic matters.in humus and organic matters.

Climate Climate :: Warm and moist, frost-free climateWarm and moist, frost-free climate

throughout the year.throughout the year.

Rainfall Rainfall :: Frequent showers throughout Frequent showers throughout the year.the year.

TTwo wo states states :: Assam, West Bengal, Kerala, TamilAssam, West Bengal, Kerala, Tamil

Nadu, Himachal Pradesh, Uttarakhand, AndhraNadu, Himachal Pradesh, Uttarakhand, Andhra

Pradesh, Meghalaya and Pradesh, Meghalaya and TTripura.ripura. (Any two)(Any two)

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 4+1=5(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 4+1=5

RR  Q. 14. Q. 14. Describe four geographical conditions requiredDescribe four geographical conditions required
for the growth of sugarcane. Name two majorfor the growth of sugarcane. Name two major
sugarcane producing states of North India.sugarcane producing states of North India.

[Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (53) 2012](53) 2012]

OROR

RR What geographical conditions are required forWhat geographical conditions are required for
the cultivation of sugarcane? Name two largestthe cultivation of sugarcane? Name two largest
producing states of sugarcane.producing states of sugarcane.

[Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (580013, 35) 2011, (580013, 35) 2011, Set (A1) 2010]Set (A1) 2010]

Ans. Ans. Geographical conditions Geographical conditions required for required for the growththe growth

of sugarcane in India :of sugarcane in India :

  (i)  (i) It is a tropical as well as sub-tropical crop soIt is a tropical as well as sub-tropical crop so

it requires a hot and humid climate with ait requires a hot and humid climate with a

temperature of 24°C to 27°C.temperature of 24°C to 27°C.
  (ii)  (ii)  It requires an annual rainfall between 75 to 100  It requires an annual rainfall between 75 to 100

cms.cms.
  (iii)  (iii) It can be grown on a vIt can be grown on a variety of soils.ariety of soils.

  (iv)  (iv) Major sugarcane producing states of North Major sugarcane producing states of North IndiaIndia
are : Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Punjab and Haryana.are : Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Punjab and Haryana.

(Any two)(Any two)

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 3+2=5(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 3+2=5

RR  Q. 15. Q. 15. Which are the two major cotton producing statesWhich are the two major cotton producing states
of North India ? Describe four geographicalof North India ? Describe four geographical
conditions required for the growth of coconditions required for the growth of cotton.tton.

[Board Term-I, Set (40) 2012][Board Term-I, Set (40) 2012]

OROR

RR Describe the geographical conditions required forDescribe the geographical conditions required for
the cultivation of cotton ?the cultivation of cotton ?

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set Set (580028, (580028, 39) 39) 2011]2011]

 Ans. Ans. Haryana and Uttar Pradesh are the two majorHaryana and Uttar Pradesh are the two major
cotton producing states of North India.cotton producing states of North India.
Geographical Geographical conditions conditions required required for for thethe
cultivation of cotton :cultivation of cotton :

(i)(i) It It grows well grows well in driein drier parr parts of ts of the blathe black cotton ck cotton soilsoil
of the Deccan plateau.of the Deccan plateau.

  (ii)  (ii) It It requires requires high high temperature.temperature.
 (iii) (iii) It It requires requires light light rainfall rainfall or or irrigation.irrigation.
  (iv)  (iv) It It requires requires 21 21 frost frost free free days days and brand bright sunshineight sunshine

for its growth.for its growth.
(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1+4=5(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1+4=5

UU  Q. 16. Q. 16. Compare the geographical conditions requiredCompare the geographical conditions required
for the production of cotton and jute.for the production of cotton and jute.

  Ans.  Ans.

S.S.

No.No.
CCoottttoonn JJuuttee

(i)(i)
Cotton requires moreCotton requires more
than 21°C of temperature.than 21°C of temperature.

 Jute  Jute requires requires 30°C30°C
temperature.temperature.

(ii)(ii) Rainfall : 50 – 100 cm.Rainfall : 50 – 100 cm.
Rainfall : Near aboutRainfall : Near about
150 cm.150 cm.

(iii)(iii)
Frost free days are mustFrost free days are must
during picking daysduring picking days

Hot and humidHot and humid
climate is required.climate is required.

(iv)(iv)
Loamy and black soil isLoamy and black soil is
required.required.

Well-drained fertileWell-drained fertile
loamy soil is required.loamy soil is required.

(v)(v)
Mainly grown inMainly grown in
Maharashtra and Gujarat.Maharashtra and Gujarat.

Grown in easternGrown in eastern
states of the states of the countrycountry..

1×5=51×5=5

TOPIC-2TOPIC-2
Technological and Institutional ReformsTechnological and Institutional Reforms

Quick Review Quick Review 
¾¾ Agriculture, which provides livelihood for more than 60 percent of its population, needs some serious technicalAgriculture, which provides livelihood for more than 60 percent of its population, needs some serious technical

and institutional reforms. Thus, collectivisation, consolidation of holdings and abolition of Zamindari, etc., wereand institutional reforms. Thus, collectivisation, consolidation of holdings and abolition of Zamindari, etc., were
given priority to bring about institutional reforms.given priority to bring about institutional reforms.
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¾¾ India’s food security policy has a primary objective to ensure availability of food grains to the common people atIndia’s food security policy has a primary objective to ensure availability of food grains to the common people at
an affordable price. It has enabled the pooan affordable price. It has enabled the poor to have access to the food.r to have access to the food.

¾¾ The Green Revolution promised improvement in the condition The Green Revolution promised improvement in the condition of marginal and small farmof marginal and small farmers.ers.

¾¾ In the 1980s and 1990s, a comprehensive land development programme was initiated, which included bothIn the 1980s and 1990s, a comprehensive land development programme was initiated, which included both
institutional and technical reforms.institutional and technical reforms.

¾¾ Provision for crop insurance against drought, flood,cyclone, fire and disease, establishment of Grameen banks,Provision for crop insurance against drought, flood,cyclone, fire and disease, establishment of Grameen banks,
cooperative societies and banks for providing loan facilities to the farmers at lower rates of interest were somecooperative societies and banks for providing loan facilities to the farmers at lower rates of interest were some
important steps in this direction.important steps in this direction.

¾¾ Kissan Credit Card (KCC), Personal Accident Insurance Scheme (PAIS) are some other schemes introduced Kissan Credit Card (KCC), Personal Accident Insurance Scheme (PAIS) are some other schemes introduced by theby the
Government of India for the benefit of Government of India for the benefit of the farmers.the farmers.

¾¾ The Government of India made concerted efforts to modernise agriculture by establishing the Indian CouncilThe Government of India made concerted efforts to modernise agriculture by establishing the Indian Council
of Agricultural Research (ICAR), agricultural universities, veterinary services and animal breeding centres,of Agricultural Research (ICAR), agricultural universities, veterinary services and animal breeding centres,
horticulture development, research and development in the field of mhorticulture development, research and development in the field of meteorology and weather forecast, etc.eteorology and weather forecast, etc.

¾¾ TTodayoday, Indian farmers , Indian farmers are facing a big are facing a big challenge from international challenge from international competition.competition.

¾¾ The growth rate in agriculture is decelerating which is The growth rate in agriculture is decelerating which is an alarming situation.an alarming situation.

¾¾ Subsidy on fertilisers is decreased leading to incSubsidy on fertilisers is decreased leading to increase in the cost of production.rease in the cost of production.

¾¾ Reduction in import duties on Reduction in import duties on agricultural products has proved detrimental to agriculture in the agricultural products has proved detrimental to agriculture in the countrycountry..

¾¾ Farmers are withdrawing their investment from agriculture causing a downfall in the Farmers are withdrawing their investment from agriculture causing a downfall in the employment in agriculture.employment in agriculture.

¾¾ In order to ensure availability of food to all sections of society our government carefully designed a national foodIn order to ensure availability of food to all sections of society our government carefully designed a national food
security system. It consists of two composecurity system. It consists of two components—(a)buffer stock and (b) public distribution system (PDS).nents—(a)buffer stock and (b) public distribution system (PDS).

¾¾ The FCI procures food grains from the The FCI procures food grains from the farmers at the government announced minimfarmers at the government announced minimum support price (MSP).um support price (MSP).

¾¾ The high MSPThe high MSP, subsidies in , subsidies in input and committed FCI input and committed FCI purchases have distorted the cropping purchases have distorted the cropping pattern. Wheat andpattern. Wheat and
paddy crops are being grown more for the MSP they get. Punjab and Haryana are foremost examples. This has paddy crops are being grown more for the MSP they get. Punjab and Haryana are foremost examples. This has alsoalso
created a serious imbalance in inter-crop parities.created a serious imbalance in inter-crop parities.

¾¾ There has been a gradual shift from cultivation of food crops to cultivation of fruits, vegetables, oil-seeds andThere has been a gradual shift from cultivation of food crops to cultivation of fruits, vegetables, oil-seeds and
industrial crops.industrial crops.

¾¾ Globalisations has exposed the Indian farmers to new Globalisations has exposed the Indian farmers to new challenges.challenges.

¾¾ Genetic engineering is recognized as a powerful Genetic engineering is recognized as a powerful supplement in inventing new hybrid varieties of seeds.supplement in inventing new hybrid varieties of seeds.

¾¾ Today organic farming is much in vogue because it is practiced without factory made chemicals such as fertilisersToday organic farming is much in vogue because it is practiced without factory made chemicals such as fertilisers
and pesticides.and pesticides.

¾¾ Indian farmers should diversify their cropping pattern from cereals to high-value crops. This will increase incomesIndian farmers should diversify their cropping pattern from cereals to high-value crops. This will increase incomes
and reduce environmental and reduce environmental degradation simultaneously.degradation simultaneously.

FlowchartFlowchart

TTechnological and echnological and Institutional ReformsInstitutional Reforms

ConsolidationConsolidation
of Holdingsof Holdings

Kissan Kissan Credit Credit CardCard
(KCC), Personal(KCC), Personal

Accident InsuranceAccident Insurance
Scheme (PAIS)Scheme (PAIS)

Crop Insurance,Crop Insurance,
Grameen Banks,Grameen Banks,

Cooperative SocietiesCooperative Societies

Cooperation andCooperation and
aboilition of aboilition of 
ZamindariZamindari

The Green RevolutionThe Green Revolution
and and The WThe Whitehite

RevolutionRevolution
(Operation Flood)(Operation Flood)

Know the TermsKnow the Terms
¾¾ Irrigation :Irrigation : An artificial means of watering the standing crops is called irrigation.An artificial means of watering the standing crops is called irrigation.
¾¾ ICAR :ICAR : Indian Council of Agriculture Research.Indian Council of Agriculture Research.
¾¾ FCI :FCI : Food Corporation of India.Food Corporation of India.
¾¾ Organic Farming :Organic Farming : Farming which is practiced without factory made Farming which is practiced without factory made chemicals such as fertilizers and pesticides.chemicals such as fertilizers and pesticides.
¾¾ Minimum Support Price (MSP) :Minimum Support Price (MSP) : A minimum guaranteed price of  A minimum guaranteed price of a crop, fixed and announced by the a crop, fixed and announced by the governmentgovernment

 before the start of a cropping season. before the start of a cropping season.
¾¾ Kissan Credit Card (KCC) :Kissan Credit Card (KCC) : This is a credit card to This is a credit card to provide affordable credit for farmers in India.provide affordable credit for farmers in India.
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Know the LinksKnow the Links

¾¾  www.preservearticles.com/201106278625/how-technological-and  www.preservearticles.com/201106278625/how-technological-and

¾¾ www.learnnext.com › www.learnnext.com › … › … › Geography › Geography › Agriculturein IndiaAgriculturein India

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionype Question 1 1 mark mark eacheach

HH Q. Q. 1.1. By whom the Bhoodan-Gramdaan movementBy whom the Bhoodan-Gramdaan movement
was initiated ?was initiated ?

  Ans.  Ans. Vinoba Bhave.Vinoba Bhave. 11

UU Q. Q. 2.2. What is the full form of ICAR ?What is the full form of ICAR ?
  Ans.  Ans. Indian Council of Agricultural Research.Indian Council of Agricultural Research. 11

Short Answer Type QuestionShort Answer Type Question 3 3 marks marks eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. Describe the institutional and technical changesDescribe the institutional and technical changes
introduced in the field of agriculture in India inintroduced in the field of agriculture in India in
the recent years.the recent years.

[Board Term-I, (R9UJGYG), 2014][Board Term-I, (R9UJGYG), 2014]
OROR

AA Describe any three technological and institutionalDescribe any three technological and institutional
reforms made in the field of agriculture in India.reforms made in the field of agriculture in India.

[Board T[Board Term-I, Set-6AP67LB, erm-I, Set-6AP67LB, C5JWEVD, 2015]C5JWEVD, 2015]
OROR

AA What were the attributes of the comprehensiveWhat were the attributes of the comprehensive
land development programme initiated in India inland development programme initiated in India in
the 1980s and 1990s.the 1980s and 1990s.

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set-E, Set-E, M, M, DDE-2015]DDE-2015]

Ans.Ans. (i) Land reforms :(i) Land reforms : collectivisation, consolidation ofcollectivisation, consolidation of
holdings, cooperation and abolition of zamindari.holdings, cooperation and abolition of zamindari.

  (ii  (ii) ) Agricultural Agricultural reforms reforms :: Green revolution and White Green revolution and White
revolution.revolution.

(iii) (iii) Land development Land development programmes :programmes :  Provision for  Provision for
crop insurance against drought, flood, cyclonecrop insurance against drought, flood, cyclone
etc., establishment of Grameen banks, Cooperativeetc., establishment of Grameen banks, Cooperative
societies and banks for providing loans.societies and banks for providing loans.

  (iv)  (iv) Issuing of Kissan CIssuing of Kissan Credit Card redit Card and Personaland Personal
Accident Insurance Scheme, etc.Accident Insurance Scheme, etc.

(v)(v)  Special weather bulletins and agricultural  Special weather bulletins and agricultural
programmes for farmers on radio and TV.programmes for farmers on radio and TV.

(Any three) 1×3=3(Any three) 1×3=3

Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. Why is agriculture called the mainstay ofWhy is agriculture called the mainstay of
Indian economy ?Indian economy ?

OROR

UU What is the importance of agriculture in IndianWhat is the importance of agriculture in Indian
economy ?economy ?

Ans. (i)Ans. (i) Agriculture is the mainstay of Indian economy Agriculture is the mainstay of Indian economy
 because  because about about 67% 67% of of our our population population dependsdepends
directly or indirectly on agriculture.directly or indirectly on agriculture.

  (ii)  (ii) It It provides provides raw raw materials materials to to the the industries.industries.
 (iii) (iii)  India earns foreign exchange by exporting  India earns foreign exchange by exporting

agricultural products.agricultural products.
  (iv)  (iv) It contributes It contributes about 29% about 29% to the to the gross domesticgross domestic

product.product.
(v)(v) It It provides provides food food to to over over 1027 1027 million million population.population.

1×5=51×5=5

AA Q. Q. 2.2. Suggest any five measures to enhance theSuggest any five measures to enhance the
agricultural production in India.agricultural production in India.  [NCERT]  [NCERT]

[Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , DDE-2014DDE-2014]]

OROR

AA Explain any five institutional and technical reformsExplain any five institutional and technical reforms
 brought  brought by by the the government government to to improve improve thethe
condition of Indian Agriculture.condition of Indian Agriculture.

[Board Term-I, 2012 Set (35), 2011[Board Term-I, 2012 Set (35), 2011
(580018, 20), 2010 Set (C1)](580018, 20), 2010 Set (C1)]

OROR

AA Describe any five steps taken by the government ofDescribe any five steps taken by the government of
India to increase the productivity of agriculture inIndia to increase the productivity of agriculture in
India.India. [Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set Set (55) (55) 2012]2012]

  Ans. (i) Land reforms :  Ans. (i) Land reforms : Collectivisation, consolidation Collectivisation, consolidation
of holdings, cooperation and abolition ofof holdings, cooperation and abolition of
zamindari.zamindari.

  (ii)  (ii) Agricultural reforms :Agricultural reforms :  Green revolution and  Green revolution and
White revolution.White revolution.

 (iii) (iii) Land development programmes :Land development programmes :  Provision  Provision
for crop insurance against drought, flood,for crop insurance against drought, flood,
cyclone, etc., establishment of Grameen banks,cyclone, etc., establishment of Grameen banks,
Cooperative societies and banks for providingCooperative societies and banks for providing
loans.loans.

  (iv)  (iv) Issuing of KissaIssuing of Kissan Credit n Credit Card and Card and PersonalPersonal
Accident Insurance Scheme, etc.Accident Insurance Scheme, etc.

(v)(v)  Special weather bulletins and agricultural  Special weather bulletins and agricultural
programmes for farmers on radio and TV.programmes for farmers on radio and TV.

  (vi)  (vi) Government Government announces announces Minimum Minimum Support Support PricePrice
(MSP) and remunerative and procurement prices(MSP) and remunerative and procurement prices
to check exploitation.to check exploitation.

 (vii) (vii) The government prThe government provides HYV seeds ovides HYV seeds andand
fertilisers.fertilisers.

(viii)(viii) Government prGovernment provides technical ovides technical assistance andassistance and
training for farmers.training for farmers.

  (ix)  (ix)  Soil testing facilities, cold storage and  Soil testing facilities, cold storage and
transportation facilities are provided bytransportation facilities are provided by
government for farmers.government for farmers. (Any five)(Any five)

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012) 2012) 1×5=51×5=5

UU Q. Q. 3.3. Why has the agriculture sector in India got aWhy has the agriculture sector in India got a
major set back in spite of increase in the GDPmajor set back in spite of increase in the GDP
growth rate ?growth rate ? [Board T[Board Term-I, Set-M, DDE- 2015]erm-I, Set-M, DDE- 2015]
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Ans.Ans. (i)(i)  More and more land is used for construction  More and more land is used for construction
of factories, warehouses and shelters which haveof factories, warehouses and shelters which have
reduced the land under cultivation.reduced the land under cultivation.

(ii)(ii) Soil gets degraded Soil gets degraded by the by the use of pesticides,use of pesticides,
fertilizers, over irrigation, etc., which leads to waterfertilizers, over irrigation, etc., which leads to water
logging and salinity.logging and salinity.

 (iii) (iii) Today Indian Today Indian farmers farmers are fare facing a acing a big challengebig challenge
from international competition.from international competition.

  (iv)  (iv) Our Our government government is is reducing reducing the the public public investmentinvestment
in agriculture, subsidy on fertilizers have decreased.in agriculture, subsidy on fertilizers have decreased.

(v)(v)  Reduction in import duties on agricultural  Reduction in import duties on agricultural
products have proved detrimental to agriculture inproducts have proved detrimental to agriculture in
the country.the country. 1 × 5 = 51 × 5 = 5

UU Q. Q. 4.4. Why has Indian agriculture started a declineWhy has Indian agriculture started a decline
in the trend of food production? How can wein the trend of food production? How can we
overcome this problem ?overcome this problem ?

[Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (580032, 43) 2011](580032, 43) 2011]

Ans. Indian agriculture started Ans. Indian agriculture started a decline a decline in the trend in the trend ofof
food production because :food production because :

(i)(i) More and More and more land more land is used is used for construction for construction ofof
factories, warehouses and shelters have reducedfactories, warehouses and shelters have reduced
the land under cultivation.the land under cultivation.

  (ii)  (ii) Soil gets degraded Soil gets degraded by the by the use of pestuse of pesticides,icides,
fertilizers, over-irrigation,, etc. which leads tofertilizers, over-irrigation,, etc. which leads to
water logging and salinity.water logging and salinity.

Remedial Remedial Measures Measures ::

(i)(i)  Use of agricultural techniques which are  Use of agricultural techniques which are
environmentally sustainable.environmentally sustainable.

  (ii)  (ii) Use Use of of biotechnology biotechnology in in modifying modifying different different cropscrops
and increase the yield per hectare. It reducesand increase the yield per hectare. It reduces
dependence on insecticides and also require lessdependence on insecticides and also require less

water.water. 2½+2½=52½+2½=5

 V Value Based Questionalue Based Question 3 3 marksmarks

Q. Q. 1.1. After 1990 globalization has caused difficulties toAfter 1990 globalization has caused difficulties to
Indian farmers, how do you think the lot of farmersIndian farmers, how do you think the lot of farmers
can be improved in India ?can be improved in India ?

  Ans.  Ans. Farmers are unable to compete with foreignFarmers are unable to compete with foreign
agricultural products.agricultural products.

TTo o improve improve their their condition condition and and prevent prevent farmerfarmer
suicides, various suggestions are as follows :suicides, various suggestions are as follows :

(i)(i) Genetic Genetic engineering can engineering can help to help to invent hyinvent hybridbrid
seeds.seeds.

  (ii)  (ii) Organic faOrganic farming will rming will preserve preserve the the soil, watesoil, water andr and
environment.environment.

 (iii) (iii) Diversification Diversification of of crops crops from from only only cereals cereals to to high-high-
value crops which can grow easily in Indianvalue crops which can grow easily in Indian
climatic conditions.climatic conditions. 1×3=31×3=3
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MINERALS ANDMINERALS AND

ENERGYENERGY

RESOURCESRESOURCES

SyllabusSyllabus
 Mineral resou Mineral resources : rces : TTypes of ypes of minerals, distrminerals, distribution, (Note ibution, (Note : on : on map only), map only), use and use and economic importanceeconomic importance
of minerals and conservation.of minerals and conservation.

 Energy resources : T Energy resources : Types of power resources : conventional and non-conventional, distribution, utilisationypes of power resources : conventional and non-conventional, distribution, utilisation
and conservation.and conservation.

TOPIC-1TOPIC-1
Use and Economic Importance of MineralsUse and Economic Importance of Minerals

Quick Review Quick Review 

 Minerals Minerals ::

(i)(i) Naturally occurring inorganic substances.Naturally occurring inorganic substances.

(ii)(ii) Found in rocks beneath the earth’s surface in the form of compounds.Found in rocks beneath the earth’s surface in the form of compounds.

(iii)(iii) Solid crystal structure. Have a definite chemical compositionSolid crystal structure. Have a definite chemical composition
comprising one or more elements.comprising one or more elements.

(iv)(iv) Can be identified by their physical and chemical properties. Can be identified by their physical and chemical properties.

(v)(v) Different appearances and occur in various forms, in a wide range ofDifferent appearances and occur in various forms, in a wide range of
colours, hardness, forms lustre and density. As all minerals are formedcolours, hardness, forms lustre and density. As all minerals are formed
from a certain combination of elements which depends upon thefrom a certain combination of elements which depends upon the
chemical and physical conditions under which the mineral forms. Thechemical and physical conditions under which the mineral forms. The
geologists use these properties to categorise minerals.geologists use these properties to categorise minerals.

 Importance of Minerals :Importance of Minerals :

(i)(i) Everything we Everything we use, eat use, eat and drink and drink has minerals.has minerals.

(ii)(ii) Economic development of people Economic development of people or nations can be vor nations can be vastly acceleratedastly accelerated
 by the presence of valuable minerals. by the presence of valuable minerals.

(iii)(iii) Make our life comfortable and convenient.Make our life comfortable and convenient.

(iv)(iv) They are also responsible for all the biological processes on earth.They are also responsible for all the biological processes on earth.

 Rocks Containing Minerals :Rocks Containing Minerals :

(i)(i) Compacted substances that comprise the earth’s crust are called rocks.Compacted substances that comprise the earth’s crust are called rocks.

(ii)(ii) Rocks are the naturally formed aggregate of mineral particles. It is the minerals that impart their texture,Rocks are the naturally formed aggregate of mineral particles. It is the minerals that impart their texture,
colour, shape, hardness or softness to rocks.colour, shape, hardness or softness to rocks.

For eFor e.. g  g ., limestone is a rock consists of a single mineral.., limestone is a rock consists of a single mineral.

(iii)(iii) Majority of rocks on the earth’s crust are a combination or an aggregate of different minerals.Majority of rocks on the earth’s crust are a combination or an aggregate of different minerals.

(iv)(iv) Over 3000 minerals have been identified so far; only a few are abundantly found.Over 3000 minerals have been identified so far; only a few are abundantly found.

TOPIC - 1TOPIC - 1

Use and Economic Importance ofUse and Economic Importance of
Minerals ....Minerals .... P. 166P. 166

TOPIC - 2TOPIC - 2

Conservation of Minerals in IndiaConservation of Minerals in India
........ P. 168P. 168

TOPIC - 3TOPIC - 3

Power Resources – Types andPower Resources – Types and
Conventional Conventional Sources Sources ........ P. 170P. 170

TOPIC - 4TOPIC - 4

Non-Conventional ResourcesNon-Conventional Resources
and the Conservation of and the Conservation of PowerPower
Resources ....Resources .... P. 173P. 173
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FlowchartFlowchart

MineralsMinerals

MMeettaalllliicc NNoonn--MMeettaalllliicc Energy MineralsEnergy Minerals

FerrousFerrous
(containing iron)(containing iron)

iron ore,iron ore,
manganese,manganese,

nickel, cobalt, etc.nickel, cobalt, etc.

Non-Ferrous:Non-Ferrous:
opper, lead,opper, lead,cc

tin, bauxite etc.tin, bauxite etc.

Precious:Precious:
old, silver,old, silver,gg

platinum etc.platinum etc.

mica, salt,mica, salt,
potash, sulphur,potash, sulphur,
limestone, etc.limestone, etc.

coal,coal,
petroleum,petroleum,
natural gasnatural gas

Know the TermsKnow the Terms

 Mineral :Mineral : A naturally occurring substance that has  A naturally occurring substance that has a definite chemical composition is a definite chemical composition is a mineral.a mineral.

 Metallic Minerals :Metallic Minerals : The metallic minerals contain metal in raw form. Metals are hard substances that conduct The metallic minerals contain metal in raw form. Metals are hard substances that conduct
heat and electricity and have a characteristic lustre or shine. Iron ore, bauxite, manganese ore are some examples.heat and electricity and have a characteristic lustre or shine. Iron ore, bauxite, manganese ore are some examples.

 Non- MetallNon- Metallic Minerals ic Minerals :: The non-metallic minerals do not contain metals. Limestone, mica and gypsum are The non-metallic minerals do not contain metals. Limestone, mica and gypsum are
examples of such minerals. The mineral fuels examples of such minerals. The mineral fuels like coal and petroleum are also like coal and petroleum are also non-metallic minerals.non-metallic minerals.

 Rock Rock :: A rock is an ag A rock is an aggregate of one or more minerals but without definite cgregate of one or more minerals but without definite composition of constituent of mineral.omposition of constituent of mineral.

 Ores Ores :: Rocks from which minerals are mined are known  Rocks from which minerals are mined are known as ores. Although more than 2,800 types of minerals haveas ores. Although more than 2,800 types of minerals have
 been identified, only about 100 are considered ore minerals. been identified, only about 100 are considered ore minerals.

 Mining :Mining : The process of taking  The process of taking out minerals from rocks buried under the out minerals from rocks buried under the earth’s surface is called mining.earth’s surface is called mining.

 Open Cast Mining :Open Cast Mining : Minerals that lie at shallow depths are taken out by removing the surface layer; this is known Minerals that lie at shallow depths are taken out by removing the surface layer; this is known
as open cast mining.as open cast mining.

 Shaft mining :Shaft mining : Deep bores, called shafts, have to be made to reach mineral deposits that lie at great depths. This Deep bores, called shafts, have to be made to reach mineral deposits that lie at great depths. This
is called shaft mining.is called shaft mining.

 Drilling :Drilling : Petroleum and natural gas occur far below the earth’s surface. Deep wells are bored to take them out, Petroleum and natural gas occur far below the earth’s surface. Deep wells are bored to take them out,
this is called drilling.this is called drilling.

 Quarrying :Quarrying : Minerals that lie near the surface are simply dug  Minerals that lie near the surface are simply dug out, by the process known as out, by the process known as quarrying.quarrying.

Know the LinksKnow the Links

 exploringgeography.wikispaces.com/file/view/Chapter-7.pdf exploringgeography.wikispaces.com/file/view/Chapter-7.pdf 

 www.slideshare.net/AJINGHOSH/mineral-resources-30451967 www.slideshare.net/AJINGHOSH/mineral-resources-30451967 

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. What is a mineral ?What is a mineral ? (NCERT)(NCERT)

  Ans.  Ans. Mineral is Mineral is a homa homogeneous naturally ogeneous naturally occurringoccurring

substance with a definable internal structure.substance with a definable internal structure. 11

AA Q. Q. 2.2. Which rock consists of single mineral only ?Which rock consists of single mineral only ?

[Board Term-II, Delhi Set-I, 2015][Board Term-II, Delhi Set-I, 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. Limestone. Limestone. 11

HH Q. Q. 3.3. Why are there a wide range of colours,Why are there a wide range of colours,
hardness, crystal forms, lustre and densityhardness, crystal forms, lustre and density
found in minerals ?found in minerals ?

[Board Term-II, Delhi Set–I, 2016][Board Term-II, Delhi Set–I, 2016]

  Ans.  Ans. The ranges found in minerals are due to physical The ranges found in minerals are due to physical
and chemical conditions.and chemical conditions. 11

UU Q. Q. 4.4. How do minerals occur in igneous andHow do minerals occur in igneous and
metamorphic rocks ?metamorphic rocks ?

[Board [Board TTerm–IIerm–II, , 2016 2016 Delhi Delhi Set–II]Set–II]

  Ans.  Ans.  In igneous and metamorphic rocks, minerals may In igneous and metamorphic rocks, minerals may
occur in cracks, crevices, faults and joints.occur in cracks, crevices, faults and joints. 11

AA Q. Q. 5.5. How do minerals occur in sedimentary rocks ?How do minerals occur in sedimentary rocks ?

[Board Term-II, Delhi Set–III 2016, 2015,[Board Term-II, Delhi Set–III 2016, 2015,

Outside Delhi Set-I]Outside Delhi Set-I]
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  Ans.  Ans. In In sedimentary rocks, sedimentary rocks, minerals occur minerals occur in in bedsbeds
or layers. They have been formed as a result ofor layers. They have been formed as a result of
deposition, accumulation and concentration indeposition, accumulation and concentration in
horizontal strata.horizontal strata. 11

AA Q. 6.Q. 6. Name the minerals formed in beds Name the minerals formed in beds and layers.and layers.

[Board Term-II, Set-TCJQ6VD, 2016][Board Term-II, Set-TCJQ6VD, 2016]

  Ans.  Ans. Coal, and some forms of iron ore. Coal, and some forms of iron ore. 11

HH Q. Q. 7. 7. How How does does mining mining affect affect the the health health of mof miners iners ??

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Foreign Foreign Set-III, Set-III, 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans. The dust and The dust and the noxious fumes inhaled the noxious fumes inhaled by theby the

miners makes them vulnerable to pulmonaryminers makes them vulnerable to pulmonary

diseases.diseases. 11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

AA Q. 1.Q. 1. What are ‘placer deposits’? Give examples ofWhat are ‘placer deposits’? Give examples of
minerals found in such deposits.minerals found in such deposits.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Set-01/B1 Set-01/B1 2010]2010]

Ans.Ans. (i)(i) Certain minerals may occur as alluvial deposits Certain minerals may occur as alluvial deposits
in sands of valley floors and base of hills. Thesein sands of valley floors and base of hills. These
deposits are called ‘placer deposits’.deposits are called ‘placer deposits’.

  (ii)  (ii) They generally They generally contain mcontain minerals which inerals which are notare not
corroded by water.corroded by water.

  (iii)  (iii) Gold, silver, tin and platinum  Gold, silver, tin and platinum are examples of someare examples of some
important minerals found in ‘placer deposits’.important minerals found in ‘placer deposits’.

11 ×× 3 = 3 3 = 3

UU Q. Q. 2.2. How is mining activity hazardous ? How is mining activity hazardous ? Explain.Explain.
[Board [Board TTerm–IIerm–II, , (Set-TCJQ6VD) (Set-TCJQ6VD) 2016]2016]

OROR
How is the mining activity injurious to How is the mining activity injurious to the health ofthe health of
the miners and environment ? Explain.the miners and environment ? Explain.

[Board Term-II, Delhi Set-I, II, III, 2015][Board Term-II, Delhi Set-I, II, III, 2015]
OROR

“Mining affects health and environment both.““Mining affects health and environment both.“
Comment.Comment. [Board [Board TTerm-IIerm-II, , (Set-68(Set-68006) 006) 2012]2012]

  Ans.  Ans. The mining activity is injurious to the health ofThe mining activity is injurious to the health of
the miners and environment as :the miners and environment as :

(i)(i) The dust and noxious fumes inhaled by miners The dust and noxious fumes inhaled by miners
make them vulnerable to pulmonary diseases.make them vulnerable to pulmonary diseases.

(ii)(ii) The risk of collapsing mine roofs. The risk of collapsing mine roofs.

  (iii)  (iii) Inundation and fires in coalmines are a constant Inundation and fires in coalmines are a constant
threat to miners.threat to miners.

(iv)(iv) The water sources in the region  The water sources in the region get contaminatedget contaminated
due to mining.due to mining.

(v)(v) Dumping  Dumping of waste and slurry leads to degradationof waste and slurry leads to degradation
of land, soil and increase in stream and riverof land, soil and increase in stream and river
pollution.pollution. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015]

RR Q. Q. 3.3. Name the non-metallic mineral which can splitName the non-metallic mineral which can split
easily into thin sheets. Mention its uses.easily into thin sheets. Mention its uses.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, 2014]2014]
Ans.Ans. Mica is the non-metallic mineral which can be splitMica is the non-metallic mineral which can be split

easily into thin sheets.easily into thin sheets.
Mica Mica is is used used in in ::

(i)(i) Electric and Electric and electronic industries : electronic industries : Mica is Mica is usedused
in these industries due to its excellent di-electricin these industries due to its excellent di-electric
strength, low power loss factor, insulatingstrength, low power loss factor, insulating
properties and resistance to high voltage.properties and resistance to high voltage.

(ii)(ii) Plastic industry uses mica as an  Plastic industry uses mica as an extender and filler.extender and filler.
1 + 2 = 31 + 2 = 3

UU Q. Q. 4.4. Explain three factors that make mineralExplain three factors that make mineral
extractiextractions ons commercially viable.commercially viable.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Set-14/A1, Set-14/A1, 2011]2011]
  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) The minerals content of the ore must be inThe minerals content of the ore must be in

sufficient concentration.sufficient concentration.
  (ii)  (ii) The type of formation or structure in which they The type of formation or structure in which they

are found determines the relative cases with whichare found determines the relative cases with which
mineral ores may be mined.mineral ores may be mined.

  (iii)  (iii) The mineral should be close to the market so that The mineral should be close to the market so that
the transportation cost is low.the transportation cost is low. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

TOPIC-2TOPIC-2
Conservation of Minerals in IndiaConservation of Minerals in India

Quick Review Quick Review 

All All types types of of minerals minerals are are exhaustible exhaustible resources. resources. Other Other serious serious problems problems associated associated with with minerals minerals are are productionproduction
and accumulation of wastes at various stages of mining, processing as well as use.and accumulation of wastes at various stages of mining, processing as well as use.

(i)(i) Efficiency in Mining :Efficiency in Mining : Present technologies are inadequate in terms of their efficiency. The world has yet to Present technologies are inadequate in terms of their efficiency. The world has yet to
evolve a really efficient technology suited to evolve a really efficient technology suited to present day environment called the technology of present day environment called the technology of beneficiation.beneficiation.
e.g e.g . A lot of feed stock went waste during petroleum refining; today these wastes are utilized to make many. A lot of feed stock went waste during petroleum refining; today these wastes are utilized to make many
 by-products. by-products.

(ii) (ii) Substitutes Substitutes :: Scarce minerals can be substituted by developing biodegradable alternatives.Scarce minerals can be substituted by developing biodegradable alternatives. e.g.e.g. Copper was Copper was
earlier used extensively in electrical industries. But now besides aluminium, many other materials are usedearlier used extensively in electrical industries. But now besides aluminium, many other materials are used
to conserve to conserve precious copper.precious copper.
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(iii) Recycling :(iii) Recycling : Mini steel plants are using scrap iron all over the world, which is the best examples of recycling. Mini steel plants are using scrap iron all over the world, which is the best examples of recycling.
It helps reduce wastes, but efficient recycling technologies have yet to be developed. Recycling is veryIt helps reduce wastes, but efficient recycling technologies have yet to be developed. Recycling is very
expensive. Problems also arise on account of mixing together of various types of expensive. Problems also arise on account of mixing together of various types of minerals, otherwise productsminerals, otherwise products
made from iron, copper, lead, zinc and almost all types of made from iron, copper, lead, zinc and almost all types of minerals can be recycled for more.minerals can be recycled for more.

(iv) Minimised Exports :(iv) Minimised Exports :  Exports should be minimised and value added manufactured products should be  Exports should be minimised and value added manufactured products should be
exported.exported.

Most Most dynamic dynamic elements elements in in mineral mineral are are conservation conservation is is howeverhowever, , technology technology as as well well as as ecosystem ecosystem management.management.
Assessing the future demand for resources, proper planning is also a conservative technique. It also includesAssessing the future demand for resources, proper planning is also a conservative technique. It also includes
the use and disposal of the use and disposal of wastes which constitutes the earth’s greatest environment pollutants.wastes which constitutes the earth’s greatest environment pollutants.

FlowchartFlowchart

Minerals are Minerals are exhaustibexhaustible.le.

They are extremely valuable.They are extremely valuable.

They are limited.They are limited.

Growth of industrialisation has accelerated the Growth of industrialisation has accelerated the extractextraction of ion of minerals.minerals.

Reasons for Conservation of MineralsReasons for Conservation of Minerals

Know the TermsKnow the Terms
 Ferrous minerals :Ferrous minerals : These minerals contain iron content.These minerals contain iron content. ExampleExample- Iron ore, manganese, etc.- Iron ore, manganese, etc.

 Non-ferrous minerals :Non-ferrous minerals : These minerals do not contain iron contentThese minerals do not contain iron content ExampleExample-Copper-Copper, aluminium , aluminium etc.etc.

 Metallic minerals :Metallic minerals : These minerals contain metal content.These minerals contain metal content. ExampleExample-Iron ore, tin, etc.-Iron ore, tin, etc.

 Non-metallic minerals :Non-metallic minerals : These minerals do not contain metal These minerals do not contain metal content.content. ExampleExample-Mica, salt etc.-Mica, salt etc.

Know the LinksKnow the Links

 www.preservearticles.com/.../various-types-of-minerals-found-in-india.hwww.preservearticles.com/.../various-types-of-minerals-found-in-india.h

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. What is hematite ?What is hematite ?

[Board Term-II, Set-WVIVSA5, 2015][Board Term-II, Set-WVIVSA5, 2015]

Ans.Ans. Hematite ore is the most important industrial iron Hematite ore is the most important industrial iron
ore in terms of the quantity used.ore in terms of the quantity used. 11

UU Q. Q. 2.2. How did the Bailadila iron-ore field get itsHow did the Bailadila iron-ore field get its

name ?name ? [Board Term-II, Foreign Set–II, 2016][Board Term-II, Foreign Set–II, 2016]

  Ans.  Ans. The Bailadila hills The Bailadila hills look like the look like the hump of an hump of an ox,ox,
hence Bailadila iron-ore field get its name.hence Bailadila iron-ore field get its name. 11

HH Q. Q. 3.3. How is iron–ore transported from KudremukhHow is iron–ore transported from Kudremukh
mines to a port near Mangaluru ?mines to a port near Mangaluru ?

[Board Term-II, Foreign Set–I, 2016][Board Term-II, Foreign Set–I, 2016]

  Ans.  Ans. Iron-ore is transported as slurry through pipelines. Iron-ore is transported as slurry through pipelines.
11

UU Q. Q. 4.4. Why is copper mainly used in electrical cablesWhy is copper mainly used in electrical cables
and electronic industries ?and electronic industries ?

[Board Term-II, SQP 2016][Board Term-II, SQP 2016]
  Ans.  Ans. It is used in electrical cables as it is malleable, ductile It is used in electrical cables as it is malleable, ductile

and a good conductor of heat and electricity.and a good conductor of heat and electricity. 11

HH Q. Q. 5.5. Why aluminium metal has great importance ?Why aluminium metal has great importance ?
[Board [Board TTerm–II, erm–II, Outside Outside Delhi Delhi Set–IIISet–III, , 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans. It has It has great importance because great importance because it combines it combines thethe
strength of metals such as iron with extremestrength of metals such as iron with extreme
lightness and also with good conductivity and greatlightness and also with good conductivity and great
malleability.malleability. 11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

RR Q. 1.Q. 1. What are the uses of copper ? Name the twoWhat are the uses of copper ? Name the two
leading copper producing states of India.leading copper producing states of India.

[Board [Board TTerm-IIerm-II, , Set-37/Set-37/A1, A1, 2011]2011]

  Ans.  Ans. Uses of copper :Uses of copper :

(i)(i) In manufacturing electrical cables. In manufacturing electrical cables.

(ii)(ii) In electronic industries. In electronic industries.
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(iii)(iii) In chemical industries. In chemical industries.

The The two two leading leading copper copper producing producing states states of of IndiaIndia
are Madhya Pradesh and Rajasthan.are Madhya Pradesh and Rajasthan.

(Any (Any two) two) [CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2011] 2011] 2+1=32+1=3

UU Q. Q. 2.2. Name the mineral ore from which aluminium isName the mineral ore from which aluminium is
extracteextracted ? Why d ? Why is it gaining importance ? is it gaining importance ? Give itsGive its
distribution in India.distribution in India.

[Board Term-II, Set-68045, 2012][Board Term-II, Set-68045, 2012]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) Bauxite. Bauxite.
(ii)(ii) Aluminium is gaining importance because of its Aluminium is gaining importance because of its

extreme lightness, good conductivity and greatextreme lightness, good conductivity and great
malleability. It combines the strength of metalsmalleability. It combines the strength of metals
such as Iron.such as Iron.

  (iii)  (iii) It is mainly found in Amarkantak Plateau, Maikal It is mainly found in Amarkantak Plateau, Maikal
Hills and the plateau region of Bilaspur-Katni.Hills and the plateau region of Bilaspur-Katni.
Koraput district in Odisha has large deposits.Koraput district in Odisha has large deposits.
Odisha is the largest bauxite producing state.Odisha is the largest bauxite producing state.
Others are Gujarat, Maharashtra and Jharkhand.Others are Gujarat, Maharashtra and Jharkhand.

(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3
[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012]2012]

UU Q. Q. 3.3. Why is mica considered the most importantWhy is mica considered the most important
mineral in electric and electronic industries ?mineral in electric and electronic industries ?
Give three reasons.Give three reasons.

[Board Term–II, Set (KCG34U9) 2016][Board Term–II, Set (KCG34U9) 2016]

OROR
How How is is mica mica one one of of the the most most indispensableindispensable
minerals ? Explain any three points.minerals ? Explain any three points.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Set-23/BSet-23/B1, 1, 2011]2011]

Ans. MAns. Mica is :ica is :

(i)(i) Excellent di-electric Excellent di-electric in strength in strength and has and has lowlow
powerless factor.powerless factor.

(ii)(ii) It has insulating properties and resistance to high It has insulating properties and resistance to high
voltage.voltage.

  (iii)  (iii) Most indispensable mineral used in electric and Most indispensable mineral used in electric and
electronic industries.electronic industries.

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2011] 2011] 1×3=31×3=3

UU Q. Q. 4.4. Explain any three different forms in whichExplain any three different forms in which
minerals generally ominerals generally occurccur..

[Board [Board TTerm-IIerm-II, , Set Set (68042) (68042) 2012]2012]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) Minerals occur in the form of veins and lodes Minerals occur in the form of veins and lodes
(In igneous and metamorphic rocks).(In igneous and metamorphic rocks).

  (ii)  (ii) In sedimentary rocks, a number of minerals occur In sedimentary rocks, a number of minerals occur
in beds and layers.in beds and layers.

(iii)(iii) As residual mass of weathered material. As residual mass of weathered material.

  (iv)  (iv) As alluvial deposits in ocean waters. As alluvial deposits in ocean waters. (Any three)(Any three)
[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012] 1×3=3 1×3=3

RR Q. Q. 5.5. Why is conservation of minerals important ?Why is conservation of minerals important ?
How can we conserve minerals ?How can we conserve minerals ?

[Board Term-II, Set (2027), 2014, 2012][Board Term-II, Set (2027), 2014, 2012]

  Ans.   Ans. Conservation of minerals is Conservation of minerals is important for theimportant for the
following reasons :following reasons :

(i)(i) Minerals are exhaustible. Minerals are exhaustible.

(ii)(ii) They are limited. They are limited.

(iii)(iii) Minerals have manifold uses. Minerals have manifold uses.

(iv)(iv) Growth of Growth of industrialisation has industrialisation has accelerated theaccelerated the
extraction of minerals.extraction of minerals. (Any two)(Any two)

We We can can conserve conserve minerals minerals by by making making an an efficientefficient
use of them and using recyclable sources ofuse of them and using recyclable sources of
energy wherever possible.energy wherever possible. 2 + 1 = 32 + 1 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2014]2014]

Long Answer Type QuestionLong Answer Type Question 5 5 marksmarks

UU Q. Q. 1.1. Explain the importance of conservation ofExplain the importance of conservation of
minerals. Highlight any three measures tominerals. Highlight any three measures to
conserve them.conserve them.

[Board [Board TTerm–II, erm–II, Outside Outside Delhi Delhi Set–1, Set–1, 2016]2016]
OROR

Why is conservation of mineral resourcesWhy is conservation of mineral resources
essential ? Explain any three methods to conserveessential ? Explain any three methods to conserve
them.them. [Board [Board TTerm-II,erm-II,2015 2015 Delhi Delhi Set-I Set-I 2014]2014]

Ans. Reasons Ans. Reasons for Conservation :for Conservation :

(i)(i) The The strong strong dependence dependence of of industry industry andand

agriculture upon minerals.agriculture upon minerals.

(ii)(ii) The process of mineral formation is slow. The process of mineral formation is slow.
  (iii)  (iii) They are non-renewable. They are non-renewable. (Any two)(Any two)

Methods Methods to to conserve conserve ::
(i)(i) Minerals should Minerals should be used be used in a in a planned andplanned and

sustainable manner.sustainable manner.
  (ii)  (ii) Improved technology Improved technology needs to needs to be constantlybe constantly

evolved to allow use of low grade ore at low cost.evolved to allow use of low grade ore at low cost.
(iii)(iii) Recycling of metals using scrap metals. Recycling of metals using scrap metals.
(iv)(iv) Wastage in the mining and processing should be Wastage in the mining and processing should be

minimised.minimised. (Any three) 2 + 3 = 5(Any three) 2 + 3 = 5
[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015]2015]

TOPIC-3TOPIC-3
Power Resources– Types and Conventional SourcesPower Resources– Types and Conventional Sources

Quick Review Quick Review 

 Energy Resources :Energy Resources : Energy is the ability to do work, it is also called Power. The modern unit of measurement Energy is the ability to do work, it is also called Power. The modern unit of measurement

of power is Wof power is Watt. Energy is required for all att. Energy is required for all activities. It is needed to cook, to provide light activities. It is needed to cook, to provide light and heat, to propeland heat, to propel

vehicles and to drive machinery in industries.vehicles and to drive machinery in industries.
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 Energy : The Source of Power :Energy : The Source of Power : The chief sources of power are energy from fossil fuels, such as coal, petroleum,The chief sources of power are energy from fossil fuels, such as coal, petroleum,

natural gas, nuclear materials, falling water, sun, wind, etc. Wind, sunrays and falling water are converted intonatural gas, nuclear materials, falling water, sun, wind, etc. Wind, sunrays and falling water are converted into

electricity while others like coal, petroleum and natural gelectricity while others like coal, petroleum and natural gas- are applied directly in motor as- are applied directly in motor vehicles and machines.vehicles and machines.

Fossil fuels require combustion, they produce many gases and wastes causing damage to the environment. 2/5Fossil fuels require combustion, they produce many gases and wastes causing damage to the environment. 2/5thth

of the global energy consumption comes from burning oil and the rest from burning coal and natural gas.of the global energy consumption comes from burning oil and the rest from burning coal and natural gas.

 Electricity :Electricity : Electricity is obtained in three ways which are termed as hydro-electricity, thermal electricity and Electricity is obtained in three ways which are termed as hydro-electricity, thermal electricity and

nuclear nuclear electricityelectricity..

 Coal :Coal : Coal is the prime source Coal is the prime source of energy, often called the “Mother of Industries” or “Black Gold”. of energy, often called the “Mother of Industries” or “Black Gold”. It was the basisIt was the basis

of industrial revolution. It is used as a raw material in the iron and steel and chemical industries. It is the main fuelof industrial revolution. It is used as a raw material in the iron and steel and chemical industries. It is the main fuel

for producing thermal power. India ranks 7for producing thermal power. India ranks 7thth in the world for c in the world for coal reserves.oal reserves.

 Four types of coal :Four types of coal :

(i) (i) Anthracite Anthracite :: Contains 80% carbon, hard, black and compact, found only in Jammu and Kashmir. It is the Contains 80% carbon, hard, black and compact, found only in Jammu and Kashmir. It is the

highest quality hard coal.highest quality hard coal.

(ii) (ii) Bituminous Bituminous :: 60-80% carbon, widely used. 60-80% carbon, widely used.

(iii) Lignite :(iii) Lignite : 60% of carbon, low grade. It is called “brown coal”. 60% of carbon, low grade. It is called “brown coal”.

(iv) Peat :(iv) Peat : <50% carbon and burns like wood. <50% carbon and burns like wood.

 Petroleum :Petroleum :

Liquid Liquid fossil fossil fuel, fuel, wells wells are are dug dug or or drilled drilled on laon land or nd or offshore offshore to to bring bring oil oil to to the the surface. surface. This This crude crude oil oil is is transportedtransported

to refineries where it is changed into gto refineries where it is changed into gasoline and petrochemicals. Petroleum refineries serve as ‘nodal industries’asoline and petrochemicals. Petroleum refineries serve as ‘nodal industries’

for chemical, fertilizer and synthetic textile industries as various products are obtained during refining petroleum.for chemical, fertilizer and synthetic textile industries as various products are obtained during refining petroleum.

It provides fuel for heating, lighting, running machineries, vehicles, lubricants and raw materials for someIt provides fuel for heating, lighting, running machineries, vehicles, lubricants and raw materials for some

manufacturing plastics, chemicals, etc.manufacturing plastics, chemicals, etc.

 Natural Gas :Natural Gas : A clean energy resource associated  A clean energy resource associated with petroleum. Can be extracted easily by drilling with petroleum. Can be extracted easily by drilling wells. Doeswells. Does

not require processing, does not emit COnot require processing, does not emit CO22 and burns hotter and clearer, is cheaper and can be used to generate and burns hotter and clearer, is cheaper and can be used to generate

electricity, but it is limited. Used as a source of energy as well as an industrial raw material in the petrochemicalelectricity, but it is limited. Used as a source of energy as well as an industrial raw material in the petrochemical

industry.industry.

FlowchartsFlowcharts

ConventionalConventional

CoalCoal

PetroleumPetroleum

Natural gasNatural gas

ElectricityElectricity

Non-ConventionalNon-Conventional

Sources of EnergySources of Energy

Solar energySolar energy

Wind energyWind energy

BiogasBiogas

Tidal energyTidal energy

Geothermal energyGeothermal energy

(i)(i)

(ii)(ii)

(iii)(iii)

(iv)(iv)

(i)(i)

(ii)(ii)

(iii)(iii)

(iv)(iv)

(v)(v)

ProduProductionction of Iron-orof Iron-ore belte belt
1%1%

12%12%

17%17%

19%19% 25%25%

26%26%

Karnataka 26%Karnataka 26%

Odisha, 25%Odisha, 25%

ChChhahattttisisgagarhrh,, 9%9%11

Goa, 17%Goa, 17%

Jharkhand, 12%Jharkhand, 12%

Others, 1%Others, 1%
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Types of CoalTypes of Coal

Bituminous CoalBituminous Coal
60-80% Carbon60-80% Carbon

PeaPeat Coal t Coal 50%50%
CarbonCarbon

Lignite CoalLignite Coal
60% Carbon60% Carbon

Anthracite CoalAnthracite Coal
80% Carbon80% Carbon

Know the TermsKnow the Terms
 Renewable sources of energy :Renewable sources of energy : These energy resources can be replenished. They may be renewed after use.These energy resources can be replenished. They may be renewed after use.

ExampleExample-solar energy, wind energy, etc.-solar energy, wind energy, etc.

 Non-Renewable sources of energy :Non-Renewable sources of energy : These sources of energy are exhaustible. The deposits can These sources of energy are exhaustible. The deposits can not be renewed ornot be renewed or
replenished after use.replenished after use. ExampleExample-fossil fuels.-fossil fuels.

Know the LinksKnow the Links
 www.preservearticles.com/.../difference-between-conventional-and-nonwww.preservearticles.com/.../difference-between-conventional-and-non

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mining_in_Indiahttps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mining_in_India

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. Which is the oldest oil producing state of India ?Which is the oldest oil producing state of India ?

Ans.Ans. Assam. Assam. 11

UU Q. Q. 2.2. How power How power resources arresources are classified e classified ??

Ans.Ans. Power resources Power resources may be may be broadly categorised broadly categorised asas
conventional and non-conventional resources.conventional and non-conventional resources. 11

AA Q. Q. 3.3. What are conventional sources of energy ?What are conventional sources of energy ?

Ans.Ans. Conventional sources Conventional sources of of energy generally energy generally non-non-

renewable sources of energy which have been inrenewable sources of energy which have been in

common use for a long time.common use for a long time.

ExampleExample- firewood, coal, natural gas, etc.- firewood, coal, natural gas, etc. 11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. Why is energy required for all activities ? HowWhy is energy required for all activities ? How
can energy be generated ?can energy be generated ?

[Board Term-II, 2014][Board Term-II, 2014]
  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  Energy is a basic requirement for economic  Energy is a basic requirement for economic

development.development.
(ii)(ii) Every sector of the national economy needs input Every sector of the national economy needs input

of energy.of energy.
(iii)(iii) Consumption of Consumption of energy in energy in all forms all forms has beenhas been

steadily rising all over the country.steadily rising all over the country.
(iv)(iv) Rising prices Rising prices of oil of oil and gas and gas and their potentialand their potential

shortage have raised uncertainties about theshortage have raised uncertainties about the
security of energy supply in future.security of energy supply in future. (Any two)(Any two)
Energy can be generated from fuel minerals likeEnergy can be generated from fuel minerals like
coal, petroleum, natural gas, uranium and fromcoal, petroleum, natural gas, uranium and from
electricity.electricity. 2 + 1 = 32 + 1 = 3

AA Q. Q. 2.2. Describe any three importance of coal as aDescribe any three importance of coal as a

source of energy.source of energy.

[Board Term-II, Set-2080, 2012][Board Term-II, Set-2080, 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. Importance of coal as a source of energy in Importance of coal as a source of energy in IndiaIndia
are :are :

(i)(i) Coal is the most abundantly available fossil fuel Coal is the most abundantly available fossil fuel
in India.in India.

  (ii)  (ii) It provides It provides a substantial a substantial part of part of the nation’sthe nation’s
energy needs.energy needs.

(iii)(iii) It is used for power generation. It is used for power generation.

  (iv)  (iv) It supplies It supplies energy to energy to industry as industry as well as well as forfor
domestic needs.domestic needs. (Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012]2012]

UU Q. Q. 3.3. What are the two main ways of generatingWhat are the two main ways of generating
electricity ? How are they different from eachelectricity ? How are they different from each

other ? Explain.other ? Explain. [Board Term-II, 2014][Board Term-II, 2014]

Ans.Ans.

SS..NNoo.. TThheerrmmaal  El  Elleeccttrriiccttyy HHyyddrro Eo Elleeccttrriicciittyy

(i)(i) It is obtained by usingIt is obtained by using
coal, petroleum andcoal, petroleum and
natural gas.natural gas.

It is produced fromIt is produced from
water.water.

(ii)(ii) It is a non-renewableIt is a non-renewable

resource.resource.

It is a renewable.It is a renewable.

(iii)(iii) IIt  t  ccaauussees s ppoollluluttiionon.. IIt  t  dodoees s nnot ot ccaauussee

pollution.pollution.

(iv)(iv) It is expensive in theIt is expensive in the

long run.long run.

It is cheaper in theIt is cheaper in the

long run.long run.

(Any (Any three) three) 1×3=31×3=3
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RR Q. 4.Q. 4. Why is it essential to use renewable sources ofWhy is it essential to use renewable sources of
energy ?energy ? [Board [Board TTerm-IIerm-II, , Set Set (2081) (2081) 2012]2012]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) Non-renewable sources are going to exhaust Non-renewable sources are going to exhaust
such as coal, petrol, natural gas, etc. They cansuch as coal, petrol, natural gas, etc. They can
cause environmental pollution, therefore, wecause environmental pollution, therefore, we
have to use renewable resources.have to use renewable resources.

(ii)(ii) India has abundance of solar energy, wind, water, India has abundance of solar energy, wind, water,
and biomass.and biomass.

(iii)(iii)  Rising prices of oil and gas and their shortage  Rising prices of oil and gas and their shortage
have raised uncertainties about energy resourceshave raised uncertainties about energy resources
in the future.in the future. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012] 2012] 33

RR Q. Q. 5.5. Which are the two main minerals used toWhich are the two main minerals used to

obtain nuclear energy. Name any two statesobtain nuclear energy. Name any two states

where these minerals are found.where these minerals are found.

[Board Term-II, Set-WVIVSA5, 2015][Board Term-II, Set-WVIVSA5, 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. Nuclear or atomic energy is obtained by altering Nuclear or atomic energy is obtained by altering

the structure of atoms. When such an alternationthe structure of atoms. When such an alternation

is made, much energy is released in the form ofis made, much energy is released in the form of

heat and this is used to heat and this is used to generate electric power.generate electric power. 22

(i)(i)  Uranium and Thorium are used for generating  Uranium and Thorium are used for generating

atomic or nuclear power.atomic or nuclear power. ½½

(ii)(ii) They are available in Jharkhand and Rajasthan. They are available in Jharkhand and Rajasthan.½½

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015]2015]

Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. Highlight the importance of petroleum. ExplainHighlight the importance of petroleum. Explain
the occurrence of petroleum in India.the occurrence of petroleum in India.

[Board [Board TTerm–II, erm–II, (Delhi (Delhi Set–I) Set–I) 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans. Importance of Petroleum :Importance of Petroleum :

(i)(i) Petroleum is the major energy source in India. Petroleum is the major energy source in India.

  (ii)  (ii) Provides fuel for heat and lighting. Provides fuel for heat and lighting.

  (iii)  (iii) Provides lubricant for machinery. Provides lubricant for machinery.

  (iv)  (iv) Provides Provides raw raw material material for for a a number number ofof
manufacturing industries.manufacturing industries.

(v)(v) Petroleum refineries Petroleum refineries act as act as nodal nodal industry forindustry for
synthetic, textile, fertilizer and chemical industries.synthetic, textile, fertilizer and chemical industries.

(Any (Any two)two)

Its Its occurrence occurrence ::

(i)(i) Most of Most of the petroleum the petroleum occurrences in occurrences in India areIndia are
associated with anticlines and fault traps.associated with anticlines and fault traps.

  (ii)  (ii) In regions of folding, anticline or domes, it occurs In regions of folding, anticline or domes, it occurs
where oil is trapped in the crest of where oil is trapped in the crest of the upfoldthe upfold

  (iii)  (iii) Petroleum is Petroleum is also found also found in fault in fault traps betweentraps between
porous and non-porous rocks.porous and non-porous rocks. 2 + 3 = 52 + 3 = 5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016]2016]

AA Q. Q. 2.2. Which is the most abundantly available fossilWhich is the most abundantly available fossil
fuel in India ? Assess the importance of itsfuel in India ? Assess the importance of its
different forms.different forms.

[Board T[Board Term-II, erm-II, (Outside Delhi Set-I, II, III) 2015](Outside Delhi Set-I, II, III) 2015]

Ans.Ans. Abundantly available fossil fuel in India is Coal.Abundantly available fossil fuel in India is Coal.
Importance :Importance :

(i)(i) Peat Peat  has low carbon and high moisture content has low carbon and high moisture content
and low heating capacity.and low heating capacity.

(ii)(ii) LigniteLignite  is a low grade brown coal which is  is a low grade brown coal which is
soft with high moisture content. It is used forsoft with high moisture content. It is used for
generating electricity.generating electricity.

(iii)(iii) BituminousBituminous  is the most popular coal of  is the most popular coal of
commercial use. It has a special value for smeltingcommercial use. It has a special value for smelting
iron in blast furnaces.iron in blast furnaces.

  (iv)  (iv) AnthraciteAnthracite is the highest quality hard coal. is the highest quality hard coal.
[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015] 2015] 1 1 + + 4 4 = = 55

TOPIC-4TOPIC-4
Non-Conventional Resources and the Conservation ofNon-Conventional Resources and the Conservation of
Power ResourcesPower Resources

Quick Review Quick Review 
 Non-Conventional Sources of Energy :Non-Conventional Sources of Energy :

Following are the six main non-conventional sources of energy : namely, solar energy, wind energy, biomassFollowing are the six main non-conventional sources of energy : namely, solar energy, wind energy, biomass
energy, geothermal energy, tidal energy and hydro power.energy, geothermal energy, tidal energy and hydro power.

 Conservation of Energy Resources :Conservation of Energy Resources :

(i)(i) Energy is basic Energy is basic requirement for requirement for economic development. Every economic development. Every sector of the sector of the economy needs inputs economy needs inputs of energyof energy
for its development.for its development.

(ii)(ii) Most of the Most of the energy resources energy resources are limited.are limited.

(iii)(iii) Due to industrialization, modernisation and urbanisation, the consumption of energy in all forms has been Due to industrialization, modernisation and urbanisation, the consumption of energy in all forms has been
steadily rising all over the country.steadily rising all over the country.

 How Can We Conserve How Can We Conserve Energy Resources?Energy Resources?

(i)(i) Need to Need to develop a develop a sustainable path sustainable path of energy of energy development,development, i.e.,i.e., energy development but not at the cost ofenergy development but not at the cost of
environment or needs of future generation.environment or needs of future generation.

(ii)(ii) Judicious use of Judicious use of limited energy limited energy resources.resources.
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(iii)(iii) Wastage of minerals should be minimised. Wastage of minerals should be minimised.

(iv)(iv) Modern technology should be used for the exploitation of energy resources.Modern technology should be used for the exploitation of energy resources.

(v)(v) Export of Export of energy renergy resources should esources should be minimised.be minimised.

(vi)(vi) Use of substitutes in order to save energy resources.Use of substitutes in order to save energy resources.

(vii)(vii)Encourage recycling Encourage recycling of energy of energy resources.resources.

FlowchartFlowchart

Six main Six main Non-Non-Conventional Sources of Conventional Sources of EnergyEnergy

GeothermalGeothermal
EnergyEnergy

TiTidadal l EnEnerergy gy HyHydrdro o PPowowererSolar EnergySolar Energy
  Biomass  Biomass

EnergyEnergy
Wind EnergyWind Energy

Know the TermsKnow the Terms
 Solar energy :Solar energy : It is light and heat energy from It is light and heat energy from the sun.the sun.

 Wind energy :Wind energy : The energy which is produced by the The energy which is produced by the moving air with the help of moving air with the help of large windmills.large windmills.

 Biomass energy :Biomass energy : It is produced from shrubs, farm waste, animal and human waste for domestic consumption inIt is produced from shrubs, farm waste, animal and human waste for domestic consumption in
rural areas.rural areas.

 Geothermal energy :Geothermal energy : The heat energy from beneath the surface of The heat energy from beneath the surface of the earth.the earth.

Know the LinksKnow the Links

 www.importantindia.com/.../conventional-and-non-conventional-sources...www.importantindia.com/.../conventional-and-non-conventional-sources...

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

HH Q. Q. 1.1. Why should the use of cattle cake as fuel beWhy should the use of cattle cake as fuel be
discouraged ?discouraged ?

[Board T[Board Term-II, (Outside erm-II, (Outside Delhi Set-I) 2015]Delhi Set-I) 2015]

Ans. The use of cattle Ans. The use of cattle cake as fuel cake as fuel should be discouragedshould be discouraged
 because : because :

  (i)  (i) It creates pollution.It creates pollution.

  (ii)  (ii) It consumes most valuable manure which could beIt consumes most valuable manure which could be
used in agriculture.used in agriculture. (Any (Any one) one) 11

HH Q. Q. 2.2. How are ‘Gobar Gas Plants’ beneficial to theHow are ‘Gobar Gas Plants’ beneficial to the
farmers ?farmers ?

[Board [Board TTerm–II, erm–II, Outside Outside Delhi, Delhi, Set–II, Set–II, 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans. ‘Gobar Gas Plants’ are beneficial to the farmers‘Gobar Gas Plants’ are beneficial to the farmers
in the form of energy and improved quality ofin the form of energy and improved quality of
manure.manure. 11

AA Q. Q. 3.3. What is biogas energy ?What is biogas energy ?
Ans.Ans. Bio gas is produced from shrubs, farm waste, animal Bio gas is produced from shrubs, farm waste, animal

and human wastes.and human wastes. 11

AA Q. Q. 4.4. Name any one nuclear power station found inName any one nuclear power station found in
India ?India ?

Ans.Ans. Kalpakkam in Tamil Nadu. Kalpakkam in Tamil Nadu. 11

AA Q. Q. 5.5. At which place in India, experimental projectAt which place in India, experimental project
for geothermal energy has been Set-up ?for geothermal energy has been Set-up ?

Ans.Ans. Manikaran. Manikaran. 11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. “Natural gas is considered an environment–“Natural gas is considered an environment–
friendly fuel.” Explain the statement in twofriendly fuel.” Explain the statement in two
points.points. [Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-II, I, 2014]2014]

  Ans.  Ans. Natural gas is used as a source of energy as well Natural gas is used as a source of energy as well

as an industrial raw material.as an industrial raw material.

(i)(i) It can be transported easily through pipelines. It can be transported easily through pipelines.

(ii)(ii) Pipelines have Pipelines have helped in helped in setting up setting up fertilizerfertilizer
plants and power plants on its plants and power plants on its way.way.

(iii)(iii) Natural gas is a clean source of  Natural gas is a clean source of energy.energy.

(iv)(iv) It is an environment–friendly fuel because of theIt is an environment–friendly fuel because of the
low carbon emission.low carbon emission. (Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2014]2014]

UU Q. Q. 2.2. How is geo-thermal energy produced ?How is geo-thermal energy produced ?
Explain.Explain. [Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Set-RKZQI05, Set-RKZQI05, 2015]2015]

  Ans.  Ans. The The earth earth grows grows progressively progressively hotter hotter withwith
increasing depth. Where the geothermal gradientincreasing depth. Where the geothermal gradient
is high, high temperatures are found at shallowis high, high temperatures are found at shallow
depths. Groundwater in such areas absorbs heatdepths. Groundwater in such areas absorbs heat
from the rocks and becomes hot.from the rocks and becomes hot.
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It is so hot that when it It is so hot that when it rises to the earth’s surface,rises to the earth’s surface,
it turns into steam. This steam is used to driveit turns into steam. This steam is used to drive
turbines and generate electricity.turbines and generate electricity.

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 3[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 3

AA Q. Q. 3.3. Describe any three non-conventional sourcesDescribe any three non-conventional sources
of energy.of energy. [Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Set-207Set-2078, 8, 2012]2012]

Ans. Non-conventional sourAns. Non-conventional sources of energy are :ces of energy are :

(i)(i) Solar Energy :Solar Energy : India is a tropical country. It hasIndia is a tropical country. It has
enormous possibilities of trapping solar energy.enormous possibilities of trapping solar energy.
Photovoltaic technology converts sunlight directlyPhotovoltaic technology converts sunlight directly
into electricity. Solar energy is fastly becominginto electricity. Solar energy is fastly becoming
popular in rural and remote areas.popular in rural and remote areas.

(ii)(ii) Wind Energy :Wind Energy :  India now ranks as a ‘wind super  India now ranks as a ‘wind super
power’ in the world. The largest wind farm clusterpower’ in the world. The largest wind farm cluster
is located in Tamil Nadu from is located in Tamil Nadu from Nagercoil to Madurai.Nagercoil to Madurai.
Apart from these, Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka,Apart from these, Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka,
Gujarat, Kerala, Maharashtra and LakshadweepGujarat, Kerala, Maharashtra and Lakshadweep
have important wind farms. Nagercoil andhave important wind farms. Nagercoil and
 Jaisalmer are  Jaisalmer are well-known for well-known for effective use effective use of windof wind
energy in the country.energy in the country.

  (iii)  (iii) Biogas :Biogas :  Shrubs, farm waste, animal and human  Shrubs, farm waste, animal and human
waste are used to produce biogas for domesticwaste are used to produce biogas for domestic
consumption in rural areas. Biogas plants usingconsumption in rural areas. Biogas plants using
cattle dung are known as ‘Gobar Gas Plants’ incattle dung are known as ‘Gobar Gas Plants’ in
rural India. These provide twin benefits to therural India. These provide twin benefits to the
farmer in the form of energy and improved qualityfarmer in the form of energy and improved quality
of manure.of manure. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

AA Q. Q. 4.4. Which are the potential sources of biogas ?Which are the potential sources of biogas ?
State any four benefits of biogas.State any four benefits of biogas.

[Board Term-II, Set-2022, 2012][Board Term-II, Set-2022, 2012]

Ans. Potential sources of biogas are :Ans. Potential sources of biogas are : Shrubs, farmShrubs, farm
wastes, animal, human waste, etc.wastes, animal, human waste, etc.

Four benefits of biogas are :Four benefits of biogas are :

(i)(i) Its calorific value is high. Its calorific value is high.

  (ii)  (ii) It burns without smoke, causing no pollution. It burns without smoke, causing no pollution.

  (iii)  (iii) It is the cheapest gaseous fuel. It is the cheapest gaseous fuel.

(iv)(iv) Its plants provide twin benefits to the farmerIts plants provide twin benefits to the farmer
in the form of energy and improved quality ofin the form of energy and improved quality of

manure.manure. 1 + 2 = 31 + 2 = 3

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012]

Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

RR Q. Q. 1.1. Why is energy needed ? How can we conserveWhy is energy needed ? How can we conserve
energy resources ? Explain.energy resources ? Explain.

[Board Term-II, Delhi Set-2 2015][Board Term-II, Delhi Set-2 2015]

Ans.Ans. Energy Energy is required for all activities. It is needed tois required for all activities. It is needed to
cook, to provide light and heat, to propel vehiclescook, to provide light and heat, to propel vehicles
and to drive machinery in industries.and to drive machinery in industries.
To conserve energy resources :To conserve energy resources :
Refer to Ans. of 3 Refer to Ans. of 3 of of Long Answr TypeLong Answr Type

(Any three) 2 + 3 = 5(Any three) 2 + 3 = 5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015]2015]

RR Q. Q. 2.2. Which minerals are used to obtain nuclearWhich minerals are used to obtain nuclear
energy ? Name all the six nuclear powerenergy ? Name all the six nuclear power
stations of India.stations of India.

[Board [Board TTerm–IIerm–II, , (Set-TCJQ6VD) (Set-TCJQ6VD) 2016]2016]
Ans. Ans. The The minerals which minerals which are are used to used to obtain obtain thisthis

energy are :energy are :
  (i)  (i) Uranium andUranium and (ii) (ii) Thorium.Thorium.

The The six six nuclear nuclear power power stations stations of of India India are are ——
  (i)  (i) Narora nuclear power stationNarora nuclear power station
  (ii)  (ii) Kakrapara nuclear power stationKakrapara nuclear power station
  (iii)  (iii) Tarapur nuclear power stationTarapur nuclear power station
  (iv)  (iv) Kaiga nuclear power stationKaiga nuclear power station
  (v)  (v) Kalpakkam nuclear power stationKalpakkam nuclear power station
  (vi)  (vi) Rawat Bhata nuclear power stationRawat Bhata nuclear power station 2 + ½ × 6 = 52 + ½ × 6 = 5
AA Q. Q. 3.3. “Conservation of minerals is the need of the“Conservation of minerals is the need of the

hour” support the statement with five facts.hour” support the statement with five facts.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Set-KCG34U9; Set-KCG34U9; 2016, 2016, RKZQI05, RKZQI05, 2015]2015]

Ans. Conservation of minerals is Ans. Conservation of minerals is the need of the the need of the hour :hour :

  (i)  (i) Minerals are considered to be the backbone of theMinerals are considered to be the backbone of the

economy.economy.

(ii)(ii) Industry and agriculture depend on mineralIndustry and agriculture depend on mineral
deposits.deposits.

(iii)(iii) The substances The substances manufactured from manufactured from them alsothem also
depend on mineral deposits.depend on mineral deposits.

(iv)(iv) Total volume Total volume of workable of workable mineral deposits mineral deposits isis

very less-only 1% of the earth’s crust.very less-only 1% of the earth’s crust.

(v)(v)  Mineral resources are being consumed rapidly,  Mineral resources are being consumed rapidly,
and minerals require millions of years to beand minerals require millions of years to be

created and concentrated.created and concentrated.

  (vi)  (vi) The geological processes of mineral formationThe geological processes of mineral formation

are so slow that the rates of replenishment areare so slow that the rates of replenishment are

infinitely small in comparison to the present ratesinfinitely small in comparison to the present rates

of consumption.of consumption.

  (vii)  (vii) Minerals resources are finite and  Minerals resources are finite and non-renewable.non-renewable.

(viii)(viii) The rich The rich mineral deposits mineral deposits of our of our country arecountry are

extremely valuable but short-lived possessions.extremely valuable but short-lived possessions.

(Any five)(Any five) 1×5=51×5=5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015]2015]

High Order Thinking Skills (HOTS) QuestionsHigh Order Thinking Skills (HOTS) Questions

Q. Q. 1.1. “Minerals are indispensible part of our lives’.“Minerals are indispensible part of our lives’.
Support the statement with examples.Support the statement with examples.

[Board [Board TTerm–II, erm–II, (Foreign (Foreign Set–I, Set–I, II, II, III) III) 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans. Minerals are an indispensable part of our livesMinerals are an indispensable part of our lives ::
(i)(i) Almost everything we Almost everything we use, from use, from a tiny pin a tiny pin to ato a

towering building or a big ship, all are made fromtowering building or a big ship, all are made from
minerals.minerals.
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  (ii)  (ii) The railway lines and the tarmac (paving) of the The railway lines and the tarmac (paving) of the
roads, our implements and machinery too areroads, our implements and machinery too are
made from minerals.made from minerals.

  (iii)  (iii) Cars, buses, Cars, buses, trains, aeroplanes trains, aeroplanes are manufacturedare manufactured
from minerals and run on power resources derivedfrom minerals and run on power resources derived
from the earth.from the earth.

  (iv)  (iv) Even the food that we eat contains  Even the food that we eat contains minerals.minerals.

(v)(v)  In all stages of development, human beings have In all stages of development, human beings have
used minerals for their livelihood, decoration,used minerals for their livelihood, decoration,
festivities, religious and ceremonial rites.festivities, religious and ceremonial rites. 1 × 5 = 51 × 5 = 5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016]2016]
Q. Q. 2.2. What efforts are required to use mineral resourcesWhat efforts are required to use mineral resources

in a planned and sustainable manner ? Explain inin a planned and sustainable manner ? Explain in

three points.three points. [Board Term-II, Set (68002) 2012][Board Term-II, Set (68002) 2012]

Ans. Following efforts havAns. Following efforts have to be made to use minerale to be made to use mineral
in a planned and sustainable manner :in a planned and sustainable manner :

(i) (i) Recycling Recycling of of metals metals :: We should recycle the metal We should recycle the metal
or metal-made products to prevent its scarcity.or metal-made products to prevent its scarcity.

For For example example :: Used steel blade should be sent for Used steel blade should be sent for

recycling, so that the steel can be used again forrecycling, so that the steel can be used again for
other purposes.other purposes.

(ii) (ii) Improved technolImproved technologies need to be ogies need to be evolved :evolved :
Traditional technologies should be replaced withTraditional technologies should be replaced with

new and improved technologies, so that thenew and improved technologies, so that the
wastages can be minimised.wastages can be minimised.

(iii) (iii) Use of Use of substitute or substitute or alternative realternative resources :sources : TheThe
resources which cannot be recycled or reusedresources which cannot be recycled or reused
should be replaced with the recyclable resources.should be replaced with the recyclable resources.

ee..g g .. Use of green gas instead of coal for cookingUse of green gas instead of coal for cooking
purpose.purpose. [CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012] 1×3=3[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012] 1×3=3

Q. Q. 3.3. There is an urgent need to develop a sustainable There is an urgent need to develop a sustainable
path of energy development. Give two broadpath of energy development. Give two broad
measures for it. As concerned citizens, how can measures for it. As concerned citizens, how can youyou
help to conserve energy ?help to conserve energy ? [Board [Board SQP SQP 2016]2016]

Ans. Ans. Twin planks/measurTwin planks/measures :es :

  (i)  (i) Promotion of energy conservation.Promotion of energy conservation.

  (ii)  (ii) Increased use of renewable energy sources.Increased use of renewable energy sources.

As concerned citizens we can do our bit by :As concerned citizens we can do our bit by :
(i)(i) Using Using public public transport transport systems systems instead instead ofof

individual vehicles.individual vehicles.
(ii)(ii) Switching off electricity when not in use. Switching off electricity when not in use.

(iii)(iii) Using power–saving devices. Using power–saving devices.
(iv)(iv) Using non-conventional sources of energy. Using non-conventional sources of energy.

(Any two) 2+ ½ × 2 = 3(Any two) 2+ ½ × 2 = 3
[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016]2016]

Q. Q. 4.4. How can solar energy solve the energy problem toHow can solar energy solve the energy problem to
some extent in India ? Give your opinion.some extent in India ? Give your opinion.

[Board T[Board Term-II, Outside Delhi erm-II, Outside Delhi Set-I, II, III, 2015]Set-I, II, III, 2015]
OROR

Why is solar energy fastly becoming popular inWhy is solar energy fastly becoming popular in
rural and remote areas of India ? rural and remote areas of India ? Explain.Explain.

[Board Term-II, 2014][Board Term-II, 2014]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) India is a tropical country, therefore it receives India is a tropical country, therefore it receives
sunlight in abundance throughout sunlight in abundance throughout the year.the year.

  (ii)  (ii) Solar plant can be easily established in rural and Solar plant can be easily established in rural and
remote areas.remote areas.

  (iii)  (iii) It It will will minimise minimise the the dependence dependence of of ruralrural
households on firewood and dung cakeshouseholds on firewood and dung cakes
which in turn will contribute to environmentalwhich in turn will contribute to environmental
conservation and adequate quantity of manure.conservation and adequate quantity of manure.

1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3
[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2014][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2014]

 V Value Based Questionsalue Based Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

Q. Q. 1.1.  “There is a pressing need to use renewable energy “There is a pressing need to use renewable energy
resources.” Justify the statement with suitableresources.” Justify the statement with suitable
arguments.arguments.

[Board T[Board Term-II, Foreign Set–erm-II, Foreign Set–I, II, III, 2016]I, II, III, 2016]

  Ans.  Ans. Need to use renewable energy resources are :Need to use renewable energy resources are :

(i)(i) The growing consumption of energy has resulted The growing consumption of energy has resulted
in the country becoming increasingly dependentin the country becoming increasingly dependent
on fossil fuels such as coal, oil and gas.on fossil fuels such as coal, oil and gas.

  (ii)  (ii) Rising prices Rising prices of oil of oil and gas and gas and their poand their potentialtential
shortages have raised uncertainties about theshortages have raised uncertainties about the
security of energy supply in future.security of energy supply in future.

  (iii)  (iii) Has serious repercussions Has serious repercussions on the growth on the growth of theof the

national economy.national economy.

  (iv)  (iv) Increasing use of Increasing use of fossil fuels fossil fuels also causes seriousalso causes serious

environmental problems.environmental problems.

(v)(v) Hence, there is a pressing need to use renewable Hence, there is a pressing need to use renewable

energy sources like solar energy, wind, tide,energy sources like solar energy, wind, tide,

 biomass and energy from waste material. biomass and energy from waste material.

(Any (Any three) three) 1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016]2016]

Q. Q. 2.2. ‘Consumption of energy in all forms  ‘Consumption of energy in all forms has been risinghas been rising
all over the country. There is an urgent need toall over the country. There is an urgent need to
develop a sustainable path of energy developmentdevelop a sustainable path of energy development
and energy saving’. Suggest and explain any threeand energy saving’. Suggest and explain any three
measures to solve this burning problem.measures to solve this burning problem.
[Board [Board TTerm–IIerm–II, , OutsidOutside e Delhi Delhi Set–I, Set–I, II, II, III, III, 2016]2016]

OROR
In the present day energy crisis which step will In the present day energy crisis which step will youyou
like to take for saving energy ?like to take for saving energy ?

[Board Term-II, Delhi Set-II, 2015][Board Term-II, Delhi Set-II, 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. The following steps can be taken for savingThe following steps can be taken for saving
energy :energy :

(i)(i) Judicious use of energy resources. Judicious use of energy resources.

(ii)(ii) Use of public transport/ car pool. Use of public transport/ car pool.

(iii)(iii) To use bicycle for short distances. To use bicycle for short distances.

  (iv)  (iv) Switching off electrical gadgets when not in  Switching off electrical gadgets when not in use.use.

(v)(v) Regular cleaning of gas burners and  Regular cleaning of gas burners and switching offswitching off
the gas regulator when not in the gas regulator when not in use.use.

  (vi)  (vi) Avoid using refrigerator/ A.C. when not needed. Avoid using refrigerator/ A.C. when not needed.

(vii)(vii) Creating Creating awareness awareness in in neighbourhood neighbourhood withwith
catchy slogans.catchy slogans.
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  (viii)  (viii) As India has As India has been blessed with been blessed with abundance ofabundance of
sunlight, water, wind and biomass, we must usesunlight, water, wind and biomass, we must use
these to overcome present day energy crisis.these to overcome present day energy crisis.

(Any (Any three) three) 1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015]2015]

Q. Q. 3.3. How can biogas  How can biogas solve the energy problem mainly insolve the energy problem mainly in
rural India ? Give your suggestions.rural India ? Give your suggestions.

[Board Term-II, Foreign Set-I, II, III, 2015][Board Term-II, Foreign Set-I, II, III, 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. Biogas to solve energy problem :Biogas to solve energy problem :

(i)(i) Availibility of raw material. Availibility of raw material.

(ii)(ii) Awareness to be created about biogas. Awareness to be created about biogas.

(iii)(iii) It will reduce the burden on conventional sources It will reduce the burden on conventional sources
of energy.of energy.

(iv)(iv) Educate the rural people about the use of  Educate the rural people about the use of biogas.biogas.

(v)(v) It is a renewable source of energy. It is a renewable source of energy.

  (vi)  (vi) Eco-friendly. Eco-friendly.

  (vii)  (vii) Model Model structures to structures to be be introduced introduced by by thethe
government agencies at a subsidised rate.government agencies at a subsidised rate.

(Any (Any three) three) 1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015]2015]

Q. Q. 4.4. Explain any three values which inspire us toExplain any three values which inspire us to
conserve our energy resources.conserve our energy resources.

[Board [Board TTerm-IIerm-II, , 2014]2014]

  Ans.  Ans. Values : (i)Values : (i) Our responsible behaviour will leadOur responsible behaviour will lead
us to conserve energy resources.us to conserve energy resources.

  (ii)  (ii) Our sustainable Our sustainable thinking which inspires us tthinking which inspires us too
preserve and protect the resources for the futurepreserve and protect the resources for the future
generation.generation.

  (iii)  (iii) Our Our consciousness consciousness towards towards our our environmentenvironment
will inspire not to over-utilize the resources andwill inspire not to over-utilize the resources and
exploit them.exploit them. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2014]2014]

Q. Q. 5.5. ‘India is presently one of the least energy efficient‘India is presently one of the least energy efficient
countries in the world. We have to adopt cautiouscountries in the world. We have to adopt cautious
approaches for the judicious use of our limitedapproaches for the judicious use of our limited
energy resources.” Analyse this statement.energy resources.” Analyse this statement.

[Board Term-II, 2012, Set-68004][Board Term-II, 2012, Set-68004]
OROR

Explain any three steps to be taken to conserve theExplain any three steps to be taken to conserve the
energy resources.energy resources. [Board T[Board Term-II, 2012, erm-II, 2012, Set-6800Set-68005]5]

OROR
How can we save our limited energy sources ?How can we save our limited energy sources ?
Suggest any three ways for its judicious Suggest any three ways for its judicious use.use.

  Ans.  Ans. The statement is right to  The statement is right to a great extent. Therefore,a great extent. Therefore,
we need to adopt a cautious approach for thewe need to adopt a cautious approach for the
 judicious use of energy resources. judicious use of energy resources.

(i)(i) Use public transport system. Use public transport system.
  (ii)  (ii) Switch off electricity when not needed. Switch off electricity when not needed.

(iii)(iii) Use power saving devices. Use power saving devices.
  (iv)  (iv) Use non-conventional sources of energy. Use non-conventional sources of energy.

(Any (Any three) three) 1×3=31×3=3
[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012]2012]

qqqqqq
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MANU-MANU-

FACTURINGFACTURING

INDUSTRIESINDUSTRIES

SyllabusSyllabus
  Types, spatial distribution (Note : on map only), contribution of industries to the national economy,  Types, spatial distribution (Note : on map only), contribution of industries to the national economy,

industrial pollution and degradation of environment, measures to control degradation.industrial pollution and degradation of environment, measures to control degradation.

TOPIC-1TOPIC-1
Manufacturing Industries – Introduction, LocationManufacturing Industries – Introduction, Location
and Classifcationand Classifcation

Quick Review Quick Review 

 The process of using raw material to produce more valuable goods in largeThe process of using raw material to produce more valuable goods in large

quantities is called manufacturing. Industries that manufacture finishedquantities is called manufacturing. Industries that manufacture finished

products from primary material are called manufacturing industries in theproducts from primary material are called manufacturing industries in the

secondary secondary sectorsector..

 Manufacturing industries play a Manufacturing industries play a crucial role in the overall, and ecrucial role in the overall, and especiallyspecially

the economic development the economic development of a countryof a country. . A country’s economic strength isA country’s economic strength is

measured by the growth of its manufacturing measured by the growth of its manufacturing industries.industries.

 India is traditionally an agricultural country. The growth in manufacturingIndia is traditionally an agricultural country. The growth in manufacturing

industries has not only modernised farming, but also generated a largeindustries has not only modernised farming, but also generated a large

number of employment opportunities. This has reduced the dependence ofnumber of employment opportunities. This has reduced the dependence of

people on agriculture, allowed us to export our goopeople on agriculture, allowed us to export our goods to other countries andds to other countries and

 build  build up oup our reserves ur reserves of foreign of foreign exchange and exchange and hence led hence led to to overall growthoverall growth

and prosperity. Agriculture and industry mutually benefit and prosperity. Agriculture and industry mutually benefit each othereach other..

Location and ClassificationLocation and Classification

 The key factor influencing all decisions about seThe key factor influencing all decisions about setting up a manufacturingtting up a manufacturing

industry, including its location, is the low cost. The main costs in aindustry, including its location, is the low cost. The main costs in a

manufacturing industry are for procuring raw material, producing goods and distributing finished goods in themanufacturing industry are for procuring raw material, producing goods and distributing finished goods in the

market.market.

 The ideal location for a factory will be a The ideal location for a factory will be a place that has easy and low-cost availability of raw material, capital, land,place that has easy and low-cost availability of raw material, capital, land,

labour, power, transport, and market.labour, power, transport, and market.

 A manufacturing industry promotes the urbanisation of its neighbourhood. Already urbanised areas alsoA manufacturing industry promotes the urbanisation of its neighbourhood. Already urbanised areas also

attract industries, since they provide ready facilities for transport, banking, labour, consultancy, etc. If an urbanattract industries, since they provide ready facilities for transport, banking, labour, consultancy, etc. If an urban

centre offers sufficient facilities and advantages, several industries come up there together to form an industrialcentre offers sufficient facilities and advantages, several industries come up there together to form an industrial

agglomeration. These industries together form an agglomeration. These industries together form an agglomeration economy.agglomeration economy.

 Before independence, most industries in India were located in port cities to enable easy overseas trade.Before independence, most industries in India were located in port cities to enable easy overseas trade.

Manufacturing industries are classified based on their source of raw material, role, capital investment, ownershipManufacturing industries are classified based on their source of raw material, role, capital investment, ownership

pattern, and bulk of supplies like raw material and finished products.pattern, and bulk of supplies like raw material and finished products.

TOPIC - 1TOPIC - 1

Manufacturing Industries–Manufacturing Industries–
Introduction, Location andIntroduction, Location and
ClassificationClassification

  ....  .... P. 178P. 178

TOPIC - 2TOPIC - 2

Agro-based Industries Agro-based Industries ........ P. 181P. 181

TOPIC - 3TOPIC - 3

Major Mineral IndustriesMajor Mineral Industries
........ P. 184P. 184

TOPIC - 4TOPIC - 4

Industrial Pollution andIndustrial Pollution and
EnvironmenEnvironmental tal DegradationDegradation

  ....  .... P. 186P. 186
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FlowchartFlowchart
Classication of IndustriesClassication of Industries

On the basis ofOn the basis of
Raw MaterialRaw Material

On the basisOn the basis
of Roleof Role

On the basis ofOn the basis of
Capital InvestmentCapital Investment

On the basis ofOn the basis of
OwnershipOwnership

On the basis ofOn the basis of WeigWeightht
of Raw Materialsof Raw Materials
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PublicPublic
Sector:Sector:
TheseThese
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SAIL,SAIL,
BHEL,BHEL,
ONGC,ONGC,

etc.etc.

PrivatePrivate
Sector:Sector:
TheseThese

industriesindustries
areare

ownedowned
andand

operatedoperated
byby

indivi-indivi-
dualsduals
or aor a

groupgroup
ofof

indivi-indivi-
duals,duals,

..e.g e.g 

TISCO,TISCO,
Reliance,Reliance,
Mahindra,Mahindra,

etc.etc.

JointJoint
Sector:Sector:
TheseThese
indus-indus-
triestries
areare

 jointly jointly
ownedowned
by theby the

govern-govern-
mentment
andand

indivi-indivi-
dualsduals
or aor a

groupgroup
ofof

indivi-indivi-
duals,duals,

..e.g e.g 

OilOil
IndiaIndia

Limited.Limited.

Cooper-Cooper-
ativeative
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TheseThese
indus-indus-
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ownedowned
andand

operatedoperated
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pro-pro-

ducersducers
oror
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ofof

rawraw
materials,materials,
workersworkers
or both.or both.
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areare
pooledpooled
by eachby each
stake-stake-
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andand
profits orprofits or
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sharedshared
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HeavyHeavy
Indus-Indus-
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IronIron
andand
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Indus-Indus-
tries:tries:

Electro-Electro-
nicsnics

Know the TermsKnow the Terms
 Manufacturing :Manufacturing : Production of goods in large quantities after converting raw materials, components or parts intoProduction of goods in large quantities after converting raw materials, components or parts into

finished goods.finished goods.
 NMCC :NMCC : The National Manufacturing Competitiveness Council.The National Manufacturing Competitiveness Council.
 Agglomeration Economies :Agglomeration Economies : The industries tend to come together to make use of the advantages offered by theThe industries tend to come together to make use of the advantages offered by the

urban centres.urban centres.
 Entrepreneur :Entrepreneur : An innovator of new ideas who sets up a business taking on financial risks in the hope of profit.An innovator of new ideas who sets up a business taking on financial risks in the hope of profit.

Know the LinksKnow the Links
 www.youarticlelibrary.com/industries/industries...industries-in-india/197...www.youarticlelibrary.com/industries/industries...industries-in-india/197...

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

HH Q. Q. 1.1. Why has the ‘National ManufacturingWhy has the ‘National Manufacturing

Competitiveness Council’ been Set-up ?Competitiveness Council’ been Set-up ?

[Board T[Board Term-II, Outside erm-II, Outside Delhi Set-II, 2015]Delhi Set-II, 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. To improve To improve the productivity, economthe productivity, economist predictist predict

that manufacturing can achieve its target over thethat manufacturing can achieve its target over the

next decades.next decades. [CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 1[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 1

HH Q. Q. 2.2. Why is the ‘least cost’ known as decisionWhy is the ‘least cost’ known as decision
making factor for ideal location of an industry?making factor for ideal location of an industry?

[Board T[Board Term-II, Delhi erm-II, Delhi Set-II, 2015]Set-II, 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. Manufacturing activity tends to locate at the most Manufacturing activity tends to locate at the most
appropriate place where all the factors of industrialappropriate place where all the factors of industrial
locations are either available or can be arranged atlocations are either available or can be arranged at
a lower cost.a lower cost. [CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 1[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 1
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AA Q. Q. 3.3. What is manufacturing ?What is manufacturing ?  (NCERT)  (NCERT)

  Ans.  Ans. Production Production of of goods goods in in large quantities large quantities afterafter

processing from raw materials to more valuableprocessing from raw materials to more valuable

products is called as manufacturing.products is called as manufacturing. 11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. Describe the importance of manufacturing.Describe the importance of manufacturing.
[Board [Board TTerm–II, erm–II, Set Set (TCJQ6VD) (TCJQ6VD) 2016]2016]

OROR

Describe the importance of manufacturing sector inDescribe the importance of manufacturing sector in
countries like India.countries like India.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Set-II012, Set-II012, 2081]2081]

  Ans.  Ans. The economic strength of a country lies in theThe economic strength of a country lies in the

development of manufacturing industries because :development of manufacturing industries because :
(i)(i) Manufacturing Manufacturing industries industries help help in in modernisingmodernising

agriculture which forms the backbone of ouragriculture which forms the backbone of our
economy.economy.

  (ii)  (ii) It reduces It reduces the heavy dthe heavy dependence of ependence of people onpeople on
agriculture sector and creates jobs in agriculture sector and creates jobs in secondary andsecondary and
tertiary sectors.tertiary sectors.

  (iii)  (iii)  It is necessary for the removal of unemployment  It is necessary for the removal of unemployment
and poverty.and poverty.

  (iv)  (iv) It brings down regional disparities. It brings down regional disparities.

(v)(v) Export of manufactured goods expands trade and Export of manufactured goods expands trade and
commerce and enhances prosperity.commerce and enhances prosperity.

(vi)(vi) It brings much needed foreign exchange. It brings much needed foreign exchange.
(Any (Any three) three) 1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33

AA Q. Q. 2.2. What is the meaning of manufacturingWhat is the meaning of manufacturing
industry? Why is it considered the backbone ofindustry? Why is it considered the backbone of
economic development ? Give two reasons.economic development ? Give two reasons.

[Board T[Board Term-II, Set-III, erm-II, Set-III, 2011]2011]
  Ans.  Ans. Refer to Ans. of Q. 1. Long A Refer to Ans. of Q. 1. Long Answer Type Questions.nswer Type Questions.
RR Q. Q. 3.3. Define the term manufacturing. ClassifyDefine the term manufacturing. Classify

industries on the basis of source of rawindustries on the basis of source of raw
materials used.materials used.

[Board T[Board Term-II, Delhi Set erm-II, Delhi Set 1, 2013; Set-68010, 2012]1, 2013; Set-68010, 2012]
  Ans.  Ans. Definition :Definition :  “Production of goods in large  “Production of goods in large

quantities after processing from raw materials toquantities after processing from raw materials to
more valuable products is called manufacturing”.more valuable products is called manufacturing”.
Classification Classification ::

(i)(i) Agro-based :Agro-based : Cotton, woollen, jute, silk textile, etc. Cotton, woollen, jute, silk textile, etc.
  (ii)  (ii) Mineral-based :Mineral-based : Iron, steel, cement etc. Iron, steel, cement etc. 1 + 2 = 31 + 2 = 3

Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. What is the manufacturing sector ? Why is itWhat is the manufacturing sector ? Why is it
considered the backbone of development ?considered the backbone of development ?
Interpret the reason.Interpret the reason.

[Board T[Board Term-II, Outside erm-II, Outside Delhi Set-I, 2015]Delhi Set-I, 2015]

Ans. Definition of Ans. Definition of Manufacturing Sector :Manufacturing Sector :
Production of goods in large quantities afterProduction of goods in large quantities after
processing from raw materials to more valuableprocessing from raw materials to more valuable
products is called manufacturing.products is called manufacturing.
It is considered as backbone of developmentIt is considered as backbone of development
 because : because :

(i)(i)  It not only helps in modernising agriculture but  It not only helps in modernising agriculture but
also forms the backbone of our economy.also forms the backbone of our economy.

  (ii)  (ii) Industrial Industrial development development is is a a precondition precondition forfor
eradication of unemployment and poverty fromeradication of unemployment and poverty from
our country.our country.

(iii)(iii) Export of manufactured goods expands trade and Export of manufactured goods expands trade and
commerce.commerce.

(iv)(iv) Countries that transform their raw materials into a Countries that transform their raw materials into a
wide variety of finished goods of higher value arewide variety of finished goods of higher value are
prosperous.prosperous. 1 + 4 = 51 + 4 = 5

[CBSE Marking Scheme 2015][CBSE Marking Scheme 2015]

AA Q. Q. 2.2. “The economic “The economic strength of strength of a country a country is measuredis measured
 by  by the the development development of of manufacturingmanufacturing
industries.” Support the statement withindustries.” Support the statement with
arguments.arguments.

[Board [Board TTerm–II, erm–II, Delhi Delhi Set–I, Set–I, II, II, III, III, 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans. Role of manufacturing industries in the economicRole of manufacturing industries in the economic
development :development :

(i)(i) Manufacturing Manufacturing sector sector is is considered considered as as thethe
 backbone of development. backbone of development.

  (ii)  (ii) All round development depends on  All round development depends on industries.industries.
  (iii)  (iii) Industries help in modernising agriculture. Industries help in modernising agriculture.

  (iv)  (iv) Reduces the Reduces the heavy dependence heavy dependence of people of people onon
agricultural income by providing them jobs.agricultural income by providing them jobs.

(v)(v) Industrial Industrial development is development is a a precondition precondition forfor
eradication of unemployment and poverty fromeradication of unemployment and poverty from
the country.the country.

  (vi)  (vi) It aims at bringing down  It aims at bringing down regional disparities.regional disparities.
  (vii)  (vii) Expansion of manufactured goods. Expansion of manufactured goods.
  (viii)  (viii) Trade and Trade and commerce brings commerce brings in much in much neededneeded

foreign exchange.foreign exchange.
  (ix)  (ix) India‘s India‘s prosperity prosperity lies lies in in increasing increasing andand

diversifying of its manufacturing industries asdiversifying of its manufacturing industries as
quickly as possible.quickly as possible. (Any five)1 × 5 = 5(Any five)1 × 5 = 5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016]2016]

UU Q. Q. 3.3. Explain any five factors affecting the location ofExplain any five factors affecting the location of
a inda industryustry.. [Board T[Board Term-II, erm-II, (Set-III) 2015](Set-III) 2015]

Ans. The factors affecting the location oAns. The factors affecting the location of an industry :f an industry :
(i)(i) Availability of raw material. Availability of raw material.

  (ii)  (ii) Availability of cheap labour. Availability of cheap labour.
  (iii)  (iii) Availability of capital and bank facilities. Availability of capital and bank facilities.
  (iv)  (iv) Availability of power and other infrastructure. Availability of power and other infrastructure.

(v)(v) Proximity to markets. Proximity to markets.
  (vi)  (vi) Availability of Availability of adequate and adequate and swift swift means means ofof

transport.transport. (Any five) 1 × 5 = 5(Any five) 1 × 5 = 5
[CBSE Marking Scheme 2015][CBSE Marking Scheme 2015]

AA Q. Q. 4.4. Describe the various physical and humanDescribe the various physical and human
factors responsible for the location offactors responsible for the location of
industries.industries. [Board [Board TTerm–erm–II, II, 2014]2014]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) Physical Factors :Physical Factors :

(a)(a) Availability of raw materials—Availability of raw materials—Ideal locationIdeal location
should be near the sources of raw should be near the sources of raw materials.materials.

(b)(b) Power resources—Power resources—Power resources like coal andPower resources like coal and
electricity must be available for the industry.electricity must be available for the industry.
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(c)(c) Water and favourable climate. Water and favourable climate.
(ii) (ii) Human Human Factors Factors ::

(a)(a) Cheap and efficient labour, Cheap and efficient labour, (b)(b) Capital and bank Capital and bank

facilities,facilities, (c)(c) Good market, Good market, (d)(d) Transport facility. Transport facility.

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme Scheme 2014] 2014] 3 3 + + 2 2 = = 55

AA Q. Q. 5.5. What is manufacturing sector ? Describe fourWhat is manufacturing sector ? Describe four
types of manufacturing sector on the basis oftypes of manufacturing sector on the basis of
ownership.ownership.

[Board T[Board Term-II, Foreign erm-II, Foreign Set-I, 2015]Set-I, 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. Manufacturing Sector :Manufacturing Sector :
Refer to Ans. of Q. 1. of Long Answer.Refer to Ans. of Q. 1. of Long Answer.
Four Four types types of of manufacturing manufacturing sector sector on on the the basis basis ofof
ownership are :ownership are :

(i)(i) Public sector owned by Govt. agencies. Public sector owned by Govt. agencies. For exampleFor example..

BHEL, SAIL, etc.BHEL, SAIL, etc.

(ii)(ii) Private sector owned by individuals or a group of Private sector owned by individuals or a group of

individuals.individuals. For exampleFor example. TISCO, Bajaj Auto Ltd.,. TISCO, Bajaj Auto Ltd.,

Dabur Industries, etc.Dabur Industries, etc.

(iii)(iii) Joint sector Joint sector jointly owned jointly owned by the by the state andstate and

individuals.individuals. For exampleFor example. Oil India Ltd, etc.. Oil India Ltd, etc.

(iv)(iv) Cooperative sector Cooperative sector is is owned by owned by and operatedand operated

 by  by the the producers producers or or suppliers suppliers of of raw raw materials,materials,

workers or both.workers or both. For exampleFor example. Anand, Mother. Anand, Mother

Dairy, OMFED, sugar industry and coir industry,Dairy, OMFED, sugar industry and coir industry,

etc.etc. [CBSE Marking Scheme 2015] 1 × 5 = 5[CBSE Marking Scheme 2015] 1 × 5 = 5

TOPIC-2TOPIC-2
 Agro-based Industries Agro-based Industries

Quick Review Quick Review 
 Classification Classification of of Industries Industries ::

Industries Industries can can be be classified classified into into several several groups. groups. A A brief brief account account is is given given below:below:

On the basis of strength of labour :On the basis of strength of labour :

(i)(i) Large-scale IndustriesLarge-scale Industries (ii)(ii) Medium Medium (iii)(iii) Small.Small.

On the basis of bulk and weight of raw On the basis of bulk and weight of raw – material and finished goods :– material and finished goods :

(i)(i) Heavy Heavy IndustriesIndustries (ii)(ii) Light Industries. Light Industries.

On On the the basis basis of of ownership ownership ::

(i)(i) Private Private Sector Sector IndustriesIndustries (ii)(ii) Public Sector Industries Public Sector Industries (iii)(iii)  Joint Se Joint Sector Indctor Industriesustries (iv)(iv) Cooperative Sector Industries. Cooperative Sector Industries.

On the basis of source of Raw Material :On the basis of source of Raw Material :

(i)(i) Agro Agro Based Based IndustriesIndustries (ii)(ii) Mineral Based Industries Mineral Based Industries (iii)(iii) Forest Based Industries. Forest Based Industries.

Miscellaneous Industries :Miscellaneous Industries :

The The industries industries are are also also classified classified into into the the following following categories categories ::

  (i)  (i) Village IndustriesVillage Industries (ii)(ii) Cottage IndustriesCottage Industries (iii)(iii) Consumer Consumer IndustriesIndustries (iv)(iv) Ancillary Ancillary IndustriesIndustries

(v)(v) Basic IndustriesBasic Industries (vi)(vi) Capital Capital Intensive Intensive IndustriesIndustries (vii)(vii) Labour Labour Intensive Intensive Industries.Industries.

FlowchartFlowchart

Raw MaterialRaw Material
and Finishedand Finished

GoodsGoods

StrengthStrength
of Labourof Labour

OwnershipOwnership

Raw MaterialRaw Material
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Know the TermsKnow the Terms
 Large Scale Industries :Large Scale Industries : Industries which employ a large number of labour in each unit.Industries which employ a large number of labour in each unit. ExampleExample :Cotton textile :Cotton textile

industry.industry.
 Public Sector Industries :Public Sector Industries : Industries which are owned and operated by gIndustries which are owned and operated by government agencies.overnment agencies. Example Example : BHEL. : BHEL.
 Agro-Based Industries :Agro-Based Industries : Industries which obtain raw materials from agricultural products.Industries which obtain raw materials from agricultural products. ExampleExample  : Sugar  : Sugar

industry.industry.
 Mineral-Based Industries :Mineral-Based Industries : Industries that use minerals and metals as raw materials.Industries that use minerals and metals as raw materials. Example Example  : Iron and Steel  : Iron and Steel

industry.industry.
 Basic Industries :Basic Industries : Industries on which depend many other industries for their manufacturing processes. Example :Industries on which depend many other industries for their manufacturing processes. Example :

Iron and Steel Iron and Steel IndustryIndustry..

Know the LinksKnow the Links
 www.youarticlelibrary.com/.../industries.../mineral...industries...major-in...www.youarticlelibrary.com/.../industries.../mineral...industries...major-in...

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chemical_industryhttps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chemical_industry

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

  Q. 1.  Q. 1. ”Agriculture gives boost to the industrial sector.””Agriculture gives boost to the industrial sector.”
Support the statement with arguments.Support the statement with arguments.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Delhi Delhi Set-II, Set-II, 2015]2015]

  Ans.  Ans. Agriculture gives boost to the industrial sector :Agriculture gives boost to the industrial sector :

(i)(i) Agriculture provides raw material to industries. Agriculture provides raw material to industries.
(ii)(ii) Agriculture provides market for industrial products. Agriculture provides market for industrial products.

(iii)(iii) Agriculture helps boost new industrial products. Agriculture helps boost new industrial products.
(iv)(iv) The industries such The industries such as cotton, jute, as cotton, jute, silk, woollensilk, woollen

textiles, sugar and edible oil, etc., are based ontextiles, sugar and edible oil, etc., are based on
agricultural raw materials.agricultural raw materials. (Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

UU Q. Q. 2.2. Explain any three factors which wereExplain any three factors which were
responsible for the concentration of cottonresponsible for the concentration of cotton
textile industry in Maharashtra and Gujarat intextile industry in Maharashtra and Gujarat in
early years.early years. [Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Set-68063, Set-68063, 2012]2012]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) Availability of raw cotton.Availability of raw cotton.
  (ii)  (ii) Ready markets are available. Ready markets are available.
  (iii)  (iii) Well-developed means of transportation. Well-developed means of transportation.
  (iv)  (iv)  Abundant skilled and unskilled labour at cheap  Abundant skilled and unskilled labour at cheap

rate.rate.
(v)(v) Moist climate Moist climate which is which is suitable for the suitable for the cottoncotton

industry.industry. (Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3
[CBSE Marking Scheme 2012][CBSE Marking Scheme 2012]

RR Q. Q. 3.3. Why is cotton textile industry the largestWhy is cotton textile industry the largest
industry in India today ? Give any threeindustry in India today ? Give any three
resons.resons. [Board [Board TTerm-IIerm-II,2011],2011]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) Cotton textile industry contributes 14 percent ofCotton textile industry contributes 14 percent of
the total industrial production.the total industrial production.

  (ii)  (ii) It provides It provides employment to employment to 35 million 35 million personspersons
directly – the second largest after agriculture.directly – the second largest after agriculture.

  (iii)  (iii) It earns foreign exchange of about 24.6 percent (4 It earns foreign exchange of about 24.6 percent (4
percent of GDP).percent of GDP). 1×3=31×3=3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2011]2011]

AA Q. Q. 4.4. Describe any three major problems faced byDescribe any three major problems faced by
the weaving and processing sectors in cottonthe weaving and processing sectors in cotton
textile industry.textile industry.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Foreign Foreign Set-II, Set-II, 2015]2015]

OROR
Describe any three major problems faced by cottonDescribe any three major problems faced by cotton
textile industry in India.textile industry in India.

[Board [Board TTerm-IIerm-II, , 2014, 2014, 2010]2010]

  Ans.  Ans. Problems of cotton textile Industry are :Problems of cotton textile Industry are :
(i)(i) Although production has increased, it is still not Although production has increased, it is still not

enough and imports are needed.enough and imports are needed.
(ii)(ii) Erratic power supply and outdated machinery. Erratic power supply and outdated machinery.

(iii)(iii) Low output of labour. Low output of labour.

(iv)(iv) Stiff competition from synthetic fabrics. Stiff competition from synthetic fabrics.
(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme Scheme 2014]2014]

AA Q. Q. 5.5. Analyse any three major challenges faced byAnalyse any three major challenges faced by
the sugar industry in India.the sugar industry in India.

[Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-II, I, 2014]2014]

  Ans.  Ans. Major challenges of sugar industry are :Major challenges of sugar industry are :

(i)(i) Seasonal nature of the industry. Seasonal nature of the industry.
  (ii)  (ii) Old and inefficient methods of production. Old and inefficient methods of production.
  (iii)  (iii) Transport delay in reaching sugar factories and  Transport delay in reaching sugar factories and thethe

need to maximise the use of bagasse.need to maximise the use of bagasse. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2014]2014]

RR Q. 6.Q. 6. Why is there a tendency for the sugar millsWhy is there a tendency for the sugar mills
to concentrate in Southern states of India into concentrate in Southern states of India in
recent years ? Give three reasons.recent years ? Give three reasons.

[Board T[Board Term-II, 2014, erm-II, 2014, Set-II022, 2011]Set-II022, 2011]

  Ans.  Ans. Shifting of sugar industries to Southern states isShifting of sugar industries to Southern states is
 because : because :

(i)(i) Sugarcane that grows there has a higher sucrose Sugarcane that grows there has a higher sucrose
content.content.

  (ii)  (ii) Favourable Favourable climate climate provides provides longer longer crushingcrushing
period and growing season.period and growing season.

(iii)(iii) Cooperatives are successful in these states. Cooperatives are successful in these states.
(iv)(iv) Modern mills have more crushing capacity. Modern mills have more crushing capacity.

(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3
[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme Scheme 2014]2014]

RR Q. Q. 7.7. Mention the various measures taken by theMention the various measures taken by the
government to boost the production of jutegovernment to boost the production of jute
goods.goods. [Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-II, I, Set Set (II027) (II027) 2012]2012]

  Ans.  Ans. Various steps taken by the government to boostVarious steps taken by the government to boost
the production of Jute are :the production of Jute are :

(i)(i) In 2005, National Jute Policy was formulated with In 2005, National Jute Policy was formulated with
the objective of increasing productivity.the objective of increasing productivity.

  (ii)  (ii) Improvement of quality. Improvement of quality.

  (iii)  (iii) Ensuring gooEnsuring good prices d prices to the to the jute farmers jute farmers andand
enhancing the yield per hectare.enhancing the yield per hectare. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3
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UU Q. Q. 8.8. Explain the factors responsible for localisationExplain the factors responsible for localisation
of jute textile mills mainly on the banks of theof jute textile mills mainly on the banks of the
river Hugli.river Hugli. [Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Set Set (II030) (II030) 2012]2012]

  Ans.  Ans. Refer to Ans. of Q. 4  Refer to Ans. of Q. 4 Long Answer Type Questions.Long Answer Type Questions.

AA Q. 9.Q. 9. What challenges are faced by the jute textileWhat challenges are faced by the jute textile
industries in India ? Mention the mainindustries in India ? Mention the main
objectives of National objectives of National Jute PolicyJute Policy, 2005., 2005.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Set-68019, Set-68019, 2012]2012]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) Problems faced by jute mills :Problems faced by jute mills :

  (a)  (a) Stiff competition in international market likeStiff competition in international market like
Bangladesh, Brazil, Philippines, Egypt, etc.Bangladesh, Brazil, Philippines, Egypt, etc.

(b)(b) Stiff competition from synthetic fibre.Stiff competition from synthetic fibre.

(c)(c) Products need to be diversified.Products need to be diversified. (Any two)(Any two)

  (ii)  (ii) In 2005, National Jute Policy was formulated with In 2005, National Jute Policy was formulated with
the objective of increthe objective of increasing productivity, asing productivity, improvingimproving
quality, ensuring good prices and enhancing thequality, ensuring good prices and enhancing the
yield per hectare.yield per hectare. 2 + 1 = 32 + 1 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme Scheme 2012]2012]

RR  Q. 10. Q. 10. What are the three main reasons for shifting ofWhat are the three main reasons for shifting of
the sugar mills to Maharashtra in recent years.the sugar mills to Maharashtra in recent years.

[Board Term-II,2011][Board Term-II,2011]

  Ans.  Ans. There areThere are three main reasons which are as follows :three main reasons which are as follows :

(i)(i) The cane produced has a higher  The cane produced has a higher sucrose content.sucrose content.

  (ii)  (ii) The cooler climate which ensures a lo The cooler climate which ensures a longer crushingnger crushing

season.season.

  (iii)  (iii) The cooperatives are more successful in this state. The cooperatives are more successful in this state.

[CBSE Marking Scheme 2011] 1 × 3 = 3[CBSE Marking Scheme 2011] 1 × 3 = 3

UU Q. 11.Q. 11. Explain any three factors responsible for theExplain any three factors responsible for the
location of cotton textile industry in Mumbailocation of cotton textile industry in Mumbai
and Ahmedabad.and Ahmedabad. [Board [Board TTerm-erm-II,2011]II,2011]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  Availability of raw cotton, market, transport  Availability of raw cotton, market, transport
including accessible port facilities.including accessible port facilities.

(ii)(ii) cheap labour and ; cheap labour and ;

(iii)(iii) moist climate moist climate have caused have caused the concentration the concentration ofof
cotton textile industries in Mumbai and Ahmedabedcotton textile industries in Mumbai and Ahmedabed
region.region. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. “Agriculture and industry are complementary“Agriculture and industry are complementary
to each other.’’ Explain with four examples.to each other.’’ Explain with four examples.

[Board Term-II, 2014][Board Term-II, 2014]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i)  Agro industries in India have given a major  Agro industries in India have given a major

 boost to agriculture by raising its productivity. boost to agriculture by raising its productivity.

  (ii)  (ii) Industries depend Industries depend on agriculture on agriculture for their for their rawraw

materials.materials.

  (iii)  (iii) Industries sell Industries sell their products suctheir products such as h as irrigationirrigation

pumps, fertilisers, etc., to the farmers.pumps, fertilisers, etc., to the farmers.

(iv)(iv) Industries have made the production processes of Industries have made the production processes of

agriculture very efficient.agriculture very efficient. 1¼ × 4 = 51¼ × 4 = 5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme Scheme 2014]2014]

UU Q. Q. 2.2. Why was the cotton textile industryWhy was the cotton textile industry
concentrated in the cotton growing belt in theconcentrated in the cotton growing belt in the
early years ? Explain.early years ? Explain.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Outside Outside Delhi Delhi Set-II, Set-II, 2015]2015]

  Ans.  Ans. Cotton textile industry was concentrated in theCotton textile industry was concentrated in the

cotton growing belt in the cotton growing belt in the early years because :early years because :

(i)(i) Availability of raw cotton- Availability of raw cotton-e.g e.g . belt of Maharashtra. belt of Maharashtra

and Gujarat.and Gujarat.

  (ii)  (ii) Nearness to market. Nearness to market.

(iii)(iii) Transport Transport

(iv)(iv) Port facilities Port facilities

(v)(v) Cheap labour Cheap labour

(vi)(vi) Moist climate. Moist climate. (Any five) 1 × 5 = 5(Any five) 1 × 5 = 5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015]2015]

UU Q. Q. 3.3. ”Many of our spinners export cotton yarn”Many of our spinners export cotton yarn
while apparel manufacturers have to importwhile apparel manufacturers have to import
fabric.” Explain this statement with appropriatefabric.” Explain this statement with appropriate
reasons.reasons. [Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-II, I, 2014]2014]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  The weaving, knitting and processing units  The weaving, knitting and processing units
cannot use much of the high quality yarn that iscannot use much of the high quality yarn that is
produced in the country.produced in the country.

Therefore, many of our spinners export cottonTherefore, many of our spinners export cotton
yarn while apparel/garment manufacturers haveyarn while apparel/garment manufacturers have
to import fabric.to import fabric.

  (ii)  (ii)  If weaving sector is improved then yarn can be  If weaving sector is improved then yarn can be
used in the country and garments can be exportedused in the country and garments can be exported

to earn foreign exchange for the country.to earn foreign exchange for the country.

[CBSE Marking Scheme 2014] 2½ × 2½ = 5[CBSE Marking Scheme 2014] 2½ × 2½ = 5

AA Q. Q. 4.4. Evaluate the factors which are responsible forEvaluate the factors which are responsible for
the location of jute industry the location of jute industry in Wein West Bengal.st Bengal.

[Board Term-II, 2016, Set-TCJQ6VD; 2014][Board Term-II, 2016, Set-TCJQ6VD; 2014]

OROR

Describe any five factors responsible for theDescribe any five factors responsible for the
concentration of jute mills along the banks of theconcentration of jute mills along the banks of the
Hugli river.Hugli river. [Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Foreign Foreign Set-II, Set-II, 2015]2015]

  Ans.  Ans. Factors for the concentration of jute mills in Factors for the concentration of jute mills in WestWest

Bengal :Bengal :

(i)(i) Proximity of the jute producing areas. Proximity of the jute producing areas.

(ii)(ii) Inexpensive water transport. Inexpensive water transport.

(iii)(iii) Abundant water. Abundant water.

  (iv)  (iv) Cheap and skilled labour. Cheap and skilled labour.

(v)(v) Port facilities Port facilities

(vi)(vi) Kolkata as a large urban centre provides banking Kolkata as a large urban centre provides banking
and insurance facilities.and insurance facilities. (Any five) 1 × 5 = 5(Any five) 1 × 5 = 5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015]2015]
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TOPIC-3TOPIC-3
Major Mineral IndustriesMajor Mineral Industries

Quick Review Quick Review 
 Manufacturing industries that use Manufacturing industries that use minerals as raw material minerals as raw material are called mineral-based industries. are called mineral-based industries. The iron and steelThe iron and steel

industry is the basic industry on which all other industries depend. The producton and per capita consumptionindustry is the basic industry on which all other industries depend. The producton and per capita consumption
of steel is a measure of a country’s economic development.of steel is a measure of a country’s economic development.

 The main raw materials useThe main raw materials used in the iron and steel industry d in the iron and steel industry are iron ore, coal and limestone. The are iron ore, coal and limestone. The raw materials andraw materials and
finished products of iron and steel industries are quite bulky, these industries must be located near the miningfinished products of iron and steel industries are quite bulky, these industries must be located near the mining
areas of the required minerals and must be connareas of the required minerals and must be connected by a good transport network.ected by a good transport network.

 India is the ninth largest producer India is the ninth largest producer of crude steel and the largest of crude steel and the largest producer of sponge iron in the world. India producer of sponge iron in the world. India is alsois also
a leading exporter of steel in the world.a leading exporter of steel in the world.

 The per capita consumption of steel in India is only 32 The per capita consumption of steel in India is only 32 kilograms. There are 10 primary integrakilograms. There are 10 primary integrated steel plants inted steel plants in
India. These integrated plants handle all stages of steel production, from procurement of basic raw material toIndia. These integrated plants handle all stages of steel production, from procurement of basic raw material to
producing finished rolled and shaped steel. India has many mini steel plants that produce customised alloy steelproducing finished rolled and shaped steel. India has many mini steel plants that produce customised alloy steel
using scrap iron or sponge using scrap iron or sponge iron as raw material.iron as raw material.

  China has become the world’s largest producer and consumer of steel, leaving India far behind. Most  China has become the world’s largest producer and consumer of steel, leaving India far behind. Most
steel manufacturing industries are located in the Chota Nagpur Plateau region because of the availability ofsteel manufacturing industries are located in the Chota Nagpur Plateau region because of the availability of
inexpensive, high-grade raw material and abundant cheap labour. The main challenges faced by the industry ininexpensive, high-grade raw material and abundant cheap labour. The main challenges faced by the industry in
realising its full potential are limited supply realising its full potential are limited supply of expensive coking coal, erratic power supply, low output of labourof expensive coking coal, erratic power supply, low output of labour
and poor infrastructure. The future of India’s iron and steel industry is bright due to India’s liberalisation policyand poor infrastructure. The future of India’s iron and steel industry is bright due to India’s liberalisation policy
and foreign direct and foreign direct investment in the industry.investment in the industry.

FlowchartFlowchart

Iron and Steel IndustryIron and Steel Industry

Raw Materials-Iron Ore, Coal & LimestoneRaw Materials-Iron Ore, Coal & Limestone

India is the ninth largest producer of crude steel in the worldIndia is the ninth largest producer of crude steel in the world

India is the largest producer of sponge iron in the worldIndia is the largest producer of sponge iron in the world

India's is the leading exporter of steel in the worldIndia's is the leading exporter of steel in the world

Steel manufacturing industries are located in the Chota Nagpur Plateau regionSteel manufacturing industries are located in the Chota Nagpur Plateau region

Future of India's iron and steel industry is bright due to India's liberalisationFuture of India's iron and steel industry is bright due to India's liberalisation
policy and foreigpolicy and foreign n direct investment in the industrydirect investment in the industry

Know the TermsKnow the Terms
 Organic Chemicals :Organic Chemicals : These include petrochemicals, which are used for These include petrochemicals, which are used for manufacturing of synthetic fibre, plastics,manufacturing of synthetic fibre, plastics,

drugs and pharmaceuticals.drugs and pharmaceuticals.

 Inorganic Chemicals :Inorganic Chemicals : These include sulphuric acid, nitric acid, alkalis, soda ash and caustic soda.These include sulphuric acid, nitric acid, alkalis, soda ash and caustic soda.

Know the LinksKnow the Links
 www.importantindia.com/11174/iron-and-steel-industry-in....www.importantindia.com/11174/iron-and-steel-industry-in....

 www.youarticlelibrary.com/industries/progress-of-iron...www.youarticlelibrary.com/industries/progress-of-iron...
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Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. “The iron “The iron and steel and steel industry is the industry is the basic as webasic as wellll
as heavy industry .” Support the statementas heavy industry .” Support the statement
with three points.with three points.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Set Set (68008) (68008) 2012]2012]

OROR

Why Why is is iron iron and and steel steel industry industry called called a a basicbasic
industry ?industry ? Explain.Explain.[Board T[Board Term-II, Set erm-II, Set (II076) 2012](II076) 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. Iron and steel industry is the basic Iron and steel industry is the basic industry as :industry as :

(i)(i) All the All the other industries depend other industries depend on it on it for theirfor their

machinery.machinery.

(ii)(ii) Steel is Steel is needed to needed to manufacture a manufacture a variety ofvariety of

engineering goods.engineering goods.

(iii)(iii) It provides variety of consumer goods. It provides variety of consumer goods.

  (iv)  (iv) Construction Construction material, material, defence, defence, medical,medical,
telephonic, scientific equipments, are the gift oftelephonic, scientific equipments, are the gift of
iron and steel industry.iron and steel industry. (Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme Scheme 2012]2012]

RR Q. Q. 2.2. Why do we have maximum concentration ofWhy do we have maximum concentration of
iron and steel industry in iron and steel industry in Chota Nagpur PlateauChota Nagpur Plateau
region ? Give any three regions.region ? Give any three regions.

[Board [Board TTerm–II, erm–II, 2016, 2016, Set-KCG34U9]Set-KCG34U9]
OROR

Why has the Chota Nagpur Region maximumWhy has the Chota Nagpur Region maximum
concentration of iron and steel industries ? Explainconcentration of iron and steel industries ? Explain
any three.any three. [Board [Board TTerm-II erm-II 2015, 2015, Outside Outside DelhiDelhi

Set-1, 2, 3 ; 2014, 2011]Set-1, 2, 3 ; 2014, 2011]
  Ans.  Ans. Refer to Ans. of Q.2 Long  Refer to Ans. of Q.2 Long Answer Type Questions.Answer Type Questions.

UU Q. Q. 3.3. ”India is an important iron and ”India is an important iron and steel producingsteel producing
country in the world. Yet we are not able tocountry in the world. Yet we are not able to
perform to our full potential.” Suggest andperform to our full potential.” Suggest and
explain any three measures to get full explain any three measures to get full potential.potential.

[Board [Board TTerm–II, erm–II, Foreign Foreign Set–I, Set–I, II, II, III, III, 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans. India is an important iron and steel producingIndia is an important iron and steel producing
country in the world, yet we are not able to performcountry in the world, yet we are not able to perform
to our full potential largely due to :to our full potential largely due to :

(i)(i) High costs and limited availability of cooking coal. High costs and limited availability of cooking coal.

  (ii)  (ii) Lower productivity of labour. Lower productivity of labour.

  (iii)  (iii) Irregular supply of energy and Irregular supply of energy and
(iv)(iv) Poor infrastructure. Poor infrastructure. (Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016]2016]

AA Q. Q. 4.4. Distinguish between an integrated steel plantDistinguish between an integrated steel plant
and a mini steel plants stating three points ofand a mini steel plants stating three points of
distinction.distinction. [Board [Board TTerm-IIerm-II,2011],2011]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) An integrated steel plant is larger than a mini An integrated steel plant is larger than a mini
steel plant.steel plant.

  (ii)  (ii)  Mini steel plant use steel scrap and sponge iron  Mini steel plant use steel scrap and sponge iron
while Integrated steel plant use basic raw materialswhile Integrated steel plant use basic raw materials
i.ei.e. iron ore for making steel.. iron ore for making steel.

  (iii)  (iii) Mini steel plant Mini steel plant produces mild produces mild and alloy steeland alloy steel
while integrated steel plant produces only steel.while integrated steel plant produces only steel.

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme Scheme 2011] 2011] 1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33

AA Q. Q. 5.5. Examine the impact of liberalisation onExamine the impact of liberalisation on
automobile industry of India.automobile industry of India.

[Board, [Board, TTerm-II, erm-II, Set Set (II079) (II079) 2012]2012]

  Ans.  Ans. Impact of liberalisation on automobile industryImpact of liberalisation on automobile industry

are:are:

(i)(i) Multi-utility vehicles have been introduced. Multi-utility vehicles have been introduced.

(ii)(ii) The coming of new and  The coming of new and contemporary models.contemporary models.

  (iii)  (iii) Healthy growth of the market. Healthy growth of the market.

  (iv)  (iv) FDI in new technology. FDI in new technology.

(v)(v) Aligned the industry with global development. Aligned the industry with global development.

  (vi)  (vi) Industry has experienced a quantum jump. Industry has experienced a quantum jump.

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme Scheme 2012] 2012] ½ ½ × × 6 6 = = 33

AA   Q.6.  Q.6. Mention any two factors that have contributedMention any two factors that have contributed
to a healthy growth of the automobile industryto a healthy growth of the automobile industry
in India ? Name two centres where this industryin India ? Name two centres where this industry
is located.is located. [Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-II,2011]I,2011]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  The introduction of new and comtemporary  The introduction of new and comtemporary

models stimulated the demand for vehicles in themodels stimulated the demand for vehicles in the

market.market.

  (ii)  (ii) Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) brought in new Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) brought in new

technology and aligned the industry with globaltechnology and aligned the industry with global

developments. The two centres of automobiledevelopments. The two centres of automobile

industry are Jamshedpur and Gurgaon.industry are Jamshedpur and Gurgaon. 1 + 2 = 31 + 2 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme Scheme 2011]2011]

UU Q. Q. 7.7. What is the importance of the InformationWhat is the importance of the Information
Technology sector for the Indian economy ?Technology sector for the Indian economy ?
Explain.Explain. [Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Set-68016, Set-68016, 2012]2012]

  Ans.  Ans. The importance of IT sector is as follows :The importance of IT sector is as follows :

(i)(i)  It has provided employment to over one million  It has provided employment to over one million
people.people.

  (ii)  (ii) This industry is said to be a major foreign exchange This industry is said to be a major foreign exchange
earner.earner.

  (iii)  (iii) It has helped in the growth  It has helped in the growth of the service sector.of the service sector.

  (iv)  (iv)  It provides employment to innumerable men and It provides employment to innumerable men and
women.women. (Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

AA Q. Q. 8.8. What are software technology parks ? StateWhat are software technology parks ? State
any two points of significance of informationany two points of significance of information
technology industry in India.technology industry in India.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Set Set (A1) (A1) 2011]2011]

  Ans.  Ans. Software Technology Park :Software Technology Park : Software technology Software technology
parks provide single window service and highparks provide single window service and high
data communication facility to software experts.data communication facility to software experts.

Significance Significance of of IT IT industry industry ::

(i)(i) A major A major impact of impact of this industry this industry has been has been onon
employment generation. Upto 31employment generation. Upto 31stst March, 2005, the March, 2005, the
IT industry employed over one million persons.IT industry employed over one million persons.

  (ii)  (ii)  It is encouraging to know that 30 percent of the  It is encouraging to know that 30 percent of the
people employed in this sector are women.people employed in this sector are women.

  (iii)  (iii) This industry has been a major foreign exchange This industry has been a major foreign exchange
earner in the last two or three years because ofearner in the last two or three years because of
its fast growing Business Processes Outsourcingits fast growing Business Processes Outsourcing
(BPO) sector.(BPO) sector.

  (iv)  (iv) The continuous The continuous growth in growth in the hardware the hardware andand
software is the key to the success of IT industry insoftware is the key to the success of IT industry in
India.India. (Any two) 1 + 2 =3(Any two) 1 + 2 =3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme Scheme 2011]2011]
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Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. “Production and consumption of steel is“Production and consumption of steel is
often regarded as the index of a country’soften regarded as the index of a country’s
development”. Examine the statement.development”. Examine the statement.

[Board [Board TTerm-erm-II, II, 2014]2014]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  Steel production is the backbone of any  Steel production is the backbone of any
country’s economy since it is the basic unit for thecountry’s economy since it is the basic unit for the
development of the nation.development of the nation.

  (ii)  (ii) Almost every industry depends on iron and steel Almost every industry depends on iron and steel
for its manufacturing and production.for its manufacturing and production.

  (iii)  (iii) In today’s In today’s era of era of globalisation, consumption globalisation, consumption ofof
goods is increasing. Thus, it can be concluded thatgoods is increasing. Thus, it can be concluded that
growth in production of steel is regarded as thegrowth in production of steel is regarded as the
index of country’s development.index of country’s development. 2 + 1 + 2 = 52 + 1 + 2 = 5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme Scheme 2014]2014]

AA Q. Q. 2.2. Describe any five factors responsible for theDescribe any five factors responsible for the
concentration of iron and steel industry in andconcentration of iron and steel industry in and
around Chota Nagpur Plateau region.around Chota Nagpur Plateau region.

Ans.Ans. Factors responsible for concentration of iron andFactors responsible for concentration of iron and
steel industries in Chhota Nagpur Plateau :steel industries in Chhota Nagpur Plateau :

(i)(i) Low cost of iron-ore. Low cost of iron-ore.

(ii)(ii) High grade raw material in proximity. High grade raw material in proximity.

(iii)(iii) Cheap labour. Cheap labour.

(iv)(iv) Vast growth potential in the home market. Vast growth potential in the home market.

(v)(v) Good transport connectivity. Good transport connectivity.

(vi)(vi) Availability of water resources. Availability of water resources. (Any five)(Any five)

11 ×× 5 = 5 5 = 5

TOPIC-4TOPIC-4
Industrial PollutIndustrial Pollution and ion and Environmental DegradationEnvironmental Degradation

Quick Review Quick Review 
 Industries have caused severe Industries have caused severe pollution of our natural resources. Industries cause pollution of our natural resources. Industries cause environmental degradationenvironmental degradation

through four main types of pollutionthrough four main types of pollution i.ei.e. air pollution, water pollution, land pollution or soil degradation, and. air pollution, water pollution, land pollution or soil degradation, and
noise pollution.noise pollution.

 Smoke contains undesirable gases like carbon dioxide, sulphur dioxide and carbon monoxide, besides solid andSmoke contains undesirable gases like carbon dioxide, sulphur dioxide and carbon monoxide, besides solid and
liquid particulate matter, in the form of dust and spray mist, which cause air pollution. Air pollution affects theliquid particulate matter, in the form of dust and spray mist, which cause air pollution. Air pollution affects the
health of humans, animals and plants alike and also causes damage to buildings.health of humans, animals and plants alike and also causes damage to buildings.

 WWater pollution is caused by ater pollution is caused by the discharge of untreated chemical waste the discharge of untreated chemical waste like dyes, detergents, acids, heavy metalslike dyes, detergents, acids, heavy metals
like lead and mercury, pesticides, fertilisers, and plastics from industries, into fresh water bodies like rivers andlike lead and mercury, pesticides, fertilisers, and plastics from industries, into fresh water bodies like rivers and
lakes. Solid wastes like fly ash, phospo-gypsum, and iron and steel slags also cause water pollution.lakes. Solid wastes like fly ash, phospo-gypsum, and iron and steel slags also cause water pollution.

 The industries that cause major amount oThe industries that cause major amount of water pollution are paper and pulp f water pollution are paper and pulp industries, oil refineries, tanneriesindustries, oil refineries, tanneries
and electroplating industries. The discharge of hot water from thermal power plants into rivers before cooling isand electroplating industries. The discharge of hot water from thermal power plants into rivers before cooling is
called thermal pollution of water. Radioactive waste, hazardous chemicals, glass, plastic, industrial effluents andcalled thermal pollution of water. Radioactive waste, hazardous chemicals, glass, plastic, industrial effluents and
non-biodegradable garbage are the main agents of land pollution. Rain water falling on polluted land dissolvesnon-biodegradable garbage are the main agents of land pollution. Rain water falling on polluted land dissolves
and carries many of the polland carries many of the pollutants further into the ground and pollutes utants further into the ground and pollutes groundwatergroundwater..

 Loud noise can lead to irritation, loss of hearing, and an increase in blood pressure and heart rate. IndustrialLoud noise can lead to irritation, loss of hearing, and an increase in blood pressure and heart rate. Industrial
machinery, construction activities, generators, and equipment like saws and pneumatic drills are mainlymachinery, construction activities, generators, and equipment like saws and pneumatic drills are mainly
responsible for noise pollution. One of the most important steps for the control of environmental degradation isresponsible for noise pollution. One of the most important steps for the control of environmental degradation is
treating hot and polluted wastewater from industries before releasing it into treating hot and polluted wastewater from industries before releasing it into our rivers and lakes.our rivers and lakes.

 WWastewater treatment involves astewater treatment involves ::

(i)(i) Primary Primary treatment treatment through screthrough screening, grinding, ening, grinding, flocculation and flocculation and sedimentation.sedimentation.

(ii)(ii) Secondary treatment tSecondary treatment through bacterial action hrough bacterial action to digest harmful chemicals.to digest harmful chemicals.

(iii)(iii) T Tertiary stage of stirring with chemicals ertiary stage of stirring with chemicals to neutralise remaining harmful waste.to neutralise remaining harmful waste.

 Treated waste water can be recycled for reuse in industrial processes. Rainwater harvesting can be used to meetTreated waste water can be recycled for reuse in industrial processes. Rainwater harvesting can be used to meet
the requirements of water for industrial processes.the requirements of water for industrial processes.

 Legal provisions must be made to regulate the Legal provisions must be made to regulate the use of groundwater for industrial use. Smoke stause of groundwater for industrial use. Smoke stacks, filters,cks, filters,
scrubbers, and electrostatic and inertial separators remove a large amount of harmful particles from industrialscrubbers, and electrostatic and inertial separators remove a large amount of harmful particles from industrial
smoke. The emission of smoke itself from industries can be reduced by using more efficient fuels like oil andsmoke. The emission of smoke itself from industries can be reduced by using more efficient fuels like oil and
natural gas in place of coal.natural gas in place of coal.

 Industrial and generator silencers, and sound-absorbing material are available to reduce the noise level inIndustrial and generator silencers, and sound-absorbing material are available to reduce the noise level in
industries. Industrial workers can use earphones and earplugs for iindustries. Industrial workers can use earphones and earplugs for individual protection of health and hearing.ndividual protection of health and hearing.

 National Thermal Power Corporation or NTPC is a major electricity generation and distribution company in India.National Thermal Power Corporation or NTPC is a major electricity generation and distribution company in India.
NTPC has demonstrated how conservation of environment and natural resources can happen simultaneouslyNTPC has demonstrated how conservation of environment and natural resources can happen simultaneously
with industrial growth by :with industrial growth by :

(i)(i) Adopting Adopting latest latest technical technical know know howhow
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  (ii)  (ii) Minimising Minimising wastewaste

(iii)(iii) Providing green cover Providing green cover

(iv)(iv) Reducing environmental pollution Reducing environmental pollution

(v)(v) Continuous Continuous monitoring monitoring 

FlowchartFlowchart

Effects of Industrial Effects of Industrial PolluPollution and tion and Environmental DegradationEnvironmental Degradation

LoLoud ud nonoisise e cacann
lead to irritation,lead to irritation,
loss loss of of hearhearinging,,
and an increasing and an increasing 
in blood pressurein blood pressure
andheartrate.andheartrate.

FoFour ur main typesmain types
of of pollutipollution-airon-air
polpollutiolution, n, waterwater
pollupollution, tion, landland
pollupollution or tion or soilsoil
degradation, anddegradation, and
noisenoise pollution.pollution.

Air Air pollupollution tion affecaffectsts
thethe heahealthlth ofof humhumansans,,
anianimalmals s and and plaplantsnts
alike and also causesalike and also causes
damagdamagee toto buildibuildings.ngs.

WWateater r polpollutlution iion iss
caucaused by sed by the dis-the dis-
charge of untreatedcharge of untreated
chemical waste likechemical waste like
dyes, dyes, detergendetergents,ts,
acidsheavyacidsheavy metalsmetals..

PPapeaper r and and pupulplp
industries, oil refi-industries, oil refi-
nerieneries, s, tannetanneriesries
and electroplating and electroplating 
indusindustries tries causescauses
WWaterater PoPollution.llution.

Know the TermsKnow the Terms
 Air Pollution :Air Pollution : It is caused by the presence of high proportion of undesirable gases, such as sulphur dioxide andIt is caused by the presence of high proportion of undesirable gases, such as sulphur dioxide and

carbon monoxide.carbon monoxide.

 Water Pollution :Water Pollution : It is caused by organic It is caused by organic and inorganic industrial wastes and affluents discharged and inorganic industrial wastes and affluents discharged into rivers.into rivers.

 Thermal Pollution :Thermal Pollution : The pollution caused by the discharge of hot water from factories and thermal plants intoThe pollution caused by the discharge of hot water from factories and thermal plants into
rivers and ponds before cooling.rivers and ponds before cooling.

 Noise Pollution :Noise Pollution : It is caused by industrial and construction activities, machinery, generators, electric drills andIt is caused by industrial and construction activities, machinery, generators, electric drills and
loud-speakers.loud-speakers.

Know the LinksKnow the Links
 www.slideshare.net/8486978398/industrial-pollution...www.slideshare.net/8486978398/industrial-pollution...

 www.tropical-rainforest-animals.com/environmental...www.tropical-rainforest-animals.com/environmental...

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. Suggest any three steps to minimize theSuggest any three steps to minimize the
environmental degradation caused by theenvironmental degradation caused by the
industrial development in India.industrial development in India.

[Board [Board TTerm–II, erm–II, Outside Outside Delhi Delhi Set–I, Set–I, II, II, III, III, 2016]2016]

OROR

Explain any three steps to be taken to minimizeExplain any three steps to be taken to minimize
environmental degradation by industries.environmental degradation by industries.  [NCERT]  [NCERT]

[Board T[Board Term-II; 2014, 2013, erm-II; 2014, 2013, Delhi Set 2;Delhi Set 2;
Set (68010) 2012]Set (68010) 2012]

Ans. Ans. Three Three steps steps to to minimize minimize the the environmentalenvironmental
degradation caused by industrial development indegradation caused by industrial development in
India are :India are :

Every Every litre litre of of waste waste water water discharged discharged by by ourour
industry pollutes eight times the quantity of freshindustry pollutes eight times the quantity of fresh
water.water.

  (i)  (i) Minimizing use of water for processing by Minimizing use of water for processing by reusingreusing
and recycling it in two oand recycling it in two or more successive stages.r more successive stages.

  (ii)  (ii) Harvesting of rain water to meet waterHarvesting of rain water to meet water
requirements.requirements.

  (iii)  (iii) Treating hot water and effluents before releasingTreating hot water and effluents before releasing
them in rivers and ponds.them in rivers and ponds.

  (iv)  (iv) Particulate matter in the air can be reduced byParticulate matter in the air can be reduced by
fitting smoke stacks to factories with electrostaticfitting smoke stacks to factories with electrostatic
precipitators, fabric filters, scrubbers and inertialprecipitators, fabric filters, scrubbers and inertial
separators.separators.

  (v)  (v) Smoke can be reduced by using oil or gas insteadSmoke can be reduced by using oil or gas instead
of coal in factories.of coal in factories.

  (vi)  (vi) Machinery and Machinery and equipments can equipments can be used be used andand
generators should be fitted with silencers.generators should be fitted with silencers.

  (vii)  (vii) Almost all Almost all machineries can machineries can be redesigned be redesigned toto
increase energy efficiency and reduce noise.increase energy efficiency and reduce noise.

(Any (Any three) three) 1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33
[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016]2016]

AA Q. Q. 2.2. How does industry pollute the environment ?How does industry pollute the environment ?
Explain with three examples.Explain with three examples.  [NCERT]  [NCERT]

[Board, [Board, TTerm-II, erm-II, Set Set (II022) (II022) 2012]2012]
  Ans.  Ans. Industries are responsible for four types ofIndustries are responsible for four types of

pollutionpollution i.e.i.e. , : , :

(i)(i) Air, Air, (ii)(ii) Water, Water, (iii)(iii) Noise,Noise, (iv)(iv) Land. Land.
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(i)(i) Air pollution Air pollution is caused by is caused by the presence of the presence of highhigh
proportion of undesirable gases, such as sulphurproportion of undesirable gases, such as sulphur
dioxide and carbon monoxide. Smoke is emitted bydioxide and carbon monoxide. Smoke is emitted by
chemical and paper factories, brick kilns, refinerieschemical and paper factories, brick kilns, refineries
and smelting plants, and burning of fossil fuels inand smelting plants, and burning of fossil fuels in
 big and small factories. big and small factories.

  (ii)  (ii) Water pollution is caused by organic and inorganic Water pollution is caused by organic and inorganic
industrial wastes and affluents discharged intoindustrial wastes and affluents discharged into
rivers. The main culprits in this regard are paper,rivers. The main culprits in this regard are paper,
pulp, chemical, textile and dyeing, petroleumpulp, chemical, textile and dyeing, petroleum
refineries and electroplating industries that let outrefineries and electroplating industries that let out
dyes, detergents, acids, salts and heavy metals likedyes, detergents, acids, salts and heavy metals like
lead and mercury, pesticides, fertilisers, syntheticlead and mercury, pesticides, fertilisers, synthetic
chemicals with carbon, plastics and rubber, etc.,chemicals with carbon, plastics and rubber, etc.,
into the water bodies.into the water bodies.

  (iii)  (iii) Noise pollution is due to industrial and construction Noise pollution is due to industrial and construction
activities. Machinery, factory equipment, generators,activities. Machinery, factory equipment, generators,
saws and pneumatic and electric drills cause hearingsaws and pneumatic and electric drills cause hearing
problems and irritation.problems and irritation. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

AA Q. Q. 3.3. Examine what are the causes of industrialExamine what are the causes of industrial
pollution of freshwater resources.pollution of freshwater resources.

[Board [Board TTerm-erm-II, II, 2011]2011]

  Ans.  Ans. Fresh water sources are polluted by organic and Fresh water sources are polluted by organic and
inorganic wastes and affluents discharged byinorganic wastes and affluents discharged by
industries into rivers. The main culprits are paperindustries into rivers. The main culprits are paper
and pulp, chemical, textile petroleum, refineries,and pulp, chemical, textile petroleum, refineries,
tanneries industries etc.tanneries industries etc. 33

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme Scheme 2011]2011]

UU Q. Q. 4.4. Suggest any three measures to reduce theSuggest any three measures to reduce the
industrial pollution of freshwater resources.industrial pollution of freshwater resources.

[Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-II, I, 2011]2011]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) Minimising use of water for processing byMinimising use of water for processing by
reusing and recycling it in two or more successivereusing and recycling it in two or more successive
stages.stages.

  (ii)  (ii) Harvesting Harvesting of of rainwater rainwater to to meet meet waterwater

requirements.requirements.

  (iii)  (iii) Treatment Treatment of of hotwater hotwater and and affluents affluents beforebefore

releasing them in rivers and ponds.releasing them in rivers and ponds. 1×3=31×3=3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme Scheme 2011]2011]

Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. Explain any five measures to control industrialExplain any five measures to control industrial
pollution in India.pollution in India. [Board [Board TTerm-erm-II, II, 2013]2013]

  Ans.  Ans. Five ways to reduce industrial pollution are listedFive ways to reduce industrial pollution are listed
 below : below :

(i)(i) Restructuring Restructuring the the manufacturing manufacturing processes processes toto
reduce or eliminate pollutants, through a processreduce or eliminate pollutants, through a process
called pollution prevention.called pollution prevention.

(ii)(ii) Creating cooling Creating cooling ponds, ponds, which are which are man-mademan-made
and are designed to cool the heated waters fromand are designed to cool the heated waters from
industries by evaporation, condensation andindustries by evaporation, condensation and
radiation.radiation.

(iii)(iii) Filtration of Filtration of sewage in sewage in water treatment water treatment plantsplants
attached to industries.attached to industries.

  (iv)  (iv) Instructing Instructing industries industries to to be be Set-up Set-up far far fromfrom
residential areas.residential areas.

(v)(v) Backing the constitutional provisions by a number Backing the constitutional provisions by a number
of laws − acts, rules, and notifications.of laws − acts, rules, and notifications. 1 × 5 = 51 × 5 = 5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2013]2013]

UU Q. Q. 2.2. Explain the pro-active approach adopted by theExplain the pro-active approach adopted by the
National Thermal Power Corporation (NTPC).National Thermal Power Corporation (NTPC).

for preserving the natural environment andfor preserving the natural environment and
resources.resources.

[Board T[Board Term-II, Outside erm-II, Outside Delhi Set-III, 2015]Delhi Set-III, 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. The pro-active approach adopted by theThe pro-active approach adopted by the

National Thermal Power Corporation(NTPC) forNational Thermal Power Corporation(NTPC) for

preserving the natural environment :preserving the natural environment :

(i)(i) Optimum utilisation of equipment adopting latest Optimum utilisation of equipment adopting latest
techniques and upgrading existing equipment.techniques and upgrading existing equipment.

(ii)(ii) Minimising waste generation by maximising ash Minimising waste generation by maximising ash
utilisation.utilisation.

  (iii)  (iii) Providing green Providing green belts for belts for nurturing ecologicalnurturing ecological
 balance  balance and and addressing addressing the the question question of of specialspecial
purpose vehicles for afforestation.purpose vehicles for afforestation.

(iv)(iv) Reducing environmental Reducing environmental pollution pollution through ashthrough ash
pond management, ash water recycling systempond management, ash water recycling system
and liquid waste management.and liquid waste management.

(v)(v) Ecological Ecological monitoring, monitoring, reviews reviews and and onlineonline

database management for all its power stations.database management for all its power stations.
[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 1 × 5 = 5[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 1 × 5 = 5

High Order Thinking Skills (HOTS) QuestionsHigh Order Thinking Skills (HOTS) Questions
Q. 1.Q. 1. “Industrialisation and “Industrialisation and urbanisation go urbanisation go hand hand inin

hand”. Validate the statement.hand”. Validate the statement.
[Board [Board TTerm erm II, II, SQP–2016]SQP–2016]

OROR
“Industrialisation and urbanisation go hand in“Industrialisation and urbanisation go hand in
hand”. Justify the statement by giving any threehand”. Justify the statement by giving any three
arguments.arguments. [Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, 2012, 2012, Set-68005]Set-68005]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i)  After an industrial activity starts, the  After an industrial activity starts, the
urbanisation follows.urbanisation follows.

  (ii)  (ii)  Sometimes industries are located in or near the  Sometimes industries are located in or near the
cities.cities.

  (iii)  (iii) Cities provide markets for manufactured goods. Cities provide markets for manufactured goods.

  (iv)  (iv)  Cities provide various services like banking and  Cities provide various services like banking and
insurance etc.insurance etc. (Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme Scheme 2012]2012]

 Q. 2. Q. 2. Classify industries on the basis of source of rawClassify industries on the basis of source of raw
material. How are they different from each other ?material. How are they different from each other ?

[Board [Board TTerm–II, erm–II, Outside Outside Delhi Delhi (Set–1, (Set–1, 2) 2) 2016]2016]

Ans. Ans. (i) On (i) On the basis the basis of sources of sources of raw of raw materialmaterial

industries are classified as :industries are classified as :

(a)(a) Agro Based Industries Agro Based Industries

(b)(b) Mineral Based Industries. Mineral Based Industries.
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(ii) (ii) These These industries industries are are different different from from each each other other onon
following basis :following basis :

(a)(a) Agro Based industries :Agro Based industries :

ll Draws their raw materials from agriculturalDraws their raw materials from agricultural
products.products.

ll e.g.e.g. : Te : Textiles–Cotton, jute, silk xtiles–Cotton, jute, silk and woollen.and woollen.

RubberRubber, sugar, coffee, tea and , sugar, coffee, tea and edible oil edible oil etc.etc.

(b) (b) Mineral Mineral Based Based Industries Industries ::

ll Draws their raw materials from minerals.Draws their raw materials from minerals.

ll e.g.e.g., Iron and steel, cement, machine tools,, Iron and steel, cement, machine tools,

petro chemicals etc.petro chemicals etc. 1 1 + + 2 2 = = 33

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016]

  Q. 3.  Q. 3. Classify industries on the basis of capital inClassify industries on the basis of capital investment.vestment.
How are they different from one another ? ExplainHow are they different from one another ? Explain
with examples.with examples.

[Board [Board TTerm–II, erm–II, Delhi Delhi Set–I, Set–I, II, II, III, III, 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) Classification of the industries on the basis ofClassification of the industries on the basis of
capital investment :capital investment :

(a)(a) Small Scale Industry Small Scale Industry
(b)(b) Large Scale Industry Large Scale Industry

(ii) Difference :(ii) Difference :

If the investment is more than one crore on anyIf the investment is more than one crore on any
industry, it is considered as a industry, it is considered as a large scale industry.large scale industry.
For exampleFor example, Iron and Steel Industry/Cement, Iron and Steel Industry/Cement
Industry (any other relevant example). While theIndustry (any other relevant example). While the
investment is less than one crore on an industry, itinvestment is less than one crore on an industry, it
is considered as a small scale industryis considered as a small scale industry e.g e.g . Plastic. Plastic
industry, toy industry.industry, toy industry. 1 + 2 = 31 + 2 = 3

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016]

  Q. 4.  Q. 4. Classify industries on the basis of their main role.Classify industries on the basis of their main role.
How are they different from each other ?How are they different from each other ?

[Board [Board TTerm–II, erm–II, Foreign Foreign Set–I, Set–I, II, II, III, III, 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans. According to their main role :According to their main role :

(i)(i) Basic or key industriesBasic or key industries  which supply their  which supply their
products or raw materials to manufacture otherproducts or raw materials to manufacture other
goodsgoods e.g e.g . Iron and steel and copper smelting,. Iron and steel and copper smelting,
aluminum smelting.aluminum smelting.

(ii) (ii) Consumer industriesConsumer industries  that produce goods for  that produce goods for
direct use by consumers–sugar, toothpaste, paper,direct use by consumers–sugar, toothpaste, paper,
sewing machines, fans etc.sewing machines, fans etc. 1½ + 1½ = 31½ + 1½ = 3

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016]

 Q. 5. Q. 5. Classify the industries on the basis of ownershipClassify the industries on the basis of ownership
and give one and give one example of each category.example of each category.

[Board T[Board Term–II, Set erm–II, Set (68005) 2012](68005) 2012]

Ans. Ans. Classification Classification of of Industries Industries on on the the basis basis ofof
ownership :ownership :

S.S.

No.No.
CCaatteeggoorryy EExxaammpplleess

(i)(i) Public SectorPublic Sector
IndustriesIndustries

BHEL, SAIL, etcBHEL, SAIL, etc

(ii)(ii) Private SectorPrivate Sector
IndustriesIndustries

Tisco, Bajaj AutoTisco, Bajaj Auto
Ltd.Ltd.

(iii)(iii)  Joint  Joint SectorSector
IndustriesIndustries

Oil India Ltd.Oil India Ltd.

(iv)(iv) Cooperative SectorCooperative Sector
IndustriesIndustries

Sugar Industry inSugar Industry in
Maharashtra.Maharashtra.

(Any (Any three) three) 1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33

 Q. 6. Q. 6. Distinguish between large scale and small scaleDistinguish between large scale and small scale
industries. Give two examples each.industries. Give two examples each.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Set-68026, Set-68026, 2012]2012]

  Ans.  Ans. Large Scale Industries :Large Scale Industries :

(i)(i) Manufacture large quantities of finished goods. Manufacture large quantities of finished goods.
(ii)(ii) The quantity of raw material and capital investmentThe quantity of raw material and capital investment

is large.is large.
(iii)(iii) Example :Example :  Iron and steel industry, cotton textile  Iron and steel industry, cotton textile

industry.industry.
Small Scale Industries :Small Scale Industries :

(i)(i) Manufacture small goods. Manufacture small goods.
(ii)(ii) No huge quantity No huge quantity of raw material of raw material as capital isas capital is

required.required.
  (iii)  (iii) Example :Example :  Garment industry, soap making  Garment industry, soap making

industry.industry. 1½ + 1½ = 31½ + 1½ = 3

[CBSE Marking Scheme 2012][CBSE Marking Scheme 2012]

 V Value Based Questionsalue Based Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

 Q. 1. Q. 1. ”The textile industry ”The textile industry is the onlis the only industry in y industry in thethe
country which is self-reliant and complete in thecountry which is self-reliant and complete in the
value chain.” Justify the statement.value chain.” Justify the statement.

[Board [Board TTerm–II, erm–II, Delhi Delhi (Set–I, (Set–I, II, II, III) III) 2016]2016]

OROR

“Textile industry occupies a unique position in“Textile industry occupies a unique position in
Indian economy” Support the statement withIndian economy” Support the statement with
appropriate arguments.appropriate arguments.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Delhi Delhi (Set-III) (Set-III) 2015]2015]

  Ans.  Ans. The textile industry occupies a unique position inThe textile industry occupies a unique position in
Indian economy, because it contributes :Indian economy, because it contributes :

(i)(i) Significantly to industrial production (14 percent). Significantly to industrial production (14 percent).
(ii)(ii) It It generates emplogenerates employment yment (35 (35 million million personspersons

directly).directly).
(iii)(iii) Earns foreign exchange (about 24.6 percent). Earns foreign exchange (about 24.6 percent).
(iv)(iv) It contributes to a larger amount towards GDP (4 It contributes to a larger amount towards GDP (4

percent).percent).

(v)(v) Only industry in the country which is self-reliant Only industry in the country which is self-reliant
and complete in the value chainand complete in the value chain i.e.i.e., from raw, from raw
material to the highest value added products.material to the highest value added products.

(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

[CBSE Marking Scheme 2015][CBSE Marking Scheme 2015]

 Q. 2. Q. 2. “Environmental degradation has been seen“Environmental degradation has been seen
everywhere.” Explain any three values that caneverywhere.” Explain any three values that can
help to prevent environment degradation.help to prevent environment degradation.

[Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-II, I, 2014]2014]

  Ans.  Ans. Steps to minimise environmental degradation :Steps to minimise environmental degradation :

(i)(i) Optimum Optimum utilisation utilisation of of equipments, equipments, adoptingadopting
latest techniques.latest techniques.

  (ii)  (ii) Upgrading existing equipments. Upgrading existing equipments.

  (iii)  (iii) Minimising waste generation by maximising ash Minimising waste generation by maximising ash
utilization.utilization.
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  (iv)  (iv) Providing gProviding green belts reen belts for nurturing for nurturing ecologicalecological
 balance. balance.

(v)(v) Reducing environmental Reducing environmental pollution through pollution through ashash
pond management, water recycling system andpond management, water recycling system and
liquid waste management.liquid waste management. (Any three) 1× 3 = 3(Any three) 1× 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme Scheme 2014]2014]

Q. 3.Q. 3. How do industries pollute water ? Suggest any twoHow do industries pollute water ? Suggest any two
measures to control water pollution.measures to control water pollution.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Delhi Delhi (Set-III) (Set-III) 2013]2013]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) Most important are the industrial effluents that Most important are the industrial effluents that
are discharged into rivers. They are both organicare discharged into rivers. They are both organic
and inorganic. Coal, dyes, pesticides, fertilisers,and inorganic. Coal, dyes, pesticides, fertilisers,
plastic are some common pollutants of water.plastic are some common pollutants of water.
Industrial wastes containing toxic metals polluteIndustrial wastes containing toxic metals pollute
the water.the water.

(ii) (ii) Suggestions Suggestions to to control control water water pollution pollution ::

  (a)  (a) Water should be reused and recycled to mWater should be reused and recycled to max-ax-
imise its usage.imise its usage.

  (b)  (b) Rain water should be harvested to meet waterRain water should be harvested to meet water
requirements.requirements.

  (c)  (c) Hot water and effluents should be treatedHot water and effluents should be treated
 before releasing in river and ponds. before releasing in river and ponds.

  (d)  (d) Overdrawing of ground water reserves by in-Overdrawing of ground water reserves by in-
dustry where there is a threat to ground waterdustry where there is a threat to ground water
resources also need to be regulated legally.resources also need to be regulated legally.

(Any (Any two) two) 1 1 + + 2 2 = = 33
 Q. 4. Q. 4. Why is India not able to perform to her full potentialWhy is India not able to perform to her full potential

in iron and steel production ? Explain any threein iron and steel production ? Explain any three
reasons.reasons.

  Ans.  Ans. India is an important producer of iron and steelIndia is an important producer of iron and steel
 but still it has failed t but still it has failed to perform to its potential dueo perform to its potential due
to following reasons :to following reasons :

(i)(i) Shortage of raw material Shortage of raw material
  (ii)  (ii) Lower productivity of labour Lower productivity of labour
  (iii)  (iii) Shortage of power Shortage of power
  (iv)  (iv) Poor infrastructure Poor infrastructure

(v)(v) Lower investment in research and development. Lower investment in research and development.

(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

qqqqqq
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 Importance of means of Communication and Transportation. Importance of means of Communication and Transportation.

 T Trade rade and Tourismand Tourism

TOPIC-1TOPIC-1
Means of TransportMeans of Transport

Quick Review Quick Review 
 Goods are transportGoods are transported from supply ted from supply to demand locations by o demand locations by people calledpeople called

traders. Transport is a key factor that influences India’s rapid economictraders. Transport is a key factor that influences India’s rapid economic
development. Based on the medium it uses, the means of transport can bedevelopment. Based on the medium it uses, the means of transport can be
divided into land transport, water transport and air transport.divided into land transport, water transport and air transport.

 Land transport includes roadways and railways and pipelines used toLand transport includes roadways and railways and pipelines used to
transport liquid and gaseous material over long transport liquid and gaseous material over long distances.distances.

 WWater transport can ater transport can be classified as inland tbe classified as inland transport and overseas ransport and overseas transport.transport.
Inland transport happens along coastline between two domestic ports orInland transport happens along coastline between two domestic ports or
through inland waterways. Overseas transport involves sending goodsthrough inland waterways. Overseas transport involves sending goods
from one country to another. Air transport can be classified as domesticfrom one country to another. Air transport can be classified as domestic
and international. Private and government-run domestic airways connectand international. Private and government-run domestic airways connect
different cities of India. International airways connect India with destinationsdifferent cities of India. International airways connect India with destinations
in all parts of the world.in all parts of the world.

 Modern advances in science and technology Modern advances in science and technology have not left any have not left any part of the world inaccessiblepart of the world inaccessible. Thus, the world. Thus, the world
appears a much appears a much smaller place today.smaller place today.

 TTrade requires some mearade requires some means of exchanging ideas and ns of exchanging ideas and connecting with people. This is where connecting with people. This is where communication comescommunication comes
in. While transport physically transfers people and goods from one place to another, means of communicationin. While transport physically transfers people and goods from one place to another, means of communication
allow people in different locations to allow people in different locations to connect with each other without actually travelling.connect with each other without actually travelling.

 Some common means of communication are radio, television, cinema, newspapers, Internet, fax and phoneSome common means of communication are radio, television, cinema, newspapers, Internet, fax and phone
services. A dense, efficient network of transport, and extensive, reliable means of communication are the trueservices. A dense, efficient network of transport, and extensive, reliable means of communication are the true
lifelines of trade and economic development for lifelines of trade and economic development for India and the rest of the India and the rest of the world.world.

 There arThere are five e five types oftypes of transport systems in Indiatransport systems in India — roadways, railways, pipelines, waterways and airways.— roadways, railways, pipelines, waterways and airways.

  Roadways  Roadways : : A number of roads were built during the Mughal rule. Sher Shah Suri built the Grand Trunk RoadA number of roads were built during the Mughal rule. Sher Shah Suri built the Grand Trunk Road
from Chittagong (now in Bangladesh) in from Chittagong (now in Bangladesh) in the east to Peshawar (now in Pakistan) in the west.the east to Peshawar (now in Pakistan) in the west.

 Railways :Railways : The railways are now more than 150 years old in India. The total track length of railways is aboutThe railways are now more than 150 years old in India. The total track length of railways is about
115,000 km. While the total route 115,000 km. While the total route length of the network in 68,525 km. India has the second largest railwalength of the network in 68,525 km. India has the second largest railwayy
network in Asia and the sixth largest railway network after USA, Russia, Canada, Germany and China. The Indiannetwork in Asia and the sixth largest railway network after USA, Russia, Canada, Germany and China. The Indian
Railways carry 40,000 lakh passengers and 4,000 lakh tonnes of goods a year. It had a fleet of 9,213 locomotives,Railways carry 40,000 lakh passengers and 4,000 lakh tonnes of goods a year. It had a fleet of 9,213 locomotives,
53,220 passenger service vehicles, 6,493 other coach vehicles and 2,29,381 wagons as 53,220 passenger service vehicles, 6,493 other coach vehicles and 2,29,381 wagons as on 31 st March 2011.on 31 st March 2011.

 PipelinesPipelines were earlier used for the transportation of water and now they are were earlier used for the transportation of water and now they are being used for the transportation ofbeing used for the transportation of
crude oil, petroleum products and natural gas.crude oil, petroleum products and natural gas.

 Inland Inland WWaterwayaterwayss have a length of 14,500 km. The government has declared the following waterways as Nationalhave a length of 14,500 km. The government has declared the following waterways as National
WaterwaysWaterways i.e.i.e. : :

(i)(i) The Ganga river betThe Ganga river between Allahabad and Haldia (1,62ween Allahabad and Haldia (1,620 km). — National W0 km). — National Waterway No. 1.aterway No. 1.

(ii)(ii) The Brahmaputra river between Sadiya and Dhubri (89The Brahmaputra river between Sadiya and Dhubri (891 km). — National W1 km). — National Waterway No. 2.aterway No. 2.

  Airways  Airways are the fastest mode of transport but they are the care the fastest mode of transport but they are the costliest ones. In 1953, air transport was nationalised.ostliest ones. In 1953, air transport was nationalised.

TOPIC - 1TOPIC - 1

Means Means of of TTransport ransport ........ P. 191P. 191

TOPIC - 2TOPIC - 2

Means of CommunicationMeans of Communication

  ....  .... P. 197P. 197

TOPIC - 3TOPIC - 3

International Trade andInternational Trade and
Tourism ....Tourism .... P. 199P. 199
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Networks of pipeline transportation in our countryNetworks of pipeline transportation in our country

From Salaya in GujaratFrom Salaya in Gujarat
to Jalandhar in Punjabto Jalandhar in Punjab

viavia Viramgam, Viramgam, Mathura,Mathura,
Delhi and SonipatDelhi and Sonipat

Gas pipeline from Hazira inGas pipeline from Hazira in
Gujarat connects JagdishpurGujarat connects Jagdishpur
in Uttar in Uttar Pradesh viaPradesh via VijaipurVijaipur

in Madhya Pradeshin Madhya Pradesh

From oil field in upper AssamFrom oil field in upper Assam
to Kanpur via Guwahati,to Kanpur via Guwahati,
Barauni and AllahabadBarauni and Allahabad
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Know the TermsKnow the Terms
 International Airports :International Airports : Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata, Chennai, Thiruvananthapuram, Bengaluru, Amritsar,Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata, Chennai, Thiruvananthapuram, Bengaluru, Amritsar,

Hyderabad, Ahmedabad, Panaji, Guwahati and Cochin.Hyderabad, Ahmedabad, Panaji, Guwahati and Cochin.

 Domestic Airports :Domestic Airports : There are 63 domestic airports in the country. Airports are managed by the Airport AuthorityThere are 63 domestic airports in the country. Airports are managed by the Airport Authority
of India.of India.

Know the FactsKnow the Facts
 Seaports :Seaports : India has 12 major, 181 medium and minor seaports. India has 12 major, 181 medium and minor seaports.

 Major Ports on the West Coast :Major Ports on the West Coast :  Kandla, Mumbai, Jawaharlal Nehru (Nhava Sheva), Marmagao, New Mangalore Kandla, Mumbai, Jawaharlal Nehru (Nhava Sheva), Marmagao, New Mangalore
and Cochin.and Cochin.

 Major Ports on the East Coast :Major Ports on the East Coast : Kolkata, Haldia, Paradip, Vishakhapatnam, Chennai, EnnoKolkata, Haldia, Paradip, Vishakhapatnam, Chennai, Ennore and Tuticorin.re and Tuticorin.

 Biggest Port :Biggest Port : Mumbai. Mumbai.

Know The LinksKnow The Links
 www.authorstream.com/Presentation/...transport-system-indiwww.authorstream.com/Presentation/...transport-system-indi
 en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transporten.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transport

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. What is the major objective to develop SuperWhat is the major objective to develop Super
Highways?Highways? [Board [Board TTerm–IIerm–II, , Set-IIISet-III, , 2015]2015]

  Ans.  Ans. The major objective of The major objective of developing Super Highwaysdeveloping Super Highways
is to reduce the time and distance between theis to reduce the time and distance between the
mega-cities of India.mega-cities of India.

AA Q. Q. 2.2. What is a new arrival on What is a new arrival on the transportation mapthe transportation map
of India ?of India ? [Board [Board TTerm-II erm-II SQPSQP-2016]-2016]

  Ans.  Ans. Pipeline transport network is a new  Pipeline transport network is a new arrival on thearrival on the
transportation map of India to transport liquidstransportation map of India to transport liquids

as well as solids in slurry form.as well as solids in slurry form. 11

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016]

AA Q. Q. 3.3. Why was Jawaharlal Nehru port developed ?Why was Jawaharlal Nehru port developed ?

[Board [Board TTermerm––II, Foreign (Set-III) 2015]II, Foreign (Set-III) 2015]
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  Ans.  Ans. To decongest the Mumbai port and serve as a hub To decongest the Mumbai port and serve as a hub
port for the region.port for the region. 11

UU Q. Q. 4.4. Why was the Haldia seaport Set-up ?Why was the Haldia seaport Set-up ?
[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Outside Outside Delhi Delhi Set-III, Set-III, 2015]2015]

  Ans.  Ans. Haldia seaport was Set-up as a subsidiary port to Haldia seaport was Set-up as a subsidiary port to
relieve growing pressure on Kolkata port.relieve growing pressure on Kolkata port. 11

AA Q. Q. 5.5. What are known as lifelines of the nationalWhat are known as lifelines of the national
economy?economy?

  Ans.  Ans. Means of transport and communication. Means of transport and communication. 11

AA Q. Q. 6.6. What are the two major means oWhat are the two major means of land transport?f land transport?
  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) Roadways Roadways (ii)(ii) Railways. Railways. 11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. Explain four advantages of road transport inExplain four advantages of road transport in
India.India. [NCERT] [Board Term–II, 2011][NCERT] [Board Term–II, 2011]

  Ans.  Ans. Refer to Ans. of Q. 1.  Refer to Ans. of Q. 1. HOTS Questions.HOTS Questions.

RR Q. Q. 2.2. What are Golden Quadrilateral Super Highways ?What are Golden Quadrilateral Super Highways ?
Mention any two objectives of this project. TheMention any two objectives of this project. The
North-South and East-WNorth-South and East-West Corridors join est Corridors join whichwhich
terminal cities.terminal cities. [Board [Board TTerm–IIerm–II, , 2011]2011]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i)  The Golden Qudrilateral Super Highways is  The Golden Qudrilateral Super Highways is
a major road development project linking Delhia major road development project linking Delhi
– Kolkata – Chennai – Mumbai and Delhi by six– Kolkata – Chennai – Mumbai and Delhi by six
lane super highways.lane super highways.

  (ii)  (ii) The two major objectives of these Super Highways The two major objectives of these Super Highways
projects are to (a) reduce the time and (b) distanceprojects are to (a) reduce the time and (b) distance
 between the mega cities of India. between the mega cities of India.

  (iii)  (iii) The The North-South North-South Corridors Corridors linking linking SrinagarSrinagar
(Jammu and Kashmir) and Kanyakumari (Tamil(Jammu and Kashmir) and Kanyakumari (Tamil
Nadu) and East-West Corridor connecting SilcharNadu) and East-West Corridor connecting Silchar
(Assam) and Porbander (Gujarat).(Assam) and Porbander (Gujarat). 1+1+1=31+1+1=3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2011]2011]

AA Q. Q. 3.3. Describe the rural roads in India?Describe the rural roads in India?
[Board Term-II, Set-WVIVSA5, 2015)[Board Term-II, Set-WVIVSA5, 2015)

Ans.Ans. (i)(i) Rural roads link ruler areas and villages with Rural roads link ruler areas and villages with
towns.towns.

  (ii)  (ii) These roads received special impetus under the These roads received special impetus under the

Pradhan Mantri Grameen Sadak Yojna.Pradhan Mantri Grameen Sadak Yojna.
  (iii)  (iii) Special provisions are made so that every village Special provisions are made so that every village

in the country is linked to a major town in thein the country is linked to a major town in the
country by an all season motorable road.country by an all season motorable road. 1×3=31×3=3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015]2015]

RR Q. Q. 4.4. Why are metalled roads better than unmetalledWhy are metalled roads better than unmetalled
roads ? What is the role of border roads androads ? What is the role of border roads and
national highways in transportation ?national highways in transportation ?

[Board Term–II, 2011][Board Term–II, 2011]
  Ans.  Ans. Metalled roads are made of either cement,  Metalled roads are made of either cement, concreteconcrete

or even bitumen of coal or even bitumen of coal therefore, these are durabletherefore, these are durable
over unmetalled road. Unmetalled roads go out ofover unmetalled road. Unmetalled roads go out of
use in rainy season.use in rainy season.
Border roads plays an important role in connectingBorder roads plays an important role in connecting
strategically important difficult areas and helps instrategically important difficult areas and helps in
the economic development of the area. Nationalthe economic development of the area. National
Highways are the primary road system which linksHighways are the primary road system which links
extreme parts of the country.extreme parts of the country. 1 +2 = 31 +2 = 3

AA Q. Q. 5.5. Describe three major problems faced by the roadDescribe three major problems faced by the road
transport in India.transport in India.

[Board [Board TTerm–IIerm–II, , Foreign Foreign Set-III, Set-III, 2015]2015]
  Ans.  Ans. Refer to Refer to Ans. Ans. of of Q. Q. 3. 3. Long Long Answer TypeAnswer Type

Questions.Questions.

AA Q. Q. 6.6. Elaborate any three advantages of railways inElaborate any three advantages of railways in
India.India. [Board [Board TTerm–IIerm–II, , Set Set KCG34U9, KCG34U9, 2016]2016]

Ans. Advantages of railways in India are as follows :Ans. Advantages of railways in India are as follows :

(i)(i) It is It is both convenient both convenient and safer and safer to travel to travel longlong

distances by railways.distances by railways.

(ii)(ii) They give employment to a large number of people. They give employment to a large number of people.

  (iii)  (iii) Railways Railways also also make make it it possible possible to to conductconduct

multifarious activities like business, sightseeing,multifarious activities like business, sightseeing,

pilgrimage along with transportation of goods opilgrimage along with transportation of goods overver

longer distances.longer distances.

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016] 2016] 1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33

UU Q. Q. 7.7. Explain the importance of railways as theExplain the importance of railways as the
principal mode of transportation for freight andprincipal mode of transportation for freight and
passengers in India.passengers in India.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Outside Outside Delhi Delhi Set-I, Set-I, 2015]2015]

  Ans.  Ans. The importance of railways as the principal modeThe importance of railways as the principal mode
of transportation for freight and passengers inof transportation for freight and passengers in
India is :India is :

(i)(i) Railways make it possible to conduct multifarious Railways make it possible to conduct multifarious
activities like business, sight seeing, pilgrimageactivities like business, sight seeing, pilgrimage

along with transportation of goods.along with transportation of goods.

(ii)(ii) It is suitable for long  It is suitable for long distance travel.distance travel.

(iii)(iii) Plays an important role in national integration. Plays an important role in national integration.

  (iv)  (iv) Railways bind the economic life of  Railways bind the economic life of the country.the country.

(v)(v) It accelerates the development of the industry and It accelerates the development of the industry and
agriculture.agriculture.

(vi)(vi) Today the railways have become more important Today the railways have become more important

than all other means of transport put than all other means of transport put together.together.

(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015]2015]

UU Q. Q. 8.8. Explain any four qualitative improvementsExplain any four qualitative improvements
made in Indian Railways.made in Indian Railways.

[Board [Board TTerm–Ierm–II, I, 2011]2011]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) Conversion of meter gauge to broad gConversion of meter gauge to broad gauge.auge.

  (ii)  (ii) Steam engines have been replaced by diesel and Steam engines have been replaced by diesel and

electric engines. This has increased the speed andelectric engines. This has increased the speed and

haulage capacity.haulage capacity.

  (iii)  (iii) The replacement of steam engine run by coal has The replacement of steam engine run by coal has

improved the environment of stations and itsimproved the environment of stations and its

surroundings.surroundings.

  (iv)  (iv) Railways routes have been extended to areas were Railways routes have been extended to areas were

there was no railway lines earlier.there was no railway lines earlier. 33

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2011]2011]

UU Q. Q. 9.9. Explain any Explain any three major three major problems faced problems faced byby
Indian Railways.Indian Railways. [Board [Board TTerm–Ierm–II, I, 2011]2011]

  Ans.  Ans. Refer to Ans of Q.  Refer to Ans of Q. 5. of Long Answer Type Question.5. of Long Answer Type Question.
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UU  Q. 10. Q. 10. What is pipeline transportation ? Write twoWhat is pipeline transportation ? Write two
merits and demerits of the same.merits and demerits of the same.

[Board [Board TTerm-II erm-II SQPSQP-2016]-2016]

  Ans.  Ans. Pipeline transport network Pipeline transport network is the is the new mode new mode ofof
transport these days. In the past, pipelines weretransport these days. In the past, pipelines were
used to transport water to cities and industries.used to transport water to cities and industries.
Now, these are used for transporting crude oil,Now, these are used for transporting crude oil,
petroleum products and natural gas from oil andpetroleum products and natural gas from oil and
natural gas fields to refineries, fertilizer factoriesnatural gas fields to refineries, fertilizer factories
and big thermal power plants. Solids can also beand big thermal power plants. Solids can also be
transported through a pipeline when convertedtransported through a pipeline when converted
into slurry.into slurry.

Merits Merits ::

(i)(i) Useful in transporting liquids and solid slurry from Useful in transporting liquids and solid slurry from
far away locations.far away locations.

  (ii)  (ii) Subsequent running costs Subsequent running costs after laying down after laying down thethe
network are minimal.network are minimal.

  (iii)  (iii) It rules out trans–shipment losses or delays. It rules out trans–shipment losses or delays.

Demerits Demerits ::

(i)(i) Initial cost of laying pipelines is high. Initial cost of laying pipelines is high.

  (ii)  (ii) Pipelines can burst or can have leakage leading to Pipelines can burst or can have leakage leading to
wastage of valuable resource like water, mineral oil,wastage of valuable resource like water, mineral oil,
etc.etc. [CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016] 1 + 1+ 1 = 3[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016] 1 + 1+ 1 = 3

UU  Q. 11. Q. 11. Explain any four advantages of pipelineExplain any four advantages of pipeline
transportation.transportation. [Board [Board TTerm–IIerm–II, , 2011]2011]

  Ans.  Ans. The four advantages of pipeline transportationThe four advantages of pipeline transportation
are :are :

(i)(i) Both solid (when converted into slurry) liquid and Both solid (when converted into slurry) liquid and
gases can be transported through pipelinesgases can be transported through pipelines

(ii)(ii) Initial cost of laying  Initial cost of laying pipelines is high but subsequentpipelines is high but subsequent
running costs are minimal.running costs are minimal.

(iii)(iii) Trans-shipment of losses and delays are minimum. Trans-shipment of losses and delays are minimum.

(iv)(iv) It is economical to transport petroleum, natural gas, It is economical to transport petroleum, natural gas,

fertilizers to interior places.fertilizers to interior places. 33

AA  Q. 12. Q. 12. Describe any three features of waterways inDescribe any three features of waterways in
India.India.

[Board [Board TTerm–II, erm–II, Outside Outside Delhi Delhi (Set-2) (Set-2) 2015]2015]

  Ans.  Ans. Features of waterways in India are :Features of waterways in India are :

(i)(i) India has been one of  India has been one of the seafaring countries.the seafaring countries.

(ii)(ii) Sea men Sea men sailed far sailed far and and near; carrying near; carrying andand
spreading Indian commerce and culture.spreading Indian commerce and culture.

(iii)(iii) Waterways are the cheapest means of transport. Waterways are the cheapest means of transport.

  (iv)  (iv) They are moThey are most suitable st suitable for carrying for carrying heavy andheavy and
 bulky goods over long distance. bulky goods over long distance.

(v)(v) It is fuel-efficient and environment friendly mode It is fuel-efficient and environment friendly mode
of transport.of transport.

(vi)(vi) 95% of the country’s trade volume is moved by 95% of the country’s trade volume is moved by
sea.sea. (Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015]2015]

AA  Q. 13. Q. 13. Describe any three factors that accord prominenceDescribe any three factors that accord prominence
to airways as a mode of transportation.to airways as a mode of transportation.

[Board Term-II, Set RKZQI05, 2015][Board Term-II, Set RKZQI05, 2015]

 Ans. Ans. Following are Following are the factors the factors that accord that accord airwaysairways
prominence as a mode of transportation :prominence as a mode of transportation :

  (i)  (i) They are the fastest mode of transportation,They are the fastest mode of transportation,

  (ii)  (ii) They are the best means of transport for remote,They are the best means of transport for remote,
inaccessible and hostile areas,inaccessible and hostile areas,

  (iii)  (iii)  Airways play a vital role in the event of natural  Airways play a vital role in the event of natural
and human-made calamities like floods, famines,and human-made calamities like floods, famines,
earthquake, epidemics and war by virtue of theirearthquake, epidemics and war by virtue of their
swiftness.swiftness. 1×3=31×3=3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015]2015]

RR  Q. 14. Q. 14. Why is air travel preferred in the north-easternWhy is air travel preferred in the north-eastern
states of India ? Explain.states of India ? Explain. [Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, 2014]2014]

  Ans.  Ans. Refer to Ans. of Q. 12. Long Answer Type Questions. Refer to Ans. of Q. 12. Long Answer Type Questions.

Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

RR Q. Q. 1.1. What is the importance of transport ? MentionWhat is the importance of transport ? Mention
the various means of transport available inthe various means of transport available in
India.India. [Board [Board TTerm-IIerm-II, , Set-6803Set-68039, 9, 2011]2011]

Ans. MeaAns. Means of transport ns of transport ::

(i)(i) Roadways Roadways
(ii)(ii) Railways Railways

  (iii)  (iii) Pipelines Pipelines
(iv)(iv) Waterways Waterways
(v)(v) Airways. Airways. (Any three)(Any three)

Importance Importance of of Transport Transport ::
(i)(i) Connects the people. Connects the people.

(ii)(ii) Sense of belonging in  Sense of belonging in the people living at far places.the people living at far places.
(iii)(iii) Helpful for business activities. Helpful for business activities.

(iv)(iv) Helpful in the period of crisis. Helpful in the period of crisis.

(Any three) 2½ + 2½ = 5(Any three) 2½ + 2½ = 5

RR Q. Q. 2.2. What is the significance of ‘Border Roads’ ?What is the significance of ‘Border Roads’ ?
Explain.Explain.  [NCERT]  [NCERT]

[Board [Board TTerm-IIerm-II, , Set-6801Set-68016, 6, 2011]2011]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) Border road organization was established inBorder road organization was established in
1960.1960.

  (ii)  (ii) This This organization organization develops develops the the roads roads ofof
strategic importance in the North and the Eaststrategic importance in the North and the East
 border areas. border areas.

  (iii)  (iii) These roads have improved accessibility in areas These roads have improved accessibility in areas
of difficult terrain.of difficult terrain.

  (iv)  (iv) These roads have enabled the  These roads have enabled the economy to developeconomy to develop
in the border areas.in the border areas. 1¼ × 4 = 51¼ × 4 = 5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2011]2011]

AA Q. Q. 3.3. Describe any five major problems faced by roadDescribe any five major problems faced by road
transport in India.transport in India. [Board [Board TTerm–Ierm–II, I, 2013]2013]

  Ans.  Ans. Five problems faced by road transport in IndiaFive problems faced by road transport in India
are given below :are given below :

(i)(i) Volume of traffic and passengers is  Volume of traffic and passengers is very large.very large.

(ii)(ii) Road network is inadequate. Road network is inadequate.

(iii)(iii) Half the roads are unmetalled, which limits their Half the roads are unmetalled, which limits their
usage in rainy seasons.usage in rainy seasons.

(iv)(iv) National highways too are inadequate. National highways too are inadequate.

(v)(v) Roadways are highly congested in cities and most Roadways are highly congested in cities and most
 bridges and culverts are old and narrow. bridges and culverts are old and narrow. 1×5=51×5=5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2013]2013]
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UU Q. Q. 4.4. Explain with examples the conditions responsibleExplain with examples the conditions responsible
for uneven distribution pattern of the railwayfor uneven distribution pattern of the railway
network in India.network in India.

[Board [Board TTerm–IIerm–II, , Foreign Foreign Set–I, Set–I, 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans. The distribution pattern of the Railway network :The distribution pattern of the Railway network :

(i)(i) The northern plains with their vast level land, high The northern plains with their vast level land, high
population density and rich agricultural resourcespopulation density and rich agricultural resources
provided the most favourable condition for theirprovided the most favourable condition for their
growth.growth.

  (ii)  (ii) In the hilly terrains of the  In the hilly terrains of the peninsular region, railwaypeninsular region, railway
tracks are laid through low hills, gaps or tunnels.tracks are laid through low hills, gaps or tunnels.

  (iii)  (iii) The The Himalayan Himalayan mountainous mountainous regions regions too too areare
unfavourable for the construction of railway linesunfavourable for the construction of railway lines
due to high relief, sparse population and lack ofdue to high relief, sparse population and lack of
economic opportunities.economic opportunities.

  (iv)  (iv) It was difficult It was difficult to lay railway lines to lay railway lines on the sandyon the sandy
plain of western Rajasthan, swamps of Gujarat,plain of western Rajasthan, swamps of Gujarat,
forested tracks of Madhya Pradesh, Chhattisgarh,forested tracks of Madhya Pradesh, Chhattisgarh,
Odisha and Jharkhand.Odisha and Jharkhand.

(v)(v) The contiguous stretch of Sahyadri could be crossed The contiguous stretch of Sahyadri could be crossed
only through gaps or passes only through gaps or passes (Ghats).(Ghats).

  (vi)  (vi) The development The development of the of the Konkan railway Konkan railway alongalong
the west coast has facilitated the movement ofthe west coast has facilitated the movement of
passengers and goods.passengers and goods. (Any five) 1 × 5 = 5(Any five) 1 × 5 = 5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016]2016]

AA Q. Q. 5.5. Describe any two merits of railways and any twoDescribe any two merits of railways and any two
problems being faced by the railways.problems being faced by the railways.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Set-02/BSet-02/B1, 1, 2011]2011]

 A Ans. ns. (i)(i) The railways are the main artery of inlandThe railways are the main artery of inland
transport in India :transport in India :

  (a)  (a) Railways are the principal mode ofRailways are the principal mode of
transportation for freight and passengers.transportation for freight and passengers.

  (b)  (b) Railways are useful in conducting business,Railways are useful in conducting business,
sightseeing, pilgrimage along withsightseeing, pilgrimage along with
transportation of goods over long distances.transportation of goods over long distances.

  (c)  (c) Railways in India bind the economic life of theRailways in India bind the economic life of the
country as well as accelerate the developmentcountry as well as accelerate the development
of the industry and agriculture.of the industry and agriculture. (Any two)(Any two)

  (ii)  (ii) The following problems are being faced by theThe following problems are being faced by the
railways :railways :
(a)(a) Travelling without ticket.Travelling without ticket.

  (b)  (b) Thefts and damaging railway property.Thefts and damaging railway property.
(c)(c) Stopping of trains without any emergency orStopping of trains without any emergency or

necessity.necessity. (Any two) 2½ + 2½ = 5(Any two) 2½ + 2½ = 5
[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2011]2011]

UU Q. Q. 6.6. “Pipeline transport network is a new arrival on“Pipeline transport network is a new arrival on
the transportation map of India.” Explain.the transportation map of India.” Explain.

[Board Term-II, Set-68040, 2011][Board Term-II, Set-68040, 2011]
  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) Previously these were used to transport water to Previously these were used to transport water to

cities and industries.cities and industries.
(ii)(ii) Presently these are Presently these are used to used to transport crude transport crude oil,oil,

petroleum products and natural gas.petroleum products and natural gas.
  (iii)  (iii)  Initial cost of laying pipelines is high but running Initial cost of laying pipelines is high but running

costs are minimal.costs are minimal.
(iv)(iv) It rules out It rules out delay and losses. delay and losses. Some network areSome network are

from oilfield in upper Assam to Kanpur.from oilfield in upper Assam to Kanpur. 1¼ × 4 = 51¼ × 4 = 5

AA Q. Q. 7.7. Elaborate any two important networks ofElaborate any two important networks of
pipeline transportation in India along with theirpipeline transportation in India along with their
 branches. branches. [Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, 2014, 2014, 2011]2011]

Ans. (i) CommAns. (i) Commodities transported by odities transported by pipelines :pipelines : CrudeCrude
oil, petroleum products, natural gas and evenoil, petroleum products, natural gas and even
solids in the form of slurry.solids in the form of slurry.

(ii)(ii) Network :Network :

  (a)  (a) From upper Assam to Kanpur (Uttar Pradesh),From upper Assam to Kanpur (Uttar Pradesh),
via Guwahati, Barauni and Allahabad. Itvia Guwahati, Barauni and Allahabad. It
has branches from Barauni to Haldia viahas branches from Barauni to Haldia via
Rajbandh, Rajbandh to Maurigram andRajbandh, Rajbandh to Maurigram and
Guwahati to Siliguri.Guwahati to Siliguri.

(b)(b) From Salaya in Gujarat to Jalandhar inFrom Salaya in Gujarat to Jalandhar in
Punjab via Viramgam, Mathura, Delhi andPunjab via Viramgam, Mathura, Delhi and
Sonipat. It has branches to connect KoyaliSonipat. It has branches to connect Koyali
(near Vadodara, Gujarat) Chakshu and other(near Vadodara, Gujarat) Chakshu and other
places.places.

  (c)  (c) From Hazira in Gujarat to Jagdishpur From Hazira in Gujarat to Jagdishpur in Uttarin Uttar
Pradesh Gas pipeline via Vijaipur in MadhyaPradesh Gas pipeline via Vijaipur in Madhya
Pradesh. It has branches to Kota in Rajasthan,Pradesh. It has branches to Kota in Rajasthan,
Shahjahanpur, Babrala and other places inShahjahanpur, Babrala and other places in
Uttar Pradesh.Uttar Pradesh. 55

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2014][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2014]

AA Q. Q. 8.8. Highlight any five features of Hazira–Vijaipur– Highlight any five features of Hazira–Vijaipur–
 Jagdishpur gas pipeline. Jagdishpur gas pipeline.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Set-KCG34U9, Set-KCG34U9, 2016]2016]

Ans. (i)Ans. (i) This pipeline is about 1700 km. long.This pipeline is about 1700 km. long.

(ii)(ii) Hazira–Jaipur–Jagdishpur Hazira–Jaipur–Jagdishpur cross cross country country gasgas
pipeline links Mumbai High and Bassien withpipeline links Mumbai High and Bassien with
the fertilizer, power and industrial complexes inthe fertilizer, power and industrial complexes in
western and northern India.western and northern India.

  (iii)  (iii) This artery has provided an impetus to India‘s gas This artery has provided an impetus to India‘s gas
production.production.

  (iv)  (iv) The power The power and fertilizer and fertilizer industries are industries are the keythe key
users of natural gas.users of natural gas.

(v)(v) Use of Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) for vehicles Use of Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) for vehicles
to replace liquid fuels is gaining wide popularity into replace liquid fuels is gaining wide popularity in
the country.the country. 1 × 5 = 51 × 5 = 5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016]2016]

AA Q. Q. 9.9. Name the longest National Waterway ofName the longest National Waterway of
India. Write any three points of importance ofIndia. Write any three points of importance of
waterways.waterways. [Board [Board TTerm-IIerm-II, , Set-37/Set-37/B1, B1, 2011]2011]

  Ans.  Ans. The longest The longest National Waterway of National Waterway of India is India is thethe
Ganga river between Allahabad and Haldia.Ganga river between Allahabad and Haldia.

Importance Importance of of waterways waterways ::

(i)(i)  It is most suitable for carrying heavy and bulky  It is most suitable for carrying heavy and bulky
goods.goods.

  (ii)  (ii) It is a fuel efficient and environment friendly. It is a fuel efficient and environment friendly.

  (iii)  (iii) More than 95% of the country’s trade volume is More than 95% of the country’s trade volume is
moved by the sea.moved by the sea.

  (iv)  (iv) It is the cheapest means of transport. It is the cheapest means of transport.

(v)(v) They are the natural routes which do not involve They are the natural routes which do not involve
cost of construction.cost of construction. (Any four) 1 + 4 = 5(Any four) 1 + 4 = 5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2011]2011]

UU  Q. 10. Q. 10.  Explain any five characteristics of Kandla Sea-  Explain any five characteristics of Kandla Sea-
port.port. [Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Set-680Set-68026, 26, 2011]2011]

  Ans.  Ans. Characteristics of Kandla sea port :Characteristics of Kandla sea port :

(i)(i) First First port port developed developed soon soon after Indiafter India a gotgot
independence.independence.

(ii)(ii) Reduced the volume of traffic on Mum Reduced the volume of traffic on Mumbai port.bai port.

  (iii)  (iii) Tidal port. Tidal port.
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  (iv)  (iv) Caters exports and imports of highly productive Caters exports and imports of highly productive
granery and industrialised states.granery and industrialised states.

(v)(v) Free trade zone. Free trade zone. 1 1 × × 5 5 = = 55

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2011]2011]

UU  Q. 11. Q. 11. Explain any five merits of Air transport.Explain any five merits of Air transport.
[Board Term-II, Set-68009, 2011][Board Term-II, Set-68009, 2011]

  Ans.  Ans. Merits of Air Transport are :Merits of Air Transport are :
(i)(i) It is the most comfortable mode  It is the most comfortable mode of transport.of transport.

(ii)(ii) It is the fastest mode. It is the fastest mode.
  (iii)  (iii) It is the prestigious mode of  It is the prestigious mode of transport.transport.
  (iv)  (iv) It can It can cover very cover very difficult terrains difficult terrains like highlike high

mountain and dreary deserts.mountain and dreary deserts.
(v)(v) Dense forests and oceans are not problems for air Dense forests and oceans are not problems for air

transport. It covers them with great ease.transport. It covers them with great ease.
[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2011] 1 × 5 = 5[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2011] 1 × 5 = 5

UU  Q. 12. Q. 12. Why is air travel more popular in the North–Why is air travel more popular in the North–
Eastern states of India ? Explain.Eastern states of India ? Explain.

[Board Term–II, Foreign Set–II, 2016][Board Term–II, Foreign Set–II, 2016]

  Ans.  Ans. Air Transport is considered as an importantAir Transport is considered as an important
means of transport in the North-Eastern part ofmeans of transport in the North-Eastern part of
our country because :our country because :

(i)(i) Big rivers :Big rivers : Presence of big rivers like Brahmaputra Presence of big rivers like Brahmaputra

make it difficult to construct roads and railways.make it difficult to construct roads and railways.
Airways are suitable when rivers get flooded.Airways are suitable when rivers get flooded.

  (ii)  (ii) Dissected relief :Dissected relief : Uneven surface-not suitable for Uneven surface-not suitable for
the construction of roadways and railways-costlythe construction of roadways and railways-costly

affair-can be easily travelled by affair-can be easily travelled by airways.airways.

  (iii)  (iii) Dense forests :Dense forests :  Dense forests hamper the  Dense forests hamper the

construction of roadways and railways.construction of roadways and railways.

  (iv)  (iv) International Frontiers :International Frontiers : International borders of International borders of
Bangladesh, Myanmar, China, etc., can be easilyBangladesh, Myanmar, China, etc., can be easily

travelled by airways without much hassles.travelled by airways without much hassles.

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016] 1¼ × 4 = 5[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016] 1¼ × 4 = 5

TOPIC-2TOPIC-2
Means of CommunicationMeans of Communication

Quick Review Quick Review 
 From the earlieFrom the earliest times, human beings have felt the st times, human beings have felt the need to communicate with each otherneed to communicate with each other. The latest advances in. The latest advances in

communication are about enabling communication over long distances without the need for change in locationcommunication are about enabling communication over long distances without the need for change in location
of the of the sender or receiver.sender or receiver.

 Communication is of two Communication is of two types : personal types : personal communication and mass communication. Pcommunication and mass communication. Personal communication isersonal communication is
where just two or a small group where just two or a small group of people communicate with each other. Pof people communicate with each other. Personal letters, e-mails and phone callsersonal letters, e-mails and phone calls
are examples of inter-personal communication.are examples of inter-personal communication.

 Mass communication is communication referred to Mass communication is communication referred to an indefinite number of people an indefinite number of people spread over a larspread over a large geographicalge geographical
area. Radio, television, cinema, newspapers, magazines and area. Radio, television, cinema, newspapers, magazines and internet, are examples of mass communication.internet, are examples of mass communication.

 India’s postal service is the largest of its kind in the world where the services are provided by the DepartIndia’s postal service is the largest of its kind in the world where the services are provided by the Departmentment
of Posts of the Government of India. The Indian postal service handles both letters and parcels. Post cards andof Posts of the Government of India. The Indian postal service handles both letters and parcels. Post cards and
envelopes are classified as first-class mail and are delivered on envelopes are classified as first-class mail and are delivered on priority using both air and land priority using both air and land transport.transport.

 PacketPackets of books, and registered newspapers and periodicals are classified as ses of books, and registered newspapers and periodicals are classified as second-class mail, and are deliveredcond-class mail, and are delivered
using surface transport like roadways, railways and ships.using surface transport like roadways, railways and ships.

 The Indian postal service has introduced six channels for The Indian postal service has introduced six channels for quicker delivery of letterquicker delivery of letters in large town and cities, calleds in large town and cities, called
the Rajdhani Channel, Metro Channel, Green Channel, Business Channel, Bulk Mail Channel and Periodicalthe Rajdhani Channel, Metro Channel, Green Channel, Business Channel, Bulk Mail Channel and Periodical
Channel.Channel.

 The telecom network in India is the largest in The telecom network in India is the largest in Asia, with about 37,565 telephone eAsia, with about 37,565 telephone exchanges spread all over thexchanges spread all over the
country. All the urban centres and over two-thirds of Indian villages are now connected with subscriber trunkcountry. All the urban centres and over two-thirds of Indian villages are now connected with subscriber trunk
dialling, or STD dialling, or STD facilityfacility..

 The Government The Government of India of India has made prhas made provisions for ovisions for 24-hour STD 24-hour STD facility in facility in every village every village of India. of India. A uniformA uniform
rate of STD calls from anywhere in India is possible due to the integration of our space and communicationrate of STD calls from anywhere in India is possible due to the integration of our space and communication
technology development programmes.technology development programmes.

 Radio, television, cinema, books, newspaperRadio, television, cinema, books, newspapers, magazines and the s, magazines and the Internet serve the dual Internet serve the dual purpose of providingpurpose of providing
entertainment and information to the masses.entertainment and information to the masses.

 All India Radio Akashwani broadcasts All India Radio Akashwani broadcasts a variety a variety of programmes in regional languages of programmes in regional languages all over India. Doordarshaall over India. Doordarsha
the national television channel of India, is one of the largest terrestrial networks in the world. Doordarshanthe national television channel of India, is one of the largest terrestrial networks in the world. Doordarshan
 broadcasts  broadcasts a a variety variety of of Programmes Programmes from from entertainment, entertainment, news news and and information information to to sports sports and and educationaleducational
programmes, etc. for all age groups.programmes, etc. for all age groups.

 PerPeriodicals are publications like newspapers and magazines publisheiodicals are publications like newspapers and magazines published at regular intervals, from daily to weeklyd at regular intervals, from daily to weekly
to monthly to yearlyto monthly to yearly. Daily newspapers in India are published in . Daily newspapers in India are published in more than 100 languages and dialects. Hindi hasmore than 100 languages and dialects. Hindi has
the largest share of newspaper publication, followed by the largest share of newspaper publication, followed by English and Urdu.English and Urdu.

The The Indian Indian film film industry industry is is the the largest largest producers producers of of feature feature films films in in the the world world and and also also produces produces short short films films andand
video films.video films.
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 The Central Board of The Central Board of Film Certification, more commonly known aFilm Certification, more commonly known as the Censor Board, certs the Censor Board, certifies all Indian andifies all Indian and
foreign films before they can be released in Indforeign films before they can be released in India.ia.
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Know the TermsKnow the Terms
 Communication :Communication : The imparting or exchanging of information by speaking, writing or using some other mediumThe imparting or exchanging of information by speaking, writing or using some other medium

e.g e.g . phones, letters, television, etc.. phones, letters, television, etc.

 PerPersonal Communication sonal Communication :: It includes postcards, letters, telegrams, telephones  It includes postcards, letters, telegrams, telephones and internet.and internet.

 Mass Communication :Mass Communication :  It includes handbooks, journals, magazines, newspapers, radio, television and films.  It includes handbooks, journals, magazines, newspapers, radio, television and films.
They are of two types : (i) print media, They are of two types : (i) print media, (ii) electronic media.(ii) electronic media.

 Personal Written Communication :Personal Written Communication : Indian postal network — 1.5 lakh post offices in India.Indian postal network — 1.5 lakh post offices in India.

 First-Class Mail :First-Class Mail : Mail that is air lifted  Mail that is air lifted between stations.between stations.

 Second-Class Mail :Second-Class Mail : Mail that is carried by surface Mail that is carried by surface covering land and water transport.covering land and water transport.

Know the TermsKnow the Terms
 www.preservearticles.com/201101062722/communicationwww.preservearticles.com/201101062722/communication

Short Answer Type QuestionShort Answer Type Question 3 3 marksmarks

UU Q. Q. 1.1. What What is is the the difference difference between between personalpersonal
communication and mass communicationcommunication and mass communication ??
State any two points of importance of massState any two points of importance of mass
communication.communication. [Board [Board TTerm–IIerm–II, , 2011]2011]

  Ans.  Ans. Personal communication means a communication Personal communication means a communication

 between two persons eit between two persons either through oral, letter her through oral, letter oror

through telephone etc, while mass communicationthrough telephone etc, while mass communication

includes the use of radio, television, press, filmsincludes the use of radio, television, press, films

etc, for wider public audience. The two pointsetc, for wider public audience. The two points

of importance of mass communication are (i)of importance of mass communication are (i)

provides entertainment and (ii) creates awarenessprovides entertainment and (ii) creates awareness

among people about various national programmesamong people about various national programmes

and policies.and policies. [CBSE Marking [CBSE Marking Scheme, 2011] Scheme, 2011] 33

Long Answer Type QuestionLong Answer Type Question 5 5 marksmarks

RR Q. Q. 1.1. What is mass communication ? What are theWhat is mass communication ? What are the
different means of mass communication ? Whatdifferent means of mass communication ? What
is the significance of mass communication in ais the significance of mass communication in a
country like India ?country like India ?

[Board [Board TTerm–II, erm–II, Set Set 2027, 2027, 2012]2012]
  Ans.  Ans. Mass communication :Mass communication : Means (like electronicMeans (like electronic

media) which covers large number of people at themedia) which covers large number of people at the
same time.same time.
Different means of communication are radio,Different means of communication are radio,
television, films and internet, newspapers andtelevision, films and internet, newspapers and
magazines.magazines.

Significance of mass communication are :Significance of mass communication are :

(i)(i) Covers more than 95% of India’s total population. Covers more than 95% of India’s total population.

  (ii)  (ii) Source of education and entertainment. Source of education and entertainment.

(iii)(iii) Most instant means of mass information. Most instant means of mass information.

(iv)(iv) Brings all classes of people together. Brings all classes of people together.

(Any three) (Any three) 1 + 1 + 3 1 + 1 + 3 = 5= 5
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TOPIC-3TOPIC-3
InternaInternational tional TTrade rade and and TTourismourism

Quick Review Quick Review 

 The exchange of The exchange of goods between people, companies, states goods between people, companies, states and countries is called trand countries is called trade. The trade within a ade. The trade within a localitylocality
or between towns or villages of or between towns or villages of a state is called local trade. a state is called local trade. The trade between two states is called state level trade.The trade between two states is called state level trade.
The trade between two countries is called international The trade between two countries is called international trade.trade.

 Advancement of InteAdvancement of International trade is index rnational trade is index of the health of of the health of a country’s economy and has two components.a country’s economy and has two components.
The goods purchased from other countries are called imports while the goods sold to other countries are calledThe goods purchased from other countries are called imports while the goods sold to other countries are called
exports. The difference between the exports and imports of a country is exports. The difference between the exports and imports of a country is called its balance of trade.called its balance of trade.

 When the value of the eWhen the value of the exports of a country is more than the value xports of a country is more than the value of its imports, the country is said to have aof its imports, the country is said to have a
favourable balance of trade. When the value of the imfavourable balance of trade. When the value of the imports of a country is mports of a country is more than the value of its exports, theore than the value of its exports, the
country is said to country is said to have an unfavourable balance of trade.have an unfavourable balance of trade.

 The major products showing a rising trend in exports from India are agricultThe major products showing a rising trend in exports from India are agriculture and allied products, ores andure and allied products, ores and
minerals, gems and jewellery, chemicals and allied products, engineering goods minerals, gems and jewellery, chemicals and allied products, engineering goods and petroleum products.and petroleum products.

 The main categories of prThe main categories of products imported into India are peoducts imported into India are petroleum and petroleum products, peartroleum and petroleum products, pearls and gemstones,ls and gemstones,
inorganic chemicals, coal, coke and briquettes and machinery. The bulk imports as a group registered a growthinorganic chemicals, coal, coke and briquettes and machinery. The bulk imports as a group registered a growth
accounting accounting for 39.09 percent for 39.09 percent of total imports. This group includes ferof total imports. This group includes fertilizers, cereals, edible oils atilizers, cereals, edible oils and newsprint.nd newsprint.
India is a leading software producing country and generates large amounts of foreign exchange through theIndia is a leading software producing country and generates large amounts of foreign exchange through the
export of information export of information technologytechnology..

 TTourism is an important form of international trade. The Indian tourism industry employs around 15 millionourism is an important form of international trade. The Indian tourism industry employs around 15 million
people to take care of around people to take care of around 2.6 million foreign tourists 2.6 million foreign tourists who visit India every year. Foreign tourists visit India forwho visit India every year. Foreign tourists visit India for
heritage tourism, eco-tourism, adventure tourism, cultural tourism, medical tourism and business tourism.heritage tourism, eco-tourism, adventure tourism, cultural tourism, medical tourism and business tourism.

 TTourism not only promotes national integration, it also gives tremendous boost to local handicraft industrourism not only promotes national integration, it also gives tremendous boost to local handicraft industries andies and
helps foreign tourists to understand and helps foreign tourists to understand and appreciate our cultural heritage.appreciate our cultural heritage.

 Foreign tourist‘s arrivals in the Foreign tourist‘s arrivals in the country witnessed an increase of 11.8% durcountry witnessed an increase of 11.8% during the year 2010 as against ting the year 2010 as against the yearhe year
2009, thus contributing2009, thus contributing  `  `  64,889 crore of foreign exchange. 64,889 crore of foreign exchange.
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Know the TermsKnow the Terms
 International Trade :International Trade : TTrade between two countries is rade between two countries is called international trade.called international trade.

 TTrade rade :: Exchange of goods between two parties such Exchange of goods between two parties such as people, states and countries is called as people, states and countries is called trade.trade.

 Economic Barometer :Economic Barometer : Advancement of international trade of a country is an index to its economic Advancement of international trade of a country is an index to its economic prosperityprosperity. It. It
is, therefore, considered the economic barometer for a cis, therefore, considered the economic barometer for a countryountry..

 Balance of Trade :Balance of Trade : The difference between exports and imports.The difference between exports and imports.

(i)(i) Favourable Balance of Trade :Favourable Balance of Trade : If the value of exports is more  If the value of exports is more than the value of imports.than the value of imports.

(ii)(ii) Unfavourable Balance of Trade :Unfavourable Balance of Trade : If the value of imports is If the value of imports is more than the value of exports.more than the value of exports.

 Tourism as a Trade :Tourism as a Trade : Tourism promotes national integration and develops an international understanding. ItTourism promotes national integration and develops an international understanding. It
supports local handicrafts and cultural pursuits.supports local handicrafts and cultural pursuits.

Know the LinksKnow the Links
 www.emeraldinsight.com/doi/pdf/10.1108/eb05795www.emeraldinsight.com/doi/pdf/10.1108/eb05795

 www.academia.edu/.../Relationship_between_Tourism_and_Internationalwww.academia.edu/.../Relationship_between_Tourism_and_International

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. Which term is used to describe trade betweenWhich term is used to describe trade between
two or two or more countries more countries ??

Ans.Ans. International trade. International trade. 11

UU Q. Q. 2.2. What does favourable balance of trade refer to ?What does favourable balance of trade refer to ?
  Ans.  Ans. When the value When the value of exports of exports exceeds the value exceeds the value ofof

imports, we call it Favourable Balance of imports, we call it Favourable Balance of Trade.Trade. 11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

RR Q. Q. 1.1. What is meant by international trade. State anyWhat is meant by international trade. State any
one feature of India’s international trade.one feature of India’s international trade.

[Board [Board TTerm–IIerm–II, , 2011]2011]
  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) Trade between two countries is calledTrade between two countries is called

international trade.international trade.
  (ii)  (ii) One of the features of international trade of India  One of the features of international trade of India isis

information technologyinformation technology 1½ + 1½ = 31½ + 1½ = 3

RR Q. Q. 2.2. Define the following terms :Define the following terms :
[Board [Board TTerm-IIerm-II, , 2011]2011]

  (i)  (i) TradeTrade

(ii)(ii) International TradeInternational Trade
  (iii)  (iii) Favourable Balance of TradeFavourable Balance of Trade

(iv)(iv) Unfavourable Balance Unfavourable Balance of Tradeof Trade

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  The exchange of goods among people, states  The exchange of goods among people, states
and countries is referred to as trade.and countries is referred to as trade.

  (ii)  (ii) Trade between two countries is called internationalTrade between two countries is called international
trade.trade.

  (iii)  (iii)  When the value of export exceeds the value of  When the value of export exceeds the value of
imports, it is called a imports, it is called a favourable balance of trade.favourable balance of trade.

  (iv)  (iv) When the value of imports exceeds the value of When the value of imports exceeds the value of
exports, it is termed as unfavourable balance ofexports, it is termed as unfavourable balance of
Trade.Trade. ½+½+1+1½+½+1+1

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2011]2011]

AA Q. Q. 3.3. Describe the significance of tourism as a Describe the significance of tourism as a trade intrade in
India.India.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Outside Outside Delhi Delhi Set-III, Set-III, 2015]2015]

  Ans.  Ans. Significance of tourism as a trade in India :Significance of tourism as a trade in India :

(i)(i) Tourism in India has grown  Tourism in India has grown substantially over thesubstantially over the
last three decades.last three decades.

  (ii)  (ii) Foreign tourist’s arrival has witnessed an  Foreign tourist’s arrival has witnessed an increase,increase,
thus contributing to foreign exchange.thus contributing to foreign exchange.

  (iii)  (iii) More than 15 million people are directly engaged More than 15 million people are directly engaged
in the tourism industry.in the tourism industry.

  (iv)  (iv) It provides It provides support to support to local local handicrafts andhandicrafts and
cultural pursuits.cultural pursuits.

(v)(v) Tourism also promotes national integration. Tourism also promotes national integration.

  (vi)  (vi) It It helps helps in in development development of of internationalinternational
understanding about our culture and heritage.understanding about our culture and heritage.

  (vii)  (vii)  Foreign tourists visit India for heritage tourism,  Foreign tourists visit India for heritage tourism,
eco-tourism, adventure tourism, cultural tourism,eco-tourism, adventure tourism, cultural tourism,

medical and business tourism.medical and business tourism.

(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015]2015]

UU Q. Q. 4.4. Explain the ways in which tourism promotesExplain the ways in which tourism promotes
the related industries and services of thethe related industries and services of the
destination-country.destination-country.

[Board Term-II, Set-RKZQI05, 2015][Board Term-II, Set-RKZQI05, 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. The industries The industries cheek in cheek in jowl with jowl with tourism istourism is
handicraft industry, sculpture, sea-shell, regionalhandicraft industry, sculpture, sea-shell, regional
handloom among others. Indian handicraft andhandloom among others. Indian handicraft and
handloom in particular hold special attractionhandloom in particular hold special attraction
for the Western tourists. Hospitality in servicesfor the Western tourists. Hospitality in services
sectors is benefitted immensely by tourism.sectors is benefitted immensely by tourism.

Also, the transportatioAlso, the transportation services reap the n services reap the benefitsbenefits
of tourism. Over 2.6 million foreign tourists visitof tourism. Over 2.6 million foreign tourists visit
India every year.India every year. For exampleFor example , , tourism contributed tourism contributed
14,000 crore rupees to the Indian exchequer in 14,000 crore rupees to the Indian exchequer in yearyear
2000 and generated employment for 15 million2000 and generated employment for 15 million

people directly engaged in the tourism industry.people directly engaged in the tourism industry. 33

[CBSE Marking Scheme 2015][CBSE Marking Scheme 2015]
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Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

Q. Q. 1.1. What is trade ? Explain the importance ofWhat is trade ? Explain the importance of
international trade ?international trade ?

[Board [Board TTerm-IIerm-II, , Delhi Delhi Set–IIISet–III, , 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans. Trade :Trade : Refer to ans of Q. 2. (i) Short Answer TypeRefer to ans of Q. 2. (i) Short Answer Type
Questions.Questions.
Importance Importance ::

(i)(i)  International trade of a country is an index to its  International trade of a country is an index to its
economic prosperity.economic prosperity.

  (ii)  (ii) It is It is considered the considered the economic barometer economic barometer for afor a
country.country.

  (iii)  (iii) As the resources are space bound, no country can As the resources are space bound, no country can
survive without international trade.survive without international trade.

  (iv)  (iv) Countries have Countries have trade relations trade relations with the with the majormajor
trading blocks.trading blocks.

(v)(v) Exchange of Exchange of commodities and commodities and goods have goods have beenbeen
superseded by the exchange of information andsuperseded by the exchange of information and
knowledge.knowledge. (Any four) 1 + 4 = 5(Any four) 1 + 4 = 5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016]2016]

AA Q. Q. 2.2. ‘‘Advancement of international trade of a‘‘Advancement of international trade of a
country is an index to its prosperity.’’ Supportcountry is an index to its prosperity.’’ Support
the statement with suitable examples.the statement with suitable examples.

[Board Term-II, 2014, 2011][Board Term-II, 2014, 2011]

OROR

“No country can survive without international“No country can survive without international
trade in the present global world.” Explain thetrade in the present global world.” Explain the
statement.statement. [Board [Board TTerm-IIerm-II, , 2011]2011]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) No country in the world is self-sufficient in allNo country in the world is self-sufficient in all
its needs. Goods produced by one country areits needs. Goods produced by one country are
required by the other country andrequired by the other country and vice-versavice-versa. Hence,. Hence,
differences in resources, needs and developmentdifferences in resources, needs and development
among nations creates conditions for internationalamong nations creates conditions for international
trade between them.trade between them.

  (ii)  (ii) It helps in exchange of surplus goods with those of It helps in exchange of surplus goods with those of
deficit countries through foreign trade.deficit countries through foreign trade.

  (iii)  (iii) Foreign trade Foreign trade has helped has helped India to India to improve itsimprove its
productivity of manufactured goods.productivity of manufactured goods.

(iv)(iv) International trade contributed to India’s economic International trade contributed to India’s economic
growth, raising income levels of people thus,growth, raising income levels of people thus,
increasing the foreign exchange reserves.increasing the foreign exchange reserves.

(v)(v) International trade helps India to import advanced International trade helps India to import advanced
technology of other countries to improve its owntechnology of other countries to improve its own
production.production.

  (vi)  (vi) Thus, prosperity Thus, prosperity of a of a country depends country depends on theon the
advancement of the international trade and hence,advancement of the international trade and hence,
it is called the ‘economic barometer’ of a nation.it is called the ‘economic barometer’ of a nation.

(Any five) 1 × 5 = 5(Any five) 1 × 5 = 5

UU Q. Q. 3.3. Explain with examples of the changing natureExplain with examples of the changing nature
of international trade of India in the last fifteenof international trade of India in the last fifteen
years.years. [Board [Board TTerm–II, erm–II, Set Set (68008) (68008) 2012]2012]

OROR

WWrite a note on the changing rite a note on the changing nature of Internationalnature of International
trade in India in the last trade in India in the last fifteen years.fifteen years.

[Board Term–II, Set (2030) 2012][Board Term–II, Set (2030) 2012]

  Ans.   Ans. There has been There has been a change in a change in the nature of the nature of ourour

international trade :international trade :

(i)(i) Since 2004-2005, the share of agriculture and allied Since 2004-2005, the share of agriculture and allied
products, ores and minerals, chemical engineeringproducts, ores and minerals, chemical engineering
goods has been increasing.goods has been increasing.

  (ii)  (ii) Exchange of Exchange of commodities and commodities and goods have goods have beenbeen
superseded by the exchange of information andsuperseded by the exchange of information and
knowledge.knowledge.

(iii)(iii) India India has has emerged as emerged as a a software giant software giant atat
international level.international level.

  (iv)  (iv) India is earning large foreign exchange through  India is earning large foreign exchange through thethe
export of information technology.export of information technology.

(v)(v) Imports :Imports : Commodities imports include petroleumCommodities imports include petroleum
and petroleum products 41.87% and Coal, Coke –and petroleum products 41.87% and Coal, Coke –
94.17%94.17% 1 × 5 = 51 × 5 = 5

RR Q. Q. 4.4. Define the term ‘Tourism‘. Why is tourismDefine the term ‘Tourism‘. Why is tourism
known as a trade ? Explain.known as a trade ? Explain.

[Board [Board TTerm–II, erm–II, Foreign Foreign Set–3, Set–3, 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) Tourism :Tourism :  ”The cultural, recreational and  ”The cultural, recreational and
commercial visit to internal places is known ascommercial visit to internal places is known as
Tourism.”Tourism.”

(ii) (ii) (a)(a) Foreign tourist‘s arrival in the countryForeign tourist‘s arrival in the country
contributingcontributing  `  `  21,828 crore of foreign exchange. 21,828 crore of foreign exchange.

  (b)  (b) More than 15 million people are directlyMore than 15 million people are directly
engaged in the tourism industry.engaged in the tourism industry.

  (c)  (c) Tourism provides support to local hTourism provides support to local handicrafts.andicrafts.

  (d)  (d) Foreign tourists visit India for medical tourismForeign tourists visit India for medical tourism
and business tourism.and business tourism.

  (e)  (e) Helps in the growth of national income andHelps in the growth of national income and
integrity.integrity. (Any four) 1 + 4 = 5(Any four) 1 + 4 = 5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016]2016]

High Order Thinking Skills (HOTS) QuestionsHigh Order Thinking Skills (HOTS) Questions
Q. 1.Q. 1. Compare and contrast the merits and demerits ofCompare and contrast the merits and demerits of

roadways with those of railways.roadways with those of railways.
[Board [Board TTerm-II erm-II SQPSQP, 201, 2016]6]

  Ans.  Ans. Roadways v/s Railways :Roadways v/s Railways :
(i)(i)  Construction cost of roads is much lower than  Construction cost of roads is much lower than

that of railway lines and construction time is alsothat of railway lines and construction time is also
comparatively less.comparatively less.

  (ii)  (ii) Roads can traverse comparatively more dissected Roads can traverse comparatively more dissected
and undulating topography which is a limitationand undulating topography which is a limitation
in case of railways.in case of railways.

  (iii)  (iii)  Roads can negotiate higher gradients of slopes  Roads can negotiate higher gradients of slopes
and as such can traverse mountains like theand as such can traverse mountains like the
Himalayas, whereas the mountainous regions Himalayas, whereas the mountainous regions areare
unfavourable for the construction of railway linesunfavourable for the construction of railway lines
due to high relief, sparse population and lack ofdue to high relief, sparse population and lack of
economic opportunities. Likewise, it is difficulteconomic opportunities. Likewise, it is difficult
to lay railway lines on the sandy plains in theto lay railway lines on the sandy plains in the
deserts, swampy or forested tracks.deserts, swampy or forested tracks.
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  (iv)  (iv) Road transport Road transport is economical is economical in transportationin transportation
of few persons and relatively smaller amountof few persons and relatively smaller amount
of goods over short distances, whereas railwaysof goods over short distances, whereas railways
are suitable for transportation of large number ofare suitable for transportation of large number of
people and goods in bulk, especially over longpeople and goods in bulk, especially over long
distances.distances.

(v)(v) Roadways provide door-to-door service, thus the Roadways provide door-to-door service, thus the
cost of loading and unloading is much lower butcost of loading and unloading is much lower but
railways have not reached railways have not reached everywhere, still thereeverywhere, still there
are places which are yet to be connected with are places which are yet to be connected with thethe
railways.railways.

  (vi)  (vi) Road transport is also used as a feeder to other Road transport is also used as a feeder to other
modes of transport such as they provide a linkmodes of transport such as they provide a link
 between  between railway railway stations, stations, air air and and seaports. seaports. OnOn
the other hand, railways work as a lifeline for thethe other hand, railways work as a lifeline for the
economic growth of a country as they carry raweconomic growth of a country as they carry raw
materials and produced goods from one part ofmaterials and produced goods from one part of
the nation to another on a the nation to another on a large scale.large scale.

(Any five) 1 × 5 = 5(Any five) 1 × 5 = 5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016]2016]

Q. Q. 2.2. Analyse the physiographic and economic factorsAnalyse the physiographic and economic factors
that have influenced the distribution pattern of thethat have influenced the distribution pattern of the
railway network in our railway network in our countrycountry..

[Board Term–II, 2015][Board Term–II, 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. Rail transport is Rail transport is the most the most convenient mode ofconvenient mode of
transportation. Though the railway network istransportation. Though the railway network is
not evenly distributed across the country. Thenot evenly distributed across the country. The
distribution pattern of the railway networkdistribution pattern of the railway network
in the country has been largely influenced byin the country has been largely influenced by
physiographic, economic and administrativephysiographic, economic and administrative
factors.factors.
Physiographic Factors :Physiographic Factors : (i)(i)  The northern plains  The northern plains
with their vast level land, high pwith their vast level land, high population densityopulation density
and rich agricultural resources provide the mostand rich agricultural resources provide the most
favourable condition for their growth of railwayfavourable condition for their growth of railway
networks.networks. (ii)(ii) The uneven terrain like hills,The uneven terrain like hills,
mountains, rivers with wide beds have posedmountains, rivers with wide beds have posed
severe obstacle in the infrastructural developmentsevere obstacle in the infrastructural development
of railways like laying tracks, construction ofof railways like laying tracks, construction of
 bridges  bridges and and so so on.on. (iii)(iii) In the hilly terrain of theIn the hilly terrain of the
peninsular region, railway tracks are laid throughpeninsular region, railway tracks are laid through
low hills, gaps or tunnels.low hills, gaps or tunnels. (iv)(iv)  The Himalayan  The Himalayan
mountainous regions too are unfavourable for themountainous regions too are unfavourable for the

construction of railway lines due to highconstruction of railway lines due to high
relief, sparse population and lack of economicrelief, sparse population and lack of economic
opportunities.opportunities. (v)(v) It is equally difficult on theIt is equally difficult on the
sandy plain of western Rajasthan, swamps ofsandy plain of western Rajasthan, swamps of
Gujarat, forested tracks of Madhya Pradesh,Gujarat, forested tracks of Madhya Pradesh,
Chhattisgarh, Odisha and Jharkhand.Chhattisgarh, Odisha and Jharkhand.
Economic Economic Factors Factors :: (i)(i) There are several economicThere are several economic
factors that affect the distribution of railwaysfactors that affect the distribution of railways e.g.e.g.
state funding plays a vital role in the developmentstate funding plays a vital role in the development
of railways across the nations.of railways across the nations. (ii)(ii) The state withThe state with
flexible laws supports the growth of railways.flexible laws supports the growth of railways.
Along with this the places that are highlyAlong with this the places that are highly
industrialised attract the development of railways.industrialised attract the development of railways.
Since the growth of both is complimentary to eachSince the growth of both is complimentary to each
otherother e.g. e.g. recently railways network is enhancingrecently railways network is enhancing
along the industrial corridors.along the industrial corridors. 55

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015]2015]

Q. Q. 3.3. “Road transport and Rail transport in India are not“Road transport and Rail transport in India are not
competitive but complementary to each other.”competitive but complementary to each other.”
 Justify the statement. Justify the statement.

[Board Term–II, Foreign Set-I, II, III, 2015][Board Term–II, Foreign Set-I, II, III, 2015]

Ans. Road Ans. Road Transport and Rail TraTransport and Rail Transport :nsport :

The statement ‘Road Transport’ and ‘RailThe statement ‘Road Transport’ and ‘Rail
Transport’ in India are not competitive butTransport’ in India are not competitive but
complementary to each other are justified in thecomplementary to each other are justified in the
following ways :following ways :

(i)(i) Road transport is more suitable  Road transport is more suitable for short distancesfor short distances
whereas rail transport is more suitable for longwhereas rail transport is more suitable for long
distances.distances.

(ii)(ii) Road transport Road transport is economical is economical in transportationin transportation
of few persons and relatively smaller amount ofof few persons and relatively smaller amount of
goods over short distances, whereas rail transportgoods over short distances, whereas rail transport
is more suitable for large number of people andis more suitable for large number of people and
heavy goods.heavy goods.

(iii)(iii)  It is beneficial for perishable goods to be carried It is beneficial for perishable goods to be carried
 by  by roads roads in in short short period period of of time, time, whereas whereas non-non-
perishable and bulky are transported by railwaysperishable and bulky are transported by railways
for a longer distances.for a longer distances.

  (iv)  (iv) Road transport increases the efficiency of railways. Road transport increases the efficiency of railways.

(v)(v) Road transport links the rural areas with railway Road transport links the rural areas with railway
stations.stations.

(vi)(vi) The deficiency of railways is compensated by road The deficiency of railways is compensated by road
transport.transport. (Any five) 1 × 5 = 5(Any five) 1 × 5 = 5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015]2015]

Q. Q. 4.4. ‘‘Indian Railways binds the economic life of the‘‘Indian Railways binds the economic life of the
country as well as accelerates the development ofcountry as well as accelerates the development of
industry and agriculture.’’ Justify the statement.industry and agriculture.’’ Justify the statement.

[Board Term–II, O.D. Set-I, 2014][Board Term–II, O.D. Set-I, 2014]

  Ans.  Ans. Railways are the most important mode ofRailways are the most important mode of
transport in India due to the following reasons :transport in India due to the following reasons :

(i)(i) Railways are the principal mode of transportation Railways are the principal mode of transportation
for freight and passengers in India, as they linkfor freight and passengers in India, as they link
different parts of the country.different parts of the country.

(ii)(ii) They carry huge loads and bulky goods to long They carry huge loads and bulky goods to long
distances.distances.

(iii)(iii) Railways make it possible to conduct multifarious Railways make it possible to conduct multifarious
activities like business, sightseeing, pilgrimageactivities like business, sightseeing, pilgrimage
along with goods transportation over longeralong with goods transportation over longer
distances.distances.

  (iv)  (iv) Railways have been a great integrating force for Railways have been a great integrating force for
the nation, for more than 150 years now.the nation, for more than 150 years now.

(v)(v) They have been helpful in binding the economic They have been helpful in binding the economic
life of the country and cultural fusion.life of the country and cultural fusion.

(vi)(vi) They have accelerated They have accelerated the development the development of theof the
industry and agriculture.industry and agriculture. (Any five) 1 × 5 = 5(Any five) 1 × 5 = 5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2014]2014]

Q. Q. 5.5. Classify roads into six classes according to theirClassify roads into six classes according to their
capacity. What is the role of National Highwaycapacity. What is the role of National Highway
Authority of India ?Authority of India ?

[Board Term–II, Set-2076, 2012][Board Term–II, Set-2076, 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. Roads are claRoads are classified as given ssified as given below below ::

(i)(i) Golden Quadrilateral Super HighwaysGolden Quadrilateral Super Highways  reduced  reduced
the time and distance between the mega cities ofthe time and distance between the mega cities of
India.India.

  (ii)  (ii) National HighwaysNational Highways  connect the state capitals, big connect the state capitals, big
cities and important ports.cities and important ports.
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  (iii)  (iii) State HighwaysState Highways join the state capitals with district join the state capitals with district
headquarters.headquarters.

  (iv)  (iv) District RoadsDistrict Roads connect the district centres with the connect the district centres with the
major roads.major roads.

(v)(v) Other Rural RoadsOther Rural Roads  which link rural areas and  which link rural areas and
villages with towns.villages with towns.

  (vi)  (vi) Border RoadsBorder Roads have increased accessibility in areashave increased accessibility in areas
of difficult terrain.of difficult terrain.

Projects related to Super Highways are beingProjects related to Super Highways are being
implemented by the NHAI.implemented by the NHAI. (Any five) 1 × 5 = 5(Any five) 1 × 5 = 5

Q. Q. 6.6. Classify communication services into twoClassify communication services into two
categories. Explain main features of each.categories. Explain main features of each.

[Board [Board TTerm–II, erm–II, Outside Outside Delhi Delhi Set–III, Set–III, 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans. Classification of communication services in twoClassification of communication services in two
categories :categories :

(i)(i) Personal communication. Personal communication.
  (ii)  (ii) Mass Communication. Mass Communication.

Features Features ::
(i)(i) Personal communicationPersonal communication

  (a)  (a) Communication between two or moreCommunication between two or more
persons at personal level.persons at personal level.

  (b)  (b) The Indian postal network handles parcels asThe Indian postal network handles parcels as
well as personal written communication.well as personal written communication.

  (c)  (c) Cards and envelops posts and telegraph,Cards and envelops posts and telegraph,
email.email.

  (d)  (d) Telephone services like STD, ISD provideTelephone services like STD, ISD provide
easy and comfortable network to a largeeasy and comfortable network to a large
number of people.number of people.

  (ii)  (ii) Mass communication :Mass communication :
  (a)  (a) It is the communication through which oneIt is the communication through which one

can communicate with several people at thecan communicate with several people at the
same time.same time.

  (b)  (b) It provides the entertainment and createsIt provides the entertainment and creates
awareness among people about variousawareness among people about various
National programmes and policies.National programmes and policies.

  (c)  (c) It includes print media like newspapers,It includes print media like newspapers,
magazines, book etc. and electronic mediamagazines, book etc. and electronic media
like Radio, Television etc.like Radio, Television etc. 1 + 2 + 2 = 51 + 2 + 2 = 5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016]2016]

Q. Q. 7.7. ‘‘Transport and trade are complementary to each‘‘Transport and trade are complementary to each
otherother.’’ Justify in .’’ Justify in three points.three points.

[Board Term-II, 2013][Board Term-II, 2013]

  Ans.  Ans. Transport and communication for local, nationalTransport and communication for local, national
and global trade :and global trade :

(i)(i) Today, the world has been converted into a large Today, the world has been converted into a large
village with the help of efficient and fast movingvillage with the help of efficient and fast moving
transport.transport.

  (ii)  (ii) Transport has Transport has been able been able to achieve to achieve this withthis with
the help of equally developed communicationthe help of equally developed communication
system.system.

  (iii)  (iii) Therefore, transport, Therefore, transport, communication communication and tradeand trade
are complementary to each other.are complementary to each other.

  (iv)  (iv)  Today, India is well-linked with the rest of the  Today, India is well-linked with the rest of the
world despite its vast size, diversity and linguisticworld despite its vast size, diversity and linguistic
and socio-cultural plurality.and socio-cultural plurality.

(v)(v) Railways, Railways, airways, airways, waterways, waterways, newspapers,newspapers,
radio, television, cinema and internet have beenradio, television, cinema and internet have been
contributing to its socio-economic progress incontributing to its socio-economic progress in
many ways.many ways.

  (vi)  (vi) The trades from local to international levels have The trades from local to international levels have
added to the vitality of its economy.added to the vitality of its economy.

  (vii)  (vii) It has enriched our life and added substantially to It has enriched our life and added substantially to
growing amenities and facilities for the comfortsgrowing amenities and facilities for the comforts
of life.of life.

(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013]

 V Value Based Questionsalue Based Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

Q. Q. 1.1. How do modern means of transport serve asHow do modern means of transport serve as
lifelines of our nation ? Explain.lifelines of our nation ? Explain.

[Board [Board TTerm-IIerm-II, , Set-TCJQ6VD, Set-TCJQ6VD, 2016]2016]

OROR

“Efficient means of transport are pre–requisites“Efficient means of transport are pre–requisites
for the fast development.” Express your views infor the fast development.” Express your views in
favour of this statement.favour of this statement.

[Board [Board TTerm–II, erm–II, Delhi Delhi Set–I, Set–I, II, II, III, III, 2016]2016]

OROR

Why are efficient means of transport pre-requisitesWhy are efficient means of transport pre-requisites
for the fast development of the country for the fast development of the country ? Explain.? Explain.

[Board [Board TTerm–II erm–II 2014, 2014, 2011]2011]

  Ans.  Ans. Transport and communication are the basicTransport and communication are the basic
arteries of a nation‘s economy because :arteries of a nation‘s economy because :

(i)(i) Economic development of a region or a country Economic development of a region or a country
very largely depends upon the dense network ofvery largely depends upon the dense network of
transport and communication.transport and communication.

  (ii)  (ii) They link areas of production with consumption, They link areas of production with consumption,
agriculture with industry and village with townsagriculture with industry and village with towns
and cities.and cities.

  (iii)  (iii) They They help help the the industry industry by by providing providing rawraw
materials and distribution of finished goods.materials and distribution of finished goods.

  (iv)  (iv) They help They help in the in the development of all development of all the threethe three
sectors : Primary, Secondary and Tertiary.sectors : Primary, Secondary and Tertiary.

(v)(v) They help in the balanced regional development. They help in the balanced regional development.

(Any (Any three)three)

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2014][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2014]

Q. Q. 2.2. What is the importance of India as a peninsularWhat is the importance of India as a peninsular
country and land of rivers ?country and land of rivers ?

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) Waterways are the cheapest means of transport.Waterways are the cheapest means of transport.
They are more suitable for carrying heavy and bulkThey are more suitable for carrying heavy and bulkyy
goods. They are a fuel-efficient and environmentgoods. They are a fuel-efficient and environment
friendly mode of transport.friendly mode of transport.

  (ii)  (ii) Some waterways have been declared as theSome waterways have been declared as the
National Waterways by the Government :National Waterways by the Government :

  (a)  (a) The Ganga river between Allahabad and HaldiaThe Ganga river between Allahabad and Haldia
(1620 km) —N.W. No. 1(1620 km) —N.W. No. 1

  (b)  (b) The Brahmaputra river between Sadiya andThe Brahmaputra river between Sadiya and
Dhubri (891 km)—N.W. No. 2.Dhubri (891 km)—N.W. No. 2.

  (c)  (c) The West-Coast Canal in Kerala (Kottapurma-The West-Coast Canal in Kerala (Kottapurma-
Komman, Udyogamandal and ChampakkaraKomman, Udyogamandal and Champakkara
Canals 205 km—N. W. No. 3).Canals 205 km—N. W. No. 3).

(Any two) 1 + 2 = 3(Any two) 1 + 2 = 3
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Q. Q. 3.3. Why is a dense and efficient network of transportWhy is a dense and efficient network of transport
and communication a prerequisite for theand communication a prerequisite for the
development of local, national and global trade ofdevelopment of local, national and global trade of
today ? Give your opinion.today ? Give your opinion.

[Board T[Board Term–II, Foreign Set-I, erm–II, Foreign Set-I, II, III; II, III; 2015,2012]2015,2012]

  Ans.  Ans. Dense and efficient network of transport andDense and efficient network of transport and
communication :communication :

(i)(i) We use different material and services in our daily We use different material and services in our daily
life. Some of these are available in our immediatelife. Some of these are available in our immediate
surroundings while other requirements are metsurroundings while other requirements are met
 by b by bringing ringing things from things from other places. other places. MovementMovement
of these goods and services can be over threeof these goods and services can be over three
domains of earth.domains of earth.

(ii)(ii) Today, the Today, the world has world has converted into converted into a largea large
village with the help of efficient and fast movingvillage with the help of efficient and fast moving
transport.transport.

(iii)(iii) Transport has been able to achieve this with the Transport has been able to achieve this with the
help of equally developed communication system.help of equally developed communication system.

(iv)(iv)  Therefore transport , communication and trade  Therefore transport , communication and trade
are complementary to each other.are complementary to each other.

(v)(v) Today India is Today India is well linked with the well linked with the rest of therest of the
world despite its vast size diversity , linguistic andworld despite its vast size diversity , linguistic and
socio-cultural plurality.socio-cultural plurality. (Any three)(Any three)

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015]2015]

qqqqqq
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(1 mark each for (1 mark each for Labelling/Identifying)Labelling/Identifying)

AA  1.  1. IdentiIdentify Major Soil Tfy Major Soil Types :ypes :
(a)(a) Forest and Forest and Mountainous SoilMountainous Soil [Board Term-I, 2016 (OEQL2HT, 6HTQGTF, NLTM8TU)[Board Term-I, 2016 (OEQL2HT, 6HTQGTF, NLTM8TU)

2014 2014 (X30T4XE), (X30T4XE), (WQ7FXWC)] (WQ7FXWC)] [DDE-2015, [DDE-2015, Set-M]Set-M]

(b)(b)  Alluvial  Alluvial [Board Term-I, 2016 (CB4QHT1), 2013, (3K)][Board Term-I, 2016 (CB4QHT1), 2013, (3K)]

(c)(c) Red and Red and YellowYellow [Board Term-I, 2015, Set-C5JWEVD][Board Term-I, KVS-2014][Board Term-I, 2015, Set-C5JWEVD][Board Term-I, KVS-2014]

(d)(d)  Black   Black 

(e)(e)  Laterite  Laterite [Board Term-I, DDE-2014][Board Term-I, DDE-2014]

(f)(f)  Arid  Arid [Board Term-I, NCT-2014, 2013 (H3)][Board Term-I, NCT-2014, 2013 (H3)]

BlackBlack

 Alluvial Alluvial

Red and YellowRed and Yellow

LateriteLaterite

 Arid (Desert  Arid (Desert soil)soil)

Forest and MountainousForest and Mountainous

 ARABIAN ARABIAN
SEASEA

  B  B  H  H
  U  U  T  T

 A A  N  N

BANGLABANGLA
DESHDESH

N  N  
E  E  

P  P  
 A  A 

L L 
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AA 2. 2. Locate Locate and and Label.Label.

(a) (a) Salal Salal ProjectProject

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, DDE-2014DDE-2014, , (X30T4XE(X30T4XE)])]

(b) (b) Bhakra NaBhakra Nangal Prongal Projectject

[Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , 2013 2013 (H3)](H3)]

(c) Tehri(c) Tehri

(d) (d) Rana Pratap Rana Pratap SagarSagar [DDE-2015, Set-M], [Board [DDE-2015, Set-M], [Board TTerm-I, 2014 erm-I, 2014 (WQ7FXWC)](WQ7FXWC)]

(e) (e) Gandhi Gandhi SagarSagar

(f) (f) Sardar Sardar Sarovar Sarovar Dam Dam DamDam [Board Term-I, (6HTQ4TF)][Board Term-I, (6HTQ4TF)]

[Board Term-I, 2014 (R9UJGYG)][Board Term-I, 2014 (R9UJGYG)]

(g) Hirakud(g) Hirakud [Board T[Board Term-I, 2016 erm-I, 2016 (CB4QHT1 & NLTM874), KVS-2014, 2013 (CB4QHT1 & NLTM874), KVS-2014, 2013 (3K)](3K)]

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, 2015, 2015, 6AP67LB, 6AP67LB, C5JWEVD, C5JWEVD, DDE-2015, DDE-2015, Set-M]Set-M]

(h) Nagarjunasagar(h) Nagarjunasagar [Board Term-I, 2016 (OEQL2HT)][Board Term-I, 2016 (OEQL2HT)]

(i) Tungabhadra(i) Tungabhadra

I  I  N  N  D  D  I  I  A  A  N  N  O  O  C  C  E  E  A  A  NN

SRISRI

LANKALANKA

Salal Project (a)Salal Project (a)

Bhakra Nangal Project (b)Bhakra Nangal Project (b)

Tehri (c)Tehri (c)

GandhiGandhi
Sagar (e)Sagar (e)

Hirakud (g)Hirakud (g)

Nagarjunasagar (h)Nagarjunasagar (h)

Tungabhadra (i)Tungabhadra (i)

Rana PratapRana Pratap
Sagar (d)Sagar (d)

Sardar Sardar 
Sarovar (f)Sarovar (f)

U+AU+A  3. Identify, locate and label. 3. Identify, locate and label.

Major Major producer producer states states of of ::

(i) (i) JuteJute [Board Term-I, NCT-2014][Board Term-I, NCT-2014]

(ii) Cotton(ii) Cotton

(iii) (iii) RubberRubber [Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, 2016 (CB4QHT1, 2016 (CB4QHT1, 6HT8GTF)]6HT8GTF)]
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(iv) Sugarcane(iv) Sugarcane

(v) (v) TTeaea

(vi) (vi) CoffeeCoffee [Board Term-I, 2016 (NLTM8TU)][Board Term-I, 2016 (NLTM8TU)]

JuteJute

CottonCotton

Rubber Rubber 

SugarcaneSugarcane

TTeaea

CoffeeCoffee

 Andman Andman
andand

Nicobar Nicobar 

Sri LankaSri Lanka

BayBay
of of 

BengalBengal

LAKSHADWEEPLAKSHADWEEP
(INDIA)(INDIA)

PAKISTANPAKISTAN   CHINA  CHINA
(TIBET)(TIBET)

INDIAINDIA

10100 0 0 0 10100 20 200 3000 300 40 400 500 50000
K. MetersK. Meters

00
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U+AU+A  4. Identify, locate and label. 4. Identify, locate and label.

Major Major rice rice growing growing areas areas ::

U+AU+A 5. Identify, locate and label.5. Identify, locate and label.

Major Major wheat wheat growing growing areas areas ::
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U+AU+A 6. (a)6. (a) One feature A is shown in the given political outline map of India. Identify this feature with the help ofOne feature A is shown in the given political outline map of India. Identify this feature with the help of

following information and write its correct name on the line marked on the map :following information and write its correct name on the line marked on the map :

(A)(A) A soil type A soil type

(b)(b) On the same On the same political outline political outline map of Indmap of India, locate and ia, locate and label the followinlabel the following features witg features with approph appropriate symbols :riate symbols :

  (B)  (B) A State which is the major producer of sugarcaneA State which is the major producer of sugarcane

  (C)  (C) Bhakra Nangal DamBhakra Nangal Dam

ZZ

Forest andForest and
MountainousMountainous

(A)(A)

MaharashtraMaharashtra
SugarcaneSugarcane
ProducerProducer

StateState

(B)(B)

cm cm 10100 0 0 0 10100 0 3300 00 50500 0 kmkm

(C)(C)

Bhakra NangalBhakra Nangal
DamDam

Q. Q. 7.7. Locate and label major iron ore mines.Locate and label major iron ore mines.

1122

33

44

55

1.1. MayurbMayurbhanjhanj
2.2.DuDurgrg
3.3. BailBailadiladilaa
4.4. BellBellaryary
5.5. KudremKudremukhukh
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Q. Q. 8.8. Locate and label major mica mines and bauxite deposits.Locate and label major mica mines and bauxite deposits.

NelloreNellore

HazaribaghHazaribagh

 Ajmer  Ajmer 

Beawar Beawar    Gaya  Gaya

Bilaspur Bilaspur 

KoraputKoraput

MaikalMaikal
hillshills

KatniKatni

Q. Q. 9.9. Locate and label major Coalfields or mines.Locate and label major Coalfields or mines.

1.1. RaniganRaniganjj

2.2. JharJhariaia

3.3. BokaBokaroro

4. 4. TTalcher alcher 

5.5. KoKorbarba

6.6. SingrauSingraulili

7.7. SingareSingarenini

8.8. NeyvNeyvelieli

11
2233

66

55
44

77

88
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 Q. 10. Q. 10. Locate and label major oil fields.Locate and label major oil fields.

I  I  N  N  D  D  II AA N  N  O  O  C  C  EE AA NN

72°72°

6688°  °  7722°  °  7766°  °  8800°  °  8844°  °  8888°  °  9922°  °  9966°°

7766°  °  8800°  °  8844°  °  8888°  °  9922°°

32°32°

28°28°

24°24°

20°20°

16°16°

12°12°

8°8°

3636

32°32°

28°28°

24°24°

20°20°

16°16°

12°12°

8°8°

36°36°

1.1. DigbDigboioi

2.2. NahaNaharkatiarkatia

3.3. MumbaMumbai Highi High

4.4. BassiBassienen

5.5. KalKalolol

6.6. AnlakeshwarAnlakeshwar

44
33

66

55

11
22

 Q. 11. Q. 11. Locate and label thermal power stations.Locate and label thermal power stations.

1.1. NamNamruprup

2. Talcher 2. Talcher 

3.3. SingraSingrauliuli

4.4. HarduaHarduaganjganj

5.5. KoKorbarba

6.6. UraUran.n.

7.7. RamaguRamagundamndam

8.8. VijaywadaVijaywada

9. Tuticorin9. Tuticorin

11

22

33

44

55

77

88

66

99
10.10. DhuvaDhuvaramram

1111.. NeyvNeyvelieli

12.12. EnnoreEnnore

1010

1212

1111
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 Q. 12. Q. 12. Locate and label main nuclear power stations.Locate and label main nuclear power stations.

33

22

11

44

55

66

1.1. NarorNaroraa

2.2. RawRawatbhatbhataata

3.3. KakraKakraparapara

4. Tarapur 4. Tarapur 

5.5. KaiKaigaga

6.6. KalpaKalpakkamkkam

 Q. 13. Q. 13. Locate and label Locate and label major cotton textile industries.major cotton textile industries.

55

2233

44

11

66

77

1.1. MumbaMumbaii
2.2. IndIndoreore
3. Ahmedabad3. Ahmedabad
4.4. SurSuratat
5.5. KanpuKanpur r 
6.6. CoimbaCoimbatoretore
7.7. MadurMaduraiai
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 Q. 14. Q. 14. Locate and label Locate and label wollen industries.wollen industries.

11

22

33

44

55

66

1.1. SrinaSrinagar gar 
2. Amritsar 2. Amritsar 
3.3. LudhLudhianaiana
4.4. PanPanipatipat
5.5. MirzaMirzapur pur 
6.6. JamnJamnagar agar 

 Q. 15. Q. 15. Locate and label major silk inmdustries.Locate and label major silk inmdustries.

22

11

33

44

1.1. AnantAnantnagnag

2.2. SrinagSrinagar ar 

3.3. MurshiMurshidabaddabad

4.4.MysMysoreore
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 Q. 16. Q. 16. Locate and label iron and steel industries.Locate and label iron and steel industries.

11

22

33

44
5566

77

88

99

1. 1. BurnpuBurnpur r 

2. 2. DurgaDurgapur pur 

3. 3. BokaBokaroro

4. 4. JamshedpuJamshedpur r 

5. 5. RourkRourkelaela

6. 6. BhilaBhilaii

7. Vijayanagar 7. Vijayanagar 

8. 8. BhadravBhadravatiati

9. Salem9. Salem

10.10.

1010

VishakhapatnamVishakhapatnam

 Q. 17. Q. 17. Locate and label Locate and label software technology parks.software technology parks.

11

22

33

44

55 66

77

88

99

1010

1616

1515

1414
1111

1313

1212

1717
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1.1. SrinagarSrinagar 2.2.  Mohali  Mohali 3.3.  Noida  Noida

4.4. Jaipur Jaipur 5.5.  Gandhinagar  Gandhinagar 6.6.  Indore  Indore

7.7. GuwahatiGuwahati 8.8.  Kolkata  Kolkata 9.9.  Vishakhapatnam  Vishakhapatnam

10.10. HyderabadHyderabad 11.11.  Chennai  Chennai 12.12.  Thiruvananthapuram  Thiruvananthapuram

13.13. MysoreMysore 14.14.  Bengalore  Bengalore 15.15.  Pune  Pune

16.16. MumbaiMumbai 17.17.  Bhubaneshwar  Bhubaneshwar

 Q. 18. Q. 18. Locate and label Locate and label national highways developmennational highways development projects.t projects.

DelhiDelhi

North-South Corridor North-South Corridor 

UriUri

Silchar Silchar 

East-WestEast-West
Corridor Corridor 

Porbandar Porbandar 

MumbaiMumbai

GoldenGolden
QuadrilateralQuadrilateral

ChennaiChennai

KanyakumariKanyakumari
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 Q. 19. Q. 19. Locate and label Locate and label national highways.national highways.

NH7NH7

NH2NH2

NH1NH1

 Q. 20. Q. 20. Locate and label major sea ports.Locate and label major sea ports.

11

22

33

44

55

66

77

88

99

1010

1111

1212

1.1. KandlaKandla 2.2.  Mumbai  Mumbai 3.3. Jawaharlal Jawaharlal NehruNehru

4.4. MarmagaoMarmagao 5.5. New New MangaloreMangalore 6.6.  Kochi  Kochi

7.7. TuticorinTuticorin 8.8.  Chennai  Chennai 9.9.  Vishakhapatnam  Vishakhapatnam

10.10. ParadipParadip 11.11.  Haldia  Haldia 12.12.  Kolkata  Kolkata
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 Q. 21. Q. 21. Locate and label Locate and label international airports.international airports.

  (i)  (i) Chhatrapati Shivaji International AirportChhatrapati Shivaji International Airport

  (ii)  (ii) Netaji Netaji Subhash Subhash Chandra Chandra Bose Bose International International AirportAirport

  (iii)  (iii) Meenam Meenam Bakkam Bakkam International International AirportAirport

  (iv)  (iv) Indira Gandhi International AirportIndira Gandhi International Airport

  (v)  (v) Nedimbacherry International AirportNedimbacherry International Airport

  (vi)  (vi) Sardar Sardar VVallabhbhaallabhbhai i Patel Patel InternatInternational ional AirportAirport

  (vii)  (vii) Raja Sansi Raja Sansi International International AirportAirport

  (viii)  (viii) Hyderabad International Airport /  Hyderabad International Airport / Rajiv Gandhi International Airport.Rajiv Gandhi International Airport.

(d) Delhi(d) Delhi
Indira Gandhi I.A.Indira Gandhi I.A.

(g) Amritsar(g) Amritsar
Raja Sansi I.A.Raja Sansi I.A.

(b) Kolkata(b) Kolkata
Netaji SubhashNetaji Subhash
Chandra Bose I.A.Chandra Bose I.A.

(a) Mumbai(a) Mumbai

Chhatrapati ShivajiChhatrapati Shivaji

(h) Hyderabad(h) Hyderabad
Rajiv Gandhi I.ARajiv Gandhi I.A

(c) Chennai(c) Chennai

(e)(e) ThiruvThiruvanantananthapurahapuramm

(f) Ahmedabad(f) Ahmedabad
SardarSardar VallabhVallabhbhai Patel Ibhai Patel I.A..A.

ReferencesReferences

72°72°

6688°° 7722°° 7766°° 8800°° 8844°° 8888°° 9922°° 9966°°

7766°° 8800°° 8844°° 8888°° 9922°°

32°32°

28°28°

24°24°

20°20°

16°16°

12°12°

8°8°

3636

32°32°

28°28°

24°24°

20°20°

16°16°

12°12°

8°8°

36°36°

Nedimbhacherry I.A.Nedimbhacherry I.A.

Meenam Bakkam I.A.Meenam Bakkam I.A.

International Airport (I.A.)International Airport (I.A.)
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Previous Year QuestionsPrevious Year Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

  Q. 1.  Q. 1. Two features A and B are shown in the given political outline map of India. Identify these features with theTwo features A and B are shown in the given political outline map of India. Identify these features with the
help of following information and write their correct names on the lines marked on the map :help of following information and write their correct names on the lines marked on the map :

[Board Term-II, 2016, KCG3409][Board Term-II, 2016, KCG3409]

(i)(i) A A cotton cotton textile textile centrecentre

(ii)(ii) Nuclear power Nuclear power plant.plant.

On On the the same same political political outline outline map map of of India, India, locate locate and and label label the the following following feature feature with with appropriate appropriate symbol symbol ::

(iii)(iii) New Mangalore seaport. New Mangalore seaport.

  Ans.  Ans. As per the information provided, the features have been Labelled in the map.As per the information provided, the features have been Labelled in the map.

(i) A (i) A cotton cotton textile textile centre—centre—SuratSurat

(ii) (ii) Nuclear Nuclear power power plant plant —Naraura—Naraura

  (iii)  (iii) New Manglore seaport.New Manglore seaport.

SuratSurat

NarauraNaraura(B)(B)

(A)(A)

New MangaloreNew Mangalore

(C)(C)

 Q. 2. Q. 2. On the given political outline map of India, two features A and B are marked. Identify these features with theOn the given political outline map of India, two features A and B are marked. Identify these features with the
help of the following information :help of the following information : [Board [Board TTerm–II, erm–II, 2015, 2015, Delhi Delhi Set-I, Set-I, II, II, III]III]

  (i)  (i) Iron-ore Mine.Iron-ore Mine.

(ii)(ii) TTerminal station of Nerminal station of North-South Corridororth-South Corridor

On the same map, locate and label the following :On the same map, locate and label the following :

(i)(i) Gandhinagar Software Technology ParkGandhinagar Software Technology Park
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Ans.Ans. As per the information provided, the features have been As per the information provided, the features have been labelled in the map.labelled in the map.

A. A. Iron-ore Iron-ore minemine-Mayurbhanj.-Mayurbhanj.

B. B. TTerminal erminal station station of of North-South North-South CorridorCorridor- Lucknow- Lucknow

(i)(i) Gandhinagar Software Technology Park Gandhinagar Software Technology Park 

GandhinagarGandhinagar
(Sofware Technology(Sofware Technology
Park)Park)

(B) Luknow(B) Luknow

(A)(A)

(i)(i)

MayurbhanjMayurbhanj
(Iron Ore Mine)(Iron Ore Mine)

qqqqqq
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DemocraticDemocratic

Politics IIPolitics II

CHAPTERCHAPTER

11
POWERPOWER

SHARINGSHARING

SyllabusSyllabus
¾¾ Why and how is power Why and how is power shared in democracies ?shared in democracies ?
¾¾  How does democracy accomodate d How does democracy accomodate different social groups ?ifferent social groups ?

TOPIC-1TOPIC-1
Belgium and Sri Lanka & Belgium and Sri Lanka & Majoritarianism inMajoritarianism in
Sri LankaSri Lanka

Quick Review Quick Review 
¾¾ Belgium is a small European country. Brussels is the capital of thisBelgium is a small European country. Brussels is the capital of this

country.country.

¾¾ The ethnic composition of The ethnic composition of Belgium is very complex.Belgium is very complex.

¾¾ In Belgium In Belgium people speak people speak mainly mainly three languages—Dutchthree languages—Dutch
(59 percent), French (40 percent) and German (1 percent).(59 percent), French (40 percent) and German (1 percent).

¾¾ Sri Lanka is an island countrySri Lanka is an island country. It has a diverse population.. It has a diverse population.

¾¾ In Sri Lanka, 74 percent people speak Sinhala and 18 In Sri Lanka, 74 percent people speak Sinhala and 18 percent peoplepercent people
peak Tamil.peak Tamil.

¾¾ In Sri Lanka, there are four religions :In Sri Lanka, there are four religions :

(i) (i) Buddhism Buddhism (ii) (ii) Islam Islam (iii) (iii) Hinduism Hinduism (iv) (iv) ChristianityChristianity

¾¾ In 1956, an act was passed to recognize Sinhala as the only official language of Sri Lanka, thus disregarding Tamil.In 1956, an act was passed to recognize Sinhala as the only official language of Sri Lanka, thus disregarding Tamil.

¾¾ The leaders of the Sinhala community sought to secure dominance over government by virtue of their majorityThe leaders of the Sinhala community sought to secure dominance over government by virtue of their majority
and thus, the democratically elected government adopted a series of majoritarian measures to establish Sinhalaand thus, the democratically elected government adopted a series of majoritarian measures to establish Sinhala
supremacy.supremacy.

¾¾ It It followed followed majoritarianism.majoritarianism.

¾¾ By 1980s several political organizations were formed demanding an independent TBy 1980s several political organizations were formed demanding an independent Tamil Eelam (state) in northernamil Eelam (state) in northern
and eastern parts of Sri Lanka.and eastern parts of Sri Lanka.

¾¾ The distrust between the two communities turned into wide spread conflict which resulted into a Civil WarThe distrust between the two communities turned into wide spread conflict which resulted into a Civil War..

FlowchartsFlowcharts

1. A small European country with Brussels1. A small European country with Brussels
as its capital.as its capital.

BelgiumBelgium

2. The people speak mainly three languages—2. The people speak mainly three languages—
Dutch (59%) French (40%) and German (1%).Dutch (59%) French (40%) and German (1%).

3. The minority French—speaking community3. The minority French—speaking community
was relatively was relatively rich and rich and powerful.powerful.

1. An island country with Colombo as its1. An island country with Colombo as its
capital.capital.

Sri LankaSri Lanka

2. 74% people spe2. 74% people speak Sinhala ak Sinhala and 18% peopland 18% peoplee
speaspeak Tak Tamil. mil. Four religFour religions are followed—ions are followed—

Buddhism, Islam, Hinduism and Christianity.Buddhism, Islam, Hinduism and Christianity.

3. 3. Sinhala is the official language of Sri LaSinhala is the official language of Sri Lanka. Thenka. The
leaders of the Sinhala community sought toleaders of the Sinhala community sought to

secure dominance over government by virtuesecure dominance over government by virtue
of their majority.of their majority.

TOPIC - 1TOPIC - 1

Belgium and Sri Lanka &Belgium and Sri Lanka &
Majoritarianism in Sri Lanka ....Majoritarianism in Sri Lanka .... P. 220P. 220

TOPIC - 2TOPIC - 2

Accommodation in Belgium Forms ofAccommodation in Belgium Forms of
Power Sharing ....Power Sharing .... P. 223P. 223
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Know the TermsKnow the Terms
¾¾ Democracy :Democracy : A form of  A form of government which literally means “rule by the people”.government which literally means “rule by the people”.

¾¾ Majoritarianism :Majoritarianism : Under majoritarianism, majority community rules the country in its own way by disregarding Under majoritarianism, majority community rules the country in its own way by disregarding
the wishes and nthe wishes and needs of the mineeds of the minorityority..

¾¾ Legislature :Legislature : A kind of  A kind of deliberative assembly with the power to pass, amend and deliberative assembly with the power to pass, amend and repeal laws.repeal laws.

¾¾ Federal Government :Federal Government : A general government for the entire country A general government for the entire country is usually called federal government.is usually called federal government.

¾¾ Community Government :Community Government : In which different social groups are given the power to handle the affairs related toIn which different social groups are given the power to handle the affairs related to
their communities.their communities.

¾¾ Civil War :Civil War : A violent conflict between opposing group within a country that becomes so A violent conflict between opposing group within a country that becomes so intense that it appears likeintense that it appears like
a war.a war.

¾¾ Ethnic :Ethnic : A social division based on shared culture.A social division based on shared culture.

¾¾ Indian Tamils :Indian Tamils : The Tamilians whose forefathers came from India as plantation workers during colonial rule andThe Tamilians whose forefathers came from India as plantation workers during colonial rule and
settled in Sri Lanka settled in Sri Lanka are called ‘Indian are called ‘Indian TTamils’.amils’.

¾¾ Sri Lankan Tamils :Sri Lankan Tamils : TTamil natives of amil natives of Sri Lanka Sri Lanka are called are called ‘Sri Lankan ‘Sri Lankan TTamils’.amils’.

Know the LinksKnow the Links
¾¾ http://www.ndtv.com/topic/tamil_eelamhttp://www.ndtv.com/topic/tamil_eelam

¾¾ www.slideshare.net/.../power-sharing-in-belgium-sri Lankawww.slideshare.net/.../power-sharing-in-belgium-sri Lanka

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. Which language was recognised as the onlyWhich language was recognised as the only
official language of Sri Lanka in official language of Sri Lanka in 1956 ?1956 ?

OROR

Which language is spoken by majority of SriWhich language is spoken by majority of Sri
Lankans ?Lankans ?

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (Set-6AP67LO, C5JVWED) 2015](Set-6AP67LO, C5JVWED) 2015]
  Ans.  Ans. Sinhala.Sinhala. 11

AA Q. Q. 2.2. How and when was Sinhala recognized as theHow and when was Sinhala recognized as the
official language of Sri Lanka ?official language of Sri Lanka ?

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set Set (CB4QHT1, (CB4QHT1, 6HTQGTF) 6HTQGTF) 2016-17]2016-17]

 Ans. Ans. Sinhala was recognized as the official languageSinhala was recognized as the official language
of Sri Lanka by passing an of Sri Lanka by passing an Act in 1956.Act in 1956.

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016) 2016) 11

AA Q. Q. 3.3. What is the state religion of Sri Lanka What is the state religion of Sri Lanka ??
[Board Term-I, KVS-2014][Board Term-I, KVS-2014]

  Ans.  Ans. Buddhism.Buddhism. 11

AA Q. Q. 4.4. Who formed the majority in terms of populationWho formed the majority in terms of population
in Sri Lanka ?in Sri Lanka ?

[Board Term-I, NCT-2014][Board Term-I, NCT-2014]

  Ans.  Ans. Sinhala coSinhala communitymmunity.. 11

UU Q. Q. 5.5. Which factor is responsible for increasing theWhich factor is responsible for increasing the
feeling of alienation among the Sri Lankan,feeling of alienation among the Sri Lankan,
Tamils ?Tamils ? [Board Term-I, Set (DDE) 2015][Board Term-I, Set (DDE) 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. Majoritarianism.Majoritarianism. 11

AA Q. Q. 6.6. What measure was adopted by the democraticallyWhat measure was adopted by the democratically
elected government of Srelected government of Sri Lanka to establishi Lanka to establish
Sinhala supremacy ?Sinhala supremacy ?

[Board Term-I, Set (X30T4XE) 2014][Board Term-I, Set (X30T4XE) 2014]

  Ans.  Ans. Majoritarian measure.Majoritarian measure. 11

AA Q. Q. 7.7. In which country the principle of majorit-In which country the principle of majorit-
arianism led to a Civil War ?arianism led to a Civil War ?

  Ans.  Ans. Sri Lanka.Sri Lanka. 11

UU Q. Q. 8.8. ‘‘Sri Lankan Tamil’ refers to which social group ?Sri Lankan Tamil’ refers to which social group ?

  Ans.  Ans. Tamil native of the country.Tamil native of the country. 11

UU Q. Q. 9.9. What is vertical division of powers?What is vertical division of powers?

  Ans.  Ans. Division of powers between higher and lowerDivision of powers between higher and lower
levels of government is called vertical division.levels of government is called vertical division. 11

AA Q. Q. 10.10. Which city is the capital of Belgium?Which city is the capital of Belgium?

Ans.Ans. Brussels.Brussels. 11

AA Q. Q. 11.11. Majority of the people in Belgium speak whichMajority of the people in Belgium speak which
language ?language ?

  Ans.  Ans. Dutch.Dutch. 11

AA Q. Q. 12.12. Which language is not spoken by most of theWhich language is not spoken by most of the
people in Belgium ?people in Belgium ?

  Ans.  Ans. German.German. 11

AA Q. Q. 13.13. Which ethnic group is related to Belgium ?Which ethnic group is related to Belgium ?

  Ans.  Ans. Dutch, French and Germans.Dutch, French and Germans. 11

UU Q. Q. 14.14. Who elects the community government inWho elects the community government in
Belgium ?Belgium ?

  Ans.  Ans. People belonging to one language communityPeople belonging to one language community
only.only. 11

AA Q. Q. 15.15. Name one country with which Belgium doesName one country with which Belgium does
not have borders ?not have borders ?

  Ans.  Ans. Sweden.Sweden. 11

AA Q. Q. 16.16. Which composition best explains the complexWhich composition best explains the complex
ethnic composition of Belgium ?ethnic composition of Belgium ?

  Ans.  Ans. It has 59% Dutch speaking, 40% French speakingIt has 59% Dutch speaking, 40% French speaking
and 1% German speaking people.and 1% German speaking people. 11

AA Q. Q. 17.17. In which countries the participation of womenIn which countries the participation of women
in public life is very high ?in public life is very high ?

  Ans.  Ans. Scandinavian countries.Scandinavian countries. 11
UU   Q.18.  Q.18. How many times was the Belgium How many times was the Belgium ConstitutionConstitution

amended between 1970 and 1993 ?amended between 1970 and 1993 ?
Ans.Ans. Four times.Four times. 11

AA   Q.19.  Q.19. Which group of countries surrounds Belgium ?Which group of countries surrounds Belgium ?
  Ans.  Ans. Germany, France, the Netherlands andGermany, France, the Netherlands and

Luxembourg.Luxembourg. 11
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Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. How is the ethnic composition of Belgium veryHow is the ethnic composition of Belgium very

complex ? Explain.complex ? Explain.

[Board T[Board Term I, erm I, Set (6HTQGTF) 2016-17]Set (6HTQGTF) 2016-17]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) Of the Of the country’s total population, country’s total population, 59 per59 percentcent

live in the Flemish region and speak Dutchlive in the Flemish region and speak Dutch

language.language.
  (ii)  (ii) Another Another 40 40 percent percent people livpeople live in e in the the WalloniaWallonia

region and speak French.region and speak French.
 (iii) (iii) Remaining Remaining one perone percent cent of the of the Belgians speBelgians speakak

German.German.
  (iv)  (iv) In the In the capital city capital city Brussels, Brussels, 80 per80 percent pecent peopleople

speak French while 20 percent are Dutchspeak French while 20 percent are Dutch
speaking.speaking. (Any three)(Any three)

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016) 2016) 1×3=31×3=3

AA Q. Q. 2.2. Explain any three consequences of theExplain any three consequences of the
majoritarian policies adopted by the Sri Lankanmajoritarian policies adopted by the Sri Lankan

government.government.

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, Set, (NLTM8TU) 2016-17]Set, (NLTM8TU) 2016-17]

 Ans. Ans. Consequences of majoritarian policies adoptedConsequences of majoritarian policies adopted
 by Sri Lankan Government. by Sri Lankan Government.

(i)(i) Tamils feTamils felt the lt the government government was not was not sensitivesensitive
about Tamil language and culture.about Tamil language and culture.

  (ii)  (ii) Tamils felt Tamils felt discriminated against discriminated against in jobs in jobs andand
education.education.

 (iii) (iii) Tamils felt Tamils felt the government the government was practicingwas practicing
religious discrimination.religious discrimination.

  (iv)  (iv) Relations Relations between between Tamils Tamils and and Sinhalese Sinhalese becamebecame
strained.strained. (Any three)(Any three)

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016) 2016) 1×3=31×3=3

UU Q. Q. 3.3. Describe the power sharing arrangement madeDescribe the power sharing arrangement made
 by Belgium ? by Belgium ? [Board Term-I, NCT-2014][Board Term-I, NCT-2014]

OROR

AA Explain any three elements of the Belgium modelExplain any three elements of the Belgium model
of power sharing.of power sharing. [Board [Board TTerm-erm-I, I, KVS-2014KVS-2014]]

  Ans.   Ans. The main The main elements of the elements of the Belgium model oBelgium model off
power-sharing includes :power-sharing includes :

(i)(i) Constitution Constitution prescribes prescribes that that the the number number of of DutchDutch
and French speaking ministers shall be equal in theand French speaking ministers shall be equal in the
Central Government. Some special laws requireCentral Government. Some special laws require
the support of majority of members from eachthe support of majority of members from each
linguistic group. Thus, no single community canlinguistic group. Thus, no single community can
make decisions unilaterally.make decisions unilaterally.

  (ii)  (ii) Many powerMany powers of s of the Cethe Central Gntral Government overnment havehave
 been  been given given to to State State Governments Governments of of the the twotwo
regions of the country. The State Governments areregions of the country. The State Governments are
not subordinate to the Central Government.not subordinate to the Central Government.

(iii)(iii) Brussels had Brussels had a separate a separate government in government in whichwhich
 both  both the the communities communities have have equal equal representation.representation.
The French speaking people accepted equalThe French speaking people accepted equal
representation in Brussels because the Dutch-representation in Brussels because the Dutch-
speaking community has accepted equalspeaking community has accepted equal
representation in the Central Government.representation in the Central Government. 1×3=31×3=3

UU Q. Q. 4.4. Describe any three majoritarian measuresDescribe any three majoritarian measures
adopted by the Sri Lankan Government toadopted by the Sri Lankan Government to
establish Sinhala supremacy.establish Sinhala supremacy.

[Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (H3), 2013 (37) (H3), 2013 (37) 2012]2012]

OROR

UU Describe any three provisions of the Act whichDescribe any three provisions of the Act which
was passed in Sri Lanka in was passed in Sri Lanka in 1956 to establish Sinhala1956 to establish Sinhala
supremacy.supremacy. [Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , Set Set (40) (40) 2012]2012]

OROR

UU Why did the Sri Lankan Tamils feel alienated inWhy did the Sri Lankan Tamils feel alienated in
spite of their long stay in Sri Lanka ?spite of their long stay in Sri Lanka ?

[Board Term-I, Set (55) 2012][Board Term-I, Set (55) 2012]
OROR

AA Explain three measures taken by Sri Lanka,Explain three measures taken by Sri Lanka,
according to an Act passed in 1956.according to an Act passed in 1956.

[Board Term-I, (33) 2012][Board Term-I, (33) 2012]
OROR

AA Which three provisions of the Act passed in SriWhich three provisions of the Act passed in Sri
Lanka in 1956 established Sinhala supremacy ?Lanka in 1956 established Sinhala supremacy ?

[Board Term-I, Set (56) 2012][Board Term-I, Set (56) 2012]
OROR

UU What were the reasons for the alienation of SriWhat were the reasons for the alienation of Sri
Lankan TLankan Tamils ? What was amils ? What was the effect of this on the effect of this on thethe
country ?country ?

[Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (14,3745), 2011 Set (AZ) 2010](14,3745), 2011 Set (AZ) 2010]
OROR

UU Why Sri Lankan Why Sri Lankan TTamils felt alienated ?amils felt alienated ?
[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set Set (34, (34, 40) 40) 2011]2011]

 Ans. Ans. Sri Lankan Tamils felt alienated because :Sri Lankan Tamils felt alienated because :
(i)(i) Government Government adopted adopted majoritarian majoritarian measure measure toto

establish Sinhala Supremacy. In 1956, an Act wasestablish Sinhala Supremacy. In 1956, an Act was
passed to recognise Sinhala as the only officialpassed to recognise Sinhala as the only official
language thus disregarding Tamil.language thus disregarding Tamil.

  (ii)  (ii) The The governments governments followed followed preferential preferential politicspolitics
that favoured Sinhala applicants for universitythat favoured Sinhala applicants for university
positions and government jobs.positions and government jobs.

(iii)(iii) A A new new Constitution Constitution stipulated stipulated that that the the state state shallshall
protect and foster Buddhism.protect and foster Buddhism.

  (iv)  (iv) Sri Lankan Sri Lankan Tamils felt Tamils felt that none that none of the of the majormajor
political parties led by the Buddhist Sinhalapolitical parties led by the Buddhist Sinhala
leaders were sensitive to their language andleaders were sensitive to their language and
culture.culture.

(v)(v) As a As a result, result, the the relations relations between between the the Sinhala Sinhala andand
Tamil communities strained overtime and it soonTamil communities strained overtime and it soon
turned into a Civil War.turned into a Civil War. (Any three) 1×3=3(Any three) 1×3=3

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013)

UU Q. Q. 5.5. Compare the different ways in which theCompare the different ways in which the
Belgians and the Sri Lankans have dealt withBelgians and the Sri Lankans have dealt with
the problem of cultural diversity.the problem of cultural diversity. [Board Term-I,[Board Term-I,

Set (52), 2012 (12, 13, 23, 32, 33) 2011]Set (52), 2012 (12, 13, 23, 32, 33) 2011]

 Ans. Ans. The Belgian leaders recognised the existence ofThe Belgian leaders recognised the existence of
regional and cultural diversities.regional and cultural diversities.

(i)(i) They They amended amended their their Constitution four Constitution four timestimes
so as to work out an innovative arrangementso as to work out an innovative arrangement
that would enable everyone to live together inthat would enable everyone to live together in
peace and harmony,peace and harmony, i.e.i.e., there was sharing of, there was sharing of
power between the Dutch and the French bothpower between the Dutch and the French both
in the Central Government, State Governmentin the Central Government, State Government
and Community Government. They followed aand Community Government. They followed a
policy of accommodation.policy of accommodation.
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  (ii)  (ii) This heThis helped to lped to avoid civavoid civic stric strife ife and division and division ofof
the country on linguistic lines.the country on linguistic lines.

 (iii) (iii) On the On the other hand, other hand, the Sinhalese the Sinhalese who werewho were
in majority in Sri Lanka as compared to thein majority in Sri Lanka as compared to the
Tamils followed a policy of majoritarianism andTamils followed a policy of majoritarianism and
adopted a series of measures to establish Sinhalaadopted a series of measures to establish Sinhala
supremacy by passing an Act of supremacy by passing an Act of 1956.1956.

These measures alienated the Tamils leading toThese measures alienated the Tamils leading to
civic strife between the two communities.civic strife between the two communities.

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012) 2012) 1×3=31×3=3

AA Q. Q. 6.6. Explain any three consequences of theExplain any three consequences of the
majoritarian policies adopted by the Sri Lankanmajoritarian policies adopted by the Sri Lankan

Government.Government. [Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (48) 2012](48) 2012]

  Ans. Consequences of majoritarian policies adopted  Ans. Consequences of majoritarian policies adopted
 by Sri Lankan Government were : by Sri Lankan Government were :

(i)(i) Tamils felt Tamils felt the govethe government warnment was not s not sensitivesensitive
about Tamil language and culture becauseabout Tamil language and culture because
Sinhala was declared the official language.Sinhala was declared the official language.

  (ii)  (ii) Tamils Tamils felt felt discriminated discriminated against against securing securing jobsjobs
and education which were given preferentiallyand education which were given preferentially
to the Sinhala speakers.to the Sinhala speakers.

 (iii) (iii)  Tamils felt the government was practising  Tamils felt the government was practising

religious discrimination because the Statereligious discrimination because the State

fostered Buddhism. Relations between Tamilsfostered Buddhism. Relations between Tamils

and Sinhalese became strained.and Sinhalese became strained.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1×3=3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1×3=3

UU Q. Q. 7.7. Mention any three demands of Sri LankanMention any three demands of Sri Lankan

Tamils ?Tamils ? [Board Term-I, Set (63) 2012][Board Term-I, Set (63) 2012]

OrOr

UU Which three demands of the Sri Lankan TamilsWhich three demands of the Sri Lankan Tamils
accepted and met with, can settle the ethnicaccepted and met with, can settle the ethnic
conflict in Sri Lanka for good ? Explain.conflict in Sri Lanka for good ? Explain.

[Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , Set Set (35) (35) 2012]2012]

Ans. Demands of the Ans. Demands of the TTamils :amils :

(i)(i) Recognition Recognition of of Tamil Tamil as as an an official official language.language.

  (ii)  (ii) Equal Equal opportunities opportunities for for Tamils in Tamils in governmentgovernment

 jobs and educational institutions. jobs and educational institutions.

 (iii) (iii)  Provincial autonomy for Tamil dominated  Provincial autonomy for Tamil dominated

provinces.provinces. (CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1×3=3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1×3=3

Long Answer Type QuestionLong Answer Type Question 5 5 marksmarks

UU Q. Q. 1.1. How majoritarianism has increased the feeling of alienation amoHow majoritarianism has increased the feeling of alienation among the Sri Lankan Tamils ? ng the Sri Lankan Tamils ? Explain.Explain.

[Board [Board Term-I, Term-I, (WQ7FXWC), (WQ7FXWC), (R9UJGYG) (R9UJGYG) 2014]2014]

  Ans.  Ans. Refer ‘Short Answer Type’ Q. 4.Refer ‘Short Answer Type’ Q. 4.

TOPIC-2TOPIC-2
 Accommodation in Belgi Accommodation in Belgium Forms of Pum Forms of Power Sharingower Sharing

Quick Review Quick Review 
¾¾ A strategy wherein all the major segments of the society A strategy wherein all the major segments of the society are provided with a permanent share of power in theare provided with a permanent share of power in the

governance of the country is known as power sharing.governance of the country is known as power sharing.

¾¾ Political eqPolitical equality implies that all citizens should have the same political rights and should have equal access to alluality implies that all citizens should have the same political rights and should have equal access to all
offices of offices of authorityauthority..

¾¾ Government is the institution through which the will of the State is created, expressed and implemented.Government is the institution through which the will of the State is created, expressed and implemented.

¾¾ The three main organs of the Government are: (i) Legislature, (ii) ExThe three main organs of the Government are: (i) Legislature, (ii) Executive and (iii) Judiciaryecutive and (iii) Judiciary..

¾¾ The broad divisions of reasons for The broad divisions of reasons for power sharing are prudential repower sharing are prudential reason and moral reason.ason and moral reason.

¾¾ Ethnicity is a population of human beings whose members identify with each other on the basis of commonEthnicity is a population of human beings whose members identify with each other on the basis of common
cultural, behavioral, linguistic and religious traits.cultural, behavioral, linguistic and religious traits.

¾¾ A government in which different social groups are given the power A government in which different social groups are given the power to handle the affairs related to their communitiesto handle the affairs related to their communities
is known as Community Government.is known as Community Government.

¾¾ The Belgian leaders worked out to make an arrangement that would enable everyone to live together within theThe Belgian leaders worked out to make an arrangement that would enable everyone to live together within the
same country which is very isame country which is very innovative.nnovative.

¾¾ The Constitution of Belgium prescribes that tThe Constitution of Belgium prescribes that the number of Dutch and French-spehe number of Dutch and French-speaking ministers shall be equal inaking ministers shall be equal in
the Central Government.the Central Government.

¾¾ The State Governments arThe State Governments are not subordinate to the Ce not subordinate to the Central Government.entral Government.

¾¾ Brussels has a separate goveBrussels has a separate government in which both the communities have ernment in which both the communities have equal representation.qual representation.

¾¾ Apart from the Central and the StatApart from the Central and the State Government, there is a third kind of government called the ‘e Government, there is a third kind of government called the ‘CommunityCommunity
Government’.Government’.

¾¾ Power sharing is desirable because :Power sharing is desirable because :

(i)(i) It helps to reduce the po It helps to reduce the possibility of conflict between social groups.ssibility of conflict between social groups.

(ii)(ii)It is the It is the very spirit of dvery spirit of democracyemocracy..
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¾¾ In modern democracies, power sharing arrangements can take many forms :In modern democracies, power sharing arrangements can take many forms :

(i)(i) Power is sharPower is shared among different organs of government, such as the legislature, executive and judiciaryed among different organs of government, such as the legislature, executive and judiciary..

(ii)(ii) Power can be shared among governments at different levels – a g Power can be shared among governments at different levels – a general government for the entire country andeneral government for the entire country and
governments at the provincial or regional level.governments at the provincial or regional level.

(iii)(iii) Power may also be shared among different social groups, such  Power may also be shared among different social groups, such as the religious and linguistic as the religious and linguistic groups.groups.

(iv)(iv) Power sharing arrangements can also be seen in the way political parties, pressure groups and movements Power sharing arrangements can also be seen in the way political parties, pressure groups and movements
control or influence control or influence those in power.those in power.

FlowchartsFlowcharts

Horizontal Distribution of Horizontal Distribution of PowerPower

LegislatureLegislature

ExecutiveExecutive

 Judiciary Judiciary

Vertical Division of PowerVertical Division of Power

Union/CentrUnion/Central al GovernmentGovernment

Regional/State GovernmentRegional/State Government

Local GovernmentLocal Government

(Municipality/Panchayat)(Municipality/Panchayat)

Power Sharing Power Sharing 

The Forms of Power Sharing in ConstitutionThe Forms of Power Sharing in Constitution

BelgiumBelgium Sri Sri LankaLanka

Belgium is a small country in Europe withBelgium is a small country in Europe with

a very a very complex ethnic composition.complex ethnic composition.

Of the country's Of the country's total population, 59% Dutch speakers,total population, 59% Dutch speakers,

40% French speakers and 1% German 40% French speakers and 1% German speakers.speakers.

The capital is Brussels.The capital is Brussels.

Between 1970 and 1993, the ConstitutionBetween 1970 and 1993, the Constitution

of Belgium was amended four times.of Belgium was amended four times.

Belgium followed a Belgium followed a Community Government,Community Government,

which is elected by people belonging to one languagewhich is elected by people belonging to one language

community - Dutch, German and community - Dutch, German and French speaking.French speaking.

Sri Lanka is an island nationSri Lanka is an island nation

in the Indian Ocean.in the Indian Ocean.

Sri Lanka has a diverse population with 74%Sri Lanka has a diverse population with 74%

Sinhalese and 18% TamSinhalese and 18% Tamils. Christians are ils. Christians are about 7%.about 7%.

The capital is Colombo.The capital is Colombo.

In 1956, an Act was passed to recogniseIn 1956, an Act was passed to recognise

'Sinhla' as the only official language.'Sinhla' as the only official language.

Sri Lanka Sri Lanka followed 'Majoritarianismfollowed 'Majoritarianism''

disregarding Tamils.disregarding Tamils.

Know the TermsKnow the Terms
¾¾ Power Sharing :Power Sharing : The division of power between different stages of government, different organs or differentThe division of power between different stages of government, different organs or different

communities in a country in order to ensure smooth running of the government and to check that all powers arecommunities in a country in order to ensure smooth running of the government and to check that all powers are
not concentrated within one hand.not concentrated within one hand.

¾¾ Prudential :Prudential : Based on prudence, or on careful calculation of gains and losses. Prudential decisions are usuallyBased on prudence, or on careful calculation of gains and losses. Prudential decisions are usually
contrasted with those decisions based purely on contrasted with those decisions based purely on moral considerations.moral considerations.

¾¾ Check and Balances :Check and Balances : A system, in which each organ of the government checks the others, which results in aA system, in which each organ of the government checks the others, which results in a
 balance of power among various institutions. balance of power among various institutions.

¾¾ Coalition Government :Coalition Government : A government formed by the union of two or more political parties.A government formed by the union of two or more political parties.
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¾¾ Pressure Groups :Pressure Groups : Pressure groups are those organizations that attempt to influence the poPressure groups are those organizations that attempt to influence the po licies of the governmentlicies of the government
to safeguard their own interests.to safeguard their own interests.

¾¾ Legitimate Government :Legitimate Government : A legitimate government is one  A legitimate government is one where citizens, through participation, acquire a stake inwhere citizens, through participation, acquire a stake in
the system.the system.

¾¾ Horizontal Distribution of Power :Horizontal Distribution of Power : Power is shared among different organs of government such asPower is shared among different organs of government such as
legislative,executive and judiciarlegislative,executive and judiciaryy..

¾¾ Vertical Division of Power :Vertical Division of Power : Distribution of power between higher and  Distribution of power between higher and lower levels of government such as lower levels of government such as betweenbetween
central and state governments.central and state governments.

Know the LinksKnow the Links
¾¾ http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Politics_of_Belgiumhttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Politics_of_Belgium

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. What does the system of checks and balances’What does the system of checks and balances’
ensure in power sharing ?ensure in power sharing ?

[Board T[Board Term I, erm I, Set (OEQL2HT) 2016-17]Set (OEQL2HT) 2016-17]

 Ans. Ans. That none of the organs of the government canThat none of the organs of the government can
exercise unlimited power.exercise unlimited power.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1

UU Q. Q. 2.2. Which system of power sharing is called,Which system of power sharing is called,
‘Checks and Balances’ ?‘Checks and Balances’ ?

  Ans.  Ans. Horizontal distribution of powers.Horizontal distribution of powers. 11

AA Q. Q. 3.3. Mention any one characteristics of power Mention any one characteristics of power sharing.sharing.

[Board Term I, Set (NLTM8TU) 2016-17][Board Term I, Set (NLTM8TU) 2016-17]

 Ans. Ans. It gives the people right to be consulted or anyIt gives the people right to be consulted or any
other characteristics.other characteristics.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1

UU Q. Q. 4.4. Which type of powers does the CommunityWhich type of powers does the Community

Government of Belgium enjoy ?Government of Belgium enjoy ?

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (Set-E) DDE-2015](Set-E) DDE-2015]

  Ans.  Ans. This government has the power regarding culture,This government has the power regarding culture,

education and language related issues.education and language related issues. 11

UU Q. Q. 5.5. What is the prudential reason behind powerWhat is the prudential reason behind power

sharing ?sharing ? [Board Term-I, Set (R9UJGYG),[Board Term-I, Set (R9UJGYG),

(WQ7FXWC) 2014](WQ7FXWC) 2014]

OROR

UU Why power sharing is good for democracies ?Why power sharing is good for democracies ?

  Ans.  Ans. It reduces the possibility of conflict between socialIt reduces the possibility of conflict between social

groups.groups. 11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. What is power sharing ? Why pWhat is power sharing ? Why power sharing isower sharing is
important in a democracy ?important in a democracy ?

[Board Term-I, NCT-2014][Board Term-I, NCT-2014]
Ans.Ans. (i)(i) When the power does not rest with any oneWhen the power does not rest with any one

organ of the state rather it is shared amongorgan of the state rather it is shared among
legislature, executive and judiciary it is calledlegislature, executive and judiciary it is called
power sharing.power sharing.

  (ii)  (ii) Power sharing is important in a democracy because :Power sharing is important in a democracy because :
(a)(a)  It helps to reduce the possibility of conflict  It helps to reduce the possibility of conflict

 between social groups. between social groups.
(b)(b) It is the It is the very spirit very spirit of democracy.of democracy.
(c)(c) It is a good way to It is a good way to ensure the stability of ensure the stability of thethe

political order.political order. (Any two) 1+2=3(Any two) 1+2=3

AA Q. Q. 2.2. “Sharing of powers makes a country more“Sharing of powers makes a country more
powerful and united.’’ Do you agree with thispowerful and united.’’ Do you agree with this
statement and why ?statement and why ?

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set Set 13 13 (H3), (H3), (CB4QHT1), (CB4QHT1), 2016-17]2016-17]
OROR

AA “Power-sharing is the very spirit of democracy”.“Power-sharing is the very spirit of democracy”.
 Justify this statement with three suitable points. Justify this statement with three suitable points.

[Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (39) 2012](39) 2012]
OROR

AA How far do you agree with the statement thatHow far do you agree with the statement that
power sharing is keeping with the “Spirit” ofpower sharing is keeping with the “Spirit” of
democracy ?democracy ? [Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set Set (45) (45) 2012]2012]

Ans. PAns. Power sharing ower sharing keeps up keeps up with the with the ‘Spirit’ of‘Spirit’ of
Democracy as :Democracy as :

(i)(i) Power Power sharing esharing ensures nsures that that all all people hapeople have ve stakestake
in government.in government.

  (ii)  (ii) Power Power sharing sharing ensures ensures maximum maximum participation.participation.

It upholds the concept of people’s rule. It alwaysIt upholds the concept of people’s rule. It always
 brings  brings better outcobetter outcomes mes in in democracy. democracy. It It ensuresensures
the political stability in democracy.the political stability in democracy.

 (iii) (iii) Power sharing Power sharing accommodates diverse accommodates diverse groups. Itgroups. It
helps to reduce the possibility of conflict betweenhelps to reduce the possibility of conflict between
social groups.social groups. 1×3=31×3=3

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016)

UU Q. Q. 3.3. Give reasons why power sharing is desirable.Give reasons why power sharing is desirable.
[Board T[Board Term-I, Set 6Aerm-I, Set 6AP67LB; 2015 Set (A2) P67LB; 2015 Set (A2) 2011]2011]

OROR

UU Why power sharing is necessary in democracy ?Why power sharing is necessary in democracy ?
Explain.Explain. [Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set Set (16, (16, 11) 11) 2011]2011]

OROR

UU Write one prudential and one moral reason forWrite one prudential and one moral reason for
power sharing.power sharing.

OROR

UU Why is power sharing desirable ? Explain moralWhy is power sharing desirable ? Explain moral
reasons in this regard.reasons in this regard. [Board T [Board Term-I, erm-I, Set (64) Set (64) 2012]2012]
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OROR

UU Why power sharing is desirable ? Explain givingWhy power sharing is desirable ? Explain giving
any three prudential reasons.any three prudential reasons.

[Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (34) 2012](34) 2012]

 Ans.  Ans. Power Power sharing is sharing is desirable in desirable in democracy because democracy because ::
(i) (i) Prudential Prudential reasons reasons ::

(a)(a)  It helps to reduce the possibility of conflict  It helps to reduce the possibility of conflict
 between  between social social groups. groups. Since Since social social conflictconflict
often leads to violence often leads to violence and political instability.and political instability.

(b)(b)  It is a good way to ensure the stability of  It is a good way to ensure the stability of
political order.political order.

(c)(c)  Imposing the will of majority, community  Imposing the will of majority, community
over others may look like an attractiveover others may look like an attractive
option in the short run, but in the long run itoption in the short run, but in the long run it
undermines the unity of the nation.undermines the unity of the nation.

(ii) (ii) Moral Moral reasons reasons ::
(a)(a) Power Power sharing is the very spirit of democracysharing is the very spirit of democracy..

A democratic rule involves sharing powerA democratic rule involves sharing power
with those affected by its exercise and whowith those affected by its exercise and who
have to live with its effect.have to live with its effect.

(b)(b) People have a right to be consulted on how People have a right to be consulted on how
they are to be governed.they are to be governed.

  (c)  (c) A legitimate government is one where citizensA legitimate government is one where citizens
through participation, acquire a stake in thethrough participation, acquire a stake in the
system.system. 1½+1½=31½+1½=3

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015, 2012)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015, 2012)

UU Q. Q. 4.4. How can power be shared among governmentsHow can power be shared among governments
at different levels ? Explain.at different levels ? Explain.

[Board Term-I, DDE-2014][Board Term-I, DDE-2014]

OrOr

UU Explain the vertical division of power givingExplain the vertical division of power giving
example from India.example from India. [Board T[Board Term-I, Set (36) 2012]erm-I, Set (36) 2012]

Ans. VAns. Vertical ertical division division of of power power ::  Vertical division  Vertical division
of power means sharing of power amongof power means sharing of power among
governments at different levels.governments at different levels.
In In India, India, there there are are three three levels levels of of the the government government ::

(i)(i) For the entire country :For the entire country :  Central Government/   Central Government/ 
Union Government.Union Government.

  (ii)  (ii) At the provincial level :At the provincial level : State Governments. State Governments.

 (iii) (iii) At the local level (At the local level (i.e.i.e. ,  , rural rural and and urban) urban) ::  Local  Local
self governments like panchayats and municipalself governments like panchayats and municipal
councils.councils. 1×3=31×3=3

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)

UU Q. Q. 5.5. Describe horizontal and vertical power sharingDescribe horizontal and vertical power sharing
in modern democracies.in modern democracies.

OrOr

UU Differentiate between horizontal and verticalDifferentiate between horizontal and vertical
division of powers.division of powers.

[Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , Set Set (18, (18, 36) 36) 2011]2011]

OrOr

UU What is horizontal distribution of power ? MentionWhat is horizontal distribution of power ? Mention
its any two advantages.its any two advantages. [Board [Board TTerm erm I, I, Set Set (82),(82),

(OEQL2HT) (OEQL2HT) 2016-17, 2016-17, 2012]2012]

OrOr

AA Why is horizontal distribution of power oftenWhy is horizontal distribution of power often
referred to as a system of ‘checks and balances’ ?referred to as a system of ‘checks and balances’ ?
Explain.Explain. [Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , Set Set (67, (67, 70) 70) 2012]2012]

  Ans.  Ans.

Sr.Sr.
No.No.

Horizontal divisionHorizontal division
of powerof power

Vertical division of Vertical division of 
powerpower

(i)(i) Horizontal divisionHorizontal division
of power is suchof power is such
a power sharinga power sharing
arrangement inarrangement in
which power iswhich power is
shared amongshared among
different organs ofdifferent organs of
government, such asgovernment, such as
legislature, executivelegislature, executive
and and judiciaryjudiciary..

In vertical division ofIn vertical division of
powers, power canpowers, power can
 be  be shared shared amongamong
governments atgovernments at
different levels,different levels,
like union, statelike union, state
and local levels ofand local levels of
government, i.e., itgovernment, i.e., it
involves higher andinvolves higher and
lower levels of thelower levels of the
government.government.

(ii)(ii) In horizontalIn horizontal
division of power,division of power,
different organs ofdifferent organs of
government exercisegovernment exercise
different powers.different powers.
This is a concept ofThis is a concept of
separation of powers.separation of powers.

In vertical division ofIn vertical division of
powers, constitutionpowers, constitution
clearly lays downclearly lays down
the power ofthe power of
different levels of hedifferent levels of he
government.government.

(iii)(iii) HorizontalHorizontal
distribution specifiesdistribution specifies
the concept ofthe concept of
checks and balanceschecks and balances
in order to check thein order to check the
exercise of unlimitedexercise of unlimited
powers of thepowers of the
organs.organs.

There is no conceptThere is no concept
of checks andof checks and
 balances,  balances, becausebecause
powers are clearlypowers are clearly
given by thegiven by the
constitution fromconstitution from
the higher level tothe higher level to
the lower level.the lower level.

Advantages Advantages of of horizontal horizontal distribution distribution of of power power ::

  (i)  (i) It allows different organs of government placed atIt allows different organs of government placed at

the same level to the same level to exercise different powers.exercise different powers.

  (ii)  (ii) It ensures that none of the organs can exerciseIt ensures that none of the organs can exercise

unlimited power. Each organ unlimited power. Each organ checks the checks the otherother.. 33

AA Q. Q. 6.6. In modern democracies, power is often sharedIn modern democracies, power is often shared
among different organs of the government.among different organs of the government.

Explain.Explain. [Board T[Board Term-I, Set (27, erm-I, Set (27, 35, 42) 2011]35, 42) 2011]
OROR

AA Explain how power is shared among differentExplain how power is shared among different
organs of the government.organs of the government.

Ans.Ans. Power is shared between different organs of thePower is shared between different organs of the
government such as Legislature, Executive andgovernment such as Legislature, Executive and
 Judiciary.  Judiciary. This system This system of power of power sharing is sharing is referredreferred
to as a system of ‘checks and balances’ because :to as a system of ‘checks and balances’ because :

(i)(i) All threAll three organs e organs are placeare placed at d at the sathe same level me level ofof
power.power.

  (ii)  (ii) The poweThe power distribution r distribution ensures ensures that no that no organorgan
enjoys unlimited powers.enjoys unlimited powers.

 (iii) (iii) Each Each organ organ exercises exercises a a check check on the on the others. others. ThusThus
there is a balance of power.there is a balance of power. (Any two)(Any two)

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2011) 1+2=3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2011) 1+2=3

Detailed Answer :Detailed Answer :
PowePower r is is shared shared among among different different organs organs ofof
governmentgovernment i.ei.e., Legislature, Executive and Ju., Legislature, Executive and Judiciary.diciary.

  (i)   (i) Legislature Legislature ::  The legislature is concerned with  The legislature is concerned with
passing the laws, controlling the finances of thepassing the laws, controlling the finances of the
state and delivering on matter of public importance.state and delivering on matter of public importance.

(ii) (ii) Executive Executive :: The executive machinery implements The executive machinery implements
the policies of the government and executes thethe policies of the government and executes the
rules made by the legislature bodies.rules made by the legislature bodies.
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(iii) (iii) Judiciary Judiciary ::  The judiciary is concerned with the  The judiciary is concerned with the
interpretation of the laws and has the power tointerpretation of the laws and has the power to
punish those who commit crimes or break thepunish those who commit crimes or break the
laws. The judiciary can also check the functioninglaws. The judiciary can also check the functioning
of the executives.of the executives. 1×3=31×3=3

UU Q. Q. 7.7. “The outcome of politics of social divisions“The outcome of politics of social divisions
depends on how the political leaders raisedepends on how the political leaders raise
the demands of any community”. Explain thethe demands of any community”. Explain the
statement.statement.

  Ans. (i)  Ans. (i)  It is easy to accommodate demands that are  It is easy to accommodate demands that are
within the constitutional framework and are not atwithin the constitutional framework and are not at
the cost of the cost of another community.another community.

  (ii)  (ii) The demand The demand for for only the only the Sinhala community Sinhala community inin

Sri Lanka was at the cost of interest and identity ofSri Lanka was at the cost of interest and identity of

Tamil community.Tamil community.

 (iii) (iii) In Yugoslavia, In Yugoslavia, the lethe leaders of aders of the the different different ethnicethnic

communities presented their demands in such acommunities presented their demands in such a

way that these could not be accommodated withinway that these could not be accommodated within

a single country.a single country. 1×3=31×3=3

UU Q. Q. 8.8. “Both Belgium and Sri Lanka are democracies“Both Belgium and Sri Lanka are democracies

 but  but they they follow follow different different systems systems of of powerpower

sharing”. Support the statement by givingsharing”. Support the statement by giving

three points of difference.three points of difference.

[Board Term-I, (69) 2012][Board Term-I, (69) 2012]

 Ans. Ans. Difference in power sharing of Belgium and SriDifference in power sharing of Belgium and Sri
Lanka :Lanka :

(i)(i) In Belgium, In Belgium, the governmethe government does nt does not follownot follow
preferential policies in matters of jobs andpreferential policies in matters of jobs and
education. In Sri Lanka, the government followseducation. In Sri Lanka, the government follows
preferential policies in matters of government,preferential policies in matters of government,
 jobs and education. jobs and education.

  (ii)  (ii) In In Belgium, there Belgium, there is a is a special special government government calledcalled
‘Community Government’ to look after the‘Community Government’ to look after the
cultural, educational and language related issues.cultural, educational and language related issues.
In Sri Lanka, the major political parties are notIn Sri Lanka, the major political parties are not
sensitive to the language and culture of thesensitive to the language and culture of the
Tamils.Tamils.

 (iii) (iii) In In Belgium, theBelgium, there re is is no discriminatno discrimination betion betweenween
different religions. In Sri Lanka, Buddhism is thedifferent religions. In Sri Lanka, Buddhism is the
official religion.official religion.

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012) 2012) 1×3=31×3=3

Long Answer Type QuestionLong Answer Type Question 5 5 marksmarks

UU Q. Q. 1.1. Explain how Belgium was able to solve itsExplain how Belgium was able to solve its

ethnic problem ?ethnic problem ? [NCERT; OD I, II, III 2010][NCERT; OD I, II, III 2010]

OROR

UU Explain the power sharing arrangement inExplain the power sharing arrangement in

Belgium.Belgium. [Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set Set (17) (17) 2011]2011]
OROR

UU State the main elements of the power sharingState the main elements of the power sharing
model evolved in Belgium.model evolved in Belgium.

[Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (20, 27, 40) (20, 27, 40) 2011]2011]
Ans. The Ans. The main elements of the power-sharing modelmain elements of the power-sharing model

evolved in Belgium were :evolved in Belgium were :

(i)(i) Constitution Constitution prescribes prescribes that that the the number number of of DutchDutch
and French speaking ministers shall be equal in theand French speaking ministers shall be equal in the
Central Government. Some special laws requireCentral Government. Some special laws require
the support of majority of members from eachthe support of majority of members from each
linguistic group. Thus, no single community canlinguistic group. Thus, no single community can
make decisions unilaterally.make decisions unilaterally.

  (ii)  (ii) Many poweMany powers of rs of the Cthe Central entral Government Government havehave
 been  been given given to to State State Governments Governments of of the the twotwo
regions of the country. The State Governments areregions of the country. The State Governments are
not subordinated to the Central Government.not subordinated to the Central Government.

 (iii) (iii) Brussels had Brussels had a separa separate goverate government in nment in whichwhich
 both  both the the communities communities have have equal equal representation.representation.
The French-speaking people accepted equalThe French-speaking people accepted equal
representation in Brussels because the Dutch-representation in Brussels because the Dutch-
speaking community has accepted equalspeaking community has accepted equal
representation in the Central Government.representation in the Central Government.

  (iv)  (iv) Apart Apart from from the cethe central ntral and the and the state state government,government,
there is a third kind of government called thethere is a third kind of government called the
Community Government.Community Government.

(v)(v) This This community community government government is is elected elected by by peoplepeople
 belonging  belonging to to one one language language community—Dutch,community—Dutch,
French and German speaking. This governmentFrench and German speaking. This government
has the power regarding cultural, educational andhas the power regarding cultural, educational and
language related issues.language related issues. 1×5=51×5=5
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SyllabusSyllabus
¾¾  How has federal di How has federal division of power in vision of power in India help natioIndia help national unity ?nal unity ?
¾¾ To what extent has decentralization achieved this objective ?To what extent has decentralization achieved this objective ?

TOPIC-1TOPIC-1
 What is Federalism & W What is Federalism & What Makes India a Federalhat Makes India a Federal
Country ?Country ?

Quick Review Quick Review 
¾¾ The sharing of power among the The sharing of power among the central government, state, regionalcentral government, state, regional

and local governments is known as federalism.and local governments is known as federalism.

¾¾  In the federal form of government, there is a clear cut division of  In the federal form of government, there is a clear cut division of

powers between the Central authority and various Constituent units ofpowers between the Central authority and various Constituent units of

the country.the country.

¾¾ The key features of federalism are :The key features of federalism are :

(i)(i) There are There are two or two or more levels more levels (or tiers) (or tiers) of government.of government.

(ii)(ii) Different tiers of government govern the Different tiers of government govern the same citizens, but easame citizens, but each tier has its own ch tier has its own jurisdiction in specific mattersjurisdiction in specific matters

of legislation, taxation and administration.of legislation, taxation and administration.

(iii)(iii) The jurisdictions of the respective levels or tiers of government are specified in the constitution.The jurisdictions of the respective levels or tiers of government are specified in the constitution.

(iv)(iv) The fundamental provisions of the constitution cannot be unilaterally changed by one level of government.The fundamental provisions of the constitution cannot be unilaterally changed by one level of government.

Such changes require the consent of both the levels of government.Such changes require the consent of both the levels of government.

  (v)  (v) Courts have the power to interpret the constitution and the powers of different levels of government.Courts have the power to interpret the constitution and the powers of different levels of government.

(vi)(vi) Sources of revenue for each level of government are clearly specified to ensure its financial autonomy.Sources of revenue for each level of government are clearly specified to ensure its financial autonomy.

(vii)(vii) The federal system thus has dual objectives :  The federal system thus has dual objectives : TTo safeguard and promote unity oo safeguard and promote unity of the country, while at the samef the country, while at the same

time accommodate regiotime accommodate regional diversity.nal diversity.

¾¾ Argentina, Austria, AArgentina, Austria, Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Germany, India, Mexico, Switzeustralia, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Germany, India, Mexico, Switzerland and the United Statesrland and the United States

have federal governments.have federal governments.

¾¾ Constitution clearly provided a threefold distribution Constitution clearly provided a threefold distribution of legislative powers betweeof legislative powers between the Union Government andn the Union Government and

the State Governments. Thus, it contains three lists:the State Governments. Thus, it contains three lists:

(i)(i) Union List includes subjects of Union List includes subjects of national importance such as defence national importance such as defence of the countryof the country, foreign affairs,, foreign affairs,

 banking,communications and cur banking,communications and currency. The Union Government alone can make laws relating to rency. The Union Government alone can make laws relating to the subjectsthe subjects

mentioned in the Union List.mentioned in the Union List.

(ii)(ii) State List contains subjects of State State List contains subjects of State and local importance such as police, trade, commerce, agriculture andand local importance such as police, trade, commerce, agriculture and

irrigation. The State Governments alone can make laws relating to the subjects mentioned in the State List.irrigation. The State Governments alone can make laws relating to the subjects mentioned in the State List.

(iii)(iii) Concurrent List includes subjects of common interest to both the Union Government as well as the State Concurrent List includes subjects of common interest to both the Union Government as well as the State

Governments, such as education, forest,trade unions, marriage, adoption and succession. Both the Union asGovernments, such as education, forest,trade unions, marriage, adoption and succession. Both the Union as

well as the State Governments can make law son the subjects mentioned in this list. If their laws conflict withwell as the State Governments can make law son the subjects mentioned in this list. If their laws conflict with

each other,the law made by the Union Government will preach other,the law made by the Union Government will prevail.evail.

¾¾ Some units of the Indian Union are smaller in size in comparison to other states to become an Independent StateSome units of the Indian Union are smaller in size in comparison to other states to become an Independent State

and cannot be merged with and cannot be merged with other existing states. Such units are knoother existing states. Such units are known as Union Twn as Union Territories.erritories.

TOPIC - 1TOPIC - 1

What is Federalism & What MakesWhat is Federalism & What Makes
India a Federal Country ? India a Federal Country ? ........ P. 228P. 228

TOPIC - 2TOPIC - 2

How is Federalism practicedHow is Federalism practiced
Decentralisation in India ? ....Decentralisation in India ? .... P. 232P. 232
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FlowchartFlowchart

FederalismFederalism

Union GovernmentUnion Government

Government forGovernment for

entire countryentire country

Union ListUnion List

Residuary SubjectsResiduary Subjects

State GovernmentState Government

Government forGovernment for

particular state/provinceparticular state/province

State ListState List

Local GovernmentLocal Government

Government forGovernment for

local levellocal level

Gram PanchayatGram Panchayat

Block (Tehsil)Block (Tehsil)

Zila ParishadZila Parishad

Concurrent ListConcurrent List

Know the TermsKnow the Terms
¾¾ Federalism :Federalism : Federalism is a system of government in which the power is divided between a central authority andFederalism is a system of government in which the power is divided between a central authority and

various constituent units of various constituent units of the country.the country.

¾¾  Jurisdiction : Jurisdiction : The area over which someone has  The area over which someone has legal authoritylegal authority..

¾¾ Union List :Union List :  It includes subjects of national importance. The Central Government alone can make decisions on It includes subjects of national importance. The Central Government alone can make decisions on
these matters such as defence of the nation, these matters such as defence of the nation, foreign affairs, finance and communication.foreign affairs, finance and communication.

¾¾ State List :State List : It includes matters of  It includes matters of state level importance. The State Government alone can mstate level importance. The State Government alone can make decisions on theseake decisions on these
areas. They include matters such as police, areas. They include matters such as police, trade, agriculture, commerce and irrigation.trade, agriculture, commerce and irrigation.

¾¾ Concurrent List :Concurrent List : It includes those subjects which are of commo It includes those subjects which are of common interest to both the Central and State Governmentsn interest to both the Central and State Governments
includes matters such as education, forest, marriage, adoption and succession and trade unions. Both the Centralincludes matters such as education, forest, marriage, adoption and succession and trade unions. Both the Central
and State governments can make decisions oand State governments can make decisions on these matters.n these matters.

¾¾ ‘Coming together’ Federation :‘Coming together’ Federation : It is a federation in  It is a federation in which several independent states come together on their own which several independent states come together on their own toto
form a bigger unit, form a bigger unit, so that by pooling so that by pooling sovereignty and retaining identity, they can increase their securitysovereignty and retaining identity, they can increase their security. It includes. It includes
the USA, Switzerland and the USA, Switzerland and Australia.Australia.

¾¾ ‘Holding together’ Federation :‘Holding together’ Federation : It is a federation in  It is a federation in which a large country decides to which a large country decides to divide its power between thedivide its power between the
constituent states and the national government. It includes India, Spin and Belgium.constituent states and the national government. It includes India, Spin and Belgium.

¾¾ Residuary Subjects :Residuary Subjects : Subjects which do not  Subjects which do not fall in any of these three lists. fall in any of these three lists. New subjects such as computer softwareNew subjects such as computer software
that came up after the constitution was made that came up after the constitution was made come under residuary subjects.come under residuary subjects.

¾¾ Unitary System :Unitary System : It is a system of government  It is a system of government in which either there is only one level of government in which either there is only one level of government or the subunitsor the subunits
are subordinate to the Central Government.are subordinate to the Central Government.

¾¾ Language Policy :Language Policy : It is the safeguard to other languages. Under this policy, besides Hindi, 21 other languages are It is the safeguard to other languages. Under this policy, besides Hindi, 21 other languages are
recognized as Scheduled Languages by the Constitution.recognized as Scheduled Languages by the Constitution.

¾¾ Scheduled Languages :Scheduled Languages : 22 Languages which are listed in the Eighth Schedule of the Constitution are known as the 22 Languages which are listed in the Eighth Schedule of the Constitution are known as the
Scheduled languages.Scheduled languages.

¾¾ Indian Federation :Indian Federation : It has 29 states and  It has 29 states and 7 union territories. Its capital is 7 union territories. Its capital is New Delhi.New Delhi.

¾¾ Union Territories :Union Territories : These territories do not have the  These territories do not have the powers of state and come under direct powers of state and come under direct rule of central or Unionrule of central or Union
government.government. For example :For example : Chandigarh, Lakshadweep, etc. Chandigarh, Lakshadweep, etc.

¾¾ Regionalism :Regionalism : A strong feeling of pride or loyalty in a particular region with a desire of more power to governA strong feeling of pride or loyalty in a particular region with a desire of more power to govern
themselves.themselves.

Know the LinksKnow the Links

¾¾ http://www.thesocialleader.com/2010/07/american_form_government/ http://www.thesocialleader.com/2010/07/american_form_government/ 

¾¾ http://www.dsusd.k12.c.us/users/scottsh/Govt/Advantagesdisadvantages%20federal.htmlhttp://www.dsusd.k12.c.us/users/scottsh/Govt/Advantagesdisadvantages%20federal.html
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 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. Why was States Reorganization CommissionWhy was States Reorganization Commission

formed ?formed ?

[Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (OEQL2HT) 2016-17](OEQL2HT) 2016-17]

 Ans. Ans. States Reorganization Commission was formedStates Reorganization Commission was formed

in 1954 to recommend creation of States on thein 1954 to recommend creation of States on the

linguistic basis.linguistic basis. (CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1

UU Q. Q. 2.2. How do the Central and State GovernmentsHow do the Central and State Governments

enjoy their power in federal system ?enjoy their power in federal system ?

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set Set (CB4QHT1) (CB4QHT1) 2016-17]2016-17]

 Ans. Ans. Under the unitary system, either there is onlyUnder the unitary system, either there is only

one level of government or the sub-units areone level of government or the sub-units are

subordinate to the central government whereassubordinate to the central government whereas

in federal power is distributed between centrein federal power is distributed between centre

and state.and state. (CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1

AA Q. Q. 3.3. Name the country which follows ‘comingName the country which follows ‘coming

together’ style of federalism.together’ style of federalism.

[Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set KVS-2014, DDE-2014]KVS-2014, DDE-2014]

  Ans.  Ans. USA and Australia.USA and Australia. (Any one) 1(Any one) 1

AA Q. Q. 4.4. Which subjects are included in the Union List ?Which subjects are included in the Union List ?

[Board Term-I, NCT-2014][Board Term-I, NCT-2014]

  Ans.  Ans. Defence of the nation, foreign affairs, banking,Defence of the nation, foreign affairs, banking,

currencycurrency, communic, communication.ation. 11

AA Q. Q. 5.5. Which type of government has two or moreWhich type of government has two or more

levels ?levels ?

  Ans.  Ans. Federal Government.Federal Government. 11

AA Q. Q. 6.6. Which subjects falls under the concurrent list ?Which subjects falls under the concurrent list ?

  Ans.  Ans. Marriage, education, forest, trade unions, adoptionMarriage, education, forest, trade unions, adoption

and succession.and succession. 11

AA Q. Q. 7.7. The subject of Computer Software comes underThe subject of Computer Software comes under

which list ?which list ?

  Ans.  Ans. Residuary List.Residuary List. 11

UU Q. Q. 8.8. In case of any dispute about the division ofIn case of any dispute about the division of

powers who can make a decision ?powers who can make a decision ?

  Ans.  Ans. The High Court and the Supreme Court can makeThe High Court and the Supreme Court can make

a decision.a decision. 11

AA Q. Q. 9.9. Which subjects are included in the State list ?Which subjects are included in the State list ?

  Ans.  Ans. Agriculture, police, public health, land.Agriculture, police, public health, land. 11

UU Q. Q. 10.10. Which groups of countries are an example ofWhich groups of countries are an example of

holding together federation ?holding together federation ?

Ans.Ans. India, Spain and Belgium.India, Spain and Belgium. 11

UU Q. Q. 11.11. The federal system serves which two dualThe federal system serves which two dual

objectives ?objectives ?

  Ans.  Ans. First, to safeguard and promote unity of the countryFirst, to safeguard and promote unity of the country

and secondly, to accommodate and secondly, to accommodate regional diversity.regional diversity.11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. “India has a large cultural, regional and religious“India has a large cultural, regional and religious

diversity but there is unity amongdiversity but there is unity among people”. Whatpeople”. What

factors are responsible for this ? Elaborfactors are responsible for this ? Elaborate.ate.

[Board Term-I, Set (NLTM8TU) 2016-17][Board Term-I, Set (NLTM8TU) 2016-17]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) Right  Right to equality.to equality.
  (ii)  (ii) No discrimination No discrimination on the on the basis of basis of caste, crcaste, creedeed

region or religion.region or religion.
 (iii) (iii) SCs & SCs & STs have STs have some seatsome seats reses reserved arved and do nd do getget

representation.representation.
  (iv)  (iv) Right to freedom of religion and cultural andRight to freedom of religion and cultural and

educational rights.educational rights. (Any three) 1×3=3(Any three) 1×3=3
(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016)

UU Q. Q. 2.2. Explain the factors that make federalExplain the factors that make federal
government in India so attractive.government in India so attractive.

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set Set (6HTQGTF) (6HTQGTF) 2016-17]2016-17]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) Mobilization. Mobilization.

  (ii)  (ii) Administrative Administrative knowledge knowledge of of the the people people at at all all thethe
levels.levels.

 (iii) (iii) Efficacy Efficacy to solve to solve all kinds all kinds of issues of issues at reat respectivespective
levels.levels. (CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016) 2016) 1×3=31×3=3

UU Q. Q. 3.3. Highlight any three steps taken by IndiaHighlight any three steps taken by India
towards making it a federation.towards making it a federation.

[Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (6AP67LB) 2015](6AP67LB) 2015]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) Reorganisation of states on linguistic basis. Reorganisation of states on linguistic basis.

  (ii)  (ii) Centre Centre state state relations.relations.

 (iii) (iii) Decentralisation Decentralisation or or any any other other relevant relevant point.point.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015) 1 × 3 = 3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015) 1 × 3 = 3

UU Q. Q. 4.4. Highlight three major distinctions betweenHighlight three major distinctions between
the federations of ‘coming together’ type andthe federations of ‘coming together’ type and

‘holding together’ type.‘holding together’ type.

[Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (C5JWEVD) 2015](C5JWEVD) 2015]

 Ans. Ans. Holding Together Federation :Holding Together Federation :

(i)(i) Large country Large country decides to divide decides to divide its powerits power
 between states and the centre. between states and the centre.

  (ii)  (ii) Central Central government government tends tends to to be be more more powerful.powerful.

 (iii) (iii) Federating Federating units units have have unequal unequal power.power.

  (iv)  (iv) India, India, Spain, Spain, Belgium.Belgium.

Coming Together Federation :Coming Together Federation :

(i)(i) Independent Independent states states coming coming together together on on their their ownown

to form a bigger unit.to form a bigger unit.

  (ii)  (ii) All All the the states states have have equal equal power power and and are are strong.strong.

 (iii) (iii) By By pooling sovepooling sovereignty reignty and and retaining retaining identify,identify,
they increase their security.they increase their security.

  (iv)  (iv) U.S.A, U.S.A, Switzerland, Switzerland, Australia.Australia.
(Any (Any three three differences)differences) 1×3=31×3=3

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015)

UU Q. Q. 5.5. What are the three lists given in theWhat are the three lists given in the

Constitution ?Constitution ? [Board Term-I, NCT-2014][Board Term-I, NCT-2014]

OROR

UU Describe the three-fold distribution of legislativeDescribe the three-fold distribution of legislative
power between the Union Government and Statepower between the Union Government and State
Governments of India.Governments of India.

[Board Term-I, Set (WQ7FXWC) 2014][Board Term-I, Set (WQ7FXWC) 2014]
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Ans. The three-fold distribution of Ans. The three-fold distribution of legislative powers legislative powers ::

(i) (i) Union Union list list ::  Union lists consist of 97 subjects. It  Union lists consist of 97 subjects. It
includes subjects of national importance such asincludes subjects of national importance such as
defence of the country, foreign affairs, banking,defence of the country, foreign affairs, banking,
communication and currency.communication and currency.

(ii) (ii) State State list list ::  State list consists of 66 subjects. It  State list consists of 66 subjects. It
contains subjects of state and local importancecontains subjects of state and local importance
such as police, trade, commerce, agriculture andsuch as police, trade, commerce, agriculture and
irrigation.irrigation.

(iii) (iii) Concurrent list :Concurrent list :  Concurrent list consist of 47  Concurrent list consist of 47
subjects It includes subjects of common interestsubjects It includes subjects of common interest
to both such as education, forest, trade unions,to both such as education, forest, trade unions,
marriage, adoption and succession.marriage, adoption and succession. 1×3=31×3=3

AA Q. Q. 6.6. Describe the three-tier system of IndianDescribe the three-tier system of Indian

federation ?federation ? [Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (A2) 2011](A2) 2011]

  Ans.  Ans. Three-tier system means three levels of government.Three-tier system means three levels of government.
The Indian constitution was originally providedThe Indian constitution was originally provided
for a two-tier system of government :for a two-tier system of government :

(i)(i) The The Union Union Government Government or or the the Central Central government,government,
andand

(ii)(ii) The The State State Governments.Governments.

(iii)(iii) But, later But, later a third-tier a third-tier of federof federalism was alism was addedadded
in the form of Panchyats at rural level andin the form of Panchyats at rural level and
municipalities at urban level. Every level enjoysmunicipalities at urban level. Every level enjoys
separate jurisdiction.separate jurisdiction. 1×3=31×3=3

Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. Differentiate between ‘Coming TogetherDifferentiate between ‘Coming Together
Federation’ and ‘Holding Together Federation’,Federation’ and ‘Holding Together Federation’,
with examples.with examples.

[Board Term-I, Set (R9UJGYG) 2014][Board Term-I, Set (R9UJGYG) 2014]
Ans.Ans. Difference between ‘Coming Together Federa-Difference between ‘Coming Together Federa-

tion’ and ‘Holding Together Federation’ :tion’ and ‘Holding Together Federation’ :
(i)(i) Coming Coming Together Together federations federations are are formed formed when when in-in-

dependent states come together to form a biggerdependent states come together to form a bigger
state and ‘holding together federations’ are state and ‘holding together federations’ are formedformed
when a large country decides to divide itself intowhen a large country decides to divide itself into
sub-units.sub-units.

  (ii)  (ii) In ‘Coming In ‘Coming Together Together federations’ federations’ the the state state gov-gov-
ernments are strong, whereas in ‘holding togetherernments are strong, whereas in ‘holding together
federations’, the central government is strong.federations’, the central government is strong.

 (iii) (iii) In ‘CIn ‘Coming Together oming Together federations’, federations’, all all states states gov-gov-
ernments have equal powers but in ‘holding to-ernments have equal powers but in ‘holding to-
gether federations, this may not be the case.gether federations, this may not be the case.

  (iv)  (iv) Examples Examples of of Coming Coming together together federations— federations— U.S.A.,U.S.A.,
Switzerland and Australia.Switzerland and Australia.
Examples of holding Together federations — In-Examples of holding Together federations — In-
dia, Spain and Belgium.dia, Spain and Belgium. 55

AA Q. Q. 2.2. How is a federal government different fromHow is a federal government different from
the unitary form of government ? Why arethe unitary form of government ? Why are
federations preferred these days ?federations preferred these days ?

[Board Term-I, Set (63) 2012][Board Term-I, Set (63) 2012]

Ans. Ans. Difference Difference ::

(i)(i) Unitary government Unitary government has only one has only one level oflevel of
government whereas a federal government hasgovernment whereas a federal government has
two or more levels of government.two or more levels of government.

  (ii)  (ii) In unitary governmentIn unitary government, the sub-units are, the sub-units are
subordinate to the centre, whereas in asubordinate to the centre, whereas in a
federation, central government cannot encroachfederation, central government cannot encroach
on the rights of state governments.on the rights of state governments.

 (iii) (iii) In In unitary unitary system, system, centre centre can can order order the the sub-unitssub-units
which cannot happen in federation.which cannot happen in federation.

A A federation federation is is preferred preferred because because ::

(i)(i) It It helps helps in in making administrmaking administration ation effective effective andand
efficient.efficient.

  (ii)  (ii) It It helps helps to to accommodate accommodate all all diverse diverse groups.groups.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 3+2=5(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 3+2=5

UU Q. Q. 3.3. How are the powers divided How are the powers divided between the statesbetween the states

and centre? Explain with examples.and centre? Explain with examples.
[Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (74) 2012](74) 2012]

OROR

Describe the three-fold distribution of legislativeDescribe the three-fold distribution of legislative
powers between the Union Government and Statepowers between the Union Government and State
Governments of India.Governments of India.

[Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (80) 2012](80) 2012]

OROR

Describe the three-fold distribution of legislativeDescribe the three-fold distribution of legislative
powers between the Union Government and thepowers between the Union Government and the

State Governments. Who can make laws on theState Governments. Who can make laws on the
subjects which are not covered under these listssubjects which are not covered under these lists
and what name has been given to such subjects ?and what name has been given to such subjects ?

[Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , Set Set (580014) (580014) 2011]2011]

OROR

Describe the division of powers between theDescribe the division of powers between the
Central and the State Governments in India.Central and the State Governments in India.

[Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (580029, 36, 45) 2011](580029, 36, 45) 2011]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) The three-fold distribution of legislativeThe three-fold distribution of legislative
powers :powers :

(a) (a) Union Union list list :: Union lists consist of 97 subjects. It Union lists consist of 97 subjects. It
includes subjects of National importance such asincludes subjects of National importance such as
defence of the country, foreign affairs, banking,defence of the country, foreign affairs, banking,
communication and currency.communication and currency.

  (b)   (b) State State list list ::  State list consists of 66 subjects. It  State list consists of 66 subjects. It
contains subjects of state and local importancecontains subjects of state and local importance
such as police, trade, commerce, agriculture andsuch as police, trade, commerce, agriculture and
irrigation.irrigation.

  (c)   (c) Concurrent Concurrent list list ::  Concurrent list consists of 47  Concurrent list consists of 47
subjects It includes subjects of common interestsubjects It includes subjects of common interest
to both such as education, forest, trade unions,to both such as education, forest, trade unions,
marriage, adoption and succession.marriage, adoption and succession.

  (ii)  (ii) Union Government Union Government can make can make laws on thelaws on the
subjects which are not covered under these lists.subjects which are not covered under these lists.
The name has been given to such subjects isThe name has been given to such subjects is
residuary subjects.residuary subjects.

(CBSE Marking Scheme 2012) 3+2=5(CBSE Marking Scheme 2012) 3+2=5

UU Q. Q. 4.4. Explain any five key features of federalism.Explain any five key features of federalism.

[Board Term-I, KVS-2014][Board Term-I, KVS-2014]

OROR

UU Describe the main features of federalism.Describe the main features of federalism.

[Board Term-I, NCT-2014][Board Term-I, NCT-2014]

OROR

UU Enlist any five features of federalism.Enlist any five features of federalism.

[Board Term-I, Set (H3, 105), 2013 Set (37, 40) 2012][Board Term-I, Set (H3, 105), 2013 Set (37, 40) 2012]
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OROR

UU Mention any five main features which makes IndiaMention any five main features which makes India
a federal country.a federal country. [Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set Set (34), (34), 2012,2012,

 Set (580011, 24, 35) 2011] Set (580011, 24, 35) 2011]

Ans. Ans. Main FMain Features of eatures of Federalism Federalism ::

(i)(i) There arThere are two e two or more or more levels of levels of government.government.
India has three levels.India has three levels.

  (ii)  (ii)  Each level of government has its own  Each level of government has its own
 jurisdiction  jurisdiction in in matters matters of of legislation, legislation, taxationtaxation
and administration even though they govern theand administration even though they govern the
same citizens.same citizens.

 (iii) (iii) Power Power and functand functions of ions of each each tier tier of of governmentgovernment
is specified and guaranteed by Constitution.is specified and guaranteed by Constitution.

  (iv)  (iv) The Supreme The Supreme Court has beeCourt has been given powern given power
to settle disputes between different levels ofto settle disputes between different levels of
governments.governments.

(v)(v) Fundamental provisions Fundamental provisions of the of the ConstitutionConstitution

cannot be altered by any one level of cannot be altered by any one level of government.government.
It applies to India also.It applies to India also.

  (vi)  (vi) Sources of Sources of revenue revenue between between different different levels islevels is
specified by the Constitution.specified by the Constitution.

(vii)(vii) There is mutual trust and agreement between theThere is mutual trust and agreement between the
government at different levels.government at different levels.(Any five) 1×5=5(Any five) 1×5=5

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013)

RR Q. Q. 5.5. Why did the makers of our Constitution dWhy did the makers of our Constitution declareeclare
India to be a ‘Union of States’ ? India to be a ‘Union of States’ ? Why were someWhy were some
sub-political units of India given a special status ?sub-political units of India given a special status ?

[Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , 2015] 2015] [Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , Set Set (46) (46) 2012]2012]

 Ans. Ans. India became a Union of States because itIndia became a Union of States because it
consisted of both British–ruled territories as wellconsisted of both British–ruled territories as well
as many princely states. Some sub-political unitsas many princely states. Some sub-political units
of India have a special status.of India have a special status.

(i)(i) French French and and Portuguese–ruled Portuguese–ruled territories territories werewere
given the status of Union territory.given the status of Union territory.

  (ii)  (ii) Jammu & Jammu & Kashmir joined Kashmir joined India on India on a speciala special
condition.condition.

 (iii) (iii)  Some units were too small to become  Some units were too small to become
independent states. They were made Unionindependent states. They were made Union
Territories.Territories.

  (iv)  (iv) States States in tin the he north-east north-east have have been been given given a a specialspecial
status as they have a large tribal status as they have a large tribal population withpopulation with
a distinct history and culture.a distinct history and culture.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015) 1+4=5(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015) 1+4=5

UU Q. Q. 6.6. What challenges did centre-state relations inWhat challenges did centre-state relations in
India face before the 1990’s? Why is powerIndia face before the 1990’s? Why is power
sharing between centre and state more sharing between centre and state more effectiveeffective

today ?today ? [Board Term-I, Set (62) 2012][Board Term-I, Set (62) 2012]

OROR

UU Describe the centre-state relations in IndianDescribe the centre-state relations in Indian

Federalism ?Federalism ? [Board T[Board Term-I, Set (580020, 33) 2011]erm-I, Set (580020, 33) 2011]

OROR

UU How have the centre-state relations beenHow have the centre-state relations been
restructured to strengthen federalism ?restructured to strengthen federalism ?

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set Set (580027, (580027, 39) 39) 2011]2011]

Ans. Ans. Challenges Challenges before before 1990 1990 ::

(i)(i) Political Political scene scene was was dominated dominated by by one one party party both both atat
the Centre and in the States.the Centre and in the States.

  (ii)  (ii) As and As and when the when the ruling partruling party at y at the stathe state levte level wasel was
different the parties that ruled at the Centre trieddifferent the parties that ruled at the Centre tried
to undermine the power of the States.to undermine the power of the States.

(iii)(iii) The The Central Central Government Government would would often often misuse misuse thethe
constitution to dismiss the State Government thatconstitution to dismiss the State Government that
were controlled by rival parties.were controlled by rival parties.

After After 1990 1990 ::

(i)(i) Now Now the the Centre Centre and and majority majority of of State State GovernmentsGovernments
 belong to different political parties in coalition. belong to different political parties in coalition.

  (ii)  (ii) A number of reA number of regional parties have gional parties have becomebecome
powerful and play a crucial role at the Centre andpowerful and play a crucial role at the Centre and
States.States.

 (iii) (iii) The era The era of “coalition” of “coalition” government at government at the Centre the Centre hashas
inculcated respect for federal autonomy.inculcated respect for federal autonomy.  2+3=5  2+3=5

AA Q. Q. 7.7. “Holding together federations” do not give“Holding together federations” do not give
equal power to its constituent units. Explainequal power to its constituent units. Explain
the statement with help of examples in contextthe statement with help of examples in context

to India.to India. [Board Term-I, Set (69) 2012][Board Term-I, Set (69) 2012]

Ans. (i)Ans. (i)  All states in the Indian Union do not have  All states in the Indian Union do not have
identical powers. For example, Jammu andidentical powers. For example, Jammu and
Kashmir enjoys a special status and has its ownKashmir enjoys a special status and has its own
constitution.constitution.

  (ii)  (ii) Many Many provisions provisions of of the the Indian Indian Constitution Constitution dodo
not apply here.not apply here.

 (iii) (iii) Indians Indians who who are are not not the the permanent permanent residents residents ofof
 Jammu  Jammu and and Kashmir cannot Kashmir cannot buy land buy land or or househouse
there.there.

  (iv)  (iv) Smaller units Smaller units called Union called Union Territories Territories do not do not havehave
the powers of a state. The Central Governmentthe powers of a state. The Central Government
has special powers in running these areas.has special powers in running these areas.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1¼×4=5(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1¼×4=5

TOPIC-2TOPIC-2
How is Federalism Practiced Decentralisation in India ?How is Federalism Practiced Decentralisation in India ?

Quick Review Quick Review 
 The creation of Linguistic States was the first and a major test for democratic politics in our countryThe creation of Linguistic States was the first and a major test for democratic politics in our country..

  Hindi was identified as the official language. But besides Hindi, there are 22 other languages recognized as  Hindi was identified as the official language. But besides Hindi, there are 22 other languages recognized as

Scheduled Languages by the Constitution.Scheduled Languages by the Constitution.
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 States like Nagaland, Uttarakhand and Jharkhand were created not on the basis of language but to recognizeStates like Nagaland, Uttarakhand and Jharkhand were created not on the basis of language but to recognize
differences based on culture, ethnicity odifferences based on culture, ethnicity or geography.r geography.

 Restructuring the Centre-State relations is one more wRestructuring the Centre-State relations is one more way in which federalism has been strengtheneay in which federalism has been strengthened in practice.d in practice.
 When no single party get a clear majority in the Lok Sabha, the major When no single party get a clear majority in the Lok Sabha, the major national parties enter into an alliancenational parties enter into an alliance

with many parties including several regional parties to form a government at the Centre called the Coalitionwith many parties including several regional parties to form a government at the Centre called the Coalition
Government.Government.

 A major step towaA major step towards decentralization was trds decentralization was taken in 199aken in 1992.2.
 The Constitution was amended to make the third-tier of democracy more powerful and effective. The followingThe Constitution was amended to make the third-tier of democracy more powerful and effective. The following

measures were taken regarding this :measures were taken regarding this :
(i)(i) It is It is constitutionally mandatory tconstitutionally mandatory to hold o hold regular elections regular elections to local to local government bodies.government bodies.
(ii)(ii) Seats are reserved in the eSeats are reserved in the elected bodies and the elected bodies and the executive heads xecutive heads of these institutions for the of these institutions for the Scheduled Castes,Scheduled Castes,

Scheduled TScheduled Tribes and Other ribes and Other Backward Classes.Backward Classes.
(iii)(iii) At least one-tAt least one-third of all positions are reserved for women.hird of all positions are reserved for women.
(iv)(iv) An independent institution called the State Election Commission has been created in each State to conductAn independent institution called the State Election Commission has been created in each State to conduct

panchayat and municipal elections.panchayat and municipal elections.
(v)(v) The State Governments aThe State Governments are required to share re required to share some powers and revenue some powers and revenue with local government bodies.with local government bodies.

 Rural local government is popularly known by Rural local government is popularly known by the name panchayati raj. the name panchayati raj. Each village, or a group of vEach village, or a group of villages in someillages in some
States, has a gram panchayat.States, has a gram panchayat.

 The function of gram panchayats are :The function of gram panchayats are :
(i)(i) It is the decision-making body for the entire village.It is the decision-making body for the entire village.
(ii)(ii) The panchayat works under the overall supervision of the gram sabha. All the The panchayat works under the overall supervision of the gram sabha. All the voters in the village are itsvoters in the village are its

members.members.
(iii)(iii) It has to meet at least twice or thrice in a year to approve the annual budget of the gram panchayat.It has to meet at least twice or thrice in a year to approve the annual budget of the gram panchayat.
(iv)(iv) To review the performance of the gram panchayat.To review the performance of the gram panchayat.

 A few gram panchayats are grouped together to form what is usually called a panchayat A few gram panchayats are grouped together to form what is usually called a panchayat samiti or block or mandal.samiti or block or mandal.
 All the panchayat samitis or mandals in a All the panchayat samitis or mandals in a district together constitute the zilla (district) parishad.district together constitute the zilla (district) parishad.
 Zilla parishad chairperson is Zilla parishad chairperson is the political head the political head of the zilla of the zilla parishad.parishad.
 Municipalities are set up in towns. Municipalities are set up in towns. Big cities are constituted into municipal corporations.Big cities are constituted into municipal corporations.
  Both municipalities and municipal corporations are controlled by elected bodies consisting of people’s  Both municipalities and municipal corporations are controlled by elected bodies consisting of people’s

representatives.representatives.
 Municipal chairperson is the political head of the municipalityMunicipal chairperson is the political head of the municipality. In a municipal corporation such an officer is called. In a municipal corporation such an officer is called

the mayor.the mayor.

FlowchartsFlowcharts

Gram PanchayatGram PanchayatVillageVillage
LevelLevel

Formed by GramFormed by Gram
SabhaSabha

Headed by SarpanchHeaded by Sarpanch

Panchayat SamithiPanchayat Samithi
Block Block 
LevelLevel

Elected by PanchayatElected by Panchayat
membersmembers

BDOBDO

Zilla ParishadZilla ParishadDistrictDistrict

Formed by elected members andFormed by elected members and
have members of Lok Sabhahave members of Lok Sabha

and MLA of the districtand MLA of the district

Zilla ChairpersonZilla Chairperson

Panchayatiraj — Local Self Government (Rural)Panchayatiraj — Local Self Government (Rural)

Know Know the the TTermserms

 Autonomy :Autonomy : A region or territory to govern itself independently.A region or territory to govern itself independently.

 Linguistic States :Linguistic States : India is a multilingual country where people speak different languages. After independence,someIndia is a multilingual country where people speak different languages. After independence,some
states were created on the basis of states were created on the basis of the languages people used to speak. the languages people used to speak. These are known as linguistic These are known as linguistic states.states.

 State Election Commission :State Election Commission : It is a body created in each state to conduct panchayat and municipal elections.It is a body created in each state to conduct panchayat and municipal elections.

 Panchayati Raj :Panchayati Raj : A system of government in which Gram Panchayats are the basic units of administration. It hasA system of government in which Gram Panchayats are the basic units of administration. It has
three levels — Gram (village), three levels — Gram (village), TTehsil (block) and ehsil (block) and Zila (District).Zila (District).

 Panchayat Samiti :Panchayat Samiti : It is a local government body at the tehsil or taluka level in India, which is a link betweenIt is a local government body at the tehsil or taluka level in India, which is a link between
GramPanchayat and Zila Parishad.GramPanchayat and Zila Parishad.
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¾¾ Gram Sabha :Gram Sabha : The bodies for the supervision of The bodies for the supervision of Gram Panchayats.Gram Panchayats.

¾¾ Tier System :Tier System : It is the system which signifies levels of government. It may be two levels (two tiers) and threeIt is the system which signifies levels of government. It may be two levels (two tiers) and three
levels(three tiers).levels(three tiers).

¾¾ Mayor :Mayor : The Chairperson of a Municipal Corporation is kThe Chairperson of a Municipal Corporation is known as the mayor.nown as the mayor.

Know the LinksKnow the Links
¾¾ www.yourarticlelibrary.com/politics/the-three-tierwww.yourarticlelibrary.com/politics/the-three-tier

¾¾ en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Municipal_corporationen.wikipedia.org/wiki/Municipal_corporation

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions (1 (1 mark mark each)each)

UU Q. Q. 1.1. In which list of the Indian Constitution doesIn which list of the Indian Constitution does
education come ? Why ?education come ? Why ?

[Board [Board Term-I, Term-I, (6HTQGTF) (6HTQGTF) 2016-17]2016-17]

Ans.Ans. Education comes under concurrent list so Education comes under concurrent list so thatthat
 both the centre and the states can legislate on any both the centre and the states can legislate on any
aspect of education.aspect of education.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1

AA Q. Q. 2.2. What status has been given to Hindi by theWhat status has been given to Hindi by the
Constitution of India ?Constitution of India ?

[Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (6AP67LB) 2015](6AP67LB) 2015]

Ans.Ans. Official Official language language of tof the he country.country.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015) 1(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015) 1

AA Q. Q. 3.3. Much of the official work in Indian states isMuch of the official work in Indian states is
done in which language ?done in which language ?

[Board Term-I, (Set-E) DDE-2015][Board Term-I, (Set-E) DDE-2015]

Ans.Ans. Much of Much of the official the official work is work is done in done in the officialthe official
language of the concerned State.language of the concerned State. 11

AA Q. 4.Q. 4. What is the official post for the chairperson of aWhat is the official post for the chairperson of a
Municipal Corporation ?Municipal Corporation ?

Ans.Ans.  Mayor.  Mayor. 11

AA Q. Q. 5.5. Which local body has a ‘Mayor’ as its head ?Which local body has a ‘Mayor’ as its head ?

[Board Term-I, Set (R9UJGYG),[Board Term-I, Set (R9UJGYG),

(WQ7FXWC) 2014](WQ7FXWC) 2014]
  Ans.  Ans. Municipal Corporation.Municipal Corporation. 11

AA Q. Q. 6.6. By which name the rural local government isBy which name the rural local government is
popularly known ?popularly known ?

  Ans.  Ans. Panchayati Raj.Panchayati Raj. 11

UU Q. Q. 7.7. Which state in India has a special status ?Which state in India has a special status ?
  Ans.  Ans. Jammu and Kashmir Jammu and Kashmir.. 11
UU Q. Q. 8.8. How many other languages are recognisedHow many other languages are recognised

as Scheduled Languages by the constitution,as Scheduled Languages by the constitution,
 besides Hindi ? besides Hindi ?

  Ans.  Ans. 22.22. 11

AA Q. Q. 9.9. The system of Panchyati Raj works at whichThe system of Panchyati Raj works at which
levels ?levels ?

  Ans.  Ans. The village, block and district levels.The village, block and district levels. 11

AA Q. Q. 10.10. Name the process where power is taken awayName the process where power is taken away
from Central and State Governments and givenfrom Central and State Governments and given
to local government.to local government.

  Ans.  Ans. Decentralization.Decentralization. 11

AA Q. Q. 11.11. Which Indian state has its own Constitution ?Which Indian state has its own Constitution ?
  Ans.  Ans. Jammu and Kashmir Jammu and Kashmir.. 11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. Differentiate between Gram Sabha and GramDifferentiate between Gram Sabha and Gram

Panchayat.Panchayat. [Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, Set-E, DDE-2015]Set-E, DDE-2015]

 Ans. Ans. Gram Panchayat is a council consisting of severalGram Panchayat is a council consisting of several
ward members often called panch and a presidentward members often called panch and a president
or Sarpanch. It is the decision making body for theor Sarpanch. It is the decision making body for the
village.village.

The The Panchayat Panchayat works works under under the the overalloverall
supervision of the gram sabha. All the voters insupervision of the gram sabha. All the voters in
the village are its members.the village are its members. 1½ + 1½ = 31½ + 1½ = 3

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015)2015)

Q. 2.Q. 2. State any three differences between the localState any three differences between the local
government before and after the constitutionalgovernment before and after the constitutional
Amendment in 1992.Amendment in 1992.

Ans. Local Government Ans. Local Government before 1992 before 1992 ::
(i)(i) It was directIt was directly under tly under the control of he control of the statethe state

Government.Government.
  (ii)  (ii) Elections Elections were were not not held held regularly.regularly.
 (iii) (iii) Elections Elections were were controlled controlled by by the the State State Governments.Governments.

Local Local Government Government after after 1992 1992 ::
(i)(i) Local GLocal Governments overnments have have got some got some powers powers of tof theirheir

own.own.
  (ii)  (ii) Elections Elections are are held held regularly.regularly.

 (iii) (iii) An independent An independent state electstate election commission ision commission is
responsible to conduct the elections.responsible to conduct the elections. ½×6=3½×6=3

UU Q. Q. 3.3. How has the Panchayati Raj strengthened theHow has the Panchayati Raj strengthened the
democracy in India ? Express your democracy in India ? Express your views.views.

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set Set (CB4QHT1) (CB4QHT1) 2016-17]2016-17]

 Ans. Ans. Panchayati Panchayati Raj Raj is is the the best best example example ofof
decentralisation of power.decentralisation of power.

(i)(i) People People can get can get their their most of most of the the problems solveproblems solvedd
at the local level.at the local level.

  (ii)  (ii) People People can can think think and and plan plan for for themselves.themselves.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1½ + 1½ = 3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1½ + 1½ = 3

AA Q. Q. 4.4. Do you take decentralisation as means toDo you take decentralisation as means to
minimise the conflicts ? Give your view point ?minimise the conflicts ? Give your view point ?

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set Set C5JWEVD, C5JWEVD, 2015]2015]

 Ans. Ans. Yes, it helps in the seYes, it helps in the settlement of a large number ttlement of a large number ofof

problems and issues at the local problems and issues at the local level.level.

(i)(i) It It provides provides a a platform platform for for the the direct direct participationparticipation

of people in decision making.of people in decision making.
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  (ii)  (ii) In anoIn another ther way, dway, decentralisation ecentralisation in the in the form form ofof
‘Local Self government’ is the best way to realise‘Local Self government’ is the best way to realise
principles of Democracy.principles of Democracy.

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 1½ + 1½ = 3[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 1½ + 1½ = 3

AA Q. Q. 5.5. Describe the significance of decentralisation.Describe the significance of decentralisation.

[Board Term-I, Set (A2) 2011][Board Term-I, Set (A2) 2011]
OROR

UU Do you take decentralisation as means to minimiseDo you take decentralisation as means to minimise
the conflicts ?the conflicts ? [Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (Set-XOKG258), 2015](Set-XOKG258), 2015]

Ans. Significance of Ans. Significance of Decentralisation Decentralisation ::

(i)(i) It helps It helps in the in the settlement settlement of a of a large numbelarge number ofr of
problems and issues at the local level.problems and issues at the local level.

  (ii)  (ii) It It provides provides a plata platform form for for the the direct direct participation participation ofof
people in decision-making.people in decision-making.

 (iii) (iii) In another In another way, dway, decentralisation ecentralisation in the in the form form ofof
‘local self government’ is the best way to realise‘local self government’ is the best way to realise
principles of Democracy.principles of Democracy. 1×3=31×3=3

Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. Explain five changes towards decentralisationExplain five changes towards decentralisation
 brought  brought in in the the ConstitutiConstitution on afteafter r the the AmenAmend-d-
ments made in 1992.ments made in 1992. [Board Term-I, Set (33) 2012][Board Term-I, Set (33) 2012]

OROR

UU What is the meaning of decentralisation ? ExplainWhat is the meaning of decentralisation ? Explain
any four provisions that have been made towardsany four provisions that have been made towards
decentralisation in India after the Constitutionaldecentralisation in India after the Constitutional
Amendment in 1992.Amendment in 1992. [Board T [Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (38) 2012](38) 2012]

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set Set 2016-17,2016-17,
(NLTM8TU) Set (33) 2012](NLTM8TU) Set (33) 2012]

OROR

UU Which five provisions of the ConstitutionalWhich five provisions of the Constitutional
Amendment of 1992 strengthen the third tier ofAmendment of 1992 strengthen the third tier of
democracy in India? Explain.democracy in India? Explain.

[Board Term-I, Set (36, 52) 2012][Board Term-I, Set (36, 52) 2012]
OROR

UU Explain any four provisions that have beenExplain any four provisions that have been
made towards decentralisation in India after themade towards decentralisation in India after the
Constitutional Amendment in 1992 ?Constitutional Amendment in 1992 ?

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set Set (580016, (580016, 32) 32) 2011]2011]
OROR

UU What is meant by “decentralisation of powers” ?What is meant by “decentralisation of powers” ?
Explain the importance of local self governmentExplain the importance of local self government
 by the light of decentralizatio by the light of decentralization.n.

[Board T[Board Term-I, 2012 Set erm-I, 2012 Set (53); Set (580019) 2011](53); Set (580019) 2011]
OROR

UU How has the third tier of government in ourHow has the third tier of government in our
country been made more effective and powerfulcountry been made more effective and powerful
 by the constitutional amendm by the constitutional amendment of 1992 ?ent of 1992 ?

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set Set (580019) (580019) 2011]2011]

OROR

AA Describe any four Constitutional steps taken inDescribe any four Constitutional steps taken in
1992 towards decentralisation in India.1992 towards decentralisation in India.

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set Set (580016) (580016) 2011; 2011; Set Set (AZ) (AZ) 2010]2010]

Ans. Ans. (i) (i) Decentralization Decentralization :: When power is taken from When power is taken from
central and state governments and is given tocentral and state governments and is given to
local government, it is called local government, it is called decentralization.decentralization.
The Constitution was amended in 1992 to makeThe Constitution was amended in 1992 to make
the third tier of democracy more powerful andthe third tier of democracy more powerful and
effective.effective.

(ii) Provisions (ii) Provisions of of the the Constitutional Constitutional Amendment Amendment ofof
1992 are :1992 are :

(a)(a) Now Now it is it is mandatory mandatory to hold to hold regular regular elections elections toto
local government bodies.local government bodies.

(b)(b) Seats arSeats are ree reserved served in the in the elected elected bodies bodies and theand the
executive heads of these institutions for SCs, STsexecutive heads of these institutions for SCs, STs
and OBCs.and OBCs.

  (c)  (c) At least one-third of all positions are At least one-third of all positions are reserved forreserved for
women.women.

(d)(d) An An independent independent institution institution called called State State ElectionElection
Commission has been created in each state toCommission has been created in each state to
conduct panchayat and municipal elections.conduct panchayat and municipal elections.

(e)(e) The state The state governments governments are reqare required to uired to share somshare somee
powers and revenue with local governmentpowers and revenue with local government
 bodies. bodies. (Any four)(Any four)

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012) 2012) 1+4=51+4=5

AA Q. Q. 2.2. Analyse the advantages of decentralization.Analyse the advantages of decentralization.

[Board T[Board Term-I, 2011 erm-I, 2011 Set (580012)]Set (580012)]

OROR

AA Explain any five Explain any five advantages of decentralization ofadvantages of decentralization of
power.power. [Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , Set Set (59) (59) 2012]2012]

 Ans.  Ans. Advantages Advantages of Decentrof Decentralization :alization :
(i)(i) Sharing Sharing of of power power between between centre centre and and states states andand

local government reduces conflict.local government reduces conflict.
  (ii)  (ii) Large Large number onumber of problemf problems and s and issues can issues can bebe

 best  best settled settled at at local local level. level. People People have have betterbetter
knowledge of problems in their localities.knowledge of problems in their localities.

 (iii) (iii) People have People have better knowlebetter knowledge of dge of their owntheir own
problems.problems.

  (iv)  (iv) They They know know better better on wheon where tre to spend o spend money money andand
how to manage things efficiently.how to manage things efficiently.

(v)(v) People People at tat the locahe local level level will l will participate participate directly directly inin
decision making.decision making.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1×5=5(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1×5=5

UU Q. Q. 3.3. What is the What is the rationale for decentralization of power?rationale for decentralization of power?

Explain the structure of Rural local government inExplain the structure of Rural local government in

India.India. [Board Term-I, Set (82) 2012][Board Term-I, Set (82) 2012]

 Ans.  Ans. The basic The basic idea behind idea behind decentralisation :decentralisation :

(i)(i) Large Large number number of proof problems and blems and issues are issues are bestbest
settled at the local level because people havesettled at the local level because people have
 better knowledg better knowledge of their local problems.e of their local problems.

  (ii)  (ii) It It helps helps in in promoting promoting direct direct participation.participation.

Structure Structure of of Rural Rural Local Local Government Government ::

(i) (i) Zila Zila Parishad Parishad ::All the mandals in a All the mandals in a district togetherdistrict together
constitute the Zila Parishad. Most of the constitute the Zila Parishad. Most of the membersmembers
are elected and headed by a are elected and headed by a chairperson.chairperson.

  (ii)   (ii) Panchayat Panchayat Samiti or Samiti or Mandal or Mandal or Block :Block : TheThe
members of this body are elected by the entiremembers of this body are elected by the entire
panchayat members in that area. A few Grampanchayat members in that area. A few Gram
Panchayats are grouped together to form thisPanchayats are grouped together to form this
government body.government body.
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 (iii) (iii) Gram Panchayat :Gram Panchayat : A council consisting of severalA council consisting of several
ward members often called Panch. The presidentward members often called Panch. The president
is called sarpanch. It is the decision-making is called sarpanch. It is the decision-making bodybody
for the entire village.for the entire village.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 2+3=5(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 2+3=5

UU Q. Q. 4.4. What is a Gram Sabha ? Describe any fourWhat is a Gram Sabha ? Describe any four

functions of a Gram Sabha.functions of a Gram Sabha.

[Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (64) 2012](64) 2012]

Ans. Ans. Gram Sabha :Gram Sabha :  A body comprising of all adult  A body comprising of all adult
members of a village or a group members of a village or a group of villages.of villages.

Functions Functions of of Gram Gram Sabha Sabha ::

(i)(i) It It elects elects the the members members of of the the Gram Gram Panchayat.Panchayat.

  (ii)  (ii) The GrThe Gram Sabha am Sabha supervises tsupervises the work he work of theof the
village panchayat.village panchayat.

 (iii) (iii) It It approves approves the the annual annual budget of budget of the the panchayat.panchayat.

  (iv)  (iv) It reviews the It reviews the performance of the Grperformance of the Gramam
Panchayat.Panchayat.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1+4=5(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1+4=5

AA Q. Q. 5.5. Explain any five features of Panchayati RajExplain any five features of Panchayati Raj
system in India.system in India.

[Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (OEQL2HT) 2016-17](OEQL2HT) 2016-17]

  Ans.  Ans. Rural local government is known as Panchayati Rural local government is known as Panchayati
Raj.Raj.

(i)(i) PRI PRI is is rural-based.rural-based.

  (ii)  (ii) Each Each village village has has Gram Gram Panchayat.Panchayat.

 (iii) (iii) It It has has Panchs Panchs and and a a Sarpanch.Sarpanch.

  (iv)  (iv) He/She He/She is is directly directly elected elected by by the the adult adult populationpopulation
living in the village.living in the village.

(v)(v) Panchayat Panchayat works works under under the the Gram Gram Sabha.Sabha.

  (vi)  (vi) All the All the voters meet voters meet at least at least twice or twice or thrice in thrice in aa
year.year.

 (vii) (vii) Few Few gram gram panchayats panchayats form form Panchayat Panchayat Samiti Samiti oror
Block or Mandal.Block or Mandal.

(Any (Any five) five) 1 1 × × 5 5 = = 55

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016)2016)

AA Q. Q. 6.6. Explain any five provisions of the ConstitutionalExplain any five provisions of the Constitutional
Amendment of 1992 that strengthened theAmendment of 1992 that strengthened the

third tier of government in India.third tier of government in India.
[Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (6HTQGTF) 2016-17](6HTQGTF) 2016-17]

  Ans.  Ans. The Constitution was amended in 1992 to make The Constitution was amended in 1992 to make
the third tier of democracy more powerful andthe third tier of democracy more powerful and
effective.effective.

(i)(i) Now Now it it is is mandatory mandatory to to hold rhold regular egular elections elections toto
local government bodies.local government bodies.

  (ii)  (ii) Seats Seats are are reserved reserved in tin the elehe elected bodies cted bodies and theand the
executive heads of these institutions for SC, STexecutive heads of these institutions for SC, ST
and OBC’s.and OBC’s.

 (iii) (iii) At At least least 1/31/3rdrd of all positions and  of all positions and seats are reservedseats are reserved
for women.for women.

  (iv)  (iv) An An independent independent institution institution called called state state ElectionElection
Commission has been created in each state toCommission has been created in each state to
conduct panchayat and municipal elections.conduct panchayat and municipal elections.

(v)(v) The State The State Governments aGovernments are requirre required to ed to shareshare
some powers and revenue with local governmentsome powers and revenue with local government
 bodies. The nature of sharing varies from state to bodies. The nature of sharing varies from state to

state.state. (CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1 × 5 = 5(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1 × 5 = 5

UU Q. Q. 7.7. Why has federalism succeeded in India ?Why has federalism succeeded in India ?
Which were the policies adopted by India thatWhich were the policies adopted by India that

ensured this success ? Explain.ensured this success ? Explain. [Board Term-I,[Board Term-I,
Set (CB4QHT1), 2016-17 DDE-2014]Set (CB4QHT1), 2016-17 DDE-2014]

  Ans.  Ans.  Federalism has succeeded in India due to the  Federalism has succeeded in India due to the
nature of democratic policies in our nature of democratic policies in our country.country.
The The policies policies adopted adopted by by India India to to ensure ensure thisthis
success :success :

(i) (i) Linguistic Linguistic States States ::  After independence, the  After independence, the
 boundaries of  boundaries of several several old stateold states wers were changede changed
in order to create new states. The creation ofin order to create new states. The creation of
linguistic states was the first and a major testlinguistic states was the first and a major test
for democratic politics in our country.for democratic politics in our country.

(ii) (ii) Language Language Policy Policy ::  The second test for the  The second test for the
Indian federation is the language policy. TheIndian federation is the language policy. The
Indian constitution did not give the status ofIndian constitution did not give the status of
national language to any one of the language.national language to any one of the language.

(iii) (iii) Centre-State Centre-State Relations Relations ::  Restructuring the  Restructuring the
centre-state relations is one more way in whichcentre-state relations is one more way in which
federalism has been strengthened in federalism has been strengthened in practice.practice.

(iv) (iv) Decentralisation Decentralisation of of Power Power :: Power inPower in
India has been decentralised to the localIndia has been decentralised to the local
govearnment. The local government includesgovearnment. The local government includes
Panchayats in villages and municipalities inPanchayats in villages and municipalities in
urban areas.urban areas. 1 + 4 = 51 + 4 = 5

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016)2016)

AA Q. Q. 8.8. “Local government’s have made a significant“Local government’s have made a significant
impact on Indian democracy. At the same timeimpact on Indian democracy. At the same time

there are many difficulties”. Explain.there are many difficulties”. Explain.

[Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (H3) 2013, Set (60, (H3) 2013, Set (60, 71) 2012]71) 2012]

Ans. Ans. Impact of Impact of local self local self government government on Indianon Indian
democracy :democracy :

(i)(i) Constitutional Constitutional status status for for local goverlocal government nment hashas
helped to deepen democracy.helped to deepen democracy.

  (ii)  (ii) It has It has increased increased women’s reprwomen’s representation esentation andand
voice in our democracy.voice in our democracy.

Difficulties Difficulties ::

(i)(i) Gram Gram sabhas sabhas are are not not held held regularly.regularly.

  (ii)  (ii) Most statMost state governments e governments have have not transfernot transferredred
significant powers to local government.significant powers to local government.

 (iii) (iii)  State governments do not provide adequate  State governments do not provide adequate
resources.resources.(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013) 2+3=5(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013) 2+3=5

AA Q. Q. 9.9. Assess the need for local goAssess the need for local government.vernment.

[Board [Board TTerm-erm-I, I, Set Set (68) (68) 2012]2012]

 Ans.  Ans. Need for Need for local local government :government :
(i)(i) There There are are a a number number of problems of problems and issueand issues thats that

are best settled at the local level, because peopleare best settled at the local level, because people
have a better knowledge of the problems in theirhave a better knowledge of the problems in their
localities.localities.

  (ii)  (ii) The The local people local people are are aware aware of theof their neir needs and eds and cancan
prioritize.prioritize.

 (iii) (iii) It heIt helps to lps to initiate tinitiate the process he process of direct of direct decision-decision-
making.making.

  (iv)  (iv) It helps It helps to inculcate to inculcate the habit the habit of democraticof democratic
participation.participation.

(v)(v) Local goverLocal government is nment is the best the best way way to reto realize alize oneone
important principle of democracy, namely localimportant principle of democracy, namely local
self government.self government. 1×5=51×5=5

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)
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 V Value Based Questionsalue Based Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

 Q. 1. Q. 1. What qualities or values are inculcated in theWhat qualities or values are inculcated in the

people through local government ?people through local government ?
Ans. Ans. VValues inculcated through local goveralues inculcated through local government :nment :
(i)(i)  People become responsible when they are  People become responsible when they are

entrusted with responsibilities, so it helps them toentrusted with responsibilities, so it helps them to
initiate the process of direct decision-making.initiate the process of direct decision-making.

  (ii)  (ii) They leaThey learn the rn the importance of importance of the powethe power of r of one—one—
which teaches that each one can make a differencewhich teaches that each one can make a difference
to the way in which they are governed, in theto the way in which they are governed, in the
current political scenario.current political scenario.

 (iii) (iii) They will They will realize the realize the importance of importance of their votetheir vote
and will ensure that they vote at the time ofand will ensure that they vote at the time of
elections, thus ensuring the habit of democraticelections, thus ensuring the habit of democratic
participation.participation.

Q. 2.Q. 2. What values will be gained through reservation oWhat values will be gained through reservation off

seats for women, SCs, STs and OBCs in the thirdseats for women, SCs, STs and OBCs in the third

tier of democracy ?tier of democracy ?

Ans. Women Ans. Women ::

(i)(i) Women will Women will be forced be forced to take to take more active more active part inpart in
local government and come out of their houses.local government and come out of their houses.

  (ii)  (ii) They caThey can speak n speak about problems about problems of women of women andand
which improve their social status.which improve their social status.

 (iii) (iii) They They will will become become more more confident confident and and learn learn aboutabout
their rights.their rights.

SCs, SCs, STs STs and and OBCs OBCs ::

(i)(i) They They will will be be able able to to participate participate in in local govelocal government,rnment,
a right which was always denied to them in a right which was always denied to them in history.history.

  (ii)  (ii) Their Their voice voice cannot be cannot be suppressed. suppressed. It It will will be be heard.heard.

 (iii) (iii) They They can can solve solve issues issues of of untouchability untouchability and and otherother
practices of caste discrimination at the village level.practices of caste discrimination at the village level.

1½+1½=31½+1½=3
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SyllabusSyllabus
¾¾  Are divisions inherent to the workin Are divisions inherent to the working of democracy ?g of democracy ?

Quick Review Quick Review 
¾¾ The Civil Rights Movement in the USA was aimed at abolishing racial discriminations against African-Americans.The Civil Rights Movement in the USA was aimed at abolishing racial discriminations against African-Americans.

It was led by Martin Luther King Junior.It was led by Martin Luther King Junior.

¾¾ Two African-Americans, Smith and Carlos, who won the gold and bronze medals in Olympics tried to draw theTwo African-Americans, Smith and Carlos, who won the gold and bronze medals in Olympics tried to draw the

world’s attention to the racial discrimination practised against Africans in America by protesting at the time of theworld’s attention to the racial discrimination practised against Africans in America by protesting at the time of the

medal ceremony.medal ceremony.

¾¾ A social difference means the difference in a group of people due to their race, religion, language or culture.A social difference means the difference in a group of people due to their race, religion, language or culture.

¾¾ When two or more When two or more social differences join together, it turns into a social social differences join together, it turns into a social division.division.

¾¾ The differences between the Blacks and Whites became a The differences between the Blacks and Whites became a social division in the social division in the U.S.U.S.

¾¾ Democracy is a government of the people, by the people and for the people.Democracy is a government of the people, by the people and for the people.

¾¾ Democracy involves competition among various political parties. Their competition tends to divide any society.Democracy involves competition among various political parties. Their competition tends to divide any society.

¾¾ Three factors are crucial in deciding the outcome of politics of social decisions :Three factors are crucial in deciding the outcome of politics of social decisions :

(i)(i) First First , the outcome depends on how people perceive their identities., the outcome depends on how people perceive their identities.

(ii)(ii) Second,Second, it depends on how poit depends on how political leaders raise the demands of litical leaders raise the demands of any community.any community.

(iii)(iii) Third,Third, it depends on how the government reacts to the demands of different groups.it depends on how the government reacts to the demands of different groups.

¾¾ In a democracy, political expression of social division is very normal and can be healthy if In a democracy, political expression of social division is very normal and can be healthy if a positive attitude towardsa positive attitude towards

diversity is kept.diversity is kept.

¾¾ A homogenous society is one whose residents are similar in respect of religion, culture and language.A homogenous society is one whose residents are similar in respect of religion, culture and language.

¾¾ The Indian society is a The Indian society is a diverse society.diverse society.

¾¾ The Black Power Movement in the USA was started in The Black Power Movement in the USA was started in 1966 and lasted till 1975 to end racism.1966 and lasted till 1975 to end racism.

¾¾ Afro-American is a term used to refer to those Africans whose ancestors were brought to America as slaves betweenAfro-American is a term used to refer to those Africans whose ancestors were brought to America as slaves between

the 17the 17thth and the early 19 and the early 19thth centuries. centuries.

¾¾ India is the largest democratic country in the world.India is the largest democratic country in the world.

¾¾ Indian democracy is a parliamentary form of democracy.Indian democracy is a parliamentary form of democracy.

¾¾ The constitution of India divides power between the union and the state governments.The constitution of India divides power between the union and the state governments.

¾¾ Black Power was a political movement in the late 1960s and early 1970s that aimed to express a new racialBlack Power was a political movement in the late 1960s and early 1970s that aimed to express a new racial

consciousness among Blacks in the United States.consciousness among Blacks in the United States.

¾¾ Shifting of people from one country to another or from one place to another in search of jobs or for other reasonsShifting of people from one country to another or from one place to another in search of jobs or for other reasons

is known as migration.is known as migration.

¾¾ Migration converts a homogeneous country into a heterogeneous country.Migration converts a homogeneous country into a heterogeneous country.
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FlowchartFlowchart

Democracy and DiversityDemocracy and Diversity

HisHistorytory shoshowsws thathatt demdemocrocracyacy isis thebestthebest wawayy toto figfightht

forfor recogrecognitionitionn andand alsoalso toto accomaccommodatmodatee divediversityrsity..

The The CivCivil il RigRights hts MoMovevemenment t fofor r exexampample le in in USAUSA

(1954-1968) led to a series of reform movements(1954-1968) led to a series of reform movements

thus thus aboliabolishing legal shing legal racial discriminracial discrimination againstation against

African-Americans.African-Americans.

The Black Power Movement emerging in 1966 andThe Black Power Movement emerging in 1966 and

laslastinting g tiltill l 1971975, 5, was was a a mormore e milmilitaitant nt antanti-ri-raciacistst

momovemvementent,, thothoughugh advadvocaocatintingg evevenen mormoree vioviolenlencece ifif

necnecessessaryary toto endracisminendracismin theUS.theUS.

SocSocialial divdiversersitiitieses cancan taktakee difdiffeferenrentt foformsrms inin difdiffeferenrentt

societies.societies.

SoSocicial al didivivisision on tatakekes s plplacace e whwhen en sosome me sosocicialal

diffdifferenceoverlapserenceoverlaps withwith otherother diffdifferenceerences.s.

When social differences cross cut one another, it isWhen social differences cross cut one another, it is
difficult to pit against one group of people againstdifficult to pit against one group of people against
thethe othotherer.. ItIt meameansns thathatt grogroupsthatupsthat shasharere aa comcommonmon
interest on one issue are likely to be in differentinterest on one issue are likely to be in different
sidsideses onon aa difdiffeferenrentt ississue.ue.

OverlOverlappinappingg socialsocial diffdifferenceerencess createcreate possibpossibilitilitiesies ofof

deep social divisions and tensions. Cross cuttingdeep social divisions and tensions. Cross cutting

social differences are easier to accommodate. Forsocial differences are easier to accommodate. For

example in Northern Ireland there had been manyexample in Northern Ireland there had been many

conflicts between Catholics and Protestants, whileconflicts between Catholics and Protestants, while

thetheyy dodo notdonotdo soso inin theNethetheNetherlanrlands.ds.

Three factors are crucial in deciding the outcome ofThree factors are crucial in deciding the outcome of
politpoliticsics ofof socialdivisionssocialdivisions..
(i) (i) It depeIt depends on how the people pernds on how the people perceiceive theive theirr

identities.identities.
(ii(ii) ) It depenIt depends ds on on how polihow politictical leadeal leaders rs rairaise these the

demandemandsds ofof anyany commcommunityunity..
(iii) It depends on how the government reacts to(iii) It depends on how the government reacts to

demandemandsds ofof diffdifferentgroups.erentgroups.

Know the TermsKnow the Terms
¾¾ Democracy :Democracy : A government is framed by the representatives elected by the people. In other words, democracy is A government is framed by the representatives elected by the people. In other words, democracy is

the government of the people, by the government of the people, by the people and for the people.the people and for the people.
¾¾ Homogeneous Society :Homogeneous Society : A society that has similar kinds A society that has similar kinds of people, especially where there are no significant ethnicof people, especially where there are no significant ethnic

differences.differences.
¾¾ Migrant :Migrant : Anybody who shifts from one region or a country to another region within a country or to anotherAnybody who shifts from one region or a country to another region within a country or to another

countrycountry, usually for work or o, usually for work or other economic opportunities.ther economic opportunities.
¾¾ Civil Rights Movement :Civil Rights Movement : It was a non-violent movement initiated by Martin Luther King Junior to fight againstIt was a non-violent movement initiated by Martin Luther King Junior to fight against

racial discrimination practised in the US against racial discrimination practised in the US against African-Americans who were Blacks.African-Americans who were Blacks.

¾¾ African-American :African-American : The descendants of Africans who were brought into America as slaves between the 17The descendants of Africans who were brought into America as slaves between the 17thth century century
and the early 19and the early 19thth century. century.

¾¾ Black Power :Black Power : The Black Power Movement came into existence in 1966 and lasted till 1975. It was a militant andThe Black Power Movement came into existence in 1966 and lasted till 1975. It was a militant and
racist movement advocating even violence to end racism racist movement advocating even violence to end racism in the US.in the US.

¾¾ Racism :Racism : The unfair treatment of people who belong The unfair treatment of people who belong to a different race.to a different race.

¾¾ Atheist :Atheist : A person who does not believe in God or religion.A person who does not believe in God or religion.

¾¾ Overlapping Differences :Overlapping Differences : When some social differences overlaps with other differences, we call them overlappingWhen some social differences overlaps with other differences, we call them overlapping
differences.differences.

¾¾ Cross-cutting Differences :Cross-cutting Differences : When some social differences cross cut one another they are called cross-cuttingWhen some social differences cross cut one another they are called cross-cutting
differences.differences.

¾¾ Minority :Minority : Communities which are less than half oCommunities which are less than half of the total population of the f the total population of the country.country.
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¾¾ Forum :Forum : The lower courts are referred to as forumThe lower courts are referred to as forums.s.

¾¾ Social Differences :Social Differences : Social diversity which is Social diversity which is different from society to different from society to societysociety..

¾¾ Discrimination :Discrimination : The practice of treating somebody or a The practice of treating somebody or a particular group in society less-fairly than others.particular group in society less-fairly than others.

¾¾ Multicultural Community :Multicultural Community : Social community formed on the basis of different cultures is termed as multi-culturalSocial community formed on the basis of different cultures is termed as multi-cultural
communitycommunity. Generally. Generally, this is , this is the result of mthe result of migration.igration.

¾¾ Social Division :Social Division : Division of society on the basis Division of society on the basis of caste, race, religion, language, of caste, race, religion, language, region, sex etc.region, sex etc.

¾¾ Disintegration :Disintegration : The process of breaking into small parts.The process of breaking into small parts.

Know the LinksKnow the Links
1. Black 1. Black Power Power Salute Salute at at Mexico Mexico OlympicsOlympics

  http://www.youtube.com  http://www.youtube.com

2. 2. Martin Martin Luther Luther KingKing

  http://www.martinlutherking.org   http://www.martinlutherking.org 

3. 3. ApartheidApartheid

  http://www-cs-students.stanford.edu  http://www-cs-students.stanford.edu

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. What is a homogenous society ?What is a homogenous society ? [Board Term-I,[Board Term-I,

Set Set (6HTQGTF, (6HTQGTF, NLTM8TU) NLTM8TU) 2016-17]2016-17]

Ans.Ans.  A society that has similar kinds of people,  A society that has similar kinds of people,

especially where there are no significant ethnicespecially where there are no significant ethnic

differences. For example, Germany and Sweden.differences. For example, Germany and Sweden.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1

AA Q. Q. 2.2. Highlight the case of Northern Irelands inHighlight the case of Northern Irelands in
reference to cross cutting of social differences.reference to cross cutting of social differences.

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, Set-C5JWEVD, 2015]Set-C5JWEVD, 2015]
OROR

Highlight the case of Northern Ireland withHighlight the case of Northern Ireland with
reference to overlapping of social differences.reference to overlapping of social differences.

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set Set (OEQL2HT), (OEQL2HT), 2016-17]2016-17]

Ans.Ans. In Northern Ireland, peIn Northern Ireland, people are predominantlyople are predominantly
Christian but divided between Catholic andChristian but divided between Catholic and

Protestants. Class and religion overlap with eachProtestants. Class and religion overlap with each
other. Thus creating a possibility of deep socialother. Thus creating a possibility of deep social
divisions and tensions. If you are Catholic, youdivisions and tensions. If you are Catholic, you
are also more likely to be pooare also more likely to be poor, and you may haver, and you may have
suffered a history of discrimination. The result issuffered a history of discrimination. The result is

that Catholics and Protestants have conflicts inthat Catholics and Protestants have conflicts in
Northern Ireland.Northern Ireland.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1

AA Q. Q. 3.3. Which University has recently installed the statuesWhich University has recently installed the statues
of Tommie Smith and John Carlos in its campus ?of Tommie Smith and John Carlos in its campus ?

[Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (CB4QHT1), 2016-17](CB4QHT1), 2016-17]

Ans.Ans. In 2005, the In 2005, the San Jose State San Jose State University installed University installed aa

20 - foot high sculpture representing the protest20 - foot high sculpture representing the protest

 by Tommie Smith and John Carlos. by Tommie Smith and John Carlos.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1

AA Q. Q. 4.4. Give one example to show overlapping socialGive one example to show overlapping social
differences create possibilities of deep socialdifferences create possibilities of deep social
divisions and tensions.divisions and tensions.

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, 2015, Set-6AP67LB]2015, Set-6AP67LB]

Ans.Ans. Catholics and Protestants havCatholics and Protestants have had conflicts ine had conflicts in

Northern Ireland.Northern Ireland.
(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015) 1(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015) 1

AA Q. Q. 5.5. Which event in the USA is Which event in the USA is referred as the Blackreferred as the Black

Power Movement (1966-73) ?Power Movement (1966-73) ?

Ans.Ans. Movement to end racism.Movement to end racism.

AA Q. Q. 6.6. Which group of countries did face the problemWhich group of countries did face the problem

of social division ?of social division ? [Board Term-I,[Board Term-I,

Set Set (R9UJGYG), (R9UJGYG), (WQ7FXWC) (WQ7FXWC) 2014]2014]

  Ans.  Ans. Belgium, Sri Lanka and United Kingdom.Belgium, Sri Lanka and United Kingdom. 11

UU Q. Q. 7.7. Who are represented by the term ‘AfricanWho are represented by the term ‘African

American’ ?American’ ? [Board Term-I, (X30T4XE) 2014][Board Term-I, (X30T4XE) 2014]

  Ans.  Ans. The descendants of Africa who were brought intoThe descendants of Africa who were brought into

America as slaves between the 17America as slaves between the 17 thth  century and  century and

early 19early 19thth century. century. 11

UU Q. Q. 8.8. Which country suffered disintegration dueWhich country suffered disintegration due

to political fights on the basis of religious andto political fights on the basis of religious and

ethnic identities ?ethnic identities ?

  Ans.  Ans. Yugoslavia.Yugoslavia. 11

UU Q. Q. 9.9. Name any two elements that show the basicName any two elements that show the basic

unity in India ?unity in India ?

  Ans. (i)  Ans. (i) Cultural unity; Cultural unity; (ii)(ii) Religious Religious equalityequality.. 11

UU Q. Q. 10.10. List out the reasons for the growth of the CivilList out the reasons for the growth of the Civil

Rights Movement in America.Rights Movement in America.

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) Prevalence of poverty.Prevalence of poverty. (ii)(ii) Racial discrimination. Racial discrimination.
(iii)(iii) T To achieve civil rights o achieve civil rights equal to those oequal to those of whites.f whites.
(iv)(iv) Religious Religious diversitydiversity.. 11

UU Q. Q. 11.11. What does overlapping difference signify ?What does overlapping difference signify ?

  Ans.  Ans. Social division takes place when some socialSocial division takes place when some social
difference overlaps with other differences.difference overlaps with other differences. 11

UU Q. Q. 12.12. How were Tommie Smith and John CarlosHow were Tommie Smith and John Carlos
dressed to receive their medals ?dressed to receive their medals ?

  Ans.  Ans. Tommie Smith and John Carlos received theirTommie Smith and John Carlos received their
medals wearing black socks and no shoes tomedals wearing black socks and no shoes to
represent Black represent Black povertypoverty.. 11
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AA Q. Q. 13.13. During which ceremony, Peter Norman, theDuring which ceremony, Peter Norman, the
Australian athlete wore a human rights badgeAustralian athlete wore a human rights badge
on his shirt and why ?on his shirt and why ?

  Ans.  Ans. During the medal ceremony of Mexico OlympicsDuring the medal ceremony of Mexico Olympics
Peter Norman, the Australian athlete wore aPeter Norman, the Australian athlete wore a
human rights badge on his shirt. He did human rights badge on his shirt. He did so to showso to show

his support to the two Amhis support to the two American athletes.erican athletes. 11

AA Q. Q. 14.14. Which Association took back the medals ofWhich Association took back the medals of

Carlos, Smith and Norman ?Carlos, Smith and Norman ?

  Ans.  Ans. The International Olympic Association.The International Olympic Association. 11

AA Q. Q. 15.15. Name the movement led by Martin LutherName the movement led by Martin Luther
king, Jr.king, Jr.

  Ans.  Ans. Civil Rights Movement.Civil Rights Movement. 11

AA Q. Q. 16.16. Which movement emerged in 1966 and lastedWhich movement emerged in 1966 and lasted
till 1975 to end racism in the US ?till 1975 to end racism in the US ?

  Ans.  Ans. The Black Power Movement.The Black Power Movement. 11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. How far do the emergence of social How far do the emergence of social differencesdifferences
lead to social division ? Explain by giving alead to social division ? Explain by giving a

suitable example.suitable example. [Board Term-I,[Board Term-I,

Set Set (6HTQGTF), (6HTQGTF), 2016-17]2016-17]

Ans.Ans. (i)(i)  If social differences cross cut one another, it is If social differences cross cut one another, it is
difficult to avoid clashes between the groups thatdifficult to avoid clashes between the groups that
hold different views.hold different views.

  (ii)  (ii) If meaIf means that ns that groups that groups that share share a a common interestcommon interest
on one issue are likely to be in different sides of aon one issue are likely to be in different sides of a
different issue.different issue.

 (iii) (iii) For example,For example, in Northern Ireland class and religion in Northern Ireland class and religion
tend to cut across each other leading to socialtend to cut across each other leading to social
tensions.tensions.

AA Q. Q. 2.2. “Social division takes place when some social“Social division takes place when some social
differences overlap with other differences.”differences overlap with other differences.”
 Justify the statement. Justify the statement.

[Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (CB4QHT1) 2016-17](CB4QHT1) 2016-17]

Ans.Ans. (i)(i) The difference between the Blacks and Whites The difference between the Blacks and Whites
 becomes  becomes a a social social division division in in the the US US because because thethe
Blacks tend to be poor, homeless and Blacks tend to be poor, homeless and discriminateddiscriminated
against.against.

  (ii)  (ii) In our country Dalits tend to be poor In our country Dalits tend to be poor and landless.and landless.
They often face discrimination and injustice.They often face discrimination and injustice.

 (iii) (iii) One kind One kind of social of social difference difference becomes morebecomes more
important when other people start feeling thatimportant when other people start feeling that
they belong to different communities.they belong to different communities.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1×3=3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1×3=3

UU Q. Q. 3.3. How is overlapping differences different fromHow is overlapping differences different from
cross-cutting differences ?cross-cutting differences ?

[Board Term-I, NCT-2014][Board Term-I, NCT-2014]

Ans.Ans. (i)(i)  Social differences which overlap other  Social differences which overlap other
differences are known as overlapping differences,differences are known as overlapping differences,
while when social differences cross-cut onewhile when social differences cross-cut one
another, it is known as cross-cutting differences.another, it is known as cross-cutting differences.

  (ii)  (ii) Cross-cutting social differences Cross-cutting social differences are easier are easier toto
accommodate, while overlapping differences areaccommodate, while overlapping differences are
not.not.

 (iii) (iii) Overlapping Overlapping social social differences differences create create possibilitiespossibilities
of deep social divisions and tensions, while cross-of deep social divisions and tensions, while cross-
cutting differences do not usually lead to conflicts.cutting differences do not usually lead to conflicts.

1×3=31×3=3

UU Q. Q. 4.4. Explain the two basis of social differences withExplain the two basis of social differences with
examples.examples. [Board Term-I, DDE-2014][Board Term-I, DDE-2014]

OROR

UU Explain with example different forms of socialExplain with example different forms of social
differences.differences. [Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (580014, 3(580014, 35) 2011]5) 2011]

OROR
UU Describe any three origins of social dDescribe any three origins of social differences.ifferences.

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (580016, (580016, 20, 20, 22, 22, 39) 39) 2011]2011]
Ans. Different forms of Ans. Different forms of social differences social differences ::
(i)(i) Social differSocial differences ences are are based on based on accident accident of birth.of birth.

e.g.e.g., People around us are male and female, they are, People around us are male and female, they are
tall and short, have different kind of complexions,tall and short, have different kind of complexions,
or have different physical abilities or disabilities.or have different physical abilities or disabilities.

  (ii)  (ii) Some Some differences differences are are based based on on choices,choices, e.g.e.g., some, some
people are atheists. They don’t believe in Godpeople are atheists. They don’t believe in God
or any religion. Some people choose to follow aor any religion. Some people choose to follow a
religion other than the one in which they werereligion other than the one in which they were
 born. born. 1½+1½=31½+1½=3

AA Q. Q. 5.5. Explain overlapping of social differences withExplain overlapping of social differences with

an example.an example. [Board Term-I, DDE-2014][Board Term-I, DDE-2014]
OROR

AA “Overlapping social differences create possibilities“Overlapping social differences create possibilities
of deep social divisions and tensions”. Explain.of deep social divisions and tensions”. Explain.

Ans.Ans. (i)(i)  When one social difference overlaps another  When one social difference overlaps another
difference, it is known as overlapping of socialdifference, it is known as overlapping of social
differences.differences.

  (ii)  (ii) Overlapping Overlapping of of social social differences differences between between BlacksBlacks
and Whites became a social division in the Unitedand Whites became a social division in the United
States. These differences became the main factorStates. These differences became the main factor
for the Black Power Militant Movement.for the Black Power Militant Movement.

 (iii) (iii) Even in Even in India, Dalits fIndia, Dalits face discrimination ace discrimination andand
injustice. These kinds of situations produce socialinjustice. These kinds of situations produce social
divisions which are harmful for democracy anddivisions which are harmful for democracy and
weaken the basic foundation of democracy.weaken the basic foundation of democracy.

1½+1½=31½+1½=3

UU Q. Q. 6.6. What are the three factors that determineWhat are the three factors that determine
the outcome of social divisions on politics ?the outcome of social divisions on politics ?

Explain.Explain. [Board T[Board Term-I, (105) erm-I, (105) 2013, (34) 2012]2013, (34) 2012]
OROR

UU Describe the factors which decide the outcomes ofDescribe the factors which decide the outcomes of
the politics of social division ?the politics of social division ?
[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set Set (46, (46, 48, 48, 51, 51, 52, 52, 60, 60, 62, 62, 69), 69), 2012,2012,

Set (580018, 23, 29, 33, 34, 36, Set (580018, 23, 29, 33, 34, 36, 37, 40, 43, 44) 2011]37, 40, 43, 44) 2011]

 Ans.  Ans. Factors Factors that determine the that determine the outcome of politics outcome of politics ofof
social divisions :social divisions :

(i)(i) As social groups As social groups view their view their identities to identities to bebe
exclusive and superior, it becomes difficult toexclusive and superior, it becomes difficult to
accommodate them.accommodate them.

  (ii)  (ii) It deIt depends upon pends upon the tythe type of pe of demands raisedemands raised byd by
the political leaders on behalf of a community.the political leaders on behalf of a community.
It is easier to accommodate demands that areIt is easier to accommodate demands that are
within the constitutional framework and are notwithin the constitutional framework and are not
at the cost of another community.at the cost of another community.
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 (iii) (iii) Reaction Reaction of of the the government government to to the the demands ofdemands of
different communities determine the outcome.different communities determine the outcome.
If the rulers are willing to share power andIf the rulers are willing to share power and
accommodate the reasonable demands ofaccommodate the reasonable demands of
minority community, social divisions become lessminority community, social divisions become less
threatening for the country.threatening for the country. 1×3=31×3=3

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2013)2013)

AA Q. Q. 7.7. Explain with example the role of political leadersExplain with example the role of political leaders
to determine the outcome of politics of socialto determine the outcome of politics of social

divisions.divisions. [Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, Set-M, DDE-2015]Set-M, DDE-2015]
[Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , Set Set (R9UJGYG), (R9UJGYG), 2014]2014]

  Ans.  Ans. It depends on how political leaders raise theIt depends on how political leaders raise the
demands of any demands of any community.community.For exampleFor example ::

(i)(i) It is It is easier to easier to accommodate demands accommodate demands that arethat are
within the constitutional framework and are not atwithin the constitutional framework and are not at
the cost of another community.the cost of another community.

  (ii)  (ii) The demand The demand for ‘only for ‘only Sinhala’ was Sinhala’ was at the at the cost ofcost of
the interest and identity of the Tamil communitythe interest and identity of the Tamil community
in Sri Lanka.in Sri Lanka.

 (iii) (iii) In Yugoslavia, In Yugoslavia, the leaders the leaders of different of different ethnicethnic
communities presented their demands in such acommunities presented their demands in such a
way that these could not be accommodated withinway that these could not be accommodated within
a single country.a single country. 1×3=31×3=3

UU Q. Q. 8.8. How do social division affect politics How do social division affect politics ? Give two? Give two
examples.examples. [Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (580011) 2011](580011) 2011]

OROR

UU Explain with examples how social division affectExplain with examples how social division affect
politics ?politics ? [Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set Set (580038) (580038) 2011]2011]

OROR

UU How do social divisions affect politics ? Explain.How do social divisions affect politics ? Explain.
[Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (33) 2012](33) 2012]

Ans. Ans. Social divisions affect Social divisions affect politics in both negativepolitics in both negative
and positive ways :and positive ways :
Negative Negative ways ways ::

(i)(i) In NortherIn Northern Ireland, n Ireland, there there has been has been a violenta violent
and bitter ethno-political conflict for many years.and bitter ethno-political conflict for many years.
Northern Ireland population was divided intoNorthern Ireland population was divided into
Protestant (53%) and Roman Catholics (44%). TheProtestant (53%) and Roman Catholics (44%). The
Catholics were represented by Nationalist partiesCatholics were represented by Nationalist parties
who wanted to be unified with the Republic ofwho wanted to be unified with the Republic of
Ireland. In contrast Protestants were representedIreland. In contrast Protestants were represented
 by  by Unionists Unionists who who wanted wanted to to remain remain with with thethe
U.K. Hundreds of civilians, militants and securityU.K. Hundreds of civilians, militants and security
forces were killed in the fight between unionistsforces were killed in the fight between unionists
and nationalists.and nationalists.

  (ii)  (ii) Disintegration Disintegration of of Yugoslavia Yugoslavia into into six six independentindependent
countries due to ethnic and religious differencescountries due to ethnic and religious differences
is another example.is another example.
Positive Positive ways ways ::

(i)(i) Every Every expression expression of of social social division division in in politics politics doesdoes
not lead to disasters because wherever socialnot lead to disasters because wherever social
divisions exist, they are reflected in politics. Indivisions exist, they are reflected in politics. In
many countries, there are parties that focus onlymany countries, there are parties that focus only
on one community,on one community, e.g.e.g., D.M.K., AIADMK and, D.M.K., AIADMK and
BSP in India.BSP in India.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1½+1½=3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1½+1½=3

RR Q. Q. 9.9. How is political expression of social division inHow is political expression of social division in
democracy beneficial ?democracy beneficial ?

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set Set (580012, (580012, 13,13,

17, 17, 20, 20, 21, 21, 24, 24, 32, 32, 38, 38, 41) 41) 2011]2011]

OROR

AA In a democracy, political expression of socialIn a democracy, political expression of social
division is very normal and can be healthy. Justifydivision is very normal and can be healthy. Justify
this statement with suitable arguments.this statement with suitable arguments.

Ans.Ans. Every expression of social division in politics doesEvery expression of social division in politics does
not lead to disasters but it is not lead to disasters but it is beneficial too.beneficial too.

(i)(i) The The various various disadvantaged disadvantaged groups groups express express theirtheir
grievances and get the government to attend thegrievances and get the government to attend the
same.same.

  (ii)  (ii) Expression Expression of vof various kinds arious kinds of social of social divisions indivisions in
politics often result in their cancelling one anotherpolitics often result in their cancelling one another
out and thus reducing their intensity.out and thus reducing their intensity.

 (iii) (iii) Fight aFight against injustice gainst injustice often often takes takes a a democraticdemocratic
path voicing their demands in a peaceful andpath voicing their demands in a peaceful and
consitutional manner and seeking a fair positionconsitutional manner and seeking a fair position
through elections.through elections. 1×3=31×3=3

UU Q. Q. 10.10. Why do some people think that it’s not correctWhy do some people think that it’s not correct
to politicize social divisions ? Give threeto politicize social divisions ? Give three

reasons.reasons. [Board Term-I, Set (X30T4XE) 2014][Board Term-I, Set (X30T4XE) 2014]

Ans. They think that it is Ans. They think that it is not correct to politicize not correct to politicize socialsocial
divisions because :divisions because :

(i)(i) It It can can make smake social divisions ocial divisions into into political divpolitical divisionision
and lead to conflict, violence or even disintegrationand lead to conflict, violence or even disintegration
of a country.of a country.

  (ii)  (ii) In NIn Northern orthern Ireland, Ireland, there there has has been been a violea violent andnt and
 bitter ethno-political conflict for many years. bitter ethno-political conflict for many years.

 (iii) (iii) It caused It caused disintegration of disintegration of Yugoslavia into Yugoslavia into sixsix
independent countries.independent countries. 1×3=31×3=3

RR Q. Q. 11.11. “Social divisions exist “Social divisions exist in most of in most of the countrithe countries.”es.”

Explain.Explain.[Board Term-I, Set (580017, 35, 37) 2011][Board Term-I, Set (580017, 35, 37) 2011]

Ans. Social division of one Ans. Social division of one kind or the other kind or the other exists inexists in
most of the countries.most of the countries.

(i)(i) Social divisions exSocial divisions exist whether ist whether the country the country isis
 big  big or or small. small. India India is is a a vast vast country country with with manymany
communities. Belgium is a small country withcommunities. Belgium is a small country with
many communities.many communities.

  (ii)  (ii) Countries Countries such such as as Germany Germany and and Sweden, Sweden, that that werewere
once highly homogeneous are undergoing rapidonce highly homogeneous are undergoing rapid
change with influx of people from other parts ofchange with influx of people from other parts of
the world.the world.

 (iii) (iii) Migrants Migrants bring bring with with them them their their own own culture culture andand
tend to form a different social community. Intend to form a different social community. In
this sense, most countries of the world are multi-this sense, most countries of the world are multi-

cultural and as much have social division.cultural and as much have social division. 1×3=31×3=3

UU Q. Q. 12.12. What are the features of a homogeneous societyWhat are the features of a homogeneous society
? Mention the name of any one country having? Mention the name of any one country having
such society ?such society ?

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set Set (280013, (280013, 21, 21, 42) 42) 2011]2011]

Ans. Features of Ans. Features of a homogeneous a homogeneous society :society :

(i)(i) A A society society has has similar similar kinds kinds of of people.people.

  (ii)  (ii) There There are are no no significant significant ethnic ethnic differences.differences.

Germany and Sweden have homogenousGermany and Sweden have homogenous
societies.societies. (Any one state) 2+1=3(Any one state) 2+1=3

AA Q. Q. 13.13. What steps should be taken according to What steps should be taken according to you toyou to
promote the unity among the people of India ?promote the unity among the people of India ?

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, Set-E, DDE-2015]Set-E, DDE-2015]

Ans. Ans. Following Following steps can be steps can be undertaken to undertaken to promote thepromote the
unity among the people of India :unity among the people of India :
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(i)(i)  There should be equal opportunities of  There should be equal opportunities of
representation and no sort of discriminationrepresentation and no sort of discrimination
existing in the society.existing in the society.

(ii)(ii) More More and and more more people people participation participation in in politicalpolitical
affairs should be encouraged.affairs should be encouraged.

 (iii) (iii) Full Full religious religious tolerance tolerance and and the the leverage leverage to to minorityminority
group should be given to voice their opinion.group should be given to voice their opinion.

(Any other viable point) 1×3=3(Any other viable point) 1×3=3

AA Q. Q. 14.14. “Attempts at forced integration often sow the“Attempts at forced integration often sow the
seeds of disintegration.” Support the seeds of disintegration.” Support the statementstatement

with suitable arguments.with suitable arguments.

[Board Term-I, Set-E, DDE-2015][Board Term-I, Set-E, DDE-2015]

Ans.Ans. (i)(i) The above statement is true from the examples The above statement is true from the examples
of Belgium and Sri Lanka. If the rulers are willingof Belgium and Sri Lanka. If the rulers are willing
to share power and accommodate the reasonableto share power and accommodate the reasonable
demands of minority community, social divisionsdemands of minority community, social divisions
 become less threatening for the country. become less threatening for the country.

  (ii)  (ii) But if But if they they suppress such suppress such a demand a demand in the in the namename
of national unity, the end result is often quite theof national unity, the end result is often quite the
opposite.opposite.

Thus with such attempts at forced integrationThus with such attempts at forced integration
often saw the seeds of integration.often saw the seeds of integration. 1½ + 1½ = 31½ + 1½ = 3

UU Q. Q. 15.15. “In a democracy, every expression of social“In a democracy, every expression of social
division in politics is not disastrous.” Establishdivision in politics is not disastrous.” Establish
the truth of the statement with the help of anthe truth of the statement with the help of an
example.example.

Ans.Ans. (i)(i)  Every expression of social division in politics  Every expression of social division in politics
does not lead to disasters because wherever socialdoes not lead to disasters because wherever social
divisions exist, they are reflected in politics.divisions exist, they are reflected in politics.

  (ii)  (ii) In many In many countries, countries, there there are are parties parties that that focus focus onlyonly
on one communityon one community e.g.,e.g., A.M.K, A1ADMK and BSP A.M.K, A1ADMK and BSP
in India.in India. 1½ + 1½ = 31½ + 1½ = 3

UU Q. Q. 16.16. “We have different identities in different“We have different identities in different
contexts.” Support the statement with threecontexts.” Support the statement with three

facts.facts. [Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (580012, 15) 2011](580012, 15) 2011]

Ans. We haAns. We have different identities in ve different identities in different contexts.different contexts.
It can be proved by the following points :It can be proved by the following points :

(i)(i) It is It is fairly fairly common for common for people bepeople belonging to longing to thethe
same religions to feel that they do not belong to thesame religions to feel that they do not belong to the
same community because their caste is different.same community because their caste is different.

  (ii)  (ii) It It is is also possible also possible for for people people from from different different religionsreligions
to have the same caste and feel close to each other.to have the same caste and feel close to each other.

 (iii) (iii) Rich and Rich and poor poor persons persons from safrom same fame family oftmily often doen do
not keep close relations with each other for theynot keep close relations with each other for they
feel they are different.feel they are different. 1×3=31×3=3

UU Q. Q. 17.17. Describe the consequences of Smith and CarlosDescribe the consequences of Smith and Carlos
reaction to the racial discrimination.reaction to the racial discrimination.

[Board Term-I, Set (NLTM8TU), 2016-17][Board Term-I, Set (NLTM8TU), 2016-17]

Ans. (i)Ans. (i) Carlos and Smith were held guilty for violatingCarlos and Smith were held guilty for violating
the Olympic spirit by making pthe Olympic spirit by making political statement.olitical statement.

(ii)(ii) Medals were taken back.Medals were taken back.

 (iii) (iii) Norman was not included in Norman was not included in Australian team.Australian team.

  (iv)  (iv) Action helped in gaining international attentionAction helped in gaining international attention
for Civil Rights Movement.for Civil Rights Movement.(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016)

RR Q. Q. 18.18. What penalty was imposed on ‘Carlos SmithWhat penalty was imposed on ‘Carlos Smith

and Norman’ for their action at the 1968 Mexicoand Norman’ for their action at the 1968 Mexico

Olympics ?Olympics ? [Board Term-I, KVS-2014][Board Term-I, KVS-2014]

OROR

RR How were Carlos, Smith and Norman penalizedHow were Carlos, Smith and Norman penalized

for their action at the 1968 Mexico Olympics ?for their action at the 1968 Mexico Olympics ?

[Board Term-I, Set (47) 2012][Board Term-I, Set (47) 2012]

Ans. (i)Ans. (i)  The International Olympics Committee took  The International Olympics Committee took

 back the medals of Carlos and Smith. back the medals of Carlos and Smith.

  (ii)  (ii) There was There was a severe a severe criticism of criticism of Carlos and Carlos and Smith inSmith in
the USA.the USA.

 (iii) (iii) Norman was Norman was not included not included in the in the Australian teamAustralian team
for the next Olympics.for the next Olympics. 1×3=31×3=3

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)

UU Q. Q. 19.19. Taking the example of Carlos, Smith andTaking the example of Carlos, Smith and

Norman, explain how social differences divideNorman, explain how social differences divide

similar people from one another but also unitesimilar people from one another but also unite

very different people.very different people. [Board Term-I, Set (36)[Board Term-I, Set (36)

2012, Set (58002012, Set (58001, 15, 41), Set 1, 15, 41), Set (B1), (B1), 2011]2011]

 Ans. Ans. Social differences divide similar people from oneSocial differences divide similar people from one

anotheranother, but they also , but they also unite different people.unite different people.

People belonging to different social groups sharePeople belonging to different social groups share

differences and similarities cutting across thedifferences and similarities cutting across the

 boundaries  boundaries of of their their groups. groups. People belonging People belonging toto

the same religion may feel different. Yet peoplethe same religion may feel different. Yet people

from different religions may have similar views.from different religions may have similar views.

(i)(i) For exampleFor example, Carlos and Smith were similar in , Carlos and Smith were similar in oneone

way because both were African-Americans andway because both were African-Americans and

thus different from Norman who was white.thus different from Norman who was white.

  (ii)  (ii) But they But they were all were all similar in other similar in other way thatway that

they were all athletes who stood against racialthey were all athletes who stood against racial

discrimination.discrimination.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1+2=3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1+2=3

UU Q. Q. 20.20. Distinguish between Civil Rights MovementsDistinguish between Civil Rights Movements

(1954-1968) and The Black Power Movement(1954-1968) and The Black Power Movement

(1966-1975) Movement in the USA.(1966-1975) Movement in the USA.

[Board Term-I, Set (3K) 2013][Board Term-I, Set (3K) 2013]

 Ans.  Ans. Civil Rights Civil Rights Movement : Movement : (1954-1968)(1954-1968)

Refers to a set of events and reform movementsRefers to a set of events and reform movements
aimed at legally abolishing racial discriminationaimed at legally abolishing racial discrimination
against African-Americans. Led by Martin Lutheragainst African-Americans. Led by Martin Luther
King Junior, this movement practised non-violentKing Junior, this movement practised non-violent
methods.methods.

The The Black Black Power Power Movement Movement ::

This This Movement Movement emerged emerged in in 1966 1966 and and lastedlasted
till 1975, which was more militant anti-racisttill 1975, which was more militant anti-racist
movement, advocating even violence if necessarymovement, advocating even violence if necessary
to end racism in the U.S.to end racism in the U.S.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013) 1½ × 1½ = 3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013) 1½ × 1½ = 3

UU Q. Q. 21.21. What did the African-American athletes do inWhat did the African-American athletes do in

order to draw international attention to “blackorder to draw international attention to “black

poverty” in the Mexico Olympic ?poverty” in the Mexico Olympic ?

[Board Term-I, Set (52) 2012][Board Term-I, Set (52) 2012]
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OROR

RR What were the black gloved and raised clenchedWhat were the black gloved and raised clenched
fists meant to ? Why did athletes do so ?fists meant to ? Why did athletes do so ?

[Board Term-I, Set (74)2012][Board Term-I, Set (74)2012]
OROR

RR What problem was raised by Smith and CarlosWhat problem was raised by Smith and Carlos
of U.S.A. ? With what gesture did they drawof U.S.A. ? With what gesture did they draw
international attention towards the social problemsinternational attention towards the social problems
in U.S.A. ?in U.S.A. ? [Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (81) 2012](81) 2012]

OROR

RR How did the African-American athletes in MexicoHow did the African-American athletes in Mexico
Olympics 1968 try to draw international attentionOlympics 1968 try to draw international attention
to racial discrimination in the United to racial discrimination in the United States ?States ?

[Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (37) 2012](37) 2012]
OROR

RR What did the African-American athletes in MexicoWhat did the African-American athletes in Mexico
Olympic do in order to draw internationalOlympic do in order to draw international
attention to racial discrimination in the Unitedattention to racial discrimination in the United
States ?States ? [Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set Set (580014, (580014, 33) 33) 2011]2011]

 Ans. Ans. To draw international attention to racialTo draw international attention to racial
discrimination in the United States, the African-discrimination in the United States, the African-
American athletes performed following activities :American athletes performed following activities :

(i)(i) They They received received their their models models wearing wearing black black sockssocks
and no shoes to and no shoes to represent Black poverty.represent Black poverty.

  (ii)  (ii) When When American American national anational anthem nthem was was played,played,
these two African-American athletes stood withthese two African-American athletes stood with
clenched fists upraised and heads bowed.clenched fists upraised and heads bowed.

 (iii) (iii) The The black gloveblack gloved and d and raised raised clenched clenched fists fists werewere
meant to symbolise Black power.meant to symbolise Black power.

  (iv)  (iv) Peter Peter wore wore a human a human rights badge rights badge on his on his shirt shirt toto
show his support.show his support. (Any three)(Any three)

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1×3=3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1×3=3

UU Q. Q. 22.22. Who was the leader of the Civil RightsWho was the leader of the Civil Rights
Movement ? Describe the importance of thisMovement ? Describe the importance of this

movement.movement. [Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (53, 56) (53, 56) 2012]2012]
OROR

UU Explain Explain briefly briefly the the Civil Civil Rights Rights Movement Movement whichwhich
took place in the U.S.A. between 1954 and 1968.took place in the U.S.A. between 1954 and 1968.

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set Set (580018, (580018, 23, 23, 34, 34, 40, 40, 44) 44) 2011]2011]

 Ans. Ans. Martin Luther King Junior was the leader of theMartin Luther King Junior was the leader of the
Civil Rights Movement. This movement wasCivil Rights Movement. This movement was
started in 1954 and lasted till 1968.started in 1954 and lasted till 1968.

Importance Importance of of Civil Civil Rights Rights Movement Movement ::
(i)(i) It It was was a ra reform eform movement movement with with the the aim taim to abolisho abolish

legal racial discrimination against African-legal racial discrimination against African-
Americans.Americans.

  (ii)  (ii)  It practised non-violent methods of civil  It practised non-violent methods of civil
disobedience. Against racially discriminatorydisobedience. Against racially discriminatory
laws and practiceslaws and practices

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1+2=3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1+2=3

UU Q. Q. 23.23. What was the Black Power Movement ?What was the Black Power Movement ?
Explain.Explain.

[Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (580016, 22, 32, 43), (580016, 22, 32, 43), 2011]2011]

Ans.Ans. (i)(i)  The Black Power Movement was emerged in  The Black Power Movement was emerged in
USA between 1966 and lasted till 1975.USA between 1966 and lasted till 1975.

  (ii)  (ii) It It was was more more militant militant and and an an anti-racist anti-racist movement.movement.

 (iii) (iii) Main aim Main aim of this of this movement was movement was to end to end racism inracism in

the U.S.the U.S. 1×3=31×3=3

Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. “Different traditional communities are involved“Different traditional communities are involved
in conserving their own natural habitats inin conserving their own natural habitats in

India”. Analyse the statement.India”. Analyse the statement.

[Board Term I, 2016][Board Term I, 2016]

Ans. (i)Ans. (i) People of Sariska Tiger Reserve are fightingPeople of Sariska Tiger Reserve are fighting
against mining.against mining.

(ii)(ii) The villagers of 5 Alwar District declared 1200The villagers of 5 Alwar District declared 1200
hectares Bhairodev Dakav “Sonchuri”.hectares Bhairodev Dakav “Sonchuri”.

 (iii) (iii) People involved in “Chipko Movement” resistedPeople involved in “Chipko Movement” resisted
deforestation.deforestation.

  (iv)  (iv) The Mundas and Santhals of Chhotnagpur regionThe Mundas and Santhals of Chhotnagpur region
worship some trees.worship some trees.

(v)(v) People themselves involved in joint forestPeople themselves involved in joint forest
management.management. 1×5=51×5=5

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016)

AA Q. Q. 2.2. Politics and social divisions must not be allowedPolitics and social divisions must not be allowed
to mix. Substantiate this statement, with fiveto mix. Substantiate this statement, with five
arguments.arguments.

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (Set-C5JWEVD), (Set-C5JWEVD), 2015]2015]

Ans. (i)Ans. (i) Democracy involves competition amongDemocracy involves competition among
various political parties. Their competition tendsvarious political parties. Their competition tends
to divide any society. If they start competing into divide any society. If they start competing in
terms of some existing social divisions, it canterms of some existing social divisions, it can
make social division into political division andmake social division into political division and

lead to conflict, violence or even disintegration oflead to conflict, violence or even disintegration of
a country.a country.

  (ii)  (ii) Hundreds of Hundreds of civilians, militants civilians, militants and securityand security

forces were killed in the fight between Unionistsforces were killed in the fight between Unionists

and Nationalists and between the securityand Nationalists and between the security

forces of the UK and the Nationalists. It wasforces of the UK and the Nationalists. It was

only in 1998, that the UK government and theonly in 1998, that the UK government and the

Nationalists reached a peace treaty after whichNationalists reached a peace treaty after which

the nationalists suspended their armed struggle.the nationalists suspended their armed struggle.

(iii)(iii) Political Political competition competition along along religious religious and and ethnicethnic

lines led to the disintegration of Yugoslavia intolines led to the disintegration of Yugoslavia into

six independent countries.six independent countries.

  (iv)  (iv) In a In a democracy it democracy it is only is only natural that natural that politicalpolitical

parties would talk about the social divisions, parties would talk about the social divisions, makemake

different promises to different communities, lookdifferent promises to different communities, look

after due representation of various communitiesafter due representation of various communities

and make policies to and make policies to redress the grievances of theredress the grievances of the

disadvantaged communities.disadvantaged communities.

(v)(v) Social Social divisions divisions affect affect voting voting in in most most countries.countries.

People from one community tend to prefer somePeople from one community tend to prefer some

party to others. In many countries, there areparty to others. In many countries, there are

parties that focus only on one community.parties that focus only on one community.

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015) 2015) 1×5=51×5=5

UU Q. Q. 3.3. ‘Social diversity in a country need not be seen‘Social diversity in a country need not be seen
as a source of danger’. Prove.as a source of danger’. Prove.
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Ans. Social diversity in a country need Ans. Social diversity in a country need not be seenot be seen as an as a
source of danger because :source of danger because :

(i)(i) In a In a democracy, political exdemocracy, political expression of pression of socialsocial
divisions is very normal and can be healthy.divisions is very normal and can be healthy.

  (ii)  (ii) It allows It allows various disadvantaged various disadvantaged and marginaland marginal
social groups to express their grievances and getsocial groups to express their grievances and get
the government to attend to these aspects.the government to attend to these aspects.

 (iii) (iii) Expression of Expression of various kinds various kinds of social of social divisions indivisions in
politics often results in their cancelling one anotherpolitics often results in their cancelling one another
out.out.

  (iv)  (iv) This cancelling reduces the This cancelling reduces the intensity of theintensity of the
different social divisions.different social divisions.

(v)(v) This This leads leads to to strengthening strengthening of of a a democracy.democracy.
  1×5=5  1×5=5

UU Q. Q. 4.4. Describe the problems faced by a democracy toDescribe the problems faced by a democracy to
accommodate social diversities.accommodate social diversities.

Ans. Problems faced Ans. Problems faced by a democracy to by a democracy to accommodateaccommodate
social diversities are as follows :social diversities are as follows :

(i)(i) A positive atA positive attitude towards diversity titude towards diversity and aand a
willingness to accommodate it do not come aboutwillingness to accommodate it do not come about
easily.easily.

  (ii)  (ii) People who People who feel marginalized, feel marginalized, deprived anddeprived and
discriminated have to fight against the injustice.discriminated have to fight against the injustice.

 (iii) (iii) Such a Such a fight often fight often takes the takes the democratic path,democratic path,
voicing their demands in a peaceful andvoicing their demands in a peaceful and
constitutional manner and seeking a fair positionconstitutional manner and seeking a fair position
through elections.through elections.

  (iv)  (iv) Sometimes social Sometimes social differences differences can take can take the the formform
of unacceptable level of social inequality andof unacceptable level of social inequality and
injustice.injustice.

(v)(v) The The struggle struggle against against such such inequalities inequalities sometimessometimes
takes the path of violence and difference of statetakes the path of violence and difference of state
power.power. 1×5=51×5=5

High Order Thinking Skills (HOTS) QuestionHigh Order Thinking Skills (HOTS) Question

Q. 1.Q. 1. Identify the Identify the determinants of determinants of the outcomes the outcomes of theof the

politics of social division and explain them.politics of social division and explain them.

[Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (X30T4XE) 2014](X30T4XE) 2014]

Ans. Ans. The three determinants of the outcomes of theThe three determinants of the outcomes of the
politics of social division :politics of social division :

(i) (i) People’s People’s perception perception :: If people view their identitiesIf people view their identities
to be exclusive and superior, it becomes difficult toto be exclusive and superior, it becomes difficult to
accommodate them.accommodate them.

(ii) (ii) Role Role of of community community and and culture culture :: It depends uponIt depends upon
how political leaders raise demands on behalf of ahow political leaders raise demands on behalf of a

community. It is easier to accommodate demandscommunity. It is easier to accommodate demands
that are within the constitutional framework andthat are within the constitutional framework and
are not at the cost of another community.are not at the cost of another community.

(iii) (iii) The role of political party aThe role of political party and government :nd government :
Reaction of the government to the demandsReaction of the government to the demands
of different communities also determines theof different communities also determines the
outcome. If the rulers are willing to share poweroutcome. If the rulers are willing to share power
and accommodate the reasonable demands of aand accommodate the reasonable demands of a
minority community, social divisions become lessminority community, social divisions become less
threatening for the country.threatening for the country. 55

 V Value Based Questionsalue Based Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

Q. 1.Q. 1. Do you think that social divisions are alwaysDo you think that social divisions are always

dangerous ? Explain.dangerous ? Explain.
[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set Set (R9UJGYG) (R9UJGYG) 2014]2014]

  Ans.   Ans. No, we do not think that social No, we do not think that social divisions aredivisions are
always dangerous because :always dangerous because :

(i)(i) In a In a democracy, political exdemocracy, political expression of pression of socialsocial
divisions is normal and can be healthy.divisions is normal and can be healthy.

  (ii)  (ii) It allows It allows various disadvantaged various disadvantaged and marginaland marginal
social groups to express their grievances and getsocial groups to express their grievances and get
the government to attend to these.the government to attend to these.

 (iii) (iii) Expression of Expression of various kinds various kinds of social of social division indivision in
politics often results in their cancelling one anotherpolitics often results in their cancelling one another

out.out. 1×3=31×3=3

Q. 2.Q. 2. What lessons have been learnt from the CivilWhat lessons have been learnt from the Civil

Rights Movement of Martin Luther King Jr in theRights Movement of Martin Luther King Jr in the

USA ?USA ?
Ans.Ans. (i)(i) People learnt that issues such as discrimination People learnt that issues such as discrimination

on the basis of colour existed in many regions ofon the basis of colour existed in many regions of
the world and especially in the USA.the world and especially in the USA.

  (ii)  (ii) The The issue of issue of equality wequality was much as much discussed and discussed and itit
was realized that equality is a dream for manywas realized that equality is a dream for many
sections of society in different countries withsections of society in different countries with
parallel problems.parallel problems.

 (iii) (iii) People People learnt learnt that that through through a a non-violent non-violent protest protest itit
was possible to highlight a social problem and findwas possible to highlight a social problem and find
solutions for the same.solutions for the same.

  (iv)  (iv) It is It is only in only in a democracy a democracy that disadvantagedthat disadvantaged
sections of society are able to highlight theirsections of society are able to highlight their

problems and find solutions.problems and find solutions. (Any three) 1×3=3(Any three) 1×3=3
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GENDER,GENDER,

RELIGIONRELIGION

AND CASTEAND CASTE

SyllabusSyllabus
¾¾ What has been the effect of caste on poWhat has been the effect of caste on politics and of politics on caste ?litics and of politics on caste ?
¾¾  How has the gender division sh How has the gender division shaped politics ?aped politics ?
¾¾  How do communal divisions a How do communal divisions affect democracy ?ffect democracy ?

TOPIC-1TOPIC-1
Gender and PoliticsGender and Politics

Quick ReviewQuick Review
¾¾ Gender division is a form of hierarchical social division which canGender division is a form of hierarchical social division which can

 be seen everywhere. be seen everywhere.

¾¾ Sexual division of labour means the work is divided amongst peopleSexual division of labour means the work is divided amongst people
according to their sex.according to their sex.

¾¾ Social division of the Indian society is clearly indicated bySocial division of the Indian society is clearly indicated by
casteism,gender inequality and communal divisions.casteism,gender inequality and communal divisions.

¾¾ Earlier, only men were allowed to participate in public affairs, voteEarlier, only men were allowed to participate in public affairs, vote
and contest for public offices. Gradually the gender issue was raisedand contest for public offices. Gradually the gender issue was raised
in politics.in politics.

¾¾ WWomen in different parts of omen in different parts of the world organised and the world organised and agitated for equal rights.agitated for equal rights.

¾¾ These agitations demanded enhancing the political and legal status of women and improving their educationalThese agitations demanded enhancing the political and legal status of women and improving their educational
and career opportunities.and career opportunities.

¾¾ A man or a woman who believes in equal rights and opportunities for men and women is called a feminist.A man or a woman who believes in equal rights and opportunities for men and women is called a feminist.

¾¾ Most of the women’s movements aim at Most of the women’s movements aim at equality in personal and family equality in personal and family life of women. These movements are calledlife of women. These movements are called
feminist movements.feminist movements.

¾¾ India is still a male India is still a male dominated Patriarchal societydominated Patriarchal society..

¾¾ Women face disadvantage, discrimination and oppression in various ways : Women are less literate, though workWomen face disadvantage, discrimination and oppression in various ways : Women are less literate, though work
equally but are sometime paid lesser than men; mostly son is preferred by parents, etc.equally but are sometime paid lesser than men; mostly son is preferred by parents, etc.

¾¾ In India, the proportion In India, the proportion of women in legislature has of women in legislature has been very low.been very low.

¾¾ TTo solve this problem a fair o solve this problem a fair proportion of women in proportion of women in the elected bodies has been legally made in the elected bodies has been legally made in the Panchayati Rajthe Panchayati Raj
in India.in India.

¾¾ One-third of seats in local government bodies – in Panchayats and Municipalities – are now reserved for women.One-third of seats in local government bodies – in Panchayats and Municipalities – are now reserved for women.

¾¾ Gender division is an example that some form of social division needs to be expressed in politics.Gender division is an example that some form of social division needs to be expressed in politics.

TOPIC - 1TOPIC - 1

Gender and Politics ....Gender and Politics .... P. 246P. 246

TOPIC - 2TOPIC - 2

Religion, Communalism and Politics ....Religion, Communalism and Politics .... P. 250P. 250

TOPIC - 3TOPIC - 3

Caste and Politics ....Caste and Politics .... P. 254P. 254
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FlowchartFlowchart

GenderGender,, Religion and PReligion and Politicsolitics

Gender and Gender and PoliticsPolitics Religion and PoliticsReligion and Politics Caste and Caste and PolitiPoliticscs

G eG en dn de r  e r  d id iv iv is is io n  o n  o r  o r  a  a  ffo ro rm  m  o fo f

hierarhierarchicaldivisionchicaldivision exisexiststs inin IndiaIndia..
GandhGandhiji said iji said that politithat politics must cs must bebe

guiguidedbydedby ethethicsics dradrawnwn frofromm relreligiigion.on.

With With econoeconomic mic devdevelopmelopment, ent, largelarge

scale urbanization, scale urbanization, growthgrowth of literacyof literacy

andand educateducation,ion, occupaoccupationationall mobimobilitylity

anand d ththe e weweakakenenining g poposisitit ion on ofof

lalandndlolordrds s in in ththe e vivillllagageses; ; ththe e ololdd

nonotitionons s of of cacastste e hihiererararchchy y araree

breakbreakinging downdown..

Yet the influence of caste on politicsYet the influence of caste on politics

and vice versa has not disappearedand vice versa has not disappeared

inin IndiaIndia..

SeSexuaxual l divdivisiision on of of lablabour our exexistists s inin

manyIndianmanyIndian homesevenhomeseven nownow..

PrProboblelem m bebegigins ns whwhen en rereliligigion on isis

seeseenn asas thebasisofthebasisof natnationion..

Gender discrimination in all spheresGender discrimination in all spheres

of of lilife fe hahas s gigiveven n risrise e to to FFememininisistt

Movement.Movement.

Communal politics is based on theCommunal politics is based on the

ididea ea ththat at rereliligigion on is is ththe e priprincncipipalal

basisofbasisof socialcommunitsocialcommunityy..

To curb the low proportion of womenTo curb the low proportion of women

partparticiicipatpation ion in in IndIndian ian leglegislislatuature,re,

1/31/3rd rd of of seaseats ts in in PPancanchahayatyats s andand

Municipalities are now reserved forMunicipalities are now reserved for

women.women.

Know the TermsKnow the Terms
¾¾ Gender Division :Gender Division : It is a form It is a form of hierarchical social division based on of hierarchical social division based on social expectations and stereotypes.social expectations and stereotypes.

¾¾ Sex Ratio :Sex Ratio : It is defined as number of It is defined as number of females per 1000 male in a country ifemales per 1000 male in a country in a given period of time.n a given period of time.

¾¾ Communal Politics :Communal Politics : The use of religion for political purpose where one religion is shown as superior to the otherThe use of religion for political purpose where one religion is shown as superior to the other
religions is called communal politics.religions is called communal politics.

¾¾ Sexual Division of Labour :Sexual Division of Labour : A system in which all work inside the home is either done by the women of theA system in which all work inside the home is either done by the women of the
familyfamily,or organised by ,or organised by them through the them through the domestic helpers.domestic helpers.

¾¾ Feminist :Feminist : A person who believes in equal rights A person who believes in equal rights and opportunities for all human beings.and opportunities for all human beings.

¾¾ PatrPatriarchy iarchy :: A system where father is the head of A system where father is the head of the familythe family..

¾¾ Stereotype :Stereotype : An image or idea of a particular type of person or thing that has become fixed through being widelyAn image or idea of a particular type of person or thing that has become fixed through being widely
held.held.

¾¾ Feminism :Feminism : It is concerned with the empowerment of women and giving women equal status in the society as men.It is concerned with the empowerment of women and giving women equal status in the society as men.

Know the LinksKnow the Links
¾¾ http://www.icrw.org/files/publications/India%20governance%20report%20synthesis%202013.pdf http://www.icrw.org/files/publications/India%20governance%20report%20synthesis%202013.pdf 

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. By what term is now the person known whoBy what term is now the person known who
 believes  believes in in equal equal rights rights and and opportunities opportunities forfor

women.women. [Board Term-I, Set (XOKQ2SB) 2015][Board Term-I, Set (XOKQ2SB) 2015]

OROR

AA Define a feminist ?Define a feminist ?

[Board Term-I, Set-E, DDE-2015][Board Term-I, Set-E, DDE-2015]

Ans. Ans. Feminist :Feminist : A person who believes in equal rightsA person who believes in equal rights
and opportunities for all human beings.and opportunities for all human beings. 11

UU Q. Q. 2.2. How much representation do local governmentsHow much representation do local governments
provide for women in India ?provide for women in India ?

OROR
How many seats are reserved for the women inHow many seats are reserved for the women in
the Indian local self-government ?the Indian local self-government ?

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set Set (NLTM8TU) (NLTM8TU) 2016-17]2016-17]

  Ans.  Ans. One-Third.One-Third. 11

UU Q. Q. 3.3. What do you mean by a What do you mean by a patriarchal society ?patriarchal society ?
  Ans.  Ans. A male dominated A male dominated societysociety.. 11
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UU Q. Q. 4.4. What is the aim of ‘feminist What is the aim of ‘feminist movements’ ?movements’ ?
  Ans.  Ans. Equality with men.Equality with men. 11

AA Q. Q. 5.5. In which constitutional institution have seatsIn which constitutional institution have seats

 been reserved for women ? been reserved for women ?
[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, KVS-2014, DDE-2014]KVS-2014, DDE-2014]

  Ans.  Ans. Panchayats and Municipalities.Panchayats and Municipalities. 11

AA Q. Q. 6.6. The concept of patriarchy refers to whichThe concept of patriarchy refers to which
system ?system ?

  Ans.  Ans. A system that values men more than womA system that values men more than women.en. 11

AA Q. Q. 7.7. In which country is the participation of womenIn which country is the participation of women
in public life very high ?in public life very high ?

  Ans.  Ans. Sweden.Sweden. 11

AA Q. Q. 8.8. What is the literacy rate amount of the IndianWhat is the literacy rate amount of the Indian
women ?women ?

  Ans.  Ans. 54%.54%. 11

AA Q. Q. 9.9. Name the group of countries in whichName the group of countries in which
participation of women in public life is veryparticipation of women in public life is very
high.high.

  Ans.  Ans. Sweden, Norway and Finland.Sweden, Norway and Finland. 11

Q. Q. 10.10. At which level of government in India 1/3At which level of government in India 1/3rdrd of of
seats are rseats are reserved for eserved for women women ??

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, Set-E, DDE-2015]Set-E, DDE-2015]

  Ans.  Ans. Local Self Government bodies.Local Self Government bodies. 11

AA Q. Q. 11.11. According to the 2001 census, what was the sexAccording to the 2001 census, what was the sex
ratio in India ?ratio in India ?

  Ans.  Ans. 1000 males over 933 females.1000 males over 933 females. 11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. Define Feminist Movements. Write theirDefine Feminist Movements. Write their
objectives.objectives.

[Board T[Board Term-I, Set (580014, erm-I, Set (580014, 20, 16) 2011 ]20, 16) 2011 ]
Ans. DefAns. Definition :inition : Agitations or movements demanding Agitations or movements demanding

enhancement in the political and legal status ofenhancement in the political and legal status of
women and improving their education and careerwomen and improving their education and career
opportunities are called Feminist Movement.opportunities are called Feminist Movement.
Main Main Objective Objective :: The main objective of FeministThe main objective of Feminist
Movement is to attain equality among men andMovement is to attain equality among men and
women.women. 1½+1½=31½+1½=3

AA Q. Q. 2.2. Explain the status of women’s representationExplain the status of women’s representation
in India’s legislative bodies.in India’s legislative bodies.

[Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (X30T4XE) 2014](X30T4XE) 2014]
Ans. The status of Ans. The status of women’s representation in India’swomen’s representation in India’s

legislative bodies are as follows :legislative bodies are as follows :
(i) (i) Central Central Legislature Legislature ::  Less than 10% of its total  Less than 10% of its total

strength are women.strength are women.
  (  (ii) ii) State State legislatures legislatures ::  Less than 5% of their total  Less than 5% of their total

strength are women.strength are women.
(iii) (iii) Panchayati Panchayati Raj Raj :: One-third of the  One-third of the seats are reservedseats are reserved

for women.for women.

AA Q. Q. 3.3. Suggest any three measures to enhance theSuggest any three measures to enhance the
participation of woman in politics ?participation of woman in politics ?

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, Set-E, DDE-2015]Set-E, DDE-2015]

Ans. (i)Ans. (i) Women should be given proper education, so Women should be given proper education, so
that they are aware of their rights and duties andthat they are aware of their rights and duties and
participate actively in all political occasions.participate actively in all political occasions.

  (ii)  (ii) Every Every woman should woman should be sebe self reliantlf reliant, so , so that that sheshe
enjoys a respectable position in the society and isenjoys a respectable position in the society and is
confident about her meaningful contribution inconfident about her meaningful contribution in
politics as well.politics as well.

(iii)(iii) It should be It should be legally binding legally binding to have a to have a fairfair
proportion of woman in the elected bodies. Thatproportion of woman in the elected bodies. That
is why 1/3is why 1/3rdrd of seats in local government bodies of seats in local government bodies
in panchayats and in municipalities are nowin panchayats and in municipalities are now
reserved for women.reserved for women. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

AA Q. Q. 4.4. Suppose a politician seeks your vote on theSuppose a politician seeks your vote on the
religious ground. Why is his act consideredreligious ground. Why is his act considered
against the norms against the norms of democracy of democracy ? Explain.? Explain.

[Board T[Board Term-I, Set-6AP67LB, erm-I, Set-6AP67LB, 2015]2015]

 Ans. Ans. His act is against the spirHis act is against the spirit of democracy as the saidit of democracy as the said
politician is not working as per the Constitution.politician is not working as per the Constitution.

(i)(i) It aIt also exploits lso exploits the the social differesocial difference.nce.
  (ii)  (ii) It may It may create social create social discard and discard and may lead may lead to socialto social

division.division.
 (iii) (iii) It is It is also biased attitude also biased attitude and neglects the and neglects the principleprinciple

of equality.of equality. (CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015) 1×3=3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015) 1×3=3

Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. What was the Feminist Movement ? Explain theWhat was the Feminist Movement ? Explain the
political demands of the Feminist Movement inpolitical demands of the Feminist Movement in
India.India. [Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (35) 2012](35) 2012]

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set-E, Set-E, DDE-2015]DDE-2015]

 Ans. Ans. Feminist Movement was a radical movementFeminist Movement was a radical movement
which demanded equality for women in personalwhich demanded equality for women in personal
and family life also apart from politics, soand family life also apart from politics, society andciety and
educational field.educational field.
The political demands of the FeministThe political demands of the Feminist
Movements in India were :Movements in India were :

(i)(i) More More women women representatives representatives in in local local government.government.
  (ii)  (ii) More political More political representatives representatives for women for women byby

having elected women representatives.having elected women representatives.
 (iii) (iii) Reserving Reserving at least at least one-third of one-third of the seatthe seats in s in LokLok

Sabha and Legislative Assemblies for women.Sabha and Legislative Assemblies for women.
(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015) 2+3=5(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015) 2+3=5

UU Q. Q. 2.2. What is sexual division of labour ? MentionWhat is sexual division of labour ? Mention
the main demands of the worldwide women’sthe main demands of the worldwide women’s

agitations ?agitations ? [Board Term-I, Set (34), 2012][Board Term-I, Set (34), 2012]

 Ans. Ans. Sexual division of labour means division ofSexual division of labour means division of
work on the basis of the gender difference andwork on the basis of the gender difference and
according to this concept, all house work andaccording to this concept, all house work and
responsibility of bringing up children is women’sresponsibility of bringing up children is women’s
work.work.

Women Women all all over over the the world world have have been been demandindemanding g ::
(i)(i) Equal Equal voting voting rights.rights.

  (ii)  (ii) Enhancement of Enhancement of political and political and legal statlegal status ofus of
women.women.

 (iii) (iii)  Improvement of educational and career  Improvement of educational and career
opportunities for women.opportunities for women.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 2+3=5(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 2+3=5
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AA Q. Q. 3.3. Examine the standard of women’sExamine the standard of women’s

representation in India’s legislative bodies.representation in India’s legislative bodies.

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (WQ7FXWC) 2014](WQ7FXWC) 2014]

OROR

AA Assess the status of Assess the status of women’s representawomen’s representation intion in India’sIndia’s
legislative bodies.legislative bodies. [Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (82) 2012](82) 2012]

Ans. Ans. The status of The status of women’s representation in women’s representation in India’sIndia’s
legislative bodies is as follows :legislative bodies is as follows :

(i) (i) Central Central Legislature Legislature ::  Less than 10% of its total  Less than 10% of its total
strength are women.strength are women.

(ii) (ii) State State Legislature Legislature ::  Less than 5% of its total  Less than 5% of its total
strength are women.strength are women.

(iii) (iii) Panchayati Raj :Panchayati Raj :  One-third of the seats are  One-third of the seats are
reserved for women.reserved for women.

  (iv)  (iv) India is India is among the among the bottom grbottom group of oup of nations in nations in thethe
world, in this aspect.world, in this aspect.

(v)(v) Women’s Women’s organizations organizations and and activists activists have have beenbeen
demanding a similar reservation of at least one-demanding a similar reservation of at least one-
third of seats in Lok Sabha and State Assemblies.third of seats in Lok Sabha and State Assemblies.
But the bill to this effect has But the bill to this effect has not been passed.not been passed.

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012) 2012) 1×5=51×5=5

AA Q. Q. 4.4. Describe any five ways in which women inDescribe any five ways in which women in
India are still discriminated and oppressed.India are still discriminated and oppressed.

[Board T[Board Term-I, (10S) 2013, erm-I, (10S) 2013, Set (33) 2012]Set (33) 2012]

OROR

AA “In our country, women still lag much behind“In our country, women still lag much behind
than men despite some improvements sincethan men despite some improvements since
independence.” Support the statement by givingindependence.” Support the statement by giving
five reasons.five reasons. [Board T[Board Term-I, (580017, 31, 4erm-I, (580017, 31, 40) 2011]0) 2011]

OROR

AA Explain with five examples that women are stillExplain with five examples that women are still
discriminated in India.discriminated in India.

[Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (580021, 27) 2011](580021, 27) 2011]

OROR

AA How “Women in India still face discriminationHow “Women in India still face discrimination
and oppression in various ways”. Support theand oppression in various ways”. Support the
statement with five examples.statement with five examples.

[Board Term-I, Set (38), 2012][Board Term-I, Set (38), 2012]

OROR

AA What are the problems faced by Indian womenWhat are the problems faced by Indian women
which affect their social status? Explain any which affect their social status? Explain any five.five.

[Board Term-I, Set (47), 2012][Board Term-I, Set (47), 2012]

 Ans. Ans. In our country, women still lag much behind menIn our country, women still lag much behind men
despite some improvements since Independence.despite some improvements since Independence.
Women face disadvantage, discrimination andWomen face disadvantage, discrimination and
oppression in various ways :oppression in various ways :

(i)(i) The The literacy literacy rate rate among wamong women is omen is only only 54 54 percentpercent
as compared with 76 percent among men.as compared with 76 percent among men.

  (ii)  (ii) Similarly, Similarly, a a smaller smaller proportion proportion of of girl girl students students gogo
for higher studies. Girls are performing as well asfor higher studies. Girls are performing as well as
 boys in school. But  boys in school. But they drop out they drop out because parentsbecause parents
prefer to spend their resources for their boys’prefer to spend their resources for their boys’
education rather than spending equally on theireducation rather than spending equally on their
sons and daughters.sons and daughters.

 (iii) (iii) The The proportion proportion of of women women among among the the highly highly paidpaid
and valued jobs is still very small. On an averageand valued jobs is still very small. On an average
an Indian woman works one hour more than anan Indian woman works one hour more than an
average man everyday.average man everyday.

  (iv)  (iv) The The Equal WEqual Wages Act ages Act provides provides that that equal equal wageswages
should be paid to equal work. However in almoshould be paid to equal work. However in almostst
all areas of work, from sports and cinema, toall areas of work, from sports and cinema, to
factories and fields, women are paid less thanfactories and fields, women are paid less than
men, even when both do exactly the same men, even when both do exactly the same work.work.

(v)(v) In many In many parts of parts of India, parents India, parents prefer prefer to haveto have
sons and find ways to have the girl child abortedsons and find ways to have the girl child aborted
 before she is born. Such sex selective abortion led before she is born. Such sex selective abortion led
to a decline in child sex ratio.to a decline in child sex ratio.

  (vi)  (vi)  Woman face harassment, exploitation and  Woman face harassment, exploitation and
violence on the domestic front.violence on the domestic front. (Any five)(Any five)

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013) 1×5=5(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013) 1×5=5

High Order Thinking Skills (HOTS) QuestionsHigh Order Thinking Skills (HOTS) Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

 Q. 1. Q. 1. How iHow is gender division understood in Indian socies gender division understood in Indian societyty

? To what extent does political mobilization on? To what extent does political mobilization on

gender basis help to improve women’s role in publicgender basis help to improve women’s role in public

life ?life ? [Board Term-I, Set (NLTM8TU) 2016-17][Board Term-I, Set (NLTM8TU) 2016-17]

Ans.Ans. (i)(i)  In Indian society, gender division tends to be  In Indian society, gender division tends to be
understood as natural and unchangeable. It isunderstood as natural and unchangeable. It is
 based on social expectations and stereotypes. based on social expectations and stereotypes.

  (ii)  (ii) This attitude leads to sexual division of labourThis attitude leads to sexual division of labour
i.e.,i.e., boys and girls are brought up to believe that, boys and girls are brought up to believe that,

the main responsibility of women is house workthe main responsibility of women is house work
and bringing up children whereas all the outsideand bringing up children whereas all the outside
works are to be done by works are to be done by men.men.

 (iii) (iii) The result of this division of labour is that thoughThe result of this division of labour is that though
the women constitute almost half the population,the women constitute almost half the population,
their role in public life in minimal.their role in public life in minimal.

  (iv)  (iv) Political expression and political mobilization onPolitical expression and political mobilization on
this question helped to improve women’s rolethis question helped to improve women’s role
in public life. We now find women workingin public life. We now find women working
as scientists, doctors, engineers, teachers, etc.as scientists, doctors, engineers, teachers, etc.

Now with lot of efforts 33% seats are reserved forNow with lot of efforts 33% seats are reserved for
women in local government bodies.women in local government bodies. (Any three)(Any three)

(Any other relevant point may be (Any other relevant point may be explained)explained)
(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 5(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 5

 Q. 2. Q. 2. “Gender division is not based on biology but on“Gender division is not based on biology but on

social expectations and stereotypes.” Support thesocial expectations and stereotypes.” Support the

statement.statement. [Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, Set-E, DDE-2015]Set-E, DDE-2015]
[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (3K) (3K) 2013, 2013, Set Set (52) (52) 2012, 2012, DDE-2014]DDE-2014]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) Gender division is a form of hierarchicalGender division is a form of hierarchical
social division based on social expectation andsocial division based on social expectation and
stereotypes.stereotypes.

  (ii)  (ii) Boys Boys and girls and girls are are brought up brought up to belieto believe tve that thehat the
main responsibility of women is house work andmain responsibility of women is house work and
 bringing up children. bringing up children.

 (iii) (iii) There is There is a sexual a sexual division of division of labour in labour in mostmost
families where women do all the householdfamilies where women do all the household
chores and men work outside the home.chores and men work outside the home.

  (iv)  (iv) Majority of Majority of women do some women do some paid work paid work inin
addition to domestic labour both in rural andaddition to domestic labour both in rural and
Urban areas but work is not valued and does notUrban areas but work is not valued and does not
get recognition.get recognition.
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(v)(v) Women Women constitute constitute half half of of the the humanity, humanity, their their rolerole
in public life, especially politics is minimal in mostin public life, especially politics is minimal in most
societies.societies.

  (vi)  (vi) In our In our country, women country, women still lag still lag behind men behind men asas
ours is still a male dominated patriarchal society.ours is still a male dominated patriarchal society.
Women face disadvantage, discrimination andWomen face disadvantage, discrimination and
oppression in various ways.oppression in various ways. (Any three)(Any three)

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013) 1×5=5(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013) 1×5=5

 V Value Based Questionalue Based Question 3 3 marksmarks

 Q. 1. Q. 1. Literacy and urbanisation combined withLiteracy and urbanisation combined with

economic growth have changed the value systemeconomic growth have changed the value system

of Indian society. Explain with reference to India’sof Indian society. Explain with reference to India’s

social problems.social problems.
Ans.Ans. (i)(i) The caste system is very old in India and was also The caste system is very old in India and was also

very rigid at one point of time but due to literacyvery rigid at one point of time but due to literacy
and economic development these caste barriersand economic development these caste barriers
are breaking down. People in urban areas who areare breaking down. People in urban areas who are
literate mostly do not believe in inequality basedliterate mostly do not believe in inequality based
on caste. It is accepted that all are equal. Risingon caste. It is accepted that all are equal. Rising
economic status of backward castes has helped ineconomic status of backward castes has helped in
eroding the caste barrierseroding the caste barriers

  (ii)  (ii) The problem The problem of communalism of communalism has decreasedhas decreased
and there is less violence in the name of religion.and there is less violence in the name of religion.
People who are literate mostly do not get swayedPeople who are literate mostly do not get swayed
 by appeal  by appeal to religious to religious emotions. Economic emotions. Economic progressprogress

and urbanisation has greatly helped to cultivateand urbanisation has greatly helped to cultivate
the secular mindset.the secular mindset.

 (iii) (iii) The The position of position of women twomen too has oo has improved improved with twith thehe
spread of literacy among women. Now they canspread of literacy among women. Now they can
earn and be economically independent. This helpsearn and be economically independent. This helps
to increase self-esteem and decreases dependenceto increase self-esteem and decreases dependence
on male members of society.on male members of society.

  (iv)  (iv) The system The system of dowry of dowry at the at the time of time of marriagemarriage
is getting diluted due to literacy and economicis getting diluted due to literacy and economic
development of women.development of women.

(v)(v) The The practice practice of of child marchild marriage riage is deis decreasing creasing due due toto
spread of literacy.spread of literacy.

(vi)(vi) There There is occupational is occupational mobility due mobility due to spreto spread ofad of
urbanisation and literacy and people are free tourbanisation and literacy and people are free to
follow the profession of their choice rather thanfollow the profession of their choice rather than
follow hereditary professions.follow hereditary professions. (Any three)(Any three)

1×3=31×3=3

TOPIC-2TOPIC-2
Religion, Communalism and PoliticsReligion, Communalism and Politics

Quick Review Quick Review 
¾¾ Indian democracy faces the Indian democracy faces the problem of casteism, problem of casteism, communalism, illiteracy, unemployment and poverty.communalism, illiteracy, unemployment and poverty.

¾¾ Communities having a relatively small population in Communities having a relatively small population in a society are called minorities.a society are called minorities.

¾¾ A system of separate electorate and representation for people belonging to dA system of separate electorate and representation for people belonging to d ifferent communities is known asifferent communities is known as
communal representation.communal representation.

¾¾ The laws that deal with family-related matters, such as marriage, The laws that deal with family-related matters, such as marriage, divorce, etc. are known as family laws.divorce, etc. are known as family laws.

¾¾ Buddhism is the major religion of Sri Lanka and Hinduism is the major religion of Nepal.Buddhism is the major religion of Sri Lanka and Hinduism is the major religion of Nepal.

¾¾ The use of religion in politics is known as communal politics.The use of religion in politics is known as communal politics.

¾¾ Ideas, ideals and values drawn from diIdeas, ideals and values drawn from di fferent religions can and perhaps should play a fferent religions can and perhaps should play a role in politics.role in politics.

¾¾ People should be able to express in politics their needs, interests and demands as a member of a religiousPeople should be able to express in politics their needs, interests and demands as a member of a religious
community.community.

¾¾ Communal politics is based on Communal politics is based on the idea that religion is the principal the idea that religion is the principal basis of social community.basis of social community.

¾¾ Communalism can take various forms in politics :Communalism can take various forms in politics :

(i)(i) The The most most common ecommon expression xpression of of communalism is communalism is in in everyday everyday beliefs.beliefs.

(ii)(ii) A communal mind often A communal mind often leads to a leads to a quest for political quest for political dominance of one’s own dominance of one’s own religious communityreligious community..

(iii)(iii) Political Political mobilization on religious lines is another frmobilization on religious lines is another frequent form of communalism.equent form of communalism.

  (iv)  (iv) Sometimes communalism takes Sometimes communalism takes its most ugly its most ugly form of communal violence,riots aform of communal violence,riots and massacre.nd massacre.

¾¾ In a secular state like India, there is no In a secular state like India, there is no official religion for the Indian state.official religion for the Indian state.

¾¾ The Constitution provides to all individuals and communities freedom to profess, practice and propagate anyThe Constitution provides to all individuals and communities freedom to profess, practice and propagate any
religion, or not to follow religion, or not to follow anyany. Some of its features are:. Some of its features are:

(i)(i) The Constitution prohibits discrimination on grounds of religion.The Constitution prohibits discrimination on grounds of religion.

(ii)(ii) At the same time the Constitution allows the state to intervene in the matters of religion in order to ensureAt the same time the Constitution allows the state to intervene in the matters of religion in order to ensure
equality within religious communities.equality within religious communities.
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FlowchartsFlowcharts

 The constitution provides to all individuals and communities freedom to profess, practiceThe constitution provides to all individuals and communities freedom to profess, practice
andpropaandpropagatgatee anyreliganyreligionion,, oror nottonotto folfollowanylowany..
PPeopeoplele shoshoulduld bebe ablablee toto exexprepressss inin polpolitiitics thecs theirir neeneeds, inds, interterestandestand demdemandandss asas aa memmemberber
ofof religireligiousous communicommunityty..



   Means attempts to promot  Means attempts to promote religioue religious ideas betwees ideas between groups n groups of people as identifof people as identified asied as
differentdifferent communities.communities.
A communal mind often heads to a quest for political dominance of one's own religiousA communal mind often heads to a quest for political dominance of one's own religious
community.community.



   Communal politics is based on the idea that religion is the principal basis of social  Communal politics is based on the idea that religion is the principal basis of social
community.community.
IdeIdeas,idealsandas,idealsand valvaluesdrawnfromuesdrawnfrom difdifferferentreligentreligionion canandcanand perperhaphapss shoushouldld plaplayy aa rolrolee inin
politics.politics.



ReligionReligion

Commu-Commu-
nicationnication

PoliticsPolitics

Know the TermsKnow the Terms
 Communalism :Communalism : It means attempts to promote religious ideas between groups of people as identified by differentIt means attempts to promote religious ideas between groups of people as identified by different

communities.communities.

 Family Laws :Family Laws : The laws that deal with family related matters such as marriage, divorce, adoption, inheritance, etc.The laws that deal with family related matters such as marriage, divorce, adoption, inheritance, etc.

in our country, different family laws apply to followers of different religions.in our country, different family laws apply to followers of different religions.

 Literacy Rate :Literacy Rate : Literacy rate is the ratio Literacy rate is the ratio of educated people among the whole of educated people among the whole population of a countrpopulation of a country.y.

 Prejudice :Prejudice : An unreasonable dislike or preference for a person, group, custom, etc., especially when it is based onAn unreasonable dislike or preference for a person, group, custom, etc., especially when it is based on

their race, religion, sex, etc.their race, religion, sex, etc.

 Secular State :Secular State : A state which does not have any official religion. It provides equal status to all religions.A state which does not have any official religion. It provides equal status to all religions.

 Secularism :Secularism : A belief that religion should A belief that religion should not be involved in the onot be involved in the organization of society.rganization of society.

 Urbanisation :Urbanisation : Shift of population from rural areas to urban areas.Shift of population from rural areas to urban areas.

Know the LinksKnow the Links
 www.preservearticles.com/201105206806/what-are-the...www.preservearticles.com/201105206806/what-are-the...

  mkgandhi.org/articles/communalism.htm  mkgandhi.org/articles/communalism.htm

  http://communalism.blogspot.in/2004/01/.india-communalism-and-political-issues.htm  http://communalism.blogspot.in/2004/01/.india-communalism-and-political-issues.htm

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. Which type of state is India ?Which type of state is India ?

  Ans.  Ans. Secular.Secular. 11

UU Q. Q. 2.2. Communalism refers to a division based onCommunalism refers to a division based on

which idea ?which idea ?

  Ans.  Ans. Religion.Religion. 11

AA Q. Q. 3.3. On which idea is communal politics based ?On which idea is communal politics based ?

  Ans.  Ans. Religion.Religion. 11

UU Q. Q. 4.4. What do we call a person who does notWhat do we call a person who does not

discriminate against other on the basis ofdiscriminate against other on the basis of

religious beliefs ?religious beliefs ?

  Ans.  Ans. Secular.Secular. 11

UU Q. Q. 5.5. Which feature is against the spirit of IndianWhich feature is against the spirit of Indian

secularism ?secularism ?

  Ans.  Ans. The religious community in majority is given aThe religious community in majority is given a

prominent place in the government.prominent place in the government. 11

UU Q. Q. 6.6. Who said that religion can never be separatedWho said that religion can never be separated

from politics ?from politics ?

Ans.Ans. Mahatma Gandhi.Mahatma Gandhi. 11

AA Q. Q. 7.7. Which country has no official religion of itsWhich country has no official religion of its

own ?own ?

  Ans.  Ans. India.India. 11
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Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. What is communalism? How is communalismWhat is communalism? How is communalism
a hindrance in the functioning of oua hindrance in the functioning of our democracy?r democracy?

Explain.Explain. [Board Term-I, Set (580042) 2011][Board Term-I, Set (580042) 2011]

Ans. Ans. Communalism :Communalism : When beliefs of one religion areWhen beliefs of one religion are
presented as superior to those of other religions,presented as superior to those of other religions,
when the demands of one religious group arewhen the demands of one religious group are

formed in opposition to another and whenformed in opposition to another and when
state power is used to establish domination ofstate power is used to establish domination of
one religious group over the rest, we call it asone religious group over the rest, we call it as
communalism.communalism.

Communalism Communalism is is a a hindrance hindrance in in the the functioningfunctioning

of our democracy as :of our democracy as :

(i)(i) Communalism leads Communalism leads to the to the belief that belief that peoplepeople
 belonging to differ belonging to different religions ent religions cannot live cannot live as equalas equal
citizens within one nation. Either, one of them hascitizens within one nation. Either, one of them has
to dominate the rest or they have to to dominate the rest or they have to form differentform different

nation.nation.

  (ii)  (ii) Any attAny attempt to empt to bring all bring all followers followers of one of one religionreligion
together in context other than religion is bound totogether in context other than religion is bound to
suppress many voices within that community.suppress many voices within that community.

  1+2=3  1+2=3

AA Q. Q. 2.2. Suggest any two measures to checkSuggest any two measures to check
communalism in India.communalism in India.

[Board Term-I, Set (WQ7FXWC) 2014][Board Term-I, Set (WQ7FXWC) 2014]

Ans.Ans. (i)(i) Communal prejudices and propaganda need toCommunal prejudices and propaganda need to
 be countered in everyday life. be countered in everyday life.

  (ii)  (ii) Religion Religion based based mobilisation mobilisation needs needs to to be be counteredcountered
in the arena of politics.in the arena of politics. 1½+1½=31½+1½=3

UU Q. Q. 3.3. Explain any three forms of communalism in theExplain any three forms of communalism in the
Indian politics ?Indian politics ? [Board Term-I, Set (R9UJGYG),[Board Term-I, Set (R9UJGYG),

(WQYFXWC) 2014](WQYFXWC) 2014]

  Ans.   Ans. Communalism can Communalism can take various forms take various forms in thein the
Indian politics :Indian politics :

Refer to Ans. 1., Refer to Ans. 1., Long Answer TLong Answer Type Questions.ype Questions. 33

UU Q. Q. 4.4. How can communalism pose a great threat toHow can communalism pose a great threat to

Indian democracy ?Indian democracy ? [Board Term-I, NCT-2014][Board Term-I, NCT-2014]

OROR

UU How can religion be a source of danger toHow can religion be a source of danger to
democratic politics ? Explain your view podemocratic politics ? Explain your view points.ints.

Ans. Communalism can pose a great threat to IndianAns. Communalism can pose a great threat to Indian
democracy as :democracy as :

(i)(i) It leads It leads to the to the belief that belief that people belonging people belonging toto
different religions cannot live as equal citizensdifferent religions cannot live as equal citizens
within one nation. Either one of them has towithin one nation. Either one of them has to
dominate the rest or they have to form differentdominate the rest or they have to form different
nations.nations.

  (ii)  (ii) Any attempt Any attempt to bring to bring followers of followers of one religionone religion
together in a context other than religion is boundtogether in a context other than religion is bound
to suppress many voices within that community.to suppress many voices within that community.

1½+1½=31½+1½=3

RR Q. Q. 5.5. How does religion influence the political set upHow does religion influence the political set up
in our country ? Explain.in our country ? Explain.

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, Set (OEQL2HT) Set (OEQL2HT) 2016-17]2016-17]

  Ans.  Ans. The religion in politics is not dangerous as itThe religion in politics is not dangerous as it
seems to us. Ethical values of each religion canseems to us. Ethical values of each religion can
play a major role in politics. As a member of anyplay a major role in politics. As a member of any
religious community, people should express theirreligious community, people should express their
political needs. The political leaders regulate thepolitical needs. The political leaders regulate the
practice of religion so that there should be nopractice of religion so that there should be no
discrimination and oppression. If all religionsdiscrimination and oppression. If all religions
are treated equally then these political acts areare treated equally then these political acts are
correct in correct in any way.any way.(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 3

AA Q. Q. 6.6. Why did the Muslim Ulama in India want toWhy did the Muslim Ulama in India want to
introduce religious reforms in Islam ? Give Anyintroduce religious reforms in Islam ? Give Any
three reasons.three reasons.

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, Set (NLTM8TU) 2016-17]Set (NLTM8TU) 2016-17]

Ans. (i)Ans. (i) Muslim clergy want to introduce religiousMuslim clergy want to introduce religious
reforms in Islam.reforms in Islam.

(ii)(ii) In north India, the ulamaIn north India, the ulama were deeply anxious about were deeply anxious about
the collapsethe collapse of Muslim dynasties. of Muslim dynasties.

(iii)(iii) They feared that colonial rulers would encourageThey feared that colonial rulers would encourage
conversion, change the Muslim personal laws.conversion, change the Muslim personal laws.

(iv)(iv) To counter this, they used cheap lithographicTo counter this, they used cheap lithographic
presses, published Persian and Urdu translationspresses, published Persian and Urdu translations
of holy scriptures, and printed religiousof holy scriptures, and printed religious
newspapers and tracts.newspapers and tracts.

(v)(v) The Deoband Seminary, founded in 1867,The Deoband Seminary, founded in 1867,
published thousands upon thousands ofpublished thousands upon thousands of fatwas fatwas..

(vi)(vi) Telling MuslimTelling Muslim readers how to conduct themselves readers how to conduct themselves
in their everyday lives, and explaining thein their everyday lives, and explaining the
meanings of Islamic doctrines.meanings of Islamic doctrines.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) ½×6=3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) ½×6=3

UU Q. Q. 7.7. How are religious differences expressed inHow are religious differences expressed in
politics ?politics ? [Board Term-I, Set (580011) 2011][Board Term-I, Set (580011) 2011]

Ans. TAns. The religious differences are often expressed inhe religious differences are often expressed in
the field of politics,the field of politics, i.e. i.e. : :

(i)(i) Gandhiji used Gandhiji used to say to say that religion that religion can never can never bebe
separated from politics, what he meant by religionseparated from politics, what he meant by religion
was not any particular religion like Hinduism orwas not any particular religion like Hinduism or
Islam, but moral values that infirm all religions.Islam, but moral values that infirm all religions.
He believed that politics must be guided by ethicsHe believed that politics must be guided by ethics
drawn from religion.drawn from religion.

  (ii)  (ii) Human Human right right groups groups in our in our country country have have arguedargued
that most of the victims of communal riots in ourthat most of the victims of communal riots in our
country are people from religious minorities. Theycountry are people from religious minorities. They
have demanded that the government take specialhave demanded that the government take special
steps to protect religious minorities.steps to protect religious minorities.

 (iii) (iii) Womens’ Womens’ movement movement has has agreed agreed that that family family laws laws ofof
all religions discriminate against women. So theyall religions discriminate against women. So they
have demanded that government should changehave demanded that government should change
these laws to make them more equitable.these laws to make them more equitable. 1×3=31×3=3

AA Q. Q. 8.8. “The Government of India gives holidays for“The Government of India gives holidays for
the festivals of most of the religions.” Why is itthe festivals of most of the religions.” Why is it

so ? Give your view point.so ? Give your view point.
[Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (X30T4XE) 2014](X30T4XE) 2014]

Ans. It is Ans. It is so because so because ::
(i)(i) India is India is a sea secular statcular state, there, there is e is no official no official religion inreligion in

our country.our country.
  (ii)  (ii) The Constitution prThe Constitution provides freedom to ovides freedom to all toall to

profess, practice and propagate any religion or notprofess, practice and propagate any religion or not
to follow any.to follow any.

 (iii) (iii) The The Constitution Constitution prohibits prohibits discrimination discrimination on on thethe
ground of religion.ground of religion. 1×3=31×3=3
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Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. Define communalism. Explain any three formsDefine communalism. Explain any three forms
of Communalism in the Indian Politics.of Communalism in the Indian Politics.

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set Set (OEQL2HT (OEQL2HT & & CB4QHT1)CB4QHT1)

  2016-17]  2016-17]

Ans.Ans. (i)(i) Communalism is a situation when beliefs of oneCommunalism is a situation when beliefs of one
religion are presented as superior to those of otherreligion are presented as superior to those of other
religions. When the demands of one religiousreligions. When the demands of one religious
group are formed in opposition to another andgroup are formed in opposition to another and
when state power is used to establish dominationwhen state power is used to establish domination
of one religious group over the of one religious group over the rest.rest.

  (ii)  (ii) Various forms of communalism in politics :Various forms of communalism in politics :

(a)(a) The The most most common ecommon expression xpression of of communalismcommunalism
is in every day beliefs.is in every day beliefs.

(b)(b) A communal mind often A communal mind often leads to a leads to a quest forquest for
political dominance of one’s own religiouspolitical dominance of one’s own religious
community.community.

(c)(c)  Political mobilisation on religious lines is  Political mobilisation on religious lines is
another another frequent frequent form of form of communalism. Thiscommunalism. This
involves the use of sacred symbols, religiousinvolves the use of sacred symbols, religious
leaders, emotional appeals and leaders, emotional appeals and plan fear.plan fear.

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016) 2016) 2 2 + + 3 3 = = 55

UU Q. Q. 2.2. What form does communalism take in politics ?What form does communalism take in politics ?

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set-M; Set-M; (580012) (580012) 2011, 2011, DDE-2015]DDE-2015]

OROR

UU Explain any three forms of communal politics,Explain any three forms of communal politics,
with examples.with examples.

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set Set (580015, (580015, 25, 25, 34, 34, 38), 38), 2011]2011]

OROR

UU Explain how communalism is being expressed inExplain how communalism is being expressed in
politics ?politics ? [Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set Set (37) (37) 2012]2012]

OROR

UU What does the term communalism mean ? ExplainWhat does the term communalism mean ? Explain
any four forms which communalism takes inany four forms which communalism takes in
politics.politics.

[Board T[Board Term-I, Set (10S) erm-I, Set (10S) 2013, Set (49) 2012]2013, Set (49) 2012]

Ans. Ans. Communalism :Communalism :  It means attempts to promote  It means attempts to promote

religious ideas between groups of people whichreligious ideas between groups of people which

are identified as different communities.are identified as different communities.
Communalism Communalism can can take take various various forms forms in in politics politics ::

(i)(i) The The most most common common expression expression of of communalismcommunalism
is in everyday beliefs. These routinely involveis in everyday beliefs. These routinely involve
religious prejudices, stereotype of religiousreligious prejudices, stereotype of religious
communities and belief in the superiority ofcommunities and belief in the superiority of
one’s religion over other religions. This is soone’s religion over other religions. This is so
common that we often fail to notice it, evencommon that we often fail to notice it, even
when we believe in it.when we believe in it.

  (ii)  (ii) A communal A communal mind often mind often leads to leads to a quest a quest forfor
political dominance of one’s own religiouspolitical dominance of one’s own religious
community. For those belonging to majoritycommunity. For those belonging to majority
community, this takes the form of majoritariancommunity, this takes the form of majoritarian
dominance. For those belonging to the minoritydominance. For those belonging to the minority
community, it can take the form of a desire tocommunity, it can take the form of a desire to
form a separate political unit.form a separate political unit.

 (iii) (iii) Political mobilisation on rPolitical mobilisation on religious lines iseligious lines is
another frequent form of communalism. Thisanother frequent form of communalism. This
involves the use of sacred symbols, religiousinvolves the use of sacred symbols, religious
leaders, emotional appeal and plain fear in orderleaders, emotional appeal and plain fear in order
to bring the followers of one religion together into bring the followers of one religion together in
the political arena.the political arena.

  (iv)  (iv) Sometimes Sometimes communalism takes communalism takes its its most most uglyugly
form of communal violence, riots and massacreform of communal violence, riots and massacre

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013) 1+4=5(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013) 1+4=5

AA Q. Q. 3.3. How can the relationship between politics andHow can the relationship between politics and
religion be beneficial and problematic at thereligion be beneficial and problematic at the
same time ? Explain.same time ? Explain.

[Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (61) 2012](61) 2012]
OROR

UU It is inevitable to ignore the relationship betweenIt is inevitable to ignore the relationship between
politics and religion.politics and religion.
It It what what away away does does this this relationship relationship impactsimpacts
modern day politics ? Explain.modern day politics ? Explain.

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (Set-C5JNEVD) (Set-C5JNEVD) 2015]2015]

Ans. Ans. Beneficial Beneficial ::
(i)(i) Influence of Influence of religion can religion can make politics make politics valuevalue

 based. based.
  (ii)  (ii) Religious Religious communities can communities can politically politically expressexpress

their needs and interests.their needs and interests.
 (iii) (iii) Political authoritiePolitical authorities can s can monitor and monitor and controlcontrol

religious discrimination and oppression.religious discrimination and oppression.
Problematic Problematic ::

(i)(i) Religion Religion can can become become the the base base for for the the developmentdevelopment
of nationalist sentiments which can lead toof nationalist sentiments which can lead to
conflicts.conflicts.

  (ii)  (ii) Political paPolitical parties rties will twill try ry to make to make political gains political gains byby
pitting one group against the opitting one group against the other.ther.

 (iii) (iii) State power State power may be used may be used to establish theto establish the
domination of one religious group over another.domination of one religious group over another.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 2½+2½=5(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 2½+2½=5

UU Q. Q. 4.4. Describe any five constitutional provisions thatDescribe any five constitutional provisions that

make India a secular.make India a secular.
[Board Term-I, Set (R9UJGYG) 2014][Board Term-I, Set (R9UJGYG) 2014]

OROR

UU What is the meaning of “Secularism”? HowWhat is the meaning of “Secularism”? How
does the constitution make India a secular state?does the constitution make India a secular state?
Explain.Explain. [Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , Set Set (39) (39) 2012]2012]

OROR

UU “The makers of the Indian Constitution chose“The makers of the Indian Constitution chose
the model of a secular state for India.” Whichthe model of a secular state for India.” Which
constitutional provisions make India a secularconstitutional provisions make India a secular
state in the light of the above statement.state in the light of the above statement.

[Board Term-I, Set (55) 2012][Board Term-I, Set (55) 2012]

OROR

UU What is a secular state? How doWhat is a secular state? How does the Constitutiones the Constitution
of India ensure that India remains a secular state?of India ensure that India remains a secular state?
Explain.Explain. [Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , Set Set (65) (65) 2012]2012]

OROR

UU How does the Constitution of India ensureHow does the Constitution of India ensure
secularism ?secularism ?

[Board T[Board Term-I, Set (580013, erm-I, Set (580013, 33, 37, 43) 33, 37, 43) 2011]2011]
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 Ans. Ans. Secularism means no special status is given toSecularism means no special status is given to
any religion. It is just not an ideology of someany religion. It is just not an ideology of some
parties or persons.parties or persons.

(i)(i) There There is no is no official reofficial religion for ligion for the Indian the Indian states,states,
unlike the status of Buddhism in Sri Lanka,orunlike the status of Buddhism in Sri Lanka,or
that of Islam is Pakistan.that of Islam is Pakistan.

  (ii)  (ii) The constitution provides freedom to all toThe constitution provides freedom to all to
protest, practice and propagate any religion, orprotest, practice and propagate any religion, or
not to follow not to follow anyany..

 (iii) (iii) The Constitution prohibits discrimination onThe Constitution prohibits discrimination on

grounds of religion.grounds of religion.

  (iv)  (iv) The Constitution allows state to intervene in theThe Constitution allows state to intervene in the

matters of religion in order to ensure equalitymatters of religion in order to ensure equality

within religious communities. For example, itwithin religious communities. For example, it

 bans untouchability bans untouchability. 1+4=5. 1+4=5

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)

TOPIC-3TOPIC-3
Caste and PoliticsCaste and Politics

Quick Review Quick Review 
¾¾ A behaviour which inspires the high cA behaviour which inspires the high caste people to hate the lower caste people is aste people to hate the lower caste people is known as casteism.known as casteism.
¾¾ Caste system was based on exclusion of and discrimination Caste system was based on exclusion of and discrimination against the ‘outcasteagainst the ‘outcaste’ groups. They were subjected’ groups. They were subjected

to the inhuman to the inhuman practice of untouchability.practice of untouchability.
¾¾ Gandhiji was agGandhiji was against untouchability.ainst untouchability.
¾¾  Jyotiba Phule, Dr Jyotiba Phule, Dr. B.R. Ambedkar, Mahatma Gandhi and P. B.R. Ambedkar, Mahatma Gandhi and Periyar Ramaswami Naicker workeeriyar Ramaswami Naicker worked to end the casted to end the caste

system in India.system in India.
¾¾ With With economic development, large economic development, large scale urbanisation, scale urbanisation, growth of litergrowth of literacy and education, acy and education, occupational mobilityoccupational mobility

and the weakening of the position of landlords in the villages, the old notions of caste hierarchy are breakingand the weakening of the position of landlords in the villages, the old notions of caste hierarchy are breaking
down.down.

¾¾ Constitution of India Constitution of India prohibited any casteprohibited any caste-based discrimination and la-based discrimination and laid the foundations of id the foundations of policies to reversepolicies to reverse
the injustices of the caste system.the injustices of the caste system.

¾¾ Caste can take various forms in politics :Caste can take various forms in politics :
(i)(i) When parties choose candidates in elections, they keep in mind the caste composition of the electorate and When parties choose candidates in elections, they keep in mind the caste composition of the electorate and
nominate candidates from different castes. So as to nominate candidates from different castes. So as to muster necessary support to win elections.muster necessary support to win elections.
(ii)(ii) Political parties and candidates in elections make appeals to caste sentiment to muster support.Political parties and candidates in elections make appeals to caste sentiment to muster support.
(iii)(iii) Universal adult franchise and the principle of one-person-one-vote compelled political leaders to gear upUniversal adult franchise and the principle of one-person-one-vote compelled political leaders to gear up
to the task of mobilising and securing political support.to the task of mobilising and securing political support.

¾¾ No parliamentary No parliamentary constituency in constituency in the country has the country has a clear a clear majority of majority of one single one single caste.caste.
¾¾ Politics Politics too influences the too influences the caste system acaste system and caste identities nd caste identities by bringing them by bringing them into the political ainto the political arena.rena.
¾¾ It is not It is not politics that gets politics that gets caste ridden; it caste ridden; it is the caste is the caste that gets politicised. This that gets politicised. This takes several takes several forms:forms:

(i)(i) Each caste group tries to become biEach caste group tries to become bigger by incorporating within it neighbouring gger by incorporating within it neighbouring castes or sub-castes.castes or sub-castes.
(ii)(ii) New kinds of caste groups hNew kinds of caste groups have come up in the political ave come up in the political arena like ‘backward’ and ‘forward’ caste groups.arena like ‘backward’ and ‘forward’ caste groups.

¾¾ Several political Several political and non-political organizatand non-political organizations have ions have been demanding been demanding and agitating fand agitating for an eor an end to discriminationnd to discrimination
against particular castes, for more dignity and magainst particular castes, for more dignity and more access to land, resources and oore access to land, resources and opportunities.pportunities.

¾¾ Exclusive attention to castExclusive attention to caste can divert attention fre can divert attention from other pressing issues like poverom other pressing issues like povertyty, development and, development and
corruption.corruption.

¾¾ In some In some cases caste cases caste division leads division leads to tensions, conflict to tensions, conflict and even and even violence.violence.

FlowchartFlowchart

Led to the inhumanLed to the inhuman
practice of practice of 

untouchabilityuntouchability

 Jyotibha Phule, Dr. B.R. Ambedkar Jyotibha Phule, Dr. B.R. Ambedkar
Mahatma Gandhi and Mahatma Gandhi and PeriyPeriyarar
Ramaswami Naicker workedRamaswami Naicker worked

to end caste systemto end caste system

Constitution of IndiaConstitution of India
prohibited any caste-prohibited any caste-
 based discrimination based discrimination

PoPolitics litics influencesinfluences
the caste systemthe caste system

Caste SystemCaste System

Caste division leadsCaste division leads
to tensions, conflictto tensions, conflict
and even violenceand even violence

Politics doesn't getPolitics doesn't get
caste ridden, Castecaste ridden, Caste

gets politicisedgets politicised
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Know the TermsKnow the Terms
¾¾ Urbanisation :Urbanisation : Shift of population from rShift of population from rural areas to urban areas.ural areas to urban areas.

¾¾ Casteism :Casteism : Casteism is the hereditary system of occupation, political power, endogamy, social culture and socialCasteism is the hereditary system of occupation, political power, endogamy, social culture and social
class. It can also be defined as a class structure that is determined by birth.class. It can also be defined as a class structure that is determined by birth.

¾¾ Dalits :Dalits : The Scheduled Castes (SCs) are commonly known as The Scheduled Castes (SCs) are commonly known as Dalits.Dalits.

¾¾ Adivasis :Adivasis : The Scheduled Tribes (STs) are known as Adivasis. The Scheduled Tribes (STs) are known as Adivasis.

¾¾ Caste Hierarchy :Caste Hierarchy : A ladder like formation in which all the caste groups are placed from the highest to the lowestA ladder like formation in which all the caste groups are placed from the highest to the lowest
castes.castes.

¾¾ Electorate :Electorate : All the people in  All the people in a country or area who are entitled to a country or area who are entitled to vote in an election.vote in an election.

¾¾ Universal Adult Franchise :Universal Adult Franchise : It means that all citizens  It means that all citizens whose age is 18 years or above have the whose age is 18 years or above have the right to vote.right to vote.

¾¾ Occupational Mobility :Occupational Mobility : Shift from one occupation to another, usually when a new generation takes upShift from one occupation to another, usually when a new generation takes up

occupations other than those practiced by their ancestors.occupations other than those practiced by their ancestors.

Know the LinksKnow the Links

¾¾ http://www.halfmantr.com/display-national-issues/1080-caste-and-politics.http://www.halfmantr.com/display-national-issues/1080-caste-and-politics.

¾¾ www.yourarticlelibrary.com/politics/relationship-betweenwww.yourarticlelibrary.com/politics/relationship-between

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. What does caste hierarchy mean ?What does caste hierarchy mean ?

  Ans.  Ans. A ladder like formation in which all caste groupsA ladder like formation in which all caste groups

are placed from the highest to the lowest.are placed from the highest to the lowest. 11

UU Q. Q. 2.2. According to the census of India, 2001, what isAccording to the census of India, 2001, what is

the population percentage of scheduled castes ?the population percentage of scheduled castes ?

Ans.Ans. 16.2%.16.2%. 11

AA Q. Q. 3.3. Which division is unique to India ?Which division is unique to India ?

  Ans.  Ans. Caste division.Caste division. 11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. Describe the three factors which determine theDescribe the three factors which determine the
outcome of the politics of social divisions.outcome of the politics of social divisions.

[Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (OEQL2HT) 2016-17](OEQL2HT) 2016-17]

Ans.Ans. Factors that decide Factors that decide the outcome of the the outcome of the politics ofpolitics of
social divisions.social divisions.

(i) (i) The people’s perception of their The people’s perception of their identities :identities :

When this is singular, the accommodation of When this is singular, the accommodation of otherother

identities becomes difficult.identities becomes difficult.

(ii) Representation of a community (ii) Representation of a community by politicalby political

leaders :leaders :  While representing a community, if  While representing a community, if

politicians raise demands that are constitutional,politicians raise demands that are constitutional,

then, it is easier to accommodate those demands.then, it is easier to accommodate those demands.

  (iii)   (iii) The The government’s reaction government’s reaction ::  If the reasonable  If the reasonable

demands of a community are suppressed by thedemands of a community are suppressed by the

government, then it leads to social divisions, whichgovernment, then it leads to social divisions, which

in turns threaten the in turns threaten the integrity of the country.integrity of the country.

1×3=31×3=3

UU Q. Q. 2.2. Describe three advantages of the politicalDescribe three advantages of the political
expression of caste differences.expression of caste differences.

[Board [Board TTerm-erm-I, I, (Set-XOKG2SB) (Set-XOKG2SB) 2015]2015]

  Ans. Advantages of the political expression of caste  Ans. Advantages of the political expression of caste
differences are :differences are :

  (i)  (i) It gives disadvantaged groups the opportunity toIt gives disadvantaged groups the opportunity to
demand a share in power and decision- making.demand a share in power and decision- making.

  (ii)  (ii) Many Many political political parties parties take take up up the the issue of issue of endingending
caste discrimination.caste discrimination.

 (iii) (iii) Measures Measures for for uplifting the uplifting the status status of of the bathe backwardckward
castes will be undertaken.castes will be undertaken. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

AA Q. Q. 3.3. Describe the adverse effects of caste in politics inDescribe the adverse effects of caste in politics in

India.India.[Board Term-I, Set (580023, 29, 35, 45) 2011][Board Term-I, Set (580023, 29, 35, 45) 2011]
Ans. Adverse effects of caste Ans. Adverse effects of caste in politics in India in politics in India ::
(i)(i) Political Political parties parties try try to to use use caste caste to to gain vgain votes.otes.

  (ii)  (ii) Promise to Promise to take cartake care of e of interests interests and demands and demands ofof
different castes.different castes.

 (iii) (iii) Leads to Leads to conflicts and conflicts and tensions among tensions among variousvarious
caste groups.caste groups. 1×3=31×3=3

UU Q. Q. 4.4. How does caste get politicised ? Give threeHow does caste get politicised ? Give three

points.points. [Board Term-I, Set (AZ) 2011,[Board Term-I, Set (AZ) 2011,

Set (AZ) 2010]Set (AZ) 2010]
Ans.Ans. (i)(i)  Each caste group tries to become bigger by  Each caste group tries to become bigger by

incorporating within its neighbouring castes orincorporating within its neighbouring castes or
sub-castes which were earlier excluded from it.sub-castes which were earlier excluded from it.

  (ii)  (ii) Various caste Various caste groups are groups are required required to enteto enter into r into aa
coalition with other castes or communities andcoalition with other castes or communities and
thus enter into a dialogue and negotiation.thus enter into a dialogue and negotiation.

 (iii) (iii) New kinds New kinds of caste of caste groups have groups have come up come up in thein the
political area like ‘backward’ and ‘forward’ castepolitical area like ‘backward’ and ‘forward’ caste
groups.groups. 1×3=31×3=3

UU Q. Q. 5.5. Why are caste barriers breaking down in India ?Why are caste barriers breaking down in India ?
Explain with three reasons.Explain with three reasons.

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set Set (580024, (580024, 32, 32, 36) 36) 2011]2011]
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Ans. Caste barriers are breaking down Ans. Caste barriers are breaking down in India due in India due toto
the following reasons :the following reasons :

(i)(i) With the economic With the economic development, large development, large scalescale
urbanisation, growth of literacy and education,urbanisation, growth of literacy and education,
occupational mobility and the weakening of theoccupational mobility and the weakening of the
position of landlords in the villages, the old notionsposition of landlords in the villages, the old notions
of caste hierarchy are breaking down.of caste hierarchy are breaking down.

  (ii)  (ii) Due Due to to socio-economic socio-economic changes,changes, i.e.i.e., now, most of, now, most of
the times, in urban areas it does not matter muchthe times, in urban areas it does not matter much
who is walking along next to us on street or eatingwho is walking along next to us on street or eating
at the next table in a restaurant.at the next table in a restaurant.

 (iii) (iii) The ConstitutThe Constitution of ion of India prohibited India prohibited any any caste-caste-
 based  based discrimination discrimination and and laid laid the the foundationsfoundations
of policies to reserve the injustices of the casteof policies to reserve the injustices of the caste
system.system. 1×3=31×3=3

Q. Q. 6.6. Explain the impact of caste system on IndianExplain the impact of caste system on Indian
democracy.democracy. [Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (580024) 2011](580024) 2011]

Ans. Impact of caste syAns. Impact of caste system on Indian stem on Indian democracy :democracy :
(i)(i) Expression of Expression of caste differcaste differences in ences in politics givespolitics gives

many disadvantaged communities the space tomany disadvantaged communities the space to
demand this share of power. In this sense castedemand this share of power. In this sense caste
politics has helped people from Dalits and OBCpolitics has helped people from Dalits and OBC
caste to gain better access to decision-making.caste to gain better access to decision-making.

  (ii)  (ii) Several Several political political and and non-political non-political organizationsorganizations
have been demanding and agitating for an end tohave been demanding and agitating for an end to
discrimination against particular castes, for morediscrimination against particular castes, for more
dignity and more access to land, resources anddignity and more access to land, resources and
opportunities.opportunities.

 (iii) (iii)  Exclusive attention can produce negative  Exclusive attention can produce negative
results as well. It can divert attention from otherresults as well. It can divert attention from other
pressing issues such as poverty, development andpressing issues such as poverty, development and
corruption. In some cases it leads to violence.corruption. In some cases it leads to violence.

1×3=31×3=3

Q. Q. 7.7. “Caste has not still disappeared from“Caste has not still disappeared from
contemporary India.” Write any three examplescontemporary India.” Write any three examples
to justify the statement.to justify the statement.

[Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , Set Set (580041) (580041) 2011]2011]
  Ans.   Ans. Caste has not Caste has not disappeared from disappeared from contemporarycontemporary

India. Some of the older aspects of India. Some of the older aspects of caste which arecaste which are
persisting are as follows :persisting are as follows :

(i)(i) Even Even now most now most people marpeople marry ry within thewithin their ownir own
caste or tribe.caste or tribe.

  (ii)  (ii) Untouchability Untouchability has has not not ended ended completely, completely, despitedespite
constitutional prohibition.constitutional prohibition.

 (iii) (iii) Effects of Effects of centuries of advantages centuries of advantages andand
disadvantages continued to be felt today.disadvantages continued to be felt today. 1×3=31×3=3

Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. Explain the factors that have led to theExplain the factors that have led to the
weakening of the caste system in India.weakening of the caste system in India.

[Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (X30T4XE), 2014](X30T4XE), 2014]

OROR

UU Explain any five reasons for the declining casteExplain any five reasons for the declining caste
system in India.system in India. [Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set Set (40) (40) 2012]2012]

OROR

UU What factors have brought about a change in theWhat factors have brought about a change in the
Indian caste system in modern times ? Explain.Indian caste system in modern times ? Explain.

[Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (45) 2012](45) 2012]

OROR

UU Explain any five socio-economic changesExplain any five socio-economic changes
responsible for breaking down the old notion ofresponsible for breaking down the old notion of
caste hierarchy in India.caste hierarchy in India.

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set Set (6HTQGTF) (6HTQGTF) 2016-17]2016-17]

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set Set (60) (60) 2012]2012]

 Ans.  Ans. Decline of Decline of the caste the caste system in system in India :India :

(i)(i) Efforts Efforts of social of social reformers reformers like Plike Phule, Ghule, Gandhiji,andhiji,
Ambedkar against caste system have helped toAmbedkar against caste system have helped to
promote a casteless society.promote a casteless society.

  (ii)  (ii)  Economic development has reduced the  Economic development has reduced the
emphasis on caste.emphasis on caste.

 (iii) (iii) Large scale Large scale urbanisation has urbanisation has diminished thediminished the
awareness of caste, as people rub shoulders inawareness of caste, as people rub shoulders in
 buses, trains and offices. buses, trains and offices.

  (iv)  (iv) Growth Growth of litof literacy eracy and eand education has ducation has helped thelped too
decrease the belief in caste.decrease the belief in caste.

(v)(v) Occupational mobility Occupational mobility is possible is possible now andnow and
children are not compelled to continue thechildren are not compelled to continue the
profession of the family or father.profession of the family or father.

  (vi)  (vi) Weakening of Weakening of the position the position of landlords of landlords in thein the
villages has led to decline of the rigid castevillages has led to decline of the rigid caste
 barriers in villages. barriers in villages.

 (vii) (vii) Constitutional provisions such Constitutional provisions such as Right toas Right to
Equality of all before law Equality of all before law have helped to have helped to preventprevent
discrimination legally.discrimination legally.

(viii)(viii)  Policy of reservation of seats in local self-  Policy of reservation of seats in local self-
government bodies and legislatures as well ingovernment bodies and legislatures as well in
educational institutes have helped to uplift theeducational institutes have helped to uplift the
political, social and economic position of lowerpolitical, social and economic position of lower
castes.castes. (Any five)(Any five)

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012) 2012) 1×5=51×5=5

AA Q. Q. 2.2. The focus on caste in politics can sometimesThe focus on caste in politics can sometimes
give an impression that elections are all aboutgive an impression that elections are all about
caste and nothing else. Do you caste and nothing else. Do you agree ? Explain.agree ? Explain.

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set Set (6AP67LB) (6AP67LB) 2015]2015]
  Ans.  Ans. No, I do not agree. The focus on caste in politics canNo, I do not agree. The focus on caste in politics can

sometimes give an impression that elections are allsometimes give an impression that elections are all
about caste and nothing else.about caste and nothing else.
This is far from true because :This is far from true because :

(i)(i) No parliamentaNo parliamentary constituency ry constituency in the in the countrycountry
has a clear majority of one single caste. So, everyhas a clear majority of one single caste. So, every
candidate and party needs to win the confidencecandidate and party needs to win the confidence
of more than one caste and community to winof more than one caste and community to win
elections.elections.

  (ii)  (ii) No party No party wins the wins the votes of votes of all the all the voters of voters of a castea caste
or community. When people say that a caste is aor community. When people say that a caste is a
‘vote bank’ of one party, it usually means that a‘vote bank’ of one party, it usually means that a
large proportion of the voters from the caste votelarge proportion of the voters from the caste vote
for the party.for the party.

 (iii) (iii) Many Many political political parties parties may may put put up up candidates candidates fromfrom
the same caste (if that caste is believed to dominatethe same caste (if that caste is believed to dominate
the electorate in a particular constituency). Somethe electorate in a particular constituency). Some
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voters have more than one candidate from theirvoters have more than one candidate from their
caste while many voters have no candidates fromcaste while many voters have no candidates from
their caste.their caste.

  (iv)  (iv) The ruling The ruling party of party of the sittthe sitting M.P. or ing M.P. or M.L.A.M.L.A.
frequently lose elections in our country. That frequently lose elections in our country. That couldcould
not have happened if all castes or communitiesnot have happened if all castes or communities
were frozen in their were frozen in their political preferencepolitical preferences.s.

1+4=51+4=5

AA Q. Q. 3.3. How can caste take different forms in politics ?How can caste take different forms in politics ?
Explain with examples.Explain with examples.

[Board T[Board Term-I, Set erm-I, Set (67) 2012(67) 2012]]
OROR

AA Analyse the role of caste in Indian Analyse the role of caste in Indian politics.politics.
[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (Set-E) (Set-E) DDE-2015]DDE-2015]

 Ans.  Ans. Influence of Influence of caste on caste on politics :politics :
(i)(i) While While choosing choosing candidates candidates for for election, election, politicalpolitical

parties consider the caste composition of theparties consider the caste composition of the
voters to win support.voters to win support.

  (ii)  (ii) When When the the government government is is formed, formed, political political partiesparties
take care that representative from differenttake care that representative from different
castes find place in the government.castes find place in the government.

 (iii) (iii) Political parties make Political parties make appeal to the appeal to the castecaste
sentiments to win votes.sentiments to win votes.

  (iv)  (iv) Some Some political political parties parties are are known known to to favour favour somesome
particular caste.particular caste.

(v)(v) Universal adult Universal adult franchise and franchise and the principlethe principle
of one-person one-vote have compelled theof one-person one-vote have compelled the
political leaders to bring caste sentiments intopolitical leaders to bring caste sentiments into
politics to muster support.politics to muster support.

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012) 2012) 1×5=51×5=5

AA Q. Q. 4.4. “Caste has not still disappeared from“Caste has not still disappeared from
contemporary India.” Support the statementcontemporary India.” Support the statement

with suitable examples.with suitable examples.
[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, Set (WQ7FXWC) 2014]Set (WQ7FXWC) 2014]

OROR

AA “Caste has not still disappeared from “Caste has not still disappeared from contemporarycontemporary
India”. Do you agree with the statement ? JustifyIndia”. Do you agree with the statement ? Justify
your answer with suitable argument.your answer with suitable argument.

[Board Term-I, Set (36) 2012][Board Term-I, Set (36) 2012]

 Ans. Ans. YYes, I es, I agree with the agree with the statement.statement.
Arguments Arguments ::

(i)(i) Most people Most people marry marry within thewithin their own ir own caste orcaste or
tribe.tribe.

  (ii)  (ii) Untouchability Untouchability has has not not ended ended despite despite provisionsprovisions
in the constitution.in the constitution.

 (iii) (iii)  Effects of centuries of advantages and  Effects of centuries of advantages and
disadvantages continue to be felt today.disadvantages continue to be felt today.

  (iv)  (iv) A large A large mass of mass of low caste low caste people still people still do not do not havehave
access to education.access to education.

(v)(v) Caste Caste is continued is continued to be to be linked to linked to economiceconomic
status. (Or any other relevant argument)status. (Or any other relevant argument)

Note Note :: Marks will also be awarded, if somebody Marks will also be awarded, if somebody

disagrees and gives suitable arguments.disagrees and gives suitable arguments.
(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1×5=5(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1×5=5

UU Q. Q. 5.5. Describe the positive and negative aspects ofDescribe the positive and negative aspects of

relationship between caste and politics.relationship between caste and politics.

[Board Term-I, KVS-2014][Board Term-I, KVS-2014]

OROR

UU Describe three advantages and two disadvantagesDescribe three advantages and two disadvantages
of the political expression of caste differences.of the political expression of caste differences.

[Board Term-I, Set (48) 2012][Board Term-I, Set (48) 2012]

OROR

AA Analyse any five advantages and disadvantages ofAnalyse any five advantages and disadvantages of
the political expression of caste differences ?the political expression of caste differences ?

[Board Term-I, Set (62) 2012][Board Term-I, Set (62) 2012]

Ans. Ans. Advantages Advantages ::

(i)(i) It It gives gives disadvantaged disadvantaged groups groups the the opportunity opportunity toto
demand a share in power and decision- making.demand a share in power and decision- making.

  (ii)  (ii) Many Many political parpolitical parties ties take take up the up the issue issue of endingof ending
caste discrimination.caste discrimination.

 (iii) (iii) Measures Measures for for uplifting uplifting the the status status of tof the he backwardbackward
castes will be undertaken.castes will be undertaken.

Disadvantages Disadvantages ::

(i)(i) Caste-based Caste-based politics politics diverts diverts attention attention from from mainmain
issues such as poverty, corruption etc.issues such as poverty, corruption etc.

  (ii)  (ii) Caste Caste based based politics lepolitics leads tads to teo tensions, conflictsnsions, conflicts
and violence.and violence. 3+2=53+2=5

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012)2012)

AA Q. Q. 6.6. Assess the influences of politics on casteAssess the influences of politics on caste

system.system. [Board Term-I, Set (69) 2012][Board Term-I, Set (69) 2012]

 Ans.  Ans. Influence of Influence of politics on politics on Caste :Caste :

(i)(i) Each caste Each caste group tries group tries to become to become bigger bybigger by
incorporating within it sub-castes.incorporating within it sub-castes.

  (ii)  (ii) Various Various caste caste groups argroups are re required equired to eto enter nter into ainto a
coalition with other caste or communities.coalition with other caste or communities.

 (iii) (iii) New New kinds of kinds of caste caste groups hagroups have ve entered entered politicspolitics
like ‘backward’ and ‘forward’ castes.like ‘backward’ and ‘forward’ castes.

  (iv)  (iv) Politics Politics in in caste caste has has allowed allowed many many disadvantageddisadvantaged
caste groups to demand their share of caste groups to demand their share of power.power.

(v)(v) Caste Caste politics has politics has helped helped the dalits the dalits and OBCand OBCs tos to
gain better access to decision-making.gain better access to decision-making. 1×5=51×5=5

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012)
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SyllabusSyllabus
 WW hat role do political parties play in competiti hat role do political parties play in competition and contestation ?on and contestation ?
 Which Which are tare the he major major national national and and regional regional parties parties in in India India ??

TOPIC-1TOPIC-1
Political Parties – An IntroductionPolitical Parties – An Introduction

Quick Review Quick Review 
(1) (1) What What is a is a political parpolitical party?ty?

 A political party A political party is a group of is a group of people who come people who come together to contest together to contest electionselections

and hold power in the government.and hold power in the government.

 It mobilises vIt mobilises voters to support oters to support common sets of common sets of interests, concerns and interests, concerns and goals.goals.

 A political party A political party fixes the fixes the political agenda and political agenda and policies and tries policies and tries to persuadeto persuade

people by claiming that their policies are better than those of other parties.people by claiming that their policies are better than those of other parties.

 A political party is the means tA political party is the means through which people can speak to thehrough which people can speak to the

government and have a say in the governance of any country.government and have a say in the governance of any country.

 A political party has three components : (i) the leaders, (ii) the activeA political party has three components : (i) the leaders, (ii) the active

members, and (iii) the followers.members, and (iii) the followers.

(2) Functions(2) Functions

 Parties Parties contest elections contest elections by putting up by putting up candidates.candidates.

 In some countries, candidates In some countries, candidates are selected by are selected by members and supporters of members and supporters of aa

party (party ( for eg. for eg., USA)., USA).

 In other countries, candidates In other countries, candidates for contesting elections for contesting elections are chosen by topare chosen by top

party leaders —party leaders — for eg. for eg., India., India.

 Parties put Parties put forward different policies and programmes and voters choose from them. In a forward different policies and programmes and voters choose from them. In a democracy, a democracy, a largelarge

number of people with similar opinions group together and form a party and then give a direction to the policiesnumber of people with similar opinions group together and form a party and then give a direction to the policies

followed by the government.followed by the government.

 The parties that lose The parties that lose elections form the opposition and voice different elections form the opposition and voice different views and criticize the views and criticize the government for theirgovernment for their

failures and wrong policies. They mobilise opposition to the government.failures and wrong policies. They mobilise opposition to the government.

 They shape public opinion. PThey shape public opinion. Parties with the help arties with the help of pressure groups launch movements for solving of pressure groups launch movements for solving problemsproblems

faced by the people.faced by the people.

 Parties Parties provide people access provide people access to government machinery and welfare to government machinery and welfare schemes implemented by schemes implemented by the government.the government.

For an ordinary citizen it For an ordinary citizen it is easy to approach is easy to approach a local party leader than a local party leader than a government officer.a government officer.

(3) (3) Need Need for for political political partiesparties

 The democracies cannot exist The democracies cannot exist without political parties being cleawithout political parties being clear about the functions they r about the functions they perform. If there wereperform. If there were

no political parties then :no political parties then :

(i)(i) All candidates in All candidates in an election would an election would become independent candidatebecome independent candidates. They cannot promise s. They cannot promise any major policyany major policy

changes to the people. No one will be responsible for how the country runs.changes to the people. No one will be responsible for how the country runs.

(ii)(ii) In large societies, only representative democracy can work. Political parties become an agency to gatherIn large societies, only representative democracy can work. Political parties become an agency to gather

different views on various issues and present them to the government.different views on various issues and present them to the government.

TOPIC - 1TOPIC - 1

Political Parties - AnPolitical Parties - An
Introduction ....Introduction .... P. 258P. 258

TOPIC - 2TOPIC - 2

TTypes ypes of of Party Party Systems Systems ........ P. 260P. 260

TOPIC - 3TOPIC - 3

National and Regional PartiesNational and Regional Parties

  ....  .... P. 262P. 262

TOPIC - 4TOPIC - 4

Challenges Faced By PoliticalChallenges Faced By Political
Parties and its ReformsParties and its Reforms

  ....  .... P. 265P. 265
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FlowchartFlowchart

Political PartyPolitical Party

Has three components :Has three components :
(i) the leaders(i) the leaders
(ii) the active members,(ii) the active members,
(iii) the followers(iii) the followers

Is the means through whichIs the means through which
people can speak to thepeople can speak to the

governmentgovernment

Fixes the political agendaFixes the political agenda
and policies of the partyand policies of the party

Mobilises voters to supportMobilises voters to support
common sets of interests,common sets of interests,

concerns and goal.concerns and goal.

A group of people whoA group of people who
come together to conetestcome together to conetest

electionselections

Know the TermsKnow the Terms
 Party :Party : Parties are necessary to represent the people of a countrParties are necessary to represent the people of a countryy. They help to . They help to conduct elections in an conduct elections in an organizedorganized

functioning of the legislature.functioning of the legislature.

 Political party :Political party : A political party is a group of people with a definite agenda and who come together to contestA political party is a group of people with a definite agenda and who come together to contest
elections and hold power in the government.elections and hold power in the government.

Know the LinksKnow the Links
 www.elections.in/political-parties-in-india/ www.elections.in/political-parties-in-india/ 
 www.authorstream.com/Presentation/singhnishant007-147535www.authorstream.com/Presentation/singhnishant007-147535
 www.powershow.com/view/4185a-NmI1M/Politics_of_Indiawww.powershow.com/view/4185a-NmI1M/Politics_of_India

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. What is meant by ‘Political Party’?What is meant by ‘Political Party’?

[Board Term–II, 2015][Board Term–II, 2015]
  Ans.  Ans. A poA political party litical party is a is a group group of people of people comecome

together to contest elections to hold power in thetogether to contest elections to hold power in the
government.government. 11

AA Q. Q. 2.2. What is an important function of a political partyWhat is an important function of a political party
in India ?in India ?

Ans.Ans. To contest elections. To contest elections. 11

RR Q. Q. 3.3. Who take direct part in the elections Who take direct part in the elections ??

Ans.Ans. Political parties. Political parties.

AA Q. Q. 4.4. Which is not a component of a political party ?Which is not a component of a political party ?

Ans.Ans. The critics. The critics. 11

AA Q. Q. 5.5. What is What is a ruling paa ruling party rty ??

Ans.Ans. Political party that runs the government. Political party that runs the government. 11

Short Answer Type QuestionShort Answer Type Question 3 3 marksmarks

Q. Q. 1.1. Analyse the three components of a political Analyse the three components of a political party.party.

[Board T[Board Term–II, 2016, erm–II, 2016, Outside Delhi Outside Delhi Set--3]Set--3]

OROR

Describe the three components of a political Describe the three components of a political party.party.

[Board [Board TTerm–IIerm–II, , 2014]2014]

  Ans.  Ans. Three components of a political party are :Three components of a political party are :

(i)(i) Leaders Leaders

  (ii)  (ii) Active members Active members

  (iii)  (iii) Followers Followers 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

RR Q. Q. 1.1. What is meant by a political What is meant by a political party ? Describe theparty ? Describe the
three components of a political party.three components of a political party.

[Board T[Board Term-II, Outside Delhi, erm-II, Outside Delhi, Set-1, 2, 3 Set-1, 2, 3 2015]2015]

  Ans.  Ans. Political Party is Political Party is a group of a group of people who comepeople who come
together to contest elections and hold power intogether to contest elections and hold power in
the government.the government.
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Three components of a political parties are :Three components of a political parties are :

  (i)  (i) The leadersThe leaders

  (ii)  (ii) The active membersThe active members

  (iii)  (iii) The followersThe followers

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 2 + 3 = 5[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 2 + 3 = 5

AA Q. Q. 2.2. Describe any five major functions of politicalDescribe any five major functions of political
parties.parties. [Board Term-II, Set-2, 3 2015][Board Term-II, Set-2, 3 2015]

Ans.Ans. Functions of political parties : Functions of political parties :

(i)(i) Parties contest elections.Parties contest elections.

(ii)(ii) They put forward policies and programmes.They put forward policies and programmes.

(iii)(iii) Parties play a decisive role in making Parties play a decisive role in making laws.laws.

(iv)(iv) Parties form and run government.Parties form and run government.

(v)(v) Defeated parties in the election play its role ofDefeated parties in the election play its role of
opposition to the parties in power.opposition to the parties in power.

(vi)(vi) Parties shape public opinion.Parties shape public opinion.

(vii)(vii) Parties provide people access to governmentParties provide people access to government
machinery and welfare schemes.machinery and welfare schemes. (Any five)(Any five)

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015] 2015] 1 1 × × 5 5 = = 55

UU Q. Q. 3.3. Explain two functions each of the ruling party asExplain two functions each of the ruling party as
well of the opposition parties.well of the opposition parties.

[Board [Board TTerm–IIerm–II, , (Set-68(Set-68001) 001) 2012]2012]

  Ans.  Ans. Functions of the ruling parties :Functions of the ruling parties :
(i)(i)  They play a major role in making laws for the  They play a major role in making laws for the

country.country.
  (ii)  (ii) They form the government and run the country. They form the government and run the country.

(iii)(iii) They recruit leaders, train them and then make They recruit leaders, train them and then make
ministers to run the government.ministers to run the government.

Functions of the opposition parties :Functions of the opposition parties :

(i)(i) They oppose the government by  They oppose the government by voicing differentvoicing different
views.views.

  (ii)  (ii) They criticise They criticise government for government for its failure its failure andand
wrong policies.wrong policies.

  (iii)  (iii) They mobilise opposition to the  They mobilise opposition to the government.government.
2½ + 2½ = 52½ + 2½ = 5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012]2012]

UU Q. Q. 4.4. How do political parties help in shaping publicHow do political parties help in shaping public
opinion ? Explain.opinion ? Explain.

[Board [Board TTerm–II, erm–II, (Set-68(Set-68001) 001) 2012]2012]

  Ans.  Ans. Role of political parties in shaping publicRole of political parties in shaping public
opinion as :opinion as :

(i)(i) They raise and highlight issues. They raise and highlight issues.

  (ii)  (ii) They form pressure groups as an extension. They form pressure groups as an extension.

(iii)(iii) They launch They launch movement for movement for the resolution the resolution ofof
problems faced by the people.problems faced by the people.

  (iv)  (iv) They have lakhs of members and activists. They have lakhs of members and activists.

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012] 1¼ × 4 = 51¼ × 4 = 5

TOPIC-2TOPIC-2
Types of Party SystemsTypes of Party Systems

Quick Review Quick Review 
 Party systemParty system

There are three types of party systems :There are three types of party systems :

(i)(i) One-party One-party systemsystem (ii)(ii) Two-party system and Two-party system and (iii)(iii) Multi-party system. Multi-party system.

(i)(i) One-Party System :One-Party System : In some countries only one party is allowed to control and run the government. There In some countries only one party is allowed to control and run the government. There
is no competition in this system. The mono party nominates the candidates and the voters have only twois no competition in this system. The mono party nominates the candidates and the voters have only two

choices — (a) Not to vote choices — (a) Not to vote at all or (b) write ‘yes’ or ‘no’ against the name of the at all or (b) write ‘yes’ or ‘no’ against the name of the candidates nominated by thecandidates nominated by the
party. This system has been popular in Communist countries and other authoritarian regimesparty. This system has been popular in Communist countries and other authoritarian regimes e.g.,e.g., China,China,
North Korea and Cuba. This system was also prevalent in USSR till North Korea and Cuba. This system was also prevalent in USSR till Communism collapsed.Communism collapsed.

(ii) (ii) TTwo-Party System :wo-Party System : Power changes between two major, dominant parties. In this system, to win elections, Power changes between two major, dominant parties. In this system, to win elections,
the winner has to get maximum number of the winner has to get maximum number of votes, but not necessarily a majority of votes. The smaller partiesvotes, but not necessarily a majority of votes. The smaller parties
usually merge with the bigger parties or they drop out of elections. This parliamentary system prevails inusually merge with the bigger parties or they drop out of elections. This parliamentary system prevails in
Great Britain and the United States of America, in which only two parties hold significant numbers of seats.Great Britain and the United States of America, in which only two parties hold significant numbers of seats.
Supporters of this system believe that this prevents dangers of fragmentation (too many parties winningSupporters of this system believe that this prevents dangers of fragmentation (too many parties winning

seats from different constituencies) and the government can seats from different constituencies) and the government can run smoothly.run smoothly.

(iii) Multi-P(iii) Multi-Party System arty System :: It is the most common type of party system. In this system, three or more parties have It is the most common type of party system. In this system, three or more parties have
the capacity to gain control of the government separately or in coalition. When no party gains a majority ofthe capacity to gain control of the government separately or in coalition. When no party gains a majority of
the legislative seats in multi-party parliamentary system, then several parties join hands and form a coalitionthe legislative seats in multi-party parliamentary system, then several parties join hands and form a coalition

government. Supporters of this system point out that it allows more points of views to be represented in thegovernment. Supporters of this system point out that it allows more points of views to be represented in the
government. Critics of this system point government. Critics of this system point out that multi-party system sometimes leads to political out that multi-party system sometimes leads to political instabilityinstability..
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FlowchartsFlowcharts

One-Party SystemOne-Party System

TTwo-wo-Party SysParty Systemtem

Multi-Party SystemMulti-Party System

The mono-party nominates the candidates.The mono-party nominates the candidates.

Power shifts between two major, dominant parties.Power shifts between two major, dominant parties.

Three or more Three or more parties have the capacity to gain control parties have the capacity to gain control of the governmentof the government
separately or in coalition.separately or in coalition.

Know the TermsKnow the Terms
 Mono-party system :Mono-party system : Mono-party system is a political system in which only one party controls and runs the gov-Mono-party system is a political system in which only one party controls and runs the gov-

ernment.ernment.

 Bi-party system :Bi-party system : Bi-party system is a type of system in which power alternates between two parties only. The Bi-party system is a type of system in which power alternates between two parties only. The
party that gets the majority forms the government and the other party forms opposition.party that gets the majority forms the government and the other party forms opposition.

 Multi-party system :Multi-party system : It is a system in which several parties compete for power and more than two parties have a It is a system in which several parties compete for power and more than two parties have a
reasonable chance of coming into power either on their own or in alliance with others.reasonable chance of coming into power either on their own or in alliance with others.

 Coalition Coalition government government :: A coalition government is generally formed in a multi-party system, when no singleA coalition government is generally formed in a multi-party system, when no single
party wins a majority of seats then many parties get together based on compromise and tolerance.party wins a majority of seats then many parties get together based on compromise and tolerance.

Know the LinksKnow the Links
 en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Party_systemen.wikipedia.org/wiki/Party_system

 www.slideshare.net/.../political-parties-of-indiawww.slideshare.net/.../political-parties-of-india

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. Why is one party political system not consideredWhy is one party political system not considered
a good democratic system ?a good democratic system ?

[Board T[Board Term-II, Foreign erm-II, Foreign Set-I, II, Set-I, II, III 2016]III 2016]

Ans.Ans. Because one Because one party party system system has has no no democraticdemocratic
option.option. 11

UU Q. Q. 2.2. Why did India adopt multi-party system ?Why did India adopt multi-party system ?
[Board T[Board Term-II, Outside Delhi erm-II, Outside Delhi Set-I, II, III, 2016]Set-I, II, III, 2016]

Ans. India adopteAns. India adopted multi-party syd multi-party system because :stem because :

(i)(i) India is India is a large a large country country and has and has social andsocial and
geographical diversities.geographical diversities.

(ii)(ii) It is easy to absorb different social and geographical It is easy to absorb different social and geographical
diversities in a multi-party systems.diversities in a multi-party systems.

(Any one) ½ × 2 = 1(Any one) ½ × 2 = 1

AA Q. Q. 3.3. Name a country that has one-party system.Name a country that has one-party system.

Ans.Ans. China. China. 11

AA Q. Q. 4.4. United Kingdom is an example of which partyUnited Kingdom is an example of which party
system ?system ?

Ans.Ans. Two-party system. Two-party system. 11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. Describe any three main features of Two-PartyDescribe any three main features of Two-Party
system.system. [Board T[Board Term-II, Foreign erm-II, Foreign Set-III 2015]Set-III 2015]

Ans. Main features Ans. Main features of two-party of two-party system :system :

(i)(i) Power usually changes between two parties,Power usually changes between two parties,
several other parties may exist.several other parties may exist.

(ii)(ii) In such system, people get clear choice.In such system, people get clear choice.

(iii)(iii) The party that wins majority forms theThe party that wins majority forms the
government and the other sits in opposition.government and the other sits in opposition.

(iv)(iv) Strong opposition is good for democracy.Strong opposition is good for democracy.

(v)(v) Prompt decisions are taken and implemented.Prompt decisions are taken and implemented.

(vi)(vi) More development and less corruption.More development and less corruption.
(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015]2015]

UU Q. Q. 2.2. What is a multi-party system ? Why has IndiaWhat is a multi-party system ? Why has India
adopted a multi-party system ? Explain.adopted a multi-party system ? Explain.

[Board T[Board Term–II, Set-I, erm–II, Set-I, III 2015]III 2015]

Ans.Ans. Multi-party system : Multi-party system :
If If several several parties parties compete compete for for power power and and more more thanthan
two parties have a reasonable chance of coming totwo parties have a reasonable chance of coming to
power either on their own strength or in alliancepower either on their own strength or in alliance
with others, we call it a multi-party system.with others, we call it a multi-party system.
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India adopted a Multi party system because :India adopted a Multi party system because :
  (i)  (i) There is social and geographical diversity inThere is social and geographical diversity in

India.India.
(ii)(ii) India is such a large country which is not easilyIndia is such a large country which is not easily

absorbed by two or three parties.absorbed by two or three parties.

(iii)(iii) The system allows a variety of interests andThe system allows a variety of interests and
opinions to enjoy political opinions to enjoy political representation.representation.

(Any (Any two) two) 1 1 + + 2 2 = = 33
[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015]2015]

Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. What do you understand by the bi-party system ?What do you understand by the bi-party system ?
Write its one merit and one demerit.Write its one merit and one demerit.

[Board [Board TTerm–IIerm–II, , (Set-68(Set-68015) 015) 2012]2012]

  Ans.  Ans. Bi-party system :Bi-party system :

(i)(i) In In some some countries, countries, power power usually usually changeschanges

 between two main parties. It is also known as t between two main parties. It is also known as twowo

party system.party system.

(ii)(ii) In this system, the government is formed by one In this system, the government is formed by one

party and the other plays the role of party and the other plays the role of opposition.opposition.

Merit—Merit—This system allows stability of governmentThis system allows stability of government

as no coalition is there.as no coalition is there.

Demerit—Demerit—In this system, only two main partiesIn this system, only two main parties

have a serious chance of winning have a serious chance of winning majority seats tomajority seats to

form the government.form the government. 55

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012]2012]

UU Q. Q. 2.2. What is a multi-party system ? Explain meritsWhat is a multi-party system ? Explain merits
and demerits of multi-party System.and demerits of multi-party System.

[Board [Board TTerm-IIerm-II, , Set Set (68008) (68008) 2012]2012]

  Ans.  Ans. Refer to Ans. of Q. 2 of Short Answer TypeRefer to Ans. of Q. 2 of Short Answer Type
Question.Question.
Merits Merits ::

(i)(i) This system This system allows a allows a variety of invariety of interests andterests and
opinions to enjoy political representation.opinions to enjoy political representation.

(ii)(ii) People People can can make make a a choice choice between severalbetween several
candidates.candidates.
Demerits :Demerits :

(i)(i) No one No one party is party is likely to likely to gain power gain power alone.alone.
Therefore, it leads to difficulty in formation ofTherefore, it leads to difficulty in formation of
government.government.

  (ii)  (ii) Leads to political instability and often appears to Leads to political instability and often appears to
 be very messy. be very messy. 1 + 2 + 2 = 51 + 2 + 2 = 5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012]2012]

TOPIC-3TOPIC-3
National and Regional PartiesNational and Regional Parties

Quick Review Quick Review 
 An AllianceAn Alliance

When When several several parties parties in in a a multi-party multi-party system system join join hands hands for for the the purpose purpose of of contesting contesting elections elections and and winningwinning
powerpower, it is called an , it is called an alliance or a front. India, alliance or a front. India, in 2004 and 2009, had three such alliances for in 2004 and 2009, had three such alliances for parliamentary electionsparliamentary elections
:: (i)(i) National Democratic Alliance National Democratic Alliance (ii)(ii) The United Progressive Alliance and (iii) Left Front.The United Progressive Alliance and (iii) Left Front.

 Proportion of Proportion of PParticipationarticipation
— — Level Level of of participation participation in in the the activities activities of of the the parties—very parties—very high high in in India—advanced India—advanced countries countries like like Canada,Canada,

 Japan, Spain and  Japan, Spain and South Korea much less—the proportion of South Korea much less—the proportion of people in India who people in India who feel close to a feel close to a political party ispolitical party is
very high—membership of political parties has also gone up.very high—membership of political parties has also gone up.

 Election CommissionElection Commission
Every Every party party in in India India has has to to register register with with the the Election Election Commission. Commission. The The Commission Commission treats treats every every party party as as equal equal toto
the others, but it offers special facilities to the others, but it offers special facilities to large and established parties.large and established parties.
They They are are given given a a unique unique symbol symbol and and are are called, called, “recognized “recognized political political parties.”parties.”
Introduction to Major Introduction to Major Political PPolitical Parties in India arties in India ::

(i)(i) Indian Indian National National Congress Congress (INC)(INC)
(ii)(ii) Bharatiya Bharatiya Janata Janata Party Party (BJP)(BJP)

(iii)(iii) Bahujan Bahujan Samaj Samaj Party Party (BSP)(BSP)
(iv)(iv) Communist PCommunist Party of arty of India - India - Marxist (CPI-M)Marxist (CPI-M)
(v)(v) Communist PCommunist Party arty of India of India (CPI)(CPI)

(vi)(vi) Nationalist Nationalist Congress PCongress Party arty (NCP)(NCP)
 State or Regional State or Regional Political PPolitical Parties :arties :

(i)(i) Regional parties need not Regional parties need not be regional in their be regional in their ideology or outlook. Some of these ideology or outlook. Some of these parties are all parties are all India partiesIndia parties
that happen to have succeeded only in that happen to have succeeded only in some states.some states.

(ii)(ii) Parties like the Samajwadi Party, Samata Party and Rashtriya Janata Dal have national level politicalParties like the Samajwadi Party, Samata Party and Rashtriya Janata Dal have national level political
organization with units in several states.organization with units in several states.

(iii)(iii) Some of these parties like Biju Janata Dal, Sikkim Democratic Front and Mizo National Front are conscious Some of these parties like Biju Janata Dal, Sikkim Democratic Front and Mizo National Front are conscious
about their state about their state identityidentity..
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FlowchartsFlowcharts

Classification of National Political Parties (in Classification of National Political Parties (in 2006)2006)

Indian NationaIndian National Congressl Congress (founded (founded in 1885)in 1885)

Bharatiya Janata Party (founded in 1980)Bharatiya Janata Party (founded in 1980)

Bahujan Samaj Party (founded in 1984)Bahujan Samaj Party (founded in 1984)

Communist PCommunist Party of arty of India – Marxist (fIndia – Marxist (founded in 1964)ounded in 1964)

Communist Party of India (founded in 1925)Communist Party of India (founded in 1925)

Nationalist Congress Party (founded in 1999)Nationalist Congress Party (founded in 1999)

Regional Parties in IndiaRegional Parties in India

Samajwadi PartySamajwadi Party

Samata Party (Janata Dal Samata Party (Janata Dal UnitedUnited))

Rashtriya Janata DalRashtriya Janata Dal

Biju Janata DalBiju Janata Dal

Sikkim Democratic FrontSikkim Democratic Front

Mizo National FrontMizo National Front

Know the TermsKnow the Terms
 National party :National party : A party that secures at least 6% of the total votes in Lok Sabha A party that secures at least 6% of the total votes in Lok Sabha elections or wins four seats in theelections or wins four seats in the

Lok Sabha is recognized as Lok Sabha is recognized as a national party.a national party.

 Regional party :Regional party : All parties, other than the six national parties, are classified as state parties by the ElectionAll parties, other than the six national parties, are classified as state parties by the Election
Commission of India. They are also Commission of India. They are also called regional parties.called regional parties.

 Alliance :Alliance : When several parties in a multi-party system join hands for the purpose of contesting elections andWhen several parties in a multi-party system join hands for the purpose of contesting elections and
winning powerwinning power, it is c, it is called an alliance or a alled an alliance or a front. India, in 2004 and front. India, in 2004 and 2009, had three such alliances for 2009, had three such alliances for parliamentaryparliamentary
elections :elections : (i)(i) National Democratic Alliance National Democratic Alliance (ii)(ii) The United Progressive Alliance and The United Progressive Alliance and (iii)(iii) Left Front. Left Front.

Know the LinksKnow the Links
 www.elections.in/political.../differences-between-regional-and-national-p...www.elections.in/political.../differences-between-regional-and-national-p...

 www.yourarticlelibrary.com/essay/the-major-regionalwww.yourarticlelibrary.com/essay/the-major-regional

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. Name the alliance formed by the CongressName the alliance formed by the Congress
Party.Party. [Board Term-II, Set-TCJQ6VD, 2016][Board Term-II, Set-TCJQ6VD, 2016]

  Ans.  Ans. United Progressive Alliance (UPA).United Progressive Alliance (UPA). 11

AA Q. Q. 2.2. Which party was the principal opposition partyWhich party was the principal opposition party
in Lok Sabha in 2004 ?in Lok Sabha in 2004 ?

[Board Term-II, Set-KCG34U9, 2016][Board Term-II, Set-KCG34U9, 2016]

Ans.Ans. Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP).Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP). 11

AA Q. Q. 3.3. What is the guiding philosophy of BharatiyaWhat is the guiding philosophy of Bharatiya
 Janata Party ? Janata Party ?

[Board Term-II, Outside Delhi Set-II, 2015][Board Term-II, Outside Delhi Set-II, 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) Cultural nationalism. Cultural nationalism.

  (ii)  (ii) India’s ancient culture and values. India’s ancient culture and values.

(Any (Any one) one) ½ ½ × × 2 2 = = 11

AA Q. Q. 4.4. The Bahujan Samaj Party stands for what ?The Bahujan Samaj Party stands for what ?
Cause.Cause. [Board Term–II, 2011][Board Term–II, 2011]

  Ans.  Ans. Securing the interest of the oppressed people. Securing the interest of the oppressed people. 11

UU Q. Q. 5.5. What is the requirement laid down by theWhat is the requirement laid down by the
Election Commission for a political party to beElection Commission for a political party to be
recognized as a ‘State Party‘ ?recognized as a ‘State Party‘ ?

[Board Term-II, Foreign Set-I, II, III, 2015][Board Term-II, Foreign Set-I, II, III, 2015]
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  Ans.  Ans.  A party that secures at least six percent of the  A party that secures at least six percent of the
total votes in an election to the Legislativetotal votes in an election to the Legislative
Assembly of a state and wins at least two seats isAssembly of a state and wins at least two seats is
recognized as a state party.recognized as a state party.

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015]2015]

AA Q. Q. 6.6. Name any one political party that has nationalName any one political party that has national
level political organization but not recognized aslevel political organization but not recognized as
the national political party.the national political party.

[Board [Board TTerm-IIerm-II, , Delhi Delhi Set-I, Set-I, II, II, III, III, 2016]2016]

Ans.Ans. Samajwadi Party / Samata Party / Rashtriya JanataSamajwadi Party / Samata Party / Rashtriya Janata

DalDal (Any (Any one) one) 11

AA Q. Q. 7.7. Name any two regional parties of West Bengal.Name any two regional parties of West Bengal.
[Board Term–II, Delhi Set-III, 2015][Board Term–II, Delhi Set-III, 2015]

Ans. Two reAns. Two regional parties of West Benggional parties of West Bengal are :al are :
(i)(i) Marxist Forward Bloc Marxist Forward Bloc

(ii)(ii) Trinmool Congress. Trinmool Congress. ½ × 2 = 1½ × 2 = 1

AA Q. Q. 8.8. When was the Communist Party of India-When was the Communist Party of India-
Marxist (CPI-M) formed?Marxist (CPI-M) formed?

  Ans.  Ans. 1964. 1964. 11

AA Q. Q. 9.9. How many parties are registered with theHow many parties are registered with the
Election Commission of India?Election Commission of India?

  Ans.  Ans. More than 750. More than 750. 11

UU  Q. 10. Q. 10. The BJP formed the government in 1998 as theThe BJP formed the government in 1998 as the
leader of an alliance. Name the alliance.leader of an alliance. Name the alliance.

  Ans.  Ans. National Democratic Alliance. National Democratic Alliance. 11

UU  Q. 11. Q. 11. When and under whose leadership was BahujanWhen and under whose leadership was Bahujan
Samaj Party (BSP) formed?Samaj Party (BSP) formed?

  Ans.  Ans. 1984, Kanshi Ram. 1984, Kanshi Ram. 11

UU  Q. 12. Q. 12. What is the criteria to recognise as a NationalWhat is the criteria to recognise as a National
political party in India ?political party in India ?

Ans.Ans. 6% votes in Lok Sabha or Assembly election in four 6% votes in Lok Sabha or Assembly election in four
states and 4 seats in Lok Sabha.states and 4 seats in Lok Sabha. 11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. What is meant by a ‘national political party’ ?What is meant by a ‘national political party’ ?
State the conditions required to be a nationalState the conditions required to be a national
political party.political party.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Delhi Delhi Set- Set- I, I, II, II, III, III, 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans. National political party have units in the variousNational political party have units in the various
states, they follow the same policies, programmesstates, they follow the same policies, programmes
and strategy that is decided at the national and strategy that is decided at the national level.level.

Conditions required :Conditions required :

(i)(i) A party that secures at least 6% of the total votes A party that secures at least 6% of the total votes
in general elections of Lok Sabha or assemblyin general elections of Lok Sabha or assembly
elections in four states.elections in four states.

(ii)(ii) Wins at least 4 seats in Lok Wins at least 4 seats in Lok Sabha.Sabha.

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016] 1 + 2 = 3[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016] 1 + 2 = 3

RR Q. Q. 2.2. Name the national political party which espousesName the national political party which espouses
secularism and welfare of weaker sections andsecularism and welfare of weaker sections and
minorities. Mention any four features of thatminorities. Mention any four features of that
party.party. [Board Term-II, 2013][Board Term-II, 2013]

Ans.Ans. The national political party which espousesThe national political party which espouses
secularism and welfare of weaker sections andsecularism and welfare of weaker sections and
minorities is the Indian National Congress.minorities is the Indian National Congress.
Four Four features features of of this this party party are are listed listed below below ::

(i)(i) Founded in 1885. Founded in 1885.

  (ii)  (ii)  Dominated Indian politics, both at the national  Dominated Indian politics, both at the national
and state levels, for several decades after India’sand state levels, for several decades after India’s
independence.independence.

  (iii)  (iii) Ruling party at the centre till 1977 and then from Ruling party at the centre till 1977 and then from
1980 to 1989. After 1989, its support declined.1980 to 1989. After 1989, its support declined.

(iv)(iv) A centrist party (neither rightist nor leftist) in its A centrist party (neither rightist nor leftist) in its
ideological orientation.ideological orientation. 1 + ½1 + ½ ×× 4 =3 4 =3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2013]2013]

UU Q. Q. 3.3. What is a political party ? State any two points ofWhat is a political party ? State any two points of
the ideology of Bharatiya Janta Party ?the ideology of Bharatiya Janta Party ?

[Board Term-II, Foreign Set-I, II, III, 2016][Board Term-II, Foreign Set-I, II, III, 2016]

Ans.Ans. A political party is a group of people who comeA political party is a group of people who come

together to contest elections and hold power intogether to contest elections and hold power in

the government. They agree on some policiesthe government. They agree on some policies

and programmers for the society with a view toand programmers for the society with a view to

promote the collective good.promote the collective good.

Ideology of BJP :Ideology of BJP :

(i)(i) Wants full territorial and political integration of Wants full territorial and political integration of
 Jammu and Kashmir with India. Jammu and Kashmir with India.

(ii)(ii) A uniform civil code for all people living in theA uniform civil code for all people living in the
country irrespective of religion.country irrespective of religion.

(iii)(iii) Cultural nationalism. Cultural nationalism. (Any two) 1 + 2 = 3(Any two) 1 + 2 = 3

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016]

AA Q. Q. 4.4. Describe about the ideology and organization ofDescribe about the ideology and organization of
Bahujan Samaj Party.Bahujan Samaj Party.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Set-KCG34U9, Set-KCG34U9, 2016]2016]

Ans.Ans. Bahujan Samaj Party (BSP) was formed in 1984Bahujan Samaj Party (BSP) was formed in 1984

under the leadership of Kanshi Ram. Its main aimunder the leadership of Kanshi Ram. Its main aim

is that it seeks represent and secure power foris that it seeks represent and secure power for

the Bahujan Samaj which includes the dalits andthe Bahujan Samaj which includes the dalits and

adivasis, OBCs and religious minorities.adivasis, OBCs and religious minorities.

[CBSE Mar[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2king Scheme, 2016] 016] 33

UU Q. Q. 5.5. What is meant by ‘regional political party’ ? StateWhat is meant by ‘regional political party’ ? State
the conditions required to be recognized as athe conditions required to be recognized as a
‘regional political party’.‘regional political party’.

[Board Term–II, Delhi Set-I, II, III, 2016][Board Term–II, Delhi Set-I, II, III, 2016]

  Ans.  Ans. A regional party is a party that is present in onlyA regional party is a party that is present in only
some states.some states.

Conditions required for a party to be recognizedConditions required for a party to be recognized
as a regional political party are :as a regional political party are :

(i)(i) A party that secures at least six percent of the total A party that secures at least six percent of the total
votes in an election to the votes in an election to the Legislative Assembly ofLegislative Assembly of
a state.a state.

(ii)(ii) Wins at least two seats in the Legislative Assembly.Wins at least two seats in the Legislative Assembly.
[CBSE Ma[CBSE Marking Scheme, rking Scheme, 2016] 2016] 1 + 1 + 2 = 2 = 33

RR Q. Q. 6.6. Name any six ‘regional political parties’ of theName any six ‘regional political parties’ of the
four southern states of India.four southern states of India.

[Board [Board TTerm–Ierm–II, I, 2014]2014]

  Ans.  Ans. Tamil NaduTamil Nadu—AIADMK (All India Dravida—AIADMK (All India Dravida
Munnetra Kazhagam), DMK Munnetra Kazhagam), DMK 
Andhra Andhra PradeshPradesh—Telugu Desam, Lok Satta—Telugu Desam, Lok Satta

  Kerala—  Kerala—Kerala Congress (Joseph)Kerala Congress (Joseph)
  Puducherry—  Puducherry—AINRC (All India N. R. Congress)AINRC (All India N. R. Congress)

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2014] ½ × 6 = 3[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2014] ½ × 6 = 3
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RR Q. Q. 7.7. Name the ‘regional political parties’ that areName the ‘regional political parties’ that are
predominant in Jharkhand, Maharashtra andpredominant in Jharkhand, Maharashtra and
Odisha respectively with their symbols.Odisha respectively with their symbols.

[Board Term–II, 2014][Board Term–II, 2014]

Ans. Ans. Jharkhand—JMMJharkhand—JMM—Jharkhand Mukti Morcha—Jharkhand Mukti Morcha

  Maharashtra—INC  Maharashtra—INC—Indian National Congress—Indian National Congress

  Odisha—BJD—  Odisha—BJD—Biju Janata DalBiju Janata Dal 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2014]2014]

AA Q. Q. 8.8. “Nearly every one of the state parties wants“Nearly every one of the state parties wants
to get an opportunity to be a part of one orto get an opportunity to be a part of one or
the other national level coalition.” Support thethe other national level coalition.” Support the
statement with arguments.statement with arguments.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Delhi Delhi Set-III, Set-III, 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans. State parties seeking national level coalition :State parties seeking national level coalition :

Before general election of 2014, in three generalBefore general election of 2014, in three general
elections no one national party was able toelections no one national party was able to
secure on its own a majority in Lok Sabha. Withsecure on its own a majority in Lok Sabha. With
the result, the national parties were compelledthe result, the national parties were compelled
to form alliances with state or regional parties.to form alliances with state or regional parties.
Since 1996, nearly every one of the state partiesSince 1996, nearly every one of the state parties

has got an opportunity to be a part of one orhas got an opportunity to be a part of one or
the other national level coalition government.the other national level coalition government.
This has contributed to the strengthening ofThis has contributed to the strengthening of
federalism and democracy.federalism and democracy.

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016] 3[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016] 3

UU Q. Q. 9.9. State the conditions as laid down by State the conditions as laid down by the Electionthe Election
Commission to recognize a ‘state party’ andCommission to recognize a ‘state party’ and
‘national party’.‘national party’. [Board Term–II, 2014][Board Term–II, 2014]

  Ans.  Ans. The difference between a state and a nationalThe difference between a state and a national
party can be identified as follows :party can be identified as follows :

(i)(i) In a In a state party, state party, the party the party members aim members aim toto
highlight the regional interests. On the otherhighlight the regional interests. On the other
hand, a national party gives due importance tohand, a national party gives due importance to
national interests.national interests.

  (ii)  (ii)  A state party can contest in elections only in a  A state party can contest in elections only in a
particular state, whereas a national party canparticular state, whereas a national party can
contest in elections all across the contest in elections all across the country.country.

  (iii)  (iii) Example :Example : BJP and Congress are national parties,BJP and Congress are national parties,
whereas Akali Dal and Trinamool Congress arewhereas Akali Dal and Trinamool Congress are
state level parties.state level parties. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2014]2014]

Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

Q. Q. 1.1. What is meant by national parties ? State theWhat is meant by national parties ? State the
criteria for recognizing a party as National andcriteria for recognizing a party as National and
State party.State party. [Board Term–II, Set-68008, 2012][Board Term–II, Set-68008, 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. Democracies that follow a federal system all over Democracies that follow a federal system all over
the world tend to have two kinds of politicalthe world tend to have two kinds of political
parties—Parties that are present in only one ofparties—Parties that are present in only one of
the federal units and parties that are present inthe federal units and parties that are present in
several or all units of the federation.several or all units of the federation.

Those parties which are countrywide parties areThose parties which are countrywide parties are
called national parties.called national parties.

National National and and State State Parties Parties ::
(i)(i) A party that secures at least six percent of the total A party that secures at least six percent of the total

votes in an election to votes in an election to the Legislative Assembly ofthe Legislative Assembly of
a state and wins at least two seats is recognized asa state and wins at least two seats is recognized as
a state party.’a state party.’

  (ii)  (ii) A party that secures at least six percent of the total A party that secures at least six percent of the total
votes in Lok Sabha elections or Assembly electionsvotes in Lok Sabha elections or Assembly elections
in four states and wins at least four seats in thein four states and wins at least four seats in the
Lok Sabha is recognized as a national party.Lok Sabha is recognized as a national party.

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012] 1 + 2 + 2 = 5[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012] 1 + 2 + 2 = 5

Q. Q. 2. 2. Name Name the the national polnational political paitical party rty which which getsgets

inspiration from India’s ancient culture andinspiration from India’s ancient culture and
values. Mention four features of that party.values. Mention four features of that party.

[Board Term–II, Delhi Set-I, 2013][Board Term–II, Delhi Set-I, 2013]

  Ans.  Ans. ‘Bharatiya Janata ‘Bharatiya Janata Party’ (BJP) Party’ (BJP) gets inspigets inspirationration
from India’s ancient culture and values.from India’s ancient culture and values.

Four Four important important features features ::

(i)(i) Cultural Cultural nationalism nationalism or or ‘Hindutva’ ‘Hindutva’ is is anan
important element in its conception of Indianimportant element in its conception of Indian
nationhood and politics.nationhood and politics.

(ii)(ii) The party The party wants full wants full territorial and territorial and politicalpolitical

integration of Jammu and Kashmir with India.integration of Jammu and Kashmir with India.

(iii)(iii) A uniform civil code for all people living in the A uniform civil code for all people living in the
country irrespective of religion and ban oncountry irrespective of religion and ban on
religious conversions.religious conversions.

  (iv)  (iv) Its support Its support base increased substantially base increased substantially in thein the
1990s.a1990s.a 1 + 4 = 51 + 4 = 5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2013]2013]

TOPIC-4TOPIC-4
Challenges Faced By Political Parties and its ReformsChallenges Faced By Political Parties and its Reforms

Quick Review Quick Review 
 Lack of Lack of internal democrainternal democracy withcy within partiesin parties

(i)(i) Power Power concentrated concentrated in in the the hands hands of of fewfew..
(ii)(ii) No organizational meetings. No organizational meetings. No keeping of No keeping of membership registermembership register..
(iii)(iii) No internal, No internal, regular regular elections.elections.
(iv)(iv) Ordinary members do not Ordinary members do not have access to have access to information, cannot influence decisions.information, cannot influence decisions.
(v)(v) Disagreement with Disagreement with the leader the leader leads to leads to ouster frouster from the om the partyparty..
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 Dynastic Dynastic successionsuccession
(i)(i) Leaders on Leaders on top have top have unfair advantage unfair advantage to favour to favour people close people close to them to them or family or family members.members.
(ii)(ii) TTop positions controlled op positions controlled by family by family members in members in most parties.most parties.

(iii)(iii) Bad fBad for or democracydemocracy..

(iv)(iv) TTendency seen all over tendency seen all over the world, even in the older he world, even in the older democracies.democracies.

 Money Money and and muscle muscle powerpower

(i)(i) During During elections elections this this power power is is very very visible.visible.

(ii)(ii) Candidates who can raise money are nominated.Candidates who can raise money are nominated.

(iii)(iii) Rich people and companies who give funds have influence on policies.Rich people and companies who give funds have influence on policies.

 PaParties do not offrties do not offer a meaningful er a meaningful choice to the choice to the voters.voters.

There There is is not not much much difference difference in in ideology ideology among among parties.parties.ExampleExample : Labour Party and Conservative : Labour Party and Conservative Party of Britain.Party of Britain.
They only differ on details of implThey only differ on details of implementation rather than fundamental principles.ementation rather than fundamental principles.

(i)(i) In India also there is not much difference among parties on economic issues.In India also there is not much difference among parties on economic issues.

 Reforms Reforms ::

As political parties face these challenges, there is a growing need to reform the system. Some of the reformAs political parties face these challenges, there is a growing need to reform the system. Some of the reform
measures taken by the government are: Anti-defection law, affidavit requirement and organizational meetingsmeasures taken by the government are: Anti-defection law, affidavit requirement and organizational meetings
for political parties.for political parties.

 Some suggestions mSome suggestions made to reform political ade to reform political parties and its parties and its leaders :leaders :
(i)(i) A law should be made to reA law should be made to regulate the internal affairs of gulate the internal affairs of political parties. It should be made political parties. It should be made compulsory forcompulsory for

political parties to maintain a register of its members, follow its own constitution and hold open elections topolitical parties to maintain a register of its members, follow its own constitution and hold open elections to
the highest posts.the highest posts.

(ii)(ii) It should be made mandatory for political parties to givIt should be made mandatory for political parties to give a minimum number of tickets, about one-third, te a minimum number of tickets, about one-third, too
women candidates.women candidates.

(iii)(iii) There should There should be state funding be state funding of elections. of elections. The government The government should give should give parties money, petrol, paperparties money, petrol, paper,,
telephone, etc., to support their election expenses.telephone, etc., to support their election expenses.

FlowchartFlowchart
Challenges to Political PartiesChallenges to Political Parties

First challengeFirst challenge
Lack of internalLack of internal

democracydemocracy

Second challengeSecond challenge
DynasticDynastic

successionsuccession

Third challengeThird challenge
Growing role ofGrowing role of

money andmoney and
muscle powermuscle power

Fourth challengeFourth challenge
Parties don'tParties don't
seem to offerseem to offer
a meaningfula meaningful

choice to the voterschoice to the voters

Know the TermsKnow the Terms
 Defection :Defection : Changing party allegiance from the party on which a person got elected (to a legislative body) to aChanging party allegiance from the party on which a person got elected (to a legislative body) to a

different party.different party.
 Affidavit :Affidavit : A signed document submitted to an officer where a person makes a sworn statement regarding givingA signed document submitted to an officer where a person makes a sworn statement regarding giving

details of his property and criminal cases pending against him.details of his property and criminal cases pending against him.
 Election Commission :Election Commission : An independent multi-member body which is constituted for the superintendence,An independent multi-member body which is constituted for the superintendence,

direction and conduct of election.direction and conduct of election.

Know the LinksKnow the Links
 www.elections.in/political.../differences-between-regional-and-national-p...www.elections.in/political.../differences-between-regional-and-national-p...

 www.yourarticlelibrary.com/essay/the-major-regionalwww.yourarticlelibrary.com/essay/the-major-regional

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. If all the decisions of a political party are madeIf all the decisions of a political party are made
 by  by a a single single family family and and all all other other members members areare
neglected, then what challenge is being neglected, then what challenge is being faced byfaced by
that party ?that party ? [Board Term–II, 2015][Board Term–II, 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. Challenge of dynastic succession. Challenge of dynastic succession. 11

AA Q. Q. 2.2. Why do political parties involve partisanship ?Why do political parties involve partisanship ?

[Board Term-II, O.D. Set-I, 2015][Board Term-II, O.D. Set-I, 2015]
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  Ans.  Ans.  Because the parties are a part of the society and  Because the parties are a part of the society and
thus they involve partisanship.thus they involve partisanship. 11

AA Q. Q. 3.3. An ______ is a signed document submitted to anAn ______ is a signed document submitted to an
officer, where a person makes a officer, where a person makes a sworn statementsworn statement
regarding her personal information.regarding her personal information.

  Ans.  Ans. Affidavit. Affidavit. 11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. Which three challenges do you feel are beingWhich three challenges do you feel are being
faced by political parties in India ? Give yourfaced by political parties in India ? Give your
opinion.opinion.

[Board T[Board Term-II, Outside erm-II, Outside Delhi Set-I, Delhi Set-I, 2016]2016]

Ans. The three challenges faced by political parties inAns. The three challenges faced by political parties in

India are :India are :

(i)(i) Lack of internal democracy. Lack of internal democracy.

(ii)(ii) Challenge of dynastic succession Challenge of dynastic succession

(iii)(iii) Growing role of money and muscle  Growing role of money and muscle power.power.

(iv)(iv) Often parties do not seem to offer a meaningful Often parties do not seem to offer a meaningful
choice to the voters.choice to the voters. (Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016]

UU Q. Q. 2.2. How do money and muscle power play anHow do money and muscle power play an
important role in elections ? Explain.important role in elections ? Explain.

[Board Term-II, O.D. Set-II, 2015][Board Term-II, O.D. Set-II, 2015]

Ans. Money and muscle Ans. Money and muscle power play an imporpower play an important roletant role
in elections because :in elections because :

(i)(i) Role of money and muscle power in partiesRole of money and muscle power in parties
especially during elections is growing.especially during elections is growing.

(ii)(ii) Parties tend to nominate those candidates whoParties tend to nominate those candidates who
have or can raise lots of mohave or can raise lots of money.ney.

(iii)(iii) Rich people and companies who give funds toRich people and companies who give funds to
the parties tend to have influence on the policiesthe parties tend to have influence on the policies
and decisions of the party.and decisions of the party.

(iv)(iv) In some cases, parties support criminals who canIn some cases, parties support criminals who can
win election.win election.

(v)(v) Democrats all over the world are Democrats all over the world are worried over theworried over the
increasing role of rich people and big companiesincreasing role of rich people and big companies

in democratic politics.in democratic politics. (Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3
[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015]2015]

UU Q. Q. 3.3. What is meant by ‘defection’ in democracy ?What is meant by ‘defection’ in democracy ?
Explain.Explain. [Board Term–II, Set-2027, 2014][Board Term–II, Set-2027, 2014]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) Defection in politics means moving of aDefection in politics means moving of a
person from one party to another party for someperson from one party to another party for some

personal benefit. It means changing partypersonal benefit. It means changing party
allegiance from the party on which a person gotallegiance from the party on which a person got
elected to a different party.elected to a different party.

(ii)(ii) It happens when a legislature, after having been It happens when a legislature, after having been
elected from a particular party leaves it and joinselected from a particular party leaves it and joins
in other party.in other party.

  (iii)  (iii) The Constitution was amended to  The Constitution was amended to prevent electedprevent elected
MLA’s and MP’s from changing parties. NowMLA’s and MP’s from changing parties. Now
the law says that if any MLA and MP changesthe law says that if any MLA and MP changes

parties, parties, he he or or she she will will lose lose seat seat in in the the legislature.legislature.

  (iv)  (iv) The new law has brought defection d The new law has brought defection down and hasown and has
made dissent even more difficult.made dissent even more difficult.

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2014] 2014] 33

AA Q. Q. 4.4. “Serious efforts were made by the legal“Serious efforts were made by the legal
organizations to reform political parties inorganizations to reform political parties in
India.” Support the statement.India.” Support the statement.

[Board Term-II, Foreign Set-I, II, III, 2015][Board Term-II, Foreign Set-I, II, III, 2015]

Ans. Efforts made Ans. Efforts made by the legby the legal organizations to ral organizations to reformeform
political parties in India :political parties in India :

  (i)  (i) To check defection, the Constitution wasTo check defection, the Constitution was
amended to prevent elected MLA’s and MPS’samended to prevent elected MLA’s and MPS’s
from changing parties.from changing parties.

(ii)(ii) The Supreme Court passed an order to reduceThe Supreme Court passed an order to reduce
the influence of money and criminal, by making itthe influence of money and criminal, by making it
mandatory to produce an affidavit giving detailsmandatory to produce an affidavit giving details
of property and criminal cases pending.of property and criminal cases pending.

(iii)(iii) The Election Commission passed an orderThe Election Commission passed an order
making it necessary for political parties to holdmaking it necessary for political parties to hold
their organizational election and file their incometheir organizational election and file their income
tax returns.tax returns. [CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 3[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 3

Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. Explain any four problem areas in the workingExplain any four problem areas in the working
of political parties.of political parties.

[Board [Board TTerm–II, erm–II, Set-208Set-2081, 1, 2012]2012]

  Ans.  Ans. (i) Lack of internal democracy :(i) Lack of internal democracy : The first challengeThe first challenge
is lack of internal democracy within parties.is lack of internal democracy within parties.
Concentration of power in one or few leaders atConcentration of power in one or few leaders at
the top.the top.

(ii)(ii) Dynastic succession :Dynastic succession : Favour people close toFavour people close to
them or even their family members. In manythem or even their family members. In many
parties, the top positions are always controlled byparties, the top positions are always controlled by
members of one family.members of one family.

  (iii)  (iii) Money and muscle power :Money and muscle power : The third challenge isThe third challenge is
about growing role of money and muscle powerabout growing role of money and muscle power
in parties, especially during elections.in parties, especially during elections.

  (iv)  (iv) Meaningful choice :Meaningful choice : The fourth challenge isThe fourth challenge is
that very often parties do not seem to offer athat very often parties do not seem to offer a
meaningful choice to the voters.meaningful choice to the voters. 1¼ × 4 = 51¼ × 4 = 5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012]2012]

UU Q. 2.Q. 2. Why is there a lack of internal democracy withinWhy is there a lack of internal democracy within
the political parties in India ? Explain withthe political parties in India ? Explain with
examples.examples. [Board Term–II, Set-2027, 2012][Board Term–II, Set-2027, 2012]
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Ans. Ans. There are various reasons for lack of democracyThere are various reasons for lack of democracy
within the political parties in India :within the political parties in India :

(i)(i) Concentration of power in one or few leaders at Concentration of power in one or few leaders at
the top.the top.

  (ii)  (ii) Details of membership are not registered in the Details of membership are not registered in the
parties.parties.

  (iii)  (iii) No organizational meetings. No organizational meetings.
  (iv)  (iv) No internal elections for membership within the No internal elections for membership within the

party.party.
(v)(v) Top leaders have unanimous power of decision- Top leaders have unanimous power of decision-

making.making. 1 × 5 = 51 × 5 = 5
[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012]2012]

AA Q. 3.Q. 3. Examine any two institutional amendmentsExamine any two institutional amendments
made by different institutions to reform politicalmade by different institutions to reform political
and their leaders.and their leaders.

[Board [Board TTerm-IIerm-II, , Foreign Foreign Set-III, Set-III, 2016]2016]

OROR

Elucidate some of the recent efforts taken in ourElucidate some of the recent efforts taken in our
country to reform political parties and its country to reform political parties and its leaders.leaders.

[Board [Board TTerm erm II, SQPII, SQP, 2016], 2016]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i)  The Constitution was amended to prevent  The Constitution was amended to prevent
elected MLA’s and MP’s from changingelected MLA’s and MP’s from changing
parties. This was done because many electedparties. This was done because many elected
representatives were indulging in defection inrepresentatives were indulging in defection in
order to become ministers or for cash rewards.order to become ministers or for cash rewards.
Now, if any MLA or MP changes parties, he orNow, if any MLA or MP changes parties, he or
she will lose the seat in the she will lose the seat in the legislature.legislature.

(ii)(ii)  The Supreme Court passed an order to reduce  The Supreme Court passed an order to reduce
the influence of money and criminals. Now, itthe influence of money and criminals. Now, it
is mandatory for every candidate who contestsis mandatory for every candidate who contests
elections to file an affidavit giving details of hiselections to file an affidavit giving details of his
property and criminal cases pending against him.property and criminal cases pending against him.
The new system has made a lot of informationThe new system has made a lot of information
available to the public. But there is no system ofavailable to the public. But there is no system of
check if the information given by the candidatescheck if the information given by the candidates
is true.is true.

(iii)(iii) The Election Commission passed an order making The Election Commission passed an order making
it necessary for political parties to hold theirit necessary for political parties to hold their
organizational elections and file their income taxorganizational elections and file their income tax
returns.returns.

  (iv)  (iv) The parties have started doing so but sometimes The parties have started doing so but sometimes
it is mere formality. It is not clear if this step hasit is mere formality. It is not clear if this step has
led to greater internal democracy in politicalled to greater internal democracy in political
parties.parties. [CBSE Marking [CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016] Scheme, 2016] 55

UU Q. Q. 4.4. Suggest and explain any five measures to reformSuggest and explain any five measures to reform
political parties.political parties.

[Board T[Board Term-II, Outside Delhi erm-II, Outside Delhi Set-II, 2016]Set-II, 2016]

OROR

Suggest any five effective measures to reformSuggest any five effective measures to reform
political parties.political parties.

[Board T[Board Term-II, 2015, Outside erm-II, 2015, Outside Delhi Set-I, 2012]Delhi Set-I, 2012]

Ans. Effective measures Ans. Effective measures to reform political parties to reform political parties are :are :

(i)(i) A law should be made to regulate the internalA law should be made to regulate the internal
affairs of political parties.affairs of political parties.

(ii)(ii) It should be made compulsory for political partiesIt should be made compulsory for political parties
to maintain a register of its mto maintain a register of its members.embers.

  (iii)  (iii) It should be made mandatory for political partiesIt should be made mandatory for political parties
to give a minimum number of tickets; about 1/3to give a minimum number of tickets; about 1/3rdrd

to its women candidates.to its women candidates.
  (iv)  (iv) There should be a quota for women in theThere should be a quota for women in the

decision making bodies of the party.decision making bodies of the party.
(v)(v) There should be state funding of elections.There should be state funding of elections.

(vi)(vi) The government should give parties moneyThe government should give parties money
to support their election expenses in kind forto support their election expenses in kind for
example petrol, paper, telephone, etc., or in example petrol, paper, telephone, etc., or in cash.cash.

(vii)(vii) Vote casting should be made compulsory in eachVote casting should be made compulsory in each
election.election.

(viii)(viii) Data regarding caste and religion, OBC, SC, STData regarding caste and religion, OBC, SC, ST
should not be utilized during election period inshould not be utilized during election period in
any form.any form. (Any five) 1 × 5 = 5(Any five) 1 × 5 = 5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015]2015]

High Order Thinking Skills (HOTS) QuestionsHigh Order Thinking Skills (HOTS) Questions

  Q. 1.  Q. 1. “Political parties are a necessary condition for a“Political parties are a necessary condition for a

democracy”. Analyse the statement with examples.democracy”. Analyse the statement with examples.

[Board T[Board Term-II, Outside Delhi erm-II, Outside Delhi Set-I, II, III, 2016]Set-I, II, III, 2016]

OROR

Why can’t modern democracies exist without theWhy can’t modern democracies exist without the
political parties? Explain any four reasons.political parties? Explain any four reasons.

[Board Term–II, 2015, Foreign Set-14/B1 2011][Board Term–II, 2015, Foreign Set-14/B1 2011]

  Ans. “Political parties are necessary condition for a  Ans. “Political parties are necessary condition for a

democracy” because :democracy” because :

(i)(i) Without political parties, democracies cannotWithout political parties, democracies cannot
exist.exist.

(ii)(ii) If we do If we do not have political not have political parties; in such parties; in such aa
situation every candidate in elections will besituation every candidate in elections will be
independent.independent.

(iii)(iii) No one will be able to make any promises to the No one will be able to make any promises to the
people about any major policy changes.people about any major policy changes.

(iv)(iv) The government may be formed but its utilityThe government may be formed but its utility
will remain uncertain.will remain uncertain.

(v)(v) Elected representatives will be accountable toElected representatives will be accountable to
their constituency for what they do in theirtheir constituency for what they do in their
locality.locality.

(vi)(vi) But no one will be responsible for how theBut no one will be responsible for how the
country will run.country will run.

(vii)(vii) The role of opposition party in a democracyThe role of opposition party in a democracy
necessitates the existence of political parties.necessitates the existence of political parties.

(viii)(viii) As socAs societies become ieties become large and large and complex theycomplex they
also need some agencies to gather differentalso need some agencies to gather different
views on various issues and to present these toviews on various issues and to present these to
the government, that’s why political parties arethe government, that’s why political parties are
needed.needed. (Any five)(Any five)

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016] 1 × 5 = 5[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016] 1 × 5 = 5

Q. Q. 2.2. “Political parties play a major role in democracy.”“Political parties play a major role in democracy.”
Explain any five points to justify this Explain any five points to justify this statement.statement.

[Board Term–II, Set-2080, 2012][Board Term–II, Set-2080, 2012]

OROR

“Political parties are rightly called the government“Political parties are rightly called the government
in disguise.” Justify the statement in reference toin disguise.” Justify the statement in reference to
democratic politics by giving five arguments.democratic politics by giving five arguments.

[Board Term–II, Set-2022, 2012][Board Term–II, Set-2022, 2012]
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  Ans.  Ans. The political parties play an important role inThe political parties play an important role in
democracy as :democracy as :

(i)(i) Parties contest elections :Parties contest elections :  In most democracies,  In most democracies,
elections are fought mainly among the elections are fought mainly among the candidatescandidates
put up by political parties.put up by political parties.

  (ii)  (ii) Parties Parties put put forward forward different different policies policies andand
programmes and the voters choose from programmes and the voters choose from them.them.

(iii)(iii) Parties play a decisive role in making laws for a Parties play a decisive role in making laws for a
country.country.

  (iv)  (iv) Parties shape Parties shape public opinions. public opinions. They raise They raise andand
highlight issues.highlight issues.

(v)(v) Form and run governments. Form and run governments.
  (vi)  (vi) Role of opposition. Opposition role is important Role of opposition. Opposition role is important

in democracy as it voices different views andin democracy as it voices different views and
criticizes government for its failures or wrongcriticizes government for its failures or wrong
policies.policies.

(vii)(vii) Parties Parties provide people provide people access access to to governmentgovernment
machinery and welfare schemes implemented bymachinery and welfare schemes implemented by
governments.governments. (Any five) 1 × 5 = 5(Any five) 1 × 5 = 5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012]2012]

Q. Q. 3.3. Differentiate between national and regional parties.Differentiate between national and regional parties.
Write any four points.Write any four points.

[Board [Board TTerm–IIerm–II, , Set-6800Set-68001, 1, 2012]2012]

  Ans.  Ans.

S.No.S.No. NNaattiioonnaal  l  PPaarrttiieess RReeggiioonnaal  l  PPaarrttiieess

(i)(i) A party that secures atA party that secures at
least 6% of total votesleast 6% of total votes
in Lok Sabha electionsin Lok Sabha elections
or Assembly electionsor Assembly elections
in four states andin four states and
wins at least fourwins at least four
seats in the Lok Sabhaseats in the Lok Sabha
is recognized as ais recognized as a
national national partyparty..

A party that securesA party that secures
at least 6% of the totalat least 6% of the total
votes in an election tovotes in an election to
the Legislative Assemblythe Legislative Assembly
of a state and winsof a state and wins
at least two seats isat least two seats is
recognised as a staterecognised as a state
party or regional party or regional partyparty..

(ii)(ii) National parties willNational parties will
have influence in morehave influence in more
than three states.than three states.
For exampleFor example : INC, BJP,: INC, BJP,

BSP, CPI-M, CPI andBSP, CPI-M, CPI and
NCP.NCP.

Regional parties willRegional parties will
have influence in threehave influence in three
states.states.
For exampleFor example : Samajwadi: Samajwadi
Party, Samata Party,Party, Samata Party,
Rashtriya Janata Dal,Rashtriya Janata Dal,
DMK, AIADMK.DMK, AIADMK.

2½ 2½ + + 2½ 2½ = = 55

Q. Q. 4.4. “Lack of internal democracy within parties is the“Lack of internal democracy within parties is the
major challenge to political parties all over themajor challenge to political parties all over the
world.” Analyse the statement.world.” Analyse the statement.

[Board Term II SQP 2016 ; Board Term–II, 2015,][Board Term II SQP 2016 ; Board Term–II, 2015,]

  Ans.  Ans. Refer to Ans. of Q. 2  Refer to Ans. of Q. 2 Long Answer Type Questions.Long Answer Type Questions.

Q. Q. 5.5. “Dynastic succession is one of the most serious“Dynastic succession is one of the most serious
challenges before the political parties”. Analyse thechallenges before the political parties”. Analyse the

statement.statement. [Board Term-II, O.D. Set-I, 2015][Board Term-II, O.D. Set-I, 2015]

Ans. Ans. Dynastic succession is one of Dynastic succession is one of the most seriousthe most serious
challenges before the political parties because :challenges before the political parties because :

(i)(i) Most political parties do not practice open andMost political parties do not practice open and
transparent procedures for their functioning.transparent procedures for their functioning.

(ii)(ii) There are few ways for an ordinary worker to riseThere are few ways for an ordinary worker to rise
to the top in a party.to the top in a party.

(iii)(iii) In many parties, the top positions are alwaysIn many parties, the top positions are always
controlled by members of one family.controlled by members of one family.

(iv)(iv) This practice is unfair to other members of thatThis practice is unfair to other members of that
party and is also bad for a democracy.party and is also bad for a democracy.

(v)(v) People who do not have adequate experiencePeople who do not have adequate experience
or popular support come to occupy position ofor popular support come to occupy position of
power.power. (Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015]2015]

Q. Q. 6.6. “All over the world, people express their“All over the world, people express their
dissatisfaction with the failure of political partiesdissatisfaction with the failure of political parties
to perform their functions well.” Analyse theto perform their functions well.” Analyse the

statement with arguments.statement with arguments.

[Board Term-II, Delhi Set-II, 2016][Board Term-II, Delhi Set-II, 2016]

  Ans.   Ans. Popular dissatisfaction Popular dissatisfaction and and criticism criticism ::  It has  It has

focused on four areas in the working of politicalfocused on four areas in the working of political

parties, parties, need need to to face face and and overcome overcome thesethese

challenges in order to remain effectivechallenges in order to remain effective

instruments of democracy :instruments of democracy :

  (i)  (i) Lack of internal democracy within parties.Lack of internal democracy within parties.

(ii)(ii) Dynastic succession. Growing role of money and Dynastic succession. Growing role of money and

muscle power in parties.muscle power in parties.

(iii)(iii) There is not a meaningful choThere is not a meaningful choice to the voters.ice to the voters.

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016] 2+3[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016] 2+3

 V Value Based Questionsalue Based Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

Q. Q. 1.1. Mention the necessary conditions required by partyMention the necessary conditions required by party
to be recognized as a national to be recognized as a national party ?party ?

Ans. Necessary conditions for national parties :Ans. Necessary conditions for national parties :

(i)(i)  Secure at least 6% of total votes in Lok Sabha or  Secure at least 6% of total votes in Lok Sabha or
Assembly elections in four states.Assembly elections in four states.

  (ii)  (ii) Should win at least four seats in  Should win at least four seats in the Lok Sabha.the Lok Sabha.

  (iii)  (iii) They should They should have influence in have influence in more than more than threethree
seats.seats.

Example Example :: INC, BJP, CPI (M), CPI, NCP  INC, BJP, CPI (M), CPI, NCP and BSP.and BSP.

  1×3=3  1×3=3

Q. Q. 2.2. “No party system is ideal for all countries and all“No party system is ideal for all countries and all
situations.” Justify the statement with arguments.situations.” Justify the statement with arguments.

[Board Term-II, Foreign Set-III, 2016][Board Term-II, Foreign Set-III, 2016]

  Ans.  Ans. No party system is ideal for all countries and allNo party system is ideal for all countries and all
situations :situations :

(i)(i) Party system is not something, any country can Party system is not something, any country can
choose.choose.

(ii)(ii) It evolves over It evolves over a long a long time depending on time depending on thethe
nature of the society.nature of the society.

  (iii)  (iii) Its social Its social and regional and regional division, its division, its history ofhistory of
policies and its system of elections.policies and its system of elections.

  (iv)  (iv) Each country develops Each country develops a party system that isa party system that is
conditioned by its special circumstances.conditioned by its special circumstances.

(Any three)(Any three)

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016] 1×3=3[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016] 1×3=3

qqqqqq
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OUTCOMES OFOUTCOMES OF

DEMOCRACYDEMOCRACY

SyllabusSyllabus
Can or should democracy be judged by its outcomes ?Can or should democracy be judged by its outcomes ?

What outcomes can one reasonably expect of democracies ?What outcomes can one reasonably expect of democracies ?

 Does democracy in India meet the Does democracy in India meet these expectations ?se expectations ?

 Has democracy led to development, s Has democracy led to development, security and dignity of ecurity and dignity of the people ?the people ?

What sustains democracy in India ?What sustains democracy in India ?

TOPIC-1TOPIC-1
How Do WHow Do We Assess Democracye Assess Democracy’s Outcomes ?’s Outcomes ?

Quick Review Quick Review 
(1)(1) Is democracy a better form of government when compared withIs democracy a better form of government when compared with

dictatorship or any other alternative ?dictatorship or any other alternative ?

 Democracy Democracy is is better better becausebecause

(i)(i) It It promotes promotes equality equality among among citizens.citizens.

(ii)(ii) It enhances It enhances the dignity the dignity of the of the individual.individual.

(iii)(iii) It improves the quality of decision-making. It improves the quality of decision-making.

(iv)(iv) It provides a method to rIt provides a method to resolve conflicts.esolve conflicts.

(v)(v) It allows It allows room to room to correct mistakes.correct mistakes.

(2)(2) Is the democratic government efficient? Is it effective ?Is the democratic government efficient? Is it effective ?

 Imagine that Imagine that other form other form of government of government may take may take decisions very decisions very fast.fast.
But it may take decisions which are not accepted by the people andBut it may take decisions which are not accepted by the people and
may therefore face problems.may therefore face problems.

 Democracy is based on the idea of deliberation and negotiation. So, some delay is bound to take place.Democracy is based on the idea of deliberation and negotiation. So, some delay is bound to take place.

 In contrast, the In contrast, the democratic government will democratic government will take more take more time to follow time to follow procedures before procedures before arriving at a arriving at a decision.decision.

 But because it has followed procedures, its decisions may be both more acceptable to the people and moreBut because it has followed procedures, its decisions may be both more acceptable to the people and more
effective.effective.

 So, the cost of So, the cost of time that democracy pays is perhaps worth it.time that democracy pays is perhaps worth it.

(3) (3) Outcomes out Outcomes out of every of every democracy :democracy :

 As a political As a political outcome of democracyoutcome of democracy, we e, we expect an xpect an accountable, responsive accountable, responsive and legitimate and legitimate government.government.

 As an eAs an economic outcome, we conomic outcome, we expect thaexpect that democracies t democracies produce economic growth produce economic growth and development, and development, andand
reduce poverty and reduce poverty and inequalityinequality..

 As a social outcome, we As a social outcome, we expect democracy expect democracy to accommodate the social to accommodate the social diversity in a diversity in a societysociety, and provide, and provide
dignity and freedom to all citizens.dignity and freedom to all citizens.

TOPIC - 1TOPIC - 1

How Do We Assess Democracy’sHow Do We Assess Democracy’s
Outcomes Outcomes ? ? ........ P. 270P. 270

TOPIC - 2TOPIC - 2

Political Political Outcomes Outcomes ........ P. 272P. 272

TOPIC - 3TOPIC - 3

Economic Economic Outcomes Outcomes ........ P. 274P. 274

TOPIC - 4TOPIC - 4

Social Social Outcomes Outcomes ........ P. 276P. 276
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FlowchartsFlowcharts

Qualities of DemocracyQualities of Democracy

Accountable to the peopleAccountable to the people

Legitimately elected by voters.Legitimately elected by voters. It is people's own govIt is people's own governmenternment

Responsive to the need of the citizensResponsive to the need of the citizens

Outcomes of DemocracyOutcomes of Democracy

Social equalitySocial equality
and socialand social

 justice justice

PolitiPolitical cal equalityequality
and politicaland political

 justice justice

Economic equalityEconomic equality
and economicand economic

 justice justice

Know the TermsKnow the Terms
 Dictatorship :Dictatorship : Under dictatorship all the powers are vested in a Under dictatorship all the powers are vested in a single person or in a single person or in a group of people.group of people.
 Legitimate government :Legitimate government : Legally chosen government is called legitimate goLegally chosen government is called legitimate government.vernment.
 Transparency :Transparency : To examine the process of decision making in a democracy.To examine the process of decision making in a democracy.

Know the LinksKnow the Links
 www.idea.int/publications/aqd/upload/AssessingOverviewWeb.pdwww.idea.int/publications/aqd/upload/AssessingOverviewWeb.pd

 www.idea.int/publications/sod/upload/demo_ass_inlay_eng_L.pdf www.idea.int/publications/sod/upload/demo_ass_inlay_eng_L.pdf 

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. Which form of government is better-democraticWhich form of government is better-democratic
or non-democratic?or non-democratic?

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Set-RKZQI05, Set-RKZQI05, 2015]2015]

  Ans.  Ans. Democratic government is better. Democratic government is better. 11

UU Q. Q. 2.2. What is meant by transparency ?What is meant by transparency ?

[Board Term-II, O.D. Set-III, 2015][Board Term-II, O.D. Set-III, 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. To examine the To examine the process of decision-making process of decision-making in ain a
democracy is known as transparency.democracy is known as transparency. 11

AA Q. Q. 3.3. Why is democratic government better than Why is democratic government better than otherother
alternatives ?alternatives ?

[Board Term-II, Foreign Set-I, II, III, 2015][Board Term-II, Foreign Set-I, II, III, 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) It promotes equality among citizens. It promotes equality among citizens.
  (ii)  (ii) It enhances the dignity of the ind It enhances the dignity of the individual.ividual.

(Any one) 1(Any one) 1

UU Q. Q. 4.4. Which form of government is considered best ?Which form of government is considered best ?
[Board Term–II, Foreign, Set-III, 2015][Board Term–II, Foreign, Set-III, 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. Democratic form of government. Democratic form of government.

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. When is democracy considered successful?When is democracy considered successful?
Explain.Explain. [Board Term-II, Set-KCG34U9, 2016][Board Term-II, Set-KCG34U9, 2016]

Ans. Ans. Democracy Democracy is is considered considered to to be be successfulsuccessful
 because : because :

(i)(i)  The rulers elected by the people must take all  The rulers elected by the people must take all
major decision and not the rich and powerful.major decision and not the rich and powerful.

  (ii)  (ii) The election The election must must offer a offer a free choice free choice andand
opportunity to the people.opportunity to the people.

  (iii)  (iii) The choice should be available to all the people The choice should be available to all the people
 based on political equality. based on political equality. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016]2016]

AA Q. Q. 2.2. “There is overwhelming support for the idea“There is overwhelming support for the idea
of democracy all over the world.“ Support theof democracy all over the world.“ Support the
statement.statement.

[Board Term-II, 2015, O.D. Set-III, 2012][Board Term-II, 2015, O.D. Set-III, 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. There is an overwhelming support for the ideaThere is an overwhelming support for the idea
of democracy all over the world because :of democracy all over the world because :

(i)(i) A democratic government is people’s ownA democratic government is people’s own
government.government.

(ii)(ii) The evidence from South Asia shows that theThe evidence from South Asia shows that the
support exists in countries with democraticsupport exists in countries with democratic
regimes.regimes.
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  (iii)  (iii) People wished to be ruled by representativesPeople wished to be ruled by representatives
elected by them.elected by them.

(iv)(iv) People believe that democracy is suitable for theirPeople believe that democracy is suitable for their
country.country.

(v)(v) Democracy has the ability to generate its ownDemocracy has the ability to generate its own
support which in itself is an outcome that cannotsupport which in itself is an outcome that cannot
 be ignored. be ignored. (Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015]2015]

UU Q. Q. 3.3. State any three merits of democracy.State any three merits of democracy.

[Board Term-II, Set-WVIVSA5, 2015][Board Term-II, Set-WVIVSA5, 2015]

Ans. Merits of Ans. Merits of Democracy are :Democracy are :

(i)(i) Democracy assures equality in every spheres of life Democracy assures equality in every spheres of life
like political, social and economic.like political, social and economic.

  (ii)  (ii) It upholds basic individual  It upholds basic individual liberties like freedom ofliberties like freedom of
speech, etc.speech, etc.

  (iii)  (iii) Due obedience to laws. Due obedience to laws. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme Scheme 2015]2015]

UU Q. Q. 4.4. Establish the relationship between democracyEstablish the relationship between democracy
and development.and development.

[Board Term-II, Set-TCJQ6VD, 2016][Board Term-II, Set-TCJQ6VD, 2016]

OROR

Explain the relationship between democracy andExplain the relationship between democracy and
development.development. [Board T[Board Term-II, Set-2076, erm-II, Set-2076, 2012]2012]

Ans. Relationship between demoAns. Relationship between democracy and developcracy and developmentment
are :are :

(i)(i) Democracies Democracies are are expected expected to to produceproduce

development.development.
(ii)(ii) Development depends upon many factors, Development depends upon many factors, i.e.,i.e., size size

of population, global situation, cooperation fromof population, global situation, cooperation from
other countries, etc. In democracies, time is takenother countries, etc. In democracies, time is taken
on discussion and reaching at a decision. So, it ison discussion and reaching at a decision. So, it is
slow, but it is not unjust or inappropriate.slow, but it is not unjust or inappropriate.

1½ + 1½ = 31½ + 1½ = 3

RR Q. Q. 5.5. What outcomes can one reasonably expect ofWhat outcomes can one reasonably expect of
democracies ?democracies ? [Board T[Board Term–II, erm–II, Set-2027, 2012]Set-2027, 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. The outcomes one can reasonably expect of theThe outcomes one can reasonably expect of the
democracy are :democracy are :

(i) (i) In In the the political political sphere—sphere—Right to vote, right toRight to vote, right to
contest.contest.

(ii) (ii) In the In the economic sphere—economic sphere—Minimised economicMinimised economic
inequalities.inequalities.

(iii) (iii) In In the the social social sphere—sphere—Equal protection to women,Equal protection to women,
SCs, STs and OBCs.SCs, STs and OBCs. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme Scheme 2012]2012]

AA Q. Q. 6.6. Discuss any three factors that describe theDiscuss any three factors that describe the
successful working of democracy in India.successful working of democracy in India.

[Board [Board TTerm–II, erm–II, Set-2079, Set-2079, 2012]2012]

Ans. Factors for the Ans. Factors for the success of democracy :success of democracy :

(i)(i) Transparency of democracy. Transparency of democracy.

  (ii)  (ii) It is accountable and responsible of  It is accountable and responsible of ruling.ruling.

  (iii)  (iii) It provides legitimacy. It provides legitimacy.

  (iv)  (iv) It accommodates government of social diversity. It accommodates government of social diversity.

(v)(v) It provides dignity and freedom to the  It provides dignity and freedom to the citizens.citizens.
(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme Scheme 2012]2012]

UU Q. Q. 7.7. What are the expected outcomes of democracy ?What are the expected outcomes of democracy ?
Explain.Explain. [Board T[Board Term–II, erm–II, Set-68019, 2012]Set-68019, 2012]

Ans. Ans. The expected The expected outcomes outcomes of demoof democracy are cracy are asas
follows :follows :

(i)(i) A government that is chosen and accountable to A government that is chosen and accountable to
the people is called democratic government.the people is called democratic government.

  (ii)  (ii) A government that is responsive to the needs of A government that is responsive to the needs of
the people.the people.

(iii)(iii) Economic growth and development reducing all Economic growth and development reducing all
forms of inequality and end of poforms of inequality and end of poverty.verty.

  (iv)  (iv) Accommodating all social diversities. Accommodating all social diversities.

(v)(v) Ensuring Ensuring the the dignity dignity and and freedom freedom of of thethe
individuals.individuals. (Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme Scheme 2012]2012]

TOPIC-2TOPIC-2
Political OutcomesPolitical Outcomes

Quick Review Quick Review 
 Democracy is accountable, responsive and legitimate government Democracy is accountable, responsive and legitimate government 

 Democracy ensures that decision making is Democracy ensures that decision making is based on norms and procedures. So, a citizen based on norms and procedures. So, a citizen has the right and thehas the right and the
means to examine the process of means to examine the process of decision making. This decision making. This is known as transparency. Democracy follows standardis known as transparency. Democracy follows standard
procedures and is accountable to the people.procedures and is accountable to the people.

 Democratic governments have a veDemocratic governments have a very good record when it comes ry good record when it comes to sharing information with citizens andto sharing information with citizens and
much better than any non-democratic regime in this respect. Democracy is attentive to the needs and demandsmuch better than any non-democratic regime in this respect. Democracy is attentive to the needs and demands
of the people and is largely free of corruption.of the people and is largely free of corruption.

 There is one respect in which democratic goveThere is one respect in which democratic government is certainly better than itrnment is certainly better than its alternatives: democratics alternatives: democratic
government is a legitimate government. It may be government is a legitimate government. It may be slowslow, less efficient, not always very responsive or clean. But, less efficient, not always very responsive or clean. But
a democratic government is people’s own government.a democratic government is people’s own government.
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FlowchartFlowchart

Outcomes of DemocracyOutcomes of Democracy

LegitimateLegitimate
GovernmentGovernment

ReponsiveReponsive   Accountable  Accountable

Know the TermsKnow the Terms
 Accountable government :Accountable government : The government elected by the people and The government elected by the people and therefore responsible to them.therefore responsible to them.
 Responsive government :Responsive government : The government in which people have the right to know the process of decision-The government in which people have the right to know the process of decision-

making.making.

Know the LinksKnow the Links
 www.slideshare.net/.../outcomes-of-democracywww.slideshare.net/.../outcomes-of-democracy

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. How does democracy produce an accountableHow does democracy produce an accountable
government ?government ?

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Set-WVIVSA5, Set-WVIVSA5, 2015]2015]
  Ans.  Ans. In an In an accountable government, accountable government, people have thepeople have the

right to elect the leaders to form government andright to elect the leaders to form government and
if possible they participated in decision makingif possible they participated in decision making
process.process. 11

AA Q. Q. 2.2. How can you say that democracies are based onHow can you say that democracies are based on
political equality ?political equality ?

[Board Term-II, O.D. Set-I, II, III, 2015][Board Term-II, O.D. Set-I, II, III, 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. All All individuals individuals have equal have equal weight weight in electingin electing
representatives. (Right to Vote)representatives. (Right to Vote) 11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. Examine the political outcome of democracy.Examine the political outcome of democracy.
[Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-II, I, Set-KCG34USet-KCG34U9, 9, 2016]2016]

Ans.(i)Ans.(i) Right to the citizens to choose their leaders andRight to the citizens to choose their leaders and
keep check on them.keep check on them.

  (ii)  (ii) If required If required people can people can participate in participate in decisiondecision
making either directly or through indirectly ormaking either directly or through indirectly or
through representatives.through representatives.

  (iii)  (iii)  It produces accountable, responsible and legitimate  It produces accountable, responsible and legitimate
government.government.[CBSE Marking Scheme 2016] 1 × 3 = 3[CBSE Marking Scheme 2016] 1 × 3 = 3

AA Q. Q. 2.2. “Democratic governments in practice are known“Democratic governments in practice are known
as accountable.” Support the statement withas accountable.” Support the statement with
arguments.arguments.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Foreign Foreign Set-II, Set-II, 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans. Democratic governments in practice areDemocratic governments in practice are
accountable because :accountable because :

(i)(i) It is right to expect democracy to form a governmentIt is right to expect democracy to form a government
that follows procedures and is accountable to thethat follows procedures and is accountable to the
people.people.

(ii)(ii) It is also expected  It is also expected that the democratic governmentthat the democratic government
develops mechanisms for citizens to take part indevelops mechanisms for citizens to take part in
decision making whenever they think it as decision making whenever they think it as fit.fit.

  (iii)  (iii) The democratic government is accountable to the The democratic government is accountable to the
people. If it ignores the will of the people they willpeople. If it ignores the will of the people they will
not elect their ruler in the next general election.not elect their ruler in the next general election.

(iv)(iv) The procedures The procedures and dand decision mecision making paking processrocess
should be transparent for democratic governmentshould be transparent for democratic government
to be accountable to the people.to be accountable to the people.

(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3
[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme Scheme 2016]2016]

UU Q. Q. 3.3. How can a democratic government be madeHow can a democratic government be made
accountable ? Explain.accountable ? Explain.

[Board [Board TTerm–II, erm–II, Set-68019, Set-68019, 2012]2012]

  Ans.  Ans. A democratic government can be madeA democratic government can be made
accountable by :accountable by :

(i)(i) Conducting discussions and negotiations. Conducting discussions and negotiations.
(ii)(ii) Ensuring transparency. Ensuring transparency.

(iii)(iii) Holding regular, free and fair elections. Holding regular, free and fair elections.
  (iv)  (iv) Having open public debates. Having open public debates. (Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme Scheme 2012]2012]

UU Q. Q. 4.4. How is democratic government known asHow is democratic government known as
responsive government ? Explain with anresponsive government ? Explain with an
example.example. [Board Term–II, 2014][Board Term–II, 2014]

  Ans.  Ans. A democratic government has to be responsive to A democratic government has to be responsive to
the needs of its citizens.the needs of its citizens.

(i)(i) Through pressure groups, and public protests, the Through pressure groups, and public protests, the
democratic government can check the popularitydemocratic government can check the popularity
of its decisions and mechanism of administeringof its decisions and mechanism of administering
 justice. justice.
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  (ii)  (ii) A goA government which vernment which is able is able to respond to respond toto
grievances faster is able to avoid confrontation andgrievances faster is able to avoid confrontation and
provide good governance.provide good governance. 33

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme Scheme 2014]2014]

UU Q. Q. 5.5. How does a democracy produce an accoHow does a democracy produce an accountable,untable,
responsive and legitimate government ?responsive and legitimate government ?

[Board [Board TTerm–II, erm–II, (Set-2030) (Set-2030) 2012]2012]

  Ans.  Ans. A democracy produces an accountable, responsiveA democracy produces an accountable, responsive
and legitimate government as :and legitimate government as :

(i)(i) People have a right to choose their rulers and have People have a right to choose their rulers and have
control over the rulers.control over the rulers.

  (ii)  (ii) Whenever possible Whenever possible and necessary, and necessary, they shouldthey should
participate in decision-making on issues that affectparticipate in decision-making on issues that affect
them all.them all.

(iii)(iii) Democracy producDemocracy produces a es a government which government which isis
accountable to the citizens.accountable to the citizens.

  (iv)  (iv) Democracy is based on the idea of liberation and Democracy is based on the idea of liberation and
negotiation.negotiation.

(v)(v) Decision-making Decision-making is is based based on on norms norms andand
procedures and its transparency.procedures and its transparency.

(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3
[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme Scheme 2012]2012]

UU Q. Q. 6.6. ‘It may be reasonable to expect from a democracy‘It may be reasonable to expect from a democracy
a government that is attentive to the needsa government that is attentive to the needs
and demands of the people and is largely freeand demands of the people and is largely free
of corruption.’ Explain this statement in threeof corruption.’ Explain this statement in three
points.points. [Board T[Board Term–II, erm–II, Set-2079, 2012]Set-2079, 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. Corruption of government :Corruption of government :
(i)(i)  Democracies often frustrate the needs of people  Democracies often frustrate the needs of people

and often ignore the demands of and often ignore the demands of the majority.the majority.
  (ii)  (ii) The routine The routine tales of tales of corruption are enough corruption are enough toto

convince us that democracy is not convince us that democracy is not free from this evil.free from this evil.
  (iii)  (iii) But a But a democratic government democratic government is people’s is people’s ownown

government and pays heed to their demands.government and pays heed to their demands.

  (iv)  (iv) People have People have believed that believed that democracy will democracy will bebe
attentive and make policies that will free theattentive and make policies that will free the
country from corruption.country from corruption. (Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme Scheme 2012]2012]

AA Q. Q. 7.7. “Democratic government is legitimate“Democratic government is legitimate
government.” Support the statement withgovernment.” Support the statement with
arguments.arguments. [Board T[Board Term-II, (Delhi erm-II, (Delhi Set-II) 2016]Set-II) 2016]

OROR

Why is democratic government known asWhy is democratic government known as
legitimate government ?legitimate government ? [Board Term–II, 2014][Board Term–II, 2014]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  A democratic government is called legitimate  A democratic government is called legitimate
government because it is people’s owngovernment because it is people’s own
government.government.

  (ii)  (ii) It may be slow, less efficient and not very responsiveIt may be slow, less efficient and not very responsive
and clean, but it is and clean, but it is people’s government.people’s government.

  (iii)  (iii) There is an overwhelming support for the idea of There is an overwhelming support for the idea of
democracy all over the world. People of South Asia,democracy all over the world. People of South Asia,
Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, India, Pakistan and NepalBangladesh, Sri Lanka, India, Pakistan and Nepal
have no doubt about the suitability of democracyhave no doubt about the suitability of democracy

for their own country.for their own country.

(iv)(iv) People wish to be  People wish to be ruled by representatives electedruled by representatives elected
 by  by them. them. Democracy’s Democracy’s ability to ability to generate its generate its ownown
support makes it more legitimate.support makes it more legitimate.

(Any (Any three) three) 1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme Scheme 2014]2014]

RR Q. Q. 8.8. Why has political funding become a threat forWhy has political funding become a threat for
democracy?democracy?

(Board Term-II, Set-WVIVSA5, 2015)(Board Term-II, Set-WVIVSA5, 2015)
  Ans.  Ans. Most of political parties are dependent on money Most of political parties are dependent on money

given by big business houses. That’s why the poorgiven by big business houses. That’s why the poor
and middle classes do not agree to participate inand middle classes do not agree to participate in
electoral process. Hence, a majority of people keepelectoral process. Hence, a majority of people keep
away from politics and have little voice in away from politics and have little voice in politics.politics.

33

TOPIC-3TOPIC-3
Economic OutcomesEconomic Outcomes

Quick Review Quick Review 
 Economic growth and development Economic growth and development 

(i)(i) Economic development Economic development depends on depends on several several factors: factors: country’s population size, country’s population size, global situation, global situation, cooperationcooperation
from other countries, economic priorities adopted from other countries, economic priorities adopted by the country, etc.by the country, etc.

(ii)(ii) HoweverHowever, the difference in the , the difference in the rates of economic development rates of economic development between less developed countriebetween less developed countries withs with
dictatorships and democracies is negligible.dictatorships and democracies is negligible.

(iii)(iii)  Overall, we cannot say that democracy is a guarantee of economic development. But we can expect  Overall, we cannot say that democracy is a guarantee of economic development. But we can expect
democracy not to lag behind dictatorships in economic development.democracy not to lag behind dictatorships in economic development.

 Democracy reduces economic inequality and povertyDemocracy reduces economic inequality and poverty

(i)(i) Democracies have Democracies have growing economic growing economic inequalities. A inequalities. A small number small number of ultra-rich of ultra-rich enjoy a enjoy a lion share lion share of wealthof wealth
and those at the bottom of the society have very little to depend upon and find very difficult to meet theirand those at the bottom of the society have very little to depend upon and find very difficult to meet their
 basic needs of life, such as food, clothing, house, education and health. basic needs of life, such as food, clothing, house, education and health.

(ii)(ii) Democratically elected Democratically elected governments address the governments address the question of povertquestion of poverty by making vy by making various welfare arious welfare schemes toschemes to
remove poverty.remove poverty.

(iii)(iii) Democracies not only making welfare schemes but also give rDemocracies not only making welfare schemes but also give reservations for socially and economicallyeservations for socially and economically
 backward people in jobs, elections and educational institutions. backward people in jobs, elections and educational institutions.
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FlowchartFlowchart

Economic Growth and Development Economic Growth and Development 

Country'sCountry's
population sizepopulation size

Global situationGlobal situation
Economic Economic prioritiespriorities

adopted by the countryadopted by the country
Cooperation fromCooperation from

other countriesother countries

Know the TermsKnow the Terms
 Economic Development :Economic Development : It is the development of economic wealth of countries, regions or communities for theIt is the development of economic wealth of countries, regions or communities for the

well-being of their inhabitants.well-being of their inhabitants.

 Dictatorship :Dictatorship : A form of goA form of government in which absolute power is vernment in which absolute power is concentrated in the dictatorconcentrated in the dictator..

 Economic Inequality :Economic Inequality : It is the difference found in various measures of economic well-being among individualsIt is the difference found in various measures of economic well-being among individuals
in a group, among groups in a population, or among countries.in a group, among groups in a population, or among countries.

Know the LinksKnow the Links
  gradestack.com/CBSE-Class-10th-Course/ gradestack.com/CBSE-Class-10th-Course/Outcomes-of...Outcomes-of...

 www.authorstream.com/...democracy-education-ppt-powerpointwww.authorstream.com/...democracy-education-ppt-powerpoint

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. What is meant by economic inequality ?What is meant by economic inequality ?

[Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-II, I, Set-TCJQ6VD Set-TCJQ6VD 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans. It refers to disparities in the distribution  It refers to disparities in the distribution of economicof economic
assets and income.assets and income. 11

AA Q. Q. 2.2. In which area does democracy fail to achieve theIn which area does democracy fail to achieve the
same results as in dictatorship ?same results as in dictatorship ?

[Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-II, I, Set-TCJQ6VD, Set-TCJQ6VD, 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans. Economic development. Economic development. 11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. Are democracies based on political and economicAre democracies based on political and economic
equalities ? Explain.equalities ? Explain.

[Board Term–II, Set-2030, 2012][Board Term–II, Set-2030, 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. Democracy are based on political equality :Democracy are based on political equality :

(i)(i) All All citizens citizens have have equal equal role role in in electingelecting
representatives.representatives.

(ii)(ii) Parallel to the process of bringing individuals into Parallel to the process of bringing individuals into
the political the political arena, warena, we find e find growing growing economiceconomic
inequalities.inequalities.

(iii)(iii) Democracy does not appear to be very successful Democracy does not appear to be very successful
in reducing economic inequalities.in reducing economic inequalities.

  (iv)  (iv) The ultra-rich The ultra-rich enjoy a enjoy a highly highly disproportionatedisproportionate
share of wealth and income.share of wealth and income.

  (v)  (v) At the bottom of the society, the people have veryAt the bottom of the society, the people have very
little to depend on.little to depend on.

(vi)(vi) It is difficult to meet their basic needs of life, such It is difficult to meet their basic needs of life, such
as food, clothing, house, education and health.as food, clothing, house, education and health.

½ ½ × × 6 6 = = 33

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme Scheme 2012]2012]

AA Q. Q. 2.2. How democracies have been able to reduceHow democracies have been able to reduce
poverty ? Elaborate.poverty ? Elaborate.

[Board [Board TTerm–II, erm–II, Set-2078, Set-2078, 2012]2012]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) Democracies do not appear to be very successful Democracies do not appear to be very successful

in reducing economic inequalities. Althoughin reducing economic inequalities. Although
majority of voters constitute the poverty riddenmajority of voters constitute the poverty ridden
group, yet democratically elected government dogroup, yet democratically elected government do
not appear to be as keen to address the question ofnot appear to be as keen to address the question of

poverty as you would expect them to.poverty as you would expect them to.

  (ii)  (ii) Situation is much worse in some of the countries Situation is much worse in some of the countries
where people depend upon rich countries for foodwhere people depend upon rich countries for food
supplies.supplies.

  (iii)  (iii) But even then democracy is favoured because it But even then democracy is favoured because it
provides the opportunity to change the rulers.provides the opportunity to change the rulers.

1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme Scheme 2012]2012]
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TOPIC-4TOPIC-4
Social OutcomesSocial Outcomes

Quick Review Quick Review 
 Democracy accommodates of social diversityDemocracy accommodates of social diversity

 Democracies usually deveDemocracies usually develop a procedure lop a procedure to accommodate various to accommodate various social groups. This rsocial groups. This reduces the possibilityeduces the possibility
of social tensions becoming of social tensions becoming explosive or violent.explosive or violent.

 No society can fully and permanently resolve conflicts among different groups. But democracy is best toNo society can fully and permanently resolve conflicts among different groups. But democracy is best to
handle social differences, divisions and conflicts.handle social differences, divisions and conflicts.

 But the example of Sri LaBut the example of Sri Lanka reminds us that a democracy must fulfill twnka reminds us that a democracy must fulfill two conditions in order to achieveo conditions in order to achieve
accommodation of social divisions :accommodation of social divisions :

(i)(i) It is necessary to understand that democracy It is necessary to understand that democracy is not simply rule by majority opinion. The majority is not simply rule by majority opinion. The majority alwaysalways
needs to work with the minority so needs to work with the minority so that governments function to represent the general view.that governments function to represent the general view.

(ii)(ii) It is also necessary that rule by majority does not become rule by majority community in terms of religion It is also necessary that rule by majority does not become rule by majority community in terms of religion
or race or linguistic group, etc. Rule by majority means rule by majority’s choice.or race or linguistic group, etc. Rule by majority means rule by majority’s choice.

 Democracy promotes dignity and freedom of the citizensDemocracy promotes dignity and freedom of the citizens

 Democracy stands much superior tDemocracy stands much superior to any other form of government o any other form of government in promoting dignity and freedom in promoting dignity and freedom of theof the
individual by providing Fundamental Rights. Every individual wants individual by providing Fundamental Rights. Every individual wants to receive respect from fellow beings.to receive respect from fellow beings.

 The passion for respect and freedom are the basis of democracyThe passion for respect and freedom are the basis of democracy. Democracies throughout the world have. Democracies throughout the world have
recognised this, at least in principle. recognised this, at least in principle. This has been achieved in various This has been achieved in various degrees in various democracies.degrees in various democracies.

 TTake the case of dignity of ake the case of dignity of women. Most societies across the world were women. Most societies across the world were historically male dominated societies.historically male dominated societies.

 Long struggles by women have created some sensitivity today that respect to and equal treatment of womenLong struggles by women have created some sensitivity today that respect to and equal treatment of women
are necessary ingredients of are necessary ingredients of a democratic society.a democratic society.

 Democracy in India has strDemocracy in India has strengthened the claims of engthened the claims of the disadvantaged and discriminated the disadvantaged and discriminated castes for equalcastes for equal
status and status and equal opportunity.equal opportunity.

 Conclusion : (i)Conclusion : (i) A democracy is always striving towards A democracy is always striving towards a better goal. People constantly demand more benefits ina better goal. People constantly demand more benefits in

a democracy. There are always more expectations.a democracy. There are always more expectations.

(ii)(ii)People now look critically at the work of those who hold power, the rich, the powerful. They express theirPeople now look critically at the work of those who hold power, the rich, the powerful. They express their

dissatisfaction loudly. It shows they are no longerdissatisfaction loudly. It shows they are no longer subjectssubjects but but citizenscitizens of a  of a democratic country.democratic country.

FlowchartsFlowcharts

Factors for preference of Democracy by the peopleFactors for preference of Democracy by the people

Promotes equality among citizensPromotes equality among citizens

Improves the quality of decision-makingImproves the quality of decision-making

Based on public opinionBased on public opinion

Conditions for successful functioning of Indian DemocracyConditions for successful functioning of Indian Democracy

Female literacyFemale literacy

Social equalitySocial equality

Free pressFree press

High moral charactersHigh moral characters
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Know the TermsKnow the Terms
 Social Social diversity diversity :: It is all of the ways that people  It is all of the ways that people within a single culture are set apart from each other. Elements ofwithin a single culture are set apart from each other. Elements of

social diversity can includsocial diversity can include ethnicitye ethnicity, lifestyle, religion, , lifestyle, religion, language, tastes and language, tastes and preferences.preferences.
 Social divSocial divisions :isions :  When social differences amongst different communities’ increases and one community is  When social differences amongst different communities’ increases and one community is

discriminated because of the differences, it becomes social division. For example, social difference between thediscriminated because of the differences, it becomes social division. For example, social difference between the
upper castes and lower castes becomes a social division as the dalits are generally poor and face injustice andupper castes and lower castes becomes a social division as the dalits are generally poor and face injustice and
discrimination.discrimination.

Know the LinksKnow the Links
  gradestack.com/CBSE-Class-10th-Course/ gradestack.com/CBSE-Class-10th-Course/Outcomes-of...Outcomes-of...

 meerajayaraj.weebly.com/uploads/1/1/2/0/11208399/...meerajayaraj.weebly.com/uploads/1/1/2/0/11208399/...

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionype Question 1 1 markmark

AA Q. Q. 1.1. Which system can reduce the possibility ofWhich system can reduce the possibility of
tension and conflict among different groups oftension and conflict among different groups of
society ?society ? [Board Term-II, (Set-KCG34U9) 2016][Board Term-II, (Set-KCG34U9) 2016]

  Ans.  Ans. It is quite true that democracies have a plus point It is quite true that democracies have a plus point
in resolving social differences, diversion andin resolving social differences, diversion and
conflicts because they have evolved a mechanismconflicts because they have evolved a mechanism
to negotiate the differences.to negotiate the differences. 11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. “Democracy accommodates social diversities”.“Democracy accommodates social diversities”.
Support the statement with examples.Support the statement with examples.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Outside Outside Delhi Delhi Set-II, Set-II, 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans. “Democracy accommodates social diversities” :“Democracy accommodates social diversities” :

(i)(i) Democracies develop a procedure to conduct theirDemocracies develop a procedure to conduct their
competition. This reduces the possibility of thesecompetition. This reduces the possibility of these
tensions becoming explosive or violent.tensions becoming explosive or violent.

(ii)(ii) No society No society can fully can fully and permanently and permanently resolveresolve
conflicts among different groups. But we canconflicts among different groups. But we can
certainly learn to respect these differences and cancertainly learn to respect these differences and can
evolve a mechanism to negotiate these differences.evolve a mechanism to negotiate these differences.

(iii)(iii) Ability to handle social differences , divisions and Ability to handle social differences , divisions and
conflicts is thus a definite plus point of democraticconflicts is thus a definite plus point of democratic
regimesregimes

(iv) Example :(iv) Example :  Belgium – has successfully negotiated  Belgium – has successfully negotiated
differences among its ethnic population. Thisdifferences among its ethnic population. This
reduces the possibility of tensions.reduces the possibility of tensions.

(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme Scheme 2016]2016]

RR Q. Q. 2.2. What are the two conditions to accommodateWhat are the two conditions to accommodate
social diversities in a democracy? Mention anysocial diversities in a democracy? Mention any
one exception to this.one exception to this.

[Board T[Board Term-II, erm-II, Set-RKZQI05, 2015]Set-RKZQI05, 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) It is necessary to understand that democracy is It is necessary to understand that democracy is
not simply rule by majority. The majority alwaysnot simply rule by majority. The majority always
needs to work with minority so that governmentsneeds to work with minority so that governments
function to represent the general view.function to represent the general view.

  (ii)  (ii) It is also necessary that rule by majority does not It is also necessary that rule by majority does not
 become  become rule rule by by majority majority community community in in terms terms ofof
religion or race or linguistic group.religion or race or linguistic group.

The exception is Sri Lanka where majoritarianismThe exception is Sri Lanka where majoritarianism

is followed.is followed.

[CBSE Marking Scheme 2015] 1½ × 2= 3[CBSE Marking Scheme 2015] 1½ × 2= 3

UU Q. Q. 3.3. Explain the condition under which dignity andExplain the condition under which dignity and
freedom of the citizens can be promofreedom of the citizens can be promoted.ted.

[Board [Board TTerm–II, erm–II, Set-68005, Set-68005, 2012]2012]

  Ans.  Ans. The conditions are as follows :The conditions are as follows :

(i)(i) To promote the dignity and freedom of the citizens, To promote the dignity and freedom of the citizens,
all individuals should be treated as equal. Onceall individuals should be treated as equal. Once
this principle is recognised, it becomes easier forthis principle is recognised, it becomes easier for
individuals to wage a struggle against what is notindividuals to wage a struggle against what is not
acceptable legally and morally.acceptable legally and morally.

  (ii)  (ii) Claims of Claims of the disadvantaged the disadvantaged and discriminatedand discriminated
for equal status and equal opportunity should befor equal status and equal opportunity should be
strengthened. Inequalities and atrocities lack moralstrengthened. Inequalities and atrocities lack moral
and legal foundations.and legal foundations. 1½ + 1½ = 31½ + 1½ = 3

AA Q. Q. 4.4. Describe the favourable conditions generallyDescribe the favourable conditions generally
provided to people under a democratic ruleprovided to people under a democratic rule

[Board [Board TTerm–II, erm–II, Set-8018 Set-8018 2012]2012]

Ans. Ans. Favourable Favourable conditions conditions generally generally provided provided toto
people under a democratic rule are :people under a democratic rule are :

(i)(i) It promotes It promotes dignity to dignity to everyone irrespective ofeveryone irrespective of
caste, creed and religion.caste, creed and religion.

  (ii)  (ii) It ensures freedom of the individual. It ensures freedom of the individual.

  (iii)  (iii) It provides equal status and opportunity. It provides equal status and opportunity.

  (iv)  (iv) It provides It provides positive reservation for positive reservation for women andwomen and
other advantages for discriminated groups.other advantages for discriminated groups.

(Any (Any three) three) 1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme Scheme 2012]2012]

UU Q. Q. 5.5. Explain any three weaknesses of democracy.Explain any three weaknesses of democracy.
[Board T[Board Term–II, erm–II, Set-68005, 2012]Set-68005, 2012]

 Ans. (i) Ans. (i)  Democracies take more time in decision-  Democracies take more time in decision-
making.making.
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  (ii)  (ii) Democracies fall Democracies fall short of short of elections that elections that provideprovide
a fair chance to everyone and subjecting everya fair chance to everyone and subjecting every
decision to public debate.decision to public debate.

(iii)(iii) The routine The routine tales of tales of corruption are enough corruption are enough toto

convince that democracies are not free of evil.convince that democracies are not free of evil.

[CBSE Marking Scheme 2012] 1 × 3 = 3[CBSE Marking Scheme 2012] 1 × 3 = 3

UU Q. Q. 6.6. Explain the ways in which democracy can beExplain the ways in which democracy can be
redefined to make democracy more effective.redefined to make democracy more effective.

[Board [Board TTerm–II, erm–II, Set-68018, Set-68018, 2012]2012]

  Ans.   Ans. Ways in which Ways in which democracy can be democracy can be redefined toredefined to
make democracy more effective :make democracy more effective :

(i)(i) Ensures that views of minority are respected. Ensures that views of minority are respected.
(ii)(ii) Eliminates Eliminates caste, caste, religion religion and and gender gender basedbased

discrimination.discrimination.

(iii)(iii) People enjoy extensive rights from right to vote to People enjoy extensive rights from right to vote to
participate in elections.participate in elections.

(iv)(iv) People enjoy social and economic rights. People enjoy social and economic rights.
(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme Scheme 2012]2012]

Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. Describe the role of citizens in a Describe the role of citizens in a democracy.democracy.
[Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-II, I, Set-KCG34USet-KCG34U9, 9, 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans. The role of citizens in a democracy are as follows : The role of citizens in a democracy are as follows :
(i)(i) Citizens exercise their rights and freedoms and get Citizens exercise their rights and freedoms and get

 benefited from democratic set-up. benefited from democratic set-up.
  (ii)  (ii) They must be aware of their rights and  They must be aware of their rights and duties.duties.
  (iii)  (iii) They should be aware of the issues and problems They should be aware of the issues and problems

the country is facing.the country is facing.
  (iv)  (iv) They must They must cooperate in cooperate in maintaining law maintaining law andand

order.order.
(v)(v)  People must consider other‘s needs and interest  People must consider other‘s needs and interest

also.also. [CBSE Marking Scheme 2016] 1 × 5 = 5[CBSE Marking Scheme 2016] 1 × 5 = 5

UU Q. Q. 2.2. Explain with examples, how the dignity andExplain with examples, how the dignity and
freedom of citizens are best guaranteed in afreedom of citizens are best guaranteed in a
democracy.democracy. [Board Term–II, 2014][Board Term–II, 2014]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i)  Democracies throughout the world have  Democracies throughout the world have
recognized the fact that people should be treatedrecognized the fact that people should be treated
with due respect. The passion for respect andwith due respect. The passion for respect and
freedom is the basis of democracy.freedom is the basis of democracy.

  (ii)  (ii) Democracies recognize Democracies recognize all individuals all individuals as equal.as equal.
This equality is a big thing for the societiesThis equality is a big thing for the societies
which have been built for long on the basis ofwhich have been built for long on the basis of
subordination and domination.subordination and domination.

  (iii)  (iii) Most societies across the world are male-dominatedMost societies across the world are male-dominated
 but democracies  but democracies have created have created sensitivity that sensitivity that equalequal
treatment of women are necessary ingredients of treatment of women are necessary ingredients of aa
democratic society.democratic society.

  (iv)  (iv) Caste-based inequalities and atrocities are also  Caste-based inequalities and atrocities are also notnot
acceptable to democracies.acceptable to democracies.
All these combined together enhance the dignityAll these combined together enhance the dignity
and freedom of the individual.and freedom of the individual. 1¼ 1¼ × × 4 4 = = 55

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme Scheme 2014]2014]

UU Q. Q. 3.3. How are complaints treated as testimony to theHow are complaints treated as testimony to the
success of democracy ? Explain.success of democracy ? Explain.

[Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-II, I, Set-KCG34USet-KCG34U9, 9, 2016]2016]

Ans. To some extent Ans. To some extent complaints are treated complaints are treated as testimonyas testimony
to the success of democracy. We can prove theto the success of democracy. We can prove the
statement by analysing certain facts like :statement by analysing certain facts like :

(i)(i) Slow and inefficient government :Slow and inefficient government : Some peopleSome people
complain that democracy is a less effectivecomplain that democracy is a less effective
governments and it is slow in functioning. Theregovernments and it is slow in functioning. There
is no doubt that non-democratic government canis no doubt that non-democratic government can
 be  be more more effective effective because because they they are are fast fast in in theirtheir
decision making. But it is not cdecision making. But it is not certain that decisionsertain that decisions
are right or wrong.are right or wrong.

  (ii)  (ii) Unsuccessful in reducing economic exploitation:Unsuccessful in reducing economic exploitation:
There is no denying the fact that democracies doThere is no denying the fact that democracies do
not appear to have been successful in reducingnot appear to have been successful in reducing
economic inequality. But, it is only possible in aeconomic inequality. But, it is only possible in a
democracy that people can raise their voice againstdemocracy that people can raise their voice against
not only economic inequalities, but also against allnot only economic inequalities, but also against all
types of inequalities.types of inequalities.

All these facts show that complaints are treated asAll these facts show that complaints are treated as
testimony to the success of democracy.testimony to the success of democracy. 55

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme Scheme 2016]2016]

 Q. 4. Q. 4. Democracy has failed to reduce economic inequalityDemocracy has failed to reduce economic inequality
and poverty.’’ Do you agree ? Give arguments inand poverty.’’ Do you agree ? Give arguments in
support of your answer.support of your answer. [Board Term–II, 2014][Board Term–II, 2014]

  Ans.  Ans. In actual life, dIn actual life, democracies do not emocracies do not appear to beappear to be
reducing inequalities.reducing inequalities.

(i)(i) The poor constitute The poor constitute a large a large proportion of proportion of ourour
voters and no party likes to voters and no party likes to lose their votes, yetlose their votes, yet
democratically elected governments have notdemocratically elected governments have not

addressed the question of poverty as one wouldaddressed the question of poverty as one would
have expected them to.have expected them to.

(ii)(ii) The people iThe people in several poor n several poor countries are nowcountries are now
dependent on the rich countries even for fooddependent on the rich countries even for food
supplies.supplies.

Argument Argument in in support support ::

(i)(i) It enhances the dignity of the individuals. It enhances the dignity of the individuals.

  (ii)  (ii) It improves the quality of decision-making. It improves the quality of decision-making.

  (iii)  (iii) It provides a method to resolve conflicts. It provides a method to resolve conflicts. 2 + 3 = 5 2 + 3 = 5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme Scheme 2014]2014]

Q. 5.Q. 5. “A public expression of dissatisfaction with“A public expression of dissatisfaction with
democracy shows the success of democraticdemocracy shows the success of democratic
project.” Justify the statement.project.” Justify the statement.

[Board T[Board Term-II, Foreign erm-II, Foreign Set-III, 2016]Set-III, 2016]

Ans. Ans. “A “A public public expression expression of of dissatisfaction dissatisfaction withwith
democracy shows the success of democraticdemocracy shows the success of democratic
project” as :project” as :

(i)(i)  It shows that people have developed awareness  It shows that people have developed awareness
and the ability to expect.and the ability to expect.

(ii)(ii) People look critically at power ho People look critically at power holders. They wantlders. They want
to make democracy better.to make democracy better.

(iii)(iii) They come up with expressions and com They come up with expressions and complaints.plaints.

(iv)(iv) They value their democratic rights. They value their democratic rights. 1 + 4 = 51 + 4 = 5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme Scheme 20162016
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  Q. 6.  Q. 6. “Democracy is seen to be good in principle but felt“Democracy is seen to be good in principle but felt
to be not so good in practice.” Justify the statement.to be not so good in practice.” Justify the statement.

[Board [Board Term–II, Term–II, Set-I Set-I 2013]2013]

  Ans. Democracy is seen to be good in principles but  Ans. Democracy is seen to be good in principles but
not in practice because of the following reasons :not in practice because of the following reasons :

(i)(i) The decision making process in democracy is time- The decision making process in democracy is time-
taking, whereby justice delayed is justice denied.taking, whereby justice delayed is justice denied.

(ii)(ii) The tyranny of the majority overrides the will of The tyranny of the majority overrides the will of
the minority.the minority.

(iii)(iii) Corruption Corruption and and red-tapism red-tapism dominates dominates thethe
functioning of democracies.functioning of democracies.

(iv)(iv) An illiterate and uninformed electorate fails to give An illiterate and uninformed electorate fails to give
itself a legitimate and accountable government.itself a legitimate and accountable government.

(v)(v) The role The role of charismatic of charismatic leaders and leaders and dynasticdynastic
politics dominates political cultures.politics dominates political cultures. 55

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme Scheme 2013]2013]

  Q. 7.  Q. 7. “Democracy stands much superior in promoting“Democracy stands much superior in promoting
dignity and freedom of the citizens”. Justify thedignity and freedom of the citizens”. Justify the
statement.statement.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, 2016, 2016, Outside Outside Delhi Delhi Set-III]Set-III]

Ans. “Democracy stands much superior in promotingAns. “Democracy stands much superior in promoting
dignity and freedom to the citizens”:dignity and freedom to the citizens”:

(i)(i) Every individual wants to receive respect from Every individual wants to receive respect from
fellow beings.fellow beings.

(ii)(ii) The passion for respect and freedom is the basis The passion for respect and freedom is the basis
of any democracy.of any democracy.

(iii)(iii) Democracies Democracies throughout throughout the the world world havehave
recognized this. It has been achieved in variousrecognized this. It has been achieved in various
degrees in various democracies.degrees in various democracies.

(iv)(iv) Long struggles by women have got them respect Long struggles by women have got them respect
and equal treatment.and equal treatment.

(v)(v) In many democracies, women were deprived of In many democracies, women were deprived of
their right to vote for a long their right to vote for a long time which they havetime which they have

achieved now.achieved now.
(vi)(vi) In In India India 1/31/3rdrd  of seats have been reserved for  of seats have been reserved for

women in local bodies.women in local bodies.
(vii)(vii) Democracy has strengthened Democracy has strengthened the claims of the claims of thethe

disadvantaged and discriminated castes for equaldisadvantaged and discriminated castes for equal
status and equal opportunity.status and equal opportunity. (Any five) 5(Any five) 5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme Scheme 2016]2016]

High Order Thinking Skills (HOTS) QuestionsHigh Order Thinking Skills (HOTS) Questions

  Q. 1.  Q. 1. How is democracy accountable and responsibleHow is democracy accountable and responsible
to the needs and expectations of the citizens ?to the needs and expectations of the citizens ?
Analyse.Analyse. [Board T[Board Term-II, OD erm-II, OD Set-I, II, III Set-I, II, III 2015]2015]

Ans. Democracy is accountable and responsive to theAns. Democracy is accountable and responsive to the
needs and expectations of the citizens because :needs and expectations of the citizens because :

(i)(i) In a democracy, people have the right to chooseIn a democracy, people have the right to choose
their representatives and the people will havetheir representatives and the people will have
control over them.control over them.

(ii)(ii) Citizens have the right to participate in decision-Citizens have the right to participate in decision-
making that affects them all. This ensures that themaking that affects them all. This ensures that the
working of the government is transparent.working of the government is transparent.

(iii)(iii) Everybody expects the government to beEverybody expects the government to be
attentive to the needs and expectations of theattentive to the needs and expectations of the
people.people.

(iv)(iv) It is expected that the democratic governmentIt is expected that the democratic government
develops mechanisms for citizens to hold thedevelops mechanisms for citizens to hold the
government accountable.government accountable.

  (v)  (v) The opposition parties can also question andThe opposition parties can also question and
criticize the government policies. They keep acriticize the government policies. They keep a
check on the ruling party and make sure that itcheck on the ruling party and make sure that it
does not misuse the power.does not misuse the power. (Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015]2015]

  Q. 2.  Q. 2. “Some people think that democracy produces a less“Some people think that democracy produces a less
effective government.“ Analyse the statement.effective government.“ Analyse the statement.

[Board Term-II, Foreign Set-I, II, III, 2015][Board Term-II, Foreign Set-I, II, III, 2015]

  Ans.   Ans. It is It is true some true some people think people think that democracythat democracy
produces a less effective government because :produces a less effective government because :

  (i)  (i) Non-democratic rulers do not have to botherNon-democratic rulers do not have to bother
about deliberation in assemblies or worry aboutabout deliberation in assemblies or worry about
majorities and public opinion.majorities and public opinion.

(ii)(ii) They can be very quick and efficient in decision- They can be very quick and efficient in decision-
making and implementation.making and implementation.

(iii)(iii) But democracy is based on the idea of deliberationBut democracy is based on the idea of deliberation
and negotiation. So, some and negotiation. So, some delay is bound to delay is bound to taketake
place.place.

(iv)(iv) Most democracies fall short of elections thatMost democracies fall short of elections that
provide a fair chance to everyone.provide a fair chance to everyone.

  (v)  (v) Democratic governments do not have a very goodDemocratic governments do not have a very good
record when it comes to sharing record when it comes to sharing information withinformation with
citizens.citizens.

  (vi)  (vi) Democracies often frustrate the needs of theDemocracies often frustrate the needs of the
people and often ignore the demands of apeople and often ignore the demands of a
majority of its population.majority of its population. (Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015]2015]

 Q. 3. Q. 3. ‘‘Transparency is the most important feature of‘‘Transparency is the most important feature of
democracy.’’ Analyse.democracy.’’ Analyse.

[Board Term–II, Set-68022, 2012][Board Term–II, Set-68022, 2012]

  Ans.   Ans. Transparency is the Transparency is the most important most important feature offeature of
democracy :democracy :

(i)(i) Democracy ensures that decision-making will be Democracy ensures that decision-making will be
 based on certain norms and procedures. based on certain norms and procedures.

  (ii)  (ii) So, a citizen who wants to know if a decision was So, a citizen who wants to know if a decision was
taken through correct procedures can find this out.taken through correct procedures can find this out.

(iii)(iii) The citizen has the right and the means to examine The citizen has the right and the means to examine
the process of decision-making. This is known asthe process of decision-making. This is known as
transparency.transparency. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme Scheme 2012]2012]

 Q. 4. Q. 4. How are the democratic governments better thanHow are the democratic governments better than
the other forms of governments? Compare.the other forms of governments? Compare.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Delhi Delhi Set-I, Set-I, 2016]2016]

OROR

“Democracy is a better form of government than“Democracy is a better form of government than
any other form of government.” Analyse theany other form of government.” Analyse the
statement with arguments.statement with arguments.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Delhi Delhi Set-III, Set-III, 2016]2016]
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OROR

Why do we feel that democracy is a better form ofWhy do we feel that democracy is a better form of
government than any other form ? Explain.government than any other form ? Explain.

[Board Term-II, O.D. Set-III, 2015][Board Term-II, O.D. Set-III, 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. The democratic governments are better than otherThe democratic governments are better than other
forms of governments because :forms of governments because :

(i)(i) Democratic Democratic governments governments have have formalformal
Constitution, while it is not the case in other formConstitution, while it is not the case in other form
of governments.of governments.

(ii)(ii) They hold regular elections, while it is not the case They hold regular elections, while it is not the case
in other form of governments.in other form of governments.

(iii)(iii)  They have political parties, whereas there is no  They have political parties, whereas there is no
such thing in other form of governments.such thing in other form of governments.

  (iv)  (iv) They guarantee rights to citizens, while it is not the They guarantee rights to citizens, while it is not the
case in the other form of case in the other form of governments.governments.

(v)(v) Such Such governments governments allow allow room room to to correctcorrect
mistakes, while it is not there in the other form ofmistakes, while it is not there in the other form of
government.government.

(vi)(vi) Such government accommodates social diversities, Such government accommodates social diversities,
while no such thing in other form of government.while no such thing in other form of government.

(Any five) 1× 5 = 5(Any five) 1× 5 = 5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme Scheme 2016]2016]

Q. 5.Q. 5. ‘‘A democratic government is efficient and‘‘A democratic government is efficient and
effective.’’ Analyse the statement.effective.’’ Analyse the statement.

[Board [Board TTerm–Ierm–II, I, 2014]2014]

OROR

“The cost of time that democracy pays is perhaps“The cost of time that democracy pays is perhaps
worth it.” Justify.worth it.” Justify.

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) Imagine a government that may take decisions Imagine a government that may take decisions
very fast. But it may take decisions that are notvery fast. But it may take decisions that are not
accepted by the people and may, therefore, faceaccepted by the people and may, therefore, face
problems.problems.

  (ii)  (ii)  In contrast, the democratic government will take In contrast, the democratic government will take
more time to follow procedure before arriving at amore time to follow procedure before arriving at a
decision.decision.

  (iii)  (iii)  However, because it has followed procedure, its  However, because it has followed procedure, its
decisions may be more acceptable to the peopledecisions may be more acceptable to the people
and more effective. So, the cost of time thatand more effective. So, the cost of time that
democracy pays is perhaps worth it.democracy pays is perhaps worth it. 2+2+1=52+2+1=5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme Scheme 2014]2014]

 Q. 6. Q. 6. “Democracies are not appearing to be very“Democracies are not appearing to be very
successful in reducing economic inequalities.”successful in reducing economic inequalities.”
Analyse the statement.Analyse the statement.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Foreign Foreign Set-I, Set-I, II, II, III, III, 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans. Democracy and the economic outcomes :Democracy and the economic outcomes :
(i)(i) Slow Slow economic economic development development and and economiceconomic

growth due to population.growth due to population.
(ii)(ii) Basic needs of life, such as food clothing, shelter Basic needs of life, such as food clothing, shelter

are difficult to achieve.are difficult to achieve.
(iii)(iii) Prevalence of economic inequalities. Prevalence of economic inequalities.
(iv)(iv) Poverty is still a big issue. Poverty is still a big issue.
(v)(v) Allocation of resources in few hands. Allocation of resources in few hands.

  (vi)  (vi) Unjust distribution of goods and opportunities. Unjust distribution of goods and opportunities.
(Any five) 1 × 5 = 5(Any five) 1 × 5 = 5

[CBSE Marking Scheme 2016][CBSE Marking Scheme 2016]
 Q. 7. Q. 7. Evidence shows that in practice, many democraciesEvidence shows that in practice, many democracies

did not fulfill the expectations of producingdid not fulfill the expectations of producing
economic development in the country. Validate economic development in the country. Validate thethe
statement with the help of relevant example.statement with the help of relevant example.

[Board [Board TTerm erm II, II, SQPSQP-2016]-2016]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i)  If we consider all democracies and all  If we consider all democracies and all
dictatorships for the fifty years between 1950 anddictatorships for the fifty years between 1950 and
2000, dictatorships have slightly higher rate of2000, dictatorships have slightly higher rate of
economic growth.economic growth.

  (ii)  (ii) Economic Economic development development depends depends on on severalseveral
factors : country‘s population size, global situation,factors : country‘s population size, global situation,
cooperation from other countries, economiccooperation from other countries, economic
priorities adopted by the country, etc.priorities adopted by the country, etc.

  (iii)  (iii) However, the difference in the rates of economic However, the difference in the rates of economic
development between less developed countriesdevelopment between less developed countries
with dictatorships and democracies is negligible.with dictatorships and democracies is negligible.

  (iv)  (iv) Overall, it cannot Overall, it cannot be said be said that democracy that democracy is ais a
guarantee of economic development. But we canguarantee of economic development. But we can
expect democracy not to lag behind dictatorshipsexpect democracy not to lag behind dictatorships
in this respect.in this respect.

(v)(v) With such With such a significant a significant difference in the difference in the ratesrates
of economic growth between countries underof economic growth between countries under
dictatorship and democracy, it is better todictatorship and democracy, it is better to
prefer democracy as it has several other positiveprefer democracy as it has several other positive
outcomes.outcomes.
For For example example :: North Korea has higher rate ofNorth Korea has higher rate of
economic growth than India.economic growth than India. 55

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme Scheme 2016]2016]

 V Value Based Questionsalue Based Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

  Q. 1.  Q. 1. ”Democracy is more effective than its other”Democracy is more effective than its other
alternatives.” Justify the statement.alternatives.” Justify the statement.

[Board Term–II, 2015][Board Term–II, 2015]

Ans. Ans. Democracy is Democracy is more more effective than effective than its its otherother
alternatives :alternatives :

(i)(i) Democracy promotes equality among citizens. Democracy promotes equality among citizens.
(ii)(ii) It enhances the dignity of the individual. It enhances the dignity of the individual.

(iii)(iii) It also improves the quality of decision-making. It also improves the quality of decision-making.
(iv)(iv) It provides a method to resolve conflicts. It provides a method to resolve conflicts.
(v)(v) It gives room to correct mistakes. It gives room to correct mistakes.

(vi)(vi) Democratic government is a legitimate government. Democratic government is a legitimate government.
  (vii)  (vii) Democracy’s ability to generate its own suppo Democracy’s ability to generate its own support isrt is

itself an outcome that cannot be igitself an outcome that cannot be ignored.nored.
(Any three)(Any three)

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015] 2015] 1×3=31×3=3

 Q. 2. Q. 2. “Democracies lead to peaceful and harmonious life“Democracies lead to peaceful and harmonious life
among citizens.” Support the statement with anyamong citizens.” Support the statement with any
three suitable arguments.three suitable arguments.

[Board [Board TTerm–II, erm–II, Set-68014, Set-68014, O.D. O.D. Set-II, Set-II, 2013, 2013, 12]12]

Ans. Ans. The statement is correct that democracy leads toThe statement is correct that democracy leads to

peaceful and harmonious life. Arguments for thepeaceful and harmonious life. Arguments for the

statement :statement :

(i)(i) Democracies Democracies accommodate accommodate various various socialsocial
divisions.divisions.

  (ii)  (ii) Democracies Democracies usually usually develop develop a a procedure procedure toto
conduct competitions. This reduces the possibilityconduct competitions. This reduces the possibility

of these tensions becoming explosive or violent.of these tensions becoming explosive or violent.
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  (iii)  (iii) No doubt, no society can fully and permanently No doubt, no society can fully and permanently
resolve conflicts among different groups. We canresolve conflicts among different groups. We can
certainly learn to respect these certainly learn to respect these differences.differences.

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme Scheme 2012] 2012] 1×3=31×3=3

  Q. 3.  Q. 3. “An ideal government would not only keep itself“An ideal government would not only keep itself
away from corruption but also make fightingaway from corruption but also make fighting
corruption and black money a top priority.” Justifycorruption and black money a top priority.” Justify
the statement by highlighting the values attachedthe statement by highlighting the values attached
to it.to it. [Board [Board TTerm erm II,2013]II,2013]

  Ans.  Ans. The three ideal values of a government are legiti-The three ideal values of a government are legiti-
macy, responsiveness and accountability. An idealmacy, responsiveness and accountability. An ideal
government would not only keep itself away fromgovernment would not only keep itself away from
corruption but also make fighting corruption andcorruption but also make fighting corruption and
 black money a top priority. black money a top priority.

This can be justified as follows :This can be justified as follows :

(i) Legitimacy :(i) Legitimacy : A government elected by the peopleA government elected by the people
is expected to work for their welfare. Corruptionis expected to work for their welfare. Corruption
and black money are sources of social evils likeand black money are sources of social evils like
poverty, inflation and poor political ethics.poverty, inflation and poor political ethics.

(ii)(ii) Responsiveness :Responsiveness : A government is run by the rep-A government is run by the rep-
resentatives who have the mandates of the peopleresentatives who have the mandates of the people
of their constituencies. Such evil practices will de-of their constituencies. Such evil practices will de-
motivate the people to re-elect their representa-motivate the people to re-elect their representa-
tives.tives.

(iii)(iii) Accountability :Accountability : A government is accountable forA government is accountable for
the management of the polity and its resources.the management of the polity and its resources.
Corruption and black money hinder the optimumCorruption and black money hinder the optimum
allocation of resources.allocation of resources. 1×3=31×3=3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme Scheme 2013]2013]

qqqqqq
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CHALLENGESCHALLENGES

TOTO

DEMOCRACYDEMOCRACY

SyllabusSyllabus
 Is the idea of democracy shrinking ? Is the idea of democracy shrinking ?

What are the major challenges to democracy in India ?What are the major challenges to democracy in India ?

 How can democracy be reformed and deepened ? How can democracy be reformed and deepened ?

What role can an ordinary citizen play in deepening democracy ?What role can an ordinary citizen play in deepening democracy ?

TOPIC-1TOPIC-1
Defne Challenge and its TypesDefne Challenge and its Types

QQuick Review uick Review 
 What What is a is a Challenge ?Challenge ?

 A challenge is not just any problem. We usually call only those difficulties aA challenge is not just any problem. We usually call only those difficulties a
‘challenge’ which are significant and which can be overcome.‘challenge’ which are significant and which can be overcome.

 A challenge is a difficulty that carries within it an opportunity for progress.A challenge is a difficulty that carries within it an opportunity for progress.
Once we overcome a challenge, we go Once we overcome a challenge, we go up to a higher level than up to a higher level than before.before.

 Different countries Different countries face different face different kinds of kinds of challenges.challenges.

 Foundational Foundational challenge :challenge :  This involves bringing down the existing non-  This involves bringing down the existing non-
democratic regime, keeping military away from controlling governmentdemocratic regime, keeping military away from controlling government
and establishing a sovereign and functional and establishing a sovereign and functional state.state.

 Challenge of Challenge of expansion :expansion : This involves applying the basic principle of democratic government across all theThis involves applying the basic principle of democratic government across all the
regions, different social groups and various institutions. Ensuring greater power to local governments, extensionregions, different social groups and various institutions. Ensuring greater power to local governments, extension
of federal principle to all the units of the federation, inclusion of women and minority groups, etc., falls under thisof federal principle to all the units of the federation, inclusion of women and minority groups, etc., falls under this
challenge.challenge.

 Deepening of Deepening of democracy democracy :: This is faced by every democracy in one form or another. In general terms, it usuallyThis is faced by every democracy in one form or another. In general terms, it usually
means strengthening those institutions that help people’s means strengthening those institutions that help people’s participation and control.participation and control.

FlowchartsFlowcharts

Main Challenges to Democracy in IndiaMain Challenges to Democracy in India

Foundational challengeFoundational challenge

Challenge of expansionChallenge of expansion

Challenge of deepening of democracyChallenge of deepening of democracy

TOPIC - 1TOPIC - 1

Define Challenge and its TypesDefine Challenge and its Types

  ....  .... P. 282P. 282

TOPIC - 2TOPIC - 2

Reforms and RedefiningReforms and Redefining
Democracy ....Democracy .... P. 285P. 285
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Challenges in DemocracyChallenges in Democracy

Challenge of corruption by government ministers and bureaucracyChallenge of corruption by government ministers and bureaucracy

Challenge of caste politics and division of votesChallenge of caste politics and division of votes

Challenge of communal politicsChallenge of communal politics

Challenge of women empowermentChallenge of women empowerment

Challenge of economicsChallenge of economics

InequalityInequality

Know the TermsKnow the Terms
 Challenge Challenge :: A challenge is a  A challenge is a difficulty that carries within it an odifficulty that carries within it an opportunity for progress.pportunity for progress.

 Deepening Deepening of Demof Democracy :ocracy : This involves strengthening of the institutions and practices of democracy by more This involves strengthening of the institutions and practices of democracy by more
people’s participation and control.people’s participation and control.

 Sovereign Sovereign :: Having the highest power or being complHaving the highest power or being completely independent.etely independent.

Know the LinksKnow the Links
 www.preservearticles.com/...../what-are-th....www.preservearticles.com/...../what-are-th....

 www.m.learnext.com/..../wiki/...../challenges-To.....www.m.learnext.com/..../wiki/...../challenges-To.....

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. Define the term ‘Democratic Reforms’.Define the term ‘Democratic Reforms’.
Ans.Ans. Any Any proposal proposal or sugor suggestion gestion about oabout overcomingvercoming

various challenges of democracy are calledvarious challenges of democracy are called
democratic reforms.democratic reforms. 11

UU Q. Q. 2.2. What does the challenge of expansion faced byWhat does the challenge of expansion faced by
established democracies involve ?established democracies involve ?

[Board [Board Term-II, Term-II, Set-KCG34U9, Set-KCG34U9, 2016]2016]
Ans.Ans. (i)(i) It involves applying basic principles of democraticIt involves applying basic principles of democratic

governments across all regions, different socialgovernments across all regions, different social
groups and various institutions.groups and various institutions.

(ii)(ii) Greater power to local governments. Greater power to local governments. (Any one) 1(Any one) 1

AA Q. Q. 3.3. A country holds election to elect peoples‘A country holds election to elect peoples‘
representatives to form the government butrepresentatives to form the government but
the elections are not fair. Identify the kind ofthe elections are not fair. Identify the kind of
challenge faced by the people in challenge faced by the people in such a country.such a country.

[Board [Board TTerm erm II, II, SQPSQP-2016]-2016]
  Ans.  Ans. People People face face the the challenge challenge of of expansion expansion ofof

democracy.democracy. 11

AA Q. Q. 4.4. Which challenge to established democraciesWhich challenge to established democracies
ensures more participation of women andensures more participation of women and
minority groups in a democratic country?minority groups in a democratic country?

[Board [Board TTerm-IIerm-II, , Set-WVIVSA5, Set-WVIVSA5, 2015]2015]
Ans.Ans. The challenge of expansion. The challenge of expansion. 11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. Explain three foundational challenges faced byExplain three foundational challenges faced by
democracies.democracies. [Board Term-II, Set-2022, 2012][Board Term-II, Set-2022, 2012]

OROR

How do some countries face foundational challengeHow do some countries face foundational challenge
of democracy ? Explain with example.of democracy ? Explain with example.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Delhi Delhi Set-II, Set-II, 2013]2013]

  Ans.  Ans. Foundational challenge :Foundational challenge :

(i)(i)  Involves making the transition to democracy and  Involves making the transition to democracy and
then instituting democratic government.then instituting democratic government.

  (ii)  (ii) This involves bringing down the existing non-This involves bringing down the existing non-
democratic regime, keeping military away fromdemocratic regime, keeping military away from

controlling government and establishing acontrolling government and establishing a
sovereign and functional state.sovereign and functional state.

(iii) (iii) For For example example :: Democratic Government of Nepal.Democratic Government of Nepal.

1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33

UU Q. Q. 2.2. Elaborate the challenge of expansion ofElaborate the challenge of expansion of
democracy. Give an example.democracy. Give an example.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Set-TCJQ6VD, Set-TCJQ6VD, 2016]2016]

OROR

“Most of the established democracies are facing the“Most of the established democracies are facing the
challenge of expansion.” Support the statementchallenge of expansion.” Support the statement
with examples.with examples. [Board Term-II, Delhi Set–I, 2016][Board Term-II, Delhi Set–I, 2016]
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OROR
Explain the ‘Challenge of Expansion’ toExplain the ‘Challenge of Expansion’ to
democracy.democracy. [Board Term-II, Set-68001, 2081, 2012][Board Term-II, Set-68001, 2081, 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. Most of the established democracies face theMost of the established democracies face the
Challenge of Expansion:Challenge of Expansion:

(i)(i) Citizens Citizens have have great great expectations expectations from from thethe
government.government.

(ii)(ii) Government tries its best for the  Government tries its best for the upliftment of theupliftment of the
society.society.

(iii)(iii) Ensuring greater power to the local government. Ensuring greater power to the local government.
(iv)(iv) Extension of federal principles to all the units of Extension of federal principles to all the units of

the federation including women and minoritythe federation including women and minority

groups.groups. (Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3
[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016]2016]

AA Q. Q. 3.3. “The challenge of deepening of democracy“The challenge of deepening of democracy
is being faced by every democracy in oneis being faced by every democracy in one
form or another.” Support the statement withform or another.” Support the statement with
arguments.arguments.

[Board [Board TTerm-IIerm-II, , Foreign Foreign Set–I, Set–I, 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans. Deepening of democracy :Deepening of democracy :
(i)(i) Deepening of democracy involves strengthening Deepening of democracy involves strengthening

the institutions and the practices of democracy.the institutions and the practices of democracy.
(ii)(ii) The ordinary people have different expectations The ordinary people have different expectations

from democracy in different societies.from democracy in different societies.
(iii)(iii) It wants It wants more of more of people’s participation people’s participation andand

control.control.
(iv)(iv) They want to They want to bring down bring down the control of the control of richrich

and powerful people in the making of theand powerful people in the making of the

governmental decision.governmental decision. (Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3
[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016]2016]

RR Q. Q. 4.4. What are the features of a good democracy What are the features of a good democracy ??
[Board Term-II, Set-2027, 2012][Board Term-II, Set-2027, 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. Features of a good democracy are :Features of a good democracy are :

(i)(i) Rulers are Rulers are elected by elected by the people the people to take to take allall
decisions.decisions.

  (ii)  (ii) Elections give an opportunity and choice to the Elections give an opportunity and choice to the
people.people.

  (iii)  (iii) Democracy ansures that rights are given to the Democracy ansures that rights are given to the

citizens.citizens. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3
[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012]2012]

UU Q. Q. 5.5. Highlight any three challenges that democracyHighlight any three challenges that democracy
faces in Contemporary India.faces in Contemporary India.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Set-800Set-8006, 6, 2012]2012]
  Ans.  Ans. Refer to Ans. of Q. 4  Refer to Ans. of Q. 4 Long Answer Type Questions.Long Answer Type Questions.

UU Q. Q. 6.6. How would you like to expand the definition ofHow would you like to expand the definition of
democracy ? Explain.democracy ? Explain.

[Board Term-II, Set-68035, 2012, 2016][Board Term-II, Set-68035, 2012, 2016]

  Ans.  Ans. Definition of democracy shall be expanded byDefinition of democracy shall be expanded by
adding following features :adding following features :

(i)(i) The government elected by the people m The government elected by the people must takeust take
all the decisions.all the decisions.

  (ii)  (ii) Elections must offer a choice and fair opportunity Elections must offer a choice and fair opportunity
to the people to change to the people to change the current rulers.the current rulers.

  (iii)  (iii) The choice and opportunity should be available The choice and opportunity should be available
to all the people on an equal basis.to all the people on an equal basis.

  (iv)  (iv) The exercise The exercise of this of this choice must choice must lead to lead to aa
government limited by the basic rules of thegovernment limited by the basic rules of the
constitution and citizen’s rights.constitution and citizen’s rights.

(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3
[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012]2012]

UU Q. Q. 7.7. Explain the challenges faced by countries whichExplain the challenges faced by countries which
do not have a democratic form of government.do not have a democratic form of government.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Set-680Set-68014, 14, 2012]2012]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i)  These countries face the foundational  These countries face the foundational
challenge of making the transition to democracychallenge of making the transition to democracy
and then instituting democratic government.and then instituting democratic government.

(ii)(ii) They also face the challenge of bringing down the They also face the challenge of bringing down the
existing non- democratic regime and keeping theexisting non- democratic regime and keeping the
military away from controlling the government.military away from controlling the government.

  (iii)  (iii) Such countries Such countries have to have to make great make great efforts toefforts to

establish a sovereign and functional state.establish a sovereign and functional state.
 1 × 3 = 3 1 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012]2012]

UU Q. Q. 8.8. How is Myanmar facing the foundationalHow is Myanmar facing the foundational
challenge of making a transition to democracy ?challenge of making a transition to democracy ?
Explain.Explain. [Board Term-II, Set-04/C1, 2011][Board Term-II, Set-04/C1, 2011]

  Ans.  Ans. There is absence of democracy in Myanmar asThere is absence of democracy in Myanmar as
the legitimately elected leader Suu Kyi has beenthe legitimately elected leader Suu Kyi has been
under house arrest for more than 15 years.under house arrest for more than 15 years.

She She has has been been released released recently recently ::

(i)(i) The army The army is in is in power in power in Myanmar and Myanmar and aa
democratically elected government is not alloweddemocratically elected government is not allowed
to function.to function.

  (ii)  (ii) The country The country faces the challenge faces the challenge of making of making aa
transition to democracy and then instituting atransition to democracy and then instituting a
democratic government.democratic government.

  (iii)  (iii) The people of Myanmar need to bring down the The people of Myanmar need to bring down the
military regime and keep it away while they Set-military regime and keep it away while they Set-

up a sovereign and democratic gup a sovereign and democratic government.overnment.

1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2011]2011]

Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. Explain any five major challenges being faced byExplain any five major challenges being faced by

the Indian democracy.the Indian democracy. [Board Term-II, 2014][Board Term-II, 2014]

  Ans.  Ans. Major challenges are :Major challenges are :
(i)(i) Foundational challenge Foundational challenge

  (ii)  (ii) Challenge of expansion Challenge of expansion
(iii)(iii) Challenge of deepening of democracy. Challenge of deepening of democracy.

The main challenge to democracy in India is theThe main challenge to democracy in India is the
challenge of expansion.challenge of expansion.

Decentralisation of powers and applying the basicDecentralisation of powers and applying the basic
principle of democratic government across allprinciple of democratic government across all
the regions, have been developed; but still morethe regions, have been developed; but still more
is to be done. Inclusion of women and minorityis to be done. Inclusion of women and minority
groups is still a challenge. All the decisions shouldgroups is still a challenge. All the decisions should
 be in  be in the arena of the arena of democratic control. To democratic control. To get thisget this
thing to be done and possess is a big challenge.thing to be done and possess is a big challenge.

Some Some other other challenges challenges to to democracy democracy include include ::

(i)(i) Constitutional design Constitutional design
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  (ii)  (ii) Federalism and its functions Federalism and its functions

  (iii)  (iii) Elections Elections

  (iv)  (iv) Democratic rights. Democratic rights. (Any five) 1 × 5 = 5(Any five) 1 × 5 = 5
[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2014]2014]

UU Q. Q. 2.2. Explain various type of challenges being facedExplain various type of challenges being faced
 by the modern democracies of the world? by the modern democracies of the world?

[Board [Board TTerm–Ierm–II, I, 2011]2011]

OROR

Why do most of the established democracies faceWhy do most of the established democracies face
the challenge expansion? Give any three reasons.the challenge expansion? Give any three reasons.

[Board Term–II, 2011][Board Term–II, 2011]

OROR

Different countries face different kinds ofDifferent countries face different kinds of
challenges.” Support the statement with suitablechallenges.” Support the statement with suitable
examples.examples. [Board Term–II, 2009][Board Term–II, 2009]

Ans. Ans. It is It is true that true that different countries face different countries face differentdifferent
kinds of challenges :kinds of challenges :

(i)(i) Non-democratic Non-democratic countries countries face face foundationalfoundational
challenges. This involves bringing down thechallenges. This involves bringing down the
existing non-democratic regime, keeping militaryexisting non-democratic regime, keeping military
away from controlling government and establishingaway from controlling government and establishing
a sovereign and functional state.a sovereign and functional state.

Example Example ::  In Myanmar, military rule should be  In Myanmar, military rule should be
challenged. Suu Kyi should be freed and shouldchallenged. Suu Kyi should be freed and should
 be  be elected elected as as the the representative representative of of the the popularpopular
government.government.

(ii)(ii) Every democracy faces the challenge of deepening Every democracy faces the challenge of deepening
of democracy. This involves applying the basicof democracy. This involves applying the basic
principle of democratic government across allprinciple of democratic government across all
the regions, different social groups and variousthe regions, different social groups and various
institutions.institutions.

Example Example :: In Saudi Arabia, women are not allowed In Saudi Arabia, women are not allowed
to take part in public activities, and no freedom ofto take part in public activities, and no freedom of
religion is there for the minorities.religion is there for the minorities.

  (iii)  (iii) Every democracy face the challenge of expansion. Every democracy face the challenge of expansion.

This involves strenthening of the institutions andThis involves strenthening of the institutions and
practices of democracy. It requires an attempt topractices of democracy. It requires an attempt to
 bring  bring down down that that control control and and influence influence of of the the richrich
and powerful people in making governmentaland powerful people in making governmental
decision.decision.

Example Example ::  In USA, Black or African-American  In USA, Black or African-American
people have won equal rights, but are still people have won equal rights, but are still poor, lesspoor, less
educated and marginalised.educated and marginalised. 55

UU Q. Q. 3.3. How can the countries facing the foundationalHow can the countries facing the foundational
challenge of making a transition to democracychallenge of making a transition to democracy
Set-up a democratic government? Suggest anySet-up a democratic government? Suggest any
three measures.three measures. [Board Term–II, 2011][Board Term–II, 2011]

OROR

What is a ‘challenge’? Explain the three majorWhat is a ‘challenge’? Explain the three major
challenges before the countries of the worldchallenges before the countries of the world
regarding democracy.regarding democracy. [Board Term–II, 2010][Board Term–II, 2010]

OROR

The challenge of deepening of democracy is facedThe challenge of deepening of democracy is faced
 by  by every every democracy democracy in one in one form form or or another. another. SupportSupport
the statement with three suitable arguments. Howthe statement with three suitable arguments. How
can democracy be reformed and depend? Suggestcan democracy be reformed and depend? Suggest
any three guidelines.any three guidelines.

  Ans.  Ans. A ‘challenge’ is a difficulty which carries within it A ‘challenge’ is a difficulty which carries within it
an opportunity for progress.an opportunity for progress.
Three Three major major challenge challenge are are ::

(i)(i) Foundational Foundational challenge is challenge is about about making making thethe
transition to democracy and then instituting atransition to democracy and then instituting a
democratic government. This involves bringingdemocratic government. This involves bringing
down the existing non-democratic regime,down the existing non-democratic regime,
keeping military away from controlling thekeeping military away from controlling the
government and establishing a sovereign andgovernment and establishing a sovereign and
functional state.functional state.
Example :Example : Myanmar, Chile, Nepal. Myanmar, Chile, Nepal.

(ii)(ii) Challenge of Expansion is faced by most of the Challenge of Expansion is faced by most of the
established democracies. This involves applyingestablished democracies. This involves applying
the basic principle of democratic governmentthe basic principle of democratic government
across all the regions, different social groups andacross all the regions, different social groups and
various institutions.various institutions.
Most countries including India and otherMost countries including India and other
democracies like the U.S. face this challenge.democracies like the U.S. face this challenge.

(iii)(iii) Deepening of democracy :Deepening of democracy : This involvesThis involves
strengthening of the institutions and practicesstrengthening of the institutions and practices
of democracy, specially those that help of democracy, specially those that help people’speople’s
participation and control. This attempts to bringparticipation and control. This attempts to bring
down the control and influence of the richdown the control and influence of the rich
and powerful people in making governmentaland powerful people in making governmental
decision.decision. [CBSE Marking Scheme, 2011] 5[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2011] 5

RR Q. Q. 4.4. Make a list of challenges that democracy faces inMake a list of challenges that democracy faces in
Contemporary India.Contemporary India.

Ans. ChallAns. Challenges that democracy faces in contemporaryenges that democracy faces in contemporary

India are as follows :India are as follows :
(i)(i) Challenge of corruption by government ministers Challenge of corruption by government ministers

and bureaucracy.and bureaucracy.
  (ii)  (ii) Challenge of caste politics and division of votes on Challenge of caste politics and division of votes on

the basis of caste instead of policies.the basis of caste instead of policies.
  (iii)  (iii) Challenge of communal politics leading to voting Challenge of communal politics leading to voting

on the basis of religion.on the basis of religion.
  (iv)  (iv) Challenge of Challenge of regionalism leading regionalism leading to disunity to disunity ofof

society and country.society and country.
(v)(v) Challenge of women empowerment in the society Challenge of women empowerment in the society

and country.and country.
(vi)(vi)  Challenge of economic inequality, leading to rich  Challenge of economic inequality, leading to rich

 becoming richer and poor becoming poorer. becoming richer and poor becoming poorer.
(Any (Any five) five) 1 1 × × 5 5 = = 55

TOPIC-2TOPIC-2
Reforms and Redening Democracy Reforms and Redening Democracy 

Quick Review Quick Review 
 Some broad guidelines that can be kept in mind while devising ways and means for political reforms in India :Some broad guidelines that can be kept in mind while devising ways and means for political reforms in India :
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 It is legIt is legal ways al ways of reforming politics of reforming politics :: Law has an important role to play in political reform. Carefully devised Law has an important role to play in political reform. Carefully devised
changes in law can help to discourage wrong pochanges in law can help to discourage wrong political practices and encourage good ones. (But legal-constitutionallitical practices and encourage good ones. (But legal-constitutional
changes by themselves cannot overcome challenges to democracy. Democratic reforms are to be carried outchanges by themselves cannot overcome challenges to democracy. Democratic reforms are to be carried out
mainly by political activists, parties, movements and mainly by political activists, parties, movements and politically conscious citizens.)politically conscious citizens.)

 Any legal change must carefully look at what results it will have on politics. Laws that give Any legal change must carefully look at what results it will have on politics. Laws that give political actorspolitical actors
incentives to do good things have more chances of working. The best laws are those which empower people toincentives to do good things have more chances of working. The best laws are those which empower people to
carry out democratic reforms. (The Right to carry out democratic reforms. (The Right to Information Act is a good Information Act is a good example of a law that empowers the peopleexample of a law that empowers the people
to find out what is happening in government and act as watch-dogs of democracy).to find out what is happening in government and act as watch-dogs of democracy).

 Democratic reforms are to be brought about principally tDemocratic reforms are to be brought about principally through political practice. Therefore, the main focus ofhrough political practice. Therefore, the main focus of
political reforms should be to political reforms should be to increase and improve the quality of political participation by increase and improve the quality of political participation by ordinary citizens.ordinary citizens.

 Any proposal for political reforms Any proposal for political reforms should think not only about what is should think not only about what is a good solution but also about who willa good solution but also about who will
implement it and how. Measures that rely on democratic movements, citizens’ organizations and the media areimplement it and how. Measures that rely on democratic movements, citizens’ organizations and the media are
likely to succeed.likely to succeed.

 Reform proposals :Reform proposals :

(i)(i) The The financial financial accounts accounts of of every every political political party party should should be be mademade
public. These accounts should public. These accounts should be examined by government auditors.be examined by government auditors.

(ii)(ii) There should be state There should be state funding of elections. Parties should be funding of elections. Parties should be given some money by the given some money by the government to meet thegovernment to meet theirir
election expenditure.election expenditure.

(iii)(iii) Citizens should be encouraged tCitizens should be encouraged to give more donations to partieo give more donations to parties and to political workers. Such donations s and to political workers. Such donations shouldshould
 be exempted from income tax. be exempted from income tax.

FlowchartFlowchart

Political Reforms in IndiaPolitical Reforms in India

Law has anLaw has an
important roleimportant role

Laws that give politicalLaws that give political
actors incentives to doactors incentives to do
good things have moregood things have more

chances of working.chances of working.

The best laws are thoseThe best laws are those
which empower peoplewhich empower people
to carry out democraticto carry out democratic

reforms.reforms.

Democratic reforms areDemocratic reforms are
to be brought aboutto be brought about
principally throughprincipally through

political practice.political practice.

Know the TermsKnow the Terms
 Democratic Democratic reforms :reforms : It refers to institutional changes that aim to improve the quality of democracy that isIt refers to institutional changes that aim to improve the quality of democracy that is

practiced in the country and empopracticed in the country and empower the citizens.wer the citizens.

 Incentives Incentives :: A supplemental reward that serves as a motivational A supplemental reward that serves as a motivational device for a desired action or behaviour.device for a desired action or behaviour.

 Government Government auditors auditors :: considered a subset of internal auditors, and are employed by federal, state, and local considered a subset of internal auditors, and are employed by federal, state, and local
agencies.agencies.

Know the LinksKnow the Links
 www.testlabz.com/ModelPapers/1_8_77_797.pdf www.testlabz.com/ModelPapers/1_8_77_797.pdf 

 www.scribd.com/.../98019870/Challenges-to-Democracywww.scribd.com/.../98019870/Challenges-to-Democracy

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. How are the challenges to democracy linked toHow are the challenges to democracy linked to
the possibility of political reforms ? the possibility of political reforms ? Explain.Explain.

[Board Term-II, Delhi, Set-III, 2015][Board Term-II, Delhi, Set-III, 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. Each challenge in Each challenge in democracy is linked democracy is linked to theto the
possibility of reforms. All the countries do notpossibility of reforms. All the countries do not
have same challenges.have same challenges.

(i)(i) Carefully devised changes in law can help toCarefully devised changes in law can help to
discourage wrong political practices.discourage wrong political practices.

(ii)(ii) Democratic reforms are to be carried out byDemocratic reforms are to be carried out by
political activists, parties, movements andpolitical activists, parties, movements and
politically conscious citizens.politically conscious citizens.

(iii)(iii) Political participation by ordinary citizen shouldPolitical participation by ordinary citizen should
 be there. be there.

  (iv)  (iv) Democratic movements, citizen’s organizationDemocratic movements, citizen’s organization
and media should play an important role.and media should play an important role.

(v)(v) Empowerment of people through laws, eg., RTI.Empowerment of people through laws, eg., RTI.

(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3
[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015]2015]
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AA Q. Q. 2.2. “A challenge is an opportunity for progress.““A challenge is an opportunity for progress.“
Support the statement with your arguments.Support the statement with your arguments.

[Board Term-II, O.D. Set-I, II, III, 2015][Board Term-II, O.D. Set-I, II, III, 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. A challenge is an opportunity for progressA challenge is an opportunity for progress
 because : because :

(i)(i) A challenge is not just a problem. A challenge is not just a problem.

(ii)(ii) A challenge is a difficulty that carries within it an A challenge is a difficulty that carries within it an
opportunity for progress.opportunity for progress.

(iii)(iii)  Once we overcome a challenge we go up to a  Once we overcome a challenge we go up to a
higher level than before.higher level than before.

(iv)(iv) Legal Legal challenges challenges alone alone cannot cannot overcomeovercome
challenges to democracy like inequality, poverty,challenges to democracy like inequality, poverty,
unemployment illiteracy, regionalism, casteism,unemployment illiteracy, regionalism, casteism,
communalism etc.communalism etc.

(v)(v) Legal constitutional changes and the cooperation Legal constitutional changes and the cooperation
of the citizen is the need of of the citizen is the need of the hour.the hour.

(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015]2015]

UU Q. Q. 3.3. Suggest some broad guidelines that can be keptSuggest some broad guidelines that can be kept
in mind while devising ways and means forin mind while devising ways and means for
political reforms in India.political reforms in India.

[Board [Board TTerm erm II, II, SQPSQP, , 2016]2016]

Ans. Guidelines for political reform :Ans. Guidelines for political reform :
(i)(i) Any legal change Any legal change must carefully look must carefully look at whatat what

results it will have on politics. Sometimes theresults it will have on politics. Sometimes the
results may be counter-productive.results may be counter-productive.

  (ii)  (ii) The main focus of political reforms should be on The main focus of political reforms should be on
ways to strengthen democratic practice.ways to strengthen democratic practice.

(iii)(iii) Any proposal for political reforms should think Any proposal for political reforms should think
not only about what is a good solution but alsonot only about what is a good solution but also
about who will implement it and how ?about who will implement it and how ? 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016]

RR Q. Q. 4.4. What type of financial reforms should beWhat type of financial reforms should be
 brought to strengthen democracy and why? brought to strengthen democracy and why?

[Board Term-II, Set-RKZQI05) 2015][Board Term-II, Set-RKZQI05) 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. The financial The financial accounts of accounts of every political every political partyparty
should be made public. These accounts should beshould be made public. These accounts should be
made public. These accounts should be examinedmade public. These accounts should be examined
 by government auditors. by government auditors.

There should be state funding of There should be state funding of elections.elections.

Citizen should be encouraged to give moreCitizen should be encouraged to give more
donations to parties and to political workers suchdonations to parties and to political workers such

donations should be exempt from income tax.donations should be exempt from income tax. 33

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015]2015]

AA Q. Q. 5.5. Suggest any three political reforms to strengthenSuggest any three political reforms to strengthen
democracy.democracy. [Board Term–II, 2012,][Board Term–II, 2012,]

Ans. Ans. Some of the reforms to strengthen the workingSome of the reforms to strengthen the working
of political parties are as follows :of political parties are as follows :

(i)(i) Anti-defection Anti-defection law, law, under under which which a a membermember
would be disqualified if he/she goes against thewould be disqualified if he/she goes against the
directions of the party.directions of the party.

  (ii)  (ii) Reduction in the influence of money. Cash votes Reduction in the influence of money. Cash votes
have been banned by the election commissionhave been banned by the election commission
and anybody involved in the process is likely toand anybody involved in the process is likely to
 be punished. be punished.

  (iii)  (iii) It is important for a candidate to file an affidavit It is important for a candidate to file an affidavit
giving details of his property and eliminate casesgiving details of his property and eliminate cases
pending against him/her.pending against him/her.

  (iv)  (iv) The election commission has made it necessary The election commission has made it necessary
for political parties to hold their organizationalfor political parties to hold their organizational
elections and file their income tax returns.elections and file their income tax returns.

(v)(v) A law is A law is strictly advisable to strictly advisable to make or regulatemake or regulate
the internal affairs of political parties. It shouldthe internal affairs of political parties. It should
 be made  be made mandatary for political mandatary for political parties to gparties to give aive a
minimum number of tickets, about one-third, tominimum number of tickets, about one-third, to

women candidates.women candidates. (Any three) 1(Any three) 1 ×× 3 = 3 3 = 3
[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012]2012]

RR Q. 6.Q. 6. What is a democratic reform ? Mention a fewWhat is a democratic reform ? Mention a few
 broad guidelines for  broad guidelines for devising political refordevising political reforms inms in
India.India. [Board Term–II, Set-2030, 2012][Board Term–II, Set-2030, 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. All suggestions All suggestions or proposals about or proposals about overcomingovercoming
various challenges to democracy are calledvarious challenges to democracy are called
democratic reform or political reform.democratic reform or political reform.

Broad Broad guidelines guidelines for for devising devising political political reformsreforms
in India are :in India are :

(i)(i) Legal ways of reforming politics. Legal ways of reforming politics.

(ii)(ii) The Right to Information Act. The Right to Information Act.

(iii)(iii) Reforms through political practice Reforms through political practice

(iv)(iv) Implementation of reforms. Implementation of reforms.

(Any three) 1 + 2 = 3(Any three) 1 + 2 = 3
[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012]2012]

Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

RR Q. Q. 1.1. When was the ‘Right to Information Act’When was the ‘Right to Information Act’
implemented ? How does it act implemented ? How does it act as the watch-dogas the watch-dog
of democracy ? Explain.of democracy ? Explain.

[Board [Board TTerm-IIerm-II, , Set-TCJQ6VD, Set-TCJQ6VD, 2016]2016]
Ans.Ans. ‘The Right to Information Act’ was implemented in ‘The Right to Information Act’ was implemented in

2005.2005.
(i)(i) It empowers It empowers the people the people to find to find out what out what isis

happening in government.happening in government.
  (ii)  (ii) It acts as the watchdogs of  It acts as the watchdogs of democracy.democracy.

(iii)(iii) It helps to control corruption and supplements the It helps to control corruption and supplements the
existing laws that banned corruption and imposedexisting laws that banned corruption and imposed
strict penalties.strict penalties.

  (iv)  (iv) It gives It gives political actors political actors incentives to incentives to do godo goodod
things.things. 1 + 4 = 51 + 4 = 5

RR Q. 2.Q. 2. What are the guidelines to be kept in mind whileWhat are the guidelines to be kept in mind while
adopting political reforms ?adopting political reforms ?

[Board Term–II, Set-68024, 2012][Board Term–II, Set-68024, 2012]

Ans.Ans. The guidelines to be kept in mind while adoptingThe guidelines to be kept in mind while adopting
political reforms also include :political reforms also include :

(i)(i) Involving political Involving political parties, political parties, political activists andactivists and
people in bringing about reforms rather thanpeople in bringing about reforms rather than
impose reforms through laws.impose reforms through laws.

  (ii)  (ii) Legal mLegal measures should easures should be pobe positive, more sitive, more likelike
incentives.incentives.

  (iii)  (iii) Improving the Improving the quality of quality of political practices political practices byby
increasing people’s participation.increasing people’s participation.
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  (iv)  (iv) Laws Laws being considered may being considered may meet with meet with resistanceresistance
in the legislatures and by political parties.in the legislatures and by political parties.

So the best way to bring about the change isSo the best way to bring about the change is
through democratic movements and media.through democratic movements and media. 1¼×4=5 1¼×4=5

 V Value Based Questionalue Based Question 3 3 marksmarks

Q. 1.Q. 1. ‘Legal reforms may sometimes be counter‘Legal reforms may sometimes be counter
productive’. Support the statement with suitableproductive’. Support the statement with suitable
arguments.arguments. [Board Term–II, 2012, Set-68009][Board Term–II, 2012, Set-68009]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) Any legal change must carefully look  Any legal change must carefully look at the resultsat the results
it will have on politics. Sometimes, the results can beit will have on politics. Sometimes, the results can be
counter-productive.counter-productive. For example,For example, many states havemany states have
 banned  banned people people who who have mohave more than re than two two childrenchildren
from contesting panchayat elections`.from contesting panchayat elections`.

  (ii)  (ii) This has This has resulted in resulted in the denial the denial of democraticof democratic
opportunity to many poor men and women, opportunity to many poor men and women, whichwhich
was not intended. Generally, laws that seek to banwas not intended. Generally, laws that seek to ban
something are not very successful in politics.something are not very successful in politics.

  (iii)  (iii) The best laws are those which empower people toThe best laws are those which empower people to
carry out democratic reforms. For example, Right tocarry out democratic reforms. For example, Right to
Information Act.Information Act.

qqqqqq
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UnderstandingUnderstanding
EconomicEconomic
DevelopmentDevelopment

CHAPTERCHAPTER

11 DEVELOPMENTDEVELOPMENT

SyllabusSyllabus
¾¾ The traditional notion of development, national income and per capita income.The traditional notion of development, national income and per capita income.
¾¾ Growth of NI — Critical appraisal of existing development indicators (PCI, IMR, SR and other incomeGrowth of NI — Critical appraisal of existing development indicators (PCI, IMR, SR and other income

and health indicators).and health indicators).
¾¾ The need for health and educational development, human development indicators (in The need for health and educational development, human development indicators (in simple and brief assimple and brief as

a holistic measure of development.)a holistic measure of development.)

TOPIC-1TOPIC-1
National DevelopmentNational Development

Quick Review Quick Review 
¾¾ Development is also known as progress. Its idea has always beenDevelopment is also known as progress. Its idea has always been

with us.with us.

¾¾ Each person has his own aspirations and desires about what heEach person has his own aspirations and desires about what he

would like to do and how he would like to spend his life.would like to do and how he would like to spend his life.

¾¾ People want regular work, better wages and decent price for theirPeople want regular work, better wages and decent price for their

crops or other products. In crops or other products. In other words, they want more income.other words, they want more income.

¾¾ Besides seeking more income, people also want equal treatment,Besides seeking more income, people also want equal treatment,

freedom, security, respect of other, they resent discrimination.freedom, security, respect of other, they resent discrimination.

¾¾ Different kinds of people can have different developmental goals.Different kinds of people can have different developmental goals.

For example, an urban unemployed youth would aspire for aFor example, an urban unemployed youth would aspire for a

goodsalaried job, promotions etc. and on the other goodsalaried job, promotions etc. and on the other hand, a rural unemployed would want better job hand, a rural unemployed would want better job opportuopportunitiesnities

inthe village, job security and dignity of labour.inthe village, job security and dignity of labour.

¾¾ Income is Income is the most the most important component of important component of development.development.

¾¾ TTo make o make a comparison among various countries, their national income and per capita income is considered asa comparison among various countries, their national income and per capita income is considered as

abase point.abase point.

¾¾ Individuals seek differeIndividuals seek different goals and thus their notion of natnt goals and thus their notion of national developmenional development is also likely to be different.t is also likely to be different.

¾¾ The WThe World Bank considers only the per orld Bank considers only the per capita income as the indicator of the capita income as the indicator of the development.development.

¾¾ The UNDP considers health, educationaThe UNDP considers health, educational levels and the per capita income of the citizens as the indicator ofl levels and the per capita income of the citizens as the indicator of

development.development.

¾¾ According to the WAccording to the World Bank criterion, countriorld Bank criterion, countries with the per capita income of US es with the per capita income of US $ 12616 per annum and $ 12616 per annum and aboveabove

in 2012 are called rich countries and those with the per capita income of US $ 1035 or less are called low-incomein 2012 are called rich countries and those with the per capita income of US $ 1035 or less are called low-income

countries.countries.

¾¾ India comes in the category of lowIndia comes in the category of low-income countrie-income countries because its per capita income in 2004 was just US $ 1530 pers because its per capita income in 2004 was just US $ 1530 per

annum.annum.

¾¾ The other criteria of comparinThe other criteria of comparing two states or countries are their Infant Mortag two states or countries are their Infant Mortality Rate (IMR), Literacy Rate, Netlity Rate (IMR), Literacy Rate, Net

AttenAttendance Ratio, Human dance Ratio, Human DevelopmenDevelopment Index, available t Index, available facilities, etc.facilities, etc.

¾¾ Income by itself is not an adequate indicator of material gooIncome by itself is not an adequate indicator of material goods and services that the people are able to use. Fords and services that the people are able to use. For

example, income cannot buy example, income cannot buy a pollution-free environment.a pollution-free environment.

¾¾ Kerala has a low Infant MKerala has a low Infant Mortality Rate (IMR) and higortality Rate (IMR) and high literacy rate because it has adequath literacy rate because it has adequate provision of healthe provision of health

care and educational facilities.care and educational facilities.

TOPIC - 1TOPIC - 1

National Development ....National Development .... P. 289P. 289

TOPIC - 2TOPIC - 2

Public Facilities ....Public Facilities .... P. 294P. 294

TOPIC - 3TOPIC - 3

Sustainability of Development ....Sustainability of Development .... P. 298P. 298
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FlowchartFlowchart

Economic DevelopmentEconomic Development

National IncomeNational Income

Per Capita IncomePer Capita Income

Human DevelopmentHuman Development

Infant Mortality RateInfant Mortality Rate

Literacy RateLiteracy Rate

Development Development 

Net Attendance RatioNet Attendance Ratio

Public FacilitiesPublic Facilities

Know the TermsKnow the Terms
 Development :Development : Development means more income and for higher income they need regular work, better wagesDevelopment means more income and for higher income they need regular work, better wages

and reasonable and fair prices for their products.and reasonable and fair prices for their products.

 National National Development Development :: National development means increase in per capita income and also self-sufficiency ofNational development means increase in per capita income and also self-sufficiency of
an economy.an economy.

 Sustainable Sustainable Economic DevEconomic Development elopment :: Sustainable development is that process of econom Sustainable development is that process of economic development whichic development which
aims maintaining the quality of life of aims maintaining the quality of life of both present and future generation without harming natural resources andboth present and future generation without harming natural resources and
environment.environment.

 Economic Economic Activities Activities :: Activities that give an income in Activities that give an income in return or in simple return or in simple words activity which deals with money.words activity which deals with money.

 Non-economic Non-economic Activities Activities :: Activities which do not deal with money or which do not give any income in return. Activities which do not deal with money or which do not give any income in return.

 Economic Economic Development Development :: A process whereby the national income and the per capita income of a country rises A process whereby the national income and the per capita income of a country rises
and along with this, the number and along with this, the number of people living in poverty falls, more employment oppoof people living in poverty falls, more employment opportunities are created andrtunities are created and
standard of living among the poor section of society improves is known as “Economic Development”.standard of living among the poor section of society improves is known as “Economic Development”.

 National Income :National Income : It is the sum total of all final goods and services produced in a country during a given periodIt is the sum total of all final goods and services produced in a country during a given period
of time plus net factor income from abroad.of time plus net factor income from abroad.

 Per Capita Income :Per Capita Income : Average income of a person  Average income of a person of a country.of a country.

 Developing Developing Countries Countries :: Countries in which income rises along Countries in which income rises along with the standard of living are called “Developingwith the standard of living are called “Developing
Countries”.Countries”.

 Underdeveloped Country :Underdeveloped Country : A country which does not have high income and the standard of living is also low isA country which does not have high income and the standard of living is also low is
considered as “Underdeveloped Country”.considered as “Underdeveloped Country”.

 Economy Economy :: The economic framework which helps us to describe the economic life of the country and its people.The economic framework which helps us to describe the economic life of the country and its people.

Know the LinksKnow the Links
 http://hdr.undp.org/en/media/HDR-2011-EN-Tables.pdf http://hdr.undp.org/en/media/HDR-2011-EN-Tables.pdf 

  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian-states-ranking-by-literacy-rate  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian-states-ranking-by-literacy-rate

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions (1 (1 mark mark each)each)

UU Q. Q. 1.1. Why do people look at a mix of goals forWhy do people look at a mix of goals for
development ?development ?

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, Set-NLTM8TU, 2016-17]Set-NLTM8TU, 2016-17]

 Ans. Ans. For development, people do look at a mix ofFor development, people do look at a mix of

goals-which not only focus on seeking/earninggoals-which not only focus on seeking/earning

more income but also on non-material aspectsmore income but also on non-material aspects

like equal treatment, respect of other, dignitylike equal treatment, respect of other, dignity

of labour, a safe and secure work environment,of labour, a safe and secure work environment,

pollution free surroundings etc.pollution free surroundings etc.

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016) 2016) 11

UU Q. Q. 2.2. Mention any one development as goal of landMention any one development as goal of land
less rural labourers.less rural labourers.

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set-6AP67LB, Set-6AP67LB, 2015]2015]
OROR

UU What is the development goal of rural people ofWhat is the development goal of rural people of
India as per your viewpoint ?India as per your viewpoint ?

[Board Term-I, DDE-2015][Board Term-I, DDE-2015]

 Ans. Ans. Any one development goals of landless ruralAny one development goals of landless rural
labourers can be :labourers can be :

(i)(i) Regular Regular income.income. (ii)(ii) Regular job.Regular job.

 (iii) (iii) Small Small piece piece of of land.land. (vi)(vi) Equal status Equal status in society.in society.

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015) 2015) 11
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UU Q. Q. 3.3. In what respect is the criterion used by theIn what respect is the criterion used by the
UNDP for measuring development of theUNDP for measuring development of the
countries, different from the one used by thecountries, different from the one used by the
World Bank ?World Bank ?

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, Set-C5JWEVD, 2015]Set-C5JWEVD, 2015]

 Ans. Ans.  UNDP compares countries on educational level,  UNDP compares countries on educational level,

health status and per capita income whereas.health status and per capita income whereas.

World World Bank Bank uses uses only only per per capita capita per per capita capita incomeincome

for measuring development.for measuring development. (Any one) 1(Any one) 1

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015)2015)

AA Q. 4Q. 4.. What is the most common indicator forWhat is the most common indicator for
measuring economic development of a country ?measuring economic development of a country ?

[Board Term-I, Set-X30T4XE, 2014][Board Term-I, Set-X30T4XE, 2014]
OROR

AA Which is a useful measure for comparison betweenWhich is a useful measure for comparison between
countcountries ?ries ?

OROR

AA Which factor determines the development of aWhich factor determines the development of a
country ?country ?

OROR

AA Which income is also called average income ?Which income is also called average income ?

  Ans.  Ans. Per Capita Income.Per Capita Income. 11

AA Q. Q. 5.5. What is the advantage of per capita income ?What is the advantage of per capita income ?
Mention any one.Mention any one.

[Board Term-I, (X30T4XE), 2014][Board Term-I, (X30T4XE), 2014]

  Ans.  Ans. It is the most appropriate criterion of measuringIt is the most appropriate criterion of measuring
the development of any the development of any countrycountry.. 11

AA Q. Q. 6.6. How is the average income of a countryHow is the average income of a country
calculated ?calculated ? [Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , KVS-2014KVS-2014]]

  Ans.  Ans. Dividing the total income of the country by its totalDividing the total income of the country by its total
population.population. 11

AA Q. Q. 7.7. According to the World Bank (2004), whichAccording to the World Bank (2004), which
country would be classified as a low incomecountry would be classified as a low income
country ?country ? [Board [Board TTerm-erm-I, I, DDE-2014DDE-2014]]

  Ans.  Ans. Any country with per capita Any country with per capita income of US $ 1035 orincome of US $ 1035 or
less .less . 11

AA Q. Q. 8.8. If there are 4 families in a country with perIf there are 4 families in a country with per
capita income of $ 15000. The income of 3capita income of $ 15000. The income of 3
families is $ 10000, $ 20000, and $ families is $ 10000, $ 20000, and $ 12000. What is12000. What is
the income of the 4the income of the 4thth family ? family ?

[Board Term-I, Set-WQ7FXWC, 2014][Board Term-I, Set-WQ7FXWC, 2014]

  Ans.  Ans. $ 18000.$ 18000. 11

AA Q. Q. 9.9. Into how many categories the World Bank hasInto how many categories the World Bank has
classified the countries ?classified the countries ?

  Ans.  Ans. Three.Three. 11

AA  Q. 10. Q. 10. Which area of the world has the largest crudeWhich area of the world has the largest crude
oil reserves ?oil reserves ?

Ans.Ans. Middle East.Middle East. 11

AA  Q. 11. Q. 11. Which countries are called rich countries ?Which countries are called rich countries ?

  Ans.  Ans. Countries with per capita income of US $ 12616 andCountries with per capita income of US $ 12616 and
above.above. 11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1. 1. What What is is the the meaning meaning of of development? development? ExplainExplain

the two aspects of development?the two aspects of development?

(Board T(Board Term-I, erm-I, C5JWEVD, 2015-16C5JWEVD, 2015-16

 Ans. Ans. Development refers to Development refers to progress or improvement progress or improvement inin
life style. Important aspects of development are :life style. Important aspects of development are :

(i)(i) Different Different persons persons can can have have differentdifferent
developmental goals.developmental goals.

  (ii)  (ii) What may What may be developmbe development for ent for one may one may notnot
 be  be development development for for the the other. other. It It may may even even bebe
destructive for others.destructive for others.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015) 1½ × 2 = 3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015) 1½ × 2 = 3

UU Q. Q. 2.2.  What is meant by economic development ?  What is meant by economic development ?
What are the two bases of measuring economicWhat are the two bases of measuring economic

development of a country ?development of a country ?

[Board T[Board Term-I DDE erm-I DDE 2015-16, (580015,39), 2011]2015-16, (580015,39), 2011]

  Ans.  Ans. Economic development means the rate ofEconomic development means the rate of

production is greater than the rate of increase inproduction is greater than the rate of increase in
population and the rate of growth of GDP is highpopulation and the rate of growth of GDP is high
enough to fulfil the basic needs of the population.enough to fulfil the basic needs of the population.

TTwo wo bases bases of of measuring measuring development development of of a a countrycountry

are :are :

(i)(i) Average Average or or per per capita capita income.income.

  (ii)  (ii) National National income income and and public public facilities.facilities. 1+2=31+2=3

UU Q. Q. 3.3. Explain the factors on which the quality of lifeExplain the factors on which the quality of life
depends.depends. [Board Term-I, (OEQL2HT), 2016-17, [Board Term-I, (OEQL2HT), 2016-17,

Set-XOSet-XOKG2SB, KG2SB, 2015]2015]

 Ans. Ans. The quality of life depends upon the followingThe quality of life depends upon the following
factors :factors :

(i)(i) money money and and material material things.things.
  (ii)  (ii) presence presence of of family family members, members, friends friends and and relatives.relatives.
 (iii) (iii) good good working working atmosphere atmosphere at at the the office.office.
  (iv)  (iv) an an opportunity opportunity to to learn.learn.

(v)(v) a a position position of of self self respect respect in tin the he family.family.
  (vi)  (vi) a a safe safe and and secure secure environment.environment. (Any 3 points)(Any 3 points)

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1 × 3 = 3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1 × 3 = 3

AA Q. Q. 4.4. “Money cannot buy all the goods and services“Money cannot buy all the goods and services
that a person may need to live well”. Explainthat a person may need to live well”. Explain
the statement with suitable examples.the statement with suitable examples.

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set-CB4QHT1, Set-CB4QHT1, 2016-17]2016-17]

 Ans. Ans. Money cannot buy all the goods and services thatMoney cannot buy all the goods and services that
a person may need to live well. Income by itselfa person may need to live well. Income by itself
is not a is not a completely adequate indicator of materialcompletely adequate indicator of material
goods and services that citizens are able goods and services that citizens are able to use. Forto use. For
example, normallyexample, normally, money cannot , money cannot buy a buy a pollutionpollution
- free environment or ensure that a person gets- free environment or ensure that a person gets
unadulterated medicines, unless a person canunadulterated medicines, unless a person can
afford to shift to a community that already hasafford to shift to a community that already has
all these things. Money may also not be able toall these things. Money may also not be able to
protect individual from infections, disease, unlessprotect individual from infections, disease, unless
the whole of our community takes preventivethe whole of our community takes preventive
steps.steps. (CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 3

UU Q. Q. 5.5. “P“People have eople have conflicting developmental goals”.conflicting developmental goals”.
Support the statement with suitable Support the statement with suitable example.example.

[Board Term-I, (NLTM8TU), 2016-17][Board Term-I, (NLTM8TU), 2016-17]
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 Ans. Ans. Different persons could have different as well asDifferent persons could have different as well as
conflicting notions of a country’s development.conflicting notions of a country’s development.
In fact; two persons or groups of persons mayIn fact; two persons or groups of persons may
seek things which are conflicting. To get moreseek things which are conflicting. To get more
electricity, industrialists may want more dams.electricity, industrialists may want more dams.
But this may submerge the land and disrupt theBut this may submerge the land and disrupt the
lives of people who are displaced - such as tribes.lives of people who are displaced - such as tribes.
They might resent this and may prefer smallThey might resent this and may prefer small
check dams or tanks to irrigate their land.check dams or tanks to irrigate their land.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 3

AA Q. Q. 6.6. Why do different individuals have differentWhy do different individuals have different
as well as conflicting notions of developmentas well as conflicting notions of development
goals ?goals ?  (NCERT)  (NCERT)

[Board T[Board Term-I, (WQ7FXWC), erm-I, (WQ7FXWC), 2014(55), 2012]2014(55), 2012]

OROR

AA Explain common, different, and conflicting goalsExplain common, different, and conflicting goals
 by giving appropriate examples. by giving appropriate examples.

[Board Term-I, (64), 2012][Board Term-I, (64), 2012]
OROR

AA “Different persons can have different“Different persons can have different
developmental goals.” Support the statement withdevelopmental goals.” Support the statement with
an example.an example.

[Board T[Board Term-I, (580023, 26, erm-I, (580023, 26, 36, 45), 2011]36, 45), 2011]

 Ans. Ans. Development goals may be common, different orDevelopment goals may be common, different or
conflicting :conflicting :

(i) (i) Common Common Goals Goals ::  There are some needs which  There are some needs which
are common to all like income, freedom, equality,are common to all like income, freedom, equality,
security, respect, friendship etc.security, respect, friendship etc.

  (ii)   (ii) Different Different Goals Goals :: Development or progress doesDevelopment or progress does
not mean the same thing for every individual.not mean the same thing for every individual.
Each individual has his own idea of development.Each individual has his own idea of development.
For example, development for a farmer might beFor example, development for a farmer might be
irrigation facilities; for an unemployed youth itirrigation facilities; for an unemployed youth it
may mean employment opportunities, etc.may mean employment opportunities, etc.

  (iii)  (iii) Conflicting Goals :Conflicting Goals :  What may be development  What may be development
for some may become destruction for somefor some may become destruction for some
others.others. Example : Example :  Industrialists may want dams Industrialists may want dams
for electricity but such dams would displace thefor electricity but such dams would displace the
natives of a region by submerging natives of a region by submerging their land.their land.

(CBSE Marking Scheme 2012) 1×3=3(CBSE Marking Scheme 2012) 1×3=3

UU Q. Q. 7.7. Describe any three features of a developedDescribe any three features of a developed
country.country. [Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , (H3), (H3), 2013]2013]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) High per capita income.High per capita income.
  (ii)  (ii) High High HDI.HDI.

 (iii) (iii) Greater focus on economic growth rather thanGreater focus on economic growth rather than
development.development.

  (iv)  (iv) High High standard standard of of living.living.
  (v)  (v) Most of the population has access to basicMost of the population has access to basic

healthcare and education.healthcare and education.

  (vi)  (vi) High quality of life parametHigh quality of life parameter — includinger — including
freedom, equal opportunities etc.freedom, equal opportunities etc.

(CBSE Marking Scheme 2013) ½×6=3(CBSE Marking Scheme 2013) ½×6=3

Q. Q. 8.8. Which three development goals will you like toWhich three development goals will you like to
prescribe for rural labourers?prescribe for rural labourers?

[Board Term-I, Set-M, DDE-2015][Board Term-I, Set-M, DDE-2015]

 Ans. Ans. Three development goals for rural labourers :Three development goals for rural labourers :

(i)(i) More More days days of of work work and and better better wages.wages.

  (ii)  (ii) Local schools Local schools to provto provide qualitide quality educaty education forion for
their children.their children.

 (iii) (iii) There There will will be be no no social social discrimination.discrimination. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015)2015)

AA Q. Q. 9.9. State the criterion used State the criterion used by the World Bank as perby the World Bank as per
WWorld Development Report orld Development Report 2012, in classifying2012, in classifying
the countries. How did the World Bank definethe countries. How did the World Bank define
low and high income countries (based on thislow and high income countries (based on this
report) ?report) ? [Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , KVS-2014KVS-2014]]

Ans.Ans. (i)(i) The World Bank defined low and high income The World Bank defined low and high income
countries according to per capita incomcountries according to per capita income (PCI).e (PCI).

  (ii)  (ii) Countries Countries with pewith per capitr capita income a income of US of US $ 1$ 12616 2616 perper
annum and above are called rich annum and above are called rich countries.countries.

 (iii) (iii) Countries Countries with per with per capita income capita income of US of US $ 10$ 1035 or35 or
less are called low-income or poor countries.less are called low-income or poor countries.

1×3=31×3=3

AA  Q. 10. Q. 10. Explain the role of education and health in theExplain the role of education and health in the
overall development of a overall development of a countrycountry..

[Board Term-I, (3K), 2013][Board Term-I, (3K), 2013]

Ans. Ans. (i) Role of education :(i) Role of education :  It plays a vital role in  It plays a vital role in
the overall development of a human being andthe overall development of a human being and
society, therefore stress on imparting educationsociety, therefore stress on imparting education
has been given up in our constitution.has been given up in our constitution.

  (ii)   (ii) Role Role of of Health Health ::  The general health standard  The general health standard
in India is quite low. This is quite inevitable asin India is quite low. This is quite inevitable as
nearly one fourth of the population lives belownearly one fourth of the population lives below
the poverty line.the poverty line.

  (iii)   (iii) A A community community :: based programme on health care based programme on health care
and medical services in rural areas are launched.and medical services in rural areas are launched.
As a result of these efforts, there has been a fall inAs a result of these efforts, there has been a fall in
the incidence of certain diseases like tuberculosis,the incidence of certain diseases like tuberculosis,
leprosy and polio.leprosy and polio.

(CBSE Marking Scheme 2013) 1×3=3(CBSE Marking Scheme 2013) 1×3=3

AA  Q. 11. Q. 11. “For development, people look at a mix of“For development, people look at a mix of
goals”. Support the statement with threegoals”. Support the statement with three
suitable examples.suitable examples.

[Board [Board TTerm-I erm-I (580011, (580011, 13), 13), 2016]2016]

Ans. It is tAns. It is true that for development, people rue that for development, people look at alook at a
mix of goals,mix of goals, e.g  e.g . :. :

(i)(i) If wIf women are omen are engaged in engaged in paid work, paid work, their their dignitydignity
in the household and society increases. So dignityin the household and society increases. So dignity
is an important goal.is an important goal.

  (ii)  (ii) However, However, it is it is also the also the case that case that if therif there is e is respectrespect
for women there would be more sharing offor women there would be more sharing of
housework and greater acceptance of womenhousework and greater acceptance of women
working outside.working outside.

 (iii) (iii) A safe A safe and secure and secure environment environment may allow may allow moremore
women to take up a variety of jobs or run awomen to take up a variety of jobs or run a
 business. These  business. These are goals are goals other than other than income. Henceincome. Hence
development goal is not only for development goal is not only for better income butbetter income but
for other important things in life.for other important things in life. 1×3=31×3=3

UU  Q. 12. Q. 12. Mention any three characteristics of Mention any three characteristics of development.development.

Ans. Characteristics of Ans. Characteristics of Development Development ::

(i)(i) What may What may be development be development for one for one may not may not bebe
development for the others.development for the others.

  (ii)  (ii) For For development, development, people people look look at at mix mix goals.goals.

 (iii) (iii) Income is Income is the most the most important component important component ofof
development, but along with income, people alsodevelopment, but along with income, people also
seek equal treatment, good health, peace andseek equal treatment, good health, peace and
security, etc.security, etc. 1×3=31×3=3
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Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. What is development? Why do different peopleWhat is development? Why do different people
have different developmental goals? Explainhave different developmental goals? Explain
with four examples.with four examples.

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, Set-6AP67LB, 2015-16]Set-6AP67LB, 2015-16]

 Ans. Ans. Development means Development means continuous continuous progress orprogress or
increase in real per-capita income. In other increase in real per-capita income. In other words,words,
there is improvement in economic welfare of thethere is improvement in economic welfare of the
people and their standard of living.people and their standard of living.

The four characteristics of development are :The four characteristics of development are :

(i)(i) Developmental Developmental goals goals are are different different for for differentdifferent
people.people.

  (ii)  (ii) What What may be may be development development for one for one may not may not bebe
development for the other.development for the other.

 (iii) (iii) For For development development people people look at look at a a mix mix of of goals.goals.
  (iv)  (iv) Different Different persons persons could have could have different different as as well well asas

conflicting notions of country’s development.conflicting notions of country’s development.
(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015) 1 + 4 = 5(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015) 1 + 4 = 5

UU Q. Q. 2.2. Is per capita income a true measure ofIs per capita income a true measure of
development ? Elaborate.development ? Elaborate.

[Board Term-I, (3K), 2013][Board Term-I, (3K), 2013]
OROR

UU What is Per Capita Income ? How is it calculated ?What is Per Capita Income ? How is it calculated ?
Why is “Per Capita Income” not an adequateWhy is “Per Capita Income” not an adequate
indicator of economic development of a country ?indicator of economic development of a country ?
Explain.Explain. [Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , (67), (67), 2012]2012]

 Ans. Ans. (i)(i) Per capita income is the average income. It is Per capita income is the average income. It is
income per head of the population income per head of the population per year.per year.

  (ii)  (ii) Per Per Capita Capita Income Income ==
Total income of countryTotal income of country

Total populationTotal population

  (iii)   (iii) It It is is not anot an adn adequate equate indicator indicator because because ::
(a)(a) It does It does not tell not tell us how us how this income this income is distributeis distributed.d.

Per Capita Income might not be the income ofPer Capita Income might not be the income of
every individual in the state.every individual in the state.

(b)(b) Life expectancy and ILife expectancy and Infant Mortality Ratenfant Mortality Rate
are other important criteria for measuringare other important criteria for measuring
development.development.

(c)(c) Education Education and and literacy literacy level level are are other other indicatorsindicators
of development.of development.

(d)(d)  Pollution free environment, less corruption,  Pollution free environment, less corruption,
gender equality etc. are also important.gender equality etc. are also important.

(Any (Any three) three) 1+1+3=51+1+3=5
(CBSE Marking Scheme 2012)(CBSE Marking Scheme 2012)

UU Q. Q. 3.3. What is development ? What are the indicatorsWhat is development ? What are the indicators
used by UNDP for measuring development ?used by UNDP for measuring development ?
Compare it with the Compare it with the WWorld Bank report.orld Bank report.

[Board Term-I, (82), 2012][Board Term-I, (82), 2012]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) Development refers to the process as a resultDevelopment refers to the process as a result
of which along with increase in real per-capitaof which along with increase in real per-capita
income, there is improvement in the economicincome, there is improvement in the economic
welfare and well-being of people.welfare and well-being of people.
The The UNDP UNDP has has taken taken ::

(a)(a)  education,  education,
(b)(b) health health andand
(c)(c) per capita per capita income as income as the indicators.the indicators.

(ii) (ii) Compared Compared to to the the World World Bank Bank Report Report ::
(a)(a) It is It is a broader a broader concept of devconcept of development.elopment.

(b)(b) Countries have been ranked Countries have been ranked and goals otherand goals other
than level of income are being taken intothan level of income are being taken into
account.account.

(CBSE Marking Scheme 2012) 3+2=5(CBSE Marking Scheme 2012) 3+2=5

AA Q. Q. 4.4. Explain with reasons why state of Punjab withExplain with reasons why state of Punjab with
a very high per capita income has a very lowa very high per capita income has a very low
literacy rate.literacy rate.

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, 2015, Set-C5JWEVD]2015, Set-C5JWEVD]
[Board Term-I, (52), 2012][Board Term-I, (52), 2012]

OROR

AA How is it that the average person in Punjab hasHow is it that the average person in Punjab has
more income than the average person in Keralamore income than the average person in Kerala
 but  but it it lags lags behind behind in in many many other other crucial crucial areas areas ??
Explain.Explain. [Board T[Board Term-I, (Set-6HTQGTF), 2016-17]erm-I, (Set-6HTQGTF), 2016-17]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i)  Per capita income of Punjab is  Per capita income of Punjab is  `  `   26,000 and  26,000 and
Kerala isKerala is  `  `  22,800. 22,800.

  (ii)  (ii) Literacy Literacy rate rate of Punjab of Punjab according to according to 2001 2001 is 70is 70%%
and Kerala is 91%, i.e., Punjab and Kerala is 91%, i.e., Punjab lags behind Kerala.lags behind Kerala.

 (iii) (iii) Therefore, Therefore, income by income by itself itself is not is not a completelya completely
adequate indicator of material goods and adequate indicator of material goods and servicesservices
that citizens are able to use.that citizens are able to use.

  (iv)  (iv) Over the Over the past decade, past decade, health and health and educationeducation
indicators have come to be widely used alongindicators have come to be widely used along
with income as a measure of with income as a measure of development.development.

(v)(v)  Human Development Report Published by  Human Development Report Published by
UNDP compares countries on the basis ofUNDP compares countries on the basis of
educational levels of the people health status andeducational levels of the people health status and
per capita income.per capita income.

  (vi)  (vi) Kerala has a low infant mortKerala has a low infant mortality rate as itality rate as it
has adequate provision of basic health andhas adequate provision of basic health and
educational facilities.educational facilities. (Any five) 1 × 5 = 5(Any five) 1 × 5 = 5

(CBSE Marking Scheme 2016) 5(CBSE Marking Scheme 2016) 5

UU Q. Q. 5.5. What is the main criterion used by the WorldWhat is the main criterion used by the World
Bank in classifying different countries ?Bank in classifying different countries ?
Describe its limitations.Describe its limitations.

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (Set-OEQL2HT), (Set-OEQL2HT), 2016-17]2016-17]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) Per capita income is the base for comparison. Per capita income is the base for comparison.

(ii)(ii) Narrow concept Narrow concept of development.of development.

(iii)(iii) Countries are divided into rich and poorCountries are divided into rich and poor..

(iv)(iv)  If the per capita income is 4,53,000 Rupees per  If the per capita income is 4,53,000 Rupees per
annum, the concerned annum, the concerned country is a rich country is a rich country.country.

If If the the per per capita capita income income is is 37,000 37,000 Rupees Rupees perper
annum, the concerned country annum, the concerned country is a poor country.is a poor country.
India’s per capita is 28,000 Rupees per annum.India’s per capita is 28,000 Rupees per annum.
UNDP compares on the basis of education andUNDP compares on the basis of education and
health. Average hide disparities. OR any otherhealth. Average hide disparities. OR any other
relevant point.relevant point. (CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 5(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 5

UU Q. Q. 6.6. How has the How has the WWorld Development Report classifiedorld Development Report classified
countries ? What are the limitations of thiscountries ? What are the limitations of this
report ?report ? [B[Board Toard Term-I, (501), erm-I, (501), 2013, (62), 2012]2013, (62), 2012]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) World Bank classifies countries according toWorld Bank classifies countries according to
the Per Capita Income.the Per Capita Income.

  (ii)  (ii) Countries Countries with PCI with PCI of more of more than US than US $ 126$ 12616 per16 per
annum and above are called rich coannum and above are called rich countries.untries.

 (iii) (iii) Countries Countries with PCwith PCI less I less than US than US $ $ 1035 1035 are are calledcalled
poor countries.poor countries.
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  (iv)  (iv) Countries Countries with income with income between between US $ US $ 1530 1530 perper
annum are called low middle income countries.annum are called low middle income countries.

(Any three)(Any three)
The The limitations limitations of of this this report report are are ::

(i)(i) It It considers considers only only income and income and not not other other aspectsaspects
such as literacy, health, life expectancy, etc.such as literacy, health, life expectancy, etc.

  (ii)  (ii) World DeWorld Development velopment Report Report (WDR) (WDR) only teonly tells aboutlls about
income and not how it is distributed among theincome and not how it is distributed among the
citizens.citizens. (CBSE Marking Scheme 2013) 3+2=5(CBSE Marking Scheme 2013) 3+2=5

AA Q. Q. 7.7. Why do we use averages to compare theWhy do we use averages to compare the
development of countries ? What are thedevelopment of countries ? What are the
limitations in using it ? Explain.limitations in using it ? Explain.

[Board Term-I, (70), 2012][Board Term-I, (70), 2012]

 Ans. Ans. Use of averages to compare development :Use of averages to compare development :

(i)(i) Averages Averages are are used used for for better better understanding.understanding.

  (ii)  (ii) For For comparison comparison between between countries, countries, total total incomeincome
is not very useful.is not very useful.

 (iii) (iii) Different Different countries countries have have different different populations,populations,
so total income will not tell us what an averageso total income will not tell us what an average
person is likely to earn.person is likely to earn.

  (iv)  (iv) According to According to the Wthe World Bank, orld Bank, countries witcountries withh
per capita income of US $ 12616 per annum andper capita income of US $ 12616 per annum and
above in 2012 are called rich countries, and thoseabove in 2012 are called rich countries, and those
 below US $ 1035 per annum or less are poor. below US $ 1035 per annum or less are poor.

Limitation Limitation ::  Average income does not depict  Average income does not depict

how the income is distributed among the people.how the income is distributed among the people.

Some may be very rich but the masses may beSome may be very rich but the masses may be

poor.poor. (CBSE Marking Scheme 2012) 4+1=5(CBSE Marking Scheme 2012) 4+1=5

AA Q. Q. 8.8. Study the data given in the table carefully and Study the data given in the table carefully and answer the questions that follow :answer the questions that follow :
[Board Term-I, 2012 (74)][Board Term-I, 2012 (74)]

SSttaattee IInnffaannt  t  MMoorrttaalliittyy

Rate per 1000Rate per 1000

Literacy RateLiteracy Rate

2000-20032000-2003

Net attendanceNet attendance

RatioRatio

Per capita incomePer capita income

 (in (in  `  ` ))

  P  Puunnjjaabb 4499 7700 8811 2266,,000000

KKeerraallaa 1111 9911 9911 2222,,880000

  B  Biihhaarr 6600 4477 4411 55,,770000

(i)(i) Which state has highest literacy rate ?Which state has highest literacy rate ?
(ii)(ii) Which state has the highest per capita income and why ?Which state has the highest per capita income and why ?

(iii)(iii) Which state has highest infant mortality and why ?Which state has highest infant mortality and why ?
Ans.Ans. (i)(i) Kerala :Kerala : 91% 91%

  (ii)  (ii) Punjab :Punjab :  `  `  26,000. 26,000.
Reason Reason :: Developed infrastructural facilities. Developed infrastructural facilities.

 (iii) (iii)  Bihar.  Bihar.
Reason Reason :: The state lacks health facilities. The state lacks health facilities. (CBSE Marking Scheme 2012) 1+2+2 = 5(CBSE Marking Scheme 2012) 1+2+2 = 5

TOPIC-2TOPIC-2
Public FacilitiesPublic Facilities

Quick Review Quick Review 
¾¾ Public facilities are the facilities that are provided to the people Public facilities are the facilities that are provided to the people by the government.by the government.
¾¾ The provision of public services and facilities in the urban environment has a significant impact on the quality ofThe provision of public services and facilities in the urban environment has a significant impact on the quality of

life that residents and life that residents and others enjoy.others enjoy.
¾¾ Public facilities play an essential role in providing support services to create viable, sustainable, healthy andPublic facilities play an essential role in providing support services to create viable, sustainable, healthy and

cohesive communities, overcoming social barcohesive communities, overcoming social barriers and raising achievement.riers and raising achievement.
¾¾ Money alone cannot buy all the goods and services that one may need to live well.Money alone cannot buy all the goods and services that one may need to live well.
¾¾ Income by itself is not a completely adequate indicator of material goods and services that citizens are able to use.Income by itself is not a completely adequate indicator of material goods and services that citizens are able to use.
¾¾ Government has to provide certain essential facilities like healthcare, sanitation, electricity, public transport andGovernment has to provide certain essential facilities like healthcare, sanitation, electricity, public transport and

educational institutions.educational institutions.
¾¾ Kerala has a low Infant Mortality Rate because it has adequate provision of basic health and educational facilities.Kerala has a low Infant Mortality Rate because it has adequate provision of basic health and educational facilities.
¾¾ In some states, the Public Distribution System (PDS) functions well. If some PDS shop,In some states, the Public Distribution System (PDS) functions well. If some PDS shop, i.ei.e., ration shop, does not., ration shop, does not

function properly in such places, the people there are able to get the problem rectified. Health and nutritionalfunction properly in such places, the people there are able to get the problem rectified. Health and nutritional
status of people of such status of people of such states is certainly likely to be betterstates is certainly likely to be better..

¾¾ Human Development Report published by UNDP compares countries based on the educational levels of theHuman Development Report published by UNDP compares countries based on the educational levels of the
people, their health status and per capita incompeople, their health status and per capita income.e.

¾¾ Through Human Development Index (HDI), which is a composite statistic of life expectancy, education, and perThrough Human Development Index (HDI), which is a composite statistic of life expectancy, education, and per
capita incom e indicators, are used capita incom e indicators, are used to rank countries into four tiers oto rank countries into four tiers of human development.f human development.

¾¾ India stands 126 in the HDI India stands 126 in the HDI rank in the world.rank in the world.
¾¾ Besides having better income equal treatment, freedom, education, security and peace are included in theBesides having better income equal treatment, freedom, education, security and peace are included in the

developmental goal.developmental goal.
¾¾ Through the democratic political process, these developmental goals of different sections of society can beThrough the democratic political process, these developmental goals of different sections of society can be

achieved.achieved.
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¾¾ Human Development Index published by the UNDP indicates the level of development of a country, how farHuman Development Index published by the UNDP indicates the level of development of a country, how far
it has travelled and how far it has yet to travel to achieve high ranks in matters such as per capita income of theit has travelled and how far it has yet to travel to achieve high ranks in matters such as per capita income of the
people, welfare elements such people, welfare elements such as life expectancy, literacyas life expectancy, literacy, educational level , educational level of people and of people and health status.health status.

FlowchartFlowchart

Human development indexHuman development index
(HDI)(HDI)

Composite indexComposite index

Highest 25%Highest 25%

Intermediate 51%-75%Intermediate 51%-75%

Intermediate 26%-50%Intermediate 26%-50%

Lowest 25%Lowest 25%

Most highly developed countriesMost highly developed countries

Highly developed countriesHighly developed countries

Moderately developed countriesModerately developed countries

Poorly developed countriesPoorly developed countries

SubitemSubitem
(dimensions)(dimensions)

Life expectancy at birthLife expectancy at birth
(Health)(Health)

KnowledgeKnowledge
(Education)(Education)

A decent standard of living A decent standard of living 
(Economy)(Economy)

Statistical itemStatistical item  Real GNI per capita Real GNI per capita
(PPP US$)(PPP US$)

 Mean years of  Mean years of 
schooling schooling 
Excepted years of Excepted years of 
schooling schooling 



 Life expectancy at birth Life expectancy at birth

Know the TermsKnow the Terms
¾¾ Infant Infant Mortality Mortality Rate Rate :: The number of children that dThe number of children that die before the age of one ie before the age of one year per 1000 live births in one year.year per 1000 live births in one year.

¾¾ Literacy Literacy Rate Rate :: Proportion of literate population in the 7 and Proportion of literate population in the 7 and above age group.above age group.

¾¾ Net ANet Attendance Ratio ttendance Ratio :: Total number of children of age group 6-10 attending school as a percentage of totalTotal number of children of age group 6-10 attending school as a percentage of total
number of children in the same age group.number of children in the same age group.

¾¾ Body Mass Index or B.M.I. =Body Mass Index or B.M.I. =
Weight in Kg.Weight in Kg.

(Height in meters)(Height in meters)22

¾¾ Human Development Human Development Index :Index : It is a composite statistic of life expectancy, education and per capita incomeIt is a composite statistic of life expectancy, education and per capita income
indicators, which are used to rank indicators, which are used to rank countries into four tiers of human countries into four tiers of human development.development.

Know the LinksKnow the Links
¾¾ http://www.halls.md/body-mass-index/bmi.htmlhttp://www.halls.md/body-mass-index/bmi.html

¾¾ http://hdr.undp.org/en/media/HDR-2011-EN-Tables.phttp://hdr.undp.org/en/media/HDR-2011-EN-Tables.p

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. What do you mean by ‘Literacy Rate’ ?What do you mean by ‘Literacy Rate’ ?
  Ans.  Ans. It measures the proportion of literate population inIt measures the proportion of literate population in

the 7 years and above age group.the 7 years and above age group. 11

AA Q. Q. 2.2. In which state, literacy rate is the highest ?In which state, literacy rate is the highest ?
  Ans.  Ans. Kerala.Kerala. 11

AA Q. Q. 3.3. Why Kerala has low infant mortality rate ?Why Kerala has low infant mortality rate ?
  Ans.  Ans. It has adequate provision of basic health andIt has adequate provision of basic health and

educational facilities.educational facilities. 11

AA Q. Q. 4.4. WWhat is denoted by the life hat is denoted by the life expectancy at birth ?expectancy at birth ?
  Ans.  Ans. AveAverage expected length of rage expected length of life.life. 11

AA Q. Q. 5.5. What is the full form of HDI ?What is the full form of HDI ?
[Board T[Board Term-I, 6AP67LB, erm-I, 6AP67LB, 2015-16]2015-16]

 Ans. Ans. Human DeHuman Development Indexvelopment Index..

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 1[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 1

UU Q. Q. 6.6. WWrite the components of rite the components of Human DevelopmentHuman Development
Index ?Index ?

  Ans.  Ans. Life expectancy, gross enrolment ratio and perLife expectancy, gross enrolment ratio and per
capita income.capita income. 11

AA Q. Q. 7.7. What is India’s HDI rank in the world?What is India’s HDI rank in the world?
  Ans.  Ans. 126.126. 11

UU Q. Q. 8.8. How we will calculate Body Mass IndHow we will calculate Body Mass Index ?ex ?
  Ans.  Ans. Dividing the weight by the square of the height inDividing the weight by the square of the height in

meters.meters. 11
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UU Q. Q. 9.9. Which state of India has a high infant mortalityWhich state of India has a high infant mortality
rate according to data 2003 ?rate according to data 2003 ?

Ans.Ans. Bihar.Bihar. 11

UU  Q. 10. Q. 10. Which country has the largest size of illiterateWhich country has the largest size of illiterate
population in the age group of 15 + in thepopulation in the age group of 15 + in the
world ?world ?

  Ans.  Ans. Bangladesh.Bangladesh. 11

AA  Q. 11. Q. 11. What other goal is included in theWhat other goal is included in the
developmental goals besides having betterdevelopmental goals besides having better
income ?income ? [Board [Board TTerm-erm-I, I, KVS-2014KVS-2014]]

  Ans.  Ans. Equal treatment, freedom, education, security andEqual treatment, freedom, education, security and
peace.peace. 11

AA  Q. 12. Q. 12. Which is a development goal for the landlessWhich is a development goal for the landless
rural labourers ?rural labourers ?

  Ans.  Ans. More days of work and better wages.More days of work and better wages. 11

UU  Q. 13. Q. 13. How can we achieve the development goals ofHow can we achieve the development goals of
different sections of our society ?different sections of our society ?

Ans.Ans. By democratic political process.By democratic political process. 11

UU  Q. 14. Q. 14. Why do some people oppose dams ? Give oneWhy do some people oppose dams ? Give one
reason.reason. [Board [Board TTerm-erm-I, I, R9UJGYG), R9UJGYG), 2014]2014]

  Ans.  Ans. Because this disrupt the lives of people who areBecause this disrupt the lives of people who are
displaced.displaced. 11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. Explain the terms : Net attendance Ratio andExplain the terms : Net attendance Ratio and
Literacy Rate.Literacy Rate. [Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , NCT-2014]NCT-2014]

Ans. (i) Net AAns. (i) Net Attendance Rttendance Ratio :atio : Total number of children Total number of children
of age group 6-10 attending school as of age group 6-10 attending school as a percentagea percentage
of total number of children in the same age group.of total number of children in the same age group.

(ii) (ii) Literacy Literacy Rate Rate :: Proportion of literate population inProportion of literate population in
the age group of 7 years and above.the age group of 7 years and above. 1½+1½=31½+1½=3

AA Q. Q. 2.2. Explain the concept of ‘Human Development’Explain the concept of ‘Human Development’
with an example.with an example.

Ans.Ans. (i)(i) Human development means that education and Human development means that education and
health are an important part to achieve well-beinghealth are an important part to achieve well-being
of the human resource.of the human resource.

  (ii)  (ii) Human dHuman development evelopment indicates indicates that the that the humanhuman
mind becomes efficient to perform task of highly-mind becomes efficient to perform task of highly-
skilled nature when proper education is providedskilled nature when proper education is provided
to them and a healthy life style is available.to them and a healthy life style is available.

 (iii) (iii) For example :For example : Every human being has a basic rightEvery human being has a basic right
to get a good education and to get a good education and better health facilities.better health facilities.
Those countries which provide the basic necessitiesThose countries which provide the basic necessities
of life progress faster than those countries whichof life progress faster than those countries which
do not have these facilities.do not have these facilities. 1×3=31×3=3

UU Q. Q. 3.3. Explain the three components of HumanExplain the three components of Human
Development Index.Development Index.

[[BBoard Term-I, (6HTQGTF, OEQL2HT), 2016-17]oard Term-I, (6HTQGTF, OEQL2HT), 2016-17]
[Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , (R9UJGYG), (R9UJGYG), 2014]2014]

OROR

UU Write the importance of human development indexWrite the importance of human development index
in three points.in three points. [Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , (77), (77), 2012]2012]

OROR

UU Write a note on Human DevelopmentWrite a note on Human Development
Index.Index. [Board T[Board Term-I, (501), (580022, erm-I, (501), (580022, 24, 29,24, 29,

33, 37), 2011 2013]33, 37), 2011 2013]

 Ans. Ans.  Human Development Index is published by the  Human Development Index is published by the
UNDP.UNDP.

(i)(i) It indIt indicates the icates the level level of of development development of of a countra country.y.
  (ii)  (ii) It indicates It indicates to a to a country country how far how far it has it has travelledtravelled

and how far it has yet to travel to achieve highand how far it has yet to travel to achieve high
ranks in matters such as per capita income of theranks in matters such as per capita income of the
people.people.

  (iii)  (iii) One comes to know the imporOne comes to know the important welfaretant welfare
elements such as life expectancy, literacy,elements such as life expectancy, literacy,
educational level of people and health status.educational level of people and health status.

(CBSE Marking Scheme 2016) 1×3=3(CBSE Marking Scheme 2016) 1×3=3

UU Q. Q. 4.4. On the basis of which three indicators of HDIOn the basis of which three indicators of HDI
2004 Sri Lanka has better rank than India ?2004 Sri Lanka has better rank than India ?

[[BBoard Toard Term-I, (CB4QHT1 erm-I, (CB4QHT1 & 6HTQGTF), 2016-17]& 6HTQGTF), 2016-17]

 Ans. (i) Ans. (i) Life expectancy Life expectancy
(ii)(ii) Gross enrollment ratGross enrollment ratioio

(iii)(iii) Per capita income Per capita income
(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 3

Q. Q. 5.5. Which three efforts should be made by anyWhich three efforts should be made by any
country to improve its HDI ?country to improve its HDI ?

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, Set-M, DDE-2015]Set-M, DDE-2015]

 Ans. Ans.  The three efforts which could be made by any  The three efforts which could be made by any
country to improve its HDI are :country to improve its HDI are :

(i)(i) providing 100% literacy to the people. providing 100% literacy to the people.
(ii)(ii) improving improving health facilitiehealth facilities.s.
(iii)(iii) creating a pollution  creating a pollution free environment.free environment.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015) 1 × 3 = 3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015) 1 × 3 = 3

AA Q. Q. 6.6. Apart from income, which other six things peopleApart from income, which other six things people
look for growth and development ?look for growth and development ? (NCERT)(NCERT)

[[BBoard Toard Term-I, (NTLM8TU) erm-I, (NTLM8TU) 2016-17]2016-17]
[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (X30T4XE) (X30T4XE) 2014]2014]

OROR

AA Give same example where factors other thanGive same example where factors other than
income are important aspects of own lives.income are important aspects of own lives.

Ans.Ans. (i)(i) Apart from income, people also seek things likeApart from income, people also seek things like
equal treatment, freedom, security and respect ofequal treatment, freedom, security and respect of
others.others.

  (ii)  (ii) They They resent resent discrimination. discrimination. All All these these are are importantimportant
goals.goals.

 (iii) (iii) In factIn fact, in , in some some cases, cases, these these may may be be more more importantimportant
than more income or more consumption becausethan more income or more consumption because
material goods are not all that material goods are not all that you need to live.you need to live.

  (iv)  (iv) Money Money or or material material things tthings that one hat one can buy can buy with itwith it
is one factor on which our life depends.is one factor on which our life depends.

(Any (Any three) three) 1×3=31×3=3

UU Q. Q. 7.7. State any three factors other than income thatState any three factors other than income that
are important in life.are important in life.[Board Term-I, DDE-2014][Board Term-I, DDE-2014]

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set-E, Set-E, DDE-2015]DDE-2015]
Ans.Ans. (i) Infant Mortality Rate :(i) Infant Mortality Rate : It is an indicator of the It is an indicator of the

availability of doctors and medical facilities in theavailability of doctors and medical facilities in the
region as well the awareness of the people livingregion as well the awareness of the people living
there in regard to diseases and their there in regard to diseases and their prevention.prevention.

  (ii  (ii) ) Literacy Literacy Rate Rate :: This is an indicator of the number of This is an indicator of the number of
schools and teachers available in a region and alsoschools and teachers available in a region and also
indicates whether the facilities are being used orindicates whether the facilities are being used or
not due to societal pressures.not due to societal pressures.

(iii) (iii) Life Expectancy Life Expectancy ::  This is also an indicator of  This is also an indicator of
available health facilities. Low life expectancy is aavailable health facilities. Low life expectancy is a
hindrance to economic development.hindrance to economic development. 1×3=31×3=3
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Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. Explain the main achievements of theExplain the main achievements of the

Government of India in the improvement ofGovernment of India in the improvement of

health status of the people after 1947.health status of the people after 1947.

Ans. Efforts Ans. Efforts made by the Government in the field ofmade by the Government in the field of
health can be summarised as follows :health can be summarised as follows :

  (i)  (i) The life expectancy of birth in India has more thanThe life expectancy of birth in India has more than
doubled in the last fifty years. It has reached nearlydoubled in the last fifty years. It has reached nearly
62 years.62 years.

  (ii)  (ii) In the In the plan-period, plan-period, the the mortality mortality rate rate has has declineddeclined
to nearly 9 per thousand and infant mortality hasto nearly 9 per thousand and infant mortality has
come down to 70 per thousand come down to 70 per thousand live births. Similarly,live births. Similarly,
maternal mortality rate has also declined.maternal mortality rate has also declined.

 (iii) (iii) Efforts Efforts have have been been made made to to overcome overcome the the nutritionalnutritional
problems in the country and considerable progressproblems in the country and considerable progress
has been achieved.has been achieved.

  (iv)  (iv) Smallpox has Smallpox has been completely been completely eradicated eradicated andand
malaria, tuberculosis, leprosy, filaria, etc. have alsomalaria, tuberculosis, leprosy, filaria, etc. have also
 been controlled to a large extent. been controlled to a large extent.

(any (any three) three) 1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33

AA Q. Q. 2.2. Describe any five conditions or aspects that youDescribe any five conditions or aspects that you
would consider before accepting a job.would consider before accepting a job.

[Board T[Board Term-I, (X30T4XE), erm-I, (X30T4XE), 2014, (36), 2012]2014, (36), 2012]

OROR

AA If you get a job in a far off place before acceptingIf you get a job in a far off place before accepting
it, you would try to consider many factors. Explainit, you would try to consider many factors. Explain
any five such factors.any five such factors. [Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , (38), (38), 2012]2012]

OROR

AA Give examples to prove that there are otherGive examples to prove that there are other
important developmental goals than income.important developmental goals than income.

[Board Term-I, (80), 2012][Board Term-I, (80), 2012]

 Ans. Ans. If one gets a job in If one gets a job in a far off place, before acceptinga far off place, before accepting
it one would try to consider many factors, apartit one would try to consider many factors, apart
from income such as :from income such as :

(i) (i) Facilities Facilities for for the the family family :: I would have to check I would have to check
if there is good educational facility for children, aif there is good educational facility for children, a
good house and locality to stay in, good medicalgood house and locality to stay in, good medical
facilities should also be available.facilities should also be available.

(ii) (ii) Job Job security security ::  I should have clear terms of  I should have clear terms of
employment in my appointment letter. A jobemployment in my appointment letter. A job
which gives high pay but no job security willwhich gives high pay but no job security will
reduce one’s sense of security and freedom.reduce one’s sense of security and freedom.

(iii) (iii) Opportunity Opportunity to to learn learn ::  There should be  There should be
opportunity for personal career growth, so thatopportunity for personal career growth, so that
no boredom or stagnation sets in.no boredom or stagnation sets in.

  (iv)  (iv) Working atmosphere needs to be cooperativeWorking atmosphere needs to be cooperative

and healthy :and healthy : There should be good team spirit There should be good team spirit
and the seniors should look after the newcomersand the seniors should look after the newcomers
and guide them. If women are engaged in paidand guide them. If women are engaged in paid

work, their dignity in the household and societywork, their dignity in the household and society
increases. A safe and secured environment mayincreases. A safe and secured environment may
allow more women to take up jobs or run a business.allow more women to take up jobs or run a business.

(v)(v) Time for your family :Time for your family :  Working hours should  Working hours should
 be fixed  be fixed and and adhered to adhered to so that so that there is there is time fortime for
spending with family. Leave facility must bespending with family. Leave facility must be
there as well.there as well.

(CBSE Marking Scheme 2012) 1×5=5(CBSE Marking Scheme 2012) 1×5=5

AA Q. Q. 3.3. Explain with examples that there are otherExplain with examples that there are other
important development goals also besidesimportant development goals also besides
income.income. [Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (X30T4XE), (X30T4XE), 2014]2014]

OROR

AA “Developmental goals are different for different“Developmental goals are different for different
people”. Explain the statement with appropriatepeople”. Explain the statement with appropriate
examples.examples. [Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (65, (65, 69), 69), 2012]2012]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) Development or progress does not meanDevelopment or progress does not mean

one and same thing for every individual.one and same thing for every individual.
Each individual has his/her own notion ofEach individual has his/her own notion of
development.development.

  (ii)  (ii) People People seek seek things that things that are are most importamost important fornt for
them, i.e. things that can fulfil their aspiration orthem, i.e. things that can fulfil their aspiration or

desires.desires.

Examples Examples ::

(a)(a) Development for Development for a farmer a farmer might be prmight be properoper
irrigation facilities.irrigation facilities.

(b)(b) For For an an urban urban youth, youth, it it may may be be employment.employment.

(c)(c) For For a a landless landless labourer, labourer, it it may may be be land.land.

(d)(d) For a For a girl, it girl, it might mean might mean gender equality gender equality or moreor more
freedom.freedom. (Any three)(Any three)

(CBSE Marking Scheme 2012) 2+3=5(CBSE Marking Scheme 2012) 2+3=5

AA Q. Q. 4.4. Besides income, what can be the otherBesides income, what can be the other attributesattributes
to compare economic development ?to compare economic development ?

[Board Term-I, (55), 2012][Board Term-I, (55), 2012]

 Ans. Ans. Income is not only the criterion but Income is not only the criterion but it is one of theit is one of the
important indicators of economic development.important indicators of economic development.
Some of the others attributes are :Some of the others attributes are :

(a) (a) Infant Infant Mortality Mortality Rate Rate ::  It is an indicator of the  It is an indicator of the
availability of doctors and medical facilities inavailability of doctors and medical facilities in
the region as well as the awareness of the peoplethe region as well as the awareness of the people
living there in regard to diseases and theirliving there in regard to diseases and their
prevention.prevention.

Low infant mortality rate indicates good medicalLow infant mortality rate indicates good medical
facilities and all round development in thefacilities and all round development in the
society. A high rate will be an economic loss forsociety. A high rate will be an economic loss for

the region as much effort is wasted, which couldthe region as much effort is wasted, which could
have been harnessed.have been harnessed.

(b) (b) Literacy Literacy Rate Rate :: This is an indicator of the number This is an indicator of the number
of schools and teachers available in a region andof schools and teachers available in a region and

also indicates whether the facilities are beingalso indicates whether the facilities are being
used or not due to societal pressures. Low literacyused or not due to societal pressures. Low literacy
rate shows backwardness and there will not berate shows backwardness and there will not be
fast economic development.fast economic development.
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(c)(c) Life Expectancy :Life Expectancy :  This is also an indicator of  This is also an indicator of
available health facilities. Low life expectancy willavailable health facilities. Low life expectancy will
 be a hindrance to economic development. be a hindrance to economic development.

(CBSE Marking Scheme 2012) 5(CBSE Marking Scheme 2012) 5

UU Q. Q. 5.5. How far is it correct to say that money in yourHow far is it correct to say that money in your
pocket cannot buy the basic needs to live well ?pocket cannot buy the basic needs to live well ?
Explain.Explain. [Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , (58), (58), 2012]2012]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) Income by itself is not a completely adequateIncome by itself is not a completely adequate
indicator.indicator.

  (ii)  (ii)  Money cannot buy you a pollution free  Money cannot buy you a pollution free
environment.environment.

 (iii) (iii) Money may Money may also not also not be able be able to protect to protect you fromyou from
infectious diseases.infectious diseases.

Therefore, Therefore, the the whole whole community community needs needs to to taketake
preventive steps,preventive steps, i.e.i.e. : :

(i)(i) Collective Collective security security for for the the whole whole society.society.
  (ii)  (ii) Public Public facilities facilities such such as as schools.schools.
 (iii) (iii) Public Public Distribution Distribution System System in in some some states.states.

  (iv)  (iv)  All can only be done collectively and not  All can only be done collectively and not
individually.individually.

(CBSE Marking Scheme 2012) 3+2=5(CBSE Marking Scheme 2012) 3+2=5

TOPIC-3TOPIC-3
Sustainability of DevelopmentSustainability of Development

Quick Review Quick Review 

¾¾ Sustainable economic development means development should take place without damaging the environmentSustainable economic development means development should take place without damaging the environment

and development in the present should noand development in the present should not compromise with the needs of t compromise with the needs of the future generation.the future generation.

¾¾ The various The various measures for sustmeasures for sustainable development ainable development are :are :

(i)(i) Controlling over Controlling over uses and uses and creating an creating an awareness awareness to provide to provide sustainable devesustainable development.lopment.

(ii)(ii) Increased Increased use use of of renewable renewable resources.resources.

(iii)(iii) Less use Less use of fossil of fossil fuels.fuels.

(iv)(iv) Introduction of organic farming.Introduction of organic farming.

(v)(v) Adopting Adopting measures measures to to reduce reduce global global warming.warming.

¾¾ Sustainable development is all about judicious use of Sustainable development is all about judicious use of resources at present keeping in mind thefuture requirementsresources at present keeping in mind thefuture requirements

of the coming generationof the coming generation e.g.e.g. Ground water. Ground water.

¾¾ Ground water is over used for agriculture; since water is a renewable resource, we must help in replenishingGround water is over used for agriculture; since water is a renewable resource, we must help in replenishing

water.water.

¾¾ Sustainable development Sustainable development is important for is important for economic growth because economic growth because ::

(i)(i) Environment Environment must be must be conserved while conserved while development development is is taking plataking place.ce.

(ii)(ii) Resources must be Resources must be used in such a used in such a way that something way that something is conserved for fis conserved for future generations.uture generations.

(iii)(iii) The standard of living of all peThe standard of living of all people must be raised.ople must be raised.

¾¾ Mahatma Gandhi said, ‘The earth has enough resources to meet the needs of all but not enough to satisfy theMahatma Gandhi said, ‘The earth has enough resources to meet the needs of all but not enough to satisfy the

greed of even one person’.greed of even one person’.

¾¾ Consequences of environmental degradation do not respect national or Consequences of environmental degradation do not respect national or state boundaries.state boundaries.

¾¾ Sustainability of development is comparatively a new area of knowledge in which scientists, economists,Sustainability of development is comparatively a new area of knowledge in which scientists, economists,

philosophers and other philosophers and other social scientists are working social scientists are working togethertogether..
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FlowchartFlowchart

Target Target 
DimensionDimension

DefiningDefining
PrinciplesPrinciples

Sustainable Development Sustainable Development 

EconomicEconomic
EfficiencyEfficiency

SocialSocial
CohesionCohesion

EnvironmentalEnvironmental
responsibilityresponsibility

Principles on :Principles on :
ecosystems andecosystems and

 biodiversity biodiversity
consumption of consumption of 
resourcesresources
materials and wastesmaterials and wastes
rate of changerate of change
access to and valueaccess to and value
to and valueto and value
of the environmentof the environment











Principles on :Principles on :
economic systemeconomic system
efficiency andefficiency and
innovationinnovation
rate of changerate of change
internationalinternational
connectionsconnections









Principles on :Principles on :
objective living objective living 
conditioncondition
subjective living subjective living 
conditionsconditions
equality of equality of opportunityopportunity,,
access to resourcesaccess to resources
Knowledge and skillsKnowledge and skills
governancegovernance
culture and identifyculture and identify
social connectednesssocial connectedness















Know the TermsKnow the Terms
¾¾ Sustainable Sustainable Development Development :: Sustainable development is maintaining a delicate balance between the human need Sustainable development is maintaining a delicate balance between the human need

to improve lifestyles and feeling of well-being on one hand, and preserving natural resources and ecosystems, onto improve lifestyles and feeling of well-being on one hand, and preserving natural resources and ecosystems, on
which we and future generations depend.which we and future generations depend.

¾¾ Organic Organic Farming Farming :: Vegetable and livestock production using natural sources of nutrients (such as compost, crop Vegetable and livestock production using natural sources of nutrients (such as compost, crop
residues, and manure) and natural methods of crop and weed control, instead of using synthetic or inorganicresidues, and manure) and natural methods of crop and weed control, instead of using synthetic or inorganic
agro chemicals.agro chemicals.

¾¾ Fossil Fossil Fuels Fuels :: A natural fuel such as coal or  A natural fuel such as coal or gas, formed in the geologicgas, formed in the geological past from the remains of living organisms.al past from the remains of living organisms.

¾¾ Global Global Farming Farming :: a gradual increase in the overall temperature of the earth’s atmosphere generally attributed to a gradual increase in the overall temperature of the earth’s atmosphere generally attributed to
the greenhouse effect caused by increased levels of carbon dioxide, the greenhouse effect caused by increased levels of carbon dioxide, chlorofluorocarbons, and other pollutants.chlorofluorocarbons, and other pollutants.

Know the LinksKnow the Links
¾¾ www.sd-commission.org.uk/pages/what-is-sustainablewww.sd-commission.org.uk/pages/what-is-sustainable

¾¾ www.omafra.gov.on.ca/english/crops/facts/09-077.htmwww.omafra.gov.on.ca/english/crops/facts/09-077.htm

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. How can we ensure the sustainability ofHow can we ensure the sustainability of
development in our country ? Suggest any onedevelopment in our country ? Suggest any one
way.way. [[BBoard Toard Term-I, erm-I, (OEQL2HT), 2016-17](OEQL2HT), 2016-17]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) Introduction of organic farming. Introduction of organic farming.

(ii)(ii)  Adopting measures to reduce global warming  Adopting measures to reduce global warming

and implement global limits on carbon emission.and implement global limits on carbon emission.

(Any one)(Any one)

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1

AA Q. Q. 2.2. “There is enough for everybody’s need but not“There is enough for everybody’s need but not

for everybody’s greed. “ Who said these words ?for everybody’s greed. “ Who said these words ?

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, Set-M, DDE-2015]Set-M, DDE-2015]

Ans.Ans. Mahatma Gandhi.Mahatma Gandhi. 11

UU Q. Q. 3.3. State any one reason for over use of State any one reason for over use of resources ?resources ?

[Board Term-I, Set-XOKG2SB, 2015-16][Board Term-I, Set-XOKG2SB, 2015-16]

OROR

Why ground water is over used?Why ground water is over used? (NCERT)(NCERT)

 Ans. Ans. Any one reason for the overuse of resources canAny one reason for the overuse of resources can
 be : be :

  (i)  (i) over population.over population.

(ii)(ii) lack of lack of awareness.awareness.
  (iii)  (iii) excessive use of tubewells, canals etc for irrigation.excessive use of tubewells, canals etc for irrigation.

  (iv)  (iv) industrial need.industrial need.

(Any one or Any other relevant point)(Any one or Any other relevant point)

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015) 1(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015) 1
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Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. What is sustainable development? WhyWhat is sustainable development? Why
is the issue of sustainability important foris the issue of sustainability important for
development? Explain.development? Explain.

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, 6AP67LB, NCERT), 2015-16]6AP67LB, NCERT), 2015-16]

OROR

Explain Explain the the term term ‘sustainable ‘sustainable development’.development’.
Suggest two measures to ensure sustainableSuggest two measures to ensure sustainable
development.development.

[Board T[Board Term-I, (580013, 16, erm-I, (580013, 16, 31, 35), 2011]31, 35), 2011]

  Ans.  Ans. Sustainable economic development meansSustainable economic development means
development should take place withoutdevelopment should take place without
damaging the environment and developmentdamaging the environment and development

in the present should not compromise with thein the present should not compromise with the

needs of the future generation.needs of the future generation.
Issue Issue of of sustainability sustainability is is important important and and desirabledesirable
for development :for development :

(i)(i) Economic Economic development development is is a a continuous continuous process.process.
Resources are to be used in such a way that theyResources are to be used in such a way that they
are not exploited. At the same time developmentare not exploited. At the same time development
should not harm the environment.should not harm the environment.

  (ii)  (ii) It It is is desirable desirable because because everyone everyone would would certainlycertainly
like the present level of development to golike the present level of development to go
further or at least be maintained for the futurefurther or at least be maintained for the future
generations.generations. 1 + 2 = 31 + 2 = 3

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015)

UU Q. Q. 2.2. Suggest any three measures for sustainableSuggest any three measures for sustainable
development.development. [Board T[Board Term-I Set-M, erm-I Set-M, DDE-DDE-2015]2015]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) Controlling over uses and creating anControlling over uses and creating an
awareness to provide sustainable development.awareness to provide sustainable development.

  (ii)  (ii) Increased Increased use use of of renewable renewable resources.resources.

 (iii) (iii) Less Less use use of of fossil fossil fuels.fuels.

  (iv)  (iv) Introduction Introduction of of organic organic farming.farming.

(v)(v) Adopting Adopting measures measures to to reduce reduce global global warming.warming.

(Any three)(Any three)

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015) 3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015) 3

UU Q. Q. 3.3. “The issue of sustainability is important for“The issue of sustainability is important for
development”. Explain.development”. Explain.

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, NCT-2014]NCT-2014]

OROR

UU Why is the issue of sustainability important forWhy is the issue of sustainability important for
development ? Explain.development ? Explain.

[Board T[Board Term-I, (580018, 21, erm-I, (580018, 21, 26, 32, 38, 26, 32, 38, 40, 43), 2011]40, 43), 2011]

Ans. Ans. The The issue issue of of sustainability is sustainability is important important forfor

development because of the following reasons :development because of the following reasons :

(i)(i) Resources remain continuously available Resources remain continuously available forfor
human use so that cycle of development goes on.human use so that cycle of development goes on.

  (ii)  (ii) Reserves Reserves of mineral of mineral oil and oil and ground water ground water areare
depleting with a rapid pace.depleting with a rapid pace.

 (iii) (iii) Conservation Conservation and and preservation preservation have have become become thethe
need of the hour for the coming generations.need of the hour for the coming generations.

1×3=31×3=3

Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. Explain the importance of sustainableExplain the importance of sustainable
development by giving the example of grounddevelopment by giving the example of ground
water.water. [Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (CB4QHT1), (CB4QHT1), 2016-17]2016-17]

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (WQ7FXWC), (WQ7FXWC), 20132013
(3K), 2012 (34), 2014](3K), 2012 (34), 2014]

OROR

AA What is sustainable development ? Explain it withWhat is sustainable development ? Explain it with
an example of water.an example of water. [Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , (71), (71), 2012]2012]

 Ans. Ans. (i)(i) Sustainable development is all about judicious Sustainable development is all about judicious
use of resources at present keeping in mind theuse of resources at present keeping in mind the
future requirements of the coming generation.future requirements of the coming generation.

  (ii)  (ii) Ground Ground water water is is over over used used for for agriculture.agriculture.

 (iii) (iii) Water Water is drawn is drawn from wells from wells and this and this leaves leaves thethe
underground water-table depleted.underground water-table depleted.

  (iv)  (iv) Since wateSince water is r is a rea renewable rnewable resource, we esource, we mustmust
help in replenishing water.help in replenishing water.

(v)(v) We We would would be be overusing overusing the the resources resources if if use use moremore
than what is being replenished.than what is being replenished.

(CBSE Marking Scheme 2016) 1×5=5(CBSE Marking Scheme 2016) 1×5=5

UU Q. Q. 2.2. What is Sustainable Development ? ExplainWhat is Sustainable Development ? Explain
any four measures to promote sustainableany four measures to promote sustainable
development.development. [Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , (64), (64), 2012]2012]

 Ans. Ans. Sustainable development :Sustainable development : Development without Development without
environmental degradation and with conservationenvironmental degradation and with conservation
of resources for the future generation.of resources for the future generation.

Measures Measures to to promote promote sustainable sustainable development development ::

(i)(i) Increased Increased use use of of renewable renewable resource.resource.

  (ii)  (ii) Less Less use use of of fossil fossil fuels.fuels.
 (iii) (iii) Introduction Introduction of of organic organic farming.farming.

  (iv)  (iv) Adopting Adopting measures measures to to reduce reduce global global warming.warming.
(CBSE Marking Scheme 2012) 1+4=5(CBSE Marking Scheme 2012) 1+4=5

UU Q. Q. 3.3. Define Sustainable Development. Write anyDefine Sustainable Development. Write any
four features of Sustainable Development.four features of Sustainable Development.

[Board Term-I, (51), 2012][Board Term-I, (51), 2012]

 Ans. Ans. Sustainable Sustainable development development maybe maybe defined defined asas
development that meets the needs of the presentdevelopment that meets the needs of the present
generation without compromising the ability ofgeneration without compromising the ability of
the future generations to meet their own needs.the future generations to meet their own needs.
Features Features ::

(i)(i) It is It is linked to linked to sustainability since sustainability since it has it has to beto be
maintained for future generations.maintained for future generations.

  (ii)  (ii) Resources Resources are are need to need to be used be used wisely wisely so that so that theythey
can be replenished. For example, if trees are cutcan be replenished. For example, if trees are cut
they should also be re-planted and allowed tothey should also be re-planted and allowed to
grow.grow.
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 (iii) (iii) Overuse Overuse of rof resources esources which exhawhich exhaust them. ust them. ForFor
example, petroleum. If it is used indiscriminately,example, petroleum. If it is used indiscriminately,
it will soon get finished and future generationsit will soon get finished and future generations
will have nothing left in their hands.will have nothing left in their hands.

  (iv)  (iv) If deveIf development is lopment is not sustainable, not sustainable, it will it will givegive
rise to environmental degradation and become arise to environmental degradation and become a
global problem.global problem.

(v)(v) People must People must be protebe protected against cted against pollution,pollution,
thereby ensuring their quality of life and health.thereby ensuring their quality of life and health.
(Any four) (CBSE Marking Scheme 2012) 1+4=5(Any four) (CBSE Marking Scheme 2012) 1+4=5

Q. Q. 4.4. Why is sustainable development essential ?Why is sustainable development essential ?
How does it help to prevent environmentalHow does it help to prevent environmental
degradation ?degradation ? [Board Term-I, (R9UJGYG), 2014] [Board Term-I, (R9UJGYG), 2014]

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set-C5JEEVD, Set-C5JEEVD, 2015]2015]
OROR

Why is sustainable development essential forWhy is sustainable development essential for
economic growth ? Give three reasons. Suggest alsoeconomic growth ? Give three reasons. Suggest also
two measures to ensure sustainable development.two measures to ensure sustainable development.

[Board Term-I, (39), 2012][Board Term-I, (39), 2012]

 Ans. Ans. Sustainable development is important forSustainable development is important for
economic growth because :economic growth because :

(i)(i) Environment must Environment must be conserved be conserved whilewhile
development is taking place.development is taking place.

  (ii)  (ii) Resources must Resources must be used be used in such in such a way a way thatthat
something is conserved for future generations.something is conserved for future generations.

 (iii) (iii) The standard The standard of living of living of all of all people must people must bebe
raised.raised.
Measures Measures to to ensure ensure sustainable sustainable development development ::

(i)(i) We We should fshould focus on ocus on using rusing renewable enewable resourcesresources
and keep inventing new techniques to decreaseand keep inventing new techniques to decrease
the use of conventional resources.the use of conventional resources.

  (ii)  (ii) The present The present resources must resources must be used judiciously,be used judiciously,
with planning, and over exploitation should bewith planning, and over exploitation should be
avoided.avoided. (CBSE Marking Scheme 2015) 3+2=5(CBSE Marking Scheme 2015) 3+2=5

AA Q. Q. 5.5. “Consequences of environmental degradation“Consequences of environmental degradation
do not respect national or state boundaries”.do not respect national or state boundaries”.
Support the statement with Support the statement with examples.examples.

[[BBoard Term-I, (NLTM8TU), 2016-17]oard Term-I, (NLTM8TU), 2016-17]

 Ans. Ans. Consequences of environmental degradationConsequences of environmental degradation
do not respect national or state boundaries. Thisdo not respect national or state boundaries. This
issue is no longer a regional or national issue.issue is no longer a regional or national issue.
Our future is linked together. Sustainability ofOur future is linked together. Sustainability of
development is essential for all the mankinddevelopment is essential for all the mankind
and it is our common responsibility to save theand it is our common responsibility to save the
environment. These days, it is matter of discussionenvironment. These days, it is matter of discussion
among different countries of world. Globalamong different countries of world. Global
warming, acid rain, etc are not to be controlledwarming, acid rain, etc are not to be controlled
 by one nation.  by one nation. It is a It is a global matter of global matter of thinking andthinking and
finding the solutions.finding the solutions.

( ( CBSE Marking Scheme 2016) 5CBSE Marking Scheme 2016) 5

AA Q. Q. 6.6. ‘The earth has enough resources to meet the‘The earth has enough resources to meet the
needs of all but not needs of all but not enough to satisfy the greedenough to satisfy the greed
of even one person’. How is this statementof even one person’. How is this statement
relevant to the discussion of development ?relevant to the discussion of development ?
Explain.Explain.  [NCERT]  [NCERT]

[Board T[Board Term-I, DDE-2014, erm-I, DDE-2014, (53), KVS-2014, 2012](53), KVS-2014, 2012]

 Ans. Ans. This statement is given by Mahatma Gandhi :This statement is given by Mahatma Gandhi :
(i)(i) It meIt means that ans that the ethe earth haarth has abundant s abundant resourcesresources

to satisfy everyone’s needs but in our greedto satisfy everyone’s needs but in our greed
and hurry to develop, we have been recklesslyand hurry to develop, we have been recklessly
exploiting these resources.exploiting these resources.

  (ii)  (ii) In In the the name name of deof development, velopment, we we have have indulgedindulged
in activities such as deforestation, overgrazing,in activities such as deforestation, overgrazing,
encroachment into forest lands, overuse ofencroachment into forest lands, overuse of
ground water, use of plastics, etc.ground water, use of plastics, etc.

 (iii) (iii) The eThe exploitation of xploitation of natural natural resources resources not onlynot only
harms the environment but may cripple theharms the environment but may cripple the
future generations of the development processfuture generations of the development process
itself.itself.

  (iv)  (iv) If If fossil fuels fossil fuels are are exhausted, exhausted, the the development development ofof
all countries would be at risk.all countries would be at risk.

(v)(v) Thus, there Thus, there is a is a need for need for conservation andconservation and
 judicious use of resources for development. judicious use of resources for development.

(CBSE (CBSE Marking Marking Scheme Scheme 2012) 2012) 1×5=51×5=5

High Order Thinking Skills (HOTS) QuestionsHigh Order Thinking Skills (HOTS) Questions

Q. 1.Q. 1. Study the table and answer the questions below :Study the table and answer the questions below :

StStatatee PPer er CaCapipita ta inincocome me fofor 2r 200002-2-03 03 (i(inn  `  ` ))

PPuunnjjaabb 2266,,000000

KKeerraallaa 2222,,880000

BBiihhaar  r  55,,770000

(i)(i) Which state has the highest per capita income Which state has the highest per capita income
in a year ?in a year ?

(ii)(ii) Which state has the lowest per capita income inWhich state has the lowest per capita income in
a year ?a year ?

(iii)(iii) Which state is better one and why ?Which state is better one and why ?
[Board T[Board Term-I, (580016, erm-I, (580016, 20, 27), 20, 27), 2011]2011]

  Ans. (i)  Ans. (i) Punjab has the highest per capita income in a Punjab has the highest per capita income in a
yearyear i.e.i.e.,,  `  `  26,000 26,000

  (ii)  (ii) Bihar has the lowest per capita income in one Bihar has the lowest per capita income in one
yearyear i.e.i.e.,,  `  `  5,700 5,700

  (iii)  (iii)  Punjab is better one because its per capita  Punjab is better one because its per capita
income is more than Bihar. The purchasingincome is more than Bihar. The purchasing
power of Punjab is power of Punjab is more than Bihar.more than Bihar.  1×3=3  1×3=3

Q. Q. 2.2. Study the table given below and answer theStudy the table given below and answer the
following questions :following questions :

StateState
Infant MortalityInfant Mortality

Rate per 1000Rate per 1000
(2003)(2003)

Literacy RateLiteracy Rate
(%) (2001)(%) (2001)

PPuunnjjaabb 4499 7700

KKeerraallaa 1111 9911

BBiihhaarr 6600 4477
(i)(i) Calculate the difference in the infant mortality Calculate the difference in the infant mortality

rate of Punjab and rate of Punjab and Kerala.Kerala.
(ii)(ii) Calculate the Calculate the difference in difference in literacy rate literacy rate ofof

Kerala and Bihar.Kerala and Bihar.
(iii)(iii) Which state has the lowest HDI and why ?Which state has the lowest HDI and why ?

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (580015), 2011](580015), 2011]
Ans.Ans. (i) Difference in the infant mortality rate of Punjab(i) Difference in the infant mortality rate of Punjab

and Kerala :and Kerala :
Mortality rate in Punjab : 49Mortality rate in Punjab : 49
Mortality rate in Kerala : 11Mortality rate in Kerala : 11
Difference =Difference =Mortality rate in Punjab – MortalityMortality rate in Punjab – Mortality
rate in Keralarate in Kerala
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49 – 11 = 3849 – 11 = 38
Difference = 38Difference = 38

  (ii)  (ii) Difference in literacy rate of Kerala and Bihar :Difference in literacy rate of Kerala and Bihar :

Literacy rate of Literacy rate of Kerala Kerala = 91= 91

Literacy rate of Bihar = 47Literacy rate of Bihar = 47

Difference = Literacy rate of KeralaDifference = Literacy rate of Kerala
– Literacy rate of Bihar– Literacy rate of Bihar

91 – 47 = 4491 – 47 = 44

Difference = 44Difference = 44

 (iii) (iii) Bihar has the lowest HDI because :Bihar has the lowest HDI because :

(a)(a) Infant Mortality Infant Mortality rate of rate of Bihar is Bihar is highesthighest i.e.i.e., 60, 60

(b)(b) Literacy rate Literacy rate is low in is low in BiharBihar i.e.i.e., 47, 47 1×3=31×3=3

Q. Q. 3.3. Give a few examples where collective provisionGive a few examples where collective provision
of goods and services is cheaper than individualof goods and services is cheaper than individual
provision.provision. [NCERT][NCERT]

Ans.Ans. Provision of electricity, education and healthProvision of electricity, education and health
facilities, etc., are cheaper as it caters to thefacilities, etc., are cheaper as it caters to the
collective need of the collective need of the societysociety.. 33

Q. Q. 4.4. Does availability of good health and educationalDoes availability of good health and educational
facilities depend only on amount of money spentfacilities depend only on amount of money spent
 by the  by the government on government on these facilities? these facilities? What otherWhat other
factors could be relevant?factors could be relevant? [NCERT][NCERT]

Ans.Ans. No, just framing policies and spending moneyNo, just framing policies and spending money
in the health and education facilities does notin the health and education facilities does not
guarantee the success of the programme, there areguarantee the success of the programme, there are
other factors that impacts its success.other factors that impacts its success.

(i)(i) Effective Effective implementation implementation and and monitoring monitoring of tof thehe
policy mechanism by government officials.policy mechanism by government officials.

  (ii)  (ii) Remove Remove corruption corruption from from the the society.society.

 (iii) (iii) Curbing Curbing socio socio economic economic inequalities.inequalities.

  (iv)  (iv) Creating Creating a lea level vel of awof awareness areness about about governmentgovernment
policies and programmes through local bodies andpolicies and programmes through local bodies and
village communities.village communities. 1 + 4 = 51 + 4 = 5

Q. Q. 5.5. In Tamil Nadu, 75% of the people living in ruralIn Tamil Nadu, 75% of the people living in rural
areas use a ration shop, whereas in Jharkhand onlyareas use a ration shop, whereas in Jharkhand only
8% of rural people do so. Where would people be8% of rural people do so. Where would people be
 better off and why ? better off and why ?

Ans.Ans. Health and nutritional status of people depends onHealth and nutritional status of people depends on
availability of cheap and reasonable quality on foodavailability of cheap and reasonable quality on food
grains, sugar and other item from the PDS system.grains, sugar and other item from the PDS system.
So in Kerala, the people will be better off, sinceSo in Kerala, the people will be better off, since
more people there unities the facilities provided bymore people there unities the facilities provided by
the PDS system.the PDS system. 33

 V Value Based Questionsalue Based Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

Q. Q. 1.1. Why Kerala has a better human developmentWhy Kerala has a better human development
ranking than Punjab in spite of lower per capitaranking than Punjab in spite of lower per capita
income ?income ? [Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (580012), 2011](580012), 2011]

Ans.Ans. Kerala Kerala has a has a better better human development human development rankingranking
than Punjab inspite of lower per capita incomethan Punjab inspite of lower per capita income
 because  because it it has has adequate adequate provision provision of of basic basic healthhealth
and educational facility. This results in :and educational facility. This results in :

(i)(i) Lower Lower mortality mortality rate.rate.
  (ii)  (ii) Higher Higher literacy literacy rate.rate.
 (iii) (iii) Gross Gross Enrolment Enrolment ratio ratio is is higher.higher. 1×3=31×3=3

Q. Q. 2.2. “Sustainability of development is a new area of“Sustainability of development is a new area of
knowledge”. Do knowledge”. Do you agree ? Justify you agree ? Justify your answeryour answer..

[Board Term-I, (WQ7FXWC), 2014][Board Term-I, (WQ7FXWC), 2014]
Ans. Ans. YYes, we agree with es, we agree with this statement. The reasons are this statement. The reasons are ::
(i)(i) Sustainability Sustainability of deveof development is lopment is comparativelycomparatively

a new area of knowledge in which scientists,a new area of knowledge in which scientists,
economists, philosophers and other social scientistseconomists, philosophers and other social scientists
are working together.are working together.

  (ii)  (ii) In general, the In general, the question of devquestion of development orelopment or
progress is perennial.progress is perennial.

 (iii) (iii) At all tAt all times, as a imes, as a member of member of society and society and as anas an
individuals we need to ask where we want to go,individuals we need to ask where we want to go,
what we wish to become and what our goals are.what we wish to become and what our goals are.
so the debate on development continues.so the debate on development continues. 1×3=31×3=3

Q. Q. 3.3. “The future generation may not have sufficient“The future generation may not have sufficient
resources as compared to the present generation”.resources as compared to the present generation”.
Explain the statement by giving suitable examples.Explain the statement by giving suitable examples.

[Board T[Board Term-I, (52), erm-I, (52), 2012]2012]

 Ans. Ans.  It is quite true that the future generation may  It is quite true that the future generation may
not have sufficient resources as compared to thenot have sufficient resources as compared to the
present generation.present generation.

(i)(i) The statement The statement explains that explains that the overuse the overuse ofof
resources by the present generation wouldresources by the present generation would

lead to insufficiency of resources for the futurelead to insufficiency of resources for the future
generation.generation.

  (ii)  (ii) Development without Development without adequate radequate resources isesources is
impossible.impossible.

(iii) (iii) Example Example ::

(a)(a) Nearly one-third of Nearly one-third of the country is ovethe country is overusingrusing
their ground water resources.their ground water resources.

(b)(b) Overusing of Overusing of fossil fuels like fossil fuels like petroleum, coal.petroleum, coal.

(CBSE Marking Scheme 2012) 1×3=3(CBSE Marking Scheme 2012) 1×3=3
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SyllabusSyllabus
¾¾ Sectors of Economic Activities.Sectors of Economic Activities.
¾¾  Historical change in sectors Historical change in sectors, Rising Importance of Tertiary sector, Rising Importance of Tertiary sector..
¾¾  Employment Generation. Employment Generation.
¾¾  Division of Sectors- Division of Sectors-Organized and UnorOrganized and Unorganized.ganized.
¾¾  Protective measures for u Protective measures for unorganized sectonorganized sector workers.r workers.

TOPIC-1TOPIC-1
Sectors of Economic ActivitiesSectors of Economic Activities

Quick Review Quick Review 
¾¾ People are engaged in various economic activities producing goodsPeople are engaged in various economic activities producing goods

and services.and services.

¾¾ Economic activities Economic activities can be can be classified in classified in three sectors three sectors ::

(i)(i) Primary Primary Sector,Sector,

(ii)(ii) SecondarSecondary y Sector,Sector,

(iii)(iii) Tertiary Sector Tertiary Sector

¾¾ Economic activities, though, are grouped into three different catego-Economic activities, though, are grouped into three different catego-
ries, are very ries, are very much interdependmuch interdependent.ent.

¾¾ The various production activities in primary, secondary and tertiary sectors produce a large The various production activities in primary, secondary and tertiary sectors produce a large number of goods andnumber of goods and
services and employ a large number of people.services and employ a large number of people.

¾¾ The value of final goods and serThe value of final goods and services produced in each sector during a particular year provides the total productionvices produced in each sector during a particular year provides the total production
of the sector for that year.of the sector for that year.

¾¾ There are not enough job There are not enough job opportunopportunities in the ities in the secondary and tertiary sectors.secondary and tertiary sectors.

¾¾ More than half of More than half of the workers in the workers in the country are working in the country are working in the primary sector, the primary sector, especialespecially in agriculture.ly in agriculture.

¾¾ The value of final The value of final goods and services produced in each sector during a goods and services produced in each sector during a particular year provides the total produc-particular year provides the total produc-
tion of the sector for that year.tion of the sector for that year.

¾¾ The sum of production in the three sectors gives what is called the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of a country.The sum of production in the three sectors gives what is called the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of a country.

¾¾ The contribution of agriculture in the GDP is only ¼th whereas the secondary andtertiary sector contribute ¾thThe contribution of agriculture in the GDP is only ¼th whereas the secondary andtertiary sector contribute ¾th
of the produce.of the produce.

¾¾ In the year 2003, the tertiary sector has emerged as the largest producing sector in India replacing the primaryIn the year 2003, the tertiary sector has emerged as the largest producing sector in India replacing the primary
sector.sector.

¾¾ The tertiary sector is becoming very important in India due to The tertiary sector is becoming very important in India due to several reasons:several reasons:

(i)(i) The governmenThe government has taken respt has taken responsibility for the ponsibility for the provision of services such arovision of services such as hospitals, educations hospitals, educationalal
institutions, post and telegraph services, etc.institutions, post and telegraph services, etc.

(ii)(ii) Secondly, Secondly, agriculturagriculture e and and industry has industry has developed.developed.

(iii)(iii) Third, as income levels rise in big cities, certain sections of peThird, as income levels rise in big cities, certain sections of people start demandinople start demanding many more services likeg many more services like
eating out, tourism, eating out, tourism, shopping, private hospitals,etc.shopping, private hospitals,etc.

TOPIC - 1TOPIC - 1

Sectors of Sectors of Economic Activities ....Economic Activities .... P. 303P. 303

TOPIC - 2TOPIC - 2

How to create more Employment ?....How to create more Employment ?....P. 309P. 309

TOPIC - 3TOPIC - 3

Division of sectors as organized andDivision of sectors as organized and
unorganized ....unorganized .... P. 313P. 313
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(iv)(iv) Fourth, over the Fourth, over the past decade or so, certain new past decade or so, certain new services such as those based on information and communicationservices such as those based on information and communication
technology have become important and essential.technology have become important and essential.

¾¾ Service sector in India employs many different kinds of people like highly skilled and educated workers on oneService sector in India employs many different kinds of people like highly skilled and educated workers on one
side and a very large number of side and a very large number of workers engaged in services such as small workers engaged in services such as small shopkeepers, repair persons, transportshopkeepers, repair persons, transport
persons, etc. on the other sidepersons, etc. on the other side

FlowchartFlowchart

SectorsSectors

Primary SectorsPrimary Sectors Secondary Secondary SectorsSectors TTertiarertiary y SectorsSectors

AgricultureAgriculture

Animal HusbandryAnimal Husbandry

Fishing Fishing 

ForestryForestry

PoultryPoultry

Mining Mining 

Farming Farming 

Quarrying Quarrying 

Manufacturing Manufacturing 

TradeTrade

TransportTransport

Banking Banking 

EducationEducation

TourismTourism

HealthHealth

InsuranceInsurance

CommunicationCommunication

Know the TermsKnow the Terms

¾¾ Primary Primary Sector Sector :: It includes all those economic activities which are connected with extraction and production ofIt includes all those economic activities which are connected with extraction and production of
natural resources,natural resources, e.g. e.g., agriculture, fishing, mining etc., agriculture, fishing, mining etc.

¾¾ Secondary Secondary Sector Sector ::  It includes all those economic activities which are related to manufacturing process,  It includes all those economic activities which are related to manufacturing process, e.g.,e.g.,
mining of iron ore imining of iron ore is primary activity but manufacturing of steel is s primary activity but manufacturing of steel is secondary activitysecondary activity..

¾¾ TTertiarertiary y Sector Sector :: It is the sector which is It is the sector which is related to activities like transportation, banking insurance etc.related to activities like transportation, banking insurance etc.

¾¾ Final Final Product Product :: It is the goods which are ready for consumption and are called final product, It is the goods which are ready for consumption and are called final product,  for exam for exampleple, bread, bread
which is ready for consumption.which is ready for consumption.

¾¾ Intermediate Intermediate :: All goods which are used as raw material for further production of goods, or for resale in the sameAll goods which are used as raw material for further production of goods, or for resale in the same
year are known as intermediate goods. For example, flour which will be used for production of bread, so flour isyear are known as intermediate goods. For example, flour which will be used for production of bread, so flour is
an intermediate product.an intermediate product.

¾¾ G.D.PG.D.P. (Gross . (Gross Domestic Product) Domestic Product) :: It is the value of only final goods and services produced within the domesticIt is the value of only final goods and services produced within the domestic
territory of a countryterritory of a country

Know the LinksKnow the Links

¾¾ www.thoughtco.com/sectors-of-the-economy-1435795www.thoughtco.com/sectors-of-the-economy-1435795

¾¾  www.quora.com/Which-sector-i-e-primary-secondary...  www.quora.com/Which-sector-i-e-primary-secondary...
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 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions (1 (1 mark mark each)each)

UU Q. Q. 1.1. Under which Under which economic sector economic sector does thedoes the
production of a commodity through the nproduction of a commodity through the naturalatural
process come ?process come ? [Board T[Board Term-I, 2015, erm-I, 2015, 2014,2014,

Set-C5JWEVD (WQ7FXWC), (R9UJGYG)]Set-C5JWEVD (WQ7FXWC), (R9UJGYG)]

  Ans.  Ans. Primary Primary sectorsector.. 11

AA Q. Q. 2.2. Name the sector which continued to be theName the sector which continued to be the
largest employer even in the year largest employer even in the year 2000.2000.

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (X30T4XE), 2014](X30T4XE), 2014]

Ans.Ans. Primary Primary sectorsector.. 11

UU Q. Q. 3.3. In which sector are natural products changedIn which sector are natural products changed
into form through ways of manufacturing ?into form through ways of manufacturing ?

[Board Term-I, Set-M, DDE-2015][Board Term-I, Set-M, DDE-2015]

  Ans.  Ans. Secondary.Secondary. 11

UU Q. Q. 4.4. In which sector is manufacturing included ?In which sector is manufacturing included ?
[Board Term-I, DDE-2014][Board Term-I, DDE-2014]

  Ans.  Ans. Secondary Secondary sectorsector.. 11

AA Q. Q. 5.5. Which sector has gained prominence over theWhich sector has gained prominence over the
last thirty years ?last thirty years ?

[[BBoard Term-I, (6HTQGTF), 2016-17]oard Term-I, (6HTQGTF), 2016-17]

  Ans.  Ans. Tertiary sector.Tertiary sector. 11

AA Q. Q. 6.6. Which sector includes activities that help in theWhich sector includes activities that help in the
development of the primary and secondarydevelopment of the primary and secondary
sector ?sector ? [Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (WQ7FXWC), (WQ7FXWC), 2014]2014]

Ans.Ans. Tertiary sector.Tertiary sector. 11

AA Q. Q. 7.7. Which sector had the highest share in GDP inWhich sector had the highest share in GDP in
2003 ?2003 ? [Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, DDE-2014DDE-2014]]

  Ans.  Ans. Tertiary sector.Tertiary sector. 11

AA Q. Q. 8.8. Which sector generates services rather thanWhich sector generates services rather than
goods ?goods ?

Ans.Ans. Tertiary.Tertiary. 11

AA Q. Q. 9.9. Services such as transport, banking andServices such as transport, banking and
insurance come under which sector ?insurance come under which sector ?

Ans.Ans. Tertiary sector.Tertiary sector. 11

AA  Q. 10. Q. 10. Mention the share of tertiary sector in terms ofMention the share of tertiary sector in terms of
GDP in 2003 ?GDP in 2003 ?

[Board Term-I, 2015] [NCERT][Board Term-I, 2015] [NCERT]

  Ans.  Ans. Between 50-60%Between 50-60% 11

AA  Q. 11. Q. 11. Which occupation belongs to the primaryWhich occupation belongs to the primary
sector ? Mention any one.sector ? Mention any one.

[Board Term-I, (6HTQGTF), 2016-17][Board Term-I, (6HTQGTF), 2016-17]

  Ans.  Ans. Agriculture.Agriculture. 11

AA  Q. 12. Q. 12. Which sector helps in the development of theWhich sector helps in the development of the
primary and secondary sector ?primary and secondary sector ?

[[BBoard Term-I, Set-XOKG2SB, 2015]oard Term-I, Set-XOKG2SB, 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. Service /Tertiary sector.Service /Tertiary sector. 11

UU  Q. 13. Q. 13. Write three activities which belong to theWrite three activities which belong to the
primary primary sectorsector..

Ans.Ans. Agriculture, dairy and mining.Agriculture, dairy and mining. 11

UU  Q. 14. Q. 14. Mention any one factor responsible for theMention any one factor responsible for the
growth of service sector growth of service sector in the Indian economy.in the Indian economy.

[[BBoard Term-I, (NLTM8TU), 2016-17]oard Term-I, (NLTM8TU), 2016-17]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i)  Services such as Hospitals, Educational  Services such as Hospitals, Educational
institutions, Post and Tinstitutions, Post and Telegraph, banks elegraph, banks transporttransport
etc.etc. 11

AA  Q. 15. Q. 15. TISCO and Reliance are owned by which sector TISCO and Reliance are owned by which sector ??
[[BBoard Term-I, (OEQL2HT), 2016-17]oard Term-I, (OEQL2HT), 2016-17]

Ans.Ans. Private sector. Private sector. 11

AA  Q. 16. Q. 16. Sahara Airlines and B.S.E.S. are examples ofSahara Airlines and B.S.E.S. are examples of
which sector ?which sector ?

Ans.Ans. Private sector.Private sector. 11

AA  Q. 17. Q. 17. Railway is an example of which sector ?Railway is an example of which sector ?

Ans.Ans. Public sector.Public sector. 11

AA  Q. 18. Q. 18. A.TA.T.M. is an .M. is an example of which sector example of which sector ??

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set-DDE, Set-DDE, 2015]2015]

  Ans.  Ans. Service Service sectorsector.. 11

UU  Q. 19. Q. 19. In which sector is seasonal and disguisedIn which sector is seasonal and disguised
unemployment most prevalent in India ?unemployment most prevalent in India ?

[Board T[Board Term-I, Set-M, erm-I, Set-M, DDE-2015]DDE-2015]

  Ans.  Ans. Agriculture SectorAgriculture Sector 11

UU  Q. 20. Q. 20. Where is the disguised unemployment formedWhere is the disguised unemployment formed
mostly ?mostly ? [Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set-6AP67LB, Set-6AP67LB, 2015]2015]

  Ans.  Ans. Agriculture sector. Casual workers in the serviceAgriculture sector. Casual workers in the service
sector.sector. 11

UU  Q. 21. Q. 21. What do final goods and services mean ?What do final goods and services mean ?
[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (X30T4XE), 2014](X30T4XE), 2014]

Ans.Ans. TTotal production otal production of the sectors.of the sectors. 11

UU  Q. 22. Q. 22. Which communities generally find them in theWhich communities generally find them in the
unorganized sector ?unorganized sector ?

Ans.Ans. Schedule tribes and backward communities.Schedule tribes and backward communities. 11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. Explain the meaning of tertiary Explain the meaning of tertiary sectorsector. Mention. Mention
any four economic activities of this sector.any four economic activities of this sector.

[Board Term-I, (R9UJGYG), 2014][Board Term-I, (R9UJGYG), 2014]

Ans. Tertiary Sector :Ans. Tertiary Sector :  These are activities that help in  These are activities that help in
the development of the primary and secondarythe development of the primary and secondary
sectors. These activities, by themselves, do notsectors. These activities, by themselves, do not
produce a good but they are an aid or a support forproduce a good but they are an aid or a support for
the production process.the production process.

Four economic activities of this sector are—Four economic activities of this sector are—
 banking, transport, storage, communication etc. banking, transport, storage, communication etc. 33

AA Q. Q. 2.2. Why is the tertiary sector becoming moreWhy is the tertiary sector becoming more
important in India ? Explain by giving anyimportant in India ? Explain by giving any
three reasons.three reasons.

 [ [BBoard Term-I, Set-6HTQGTF, 2016-17]oard Term-I, Set-6HTQGTF, 2016-17]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) In any country several basic servicesIn any country several basic services
like transport, bank, insurance, educationallike transport, bank, insurance, educational
institutions etc. are required and the governmentinstitutions etc. are required and the government
has to take responsibility for the provision ofhas to take responsibility for the provision of
these services.these services.
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  (ii)  (ii) The development of agriculture and industryThe development of agriculture and industry
lead to the development of services, such aslead to the development of services, such as
transport trade, storage etc.transport trade, storage etc.

  (iii)  (iii) As income level rises, certain sections of peopleAs income level rises, certain sections of people
started demanding many services like eatingstarted demanding many services like eating
out, tourism, private hospitals etc.out, tourism, private hospitals etc.

  (iv)  (iv) Certain new services such as those based onCertain new services such as those based on
information and communication technologyinformation and communication technology
have become important and essential.have become important and essential.

  (v)  (v) Greater the development of the primary andGreater the development of the primary and
secondary sectors, more would be the demandsecondary sectors, more would be the demand
for such services.for such services. (Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016)(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016)

UU Q. Q. 3.3. How is tertiary sector different from the otherHow is tertiary sector different from the other
two sectors of economic activities ? two sectors of economic activities ? Explain.Explain.

[[BBoard Toard Term-I, erm-I, Set-NLTM8TU, 2016-17]Set-NLTM8TU, 2016-17]

 Ans. Ans. Tertiary sector is different from other two sectorTertiary sector is different from other two sector
 because : because :

  (i)  (i) it does not provide or produce goods.it does not provide or produce goods.
  (ii)  (ii) it provides services such as transport, I.T.,it provides services such as transport, I.T.,

communications, etc.communications, etc.
  (iii)  (iii) it is the backbone of all it is the backbone of all the sectors.the sectors.
  (iv)  (iv) more the primary and secondary sectors develop,more the primary and secondary sectors develop,

there increases the requirement of services.there increases the requirement of services.
(Any three)(Any three)

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 3

AA Q. Q. 4.4. Classify the economic sectors on the basis ofClassify the economic sectors on the basis of
nature of activities. Mention the main featurenature of activities. Mention the main feature
of each.of each.

[Board T[Board Term-I, Set-X30T4XE, 2014, erm-I, Set-X30T4XE, 2014, (33), 2012](33), 2012]
OROR

AA Explain the three sectors of economic activitiesExplain the three sectors of economic activities
with the help of examples.with the help of examples.
[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (580012, (580012, 13, 13, 27, 27, 28, 28, 31, 31, 32, 32, 43), 43), 2011]2011]

OROR

AA Explain Explain the the primaryprimary, , secondary secondary and and tertiary tertiary sectorssectors
 by giving examples of each. by giving examples of each.

[Board Term-I, (B1), 2010][Board Term-I, (B1), 2010]
OROR

How are the three sector of the economy differentHow are the three sector of the economy different
from each other ? Explain.from each other ? Explain.

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set-6AP67LB, Set-6AP67LB, 2015]2015]

 Ans.  Ans. Classification of Classification of economic sectors economic sectors on the on the basis ofbasis of
nature of activities are as follows :nature of activities are as follows :

(i)(i) Primary sector :Primary sector :  When we produce goods by  When we produce goods by
exploiting natural resources, it is an activity of theexploiting natural resources, it is an activity of the
primary sector, such as agriculture, dairy farming,primary sector, such as agriculture, dairy farming,
fishing, forestry.fishing, forestry.

(ii) (ii) Secondary Secondary sector sector ::  In this, natural products are  In this, natural products are
changed into other forms through manufacturingchanged into other forms through manufacturing
that we associate with industrial activity. Thethat we associate with industrial activity. The
product is not produced by nature but hasproduct is not produced by nature but has
to be made and therefore, some process ofto be made and therefore, some process of
manufacturing is essential. For example, usingmanufacturing is essential. For example, using
cotton fibre from the plant we spin, yarn andcotton fibre from the plant we spin, yarn and
weave cloth.weave cloth.

(iii)(iii) Tertiary sector :Tertiary sector :  It helps in the development of  It helps in the development of
the primary and secondary sectors. They providethe primary and secondary sectors. They provide
aid or a support for the production process.aid or a support for the production process.
Transport, storage, communication, banking,Transport, storage, communication, banking,
trade are some examples of tertiary activitiestrade are some examples of tertiary activities

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015) (CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015) 1 × 1 × 3 = 33 = 3

UU Q. Q. 5.5. Explain any three reasons for the PrimaryExplain any three reasons for the Primary
Sector to be the largest employer in India.Sector to be the largest employer in India.

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, Set-C5JWEVD, 2015]Set-C5JWEVD, 2015]

 Ans. Ans. Primary sector continues to be the largestPrimary sector continues to be the largest
employer because :employer because :

(i)(i) Enough jobs have Enough jobs have not been creanot been created by theted by the
secondary and Tertiary sector.secondary and Tertiary sector.

  (ii)  (ii) In In the the Tertiary Tertiary sector sector though tthough the prhe production hasoduction has
risen almost 11 times but employment has grownrisen almost 11 times but employment has grown
only 3 times.only 3 times.

  (iii)  (iii)  Not employed any where else flocks to the  Not employed any where else flocks to the
primary sector.primary sector.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015) 1 × 3 = 3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015) 1 × 3 = 3

AA Q. Q. 6.6. Classify the sectors of economy on the basis ofClassify the sectors of economy on the basis of
ownership.ownership. [Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , KVS-2014KVS-2014]]

OROR

AA How are the economic activities classified onHow are the economic activities classified on
the basis of ownership ? Explain with suitablethe basis of ownership ? Explain with suitable
examples.examples. [Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (59), (59), 2012]2012]

OROR

UU Differentiate between public and private sectors.Differentiate between public and private sectors.
[Board Term-I, (74), 2012][Board Term-I, (74), 2012]

OROR

UU Differentiate between the public and privateDifferentiate between the public and private
sectors in an economy with examples.sectors in an economy with examples.

[Board Term-I, (49), 2012][Board Term-I, (49), 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. Public Sector :Public Sector :

(i)(i) The goveThe government owns rnment owns most of most of the assethe assets andts and
provides all the services.provides all the services.

(ii)(ii) The purpose The purpose of the of the public sector public sector is not is not first tfirst too
earn profits. Government raises money throughearn profits. Government raises money through
taxes to meet expenses on the services renderedtaxes to meet expenses on the services rendered
 by it. by it.

(iii)(iii) Railways Railways or post or post office office is an is an example example of tof the publiche public
sector.sector.
Private Sector :Private Sector :

(i)(i) Ownership Ownership of asseof assets ts and delivand delivery ery of seof services rvices is is inin
the hands of private individuals or comthe hands of private individuals or companies.panies.

(ii)(ii) Activities in Activities in the privathe private sector te sector are guided are guided byby
the motive to earn profit. To get such servicesthe motive to earn profit. To get such services
we have to pay money to these individuals andwe have to pay money to these individuals and
companies.companies.

(iii)(iii) Tata Iron aTata Iron and Steel Company nd Steel Company (TISCO) or (TISCO) or RelianceReliance
Industries Ltd.(RIL) are examples of privateIndustries Ltd.(RIL) are examples of private
sector.sector.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1½+1½=3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1½+1½=3

UU Q. Q. 7.7. What constitutes the unorganised sector inWhat constitutes the unorganised sector in
urban areas ? Why do workers in this sectorurban areas ? Why do workers in this sector
need protection ?need protection ?

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, Set-E, DDE-2015]Set-E, DDE-2015]

  Ans.  Ans. In the urban areas, unorganised sector comprisesIn the urban areas, unorganised sector comprises
workers in small scale industry, casual workersworkers in small scale industry, casual workers
in construction, trade and transport etc. It alsoin construction, trade and transport etc. It also
includes street vendors, head load workers,includes street vendors, head load workers,
garment markers, rag pickers etc.garment markers, rag pickers etc.

Workers in this sector need protection from overWorkers in this sector need protection from over
exploitation, differential treatment because ofexploitation, differential treatment because of
 belonging to SC and ST belonging to SC and ST.. 33
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UU Q. Q. 8.8. Explain the problem of underemployment inExplain the problem of underemployment in
the service sector in urban the service sector in urban areas with examplesareas with examples

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (OEQL2HT), 2016-17](OEQL2HT), 2016-17]

 Ans. Ans. In the urban areas, there are thousands ofIn the urban areas, there are thousands of
casual workers in the service sector who searchcasual workers in the service sector who search
daily employment. E.G. Petty workers painters,daily employment. E.G. Petty workers painters,

street vendors, rickshaw pullers etc. who arestreet vendors, rickshaw pullers etc. who are
underemployed because they do not have betterunderemployed because they do not have better
work opportunities.work opportunities.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 3

UU Q. Q. 9.9. How does service sector in India provideHow does service sector in India provide
different kinds of services? Explain.different kinds of services? Explain.

[Board Term-I, (NCERT)(WQ7FXWC), 2014][Board Term-I, (NCERT)(WQ7FXWC), 2014]

OROR

UU Explain how does the public sector contribute toExplain how does the public sector contribute to
the economic development of a nation ?the economic development of a nation ?

[NCERT] [NCERT] [Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (580020, (580020, 36), 36), 2011]2011]

Ans. Ans. Public Public sector sector contributes contributes to to the the economiceconomic
development of a nation by the development of a nation by the following ways :following ways :

(i)(i) Public sector Public sector provides provides many many essential tessential things athings at
a reasonable cost, which private sector cannota reasonable cost, which private sector cannot
provide.provide.

(ii)(ii) The public The public sector sector can set can set up heavup heavy y industry industry whichwhich
require a lot of money.require a lot of money.

(iii)(iii) The purpose The purpose of the of the Public sector Public sector is not is not to earnto earn
money, but to benefit the people.money, but to benefit the people.

(iv)(iv) Public sectoPublic sectors ars are re controlled controlled by tby the ghe government,overnment,
provides health and educational facilities.provides health and educational facilities.

(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

UU  Q. 10. Q. 10. Describe the contribution of three sectors inDescribe the contribution of three sectors in
Indian economy.Indian economy. [Board Term-I, NCT-2014][Board Term-I, NCT-2014]

Ans.Ans. (i)(i)  All the three sectors–primary, secondary and  All the three sectors–primary, secondary and
tertiary of economy are tertiary of economy are interdependent.interdependent.

(ii)(ii) The various The various production production activities in activities in the threethe three
sectors produce a very large number of goods andsectors produce a very large number of goods and
services.services.

 (iii) (iii) The three The three sectors sectors have a have a large large number onumber of peoplef people
working in them to produce thee goods andworking in them to produce thee goods and
services.services. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

AA  Q. 11. Q. 11. “All of the service sector is not growing equally“All of the service sector is not growing equally
well in India.” Justify the statement with threewell in India.” Justify the statement with three
arguments.arguments. [Board Term-I, (H3), 2013][Board Term-I, (H3), 2013]

OROR

AA Service sector in India employs two types of people.Service sector in India employs two types of people.
Explain by giving suitable Explain by giving suitable examples.examples.

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (580021), 2011](580021), 2011]

  Ans. (i)  Ans. (i) Service sector in India employs many differentService sector in India employs many different
kinds of people. At one end there are a limitedkinds of people. At one end there are a limited
number of services that employ highly skilled andnumber of services that employ highly skilled and
educated workers, such as managers, lawyers,educated workers, such as managers, lawyers,
accountants, etc.accountants, etc.

(ii)(ii) At the At the other other end, therend, there are e are a vera very large y large numbernumber
of workers engaged in services, such as smallof workers engaged in services, such as small
shopkeepers, repair persons, transport persons.shopkeepers, repair persons, transport persons.
These people barely manage to earn a living andThese people barely manage to earn a living and
yet perform these services.yet perform these services.

(iii)(iii) There is no There is no alternative oppoalternative opportunity for rtunity for them. Onlythem. Only
a part of this sector is growing in importance.a part of this sector is growing in importance.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2011, 13) 1 × 3 = 3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2011, 13) 1 × 3 = 3

AA   Q.12.  Q.12. Explain the interdependence of all the threeExplain the interdependence of all the three
economic sectors giving examples fromeconomic sectors giving examples from
transportation system.transportation system. [Board [Board TTerm-I, (34), erm-I, (34), 2012]2012]

OROR

AA How are all the three sectors of the economyHow are all the three sectors of the economy
interdependent ? Explain this interdependenceinterdependent ? Explain this interdependence
with the help of an example.with the help of an example.

[Board Term-I, (48), 2012][Board Term-I, (48), 2012]

Ans. All the three sectors Ans. All the three sectors are highly are highly interdependent oninterdependent on
each other :each other :

(i)(i) All that All that is prois produced duced in the in the primary primary sector sector is of is of no useno use
until it undergoes a change into finished productuntil it undergoes a change into finished product
which is not possible without transportation.which is not possible without transportation.

(ii)(ii) Secondary Secondary sector is sector is the manufactthe manufacturing sectoruring sector..
To make these products and to sell them in theTo make these products and to sell them in the
market, we need transportation.market, we need transportation.

(iii)(iii) For For moving moving from from primary primary to to secondary secondary sector sector andand
further to the market, requires services of further to the market, requires services of trades attrades at
different places and require many other services.different places and require many other services.
For all this we cannot think of working withoutFor all this we cannot think of working without
transportation.transportation. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

UU  Q. 13. Q. 13. How would income and employment increaseHow would income and employment increase
if farmers are provided with loan, irrigationif farmers are provided with loan, irrigation
and transportation facilities ?and transportation facilities ?

[Board T[Board Term-I, (36, erm-I, (36, 37), 2012]37), 2012]

Ans.Ans. (i)(i) Loan provided can be used to construct a well, Loan provided can be used to construct a well,
or to buy better quality of or to buy better quality of seeds and pesticides.seeds and pesticides.

(ii)(ii) Irrigation Irrigation will help will help to havto have a e a second crsecond crop afteop after ther the
first one, even in the absence of monsoon.first one, even in the absence of monsoon.

(iii)(iii) Transportation Transportation facility facility will facilitatwill facilitate take taking theing theirir
produce to the market to sell.produce to the market to sell. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

AA  Q. 14. Q. 14. How is tertiary sector different from otherHow is tertiary sector different from other
sectors? Give examples.sectors? Give examples.

[Board T[Board Term-I, (580022, 29, erm-I, (580022, 29, 37, 45), 2011]37, 45), 2011]

Ans. TAns. Tertiary sector is different from other sectors inertiary sector is different from other sectors in
the following ways :the following ways :

(i)(i) Primary Primary sector sector includes includes all tall those hose activities activities whichwhich
result in output of natural products.result in output of natural products.

(ii)(ii) Secondary Secondary sector sector includes includes activities activities which which produceproduce
a new product by transforming the shape of aa new product by transforming the shape of a
natural product.natural product.

(iii)(iii) Tertiary Tertiary activities neactivities neither proither produce any duce any naturalnatural
product nor transform shape of natural products,product nor transform shape of natural products,
it only supports the activities in both sectors. Steelit only supports the activities in both sectors. Steel
produced in a factory has to move long distance.produced in a factory has to move long distance.
It can be done by a strong network of tertiaryIt can be done by a strong network of tertiary
activities.activities. 1 × 3 =31 × 3 =3
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Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. Define tertiary sector. Describe about theDefine tertiary sector. Describe about the
different kinds of people employed in thisdifferent kinds of people employed in this
sector in India.sector in India.

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (WQ7FXWC), 2014](WQ7FXWC), 2014]

Ans. Tertiary Sector :Ans. Tertiary Sector : It helps in the development of theIt helps in the development of the
primary and secondary sectors. They provide aidprimary and secondary sectors. They provide aid
or support for the production process.or support for the production process.

Different kinds of people employed in this sectorDifferent kinds of people employed in this sector
 because it provides a lots of opportunity for job. because it provides a lots of opportunity for job.

(i)(i) At one At one end theend there are are a re a limited number limited number of seof servicesrvices
that employ highly skilled and educated workers.that employ highly skilled and educated workers.

(ii)(ii) At the At the other end, other end, there are there are a very a very large numberlarge number
of workers engaged in services such as smallof workers engaged in services such as small
shopkeepers, repair persons, transporters etc.shopkeepers, repair persons, transporters etc.

2 + 1½ + 1½ = 52 + 1½ + 1½ = 5

UU Q. Q. 2.2. Explain why service sector is gaining moreExplain why service sector is gaining more
importance in the gimportance in the global economy.lobal economy.

[[BBoard Toard Term-I, (Cerm-I, (CB4QHT1), 2016-17]B4QHT1), 2016-17]

[Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , (74), (74), 2012]2012]

OROR

UU Explain any five reasons for the growth of serviceExplain any five reasons for the growth of service
sector in India.sector in India. [Board Term-I, (H3), 2013][Board Term-I, (H3), 2013]

OROR

UU Why is tertiary sector becoming the most importantWhy is tertiary sector becoming the most important
sector in India ? Given four sector in India ? Given four reasons.reasons.

[Board T[Board Term-I, (105), erm-I, (105), 2013, (580026, 45), 2013, (580026, 45), 2011]2011]

OROR

UU Evaluate the rising importance of tertiary sectorEvaluate the rising importance of tertiary sector
over the years.over the years. [Board Term-I, (34), 2012][Board Term-I, (34), 2012]

OROR

UU Explain reasons for the rising importance of theExplain reasons for the rising importance of the
Tertiary sector in India.Tertiary sector in India. [Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , (52), (52), 2012]2012]

OROR

AA How far is it correct to say that in recent past,How far is it correct to say that in recent past,
India has experienced some significant changesIndia has experienced some significant changes
in the contribution to GDP by the service sector ?in the contribution to GDP by the service sector ?
Explain.Explain. [Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , (55), (55), 2012]2012]

OROR

AA Why is the Tertiary sector growing so rapidly inWhy is the Tertiary sector growing so rapidly in
India ? Explain it with four reasons.India ? Explain it with four reasons.

[Board T[Board Term-I, (580012, 19, erm-I, (580012, 19, 24, 28, 40, 24, 28, 40, 42), 2011,42), 2011,

(B1), (B1), 2010]2010]

Ans. TAns. Tertiary sector in India ertiary sector in India has been growing rapidlyhas been growing rapidly
for a number of reasons :for a number of reasons :

(i)(i) In a In a developing country, developing country, the government the government hashas
to take the responsibility for the provision ofto take the responsibility for the provision of
 basic  basic services services for for example, example, hospitals, hospitals, educationaleducational
institutions, post and telegraph services, policeinstitutions, post and telegraph services, police
stations, courts, village administrative offices,stations, courts, village administrative offices,
municipal corporations, defence, transport, banks,municipal corporations, defence, transport, banks,
insurance companies etc.insurance companies etc.

(ii)(ii) The development The development of agriculture of agriculture and industryand industry
leads to the development of services such leads to the development of services such as trade,as trade,
transport, storage etc. Greater the development oftransport, storage etc. Greater the development of

the primary and secondary sectors, more would bethe primary and secondary sectors, more would be
the demand for such services.the demand for such services.

(iii)(iii) As income As income levels rlevels rise, certise, certain sections ain sections of peopleof people
start demanding many more services, such asstart demanding many more services, such as
eating out, tourism, shopping, private hospitals;eating out, tourism, shopping, private hospitals;
private schools, professional training etc. Thisprivate schools, professional training etc. This
change was quite sharp in cities, especially in bigchange was quite sharp in cities, especially in big
cities.cities.

(iv)(iv) Over the past decade or so, certain Over the past decade or so, certain newnew
services, such as those based on informationservices, such as those based on information
and communication technology have becomeand communication technology have become
important and essential.important and essential.

(v)(v) Government Government policy policy of of privatisation privatisation has has also also led led toto
growth of this sector.growth of this sector.

(vi)(vi) A larA large number ge number of wof workers orkers are are engaged engaged in serin services,vices,
such as small shopkeepers, repair persons,such as small shopkeepers, repair persons,
transport persons etc.transport persons etc.

(vii)(vii) However, However, the the entire entire sector sector has not has not grown. Largrown. Largege
numbers of people engaged as constructionnumbers of people engaged as construction
workers, maid, peons, small shopkeepers etc. doworkers, maid, peons, small shopkeepers etc. do
not find any change in their life.not find any change in their life. (Any five)(Any five)

1 × 5 = 51 × 5 = 5

AA Q. Q. 3.3. “When a country develops, the contribution of“When a country develops, the contribution of
primary sector declines and that of secondaryprimary sector declines and that of secondary
and tertiary sector increases.” Analyse theand tertiary sector increases.” Analyse the
statement.statement.

[Board T[Board Term-I, (58), erm-I, (58), DDE-2014, 2012]DDE-2014, 2012]

OROR

AA Describe the historical changes that have takenDescribe the historical changes that have taken
place in the sectors of the economy in the developedplace in the sectors of the economy in the developed
countries.countries. [Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (74), (74), 2012]2012]

[Board Term-I, 2015][Board Term-I, 2015]

  Ans. (i)  Ans. (i) In the initial stages of development, theIn the initial stages of development, the
primary sector was the most important sectorprimary sector was the most important sector
of economic activity. As the methods of farmingof economic activity. As the methods of farming
changed and agriculture changed and agriculture sector began to sector began to prosperprosper,,
people began to take up other activities.people began to take up other activities.

(ii)(ii) New New methods methods of of manufacturing manufacturing were were introduced,introduced,
factories came up and started expanding.factories came up and started expanding.

(iii)(iii) The The Secondary Secondary sector sector gradually gradually became became the the mostmost
important in total production and employment.important in total production and employment.

  (iv)  (iv) With the With the development of development of areas areas like transportlike transport
and administration, the service sector kept onand administration, the service sector kept on
growing. In the past 100 years, there has been agrowing. In the past 100 years, there has been a
shift from the secondary to the tertiary sector inshift from the secondary to the tertiary sector in
developed countries.developed countries.

(v)(v) The service The service sector has sector has become the become the most importantmost important
in terms of total production and employment.in terms of total production and employment.
This is the general pattern observed iThis is the general pattern observed in developedn developed
countries.countries.

(CBSE Marking Scheme 2012) 1 × 5 = 5(CBSE Marking Scheme 2012) 1 × 5 = 5

UU Q. Q. 4.4. What is the significance of secondary sectorWhat is the significance of secondary sector
in Indian economy ? How does it help in thein Indian economy ? How does it help in the
economic development of the country ?economic development of the country ?

[Board T[Board Term-I, (580011, erm-I, (580011, 23), 2011]23), 2011]
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  Ans.  Ans. The significance of secondary sector is that itThe significance of secondary sector is that it
transforms raw materials into commodities. It is thetransforms raw materials into commodities. It is the
second largest sector of our countrsecond largest sector of our countryy..

Role in Economic development :Role in Economic development :

(i)(i) Secondary sector Secondary sector uses mechanical uses mechanical power andpower and
modern use of labour.modern use of labour.

(ii)(ii) It provides It provides employment to employment to a large a large number ofnumber of
people.people.

(iii)(iii) It also helps in creIt also helps in creating self-sufficiency inating self-sufficiency in
the country. It produces goods for local andthe country. It produces goods for local and
international consumers.international consumers. 2 + 3 = 52 + 3 = 5

UU Q. Q. 5.5. Explain the importance of Explain the importance of the service sector.the service sector.
[Board Term-I, KVS-2014][Board Term-I, KVS-2014]

OROR

UU Explain any five features of tertiary sector ?Explain any five features of tertiary sector ?

[Board T[Board Term-I, (580014, erm-I, (580014, 33), 2011]33), 2011]

Ans. The main features of the tertiary sectors are :Ans. The main features of the tertiary sectors are :

(i)(i) This seThis sector ctor helps helps in in the the development development of of the the primaryprimary
and secondary sectors.and secondary sectors.

(ii)(ii) The The activities activities related related to to this sethis sector ctor do not do not produceproduce
key good but they are an aid or a support for thekey good but they are an aid or a support for the
production process.production process.

(iii)(iii) It also It also provides esseprovides essential services ntial services that may that may notnot
directly help in the production of goods such asdirectly help in the production of goods such as
services of teachers, doctors, barbers, lawyers etc.services of teachers, doctors, barbers, lawyers etc.

(iv)(iv) In recent In recent times, certain times, certain new servnew services based ices based onon
information technology etc have become moreinformation technology etc have become more
important.important.

(v)(v) The services The services which are which are included in included in the tertiathe tertiaryry
sectors are transport, storage, communication,sectors are transport, storage, communication,
 banking, trade etc. banking, trade etc. 1 × 5 = 51 × 5 = 5

UU Q. Q. 6.6. Describe any five provisions of ‘National RuralDescribe any five provisions of ‘National Rural
Employment Guarantee’ Act 2005.Employment Guarantee’ Act 2005.

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (OEQL2HT), (OEQL2HT), 2016-17]2016-17]

 Ans. Ans. Provisions NREGA 2005.Provisions NREGA 2005.

(i)(i) 100 days 100 days assured employment assured employment every yeaevery year to r to eacheach
rural household.rural household.

(ii)(ii) One-third of One-third of the proposed the proposed jobs to jobs to be reserved be reserved forfor
women.women.

(iii)(iii) If an If an applicant is applicant is not employed not employed within 15 within 15 days,days,
he/she is entitled to a daily unemploymenthe/she is entitled to a daily unemployment
allowance.allowance.

(iv)(iv)  The governments have to establish Central  The governments have to establish Central
Employment Guarantee Funds and StateEmployment Guarantee Funds and State
Employment Guarantee Funds for theEmployment Guarantee Funds for the
implementation of the scheme.implementation of the scheme.

(v)(v) The scheme The scheme is to be is to be extended to extended to 600 districts.600 districts.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1 × 5 = 5(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1 × 5 = 5

AA Q. Q. 7.7. There has been a big changThere has been a big change in the three sectorse in the three sectors
of economic activities, but a similar shift hasof economic activities, but a similar shift has
not taken place in the share of employment.not taken place in the share of employment.
Explain the above statement on the basis ofExplain the above statement on the basis of
facts.facts. [Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (48), (48), 2012]2012]

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set-DDE, Set-DDE, 2015]2015]

Ans. (i)Ans. (i) Industrial output has increased by 8 times butIndustrial output has increased by 8 times but

employment in the sector has increased only byemployment in the sector has increased only by
2-5 times.2-5 times.

(ii)(ii) In In the tthe tertiary ertiary sector, sector, the the production of production of servicesservices
rose by 11 times but employment in the servicesrose by 11 times but employment in the services
rose only by 3 times.rose only by 3 times.

(iii)(iii) More More than half than half of the of the workers workers in the in the country acountry arere
working in the primary sector producing onlyworking in the primary sector producing only
one quarter of the goods.one quarter of the goods.

(iv)(iv) Secondary Secondary and tertand tertiary seiary sectors produce ctors produce threethree
fourths of the produce whereas, they onlyfourths of the produce whereas, they only
employ half of the country’s workers.employ half of the country’s workers.

(v)(v)  Primary sector has disguised employment  Primary sector has disguised employment
whereas workers in secondary and tertiarywhereas workers in secondary and tertiary
sectors work overtime.sectors work overtime. 1 × 5 = 51 × 5 = 5

(CBSE Marking (CBSE Marking Scheme 2012)Scheme 2012)

TOPIC-2TOPIC-2
How to Create more Employment ?How to Create more Employment ?

Quick Review Quick Review 
 Underemployment or Disguised unemployment means more people engaged in a job than needed.Underemployment or Disguised unemployment means more people engaged in a job than needed.

 More employment can be created in a country like India by building more dams and canals to provide water toMore employment can be created in a country like India by building more dams and canals to provide water to
the farmers, by providing cheap credit facilities and crop insurance, by spending more money on transport andthe farmers, by providing cheap credit facilities and crop insurance, by spending more money on transport and
storage, technical training and by providing storage, technical training and by providing cheap bank loan at cheaper interests.cheap bank loan at cheaper interests.

 A study conducted by the Planning Commission of India estimates that nearly 20 lakh jobs can be created in theA study conducted by the Planning Commission of India estimates that nearly 20 lakh jobs can be created in the
education sector alone.education sector alone.

 In our country, the Central Government made a law implementing In our country, the Central Government made a law implementing the Right to Work in 200 districts and the nextthe Right to Work in 200 districts and the next
ended to an additional 130 diended to an additional 130 districts. It is called National Rural Employment Guarantee Act, 2005 (NREGA, 2005).stricts. It is called National Rural Employment Guarantee Act, 2005 (NREGA, 2005).

 G.D G.D .P.P. is the . is the sum of the sum of the money value of money value of final goods final goods and services produced and services produced in each sector in each sector during a during a particular yearparticular year
within domestic territory of a within domestic territory of a country.country.

 The objectives The objectives of implementing of implementing MGNREGA MGNREGA 2005 were 2005 were ::

(i) (i) TTo o give give employment employment opportunities opportunities to to the the people people who who live live in in rural rural areas.areas.

(ii) (ii) TTo o raise raise the the standard standard of of living living of of the the people.people.

(iii) (iii) TTo o implement implement the the right right to to work.work.
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FlowchartFlowchart

How to create more employment How to create more employment 

Technical training,Technical training,
vocational guidancevocational guidance

to unemployed youthto unemployed youth

More money should beMore money should be
spent in transport andspent in transport and

storagestorage

Providing cheap creditProviding cheap credit
facilities and cropfacilities and crop

insuranceinsurance

By building more damsBy building more dams
and by providing and by providing 

canal water employmentcanal water employment
can be generated incan be generated in
agricultural agricultural sectorsector..

The government/banksThe government/banks
can provide loan at cheapcan provide loan at cheap

rates to improverates to improve
irrigational facilitiesirrigational facilities

Know the TermsKnow the Terms
¾¾ G.D.PG.D.P. (Gross . (Gross Domestic Product) Domestic Product) :: It is the value of only final goods and services produced within the domestic It is the value of only final goods and services produced within the domestic

territory of a territory of a countrycountry..

¾¾ Unemployment Unemployment :: When the person is willing to work at the prevailing wage rate but he/she is not getting a job itWhen the person is willing to work at the prevailing wage rate but he/she is not getting a job it
is called unemployment.is called unemployment.

¾¾ TTypes ypes of of UnempUnemployment :loyment :

(i) (i) Seasonal Seasonal unemploymentunemployment

(ii) (ii) Disguised Disguised unemploymentunemployment

¾¾ Seasonal Seasonal Unemployment Unemployment :: The unemployment which generates due to the variation in season is called seasonal The unemployment which generates due to the variation in season is called seasonal
unemployment. It is unemployment. It is mostly seen in mostly seen in agricultural sectoragricultural sector..

¾¾ Disguised Disguised Unemployment Unemployment :: When more people are working than its requirement then it is called disguisedWhen more people are working than its requirement then it is called disguised
unemployment. So, even if we remove few people from the job, the process of production will not be affected, itunemployment. So, even if we remove few people from the job, the process of production will not be affected, it
is also called underemployment.is also called underemployment.

¾¾ MNREGA MNREGA :: Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act, 2005. Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act, 2005. It will provide 100 dIt will provide 100 days assuredays assured
employment to all needy and unemployed workers. If they are unable to provide employment then they wouldemployment to all needy and unemployed workers. If they are unable to provide employment then they would
provide unemployment allowances.provide unemployment allowances.

Know the LinksKnow the Links
¾¾ employmentnews.gov.in/webmake.pdf employmentnews.gov.in/webmake.pdf 

¾¾ www.isidev.nic.in/pdf/ICSSR_TSP_PPS.pdf www.isidev.nic.in/pdf/ICSSR_TSP_PPS.pdf 

¾¾ economictimes.indiatimes.comeconomictimes.indiatimes.com

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions (1 (1 mark mark each)each)

UU Q. Q. 1.1. State the meaning of underemployment.State the meaning of underemployment.
[[BBoard Toard Term-I, erm-I, (OEQL2HT), 2016-17](OEQL2HT), 2016-17]

 Ans. Ans. Are working less than what they are capable ofAre working less than what they are capable of

doing.doing. (CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1

AA Q. Q. 2.2. What is another name of underemployment ?What is another name of underemployment ?
[[BBoard Toard Term-I, (Cerm-I, (CB4QHT1), 2016-17]B4QHT1), 2016-17]

 Ans. Ans. Disguised unemployment.Disguised unemployment.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1

UU Q. Q. 3.3. What do you mean by disguised unemployment ?What do you mean by disguised unemployment ?

Ans.Ans. More people engaged in a job than needed.More people engaged in a job than needed. 11

UU Q. Q. 4.4. Where is the disguised unemployment foundWhere is the disguised unemployment found
mostly ?mostly ? [[BBoard Term-I, (NLTM8TU), 2016-17]oard Term-I, (NLTM8TU), 2016-17]

 Ans. Ans. Agriculture sector/casual workers in the serviceAgriculture sector/casual workers in the service

sector.sector. (CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1

UU Q. Q. 5.5. Suggest any one way to solve under-Suggest any one way to solve under-
employment situation in rural areas in India.employment situation in rural areas in India.

[[BBoard Toard Term-I, erm-I, (CB4QHT1), 2016-17](CB4QHT1), 2016-17]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i)  Govt. can spend money on development of  Govt. can spend money on development of
the infrastructure likethe infrastructure like
ll Bank service Bank service
ll Construction of canals, roads, Construction of canals, roads,
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ll Credit facility Credit facility
(ii)(ii) IdentifyIdentify, promote and , promote and locate industries.locate industries.

(Any one)(Any one)
(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 1

AA Q. Q. 6.6. When was Mahatma Gandhi National RuralWhen was Mahatma Gandhi National Rural
Employment Guarantee Act implemented ?Employment Guarantee Act implemented ?

  Ans.  Ans. 2005.2005. 11

AA Q. Q. 7.7. What does GDP stand for ?What does GDP stand for ?
[Board Term-I, NCT-2014][Board Term-I, NCT-2014]

Ans.Ans. Gross Domestic Product.Gross Domestic Product. 11

AA Q. Q. 8.8. What is GDP (Gross Domestic Product) ?What is GDP (Gross Domestic Product) ?
[Board Term-I, (R9UJGYG), NCT-2014][Board Term-I, (R9UJGYG), NCT-2014]

Ans.Ans. It is the value of final goods and services producedIt is the value of final goods and services produced
within the domestic territory of a within the domestic territory of a country.country. 11

UU Q. Q. 9.9. In terms oIn terms of G.D.Pf G.D.P., what was t., what was the share ofhe share of
tertiary sector in 2003 ?tertiary sector in 2003 ?

Ans.Ans. Between 50 to 60%.Between 50 to 60%. 11

AA  Q. 10. Q. 10. Give full form of NREGA.Give full form of NREGA.
Ans.Ans. National Rural Employment Guarantee Act.National Rural Employment Guarantee Act. 11

AA  Q. 11. Q. 11. For how many days employment is guaranteedFor how many days employment is guaranteed
under NREGA 2005 ?under NREGA 2005 ?

Ans.Ans. 100 days.100 days. 11

AA  Q. 12. Q. 12. The Government of India has implemented The Government of India has implemented thethe
‘Right to W‘Right to Work’, in how many ork’, in how many district ?district ?

Ans.Ans. 330 districts.330 districts. 11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. Explain the term ‘unemployment’. What isExplain the term ‘unemployment’. What is
disguised unemployment.disguised unemployment.

[Board Term-I, NCT-2014][Board Term-I, NCT-2014]

Ans.Ans. (i) Unemployment :(i) Unemployment : When a person is willing toWhen a person is willing to
work at the prevailing wage rate but fails to get awork at the prevailing wage rate but fails to get a
 job, it is called unemployment. job, it is called unemployment.

(ii)(ii) Disguised unemployment :Disguised unemployment :  When more people  When more people
are working than required, it is called disguisedare working than required, it is called disguised
unemployment. Even if we remove a few peopleunemployment. Even if we remove a few people
from the job, the process of production will not befrom the job, the process of production will not be
affected.affected. 1½ + 1½ = 31½ + 1½ = 3

UU Q. Q. 2.2. Explain the concept of under employmentExplain the concept of under employment
taking example from some non-agriculturaltaking example from some non-agricultural
field.field. [Board Term-I, KVS-2014][Board Term-I, KVS-2014]

Ans. Ans. The under The under employment can employment can happen in happen in otherother
sectors, for example :sectors, for example :

(i)(i) There are There are thousand of casual thousand of casual workers in workers in thethe
service sector in urban areas who search for dailyservice sector in urban areas who search for daily
employment.employment.

(ii)(ii) They They are are employed employed as as pointers, pointers, plumbers, rplumbers, repairepair
persons and other doing odd jobs. Many of thempersons and other doing odd jobs. Many of them
don’t find work everyday.don’t find work everyday.

(iii)(iii) Similarly, we Similarly, we see see other peother people of ople of the sethe service rvice sectorsector
on the street pushing a cart or selling somethingon the street pushing a cart or selling something
where they may spend the whole day but earnwhere they may spend the whole day but earn
very little.very little. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

AA Q. Q. 3.3. Explain the ways by which more employmentExplain the ways by which more employment
can be created in a country can be created in a country like India.like India.

[Board T[Board Term-I, (580020, erm-I, (580020, 23, 31), 23, 31), 2011]2011]

  Ans. The ways by which more employment can be  Ans. The ways by which more employment can be
created in a country like India are :created in a country like India are :

(i)(i) If more If more dams are dams are built and built and canal wacanal water is ter is providedprovided
to all the small farmers, a lot of employment can beto all the small farmers, a lot of employment can be
generated in agriculture sector.generated in agriculture sector.

(ii)(ii) Providing Providing cheap cheap credit credit facilities facilities and and crop crop insuranceinsurance
can result in more employment.can result in more employment.

 (iii) (iii) More money should be spent More money should be spent in transportin transport
and storage, because then more people can beand storage, because then more people can be
employed.employed.

(iv)(iv) The The government/banks government/banks can can provide provide loan loan at at cheapcheap
rates to improve irrigational facilities.rates to improve irrigational facilities.

(v)(v)  Technical training, vocational guidance to  Technical training, vocational guidance to
unemployed youth for self employment.unemployed youth for self employment.

(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

UU Q. Q. 4.4. What is GDP ? Explain with example theWhat is GDP ? Explain with example the
method of calculating Gross Domestic Product.method of calculating Gross Domestic Product.

[Board T[Board Term-I, (3K), erm-I, (3K), 2013, (58), 2012]2013, (58), 2012]

OROR

UU Explain the term Explain the term G.D.PG.D.P. Why are . Why are only ‘final goodsonly ‘final goods
and services’ and services’ counted in counted in G.D.PG.D.P. ?. ?

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (580018, (580018, 22, 22, 24, 24, 36), 36), 2011]2011]

  Ans.  Ans. G.D.PG.D.P. is the . is the sum of the msum of the money value of final oney value of final goodsgoods
and services produced in each sector during aand services produced in each sector during a
particular year within domestic territory of aparticular year within domestic territory of a
country.country.

Only final goods and services are counted inOnly final goods and services are counted in
G.D.PG.D.P. beca. because :use :

(i)(i) The The value value of of final final goods agoods already lready includes includes the the valuevalue
of all intermediate goods.of all intermediate goods.

(ii)(ii) To count the vaTo count the value of the flue of the flour and wheatlour and wheat
separately is therefore not correct because then separately is therefore not correct because then wewe
would be counting the value of the same things awould be counting the value of the same things a
number of times.number of times. 1+2=31+2=3

UU Q. Q. 5.5. Why is NREGA also called the right to work ?Why is NREGA also called the right to work ?
Explain.Explain. [Board Term-I, (X30T4XE), 2014][Board Term-I, (X30T4XE), 2014]

OROR

UU Explain the role of NREGA in creating employmentExplain the role of NREGA in creating employment
for the people in India.for the people in India.

[Board Term-I, (R9UJGYG), 2014][Board Term-I, (R9UJGYG), 2014]

OROR

AA Why is NREGA also called the “Right to Work”?Why is NREGA also called the “Right to Work”?
Mention any three reasons for it.Mention any three reasons for it.

[Board Term-I, (34), 2012][Board Term-I, (34), 2012]

OROR

AA In your opinion, how far is it correct to say thatIn your opinion, how far is it correct to say that
NREGA 2005 as “Right to Work”?NREGA 2005 as “Right to Work”?

[Board Term-I, (55), 2012][Board Term-I, (55), 2012]

Ans.Ans. NREGA is also called Right to Work :NREGA is also called Right to Work :

(i)(i) It has It has been implementebeen implemented in d in 200 200 poorest of poorest of thethe
poor districts of India.poor districts of India.

(ii)(ii) NREGA NREGA guarantees guarantees 100 100 days days of assurof assured ed work work toto
the people who are able and in the people who are able and in need of work.need of work.

(iii)(iii) If the If the government fgovernment fails to ails to provide provide work, it work, it willwill
provide unemployment allowances to the people.provide unemployment allowances to the people.

(iv)(iv) One-third of One-third of the jobs the jobs are reserare reserved for ved for women.women.

(Any three) (CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1×3=3(Any three) (CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1×3=3
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UU Q. Q. 6.6. State the objectives of State the objectives of NREGA 2005.NREGA 2005.
[Board Term-I, NCT 2014)[Board Term-I, NCT 2014)

OROR

UU Explain the objectives of implementing theExplain the objectives of implementing the
MGNREGA 2005.MGNREGA 2005. [Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (37, (37, 39), 39), 2012]2012]

OROR

UU Explain the objectives of Mahatma Gandhi Explain the objectives of Mahatma Gandhi NationalNational
Rural Employment Guarantee Act 2005.Rural Employment Guarantee Act 2005.

[Board Term-I, (52), 2012][Board Term-I, (52), 2012]
OROR

UU What has been the role of MGNREGA in creatingWhat has been the role of MGNREGA in creating
employment for the people in India ?employment for the people in India ?

[Board Term-I, (45), 2012][Board Term-I, (45), 2012]

Ans. Ans. Objectives of Objectives of implementing MGNREGA implementing MGNREGA 2005 :2005 :

(i)(i) To To give give employment employment opportunities opportunities to to the the peoplepeople
who live in rural areas.who live in rural areas.

(ii)(ii) To To raise raise the the standard standard of of living living of tof the he people.people.

(iii)(iii) To implement To implement the right the right to work.to work.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1 × 3 =3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1 × 3 =3

Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. Explain the meaning of disguisedExplain the meaning of disguised
unemployment with the help of any twounemployment with the help of any two
suitable examples.suitable examples. [Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , (B1), (B1), 2010]2010]

Ans. Ans. Disguised Disguised unemployment unemployment ::  When the people  When the people
are working in any field for more than theirare working in any field for more than their
labour necessity. For example, where the needlabour necessity. For example, where the need
is for 4 labourers and 7 labourers are working, itis for 4 labourers and 7 labourers are working, it
means 3 labourers are suffering from disguisedmeans 3 labourers are suffering from disguised
unemployment or under-employment. In such aunemployment or under-employment. In such a
case, the production will not case, the production will not be affected even if thebe affected even if the
three extra labour do not work.three extra labour do not work.

Examples :Examples :

(i)(i) In rurIn rural India, al India, agricultural agricultural field field is sufferis suffering froming from
this type of unemployment. More than half of thethis type of unemployment. More than half of the
workers in the country are working in primaryworkers in the country are working in primary
sector mainly in agricultural activities producingsector mainly in agricultural activities producing
only a quarter of G.D.P.only a quarter of G.D.P.

(ii)(ii) In urban In urban areas, areas, workers workers like palike painters, plumberinters, plumbers,s,
repair persons, cart drivers do not find work repair persons, cart drivers do not find work everyevery
day or for the whole day.day or for the whole day. 3 + 2 = 53 + 2 = 5

AA Q. Q. 2.2. Explain measures that can be adopted toExplain measures that can be adopted to
remove disguised unemployment in theremove disguised unemployment in the
agriculture sector.agriculture sector.

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (580021, (580021, 27), 27), 2011]2011]

  Ans.  Ans. When more people are compelled to do a job whichWhen more people are compelled to do a job which
only few can do, then such a situation is termed asonly few can do, then such a situation is termed as
disguised unemployment.disguised unemployment.

(i)(i) One or One or two membetwo members of rs of farmer’s farmer’s family family can workcan work
in the farms of big landlord and earn wages.in the farms of big landlord and earn wages.

(ii)(ii) Two or Two or three three members of members of such a such a family family may movemay move
to work in a nearby factory and to work in a nearby factory and earn more money.earn more money.

(iii)(iii) More More irrigational irrigational facilities facilities can can be be provided provided to to growgrow
two or three crops in a two or three crops in a year.year.

(iv)(iv)  By opening processing units of agriculture  By opening processing units of agriculture
production, more employment opportunities canproduction, more employment opportunities can
 be created. be created.

(v)(v) Technical, vocational Technical, vocational training can training can reduce thereduce the
unemployment of farmers.unemployment of farmers. 1 × 5 = 51 × 5 = 5

UU Q. Q. 3.3. Why is agriculture the most labour absorbingWhy is agriculture the most labour absorbing
sector in India ? How does disguisedsector in India ? How does disguised
unemployment make it worse ? Eunemployment make it worse ? Explain with anxplain with an
example.example. [Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , (R9UJGYG), (R9UJGYG), 2014]2014]

Ans.Ans. (i)(i) Agriculture is the most labour absorbing sector Agriculture is the most labour absorbing sector
in India because the secondary and tertiary sectorsin India because the secondary and tertiary sectors
are still failed to provide more employmentare still failed to provide more employment
opportunities as to a majority of the Indian people,opportunities as to a majority of the Indian people,

so the people are forced to engage themselves inso the people are forced to engage themselves in
agriculture.agriculture.

(ii)(ii) Disguised uneDisguised unemployment mployment it it generally generally found infound in
agriculture sector. People engaged in farming areagriculture sector. People engaged in farming are
generally more than required. Though it seemsgenerally more than required. Though it seems
that they are working in the cultivation of land, butthat they are working in the cultivation of land, but
actually they are partly employed.actually they are partly employed.

(iii)(iii) For example :For example : A farmer who has a land of  A farmer who has a land of 3 hectare3 hectare
which require only 2 persons for farming related towhich require only 2 persons for farming related to
work but all the 7 family members are engaged inwork but all the 7 family members are engaged in
it. If 5 persons out of them are with drawn from theit. If 5 persons out of them are with drawn from the
 job, the  job, the total production total production will not will not fall. Therefore, fall. Therefore, 55
persons will come under the category of disguisedpersons will come under the category of disguised
unemployment.unemployment. 2 + 3 = 52 + 3 = 5

AA Q. Q. 4.4. What is GDP? Explain the process to calculateWhat is GDP? Explain the process to calculate
GDP.GDP. [Board Term-I, (82), 2012][Board Term-I, (82), 2012]

Ans. (i)Ans. (i) Gross Domestic Product or GDP is the valueGross Domestic Product or GDP is the value
of all final goods and services produced within aof all final goods and services produced within a
country, during a particular year.country, during a particular year.

(ii)(ii) The sum The sum of production of production in the in the three three sectors sectors give usgive us
the GDP (primary + secondary + tertiary). Thethe GDP (primary + secondary + tertiary). The
money values of goods and services should bemoney values of goods and services should be
added rather than adding up the actual numbers.added rather than adding up the actual numbers.
The value of final goods alone should be added asThe value of final goods alone should be added as
the value of intermediate goods is already includedthe value of intermediate goods is already included
in the value of final goods. This mammoth taskin the value of final goods. This mammoth task
of measuring GDP is undertaken by the Centralof measuring GDP is undertaken by the Central
Government Ministry.Government Ministry.
This organization collects information relating toThis organization collects information relating to
the total volume of goods and services and theirthe total volume of goods and services and their
prices and then estimates the GDP.prices and then estimates the GDP. 2 + 3 = 52 + 3 = 5

UU Q. Q. 5.5. How can we create more employment inHow can we create more employment in
secondary and tertiary sectors in rural India ?secondary and tertiary sectors in rural India ?

[Board T[Board Term-I, (45, erm-I, (45, 47), 2012]47), 2012]
Ans.Ans. (i)(i) W We can create more jobs in e can create more jobs in the secondary sectorthe secondary sector

 by promoting industries such as dal mills. by promoting industries such as dal mills.
(ii)(ii) By By promoting promoting cottage cottage and and handicraft handicraft industriesindustries

to employ the villagers. By tying up industries toto employ the villagers. By tying up industries to
promote processing of vegetables and fruits.promote processing of vegetables and fruits.

(iii)(iii) Government Government can can invest invest in in cold cold storages.storages.
(iv)(iv) Services Services like like transportation transportation and and communicationcommunication

must be promoted to generate employment.must be promoted to generate employment.
(v)(v)  Building Multi-purpose Projects can create  Building Multi-purpose Projects can create

employment.employment.

UU Q. Q. 6.6. How can we create more employmentHow can we create more employment
opportunities in urban areas ? Explain withopportunities in urban areas ? Explain with
examples.examples. [Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (72), (72), 2012]2012]
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OROR

UU Describe the various ways in which governmentDescribe the various ways in which government
can create employment opportunities for thecan create employment opportunities for the
people of India.people of India.

[[BBoard Toard Term-I, erm-I, (Set-6HTQGTF), 2016-17](Set-6HTQGTF), 2016-17]

 Ans. Ans. (i)(i) The government The government can spend can spend some money some money oror
 banks  banks can can provide provide loans loans to to construct construct well well etc.,etc.,
which will reduce the dependency of farmers onwhich will reduce the dependency of farmers on
rains, and they will be able to grow two crops arains, and they will be able to grow two crops a
year.year.

(ii)(ii) Construction of Construction of Dams and Dams and Canals can Canals can lead to lead to lotlot
of generation of employment in agricultural sectorof generation of employment in agricultural sector
itself.itself.

(iii)(iii) If gIf government invests overnment invests some some money omoney onn
transportation and storage of crops or makestransportation and storage of crops or makes
 better  better rural rural roads, roads, it it can can provide provide productiveproductive
employment not just to farmers but also to otheremployment not just to farmers but also to other
who are in services like transport or trade.who are in services like transport or trade.

(iv)(iv) If local If local banks give crbanks give credits at edits at reasonable ratreasonable rates to es to thethe
small and marginal-farmers, they will be able tosmall and marginal-farmers, they will be able to
 buy necessary inputs for their crops in time. buy necessary inputs for their crops in time.

(v)(v) Another way Another way to solve this to solve this problem is to problem is to identifyidentify,,
promote and locate industries and services in thepromote and locate industries and services in the
semi-rural areas where a large number of peoplesemi-rural areas where a large number of people
may be employed. may be employed. Example : Many farmers Example : Many farmers growgrow
arhar and chickpea, for them a dall-mill arhar and chickpea, for them a dall-mill to procureto procure
and process these & sell in the cities; openingand process these & sell in the cities; opening
a cold storage will give an opportunity to thea cold storage will give an opportunity to the
farmers to store their produce like potato, & onionfarmers to store their produce like potato, & onion
and sell them at good price; villagers near forestsand sell them at good price; villagers near forests
can start with honey collection etc.can start with honey collection etc.

(vi)(vi)  To improve health situation we need health  To improve health situation we need health
centres, hospitals & for that doctors, nurses,centres, hospitals & for that doctors, nurses,
workers.workers.

(vii)(vii) Similarly to Similarly to provide education provide education to all to all children wechildren we
would need lot of schools would need lot of schools which can also generatewhich can also generate
employment.employment.

(viii)(viii) Tourism : Every state Tourism : Every state or region has the potentialor region has the potential
for increasing the income and employment forfor increasing the income and employment for
people in people in that area. that area. This can This can also be also be done bydone by
promoting tourism or regional craft industry.promoting tourism or regional craft industry.

(ix)(ix) New seNew services like rvices like IT are IT are also creating also creating jobs.jobs.
All All these these are are the the long long term term projects projects but but governmentgovernment
also has certain short term projects for people :also has certain short term projects for people :
NREGA-2005.NREGA-2005.

  NREGA__2005  NREGA__2005 (Any five)(Any five)
(CBSE Marking Scheme 2016) 5(CBSE Marking Scheme 2016) 5

AA Q. Q. 7.7. Describe the estimates of Planning CommissionDescribe the estimates of Planning Commission
to create jobs in tourism and education ?to create jobs in tourism and education ?

[Board Term-I, (63), 2012][Board Term-I, (63), 2012]

Ans. Regarding jobs in Schools :Ans. Regarding jobs in Schools :

(i)(i) Planning Planning commission commission estimates estimates that that nearly nearly 20 20 lakhlakh
 jobs can be created in education sector alone. jobs can be created in education sector alone.

(ii)(ii) For For more more children children to to attend attend school, more school, more teachersteachers
and more infrastructure will be required.and more infrastructure will be required.

Regarding jobs in Tourism :Regarding jobs in Tourism :

(i)(i) Planning Planning commission commission estimates estimates that that nearly nearly 35 35 lakhlakh
 jobs can be created in tourism sector. jobs can be created in tourism sector.

(ii)(ii) Regional crafts Regional crafts and Cottage and Cottage industry can industry can alsoalso
create jobs.create jobs.

(iii)(iii) New New services services such such as as IT aIT also arlso are e job genejob generators.rators.
2 + 3 = 52 + 3 = 5

TOPIC-3TOPIC-3
Division of Sectors as Organized and Division of Sectors as Organized and UnorganizedUnorganized

Quick Review Quick Review 
 On the basis of On the basis of nature of economic activities, nature of economic activities, there are two types there are two types of sector :of sector :

(i) (i) Organized, Organized, (ii) (ii) UnorganizedUnorganized
 WWorkers in the organised sector enjoy seorkers in the organised sector enjoy security of employment. They are ecurity of employment. They are expected to work only a fixed number xpected to work only a fixed number ofof

hours.hours.
 The unorganised sector is characterThe unorganised sector is characterised by small and scattered units ised by small and scattered units which are largely outside the which are largely outside the control of thecontrol of the

government. Jobs hgovernment. Jobs here are low-paid and oere are low-paid and often not regular.ften not regular.
 In the urban areas, unorganised In the urban areas, unorganised sector comprises mainly of workesector comprises mainly of workers in small-scale industryrs in small-scale industry, casual workers in, casual workers in

construction, trade and transport etc.construction, trade and transport etc.
 In an unorganized sectorIn an unorganized sector, jobs are not secure, workers ar, jobs are not secure, workers are not paid a fair wage and earnings are low and are not paid a fair wage and earnings are low and aree

exploited. Thus, there is a need to exploited. Thus, there is a need to protect and support the workers.protect and support the workers.
 In our countryIn our country, majority of work, majority of workers from scheduled casteers from scheduled castes, tribes and backward s, tribes and backward communities are working in tcommunities are working in thehe

unorganized unorganized sectorsector..
 On the basis of On the basis of ownership, economic activities can ownership, economic activities can be classified into tbe classified into two sectors :wo sectors :

(i) (i) Public Public SectorSector, , (ii) (ii) Private Private SectorSector
 In the public sectorIn the public sector, the government owns most , the government owns most of the assets of the assets and provides all the and provides all the services,services, e.g.e.g. Railways or post Railways or post

office.office.
 In the private In the private sectorsector, ownership of assets , ownership of assets and delivery of services and delivery of services is in the hands of is in the hands of private individuals orprivate individuals or

companies,companies, e.g.e.g. TTata Iron and ata Iron and Steel Company Limited (TISCO) oSteel Company Limited (TISCO) or Reliance Industries Limited r Reliance Industries Limited (RIL).(RIL).
 There are large numbers There are large numbers of activities which are the of activities which are the primary responsibility of the government. The governmentprimary responsibility of the government. The government

must spend on these activities.must spend on these activities.
 In India nearly In India nearly half of the half of the children are malnourishechildren are malnourished and quarters d and quarters of them are of them are critically ill.critically ill.
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 Government needs to pay atteGovernment needs to pay attention on availability of safe drntion on availability of safe drinking waterinking water, housing facilities for poor, housing facilities for poor, food and, food and
nutrition, etc.nutrition, etc.

 Running proper schools and providing qualitRunning proper schools and providing quality education, particularly elemey education, particularly elementary education, is the duty of tntary education, is the duty of thehe
government.government.

FlowchartFlowchart

Organized SectorOrganized Sector

The organized sectors cover those enterprisesThe organized sectors cover those enterprises
whewherere thetermsofthetermsof empemploymloymentisentis regregulaularr..

The unorganized sectors is The unorganized sectors is characcharacterizeterized d byby
smasmall ll and and scascattettered red uniunits ts whiwhich ch are are larlargelgelyy
outside outside thethe controcontroll ofof governmegovernment.nt.

TheTheyy areregistareregistereeredd byby govgovernmernmentent,, thetheyy folfollowlow
rules and regulations and various laws such as,rules and regulations and various laws such as,
thefactorthefactoriesies actact,, miniminimummum wagwages es actact,, paympaymentent
ofof gratuigratuityty,, shopsshops andand estabestablishmelishmentnt act.act.

Unorganized sectors does not follow any rulesUnorganized sectors does not follow any rules
andregulaandregulatiotionn paspasss byby thegovernthegovernmenment.t.

WWorkorkerers s in in ththe e ororgaganiznized ed sesectctor or arare e papaidid
accaccordiording ng to to preprescriscribed bed scascale. le. TheThey y alsalso o getget
paypaymenmentt intimeintime onon regregulaularr basbasis.is.

MostofMostof thejobsarethejobsare lowpaidlowpaid andoftenregulandoftenregularar..

TheThey y get  get  annannual ual  incincremrement ent and and othotherer
allowances such as provident fund, paymentallowances such as provident fund, payment
during holidays, paid leave, gratuity, medicalduring holidays, paid leave, gratuity, medical
 benefits, benefits, safesafe workingworking conditions.conditions.

There is no provision of over time, paid leave,There is no provision of over time, paid leave,
holiholidaydayss ,, lealeaveduevedue toto sicsickneknessss etcetc..

TheTheyy canformcanform tratradede uniunionsons.. TheTheyy cancannotformnotform tratradeunionsdeunions..

Unorganized SectorUnorganized Sector

Know the TermsKnow the Terms
 Organised Organised sector sector :: People have assured work and terms of employment are regular. Rules and regulations given People have assured work and terms of employment are regular. Rules and regulations given

in various laws are registered by the government.in various laws are registered by the government.
 Unorganised Unorganised sector sector :: It consists of small and  It consists of small and scattered units which are not in the control of the scattered units which are not in the control of the government. It hasgovernment. It has

low pay and unsecured jobs.low pay and unsecured jobs.

Know the LinksKnow the Links
 www.slideshare.net/.../unorgansied-sector-in-indiawww.slideshare.net/.../unorgansied-sector-in-india
 keydifferences.com/difference-between-organised-and...keydifferences.com/difference-between-organised-and...

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions (1 (1 mark mark each)each)

UU Q. Q. 1.1. Who has the ownership of the assets in theWho has the ownership of the assets in the
public sector ?public sector ?

  Ans.  Ans. Government.Government. 11

AA Q. Q. 2.2. How does public sector help in the dHow does public sector help in the developmentevelopment
of a country ?of a country ? [Board Term-I, 2015][Board Term-I, 2015]

 Ans. Ans. Public sector invests in key and basic industries Public sector invests in key and basic industries

as health, education, defence where privateas health, education, defence where private

sector cannot invest.sector cannot invest.

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 1[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 1

AA Q. Q. 3.3. “What is the intention of the government in“What is the intention of the government in
raising money through taxes ?”raising money through taxes ?”

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set-E, Set-E, DDE-2015]DDE-2015]
Ans. Government raise money through taxes and otherAns. Government raise money through taxes and other

ways to meet expenses on the services rendered byways to meet expenses on the services rendered by
it.it. 11

AA Q. Q. 4.4. What does comprise the unorganised sector inWhat does comprise the unorganised sector in
rural areas ?rural areas ?

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set-XOKG2SB, Set-XOKG2SB, 2015]2015]
  Ans.  Ans. Agriculture.Agriculture. 11
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Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. Why is there an urgent need to protect Why is there an urgent need to protect workersworkers
in the unorganised sector ? Explain.in the unorganised sector ? Explain.

[[BBoard Toard Term-I, (Cerm-I, (CB4QHT1), 2016-17]B4QHT1), 2016-17]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) They They are are paid low paid low salariessalaries

(ii)(ii) Their Their jobs ajobs are re not not securesecure

(iii)(iii) They havThey have no e no retirement retirement and medical and medical benefitsbenefits

(iv)(iv) They They are are often often exploitedexploited (Any three)(Any three)

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 3

UU Q. Q. 2.2. What are the differences in the employmentWhat are the differences in the employment
conditions between organized and unorganizedconditions between organized and unorganized
sectors of the economy ?sectors of the economy ?

OROR
In In what what three three ways ways is is organised organised sector sector better better thanthan
unorganized sector ? Explain.unorganized sector ? Explain.

Ans. Organized Ans. Organized sector sector ::
(i)(i) Workers Workers in the in the organized organized sector sector enjoy seenjoy security curity ofof

employment.employment.
(ii)(ii) Workers Workers get sevget several eral benefits benefits from the from the employersemployers

like paid leave, provident fund, glike paid leave, provident fund, gratuity, etc.ratuity, etc.
(iii)(iii) Workers worWorkers work for k for a fixea fixed number d number of hours. of hours. If theyIf they

work more, they have to be paid overtime by thework more, they have to be paid overtime by the
employer.employer.
Unorganized sector :Unorganized sector :

(i)(i) Employment Employment is is subject subject to to high high degree degree of of unsecurity.unsecurity.
(ii)(ii) There There is no is no provision provision for for paid lepaid leave, ave, holidays, holidays, etc.etc.

(iii)(iii) WWorkers get orkers get less wages less wages and there and there is no provisionis no provision
for overtime payment.for overtime payment. 1½ + 1½=31½ + 1½=3

AA Q. Q. 3.3. Why do people prefer to work in an organizedWhy do people prefer to work in an organized
sector ? Explain.sector ? Explain.

[Board Term-I, Set-6AP67LB, 2015][Board Term-I, Set-6AP67LB, 2015]

 Ans. Ans. Advantages of organized sector :Advantages of organized sector :
(i)(i) People People enjoy enjoy security security of of employment.employment.

  (ii)  (ii) Work Work for for fixed fixed hours.hours.
 (iii) (iii) It It they they work work more, more, they they get get overtime overtime allowances.allowances.
  (iv)  (iv) Paid Paid leaves, leaves, payment payment during during holidays, holidays, medicalmedical

 benefits, safe working  benefits, safe working environment and environment and pensionpension
after retirement.after retirement.

oror (any other relevant point)(any other relevant point) (Any three)(Any three)

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015) 1 × 3 =3(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015) 1 × 3 =3

AA Q. Q. 4.4. How can the workers in the unorganised sectorHow can the workers in the unorganised sector
 be protected ? Explain. be protected ? Explain.

[Board T[Board Term-I, (580012, 28, erm-I, (580012, 28, 33, 38), 2011]33, 38), 2011]

Ans.Ans. In the unorganised sector, mostly landlessIn the unorganised sector, mostly landless
agricultural labourers, small and marginal farmers,agricultural labourers, small and marginal farmers,
share croppers and artisans are included. Theseshare croppers and artisans are included. These
workers can be protected by the following ways :workers can be protected by the following ways :

(i)(i) Farmers Farmers need need to to be be supported supported through through adequateadequate
facility for timely delivery of seeds, agriculturefacility for timely delivery of seeds, agriculture
inputs, credit, storage and marketing outlets.inputs, credit, storage and marketing outlets.

(ii)(ii) In In urban urban areas, areas, casual casual workers workers need need government’sgovernment’s
support for procuring raw material.support for procuring raw material.

(iii)(iii) Small scale Small scale industries also industries also need support need support forfor
procuring raw material and marketing of theprocuring raw material and marketing of the
goods.goods. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

UU Q. Q. 5.5. Why is agriculture an activity of unorganisedWhy is agriculture an activity of unorganised
sector in India ? Explain.sector in India ? Explain.

[Board Term-I, (38), 2012][Board Term-I, (38), 2012]

OROR

UU Agriculture is an unorganized sector in India. DoAgriculture is an unorganized sector in India. Do
you agree with this statement ? Justify your answeryou agree with this statement ? Justify your answer
with suitable examples.with suitable examples.

[Board Term-I, (40), 2012][Board Term-I, (40), 2012]

 Ans. Ans. In agricultural activities, people aIn agricultural activities, people are exploited likere exploited like
landless labourers.landless labourers.

(i)(i) Their Their income income level level is is low.low.

(ii)(ii) There There is is no no job job security.security.

(iii)(iii) Agriculture Agriculture is seasonal is seasonal in nature in nature and there and there is nois no
fixed pay.fixed pay.

(iv)(iv) No other No other benefits such benefits such as pension, as pension, medical facility,medical facility,
paid leave, Provident Fund, safe environment,paid leave, Provident Fund, safe environment,
etc., are available.etc., are available. (Any three)(Any three)

 (CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1 × 3 = 3 (CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012) 1 × 3 = 3

Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. “W“Workers are not exploited in organised sectororkers are not exploited in organised sector ”.”.
Do you agree with the statement ? ExplainDo you agree with the statement ? Explain
reasons in support oreasons in support of your answer.f your answer.

[Board Term-I, (38), 2012][Board Term-I, (38), 2012]
OROR

AA What is unorganised sector ? Describe the workingWhat is unorganised sector ? Describe the working
procedure of procedure of this sector.this sector.

[Board T[Board Term-I Outside erm-I Outside Delhi 2008]Delhi 2008]
OROR

AA WWorkers are exploited orkers are exploited in an in an unorganised sector. Dounorganised sector. Do
you agree with this statement ? Justify your answeryou agree with this statement ? Justify your answer
with five relevant points.with five relevant points.

[Board T[Board Term-I, (39, erm-I, (39, 40), 2012]40), 2012]
OROR

AA Define the term ‘Unorganised Sector’. MentionDefine the term ‘Unorganised Sector’. Mention
any six disadvantages of working in any six disadvantages of working in this sectorthis sector..

[Board Term-I, (70), 2012][Board Term-I, (70), 2012]

Ans.Ans. Unorganised Sector :Unorganised Sector :  Unorganized sector is a  Unorganized sector is a

sector which has small and scattered units largelysector which has small and scattered units largely

outside the control of the government.outside the control of the government.

Yes, workers are exploited in the unorganisedYes, workers are exploited in the unorganised

sectorsector. Reasons are as . Reasons are as follows :follows :

(i)(i) There There are are no no rules rules and and regulations regulations followed.followed.

(ii)(ii) Jobs Jobs are are low low paid paid and and often often not not regularregular

(iii)(iii) No prNo provision of ovision of overtime overtime is there is there and no and no paidpaid

holidays or leave is given.holidays or leave is given.

(iv)(iv) Employment Employment is is not not secure. secure. People People can can be be asked asked toto

leave without reason.leave without reason.

(v)(v) Some kind Some kind of work of work is seasonal is seasonal in nature in nature andand

temporary workers are employed. They becometemporary workers are employed. They become

unemployed after the season is over.unemployed after the season is over.
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  (vi)  (vi) No No other other facilities facilities like like Provident Provident Fund, Fund, GratuityGratuity
or sick leave are given.or sick leave are given.

 (vii) (vii) Working Working conditions conditions are are often often poor. poor. No No allowancesallowances
are given.are given.

(viii)(viii) No medical benefit is given.No medical benefit is given. (Any four) 1 + 4 = 5(Any four) 1 + 4 = 5

(CBSE Marking Scheme 2012)(CBSE Marking Scheme 2012)

AA Q. Q. 2.2. Explain the meaning of disguisedExplain the meaning of disguised
unemployment with the help of any twounemployment with the help of any two
suitable examples.suitable examples.

[Board Term-I, (B1), 2010][Board Term-I, (B1), 2010]

Ans. Ans. Disguised Disguised unemployment unemployment ::  When the people  When the people
are working in any field for more than theirare working in any field for more than their
labour necessity. For example, where the needlabour necessity. For example, where the need
is for 4 labourers and 7 labourers are working, itis for 4 labourers and 7 labourers are working, it
means 3 labourers are suffering from disguisedmeans 3 labourers are suffering from disguised
unemployment or under-employment. In such aunemployment or under-employment. In such a
case, the production will not case, the production will not be affected even if thebe affected even if the
three extra labour do not work.three extra labour do not work.

Examples :Examples :

(i)(i) In rIn rural ural India, agricultIndia, agricultural ural sector sector is is suffering suffering fromfrom
this type of unemployment. More than half of thethis type of unemployment. More than half of the
workers in the country are working in primaryworkers in the country are working in primary
sector mainly in agricultural activities producingsector mainly in agricultural activities producing
only a quarter of G.D.P.only a quarter of G.D.P.

(ii)(ii) In urban In urban areas, areas, workers workers like palike painters, plumberinters, plumbers,s,
repair persons, cart drivers do not find work repair persons, cart drivers do not find work everyevery
day or for the whole day.day or for the whole day. 55

UU Q. Q. 3.3. Differentiate between organised andDifferentiate between organised and
unorganised sector.unorganised sector. [Board T[Board Term-Ierm-I, , NCT-2014]NCT-2014]

OROR

UU Compare the employment conditions prevailing inCompare the employment conditions prevailing in
the organised and the unorganised sector ?the organised and the unorganised sector ?

[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, DDE-2015, Set-E]DDE-2015, Set-E]

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, Set-C5JWEVD, Set-C5JWEVD, 2015]2015]

Ans. Organised Ans. Organised Sector Sector ::

(i)(i) It is It is the one the one where where the tethe terms of rms of employment areemployment are
regular and people have assured work.regular and people have assured work.

(ii)(ii) They They are are registered registered by by the the government government and and havetohaveto
follow its rules and regulations which are given infollow its rules and regulations which are given in
various laws such as the Factories Act, Minimumvarious laws such as the Factories Act, Minimum
Wages Act etc.Wages Act etc.

(iii)(iii) It is It is called organised called organised because because it has it has some prsome processocess
and procedures.and procedures.

(iv)(iv) Workers Workers in the in the organised seorganised sector ector enjoy senjoy security curity ofof
employment. They are expected to work only a fixemployment. They are expected to work only a fix
number of hours. If they work more, they have tonumber of hours. If they work more, they have to
 be paid overtime by the employer. be paid overtime by the employer.

(v)(v) They also They also get severaget several other l other benefits from benefits from thethe
employers like paid leave, payment duringemployers like paid leave, payment during
holidays, provident fund, pensions, gratuity,holidays, provident fund, pensions, gratuity,
medical benefits etc.medical benefits etc.

Unorganised Unorganised Sector Sector ::

(i)(i) These are These are small and small and scattered unitscattered units which s which areare
largely outside the control of the government.largely outside the control of the government.

(ii)(ii) There There are are rules and rules and regulations but regulations but these athese are notre not
followed.followed.

(iii)(iii) Jobs Jobs here here are are low-paid low-paid and and often often not not regular.regular.

(iv)(iv) Employment Employment is not is not secure secure as peas people caople can be n be askedasked
to leave without any reason.to leave without any reason.

(v)(v) There There is no is no provision for provision for overtime, overtime, paid leave,paid leave,
holidays, leave due to sickness etc.holidays, leave due to sickness etc.

Examples Examples ::

(i)(i) In In a a developing developing country, country, the the government government hashas
to take the responsibility for the provision ofto take the responsibility for the provision of
 basic services for example, hospitals, educational basic services for example, hospitals, educational
institutions, post and telegraph services, policeinstitutions, post and telegraph services, police
stations, courts, village administrative offices,stations, courts, village administrative offices,
municipal corporations, defence, transport, banks,municipal corporations, defence, transport, banks,
insurance companies etc.insurance companies etc.

(ii)(ii) The development The development of agriculture of agriculture and industryand industry
leads to the development of services such leads to the development of services such as trade,as trade,
transport, storage etc. Greater the development oftransport, storage etc. Greater the development of
the primary and secondary sectors, more would bethe primary and secondary sectors, more would be
the demand for such services.the demand for such services.

(iii)(iii) As income As income levels rlevels rise, certise, certain sections ain sections of peopleof people
start demanding many more services, such asstart demanding many more services, such as
eating out, tourism, shopping, private hospitals;eating out, tourism, shopping, private hospitals;
private schools, professional training, etc. Thisprivate schools, professional training, etc. This
change was quite sharp in cities, especially in bigchange was quite sharp in cities, especially in big
cities.cities.

(iv)(iv) Over the past decade or so, certain Over the past decade or so, certain newnew
services, such as those based on informationservices, such as those based on information
and communication technology have becomeand communication technology have become
important and essential.important and essential.

(v)(v) Government Government policy policy of of Privatisation Privatisation has has also also led led toto
growth of this sector.growth of this sector.

(vi)(vi) A larA large number ge number of wof workers orkers are are engaged engaged in serin services,vices,
such as small shopkeepers, repair persons,such as small shopkeepers, repair persons,
transport persons, etc.transport persons, etc.

(vii)(vii) However, However, the the entire entire sector sector has not has not grown. Largrown. Largege
numbers of people engaged as constructionnumbers of people engaged as construction
workers, maid, peons, small shopkeepers etc. doworkers, maid, peons, small shopkeepers etc. do
not find any change in their life.not find any change in their life.

(Any five) 1 × 5 = 5(Any five) 1 × 5 = 5

High Order Thinking Skills (HOTS) QuestionsHigh Order Thinking Skills (HOTS) Questions

Q. 1.Q. 1. How are the three sectors of the economy How are the three sectors of the economy differentdifferent
from each other ? Explain.from each other ? Explain.

[[BBoard Term-I, 2016-17 (NLTM8TU)]oard Term-I, 2016-17 (NLTM8TU)]

Ans. Ans. Primary Primary Sector :Sector : Activities undertaken by using Activities undertaken by using
natural resources e.g. forestry, agriculture,natural resources e.g. forestry, agriculture,
fishing e.t.cfishing e.t.c

Secondary Sector :Secondary Sector :  Activities includes various  Activities includes various
manufacturing activities and adds utility tomanufacturing activities and adds utility to
primary sector e.g. Cotton-cloths, iron ore-Steelprimary sector e.g. Cotton-cloths, iron ore-Steel
e.t.c.e.t.c.
Tertiary Sector :Tertiary Sector :  Includes all such activities  Includes all such activities
which supports primary and secondary sectorwhich supports primary and secondary sector
 by providing services e.g. transportation etc. by providing services e.g. transportation etc.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 5(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 5
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  Q.2.  Q.2. How far is it correct to say that several servicesHow far is it correct to say that several services
which cannot be provided by private sector can bewhich cannot be provided by private sector can be
provided by the public sector ? provided by the public sector ? Explain.Explain.

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (H3), (H3), 2013, 2013, (60), (60), 2012]2012]
OROR

“There are several things needed by the society as“There are several things needed by the society as
a whole.” In the light of this statement, explain asa whole.” In the light of this statement, explain as
to who can provide them at a reasonable cost, theto who can provide them at a reasonable cost, the
private or the public sector and why ?private or the public sector and why ?

[Board Term-I, (35), 2012][Board Term-I, (35), 2012]
OROR

Identify any five activities where the governmentIdentify any five activities where the government
must spend for the welfare of the people andmust spend for the welfare of the people and
why ?why ? [Board Term-I, (56), 2012][Board Term-I, (56), 2012]

Ans.Ans. Society needs many things as a whole which theSociety needs many things as a whole which the

private sector is not private sector is not able to provide at a reasonableable to provide at a reasonable

cost.cost. The reasons are as follows :The reasons are as follows :

(i)(i) Some of Some of them need them need spending large spending large sums ofsums of
money which is beyond the capacity of themoney which is beyond the capacity of the
private sector.private sector.

  (ii)  (ii) The The private private sector sector charges charges are are very very high wherhigh whereaseas
the government will charge reasonably.the government will charge reasonably.

 (iii) (iii) Without Without government’s government’s encouragement encouragement and and help,help,
the private sector can’t enter into such services.the private sector can’t enter into such services.
Areas Areas where where the the government government must must spend spend forfor
the welfare of the people are :the welfare of the people are :

(i)(i) Providing health Providing health and education and education facilities byfacilities by
 building proper schools. building proper schools.

  (ii)  (ii) Providing prProviding proper oper food to food to tackle tackle the the problem ofproblem of
malnourishment.malnourishment.

 (iii) (iii) Government Government also neealso needs to ds to pay apay attention tttention to theo the
aspects of human development such as safeaspects of human development such as safe
drinking water, housing, and taking care of thedrinking water, housing, and taking care of the
poorest.poorest.

(iv)(iv) Safe Safe drinking drinking water water must must be be made made available available to to all.all.
(v)(v) Housing facilities Housing facilities must be must be provided to provided to thethe

homeless.homeless.
(vi)(vi) It is the duty of tIt is the duty of the Government to take he Government to take care ofcare of

ignored and backward regions of the countryignored and backward regions of the country
to bring balanced growth, development in theto bring balanced growth, development in the
entire country.entire country. (CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013) 5(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013) 5

Q. Q. 3.3. “The declining share of agriculture in the Gross“The declining share of agriculture in the Gross
Domestic Product (G.D.PDomestic Product (G.D.P.) is a .) is a matter of seriousmatter of serious
concern in India”. Support the statement with anyconcern in India”. Support the statement with any
five reasons.five reasons.[Board T[Board Term-I, erm-I, (NLTM8TU), 2016-17](NLTM8TU), 2016-17]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) Indian farmers are facing challenge fromIndian farmers are facing challenge from
international competition.international competition.

(ii)(ii) Government Government is is reducing reducing investment investment inin
agricultural sector, especially irrigation agricultural sector, especially irrigation sectorsector..

(iii)(iii) Subsidy in Subsidy in fertilizers fertilizers has decreased, has decreased, leading to leading to aa
rise in cost of production.rise in cost of production.

(iv)(iv)  Reduction in import duties on agricultural  Reduction in import duties on agricultural
products.products.

(v)(v)  Farmers are withdrawing their investment  Farmers are withdrawing their investment
from agriculture causing a downfall in thefrom agriculture causing a downfall in the
employment in agriculture.employment in agriculture.

(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 5(CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016) 5

Q. Q. 4.4. “Agriculture had been the backbone of the Indian“Agriculture had been the backbone of the Indian
economy. But the declining share of agricultureeconomy. But the declining share of agriculture
in the GDP is now a matter of serious concern.”in the GDP is now a matter of serious concern.”
Explain the meaning of this statement.Explain the meaning of this statement.

[Board [Board TTerm-I, erm-I, (C2), (C2), 2010]2010]

Ans. Ans. Agriculture is Agriculture is the backbone the backbone of the of the Indian economyIndian economy
 because : because :

(i)(i) In India, In India, about 63% about 63% people were people were engaged inengaged in
agriculture sector in 2001.agriculture sector in 2001.

(ii)(ii) Share Share in Gin GDP wDP was as more more than than 40% 40% in in 1973.1973.

(iii)(iii) Raw Raw materials materials for sefor secondary secondary sectors arctors are mostlye mostly
supplied by agriculture.supplied by agriculture.

But now, the share of agriculture is declining inBut now, the share of agriculture is declining in
the GDP year by year. So, it is a matter of seriousthe GDP year by year. So, it is a matter of serious
concern for all.concern for all.

(iv)(iv) Share of Share of agriculture agriculture in the in the G.D.P. has G.D.P. has declineddeclined
from 44% to 24% during 1973 to 2003.from 44% to 24% during 1973 to 2003.

(v)(v) The primary The primary sector continues sector continues to be to be the largestthe largest
employer even in 2000 but the production has notemployer even in 2000 but the production has not
increased by this rate.increased by this rate. 1 × 5 =51 × 5 =5

 V Value Based Questionsalue Based Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

Q. Q. 1.1. Describe the provisions of “National RuralDescribe the provisions of “National Rural
Employment Guarantee Act’’, 2005.Employment Guarantee Act’’, 2005.

[Board Term-I, (68) 2012][Board Term-I, (68) 2012]

Ans. Ans. Provisions of NREGA Provisions of NREGA 2005 are :2005 are :

(i)(i) It It provides provides 100 100 days days assured assured employment employment everyevery
year to each rural household.year to each rural household.

(ii)(ii) One-third One-third of of the the proposed proposed jobs arjobs are e reserved reserved forfor

women.women.

(iii)(iii) If an If an applicant is applicant is not employenot employed within d within 15 days15 days
he/she is entitled to a daily unemploymenthe/she is entitled to a daily unemployment

allowance.allowance.

(iv)(iv) The governments The governments have to have to establish Centralestablish Central
Employment Guarantee Funds and StateEmployment Guarantee Funds and State
Employment Guarantee Funds for theEmployment Guarantee Funds for the
implementation of the scheme.implementation of the scheme.

(v)(v) The The scheme scheme is tis to be o be extended extended to to 600 600 districtsdistricts
(Any three) (CBSE Marking Scheme 2012) 3(Any three) (CBSE Marking Scheme 2012) 3

Q. Q. 2.2. How to create more employment in rural areas ?How to create more employment in rural areas ?
Explain with the help of five suitable examples.Explain with the help of five suitable examples.

[Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-I, , (33), (33), 2012]2012]
OROR

How can more employment opportunities beHow can more employment opportunities be
created in the rural areas ?created in the rural areas ?
[Board T[Board Term-I, (580016, 32, erm-I, (580016, 32, 35, 44), 2011, 35, 44), 2011, (C1), 2010](C1), 2010]
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Ans. Ans. (i)(i) Government can spend money or banks canGovernment can spend money or banks can

provide loan for irrigation.provide loan for irrigation.
(ii)(ii) Suppose one Suppose one hectare of hectare of wheat can wheat can provideprovide

employment to the people for 50 days. So, theemployment to the people for 50 days. So, the
number of members can be increased.number of members can be increased.

Examples :Examples :

(i)(i)  Construction of new dams and canals.  Construction of new dams and canals.
Constructing dams, canals or digging wells inConstructing dams, canals or digging wells in
villages. On one hand, this would serve the needsvillages. On one hand, this would serve the needs
of farmers for irrigation and on the other, peopleof farmers for irrigation and on the other, people
engaged in such construction activity would gainengaged in such construction activity would gain
employment.employment.

(ii)(ii) Development Development in in transport transport facility facility by by governmentgovernment
and creating storage facilities in rural areas.and creating storage facilities in rural areas.

(iii)(iii) Credit fCredit from local rom local banks, so banks, so that crops that crops can becan be
grown every year.grown every year.

(iv)(iv) Agro-based Agro-based industries industries can be can be set set up in up in rural rural areasareas
or semi-rural belts.or semi-rural belts.

(v)(v) Making provisions Making provisions for education for education and healthand health
services in rural belts can also result inservices in rural belts can also result in
employments.employments. (Any three)(Any three)

 (CBSE Marking Scheme 2012) 3 (CBSE Marking Scheme 2012) 3
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  Money and F Money and Financial System : inancial System : Role of money iRole of money in an economy : n an economy : Formal and informal; financial Formal and informal; financial institutions for sinstitutions for savingsavings

and Credits – General Introduction; Select one formal institution such as a nationalized commercial bank and a fewand Credits – General Introduction; Select one formal institution such as a nationalized commercial bank and a few

informal institutions; Local moneylenders, laninformal institutions; Local moneylenders, landlords, chit funds and private finance companies.dlords, chit funds and private finance companies.

TOPIC-1TOPIC-1
Money and CreditMoney and Credit

Quick Review Quick Review 

 In the early times, people used to eIn the early times, people used to exchange one commodity for anotherxchange one commodity for another,,
depending on their requirement under the barter system. However,depending on their requirement under the barter system. However,
exchanging goods in the barter system required double coincidence ofexchanging goods in the barter system required double coincidence of
wants.wants.

 HoweverHowever, money eliminates the need for double coincidence of wants., money eliminates the need for double coincidence of wants.
Since money enables the exchange process, it is also called a medium ofSince money enables the exchange process, it is also called a medium of
exchange. Early forms of money were things of dexchange. Early forms of money were things of daily use.aily use.

 Modern currency :Modern currency :

(i)(i) Uses paper Uses paper notes and coins notes and coins made of rmade of relatively ineelatively inexpensive metals.xpensive metals.

(ii)(ii) Has no value Has no value of its own.of its own.

(iii)(iii) Has a value only because it is authorised by the government of  Has a value only because it is authorised by the government of the country.the country.

 In India, the Reserve Bank of India is the In India, the Reserve Bank of India is the only legal authority that can issue currency only legal authority that can issue currency notes and coins on behalfnotes and coins on behalf
of the central government. The Rupee is India’s currency and nobody can refuse to accept a payment made inof the central government. The Rupee is India’s currency and nobody can refuse to accept a payment made in
rupees in India.rupees in India.

 People People deposit their extra deposit their extra cash in bank. A bank in addition to keecash in bank. A bank in addition to keeping the money also pays intereping the money also pays interest on the depositst on the deposit
to the depositor. Thus, bank deposits are also called Demand Deposits.to the depositor. Thus, bank deposits are also called Demand Deposits.

 A person simply needs to have an account with the bank to deposit moneyA person simply needs to have an account with the bank to deposit money. A cheque can be used to make. A cheque can be used to make
payment directly from a bank deposit without payment directly from a bank deposit without using cash.using cash.

 A cheque is a written instruction to a bank by A cheque is a written instruction to a bank by an account holder to pay a specific sum to a specifan account holder to pay a specific sum to a specific person fromic person from
his deposit. A cheque has all the information about the person to whom payment is to be made, the amount andhis deposit. A cheque has all the information about the person to whom payment is to be made, the amount and
date of payment and signature of account date of payment and signature of account holder issuing the cheque.holder issuing the cheque.

TOPIC - 1TOPIC - 1

Money Money and and Credit Credit ........ P. 319P. 319

TOPIC - 2TOPIC - 2

Credit Terms and Credit Terms and TTypesypes
........ P. 323P. 323
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FlowchartsFlowcharts

Modern Forms of MoneyModern Forms of Money

CurrencyCurrency Deposits Deposits with with banksbanks

Paper NotesPaper Notes   Coins  Coins Demand Demand DepositsDeposits

People makePeople make
depositsdeposits

People takePeople take
loansloans

DepositorsDepositors BorrowersBorrowersBANKBANK

People makePeople make
withdrawals andwithdrawals and

get interestget interest

People repayPeople repay
loans withloans with

interestinterest

Loan Activities of BanksLoan Activities of Banks

Know the TermsKnow the Terms
 Barter System :Barter System : Barter refers to the direct exchange of goods and services. In Barter refers to the direct exchange of goods and services. In this waythis way, barter system refers to that, barter system refers to that

system by which one commodity is system by which one commodity is exchanged for another without use of money.exchanged for another without use of money.

 Money :Money : Money may be anything chosen by common Money may be anything chosen by common consent as a medium of consent as a medium of exchange. It can be in the form ofexchange. It can be in the form of

coins and bank notes; coins and bank notes; coins and bank notes cocoins and bank notes collectivelyllectively..

 ChequeCheque : A cheque is a paper instructing : A cheque is a paper instructing the banks in writing to pay a specific the banks in writing to pay a specific amount from the person’s accountamount from the person’s account
to the person in whose name to the person in whose name the cheque has been issued.the cheque has been issued.

 Reserve Bank of India :Reserve Bank of India : The Reserve Bank of India is the only legal authority that can issue currency notes and The Reserve Bank of India is the only legal authority that can issue currency notes and
coins on behalf of the central government.coins on behalf of the central government.

 Investment :Investment : Investment is the amount of money spent with Investment is the amount of money spent with the intention of earning income the intention of earning income at regular intervalsat regular intervals

(in the form of return from funds invested) or in the long run (in the form of capital appreciation).(in the form of return from funds invested) or in the long run (in the form of capital appreciation).

Know the LinksKnow the Links
 www.slideshare.net/DINESH_B001/money-and-credit-14361725www.slideshare.net/DINESH_B001/money-and-credit-14361725

 www.authorstream.com/Presentation/...money-and-creditwww.authorstream.com/Presentation/...money-and-credit

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. What is Barter System?What is Barter System?

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, 2015 2015 Set-I]Set-I]

  Ans.  Ans. Barter is a system of exchange in which goods are Barter is a system of exchange in which goods are

directly exchanged without the use of money.directly exchanged without the use of money. 11

UU Q. Q. 2.2. What is a Cheque ?What is a Cheque ?

[Board Term-II, (Foreign Set-I) 2015][Board Term-II, (Foreign Set-I) 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. A Cheque is a paper instruction to the bank to pay A Cheque is a paper instruction to the bank to pay
a specific amount from the person’s account to thea specific amount from the person’s account to the
person in whose name the cheque has person in whose name the cheque has been issued.been issued.

11

AA Q. Q. 3.3. Recognize the situation when both the parties inRecognize the situation when both the parties in
a barter economy have to agree to sell and buya barter economy have to agree to sell and buy
each other‘s commodities ? What is it called ?each other‘s commodities ? What is it called ?

[Board SQP 2016][Board SQP 2016]

  Ans.  Ans. This is known as double coincidence of wants. This is known as double coincidence of wants. 11

UU Q. Q. 4.4. What is meant by double coincidence of wants ?What is meant by double coincidence of wants ?

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Outside Outside Delhi Delhi (Set-I) (Set-I) 2015]2015]

  Ans.  Ans. Both parties, the Both parties, the seller and they seller and they buyers have tobuyers have to
agree to sell and buy each other commodities.agree to sell and buy each other commodities.
Goods are directly exchanged without the use ofGoods are directly exchanged without the use of
money.money. 11
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UU Q. Q. 5.5. How does money eliminate the need How does money eliminate the need for doublefor double
coincidence of wants ?coincidence of wants ?

[Board [Board TTerm–II, erm–II, Foreign Foreign (Set–III) (Set–III) 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans. If you have money in your pocket you can purchase If you have money in your pocket you can purchase
any thing at any time as you wish.any thing at any time as you wish. 11

AA Q. Q. 6.6. What are the two forms of What are the two forms of modern currency ?modern currency ?

[Board [Board TTerm–II, erm–II, Foreign Foreign (Set-III) (Set-III) 2015]2015]

  Ans.  Ans. Two forms of modern currency are : Two forms of modern currency are :

(i)(i) Paper notes Paper notes (ii)(ii) Coins. Coins. 11

AA Q. Q. 7.7. How does money act as medium of How does money act as medium of exchange ?exchange ?

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Outside Outside (Delhi (Delhi Set-I, Set-I, II, II, III) III) 2015]2015]

  Ans.  Ans. It acts as an intermediate in the exchange process It acts as an intermediate in the exchange process
and transactions. We can buy things if we haveand transactions. We can buy things if we have
money in our pockets.money in our pockets. 11

AA Q. Q. 8.8. Who issues currency notes in India?Who issues currency notes in India?

[Board Term-II, (Set-RKZQI05) 2015][Board Term-II, (Set-RKZQI05) 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. Reserve Bank of India. Reserve Bank of India.

AA Q. Q. 9.9. Why one cannot refuse a payment made in ru-Why one cannot refuse a payment made in ru-
pees in India ?pees in India ?

[Board [Board TTerm–II, erm–II, (Delhi (Delhi Set-II) Set-II) 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans. One cannot One cannot refuse a refuse a payment made in payment made in rupeesrupees
 because it  because it is accepted is accepted as a as a medium omedium of exchange. f exchange. TheThe
currency is authorized by the government of India.currency is authorized by the government of India.

11

AA  Q. 10. Q. 10. Who supervises the functioning of formalWho supervises the functioning of formal
sources of loan ?sources of loan ?

[Board Term–II, (Foreign Set-II) 2015][Board Term–II, (Foreign Set-II) 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. Reserve Bank of India (RBI). Reserve Bank of India (RBI). 11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. How can money be easily exchange itself forHow can money be easily exchange itself for
goods or services? Give example to explain.goods or services? Give example to explain.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, (Delhi (Delhi Set-I) Set-I) 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans. Money acts as a medium to exchange itself forMoney acts as a medium to exchange itself for
goods and services :goods and services : A person holding money can A person holding money can
easily exchange it for any commodity or serviceeasily exchange it for any commodity or service
that he or she might want.that he or she might want.

Everyone prefers to receive payments in moneyEveryone prefers to receive payments in money
and exchange the money for things they want.and exchange the money for things they want.

For example :For example : A shoemaker wants to sell shoes in A shoemaker wants to sell shoes in
the market and buy wheat. The shoemaker willthe market and buy wheat. The shoemaker will
first exchange shoes for money and first exchange shoes for money and then exchangethen exchange
the money for wheat. If the shoemaker had tothe money for wheat. If the shoemaker had to
directly exchange shoes for wheat without thedirectly exchange shoes for wheat without the
use of money, he would have to look for a wheatuse of money, he would have to look for a wheat
growing farmer who not only wants to sell wheatgrowing farmer who not only wants to sell wheat
 but also  but also wants to wants to buy the buy the shoe in shoe in exchange. Bothexchange. Both
the parties have to agree to sell and buy eachthe parties have to agree to sell and buy each
others commodities. This process is very difficult,others commodities. This process is very difficult,
time consuming and time consuming and unhealthyunhealthy..

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016] 3[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016] 3

UU Q. Q. 2.2. How is money used as a medium of exchange?How is money used as a medium of exchange?
Explain with examples.Explain with examples. [Board Term–II, 2013][Board Term–II, 2013]

Ans.Ans. Money acts as a medium of exchange in theMoney acts as a medium of exchange in the
following ways :following ways :

(i)(i)  Overcomes the problem of double co-incidence  Overcomes the problem of double co-incidence
of wants. For example, if a person needs wheatof wants. For example, if a person needs wheat

in exchange of tea, then he/she must search for ain exchange of tea, then he/she must search for a
person who is ready to trade wheat person who is ready to trade wheat for tea. Moneyfor tea. Money
made the need for such made the need for such searches redundant.searches redundant.

(ii)(ii) Acts as a  Acts as a medium of deferred payment.medium of deferred payment.

(iii)(iii) Has a store value. Has a store value. 33

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013]

RR Q. Q. 3.3. What are the modern forms of money? Why isWhat are the modern forms of money? Why is
the ‘rupee’ widely accepted as a medium of ex-the ‘rupee’ widely accepted as a medium of ex-
change? Explain two reasons.change? Explain two reasons.

[Board Term-II,2013][Board Term-II,2013]

Ans.Ans. The modern forms of money are The modern forms of money are listed below :listed below :

(i)(i) Paper currency Paper currency

(ii)(ii) Coins Coins

(iii)(iii) Demand deposits Demand deposits

(iv)(iv) Cheques Cheques

The rupee is accepted as a medium of exchangeThe rupee is accepted as a medium of exchange
in the following ways :in the following ways :

Refer to Ans of Q. 2. Refer to Ans of Q. 2. Short Answer Type Question.Short Answer Type Question.

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013]

RR Q. Q. 4.4. Why is modern currency accepted as a mediumWhy is modern currency accepted as a medium
of exchange without any use of its own? Findof exchange without any use of its own? Find
out the reason.out the reason.

[Board [Board TTerm–II, erm–II, (Outside (Outside Delhi Delhi Set-I, Set-I, II, II, III) III) 2015]2015]

  Ans.  Ans. Modern currency is accepted as a mediumModern currency is accepted as a medium
of exchange without any use of its ownof exchange without any use of its own
 because : because :

(i)(i) Modern currency is authorized by the governmentModern currency is authorized by the government
of a country.of a country.

(ii)(ii) In India, In India, the Reserve Bank the Reserve Bank of India issues of India issues allall
currency notes on behalf of currency notes on behalf of Central Government.Central Government.

  (iii)  (iii) No other individual or organization is allowed to No other individual or organization is allowed to
issue currency.issue currency.

(iv)(iv) The law legalises the use of rupee as a medium The law legalises the use of rupee as a medium
of payment that cannot be refused in settlingof payment that cannot be refused in settling
transactions in India.transactions in India.

(v)(v) No individual No individual in India in India can legally can legally refuse arefuse a
payment made in rupees.payment made in rupees. (Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015]

UU Q. Q. 5.5. How is money used in everyday life ? ExplainHow is money used in everyday life ? Explain
with examples.with examples. [Board Term-II, 2014][Board Term-II, 2014]

  Ans.  Ans. In modern times, money is used as a medium ofIn modern times, money is used as a medium of
exchange because it has been authorized by theexchange because it has been authorized by the
government as a currency.government as a currency.

In In everyday everyday lives lives we we use use money money ::

(i)(i) To buy goods and services like in market money To buy goods and services like in market money
can be used to buy clothes, vegetables, etc.can be used to buy clothes, vegetables, etc.
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  (ii)  (ii) To deposits in banks so that money can be saved To deposits in banks so that money can be saved
and used for future use.and used for future use. For exampleFor example—if a labourer—if a labourer
deposits his monthly salary in his bank account,deposits his monthly salary in his bank account,
then, he can use it in instalments during the entirethen, he can use it in instalments during the entire
month.month.

  (iii)  (iii) As As a a store store value.value. For instanceFor instance, we cannot store, we cannot store
perishable goods like milk, grain, etc., to exchangeperishable goods like milk, grain, etc., to exchange
goods in future. However, we can buy preciousgoods in future. However, we can buy precious
metals like gold and metals like gold and save it for future use.save it for future use.1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

UU Q. Q. 6.6. Explain with examples, how people Explain with examples, how people are involvedare involved
with the banks.with the banks. [Board Term–II, 2014][Board Term–II, 2014]

  Ans.  Ans. We know that banks accept the deposits from the We know that banks accept the deposits from the
people who have surplus money and also pay anpeople who have surplus money and also pay an
interest on the deposits.interest on the deposits.

But banks keep only a small portion (15 percent inBut banks keep only a small portion (15 percent in
India) of their deposits as cash with themselves.India) of their deposits as cash with themselves.
This is kept as a provision to pay the depositorsThis is kept as a provision to pay the depositors
who might come to withdraw money from theirwho might come to withdraw money from their

accounts in the bank on any day. They use theaccounts in the bank on any day. They use the
major portion of the deposits to extend loans tomajor portion of the deposits to extend loans to
those those who need moneywho need money. In this way banks mediate. In this way banks mediate
 between those who have surplus money  between those who have surplus money and thoseand those
who need who need moneymoney.. 33

UU Q. Q. 7.7. How is money transferred from one bank ac-How is money transferred from one bank ac-
count to another bank account ? Explain with ancount to another bank account ? Explain with an
example.example.

[Board Term-II, (Foreign Set-I) 2016][Board Term-II, (Foreign Set-I) 2016]

Ans. Ans. Money transfer Money transfer from one bank afrom one bank account to anotherccount to another
 bank account : bank account :

If a person has to make a payment to his or herIf a person has to make a payment to his or her
friend and writes a cheque for a specific amount,friend and writes a cheque for a specific amount,
this means that the person instructs his bank tothis means that the person instructs his bank to
pay this amount tao his friend. His friend takespay this amount tao his friend. His friend takes
this cheque and deposits it in his account in thethis cheque and deposits it in his account in the
 bank.  bank. This This said said amount amount is is transferred transferred from from oneone

 bank account to another bank account. bank account to another bank account.

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016] 3[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016] 3

Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. Why is money transaction system better thanWhy is money transaction system better than
 barter system ? Explain with examples. barter system ? Explain with examples.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, (Set-20(Set-2080) 80) 2012]2012]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) Transaction system is better than Transaction system is better than barter systembarter system
 because  because double double coincidence coincidence of of wants wants createscreates
problem.problem.

(ii) (ii) For For example,example,  shoe manufacturer wants to sell  shoe manufacturer wants to sell
shoes in the market and wants to buy wheat. Forshoes in the market and wants to buy wheat. For
this, he would look for a wheat growing farmerthis, he would look for a wheat growing farmer
who would exchange his wheat with the shoes.who would exchange his wheat with the shoes.

  (iii)  (iii) In barter system, In barter system, goods are exchanged goods are exchanged withoutwithout
the use of money.the use of money.

  (iv)  (iv) In contrast, in In contrast, in an economy where an economy where money is inmoney is in
use; money by providing the crucial intermediateuse; money by providing the crucial intermediate
step eliminates the need for double coincidstep eliminates the need for double coincidence ofence of
wants.wants. 1¼ × 4 = 51¼ × 4 = 5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012]2012]

UU Q. Q. 2.2. ‘‘The rupee is widely accepted as a medium of‘‘The rupee is widely accepted as a medium of
exchange.’’ Explain.exchange.’’ Explain.

[Board [Board TTerm–II, erm–II, (Set-68002) (Set-68002) 2012]2012]

  Ans.  Ans. The rupee is widely accepted as a medium ofThe rupee is widely accepted as a medium of
exchange because :exchange because :

(i)(i) The currency is authorised by the government of The currency is authorised by the government of
the country.the country.

(ii)(ii) In India, the Reserve Bank of India issu In India, the Reserve Bank of India issues currencyes currency
notes on behalf of the cnotes on behalf of the central government.entral government.

  (iii)  (iii) The law legalises the use of rupee as a medium The law legalises the use of rupee as a medium
of payment that cannot be refused in settingof payment that cannot be refused in setting
transactions in India.transactions in India.

(iv)(iv) No individual No individual in India in India can legally can legally refuse arefuse a
payment made in rupees. Hence, the rupee ispayment made in rupees. Hence, the rupee is
widely accepted as a medium of widely accepted as a medium of exchange.exchange.

1¼ × 4 = 51¼ × 4 = 5
[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012]2012]

UU Q. Q. 3.3. What are demand deposits ? Explain any threeWhat are demand deposits ? Explain any three
features of it ?features of it ?

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, (Set-TCJQ6VD) (Set-TCJQ6VD) 2016]2016]

OROR

Which type of deposits with the banks are calledWhich type of deposits with the banks are called
demand deposits ? State some important featuresdemand deposits ? State some important features
of demand deposits.of demand deposits. [Board Term–II, 2012][Board Term–II, 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. People save their money in banks by opening an People save their money in banks by opening an
account. The deposits in the bank accounts canaccount. The deposits in the bank accounts can
 be  be withdrawn withdrawn on on demand, demand, so so these these deposits deposits areare
called demand deposits.called demand deposits.

(i)(i) Banks accept the deposits and  Banks accept the deposits and also pay an interestalso pay an interest
rate on the deposits. In this way people’s moneyrate on the deposits. In this way people’s money

is safe with the banks and is safe with the banks and it earns an interest.it earns an interest.

(ii)(ii) The facility of cheques against demand deposits The facility of cheques against demand deposits
makes it possible to directly settle paymentsmakes it possible to directly settle payments
without the use of cash. Since demand depositswithout the use of cash. Since demand deposits
are accepted widely as a means of payment,are accepted widely as a means of payment,
along with currency, they constitute money in thealong with currency, they constitute money in the

modern economy.modern economy.

(iii)(iii) It is authorised by the g It is authorised by the government of the country.overnment of the country.

(iv)(iv) Its demand and supply can  Its demand and supply can be controlled RBI.be controlled RBI.

(v)(v)  In India, the law legalises the use of rupee as a  In India, the law legalises the use of rupee as a
medium of payment that cannot be refused inmedium of payment that cannot be refused in

settling transaction in the country. No individualsettling transaction in the country. No individual
can legally refuse a payment made in rupees.can legally refuse a payment made in rupees.

(Any three) 2 + 3 = 5(Any three) 2 + 3 = 5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012]2012]
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TOPIC-2TOPIC-2
Credit Terms and TypesCredit Terms and Types

Quick Review Quick Review 
 As per the Reserve Bank of India, banks hold about 1As per the Reserve Bank of India, banks hold about 15% of their deposits as cash to arrange f5% of their deposits as cash to arrange for daily withdrawalsor daily withdrawals

 by depositors. by depositors.

 A major portion of the A major portion of the remaining deposits is used by remaining deposits is used by banks to give loans to pebanks to give loans to people. The depositors of a bank ople. The depositors of a bank areare
allowed to withdraw their deposits on demand and are paid interest on their deposits. The borrowers takingallowed to withdraw their deposits on demand and are paid interest on their deposits. The borrowers taking
loans repay it to the bank along with interest.loans repay it to the bank along with interest.

 The interest charged on loans The interest charged on loans is more than the interis more than the interest paid by the banks on deest paid by the banks on deposits. The difference betweeposits. The difference between then the
interest charged on loans and the interest paid on deposits is the bank’s income or profit.interest charged on loans and the interest paid on deposits is the bank’s income or profit.

 The loan given The loan given by a bank by a bank is also referred is also referred to as credit.to as credit.

 A loan or credit is A loan or credit is subject to certain conditions tsubject to certain conditions that the borrower must hat the borrower must agree to. These conditions aragree to. These conditions are called termse called terms
of credit and include :of credit and include :

(i)(i) A A specified specified rate rate of of interest.interest.

(ii)(ii) Security against the loan to recover the Security against the loan to recover the money if the borrower fails to repay it. This security money if the borrower fails to repay it. This security is called collateral.is called collateral.

(iii)(iii) The assets accepted as collateral are land or property The assets accepted as collateral are land or property, vehicles, livestock, standing crops , vehicles, livestock, standing crops and bank deposits.and bank deposits.

(iv)(iv) A borrower needs to  A borrower needs to submit certain documents like proofs of submit certain documents like proofs of identityidentity, residence, employment and income to, residence, employment and income to
avail a loan.avail a loan.

(v)(v) The lender reserves the right to sell the collateral in case of non-repayment to recoveThe lender reserves the right to sell the collateral in case of non-repayment to recover the loan amount.r the loan amount.

 Formal and Informal Credit Formal and Informal Credit 

The The different different sources sources of of credit credit are are ::

(i)(i)  Banks  Banks (ii)(ii)  Traders  Traders

(iii)(iii) Cooperative societies Cooperative societies (iv)(iv) Landlords Landlords

(v)(v)  Moneylenders  Moneylenders (vi)(vi) Relatives and friends Relatives and friends

FlowchartsFlowcharts

CompComponentonents s ofof TTerms of erms of CrediCreditt

Interest rateInterest rate   Collaterals  Collaterals   Documentation  Documentation
requirementrequirement

Modes ofModes of
repaymentrepayment

Types of LoansTypes of Loans

Formal SectorFormal Sector
Loan (fromLoan (from
banks andbanks and

cooperatives)cooperatives)

Informal SectorInformal Sector
Loan (Money-Loan (Money-

lenders, traders,lenders, traders,
employemployers, ers, relativesrelatives

and friends)and friends)
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PoorPoor
householdshouseholds

HouseholdsHouseholds
with fewwith few
assetsassets

Well offWell off
householdshouseholds

RichRich
householdshouseholds

Percentage of loans from the Informal SectorPercentage of loans from the Informal Sector

Percentage of loans from the Formal SectorPercentage of loans from the Formal Sector

15%15%

85%85%

47%47%
53%53%

28%28%

72%72%

1  1  0  0  %  %  

90%90%

Formal and informal percentage of loans taken by the Formal and informal percentage of loans taken by the urban householdsurban households

Know the TermsKnow the Terms
 Credit :Credit : Credit means giving money on loan to needy persons.Credit means giving money on loan to needy persons.

 Financial FFinancial Formal Institutions ormal Institutions :: Commercial banks, cooperatives and the regional rural banks are the formalCommercial banks, cooperatives and the regional rural banks are the formal
institutions of credit.institutions of credit.

 Financial Informal Institutions :Financial Informal Institutions : The informal framework for deployment of credit and savings in India comprisesThe informal framework for deployment of credit and savings in India comprises
the local moneylenders, landlords, self-help groups, chit fund, employers, relative, friends and private financethe local moneylenders, landlords, self-help groups, chit fund, employers, relative, friends and private finance
companies.companies.

 Commercial Bank :Commercial Bank : A Commercial bank is an establishment for safe custody of money, which it pays out onA Commercial bank is an establishment for safe custody of money, which it pays out on
customer’s demand order or otherwise. In other words, institutions accepting deposits and issuing loans arecustomer’s demand order or otherwise. In other words, institutions accepting deposits and issuing loans are
called Commercial banks.called Commercial banks.

 Loans :Loans : A loan is usually given for a specific duration of time and needs to be completely repaid by a specifiedA loan is usually given for a specific duration of time and needs to be completely repaid by a specified
date.date.

 Collateral :Collateral : Collateral is the security provided by a borrower (such as land, building, vehicle, livestock, depositsCollateral is the security provided by a borrower (such as land, building, vehicle, livestock, deposits
with banks) against a loan, and it can be sold in case of non-payment.with banks) against a loan, and it can be sold in case of non-payment.

 APS :APS : APS stands for Average Propensity to Save.APS stands for Average Propensity to Save.

 Fiat Money :Fiat Money : State issued money which is neither legally convertible to  State issued money which is neither legally convertible to any other thing nor fixed in value in terany other thing nor fixed in value in termsms
of any objective standard.of any objective standard.

 Fiduciary Money :Fiduciary Money : Money which is accepted on the basis of the trust that the issuer commands is called fiduciaryMoney which is accepted on the basis of the trust that the issuer commands is called fiduciary
money.money.

 Fixed Deposits :Fixed Deposits : These are deposits for a fixed term varying from a frequency of a few days to a few years. These are deposits for a fixed term varying from a frequency of a few days to a few years.

 Actual Investment :Actual Investment : The actual amount of investment is called The actual amount of investment is called an actual investment.an actual investment.

 Deferred Payments :Deferred Payments : Payments Payments which are to be which are to be made made in the future in the future are known as deare known as deferred payments.ferred payments.

 Token coins :Token coins : TToken coins are the coins oken coins are the coins where value as money is far where value as money is far above the value of metal contained in.above the value of metal contained in.

 Short-term loans :Short-term loans : Loans given for  Loans given for a short period of time are known as a short period of time are known as short-term loans.short-term loans.

Know the LinksKnow the Links
 www.debt.org/credit/loanswww.debt.org/credit/loans

 www.investopedia.com/university/credit-cards/credit...www.investopedia.com/university/credit-cards/credit...

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. Prove with an argument that there is a greatProve with an argument that there is a great
need to expand formal sources of credit in ruralneed to expand formal sources of credit in rural
India.India.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, (Outside (Outside Delhi Delhi Set-II) Set-II) 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans. To expand formal sources of credit in rural India, To expand formal sources of credit in rural India,
dependence on informal sources of credit has to bedependence on informal sources of credit has to be
reduced.reduced. 11
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AA Q. Q. 2.2. Why are most of the poor households deprivedWhy are most of the poor households deprived
from the formal sector of loans ?from the formal sector of loans ?

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, (Outside (Outside Delhi) Delhi) Set-III Set-III 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans. They are deprived from the formal sector of loansThey are deprived from the formal sector of loans
 because of : because of :

(i)(i) Lack of collateral. Lack of collateral.

  (ii)  (ii) They are illiterate. They are illiterate.

  (iii)  (iii) They cannot They cannot fulfil the fulfil the formalities of formalities of the formalthe formal
sector of loans.sector of loans. (Any one) 1(Any one) 1

AA Q. Q. 3.3. Why is the supervision of the functioning of for-Why is the supervision of the functioning of for-
mal sources of loans necessary ?mal sources of loans necessary ?

[Board Term-II, (Outside Delhi Set-I) 2016][Board Term-II, (Outside Delhi Set-I) 2016]

  Ans.  Ans. It is It is necessary because necessary because banks have banks have to submto submitit
information to the RBI on how much they areinformation to the RBI on how much they are

lending, to whom they are lending and whatlending, to whom they are lending and what
interest rate, etc.interest rate, etc. 11

AA Q. Q. 4.4. Why do farmers require credit ?Why do farmers require credit ?
[Board [Board TTerm-IIerm-II, , (Set-KCG34U9(Set-KCG34U9) ) 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans. Farmers require credit to purchase the raw material Farmers require credit to purchase the raw material
and inputs for agriculture.and inputs for agriculture. 11

AA Q. Q. 5.5. Why do banks maintain cash Why do banks maintain cash reserve ?reserve ?
[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, (Set-TCJQ6VD) (Set-TCJQ6VD) 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans.  Banks maintain cash reserve to arrange for daily  Banks maintain cash reserve to arrange for daily
withrawals by depositors.withrawals by depositors. 11

UU Q. Q. 6.6. How do the deposits with banks become theirHow do the deposits with banks become their
source of income ?source of income ?

[Board Term-II, (Delhi Set-I) 2016][Board Term-II, (Delhi Set-I) 2016]
  Ans.  Ans. Banks charge Banks charge higher interest rate higher interest rate on loans on loans thanthan

what they offer on deposits. The difference ofwhat they offer on deposits. The difference of
interest is the main source of income of banks.interest is the main source of income of banks. 11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

RR Q. Q. 1.1. Mention three points of difference betweenMention three points of difference between
formal sector and informal sector loans.formal sector and informal sector loans.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, (Set-KCG34U9) (Set-KCG34U9) 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans. Formal sector loans :Formal sector loans :

(i)(i) Loans from banks and cooperatives. Loans from banks and cooperatives.

  (ii)  (ii) Under supervision of the Reserve Bank of India. Under supervision of the Reserve Bank of India.

  (iii)  (iii) Reasonable rates of interest. Reasonable rates of interest.

Informal Informal sector sector loans loans ::

(i)(i) Loans Loans from from moneylenders, moneylenders, relatives, relatives, friend,friend,
traders, etc.traders, etc.

  (ii)  (ii) No supervision of any institution. No supervision of any institution.

  (iii)  (iii) Very high rates of interest. Very high rates of interest. 1½ + 1½ =31½ + 1½ =3

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016]

RR Q. Q. 2.2. How does the Reserve Bank of India superviseHow does the Reserve Bank of India supervise
the functioning of banks? Why is thisthe functioning of banks? Why is this
necessary?necessary? [Board Term–II, 2011][Board Term–II, 2011]

  Ans.  Ans. Reserve Bank of India (RBI) supervised theReserve Bank of India (RBI) supervised the
 banks in the following wa banks in the following ways :ys :

(i)(i) It monitors the balance kept by banks for day-to- It monitors the balance kept by banks for day-to-
day transactions.day transactions.

  (ii)  (ii) It checks that It checks that the banks give loans the banks give loans not just tonot just to
profit-making businesses and traders but also toprofit-making businesses and traders but also to

small borrowers.small borrowers.

(iii)(iii) Periodically, banks Periodically, banks have to have to give details give details aboutabout
lenders, borrowers and interest rate to RBI.lenders, borrowers and interest rate to RBI.

It is necessary for securing public welfare. ItIt is necessary for securing public welfare. It
avoids the bank to run the business with profitavoids the bank to run the business with profit
motive only. It also keeps a check on interest ratemotive only. It also keeps a check on interest rate
of credit facilities provided by bank. RBI makesof credit facilities provided by bank. RBI makes
sure that the loans from the banks are affordablesure that the loans from the banks are affordable
and cheap.and cheap.

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2011] 2011] 1×3=31×3=3

AA Q. Q. 3.3. “Poor households still depend on informal“Poor households still depend on informal
sources of credit”. Support the statement withsources of credit”. Support the statement with
examples.examples.[Board Term-II, (Foreign Set-III) 2016][Board Term-II, (Foreign Set-III) 2016]

  Ans.  Ans. Refer to Ans. of Q. 8 Long Ans. Type Question. Refer to Ans. of Q. 8 Long Ans. Type Question.
(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

AA Q. Q. 4.4. “Deposits with the banks are beneficial to the“Deposits with the banks are beneficial to the
depositors as well as to the nation”. Examine thedepositors as well as to the nation”. Examine the
statement.statement.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, (Outside (Outside Delhi Delhi Set–I) Set–I) 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans. Refer to Ans. of Q. 3. Long Ans. Type Questions. Refer to Ans. of Q. 3. Long Ans. Type Questions.

(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

UU Q. Q. 5.5. Dhananjay is a government employee andDhananjay is a government employee and
 belongs  belongs to to a a rich rich household, household, whereas whereas Raju Raju is is aa
construction worker and comes from a poorconstruction worker and comes from a poor
rural household. Both are in need and wish torural household. Both are in need and wish to
take loan. Create a list of arguments explainingtake loan. Create a list of arguments explaining
who between the two would successfully be ablewho between the two would successfully be able
to arrange money from a formal soto arrange money from a formal source. Why ?urce. Why ?

[Board Term-II, SQP 2016][Board Term-II, SQP 2016]

  Ans.  Ans. Dhananjay will be able to get loan from a formal Dhananjay will be able to get loan from a formal
source.source.

Arguments Arguments ::

Banks are not present everywhere in rural India.Banks are not present everywhere in rural India.

Even when they are present, getting a loan fromEven when they are present, getting a loan from
a bank is much more difficult than taking a loana bank is much more difficult than taking a loan
from informal sources.from informal sources.

Bank loans require proper documents andBank loans require proper documents and
collateral. Absence of collateral is one of the majorcollateral. Absence of collateral is one of the major
reasons which prevents the poor from gettingreasons which prevents the poor from getting
 bank loans. bank loans.

Informal lenders such as moneylenders, on theInformal lenders such as moneylenders, on the
other hand, know the borrowers personally andother hand, know the borrowers personally and
hence, are often willing to give a loan withouthence, are often willing to give a loan without
collateral.collateral. [CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016] 3[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016] 3

AA Q. Q. 6.6. “The credit activities of the informal sector“The credit activities of the informal sector
should be discouraged.” Support the statementshould be discouraged.” Support the statement
with arguments.with arguments.

[Board [Board TTerm-IIerm-II, , (Delhi (Delhi Set-I, Set-I, II,III) II,III) 2016]2016]

 Ans. Ans. The credit activities of the informal sector shouldThe credit activities of the informal sector should
 be discouraged because : be discouraged because :

(i)(i) 85% of loans taken by the poor households in the 85% of loans taken by the poor households in the
urban areas are from informal sources.urban areas are from informal sources.
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  (ii)  (ii) Informal lenders Informal lenders charge very higcharge very high interest h interest onon
their loans.their loans.

(iii)(iii) There are no boundaries and restrictions. There are no boundaries and restrictions.

  (iv)  (iv) Higher cost of borrowing means a larger part Higher cost of borrowing means a larger part ofof
the earnings of the borrowers is used to repay thethe earnings of the borrowers is used to repay the
loan.loan.

(v)(v) In certain cIn certain cases, the high ases, the high interest rate forinterest rate for
 borrowing can mean that the  borrowing can mean that the amount to be repaidamount to be repaid
is greater than the is greater than the income of the income of the borrowerborrower..

(vi)(vi) This could lead to increasing debt and This could lead to increasing debt and debt trap,debt trap,
therefore the credit activities of the informal therefore the credit activities of the informal sectorsector
should be discouraged.should be discouraged. (Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016]2016]

RR Q. Q. 7.7. Formal credit meets only about half of the totalFormal credit meets only about half of the total
credit needs of the rural people. Where does credit needs of the rural people. Where does thethe
other half come from ?other half come from ? [Board Term-II, 2014][Board Term-II, 2014]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) Compared to formal lenders, most of theCompared to formal lenders, most of the
informal lenders charge much higher interestinformal lenders charge much higher interest
rates on loans like 3% to 5% per month,rates on loans like 3% to 5% per month, i.e.,i.e., 36% a 36% a
year.year.

  (ii)  (ii) Besides the Besides the high interest rate, high interest rate, informal lendersinformal lenders
impose various other tough conditions.impose various other tough conditions. ForFor
exampleexample, they make the farmers promise to sell, they make the farmers promise to sell
the crop to him at a low price. There is no suchthe crop to him at a low price. There is no such
condition in formal sector.condition in formal sector.

  (iii)  (iii) Loans taken by poor people from informal lenders Loans taken by poor people from informal lenders
sometimes, lead them to debttrap because of highsometimes, lead them to debttrap because of high
interest rate.interest rate.

  (iv)  (iv)  The formal sources of credit in India still meets  The formal sources of credit in India still meets
only about half of the total credit needs of theonly about half of the total credit needs of the
rural people.rural people. (Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2014]2014]

UU Q. Q. 8.8. What is meant by term of credit ? What does itWhat is meant by term of credit ? What does it
include ?include ? [Board Term–II, 2011][Board Term–II, 2011]

  Ans.  Ans. Terms of credit are the requirements need to be Terms of credit are the requirements need to be
satisfied for any satisfied for any credit arrangements. credit arrangements. It It includesincludes
interest rate, collateral, documentation and modeinterest rate, collateral, documentation and mode
of repayment. However, the terms of credit varyof repayment. However, the terms of credit vary
depending upon the nature of lender, borrowerdepending upon the nature of lender, borrower
and loan.and loan. [CBSE Marking Scheme, 2011] 3[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2011] 3

RR Q. Q. 9.9. Why do lenders ask for collateral while lending ?Why do lenders ask for collateral while lending ?
Give any three reasons.Give any three reasons. [Board Term-II, 2014,][Board Term-II, 2014,]

  Ans.  Ans. Lenders ask Lenders ask for collateral for collateral as as security againstsecurity against

loans. If the borrower fails to repay the loan, theloans. If the borrower fails to repay the loan, the

lender has the right to sell lender has the right to sell the asset-or collateral tothe asset-or collateral to

recover the payment.recover the payment.

Collateral assets (such as land, vehicle, etc.) actCollateral assets (such as land, vehicle, etc.) act
as a security for the lenders in case the borroweras a security for the lenders in case the borrower
defaults on repayment of loan. It is for this reasondefaults on repayment of loan. It is for this reason

that lenders ask for collateral while lending.that lenders ask for collateral while lending. 33

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2014]2014]

Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. How do banks play an important role in theHow do banks play an important role in the
economy of India ? Explain.economy of India ? Explain.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Outside Outside Delhi Delhi (Set-I, (Set-I, II, II, III) III) 2015]2015]

  Ans.  Ans. Banks play an important role in developing theBanks play an important role in developing the
economy of India :economy of India :

(i)(i) They keep money of the people  They keep money of the people in its safe custody.in its safe custody.

(ii)(ii) They give interest on the deposited money to the They give interest on the deposited money to the
people.people.

(iii)(iii)  They mediate between those who have surplus  They mediate between those who have surplus
money and those who are in need of money.money and those who are in need of money.

  (iv)  (iv) They provide loan to large number of people at They provide loan to large number of people at
low interest rate.low interest rate.

(v)(v)  They promote agricultural and industrial sector  They promote agricultural and industrial sector
 by providing loans. by providing loans.

(vi)(vi) They also provide funds to different organizations. They also provide funds to different organizations.
(Any five) 1 × 5 = 5(Any five) 1 × 5 = 5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015]2015]

UU Q. Q. 2.2. How can the formal sector loans be made benefi-How can the formal sector loans be made benefi-
cial for poor farmers and workers ? Suggest anycial for poor farmers and workers ? Suggest any
five measures.five measures.

[Board T[Board Term-II, Outside Delhi erm-II, Outside Delhi (Set-I, II, III) 2016](Set-I, II, III) 2016]

  Ans.  Ans. Formal sector loans can be made beneficial forFormal sector loans can be made beneficial for
poor farmers and workers in the following ways poor farmers and workers in the following ways ::

(i)(i) Create awareness to farmers about formal sector Create awareness to farmers about formal sector
loans.loans.

  (ii)  (ii) Process of providing loans should be made easier. Process of providing loans should be made easier.

  (iii)  (iii) It should be simple, fast and  It should be simple, fast and timely.timely.

  (iv)  (iv) More number of Nationalized Banks/Cooperative More number of Nationalized Banks/Cooperative
 banks should be opened in rural sector. banks should be opened in rural sector.

(v)(v) Banks and cooperatives should increase facility of Banks and cooperatives should increase facility of
providing loans so that dependence on informalproviding loans so that dependence on informal
sources of credit reduces.sources of credit reduces.

  (vi)  (vi) The benefits of loans should be extended to poor The benefits of loans should be extended to poor
farmers and small scale industries.farmers and small scale industries.

  (vii)  (vii) While formal sector loans need to expand, it is also While formal sector loans need to expand, it is also
necessary that everyone receives these loans.necessary that everyone receives these loans.

(Any (Any five) five) 1 1 × × 5 5 = = 55

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016]2016]

UU Q. Q. 3.3. How are deposits with the bank beneficial for in-How are deposits with the bank beneficial for in-
dividual as well as for the nation? Explain withdividual as well as for the nation? Explain with
examples.examples. [Board Term–II, 2015][Board Term–II, 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. The deposits with banks are beneficial forThe deposits with banks are beneficial for
individual as well as for nation :individual as well as for nation :

(i)(i) Banks accept deposit and also pay an amount as Banks accept deposit and also pay an amount as
interest and in this way people earn money.interest and in this way people earn money.

(ii)(ii) People’s money is safe with banks. People’s money is safe with banks.

(iii)(iii)  It is easy for individuals to get credit who have  It is easy for individuals to get credit who have
savings and current account in the banks.savings and current account in the banks.

(iv)(iv) Poor people who are engaged in production need Poor people who are engaged in production need
credit.credit.

(v)(v) Credit provided by Credit provided by the banks the banks for governmentfor government
projects help in development of the nation.projects help in development of the nation.
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  (vi)  (vi) Banks Banks provide provide loans loans for for the the promotion promotion ofof
International trade.International trade.

(vii)(vii) Development of infrastructure is undertaken with Development of infrastructure is undertaken with
the loans provided by the banks.the loans provided by the banks.

(Any five) 1 × 5 = 5(Any five) 1 × 5 = 5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015]2015]

UU Q. Q. 4.4. Explain the differences between Formal and In-Explain the differences between Formal and In-
formal Sources of Credit.formal Sources of Credit.

[Board Term–II, (Set-2030) 2012][Board Term–II, (Set-2030) 2012]
  Ans.  Ans.

S.S.

No.No.
FoFormrmal Sal Secectotor Crr Crededitit InInfoformrmal Sal Secectotor Crr Crededit it 

(i)(i) Includes banks andIncludes banks and

cooperatives.cooperatives.

Includes moneylenders,Includes moneylenders,

traders, employees,traders, employees,

friends and relatives.friends and relatives.

(ii)(ii) Banks requireBanks require

collateral and propercollateral and proper

documentation fordocumentation for

getting a loan.getting a loan.

No collateral is required.No collateral is required.

(iii)(iii) A reasonable rate ofA reasonable rate of

interest is charged.interest is charged.

Repeated borrowing canRepeated borrowing can

lead to debt trap.lead to debt trap.

(iv)(iv) Apart from profit-Apart from profit-

making, they alsomaking, they also

have an objective ofhave an objective of

social welfare.social welfare.

Their only motive is toTheir only motive is to

extract profit as much asextract profit as much as

possible.possible.

(v)(v) Terms of credit are fairTerms of credit are fair

and reasonable.and reasonable.

They impose very toughThey impose very tough

and sometimes evenand sometimes even

unreasonable terms ofunreasonable terms of

credit or borrowers.credit or borrowers.

(vi)(vi) The Reserve Bank ofThe Reserve Bank of

India supervises itsIndia supervises its

functioning.functioning.

Banks do not supervise.Banks do not supervise.

(Any (Any five) five) 1 1 × × 5 5 = = 55

UU Q. Q. 5.5. “Cheap and affordable credit is crucial for the“Cheap and affordable credit is crucial for the
country’s development.’’ Explain the statementcountry’s development.’’ Explain the statement
with five points.with five points.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, (Set-05(Set-05/A1) /A1) 2011]2011]

  Ans.  Ans. Credit for country development :Credit for country development :

(i)(i) Higher cost of borrowing means a larger part of Higher cost of borrowing means a larger part of
the earnings of the borrowers is used the earnings of the borrowers is used to repay theto repay the
loan. Hence, borrowers have less income left forloan. Hence, borrowers have less income left for
themselves.themselves.

  (ii)  (ii) In certain cases, the hig In certain cases, the high interest rate of borrowingh interest rate of borrowing
can mean that the amount to be repaid is greatercan mean that the amount to be repaid is greater
than the income of the borrower. This couldthan the income of the borrower. This could
lead to increasing debt and debt trap. For theselead to increasing debt and debt trap. For these
reasons, banks and co-operative societies need toreasons, banks and co-operative societies need to
lend more.lend more.

  (iii)  (iii) This would This would lead to lead to higher incomes higher incomes and manyand many
people could then borrow cheaply for people could then borrow cheaply for a variety ofa variety of
needs.needs.

  (iv)  (iv) They could grow crops, do business, Set-up small- They could grow crops, do business, Set-up small-
scale industries, etc.scale industries, etc.

(v)(v) They could Set-up new industries or trade g They could Set-up new industries or trade goods.oods.

1 × 5 = 51 × 5 = 5
[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2011]2011]

RR Q. Q. 6.6. Which are the two major sources of formal sec-Which are the two major sources of formal sec-
tors in India ? Why do we need to expand thetors in India ? Why do we need to expand the
formal sources of credit ?formal sources of credit ?

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, (Set-20(Set-2080) 80) 2012, 2012, 2011]2011]

  Ans.  Ans. The two major sources of formal sources of creditThe two major sources of formal sources of credit
are :are :

  (i)  (i) Banks andBanks and (ii)(ii) Cooperatives. Cooperatives.

Need to expand formal sources of credit are :Need to expand formal sources of credit are :

(i)(i) To save the poor farmers and workers from the To save the poor farmers and workers from the
exploitation by the informal sector credit.exploitation by the informal sector credit.

  (ii)  (ii) Informal sector charges a higher interest on loans Informal sector charges a higher interest on loans
which means that a large part of the earnings iswhich means that a large part of the earnings is
used to repay the loan.used to repay the loan.

(iii)(iii) Formal credit can fulfil  Formal credit can fulfil various needs of the peoplevarious needs of the people
through providing cheap and affordable credit.through providing cheap and affordable credit.

2 + 3 = 52 + 3 = 5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012]2012]

UU Q. Q. 7.7. Why is it necessary for banks and cooperatives toWhy is it necessary for banks and cooperatives to
increase their lending in rural areas ? Explain.increase their lending in rural areas ? Explain.

[Board Term–II, 2015, Set 1, 3, [Board Term–II, 2015, Set 1, 3, 2012]2012]

  Ans.  Ans. Necessity for the banks and cooperative societiesNecessity for the banks and cooperative societies
to increase their lending facilities in rural areas :to increase their lending facilities in rural areas :

(i)(i) Dependence on informal sources of credit reduces. Dependence on informal sources of credit reduces.

(ii)(ii) To  To provide more loan facilities to rural households.provide more loan facilities to rural households.

(iii)(iii) To save rural people from exploitation. To save rural people from exploitation.

(iv)(iv) It is important that the formal credit is  It is important that the formal credit is distributeddistributed
more equally so that the poor more equally so that the poor can benefit from thecan benefit from the
cheaper loans.cheaper loans.

(v)(v)  The bank and the cooperative societies have to  The bank and the cooperative societies have to
increase the lending facilities to improve theincrease the lending facilities to improve the

livelihood of the people in livelihood of the people in the rural areas.the rural areas.

1 × 5 = 51 × 5 = 5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012]2012]

UU Q. Q. 8.8. “Most of the poor households are still depend-“Most of the poor households are still depend-
ent on informal sources of credit.’’ Explain theent on informal sources of credit.’’ Explain the

statement.statement. [Board Term-II, 2012][Board Term-II, 2012]

Ans.Ans. (i)(i) Banks are not present everywhere in rural India, Banks are not present everywhere in rural India,
whereas informal sources are easily available in whereas informal sources are easily available in allall
villages.villages.

(ii)(ii) Getting a loan from a bank is much more difficult Getting a loan from a bank is much more difficult
for poor people than taking a loan from thefor poor people than taking a loan from the
informal resources, because bank loans requireinformal resources, because bank loans require
proper documents and collaterals.proper documents and collaterals.

  (iii)  (iii)  Moneylenders provide loan to the poor people  Moneylenders provide loan to the poor people
without any collateral.without any collateral.

(iv)(iv) Formal sources provide loan only for productive Formal sources provide loan only for productive
purposes, whereas the informal sources providepurposes, whereas the informal sources provide
credit for productive and non-productivecredit for productive and non-productive
purposes.purposes.
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(v)(v) Other informal sources of credit are friends and Other informal sources of credit are friends and
relatives, or traders and landlords, who knowrelatives, or traders and landlords, who know
the borrowers personally and therefore do notthe borrowers personally and therefore do not
demand collateral.demand collateral. 1 × 5 = 51 × 5 = 5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012]2012]

AA Q. Q. 9.9. Describe the vital and positive role of credit withDescribe the vital and positive role of credit with
examples.examples.

[Board [Board TTerm-IIerm-II, , Delhi Delhi (Set-I, (Set-I, II, II, III) III) 2016]2016]

OROR

What is credit ? How does credit play a vital andWhat is credit ? How does credit play a vital and
positive role ? Explain with an positive role ? Explain with an example.example.

[Board [Board TTerm-IIerm-II, , Foreign Foreign (Set-I) (Set-I) 2015]2015]

  Ans.  Ans. ‘Credit’ refers ‘Credit’ refers to an to an agreement in agreement in which thewhich the
lender supplies the borrower with money, goodslender supplies the borrower with money, goods
or services in return for the promise of futureor services in return for the promise of future
payment.payment.

Credit plays a vital and positive role as Credit plays a vital and positive role as ::

(i)(i) Credit helps people from all walks of life in  Credit helps people from all walks of life in settingsetting
up their business, increase their income andup their business, increase their income and
support their families.support their families.

  (ii)  (ii) To some people loan helps a lot in constructing To some people loan helps a lot in constructing
their houses and get relief from monthly their houses and get relief from monthly rent.rent.

(iii)(iii) To others it helps a lot  To others it helps a lot in raising their standards.in raising their standards.

(iv)(iv) Example of Salim :Example of Salim : The credit helps him and he is The credit helps him and he is
able to increase his earnings.able to increase his earnings. 1 + 4 = 51 + 4 = 5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015]2015]

RR  Q. 10. Q. 10. How do banks mediate between those who haveHow do banks mediate between those who have
surplus money and those who need money ?surplus money and those who need money ?

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, (Set-29/(Set-29/A1) A1) 2011]2011]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) Banks keep small proportion of their deposit Banks keep small proportion of their deposit asas
cash with themselves.cash with themselves.

  (ii)  (ii) Major portion of Major portion of deposit is used deposit is used for extendingfor extending

loans.loans.
  (iii)  (iii) The The banks banks mediate mediate between between depositors depositors andand

 borrowers in this way. borrowers in this way.
  (iv)  (iv)  They charge high rate of interest on loans than  They charge high rate of interest on loans than

what they offer on deposits.what they offer on deposits. 1¼ × 4 = 51¼ × 4 = 5
[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2011]2011]

qqqqqq
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SyllabusSyllabus

 Production across countries, Foreign trade and interaction of markets. Production across countries, Foreign trade and interaction of markets.

 What is Globalization Factors, WTO, Impact, Fair Globalization. What is Globalization Factors, WTO, Impact, Fair Globalization.

TOPIC-1TOPIC-1
GlobalisationGlobalisation

Quick Review Quick Review 

  Globalisation means integrating or interconnecting the economy of a  Globalisation means integrating or interconnecting the economy of a

country with the economies of other countries under conditions of freecountry with the economies of other countries under conditions of free

flow of trade, services, technology, capital and movement of people acrossflow of trade, services, technology, capital and movement of people across

international borders.international borders.

 Integration of markets Integration of markets in different countries in different countries is known as foreign is known as foreign trade.trade.

 Planning Commission in India has Planning Commission in India has laid emphasis on tlaid emphasis on the development ofhe development of

foreign trade in the five year plans due to the following reasons.foreign trade in the five year plans due to the following reasons.

(i)(i) A country can make efficient use of its natural resources.A country can make efficient use of its natural resources.

  (ii)  (ii) It can export its surplus production.It can export its surplus production.

  (iii)  (iii) Further, through effective regularisation of foreign trade, employment, output, prices and industrialisation;Further, through effective regularisation of foreign trade, employment, output, prices and industrialisation;

economic development of a country can properly accelerate.economic development of a country can properly accelerate.

 Investment made Investment made by Multinational by Multinational Corporations (MNCs) is calleCorporations (MNCs) is called foreign investmed foreign investment.nt.

 MNCs are playing a major role in the process of MNCs are playing a major role in the process of rapid integration or interconnection between countries. Nowrapid integration or interconnection between countries. Now

more regions of the world are in closer contact with each other than a few decades back.more regions of the world are in closer contact with each other than a few decades back.

 MNCs play an important role in the Indian eMNCs play an important role in the Indian economy by setting up production jointly with some of the localconomy by setting up production jointly with some of the local

companies.companies. For exampleFor example  : MNCs can provide money for additional investments like buying new machines for  : MNCs can provide money for additional investments like buying new machines for

faster production. faster production. TTake anotherake another exampleexample—Cargill Foods, a very large American MNC, has bought smaller Indian—Cargill Foods, a very large American MNC, has bought smaller Indian

companies such as Parakh Foods.companies such as Parakh Foods.

 Rapid improvement in information and communication Rapid improvement in information and communication technology has been one major technology has been one major factor that has stimulatefactor that has stimulatedd

the globalisation process. Tthe globalisation process. To access information o access information instantly and to communicate from instantly and to communicate from remote areas, devices such asremote areas, devices such as

telephones, mobiles and computers are vertelephones, mobiles and computers are very useful. Furthery useful. Further, it has played a m, it has played a major role in spreading oajor role in spreading out productionut production

of services across countries.of services across countries.

TOPIC - 1TOPIC - 1

Globalisation ....Globalisation .... P. 329P. 329

TOPIC - 2TOPIC - 2

Globalisation and its ImpactGlobalisation and its Impact

  ....  .... P. 334P. 334

TOPIC - 3TOPIC - 3

Challenges and Factors thatChallenges and Factors that
Enabled Globalisation ....Enabled Globalisation .... P. 337P. 337
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FlowchartFlowchart

ProsPros

Productivity grows more quickly when countriesProductivity grows more quickly when countries
produce goods and services in which they have aproduce goods and services in which they have a
compcomparaarativtivee advadvantantageage.. LivLivinging stastandandardsrds cangocango upup
faster.faster.

GlobGlobalal compcompetietitiotionn andand checheapap impimportskeeportskeep aa lidlid onon
pricesprices, , so inflaso inflation is letion is less likess likely ly to deraito derail economl economicic
growth.growth.

An opeAn open econ economy snomy spurs ipurs innovnnovatiation on witwith h frefreshsh
ideasfromabroad.ideasfromabroad.

ExpExportjobsortjobs oftoftenen paymorepaymore thathann othotherer jobsjobs.. ServService ice and and whiwhite-te-colcollar lar jobjobs s are are incincreareasinsinglygly
vulnevulnerabletorableto operatoperationsions movingoffshore.movingoffshore.

ConsCons

Millions of Americans have lost jobs due to importsMillions of Americans have lost jobs due to imports
or or proproduductctioion n shshififts ts ababroaroad. d. MoMost st fifind nd neneww
 jobs—that jobs—that paypay less.less.

U.SU.S. .  ememplployeoyees es cacan n loslose e ththeieir r cocompampararatitiveve
advaadvantagntage e whewhen n compcompanieanies s builbuild d advaadvancednced
factories in low-wage countries, making them asfactories in low-wage countries, making them as
productiveasthoseathome.productiveasthoseathome.

MilMilliolionsns ofof othothersers feafearr losilosingng thetheirir jobjobs,s, espespecieciallallyy atat
thothose se compcompanianies es opeoperatirating ng undunder er compcompetietitivtivee
pressure.pressure.

Workers, face pay-cut demands from employers,Workers, face pay-cut demands from employers,
whichoftenthreatentoexportjobs.whichoftenthreatentoexportjobs.

Unfettered capital flows give the U.S. access toUnfettered capital flows give the U.S. access to
foreigforeignn invesinvestmentandtmentand keepinterestrateskeepinterestrates lowlow..

Pros & Cons of GlobalizationPros & Cons of Globalization

Know the TermsKnow the Terms
 Globalisation :Globalisation : It means integrating the economy of a It means integrating the economy of a country with the economies of country with the economies of other countries.other countries.

 Planning Commission :Planning Commission : A commission delegated to A commission delegated to propose plans for future activities and developments.propose plans for future activities and developments.

 Multinational Corporations (MNCs) :Multinational Corporations (MNCs) : An enterprise operating in several countries but managed from oneAn enterprise operating in several countries but managed from one
(home) country. Generally, any company or group that derives a quarter of its revenue from operations outside(home) country. Generally, any company or group that derives a quarter of its revenue from operations outside
of its home country is considered a multinational corporation.of its home country is considered a multinational corporation.

Know the LinksKnow the Links
 www.tutor2u.net/business/external/globalisation_multinationals.htmwww.tutor2u.net/business/external/globalisation_multinationals.htm

 mnc-n-globalisation.blogspot.com/2009/12/mncs-and-globalisation.htmlmnc-n-globalisation.blogspot.com/2009/12/mncs-and-globalisation.html

 www.powershow.com/view/39321-N2E5N/Globalizationwww.powershow.com/view/39321-N2E5N/Globalization

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. What is the meaning of ‘Investment’?What is the meaning of ‘Investment’?
[Board T[Board Term–II, erm–II, (Set-II), 2015](Set-II), 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. The money that is spent to buy assets such as land, The money that is spent to buy assets such as land,
 building,  building, machines and machines and other equipments other equipments is calledis called
investment.investment. 11

UU Q. Q. 2.2. What is ‘Foreign Investment’?What is ‘Foreign Investment’?

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, (Set-KCG34U9), (Set-KCG34U9), 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans. Investment made Investment made by the by the MNCs MNCs from from foreignforeign
countries is called foreign investment.countries is called foreign investment. 11

AA Q. Q. 3.3. What attracts the Foreign investment ?What attracts the Foreign investment ?
[Board [Board TTerm-erm-II, II, (Set-TCJQ6VD), (Set-TCJQ6VD), 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans. Infrastructural facilities. Infrastructural facilities.

AA Q. Q. 4.4. Why do MNCs Set-up their offices and factoriesWhy do MNCs Set-up their offices and factories
in those regions where they get cheap labourin those regions where they get cheap labour
and other resources ?and other resources ?

[Board T[Board Term-II, Outside Delhi erm-II, Outside Delhi (Set-I, II, III) 2016](Set-I, II, III) 2016]
Ans. BecauAns. Because of se of ::

(i) Low cost of production.(i) Low cost of production.

(ii) (ii) They They can can earn earn greater greater profits.profits. (Any one) 1(Any one) 1
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AA Q. Q. 5.5. Amit is using his money to buy assets like house,Amit is using his money to buy assets like house,
commercial land and machines. Write what is hecommercial land and machines. Write what is he
actually doing ?actually doing ? [Board SQP-2016][Board SQP-2016]

  Ans.  Ans. He is investing his money with a hope of earning He is investing his money with a hope of earning
profits from these assets.profits from these assets. 11

AA Q. Q. 6.6. Why had the Indian Government put barrier toWhy had the Indian Government put barrier to
foreign trade and foreign investment after inde-foreign trade and foreign investment after inde-
pendence ?pendence ?

[Board T[Board Term-II, 2015, Delhi erm-II, 2015, Delhi Set-I, II, III]Set-I, II, III]

  Ans.  Ans. The protect the producers within the country from The protect the producers within the country from
foreign competition.foreign competition. 11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. How have our markets been transformed ?How have our markets been transformed ?
Explain with examples.Explain with examples.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, (Foreign (Foreign Set-II), Set-II), 2016]2016]
OROR

In recent years how our markets have beenIn recent years how our markets have been
transformed ? Explain with examples.transformed ? Explain with examples.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, (Delhi (Delhi Set-I, Set-I, II, II, III), III), 2015]2015]

Ans. Transformation of our markets :Ans. Transformation of our markets :
(i)(i)  There is relatively a wide choice of goods and  There is relatively a wide choice of goods and

services before us in the market.services before us in the market.
The latest models of digital cameras, mobileThe latest models of digital cameras, mobile
phones and televisions made by the leadingphones and televisions made by the leading
manufactures of the world are within our reach.manufactures of the world are within our reach.

  (ii)  (ii)  Every season new model of automobile can be  Every season new model of automobile can be
seen on Indian roads and the Indian are buyingseen on Indian roads and the Indian are buying
vehicles produced by the top companies of thevehicles produced by the top companies of the
world.world.

  (iii)  (iii) A similar explosion A similar explosion of brands can of brands can be seen forbe seen for
many other goods : from shirts to televisions tomany other goods : from shirts to televisions to
processed fruit juices.processed fruit juices. 1×3=31×3=3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015]2015]

UU Q. Q. 2.2. Explain by giving examples that MultinationalExplain by giving examples that Multinational
Corporations (MNCs) are spreading their pro-Corporations (MNCs) are spreading their pro-
ductions in different ways.ductions in different ways.

[Board T[Board Term-II, (Outside erm-II, (Outside Delhi Set-II), 2016]Delhi Set-II), 2016]
OROR

Explain any Explain any three three ways ways in in which Multinationalwhich Multinational
Companies have spread their production andCompanies have spread their production and
interaction with local producers in various countriesinteraction with local producers in various countries
across the globe.across the globe. [Board Term-II, (Set-2080), 2012][Board Term-II, (Set-2080), 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. Multinational Corporations are spreading theirMultinational Corporations are spreading their
productions in different ways :productions in different ways :

(i)(i) By setting up partnership with local companies. By setting up partnership with local companies.
(ii)(ii) By placing By placing orders with orders with local local companies.companies. ForFor

exampleexample, garments, footwear, sports items etc., garments, footwear, sports items etc.
(iii)(iii) By closely competing with the local  By closely competing with the local companies.companies.
(iv)(iv) By buying local companies. To take an example, By buying local companies. To take an example,

Cargill foods, a very large American MNCs hasCargill foods, a very large American MNCs has
 bought  bought over over smaller smaller Indian Indian companies companies suchsuch
as Parakh foods. Parakh food had built a largeas Parakh foods. Parakh food had built a large
marketing network in various part of India,marketing network in various part of India,
where its brand was well-reputed.where its brand was well-reputed.

(Any (Any three) three) 1×3=31×3=3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016]2016]

UU Q. Q. 3.3. Explain any three ways in which MNCs controlExplain any three ways in which MNCs control
production in other countries.production in other countries.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, 2014]2014]
OROR

How do MNC manage to keep the cost of productionHow do MNC manage to keep the cost of production
of their goods low ? Explain with examples.of their goods low ? Explain with examples.

[Board Term-II, Delhi Set-III, 2013][Board Term-II, Delhi Set-III, 2013]

OROR
Explain the various ways in which MultinationalExplain the various ways in which Multinational
Corporations Set-up or control production in otherCorporations Set-up or control production in other
countries.countries. [Board T[Board Term-II, Set-68006, erm-II, Set-68006, 2012]2012]

  Ans.  Ans. Refer to Ans. of Q. 2. Long Ans Type Questions. Refer to Ans. of Q. 2. Long Ans Type Questions.
(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

RR Q. Q. 4.4. How do the MNCs help in the growth of localHow do the MNCs help in the growth of local

companies ?companies ? [Board T[Board Term-II, (OD erm-II, (OD Set-I), 2013]Set-I), 2013]

  Ans.  Ans. MNCs help in the growth of local companies as :MNCs help in the growth of local companies as :

(i)(i) MNCs MNCs are are spreading spreading their their production production andand
interacting with local producers in variousinteracting with local producers in various
countries across the globe.countries across the globe.

(ii)(ii) By setting up partnerships with local companies. By setting up partnerships with local companies.

(iii)(iii) By using the local companies  By using the local companies for supply.for supply.

  (iv)  (iv) By closely competing with the local companies or By closely competing with the local companies or
 buying them. buying them. (Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme Scheme 2013]2013]

RR Q. Q. 5.5. Where do MNCs Set-up their production units ?Where do MNCs Set-up their production units ?
Explain.Explain. [Board T[Board Term-II, (Set-2076), erm-II, (Set-2076), 2012]2012]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) MNCs Set-up production units at such a place MNCs Set-up production units at such a place
where they can produce their goods at a minimwhere they can produce their goods at a minimumum
cost.cost.

  (ii)  (ii) The place where markets are closer. The place where markets are closer.
  (iii)  (iii)  The place where skilled and unskilled labour is  The place where skilled and unskilled labour is

available at low cost.available at low cost.
  (iv)  (iv) Other factors of production are assured. Other factors of production are assured.

(v)(v) Government policies are favourable. Government policies are favourable.
(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012]2012]

AA Q. Q. 6.6. Enumerate any three features of MultinationalEnumerate any three features of Multinational
Corporations.Corporations. [Board Term–II, 2011][Board Term–II, 2011]

  Ans.  Ans. Multinational Multinational corporation corporation (MNCs) (MNCs) are are thethe
companies that owns or controls the productioncompanies that owns or controls the production
of their goods in more than one country.of their goods in more than one country.
The The main main features features of of MNCs MNCs are are ::

(i)(i)  They Set-up their factories and offices in more  They Set-up their factories and offices in more
than one country.than one country.

  (ii)  (ii) They Set-up They Set-up their units their units where the where the cost cost ofof
production is low and higher profits can beproduction is low and higher profits can be
earned.earned.

  (iii)  (iii) They set up their units  They set up their units where they can get cheapwhere they can get cheap
labour and other resources.labour and other resources.

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2011] 3[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2011] 3

AA Q. Q. 7.7. Globalisation and greater competition amongGlobalisation and greater competition among
producers has been of advantage to consumers.”producers has been of advantage to consumers.”
 Justify the statement with examples. Justify the statement with examples.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, (Delhi (Delhi Set-III), Set-III), 2016]2016]
  Ans.  Ans. Refer to Ans. of Q. 4. Long Ans. Type Questions. Refer to Ans. of Q. 4. Long Ans. Type Questions.

(Any three) 3 × 1 = 3(Any three) 3 × 1 = 3
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AA Q. Q. 8.8. “A wide ranging choice of goods are available in“A wide ranging choice of goods are available in
the Indian markets.” Support the statement withthe Indian markets.” Support the statement with
examples in context of Globalisation.examples in context of Globalisation.

[Board T[Board Term -II, erm -II, (Delhi Set-II), 2016](Delhi Set-II), 2016]

  Ans.  Ans. A wide ranging choice of goods :A wide ranging choice of goods :

(i)(i)  We have a wide variety of goods and services  We have a wide variety of goods and services
 before us in the market. before us in the market.

(ii)(ii) The latest models of the digital cameras, mobile The latest models of the digital cameras, mobile
phones and televisions made by leadingphones and televisions made by leading
manufacturers of the world are available in themanufacturers of the world are available in the
market.market.

(iii)(iii) Every season, new models of automobiles can be Every season, new models of automobiles can be
seen on Indian roads.seen on Indian roads.

(iv)(iv) Today Indians Today Indians are buying are buying cars produced cars produced byby
nearly all the top companies in the nearly all the top companies in the world.world.

(v)(v) A similar explosion A similar explosion of brands can of brands can be seen forbe seen for
many other goods.(Any three)many other goods.(Any three) 1×3=31×3=3

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016]

UU Q. Q. 9.9. Explain with three examples how topExplain with three examples how top

Indian companies have been benefited fromIndian companies have been benefited from

Globalisation.Globalisation. [Board T[Board Term-II, erm-II, (Set-68001), 2012](Set-68001), 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. Several top Indian companies have been able toSeveral top Indian companies have been able to
 benefit from  benefit from Globalisation :Globalisation :

(i)(i) They have They have invested in invested in newer technology newer technology andand
production methods and raised their productionproduction methods and raised their production
standards.standards.

(ii)(ii) Some have gained from successful collaborations Some have gained from successful collaborations
with foreign companies.with foreign companies.

(iii)(iii) Globalisation Globalisation has has enabled enabled some some large large IndianIndian
companies to emerge as multinational themselves.companies to emerge as multinational themselves.

For example :For example : Tata Motors and Infosys. Tata Motors and Infosys. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme Scheme 2012]2012]

UU  Q. 10. Q. 10. What is Globalisation ? Explain.What is Globalisation ? Explain.

[Board Term-II, (Set-2076), 2012][Board Term-II, (Set-2076), 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  Globalisation is a process of rapid integration  Globalisation is a process of rapid integration
or interconnection between countries throughor interconnection between countries through
foreign trade and foreign investments byforeign trade and foreign investments by
multinational Corporations (MNcs).multinational Corporations (MNcs).

  (ii)  (ii) More and more goods and services, investments More and more goods and services, investments
and technology are moving between countries.and technology are moving between countries.

  (iii)  (iii) Globalisation is the integration between countries Globalisation is the integration between countries
through foreign trade and foreign investments bythrough foreign trade and foreign investments by
Multinational Companies (MNCs).Multinational Companies (MNCs). 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012]2012]

UU  Q. 11. Q. 11. How has Globalisation created newHow has Globalisation created new

opportunities for companies providing servicesopportunities for companies providing services

in India ? Explain.in India ? Explain.

[Board Term-II, (Set-68004), 2012][Board Term-II, (Set-68004), 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) Globalisation has created new opportunities for Globalisation has created new opportunities for
companies providing services particularly thosecompanies providing services particularly those
involving IT.involving IT.

  (ii)  (ii) The Indian company The Indian company producing a producing a magazine formagazine for
the London based company and call centres arethe London based company and call centres are
some examples.some examples.

  (iii)  (iii) Besides, a Besides, a host of host of services such services such as data as data entry,entry,
accounting, administrative tasks and engineeringaccounting, administrative tasks and engineering
are now being done cheaply in India and areare now being done cheaply in India and are
exported to the developed countries.exported to the developed countries. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012]2012]

UU  Q. 12. Q. 12. How can the benefits of globalisation be sharedHow can the benefits of globalisation be shared

 better ? Explain. better ? Explain.

[Board Term-II, (Set-68008), 2012][Board Term-II, (Set-68008), 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. The benefits of Globalisation can be shared betterThe benefits of Globalisation can be shared better
in the following ways :in the following ways :

(i)(i) The government policy must protect the interest, The government policy must protect the interest,
not only of the rich and the powerful, but of all thenot only of the rich and the powerful, but of all the
people in the country.people in the country.

(ii)(ii) The government can ensure that labour laws are The government can ensure that labour laws are
properly implemented and workers get theirproperly implemented and workers get their
rights.rights.

  (iii)  (iii)  It can support small producers to improve their  It can support small producers to improve their
performance till they become strong enough toperformance till they become strong enough to
compete.compete.

(iv)(iv) It can use trade and investment barriers. It can use trade and investment barriers.

(v)(v) It can negotiate at the WTO for ‘fairer rules’. It can negotiate at the WTO for ‘fairer rules’.

(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme Scheme 2012]2012]

RR  Q. 13. Q. 13. What is Globalization? How can the What is Globalization? How can the governmentgovernment
ensure fair Globalisation to its people ? ensure fair Globalisation to its people ? Give twoGive two
points.points. [Board Term-II, 2011][Board Term-II, 2011]

  Ans.  Ans. Globalisation means unification or intergration of Globalisation means unification or intergration of
the domestic economy with the world economythe domestic economy with the world economy
through trade, capital and technology flows.through trade, capital and technology flows.
Government can ensure fair globalisation to itsGovernment can ensure fair globalisation to its
people in the following ways :people in the following ways :

(i)(i) Government needs to care about the labour laws Government needs to care about the labour laws
so that workers get their rights and support smallso that workers get their rights and support small
producers to improve their performance.producers to improve their performance.

  (ii)  (ii) Government can Government can negotiate with negotiate with World World TradeTrade
Organisation for fairer rules and can alignOrganisation for fairer rules and can align
with developing countries to stand against thewith developing countries to stand against the
domination of developed countries.domination of developed countries. 1 + 2 = 31 + 2 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2011]2011]

AA  Q. 14. Q. 14. Should more Indian companies emerge asShould more Indian companies emerge as
MNCs ? How would it benefit the people in theMNCs ? How would it benefit the people in the
country ?country ? [Board Term–II, 2011][Board Term–II, 2011]

Ans.Ans. Yes, more Yes, more Indian companies Indian companies should emerge should emerge asas
MNCs.MNCs.

It would benefit the people in the country in theIt would benefit the people in the country in the
following ways :following ways :

(i)(i)  New job opportunities would be created by the  New job opportunities would be created by the
emergence of Indian companies as MNCs.emergence of Indian companies as MNCs.

  (ii)  (ii) Local companies that provide raw materials and Local companies that provide raw materials and
other services to these companies to get prospered.other services to these companies to get prospered.

  (iii)  (iii) It would also lead to rise in production standards, It would also lead to rise in production standards,
and improvement in the standard of living of theand improvement in the standard of living of the
people.people. ½ + 2½ = 3½ + 2½ = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2011]2011]
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Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. Describe any five factors that promote theDescribe any five factors that promote the
Multinational Corporations (MNCs) to Set-upMultinational Corporations (MNCs) to Set-up
their production units in a particular place.their production units in a particular place.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, (Foreign (Foreign Set-I, Set-I, II, II, III), III), 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans. Factors that promotes MNCs :Factors that promotes MNCs :

(i)(i) Close proximity to the market. Close proximity to the market.

(ii)(ii) Availability of skilled and unskilled labour at low Availability of skilled and unskilled labour at low
cost.cost.

  (iii)  (iii) Assured production. Assured production.

  (iv)  (iv) Governments liberalised policies. Governments liberalised policies.

(v)(v) Developed infrastructure. Developed infrastructure.

  (vi)  (vi) Safety measures. Safety measures. (Any five) 1×5=5(Any five) 1×5=5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016]2016]

UU Q. Q. 2.2. How are Multinational Corporations (MNCs)How are Multinational Corporations (MNCs)
controlling and spreading their productionscontrolling and spreading their productions
across the world ? Explain.across the world ? Explain.

[Board T[Board Term II, erm II, (Delhi Set-I), 2015](Delhi Set-I), 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. The Multinational Corporations (MNCs) areThe Multinational Corporations (MNCs) are
controlling and spreading their production acrosscontrolling and spreading their production across
the world in the following ways :the world in the following ways :

(i)(i) MNCs Set-up MNCs Set-up their production their production units units close toclose to
market.market.

(ii)(ii) MNCs Set-up production units jointly with local MNCs Set-up production units jointly with local
companies.companies.

  (iii)  (iii) They Set-up They Set-up units where units where there is there is skilled andskilled and
unskilled labour available at low cost.unskilled labour available at low cost.

  (iv)  (iv) Large MNCs in developed countries place orders Large MNCs in developed countries place orders
for productions with small producers.for productions with small producers.

(v)(v) They have tremendous power to determine price, They have tremendous power to determine price,
quality, delivery and labour conditions for distantquality, delivery and labour conditions for distant
producers.producers.

(vi)(vi) By purchasing local companies. By purchasing local companies.

(Any five) 1 × 5 = 5(Any five) 1 × 5 = 5

[CBSE Marking Scheme 2015][CBSE Marking Scheme 2015]

AA Q. Q. 3.3. What steps should be taken to make trade moreWhat steps should be taken to make trade more
fair between the countries ?fair between the countries ?

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, (Set-KCG34U9, (Set-KCG34U9, TCJQ6VD), TCJQ6VD), 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans. The following steps should be taken :The following steps should be taken :

(i)(i) Before imposing Before imposing trade barrier trade barrier interest of interest of thethe
developing countries should be taken care.developing countries should be taken care.

  (ii)  (ii) Rules and regulations should be unifo Rules and regulations should be uniform.rm.

  (iii)  (iii) Ensure that the developed countries do not retain Ensure that the developed countries do not retain
trade barriers unfairly.trade barriers unfairly.

  (iv)  (iv) Labour laws should be implemented properly. Labour laws should be implemented properly.

(v)(v) Small producers should be supported to improve Small producers should be supported to improve
their performance till they become strong enoughtheir performance till they become strong enough
to compete.to compete. 1×5=51×5=5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016]2016]

AA Q. Q. 4.4. “Globalisation and greater competition among“Globalisation and greater competition among
producers has been advantageous to consumers.”producers has been advantageous to consumers.”
Support the statement with examples.Support the statement with examples.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, (OD (OD Set-I, Set-I, II, II, III), III), 2015]2015]

  Ans.  Ans. Globalisation and greater competition amongGlobalisation and greater competition among
producers has been advantageous to consumers :producers has been advantageous to consumers :

(i)(i) Globalization Globalization and and greater greater competition competition amongamong
producers both local and foreign has been ofproducers both local and foreign has been of
advantageous to consumers, particularly the welladvantageous to consumers, particularly the well
off sections of urban areas.off sections of urban areas.

(ii)(ii) There is There is greater choice greater choice before these before these consumersconsumers
who now enjoy improved quality and lower priceswho now enjoy improved quality and lower prices
for several products.for several products.

(iii)(iii) People enjoy higher standards of living. People enjoy higher standards of living.

(iv)(iv) But the But the impact of impact of globalisation has globalisation has not beennot been
uniform among producers and workers.uniform among producers and workers.

(v)(v)  Services of the top Indian companies have been  Services of the top Indian companies have been
able to benefit from the increased competition.able to benefit from the increased competition.

(vi)(vi) They have They have invested in invested in newer technology newer technology andand
production methods and raised their productionproduction methods and raised their production
standards.standards.

(vii)(vii) Wide ranging choice of goods in our markets is a Wide ranging choice of goods in our markets is a
recent phenomenon and have brought changes inrecent phenomenon and have brought changes in
lives of people.lives of people. (Any five) 1 × 5 = 5(Any five) 1 × 5 = 5

[CBSE Marking Scheme 2015][CBSE Marking Scheme 2015]

UU Q. Q. 5.5. How has information and communicationHow has information and communication
technology stimulated globalisation process ?technology stimulated globalisation process ?
Explain with examples.Explain with examples. [Board Term-II, 2014][Board Term-II, 2014]

  Ans.  Ans. Rapid improvement in technology has stimulatedRapid improvement in technology has stimulated
the globalisation process :the globalisation process :

(i)(i) Transportation technology has made much faster Transportation technology has made much faster
delivery of goods across long distances possible atdelivery of goods across long distances possible at
lower costs.lower costs.

(ii)(ii) There are even more remarkable developments in There are even more remarkable developments in
information and communication technology.information and communication technology.

  (iii)  (iii) Telecommunication Telecommunication facilities facilities are are used used toto
contact one another around the world, to accesscontact one another around the world, to access
information instantly, and to communicate frominformation instantly, and to communicate from
remote areas.remote areas.

(iv)(iv) Through Through internet, one internet, one can can obtain obtain and and shareshare
information on almost anything. It also allows toinformation on almost anything. It also allows to
send e-mail and talk across the world at negligiblesend e-mail and talk across the world at negligible
costs.costs.

(v)(v) For example For example a news a news magazine published magazine published forfor
London readers is to be designed and printed inLondon readers is to be designed and printed in
Delhi. The text of the magazine is sent throughDelhi. The text of the magazine is sent through
Internet to the Delhi office. The designers inInternet to the Delhi office. The designers in
the Delhi office get orders on how to designthe Delhi office get orders on how to design
the magazine from the office in London usingthe magazine from the office in London using
telecommunication facilities. The designing istelecommunication facilities. The designing is
done on a computer. After printing, the magazinesdone on a computer. After printing, the magazines
are sent by air to London.are sent by air to London.

Even the payment of money for designing andEven the payment of money for designing and
printing from a bank in London to a bank in Delhiprinting from a bank in London to a bank in Delhi
is done instantly through the Internet.is done instantly through the Internet. 1 × 5 = 51 × 5 = 5

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2014][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2014]

UU Q. Q. 6.6. Explain the role of Multinational CorporationsExplain the role of Multinational Corporations
in the globalisation process.in the globalisation process.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, (OD (OD Set-I), Set-I), 2014]2014]
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  Ans.  Ans. MNCs play an important role in the globalisation MNCs play an important role in the globalisation
process.process.

(i)(i) MNCs control MNCs control production iproduction in more n more than onethan one
country.country.

  (ii)  (ii) They compete with They compete with the local the local producers directlyproducers directly
even after being miles apart, thus integrating theeven after being miles apart, thus integrating the
markets.markets.

  (iii)  (iii)  Their working leads to exchange of investments  Their working leads to exchange of investments
and products which leads to interconnectionand products which leads to interconnection
 between diverse countries. between diverse countries.

Countries get linked when movement of goods,Countries get linked when movement of goods,
people, investment and services between differentpeople, investment and services between different

countries takes place. They can be linked ascountries takes place. They can be linked as
producers or consumers of same products or oneproducers or consumers of same products or one
can be a producer and the other consumer. Thecan be a producer and the other consumer. The
recent advancement in technology, transportrecent advancement in technology, transport
and communication systems has enhancedand communication systems has enhanced

globalisation.globalisation. [CBSE Marking Scheme, 2014] 5[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2014] 5

AA Q. Q. 7.7. ‘‘Globalisation has been advantageous to‘‘Globalisation has been advantageous to
consumers as well as to producers.’’ Support theconsumers as well as to producers.’’ Support the
statement with suitable examples.statement with suitable examples.

[Board [Board Term-II, Term-II, 2014]2014]

  Ans.  Ans. Globalisation has been advantageous to producersGlobalisation has been advantageous to producers
in the following ways :in the following ways :

(i)(i) The producers now have access to the international The producers now have access to the international
markets.markets.

  (ii)  (ii) Globalisation has also enabled free movement of Globalisation has also enabled free movement of
capital,capital, i.e.,i.e., via electronic transfers, etc. via electronic transfers, etc.

  (iii)  (iii) Globalisation Globalisation has has enabled enabled access access to to foreignforeign
investment in capital and technologyinvestment in capital and technology viavia Foreign Foreign
Direct Investment, etc.Direct Investment, etc.

Globalisation Globalisation has has been been advantageous advantageous toto
consumers in the following ways :consumers in the following ways :

(i)(i) Globalisation has led to employment generation, Globalisation has led to employment generation,
as a result, beneficial to the consumers.as a result, beneficial to the consumers.

  (ii)  (ii) Globalisation has Globalisation has also also given rise given rise to to intenseintense
competition due to opening up of markets tocompetition due to opening up of markets to
foreign companies. As a result, this has led to theforeign companies. As a result, this has led to the
increase in product quality and decrease in theincrease in product quality and decrease in the
prices of the products.prices of the products.

  (iii)  (iii) The consumers have benefited from the arrival of The consumers have benefited from the arrival of
MNCs as they have now larger choice in MNCs as they have now larger choice in the goodsthe goods
that are available to them in the market.that are available to them in the market.

[CBSE Marking Scheme 2014] 2½ + 2½ = 5[CBSE Marking Scheme 2014] 2½ + 2½ = 5

TOPIC-2TOPIC-2
Globalisation and its ImpactGlobalisation and its Impact

Quick Review Quick Review 

 Impact of globalisation on the country is manifold. This can Impact of globalisation on the country is manifold. This can be understood by these ebe understood by these examples.xamples.

 MNCs have increased their investment MNCs have increased their investment over the past 15 years, which is beneficial for theover the past 15 years, which is beneficial for them as well as for Indiansm as well as for Indians
also. This is because these MNCs provide employment oppoalso. This is because these MNCs provide employment opportunities to the masses and local companies rtunities to the masses and local companies supplyingsupplying

raw material to these industries have prospered. But globalisation has failed to solve the problem of povertyraw material to these industries have prospered. But globalisation has failed to solve the problem of poverty
and it has widened the gap between the rich and the poor. Only skilled and educated class has benefited fromand it has widened the gap between the rich and the poor. Only skilled and educated class has benefited from
globalisation.globalisation.

 There is a greater choice for consumerThere is a greater choice for consumers, with a variety of goods available at cheas, with a variety of goods available at cheap prices. Now they enjoy a muchp prices. Now they enjoy a much
higher standard of living.higher standard of living.

 Liberalisation of economy means Liberalisation of economy means to free it fto free it from direct or physical rom direct or physical controls imposed by the govecontrols imposed by the government. In otherrnment. In other
words, Removing barriers or restrictions set by the gwords, Removing barriers or restrictions set by the government is what is known overnment is what is known as liberalisation.as liberalisation.

 Let us see the effect of foreign trade through the eLet us see the effect of foreign trade through the example of Chinese toys in the Indian market. Chinese toysxample of Chinese toys in the Indian market. Chinese toys
have become more popular in the Indian market because of their cheaper prices and new designs. Now Indianhave become more popular in the Indian market because of their cheaper prices and new designs. Now Indian
 buyers have a gr buyers have a greater choice of toys eater choice of toys and at lower prices. Simultaneouslyand at lower prices. Simultaneously, Chinese toy mak, Chinese toy makers get the opportunityers get the opportunity
to expand business. On the other side, to expand business. On the other side, Indian toy makers face losses.Indian toy makers face losses.

 WWorld Torld Trade Organization (WTO) was started at the initiative of developed corade Organization (WTO) was started at the initiative of developed countries. The main objective ofuntries. The main objective of
the World Trade Organization is to liberalise international trade. At present, 164 countries (since July 2016) arethe World Trade Organization is to liberalise international trade. At present, 164 countries (since July 2016) are

members of the WTO.members of the WTO.

 At present, centAt present, central and state governments in India are taral and state governments in India are taking special steps to attract foreign companies to inveking special steps to attract foreign companies to investst

in India. For this, Special Economic Zones (SEZs) are being Set-up. Special Economic Zones have world classin India. For this, Special Economic Zones (SEZs) are being Set-up. Special Economic Zones have world class
facilities – electricity, telecommunication, broadband internet, roads, facilities – electricity, telecommunication, broadband internet, roads, transport, storage and recreational facilitiestransport, storage and recreational facilities
– to attract investment from MNCs and other com– to attract investment from MNCs and other companies.panies.
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Impact of GlobalisationImpact of Globalisation

PositivePositive   Negative  Negative

Know the TermsKnow the Terms
 MRTPA :MRTPA :  MRTPA stands for Monopolies and Restrictive Trade Practices Act. It was an act following the  MRTPA stands for Monopolies and Restrictive Trade Practices Act. It was an act following the

recommendations of Monopoly Inquiry Committee and recommendations of Monopoly Inquiry Committee and was passed in 1970.was passed in 1970.

 World Bank :World Bank : WWorld bank is orld bank is an international financial institution an international financial institution that extends financial assistance to their memberthat extends financial assistance to their member
countries for development purposes.countries for development purposes.

 Export Quotas :Export Quotas : It means the fixing of  It means the fixing of the maximum quantity of commodity that cthe maximum quantity of commodity that can be exported during a year.an be exported during a year.

 Import Quotas :Import Quotas : It means fixing of the maximum quantity of a commodity that can be imported during a yearIt means fixing of the maximum quantity of a commodity that can be imported during a year..

 Consumer :Consumer : An individual who buys products An individual who buys products or services for personal use and or services for personal use and not for manufacture or resale.not for manufacture or resale.

 Liberalisation of Economy :Liberalisation of Economy : It means to free it from direct oIt means to free it from direct or physical controls imposed by the r physical controls imposed by the government.government.

 World World TTrade Organizatirade Organization on (WTO) :(WTO) : It is the only global international It is the only global international organization dealing with the rules of organization dealing with the rules of tradetrade
 between nations. between nations.

 Special Economic Zones (SEZs) :Special Economic Zones (SEZs) : It is an area in which business and trade laws are different from rest of the It is an area in which business and trade laws are different from rest of the
countrycountry. These are located within a country. These are located within a country ’s national borders, and their aims include ’s national borders, and their aims include : increased trade, increased: increased trade, increased
investment, job creation and effective administration.investment, job creation and effective administration.

Know the LinksKnow the Links
 www.authorstream.com/...globalisation...ppt-powerpointwww.authorstream.com/...globalisation...ppt-powerpoint

  www.fibre2fashion.com/industry-article/8/.../impact-of-globalisation1.as  www.fibre2fashion.com/industry-article/8/.../impact-of-globalisation1.as

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. Why are MNCs setting their customer care cent-Why are MNCs setting their customer care cent-
ers in India ?ers in India ?

[Board Term-II, Set-WVIVSA5, 2015][Board Term-II, Set-WVIVSA5, 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. MNCs are setting up their customer care centers in MNCs are setting up their customer care centers in
India due to availability of cheap skilled labour andIndia due to availability of cheap skilled labour and
good English speaking people.good English speaking people. 11

UU Q. Q. 2.2. Due to which reason the latest models ofDue to which reason the latest models of
different items are available within our reach ?different items are available within our reach ?

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Foreign Foreign Set-I, Set-I, II, II, III, III, 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans. Due to Due to globalisation, the lglobalisation, the latest models of atest models of digitaldigital
camera, mobile phone, TV etc are available with us.camera, mobile phone, TV etc are available with us.

11

UU Q. Q. 3.3. How many countries are currently the membersHow many countries are currently the members
of the World Trade Organization (WTO) ?of the World Trade Organization (WTO) ?

  Ans.  Ans. It has 164 member countries as on  It has 164 member countries as on 29 July, 2016.29 July, 2016. 11

AA Q. Q. 4.4. In which year, the government started to removeIn which year, the government started to remove
 barriers on  barriers on foreign trade foreign trade and foreign and foreign investment.investment.

  Ans.  Ans. In 1991. In 1991. 11

AA Q. Q. 5.5. Why are the Chinese toys popular in the world ?Why are the Chinese toys popular in the world ?
  Ans.  Ans. Chinese toys are comparatively cheaper and have Chinese toys are comparatively cheaper and have

new designs. That is why they are popular in thenew designs. That is why they are popular in the
world.world. 11

AA Q. Q. 6.6. Name the organization which lay emphasisName the organization which lay emphasis
on liberalisation of foreign trade and foreignon liberalisation of foreign trade and foreign
investment in India.investment in India.

  Ans.  Ans. World Trade Organization (WTO). World Trade Organization (WTO). 11

AA Q. Q. 7.7. Where is the main Head Office of Where is the main Head Office of WTO ?WTO ?
  Ans.  Ans. Geneva-Switzerland. Geneva-Switzerland. 11
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Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. How does foreign trade integrate the markets ofHow does foreign trade integrate the markets of
different countries ? Explain with examples.different countries ? Explain with examples.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, (Foreign (Foreign Set-II), Set-II), 2016]2016]
OROR

“Foreign trade integrates the markets in different“Foreign trade integrates the markets in different
countries.” Support the statement with arguments.countries.” Support the statement with arguments.

[Board Term–II, (OD, Delhi Set-I, II, III), 2015][Board Term–II, (OD, Delhi Set-I, II, III), 2015]
OROR

How does foreign trade connect the markets ofHow does foreign trade connect the markets of
different countries ? Explain with example.different countries ? Explain with example.

[Board [Board TTerm-Ierm-II, I, 2014]2014]
OROR

Explain with an example how foreign trade leads toExplain with an example how foreign trade leads to
integration of markets across economies.integration of markets across economies.

[Board Term-II, 2012, 2016][Board Term-II, 2012, 2016]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) Through trade, goods can travel from one market Through trade, goods can travel from one market
to another.to another.

  (ii)  (ii) Choice of Choice of goods in goods in the markets rises the markets rises and pricesand prices
 become equal. become equal.

  (iii)  (iii) Producers compete closely with each other. Producers compete closely with each other. 1×3=31×3=3
[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2014]2014]

AA Q. 2.Q. 2. Describe any three ways in which countries canDescribe any three ways in which countries can
 be linked through globalisation. be linked through globalisation.

[Board Term-II, (Set-RKZQI05), 2015][Board Term-II, (Set-RKZQI05), 2015]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) By movement of goods. By movement of goods.
  (ii)  (ii) By movement of services. By movement of services.
  (iii)  (iii) By movement of investments. By movement of investments.
  (iv)  (iv) By movement of technology. By movement of technology.

(v)(v) By the movement of people between countries. By the movement of people between countries.
(Any (Any three) three) 1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015]

UU Q. Q. 3.3. “Foreign trade is an important component of“Foreign trade is an important component of
globalization”. Explain any three points in thisglobalization”. Explain any three points in this
regard.regard. [Board Term-II, (Set-WVIVSA5), 2015][Board Term-II, (Set-WVIVSA5), 2015]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i)  Foreign trade implies exchange of goods and  Foreign trade implies exchange of goods and
services across the countries.services across the countries.

  (ii)  (ii) It helps to expand the size of market for producers. It helps to expand the size of market for producers.
  (iii)  (iii) Producers and Producers and consumers can consumers can get commoditiesget commodities

produced in any part of the produced in any part of the world.world.
  (iv)  (iv) It works to  It works to integrate markets in different countries.integrate markets in different countries.

(Any (Any three) three) 1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33
[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015]

UU Q. Q. 4.4. How did ‘Cargill Foods’ become the largestHow did ‘Cargill Foods’ become the largest
producer of edible oils in India ? Explain.producer of edible oils in India ? Explain.

[Board [Board Term-II, Term-II, 2014]2014]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) Cargill foods is a very large American MNC. ItCargill foods is a very large American MNC. It
has bought over smaller Indian companies suchhas bought over smaller Indian companies such
as Parakh Foods and expanded the range of itsas Parakh Foods and expanded the range of its
production of edible oils in India.production of edible oils in India.

  (ii)  (ii) Parakh foods had built a large marketing network Parakh foods had built a large marketing network
in various parts of India. in various parts of India. Where its brand was well-Where its brand was well-
reputed. Also Parakh foods had four oil refineriesreputed. Also Parakh foods had four oil refineries
whose control has now shifted to Cargill. It haswhose control has now shifted to Cargill. It has
 become the largest producer of  become the largest producer of edible oils in India.edible oils in India.
It refines processes and markets various edible It refines processes and markets various edible oilsoils
for the food industry.for the food industry.

  (iii)  (iii) Many popular brands like Sweekar, Nature Fresh, Many popular brands like Sweekar, Nature Fresh,
and Gemini are part of Cargill Foods.and Gemini are part of Cargill Foods. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2014][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2014]

UU Q. Q. 5.5. Why did ‘Ford Motor Company’ want to Why did ‘Ford Motor Company’ want to developdevelop
Ford India as a component supplying base for itsFord India as a component supplying base for its
other plants across the globe ? Explain.other plants across the globe ? Explain.

[Board Term-II, 2014][Board Term-II, 2014]

  Ans.   Ans. Ford Motors want to Ford Motors want to develop Ford India as develop Ford India as aa
component supplying base for its other plantscomponent supplying base for its other plants
across the globe :across the globe :

(i)(i)  A number of local manufacturers are supplying  A number of local manufacturers are supplying
components to their Chennai plant and the MNCscomponents to their Chennai plant and the MNCs
feel that they can supply components to otherfeel that they can supply components to other
plants across the globe.plants across the globe.

  (ii)  (ii) Cost of labour and material is very low  Cost of labour and material is very low in India.in India.

  (iii)  (iii)  The components can be easily supplied to other  The components can be easily supplied to other
MNC car manufacturers in India and China.MNC car manufacturers in India and China.

1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3
[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2014][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2014]

RR Q. Q. 6.6. What are the Special Economic Zones (SEZs) ?What are the Special Economic Zones (SEZs) ?
Why is the government setting up SEZs Why is the government setting up SEZs ??

[Board [Board TTerm-IIerm-II, , 2012, 2012, 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans. SEZs or SEZs or Special Economic Special Economic Zones are Zones are industrialindustrial
areas with world class facilities.areas with world class facilities.

(i)(i) Companies who Set-up units in  Companies who Set-up units in SEZs are exemptedSEZs are exempted
from tax for 5 years.from tax for 5 years.

  (ii)  (ii) They are Set-up to attract foreign investment. They are Set-up to attract foreign investment.
1½ 1½ + + 1½ 1½ = = 33

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012]

AA Q. Q. 7.7. Describe the impact of globalisation on smallDescribe the impact of globalisation on small
producers.producers. [Board T[Board Term-II, (Set-II078) , erm-II, (Set-II078) , 2012 ]2012 ]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i)  Globalisation encourages competition. Big  Globalisation encourages competition. Big
industries and companies have been able toindustries and companies have been able to
compete, but the small producers were hit badly.compete, but the small producers were hit badly.

  (ii)  (ii) They could not They could not stand the competition stand the competition and hadand had
to shut down. Some industries like batteries,to shut down. Some industries like batteries,
capacitors, plastics, toys, tyres, dairy productscapacitors, plastics, toys, tyres, dairy products
and vegetable oils are the industries which haveand vegetable oils are the industries which have
suffered a lot.suffered a lot.

(iii)(iii) Due to this, a lot of people lost their jobs and faced Due to this, a lot of people lost their jobs and faced
unemployment.unemployment. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012]

UU Q. Q. 8.8. How globalisation has affected the lives of theHow globalisation has affected the lives of the
people ? Explain with any three examples.people ? Explain with any three examples.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, (Set-II079), (Set-II079), 2012]2012]

  Ans.  Ans. Effect of globalisation on the lives of people are :Effect of globalisation on the lives of people are :
(i)(i)  Increased their investment in industries such as  Increased their investment in industries such as

cell phones, automobiles, electronics, soft drinks,cell phones, automobiles, electronics, soft drinks,
fast food or services such as banking in urbanfast food or services such as banking in urban
areas.areas.

(ii)(ii) New jobs have been created. New jobs have been created.
  (iii)  (iii) Local companies supplying raw materials to these Local companies supplying raw materials to these

industries have prospered.industries have prospered.
  (iv)  (iv) Increased competition. Increased competition.
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(v)(v)  Several top Indian companies have been able to Several top Indian companies have been able to
 benefit from the increa benefit from the increased competition. They havesed competition. They have
invested in newer technology and productioninvested in newer technology and production
methods and raised their production standards.methods and raised their production standards.
Some have gained from successful collaborationsSome have gained from successful collaborations
with foreign companies.with foreign companies.

  (vi)  (vi) New opportunities for service such as data entry, New opportunities for service such as data entry,
accountinaccounting, g, administrative tasks, engineering areadministrative tasks, engineering are

now being done cheaply in countries such as Indianow being done cheaply in countries such as India

and are exported to the developed countries.and are exported to the developed countries.
(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012]

AA Q. Q. 9.9. Analyse any three impacts of globalization in In-Analyse any three impacts of globalization in In-
dia.dia. [Board Term-II, 2011][Board Term-II, 2011]

  Ans.  Ans. Refer to Ans. of Q. 2. Long  Refer to Ans. of Q. 2. Long Answer Type Questions.Answer Type Questions.

(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

AA  Q. 1. Q. 1. Describe the major problems created by theDescribe the major problems created by the
globalisation globalisation for for a a large large number number of of small small pro-pro-
ducers and workers.ducers and workers.

[Board T[Board Term-II, Foreign erm-II, Foreign Set-I, II, Set-I, II, III, 2016]III, 2016]

  Ans.  Ans. Globalisation for small producers and workers :Globalisation for small producers and workers :

(i)(i) It has It has led to led to widening of widening of income inequalitiesincome inequalities
among various countries.among various countries.

(ii)(ii) Workers jobs are no longer secure. Workers jobs are no longer secure.
(iii)(iii) Expansion of unorganized sector. Expansion of unorganized sector.
(iv)(iv) Small manufacturers have been hit hard due to Small manufacturers have been hit hard due to

severe competition.severe competition.
(v)(v) Several units have Several units have been shut been shut down renderingdown rendering

many workers jobless.many workers jobless.
(vi)(vi) Lives of workers are on the whims o Lives of workers are on the whims of employers.f employers.

(vii)(vii) Workers are denied their fair share of benefits. Workers are denied their fair share of benefits.
(Any five) 1×5= 5(Any five) 1×5= 5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016]2016]

AA Q. Q. 2.2. Describe the impacts of globalisation on IndianDescribe the impacts of globalisation on Indian
economy with examples.economy with examples.

[Board T[Board Term-II, Outside erm-II, Outside Delhi Set-I, Delhi Set-I, II, III]II, III]

  Ans.  Ans. Impacts of globalization on Indian economy :Impacts of globalization on Indian economy :

(i)(i) Higher standard of living in urban  Higher standard of living in urban areas.areas.

(ii)(ii) The The impact impact has has not not been been uniform uniform amongamong
producers and workers.producers and workers.

  (iii)  (iii) There is greater choice before the consumers who There is greater choice before the consumers who
now enjoy improved quality and lonow enjoy improved quality and lower prices forwer prices for
several products.several products.

(iv)(iv) MNCs have increased their investments in India MNCs have increased their investments in India
leading to more job opportunities.leading to more job opportunities.

(v)(v) Globalization has Globalization has enabled some enabled some large Indianlarge Indian
companies to emerge as MNCs themselves likecompanies to emerge as MNCs themselves like
Tata Motors, Infosys, Ranbaxy, Asian Paints etc.Tata Motors, Infosys, Ranbaxy, Asian Paints etc.

  (vi)  (vi) Globalisation has also created new opportunities Globalisation has also created new opportunities
for companies providing services particularlyfor companies providing services particularly
those involving IT(Information Technology).those involving IT(Information Technology).

For example :For example :  The Indian company producing  The Indian company producing
a magazine for the London based company anda magazine for the London based company and
call centers.call centers.

(vii)(vii) Local companies supply raw materials to foreign Local companies supply raw materials to foreign
industries and have prospered.industries and have prospered.

However, for a large number of producersHowever, for a large number of producers
and workers, globalisation has posed majorand workers, globalisation has posed major
challenges.challenges. (Any five) 1 × 5 = 5(Any five) 1 × 5 = 5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016]2016]

TOPIC-3TOPIC-3
Challenges and Factors that Enabled GlobalisationChallenges and Factors that Enabled Globalisation

Quick Review Quick Review 
 Globalisation and liberalisation Globalisation and liberalisation have posed major have posed major challenges for small challenges for small producers and workeproducers and workers.rs.

 Small manufacturers have been Small manufacturers have been hit hard due to competition. Several of hit hard due to competition. Several of the units have shut down rendering manythe units have shut down rendering many
workers jobless.workers jobless.

Around 20 millions of workers are employed in small industries. Because of growing competition, most employersAround 20 millions of workers are employed in small industries. Because of growing competition, most employers
these days prefer to employ workers flexiblythese days prefer to employ workers flexibly. This means that workers have no secure jo. This means that workers have no secure jobs. This can be explainedbs. This can be explained
with the help of an example : 35 year old Sushila got a job after searching for six months. She is a temporarywith the help of an example : 35 year old Sushila got a job after searching for six months. She is a temporary
workerworker. She did not . She did not get any benefit such as provident fund, get any benefit such as provident fund, medical allowance, bonus, etc.medical allowance, bonus, etc.
A A day day off off from from work work means means no no wage.wage.

 Competition among the garment exporters has allowed tCompetition among the garment exporters has allowed the MNCs to make large profits, but worhe MNCs to make large profits, but workers are deniedkers are denied
their fair share of benefits brought about by glotheir fair share of benefits brought about by globalisation.balisation.
The government can take steps to ensure that the benefits of globalisation reach everyone :The government can take steps to ensure that the benefits of globalisation reach everyone :

 Formulate labour laws tFormulate labour laws that are effective hat are effective and watertight to ensure and watertight to ensure rights of workers.rights of workers.
 Have policies to protect tHave policies to protect the interests of the small he interests of the small producers against the MNCs.producers against the MNCs.
 Erect barriers to protect the domestic economy from foreign trade and unfair competition from developeErect barriers to protect the domestic economy from foreign trade and unfair competition from developedd

countries.countries.

 Align with other developing countries to negotiate wAlign with other developing countries to negotiate with WTO to impose trade restrictions likith WTO to impose trade restrictions like imposition of tariffe imposition of tariff
and quotas.and quotas.
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 Factors that Factors that enabled enabled globalisation :globalisation : Globalisation means unification or integration of the domestic economy withGlobalisation means unification or integration of the domestic economy with
the world economy through trade, capital and technological flows. Factors that supported globalisation in Indiathe world economy through trade, capital and technological flows. Factors that supported globalisation in India
are as follows :are as follows :

  (i)  (i) Reduction of trade barriers with a view to Reduction of trade barriers with a view to allowing free flow of goods allowing free flow of goods to and from other countries.to and from other countries.

  (ii)  (ii) Involvement of various local producers with MNCs in various ways.Involvement of various local producers with MNCs in various ways.

  (iii)  (iii) Some of the large Indian companies like Tata Motors, Infosys (IT), Ranbaxy, Asian Paints etc. emerged asSome of the large Indian companies like Tata Motors, Infosys (IT), Ranbaxy, Asian Paints etc. emerged as
MNCs and start working MNCs and start working globallyglobally..

FlowchartFlowchart

Factors Enabling GlobalisationFactors Enabling Globalisation

Improvement inImprovement in
TransportationTransportation

ImprovementImprovement
in Informationin Information

and Technologyand Technology

LiberalizationLiberalization
and removaland removal

of trade barriersof trade barriers

Know the TermsKnow the Terms
 Provident Provident Fund Fund :: It is an employee benefit scheme generally prescribed by a statutory body of the government It is an employee benefit scheme generally prescribed by a statutory body of the government

which provides facilities to the employees of an organization with regard to medical assistance, retirement,which provides facilities to the employees of an organization with regard to medical assistance, retirement,
education of children, insurance support and housing.education of children, insurance support and housing.

 TTarifariff f :: A tax or duty to  A tax or duty to be paid on a particular class be paid on a particular class of imports or exports.of imports or exports.

 Labour Law :Labour Law : It is the body of laws, administrative rulings, and precedents which address the legal rights of, andIt is the body of laws, administrative rulings, and precedents which address the legal rights of, and
restrictions on, working people and their restrictions on, working people and their organizations. It is also called emploorganizations. It is also called employment lawyment law..

Know the LinksKnow the Links
 www.authorstream.com/...globalisation...ppt-powerpointwww.authorstream.com/...globalisation...ppt-powerpoint

  www.fibre2fashion.com/industry-article/8/.../impact-of-globalisation1.as  www.fibre2fashion.com/industry-article/8/.../impact-of-globalisation1.as

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionype Question 1 1 markmark

AA Q. Q. 1.1. Give one of the major factors that stimulated glo-Give one of the major factors that stimulated glo-

 balisation. balisation.

Ans.Ans. Technology. Technology. 11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. Elaborate any three disadvantages of Multi-Elaborate any three disadvantages of Multi-
national Corporations.national Corporations.

[Board Term-II, (Set-68012), 2012][Board Term-II, (Set-68012), 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. The disadvantages of MNCs are :The disadvantages of MNCs are :

(i)(i) Small Small manufacturers manufacturers like—batteries, like—batteries, capacitors,capacitors,
plastic toys, tyres, dairy products and vegetable oilplastic toys, tyres, dairy products and vegetable oil
were victims of competition.were victims of competition.

  (ii)  (ii) Closing Closing down down of of small small units units rendered manyrendered many
workers jobless.workers jobless.

(iii)(iii) Most employers prefer to employ workers ‘flexibly’, Most employers prefer to employ workers ‘flexibly’,
this means that workers jobs are no longer secure.this means that workers jobs are no longer secure.
Small Indian companies were hard hit because ofSmall Indian companies were hard hit because of
Government’s changed policies such as allowingGovernment’s changed policies such as allowing
import of the goods which were previously notimport of the goods which were previously not
allowed.allowed. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

UU Q. Q. 2.2. Explain the meaning of fair globalisation.Explain the meaning of fair globalisation.
[Board T[Board Term-II, (Set-2078), erm-II, (Set-2078), 2012]2012]

  Ans.  Ans. Fair globalisation would creat opportunities for all Fair globalisation would creat opportunities for all
and also ensures that the benefits of globalizationand also ensures that the benefits of globalization
are shared by all.are shared by all.

(i)(i) Government can play a major role in making this Government can play a major role in making this
possible. Its policies must protect the interest ofpossible. Its policies must protect the interest of
rich and poor both.rich and poor both.

  (ii)  (ii)  Labour laws are properly implemented and the  Labour laws are properly implemented and the
workers get their rights.workers get their rights.

  (iii)  (iii)  It can support small producers by putting some  It can support small producers by putting some
restrictions or barriers.restrictions or barriers.

  (iv)  (iv) It can negotiate at the WTO for fairer rules. It can negotiate at the WTO for fairer rules.

(Any (Any three) three) 1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012]
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Long Answer Type QuestionLong Answer Type Question 5 5 marksmarks

AA Q. Q. 1.1. “Fair globalisation would create opportunities for“Fair globalisation would create opportunities for
all and also ensure that benefits of globalisationall and also ensure that benefits of globalisation
are shared better.” Support the statement.are shared better.” Support the statement.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, 2015, 2015, Foreign Foreign Set-I, Set-I, II, II, III]III]

  Ans.  Ans. Fair globalisation create opportunities :Fair globalisation create opportunities :

If globalisation is not proving to be a fair deal. FairIf globalisation is not proving to be a fair deal. Fair

globalisation would create opportunities for allglobalisation would create opportunities for all
and also ensure that benefits of globalisation areand also ensure that benefits of globalisation are
shared better.shared better.

(i)(i) Government policies must protect the interests not Government policies must protect the interests not

only of the rich and powerful but of all the peopleonly of the rich and powerful but of all the people
in the country.in the country.

(ii)(ii) Government can Government can ensure that ensure that labour laws labour laws areare
properly implemented and the workers get theirproperly implemented and the workers get their
rights.rights.

(iii)(iii) Government can Government can support support small small producers producers toto
improve their performance till they become strongimprove their performance till they become strong
enough to compete.enough to compete.

(iv)(iv) If necessary the If necessary the government can government can use trade anduse trade and
investment barriers.investment barriers.

(v)(v) It can negotiate at the WTO for fairer rules. It can negotiate at the WTO for fairer rules.
(vi)(vi)  It can also align with other developing countries It can also align with other developing countries

with similar interests to fight against thewith similar interests to fight against the
domination of developed countries in the WTO.domination of developed countries in the WTO.

(Any (Any five) five) 1 1 × × 5 5 = = 55

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015]

High Order Thinking Skills (HOTS) QuestionsHigh Order Thinking Skills (HOTS) Questions

Q. 1.Q. 1. Differentiate between investment and foreignDifferentiate between investment and foreign
investment ?investment ?

[Board Term-II, (Delhi Set-I, II, III), 2016][Board Term-II, (Delhi Set-I, II, III), 2016]

  Ans.  Ans. The money The money that is that is spend to spend to buy assets (land,buy assets (land,
 building, machines and other equipments) is called building, machines and other equipments) is called
investment, while the investment made by theinvestment, while the investment made by the
MNC’s is called foreign investment.MNC’s is called foreign investment. 11

  Q. 2.  Q. 2. “Information and Communication technology has“Information and Communication technology has
played a major role in spreading out productionplayed a major role in spreading out production
of services across countries.” Justify the statementof services across countries.” Justify the statement
with examples.with examples.

[Board [Board Term-II, Term-II, (Foreign (Foreign Set-I), Set-I), 2016]2016]

OROR

Technology has stimulated the GlobalisationTechnology has stimulated the Globalisation
process.” Support the statement with examples.process.” Support the statement with examples.

[Board T[Board Term-II, (Foreign erm-II, (Foreign Set-I, II, III), Set-I, II, III), 2015]2015]

  Ans.  Ans. Refer  Refer to Ans. of to Ans. of Q. 5. Long Ans. Type Questions Q. 5. Long Ans. Type Questions ofof
Topic - 1.Topic - 1. (Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

  Q. 3.  Q. 3. Differentiate between Foreign Trade and ForeignDifferentiate between Foreign Trade and Foreign
Investment.Investment. [Board Term-II, (Set-TCJQ6VD), 2016][Board Term-II, (Set-TCJQ6VD), 2016]

  Ans.  Ans. Foreign Trade :Foreign Trade : The process of buying and sellingThe process of buying and selling
goods and services between two or more than twogoods and services between two or more than two
countries is known as Foreign Trade.countries is known as Foreign Trade.

Foreign Foreign Investment Investment ::  The investment made by  The investment made by
MNCs in foregin countries with the hope that theseMNCs in foregin countries with the hope that these
investments will earn them profits is called Foregininvestments will earn them profits is called Foregin
Investment.Investment. 1½ + 1½ = 31½ + 1½ = 3

  Q. 4.  Q. 4. The impact of globalisation has not been uniform.”The impact of globalisation has not been uniform.”
Demonstrate with the help of illustrations”.Demonstrate with the help of illustrations”.

[Board SQP 2016][Board SQP 2016]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i)  While globalisation has benefited well-  While globalisation has benefited well-
off consumers and also producers with skill,off consumers and also producers with skill,
education and wealth, many small producerseducation and wealth, many small producers
and workers have suffered as a result of and workers have suffered as a result of the risingthe rising
competition.competition.

  (ii)  (ii) Removal of trade barriers and liberlisation policies Removal of trade barriers and liberlisation policies
of the governments to facilitate globalisation haveof the governments to facilitate globalisation have
hit the local producers and hit the local producers and manufactures hard.manufactures hard.

  (iii)  (iii) Globalisation and Globalisation and the pressure the pressure of competitionof competition
have substantially changed the lives of workers.have substantially changed the lives of workers.
Faced with grow in competition, most employersFaced with grow in competition, most employers
these days prefer to employ workers ‘flexibly’.these days prefer to employ workers ‘flexibly’.
This means that workers’ jobs are no longerThis means that workers’ jobs are no longer
secure.secure.

Illustration Illustration :: Any one case—either from the text Any one case—either from the text
 book or beyond it book or beyond itee.. g  g . MNCs and Workers, MNCs. MNCs and Workers, MNCs
and Local Manufactures/industries, Withdrawaland Local Manufactures/industries, Withdrawal
of Subsidies etc.of Subsidies etc. 3 +2 =53 +2 =5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016]2016]

 Q. 5. Q. 5. ‘‘Barriers on foreign trade and foreign investment‘‘Barriers on foreign trade and foreign investment
were removed to a large extent in India since 1991.’’were removed to a large extent in India since 1991.’’
 Justify the statement. Justify the statement.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, (Delhi (Delhi Set-I), Set-I), 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans. Removal of barriers on foreign trade and Removal of barriers on foreign trade and foreignforeign
investment :investment :

(i)(i) Barriers on foreign trade and foreign investment Barriers on foreign trade and foreign investment
were partially removed.were partially removed.

(ii)(ii) Goods could be imported and  Goods could be imported and exported easily.exported easily.

  (iii)  (iii) Foreign companies Foreign companies could could Set-up factories Set-up factories andand
offices here.offices here.

(iv)(iv)  Indian producers got opportunities to compete  Indian producers got opportunities to compete
with producers around the globe.with producers around the globe.

(Any three) 1 ×3 =3(Any three) 1 ×3 =3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016]2016]
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  Q. 6.  Q. 6. Why had the Indian government put barriersWhy had the Indian government put barriers
to foreign trade and foreign investment afterto foreign trade and foreign investment after
independence ? Analyse the reasons.independence ? Analyse the reasons.

[Board T[Board Term-II, (Outside erm-II, (Outside Delhi Set-I), 2016]Delhi Set-I), 2016]
OROR

Why had Indian government put Why had Indian government put barriers to foreignbarriers to foreign
trade and foreign investment after independence ?trade and foreign investment after independence ?
Explain.Explain. [Board Term-II, 2014][Board Term-II, 2014]

  Ans.  Ans. Reasons for putting trade barriers to foreign tradeReasons for putting trade barriers to foreign trade
and investment by the Indian government afterand investment by the Indian government after
Independence are :Independence are :

(i)(i) To protect local producers and goods from foreign To protect local producers and goods from foreign
competition.competition.

  (ii)  (ii)  Industries needed protection so that they could  Industries needed protection so that they could
grow and develop in order to be ready to competegrow and develop in order to be ready to compete
with developed countries later on.with developed countries later on.

(iii)(iii) It imposed restrictions It imposed restrictions on the import on the import of certainof certain
goods.goods.

Reasons to remove barriers were :Reasons to remove barriers were :

(i)(i) To  To face competition and improve quality of productsface competition and improve quality of products..

(ii)(ii) To attract foreign investments. To attract foreign investments.

(iii)(iii) To place orders for production. To place orders for production. ½+ ½ = 3½+ ½ = 3

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2014][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2014]

 V Value Based Questionsalue Based Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

  Q. 1.  Q. 1. “World Trade Organization rules have forced the“World Trade Organization rules have forced the
developing countries to remove trade barriers.”developing countries to remove trade barriers.”
Explain the values hampered due to this.Explain the values hampered due to this.

[Board T[Board Term–II, erm–II, (Set-KCG34U9), 2016, 2012](Set-KCG34U9), 2016, 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. Values hampered due to this are :Values hampered due to this are :
(i)(i) Equal benefits and opportunities for all the people. Equal benefits and opportunities for all the people.

  (ii)  (ii) Equality. Equality.
  (iii)  (iii) Fair trade rules and practices. Fair trade rules and practices.

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016] 2016] 1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33

  Q. 2.  Q. 2. “Information and communication technology has“Information and communication technology has
played a major role in spreading out production ofplayed a major role in spreading out production of

services across countries.” Support the statementservices across countries.” Support the statement
with suitable examples.with suitable examples.

[Board T[Board Term-II, Set-2022, erm-II, Set-2022, 2012]2012]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) Telecommunication facilities are used to contact Telecommunication facilities are used to contact
and communicate and to access information.and communicate and to access information.

(ii)(ii) Internet includes Internet includes transfer of transfer of technology, moneytechnology, money
and capital across countries.and capital across countries.

  (iii)  (iii) Speedy transfer of information technology, money Speedy transfer of information technology, money
and capital integrate different countries of theand capital integrate different countries of the

world.world. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

qqqqqq
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SyllabusSyllabus
  Consumer Awareness : How consumer is exploited ? (one or two simple case studies); factors causing  Consumer Awareness : How consumer is exploited ? (one or two simple case studies); factors causing

exploitation of consumers; rise of consumer awareness; how a consumer should be in a market ? role ofexploitation of consumers; rise of consumer awareness; how a consumer should be in a market ? role of
 government in co government in consumer protection.nsumer protection.

TOPIC-1TOPIC-1
 Why Consumer Movements ? Why Consumer Movements ?

Quick Review Quick Review 
 Rules and regulations Rules and regulations are required are required to protect people to protect people who are in a who are in a weakweak

position. Consumers also need to be protected through legislationposition. Consumers also need to be protected through legislation
and action that ensure them their rights. Individual consumers areand action that ensure them their rights. Individual consumers are
often scattered and not united. This makes them easy targets foroften scattered and not united. This makes them easy targets for
unscrupulous elements to exploit.unscrupulous elements to exploit.

 Sellers usually refuse tSellers usually refuse to take any liability for o take any liability for goods once they are sold.goods once they are sold.
Consumers also get cheated when shopkeepers use incorrect weightsConsumers also get cheated when shopkeepers use incorrect weights
and measures, put extra charges in the bill, adulterate the foodstuffand measures, put extra charges in the bill, adulterate the foodstuff
that they intend to sell, sell defective goods, or sell goods that havethat they intend to sell, sell defective goods, or sell goods that have
expired.expired.

 Big companies can also manipulate consumers wBig companies can also manipulate consumers who are individual,ho are individual,
scattered and make small purchases. Big companies spend a lot ofscattered and make small purchases. Big companies spend a lot of
money on advertising to give out misleading information aboutmoney on advertising to give out misleading information about
their products. The consumer movement was born out of consumertheir products. The consumer movement was born out of consumer
dissatisfaction. Initially, consumers had no means, rules and regulations to address the malpractices ofdissatisfaction. Initially, consumers had no means, rules and regulations to address the malpractices of
manufacturers and sellers or if they were not pleased with a manufacturers and sellers or if they were not pleased with a product.product.

 In the post-independence period in India, there were rampant food shortages and adulteration. The firstIn the post-independence period in India, there were rampant food shortages and adulteration. The first
consumer’s forum was formed in the 1960s. Until the 1970s, the role of the consumer movement was limited toconsumer’s forum was formed in the 1960s. Until the 1970s, the role of the consumer movement was limited to
exhibiting and writing articles in magazines and exhibiting and writing articles in magazines and papers. Later consumer groups started looking papers. Later consumer groups started looking into malpracticesinto malpractices

 The movement got a boost from the UN GThe movement got a boost from the UN Guidelines for Consumer Protection formulated in 19uidelines for Consumer Protection formulated in 1985. In India, the85. In India, the
enactment of the Consumer Protection Act of 1986 popularly known as enactment of the Consumer Protection Act of 1986 popularly known as COPRA boosted the movement.COPRA boosted the movement.

 Consumers themselves have Consumers themselves have to come forward and fight for their to come forward and fight for their rights in consumer forums and courts.rights in consumer forums and courts.

FlowchartFlowchart

FactFactors gors giving iving birth tbirth too onsuonsumer momer movemenvement in Int in Indiadiacc

Unethical and unfair trade practiceUnethical and unfair trade practice

Rampant food shortageRampant food shortage

HoardingHoarding

Black MarketingBlack Marketing

Adulteration of foodAdulteration of food

TOPIC - 1TOPIC - 1

Why Consumer Movements ?Why Consumer Movements ?

  ....  .... P. 341P. 341

TOPIC - 2TOPIC - 2

Consumer Consumer Rights Rights ........ P. 343P. 343

TOPIC - 3TOPIC - 3

Strengthen Consumer MovementsStrengthen Consumer Movements

to Protect Consumer Rightsto Protect Consumer Rights

........ P. 348P. 348
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Know the TermsKnow the Terms
 Consumer Movement :Consumer Movement : Consumer movement is basically a social force which originated with the necessity ofConsumer movement is basically a social force which originated with the necessity of

protecting and promoting the interest of conprotecting and promoting the interest of consumers against unethical and unfair trade practices.sumers against unethical and unfair trade practices.

 Consumer Awareness :Consumer Awareness : Consumer’s understanding of their rights and the social and legal obligations of theConsumer’s understanding of their rights and the social and legal obligations of the
concerning available products and services being marketed and sold.concerning available products and services being marketed and sold.

 Adulteration :Adulteration : Adulteration usually refers to mixing an inferior and sometimes Adulteration usually refers to mixing an inferior and sometimes harmful quality with food or harmful quality with food or drinkdrink
intended to be sold. In other words, it is mixing something impure with something genuine.intended to be sold. In other words, it is mixing something impure with something genuine.

Know the LinksKnow the Links

 www.consumersinternational.org › Who we are › About us › CI at 50www.consumersinternational.org › Who we are › About us › CI at 50

 en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Consumer_movementen.wikipedia.org/wiki/Consumer_movement

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. What is adulteration ?What is adulteration ?
[Board Term-II, (Set-WVIVSA5) 2015][Board Term-II, (Set-WVIVSA5) 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. Adulteration is Adulteration is the process of the process of mixing pure mixing pure andand
impure products in order to attain profits. It causesimpure products in order to attain profits. It causes

financial and health loss to consumer.financial and health loss to consumer.

AA Q. Q. 2.2. Write any one objective of consumerWrite any one objective of consumer
awareness.awareness. [Board T[Board Term-II, (Set-RKZQI05) erm-II, (Set-RKZQI05) 2015]2015]

  Ans.  Ans. To save the To save the consumers from exploitation consumers from exploitation of theof the
producers.producers. 11

UU Q. Q. 3.3. What is the reason behind prosperity of theWhat is the reason behind prosperity of the
country?country? [Board Term-II (Set-RKZQI05) 2015][Board Term-II (Set-RKZQI05) 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. Countries that transform their raw materials into a Countries that transform their raw materials into a
wide variety of furnished goods of higher value arewide variety of furnished goods of higher value are
prosperous.prosperous. 11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. Describe the conditions in which markets do Describe the conditions in which markets do notnot
work in a fair manner.work in a fair manner. [Board Term-II, 2015,][Board Term-II, 2015,]

  Ans.  Ans. Conditions in which markets do not work in aConditions in which markets do not work in a
fair manner :fair manner :

(i)(i) When producers are few and powerful. When producers are few and powerful.
(ii)(ii) When consumers purchase in small amounts. When consumers purchase in small amounts.

(iii)(iii) When consumers are scattered. When consumers are scattered.
  (iv)  (iv) When When large large companies companies have have monopoly monopoly inin

production of goods as they have huge power ofproduction of goods as they have huge power of
wealth, and high influencing approach. and canwealth, and high influencing approach. and can
manipulate the market in various ways.manipulate the market in various ways.

(v)(v)  By passing on false information through media  By passing on false information through media
and other sources to attract the consumers.and other sources to attract the consumers.

(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3
[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015]2015]

AA Q. Q. 2.2. “Consumer awareness is essential to avoid“Consumer awareness is essential to avoid
exploitation in the market place.” Support theexploitation in the market place.” Support the

statement.statement. [Board Term-II, (Delhi Set-III), 2016][Board Term-II, (Delhi Set-III), 2016]

  Ans.  Ans. Consumer awareness to avoid exploitation:Consumer awareness to avoid exploitation:
Consumer awareness is essential to avoidConsumer awareness is essential to avoid
exploitation in the market place. Market do notexploitation in the market place. Market do not
work in a fair manner. Exploitation happens inwork in a fair manner. Exploitation happens in
various ways. Therefore, awareness is essential.various ways. Therefore, awareness is essential.
Certain details are given on the packing. When weCertain details are given on the packing. When we
 buy medicines, on the packets details are marked. buy medicines, on the packets details are marked.
Rules have been made so that the manufacturerRules have been made so that the manufacturer
displays the information. Consumers can complaindisplays the information. Consumers can complain
and ask for compensation or replacement ofand ask for compensation or replacement of
the product, if it proves to be defective in anythe product, if it proves to be defective in any
manner.manner. [CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016] 3[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016] 3

UU Q. Q. 3.3. How did consumer movement originate as aHow did consumer movement originate as a
‘social force’ in India ?‘social force’ in India ? [Board Term-II, 2014][Board Term-II, 2014]

OROR

Explain any three factors which gave birth to theExplain any three factors which gave birth to the
consumer movement in India.consumer movement in India.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, (Set-14(Set-14/B1) /B1) 2011]2011]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  In India, the consumer movement as a social  In India, the consumer movement as a social

force originated with the necessity of protectingforce originated with the necessity of protecting

and promoting the interest of consumers againstand promoting the interest of consumers against

unethical and unfair trade practices.unethical and unfair trade practices.

  (ii)  (ii) Rampant Rampant food food shortages, shortages, hoarding, hoarding, blackblack

marketing, adulteration; the malpractices ofmarketing, adulteration; the malpractices of

food and edible oil gave birth to the consumerfood and edible oil gave birth to the consumer

movement in an organized form in the 1960s.movement in an organized form in the 1960s.

  (iii)  (iii) Till Till the the 1970s, 1970s, consumer consumer organizations organizations werewere

largely engaged in writing articles and holdinglargely engaged in writing articles and holding

exhibitions.exhibitions.

They formed consumer groups to look intoThey formed consumer groups to look into
malpractices in ration shops.malpractices in ration shops. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2014]2014]

UU Q. Q. 4.4. How can a consumers’ movement be trulyHow can a consumers’ movement be truly
successful and effective ?successful and effective ?

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, (Set-TCJQ6VD) (Set-TCJQ6VD) 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans. Consumers‘ mConsumers‘ movement can ovement can be truly be truly successfulsuccessful
and effective when consumers will realizeand effective when consumers will realize
their role and importance. It is often said thattheir role and importance. It is often said that
consumer movements can be effective only withconsumer movements can be effective only with

the consumers‘ active involvement. It requiresthe consumers‘ active involvement. It requires
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a voluntary effort and struggle involving thea voluntary effort and struggle involving the
participation of one and all.participation of one and all. 33

RR Q. Q. 5.5. There are many rules and regulations regardingThere are many rules and regulations regarding
consumer protection but they are often notconsumer protection but they are often not

followed. Why ?followed. Why ? [Board Term-II 2012, 2016][Board Term-II 2012, 2016]

  Ans.  Ans. Causes :Causes :
(i)(i) Consumers purchase in small quantities and are Consumers purchase in small quantities and are

scattered.scattered.
  (ii)  (ii) Producers are few and powerful. Producers are few and powerful.
  (iv)  (iv) There is lack of adequate monitoring. Therefore There is lack of adequate monitoring. Therefore

rules and regulations are not followed.rules and regulations are not followed. 1 × 3 = 3 1 × 3 = 3
[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012]2012]

RR Q. Q. 6.6. Mention any three limitations of ConsumerMention any three limitations of Consumer
Movement.Movement. [Board Term-II, (Set-68039) 2012][Board Term-II, (Set-68039) 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. Limitation of Limitation of Consumer MovConsumer Movement ement ::

  (i)  (i) It is cumbersome, expensive and time-consuming.It is cumbersome, expensive and time-consuming.

(ii)(ii) Evidences are not easy to gather. Evidences are not easy to gather.

(iii)(iii) Existing laws are not clear. Existing laws are not clear.

(iv)(iv) Lack of consumer awareness. Lack of consumer awareness.

(v)(v) Rules and regulations are not clear. Rules and regulations are not clear.
(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012]2012]

Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. How does exploitation of consumers take placeHow does exploitation of consumers take place
in the market ? Explain with any in the market ? Explain with any five facts.five facts.

[Board Term-II, 2014][Board Term-II, 2014]

  Ans.  Ans. A consumer is said to be exploited when he/she A consumer is said to be exploited when he/she
is cheated by the producer or trader into buyingis cheated by the producer or trader into buying
lower quality or adulterated goods for morelower quality or adulterated goods for more
money.money.
A consumer can be exploited in the followingA consumer can be exploited in the following
ways :ways :

(i)(i) Shopkeepers weigh certain products lesser than Shopkeepers weigh certain products lesser than
they should. They may weigh only 7 kg andthey should. They may weigh only 7 kg and
charge money for 10 kg.charge money for 10 kg.

  (ii)  (ii) Sometimes traders add hidden charges. Sometimes traders add hidden charges.
  (iii)  (iii) The The shopkeeper shopkeeper may may sell sell defective defective and/orand/or

adulterated goods.adulterated goods.
  (iv)  (iv)  False information is given to attract consumers.  False information is given to attract consumers.

For example,For example, a company claimed that its powder a company claimed that its powder
milk was scientifically proven to be beneficial formilk was scientifically proven to be beneficial for
 babies and sold it in the market for years. babies and sold it in the market for years.
However, it was later discovered that those wereHowever, it was later discovered that those were
false claims and that the powder milk had neverfalse claims and that the powder milk had never
 been certified by experts. been certified by experts.

(v)(v) Traders and producTraders and producers might soers might sometimes hoardmetimes hoard
goods and create an artificial scarcity in thegoods and create an artificial scarcity in the
market and then sell those hoarded goods atmarket and then sell those hoarded goods at
higher prices.higher prices. [CBSE Marking Scheme, 2014] 5[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2014] 5

UU Q. Q. 2.2. Explain the factors which gave birth to theExplain the factors which gave birth to the
consumer movement in India.consumer movement in India.

[Board [Board TTerm-IIerm-II, , 2012]2012]

Ans. Ans. (i) (i) Unfair trade Unfair trade practices practices ::  Some traders and  Some traders and
shopkeepers indulge in unethical or unfair tradeshopkeepers indulge in unethical or unfair trade
practices. They cheat the customers by givingpractices. They cheat the customers by giving
them articles of substandard quality.them articles of substandard quality.
Duplicate items are also available in the marketDuplicate items are also available in the market
 but they  but they look so look so genuine that genuine that even wise even wise and cleverand clever
customers fail to differentiate them. Similarly,customers fail to differentiate them. Similarly,
underweighing tactics are very common amongunderweighing tactics are very common among
shopkeepers. They give less quantity but chargeshopkeepers. They give less quantity but charge
more than the actual.more than the actual.

(ii) (ii) Adulteration Adulteration and and impurity impurity :: It is also a commonIt is also a common
practice where manufacturers of ghee, oil, butterpractice where manufacturers of ghee, oil, butter
etc. resort to adulteration. These activities increaseetc. resort to adulteration. These activities increase
their profit margin causing loss to the customers.their profit margin causing loss to the customers.
Sometimes it proves very injurious to the healthSometimes it proves very injurious to the health
of the customers.of the customers.

(iii) (iii) Artificial Artificial scarcity scarcity :: Shortage of essential items in Shortage of essential items in
the market is the result of hoarding. In order to the market is the result of hoarding. In order to getget
more profit, certain unscrupulous traders resort tomore profit, certain unscrupulous traders resort to

hoarding of these goods thereby creating artificialhoarding of these goods thereby creating artificial
scarcity. After sometime they sell these productsscarcity. After sometime they sell these products
at higher prices.at higher prices.

(iv) (iv) False False or or incomplete incomplete information information :: At times false At times false
information is passed on through the media andinformation is passed on through the media and
through other methods to attract consumers.through other methods to attract consumers.
This activity causes monetary loss as well asThis activity causes monetary loss as well as
inconvenience to the consumers.inconvenience to the consumers. 1¼ × 4 = 51¼ × 4 = 5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012]2012]

TOPIC-2TOPIC-2
Consumer RightsConsumer Rights

Quick Review Quick Review 

 Consumer rights include the right to safetyConsumer rights include the right to safety, right to be informed, right to choose, right to seek redressal, right to, right to be informed, right to choose, right to seek redressal, right to

represent in consumer courts and right to represent in consumer courts and right to consumer education.consumer education.

 When producers sell any goods or services, it is their responsibility to ensure their safety for the consumerWhen producers sell any goods or services, it is their responsibility to ensure their safety for the consumer..

It is the right of the consumer to be offered only products that are safe. In case of any damage, the producerIt is the right of the consumer to be offered only products that are safe. In case of any damage, the producer

should compensate should compensate the consumer.the consumer.

 Consumers also have Consumers also have the right to be the right to be informed about the goods and informed about the goods and services they buy services they buy including price, ingredients,including price, ingredients,

 batch number batch number, expiry date and manufacturer’s address., expiry date and manufacturer’s address.
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 Certain medicinal drugs need to be Certain medicinal drugs need to be handled with care. Their packing must handled with care. Their packing must have directions about usage prhave directions about usage printedinted

on them. Any side effect or on them. Any side effect or risk to potential users must also risk to potential users must also be mentioned.be mentioned.

 In case of any misleading or fIn case of any misleading or false information, consumers can take the alse information, consumers can take the producer to the consumer court.producer to the consumer court.

The The Right Right to to Information Information (RTI) (RTI) Act, Act, of of 2005 2005 gives gives citizens citizens the the right right to to know know about about the the functioning functioning of of anyany

government department. Consumers have the right to select or government department. Consumers have the right to select or choose any product that they wish to choose any product that they wish to buybuy..

 Consumers possess the right to seek, redress aConsumers possess the right to seek, redress and to demand compensation. While seeking any redress, thend to demand compensation. While seeking any redress, the

consumers have the right to represent in consumer courts.In consumers have the right to represent in consumer courts.In case of help required, consumers can seek help case of help required, consumers can seek help fromfrom

consumer forums or councils consumer forums or councils and Resident Welfaand Resident Welfare Associations.re Associations.

 In 1986, the government passed the In 1986, the government passed the Consumer Protection AConsumer Protection Act (COPRA), which ensures that ct (COPRA), which ensures that consumers have theconsumers have the

right to represent in consumer courts. Under COPRA, right to represent in consumer courts. Under COPRA, a three-tier quasijudicial machinery at the district, state anda three-tier quasijudicial machinery at the district, state and

national levels was set up for redressal of cnational levels was set up for redressal of consumer disputes.onsumer disputes.

FlowchartFlowchart

Consumer RightsConsumer Rights

Right to safetyRight to safety

Right to be informedRight to be informed

Right to chooseRight to choose

Right to be heardRight to be heard or |Right to representor |Right to representationation

Right to seek redressalRight to seek redressal

Right to consumer educationRight to consumer education

Know the TermsKnow the Terms
 COPRA :COPRA : Consumer Protection Act was introduced by the Indian Government in 1986. Popularly known asConsumer Protection Act was introduced by the Indian Government in 1986. Popularly known as

COPRA, it has led to the setting up of a separate department of consumer affairs for the statement of consumer’sCOPRA, it has led to the setting up of a separate department of consumer affairs for the statement of consumer’s
disputes.disputes.

 CConsumer Protection :onsumer Protection : Consumer protection means protection of consumers from the mishappening due toConsumer protection means protection of consumers from the mishappening due to
technical and manufacturing fault of commtechnical and manufacturing fault of commodities by the manufactures.odities by the manufactures.

 Consumer Rights :Consumer Rights : The rights which help the consumers in protecting himself from being exploited are known The rights which help the consumers in protecting himself from being exploited are known
as consumer rights.as consumer rights.

 ISI and AGMARK :ISI and AGMARK : ISI and AGMARK logos represent quality standard for many products. However, for someISI and AGMARK logos represent quality standard for many products. However, for some
products that affect the health and safety of consumers such as LPG cylinders, food colours and additives, cementproducts that affect the health and safety of consumers such as LPG cylinders, food colours and additives, cement
and packed drinking water, it is mandatory on the part of the producers and packed drinking water, it is mandatory on the part of the producers to get certified by these organisations.to get certified by these organisations.

 Hallmark :Hallmark : Hallmark is quality certification for jewellery. This mark is issued by Indian Standards InstitutionHallmark is quality certification for jewellery. This mark is issued by Indian Standards Institution
whose headquarter is in New Delhi.whose headquarter is in New Delhi.

 ISO certification :ISO certification : At international level, International Organization for Standardization (ISO) whose headquarterAt international level, International Organization for Standardization (ISO) whose headquarter
is in Geneva (established in 1947) issues ISO certification which is in Geneva (established in 1947) issues ISO certification which indicates companies, goods or indicates companies, goods or institutions havinginstitutions having
this certification meet the specific level of standards.this certification meet the specific level of standards.

Know the LinksKnow the Links
 www.consumersinternational.org › Our work www.consumersinternational.org › Our work 

 www.yourarticlelibrary.com/consumers/consumer-rights...consumer-protwww.yourarticlelibrary.com/consumers/consumer-rights...consumer-prot

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. What is the duty of a coWhat is the duty of a consumer ?nsumer ?

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, (Set-KCG34U9) (Set-KCG34U9) 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans. He/She should look for the desired information on He/She should look for the desired information on
the product.the product. 11

AA Q. Q. 2.2. If If you are interested tyou are interested to buy a brush with tooth-o buy a brush with tooth-
paste but shopkeeper denied to sell toothpastepaste but shopkeeper denied to sell toothpaste
only. In this case, which consumer right is beingonly. In this case, which consumer right is being
violated by the seller ?violated by the seller ?

[Board [Board TTerm-IIerm-II, , (Foreign (Foreign Set-I, Set-I, II, II, III) III) 2016]2016]
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  Ans.  Ans. Right to choose. Right to choose.

AA Q. Q. 3.3. If any damage is done to a consumer by a If any damage is done to a consumer by a trader,trader,
under which consumer right one can move tounder which consumer right one can move to
consumer court to get compensation.consumer court to get compensation.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Outside Outside Delhi Delhi Set-I, Set-I, II, II, III, III, 2016]2016]
  Ans.  Ans. Right to seek redressal. Right to seek redressal. 11

UU Q. Q. 4.4. Name the levels of consumer courts that areName the levels of consumer courts that are
available to appeal.available to appeal.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, (Set-TCJQ6VD) (Set-TCJQ6VD) 2016]2016]
  Ans.  Ans. Consumer courts Consumer courts at district, at district, state and state and nationalnational

levels.levels. 11

AA Q. Q. 5.5. Which logo will you like to see on the electricWhich logo will you like to see on the electric
heater to be sure of its quality ?heater to be sure of its quality ?

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, (Foreign (Foreign Set-1) Set-1) 2016]2016]
  Ans.  Ans. ISI. ISI. 11

UU Q. Q. 6.6. Which logo will you like to Which logo will you like to see on gold jewellerysee on gold jewellery
to be sure of its quality.to be sure of its quality.

[Board [Board TTerm-IIerm-II, , (Foreign (Foreign Set-II) Set-II) 2016]2016]
  Ans.  Ans. The logo of pure gold  The logo of pure gold generally : Hallmark.generally : Hallmark. 11

AA Q. Q. 7.7. Suppose you have buy a packed bottle forSuppose you have buy a packed bottle for
drinking water in your journey. Which logo willdrinking water in your journey. Which logo will
you like to see be sure about you like to see be sure about its quality ?its quality ?

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Delhi Delhi (Set-I, (Set-I, II, II, III) III) 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans. ISI logo. ISI logo. 11

AA Q. Q. 8.8. Which logo would you like to see whileWhich logo would you like to see while
purchasing a tin of edible oil ?purchasing a tin of edible oil ?

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, Foreign Foreign Set-I, Set-I, II, II, III, III, 2015]2015]

Ans.Ans. AGMARK.AGMARK.

UU Q. Q. 9.9. Which logo would you like to Which logo would you like to see for purchasingsee for purchasing
electrical goods?electrical goods? [Board Term–II, 2015][Board Term–II, 2015]

Ans.Ans. ISI logo.ISI logo. 11

AA  Q. 10. Q. 10. Suppose your parents want to purchase GoldSuppose your parents want to purchase Gold
 jewellery along  jewellery along with with you; you; then then which which logo logo willwill
you look for on you look for on the jewellery ?the jewellery ?

[Board Term–II, (OD Set-I, II, III) 2015][Board Term–II, (OD Set-I, II, III) 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. The logThe logo o for purchase for purchase of of Gold Gold jewellary isjewellary is
‘Hallmark’.‘Hallmark’. 11

AA  Q. 11. Q. 11. A chemist sold you a medicine of expiry dateA chemist sold you a medicine of expiry date
under which consumer right you can approachunder which consumer right you can approach
the consumer court ?the consumer court ? [Board Term–II,2011][Board Term–II,2011]

  Ans.  Ans. Right to safety. Right to safety. 11

AA  Q. 12. Q. 12. When was the Right to Information Act passed?When was the Right to Information Act passed?

  Ans.  Ans. The Right to Information Act was passed in Oc The Right to Information Act was passed in October,tober,
2005.2005. 11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. How are consumers exploited in the marketHow are consumers exploited in the market
place ? Explain.place ? Explain.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, (Outside (Outside Delhi Delhi Set-III) Set-III) 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans. Consumers are exploited in the market place inConsumers are exploited in the market place in
the following ways :the following ways :

(i)(i) Weigh less than what they should. Weigh less than what they should.
(ii)(ii) Traders add Traders add charges that charges that were not were not mentionedmentioned

 before. before.
(iii)(iii) Traders sell adulterated or defective goods. Traders sell adulterated or defective goods.
(iv)(iv) False information iFalse information is passed s passed through the mthrough the mediaedia

and other sources to attract consumers.and other sources to attract consumers.
(Any three) 1×3=3(Any three) 1×3=3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016]2016]

UU Q. Q. 2.2. Why should a consumer be well-informed ?Why should a consumer be well-informed ?
Explain.Explain. [Board Term-II, 2014][Board Term-II, 2014]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i)  When consumers become conscious of their  When consumers become conscious of their
rights while purchasing various goods andrights while purchasing various goods and
services, they will be able to discriminate andservices, they will be able to discriminate and
make informed choices.make informed choices.

  (ii)  (ii) There is lesser or no chance of getting exploited if There is lesser or no chance of getting exploited if
the consumer is informed and aware.the consumer is informed and aware. 33

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2014]2014]

RR Q. Q. 3.3. How do we participate in the market asHow do we participate in the market as
producers and consumers? Explain with threeproducers and consumers? Explain with three
examples.examples. [Board Term-II, 2013][Board Term-II, 2013]

  Ans.  Ans. We participate in the market as producers andWe participate in the market as producers and
consumers in the following ways :consumers in the following ways :

(i)(i) As producers As producers of goods of goods and services, we and services, we couldcould
 be  be working working in in any any of of the the sectors, sectors, such such as as inin
agriculture, industry, or services.agriculture, industry, or services.

(ii)(ii) Consumers participate in the market when they Consumers participate in the market when they
purchase goods and services that they need.purchase goods and services that they need.

(iii)(iii) These are These are the final the final goods that goods that people use people use asas
consumers.consumers. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2013]

RR Q. Q. 4.4. List the information about goods and servicesList the information about goods and services
which should be available under the Right towhich should be available under the Right to
Information (RTI).Information (RTI).

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, (Set-207(Set-2076) 6) 2012]2012]

  Ans.  Ans. Particulars about the goods and services areParticulars about the goods and services are
available as given below :available as given below :

(i)(i) Ingredients used in the product. Ingredients used in the product.

(ii)(ii) Date of manufacture. Date of manufacture.

(iii)(iii) Expiry date (upto which date can be u Expiry date (upto which date can be use)se)

(iv)(iv) Address of the manufacturer. Address of the manufacturer.

(v)(v) Directions for proper use. Directions for proper use. (Any (Any three) three) 1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012]2012]

UU Q. Q. 5.5. Explain the need of standardization of productsExplain the need of standardization of products
with the help of examples from day to day life.with the help of examples from day to day life.

[Board [Board TTerm-IIerm-II, , (Set-KCG34U9(Set-KCG34U9) ) 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans. Standardization is Standardization is very essential very essential to to save thesave the
consumers from malpractices and fraudulentconsumers from malpractices and fraudulent
means.means. For example :For example :

(i)(i)  For certain articles, ISI mark is a must to ensure  For certain articles, ISI mark is a must to ensure
high quality and avoid accidents.high quality and avoid accidents.

  (ii)  (ii) On the food On the food products, it products, it is essential to is essential to indicateindicate
the weight on every packet, expiry date and otherthe weight on every packet, expiry date and other
related information.related information.

  (iii)  (iii)  The producers of the medicine have to print the  The producers of the medicine have to print the
date of manufacture, date of expiry, salts used,date of manufacture, date of expiry, salts used,
precautions if any.precautions if any. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016]

UU Q. Q. 6.6. Explain with an example how you can use theExplain with an example how you can use the

right to seek redressal.right to seek redressal.

[Board [Board TTerm-IIerm-II, , (OD (OD Set-I, Set-I, II, II, III) III) 2015]2015]
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  Ans.  Ans. Right to Seek Redressal :Right to Seek Redressal :

(i)(i) Consumers have the right to seek redressal against Consumers have the right to seek redressal against
unfair trade practices and exploitation.unfair trade practices and exploitation.

(ii)(ii) If any damage If any damage is done to is done to a consumer, he a consumer, he hashas
the right to get compensation depending on thethe right to get compensation depending on the
degree of damage.degree of damage.

  (iii)  (iii) There is a need to provide to an easy and effective There is a need to provide to an easy and effective
public system by which this can be done.public system by which this can be done.

(iv)(iv) Example of Prakash—The right to seek redressal Example of Prakash—The right to seek redressal

helps him to get compensation.helps him to get compensation.

(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015]2015]

RR Q. Q. 7.7. What precautions do you suggest for a consumerWhat precautions do you suggest for a consumer

to take while purchasing medicines from theto take while purchasing medicines from the

market ?market ?

[Board Term-II, (Foreign Set-I, II, III) 2015][Board Term-II, (Foreign Set-I, II, III) 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. While buying / purchasing medicine theWhile buying / purchasing medicine the
following precautions should be taken :following precautions should be taken :

(i)(i) Price , batch no. , date of Price , batch no. , date of manufacture.manufacture.

(ii)(ii) Address of the manufacturing company. Address of the manufacturing company.

(iii)(iii) Expiry date. Expiry date.

(iv)(iv) Directions of proper use. Directions of proper use.

(v)(v) Information relating Information relating to side to side effects and effects and riskrisk
associated with usage of that medicine..associated with usage of that medicine..

(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3
[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015]2015]

UU Q. Q. 8.8. Where can a consumer go to get justice againstWhere can a consumer go to get justice against
unfair trade practices. ? Explain.unfair trade practices. ? Explain.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, 2012, 2012, Set-2078Set-2078]]

  Ans.  Ans. Consumers have the right to seek redressal against Consumers have the right to seek redressal against
unfair trade practices and exploitation.unfair trade practices and exploitation.

(i)(i) One can go to district level consumer court which One can go to district level consumer court which
deals with claims uptodeals with claims upto `̀ 20 Lakhs. 20 Lakhs.

  (ii)  (ii) Various consumer forums or consumer protection Various consumer forums or consumer protection
councils can be contacted for guidance and help.councils can be contacted for guidance and help.

(iii)(iii) Under Under COPRA, COPRA, a a three-tier three-tier quasi-judicialquasi-judicial
machinery at the district, state and national levelsmachinery at the district, state and national levels
was Set-up for redressal of consumer disputes.was Set-up for redressal of consumer disputes.

1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3
[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012]2012]

UU Q. Q. 9.9. Explain any three functions of the ConsumerExplain any three functions of the Consumer
Protection Council or Consumer Forum.Protection Council or Consumer Forum.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, (Set-20(Set-2081) 81) 2012]2012]

  Ans.  Ans. Functions of the Consumer Protection Council orFunctions of the Consumer Protection Council or
Consumer forums are :Consumer forums are :

  (i)  (i) To guide the consumer on how to file cases in theTo guide the consumer on how to file cases in the
consumer court.consumer court.

  (ii)  (ii) To To represent the represent the individual consumindividual consumer in er in thethe
consumer court.consumer court.

(iii)(iii) These These voluntary voluntary organizations organizations also also receivereceive
financial support from the government creatingfinancial support from the government creating
awareness among the people.awareness among the people. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012]2012]

RR  Q. 10. Q. 10. What is the function of three-tier quasi-What is the function of three-tier quasi-
machinery under COPRA ? Describe.machinery under COPRA ? Describe.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, (Set-20(Set-2080) 80) 2012]2012]

  Ans.  Ans. Under COPRA, a three-tier quasi-judicialUnder COPRA, a three-tier quasi-judicial
machinery at the district, state and machinery at the district, state and national levelsnational levels
was setup for redressal of consumer disputes :was setup for redressal of consumer disputes :

(i)(i) The district The district level court level court deals with deals with the casesthe cases
involving claims up toinvolving claims up to `̀ 20 lakhs. 20 lakhs.

  (ii)  (ii) The state level court deals with the cases involving The state level court deals with the cases involving
claims betweenclaims between `̀ 20 lakhs and 20 lakhs and `̀ 1 crore. 1 crore.

  (iii)  (iii) The national The national level court level court deals with deals with the casesthe cases
involving claims exceedinginvolving claims exceeding `̀ 1 crore. 1 crore. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012]2012]

UU  Q. 11. Q. 11. Explain in brief any three of the consumerExplain in brief any three of the consumer
rights.rights. [Board Term-II, (Set-68005) 2012][Board Term-II, (Set-68005) 2012]

  Ans.  Ans. The consumer has following rights :The consumer has following rights :

(i) Right to be informed :(i) Right to be informed : A consumer has right toA consumer has right to
know the important informations about the goodsknow the important informations about the goods
and services they purchase.and services they purchase.

(ii)(ii) Right to choose :Right to choose :  A consumer has right to buy  A consumer has right to buy
goods and services of his choice.goods and services of his choice.

(iii)(iii) Right to seek redressal :Right to seek redressal : A consumer has right to A consumer has right to
seek redressal against unfair trade practices andseek redressal against unfair trade practices and
exploitation.exploitation. 1 × 3 = 31 × 3 = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012]2012]

UU  Q. 12. Q. 12. Explain any three features of the ConsumerExplain any three features of the Consumer
Protection Act of 1986.Protection Act of 1986.

[Board [Board TTerm-IIerm-II, , (68009) (68009) 2012]2012]

  Ans.  Ans. Consumer Protection Consumer Protection Act 1986, Act 1986, a major a major stepstep
taken in 1986 by the Indian government wastaken in 1986 by the Indian government was
the enactment of the Consumer Protection Act,the enactment of the Consumer Protection Act,
popularly known as COPRA.popularly known as COPRA.

(i)(i) It applies to all goods  It applies to all goods and services.and services.

  (ii)  (ii) It It covers covers all all sectors,sectors, i.e.,i.e.,  private, public and  private, public and
cooperative.cooperative.

(iii)(iii) It gives rights to consumers. Established consumer It gives rights to consumers. Established consumer
protection councils at centre and state levels.protection councils at centre and state levels.

Under COPRA, a three-tier quasi-judicialUnder COPRA, a three-tier quasi-judicial
machinery at district, state and national levels wasmachinery at district, state and national levels was
Set-up for redressal of consumer disputes. The ActSet-up for redressal of consumer disputes. The Act
has enabled the consumers to have the right tohas enabled the consumers to have the right to
represent in the consumer courts. The enactmentrepresent in the consumer courts. The enactment
of COPRA has led to the setting up of separateof COPRA has led to the setting up of separate
departments of consumer affairs in central anddepartments of consumer affairs in central and
state governments.state governments. 33

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012]2012]

UU  Q. 13. Q. 13. Explain any three ways by which people Explain any three ways by which people may bemay be
exploited in the market.exploited in the market.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, 2011]2011]

Ans. Consumer may be exploited in the market in theAns. Consumer may be exploited in the market in the
following ways :following ways :

(i) (i) Substandard quality :Substandard quality : Selling of medicinesSelling of medicines
 beyond  beyond their their expiry expiry date, date, supply supply of of defectivedefective
home appliances etc. are the activities by tradershome appliances etc. are the activities by traders
in which they sell substandard quality of goods.in which they sell substandard quality of goods.

  (ii)  (ii) Higher prices :Higher prices : Traders sometimes charge a priceTraders sometimes charge a price
higher than the retail price (MRP).higher than the retail price (MRP).

  (iii)  (iii) Duplicate Articles :Duplicate Articles : Many false and duplicateMany false and duplicate
products are being sold to the consumers.products are being sold to the consumers.

1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2011]2011]
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RR  Q. 14. Q. 14. What is the rationale behind the enactment ofWhat is the rationale behind the enactment of
Consumer Protection Act, 1986 ?Consumer Protection Act, 1986 ?

[Board Term-II, (Set-14/A1) 2011][Board Term-II, (Set-14/A1) 2011]

  Ans.  Ans. The rationale behind this Act is to protect andThe rationale behind this Act is to protect and

promote the rights of consumers :promote the rights of consumers :
(i)(i) To make consumers aware  To make consumers aware about their rights.about their rights.

  (ii)  (ii) To punish those who indulge in malpractices and To punish those who indulge in malpractices and
exploit the consumers.exploit the consumers.

  (iii)  (iii) To see To see that traders don’t that traders don’t indulge in anti-socialindulge in anti-social
activities such as activities such as hoarding and black-marketinghoarding and black-marketing..

1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33
[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2011]2011]

RR  Q. 15. Q. 15. What are the duties of consumers whileWhat are the duties of consumers while
purchasing a thing ? Write any three.purchasing a thing ? Write any three.

[Board [Board TTerm-IIerm-II, , (Set-68(Set-68046) 046) 2012]2012]

  Ans.  Ans. The duties of the consumers while purchasing aThe duties of the consumers while purchasing a

thing are :thing are :

(i)(i) Consumer sConsumer should lhould look at ook at the qualthe quality of ity of thethe

product, market price, guarantee period, date ofproduct, market price, guarantee period, date of

manufacturinmanufacturing, expiry g, expiry date, etc.date, etc.

  (ii)  (ii)  Consumers should purchase standard products  Consumers should purchase standard products

with seal of ISI with seal of ISI or the AGMARK.or the AGMARK.
(iii)(iii) Consumer should ask Consumer should ask for a for a cash memo cash memo andand

warranty card.warranty card.
  (iv)  (iv)  He/she should know the legal procedures if he/   He/she should know the legal procedures if he/ 

she is cheated.she is cheated.
(v)(v) He/she should be aware of his/her duties. He/she should be aware of his/her duties.

(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3
[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2012]2012]

Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. Explain with example the impact of the Right toExplain with example the impact of the Right to
Information Act (R.T.I.).Information Act (R.T.I.).

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, (Foreign (Foreign Set-III) Set-III) 2015]2015]

Ans. Impact Ans. Impact of the Right to of the Right to Information Act :Information Act :
(i)(i) In October 2005,  In October 2005, the Government of India enactedthe Government of India enacted

a law popularly known as R.T.I which ensures itsa law popularly known as R.T.I which ensures its
citizens all the citizens all the information about the functions ofinformation about the functions of
various Government various Government DepartmentDepartments.s.

(ii)(ii) Now it Now it is possible is possible for the affected for the affected citizens tocitizens to
pursue the progress of any scheme pursue the progress of any scheme or policy.or policy.

(iii)(iii)  To build a pressure on Government officials to  To build a pressure on Government officials to
deliver the results in a time bound frame.deliver the results in a time bound frame.

  (iv)  (iv) It brings transparency in the system. It brings transparency in the system.

(v)(v) It has  It has checked corruption to an extent.checked corruption to an extent.

  (vi)  (vi) Example of Amritha–The RTI helps her to know Example of Amritha–The RTI helps her to know

the result of a government job in a reasonablethe result of a government job in a reasonable

time.time. (Any five) 1 + 5 = 5(Any five) 1 + 5 = 5
[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015]2015]

UU Q. Q. 2.2. COPRA has enabled the consumers to haveCOPRA has enabled the consumers to have
the right to represent in the consumer courts.the right to represent in the consumer courts.
Explain with the help of an example how itExplain with the help of an example how it
 benefits the consu benefits the consumers.mers. [Board SQP 2016][Board SQP 2016]

 Ans. Ans. Under Under COPRA, COPRA, a a three-tier three-tier quasi-judicialquasi-judicial
machinery at the district, state and machinery at the district, state and national levelsnational levels
was Set-up for was Set-up for redressal of consumer disputes.redressal of consumer disputes.

The district level court deals with the casesThe district level court deals with the cases
involving claims uptoinvolving claims upto `̀  20 lakhs, the state level  20 lakhs, the state level
courts betweencourts between `̀ 20 lakhs and 20 lakhs and `̀ 1 crore and the 1 crore and the
national level court deals with cases involvingnational level court deals with cases involving
claims exceedingclaims exceeding `̀ 1 crore. 1 crore.

If a case is dismissed in district level court, theIf a case is dismissed in district level court, the
consumer can also appeal in the state court andconsumer can also appeal in the state court and
then in National level courts. Thus, the Act hasthen in National level courts. Thus, the Act has
enabled us as consumers to have the right toenabled us as consumers to have the right to
represent in the consumer courts.represent in the consumer courts.

It strengthened the Consumer Movement andIt strengthened the Consumer Movement and
provided the consumers with the right to seekprovided the consumers with the right to seek
redressal against unfair trade practices andredressal against unfair trade practices and
exploitation. If any damage is done to exploitation. If any damage is done to a consumer,a consumer,
she has the right to get compensation dependingshe has the right to get compensation depending
on the degree of damage.on the degree of damage. 55

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016]2016]

UU Q. Q. 3.3. How has a three-tier quasi-judicial machineryHow has a three-tier quasi-judicial machinery
 been Set-up  been Set-up for for redressal of redressal of consumer disputesconsumer disputes
? Explain.? Explain. [Board Term-II, 2014][Board Term-II, 2014]

Ans. Ans. (i)(i) A major step was taken in 1986 by the IndianA major step was taken in 1986 by the Indian
government when it enacted the Consumergovernment when it enacted the Consumer
Protection Act, 1986, popularly known as COPRA.Protection Act, 1986, popularly known as COPRA.

(ii)(ii) Under COPRA, a three-tier quasi-judicial machinerUnder COPRA, a three-tier quasi-judicial machineryy
at the district, state and national levels has been Set-at the district, state and national levels has been Set-
up for redressal of up for redressal of consumer disputes.consumer disputes.

(iii)(iii)  The consumer movement in India has led to the  The consumer movement in India has led to the
formation of various organizations locally knownformation of various organizations locally known
as Consumer Forums or Consumer Protectionas Consumer Forums or Consumer Protection
Councils. They guide consumers on how to fileCouncils. They guide consumers on how to file
cases in the consumer court.cases in the consumer court.

(iv)(iv) On many occasions, they also represent individual On many occasions, they also represent individual
consumers in the consumer courts.consumers in the consumer courts.

(v)(v) These These voluntary voluntary organizations organizations also also receivereceive
financial support from the government for creatingfinancial support from the government for creating
awareness among the people. Thus, the Act hasawareness among the people. Thus, the Act has
enabled us as consumers to have the right toenabled us as consumers to have the right to
represent in the consumer courts.represent in the consumer courts. 1 × 5 = 51 × 5 = 5

RR Q. Q. 4.4. What type of duties should a consumer keep inWhat type of duties should a consumer keep in
mind under the consumer awareness ? Explain.mind under the consumer awareness ? Explain.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, (Set-KCG34U9) (Set-KCG34U9) 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans. Duties of the consumers are :Duties of the consumers are :
(i)(i) While purchasing the goods, a consumer should While purchasing the goods, a consumer should

look at the quality of the product, the markedlook at the quality of the product, the marked
price, guarantee or the warranty period.price, guarantee or the warranty period.

(ii)(ii) A A consumer consumer should should preferably preferably purchasepurchase
standardized products which contain the seal ofstandardized products which contain the seal of
ISI or the ISI or the AGMARK.AGMARK.

  (iii)  (iii) A A consumer consumer should should preferably preferably purchasepurchase
standardised products which contain the seal ofstandardised products which contain the seal of
ISI or the Agmark.ISI or the Agmark.

(iv)(iv) A consumer must A consumer must be aware be aware of his of his rights andrights and
duties.duties.

(v)(v) The consumer should form consumer awareness The consumer should form consumer awareness
organisations, which can be given representationorganisations, which can be given representation
in various committees formed by in various committees formed by the governmentthe government
and other bodies in the matters relating to theand other bodies in the matters relating to the
consumers.consumers.

  (vi)  (vi)  He should know the method to get redressal if  He should know the method to get redressal if
cheated.cheated. (Any five) 1 × 5 = 5(Any five) 1 × 5 = 5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016]2016]
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TOPIC-3TOPIC-3
Strengthen Consumer Movements to Strengthen Consumer Movements to ProtectProtect
Consumer RightsConsumer Rights

Quick Review Quick Review 
 Consumers need to Consumers need to be aware of be aware of the choices available the choices available to them.to them.

 The Consumer Protection AThe Consumer Protection Act enacted in 1986, independent dect enacted in 1986, independent departments of consumer affairs werpartments of consumer affairs were formed in thee formed in the

central and state governments. The departments regularly put out advertisements in newspapers and central and state governments. The departments regularly put out advertisements in newspapers and magazines,magazines,

and on television to make consumers cand on television to make consumers conscious of their rights. Several agencies like BIS, onscious of their rights. Several agencies like BIS, Hallmark and AGMARKHallmark and AGMARK

test the quality of various products sold itest the quality of various products sold in the market.n the market.

 Only products that pass the tOnly products that pass the test of quality are est of quality are certified. For products certified. For products that are crucial from a health that are crucial from a health or safety angle,or safety angle,

certification is mandatory or compulsorcertification is mandatory or compulsoryy. 24. 24thth December, 1986, is celebrated as the National  December, 1986, is celebrated as the National Consumer Day.Consumer Day.

 There are over 700 consumer groups in the countryThere are over 700 consumer groups in the country, but only about 30 of them work efficiently, but only about 30 of them work efficiently. The process of. The process of

redress might be difficult as consumers do not often take cash memos, and hence it is very difficult to proveredress might be difficult as consumers do not often take cash memos, and hence it is very difficult to prove

anything conclusively against the wrong doings anything conclusively against the wrong doings of shopkeepers.of shopkeepers.

 The laws relating to compensation are oftThe laws relating to compensation are often vague and their enforcement is en vague and their enforcement is weak. The progress in consumerweak. The progress in consumer

awareness has been slow, but positive.awareness has been slow, but positive.

FlowchartsFlowcharts

Particulars about goods and services according to RTIParticulars about goods and services according to RTI

Ingredients usedIngredients used
in the in the produproductct

Date ofDate of
manufacturemanufacture

Expiry Expiry datedate AddresAddress s ofof
manufacturermanufacturer

Directions forDirections for
proper useproper use

Duties of customer while purchasing a thingDuties of customer while purchasing a thing

Looking at quality of product, market price, date of manufacturing, etc.Looking at quality of product, market price, date of manufacturing, etc.

Purchasing standard products with ISI or AGMARKPurchasing standard products with ISI or AGMARK

Asking for a cash memoAsking for a cash memo

Knowing the legal procedures if cheatedKnowing the legal procedures if cheated

Awareness about consumer's dutiesAwareness about consumer's duties

Know the TermsKnow the Terms

 COPRA COPRA :: Consumer Protection Act is popularly known as COPRA. It was introduced by the Government ofConsumer Protection Act is popularly known as COPRA. It was introduced by the Government of

India in 1986.India in 1986.

 National National Consumer Consumer Day Day :: Consumer Protection Act was  Consumer Protection Act was enacted on this enacted on this dayday..

 Black-Marketing Black-Marketing :: Sellers generally hold up stocks  Sellers generally hold up stocks in the market to create artificial scarcity so as to in the market to create artificial scarcity so as to sell them latersell them later
at higher ratesat higher rates..
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Know the LinksKnow the Links

 www.learnnext.com www.learnnext.com › › … … › › Economics Economics › › Consumer Consumer AwarenessAwareness

  www.un.org/esa/sustdev/publications/consumption_en.pdf   www.un.org/esa/sustdev/publications/consumption_en.pdf 

  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Consumer_activism  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Consumer_activism

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

UU Q. Q. 1.1. What is COPRA ? When was is What is COPRA ? When was is introduced ?introduced ?

[Board [Board SQP SQP 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans. Consumer Protection Act Consumer Protection Act is popularly knois popularly known aswn as
COPRA. It was introduced by the Government ofCOPRA. It was introduced by the Government of
India in 1986.India in 1986. 11

UU Q. Q. 2.2. On which day of the On which day of the year is ‘National Consumersyear is ‘National Consumers
Day’ celebrated in India?Day’ celebrated in India?

[Board Term–II, 2015][Board Term–II, 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. In India, National Consumers Day is celebrated on In India, National Consumers Day is celebrated on
2424thth December every year. December every year. 11

AA Q. Q. 3.3. Why was the Consumer Protection Act enactedWhy was the Consumer Protection Act enacted
 by the Indian Parliament ? by the Indian Parliament ?

[Board Term-II, (OD Set-III) 2015][Board Term-II, (OD Set-III) 2015]
  Ans.  Ans. To  To protect the consumers from unfair trade practicesprotect the consumers from unfair trade practices

and retains the interest of consumers at large.and retains the interest of consumers at large. 11

AA Q. Q. 4.4. Which major step was taken by the IndianWhich major step was taken by the Indian
Government in 1986 for the protection ofGovernment in 1986 for the protection of
consumer ?consumer ?

Ans.Ans. Consumer Protection Act. Consumer Protection Act. 11

AA Q. Q. 5.5. Name the umbrella body of 240 organizationsName the umbrella body of 240 organizations
from over 100 countries for Consumer Movementfrom over 100 countries for Consumer Movement

  Ans.  Ans. UN Guidelines for Consumer Protection. UN Guidelines for Consumer Protection. 11

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. How do large companies manipulate theHow do large companies manipulate the
market ? Explain with examples.market ? Explain with examples.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, (Foreign (Foreign Set-3) Set-3) 2016]2016]
  Ans.  Ans. Refer to Ans. of Q. 1 Long Ans. Type Questions. Refer to Ans. of Q. 1 Long Ans. Type Questions.

(Any (Any three) three) 1 1 × × 3 3 = = 33

AA Q. Q. 2.2. When is the ‘National Consumer Day’ celebratedWhen is the ‘National Consumer Day’ celebrated
in India ? Describe the impoin India ? Describe the importance of this day.rtance of this day.

[Board [Board Term-II, Term-II, (Set-68037) (Set-68037) 2012]2012]

 Ans. Ans. 24thDecember is observed as National Consumers’24thDecember is observed as National Consumers’
Day in India. The importance of Day in India. The importance of this day are :this day are :

  (i)  (i) Consumer Protection Act was enacted on this Consumer Protection Act was enacted on this day.day.

  (ii)  (ii) India has exclusive courts for consumer redressal.India has exclusive courts for consumer redressal.

About 700 consumer groups are working in About 700 consumer groups are working in India.India.

However, consumer redressal process is becomingHowever, consumer redressal process is becoming

cumbersome, expensive and time–consuming.cumbersome, expensive and time–consuming.

After 20 years of enactment of this act, consumerAfter 20 years of enactment of this act, consumer
awareness is not up to the mark.awareness is not up to the mark.

Consumers will have to involve actively.Consumers will have to involve actively.
[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012] 1 + 2 = 3[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2012] 1 + 2 = 3

AA Q. Q. 3.3. How do duplicate articles and adulterationHow do duplicate articles and adulteration

cause heavy loss to the consumers? Give twocause heavy loss to the consumers? Give two

example.example. [Board Term-II, 2011][Board Term-II, 2011]

  Ans.  Ans. Duplicate articles and adulteration cause heavyDuplicate articles and adulteration cause heavy
loss to the consumers in the followingloss to the consumers in the following ways :ways :

(i)(i) Duplicate articles Duplicate articles such as such as duplicate medicinesduplicate medicines
may cause life risks for the consummay cause life risks for the consumers.ers.

  (ii)  (ii) Duplicate articles Duplicate articles and adulterated and adulterated goods causegoods cause
financial loss to the consumers and leave themfinancial loss to the consumers and leave them
unsatisfied.unsatisfied. 1½ + 1½ = 31½ + 1½ = 3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2011]2011]

Long Answer Type QuestionsLong Answer Type Questions 5 5 marks marks eacheach

AA Q. Q. 1.1. How do the large companies manipulate theHow do the large companies manipulate the
market ? Explain with examples.market ? Explain with examples.

[Board Term–II, (Delhi Set-II) 2015][Board Term–II, (Delhi Set-II) 2015]

 Ans. The large companies manipulate the market in Ans. The large companies manipulate the market in
various ways :various ways :

(i)(i) Large companies with huge amount of wealth,Large companies with huge amount of wealth,
power and riches can manipulate the market inpower and riches can manipulate the market in
various ways.various ways.

(ii)(ii) At times false information is passed on throughAt times false information is passed on through
the media and other sources to attract consumthe media and other sources to attract consumers.ers.

(iii)(iii) For exampleFor example, a company for years sold powder milk, a company for years sold powder milk
for babies all over the world as the most scientificfor babies all over the world as the most scientific
product claiming this to be better than mother’s milk.product claiming this to be better than mother’s milk.
It took years of struggle before the company wasIt took years of struggle before the company was

forced to accept that it had been making false claims.forced to accept that it had been making false claims.

  (iv)  (iv) Similarly, a long battle had to be fought with courtSimilarly, a long battle had to be fought with court
cases to make cigarette manufacturing companiescases to make cigarette manufacturing companies

accept that their product could cause accept that their product could cause cancer.cancer.

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 1 × 5 = 5[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2015] 1 × 5 = 5

 V Very Short Answer Tery Short Answer Type Questionsype Questions 1 1 mark mark eacheach

Short Answer Type QuestionsShort Answer Type Questions 3 3 mark mark eacheach
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AA Q. Q. 2.2. Why are rules and regulations required forWhy are rules and regulations required for
the protection of the consumers, in the marketthe protection of the consumers, in the market
place? Explain with examples.place? Explain with examples.

[Board T[Board Term–II, 2015, Foreign Set-II; erm–II, 2015, Foreign Set-II; 2014; 2013]2014; 2013]

  Ans.  Ans. Rules and regulations are required to protect theRules and regulations are required to protect the
consumers in the market place because of theconsumers in the market place because of the
following factors :following factors :

(i)(i) AdulterationAdulteration : : People tend to add adultePeople tend to add adulterants (orrants (or
chemicals) in food to make it look better.chemicals) in food to make it look better.

(ii) (ii) False False claims claims :: Producers make false claims about Producers make false claims about

the durability and quality of their productsthe durability and quality of their products
through advertisements.through advertisements.

(iii)(iii) Under weighing :Under weighing : Sellers generally under weighSellers generally under weigh
products and charge their original prices.products and charge their original prices.

(iv)(iv) Hoarding and black-marketing :Hoarding and black-marketing : Sellers generallySellers generally
hold up stocks in the market to create artificialhold up stocks in the market to create artificial
scarcity so as to sell them scarcity so as to sell them later at higher rates.later at higher rates.

(v)(v) Selling at high price :Selling at high price : Sellers, who sell necessities, Sellers, who sell necessities,
generally sell them at higher prices.generally sell them at higher prices. 1 × 5 = 51 × 5 = 5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2013]2013]

High Order Thinking Skills (HOTS) QuestionsHigh Order Thinking Skills (HOTS) Questions

Q. 1.Q. 1. Explain with an example how one can exercise theExplain with an example how one can exercise the
‘Right to Choose’.‘Right to Choose’. [Board [Board TTerm-IIerm-II, , 2014]2014]

OROR

Analyse with a suitable example the meaningAnalyse with a suitable example the meaning
of ‘The Right to Choose’ provided under theof ‘The Right to Choose’ provided under the
Consumer Protection Act.Consumer Protection Act.

[Board T[Board Term-II, OD erm-II, OD Set-III, (Set-68034) 2013, 2012,]Set-III, (Set-68034) 2013, 2012,]

  Ans.  Ans. The consumer has the right to choose, so that he is The consumer has the right to choose, so that he is
assured of satisfactory quality and service at a fairassured of satisfactory quality and service at a fair
price.price.

(i)(i) Any consumer who receives a service in whatever Any consumer who receives a service in whatever
capacity, regardless of age, gender and nature ofcapacity, regardless of age, gender and nature of
service, has the right to choose whether to continueservice, has the right to choose whether to continue
to receive the service.to receive the service.

(ii)(ii) Suppose you want to buy toothpaste, and the shop Suppose you want to buy toothpaste, and the shop
owner says that she can sell the toothpaste only ifowner says that she can sell the toothpaste only if
you buy a tooth brush. If you are not interested inyou buy a tooth brush. If you are not interested in
 buying  buying the the brush, brush, your your right right to to choice choice is is denied.denied.
Similarly, sometimes gas supply dealers insist thatSimilarly, sometimes gas supply dealers insist that
you have to buy the stove from them when youyou have to buy the stove from them when you
take a new connection. In this way many a timestake a new connection. In this way many a times
you are you are forced to buy things that you may forced to buy things that you may not wishnot wish
to and you are left with no choice.to and you are left with no choice.

  (iii)  (iii) Consumers can move to the Consumer Court for all Consumers can move to the Consumer Court for all
the above according to COPRA passed in 1986.the above according to COPRA passed in 1986.

(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3(Any three) 1 × 3 = 3

Q. Q. 2.2. “Rules and regulations are required for the“Rules and regulations are required for the
protection of the consumers in the market place.”protection of the consumers in the market place.”
 Justify the statement with arguments. Justify the statement with arguments.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, (Outside (Outside Delhi Delhi Set-I, Set-I, II, II, III) III) 2016]2016]

  Ans.  Ans. “Rules and “Rules and regulations are regulations are required for required for thethe
protection of the consumers in the protection of the consumers in the market place.”market place.”

(i)(i) Individual consumers Individual consumers often find often find themselves inthemselves in
a weak position , whenever there is a complainta weak position , whenever there is a complaint
regarding a good or service that had been bougregarding a good or service that had been bought,ht,
the seller tries to shift all the responsibility on tothe seller tries to shift all the responsibility on to
the buyer.the buyer.

(ii)(ii) Expl Exploitatiooitation in n in the market place hthe market place happens in varappens in variousious
ways.ways. For eg For eg : : somsometimes the etimes the traders indulge intraders indulge in
unfair trade practices such as : when shopkeepersunfair trade practices such as : when shopkeepers
weigh less than what they should or when weigh less than what they should or when traderstraders
add charges that were not mentioned before, oradd charges that were not mentioned before, or
when adulterated or defective goods are sold.when adulterated or defective goods are sold.

(iii)(iii) At times false information is passed on through At times false information is passed on through
the media to attract consumers.the media to attract consumers. 1×3=31×3=3

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2016]2016]

Q. Q. 3.3. “Consumer Movement can be effective only with“Consumer Movement can be effective only with
the consumer’s active involvement.” Analyse thethe consumer’s active involvement.” Analyse the
statement.statement. [Board [Board TTerm-II erm-II 2014,]2014,]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) After 20 years of the enactment of COPRA,After 20 years of the enactment of COPRA,
consumer awareness in India is spreading butconsumer awareness in India is spreading but
slowly.slowly.

  (ii)  (ii) There is a scope for consumers to realise their role There is a scope for consumers to realise their role
and importance.and importance.

  (iii)  (iii) It It required a required a voluntary effort voluntary effort and and strugglestruggle
involving the participation of one and all.involving the participation of one and all.

  (iv)  (iv) Hence, Consumer Hence, Consumer Movement can Movement can be effectivebe effective
only with consumers active involvement.only with consumers active involvement.

1¼ × 4 = 51¼ × 4 = 5

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2014]2014]

 V Value Based Questionsalue Based Questions 3 3 marks marks eacheach

 Q. 1. Q. 1. “After 20 years of the enactment of COPRA,“After 20 years of the enactment of COPRA,

consumer awareness in India is spreading butconsumer awareness in India is spreading but

slowlyslowly.” Give .” Give reasons.reasons.

[Board Term-II, Set-2081, (Delhi Set-II) 2013, 12][Board Term-II, Set-2081, (Delhi Set-II) 2013, 12]

  Ans.  Ans. Consumer awareness in India is spreading slowlyConsumer awareness in India is spreading slowly

 because : because :

(i)(i) Besides it, Besides it, enforcement of enforcement of laws that laws that protectedprotected

workers, especially in the unorganized sector isworkers, especially in the unorganized sector is

weak.weak.

  (ii)  (ii) Rules and regulations are often not followed. Rules and regulations are often not followed.

(iii)(iii) Lack of active involvement of the consumer. Lack of active involvement of the consumer.

Q. 2.Q. 2. How has the RTI (Right to Information) Act passed How has the RTI (Right to Information) Act passed

in 2005 affected consumers in India ?in 2005 affected consumers in India ?

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, (OD (OD Set-II) Set-II) 2013]2013]

OROR

What is the Right to Information Act, 2005 ? HowWhat is the Right to Information Act, 2005 ? How

does it help the consumers ?does it help the consumers ?

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, (Set-11(Set-11/B1) /B1) 2011]2011]

 V Value Based Questionsalue Based Questions 3 3 mark mark eacheach



CONSUMER RIGHTSCONSUMER RIGHTS [ 351[ 351

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) The RTI Act ensures citizens all the informationThe RTI Act ensures citizens all the information

about the functions of government departments.about the functions of government departments.

  (ii)  (ii) By filing an By filing an application under RTI application under RTI Act, a citizenAct, a citizen

can ask the government department to furnishcan ask the government department to furnish

information.information.

  (iii)  (iii) For example,For example, people make complaints about thepeople make complaints about the

lack of civic amenities such as bad roads or poorlack of civic amenities such as bad roads or poor

water and health facilities but no one listens. Nowwater and health facilities but no one listens. Now

the RTI Act gives them the power to question thethe RTI Act gives them the power to question the

respective government department.respective government department.

Q. Q. 3.3. “The consumer movement arose out of“The consumer movement arose out of

dissatisfaction of the consumers”. Justify thedissatisfaction of the consumers”. Justify the

statement with arguments.statement with arguments.

[Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, (Outside (Outside Delhi Delhi Set-III) Set-III) 2016]2016]

Ans.Ans.“The Consumer movement arose out of“The Consumer movement arose out of
dissatisfaction of the consumers” :dissatisfaction of the consumers” :

(i)(i) As many unfair practices were being indulged in As many unfair practices were being indulged in
 by the sellers. by the sellers.

  (ii)  (ii) There was There was no legal no legal systaem available systaem available to theto the
consumers to protect them from exploitation inconsumers to protect them from exploitation in
the market place.the market place.

(iii)(iii) In India, the consumer movement such as ‘Social In India, the consumer movement such as ‘Social
Force’ originated with the necessity of protectingForce’ originated with the necessity of protecting
and promoting the interest of consumers againstand promoting the interest of consumers against

unethical and unfair trade practices.unethical and unfair trade practices.

(iv)(iv) Rampant Rampant food food shortage, shortage, hoardings, hoardings, blackblack
marketing, adulteration of food and edible oilmarketing, adulteration of food and edible oil
gave birth to the consumer movement in angave birth to the consumer movement in an
organized form in the 1960s.organized form in the 1960s. (Any three) 1×3=3(Any three) 1×3=3

[CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016][CBSE Marking Scheme, 2016]

Q. Q. 4.4. The consumer movement in India has impartedThe consumer movement in India has imparted
which values to the consumers ? Explain.which values to the consumers ? Explain.

[Board Term-II, 2014][Board Term-II, 2014]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) Awareness of one’s rights.Awareness of one’s rights.
  (ii)  (ii) Responsibility of the consumer. Responsibility of the consumer.
  (iii)  (iii) Social ethics of morality. Social ethics of morality.

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2014]2014]

Q. Q. 5.5. “Consumer awareness is the best way for the“Consumer awareness is the best way for the
protection of consumers.” Justify with suitableprotection of consumers.” Justify with suitable
examplesexamples. . [Board [Board TTerm-II, erm-II, (Set-WVIVSA5) (Set-WVIVSA5) 2015]2015]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) Consumer should be well informed about the Consumer should be well informed about the
rights and duties.rights and duties.

  (ii)  (ii) Consumer should buy the commodities with ISI, Consumer should buy the commodities with ISI,
AGMARK or Hallmark logo.AGMARK or Hallmark logo.

  (iii)  (iii) Should not hesitate to use the legal rights against Should not hesitate to use the legal rights against
unfair trade practices.unfair trade practices.

Example Example :: Case of Amritha, case of Abirami.Case of Amritha, case of Abirami.

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015]2015]

Q. Q. 6.6. Which values make consumers more conscious andWhich values make consumers more conscious and
vigilant? Explain.vigilant? Explain.

[Board Term-II, (Set-RKZQI05) 2015][Board Term-II, (Set-RKZQI05) 2015]

  Ans.  Ans. (i)(i) Awareness of one’s rights Awareness of one’s rights

  (ii)  (ii)  Must read the details given on the goods to be  Must read the details given on the goods to be
purchased.purchased.

  (iii)  (iii) It is It is the duty of the duty of every consumer to every consumer to complaincomplain
against the malpractices in the market.against the malpractices in the market.

  (iv)  (iv) Social responsibility on the part of the sellers and Social responsibility on the part of the sellers and
manufacturers also helps.manufacturers also helps. (Any three)(Any three)

[CBSE [CBSE Marking Marking Scheme, Scheme, 2015]2015]
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